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EEEATA.

p. 20, 1. 20, read or t\

p. 32, 1. 5, read La, (u ).

,, dt. par. 1, read eba'ut dat.

p. 37, 1. 19 from bottom, under Do., for *Blandford read *Cranborne.

p. 45, par. 6, last word, read aeks)BR.

p. 47, note 6, first line, read the (d).

p. 57, line 3 from bottom, No. 904, read va'yLar.

p. 58, line 3, read 923*.

p. 65, par. 0, 1. 8, for Potter read Trotter.

,, par. 10, 1. 3, readout (wm-ikra).

p. 66, 1. 1 and 2, for Potter, read Trotter.

p. 80, East Dorset c\vl., 1. 2, read Cranborne, and 1. 5 dele and.

p. 85, joke on (atj) last line, read Bd)e)a-d.

p. 94, 1. 10, read L (mw m).

p. 109, 1. 6, read Miss M. A. Firth.

p. 111. Authorities, Np. add fDaventry, fFarthinghoe, fHelmdon, fLong

Buckley, fSilverstone, Slapton, fSyersham, fTowcester, fWatford,

fWeedon, fWood Burcote, fWoodford.

p. 113, paragraph B, line 1, read a nonagenarian widow about 94
;

line M, read

Malvern Wells.

p. 114, 1. 30, read CLAVERDON, WA. (5 w.Warwick).

p. 129, 1. 15 from bottom, read may bave possibly,

p. 131, 1. 4, read Pasingworth.

,, 1. 6, read Sbadoxburst.

p. 133, dt. par. 3, read ^)de noq.

p. 136, last line but one, read Rev. J. W. Rumny.

p. 140, No. 422, read 'vomited.'

p. 157, 1. 9, read Mr. Shelly's

p. 162, No. 646, read'bm'jL
5

.

p. 163, 1. 2, read mEE'k)'n.

p. 175, Area, 1. 2, after Br., add outlying parts of Wo.

p. 183, 1. 2 from bottom, read dra'wndid.

p. 186, No. 702, readuih.

p. 194, line B, read Chackmore, and line T, read Tyrringbam.

p. 199, line S, read n-by-w.

p. 201, for 125 om, read 194 om.

p. 217, 1. 23, read H. F. Tollemache.

p. 222, 1. 31, read degradation.

p. 225, 1. 6, read dE"wn.

p. 235, 1. 3, read Henley-on-Thames in Ox. and 1. 4, read Penn, Bu. (3 e-by-n.

High Wycombe) .

E.E. Pron. Part V. b



^ ERRATA.

p. 248, note, col. 2, lines 1 and 2, read pleis, meed.

p. 249, 1. 10, read 10 s.

p 253, note, col. 2, 1. 1, read of which Li. has (,) and M. (w ).

p'. 255, 1. 4, mtf Pt. ; notes, col. 2, 1. 1, read was also.

p. 278, 1. 1, razrfs.Nf.

p 279, 1. 3, read Tuddenham.

p. 315. Boundaries, 1. 5, twrf Featherbed ;
1. 7, rau* Mam Tor, and

Authorities, Ch. 1. 2, rf Tintwistle ;
La. 1. 2, raw? Eoyton.

p. 332, under Leyland,for 1887 mw? 1877.

p. 345, under Charley, read 10 nw.Bolton.

p. 347, No. 222, add at end, or from old Fr. hure, head of a man or an animal,

especially a shaggy boar' s head.

p. 352, 1. 11 from bottom, and Authorities, La. 1. 2, read Goosnargh.

p. 354, col. 2, 1. 9 from bottom, read diOT)*.

pp. 360, 361, 362, and 363, read Lezayre.

p. 362, notes to Lezayre dt., par. 1, read or (oba'at).

p. 363, 1. 3 from bottom, read P pEriket.

p. 375, 1. 10 from bottom, 13. vii, read noon, corrected on p. 405, notes, par. 13.

p. 387, 1. 12, last word, read Bradley.

p. 409, 1. Authorities, St., 1. 2, after Longport insert tLongton.

p. 421, West and South Cheshire cwl., 1. 1, dele Churton.

p. 425, 1. 8 from bottom, read Db.

p. 435, 1. 4, add under t
1

,
and in lines 12 and 13 from bottom, that is,

Nos. 4 and 5, transpose A and the ,, above it.

p. 436, par. 15, Nos. 1 and 3, read i'S.'ud, fa'wl.

p. 442, No. 39, read kja'wm.

p. 443, par. I-, 1. 1, read B gji.

p. 445, 1. B, for 3 e. read 6 e.

p. 447, last line, read Teen.

p. 449, 1. 2, for 71, read 76.

p. 472, 1. 8, after CoalbrooMale for St, read Sh.

p. 524, No. 331, read final
(t).

p. 529, 1. 2, insert J. after Rev.

p. 567, 1. 4 from bottom, read vare.

p. 572, 1. 4, ratfitsjsT.

p. 606, 1. 7 from bottom to No. 49, add .

p. 607, in par. xl, 1. 7, second No. 0, add

p. 718, under U: for snEb read sneb.

p. 738, note 46, last number, read 153.

p. 747, line 1, read 12 sw.

p. 748, in title, and 1. 1 of poem, for GREY read GRAY.
p. 755, 1. 6 from bottom, read Kc.

p. 824, last line but one of small print, read of I, Y,

In the CONSONANTAL INDEX there are a few evident displacements, and the
snowing misprints, read under G- 13 gnagan, under SC- 220 scephire, under
-T- cetel, under -W 371 strefcw. Omit 90 blawan under -D-

re possibly many other slight errors which have escaped observation.
live correctness of a text of such great complexity as the present,I am much indebted to the vigilance of the printer's reader, Mr. Wood,

TaJe" o* Mr T HallaT
^ S ^^ and> in many districts

>
the scrupulous

A. J. E.
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i ?? tlTe C8 ' 420 ' West and South Che^e cwl. 421
affordshire cwl. 422. South Cheshire or Bickley, cwl. 422-424.

Phonetic Version of Ruth, chap, i., p. 698, No. 4.
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After fourteen years' delay I am at last able to produce Part V.

of my Early English Pronunciation, containing the relation of the

present to the past pronunciation of our language as exhibited

in " The Existing Phonology of the English Dialects." A glance
at the Table of Contents, the Alphabetical County List, p. 32*,
and the Alphabetical List of Informants, p. 67*, will I trust

sufficiently explain the cause of the delay. The work I found

myself involved in was far greater than I had contemplated,
and the difficulty of obtaining intelligible information on which
reliance could be placed far exceeded my anticipations. The list

of Informants will shew how large a number of persons came
forward to help me. It will also shew that I am more especially
indebted to a very few of these, whom I have mentioned on

pp. 4 and 5, and far the foremost among them as regards the

number of places from which information was obtained (over 500),

accuracy of report in the system of notation here adopted, trust-

worthiness of detail and length of time during which he worked,
was Mr. Thomas Hallam, of Manchester. Without his un-

flagging diligence, and his many excursions to gain phonetic

knowledge during nearly twenty years, the account I have been
able to give of the Midland Division and its adjacent regions
would have been very deficient, instead of presenting remarkable

fullness of detail. Next in order, and though far inferior in the

number of places, in no respect inferior in the importance of his

contributions, and in correctness of detail obtained by extra-

ordinary diligence, was Mr. J. G. Goodchild, whose work in

D 31, comprising Cumberland, Westmorland, and North-west of

Yorkshire, leaves scarcely anything to be desired in minute ac-

curacy and repeated careful verification.

I have endeavoured in the lists of 1145 places from which,
and 811 persons from whom, I obtained information and assist-

ance, to specify every case, but I cannot hope to have been

perfectly successful. To every one, however, named and un-

named, and especially to the natives themselves, from whom the

information was ultimately obtained, but whose names are only

occasionally mentioned, I tender my grateful thanks. To them is
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due the value of the present volume as an authentic document,

for future philologists to consult.

Finally I have sincerely to thank the three Societies the

Philological Society, the Early English Text Society, and the

Chaucer Society and in connection with them Dr. P. J. Furnivall,

the indefatigable Honorary Secretary of the first and Director

of the other two, and of other literary societies, who is so well

known by his labours in TSarly English, for enabling me to print
and publish these researches. The extent and the consequent

expense of my work have greatly exceeded my anticipations. I

have in every instance studied brevity and compression, and I

believe the results could not have been legibly printed in smaller

space, while it seemed important in the interests of philology

generally, and English philology in particular, to secure the in-

formation obtained, which is becoming rapidly irreplaceable. It

might perhaps have been possible with a few years more work
to reduce the bulk of this volume, but considering that I was
75 on 14 June, 1889, I did not think it safe to delay. If however
health and strength allow, there will be a brief Part YI. containing
a summary of the whole work, a consideration of the observations
of other scholars, and an index of such matters as have not been
otherwise indexed.

In conclusion, I add some dates concerning my Early English
Pronunciation, of which the present investigation forms a part,
as I wish to preserve them in connection with an undertaking
that has occupied me for so many years.

1848, June, first attempt at writing
dialectal pronunciation from dicta-

tion, being Duncan Gray, p. 748.

1859, Feb. 14, on this (Valentine's)
day I discovered in the British
Museum Salesbury's "Dictionary
in Englyfhe and Welfh where -

vnto is prefixed a little treatyfe
of the englyfhe pronunciation of
the letters," 1547, which was the

origin of my paper in 1867, and
hence of the whole of my work
on Early English Pronunciation

(E. E. P.) and the present inquiry
into dialectal phonology. See III
743-794.

1866, Dec. Paper on "
Palaeotype,

or the representation of Spoken
Sounds for philological purposes
by means of the Ancient Types,"
to the Philological Society (Ph.
S.). This was the alphabet
which made my E. E. P. and
investigations of Dialectal Pho-
nology possible, as no new types
were required.

1867, Feb. Paper to Ph. S. on the

Pronunciation of English in the
xvi th century, the foundation of

my E. E. P. Oct. Began the
MS. of E. E. P.

1868, Aug. First dialectal information
for this book written from dictation

at Norwich, pp. 275-7.

1869, Feb. Publication of E. E. P.,
Part I. For dialectal collections,
see I. 277 and 291. Aug.
Publication of E. E. P., Part II.

1870, April. Paper on Glossic to the
Ph. S., printed entirely in Glossic
in the Transactions, with Key to

Universal Glossic. This is the

Alphabet in my English Dialects
their Sounds and Homes, for

the English Dialect Society, and
it has been used in many of that
Society

'

s publications .

1871, Feb. Publication of E. E. P.,
Part III., with a Notice starting
my systematic enquiry into the
Pronunciation of English Dia-
lects, and giving a table of

"presumed Varieties of English
pronunciation." In. a reprint of
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this, widely circulated, containing
a Key to Glossic, and called
" Varieties of English Pronun-

ciation," I suggested the forma-

tion of an English Dialect Society,

which has subsequently done good
work.

1872, April and May. Papers on

Diphthongs to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.

1873, Feb. Paper on Accent and

Emphasis to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.

May, Paper on Final E to the

Ph. S., to form part of E. E. P.,
Part VI. Sept. First edition

of the Comparative Specimen (cs.),

p. 7*, used for collecting informa-

tion on dialectal pronunciation.
Of this I have printed below 104
translations.

1874, Jan. Paper on Physical Theory
of Aspiration to the Ph. S., incor-

porated in E. E. P., Part IV.
March. Paper on Vowel Changes
in English Dialects to the Ph. S.

Dec. Publication of E. E. P.,
Part IV.

1875, March. Paper on the classifica-

tion of the English Dialects to

the Ph. S. June, second edition

of cs.

1876, March. Lecture on Dialects to

the London Institution, when

my first large Dialectal Map was
drawn and shewn, leaving a

blank from the Wash to Sussex.

July to Sept. Going over the

whole of Prince L.-L. Bona-

parte's Dialect Library, and

making extracts for this work.
Dec. The London Institution

Lecture repeated at Norwood.
These lectures were most im-

portant preliminary work for the

investigation.

1877, Mar. Paper on Dialectal Phono-

logy to the Ph. S. Oct. Issue

of my original Word-Lists (wl.)

suggested by the last paper. Of
this I have printed below 112 re-

arrangements as a cwl. or classified

word list. Nov. and Dec. Ob-

taining dialectal information at

Whitelands Training College.
1879, Jan. Two lectures on Dialects

at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with the

large map reconstituted and gaps
filled in, whence I got much
information for N. div. Feb.
Issue of my Dialect Test. Of

this I have printed below 116
translations. April and May.
Two reports to the Ph. S. on
the state of my investigations.

1880, Oct. Lecture on "English Dia-
lects their Sounds and Homes,"
to Working Men's College.

1880, Dec. Paper on Dialects of South
of England to Ph. S.

1881, June. Obtaining supplementary
dialectal information from White -

lands Training College.

1882, April. Paper on the Dialects of

Midland and Eastern Counties

to the Ph. S. May. Paper on
the " Delimitation of English and
Welsh "

(that is, the present
Celtic Border, p. 12) to the Cym-
rodorion Society.

1883, March. Paper on the Dialects

of the Northern Counties to the

Ph. S. May. Repeat Lecture on

"English Dialects their Sounds
and Homes," to the College for

Men and Women. Nov. Paper
on the Dialects of the Lowlands
of Scotland (Mainland) to the

Ph. S.

1884, April. Paper on the Dialects

of the Lowlands of Scotland

(Insular) and of the Isle of Man
to the Ph. S.

1885, May. A Report to the Ph. S.

on the Dialectal Work I had done
since 19 Nov. 1883.

1886, May. First (published) Report
on Dialectal Work to the Ph. S.

1887, May. Second (published) Report
on Dialectal Work to the Ph. S.

Nov. First proofs of this Part
V. received, the first draft having
been completed.

1888, May. Short report to the Ph.
S. on the state of the work.

1889, May. Final report to the Ph.
S. announcing the practical com-

pletion of Part V. at press. June.
Last proof of Part V. received.

To account for some of the delays
and gaps I may mention that in 1874,

April, I wrote my treatise on Algebra
identified with Geometry, and in June,

my treatise on the Quantitative Pro-
nunciation of Latin, and that in 1875,

June, I published the first edition of

my translation of Helmholtz on the

Sensations of Tone; in 1876 my tract

on the English, Dionysian and Hellenic

Pronunciations of Greek, and in 1881
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two papers on the Computation of

Logarithms for the Royal Society

(Proceedings, vol. 31, pp. 381-413) ;

in 1880, Mar., my laborious History

of Musical Pitch for the Society of

Arts; in 1885, April, my account of

the Musical Scales of Various Nations,
also for the Society of Arts, and in

July the second edition of my trans-

lation of Helmholtz, all works re-

quiring much preparation and often

lengthy investigations, and hence

greatly interfering with other work.
I had also five Presidential Addresses
to prepare for the Ph. S. and deliver

in 1872, 1873, 1874, 1881, and 1882,
each of them occupying much time,
and three of them involving consider-
able correspondence.

ALEXANDER J. ELLIS,

25, ARGYLL ROAD, KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.
15 June, 1889.
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PRELIMINARY MATTER.

I. NOTE ON THE RELATION OF THIS TREATISE TO

PRECEDING CHAPTERS.

EARLY ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION, Part V, Chapter XI. continued. 3. The

Existing Phonology of English Dialects.

The above gives the true relation of the present investigation, forming Part Y.

of my
'

Early English Pronunciation,' to the four preceding parts.

In 1874, when the portion of Chapter XI. 2, Natural English Pronunciation,

contained in Part IV. pp. 1243-1432, was printed, it was intended to include in it

the present 3. But my subsequent labours have resulted in such a development

of the whole subject that what was originally meant to be merely a brief illus-

tration, occupying only 30 pages of manuscript in the original draft of my Early

English Pronunciation, made in 1867, before any part was printed, has become

a substantive and unexpectedly complete treatise, which must therefore bear a

separate title.

This again has conditioned many changes. In Part IV. 2, No. 3, p. 1248,

I gave a sketch of the proposed arrangement of 2, which in 1874 had already

much increased in extent and character from the jejune table of contents of

Chapter XI. prefixed to Part I. This whole arrangement, and hence also the

allusions to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte's versions of the Song of Solomon, p. 1246 c,

and p. 1374 a, must be considered as cancelled. The versions of the Song of

Solomon published by the Prince, and written by the best authorities he could

procure, were admirable when made, as opening out the whole question of

English Dialects in a comparative form
;
but when I endeavoured to utilise them

for the present investigation, I found it impossible to determine the pronunciation

from the orthography with any approach to the necessary accuracy, and hence I

have been reluctantly compelled to pass them by altogether.

The Dialectal Alphabet, 2, No. 3, Part IV. pp. 1252-1265, was also

premature. This section is practically superseded 1) by the new table of

Dialectal Palaeotype, that is, the modification of palaeotype which the experience

of dialectal work has shewn to be necessary, with little or no reference to foreign

languages, which will be given at the end of this preliminary matter, and 2) by
the table of Approximative Glossic prefixed to my abridgment of this treatise,

made for the English Dialect Society, and called English Dialects, their Sounds

and Uomes ; in which Glossic is used as an approximate representation of

dialectal sounds sufficient for readers, who, not having made a study of phonetics,

are contented with general conceptions, instead of the scientific accuracy aimed at

in palaeotype.

Even the section on Vowel Fractures and Junctures, Part IV., pp. 1307-1317,

although mostly sound, requires slight modification after my subsequent far wider

experience, as will appear in detail hereafter.

Hence I erect Part V. into an independent treatise, under its own separate

title,
*' EXISTING PHONOLOGY OF ENGLISH DIALECTS."
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II. KEY TO THE MAPS OF THE ENGLISH AND LOW-
LAND DIALECT DISTRICTS, AND LIST OF THE
PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS USED.

The MAPS themselves are loose, and kept in pockets in the cover,
for greater ease of reference.

The BOUNDING LINES OP THE DISTRICTS are drawn in red over

Philip & Son's convenient little maps, but on account of the
smallness of the scales (that of England heing about 57 miles to

the inch, and that of Scotland about 42 miles to the inch), the

boundaries could be only roughly laid down. They had been,

however, all previously traced out on maps of 4 miles to the inch,
and will hereafter be indicated in words as accurately as the infor-

mation hitherto obtained allows.

The COUNTRY CONSIDERED lies east and south of the CELTIC

BORDER marked CB, commencing in Ireland, and passing through
Wales and Scotland.

The six principal DIVISIONS, Southern, Western, Eastern, Mid-

land, Northern and Lowland, are bounded by thick lines, and,

being sufficiently indicated by these positional names, are, to

prevent overloading the maps, not further marked.
The forty-two DISTRICTS, in each of which a sensible similarity

of pronunciation prevails, are bounded by continuous lines,

numbered with bold figures, in the order in which they will be

treated, and are named positionally in the following list.

VARIETIES, or parts of Districts separately considered, are not

entered on the map, but are numbered with small Roman
numerals, named and roughly located on the next two pages.
The CHARACTERS, principally phonetic, by which Districts and

Varieties are distinguished, are fully detailed and illustrated in the

following pages.
The TEN TRANSVERSE LINES, passing from sea to sea, and limiting

certain dialectal usages, are represented on the map by broken

lines, which, when the Transverse Lines coincide during any part
of their length with the boundaries of Divisions or Districts,

are expressed by small cross-lines. The Transverse Lines are

numbered with small figures in (), and when two or more of them
are partially coincident with one another, all the corresponding
numbers are annexed as (1. 2), (4. 5), (8. 9. 10).
The names of these ten lines are as follows :

(1) the north sum. (6) the south hoose.

(2) the south sou in. (7) the north tee.

(3) the reverted ur. (8) the south sum.

(4) the south teeth. (9) the north suom.

(5) the north theeth. (10) the south Lowland.

The meaning of these names is fully explained in a special

section below.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE FOLLOWING LIST.

B, b. Border.
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D 13. SW.
In Mo. He. Rd. ands.Sh.

D 14. NW.
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OTHER ABBREVIATIONS IN FREQUENT USE.

abl.

ace.

adj.
adv.

AJE.
ans.

aq.
art.

b.

CCR.
cs.

CO.

cwl.

d.

D.

dat.

def. art.

dia.

diet.

diff.

diph.

dp.
ds.

DSS.

dt.

EEP.
ex.

freq.

gen.

imp.

imp. t.

imper.
ind.

indie.

inf.

io.

JAHM
JGG.
LLB.

Iw.

N.

nom.
nwl.

obs.

occ.

orig.
orth.

pal.

par.

pc.

ablative.

accented, accusative.

adjective.
adverb.

A. J. Ellis, the author.

answers.

answers to questions.
article.

border, (preceding a date) born.

Mr. C. Clough Robinson.

comparative specimen-s.
county.

classified word list.

(preceding a date) died.

Dutch.
dative.

definite article.

dialect-s-al.

dictate-d, dictation.

differ-ent-ence.

diphthong-s-al.
dialectal pronunciation.
dialectal speech, or speaker-s.
Dr. J. A. H. Murray's Dialects

of the South of Scotland,

dialect test-s.

Early English Pronunciation,

example-s.

frequent ly.

generally, genitive,

glossic, or written in glossic.

imperfect,

imperfect tense,

imperative,
indefinite,

indicative.

infinitive.

informant's orthography.
. Dr. James A. H. Murray.
Mr. J. G. Goodchild.

H.I.H. Prince Louis-Lucien

Bonaparte.
list of words (as distinguished

from the wl. and cwl.).
old Norse.

nominative.

numbered word list, that is

with sounds expressed by the
numbers sent with the wl.

observe-d, observation-s.

occasional-ly.

original.

orthography.
-d.

pf.

paragrapl

post card, with an answer to

the question it contained,

perfect.

pf. t. perfect tense,

pi. plural.

pp. past or passive participle,

pre. preposition,

pro. pronoun.

pron. pronounce-d, pronunciation-s.

prp. present participle,

prt. present tense.

pt. past tense.

pwl. partial wl., one in which less

than half the words had
their pron. assigned,

rec. received,

ro. received orthography, or that

commonly used.

rp . received pronunciation ,
or that

of pronouncing dictionaries

and educated people,
rs. received speech, with the

grammar as well as pron.
that educated people speak,

sb. substantive,

sg. singular,
sim. similarly.
so. some kind of systematic or-

thography,

sp. speech,

spec. specimen-s
TH. Mr. Thomas Hallam.
unacc. unaccented.

v. version-s, ortranslation-sof cs.

or dt. into dialectal speech
or pron.

vb. verb-s, verbal,

vn. verbal noun,

vv. viva voce.

wd. word-s.

wl. word list, as issued in Oct.

1877.

Ws. Wessex, and West Saxon,
both the country and lan-

guage, literary Anglo-
Saxon of the Southern type.

wn. words noted from speakers,

chiefly by TH. in his

travelling note books.

y. (following a number) years,
as lOy. = ten years ac-

quainted with the dialect.

To shew where places not on the

Maps of the Dialect District are to be

found, they are referred to places on
those maps, thus :

4 nw. Lancaster = 4 miles measured in

a northwesterly direction from Lan-

caster, and so in other cases.
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III. COMPARATIVE SPECIMEN.

referred to in the following pages as cs.

This was constructed in Sep. 1873 by JAHM. and AJE., for the purpose of

obtaining dia. renderings of familiar words in various connections and some cha-
racteristic constructions. A second edition was prepared in June 1875. It has
been broken up into 15 short numbered paragraphs, and a title (0.), for convenience
of rapid reference. The present copy in ro. will serve as a key to the numerous
versions and extracts which follow. The paragraphs cited are always numbered
to correspond with this copy.

(0.) WHY JOHN HAS NO DOUBTS.

(1.) Well, neighbour, you and he may both laugh at this news
of mine. Who cares ? That is neither here nor there.

(2.) Few men die because they are laughed at, we know, don't
we ? What should make them ? It is not very likely, is it ?

(3.) Howsoever these are the facts of the case, so just hold your
noise, friend, and be quiet till I have done. Hearken !

(4.) /am certain 1 heard them say some of those folks who
went through the whole thing from the first themselves, that did

I, safe enough,

(5.) that the youngest son himself, a great boy of nine, knew
his father's voice at once, though it was so queer and squeaking,
and I would trust him to speak the truth any day, aye, I would.

(6.) And the old woman herself will tell any of you that laugh
now, and tell you straight off, too, without much bother, if you
will only ask her, oh ! won't she ?

(7.) leastways she told it me when I asked her, two or three

times over, did she, and she ought not to be wrong on such a point
as this, what do you think ?

(8.) Well as I was saying, she would tell you, how, where and
when she found the drunken beast that she calls her husband.

(9.) She swore she saw him with her own eyes, lying stretched

at full length, on the ground, in his good Sunday coat, close by
the door of the house, down at the corner of yon lane.

(10.) He was whining away, says she, for all the world like a

sick child, or a little girl in a fret.

(11.) And that happened, as she and her daughter-in-law came

through the back yard from hanging out the wet clothes to dry on

a washing day,

(12.) while the kettle was -boiling for tea, one fine bright
summer afternoon, only a week ago come next Thursday.

(13.) And, do you know?, I never learned any more than this

of that business up to to-day, as sure as my name is John Shepherd,
and I don't want to either, there now !

(14.) And so I am going home to sup. Good night, and don't

be so quick to crow over a body again, when he talks of this that

or t'other.

(15.) It is a weak fool that prates without reason. And that is

my last word. Good b'ye.
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IY. DIALECT TEST.

referred to in the following pages as dt.

This was constructed in Feb. 1879, in order to have a short specimen which

contained an example of almost all the Ws. categories in the following cwl.

No V., in which all the words occur separately. Here every word is numbered,

and to each are added long notes, especially addressed to persons not much

acquainted with phonetics, shewing the special points to which attention should

be paid, and how to give the information required. These notes are here

retained as forming a succinct and unsystematic conspectus of the principal

varieties of English dialectal pron. In printing the versions, the numbering of

the words has been abandoned, but the whole has been broken up into 7 short

paragraphs to facilitate comparison. It is here printed in ro. to serve as an

interpretation of all the v. that follow.

(1.) So 1 I 2
say,

3 mates,
4
you

5 see 6 now 7 that 8 I
(
2
)
am 9

right
10

about 11 that 12
little

13
girl

14
coming

15 from 16 the 17 school 18
yonder.

19

(2.) She 20
is

21
going

22 down 23
the(

17

)
road 24 there 25

through
26

the(
17

)
red 27

gate
28 on 29

the(
17

)
left

30 hand 31 side 32 of 33
the(

17

)

way.
34

(3.) Sure 35
enough,

36 the
(
17

)
child 37 has 38

gone
39

straight
40

up
41 to

42
the(

17

)
door 43

of(
33

)
the (") wrong

44
house,

45

(4.) where 46 she
(
20

) will 47 chance 48 to
(

42
)

find 49

drunken 60 deaf 51 shrivelled 62 fellow

Thomas. 55

that
(

12

)

of(
33

)
the (

17

)
name 54

of(
33

)

5.) We 56
all

57 know 58 him 59
very

60 well. 61

'6.) Won't 62
the(

17

)
old 63

chap
64 soon 65 teach 66 her 67 not 68

to(
42

) do 69
it

70
again,

71
poor

78
thing!

73

(7.) Look! 74 Isn't 75
it

(
70

)
true? 76

Notes.

** The number of the wd. in the following cwl. is put at the end of each

note, preceded by .

1. So. Note whether s or z. Note
whether o has a vanishing uo after it

as in London. Mark the various frac-

ture sounds, frequently used in the

north, as ee, ay, or 00, followed by a
in China. 1, 73.

2. I. Attempt in a note to indicate

the first element of this diphthong, the
second is almost always ee. The first

may be the sound of the italic letters

in father, pass, pt, pet, nwt, c?/r, pll,
coll, pop, or some foreign sound. Re-
ference to any named European lan-

guage will be intelligible. Or this

pronoun may not be a diphthong at all,
but the simple vowel in father, fall,

folly. These distinctions are all cha-
racteristic. Also note if ic, itch, itchy,

utch, utchy, 'ch (as 'ch am, 'ch 'ould,
'ch 't/7 = 7 ai, I would I will], ise, es,

us, have ever been heard for /. They

all occur in older books, but at present

only utch, utchy, have been recorded at

Merriott and Montacute, near Crew-

kerne, S. Somersetshire. 452.

3. say. Note whether * or z. Ob-
serve whether do is inserted, as Zo I do

zay, this is general when s becomes z
;

and then observe the vowel in do, which
is generally unemphatic as a in China.

Note whether ay has or has not a

vanishing ee after it as in London.
Note whether it is pronounced with a
in father, followed by ?e, that is, as the

English-Greek at, German ai, French

at, or English aye=yes. Mark if the

ay be very broad like e in there. Mark
if say is sounded like see, or almost like

seer without a trill, or almost like the
first syllable of Kar-ah also without a
trill. 261.

4. mates. Use mates, makes, mar-
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rows, soce, bo's, butties, boys, chums,

according to the district, but select the

word most familiarly used in a good
sense as companion or fellow-worker.

In mates or makes mark the long ,

which may have all the varieties of ay
in say, noted in No. 3, which see. Soce

and bo's offer no difficulty, but in

butties or chums mark (by an accent,

as u, to be explained) whether the sound

is between u in but and u in put, so

that but nearly rhymes to foot. This

is the Lancashire u, see No. 15. In

boys, the diphthong requires attention,
it may have its usual sound, or rhyme
to pies (in which case it must be treated

as / in No. 2), or be made up of oo

and te. 737.

5. you. Note whether you, ye, or

'e is used. If you, whether it rhymes
to too, foe, or now. You is here plural,
note whether it is also commonly used

for the singular, or whether thou is

commoner (and if so, whether thee is

used as the nominative), or whether
thou is used to some classes and you to

others. Usage differs much. 435.

6. see. Note whether s or z. Ob-
serve whether d is inserted, as you do

zee, which is generally the case when z

is used
;
see No. 3. Note whether ee

has quite a uniform sound or whether
it seems to begin with i in sit and then
to glide up to ee. Note if it is sounded
like say, with or without a vanishing
et. The form of eh ! very closely
united to ?e, is common. Mark whether
it is followed by u as in seer without a

trill. 428.

7. now. A word of very numerous
forms. The ow maybe a simple vowel,
as in too, tar, taw, or may even be as

in near, ne'er, without the trill. It is

commonly a diphthong in which the
last sound is ou and the first the vowel
in father, pass, pt, pet, pate, nut, cur,

pot, toll, or some foreign sound. The
second element may also be e^, while
the first is a in father. The second
element may even be French u, and
then the fir^t may be u in c^<r, or broad
French eu, German o nearly. The ow
is also very often a triphthong, a short

sound of i or e <r al being prefixed, as

mow, neow, naiw. 643.

8. that. Observe that the word is

unemphatic and must be pronounced
accordingly, the emphatic form No. 12
is reckoned as a different word. The

unemphatic vowel is generally like a in

China, or e in pocket, or a in principal,

ocean, or in t. Note whether the th
is entirely omitted. Also whether it is

replaced by a
1

. 177.
9. am. Use am, is, are, or be, ac-

cording to the habit of the district,

always selecting an uneducated person,
such as an old native man or woman,
because all young people have been

taught to use am. If am or is is used,
it generally reduces to -m, -z, being
run on in the same word with /, which

may have all the sounds of No. 2
;
but

in case -m is used, /is very often pro-
nounced as a in fall, or o in folly. Note

particularly the districts where I are

occurs, and observe where it is used

emphatically, as "I are to wait," or in

answers, as " Are you to do it P Yes I

#><?." Note whether the r is pro-
nounced, or whether the whole word is

not like a in fr. When unemphatic,
as I' re, note whether the whole sound
does not rhyme to fire without a trill.

Especially note the use of be, and
whether he be is also used. Note
whether the several forms are all oc-

casionally used in the district, and if so

which is the most frequent. Note
whether we am, you am, are ever used,
as we'm, you

1

, especially when fol-

lowed by to as "you'm to go home."
Note the use of the negative forms I
aint, I baint, beeunt, etc., it baint, it

aint, 'taint, tent, tyent, chent, etc. Note
whether we is, you is, they is, are used.

All these forms are highly character-

istic. 391.

10. right. First mark the r,

whether it is trilled with the tip of the

tongue as in Scotch or Italian, or

whether the tip of the tongue is merely
raised without being trilled as fre-

quently in London and Spain. Note

if the effect is produced by a rattle of

the uvula at the back of the mouth as

in Paris, or else by the same accompa-
nied by a considerable closure of the

lips as in Northumberland. Note also

if the effect is produced by turning the

tongue up so as almost to point down
the throat as in Dorsetshire, or by re-

tracting the tongue very much as in

Oxfordshire, both sounds being very
harsh and but slightly if at all trilled.

Then as to igh, note whether gh is pro-

nounced as a guttural, as in Scotch,

and if so whether the guttural is the

German ch in ich or that in ach, or the

last with the lips much closed, and if

the * is then as in nz'ck or neck. If

the gh is not pronounced, note if the
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has any one of the sounds of I No. 2,

or of the vowels in see No. 6, as any
such sound may occur. 459.

11. about. Note the a unaccented,

whether it is like a in China, idea, or

whether it is distinctly the short of a

in father, as in Italian. Note that the

ou may have any of the sounds of ow in

now .No. 7, and when it sounds like oo,

note whether the vowel is long or

short, or of middle length. 650.

12. that. The word is here em-

phatic. See No. 8. Note whether

the a is as in London cat or pass, or

a in father, or the same short or of

middle length. Note whether th has

its usual sound, or is t (often the case

after the t of about] or d, or is omitted

altogether. 177.

13. little. Note whether t or d is

used, or the tt omitted altogether as

lile. If tt is omitted, note the sound

of either as one of the diphthongal
forms of No. 2, or as a in father. Note,
when tt is sounded as t or rf, whether i

is as in skittle, or as ee in needle, or as

a in father. 682.

14. girl. The word girl is com-

mon, but in some districts is replaced

hy wench, lass, maid, mauther, or is

not so frequently used as any one of

these words. Note which word is most
common and use it, but give also the

pronunciation of the other words, if

used. For girl, note whether the r is

trilled or is pronounced as in one of

the ways named in right No. 10; if

not, note whether it rhyme to sal or

sell, or cwrl, p<arl ; and if the r is the

Dorsetshire r (see No 10) ,
note whether

it rhyme to hurdle, with inserted d.

For wench note if it rhymes to ditnch,

yinch, branch (with a in eat). For
lass note if it rhymes to gas or pass.
For maid note especially if it has the
sound of a in father followed by ee, very
distinctly, or any other sound of ay in

No. 3. For mouther, note if th is

sounded as in rather, or omitted alto-

gether. 758.

15. coming. For first syllable,
note if it rhymes to hum, or loom or

Inutu, or is the short sound of the two
last, or something between these two
short sounds, nearly u in pull, but
thicker (Lancashire u}. For the second

syllable (and all participles in
-itig)

note whether ny has its received sound
of tiff, or whether another g seems to be

added, or whether it sounds as the
words ink or in

;
if it ends in n (as is

usual) ,
note whether the i is like i in

in, e in woollm, o in motion, jggp In

the phrase "They were dmsing and
such tensing I never saw," note

whether the two ings would be pro-
nounced alike

; they are sometimes

different, and that is very characteristic.

603.

16. from. For/ note if it is ever

or generally v, or th as in throw. If

th is used, note whether -om rhymes to

a very broad a sound like French e,

German a, or almost a in cat. If f
remains, note whether -rom be not

pronounced as the last vowel described,
or whether the word sounds like fy in

stuffy, or like fee, fay. If /becomes
v, note if the r does not become the

Dorset r described in No. 10. If fr,

vr remain in any form, note whether
-om (as the word is unemphatic) rhymes
to the last syllable of bottom. Note
also its emphatic form, and whether in

either form m is not often omitted as

fro
1

. 58.

17. the. The definite article is

very characteristic. Note whether th

remains as usual, or becomes d, or is

omitted altogether. In each case note

the sound of e like a in China, or y in

pithy, or ee in prith^ ;
and note

especially if the latter vowels are used

when this omitted. Note particularly
whether the vowel is omitted altogether,
and then whether th keeps its usual

sound before a following vowel as in

th-arm for the arm, or becomes th' in

th'in (as it is convenient to write the

acute sound), forming a hiss, before

consonants, as th'-man, in one word.

In these latter cases note whether the

th or th' is not assimilated to d or t

after a word ending in d or t, causing a

suspension of the t or d, by the tongue

remaining a sensible time against the

palate, which may be conveniently
written a" or t\ as at f door. Note
also particularly whether the does not

always become a suspended f when it

is possible, as when it follows another

word, as from-? school, or, when this

is not possible, whether it becomes just

perceptible by a dull kind of minute

thud, due to trying to speak without

moving the tongue from the palate, as

? man, f ass (not tass)
= the ass. This

is the regular form in Cumberland,
Westmorland, Durham and Yorkshire.
See examples in the Test afterfrom 16,
dmrn 23, through 26, on 29, of 33,
before child 2>1, after to 42, before old
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63. The proper marking of the definite

article is important. 231.

18. school. Note whether the

initial letters are always sounded as sk,

or sometimes as sh. Note whether the

vowel is as usual do, or hecomes yoo, or

French u, or ee followed hy a in China,
or ee or y followed by u in dull, or hy
French eu. Note whether the usual

00 is begun with the mouth open,

giving the effect of a high a in China

preceding the oo ; this sound may be

conveniently written 66 as skool. Note
whether oo does not receive one of the

sounds of ow in now No. 7, like the

word scowl. Note also whether the

001 does not become weel or will, so

that the word sounds like squeal or

squill. 560.

19. yonder. Note if this word is

ever used as yonder, thonder (with th

in then], or inder. If not, use out

there, and treat out as in about No. 11,
and there as No. 25. Also if the school

yonder is not used, employ yon school,

and then notice whether yon is pro-
nounced with y or th in then, or acute

th' in th'iu, as th'on (see No. 17). The
form Inder should be especially noted,
if ever heard in the district, even oc-

casionally. 394.

20. She. The feminine personal

pronoun is very important. It usually
has sh preserved, with ee when em-

phatic, as in sheet (with one of the

sounds of ee in see No. 6, or ay in say
No. 3), but when unemphatic becomes

shy in slushy, or chsia in fuchsia, and
the vowel is frequently entirely omitted
in rapid speech, so that only the sh of

hu*/> / remains. But the forms shoo,

oo, ow, uh, generally written shoo, hoo,

hoiv, her, are also used. For shoo note

whether it ever sounds like shoe, shoh,
shuh. For hoo note whether h is ever

heard unless the word is very emphatic,
and whether the oo is not the 66 ex-

plained in No. 18. For how or ow
note which of the sounds of ow in now
No. 7 is used. For her or better uh

(the u in cur without any trill of an r
after it), note whether it is ever pro-
nounced with an r after it, even before
a vowel, as uh 1z, not uh rlz, with

emphatic iz. Note also if him iz or
mee Iz are ever said. Note also when
the form she is used, whether sh ever

changes to zh or * in division (French
j), when the word is emphatic. 412.

21. is. First note the use of the
forms is, be, are, see No. 9. Next see

whether in unemphatic forms the i or
a are not omitted, as she's, she' re.

Give the emphatic forms also. 482.
22. going. First note whether a-

is commonly inserted, as she's a-going,
where this a- is pronounced as in
a -bout No. 11. Note whether the
form go or gang or gan is used. For
go note the o, whether it rhymes to toe

or too or hay, and for the second

syllable -ing, not only see No. 15, but
observe if the two syllables go-ing do
not coalesce, sounding like g prefixed
to wine (with any sound in No. 2), or
wain (with any sound in No. 3), or

win, very short. 67.

23. down. This may have any of

the sounds of ow in now No. 7, or ou
in about No. 11. It is a very cha-
racteristic word, especially when ow
has the sound of a in father or a in cat

lengthened, followed or not by short ee

or short oo, or a in China. 658.

24. road. For the r consult right
No. 10. The oa may be pronounced
with a short oo after it, as it is often

in London, and then the oo may be

lengthened and the oh shortened till

the word sounds like roh-ood or nearly
rowd, and then the ow may receive any
of the sounds of ow in noiv No. 7.

These are London forms. It is more
common to add a short u or a in China
as roh-ud, and then the oh is sometimes
broadened to French o in howme or to

awe in au-ed as raw-ud. But also very

commonly the oh falls into oo followed

by this a, as rooud. And the sound is

still more complicated by inserting a w
as rwooud. Note what form is used,
and whether simple rohd raud rahd or

short rod are employed, and sometimes

one of the forms of a in mates No. 4.

The word is very variable and cha-

racteristic. 104.

25. there. First for th, note if it

has its usual sound, or if it falls into d,

and occasionally into t after a word

ending in t. Then as to r final, observe

whether it is trilled strongly as in

Scotland or weakly as mostly in Eng-
land. Also whether it is not trilled at

all, and then whether it is a mere

vowel as often in London, or a raised

stiff tongue, or a Dorset or Nor-

thumberland un trilled r, see No. 10.

The vowel varies much. It often be-

comes a very thin ay, almost an ee,

rhyming nearly to wear or seer. Some-

times it rhymes to tar. "With the

Northumberland r it may become o,
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and with the Dorset r it may become

uh in cur. 2'23.

26. through. First for thr, note

whether tr is used with a trilled r, and

next whether dr is used with a reverted

or retracted r, as explained in No. 10.

Also observe if fr is used, generally

with e in Ihere. Next note whether

the gh is a guttural, or is replaced by/.
Then note the vowel whether simple

as oo in too, oe in toe or in cut, or

Lancashire w (No. 15), or diphthongal

having one of the sounds of ow in

Ho. 7._634.
27. red. Note the r as in No. 10.

Note the vowel, which may be usual,

or as reed spoken long or short, or rid,

or like raid or rwrf-oy. Particularly

note whether the vowel is transposed
and an aspirate prefixed, like herd with

the Dorsetshire r, No. 25. Or if the

aspirate is prefixed to the same r with-

out transposition as hred. 352.

28. gate. Note all the changes of

vowel as in mates No. 4. The word is

generally very characteristic. It may
also be yate, yat or yet. 346.

29. on. This does not vary much,
but note the vowel when usual or like

French o in homme, or like the short

of one in bone, or like nn, with the a of

father shortened. 543

30. left. Observe whether t is

pronounced. Note whether the vowel
is e in pat, or a in pat, or i in pit.

749.

31. hand. First note whether the

aspirate is used, and make a note as to

the habits of the district in using or

not using the initial aspirate both at

right and wrong times. Next note
tliH d, sometimes t

t and often omitted.

Lastly see if the vowel is u in c//t, a in

father at full length or shortened, aw
in awn, or o in on. 43.

32. Bide. The long may have

any of the sounds of No. 2. Note

especially whether it is in father, or
a diphthong consisting of uh in CUT,
followed by short *V. 492.

33. of. Note whether / is pre-
served

; it is usually v, but is not un-

frequently entirely omitted, especially
before the, so that of the becomes u-tha,
or even simply ulh, or uth' with acute
th' (No. 17). Often the word is a
short oh, as oh thu or uh te. 525.

34 . way. Note whether the w ever

becomes v. Observe the same possible
varieties of ay as for say No. 3. The
sound of ay in say is however often

different from that of ay in way in the

same district. 262.

35. sure. Note whether * remains

or becomes sh. Note the r as for

there No. 25. Observe the vowel,
whether as oo in poor, you in your, ew
in ewer, French u, or French eu, or

whether it becomes one of the ow

diphthongs as in now No. 7. 969.

36. enough. Note also the form

enow, and say whether in this district

enough is used with singular and enow
with plural nouns, as bread enough,

apples enow, or whether one form is

always used, and if so which. For
enow note the different forms of now
No. 7, and also the use of enew, or the

French u or French eu. For enough,
first note whether the guttural remains

or is changed into/. If gh is German
or Scotch ch in loch, observe the vowel,
whether simple as u in cut, o in cot, or

the same preceded by y ;
or whether

ew in ewer, or distinct ee followed by
indistinct o in cot, or the French u or

eu. For / observe whether the vowel

is u in snwff, ew in ewer, or French u
or eu, or ee followed by a in China, or

y followed by u in dull, or by French eu.

579.

37. child. Note whether child or

bairn is ever used when speaking of a

girl merely. If not, use in the trans-

lation some of the words in No. 14,

but if child is used in the district in

any sense, observe its pronunciation.
First note the ch, whether as in cheese,
or c//aise, that is sh, the last is very
characteristic. Next observe whether
d is omitted. Then see if the vowel is

diphthongal, having one of the forms

of No. 2, or simple, as in chilled, or

shield. In all cases note the form of

the plural, childer, childern, chooldern,
children or chillerii, with the pro-
nunciation of ch and vowel as before.

If only bairn is used, note the sound of

air as in there No. 25. 466.

38. has. This is in the unemphatic
form, and hence probably omits ha,

sounding simply as -z hung on to the

preceding word. Note however also

the emphatic form, and whether h is

pronounced (see hand No. 31), and if

s is ever * or always z. Then note the

value of the vowel, as a in mazzard,
in bwzzard, i in lizard, e in iez.

Also note particularly whether it is

customary in the district to say the

child have, and if so note the h and
vowel of have especially. Please con-
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jugate as in the district : I have, thou

hast., he has, we, you, they, have, and

the same negatively. 159.

39. gone. Notice especially whether

a- is inserted, as the child has a-gone,
as this is very characteristic. If so,

note whether this a is pronounced as

a in China. For gone note the vowel

as o in on, or aw in awn, or as in m,

pen, been (short), or with y prefixed to

these vowels, or as very short i in in

followed by very short a in China. Or

again with a in father or the same very
short. Also observe if the habit of the

district is to use has go-ed, has went,
has been and gone, or been simply with-

out either has or gone. 121.

40. straight First observe whether

the guttural gh is heard as Scotch or

German ch in loch. Next as to the

initial str, observe the r as in right
No. 11, but especially whether the t is

pronounced thickly by bringing the tip

of the tongue quite against the teeth

as for th, forming the dental t, which

may be written st'r, a pronunciation

highly characteristic in words beginning
with str, or tr, or ending with -ter as

vr&t'er, bntt'er, and if this is usual in

the district, it should be noted care-

fully. Note also whether t' passes

quite into acute th' No. 17, as

tth'raight, wath'er, buth'er, or whether

in the last two words it is not

altogether omitted as wah-er, bu-er.

Then for the vowel in straight, note

the forms of a in mates No. 4, or ay in

say No. 3, and especially the diphthongal
form of a in father followed by short ee.

265.

41. up The vowel may be as

usual or somewhat thicker, but note

the Lancashire u (see No. 16), which is

highly characteristic. Note also French
eu. CUT It is particularly necessary to

distinguish u in dull from u in full, or

from Lancashire u (No. 15). Dialect

writers, following the usual ortho-

graphy, use u for all three sounds.

Great confusion thus arises. It is

believed that u in dull is never found
within the district bounded on the

south by a line from the N. of Shrop-
shire to the S. of Lincolnshire, and on
the north by a line from Silloth in

Cumberland to Hartlepool in Durham,
but information is much wanted for

the districts adjacent to these boun-
daries. The distinction has strong
dialectal significance. 632.

42. to. Note if at is ever used for

to before the infinitive, see No. 67.
Note the vowel, as oo in too, oe in toe,

ew in tew, French u or eu, all especially
when emphatic, or in to andfro, where
are you going to; and the unemphatic
form of a in China. Observe also how
it coalesces with the following the.

-556.
43. door. Note the r as in there

No. 25. Note the oor as in oar, as in

drawer, or as in nor, or as mower, poor,
or the same shortened, or as ewer, or
as in deer, cur, or French sur or sceur,
or with the Lancashire 66, No. 18, or

as ow.~ 606.

44. wrong. First as to wr-, note
if the w is omitted (as is generally the

case) or is pronounced as wu with the
a in China, or as a v as vrang. Next
as to rig, note if another g is added on
to the end as ngg, or whether the word
ends in nk. The vowel is very cha-

racteristic, note the usual o in wrong,
or the short of a in father, or a in cat,

or u in rwng, or Lancashire short u

(No. 15). This word with the next is

sufficient to determine whether the

district is to the N. or S. of a line

passing from Cockermouth in Lanca-
shire to the mouth of the H umber in

Yorkshire 64.

45. house. First notice the aspirate,
whether it is used, No. 31. Particu-

larly notice the vowel in all the forms

of on, in about No. 11, and ou> in nmo
No. 7. This and home are the most
characteristic words we have How is

home pronounced ? See sounds of Nos.

22, 39, 58, 62. 663.

46. where. Note the tvh especially,
and say whether the h is ever pro-
nounced before or after the >,

as it is

very desirable to determine the limits

of the pronunciation of wh proper.
Next notice whether when h is not

pronounced, w ever falls into v, as is

often asserted to be the case. Lastly
note where wh becomes f. For the r

see there No. 25. For the vowel, de-

termine whether it is in air, ear, far,

nor, drawer. 224.

47. will. Being unemphatic this

will probably be run on to the pre-

ceding word as simple -/, thus she'll.

But also note which of the emphatic
forms as wtl or wul, and perhaps woI

or wool, or even ool, is used in the

district. 469.

48. chance. Very possibly this

word may not be used in such a phrase
in the district. Use the word employed,
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as hap or happen or mebby (may be) for

chance to. The h and a in the first

two words treat as in hand No. 31.

But the word chance is sure to be used

in some sense, so please to note its

sound, and especially if ch is as in

cheese or chaise. The -ance may be

variously pronounced, as a in father

long or short, a in pass long or short,

a in ct long or short, all these six

sounds being heard from educated

people. But a may also be as in all,

or have one of the sounds of long I,

No. 2. 841.

49. find. First as to the final d,

often omitted, see hand^o. 31. Notice

whether the word is like fined, with

one of the sounds of long I, No. 2, or

likejtnned; it may be also like /and
or fund, fan or fun, with a as in hand

No. 31, or u as in tip No. 41, or with

o in fond. 477.

50. drunken. Notice the form

drucken, much used in Scotland. Notice

whether dr- is pronounced with the

tongue against the teeth as for th, thus

a'r, see straight No. 40 for a similar

t'r. Notice also whether this is com-

mon in the termination -d'er as rid'er

bladd'er, and whether it passes into th

as blather in the district. These are

very characteristic pronunciations. As
to the vowel, observe whether it is u
in swnk/or the Lancashire u, Nos. 15

and 41. In some districts, where every
one is in the habit of drinking, the

word drunken is objected to. Then
use the common word, but as / have

drunk must be used, also give the

sound of drunk. 804, 613.

61. deaf. Note the vowel as usual

or rhyming to reef, stiff, or fractured

as ee or ay followed by the a in China.

355.

52. shrivelled. This may not be
a common word, and may be unknown
to the informant in the dialect, although
it is sure to be known in other connec-

tions. In this case wizened, weazen,

withtred, or dried up may be used.

But if shrivelled cannot be given, take

any word beginning with shr- as

shrammed, shred, shrewmouse, shriek,

shrike, shrill, shrimp, shrink, shroud,

shrub, shrug, and state whether shr-

or sr- is used in speech. It is par-

ticularly desirable to know how far the

sound of sr- extends. For the r see

right No. 10. 760
53. fellow. Note whether / or r.

For the last syllable note whether the

word ends in a distinct oh or rhymes to

seller, with the r merely a vowel, see

there No. 25, or whether it is like the

Egyptian fellah. 297.

54. name. The vowel may have

any of the forms of a, in mates No. 4,

or gate No. 28. The word is also often

like neeum, neeam, nyem, or even nem.

21.

55. Thomas. Use whatever name
is commonest in the district. If Thomas
is kept, note whether th- is ever dif-

ferent from t. For the first syllable
note whether the vowel is that in pot,

hum, or the Lancashire u Nos. 15 and
41. For the second whether it is

ever different from us in omnibws.

770.

56. We. This vowel may have all

the sounds of ee in see No. 6, and the

sound like very short London way
should be especially noted. Note if we
is ever used for us in the district, as

after we (John Gilpin), laughed at we,

give it we. Note also if us is used for

we, as us saw she, us told he, for we saw

her, or we told him. 293.

57. all. Note if the U is omitted.

Note the vowel as in fall or father, or

ay followed by a in China, or whether
the word sounds like yell. 335.

58. know. As this is plural, we

being the nominative, note whether it

has the plural in -en as we known, or

in -s as we knows, and explain which
is used in the district, or if we know is

commonest. Similarly note you and

they know, knows, or known. We
known is sometimes used for we h<tve

known, or we knew. This must not be

confused with we known, meaning we
know. But it is best to note whether
it is used. For the initial kn- note

whether k is ever sounded as k, or ever

indicated by using an h or t or d,

instead of k, or is entirely omitted.

Then note the vowel, whether as in

owe, awe, fWther, fate, or o followed by
short oo, or the awe, ah, ay, followed by
short a in China. Note whether do is

inserted between we and knoiv as we do

know, and if so, how do is pronounced,
see end of notes on say No. 3, and see

No. 6. The use of we doh knoiv for

we don't know, should be noted, but
not confused with we do know. Note
also whether the word knoiv is super-
seded by ken, and the sound of the

vowel in ken. In this case take some
other word beginning with kn- as

knife, knuckle, and ascertain whether
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k is entirely omitted or pronounced, or

indicated by h or t or a*. 92.

59. him. Note particularly whether

the form en or un or simple
'

is used,

as we do know 'n. If him is used,

note if h is ever heard, 1) when the

word is unemphatic, 2) when emphatic.
Note the vowel, whether im, em, um.

Note if we know Urn, or we knows 'm,
could mean indifferently we know him,
and we know them. 470.

60. very. Note particularly whether

the v changes into w. If possible,

ascertain whether it is a perfect w, or

rather a v spoken without allowing the

underlip to touch the upper teeth. The
r between the two vowels also requires
attention. Note if it is entirely omitted

as ve-y, va-y, or only represented by
raising the stiffened point of the tongue
towards the roof of the mouth without

touching it, or slightly advancing the

uvula
;
both forms occur, and it is de-

sirable to know how far they extend.

If the r is trilled, note which of the

r's in right No. 10 is used. The first

vowel may be as in sherry, or Harry,
or father, and the second may be as in

sherry or China. 885.

61. well. Note whether the w
becomes v. Note the vowel whether
as in tell, or whtel rather shorter, or

whether a short a in China or y in

sherry is inserted after either of these.

266, not 244.

62. won't. Note if o is pronounced
as in don't, hwnt, awe, taint, or o in

d';n't followed by a in China, or oo

followed by a in China, or ee so fol-

lowed. Note also if the forms winna,
u-innad (before a vowel), wunna, tvonna,

winnut, are employed. Note if w is

entirely omitted, thus '011*1 or 'don't.

Note also the various forms of don't,
which includes those of on't in won't
and also divv'nt, etc. 541.

63. old. Note whether both I and
d are pronounced or either I or d
omitted. Vowel as in owed, hole, got,

awe, father, ee followed by a in China.
Or whether o has not one of the sounds
of now No. 7. 326.

64. chap. This word is pretty sure
to be used, but, if not, use man. Ob-
serve whether ch is as in cAeese or

chaise, and whether the vowel is as in

cat, in father or the same shortened, or
in get. 364.

65. soon. Observe whether * or z,

or even sA . Observe the vowel especially,
which may be ee, yoo, French u or eu,

or ee followed by oo, or by a in China,
or u in dull or French eu. 564

66. teach. Observe vowel as in

rmch, or aitch. If, as is very com-

monly the case, learn would be used in
this sense, mark the vowel as in urn or
darn or ay followed by short o, and
note the r (No. 26). If teach is not
used in this sense, teacher will certainly
be known, and its pronunciation should
be given. 183.

67. her. Observe whether h is

pronounced, and what is the nature of
the r, see there No. 25. See also the
her for she No. 20, and note whether
she is not used in its place as won't he
teach she. Observe if the usual sound
of her in teach her or learn her is the
same as er in teacher or learner, and
note if it is a in China, or how it

differs from it. 447.
68. not. Note vowel as in pot,

pat, put, or nut, and whether the t is

sometimes d. 110, ii.

69. do. Note vowel as in loo, toe,

new or French u, or ee followed by
French u. Observe whether div is

used before it, as div it, or whether do

and it are not contracted into one word
as dit or did. Note whether to before

the infinitive do is sometimes at, pro-
nounced ut, especially in such phrases
as I am the man that was able to or at

do it, something at eat, go at see him,
and write the pronunciation of these

phrases. This use of at is highly
characteristic. 586.

70. it. Observe whether, when
not run on to do (No. 69), it be-

comes et, ut, hit, het, hid. Also state

whether its is ever used, as in over

its or it eyes, or over the eyes of 'un.

489.

71. again. Note the last vowel as

in gain, or hen, in, or ee followed by a

in China. 144.

72. poor. Note r as in there No.

25, and vowel as usual or as in oar, or

like French u or eu. 866.

73. thing. Note whether acute th'

in th'in, see No. 17, or flat th in then,

or t simply is used. Note the vowel

as in m or hen. Note ng as pure, or

with an extra g added, as nk or as n.

If the simple n is not used in thing

alone, note whether it is not used in

nothing, something, and write pronunci-
ation of these words. 480.

74. look. Note the vowel as in

*oo, No. 65, or else as long oo in loose,

or long oh, or short u in full or u in
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dull. Note also such phrases as loo
1

76. true. Observe tr as in straight

t/teefoT look thnu.-bte. No. 40. The vowel may be oo or

75. isn't. Note whether any of the you or ee followed by uo or French

forms beant, ainf, ar'n't, izna, iznad, u, or some variety of these sounds.

innuf, etc., is used. 482. 436.

Y. CLASSIFIED WORD LIST

referred to in the following pages as cwl.

Finding that the cs. did not contain sufficient examples of some categories, and

that the few examples of rather important cases were often ingeniously evaded by

my informants, I constructed a "List of Words of which the pron. is wanted,"
and issued large numbers of it to clergymen in different villages where informa-

tion was wanted. The greater number of these were not returned, but sufficient

reached me to be of much service. This old word list is referred to as wl. and

should be distinguished from the present cwl. It was stated to be a selection

from the word lists in Dr. Sweet's History of British Sounds, and was arranged
in his order, which, however, was found inconvenient for reference in practice.

It was printed widely on 7 quarto pages, leaving space for informants to write in

the pron. Half of the 8th page was occupied with questions on idioms and in-

tonation. These are reproduced at the end of the cwl. as shewing the chief points

beyond pron. on which it was attempted to gather information.

The following cwl. then contains all the words in the wl., cs. and dt. and a

very few others. Those marked * did not occur in the original wl. Those
marked f were in the cs., and those marked J in the dt. The words are numbered

throughout for ease of reference.

Many other words were given to me by kind informants, most of which
will be introduced hereafter. But on making out a complete list for my own
use, it became so unwieldy that it appeared better to confine the cwl. within

the above limits. As much difficulty will undoubtedly be felt by many readers,

(judging by the difficulty I have myself experienced,) in assigning any given word
to its class, an index is added containing the English words in the usual alpha-
betical order of dictionaries, with the number of the wd. in the cwl. annexed

All the old wl. and all the local Iw. which I have used will be reduced to this

order. The pron. is throughout given in pal. and, when the words considered
occur in this list, their numbers are prefixed as sufficient explanation. When
they do not, they are placed in the position they would have occupied, if they
had occurred in the cwl., and is prefixed to shew that they have no number,
and then the ordinary spelling is annexed in [], in which also any explanation or
observation is inclosed.

The order and classification, which differ considerably from those in the

original wl., are arranged on the following principle. The lists are divided into

three sections, headed i. WESSEX AND NORSE, n. ENGLISH, in. ROMANCE.
The words in each list are grouped in classes dependent on the vowel of the

original language in what corresponds to the accented syllable in received English.
The words in each class are arranged in order of the letters which follow that
vowel. Only when all these letters are the same in two or more words are the

preceding letters taken into account, and then the order is reckoned from the
vowel backwards. Strictly alphabetical order is followed for these letters, for
which purpose \>,

ft will each be taken as the two letters, t, h.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE, K"os. 1 TO 712.

This section contains only such words as can be referred with considerable

certainty to prototypes existing in Wessex literature, (that is, books in the
language of King Alfred, as distinguished from the Northumbrian forms,) or in
Norse as represented by Icelandic. To the latter a small capital N is subjoined.
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When no such prototypes are known, or when there is difference of opinion
respecting the etymology, even when the class of words is clear, the words are

placed in Section n., ENGLISH.
The Wessex or Norse words are placed first in Roman letters, and the arrange-

ment is by the vowels they contain, which are placed in capitals at the head of each
class, long vowels being distinguished by a following acute accent. As the change
which takes place in the vowel depends frequently upon its occurrence in an open
or closed syllable, as presently defined, these are distinguished thus : A- open
short A

;
A: closed short A

;
A- open long A ;

A: closed long A. The vowel, by a
mechanical rule which is sufficiently, but not absolutely correct, is said to be in an

open syllable, 1) when it is final, and 2) when it is followed by a single consonant
which is itself followed by a vowel, and to be in a closed syllable, 3) when it has
one or more consonants after it at the end of a word, and 4) when it has two or

more consonants between it and a following vowel in the middle of a word.
In the Wessex words the orthography of Prof. Skeat in his Etymological
Dictionary is usually followed, but when his differs from Ettmiiller's (except in

that author's peculiarities) the latter is sometimes preferred. I disclaim all

responsibility for the orthography, which I could not verify by documents.

Conjectural forms are excluded. Hence I kave not, with Dr. Sweet, distinguished
two forms of M', E, 0.

The Wessex and Norse forms, placed first, are printed in Roman letters, fol-

lowed by a comma
;
the corresponding English is in italics. But some little

words as a, the, to, I he we, was, had are occasionally prefixed, and thou sub-

joined, in Roman letters, to shew the part of speech or part of the verb, and only
when these are insufficient is the part of speech subjoined in Roman letters.

Verbs are generally cited by their infinitive moods, but occasionally other parts
are introduced either in their proper order, or placed in

[] after the infinitives.

Such parts are sufficiently shewn by these prefixes, which of course do not form

part of the translation. Sometimes the English word is still so ambiguous that

a synonym or explanation has to be prefixed or subjoined, also in Roman type.

A-

1 swa, so thus *
J

2 gemaca, a make com-

panion
3 bacan, to bake

4 tacan, to take

5 macian, to make^
6 gemacod, was made
7 sacu, the sake

8 hafa, have thouf
9 behafa, behave thou

10 haga, a haw
11 maga, the maw
12 saga sagu, a smv
13 gnagan, to gnaw
14 dragan, to draw
15 agi N, awe
16 dagian, to dawn
17 lagu, the lawf
1 8 kaka N, a cake

19 talu, a tale told

20 lama, lame
21 nama, a name\\
22 tania, tame
23 same, same similarly
24 scamu, shame
25 manar, of the mane of

an animal, gen. of

mon N

E.E. Pron. Part V.

26 wanian, to wane
27 cnapa, a knave
28 hara, a hare

29 aron, we or they are*$
30 caru, a care*, see 320
3 1 i. late, ii. laete, late adv.

32 baftian, to bathe*

33 hraftor, rather

34 latest, lastf

35 awel, an awl
36 Jmwian, to thaw

37 clawu, a claw

A:

38 also, s*t
39 cwam, he earned

40 camb, a comb
41 )>ancian, to thank
42 and, and*\
43 hand, a hand%
44 land, the land

45 wand, a want mole,

animal*, see 114,

769
46 candel, a candle

47 wandrian, to wander
48 sang, he sang
49 hangan, to hang*\
50 tange, the tonys

51 mann, a man
52 wann, a wan
53 canna, a can

54 wanta N, to want\
55 ascan, ashes of a fire

56 wascan, to wash f
57 assa, an ass

A: or 0:

58 i. fram ii. from, from] J
59 i. lamb ii. lomb, lamb
60 i. lang ii. long, long
61 on i. gemang ii. ge-

mong, among
62 i. strang ii. strong,

strong
63 i. ge]?rang ii. gejrong,

throng
64 i. wrang ii. wrong,

wrong -\\

65 i. sang ii. song, a song
66 i. j>wang ii. }>wong, a

thong

A'-

67 ic ga, I go
68 nia,w0more innumber*

2*
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69 na, no never, see 122

nan
70 ta, a <o

71 wa, woe

72 hwa, wAo interroga-
tive f

73 swa, so like asfj
74 twa, two^
75 stracian, to stroke

76 tade, a toad

77 hlaford, a lord

78 gan, to o?^ = to own
79 agen, his own f
80 halig dg, a holiday
81 i. lane ii. lone, a lane^
82 anes, ow^ *t
83 manian, to moan
84 mara, wzore in size

85 sare, sore sorely
86 ate, oats

87 claftas, c/o^A^s t
88 claiSian, to clothe

89 bair N, AoMf
90 blawan,too^ow;aswind
91 mawan, to mow
92 cnawan, to linow fj
93 snawan, to swot^

94 crawan, to crow f
95 Crawan, to <Arow

96 sawan, to sow seed

97 sawel, the soul

98 cnawen, has known
99 J^rawen, has thrown
100 sawen, has soww seed

A':

101 ac an oa&
102 acsian, to as&f
103 acs6de,
104 rad, a roc?t
105 rad, he rocfe

106 brad, broad

107 hlaf,
108 dag,
109 lag, tow'

110 i. naht nauht, nought,
ii. nat, o^ t J

111 ahte, he ought t

112 hal, hale

113 hal, whole '\'

114 mal, wiofe a body
mark, not the

animal, see 45, 769
115 ham, a horned
116 hwam, whom, interro

gative only
117 an, a} one*
118 ban, bone

119 gan, ^o^o*|

120 agan, ago, i.e. past
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214
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352 read, red I

353 bread, bread

354 sceaf, sheaf

355 deaf, deaf I
356 leaf, fefff

357 >eah, Mot^A J

358 neah, nigh. See 307

ii. neh

359 neahgebtir, neigh-

bour^
360 team, a team

361 bean, a foan

362 slean, to slay

363 ceAp, c/^tf/?

364 ceapman, chap* I

365 near, wear, compara-
tive of 358 neah,

366 great, great ^
367 >reat, threat

368 dea$, death

369 sleaw, slow

370 hreaw, raw

371 streaw streaw streow

streu strea, straw

EI-

372 ei N, aye t
373 J?ei N, they f
374 nei N, nay
375 reisa N, to raise

376 beita N, to bait

EI:

377 steik N, a steak

378 veikr N, weak

379 heill N, hail

380 )?eim N, them* f
381 sveinn x, a swain

382 }>eirra N, *A'r

EO-

383 seofan, seven

384 heofon, heaven

385 beneoftan, beneath

386 eowe, a 0tw

387 i. neowe, ii. niwe,

EO:

388 meolc, milk

389 geolca, yolk of eggs
390 sceolde, should^-

391 eom, I cm*-\- %
392 geond, t/on*f

393 begeondan, beyond

394 geonder, yonder
*
%

395 geong, young
*

396 i. weorc ii. were,

work, sb. See 694

wyrcan, vb.

397 sweord, a sword

398 steorfan, to starve=
be cold

399 beorht, bright f
400 eornest, earnest

401 geornian,
to yearn

402 leornian, to learn t

403 feorr,/ar
404 steorra, a star

405 heorft, the hearth

406 eofSe, the earth

407 feorSling, a farthing
408 cneow, he &ei0 f"

EO'-

409 be6, a bee

410 heo, hoo, she La*t J

411 >reo fern, and neut.,

]?ri mas., three ^
412 seo, sAe f j:

413 deofol, the <fow7

414 fleoga, o-fly

415 leogan, to lie, fib

416 deore, dear adj. and

a <fe#"

417 ceowan, to cheiv

418 breowan, to brew

419 eower, 2/owr
* f

420 fe6wer,/ow
421 feowertig, forty

EO':

422 se6c,teill*t
423 J>e6h, thigh
424 hreoh, roug't ,

425 Ie6ht, light
426 feohtan, to fight

427 beon, to ^e f
428 seon, to see-\

429 feond, a /enrf
430 freond, a friend
431 beor, beer

432 feotoX/owr/A
433 breost, breast

434 beot, he 5ert^

436 eow, you t J
436 treow, true i

437 treowft,

EY:

439 treysta N, to trust t

I-

440 i. wicu wice ii. wuce,
a week f

441 sife, sieve

EY-

438 deyja N, to

, ivy
443 frigada3g, Friday
444 stigel, a <ife

445 higian, to hie

446 nigon, nine\
447 hire, A^r * t
448 >ise, these t
449 gitan, to get obtain

450 tiwesdseg, Tuesday
451 siwian, to sew

I:

452 ic, Jf t
453 cwic, quick* \
454 wicce, wi^A
455 licgan, to lie down t

456 gif, if* t
457 miht, the might
458 niht, the night f
459 riht, right J
460 wiht, a weight
461 gelihtan,

to o&f&
462 gesih'S, the sight

463 tilN, till*^

464 hwilc, w/'cA

465 i. swilc, ii. swylc,
such f

466 cild, a child f i

467 wilde, wild

468 cildru, children

469 willan, to will*\
470 him, Aim* +

471 timber, ^'m^r

472 scrincan, to shrink

473 blind, blind, adj.

474 rind, the rind

475 wind, the wmrf

476 bindan, to bind

477 findan, to find \

478 grindan, to grind

479 windan, to wind

480 >ing, a thing
* 1 1

481 finger, a ^^r
482 is, t>

* 1 1
483 his, his * f
484 >is, ifAt'st

485 )istel,
a thistle

486 gist, &tftfs

487 gistrandseg, yesterday
488 git, ye^

489 hit, it * t
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I'-

490 bi, by near f
491 sican, to sigh
492 side, a side * f
493 drifan, to drive

494 tima, time\
495 hwinan, to whine *

f
496 fren, z'rora

497 arisan, to ame
498 writan, to wiite

499 bitel, a fo^te insect*,
see 304

I':

500 gelic, like-\-

501 wid, wide
502 fif,>-
503 lif, life

504 cnif, a knife
505 wif, a wife
506 wifman, a woman f
507 wifmen, women
508 mil, a wt7

509 hwil, while

510 min, wziwe w/*t
511 win, wine
512 spir, a spire steeple
513 wir, a wj'rtf

514 is, tw
515 wis, wise

516 wisdom, wisdom
617 iw,

0-

518 bodig, a body*-\
619 ofer, over*^
520 boga, a bow weapon
521 fola, a foal horse

522 open, open
523 hopian, to Ao/?e

524 woruld, the world

0:

625 of, i. o/tt ii. o/*t
526 cohhettan, to eoyA
527 bohte, he bought
528 >ohte, he thought
529 brohte, he brought
630 wrohte, he wrought
531 dohtor, a daughter f
532 col, a coflj

533 dol, dMtf

534 hoi, a Aofe

535 folc,/0ftfc*f
636 gold, gold
537 molde, mould earth

538 wolde, would
539 bolla, a 0ow/ cup
540 hollegen, holly
541 wol nat, won't*~\"\.
542 bolt, fto

543 on, o*tj
544 tonne, i. A<w ii.

545 hoppan, to hop
546 for, /or* f
547 bord, a oan?
548 ford, a, ford
549 hord, a /O/Y treasure

550 word, a word\
551 storm, a storm
552 corn, com
553 horn, horn
554 kross N, a cross

555 sco, a shoe

556 to, to t
657 to, zJoof

558 locian, to kok%
559 modor, mother
560 scola, a school*^
561 bloma, a i/oom flower

562 mona, the moon
563 monanda3g, Monday
564 sona, soo|
565 nosu, nose

566 6)er, other

567 >t 6>er, tother* [

568 bro$or, brother*

0':

569 hoc,
570 toe, he took

571 god, ^oorff
572 blod, the blood

573 flod, & flood
574 brod, droo6?

575 stod, he stood

57Q wodnesdaeg, Wednes

day
577 bog, a bough
578 plog N, a,plough
579 genog, ^wow^AfJ
580 toh, tough
581 sohte, he sought
582 col, coo/J

583 tol, tool

584 stol, s^oo/

585 brom, broom, the

plant, not 287
586 don, to efof

587 gedon, donef
588 non, noon

5.S9 spdn N, a spoon
590 flor, the^oor
591 mor, a moor
592 swor, he swore-f
593 moste, he must
594 hot, 000*

595 fot,foot
596 rot, roof

597 sot. soo

598 so,

u-

599 abufan,
600 lufu, love sb.

601 fugol, a/ou>/
602 sugu, a sow pig
603 cuman, to come^
604 sumor, the summer *

f
605 sunu, a sorcf

606 duru, the cfoort

607 butere, butter

U:

608 ugglig N, ugly
609 full,yWt
610 wull, woo^

6 1 1 bulluca, a bullock

612 sum, some^
613 druncen. has^rww^f J,

see 804
614 htind, a hound
615 pund, a pound weight
616 grund, the ground']-

617 gesund, sound in

health

618 wund, a wound
619 funden, was/oe/^f
620 grunden, was ground
621 wunden, was wound
622 under, under

623 fundon, they/owwrf*f

624 grundonjthey^roMwd*
625 tunge, the tongue
626 hungor, hunger
627 Sunnanda3g, Sun-

day f
628 nunne, a mw
629 sunne, the SM

630 wunnen, was won
631 Jmnnresda3g, Thurs-

day
632 upp, w;? fj
633 cuppa, cup
634 >urh, Mroz^Aft
635 wiir^ weord, worth

636 furor, further
637 tusc, a tusk
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638 busca N, to busk make

ready
639 dust, dust

U'-

640 cu, a cow

641 hu, how\
642 >u, thou

643 mi, notvt J
644 sucan,
645 dufa, a dove

646 bugan, to iow, bend

6 17 ule, an ow/

648 ure, our

649 Jju'sand,
thousand

650 abutan, a*o*:t
651 wtfSutan, without*^
652 c6'Se,>u
653 buton, fort =be tit

U':

654 scrud, a shroud

654* i. ruh, ii. rug, iii.

ruw, rough, see 424

655 f61, /OM/ dirty
656 rum, roow

657 brun, brown
658 dun, rfo^nfj
659 tun, a town any in-

closure

660 bur, a bower =
661 scur, a shower

662 tis, us

663 hus, house ^^
664 lus, a fowse

665 mus, a mouse

666 husbonda, husband^

667 6t, 0*t
668 prut, proud
669 uncut), uncouth

670 bu-S N, ioofA

671 mti&, mouth

672 86-S,

Y-

673 mycel, much f
674 dyde, he did f
675 drygan, to dry f
676 lyge, a lie falsehood

677 dryge, dry adj.*
678 dyne, a din

679 cyrice, a church

680 bysig, iwsyf
681 bysigu, business * f
682 lytel, little f J

Y:

683 mycg, a

684 brycg, a bridge
685 brycg, a rt'd^e

686 bycgan, to buy
687 flyht, Q. flight
688 byldan, to

689 ynce, an inch

690 gecynd, a kind

691 mynd, tbe mmrf
692 gyngest, youngest

*
f

693 synn, a sm
694 wyrcan wyrcean, to

work vb. See 396

weorc, sb.

695 hyrcnian,to^w,fo?t.
'See 313 hercnian,
and 710 hy'rcnian

696 gebyrd gebeord, birth

697 bebyrgan, to bury
698 myrgft, mirth
699 wyrbta, a wright
700 wyrsa, ;o?-se

701 fyrsta/rsif
702 wyS, wt<A *

t
703 pytt, a pit
704 iyxen, a

Y7-

705 sc/ N, tbe sky
706 hwy', wAy f
707 ]?re6ty'ne, thirteen

708 ahy'rian, to Air

Y':

709 fy'r, a fire

710 hy'rciii
See 313 hercnian,
and 695 hyrcnian

711 ly's, lice

712 my's, mice

ii. ENGLISH, Nos. 713 TO 808.

This section contains words of which the precise prototype in "Wessex or Norse

is unknown ;
words of disputed origin ;

words derived from foreign sources, except
Romance

;
words formed within the language itself, of which the origin can only

be conjecturally, or cannot even be probably, assigned ; slang or familiar words,
etc. For want of a better plan, these have been arranged according to the vowel

(or if several, the first vowel) they contain in the accented syllable, following the

received orthography. Then the rest of the arrangement is alphabetical as in

Section I. The differences of long and short, open or closed, are of course

unnoted, as the original form is unknown. The headings of classes are in Roman
capitals as before, but are distinguished from the last by a following period (.),

and the absence of the hyphen (-) and colon (:) marking open and close.

730 a canter

731 wanton
732 happen* \

733 to scare

734 to darn

735 smash
736 a lass *

f
737 &mate%
738 to prate i
739 mouther girl

A.

713 bad

714 lad

715 pad
716 addle, i. adj. and ii.

vb.

717 &j'ade
718 trade

719 a tadpole
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740 a wave
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838 traiter-to treat
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NOTES ON CONSTRUCTIONS AND INTONATION, APPENDED TO THE

ORIGINAL wl.

[The informant was requested to underline the grammatical form which is

common in his district ; disregarding pronunciation.]

I am. them am. he am. we am. you am. they am. I are. thou art.

he are. we are. you are. they are. we ar'n. you ar'n. they ar'n. [The three

last were intended for the West Midland verbal plural in en, but were generally
confused hy informants with arri't.'] I be. thou hist, he be. we be. you be.

they be. we bin. you bin. they bin. [The three last referred to the Sh.

plural bin for are, but were generally confused with been used for have been.~\
I is. thou is. he is. we is. you is. they is. I was. thou was. he was.
we was. you was. they was. I were, thou wert. he were, we were, you
were, they were, we wer'n. you wer'n. they wer'n. we ha'n. you ha'n.

they ha'n. [The six last referred to the West Midland verbal plural in -en, but
were generally misunderstood.] him is. him be. they goes, we goes. he
does, he doth, he do. he walketh. he live there. thou (underline if used

generally, and distinguish by underlining whether it is used to children, husband
and wife, servants, friends, lovers). I do walk. 1 have a-walked. I be or

am a-going. she was washu^ on a washs'w7 day (underline the two -ings if

distinguished) thease thick (=this, that, of shaped things), this that (of shape-
less things). dat man dere (=that man there). t' man. th' man. 'email.

theirselves. theirsells. theirsens. I doh (for I don't). I will (for I shall),
he shall (for he will). I would (for I should), he should (for he would). to

can, to could (as he won't can do it, he didn't used to could), he didn't ought.
at eat [meaning the Danishism in parts of D 31, for to eat], to home.

Try to characterise the nature of the singsong of the speech, underlining as

may be, rough, smooth, thick, thin, indistinct, clear, hesitating, glib, whining,

drawling, jerking, up and down in pitch, rising in pitch at end, sinking at end,

monotonous.
Give any singular pronunciations of words not mentioned; and any information

respecting your dialect that you will have the kindness to impart.

INDEX TO THE ENGLISH WORDS IN THE cwl. REFERRING EACH

TO ITS NUMBER.

A allow 944 at 176 bargain 853
am 391 aunt 851 barley 171

able 809 among 61 away 263 barrel 854

about 650 amount 932 awe 15 bath 180

above 599 ancient 845 awl 35 bathe 32

acquaint 921 and 42 aye 372 bay 823

addle 716 any 19 1 be 427
advice 908 apprentice 884 B bean 361

afford 778 apron 852 beast 890

after 158 are 29 back 154 beat, pt.; 434

again 144 arise 497
'

bacon 813 beauty 870

age 818 arm 342 bad 713 because 864

ago 120 as 38 bairn 344 bee 409

agree 871 ash 174 bait 376 beer 431

ague 828 ashes 55 bake 3 beetle, mallet 304

ail 264 ask 102 bald 724 beetle, insect 499

alight 461 asked 103 bale 839, i. beg 750

nil 335 ass 57 ball 839, ii. behave 9
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believe 296

bellows 270, i.
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fiend 429
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me 292
meal 245
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sown 100
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CONSONANTAL INDEX TO THE WESSEX AND NOESE DIVISION OF THE

CLASSIFIED WORD LIST.

The preceding index will generally, but not always, suffice to refer to the

numbers which in any future cwl. point out a dialectal alteration, if any, of the

initial consonant or consonantal combinations, but not so for medial or final

combinations. Hence the following index has been constructed to shew a few

of the initial, and most of the medial and final combinations which may be re-

quired for study. Only the most interesting cases are cited.

Only Ws. and Norse consonants are given, and the words are cited only in the

original spelling.
The Capital Initials mark the consonants selected, and hyphens are used thus

C- initial, -C- medial, -C final, in this order.

C- 190 cffi'ge. 197 cae'se. 285 cerse. 300 cepan. 466 cild. 468 cildru.

679 cyrice. 690 gecynd. -C- 2 gemaca. 3 bacan. 4 tacan. 5 macian.

6 gemacod. 7 sacu. 183 tse'can. 232 brecan. 233 sprecan. 440 wicu wice

wuce. 491 sican. 558 Iccian. 673 mycel. 679 cyrice. -C 101 ac. 154

baec. 155 ba3C. 452 ic. 453 cwic. 500 gelic. 569 boc. 570 toe. -CC-
256 streccan. 454 wicce. CE- [meaning C before, and hence affected by
a following E] 320 cearian. 328 ceald. 333 cealf. 363 ceap. 364 ceapman.
-CG-- 260 lecgan. 261 secgan. 455 licgan. 686 bycgan. -CG 257 ecg.

258 secg. 259 wecg. 683 mycg. 684 brycg. 685 hrycg. CN- 27 cnapa.
92 cnawan. 234 cnedan. 408 cneow. 504 cnif. -CS- 102 acsian. 103

acsode. CTW- 39 cwam. 246 cwene cwen.

-D- 76 tade. 138 feeder. 385 beneoSan. 518 bodig. 559 modor. -D-
32 baiSian. 33 hraSor. 87 claSas. 88 claSian. 90 blawan. 136 aw'Ser.

137 nawfter. 201 hse'Sen. 254 lefler. 255 wefter. 568 broSor. 652 cufte.

669 uncuS. 670 bu$ N. 671 mu$. 672 su$. -D 134 a'S. 135 cla.
180 ba3$. 181 pse. 229 braa'S. 368 deaft. 598 s6. 702 wy. -DN-
576 wodnesdaeg. DR- 613 druncen. DW- 533 dol dwol dwal.

F- 297 felagi N. 298 felan. -F- 8 hafa. 9 behafa. 187 lae'fan. 235
wefan. 236 fefer. 296 gelefan. 347 heafod. 383 seofan. 384 heofon.

413 deofol. 441 sife. 442 ifig. 493 drifan. 519 ofer. 599 abufan. 600
lufu. 645 dufa. -F 456 gif. 502 fif. 503 lif. 504 cnif. 505 wif.

506 wifman. 507 wifmen. 525 of. -FR- 208 se'fre. 209 nae'fre.

G- 267 geldan. 289 ge. 486 gist. 487 gistrandaeg. 488 git. -G- 10

haga. 11 maga. 12 saga sagu. 12 gnagan. 14 dragan. 15 agi N. 16

dagian. 17 lagu. 78 agan. 79 agen. 139 draege. 140 haegel. 141 nsegel.
142 snaegel. 143 ta3gel. 144 ongasgen. 145 slajgen. 146 ma3gen. 147

braegen. 148 faeger. 188 hnae'gan. 189 wse'gan. 190 cae'ge. 237 blegan.
238 hege. 239 segel. 240 gelegen. 241 regen. 242 twegen. 243 plegian.
317 fleagan.

348 cage. 414 fleoga. 415 leogan. 443 frigadseg. 444 stigel.
445 higian. 446 nigon. 520 boga. 540 hollegen. 601 fugol. 602 sugu.

677 dryge. -G 80 halig dseg. 108
163 laeg. 164 maeg. 165 sasgde.

'

646 bugan. 675 drygan.

dag. 109 lag. 160 aeg.

676 1]

161
166 maegden. 194 ae'nig. 195 mae'nig. 210 clae'g. 211 graa^g. 212 hwaa'g.
213 ae'gfter. 214 nae'g-Ser. 262 weg. 263 on weg. 264 eglan. 577 bog.
578 plog N. 579 genog. GE- [meaning G before and hence affected by a

following E] 319 geapian. 340 geard geord. 346 geat. 389 geolca. 392
geond. 393 begeondan. 394 geonder. 395 geong. GN- 13 ffnagan. 178
gnaat. GR- 366 great.
H- 489 hit. -H- 318 hleahen. -H 305 heh heah. 306 hehSe. 307

neh neah. 321 geseah. 357 beah. 358 neah. 423 beoh. 424 hreoh. 580
t6h. -HH- 322 hleahhan. 526 cohhettan. -HD 462 gesihft. HL- 77
hlaford. 107 hlaf. 318 hleahen. 322 hleahhan. HN- 188 hnas'gan. HR-
157 hraefn. 370 hreaw. 424 hreoh. 685 hrycg. -HT- 111 ahte. 215
tae'hte. 324 eahta. 426 feohtan. 461 gelihtan. 527 bohte. 528 bohte.
529 brohte. 530 wrohte. 531 dohtor. 581 sohte. -HT 110 naht nat 265
streht. 323 feaht. 425 leoht. 457 miht. 458 niht. 459 riht. 460 wiht.
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687 flyht. HW- 72 hwa. 116 hwam. 169 hwamne. 179 hwat. 200
hwae'te. 224 hwaa'r hwar. 464 hwilc. 495 hwinan. 509 hwil. 706 hwV.

-K- 18 kaka N. -K 378 veikr N.

-L- 19 talu. -LC- 325 wealcan. 389 geolca. -LC 217 aVlc. 388 meolc.
464 hwilc. 465 swilc. 535 folc. -LD- 329 fealdan. 330 healdan. 331
sealde. 332 tealde. 467 wilde. 537 molde. 538 wolde. -LD 326 eald.

327 beald. 328 ceald. 524 woruld. 536 gold. -LDR- 468 cildru. -LF
269 self. 333 cealf. 334 healf. -LG 168 tselg. 270 belg. -LM 272 elm.
-LN- 541 wol nat. -LT 542 bolt.

-M- 20 lama. 21 nama. 22 tama. 23 same. 24 scamu. -MB- 471
timber. -MB 59 lamb lomb.

-N- 25 manar, 26 wanian. -NC- 41 j?aucian. 276 bencan. 277 drencan.

278 wencle. 472 scrincan. -NO 274 benc. 275 stenc. -ND- 46 candel.

476 bindan. 477 findan. 478 grindan. 479 windan. 619 funden. 620

grunden. 621 wunden. 622 under. 623 fundon. 624 gnindon. -ND 42
and. 43 hand. 44 land. 45 wand. 429 feond. 430 freond. 473 blind.

474 rind. 475 wind. 614 hund. 615 pund. 616 grund. 617 gesund.
618 wund. 690 gecynd. 691 mynd. -NDL- 280 endlufon. -NDR- 47
wandrian. -NG- 49 hangan. 50 tange. 481 finger. 625 tunge. 626

huugor. 692 gyngest. -NG 48 and 65 sang. 60 lang. 61 on gemang.
62 strang. 63 gej^rang. 64 wrang. 66 J?wang. -NG) 281 lengtS. 282

strengS. -NNR- 631 Jmnnresdseg. -NT- 54 wanta N.

-R- 248 mere. 249 werian. 250 swerian. 301 geheran. 606 duru. -R
312 her. 365 near. -RC 396 weorc were. -RON- 313 hercnian. -RF-
170 hterfest. 398 steorfan. -RD- 314 geherde. -RD 547 bord. 548 ford.

549 hord. 550 word. -RD- 406 eor$e. 432 feorfta. 636 furftor. -RD 405
heor$. 407 feorSling. 635 wurft weord. -RG 283 merg. 341 mearh. 697

bebyrgan. -RGD 698 myrg. -RD 696 gebyrd gebeord. -RH 634 Jmrh.
-RHT- 699 wyrhta. -RHT 399 beorht. -RM 342 earm. 343 wearm. 551
storm. -RN- 400 eornest. 401 geornian. 402 leornian. -RN 344 beam.
552 corn. 553 horn. -RS- 285 cerse. 700 wyrsa. -RS 172 gsers. -RSC-
284 >erscan. -RST- 701 fyrsta. -RW- 286 herwe.

S- 412 seo. 422 seoc. -S- 149 blaese. 150 laesest. 375 reisa N. 497
arisan. 565 nosu. 617 gesund. 649 >usand. 680 bysig. 681 bysigu.
-S 127 has. 128 Jras. 173 wffis. 482 is. 483 his. 484 >is. 514 is.

515 wis. 516 wisdom. 662 us. 663 bus. 664 lus. 665 mus. 711 ly's.

712 my's. -SB- 666 husbonda. SC- 24 scamu. 218 sca'p. 220 sc^'phirde.
354 sceaf. 390 sceolde. 555 sco. 560 scola. 661 scur. 705 SC/N. -SC-
55 ascan. 638 busca N. -SC 174 sesc. 225 flas'sc. 637 tusc. SCR- 472
scrincan. 654 scrud. -SM 287 besm. SP- 309 sped. 512 spir. SPR-
203 sprge'c. 233 sprecan. ST- 377 steik N. -ST- 593 moste. -ST 34
latost. 129 gast. 175 faast. 226 nwe'st. 433 breost. 639 dust. -STEL
485 Jnstel. STR- 75 stracian. 282 streng-5. 371 streaw. SV- 381 sveinn.

SW- 1 swa. 73 swa. 228 swas't. 397 sweord. 465 swilc. 592 swor.

-T- 31 late tete. 34 latost. 151 lastan. 86 ate. 198 te'tan. 199^

blaj'tan. 200 hwaj'te. 202 h^'ta. 251 mete. 252 cetele. 253 netele.

302 gemetan. 303 swete. 304 betel. -TER- 152 waater. 153 sasterdseg.

607 butere. p- 36 >awian. 223 >a3'r. 231 >e. 291 >e. 357 >eah. 373

>ei N. 382 >eirra N. 423 >eoh. 480 >ing. 484 >is. 485 >istel. 544

>onne. 631 ] unnresda^g. 634 >urh. 642 >u. 649 >usand. -p- 566 6J?er.

pR- 205 >ra3'd. 367 >reat. 411 >reo. pW- 66 >wang. TW- 74 twa.

V- 378 veikr N.

-W- 35 awel. 36 J?awian. 37 clawu. 90 blawan. 91 mawan. 92

cnawan. 93 snawan. 94 crawan. 95 brawan. 96 sawan. 97 sawel. 98

cnawen. 99 >rawen. 100 sawen. 349 feawa. 386 eowe. 387 neowe niwe.

-W- 417 ceowan. 418 breowan. 419 eower. 420 feower. 421 feowertig.
450 tiwesdaBg. 451 siwian. -W 369 sleaw. 370 hreaw. 370 streaw streaw

streow streu strea. 408 cneow. 435 eow. 436 treow. 517 iw. "WR-
64 wrang. 133 wrat. 498 writan. WU- [that is, W affected by a following

U] 610 wull. 618 wund.
-XT 316 next.
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VI. ALPHABETICAL COUNTY LIST.

The counties of England, Isle of Man, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, are

taken in this order.

The counties in each country are taken in the alphabetical order of its full

name (not of the two letter abbreviation, as on p. 4*), each headed by its number

in the countries (supposing that all the counties were enumerated, which is not the

case in Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, because all do not speak English), together
with its two letter abbreviation and full name, and a statement of the number of

places from which information was obtained, and of the districts over which it is

distributed.

Within each county are ranged all the names of places from which information

has been received, in alphabetical order, preceded by the number of the district

in which it is contained, and by the initial letter, or letter and number, by which

it is referred to in the following Alphabetical Informants List, VII. An asterisk *

shews that the information received is given, or at least spoken of in the work
itself. It will be seen that a very large number of places named are not further

spoken of. It must not, however, be supposed that the information received was
therefore valueless. Far from it. It was often incomplete, and often difficult to

interpret, but it always helped to bridge over the spaces left between places from
which more complete or more easily interpretable information was given, and
without this I should have had the greatest difficulty in assigning the boundaries

of my districts.

After the name, its local pron. is occ. given, and if, as is most frequently the

case, the place is not on the small maps of the dialect districts annexed, the

distance and direction from a place actually on the map is added in
( )

. When
the place is on the maps, its name suffices, for a whole county on this small scale

is easily looked over. The places, or their position (for they are often so in-

significant as not to be marked on many maps), can thus readily be found on any
county map.

Afterwards follows a description of the nature of the information, employing
the abbreviations explained on p. 6*. If several pieces of information have
reached me from the same place, they are often numbered as (1), (2), etc., but
these numbers are generally omitted if the informant is the same.
At the end of each piece of information, when referred to in the book, is added

the number of the page on which the information is given or spoken of, preceded
by the letter p. in case another number comes just before, but not otherwise.
When the information is given in the book, the indications of its origin are

here abbreviated as much as possible, the page where it is cited furnishing the rest.

In VII. I give a list of informants referring to the county in this list, or to the

place by means of the numbered initials. Many of these obliging informants
have passed away since they so kindly assisted me. Others have changed their

address, and I have no means of discovering them. But to each and all I give
my most hearty thanks for the trouble they have taken, often great, and the time

they have spent, often very long, in helping me to render this account of English
local pronunciation as complete as it now appears, a result perfectly impossible
without a great cooperation.

England.

1. Bd.= Bedfordshire, 16 places, all in D 16.

16. A. Ampthill (:semtil) (7 ssw. Bed-

ford) and 4 or 5 m. round, wl. io. by
Mr. J. Brown, Dunstable Road, 21 y.
who says "the old-fashioned native
dialect is comparatively rare."

*16. B. Bedford and neighbourhood
and the county generally, (1) T.

Batchelor's book 204, (2) cs. and

phrases from Mr. J. Wyatt, 206 to

209, cwl. 209, (3) cwl. from Mr.
Rowland Hill 209.

*16. D. Dunstable (5 w.Lutou), wii.

by TH., 209.

16. E. Edworth (12 se. Bedford), dt.
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io. with notes and wd. from Mrs.
Buttenshaw of the rectory.

16. F. Flitwick (rflttik) (9 s-by-w.
Bedford) wl. io. by Rev. T. W. D.

Brooks, vie.

16. G. G-irtford (7 e.Bedford) wn. by
TH.

16. Hi. Harrold (8 nw.Bedford) dt.

io. notes and Iw. by Rev. J. Steel.

16. n2. Hatley Cockayne (:kokin

:aetli) (12 e.Bedford) full wl. io. by the

Rev. E. Brickwell, rect.

16. M. Melchbourne (10 n.Bedford)
dt. io. by Mrs. F. H. Bolingbroke, of

the vicarage.
*16. R. Ridgmont (10 ssw.Bedford),

dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss
Susan Wheck, of Whitelands, 206.

16. si. Sandy (8 e.Bedford), wn. by
TH.

16. s2. Sharnbrook (7 nnw. Bedford),
wn. by TH.

16. Tl. Thurleigh (rtherk'i-) (6

n.Bedford), wl. and dt. io. by Rev. B.

Trapp, vie.

16 T2. Tilbrook (12 nne.Bedford),
wn. by TH.

16. T3. Toddington (:tAA'tmten) (6

ene.Leighton Buzzard) wl. and dt. io.

by Major Cooper Cooper, T. Manor.
16. u. Upper Dean (11 n.Bedford)

wn. by TH.

2. Be. = Berkshire, 14 places in D 5 and 8.

5. B. Bucklebury (6 ne.Newbury)
dt. io. by Rev. "W. M. Wallis, Rose-

lands, for Be. between Thames and
Kennet rivers.

*5. c. Cholsey (12 e.Wantage) dt.

io. with letter from Mr. "W. Brewer,
national schoolmaster, at Wallingford
adjoining, obtained through Mrs.

Parker, Oxford, 96.

*5. D. Denchworth (rdentjuth) (3
nnw.Wantage) wl. and Iw. io. by Rev.
C. H. Tomlinson, vie. 10 y., 96.

5. E. East Hendred (4 e."Wantage)
letter and wds. io. by Ven. Archd.

Pott, Clifton Hampden, Ox. (3 ese.

Abingdon, Be.).
*5. H!. Hampstead Norris (7 nne.

Newbury) cs. io. by Mr. W. B. Banting,
LLB. and AJE., 95.

*8. H2. Hurley (9 nne.Reading) dt.

io. by Mrs. Godfrey, 129.

*8. n3. Hurst (5 e.Reading) dt. io.

by Rev. A. A. Cameron, for the
Loddon river valley, 129.

5. K.. Kintbury (:kimbri) (6 w.New-
bury) from Rev. W . Campbell, vie.

5. si. Stanford-in-the- Vale (5 nnw.

Wantage) dt. io. from Mr. W. Cleverley,
and dt. io. from Miss Collins, both

through Mrs. Parker, of Oxford.

*5. s2. Steventon (6 ne.Wantage)
and neighbourhood dt. glossic by Mrs.

Parker, of Oxford, from Mr. B.

Leonard, 94.

5. s3. Streatley (rstriitli) (9 nw.

Reading) wl. io. by Rev. John Slatter,

vie. 15 y.
*5. wl. Wantage Iw. io. from Mr.

E. C. Davey, F.G.S., 96.

*8. w2. Wargrave (5 ne.Reading)
Iw. aq. vv. by Mr. T. F. Maitland, 129.

8. w3. Windsor wn. by TH.

3. Bu.= Buckinghamshire, 19 places in D 15 and 17.

17. c3. Cheddington (7 ene.Ayles-

bury) notes by LLB.
15. E. Edlesborough (:Edjbre) (10

ene.Aylesbury) wl. io. by Rev. G.

Birch, vie. 12 y.
15. G. Great Kimble (5 s.Aylesbury)

Iw. io. picked up on the Chilterns by
Rev. E. K. Clay, vie., communicated

by Mr. J. K. Fowler (see Aylesbury).
17. Hi. Hambleden (4 w.Great

Marlow) Iw. by Rev. W. H. Ridley,
rec. 60 y.

ham) wl. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Miss Cox, of Whitelands, native, 194

(see Wendover).
17. L. Langley (3 e.Eton), letter in

1875 to LLB. from Rev. W. D. Scoones.

3*

*15.A. Aylesbttry('-Me'jlzburi} (1) wl.

io. but partly pal. by AJE. from diet,

of Mr. J. Kersely Fowler, 192; (2)

specimen pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Mr. R. R. Fowler, 190; (3) wn. by
AJE. from labourer, 1881, 192

;
wn.

by TH. 192.

15. si. u., probably the part near
b. of Bd., pal. vv. by AJE. from Mr.
J. Wyatt (see Bedford, Bd.).
*15. B2. .Bwc/ki^Aamwn.byTH.,194.
*15. cl. Chackmore (1 wnw.Buck-

ingham) dt. noted by TH., 191
;
wn.

by TH. 194 (where it is misprinted
Clackmore) .

17. c2. Chalvey (name omitted on

p. 189) (1 n.Eton), letter to LLB. from
Mr. A. Henry Atkins, 1875.

E.E. Pron. Part V.
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15. Ml. Marsh Gibbon (7 ssw.Buck-

ingham]), letter on the pron. of the

school there by a man of 90, by Mr.
G. Parker, Oxford.

15. M2. Marsworth (6 e.Aylesbury)
letter from Eev. F. W. Eagg, vie. (see

Wingham, Ke.).
17. P. Penn (3 e.High Wycombe),

letter from Eev. J. Grainger, vie.,

235.

15. si. Stowe (3 nnw. Buckingham)
note by TH.

15. s2. Swanbourne (8 se.Bucking-

ham) Iw. by Eev. M. D. Maiden, vie.

10 y.

li!

*15. T. Tyrringham with Filgrave

(13 ne.Buckingham) ("misprinted Ty-
rinham, p. 194] wl. io. and letters from
Eev. J. Tarver, rect., 194.

*15. wl. Wendover (5 sse.Aylesbury)
1) wl. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

eby, of Whitelands, native of

Northampton, but since 8 years old

living at Aylesbury and Buckingham,
192; (2) wn. in 1884 by TH. from
labourers of 82 and 63 and others, 192.

15. w2. Winslow (:winsloo) (6 se.

Buckingham) with (s), heard by TH.,
who was told by a fellow traveller that

the dialect was "very broad."

4. Cb.= Cambridgeshire, 15 places, all in D 18.

*18. cl. Cambridge wn. by TH.
*18. c2. Cambridgeshire generally,

(1) dt. pal. 1879 by AJE. from diet,

of Mr. J. Perkins, M.A., Downing
Coll., 249; (2) notes by Eev. Prof.

W. W. Skeat.

*18. c3. Chatteris (9 nw.Ely) wn.

by TH. 253d', and note from Eev.

Sidney A. Smith, vie.

18. E. Ely wn. by TH.
18. H. Haddenham "(6 sw.Ely) note

by Eev. J. M. Freeman.
*18. M. March (12 nw.Ely) dt. io.

and aq. by Eev. J. "Wastie Green, rect.,

251, and wn. by TH.
18. P. Pampisford (:paanze) (6 sse.

Cambridge) reported by TH. from
Prof. Skeat.

*18. si. Sawston (5 sse. Cambridge)
dt. pal. from diet, by TH., 250.

18. s2. Shelford (4 S.Cambridge)
wn. by TH.

18. s3. Soham (5 se. Ely), note
from Eev. J. Cyprian Eust.

18. wl. Whittlesford (6 s-by-e.
Cambridge) wn. by TH.

18. w2. Willingham (8 nnw.Cam-
bridge) wn. by TH.

*18. w3. Wisbech (:wtsbitj) dt. and
wl. io. with letters, 252, by Mr.
Herbert J. Little, Coldham Hall, 252

;

and wn. by TH. 253.
*18. w4. Wood Ditton (3 sse.New-

market) dt. and wl. with sentences pal.

by AJE. in 1879 from diet, of Miss

Walker, of the vicarage, 251.

*18. w5. Wryde (9 ene.Peterbro'

Np.), a farming district 2 e.Thorney
village, and in Thorney parish, wn. by
TH., 254.

5. Ch.= Cheshire, 32 places in D 21, 25, 28.

port
Clo

25. Al. Altrincham (8 wsw. Stock-

) (1) wl. and dt. io. by Mr. J. C.

lough, then Principal of the Agri-
cultural College, Aspatria, Carlisle,
native

; (2) notes from JGG. and TH.
*25. A2. Alvanly (rAA'v'nli) (7 ne.

Chester) wn. by TH. 421.
*25. A3. Ashton (7 ene. Chester) wn.

byTH., 421.

25. A4. Audlem (rAAl^m) (6 s.Nant-

wich) wn. by TH.
*25. Bl. Eeeston (9 se.Chester) wn.

by TH. 421.

*25. B2. SicJcley (5 nnw.Whit-
church, Sh.) (1) dt. pal. by AJE. from
dictation of Mr. T. Darlington, native
of Burland (6 ne.Bickley), author of

Folk-speech of South Cheshire, and wl.
in gl., 411, 422

; (2) version of Euth,
chap, i., 698, No. 4.

25. B3. Bowdon (16 ene.Euncorn)
wn. by TH.

*25. B4. Broxton (9 sse. Chester)
wn. by TH., 421.

25. B5. Buerton (6 s-by-e.Nant-

wich) wn. by TH.
*28. cl. Churton (6 s. Chester) wn.

by TH. 457 (wrongly referred to D 25
on p. 421).

25. c2. Congleton (11 ene.Crewe)
wn. by TH.

*2S. E. Eccleston (:Eklisten) (2 s.

Chester) wn. by TH., 457.
*28. F. Farndon (:farn) (7 s. Chester)

dt. in so. by Mr. E. French, native,
and wn. by TH. 452, 457.

*25. G. Great Neston (10 nw.

Chester) wn. by TH., 421.
*25. Hi. Hatton Heath (4 se.

Chester) wn. by TH., 421.
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*25. n2. Helsby (8 ne. Chester) wn.

by TH. 421.

25. K. Knutsford (15 ese.Euncorn)
wn. by TH.

25. L. Lymm (11 ene.Euncorn) wn.

by TH.
26. Ml. Malpas (13 sse. Chester) Iw.

by Mr. T. Darlington, and wn. by
TH.

25. M2. Marbury (7 sw.Nantwich)
wn. by TH.

*25. M3. Middlewlch (7 n.Crewe)
cs. pal. by TH. from diet., 413.

25. M4. Mobberly (9 wnw.Maccles-

field) dt. io. by Mr. Robert Holland,
of Norton Hill, Halton (2 ese.Runcorn)
to represent m.Ch., but really repre-

senting e.Ch.

25. M5. Mouldsworth (6

'

ene.

Chester) wn. by TH.
*25. Nl. Nantwich wn. by TH.

421.

25. x2. Northenden (4 w. Stock-

port) phrases noted by TH.

25. N3. Northwich (lln.Crewe)
wn. by TH.

*25. p. Pott Shrigley (4 nne.

Macclesfield) cs. pal. by TH. in 1874
from diet, of a native, 413.

*25. si. Sandbach (4 ne.Crewe) dt.

pal. by TH. from diet, of a native,
411; TH. also noted the forms of

negative canna conner in Manchester

City News, 26 March, 1881.
*28. s2. Shoeblack (14 w-by-s.

Nantwich) wn. by TH. 457.
*21. s3. Stalybridge, situate half in

La. and half in Ch., formerly all or

nearly all the town was in La., which
see, 317.

21. s4. StocTcport wn. by TH.
*25. T. Tarporley (9 ese.Chester)

cs. pal. by TH. from diet, of a native of

Burland (3 wnw.Nantwich and 7 sse.

Tarporley), 413, 421.
*25. w. Waverton (4 se. Chester)

wn. by TH., 421.

6. Co.= Cornwall, 19 places in D 11 and 12.

*11. cl. Camelford (14 w.Launces-

ton) dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Miss Ada Hill, of Whiteknds, 168.

*11. c2. Cardy'nhamfiene.Bodmin)
dt. by T. H. Cross, 169.

12. G. Gwennap (3 ese.Redruth) (1)

dt. io. by Rev. Saltren Rogers, vie.
;

(2) wn. by TH.
11. Ll. LandraJce (8 ese.Liskeard),

let. from vie. unnamed.
11. L2. Lanivet (3 sw.Bodmin) dt.

io. by the late Mr. T. Q. Couch,
author of the Glossary of Polperro (9

ssw.Liskeard).
11. L3. Lanreath (7 sw.Liskeard)

wl. io. by Rev. R. B idler, rect.

*12. Ml. Marazion (3 e.Penzance),

specimen pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Mr. W. J. Rawlings, Downes, Hayle
(6 ne.Penzance), 172.

*11. M2. Millbrook (22 sse.Ounces-

ton) spec. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Mr. J. B. Rundell, 167.

11. pi. Padstow dt. io. by Hon.
Mrs. Prideaux Brune, Prideaux Place.

12. p2. Penzance cs. pal. by AJE.
from diet, of Mr. "W. Noye and then

from Mr. "W. Rawlings (see above Ml),
but not used, 171.

11. p3. PoundstocJc (12 nnw.Laun-

ceston) dt. io. by Rev. P. D. Dayman,
vie.

11. si. ff*.JH^(8ne.St.AHstell)
wl. and dt. io. by Miss A. B. Peniston,
of the vicarage, 6 y.

*11. s2. St. Columb Major (10

wsw.Bodmin) and 10 m. round by Mr.
T. Rogers, 169.

11. s3. St. Goran's (6 s.St. Austell)
also written Gorran, Goram, dt. io. by
Rev. C. R. Sowell, vie.

11. s4. St. Ive (4 ne.Liskeard) dt.

io. by Ven. Archd. Hobhouse, rect.

12. s5. St. Just (7 w.Penzance) dt.

io. by Rev. H. S. Fagan, vie.

11. s6. SL Stephen's (1 n.Launces-

ton) dt. io. and aq. by Rev. E. S. T.

Daunt.
12. s7. St.StitMan's(4sse.~Redmt'h)

dt. by Mr. W. Martin, Penhalvar East,
churchwarden of St. Stithian's.

11. T. Tintagel (13 n.Bodmin) dt.

io. by the Rev. Prebendary Kinsman,

7. Cu.= Cumberland, 15 places in D 31, 32, and 33.

*31. A. d.bbey Holme or Holme
Cultram (12 nne.Maryport) cs. pal. by
AJE. from diet, of Rev. T. Ellwood,
562, 563, cwl. 634.

*33. Bl. Newcastle (16 ne.Carlisle)

to Longtoivn (8 n. Carlisle) pal. by
JGG. from a native, 682, 684, 693.

31. B2. Eorrowdale (7 s.Keswick)
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wl. and dt. io. by Rev. Percy C.

"Walker, vie.

*32. B3. Brampton (9 ene. Carlisle)
cwl. pal. by JGG. from diet. 669.

*32. cl. Carlisle (1) cs. pal. by
JGG. from diet, of Mrs. Atkinson,

562, 563, 602
; (2) aq. from Messrs.

Coward, Harkness, Payne, Murray,
and Dickinson about the s. b. of D 32.

*31. c2. Clifton (2 e.Workington)
es. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr.

J. N. Hetherington, 562, 563.

*32. D. Dalston (4 ssw. Carlisle) cs.

pal. November, 1873, by AJE. from a

native maid servant, but not used, 5Q2d.

*31. E. Ellonby (6 nw.Penrith) cs.

pal. by JGG. 562, 563, 600.

31. H. Hale (:jal) (14 ssw.Cocker-

mouth) wl. from Eev. "W. Sidney
Pratten, vie.

Holme Cultram, see Abbey Holme
above.

*31. K. Kesivick es. pal. by JGG.
from diet, of Mr. "W. Postlethwaite,

562, 563, 600.

*31. L!. Langwathby (:la
1

q'Bnbi) (4

ne.Penrith) pal. 1876-7 by JGG. from
diet, of Miss Powley, 561, 563, 600.

*33. L2. Longtown (8 n. Carlisle)
cs. io. by Rev. R. D. Hope, native,
vie. of Old Button (4 n.Kendal), We.
See under Bewcastle, 682, 693.

31. P. Penrith, notes on m.Cu. and
a translation of A. Craig Gibson Joe

and the Jolly Jist, pal. January, 1873,

by AJE. from diet, of Mr. William

Atkinson, an excellent authority, but
this early work sadly wants revision,
and as I have not been able to recover

Mr. A.'s address, I have been obliged
to pass it over.

31. K. Ravenglass (13 w.Coniston,
La.) notes by Rev. H. Bell, vie., which
enabled me to complete the s. hoose

line 6 through s.Cb.

31..S. South Cumberland, corre-

Tndence
with Rev. E. H. Knowles,

St. Bees, Cu., and his friends con-

cerning the use of at and to.

31. w. Working/ton, cs. io. and wl.

io. with many letters from Mr. W.
Dickinson, author of the Cu. Glossary.
As I was unable to have an interview

with Mr. D., I have been obliged to

pass over this work.

8. Db. = Derby, 67 places in D 21, 25, 26.

*26. Al. Alvaston (:AA'VBsten) (3

ese.Derby) wn. by TH. 446.

*26. A2. Ashbourn (10 sw.Matlock

Bath) two cs. pal. by TH. from diet.

426, 427.
*26. A3. Ashford (8 ese.Buxton)

with Bakewell (2 se.Ashford) cs. pal.

by TH. from diet. 427.
*26. A4. Ashover (5 ssw. Chesterfield)

wn. by TH. 427, 445.
*26. Bl. Bamford (12 ne.Buxton)

wn. by TH. 442.

*26. B2. Barlborough (7| ene. Ches-

terfield) dt. pal. from diet, by TH.
438.

*26. B3. Belper wn. by TH. 445.
*26. s4. Bolsover (iba'wzur) (5

e. Chesterfield) wn. and dt. pal. by TH.
from diet, of a native, 438, 442, 445.

*26. B5. Bradwell (:brad-e) (9

ne.Buxton) cs. pal. by TH. from diet,

of natives, 427, and wn. 442.

*26. s6. #ratf/0r<*(7
pal. by TH. from a native, 438.

*26. B7. Brampton (3 w.Chester-

field) (1) wn. by TH., (2) cs. io. by
Rev. J. M. Mello, rect., with observa-
tions on the same by TH., and (3) cs.

pal. by TH. from diet, of natives,

427, No. 7.

26. B8. Brampton Moor, near

Brampton, wn. by TH.
*26. cl. Castleton (10 ne.Buxton)

wn. by TH. 442.

*21. c2. Chapel - en -le- Frith (5

n.Buxton), (1) the Song of Solomon

complete in his own original so. trans-

lated by TH., and Chaps, i. and ii. in

pal. and gl. compared with Taddington,
which see

; (2) cs. from personal know-

ledge by TH. with variants for places
in the neighbourhood, and notes on
the use of thou and (kh), 317, and dt.

322
; (3) Parable of the Prodigal Son

;

(4) complete cwl. from personal know-

ledge with the minute distinctions

which TH. prefers, 323 to 329.

*26. c3. Chellaston (4 sse.Derby)
wn. by TH. 446.

*26. c4. Chesterfield wn. by TH.
427.

*26. c5. Codnor (5 ene.Belper)
lw. io. by Rev. H. Middleton, vie

445.

*26. c6. Codnor Park (5 ene.Belper)
wn. by TH. 445.

*25. c7. tfowfoFflJfeyCSnw.Buxton)
notes by TH., see Chapel-en-le-Frith,
and dt. from personal knowledge,
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26. c8. Crick (4 n.Belper) notes by
TH.

*26. c9. Cromford (I s.Matlock

Bath) wn. by TH. 444.

26. D!. Derby, wn. by TH. and
also by AJE.

*26. D2. Doe Hill Station (7 s. Ches-

terfield) wn. by TH. probably belong
to Codnor Park, Ilkestone, etc. 445.

*26. o3. Dore (8 nw. Chesterfield)
wn. by TH. 427.

*26. D4. Dronfield (5 nnw.Chester-

field) wn. by TH. 445.

*26. o5. Dronfield Woodhouse(6nw.
Chesterfield) wn. by TH. 427.

*26. El. Eckington (6 nne. Chester-

field) dt. pal. by TH. from a native,
438.

*21. E2. Edale (7 se.Glossop) wn. by
TH. 317, 322.

*26. E3. Eyam (10 ene.Buxton) wn.

by TH. 442.

*25. F!. Fernilee, near Combs

Valley, wn. by TH. 411.

26. F2. Foolow (9 ene.Buxton, 1

e. Eyam) wn. by TH.
*21. Gl. Glossop cs. pal. by TH.

from a man born 3 miles oif, 317.

*25. o2. Got/t,Daleof(3nw.Buxton)
cs. pal. from personal knowledge by
TH., whose father resided there from
TH.'s childhood, 321, in the notes to

Chapel-en-le-Frith, and 414.

26. o3. Great Hucklow (8 ene.

Buxton) wn. by TH.
*26. nl. Hartinffton(lQwnwM&t-

lock Bath) joke pal. by TH. 441.

*26. H2. Hathersage (1 2 ne. Buxton)
and 3 or 4 miles round, wn. by TH.
442.

*26. n3. Heanor (5 ese.Belper) wn.

by TH., and dt. in gl. by Mrs. Parker,
of Oxford, from diet. 445.

*26. n4. Higham (1 s. Chesterfield)
wn. by TH. 445.

*26. HO. Holmesfield (6 nw. Chester-

field) wn. by TH. 427.
*21. n6. Hope Woodlands (10 se.

Glossop) wn. by TH. 317, 322, and in

note to Chapel-en-le-Frith, 321.

*26. il. Idridgehay (4 wnw.Belper,
and 4 s.Wirksworth, to which region it

belongs) wii. by TH. 441, 444.

*26. i2. Ilkeston (8 se.Belper) wn.

by TH. 445.

26. L. Little Hucklow (7 ene.

Buxton) wn. by TH.
*26. Ml. Mattock Bath, wn. by

TH. 444.

*26. M2. Middleton-by-Wirksworth
(2 sw.Matlock Bath), a mining village,
said to speak more broadly than at

Wirksworth, wn. by TH. 441, 444.
26. M3. Middleton-by-Youlgrave (7

nw.Matlock Bath) wn. by TH.
*26. M4. Milford (2 s.Belper) wn.

by TH. 445.

*26. M5. Morton (8 nne.Belper) wn.

by TH. 445.

*26. N. Norton (7 nnw. Chesterfield)
Iw. io. by Rev. H. H. Pearson, vie.

445.

*26. o. OldBrampton (3 w. Chester-

field) wn. by TH. 427.
*21. P. Peak Forest (5 ne.Buxton)

wn. by TH. 322.

*26. Q. Quarndon (3 nnw. Derby)
wn. by TH. 446.

*26. Rl. Repton (6 sw.Derby) (1)

Iw. io. by the curate, name not

mentioned, and TH.'s observations on

them; (2) cs. pal. by TH. from diet,

of a native, 427 ; (3) wn. by TH. 446.

*26. R2. Ripley (3 ne.Belper) wn.

by TH. 445.

26. si. Sandiacre (:sEn'djik^) (8 e.

Derby) wn. by TH.
*26. s2. South Wingfield (5 nne.

Belper) dt. 438, and wn. both by TH.
*26. s3. Stenson (4 ssw.Derby) wn.

by TH. 446.

*26. s4. Stretton (6 s. Chesterfield)
wn. by TH. 445.

*26. s5. Button (3 ese. Chesterfield)
wn. by TH. 445.

*26. Tl. Taddington (5 ese.Buxton)

(1) Song of Solomon, chaps, i. and ii.

in gl. and pal. by TH. ; (2) cs. pal.

by TH. and corrected by a native,

426, 427.
*26. T2. Tideswell (:tidzu) (6 ene.

Buxton) wn. by TH. 442.

26. x3. Twyford (5 ssw.Derby) wn.

by TH.
*26. u. Tinstone (4 nnw.Chester-

field) wn. by TH. 445.

*26. wl. West Hallam (6 ne. Derby)
dt. by TH. from diet. 438, 439.

*26. w2. Whittington (2 n. Chester-

field) wn. by TH. 445.

*26. w3. Winster (3 nw.Matlock

Bath) cs. pal. by TH. and corrected

by natives, 427, also wn. by TH.
*26. w4. Wirksworth (:wase) (3

ssw.Matlock Bath) Iw. io. with notes

by Dr. Spencer T. Hall, and wn. by
TH. 441, 444.
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9. Dv. = Devonshire, 21

4. A. Axminster (8 se.Honiton) cs.

io. by the late Mr. G. P. R. Pulman,
not used because I had no vv.

11. B!. Barnstaple, cs. io. by Mr.
W. F. Rock, native, pal. in 1873 by
AJE. from diet, of Mr. D. H. Harris,
native.

11. B2. Bigbury (12 sw.Totness)

phr. noted, 1876, in gl. by Mr. J. B.

Rundell.

1 1 B3. Burrington(\Q sse Barnstaple)
characteristic wds. and phr. io. by Mrs.

Davis, of the vicarage, native.

*11. cl. Challacombe (9 ne.Barn-

staple) wds. and phr. obtained from
Anne Ridge, native, cook to Rev. J.

P. Faunthorpe, see notes to Iddesleigh,
158.

11. c2. Cotyton (7 se.Honiton) dt.

io. by Mr. W. H. H. Rogers.

Dartmoor, see Plymouth.
*11. D. Devonport dt. pal. from

Messrs. J. Tenney and J. B. Rundell,
166.

11. E. Exeter (1) wl. gl. by Mr. N.
W. Wyer, collected 1873-7; (2) dt.

io. with aq. by Mr. R. Dymond, F.S.A.
11. H. Harberton (2 sw.Totness)

wn. by AJE. 1 and 2 Sept. 1869,
written in the glossotype of the period
and pal. 23 July, 1878. This was my
first attempt to write English peasant
speech from hearing. I stayed with
Mr. J. Paige, Little Inglebourne,
Harberton, and listened while he con-
versed with his labourers, and then
wrote down the sounds on my return
to the house. I was not very success-

ful, and the notes made have therefore

not been used.

*11. -il. Iddesleigh (:i^\i} (15s.Barn-
staple) (1) wl. io. written by Rev. J. P.

Faunthorpe, Principal of Whitelands

places in D 4, 10, 11.

Training Coll. from the diet, of his

housemaid ; (2) cs. pal. by AJE. from
the dictation of the same housemaid,

Mary Anstey, native, who had not been

many months from Dv. 157.

11. i2. Instow (5 w-by-s. Barnstaple),
from Rev. W. F. Dashwood Lang,
rector.

11. Ml. Modbury and 6 m. round

(10 sw.Totness) dt. io. by Miss Green,
of the Vicarage.

10. M2. Morebath (8 n.Tiverton)
nwl. and dt. io. by Rev. S. H. Berkeley.

*11. Nl. North Molton (12 e-by-s.

Barnstaple), (1) wl. io. by Mr. R. H.
S. Spicer, B.Sc., of that place, (2) by
Mr. J. Abbot Jarman, pal. by AJE. in

1877, dt. 160, cwl. 161.

11. N2. North Petherwin (14 nw.

Tavistock) dt. io. by Rev. T. B.
Taunton.

11. pi. Parracomb (11 nne.Barn-

staple) nwl. taken from n.Dv. servants

by Miss Wakefield, of the Rectory.
*11. P2. Plymouth (1) cs. gl. for

Dartmoor, (2) Iw. gl., (3) wl. gl. (4)

dt. gl., (5) numerous printed papers
and much correspondence from 1868

onwards, all five from Mr. John Shelley,
native of Norfolk, but long resident

in Plymouth, 163 to 166.

11. si. St. Marychurch (2 n.

Torquay) dt. by Rev. G. H. White,
with words and phrases by Miss Miles.

11. s2. Stoke (1 nw. Plymouth) nwl.

by Rev. H. G. Wilcocks, Stoke

Cottage.
11. wl. Warkleigh (8 sse. Barn-

staple) wl. io. by Mrs. W. Thorold, of

the Rectory, 30 y.
11. w2. Werrington (12 nw. Tavi-

stock) dt. io. by Rev. R. W. Margesson,

10. Do. = Dorsetshire, 14 places, all in D 4.

4. Bl. Bingham's Melcombe (7 sw.

Blandford, near Melcombe Horsey)
nwl. and dt. io. by Rev. Canon Bing-
ham.

4. B2. Blackmore, Vale of (11 sw.

Shaftesbury) wl. io. with notes and
letters by Rev. John Smith, Kington
Magna, rect.

4. B3. Bradpole (:biefpool, :bRjefl)
(1 ne. Bridport) wl. io. and notes by
Rev. Canon Broadley, vie.

4. n4. Bridport, wl. by Mr. T. A.

Colfox, native, Westmead, Bridport.

*4. c. Cranborne (12 ene. Blandford,
and wrongly referred to Blandford on

p. 37) cs. by Mr. Clarke, Gen. Michel,
and Mrs. Clay-Kerr- Seymour, 75-84.

*4. El. East Lulworth (rkknth)
(12 ese. Dorchester, on Purbeck hills)
wl. io. by Rev. Walter Kendall, vie. 80.

4. E2. East Horden (7 sse.Bland-

ford) wl. io. by Rev. T. Pearce, vie.

*4. H. Hanford( nw. Blandford) dt.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mrs. Clay-
Kerr- Seymour, see 75, dt. 76, cwl. 80.

4. si. SA^oro*(16wnw.Blandford)
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dt. io. with notes and letters by Rev.
0. W. Taucock, school.

4. s2. Sturminster Marshall (6 se.

Blandford) phrases by Mr. C. Kegan
Paul, formerly curate there.

4. s3. Swan-age (7 s.Poole) note by
Mr. Paige, artist.

4. wl. Walditch (1 e.Bridport) notes

by Mr. W. G. Stone, lOy.
*4. w2. Whitchurch Canonlcorum

(5 wnw. Bridport) (1) transcripts of

letters and articles in Pulman's Weekly
News, Crewkerne, written in glossic

with great care by Mr. N. W. "Wyer,
from dictation of John Taylor, a small

freeholder, but doubts having arisen of

the trustworthiness of Taylor's Dorset

pronunciation, they have been re-

luctantly cancelled; (2) wn. by the

same, 83.

*4. w3. Winterbourne Came (2 sse.

Dorchester), by Rev. W. Barnes, the
Dorset poet (see p. 75), cs. in so. with
numerous letters of explnnation, from
which it was pal. by AJE. 76 ;

list of

Do. words with initial
(f)

or (v), 38.

11. Du. Durham, 31 places in D 31 and 32.

*32. Al. Annfield Plain (8 nw.

Durham), dt. from Rev. Dr. Blythe
Hurst, vie. See Collierley, 653.

31. A2. Aycli/e (5 n. Darlington)

pc. from anonymous vicar.

*31. Bl. Bishop Auckland '(20

wsw.Hartlepool) (1) pc. and letter from
Rev. R. Long ; (2) dt. by Mr. J. Wyld,
master of the workhouse, 617.

*31. B2. Bishop Middleham (8

sse.Du.) (1) pc. and letter from Rev.

C. A. Cartlege, vicar, who introduced

me to dialect speakers, 653.

*31. B3. Bishopton (5 nw. Stockton)
pc. by Rev. C. H. Ford, vie. 644.

*32. cl. Clickeminn (spelling un-

known) (10 w. Durham, in Lanchester

par.) dt. pal. by AJE. from Mr. Robson,
bailiff, introduced by Canon Greenwell,

653, No. 2.

*32. c2. Collierley (\\ nw.Durham,
containing Dipton and Pontop) dt. io.

by Mr. Hugh Leslie, see Al, 653.

32. D. Dalton-le-Dale (6 s. Sunder -

land) pc. from Rev. T. T. Allen, vie.

*31. El. Easington (9 e.Durham) dt.

io. by Miss E. P. Harrison, of the

rectory, 617.
*32. E2. Edmundbyers (17 wnw.

Durham) dt. io. with notes by Rev.
W. Featherstonehaugh (-ha

1

^, rect.

653.

31. G. Greatham (:griitem) (6 ne.

Stockton), pc. from Rev. J. MacCartie,
vie.

Hart, see Easington.
31. H!. Hartlepool, pc. from Rev.

E. R. Ormsley, rect.

*31. H 2. Heathery Cleugh (rkliuf)

(27 w.Durham) dt. io. by Mr. Dalton,
schoolmaster, 617.

*32. K. Kelloe (6 se.Durham) (1)

pc. from Rev. W. S. Kay, vie., (2) dt.

pal. by AJE. from R. Heightley, 653.

*32. Ll. Lanchester (7 nw.Durharn)

wl. io. by Rev. J. Dingle, vie., and
see cl, 653.

*31. 1,2. Lower Teesdale,near Stock-

ton, cs. pal. by AJE. in 1876 from
Mrs. Alfred Hunt, 617.

*31. Ml. Middleton-in-Teesdale (30
wnw. Stockton) on the Tees (1) wl. io.

by Rev. J. Milner, vie., 634, and
notes by JGG.

31. M2. Monk Hesledon (5 nw.

Hartlepool) pc. from Rev. R. Taylor,
vie.

31. B. Eyhope (3 s.Sunderland) pc.
from Rev. W. Wilson, vie.

31. si. St. Andrew Auckland (1

s.Bishop Auckland, see B!) pc. from
Rev. R. Long, vie.

*31. s2. St. John's Weardale (24
wsw.Durham) wl. pal. by JGG. 634

31. s3. Seaham (4 s.Sunderland) pc.
from Rev. W. A. Scott, vie.

31. s4. Sedgefield (10 sse.Durham)
pc. from Rev. J. P. Eden, rect.

32. s5. Shincliffe (2 sse.Durham)
pc. from Rev. G. P. Bulman, rect.

*32. s6. South Shields from Rev.

C. Y. Potts, wl. in gl. 672, and cs.

in gl. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr.
T. Pyke, native, 645.

*31. s7.

(1) pc. from Rev. C. Clayton, vie.,

and letter from Rev. C. Cosbey, curate ;

(2) dt. io. with notes by Mr. W. M.

Egglestone, 617 to 619.

*32. s8. Sunderland (1) dt. io. by
Mr. E. Capper Robson, Esplanade;

(2) full wl. by late Mr. Tom Taylor,

native; (3) letter from Mr. W. Brockie

with local song of ' '

Spottee
' ' and notes ;

(4) dt. pal. by AJE. from Mr. Taylor

Potts, 17, Derwent Street, Bishop

Wearmouth, 653.

31. Tl. Trimdon (8 se.Durham) pc.

from Rev. R. Simpson, curate-in-

charge.
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32. T2. Tyneside, 6 or 8 miles each

way, dt. io. and MS. glossary of

Tyneside words by Rev. Blythe Hurst,
vie. of Collierly, see A! and c2.

31. wl. Witton-le-Wear (10 sw.

12. Es.=Essex, 25

16. B 1 . lack Notley (9 nne .Chelms -

ford) aq. from Rev. T. Owen, rect.

*16. B2. Bradfield (9 ene. Colchester)

dt. io. by Rev. L. G. Hayne, rect.

221.

*16. B3. Braintree (:braintri) (10

nne.Chelmsford) wn. by TH. 221.

16. s4. Brentwood (:barnt^d) (7

ne.Romford) and 4 m. round, wl. io.

by Mr. Arthur H. Brown.
*16. s5. Brightlingsea (8 se.Col-

chester) dt. and notes by Rev. Arthur

Pertwee, vie., to illustrate Tendring
hundred, 221.

16. c. Chelmsford (:t|Emzfd) pron.
of name obs. from a native by TH.

16. El. Elsenham (15nw.Chelmsford)
wl. by Rev. J. Whateley, vie. 15 y.

*16. E2. Essex, various places, wn.

by TH. 224.

16. Gl. Great Chesterford (3 nw.
Saffron Walden) wn. by TH.

16. o2. Great Chishall (1 w. Saffron

Walden) wl. io. by Mrs. Saraita Kent,
wife of a principal farmer, obtained

through Rev. S. S. Lewis, Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge.

16. o3. Great Clacton (13 se.Col-

chester) dt. io. by Mr. G. Woodfall,
certificated teacher.

*16. o4. Great Dunmow (9 nnw.

Chelmsford) cs. pal. by AJE. in 1873
from diet, of Mr. J. N. Cullingford,
native, 222, and phr. pal. from diet, of

Mr. Roderick (see Ware, Ht.), together
with wn. by TH. 221.

Durham) pc. from Rev. J. F. Hodgson,
vie.

31. w2. Wolsingham (12 wsw.

Durham) aq. from Rev. R. H. Gray,
rect.

places, all in D 16.

*16. o5. Great Easton (8 sse. Saffron

Walden) wn. TH. 221.

16. 06. Great Saling (14 nviMaldon)
aq. from Rev. T. W. Elvington, vie.

*16. o7. Great Shalford (15 nnw.

Maldon) aq. from Rev. H. B. Philip,

vie., andwn. by TH. 221.

16. H. Henham (6s. Saffron Walden)
wn. by TH.

16. i. Ingatestone (10 ne.Romford)
Iw. from Mr. N. W. Wyer.

*16. M. Maldon, dt. pal. by AJE.
from Miss Wing, of Whitelands,

formerly pupil teacher there, 223.

16. N. Newport (4 ssw. Saffron

Walden) wn. by TH.
*16. pi. JF

dt. io. by Mr. J. F. T. Wiseman, the

Chase, 221.

*16. p2. Panfield (13 nnw.Maldon)
dt. io. and aq. by Rev. E. J. Hill,

rect., with wn. by TH. 221.

*16. R. Rayne (12 nw.Maldon) aq.
from (anonymous) rect., 221.

*16. si. Southend, Iw. byLLB. and
Mr. Ph. Benton, WakeringHall, 221 -2.

*16. s2. Stanway (3 w.Colchester)
dt. io. by Rev. E. H. Crate, Rose

Cottage, 221.

*16. s3. Stebbing (Bran End), (11
n. Chelmsford) wn. by TH. 221.

16. T. ^aarferf(16nnw.Chelmsford)
Iw. compiled by Rev. Prof. Skeat,

Cambridge, from the pron. of his cook,

native, and pal. by AJE. from Prof.

S.'s reading.

13. Gl.= Gloucester,
6. Al. Ashchurch (3 ne.Tewkesbury)

wl. by Rev. H. S. Warleigh, rect.

10y., andwn. by TH.
*4. A2. Aylburton (4 wnw. Berkeley)

phr. from Miss Trotter, and cwl., 66
;

see Coleford Gl. (name misprinted
Potter on 66).

4. si. Berkeley, Vale of, cs. io.

from Mr. J. H. Cooke, of that place,
25 y., obtained by Mr. Bellows for
LLB.

4. B2. Birdlip (rbaidi'p) (7 ese.

Gloucester) wn. by TH.
4. B3. Bishop's Cleve (3 n.Chelten-

ham) wn. by TH.

26 places in D 4 and 6.

4. B4. Bisley (3 e.Stroud) wl. io.

from Rev. T. Keble, vie.

4. B5. Bristol wn. by TH.
4. s6. Brockworth (4 ese. Gloucester)

wn. by TH.
*6. B7. BucUand (11 ene.Tewkes-

bury) wn. by TH. from native railway
porter, who resided there till 25, p. 113.

4. cl. Cheltenham (itiEltoem) wn.

byTH.
*4. c2. Cirencester (rsmteii) wl. by

Miss Martin, of Whitelands, pal. vv.

by AJE. 66, and wn. by TH.
*4. c3. Coleford (9 nw. Berkeley),

representing the Forest of Dean, from
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Mr. E. D. Trotter (misprinted as

Potter on 66), cs. 60, phr. 66, cwl. 66.

4. c4. Compton Abdale (8 se. Chelten-

ham) dt. io. by Rev. H. Morgan, vie.,

assisted by Rev. "W. H. Stanton, rect.

of Hazleton (9 ese. Cheltenham) and
Rural Dean, representing the Cotswold
hills Gl.

4. Dean, Forest of. See Coleford.
*6. E. Ebrington (18 ne. Cheltenham)

wn. by TH. 113.

4. p. Fairford (23 ese, Gloucester)
wn. by TH.

*4. G. Gloucester Vale and Town,
vv. from Mr. J. Jones, cs. 60, cwl. 66.

Town, wn. by TH.
4. nl. Highnam (2 wnw. Gloucester)

wn. by TH.
4. n2. Hucclecote (3 e. Gloucester)

wn. by TH.
6. K.1. -ZT<?m<erfow(5ene.Tewkesbury),

on spike of Gl. projecting into Wo.,
words noted by Rev. J. I. Mercier,
3 months.

4. K2. King's Wood (4 ene. Bristol),
representing the colliery region of

King's Chase or King's Wood, cs. io.

by Samuel Griffith.

6. L. Long Marston or Marston Sicca

(21 ne. Cheltenham) note by TH.
4. M. Maisey Hampton (6 ese, Ciren-

cester) wn. by TH.
*6. s. Shenington (5 wnw.Banbury),

locally in Ox., (1) lw. from diet, by
TH. 118, (2) dt. pal. by AJE. from
Miss Harris, of Whitelands, 117, 118.

*4. Tl. r^wv/(8sse.Stroud),from
Miss Frampton, cs. 60, cwl. 66, wn.

by TH.
6. T2. Tewkesbury, wn. by TH.
*4. w. Whitcomb or Witcomb (5 ssw.

Cheltenham) wn. by TH. 66.

14. Ha. = Hampshire, with Wi.= Isle of Wight, 13 places in

D 4 and 5.

*5. A. Andover (1) lw. io. by
E. S. Bewly, see Stowmarket, Sf . ;

(2) specimens taken down by Prof.

Schroer, 98 to 107.

4. B. Broughton (10 wnw.Win-
chester) wl. by Rev. S. Lee, rect.

*4. cl. Christchurch notes in letter

from Lady Wolf to LLB., see also

Iford below, 75.

5. c2. Corhampton (10 se.Win-

chester) lw. from Rev. H. R. Fleming,
vie.

*5. E. East Stratton (8 nne.Win-
chester) dt. io. by Rev. S. E. Lyon,
vie. 96.

*4. i. Iford (1 w. Christchurch) wl.

io. by Mr. W. W. Farr, representing
the part, of Ha. w. of the Avon, 75.

5. N!. Northwood (:naRthwd) (2 s.

Cowes, Wi.) wl. and dt. io. by Rev.
C. E. Seaman.

4. N2. Nursling (rnaslin) (12 sw.

Winchester) wl. by Rev.H. C.Hawtrey.
4. K. Ringwood (7 n. Christchurch)

15. He. = Herefordshire,
13. A. Almcley (ra'mijlii) (8 s-by-e.

Presteign, Rd. and He.) from the

(unnamed) vie. who said Eardisley
(2 sw.Almeley) is called (arslii).

13. D!. Dinmore (7 n-by-w.Here-

ford) wn. by TH.
*13. o2. Docklow (5 ese.Leominster)

cs. and other specimens in so. by Mr.
R. Woodhouse, Newhampton, 30 y.
obtained by LLB. 177.

by AJE. from diet, of a carter in

service of Messrs. Moore and Moore,
native, 15 y. away.

*5. si. Shorwell (:shaK,'L, :shon'L)

(5 ssw.Newport, Wi.) wl. io. from
Mr. James Titmouse, schoolmaster,
14 y. continuously, through Rev. R.

Broughton, vie. 107.

*5. s2. Southampton to Winchester,
so called on p. 97, see below Win-
chester to Southampton, so called on

p. 91, cs. from diet, of Mr. Percival

Leigh, 97.

*5. wl. West Stratton (7. ne.Win-

chester) dt. io. from the late Dr. A. C.

Burnell, native, 96.

5. w2. Wight, Isle of, generally,

(1) wds. by Rev. R. N. Durrant,
Arreton Vic. (2 se.Newport, Wi.) ;

(2) wds. and letter from Mr. C. Roach

Smith, F.S.A., of Stroud, author of the

Isle of Wight Glossary.
*5. w3. Winchester to Southampton,

see above s2.

17 places in D 4 and 13.

*4. E. Eggleton (8 ne.Hereford) cs.

and spec, both in a peculiarly keyed

orthography by Miss Anna M. Ford

Piper, obtained in 1875 by LLB. 69

to 75.

*13. H. Hereford and its neighbour-

hood, (1) cs. in so. by Mr. James

Davies, solicitor, of that town, obtained

by LLB. ; (2) cs. in the 1847 phono-

typy of EUis and Pitman [see Part IV.
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pp. 1183-1186] by Mr. Joseph Jones,

bookseller, transliterated into pal. by

AJE., obtained in 1875 by LLB.
I was not able to use either version ;

(3) wn. TH. 180.

*4. Ll. Ledbury (12 e.Hereford) cs.

by Rev. C. Y. Potts and Mr. J. C.

Gregg, 69-73.
13. L2. Leintwardine (11 nnw.Leo-

minster) wn. by TH.
*13. L3. Leominstervtn. b. TH. 180.

*13. L4. Lower Bache Farm (3

ene.Leominster) (1) Iw. in io. and aq.

by Mr. G. Burgiss, native, fanner,

obtained through LLB. ; (2) wn. and

dt. pal. by TH. from diet, of Messrs.

T. and J. Burgiss, brothers of Mr.

G. Burgiss, 176, 180.

13. L5. Lucton (:kk'n) (5 nw.Leo-

minster) note by Rev. A. C. Auchmaty,
Lucton House, 4 y.

*4. M. Much Cowarne (9 ne Hereford)
cs. in 1847 phonotypy written in 1847

by Mr. J. Jones (see Hereford above)
from diet, of Mr. Herbert Ballard,

10 y., pal. by AJE., obtained by LLB.,
see also Eggleton, given at p. 69

; (2)

wn. by TH. from Mrs. S. Griffiths,

native, b. 1816, given on p. 73, notes

toC.
*4. R. Ross (1) letter from W. H.

Green to LLB. 68
; (2) wn. by TH.

68.

13. si. Stockton (2 ne.Leominster)
wn. by TH.

4. s2. Stoke Edith (6 e-by-n.

Hereford) wn. by TH.
4. u. Upton Bishop (4 ne.Ross) dt.

by Mr. Havergal.
13. wl. Wacton (7 e.Leominster)

wn. by TH.
13. w2. Weobley (7 sw.Leominster)

cs. io. written by a farmer, communi-
cated to LLB. by Rev. C. J. Robinson,
of Norton Canon (10 nw.Hereford),
and by him referred to "Weobley.

16. Ht.=Hertfordshire, 32 places in D 15, 16, and 17.

16. Al. Anstey (14 ene.Hitchin)
from Rev. T. T. Sale, rect.

*16. A2. Ardeley or Yardley (8

e-by-s.Hitchin) dt. io. with aq. by Rev.

C. Malet, then curate, and wn. from
several old natives by TH. 200, 201.

15. al. Berkhampstead (10 w.St.

Albans) notes obtained by LLB.
16. B2. Bishop's Stortford (:stA'fed)

(11 ne.Hertford) pron. of name ob-

tained by TH.
16. s3. Boxmoor (7 wsw.St. Albans)

note from Rev. A. C. Richings sent

to LLB.
16. B4. Braughing (:brafin) pron.

of name obtained by TH.
*16. B5. Buntingford (:bamfet) (10

nne.Hertford) wn. by TH. 201.

*17. B6. Bushey (2 se.Watford)
from Rev. W. Falconer, rect., 235.

16. F. Furneaux Pelham (11 nne.

Hertford) phr. by Rev. W. Wigram,
vie., with notes by Mr. Roderick,
rect.

16. Gl. Gilston (5 e.Ware) notes

from Rev. J. L. Hallward, rect.

16. o2. Great Gaddesden (7 wnw.
St. Albans) notes by LLB.

16. o3. Great Hormead (13 e.

Hitchin) dt. io. from Rev. J. S. F.

Chamberlain, vie., representing the
" Wilds of Herts."

16. Hi. Hadham (7 ne. Hertford)
wn. by TH.

*16. H2. Harpenden (4 n-by-w.St.

Albans) dt. io. from Mr. T. Wilson,
Rivers Lodge, 203.

*16. n3. Hatfield (6 wsw.Hertford)
wn. by TH. 203.

16. n4. Hemel Hempstead (5 w.St.

Albans) note by LLB.
*16. n5. Hertford wn. by TH.

199.

*16. n6. Hertford Heath (2 se.

Hertford) wn. by TH.
*16. n7. Hitchin dt. by Mr. C. W.

Wilshere, the Frythe, Welwyn, pal.
from indications by AJE. 203.

17. K. King's Langley (6 sw.St.

Albans) note by LLB.
15. Ll. Little Gaddesden (10 nw.

St. Albans) note obtained by LLB.
15. L2. Long Marston (16 wnw. St.

Albans) note obtained by LLB.
*17. R. Rickmansworth (3 sw.

Watford) note sent to LLB. by Mr.
W. H. Brown,' national school master,
and note by LLB. 235.

*16. si. St. Albans, wds. from Mr.
R. R. Lloyd, 8y., 235.

16. s2. Sandridge (3 ne.St. Albans)
dt. notes, and Iw. all in io. by Rev. J.

Griffith, of that place.
16. s3. Sawbridgeworth, called

(rsaep-surd) by old people (10 e-by-n.
Hertford) (1) wl. and dt. io., and notes

by Mrs. John Barnard, Spring Hall,

12y., and (2) note by TH. from Prof.

Skeat, who give (:saapsB).
*16. s4. Stapleford (3 nnw.Hertford)
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(1) dt. io. by Rev. D. Barclay, rect.,

and (2) wn. by TH. 199.

15. T. Tring (14 wnw.St. Albans),
note obtained by LLB.

*16. wl. Ware cs. and Iw. pal. in

1876 from diet, of Mr. J. W. Roderick,
197 to 200, wn. by TH. 199.

16. w2. Watford, note by LLB.
*16. w3. Welwyn (1) wl. pal. by

AJE. from diet, of Miss Foxlee, of

Whitelands, not usable, 197 ; (2) dt.

io. with notes and phr. by Mr. C. W.
Wilshere, of the Frythe, 202.

16. w4. Weston (5 e.Hitchin) wl.
io. by Rev. A. C. Roberts, vie., as-

sisted by Mr. M. R. Pryor, Manor
House, native.

17. Hu.= Huntingdonshire, 21 places, all in D 16.

16. A. Alconbury (4 nnw.Hunting-
don) Iw. io. by Rev. R. Conway, vie.,

assisted by Mr. G. Johnston, of

Broughton (5 ne.Huntingdon).
16. ol. Godmanchester (1 se.Hun-

tingdon) wn. by TH.
16. o2. Great Catworth (9 w.Hun-

tingdon), from Rev. E. C. Purley,
vie.

16. o3. Great Gidding (10 nw.

Huntingdon
1

) wn. by TH.
16. o4. Great Paxton (4 ssw.Hun-

tingdon), from Rev. H. I. Nicholson,
of that place.

*16. o5. Great Stukeley (2 nnw.

Huntingdon), (1) wl. and dt. io. by
Miss Mary E. Ebden, then of the

vicarage, with numerous notes pal. by
AJE. 211

; (2) wn. in 1881 by TH.
from W. Johnson, b. about 1803,
farm labourer, and James Valentine,
b. 1806, to whom TH. was introduced

by Miss Ebden, 211.

16. nl. Hamerton (8 nw.Hunting-
don), from Rev. D. G. Thomas, rect.

16. n2. Hilton (4 se.Huntingdou),
from Rev. T. Carrol, vie.

*16. n3. Holme (10 nnw.Hunting-
don), (1) wl. io. from Rev. W. A.

Campbell, rect., representing the
drained fen about Whittelsea Mere

;

(2) wn. by TH. 212.

16. H4. Houghton (:howt'n, rhoot'n)

(3 e.Huntingdon), from Rev. E. A.

Peck, rect. over 50 y.
16. n5. Huntingdon, wn. in 1881

byTH.
16. K!. Keyston (12 wnw.Hunting-

don), from Rev. J. P. Goodman, rect.

16. TS.2. Kimbolton (9 wsw.Hunting-
don) wn. by TH.

16. L. Little Stukeley (3nnw.Hun-
tingdon) wn. by TH.

16. o. OldFletton(l S.Peterborough,

Np.) wn. by TH.
16. P. Pidley (7 ne.Huntingdon)

wl. io. by Rev. R. W. Close, 2y., as-

sisted by Mr. "W. Mason, Soinersham,

(which see) representing e.Hu.
16. si. St. Ives (5 e. Huntingdon)

wn. 1873 and 1882 by TH.
*16. s2. Sawtry (9 nnw.Hunting-

don), (1) dt. io. by Miss Ebden, of

Great Stukeley, (which see) from diet.

of a maid servant, 212
; (2) wn. by

TH. in 1881 from J. Harlock,b. 1800,
to whom he was introduced by Miss

Ebden, 212.

16. s3. Somersham (8 ene.Hunting-
don) dt. io. by Mr. "W. Mason (see

Pidley, which it adjoins).
16. s4. Staneley (8 wsw.Huntingdon)

wn. by TH.
16. s5, Stilton (12 nnw.Hunting-

don), (1) dt. io. from Rev. Thomas

Hatton, rect., (2) wn. by TH.

18. Ke.= Kent, 16 places, all in D 9.

*9. cl. Charing (6 uw.Ashford) dt.

from Miss Croucher, of "Whitelands,
136.

9. c2. Chatham, a wd. from Mr. S.

Price, see Montacute, Sm.
9. D. Denton (7 nw.Dover) from

Rev. C. J. Hussey, rect.

*9. F!. Faversham (8 wnw.Canter-

bury) cs. written by Rev. H. Berin,

pal. by AJE. in 1873 from diet,

of Mr. H. Knatchbull-Hugessen, of

Provender, with phrases and Iw. 137
to 141.

*9. r2. Folkestone Fishermen, dt.

glossic by Mr. R. Stead, master of the

Grammar School, Folkestone, 143.

9. K. Kent county generally, wn.

byTH.
*9. Ml. Maidstone note by AJE.

from Mr. Streatfield, native, Bank-

house, 131, 1. 13.

*9. M2. Margate Iw. by Mr. Basil

Hodges, 20 y., 141.

*9. R. Rolvenden (12 sw.Ashford)

Iw. and dt. io. from Rev. J. W. Rumny,
vie. misprinted Ramsay on p. 136.
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*9. si. Shadoxhurst, mispelled

Shadshurst, on p. 131, 1. 6 (3 ssw.

Ashford) dt. io. by Kev. C. T. Eolfe,

136.

9. s2. St. Nicholas (5 wsw.Margate)
wl. and notes pal. by AJE. from diet,

of Miss Peckham, of Whitelands, 141,

144.

*9. s3. Sheerness, nw. point of Isle of

Sheppy, note by Miss Lowman, native

of Ha., who had been all over it, 137.

9. s4. Strood (1 W.Rochester) note

by Miss Calland, of Whitelands.

*9. s5. Stoke (6 nne. Chatham, be-

tween Thames and Medway) Iw. and
dt. io. with aq. by Eev. A. E. Harris,
136.

*9. s6. Stourmouth (5 nw. Sandwich)
notes by Rev. R. Drake, rect., 141.

*9. w. Wingham (6 e. Canterbury)
dt. io. by Rev. F. W. Ragg, for the

Highlands of Kent, 142.

19. La. =Lancashire, 61 places in D 21, 22, 23, and 31.

23. Al. Ableystead (7 se.Lancaster)
wn. by TH.
Ashton-under-Lyne, see Stalybridge.
*22. Bl. Blackburn (1) wn. and dt.

pal. by TH., cwl. 346, dt. 339
; (2)

Iw. io. by Mr. T. Fielding in cwl. 346,
this list comprised also words from
several other places mentioned below,

very valuable at first, but superseded

by TH.'s work afterwards.

23. s2. Blackpool (15 wnw.Preston)
from H. Fisher, Mus.D.

*22. B3. Bolton (1) wl. by Mr. Ch.

Rothwell, M.R.C.S., 40y. to 50 y. 343
;

(2) wn. by TH. ; (3) Iw. io. by Mr. T.

Fielding, see B!.

*31. s4. Broughton -in- Furness

(ibra'wtf'n i :fA
(

rnes) (8 ssw.Coniston)
wn. and dt. pal. from diet, by TH.,
dt. and phr. 553, cwl. 627.

*22. s5. Burnley (1) cs. pal. 1875-6
from a native by TH. 332

; (2) cwl. by
Mr. T. Healey, of the Science and Art

Department, with wn. by TH., form-

ing a cwl. 350.

21. s6. Bury, Miss ffarington's cs.

(see Leyland) read to me in 1873 by
Rev. Mr. Langston, sometime cm-ate
of Bury, but I was unable to make use
of it.

*31. cl. Cark-in-Cartmel(5e-\)y-s.
TJlverston), wn. in 1881 by TH. es-

pecially from Betty Butler, b. 1797,
near Grasmere, but her speech was too
mixed to be trustworthy, cwl. 627.

*31. c2. Caton (4 ene. Lancaster)
wn. by TH. given in wl. 626.

*22. c3. Charley (10 nw.Bolton) wn.

by TH. 345.

22. c4. Clitheroe Iw. io. by Mr. T.

Fielding, see Bl.

*22. c5. Cliviger Valley (2 sse.

Burnley) wn. TH. 350.

*31. c6. Cockerham (6 s-by-w.Lan-
caster) wn. by TH. 626.

*22. c7. Colne Valley (6 nne.Burnley)

, , ,

wl. io. by Rev. T. Ellwood, pal.
AJE. from diet, of Miss Bell

; (3) wn.

from Mr. Hartley Stuttard, through
Mr. John Shelly, 340, 341.

*31. c8. Coniston (1) cs. originally
written io. by Mr. Roger Bowness,
b. 1804, with aq. and explanations
from Rev. T. Ellwood, of Torver (2

ssw.Coniston), afterwards pal. from
Miss Bell, native, 558, 563, 597 ; (2)

l. b
ll

; (3

by TH., the last two, 627.

31. D. Dalton (5 sw.IJlverston) wl.

io. by Rev. John Atkinson, Rydal,
Ambleside, occasioning, on account of

some anomalies, a long correspondence,
and Rev. T. Ellwood's obtaining a

partial wl. from Mr. T. Butler, solici-

tor, native, who had known the place

intimately for 45 years, and who de-

cided against the anomalies.

22. E. Earlestown (8 sw.Wigan) wn.

by TH.
21. rl. Failsworth (4 ne.Manches-

ter), phrs. noted from ' Ben Brierley'
in his public readings, by TH.

*22. F2. Farrington (3 s. Preston)
wn. by TH. 345.

*23. r3. Fylde district, see 352 for

full account
;
note from Mr. T. Cum-

berland, Harburn, St. (3 sw.Birming-
ham, Wa.), not used.

23. Gl. Crarstanff(:gJB.a-stin) (lOnnw.
Preston), note by TH. attached to next.

*23. o2. Goosnargh (:gwuzner) (5

nne.Preston), (1) cs. pal. by TH. from
diet, of Mr. E. Kirk, native, 354

; (2)
wn. by TH. 359.

22. Hi. Halliwell (2 wnw.Bolton)
wn. by TH.

*22. n2. Haslingden (7 ssw.Burnley)
wn. by TH. 346.

*31. H3. Heysham (:iisi3m) (4w-by-s.

Lancaster) wl. by Rev. C. Twenlow
Royds, rect. 12 y., cwl. 626.

22. n4. Higham (3 nw.Burnley) Iw.

io. from Mr. T. Fielding, see Bl.
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*31. n5. High Nibthwaite (7 n.

Ulverston) wn. by TH. 627.

Higher Walton, see Walton -le-dale,

wl, below.

*22. n6. Hoddlesden (4 sse. Black-

burn) dt. pal. 1879 by TH. from diet,

of native, 339, and wn. 346.

*31. n7. Hornby (8 ne. Lancaster)
wn. by TH. 626.

*23. K. Kirkham (8 w-by-n.Preston)
wn. by TH. 359.

*31. Ll. Lancaster, wn. by TH.
626.

22. L2. Leigh (9 ene.St. Helens).
Rev. J. H. Stanhing, curate in charge
in 1873 said the gh was pron. as a

guttural ; places of the same name were
in 1875 called (rlis'tth) in Ch., and (:lai)
also written Lye in Ke.

*22. L3. Leyland (5 s. Preston) cs.

pal. 1877 from Miss ffarington, with
remarks by three other natives, 332,

337, and wn. by TH. 345.

*31. L4. Lower Holker in Cartmel

(5 e.Ulverston) cs. pal. 1877 by TH.
from diet. 558, 563, 596<f.

21. Ml. Manchester (1) wl. io. by
Mrs. Linnaeus Banks, acquainted with
the dialect from childhood

; (2) note by
JGG. ; (3) nwl. io. by Rev. J. C.

Casartelli, M.A., St. Bede's, Man-
chester College, for the environs.

22. n2. Mellor (2 nw. Blackburn) cs.

pal. 1876 by AJE. from diet, of Mrs.

Coulter, native, but long absent, and
I felt that my appreciation was inac-

curate, hence I have not used it.

21. M3. Moston (4 ne.Manchester)
nwl. by Mr. G-. Milner.

*31. Nl. Newton -in -Cartmel (7

ene.Flverston) note by Mr. J. Stock -

dale, writer of the translation of SS.

chap. ii. for Lonsdale n. of the Sands,

reproduced on p. 550.

*31. N2. Newton -le- Willows or

Newton-in-Makerfield (4 e.St. Helens)
wn. by TH. 342.

*21. ol. Oldham (1) Iw. from Mr.
T. Fielding, see B!

; (2) wn. by TH.
322.

*22. o2. Ormskirk (7 se.Southport)
wn. by TH. 342.

*21. pi. Patricroft (4 w.Manchester)
wn. by TH. 322.

*22. p2. Penwortham (rpEn-Brd^m)
(1 sw. Preston) wn. 1877 by TH.
from Mr. Kirk, see Goosnargh, of

which he was a native, though he had
resided 60 years in Penwortham.

*23. p3. Ponlton-le-Fylde (13 nw.
Preston) cs. first by Mr. Bellows sent
to LLB., not used, and second pal.
1876 by TH. with phrases, 354,
357.

*22. p4. Prescot (3 wsw.St. Helens)
wn. by TH 342.

23. p5. Preston, wn. by TH.
31. a. Quernmoor (3 ne.Lancaster}

wn. by TH.
21. Rl. Royton (2 nnw.Oldham) wn.

*21. R2. Rochdale and neighbour-
hood, wn. by TH. 322.

22. si. Sabden (5 nw.Burnley) Iw.
from Mr. T. Fielding, see si.

*22. s2. Samlesbury (:sanrzbm) (4
ene. Preston) wl. io. by Mr. "W.

Harrison, F.S.A., Samlesbury Hall,
representing the parishes of Blackburn,
Preston, and Whalley, 346.

*22. s3. Skelmersdale (:skjvm-vrzdil)
(1 nnw. St. Helens) cs. pal. 1878 by
TH. from natives, 332

;
wn. by TH.

342.

31. s4. Skerton (1 nw.Lancaster)
wn. by TH.

*21. s5. Stalybridge (1 e.Ashton),
half in La. and half in Ch. (which
see s3) cs. pal. 1876 by TH. from Mr.
J. Marsland, 317.

*31. u. Ulverston (:us"n) (1) cs. io.

by Mr. Pearson, native, obtained by
Rev. T. Ellwood, but I was not able

to interpret it satisfactorily ; (2) wn.

by TH. 627.
*22. wl. Walton-le-dale, or Higher

Walton (2 se.Preston) wn. by TH.
345.

*22. w2. Warrington wn. by TH.
342.

*22. w3. Westhoughton (ra'wt'n) (5

wsw.Bolton), this represents the Bolton

neighbourhood, cs. pal. 1876 with wn.

by TH. 332, 343.

*22. w4. Whalley (3 s-by-w.
Clitheroe) Iw. io. by Mr. T. Fielding,
see si, and Mr. "W. Harrison, 346.

*22 . w5 . Wigan (
:wigin) and neigh -

bourhood, (1) wn. by TH. 343; (2)

wl. io. from Wigan to Ashton in

Makerfield (4 s.Wigan), by Sir J. A.

Picton, F.S.A., Sandy Knowe, Waver-
tee (3 ese. Liverpool) 50 y., during
which the dialect has much changed.

*22. w6. Worsthorn (2 e.Burnley)
wn. by TH. 350.

*23. w7. Wyersdale (6 sse.Lancaster)
dt. and wn. by TH. 358, 359.
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20. Le.= Leicester, 19 places in D 29.

29. A. Ansty (3 nw.Leicester) wn.

by TH.
29. B!. Barlestone (10 w-by-n.

Leicester) wn. by TH.
29. B2. Barwell (rbarel) (2 ne.

Hinckley) wds. by Rev. R. Titley,

rect.

*29. B3. Belgrade (1 n. Leicester)

nwl. and dt. by Miss Charlotte Ellis,

who has lived near Leicester all her

life, 472, 489.

*29. B4. Sirstall (3 n. Leicester)

wds. from Miss Allen, 489.

29. s5. Blaby (5 s-by-w.Leicester)
wn. by TH.

*29. c. CottesbacJi (:ko'tesbati) (10~
3V. J. S. Wase.Hinckley) wl. by Re1

rect. 489.

*29. E. Enderby (4 sw. Leicester)
variants by Miss E. Hirst, of White -

lands, from the "Waltham cs. 464, and

wn byTH.
*29. G. Glenfield (3 wnw.Leicester)

wn. by TH. 489.

29. H. Harby (14 ne. Lough -

borough) wds. by Rev. M. 0. Norman,
rect.

29. i. Elston-on-the-Hitt (8 ese.

Leicester) wn. by TH.
*29. Ll. Leicester (1) cs. in gl. with

aq. by the late Mr. Geo. Findley, not

used, see 464
; (2) wn. by TH. from

Mr. Findley, 489
; (3) letter from Mr.

W. Napier Reeve, F.S.A., 35y., saying
he could not see in my wl. any word
"of which the pron. in Leicester is

different from rec. pron., I am," he

added, "an Essex man. I have been
in this town 35 years. I have been
often struck with the few provincialisms

among the people of this county com-

pared with those of Essex"
; (4) for

town and neighbourhood a few notes

from J. H. Chamberlain, Small Heath,

Birmingham, having been 20 years
there and 40 in Leicester.

*29. L2. Loughborough wn. in

1878-9 by TH. 489.

*29. Ml. Market Harborough (14

se.Leicester) wn. by TH. 489.

29. M2. Mount Sorrel (6 n. Leicester)
wn. by. TH.

29. N. Normanton (3 sse.Ashby-de-

la-Zouche) from Miss Green of the

rectory.
*29. s. Syston (5 nne.Leicester) full

wl. pal. by AJE. from Miss M. A.

Adcock, teacher at Whitelands, 489.

29. T. Thurcaston (4 nnw. Leicester)
wn. by TH.

*29. w. Waltham (16 ene.Lough -

borough, in the horn of Le.) cs. pal.

by AJE. from Miss H. Bell, of White-

lands, see also E above, 464.

21. Li. = Lincolnshire, 55 places in D 18 and 20.

20. Al. Aisthorpe (6 nnw.. Lincoln),

aq. by Rev. T. W. Bury, rect.

20. A2. Alford (10 se.Louth),
note by Mrs. "Williams, see s2 below,

20. A3. Axholme, Isle of (4 to 18
n. Gainsborough) Iw. io. by Mr. Stand-

ring, of Working Men's College.
20. Bl. Barnoldby-le-Beck(.\)AJJw\>\)

omitting le Beck (4 sw. Great Grimsby),
full wl. and dt. io. by Rev. Morgan G.

Watkins, M.A.
*20. B2. Barrowby (2 w.Grantham)

wn. by TH. from a native then living
at Newark, Nt. 299.

20. B3. Bechingham (11 nnw. Gran -

tham) aq. from the (anonymous)
vicar.

*20. B4. Billingborough (13 e.Gran-

tham, and 6 m. round), full wl. cor-

rected w. by AJE. from Mr. T.

Blasson, surgeon, b. 1833, native and
constant resident, 299.

20. B5. Blyton (3 nne. Gainsborough),
aq. from Rev. J. S. Cockshall, vie.

20. B6. Bracebridge (2 S.Lincoln)

aq. from Rev. C. C. Ellison, vie.

*20. s7- Brigg or Glanford Brigg
(17 w.Great Griinsby) (1) wl. pal. by
AJE. from diet, of Mr. E. Peacock,

F.S.A., Bottesford Manor, author of

the Manley and Corringham Glossary,
b. 1833, with a dt. pal. by AJE. from
the wl. 312, 313

; (2) wn. by TH., see

Spilsby.
20. B8. Brocklesby (8 wnw.Great

Grimsby), note by Mrs. Williams, see s2.

20. cl. Caistor(\\ wsw.Gt. Grimsby)
note by Mrs. Williams, see s2.

20. c2. Conlngsby (rkz^-nwrsbi) (10

wnw.Boston) wl. and dt. io. by Rev.
Canon Wright, rect.

20. c3. Crowle (14 n-by-w.Gains-
borough) aq. from Rev. F. W. White.

*20. E. Epworth (8 nnw. Gains-

borough) cs. pal. by AJE., described,
and why rejected, on p. 312, see w2.

20. rl. Faldingworth (10 ne. Lincoln)
aq. by Rev. W. S. Mackean, pro. rect.
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20. F2. Fillingham (9 se. Gains-

borough) note from Rev. J. Jenkins,
rect.

*20. j?3. FrisTcney (3 sw-by-s.Wain-
fleet) nwl. with rules and ex. io. by
Rev. H. J. Cheales, vie. 298.

20. r4. Fulstow (1 n.Louth) Iw. by
Rev. Alex. Johnson, vie.

20. ol. Gainsborough, aq. by Rev.
W. J. Williams, vie.

20. o2. Glanford Brigg, see Brigg.
20. o3. Grantham (tgra^tham) cs.

io. by Mr. Cockman, national school-

master, read to AJE. by Miss Cockman,
of Whitelands, but as both were London-
ers and shewas uncertain on some points
I was obliged to pass it by.

20. o4. Great C&ates (2 w. Great

Grimsby) note by Mrs. Williams, see s2.

20. G<5. Great Grimsby note by Mrs.

"Williams, see s2.

*20. Hi. Halton Holegate (6 nw.

"Wainfleet) dt. and many specimens and
notes pal. in April, 1881, from diet,

of Mrs. Douglas Arden, 306 to 309,

20. n2. Haxey( nnw.Gainsborough)
aq. from Rev. J. Johnston, vie.

20. n3. Healing-(3 w. Great Grimsby)
note by Mrs. Williams, see s2.

20. n4. Horbling (13 e.Grantham)
wl. by Mr. H. Smith, representing
"the parts of Kesteven" in sw.Li.
299.

20. H.5. Horncastle (17 e.Iincoln)
note by Mrs. Williams, see s2.

20. Kl. Keelby (6 w. Great Grimsby)
note by Mrs. Williams, see s2.

20. K2. Killingholme (8nw. Great

Grimsby) note by Mrs. Williams,
see s2.

20. K3. Kingerby (15 e.Gains-

borough) phr. from Rev. W. A. Cottee,
vie.

20. Ll. Laceby (3 sw.Great Grimsby)
note by Mrs. Williams, see Scartho.

*20. L2. Lincoln, see Spilsby for

wn. by TH. 309.

*20. L3. Louth (1) Tennyson's
Northern Farmer New Style rendered
in gl. by Mr. T. Wemyss Bogg,
surgeon, then of that place, see

Somerby beloAV, and p. 297 ; (2) wn.

by TH., see Spilsby, 309
; (3) wl. by

Mr. W. R. Emeris
; (4) note by Mrs.

Williams, see s2.

20. Nl. North Hykeham (:atan)
(4 ssw. Lincoln) wl. by Rev. F. T.
Cusins (:kiuzinz), 9 y.

20. N2. North Kclsey (14 wsw.
Great Grimsby) note from Rev. W. J.

Chambers, vie.

20. si. Saxby (10 nne.Lincoln) aq.
from Rev. C. W. Markham, rect.

20, s2. Soartho (2 s. Great Grimsby)
wl. and dt. io, by Mrs. Williams, of

the rectory. In relation to the s.

hoose line 5, Mrs. Williams informed
me that (uus) was said at Killing-
holme, Ulceby, Thornton, but (a'us)
at Brocklesby, Keelby, Great Coates,

Stallingborough, Healing, Louth, Al-

ford, Spilsby, Horncastle, Caistor,
Great Grimsby, Laceby, Scartho,

Waltham, which see in this list, thus

completing line 5.

*20. s3. Scatter (8 ne.Gainsborough)
wl. corrected vv. by AJE., written

by Rev. J. P. Faunthorpe, native and
resident till 15, Principal of White -

lands Training College, to whom I

am indebted for the great assistance

rendered by its teachers and students,
313.

20. s4. Scunthorpe (15 nne.Gains-

borough, in parish of Frodingham) full

wl. by Mr. Bernard Dawson, C.E.
Mr, Peacock (see Brigg), who lives

3 s.Frodingham, says it is full of

miners, and that he should not trust

any one's pron. unless he knew his

birth. Hence I have thought Mr.
Peacock's wl. p. 313, safer.

20. s5. Skellingthorpe (
w.Lincoln)

aq. from Rev. E. P. Armstrong, vie.

*20, s6. SUaford (16 w.Boston) wn.

by TH. 309.

20. s7. Snitterby (11 ene.Gains-

borough) note from Rev. R. E.

Warner, rect.

*20. s8. Somerby (22 e-by-n.Lincoln)

representing the dialect from Horn-
castle (17 e.Lincoln) to Spilsby (27 e.

Lincoln), here I received great assist-

ance on 23 March, 1881, from Lord

(then Mr.) Tennyson, detailed 302 to

306, who introduced me to Mrs.

Douglas Arden, see Hi.
*20. s9. Spilsby (8 ne.Wainfleet)

(1) wn. by TH. from Rev. W.
Jackson, 309

; (2) note from Mrs.

Williams, see s2.

20. slO. Springthorpe (4 e. Gains-

borough) note from Rev. E. L.

Blenkinsopp, rect.

20. sll. Stallingborough (4 nw.

Great Grimsby) note by Mrs. Williams,

see s2.

*18. s!2. Stamford wn. by TH.
from a man of 60, and again from

a Rutland man who may not be trust-

worthy, 254.

20. Tl. Thoresway (10 sw.Great
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Grimsby) aq. from Rev. G. Maule,

rect.

20. x2. Thornton (12 nw. Great

Grimsby) note from Mrs. Williams,

see s2.

20. ul. Vlceby (10 nw. Great

Grimsby) note from Mrs. Williams,

see s2.

20. u2. Vsselby (18 e-by-n. Gains-

borough) aq. from Rev. A. Bower, vie.

20. wl. Waltham (4 s-by-w.Great
Grimsby) note from Mrs. Williams,
see s2.

*20. w2. Winterton (22 wnw. Great

Grimsby) cs. pal. 1874 from diet, of

Rev. J. J. Fowler, of Hatfield Hall,

Durham, curate of Winterton in 1870 ;

and this version was also read to me
by a maid servant from Epworth,
which see, 312.

22. Mi. = Middlesex, 7 places in D 17.

*17. A. Ashford (7 sw. Brentford)
note by Rev. F. B. Dickinson, 235.

*17. B. Bromley (5 e.Charing Cross,

London), representing e.London, wl.

by JGG. 233.

*17. E. Enfield (5 e.Barnet), (1)

note by Mr. Joseph Whitaker, F.S.A.,
White Lodge, 15y., (2) note by Mr. J.

H. Meyers, editor of Enfield Observer,

(3) wn. io. from the chief mason, by
LLB., 235.

*17. nl. Hanwell (2 nnw. Brentford)
note from Miss E. Coleridge, of the

rectory, 235.

*17. n2. Harmondsworth (7 w.

Brentford) Iw. from Mr. Lake, school-

master.

*17. L. London wn. in various parts
of the metropolitan area at very various

times, by TH. 231.

*17. s. South Myms (3 nnw.Barnet)
notes from Rev. P. F. Hamond, vie.

236.

*17. w. Willesden (5 nne. Brentford)
letter from Rev. J. Crane Wharton,
vie. to LLB., and note from LLB. in

Meyer's Enfield Observer, 28 Sep.

1875, p. 235.

23. Mo. =Monmouthshire, 3 places in D 13.

13. cl.Caerleon or Liangattock (2
ne.Newport) aq. by Rev. H. Powell

Edwards, vie.

*13. c2. Chepstow Iw. io. with long
note, through Dr. J. Yeats, 179.

*13. L. Llanover (12 w-by-s. Mon-
month) cs. read to me by Lady Llanover

in the presence of LLB., and variants

suggested by LLB. from his own ob-

servations and communications by Mr.

Meredith, 179.

13. P. Pontypool (8 nnw.Newport)
aq. by Rev. J. C. Llewellin, vie.

24. Nf.= Norfolk, 51 places in D 19.

County, see Norwich.
*19. A. Ashill (:ashel) (12 n.Thet-

ford) notes by TH. 262.

19. Bl. Binham (4 se.Wells-next-

Sea) wn. by TH.
19. s2. Brancaster (7 w.Wells -

next-Sea) wn. by TH.
*19. B3. Burnham (:baamm) West-

gate (4 sw.Wells-next- Sea) wl. io. by
Mr. C. H. Everard, Eton Coll., 28 y.,

p. 264.

*19. 4. Buxton (9 n.Norwich) wn.

by TH., who here had the misfortune
to lose his note book containing the
details of the pron. of numerous places
visited in 1883, p. 278.

19. c. Congham (:koqgmn) (6 ene.

King's Lynn) nwl. by Rev. Canon

Kersley, LL.D., rect.

19. Dl. Diss (15 e-by-s.Thetford)

wn. by TH. in 1881, with example,
278, from a farm-labourer, native.

19. D2. Ditchingham (12 sse.

Norwich) wl. and phr. from Rev. W.
Skudamore, rect., assisted by Rev. H.
Frere, native of s.Nf.

*19. D3. Downham Market (10 s.

King's Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. E. East Dereham (15 w-by-n.
Norwich) (1) cs. io. with aq. by Mr.
G. A. Carthew, of Millfield in 1873 ;

(2) wn. by TH. 273.
19. F. Fakenham (8 s.Wells-next-

Sea) wn. by TH.
19. ol. Gaywood (2 e.King's Lynn)

wn. by TH.
*19. o2. Great Dunham (14 ese.

King's Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. o3. Great Yarmouth (rjaameth)
nwl. and dt. io. by Rev. J. J. Raven,
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D.D., then of the school house, with
notes made vv. from him by AJE. in

1879, this represents s.Nf. and nw.Sf.

gen. 278.
19. nl. Hardingham (13 w-by-s.

Norwich) wn. by TH.
*19. n2. Heacham (:itpm) (12 nne.

King's Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

19. n3. Hempton (9 s.Wells -next-

Sea) wn. by TH.
19. H4. Hemsby (6 n. Great Yar-

mouth) wl. io. by Rev. H. W. Harden,
vie.

*19. H-5. Holme-next-Sea (13 w.
Wells-next- Sea) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. n6. Hunstanton St. Edmunds,
close to Old Hunstanton (12 nne.King's

Lynn), wn. by TH. 262.

19. i. Ingham (14 .se.Cromer) wl.

by Rev. G. Sharley.
*19. K.1. Kimberley (10 wsw.Nor-

wich) cs. pal. in 1873 from diet, of

G. Ashby, native, but absent 33 years,
and then gardener to LLB. 273.

*19. x2. King's Lynn, wn. by
TH. 262.

*19. K3. Kirby Sedon (3 se.Nor-

wich) Iw. pal. in 1868 by AJE. from
diet, of Miss Cecilia M. Day, of the

Vicarage, his first attempt at writing
dialect from diet, with additions from
her sister, Mrs. Luscombe, and Mr.

Keith, 275 ;
cs. io. with aq. by the

same.

*19. Ml. Marham (8 se. King's
Lynn) wn. by TH. from J. W. Little,

gardener, 45, then atW isbech, Cb. 262.

*19. M2. Mattishall (imsets'l) (11
wnw. Norwich) cs. pal. by AJE. from
Miss Buckle, of Whitelands, 273.

*19. M3. Middleton (3 se.King's

Lynn) wn. by TH. 261, 262.

*19. N!. Narborough (9 se.King's

Lynn) wn. by TH. 262, and dt.

pal. by TH. from diet, of a labourer,

aged 70, p. 263.

19. N2. Forth Elmham (13 sse.

Wells-next- Sea) wn. by TH.
*19. N3. North Tuddenham (11 nw.

Norwich) wn. by TH. 279.
*19. N4. North Walsham (:wAlsmn)

(13 nne.Norwich) wl. and dt. io. by
Mr. Baker, J.P. 272.

*19. N5. Norwich (1) wn. by TH.
from a native living in Db., also 279 ;

(2) street cries pal. by AJE. in 1867, p.
277 ; (3) wl. io. by Rev. G. P. Buck

;

(4) various ex. pal. from diet, by AJE.
from Dr. Lomb, 276, Mrs. Luscombe,
277, Anonymous passenger, 277, and
from letter of Rev. T. Birmingham, 27 7.

*19. ol. Old Hunstanton (13 nne.

Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.
19. o2. Ovington (:aviqten) (12 nne.

Thetford) wl. io. representing 3 n. and
3 ne. of Watton (11 ne. Thetford) by
Rev. C. J. Evans, rect. 12 y., native
of Norwich.

19. K. Ringstead (13 w-by-s.Wells-
next-Sea) wl. io. by Mr. Everard
Kitton.

*19. si. Snettisham (isnEtsum) (10
nne.King's Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. s2. Stmhoe (ista
1^) (8 sw.

Wells-next-Sea) full wl. pal. in 1877

by AJE., dt. pal. by AJE. 1879, both
from diet, of Rev. Philip Hoste, native,
50 y., in 1877, but then rect. of

Farnham (10 wsw.Guildford, Sr.),
with many notes and illustrations given
me in two long visits, with an exami-
nation of Forby, 264 to 272 ; (2) wn.

by TH. 272.
19. s3. Stoke Ferry (13 sse.King's

Lynn) wn. by TH.
19. s4. Stow (9 ssw.King's Lynn)

wn. by TH.
*19. s5. Swa/ham (13 se.King's

Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. Tl. Terrington St. Clements

(4 w.King's Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. T2. Thetford wn. by TH. 279.

19. T3. Tivetshall (rtitsel) (17 ene.

Thetford) name noted by TH.
19. T4. Tuttmgton (12 n.Norwich)

wl. io. by Rev. J. Gostle.

19. wl. Walsingham (:wA
>

lziqgjam)

(3 s.Wells-next- Sea) name noted by
TH.

*19. w2. Warham (2 se.Wells-

next-Sea) wl. io. by Rev. C. T. Digby,
264.

19. w3. Watton (11 nne.Thetford)
wn. by TH.

19. w4. Wells-next-Sea, wn. by
TH.

*19. w5. Wiggenhall St. German's

(4 ssw.King's Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

19. w6. Witton (9 se.Cromer) notes

by Rev. F. Procter, vie.

*19. w7. Wolferton (6 nne.King's

Lynn) wn. by TH. 262.

*19. w8. Wymondham (:wmdBm)

(9 sw.Norwich) wn. by TH. 278.

E.E. Pron. Part V.
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25. Np. = Northamptonshire, 52 places in D 6, 16, 18.

*18. Al. Ailesworth (5 w.Peter-

borough) in Castor parish, wn. by TH.
from a labourer b. 1808, p. 254.

*6. A2. Ashby St. Legers (3 n.

Daventry) wn. by TH. from a native

shepherd b. 1845, and another b. 1805,

p. 120.

*6. Bl. Badby (2| ssw.Daventry)
wn. by TH. from persons b. 1807, and

about 1831, p. 120.

16. B2. Ellsworth (4 ssw.Northamp-
ton) note by TH.

*16. B3. Brixworth (6 n.Northamp-
ton) wn. by TH. 219.

*6. B4. Byfield (8 nne.Banbury) (1)

from Rev. F. H. Curgenven, rect. 4 or

5 y. ; (2) wn. by TH. especially from

a native farm waggoner, b. 1803, p. 120.

*18. cl. Castor (4| W.Peterborough)
wn. by TH. 254.

*16. c2. Clay Coton (6 w.Naseby)
wn. by TH. 219.

*6. Dl. Daventry (12 w-by-n.
Northampton) wn. by TH. 120.

16. D2. Denton (6 ese.Northampton)
wn. by TH.

16. D3. Duston (2 W.Northampton)
from Rev. Peake Banton.

*16. El. EastMaddon(7mr.yiortii-
amptou) cs. wds. and phr. pal. by AJE.
in 1873 from diet, of G. S. Hadley,
railway porter, 213 to 216.

*18. E2. Eye (3 ne.Peterborough)
wn. by TH. from a carpenter, b. 1822,
and a widow, a cottager, b. 1829,

p. 254.

6. F. Farthmghoe (:fardhin;oo) (5

e-by-s.Banbury) wn. by TH.
*16. G. Great Houghton (:a'wt"n)

(3 ese.Northampton) wn. by TH. 219.
16. H!. Hackleten (5 se.Northamp-

ton) wn. by TH.
*16. n2. .Zfcmmw^ow (5 nw.Welling -

borough) wl. dt. io. with Iw. and aq.

by Miss Downes, of the rectory, 216.
*16. n3. Hardingstone (2 sse.Nor-

thampton) wn. by TH. 219.

16. n4. Hargrave (9 ene.Welling-
borough) dt. and notes from Rev. R.
S. Baker, rect.

*16. n5. Harrington (:arinten) (5

w.Kettering) wl. and dt. io. by Hon.
and Rev. H. F. Tollemache, rect., and
Miss Tollemache, 217.

*6. n6. Helmdon (9 e-by-n.Ban-

bury) wn. by TH., who says the dialect

is similar to that of Towcester (which
see), 120.

16. il. //raster, formerly (.-aa'tjiste),

now (raa'tjfsfre) (2 se.Wellingborough)
wn. by TH.

*16. i2. Islip (:A"islip) (Se.Ketter-

ing) wn. by TH. 219.

6. L!. Long Buckley (5 ne.Daventry)
wn. by TH.

*16. L2. Lower Benejield (:bEmfild)

(14 nnw.Wellingborough) wl. and dt.

io. by Rev. E. M. Moore, rect., and
Mr. C. H. Wykes, schoolmaster, and
the dt. afterwards pal. by TH. from
the dictation of Mr. Wykes and various

wn. from the same, 218, 219.

*16. L3. LowicJc (7 ene.Kettering)
wn. by TH. 219.

*16. Nl. Nether Heyford (6 w-by-s.
Northampton) wn. by TH. 219.

*16. N2. Northampton (1) wn. by
TH., and (2) notes from Miss Eva
Chapman, of Whitelands, who knew
the town speech only, 219.

*16. o. Oundle (12 ne.Kettering) (1)
notes from Mr. J. Cunnington, Tansor

Lodge, and Mr. H. St. John Reade,
school house, (2) wn. by TH. 219.

*18. pi. Peakirk (5 n.Peterborough)
wn. by TH. 254.

*18. p2. Peterborough notes of town

pron. from Miss E. Furness, of White -

lands, and wn. by TH. 254.

*18. R. Rockingham (Sn.Kettering)
wn. by TH. from a native, b. 1814,
and others, 254.

*16. si. Sibbertoft (3 n-by-w.
Naseby) wn. by TH. 219.

6. s2. Silverstone (12 ssw.North-

ampton) wn. by TH.
6. s3. Slapton (11 sw. Northampton)

dt. io. by Rev. Philip Lockton, rect.

*16. s4. Stanion (6 nne.Kettering)
wn. by TH. 219.

*16. s5. Sudborough (1 ene.Ketter-

ing) wn. by TH. 219.

*6. s6. Syersham (11 e.Banbury)
wn. by TH. 120.

18. T!. Thornhaugh (8 w-by-n. Peter-

borough) dt. io. from Rev. J. Jenkyns,
rect.

*16. T2. Thrapston (8 e.Kettering)
wn. by TH. 219.

*6. x3. Towcester (8 ssw.North-

ampton) wn. by TH. 120.

18. u. U/ord (7 nw. Peterborough)
note by Rev. T. Paley, rect.

*18. wl. Wakerley (14 w. Peter-

borough) wn. by TH. from a farm

labourer, b. 1806, p. 254.
*6. w2. Watford (5 line. Daventry)

wn.by TH. 120.
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*6. w3. Weedon (4 se.Daventry)
wn. by TH. 120.

*16. w4.
wn. by TH. 219.

*16. w5. Wellingborough wn. by
TH. 219.

*18. w6. Werrington (3 nnw.Peter-

borough) wn. by TH. 254.

16. w7. West Haddon (1 ne.

Daventry) from Rev. G. L. W.
Fauquier, vie.

6. w8. Wood Burcote (10 ssw.North-

ampton) wn. by TH.
*6. w9. Woodford (7 ssw. Daventry)

wn. by TH. 120.
*16. Y. Telvertoft (:jsrhtBt) (8 nne.

Daventry) wn. by TH. in 1886 from a
farm waggoner, b. 1812, p. 219.

26. Kb. = Northumberland, 25 places in D 32.

32. Al. Acklington (:<?<rklmten) (7

sse.Alnwick) notes from Mr. Middleton

H. David, Hauxley Cottage.
*32. A2. Alnwick (1) dt. io. from

Rev. James Blythe ; (2) dt. io. from
Mr. R. Middlemas, solr., 654, 656,
668

; (3) Alnwick vowels, by Mr. G.

Thompson, 668.

32. A3. Ancroft (a'nkra^t) (4 s.

Berwick-upon-Tweed) wl. io. and aq.
from Rev. J. Henderson, 30 y.

*32. B!. Backworth (5 ne.Newcastle)
wl. by Mr. G. B. Foster, see Pitmen's

speech, 674.
*32. s2. Berwick-upon-Tweed, cs.

l. by AJE., from Mr. G. M. Gunn,
45, 652.

*32.
B_3. Birtley (9 nnw.Hexham,

spelled Birkley in the parish registers)
wl. io. with notes by Rev. G. Rome
Hall, 674.

32. D. Doddington (13 s.Berwick-

upon-Tweed) wl. and aq. from Mr.
J. F. Rea, 17 y.

*32. E. Embleton (6 ne. Alnwick)

(1) dt. io. for the agricultural popula-
tion by Rev. M. Creighton, vie.

; (2)

dt. io. for the fishing population up to

Bamborough (14 n.Alnwick) by Rev.
C. E. Green), both on 655, 656, 668.

*32. F. Falstone (19 nw.Hexham),
note in 1878 by JGG. 644.

*32. Hi.

pal.
645

dt. io. with aq. by Rev. "W. Howchin,
654, 656, 664, No. 9.

*32. H 2. Harbottle (17 wsw.Alnwick}
dt. io. and notes by Dr. F. T. Richard-

son, 654, 656, 664, No. 16.

*32. n3. Hexham dt. pal. in 1879

by AJE. from Messrs. J. Wright and

Dobson, 654, 656, 663, Nos. 7 and 8.

*32. K. Knaresdale(l7 sw.Hexham)
cs. pal. 1876 by JGG. from diet, of

Mr. Jacob Bell, 563, 602, No. 22.

32. M. Morpeth wn. by AJE.
*32. N!. Newcastle-on-Tynecs. pal.

1879 by AJE. from writing of Mr.
W. H. Dawson, and reading of Mr.
T. Mitcheson, and Mr. T. Barkas, and

conversations with J. Bryson and R.

Young, miners, and Mrs. Ferschl, 645,
650, and dt. pal. 1879 by AJE. from
Mr. W. Lyall, 654, 656, No. 12.

*32. N2. North Shields dt. pal.

1879, by AJE. from Mr. J. S. Eding-
ton, Symes Walk, 654, 656, No. 13.

*32. n. Eothbury (11 sw.Alnwick)
(1) cs. io. with aq. from Rev. Dr.

Ainger, rect., written in 1873 from
old men of 86 and 72, but it could
not be properly interpreted even w.

;

(2) dt. io. by Mr. C. H. Cadogan,
Brenchburn Priory, Morpeth ; (3) wn.

February, 1879, by AJE. from J.

Ramsey, procured by Dr. Ainger, 678 ;

(4) dt. pal. by AJE. from Mr. A.

Scott, 654, No. 14.

*32. si. Snitter (12 wsw.Alnwick)
pal. by AJE. from Mr. T. Allen,
of Whittingham, 654, No. 15, serving
also for w3.

*32. s2. Stamfordham (rsta'norten)

(12 nw.Newcastle) dt. io. by Rev.
J. F. Bigge, vie. 654, No. 10.

*32. T. Tyne to Wansbeck Rivers,
that is, the coal-fields, for the Pit-

men's speech by Rev. Hugh Taylor,
of Humshaugh (:hwmz'ha'f), 40 y.,

revised by Rev. J. Taylor and Mr.
W. B. Forster, see si, p. 674.

*32. wl. Warkworth (6 se. Aln-

wick) dt. and wl. both pal. by AJE.
from Mr. T. D. Ridley, 654, No. 17;
Ned White, a yarn, pal. by AJE. from
the same, 666 ;

cwl. 678.

*32. w2. Whalton (5 sw.Morpeth)
dt. io. by Rev. J. Walker, rect., from

notes by Mr. R. Bewick, 654, No. 11.

*32. w3. Whittingham (7 w.Aln-

wick) (1) note by Rev. R. W. Good-

enough, vie. ; (2) dt. io. by Mr. W.
Dixon, 655, No. 19, see also si.

32. w4. Woodhorn (6 ene.Morpeth)
notes by Rev. E. N. Mangin, vie.

*32. w5. Wooler (1) dt. io. by Mr.

M. T. Culley, 655, No. 22
; (2) dt.

pal. by AJE. from Mr. T. Kirkup,

655, No. 22, and 669, No. 22.
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27. Nt.= Nottinghamshire, 25 places, all in D 27.

27. B!. Buckingham (2 wnw. Gains-

borough, Li.) aq. from Eev. D.

Hooke, vie.

*27. s2. Bingham (7 e.Nottingham)

(1) Iw. by Mrs. Miles of the Rectory ;

(2) part .of a cs. pal. in 1873 by AJE.
from the diet, of Mr. Francis Miles,

son of the rect. 449 ; (3) part of a cs.

pal. in 1879 by TH. from a native,

449
; (4) wn. by TH. 450.

27. s3. Blyth (6 nne.Worksop) aq.
from Rev. Ch. Gray, vie.

*27. s4. Bulwell (4 nnw.Notting-
ham) dt. pal. from a retired labourer

by TH. 448.

*27. El. East Retford (7 ene.Work-

sop) (1) dt. pal. by TH. from the lock-

keeper at the Chesterfield Canal, 76,
who had been there 44 years, and his

father 56, p. 449
; (2) wn. by TH.

;

(3) a note from Rev. A. J. Ebsworth,
vie.

27. E2. Eastwood (8 nw.Notting-
ham) wn. by TH.

27. F. Finningley (7 ese.Doncaster,

Yo.) wl. and aq. from Rev. G. H.
"Woodhouse, rect.

27. G. Gringley (5 wnw. Gains-

borough, Li.) aq. from Rev. G. H.
Scott, vie.

27. K. Kirkby-in-Ashfield (4 sw.

Mansfield) wn. by TH.
27. L. Laxton (10 nnw.Newark) wl.

by Rev. H. A. Martin, 19 y.
*27. Ml. Mansfield &i. and wn. pal.

1879 by TH. 448.

*27. M2. Mansfield Woodhouse (2 n.

Mansfield) dt. pal. by TH. from a

native, 448.

27. M3. Mattersey (9 ne.Worksop)
wds. by Rev. J. M. Lewes.

27. M4. Misson (9 nw. Gains-

borough, Li.) aq. from Rev. I. N.

Baldwin, vie.

27. n5. Misterton (5 nnw.Gains-

borough, L.) aq. from Rev. G. Swift,
vie.

*27. Nl. Newark dt. pal. by TH.
from a butcher, native of Caunton (5
nw. Newark), 449, and wn. by TH.

27. N2. North Carlton (4 n.Work-

sop) aq. from Rev. J. Foxley, rect.

27. N3. North Wheatley (12 nne.

Worksop) from Rev. T. C. B.

Chamberlain, vie.

*27. N4. Nottingham dt. pal. by
TH. from a native of "Widmerspool
(7 sse.Nottingham), and wn. by TH.
450.

27. Hi. Eaidiffe (4 e.Nottingham)
full wl. io. by Rev. J. Cullen, vie. 4 y.

27. R2. Rempstone (9 s.Nottingham)
wl. by Rev. G. Pope.

*27. si. Southwell (5 w.Newark)
wn. by TH. 450.

27. s2. Button (7 ne.Worksop) aq.
from Rev. J. Farmer, vie.

27. wl. Walesby (8 se.Worksop)
Iw. by Rev. R. Pocklington, vie.

*27. w2. Worksop dt. pal. 1879 by
TH. from the porter at the canal wharf,

56, a native of Blyth, see B3, which he
left at 9, and wn. from the same,
449.

28. Ox. = Oxfordshire, 22 places in D 5, 6, and 7.

5. A. Alvescot
(rselshet) (6 sw.

Witney) wl. by Rev. F. C. Marshall,
rect. 2 y., assisted by an unnamed lady
who had been there all her life.

*6. nl. Banbury (1) cs. by Mr. T.

Beesley, 116; (2) Iw. by his uncle, 118;
(3) wn. by TH. 118

; (4) dt. io. by Mrs.
P. Bradshaw, jun., Wykham Mills.
All (1, 2, 4) refer to about 6 m. round

Banbury, encroaching on Ox., Bu.,
Wa., which belong to D 7.

*7. s2. Blackthorn (11 ne. Oxford)
wd. pal. by TH. from diet, of Mrs.

Angelina Parker, 122, 127.
5. cl. Charlbury (rtjAAlberi) (12

nw. Oxford) from Rev. C. F. West, vie.

5. c2. Chastleton (14 sw.Banbury
dt. io. from Miss Whitmore Jones,
Chastleton House.

*5. D. DucJclington (:dak'lt'n) (1 s.

"Witney) wl. and dt. both io. from
Rev. W. D. Macray, rect. pal. vv. by
TH., who noted other words from
J. Brain, then 81, since deceased,
93.

7. E. Ensham or Eynsham (:eensvm)

(5 nw. Oxford) specimens from diet, in

glossic from Rev. W. W. Skeat, sent

me in MS. but afterwards printed in

Mrs. Parker's Oxford Glossary, and
wn. by TH.

*7. Pl. Freeland (4 ene.Witney)
wn. by TH. 127.

*7. F2. Fringford (rfriqkfenD) (15
nne. Oxford) wl. and dt. io. with aq.
by Rev. C. Coker, 123.

*7. G. Greys (2 nw.Henley-on-
Thames) wl. and dt. both io. by Rev.
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N. Finder, rect. 17y., representing
10 m. round, 122.

*7. nl. ITandborough (7 -nw. Oxford)
cs. and dt. glossic with many letters

and explanations by Mrs. Angelina
Parker, author of the Oxford Glossary,
with wn. by TH. from Mrs. Parker,
123-128.

*7. n2. Henley-on- Thames (22 se.

Oxford) from vicar, 235, where it is

wrongly attributed to Bu.
*7. n3. Holton (5 e. Oxford) Iw.

glossic by Mrs. A. Parker, 127.

*7. i. Islip (5 n-by-e. Oxford) dt. io.

by Mr. J. W. F. Walker, obtained by
Mrs. Parker and wn. by TH. 127.

*5. Ll. Leafield (4 nw.Witney) wn.
from old natives by TH. 93.

5. L2. Lew (3 sw.Witney) wds. pal.

by TH. from diet, of Mrs. A. Parker.
5. M. Milton (8 nw.Witney) wn.

from a working man by TH.
7. o. Oxford City, dt. io. by Mr. W.

H. Allnutt, procured by Mrs. A. Parker,
with notes by TH.

*7. si. Sonning (4 ssw.Henley-on-
Thames) dt. io. by Miss Slade, school-

mistress, obtained by Mrs. A. Parker,
122.

7. s2. Stonesfield (5 nne.Witney)
note by TH.

7. T. Tiddington (8 e. Oxford) note

byTH.
*5. w. Wilney, dt. by Mrs. A.

Parker and TH. with wn. from natives

by TH. 92, 93.

29. Ku.= Rutland, 5 places in D 18.

*18. c. Cottesmore (4 nne.Oakham)
wl. and dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Mr. T. E. Cattell, native, to whom I

was introduced by Miss Kemm (see

Oakham), 255, 256.

18. E. Empingham (6 e.Oakham)
from Rev. Lovick Cooper, rect.

*18. o. Oakham (:uu'kem) town,
full wl. io. partly pal. by AJE. from
diet, of Miss Kemm, native, a teacher

at Whitelands Training College,

Chelsea, 256.

*18. s. Stretton (7 ne.Oakham) wl.

and dt. both io. from Rev. Edward

Bradley (" Cuthbert Bede ") rect.

256.
"

18. u. TTppingham dt. and notes

from Mr. H. Chandler, West Bank.
18. w. Whitwell (4 e.Oakham) Iw.

io. from Rev. J. Breechen, rect.

30. Sh.= Shropshire, 39 places in D 13, 14, 25, 28, 29.

14. B!. Baschnrch (7 nw.Shrews-

bury) wn. by TH.
29. B2. Bolas Magna (6 n.Welling-

ton) wn. by TH.
14. s3. Bridgenorth, notes by TH.
*14. cl. Church Pulverbach (7 sw.

Shrewsbury) (1) cs. in gl. by Miss G.

Jackson, author of the Shropshire
Wordbook ; (2) specimen pal. by AJE.
from her diet.

; (3) Iw. with pron. pal.
from her diet.

; (4) wds. taken from
TH.'s account of the pron. prefixed to

her Wordbook, and revised by her, with

examples, 183 to 187.

14. c2. Glee Hills (7 ne.Ludlow)
wn. by TH. with note on the verbal

plural in -en.

13. c3. Clun (22 ssW.Shrewsbury)
notes by TH.

*29. c4. CoalbrooJcdale (4 s.Welling-
ton) dt. by Rev. F. W. Ragg, native,

472.
14. c5. Corve Dale, from Wenlock

Edge to Ludlow, wn. by TH.
14. c6. Craven Arms (7 nw.Ludlow)

wn. by TH.

29. c7. Crudginqton (4 n-by-w.
Wellington) wn. TH.

*29. El. Edgmond (6 ne.Wellington,

1| w.Newport) dt. pal. by TH. from

a native, and wn. 471, 476, 478.

*28. E2. Ellesmere (7 ne.Oswestry)
wn. and dt. pal. by TH. from a native

b. 1809, p. 452, 455.

14. F. Ford (5 W.Shrewsbury) nwl.

from Miss Hawkins, Dinthill.

28. Hi. Hadnall (4 n-by-e. Shrews-

bury) wn. by TH.
*29. n2. Hodnet (:odnit) (10 nnw.

Wellington) wn. by TH. 478.

*28. H3. Hordley (13 nnw.Shrews-

bury) wl. io. by Rev. J. W. Moore,
rect. 455.

*29. i. Ironbridge, wn. by TH.
483.

14. L!. Llanymynech (15 wnw.S.)

aq. on CB. by Rev. N. E. Price, rect.

14. L2. Longville (11 w.Bridge-

north) wn. by TH.
*28. L3. Loppington (:lopeten) (10 n.

Shrewsbury) wl. by Rev. J. W. Davis,

M.A., 25 y. p. 455.
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*13. L4. Ludlow wn. by. TH. 180.

*29 . Ml. Madeley (5 sse .W ellington)

wn. by TH. 483.

*29". M2. MarketDrayton (.fali'
>

ti) (17

ne. Shrewsbury) wn. by TH. 476, 478.

14. M3. Much Wenlock (10 se.

Shrewsbury) wn. by TH. in 1880.

*29. Nl. Newport (8 ne.Wellington)

(1) full wl. io. by Mrs. Burne, Loyn-
ton Hall, Edgmond, whose daughter
assisted Miss Jackson in her Sh.

Wordbook, and (2) wn. by TH. 478.

25. N2. Norton-in-Haks (20 ne.

Shrewsbury) wn. by TH.
14. o. Oswestry (:hodjestri) according

to Rev. W. Walsham How, of Whit-

tington, Sh.
;
wn. by TH.

25. pi. Pipegate (6 ne. Market

Drayton, see n2, just on ne. horn of

Sh.) wn. by TH.
28. p2. Pra;s (13n-by-e. Shrewsbury)

wl. by Yen. Archdeacon Allen, vie.,

14 y.

*29. si. SMfnal (7 ese.Wellington)
wn. by TH. 483.

14. s2. Shrewsbury wn. by TH.
*28 u. Upton Magna (4 e. Shrews-

bury) wn. by TH. 455.

*29. wl. Wellington (rwEHten) wn.
and dt. pal. by TH. from a working
man, 472, and wn. 483.

*28. w2. Welsh Frankton (3 sw.

Ellesmere) wn. by TH. 455.

*28. w3. Wem (10 n-by-e. Shrews-

bury) wn. by TH. 455.

28. w4. Whitchurch(lSimG. Shrews-

bury) wn. by TH.
14. w5. Whittington (2 ne.Oswestry)

full wl. by Rev. W. Walsham How,
26y.

*28. w6. Whixall(\ 3 n. Shrewsbury)
dt. io. with explanations from Rev. J.

Evans, vie., a very old resident, but

a Welshman, not a native, 452.

*28. Y. Torton (7 n. Shrewsbury)
wn. by TH. 455.

31. Sm. = Somersetshire, 26 places in D 4 and 10.

*3. A. Axe- Tarty district by the late

Mr. G. P. R. Pulman, s.Sm. 87-89.
4. Bl. Bath, cs. gl. by Mr. C.

Galbraith, written on the spot by a

long resident, but when I, who had
resided in Bath two years, attempted
to pal. it, I was so often brought to

a standstill, that 1 was only able to use

it as a Iw.

10. B2. Bishop's Hull (1 w-by-s.
Taunton) cs. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Rev. Wadham Williams, author of a

glossary, but as he was a native of

e.Sm. I have preferred Mr. Elworthy's
version, see Wellington.

3. B3. Burtle Turf Moor (8 ne.

Bridgewater to centre of Burtle Heath
on the river Brue) wds. and phr. by
Miss Westmacott, sent through Mr.
F. H. Dickinson, of King's Weston,
Somerton (4 ene.Langport).

*4. cl. Castle Gary (:kEri) (10 se.

Wells) wl. io. by Mr. Ross, resident
above 80 y. 89.

4. c2. <?Aar^(12sse.Taunton)wl. by
the late Rev. Henry Thompson, vie.

4. c3. Chedzoy (:t}vdp.} (2 e. Bridge-
water) from Mr. G. Winter, resident

50y.
*4. c4. Combe Deivn (rkuum) (2 s.

Bath) wl. by Mr. C. Daubeny, The
Brow, 89.

4. c5. Compton Dando (6 w.Bath)
note by Rev. C. M. Christie, 4 mouths'
resident.

4. c6. Crewkerne (11 s-by-e.Lang-
port) dt. io. with notes by the late Mr.
G. P. R. Pulman (d. 1880), author of

''Rustic Sketches."

4. c7. Croscombe (3 e.Wells) wl. io.

by Mr. James Rossiter.

4. E. East Harptree (12 sw.Bath),
from Rev. C. H. Nutt, 25 y.

4. H. High Ham (3 n.Langport)
from Rev. C. D. Grossman, 2^ y.

*4. L. Langport (rla'mpijRT) words
collected in 1877 from a native servant

by Mrs. Dawes, then of Newton House,
Surbiton, 89.

*4. Ml. Merriot (9 s-by-e. Langport)
cs. and wl. by Mr. G. P. R. Pulman,
87, 88.

10. M2. Milverton (6 w.Tauuton)
cs. io. by Mr. H. Randolph, surgeon,
resident 42 y., procured for me by Dr.
Prior (see Corsham, Wl.) . I have found
it quite impossible to determine the

pron. from this writing.
*4. i3. Montacute (:ma:mkiu) (8 sse.

Langport) pal. in 1880 by AJE. from
Messrs. G. Mitchell and S. Price,
84-86.

4. N!. Nailsea (rna'm) (16 w-by-n.
Bath) from Rev. J. Johnson, rect. 3 y.

4. N2. North Wootton (2 se.Wells)
from Rev. Owen B. Tyler, vie. 30 y.

4. si. Sutton Mallet (4 e.Bridge-
water) wds. by Rev. A. Yarrantou,

representing 7 e.Bridgewater, obtained

by Miss Westmacott, and sent through
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Mr. F. H. Dickinson, see Burtle Turf
Moor.

4. s2. Swanswick (:swanzw*k), the

spelling Swainswick is a literary revival

(2 ne.Bath), note by Rev. John Earle,
rect. 20 y.

10. T. Taunton cs. io. by Mr.
Cecil Smith. I have found it im-

possible to determine the pron. from
the spelling.

*4. wl. Wedmore (7 wnw.Wells)
phr. procured from a friend by Mr.
C. A. Homfray, Manor House, 89.

*1 . w2 . Wellington (6 wsw. Taunton)
(1) pal. by AJE. in 1874, 1875, and

1885, from diet, of F. T. Elworthy,
cs. 148

; (2) specimens 151 to 153,

cwl. 153; (3) from Mr. E.'s West
Somerset Grammar, version of Ruth,
chap. i. 698, No. 5.

West Somerset, see Wellington.
4. w3. Wincanton (15 se.Wells)

pal. by JGG. from diet, of Mr. Roberts,
native, who had known the dialect
30 y., but was then living at New-
biggin, Cu. On account of Mr. R.'s

long residence in the North, this care-

fully pal. wl. was found untrustworthy,
and could not be used.

*4. w4. Worle (2 ne.Weston-super-

Mare) uwl. with long explanatory letter

from Rev. W. F. Rose, vie., referring
to the whole of nw.Sm. 90.

32. St. = Staffordshire, 51 places in D 25, 26, 29.

*26. Al. Alstonefield (^rsMd) (9

e.Leek) including Narrowdale (2 n.

Alstonefield) wn. by TH. 441, 444.

25. A2. Alton (:6wt'n) (10 sse.Leek)
wn. by TH.

25. A3. Audley (:E'idli) (6 nw.

Stoke-upon-Trent) wl. io. and aq. from
Mr. G. Till, 11 y., but notwithstanding

explanations I was too uncertain of the

meaning of his symbols to use it.

*29. si. Barton-under-Needwood(5
sw.Burton-on-Trent) Iw. by the late

Mrs. Willoughby Wood, of Hollyhurst,
482, and pron. of a carol, 477.

25. B2. Betley (6 wnw.Newcastle-

under-Lyme) wl. and dt. io. from
Miss E. Toilet, from observation made,
1820-50.

25. B3. Biddulph (rbid'l) (9 n.Stoke)
wds. from Rev. F. Elmes.

25. B4. Blythe Marsh (7 se.New-

castle-under-Lyme) wn. by TH.
29. s5. Bradley (4 ssw. Stafford)

wl. and phrases io. by Rev. R. L.

Lowe, vie.

*25. B6. Burslem (3 n.Stoke) cs.

pal. by TH. from diet, of one native,
and corrections by another, and wn.

414, 422.

*29. B7. Burton-on- Trent dt. pal.

by TH. from diet, of a native, 471,
and wn. and exs. 477, cwl. 482.

*29. cl. Cannock Chase (e. of Cannock
Town c2, and w. of Lichfield) cs. pal.

by TH. from diet, of a native, 463,
and wn. 480.

*29. c2. Cannock Town (9 sse. Staf-

ford) wn. on a market day by TH. 480.

25. c3. Cheadle (:tjiid'l) (9 ese.

Stoke) wl. by Rev. R. Watt, rect.,

and wn. by TH.

*29. c4. Codsall (5 nw. Wolver-

hampton) just on b. of Sh., wl. by
Mr. E. Viles, of CodsaU Wood, 484,
and dt. pal. by TH. from a man of 69.

*29. Dl. Darlaston (3 wsw.Walsall)
dt. pal. by TH. from diet, of a native,

472, and also the anecdote of the Wake
Beef pal. by TH. 478,andwn. 461, 484.

25. D 2. Denston (12 sse.Leek) wn.

by TH.
*29. El. Eccleshall (7 nw. Stafford)

wn. and dt. pal. by TH. 471, 476, 478.
29. E2. Enville (10 ssw.Wolver-

hampton) wl. by Mr. E. Bennett, of

the Schoolhouse, which is close by the

b. of Sh. Wa. and St.

*26. Fl. Flash (7 nne.Leek) dt. pal.

by TH. from a native, 438, additional

ex. 441, and wn. 444.

*25. r2. Froghall (9 e.Stoke) wn.

by TH. 422.

*29. Hi. Hanbury (6 nw.Burton -

on-Trent) wn. and part of a dt. pal.

by TH. 482.

*29. n2. Haughton (4 sw. Stafford)
wn. by TH. in 1882 from Powell, b.

1798, and his wife, the latter a native,

and says there is no difference between

the speech of Bradley and that of

Haughton, 477, 480.

*29. n3. Hopwas (:op-z) (2 wnw.

Tamworth) wn. by TH. 482.

*25. Ll. Leek, dt. and wn. by TH.

411, 422.

*25. L2. Leek Frith (4 n.Leek) wn.

by TH. 422.

29. L3. Leigh (11 se. Stoke) wn.byTH.
*29. L4. Lichfield, wn. and dt. by

TH. from a native, 472, 482.

*25. L5. Longport (2 n.Nevrcastle-

under-Lyme) wn. by TH. 422.
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25. L6. Longton (3 se. Stoke) wn.

by TH.
25. M. Madeley (4 wsw.Newcastle-

under-Lyme) wn. by TH.
29. N. Newborough (7 w-by-n.

Burton-on-Trent) nwl. by Kev. J. P.

"Wright, vie. 8 months.
25. o. Oakamoor (12 e.Newcastle-

under-Lyme) wn. by TH.
*26. n. Eocester (15 ese.Stoke) wn.

by TH. 422, 444.

25. si. Shelton (1 n.Stoke) full wl.

by Dr. J. B. Davis, F.E.S., F.S.A.,

materially assisted byMr. Levi Stanway,
Registry St., Stoke, and wn. by TH.

29. s2. Stafford, wn. by TH.
25. s3. Stoke-upon-Trent and neigh-

bouring villages, wn. by TH.
26. s4. Stoke Gutter Farm, about

5 ne.Leek, on the way from Leek to

Flash and past the Roaches, wn. by
TH. shewing the division between
D 25 and D 26.

29. so. Stone (:stuun) (7 s. Stoke)
wn. by TH.

29. s6. Stretton (8 ssw.Stafford) wl.

and dt. io. by Rev. J. "W. Napier, vie.

*29. Tl. Tamworth,ym. by TH.482.

*25. T2. TwwstaW(4nnw.Stoke) wn.

by TH. 422.

*29. T3. Tutbury (4 nw.Burton-on-

Trent) wn. by TH. 482.

29. ul. Upper (or Over) Arley
(13 sw.Dudley, Wo.) note by Rev.
C. J. Wilding, vie., who said there

was only one St. man resident there.

29. u2. Uttoxeter (12 ne.Stafford)
wn. by TH.

*29. wl. WalsaM wn. by TH. 461,
478, 484.

*29. w2. Wcdnesbury (3 sw.Walsall)
wn. by TH. 461, 484.

*29. w3. West Bromwich (5 ssw.

Walsall) wn. by TH. 461, 484.

*29. w4. Willenhall (3 e.Wolver-

hampton) wn. by TH. 461, 484.

25. w5. Wolstanton (:unsten) (1

nne.Newcastle-under-Lyne) nwl. by
Mr. W. Field, Brighton Road School,

Croydon.
*29. w6. Wolverhampton, wn. by

TH. 461, 484.

*29. w7. Wootton (1 ssw.Eccle-

shall) wn. by TH. 478.
*29. Y. Yoxall (6 nne.Lichfield) wn.

by TH. from a native, 482.

33. Sf. = SufMk, 12 places in D 19.

19. B!. Boijton (13 e-by-n.Ipswich)
note from Rev. G. C. Hoste, rect.

19. B2. Bradwell (rbrsed'l) (7 nnw.

Lowestoft) note by Rev. J. Walker,
rect., "13 years resident, but does not

profess acquaintance with the dialect."

*19. F. Framlingham (13 nne.

Ipswich) cs. pal. in 1880 by AJE.
from diet, of Mr. J. B. Grant, native
of Kettleborough, 279.

*19. ol. Great Bealings (4 ne.

Ipswich) wn. by TH. 281.
19. o2. Great Finborough (rfmbre)

(10 se.Bury St. Edmunds) full wl. io.

by Rev. W. V. Kitching, 16y.
19. H. Heming'stone (6 n. Ipswich)

Iw. by Rev. T. Brown, rect. 54 y.,
who says: "what between railroads
and education the Sf. dialect is fast

dying out."

*19. o. Orford (rAAfud) (4 sw.

Aldborough) including Sudbourne (1 n.

Orford) and neighbourhood, dt. pal. by
AJE. from diet, of Mr. C. Davis, 285.

*19. P. Pakenham (5 ene.Bury St.

Edmunds), pal. in 1873 and 1886 by
AJE. from diet, of Rev. C. W. Jones,
vie. native, 287.

*19. si. Southwold (11 ssw.Lowes-

toft), full wl. from diet, of Miss C. M.
Mallett, teacher at Whitelands, native,
281.

19. s2. StowmarJcet (13 ese.Bury St.

Edmunds) Iw. partly in gl. by Mr. E.
S. Bewley, 15 y.

19. u. Ufford (10 ne.Ipswich) wl.

io. by Mr. F. C. Brooke, 60 y.
19. Y. Taxley (20 ene.Bury St.

Edmunds) notes in 1873 from Rev.
H. Sewell, vie.

34. Sr. = Surrey, 13 places in D 5, 8.

*5. cl. Charlwood, caUed (rtpred)
by old people, (6 ssw.Reigate) wl. and
ex. io. by Rev. T. Burningham, then

rect., more than 50 y., 109.
*8. c2. Chertsey (18 w.Croydon)

from Rev. R. Marshall Martin, 3 y.,
130.

*8 c3. Chobham (8 nnw.Guildford)
note by Rev. J. J. Jewan, vie., more
than 50 y., 130.

*8. c4. Croydon wl. by Mr. W.
Taylor Malleson, Duppas Hill, 11 y.,
130.

5. El. Elstead (:aelsted) (7 sw.
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Guildford) from Rev. I. R. Charles-

worth, rect.

5. E2. Ewhurst (8 se. Guildford)
notes by Eev. J. Mount Barlow, rect.

5. ol. Godalming (4 sw. Guildford)
note from Mr. J. W. Sharpe, Charter-

house.

5. o2. Godstone (9 sse.Croydon) wl.

by Rev. G. T. Hoare.
5. H. Haslemere (12 sw. Guildford)

note by Mr. T. J. Ellis.

*8. L. Leatherhead (7 nw.Reigate)
note in a letter from Mr. Alfred W. T.

Martel to LLB. 130.

*5. o. Ockley (8 sw.Reigate) wl.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Jane

Sayers, of Whitelands, and of Miss
M. A. Firth, 109 (where the name is

misprinted 'Forth'), and Iw. and notes
from Rev. T. P. du Sautoy, Oxford,
rect., 12 y.

*5. s. Stoke (1 n.Guildford) wl.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Jane

Slyfield, of Whitelands, 109.
*5. w. Weald of Surrey s. of

Reigate ; the Weald extends into Kent
and Sussex, nwl. and dt. io. by Dr.
Clair Jas. Grece, Redhill, Reigate, 109.

35. Ss. = Sussex, 19 places in D 5, 8.

9. A. Ashburnham (reshbBKem) (10
nne.Eastbourne) note from Rev. J. R.

Munn, vie. 50 y.
9. B!. Battle (6 nnw. Hastings), wn.

byTH.
5. B2. Bolney (:boom) (12 n-by-w.

Brighton) Iw. and notes by Mr. Alfred

Huth.
9. B3. Brighton, wn. by TH.
5. cl. Compton (8 nw.Chichester)

note from Rev. Harry Peckham, 25 y.
*8. c2. Cuckfield (9 se.Horsham) (1)

wl. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss
A. Sayers, of Whitelands, 134

; (2)

wd. by Archd. Fearon, native.

5. E!. Eartham (:sntlmn) (5 ne.

Chichester) note by Rev. E. Kelly,
vie.

*9. E2. Eastbourne, wl. pal. by AJE.
from diet, of Miss Francis, of White -

lauds, 134.

9. E3. Etchingham (18 ne.East-

bourne) note by Rev. W. H. Eley, rect.

5. K. Kirdford (:kaafu'd), a nearly
extinct pron. (10 w-by-s.Horsham),
wl. by Miss Cole, of the rectory.

9. L!. Leasam or Leesham (8 ne.

Hastings) wl. from Miss Bessie Curteis.

9. L2. Lewes, name noted by TH.
*9. M. MarMy (8 wnw.Battle) dt.

with aq. and notes by Miss Anne M.
Darby, 133.

9. P. Pasingworth (:p8es'nweth),

wrongly spelled on p. 131, 1. 4, but

rightly 1. 14 (14 nnw.Eastbourne and
4 e.Uckfield), notes from Mr. Louis

Huth, Pasingworth Hawkhurst.
*9. s. Selmeston (8 nw.Eastbourne)

dt. io. by Rev. W. D. Parish, author

of the Sussex Glossary, 133.

5. T. Twineham (10 nnw. Brighton)
from Rev. W. Molyneux, rect.

9 . w 1 . Weald of Sussex (n . Brighton)
Iw. from Mr. Somers Clarke, jun.,

Belgrave Mansions, Grosvenor Gardens,

S.W., 30y.
5. w2. West Wittering (6 sw.

Chichester) from Rev. W. D. Under-

wood, vie.

*5. w3. Wisborough Green (8 wsw.

Horsham) Iw. from Rev. W. A. Bartlett,

vie. 109.

36. Wa. = Warwickshire, 23 places in D 6, 29.

*29. Al. AllesleyGate (4 w.Coventry)
wn. by TH. 487.

*29. A2. Atherstone (12 n.Coventry)
cs. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr. R.
S. Knight, 14 y., 464, and wn. by
TH. 487.

6. Bl. Bearley (4 nnw.Stratford-on-

Avon) wn. by TH. shewing southern

speech.
*29. B2. Bedworth (5 nne.Coventry)

wn. by TH. 487.
*29. s3. Birmingham, often (:bronr-

Bdpm, brw -
bra-) full wl. by Mr.

Samuel Tirnmins, 488.

*29. B4. Brandon (5 ese.Coventry)

wn. by TH. from a native then at

Leamington, 487.
*29. s5. Bulkington (6 ne. Coventry)

wn. by TH. in 1880 from a native and

his mother, in whose lifetime the pron.
had changed, 487.

*6. B6. Butler's Marston (rmaas'n)
and 6 miles round (10 s-by-e.Warwick)
wl. io. by Rev. E. Miller, 115.

*6. cl. Claverdon (5 w.Warwick)
wn. and dt. by TH. from a native, 114.

*29. c2. Coventry refined town

speech, wn. by TH. 487.

*29. c3. Curdivorth (:kardeth) (7

ne.Birmingham) wl. and dt. io. by
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Mr. J. Montague Dormer, Dunton

Hall, Minworth (:num?th), 28 y.

488.
*29. E. Elmdon (7 ese. Birmingham)

wl. by Mr. F. J. Mylins, of the rectory,

488.

*6. Kl. Kineton (:kjraten) by work-

ing men, (:k'int'n) by the middle class

(9 s-by-e.Warwick) wn. by TH. from

a native, 115.

6. x2. Knowle (10 nw.Warwick)
wl. io. by Rev. J. Howe, vie. 40 y.

*29. L. Leamington (2 e.Warwick)
wn. by TH. from a native, 488.

*29. N. Nuneaton (9 nne.Coventry)
wn. by TH. 487.

*6. pi. Pillerton Priors (7J se.

Stratford-on-Avon), now united with

Pillerton Hersee to form one parish,
wn. by TH. from a native labourer, b.

1819, 115.

*29. p2. Polesworth (14 n-by-w.

Coventry) wn. by TH. in 1879 from

elderly resident natives and habitual

dialect speakers, 487.

29. si. Saltley (2 ene.Birmingham),
a mere suburb, wn. by TH. from

people in the street.

29. s2. Sherborne (3 ssw.Warwick)
wl. io. by Rev. W. Grice, shewing
practically rec. pron.

*6. s3. Stratford-on-Avon (1) cs in

so. by Mr. G. H. Tomline, school-

master, made for LLB. who passed it

on to AJE., who did not succeed in

palaeotyping it
; (2) wn. by TH. in

1880, 115.

*6. T. Tijsoe (11 se. Stratford-on-

Avon) (1) wl. by Mrs. Francis, of the

vicarage, completed from diet, by TH. ;

(2) wn. by TH. in 1886 principally
from a man b. 1802, and his wife b.

1809, p. 115.

*29. w. Warwick wn. by TH., the

general effect on the ear being quite

Midland, 488.

37. We.= Westmoreland, 10 places, all in D 31.

31. A. Appleby cs. io. with aq. by
Rev. C. Holme, native of Orton (9

ssw Appleby), several years in Mr.
Richardson's school at Appleby, repre-

senting m.We. This careful work,
over which Mr. Holme and I spent
much time in 1873, has been entirely

superseded by JGG.'s work.
*31. cl. Casterton (10 se.Kendal,

and 2 ne.Kirkby Lonsdale) cs. pal.
1875 by JGG. from a native, 558,
563, 597^', No. 6.

*31. c2. Crosby Ravensworth (6 sw.

Appleby) pal. 1875 by JGG. from
dictation of Mr. J. Dover, 560, 563,
599d, No. 13, 633.

*31. xl. Kendal (1) cs. pal. by
JGG. from diet, of Mr. Joseph Brown,
559, 563, No. 9

; (2) wl. in glossic by
Mr. J. Brown himself.

*31. K2. Kirkby Stephen (9 sse.

Appleby) pal. 1876 by JGG. from diet.

of Mr. Joseph Steel, 560, 563, 599,

633, No. 12.

*31. L. Long Sleddale (6 n.Kendal)
cs. pal. 1875 by JGG. from diet, of

Rev. T. Clarke, 559, 563.

*31. M. Milburn (5 nnw.Appleby)
cs. and wl. pal. by JGG. while residing
there two years with the assistance of

natives, 561, 563, 599, 633.

*31. o. Orton (11 ne.Kendal) (1) cs.

pal. by JGG. from diet, of J. Dover,

560, 563; (2) wl. io. by Rev. C. Holme,
superseded like A. by the work of JGG.

31. s. Shap (9 wsw. Appleby) note

by JGG. that Mr. Hindsou, of Kirkby
Lonsdale, b. 1800, remembered hearing

(kh, kwh) in use near this place in

1818.

*31. T. Temple Sowerby (6 nnw.

Appleby) cs. pal. by JGG., and finally
revised 1877 from diet, of Mrs. Atkinson,
of Winderwath, 561, 563, 599, 633.

38. Wl.= Wiltshire, 18 places, all in D 4.

4. A. Aldbourne (raab^RN) (8 se.

Swindon) wl. io. from Mr. T. H.
Chandler, jun., who spent the greater

part of his youth there.

4. cl. Calne (6 n.Devizes) (1) nwl.
Rev. G. H. Wayte, Bonehill, Tarn-

worth, 30 y. ; (2) nwl. Rev. W.
Wayte, 30 y., his brother.

*4. c2. Chippenham (8 nnw.Devizes)

from JGG., Hornet and Beetle, 51,
cwl. 54.

*4. c3. Christian Malford (10 nnw.

Devizes) pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Rev. Arthur Law, cs. 44; phrases, 48
;

cwl. 49.

4. c4. Corsham (7 n.Trowbridge)
from Dr. R. C. A. Prior, Halse

House, Taunton, cs. pal. from diet, by
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AJE. Dr. Prior introduced AJE. to

Rev. A. Law, whose cs., p. 44,

superseded this one.

4. co. Corsley (8 ssw.Trowbridge)
from Mrs. G. M. E. Campbell, Corsley
House, 50 y., wl. io. and notes.

4. D. Damerham (:daem"BRBm) (9 s.

Wilton) wl. io. by Eev. W. Owen,
vie., assisted by his schoolmaster, a

native.

4. E. East Knoyle (13 w.Wilton)
wl. from Eev. E. N. Milford, rect.,

12 y.
4. K. Kemble (4 sw. Cirencester, Gl.)

wn. by TH.
4. M. Maddington (:maed'nton

maannt'n) (7 n.Wilton) wl. io. from
Eev. Canon Bennett, vie. of Shrewton

(1 n. Maddington).
4. o. Orcheston (:os'n) St. George

(10 sse. Devizes) wl. io. from Eev.

Gorges Paulin Lowther, rect., from
70 y. to 80 y., then 85.

4. p. Purton (5 nw.Swindon) (1) wl.
io. for 4 m. round by Major Purton,
Purton House

; (2) wn. by TH.
4. si. Salisbury (3 w-by-s. Wilton)

to Warminster (16 nw.Wilton) (1) wl.
io. 1877 by Mr. T. H. Chandler,
Eowde

; (2) dt. 1879 written from his
diet, by his son.

4. s2. Seend (4 w. Devizes) wl. io.

by Eev. A. B. Thynne, vie.

4. s3. Sopworth (izaep-eth) (18 n.

Trowbridge) wl. io. for 4 m. west
and 10 m. east of Swindon, by Eev.

Joseph Buckley, rect.

*4. T. Tilshead (8 sse. Devizes) from
Miss L. H. Johnson, Hocktying and
dt. 58, cwl. 59.

4. w. Wilton wl. and dt. by Mr.
Edward Slow, coachbuilder, and con-
stant resident.

4. Y. Yatesbury (:J8etsbOTi) (7 nne.

Devizes) wl. io. from Eev. A. C.

Smith, rect., 50 y.

39. Wo. =Worcestershire, 25 places in D 6, 13, 29.

*6. A. Abberley (8 ssw. Kidder-

minster) wn. by TH. 113.

*6. si. Bengeworth (a suburb of

Evesham on the opposite side of the

Avon) wn. by TH. 113.

*6. B2. Sewdley(:}ris!udli) 3 sw.Kid-

derminster) wn. in 1880-1-2 by TH.
especially from a nonagenarian, about

94, full of vivacity, reading and sewing
without spectacles', when young a maker
and seller of ling brooms, 113.

6. B3. Bir?s Morton (6 s. Great

Malvern) wn. from a native by TH.
*29. c. Cradley (:krmlli) (9 ne.

Kidderminster) wn. from native hop-
pickers by TH. 485.

*6. Dl. Droitwich (6 ne-by-n.
Worcester) wn. by TH. 113.

*29. o2. Dudley (on an island of

Wo. locally in St.) cs. by Mr. E. Woof,
procured by LLB. 463, 464.

6. D3. Dunley (5 ssw. Kidderminster,
between Abberley and Stourport) wn.

byTH.
13. El. Eastham (10 sw. Kidder-

minster) wl. and dt. io. by Eev. H.
Browne, rect., see Tenbury.

*6. E2. Eldersfield (9 s. Great

Malvern) wn. in 1880 by TH. from a
native b. 1801, left at 13 and resided

since in m.Wo. 113.

6. E3. Evesham, dt. and wn. by TH.
from a market gardener.

*6. ol. Great Malvern, wn. by TH.
113.

*6. o2. Great Witley (9 sw.

Kidderminster) wn. by TH. 113.

*29. nl. Hagley (6 ene.Kidder-

minster) wn. by TH. 485.

*6. n2. Hanbury (6 wsw.Eedditch)
dt. and wn. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Miss Turner, of Whitelands, native,

112, 113.

6. n3. Hartlebury (3 sse.Kidder-

minster) dt. with aq. from the Misses

Haviland, of the rectory, and wu. by
TH.

6. K. Kidderminster, wn. by TH.
from natives.

*6. M. Malvern Wells and Link, wn.

by TH. see Gt. Malvern, 113.

*6. si. Saleway (8 sw.Eedditch)
wn. by TH. in 1880 from a native,

113.

*29. s2. Selly Oak (14 ene. Kidder-

minster) wl. pal. by AJE. from diet,

of Miss Sadler, of Whitelands, a

native, and wn. by TH. in the neigh-

bourhood, 485.

*29. s3. Stourbridge (6 ne. Kidder-

minster) wn. by TH. who found the

speech quite Mid. 485.

6. s4. Stourport (4 ssw.Kidder-

minster) wn. by TH. who said the

speech had "the southern ring."
13. T. Tenbury (:tEmberi) (16 wsw.

Kidderminster) dt. io. by Miss Sweet

(now Mrs. Chamberlain), author of

"A Glossary of West Worcestershire

Words with Glossic Notes by TH.,"
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and wn. by TH. in 1880 from Miss

Sweet and others. [This was acci-

dentally omitted in giving the account

of D 13.]

6. u. Vpton Snodbury (6 e. Worcester)
note per Rev. J. Wright, vie.

*6. w. Worcester (1) dt. pal. by TH.
112; (2) wn. by TH. 113.

40. Yo.=Yorkshire, 93 places in D 24, 30, 31.

24. A. Armitage Bridge (:eemtidj)

(2 s.Huddersfield) nwl. by Mr. Thomas

Brooke, 45 y.

24. B!. Barnborough (6 w.Doncaster)

pc. from Rev. Wilmot W. Ware, rect.

*24. B2. Barmley dt. pal. 1887 by
TH. from diet, of a native, 403.

24. s3. Birkenshaw (7 sw. Leeds)
wn. by TH.

*31. B4. Black Burton or Burton-

in-Lonsdale, Yo. (32 nw.Keighley) on

b. of La., on the Greta, Seward's Dia-

logue translated by Mr. J. Powley, and

pal. by JGG. 608 to 616, also cwl. 619.

*24. s5. Bradford (1) cs. written in

gl. by CCR. 367, notes 390
; (2) words

from Preston's Poems, 391
; (3) wn. by

TH.
24. s6. .5n>i^rfcw(3nne.Pontefract)

pc. from Rev. G. Haslam, vie.

*30. B7. Burton Constable (7 ssw.

Hornsea) wn. by TH. incidentally
mentioned on the middle of p. 501.

Burton-in-Lonsdale, see Black Bur-
ton.

*24. cl. Calverley (6 wnw.Leeds)
dt. pal. 1887 by TH. from a native,
390.

24. c2. Campsall (6 nnw.Doncaster)
pc. from Rev. Edwin Castle, vie.

*31. c3. Cautley, a hamlet in the

township of Sedberg (41 nw.Keighley),
on b. of We., (lj

cs. pal. 1876 by
JGG., used as variants to the cs. for

Sedberg, notes No. 8, p. 559, 598
; (2)

portion of a wl. pal. by JGG. from
the diet, of Mr. Law, then 60, a

regular old dalesman, in whose house
JGG. lived some weeks, left incomplete.

*31. c4. Chapel-le-dale (29 nw.

Keighley) wl. pal. by JGG. 619.
31. c5. Clapham (16 n.Clitheroe,

La.), extracts from a cs. pal. 1887 by
TH. from W. Metcalfe, native.

Dacre, see Lower Nidderdale, p. 500.
*30. Dl. Danby-in- Cleveland (15

se.Middlesborough) wl. and dt. both
io. by Rev. J. C. Atkinson, author of
the Cleveland Glossary, dt. 519, 521,
cwl 527.

*31. D2. Dent town (27 n-by-w.
Clitheroe, La., 12 ese.Kendal, We.)
cs. and wl. pal. 1876 by JGG. from a

native, cs. 558, 563, 598, cwl. 630.

*24. D3. Dewsbury (6 w.Wakefield)
(1) cs. written in gl. by CCR. with

notes, 367, 404; (2) cs. io. by Mr.
M. Ridgway, 37 y., sent to LLB., who
communicated it to AJE., with CCR.'s
notes on his orthography.

*24. D4. Doncaster, wl. pal. by
AJE. 1877 and 1882 from Dr. John

Sykes, who kindly came to town twice

for the purpose, 406.

30. D5. Drax (5 nw.Goole) 2 pc.
from Rev. S. H. Hooper, vie.

30. El. East Haddlesey (11 wnw.
Goole) pc. and letter from Rev. J. N.
Worfold, rect.

*24. E2. East Hardwick (2 s.Ponte-

fract) pc. from Rev. G. Eel, vie.
;

alluded to, 405^.
*30. E3. East Holderness, se.Yo.

dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr.

Stead, 522.

*24. E4. Elland (3 sse.Halifax) dt.

pal. 1887 by TH. from a native, 384.

*31. ol. Giggleswick (% w.Settle,
19 n. Burnley, La.) dt. pal. 1887 by
TH. from diet, of a native, 548.

*24. o2. Golcar (2 w.Huddersfield),
see 377^.

*30. a3. Goole and Marshland dt.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of the late

Rev. Dr. W. H. Thompson, 522.

30. H!. Hackness (5 W.Scarborough)
wl. io. from Rev. Thomas Cheese.

*24. n2. Halifax (1) cs. written in

gl. by CCR. 367; notes 384; (2)
Parable of the Prodigal Son translated

by CCR. in Part. IV. pp. 1400 to

1405
; (3) wn. by TH.

; (4) cwl. from
J. Crabtree, 383.

30. n3. Hatfield (6| ne.Doncaster)

pc. and letter from Rev. G. Haydon,
vie.

Hawes, see Upper Wensleydale, u6,
below.

24. n4. Haworth (3 sw.Keighley)
wn. by TH.

*30. n5. Holderness district, forming
se.Yo. from Hull to Spurnhead, and
n. to Bridlington: (1) cs. pal. by AJE.
from Rev. Henry Ward, 501, 502, 518,
who also gave me a version of Launce
and Speed, not used. The assistance

of Rev. H. Ward was obtained by the
late Rev. J. R. Green, the historian

;
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(2) dt. for East Holderness, see above

E3
; (3) cwl. made from wl. furnished

by Messrs. R. Stead, F. Ross, and
\ Holderness, the three authors of the

Holderness Glossary, 532; (4) TH.'s
~"~

dhr-)
absence of article, 501.

visits to examine (thr- dhr-) and

*24. H6. Holnifirth (6 s.Hudders-

fieldj nwl. by Mr. A. Beardsell, 40 y.,

380.

*30. H7. Hornsea, TH.'s examina-
tion of (thr- dhr-), 501, c.

*31. n8. Horton-in-Ribblesdale (19

n-by-e.Clitheroe, La., 21 ene.Lan-

caster, between Ingleborough and

Penyghent Hills) wl. pal. by JGG-.

from a native, 619.

*31. n9. Hoivffill(8 ene.Kendal,We.)
wl. pal. 1876 by JGG-. from Mr. Best,
a native, who called on AJE. also, 630.

*24. HlO. Huddersfield (rw/luzftld,

:?lhBzfil) (1) cs. written in gl. by CCR.
367, 378 ; (2) wl. by Messrs. Dowse
& Tomlinson, and Miss Mercy Hibbard,
380.

*30. nil. Hull (1) wn. by TH.
501 b, c; (2) wl. io. by Rev. Canon

Simmons, Dalton Holme (:dAAt'n

room, :ul).

*31. Hl2. Hurst (8 w.Richmond)
dt. pal. by TH. from diet, of a native,
548.

31. i. Ilkley (5 nne.Keighley) wl.

pal. by JGG. from dictation of Mrs.

Best, not used.

*24. K. Keighley (rkiikjhlt, rkiithlt)

(1) cs. written ingl. by CCR 367 ;
notes

386
; (2) fragments of a cs. pal. in 1887

from a native by TH. 385; (3) wl.

pal. by JGG. from Mrs. Foster, 387 ;

(4) wl. io. by Mr. Septimus Brigg, for

town of Keighley and up the valley of

the Aire as far as Bradley (6 nnw.

Keighley), misprinted Bradford, 387.

*31. Ll. Laithkirk (20 nw.Rich-

mond) cs. and wl. io. by Rev. W.
Robinson Bell, vie., interpreted by a

cwl. by JGG. pal. from diet., this

applies to the nw. horn of Yo. 624.
*24. L2. Leeds (1) cs. written in gl.

by CCR. with notes, 367 ; notes, 396
;

(2) refined town form, 396
; (3) full

wl. written in glossic, 397.
*30. L3. Leven (6 wsw.Hornsea)

wn. by TH. described p. 501 *, c.

*30. L4. Lofthouses, see Lower
Nidderdale, 500.

*30. LO. Lower Nidderdale, contain-

ing Lofthouses (16 nw.Harrogate),
Ramsgill (14 nw.H.), Pateley Bridge
(11 nw.H.), GreenhowHill(10 nw.H.),

Dacre (8 nw.H.), cs. written in gl. by
CCR. 500, 502, 516.

*24. Ml. Manningham, suburb of

Bradford, wn. by TH. shewing use of

( ) 365, which Dr. Wright thinks to
be a mistake, 389.

*30. M2. Market Weighton (:wiit'n)

(9 w.Beverley) (1) cs. io. by Mr. J.

Kirkpatrick, who also gave specimens ;

(2) another cs. by Mr. H. Dove
; (3)

glossic transcription by CCR.
; (4) cs.

and wl. pal. 1877 by AJE. from read-

ing of Rev. J. Jackson Wray, cs. 501,
502, 517; spec. 497, 498; cwl. 529.

*24. M3. Marsden (7 sw. Huddersfield)
(1) nwl. by the curate (unnamed), as-

sisted by Mr. R. Bamford, School
Terrace

; (2) printed specimen sent by
Mr. Adshead, then of Pendleton, La.

;

(3) dt. and wn. by TH. 379, 380.

Marshland, see Goole at o3.

*31. M4. Middlesmoor (14 w-by-n.
Ripon) cs. written in gl. by CCR., a por-
tion given under Upper Nidderdale, 544.

*30. M5. Mid Yorkshire, district

defined, 499, cs. written in gl. by
CCR. 502, 513 (repeated 557, 563),
and full wl. also written in gl. by
CCR. 523.

*30. M6. Moors, The, meaning
"Whitby, Malton, Pickering (7 n-by-e.

Malton), or the east part of North

Riding, dt. io. by Rev. J. Thornton,
vie. of Aston Abbot, Aylesbury, 519.

Muker, see Upper Swaledale, u5,
below.

*30. N!. New Malton cs. written in

gl. by CCR. considered a subdistrict of

his Mid Yo., see above M5, 499 last

line, 500, 502, 516.

North Craven, see above, Burlon-

in-Lonsdale, B4
; Chapel-le-dale, c4

;

Horton-in-Ribblesdale, n8.

*30. N2. North East Coast, district

defined, p. 500, No. 8, cs. written ingl.

by CCR. 502, 517.
*30. N3. North Mid Yorkshire,

district defined, 499, No. 3, cs. written

in gl. by CCR. 502, notes 515
;
this is

for the ordinary rural speech ;
CCR.

gave also a cs. in refined rural form.

31. N4. North of Richmond, refined

phase, cs. written in gl. by CCR.,

apparently as a reminiscence of the

pron. of an individual mentioned in

CCR.'s Leeds Glossary, p. xiii; being
a refined form, it is omitted here, as

was the refined form in N3 above.

The peasant speech of which this was

a refinement was probably the same

as that of Laithkirk above, Ll. It is
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made remarkable by the frequent use

of (a)
as (aat net ta bi raq av sa'ikmi

a paant az dhis) ought not to be wrong
of = on such a point as this, (laa-in

s^ritit at waal liqth atap- a)t' graa'wnd
tloos biv)t' uus daar iv iz gaa'wd saanda

kaat daa'wn at kaanar a jan laan) lying
stretched at whole length atop of the

ground close by the house door in his

good Sunday coat at corner of yon
lane.

*24. o. Osset (4 w.Wakefield) wn.

by TH 365.

Pateley Bridge, see Lower Nidder-

dale.

30. P. _P0cM;^frw(12e-by-s.York)

(1) wl. io. by Miss Lucy Singleton,
Great Givendale House

; (2) full wl.

io. by Dr. T. Wilson, more than 60 y.

Ramsgill, see Lower Nidderdale, L5
above.

*31. 1. Richmond wl. io. by Mr.

George Bell, noticed p. 544#.

30. u2. Ripon to ThirsJc (taking

parts of CCE.'s Mid and North Mid

Yo., above n5 and N3), wl. io. by
Mrs. Lloyd, Hazelcroft, Eipley (7 s.

Eipon).
24. R3. Ripponden (5 sw.Halifax)

wn. by TH. from two shepherds.
24. R4. Rossington (4 se.Doncaster)

pc. from Eev. J. W. Scarlett, rect.

*24. R5. Rotherham, es. written in

gl. by CCR. 367, 404.

24. R6. Roundhay (3 ne. Leeds) nwl.

by Mr. F. M. Lupton, 27 y. from birth.

*24. si. Saddleworth wl. io. by Mr.
G. H. Adshead, 380.

*31. s2. Sedberg (31 w.Eichmond)
cs. pal. 1876 by JGG. from diet. 559,
563, 598.

30. s3. Selby (10 nw.Goole) pc.
from Eev. F. W. Harper, vie.

*24. s4. Sheffield (1) cs. so. by Prof.

Farkes, procured through JAHM. and

friends, 367, 405
; (2) notes on vowels.

405.

30. s5. Skeffling (4 se.Patrington,
near Spurn Head) wl. io. from Eev.
H. Maister, vie., all his life.

*30. s6. Skelton-in- Cleveland (16
wnw. Whitby) dt. io. with long notes

by Mr. I. Wilkinson, read to me by
Mr. J. W. Langstaff, of Stanghow
(3 sse.Skelton), 519, 521.

*31. s7. Skipton (8 nw.Keighley)
(1) cs. written in gl. by CCE. extracts,
544

; (2) dt. pal. 1887 by TH. 548.
*24. s8. Slaithwaite (4 sw.Hudders-

field), see 377, var. i.

*30. s9. Smith (6 w-by-s.Goole) (1)

wl. io. by Eev. J. W. Norman, 533
; (2)

pc. from Eev. C. E. Stores, vie.

*30. slO. South Ainsty, denned 499
No. 2, cs. written in gl. by Mr. E. Stead

and pal. by AJE. 499, 502, 514 No. 2.

*30. sll. South Cleveland district

denned 500, cs. written in gl. by CCE.
500, 502, 516 No. 7, the n. Cleveland

has been spoiled dialectally by the iron

works.
24. s!2. South Owram(l^se. Halifax)

wn. by TH. has only (M) as noted, 365.

*30. s!3. Sutton (3nne.Hull) dt. io.

by Mr. E. French, then of the lead

works, 167 Church St., Hull, see Ch. p.

522.

*30. s!4. Swine (5 nne.Hull) wn.

by TH. from a native of Hull, who
had resided 20 or 30 years at Swine,
alluded to, 501 b, c.

24. il. Thornton (5 n. Halifax) wn.

byTH.
24. T2. TicTchill (7 s.Doncaster) pc.

from Eev. Charles Bury, vie.

*31. ul. Tipper Craven with Upper
Nidderdale, es. written in gl. by CCE.
extracts given, 544.

*24. u2. Upper Cumberworth (6

sse.Huddersfield) dt. and wn. pal. 1881

by TH. from diet. 380.

*31. u3. Upper Mining Dales, i.e.

Swaledale and Arkengarthdale, cs.

written in gl. by CE. extracts given,
544.

*31. u4. Upper Nidderdale, cs.

written in gl. by CCE. extracts given,
544.

*31. uo. Upper Swaledale or Muher

(16 w-by-s.Eichmond) cs. pal. 1876

by JGG. from many natives 557 (where
it is called Upper Swaledale}, 563,
595 (where it is called Muker), extracts

544, and cwl. also by JGG. 619
;
JGG.

likewise gave a translation of Launce
and Speed, which was transcribed into

his own gl. by CCE. and re-rendered

by JGG. 1878, but as the example is a

bad one it is not given.
*31. u6. Upper Wensleydale or

Ifawes (20 wsw.Eichmond) cs. pal.
1876 by JGG. from a native, 557, 563,

596, all No. 3 under Hawes.
30. wl. Waghen or Wawne (4 se.

Beverley) wl. io. by Eev. G. Wilkin-

son, 35 y.
*24. w2. WaTceJield wn. by TH.

incorporated with a cwl. deduced from
Mr. W. S. Banks's printed List of
Words, 401.

*30. w3. Washburn River region,

lying between the Wharfe and the
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Nidd, remarkable for use of (th) for

def. art., cs. written in gl. by CCR.
500, 502, 516, all No. 6.

*30. w4. Whitby (1) dt. and wl.

both io. by the late Mr. F. K. Robin-

son, druggist, author of the Whitby
Glossary, dt. 519, 521, cwl. 527; (2)

dt. io. for this included in the Moors,

by Eev. J. Thornton, 519, 521<f.

*24. w5. Windhill (3 n. Bradford)

dt. pal. by AJE. from Dr. J. Wright,
native, 389.

York Ainsty, see South Ainsty above
slO.

30. Y. York City refined speech,
used by tradespeople and best class of

inhabitants of rural market towns
;

cs.

gl. by CC1I. and Mr. Stead, but
omitted as not being genuine dialect,
see remarks on Leeds refined form, 396.

41. Ma. = Isle of Man, 3 places, all in D 23, Var. ii.

*23. Kl. Kirk Christ Lezayre (2

w. Ramsey) dt. pal. by TH. from diet,

of a native, and wn. 361, 363.

*23. K2. Kirk Christ Riishen (4 w.

Castletown) dt. pal. by TH. from diet,

of natives, 361, 363.

23. K.3. Kirk Patrick (2 s.Peel)
wn. by TH. from diet, of Mrs. E.

Corphey, b. 1855, native, wife of in-

formant for Kirk Christ Lezayre.
*23. P. Peel dt. and wn. in 1881 by

TH. from natives, 361, 363.

"Wales.

36 places in D 2, 3, 13, 14, 28, or in no district.

Observe "aqCB." means "Answers to Questions respecting the Celtic Border."

means, not considered in this book, because the peasants do not habitually
converse in English.

43. BR. =BRECONSHIRE.

4 places in D 13.

13. Bl. Brecon, aqCB. from Eev.

D. Grifiith, vie.

*13. B2. Breconshire, eastern or

English-speaking part, with w.He. wl.

by Mr. R. Stead, see Folkestone, Ke.

178.

13. s3. Builth (13 n.Brecon) aqCB.
from Rev. A. J. Coore, vie.

13. c. Crickhowel (12 ese.Brecon)

aqCB. from Rev. B. Somerset, rect.

45. CM. = CARMARTHEN.
1 place in no district.

0. c. Carmarthen cs. and wl. of

Welsh-English of 1830 by the late

Mr. W. Spurrell, author of a Welsh-

English Grammar and Dictionary.

47. DN. = DENBIGHSHIRE.

4 places, 3 in D 28, 1 in no district.

28. c. Chirk (9 ssw.Wrexham)
aqCB. from Rev. T. H. Simpson, vie.

*28. H. Holt (5 ne.Wrexham) aqCB.
from Rev. H. Wray, vie., note from
Mr. E. French (see Sutton, Yo.), and
wn. by TH. 458.

0. R. Ruabon (5 sw.Wrexham)
aqCB. from Rev. M. Edwards, vie.

*28. w. Wrexham aqCB. by Rev.
D. Howell, vie., and wn. by TH. 458.

48. FL.= FLINT.

8 places, 5 in D 28, 3 in no district.

*28. Bl. Bettisfield (6 sw.Bangor, de-

tached) wn. by TH. from a native, 456.

*28. B2. Bretton (3 sw. Chester,

main) wn. by TH. 458.

0. P. Flint, aqCB. from Rev. E.

Jenkins, vie.

*28. H!. Hanmer (5 wsw.Bangor,
detached) wn. 456, and dt. pal. by TH.
from a native, 452, and dt. io. by Mr. T.

Bateman, of Arowry, a hamlet in Han-

mer, and letter from Rev. M. H. Lee.

*28. n2. Hawarden (6 ese.Flint,

main), aqCB. from Rev. S. Gladstone,

rect., dt. io. from Mr. Spencer, school-

master, and wn. by TH. 458.

28. n3. Hope (5 se.Mold, main)

aqCB. by Rev. J. Rowlands, vie.

0. M. Mold (6 s.Flint) aqCB. by
Rev. Rowland Ellis, vie.

0. N. Nor thop (3 s.Flint, main)

aqCB. by Rev. T. Williams, vie.

49. GM. = GLAMORGANSHIRE.

3 places, 1 in D 3, 2 in no district.

*3. G. Gowerland, dt. io. and note

from Rev. J. D. Davies, 13, 35.

0. L. Llantrissant (10 nw.Cardiff)

aqCB. from Rev. J. Powell Jones, vie.

0. M. Merthyr Tydvil, aqCB. from

Rev. John Grifiith, rect.
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51. MG. =MONTGOMERYSHIRE.
9 places, all in D 14.

14. Bl. Berriew (3 nw. Montgomery)
aqCB. from Rev. Joseph Baines,

vie.

14. s2. Buttington (2 ne.Welshpool)

aqCB. from Rev. J. Lewis, vie., and

note from Rev: D. Phillips Lewis.

14. F. Forden (3 n. Montgomery)
aqCB. from Rev. J. E. Vise, vie.

14. G. Guilsfield (2 n.AVelshpool)

aqCB. and note from Rev. D. Phillips

LeAvis, vie.

14. K. Kerry (2 ese.Newtown) aqCB.
from Rev. W. Morgan, vie.

14. L. Llandrinio (8 nne.Welshpool)

aqCB. from Rev. E. B. Smith, rect.

*14. M. Montgomery, aqCB. and
letter containing much information on
the CB. from Rev. F. W. Parker,
rect. Ub, 183c.

14. s. Snead (5 se.Montgomery)
aqCB. from Rev. G. 0. Pardoe,
rect.

14. w. WelshpooL aqCB. from Rev.
J. S. Hill, vie.

52. PM. = PEMBROKESHIRE.
4 places all in D 2.

*2. R. Ehos and DaugleddyHtmdreds,
the two sw. peninsulas of Pm. (1) Rev.
J. Tombs, rect. of Burton (3 n.Pem-
broke) sent me a dt. 32, printed lecture

and notes; (2) Mr. F. T. Elworthy
sent notes, 34

; (3) notes from Mr. E.
L. Jones, master of Brooklands School,
Sale, Manchester, native of Tenby, 34

;

(4) dt. from diet, by Mr. W. Spurrell,
32, with specimens of Narberth Speech,
34

; (5) notes from Ven. Archdeacon

Edmondes, of Warren, 34.

53. RD. = RADNORSHIRE.
3 places in D 13.

*13. B. Boughrood (18 sw.Presteign,
at the extreme s. of the county) aqCB.
from Ven. H. de Winton, Arch, of

Brecon and vie. 179.

13. L. Llanddewi Tstradenny (11

wsw.Knighton) aqCB. from Rev. L.
A. Smith, vie.

13. N. New Radnor (7 sw.Presteign)
aqCB. from Rev. J. Gillam, rect.

Scotland.

39 places in D 33 to D 42.

54. AB. = ABERDEENSHIRE.

3 places in D 39.

*39. A. Ab. generally (1) numerals
from Mr. Melville Bell's Visible Speech,
726 ; (2) sentences from the same, 777.

*39. B. Buchan district, (1) Ruth,
chap. i. pal. by Dr. JAHM. from diet.

698, No. 3
; (2) nwl. by Dr. Findlater,

779 ; (3) words selected from J. Alex-
ander's Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk,
779.

*39. c. Cromdr district, MS. phonetic
account by the late Mr. Samuel Innes,
died about 1866, given me by Mr. T.
H. Ridge in 1872, partly read to me
in 1883 by Jane Morrison, native of

Tarland, in Cromar, servant of Sir
Peter Lumsden, and fresh from Tar-
land, who knew Mr. Innes by name

;

(1) his account of the pron. 766 to

768; (2) his examples, The Meeting,
769 ; Yule-tide, 770 ;

The Fight, 773 ;

Notes, 775.

56. AY. =AYRSHIRE.
6 places in D 35 and 36.

*35. A. Ayr, Ruth, chap. i. pal. by

240, withDr. Murray in his DSS. p. 5

cwl. from it, 698 No. 2, 742.
*36. c. Coylton (6 ese.Ayr) (1) cwl.

io. representing the district of Kyle,
742; (2) dt. io. with notes pal. by
AJE. 731, both by Rev. Neil Living-
stone, Free Church, Manse. This

might be put to x2.
*35. xl. Kilmarnock, phonetic trans-

cription of Burns' s Tarn o> Shanter

by Messrs. Thomas Lang (then of

Kilmarnoch), Carstairs Douglas, R.

Giffen, and others, pal. with notes by
AJE. 731-741. This might be put
to K2.

*35 and 36. K2. Kyle, (1) W.
Simson's words (printed) 742; (2) a
word from Miss C. G. Hamilton.

*36. N. New Cumnock(l5ese.Ayr.),
Burns' s song of Duncan Gray, written
1847 by me in my extended phonotypic
alphabet of that year, from the diet, of
John Lowe, and pal. from the original,
748.

*35. o. Ochiltree (:oo-kh'ltri) (11 e.

Ayr) nwl. by Mr. D. Patrick, 1877,
then in Edinburgh, but knowing the
dialect "all his life," 28 y., 742.
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57. BA. =BANFPSHIRE.

1 place in D 39.

*39. K. Keith, by Rev. Walter

Gregor, native, see 683, No. 6, (1) cs.

written io. and pal. by Dr. Murray,

684, 695; (2) cwl. pal. from Mr.

Gregor's dictation by AJE. 779 to

785 ; (3) notes and pbrases dictated at

the same time as (2), 777 to 779.

58. Bw. = BERWICKSHIRE.

1 place in D 34.

*34. c. Chirnside (9 wnw.Berwick-

upon-Tweed) by Rev. George Wilson,
Free Churcb, Glenluce (15 w.Wigton,
dt. and nwl. in io. pal. by AJE. from

indications, both 726.

60. Cs. = CAITHNESS.

1 place in D 40.

*40. w. Wick (1) cs. pal. 1874 by
AJE. from diet, of Mr. A. Meiklejohn
and Revs. J. Sinclair and R. Macbeth,
683, No. 7, 684, 696

; (2) wd. from
Miss C. G. Hamilton.

64. Dr. = DUMFRIESSHIRE.

1 place in D 36.

*36. T. Tynron (14 nw. Dumfries)
notes and Iw. in 1868 by Mr. James

Shaw, 749.

65. ED. =EDINBURGHSHIRE or MID
LOTHIAN.

1 place in D 34.

*34. E. Edinburgh (1) cs. pal. by
JAHM. from diet, of Mrs. Ch. Murray,
native, 683, No. 3, 684, 695, 726^;

(2) Lothian sentences from Mr. Mel-
ville Bell's Visible Speech, 724; (3)

numerals from the same, 726 ; (4)

Central Scottish from Dr. Murray's
DSS., pp. 144 to 149, may belong to

D 34, 35, 36, or any part of Mid
Lowland, as the words are not dis-

tinguished, 727.

67. Fi. =FIFESHIRE.

2 places in D 34 and D 37.

*34. F. Fifeshire generally, (1) sen-

tences from Mr. Melville Bell's Visible

Speech, 725 ; (2) numerals from the

same, 726.

*37. N. Neu;burgh-on-Tay (8 wnw.

Cupar) dt. io. with notes by Rev. Dr.
Alex. Laing, 752.

E.E. Pron. Part V.

68. Fo. =FORFARSHIRE.
3 places in D 38.

*38. A. Arbroath cs. written in io.

by Mr. W. J. Anderson, pal. by Dr.
J. A. H. Murray, 683, No. 5, 684,
695.

*38. B. Brechin nwl. by Mr. J.

Guthrie, Royal Bank of Scotland, 25 y.,

760.

*38. D. Dundee (1) dt. pal. 1881 by
AJE. from diet, of Miss Begge, then
of Whitelands, 758, with notes and

phrases from the same, 759 ; (2) notes

by Mr. G. Clarke of the West End
Academy, 760.

69. HD. =HADDINGTONSHIRE or EAST
LOTHIAN.

1 place in D 34.

*34. L. Linton (5 ne.Haddington) cs.

io. by Mr. J. Teenan, really gen. D 34,
almost identical with 684, No. 3,

Edinburgh.

71. Kc. = KlNCARDINESHIRE.

1 place in D 38.

*38. G. Glenfarquhar (11 w-by-s.
Stonehaven) from Mr. J. Ross, M.A.,
Rector of the High School, Arbroath,

Fo., native, (1) notes, 756; (2) dt.

so. 758 ; (3) nwl. with aq. and long

explanations, 760.

73. KB. = KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE

(rkirkuirbri).

1 place in D 36.

*36. K. Kirkpatrick-Durham (:kil-

pee-trik) (5 n.Castle Douglas) nwl. by
Rev. W. A. Stark, 6 y., 749.

74. LK. = LANARKSHIRE.

1 place in D 35.

*35. G. Glasgow and Clydesdale

generally, (1) Clydesdale sentences from

Mr. Melville Bell's Visible Speech,

730, 742; (2) wl. io. by Mr. John

Alexander, then of Glasgow (rgleskra),

50 y., 742.

770. OR. = ORKNEY.

forming one county with Shetland,

here separated as 77#, and placed
after Se. = Selkirk, because they
have been placed in separate dis-

tricts
;

1 place in D 41.

*41. s. Sanda, northern isles, the

residence of Mr. W. Traill Dennison,

who in 1880 published his Orcadian

Sketch Book, out of which has been

5*



taken Paetij ToraVs Traveltye, with

the pron. corrected by himself vv. in

Aug. 1884, p. 791 to 802, and he also

wrote and dictated to me vv. his trans-

lation of John Cfilpin into older Orkney

speech, June, 1888, p. 802 to 811.

78. PB.=PEEBLESHIRE.

1 place in D 34.

*34. P. Peebles co. generally,
numerals from Mr. Melville Bell's

Visible Speech, 726.

79. PR. = PERTHSHIRE.

1 place in D 37.

*37. P. Perth, or neighbourhood,

(1) dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of

Misses Miles, Pollar and Kidd of

Whitelands in 1881
; (2) words from

Enga pron. by the same, both 753.

80. RF. = RENFREWSHIRE.

1 place in D 35.

*35. L. Lochwinnoch (:lokh-emakh)

(12 sw.Renfrew, misprinted 6 sw. on

p. 747) words and phrases contrasted

with Ochiltree, Ay. by Mr. David

Patrick, 747.

82. Rx. = ROXBURGHSHIRE.
5 places in D 33.

*33. H. Hawick (1) pron. abstracted

from Dr. Murray's DSS. 710 to 713 ;

(2) cs. written in pal. by Dr. J. A. H.

Murray, native, 682 No. 2, 684, 694
;

(3) Ruth, Chap. i. pal. by Dr. JAHM.
from his DSS. p. 241, Teviotdale 698,
No. 1

; (4) Teviotdale sentences from
Mr. Melville BeU's Visible Speech, 714 ;

(5) numerals from the same, 726 ; (6)
Scotch Hundredth Psalm, from Dr.
JAHM.'s DSS. 715 ; (7) South Low-
land cwl. from DSS. increased by
communications from Dr. JAHM. 716
to 721 ;

as all of these are based on
Dr. Murray's authority, they are all

classed under his native place.
*33. L. LiddesdaleHead, near Thorli-

shop (12 s-by-e.Hawick), cwl. pal. by
JGG. from Mr. Jackson, 75y., 721.

33. R. Roxburgh Town (17 nnw.

Hawick) cwl. pal. by JGG. from diet.

of Mr. D. Ross, then of Milburn, but

25 y. from birth
;
not intended for publi-

cation and not printed.
33. T. Teviotdale Head (8 se. Hawick)

cwl. pal. by JGG. from Mr. Linton,

Lewisburn, Plashetts (24 nw.Hexham,
Nb.

) ,
20 y. ,

not intended for publication
and not printed.

33. Y. Yetholm (.-jaath'm) (8 se.

Kelso, 1 m. from the Nb. b. on the

road to Wooler, a great gypsy settle-

ment) from diet, of Mr. T. Kirkup,
M.A., native of Wooler, 15y., for 4

of which he was a pupil teacher in

Yetholm, (1) a wl. partly corrected in

pal. by AJE. from his dictation
; (2)

dt. pal. by the same from the same
;

neither used, see p. 655 d.

83. SE. = SELKIRKSHIRE.

*33. Selkirk (tsselkrik, rsselkrit) wl.

pal. by JGG. from diet, of Mr. J.

Mitchell, of Howgill Castle, Milburn,

We., native, but 25 y. absent from
Scotland ;

not printed.

77 b. SD. = SHETLAND.

4 places in D 42
;
this forms one county

with 77a Orkney, which see after

74 Lk.

*42. D. Dunrossness, southernmost

point of mainland Sd. (1) cs. written

in io. by Mr. David Cogle, fisherman,
native of Cuningsborough, and pal.

by AJE. from the diet, of Miss A. B.

Malcolmson, of Lerwick, 683 No. 8,

684, 696
; (2) in print

" Shetland

Fireside Tales by G.S.E." (Mr. G.

Stewart, of Edinburgh, native of

Dunrossness), given me by Mr. Cogle,
818.

42. L. Lerwick, (1) Parable of the

Prodigal Son in Sd. speech, written

in io. by Mr. Arthur Laurenson, of

Lerwick, and pal. by me from diet, of

Miss Anna B. Malcolmson, 816
; (2)

nwl. by Mr. A. L. of which the

principal words were pal. by me from
the diet, of Miss A. B. M. 818.

42. s. Shetland generally, (1) MS.

Glossary of words collected by Mr.
A. Grant, and sent to Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte, who lent it to me
; (2) "A

Shetland Letter
' ' communicated to me

in MS. by Prince LLB., and translated

by Mr. A. Laurenson, but as it has

not been read to me, I have not used

it
; part of it is printed in the 'Zetland

Directory and Guide,' 1860.

*42. u. Unst (1) MS. Glossary of

words collected by Dr. L. Edmondstone
with the ^pronunciation of several

marked by Walker's symbols, belonging
to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, who lent

it to me ; (2) in print
' The Parable of

the Sower,' Matth. xiii. 3-9, trans-

lated in 1858 by Dr. LE. for Prince
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LLB., and communicated by him with
Annotations to the Philological Society
of London, 20 June, 1878, p. 817.

86. "Wo. =WIGTOWNSHIRE.
2 places in D 36.

*36. G. Glenluce (glEnlyy^) (15 w.

Wigton) nwl. hy Rev. George Wilson,

Free Church, Glenluce, who went over

every word with his deacon, James
McCulloch, 68, native, whose father

kept up the dialect well, 749.
*36. s. Stranraer (25 w-by-n.

Wigton) cs. pal. by AJE. from diet,

of Messrs. W. Boyd, M. Armstrong,
and R. Caddow, 683, No. 4, 684,
695, 749.

Ireland.

117. Wx. =WEXFORD. co.

1 place in D 1.

*1. F. Forth and Bargy baronies,

letter from E. Hore, and from printed
matter by Rev. William Barnes, pp.
25-30.

YII. ALPHABETICAL INEOKMANTS LIST AND INDEX
OE ALL THE NAMES MENTIONED IN THIS
TEEATISE.

This consists of two distinct parts given for convenience in one alphabetical

arrangement. The first is a reverse index to the Alphabetical County List VI.,

enabling the reader to refer back from the informant's name to his contribution.

The name in roman letters is followed by the usual two -letter abbreviation of

the name of the county in italics with M, W, S, I prefixed if it belongs to the
Isle of Man, Wales, Scotland, or Ireland. This refers at once to the Alpha-
betical Counties List, VI., which is arranged first in countries, and then in

counties. Then follows the initial, numbered if necessary, which refers to that

given under the name of the county in VI., and immediately points out the place,
whence the information was derived, and whence all the necessary particulars
can be found. When more than one county is referred to, a is interposed.
The second part contains those names which are not introduced in VI. because

they could not be conveniently referred to a specified place in a county. These
for distinction are printed in italics with generally an indication of the matter
for which any name is cited, and the page where it will be found. When the

name also belongs to the first part, only the indication is printed in italics.

The names of all persons or books mentioned in my treatise from which I

have directly derived information are thus given errors excepted. The names
of those from whom my informants derived their knowledge, though occasionally

given in the text, are generally not inserted in this list, although there are a few

exceptions, as no rule could be conveniently observed in inserting or omitting them.
The names of some of the books used are also given, and it may be assumed

that I have consulted every important book on dialects that has appeared (p. 5b),

although not specially named. These I did not consider it necessary to specify.
See the Bibliography published by the English Dialect Society and its own

publications. The peculiar character of this treatise consists in imprinted and
hitherto uncollected sources of information on which it is founded, and it is to

those from whom I procured it that this Alphabetical List mainly relates.

A

Adcock, Miss M. A. Le.

*s.

Adshead, G, H. To. M3.
si.

Agricola's wall, 22.

Ainger, Rev. Dr. Nb. R.

Aiton, W. General View

of Agriculture in the

Co. of Ayr, 7290.
Akerman's 'Hornet and

Beetle,' pal. 51 to 54.

Alexander, J. SLk. G.

and see Gibb, SAb. s.

Alfred King, 2.

Allen, Ven. Archd. Sh.

P2.

Allen, Grant,
' Are we

Englishmen ?' 9 note.

Allen, Miss. Le. *B4.

Allen, T. Nb. *sl.

Allen, Rev. T. T. Du. D.

Allnutt, W. H. Ox. o.

Auchmaty, Rev. A. C.

He. L5.

Anderson, W. J. SFo. A.
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Anonymous, vie. Co. Ll.

"vie. Du. A2.

rector. *Es. R. vie.

He. A. vie. Li. B3.

servant. Li. *E.

passenger. Nf. *N5.

vie. Ox. n2.

curate. To. M3.

Anstey, Mary. Dv. *il.

Arden, Mrs. Douglas. Li.

Hi. 88.

Arnold, M., bis pron. of

'fate,' 33*.

Armstrong, Eev. E. P.

Li. s5.

Armstrong, M. SWg. s.

Asbby, G. Nf. xl.

Atkinson, Mrs. C^. cl.

We. T. Aer assistance

for Edenside names,

55od, 603c.

Atkins, A. H. Bu. c2.

Atkinson, "W. Cu. P.

his assistance for Eden-
side names, 603c.

Atkinson, Rev. J. La. D.

Atkinson, Eev. J. C. To.

Dl.

B

Bainbridge, J. Cw. E.

Ais assistance for Eden-
side Names, 603c.

Baines, Rev. J. WMg.vl.
Baird, If. =Nathan Hogg,

I56d, l5Sc, U9d.
Baker, R. S. Nf. N4.

Baker, Rev. R. S. Np. n4.

Ballard, H. He. *M.

Baldwin, Rev. I. N. Nt.
M4.

Bamford, R. mFo. n3.

Banks, Mrs. L. La. M!.

Banks, W. S. To. *w2.

Banting, W. B. J?. *H 1.

Bantou, Rev. P. Np. 3.

Barclay, Rev. D. Ht. s4

Barkas, T. P. JW. *N 1.

Barlow, Rev. J. M. Sr. s2.

Barnard, Mrs. J. JT<. s3.

Barnes, Rev. W. Z>o.

*w3. IWx. ^.printed
25, 26, 30onf,v,and
s, zin S. 38 to 41.

Bartlett, Rev. W. A. S*.

W3.

Batchelor, T. 2?rf. *B.

and his '

Orthoepical

Analysis,' 204-209 (all

Bateman, T. WFl. Hi.

Baumann, H. his London-

isms, 230.

Beardsell, A. To. *n6.

Beeby, Miss. Bu. *wl.

Beesley, T. jun. Ox. *B!.

Beesley, sen. Ox. *B!.

Begge, Miss. SFo. D.

ite&, Dr. on'v,w,' 132.

Bell, A. M. SAb. A.

. E. SFi. F.

. G.SPb. P.

. H. Ais '
Visible

Speech' sentences, 714,

724, 725, 730, 777, and

Numerals, 726. revises

Buchan version ofRuth,
698*.

Bell, G. To. *nl.

Bell, Miss H. Le. w.

Bell, Rev. H. Cu. R.

Bell, Jacob, Nb. K.

Bell, Miss M. A. La. *c8.

Bell, Rev. W.R. To. *L!.

BeUows, J. Gl. Bl.

La. p3.

Bennett, Rev. Canon, F7.
M.

Bennett, E. St. E2.

Benton, Mr. Pb. Es. *sl.

Berin, Rev. H. Ke. pi.

Berkeley, Rev. S. H. Dv.
ic2.

Bewick, R. Nb. *w2.

Best, To. n9.

Best, Mrs. To. i.

Bewly, E. S. Ha. A.

Sf. 82.

Bigge, Rev. J. F. JV5. *s2.

Biugbam, Rev. Canon,
Do. si.

Birch, Rev. G. .5. E.

Birket, W. his help for
Edenside names, 603d'.

Blasson, T. ii. *s4.

Blenkinsopp, Rev. E. L.
Li. slO.

Blythe, Rev. J. Nb. A2.

Bogg, T. W. Li. *L3.

Bolingbroke, Mrs. F. H.
Bd. M.

Bonaparte, Prince L.-L.,
his help, 5. GL a =
(ii), 64. on Nb. burr,

643a, 6440. Be. *nl.
.Bw. c2, c3, L. Es.
*sl. Gl. nl. Ha.
*c\.He. *D2 *E H
*L4 M R -w2.Ht. Bl
B3 G2 H4 K Ll L2 *R
T w2. Z. p3. Mi.

*E W. MO. *L. JV/*.

Kl. ^r. L. Wa. s3.

TTo. *D2. ro. D3.
SSd. s u.

Bower, Rev. A. Li. u2.

Bowness, R. La. c8.

Boyd, W. /S7F^. s.

Bradley, Rev. E. Eu. s.

Bradsbaw, Mrs. jun. Ox.

Bl.

Brain, J. Oa;. *D.

Brandreth, E. L. obtains

Jane Morrison's help,
7640.

Brigg, S. To. K.

Breechen, Rev. J. Eu. w.
Brewer, AY. .&?. *c.

Brickwell.Rev. E. Bd. n2.

Broadley, Rev. Canon, Do.
B3.

Brockie, W. Du. s8.

Brooke, F. C. Sf. u.

Brooke, T. To. A.

Brooks, Rev. T. W. D.
F.

Broughton, Rev. R. Ha.
si.

Brown, Rev. A. H. Es.
B4.

Brown, J. Bd. A.

Brown, Jo. We. K.1.

Brown, Rev. T. #/. H.

Brown, W. H. Ht. R.

Browne, Rev. H. Wo. El.

Brune, Mrs. Prideaux.

Co. pi.
' 2?rw y Tyivysogion,' on

the Flemings in Pm. 24.

Buck, Rev. G. P. Nf. N5.

Buckle, Miss. Nf. *M2.

Buckley, Rev. Jo. Wl. s3.

Buller, Rev. R. Co. L3.

Bulman, Rev. G. P. Du.
s5.

Burgiss, G., witb T. and

J. He. *L4.

Burne, Mrs. Sh. N!.

Burnell, Dr. A. C. Ha.
wl.

Burningbam, Rev. T. Nf.
x5. Sr. cl.Ha.
example about 1828, p.
96^. on Sr. and Ss.,

1080.

Burns, E.,Tamo' Shanter,

pal. 732. Duncan

Gray, pal. 748.

Burton, Sir F., ow 'de =
the' in Ke. 132.

Bury, Rev. T.W. Li. Al.

Bury, Rev. Cb. To. *i2.
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Butler, Betty, La. cl.

Butler, T. La. D.

Butler, Tobias, recites

Forth speech, 28.

Buttenshaw, Mrs. Bd. E.

Caddow, R. SWg. s.

Cadogan, C. H. Nb. n.

Calland, Miss. Ke. s4.

Cameron, Rev. A. A. Be.

*H3.

Campbell, Mrs. G. M. E.

Wl. c5.

Campbell, Rev. "W. Be. K.

Campbell, Rev. \V. A.
Hu. n3.

Campbell, Ld. his 'Life
of Judge Sale,"

1

64.

<7#rr, 7F., on theNb. burr,

father of Mrs. Ferschl,

Carrol, Rev. T. Hu. n2.

Carthew, G. A. Nf. *E.

Cartlege, Rev. C. A. Dul
*B2.

Casartelli, Rev. J. C. La.
Ml.

Castle, Rev. E. To. c2.

Cattell, T. E. Ru. c.

Chamberlain, J. H. Le.

Ll.

Chamberlain, Rev. J. S. F.m o3.

Chamberlain, Mrs. (form-

erly Miss Sweet) Wo. T.

Chamberlain, Rev. T. B.
Nt. N 3.

Chambers, Rev. W. I.

Li. N2.

Chandler, H. Ru. u.

Chandler, T. H., jun.
Wl. A.

Chandler, T. H., sen.

WL si.

Chapman, Miss E. Np.
N2.

Charlesworth, Rev. J. R.
Sr. El.

Chaucer, his '

Strothir,'
547.

Cheales, Rev. H. J. Li.

*r3.

Cheese, Rev. F. To. nl.

Christie, Rev. C. M. 8m.
c5.

Clarke, A. Y. 0. Do. *c.

Clarke, G. /SFo. D.

Clarke, S. 8s. wl.

Clarke, Rev. T. We. L.

Clarke, Mrs., her (E'ipren)

as compared ivith her

grandmother' s (eepren) ,

genesis of Eastern (E'*),'

Clay, Rev. E. K. Bu. G.

Clay-Ker- Seymour, Mrs.
Do. *C*H.

Clayton, Rev. C. _Z). s7.

Cleverley, W. ^. si.

Close, Rev. R.W. Hu. p.

Clough, J. C. C%. Al.

Cockman, Mr. and Miss.

Li. o3.

CockshaU, Rev. J. S. Li.

B5.

Cogle, D. SSd. D.

Coker, Rev. C. Ox. *p2.

Cole, Miss.
/5[.

K.

Coleridge, Miss E. Jfi.

Hi.

Collins, Rev. J. 35.

Collins, Miss. Be. si.

Coifox, T. A. Do. s4.

Conway, Rev. R. Hu. A.

Cooke, J. H. J. si.

Cooper, Major C. Bd. T3.

Cooper, Rev. L. Ru. E.

Coore, Rev. A. J. WBr.
B3.

Cope, ir W. H., his (Ha.

Glossary,' 99.

Corphey, Mrs. E. Ma.
K3.

Cosbey, Rev. C. Du. s7.

Cottee, Rev. W. A. Li.

K.3.

Couch, T. Q. Co. L2.

Coulter, Mrs. La. M2.

Coward, Messrs. Cu. cl.

Cox, Miss. ^M. n2.

Crabtree, J. To. n2.

Crate, Rev. E. H. Es.

*s2.

Creighton, Rev. M. Nb.
*E.

Cross, T. H. Co. *c2.

Grossman, Rev. C. D.
Sm. H.

Croucher, Miss. Ke. *cl.

Cullen, Rev. J. Nt. id.

Culley, N. T. Nb. *wo.

Cullingford, J. N. Es.

*G4.

Cumberland, T. Ja. F3.

Cunnington, J. JV/?. o.

Curgenven, Rev. T. H.

Np. s4.

Curteis, Miss Bessie.

Ll.

Gust, Hon. and Rev. H.

C., his destruction of

dialect at Hatley
Cockayne, Bd., 209.

Cusins, Rev.F.T. Li. Nl.

D.

Dalton. Du. *n2.

Darby, Miss A. M. Ss.

*M. her description of
(K), 131.

Darlington, T. Ch. *s2
Ml. his Folkspeech of
South Ch. 698.

Daubeny, C. Sm. *c4.

Daunt, Rev. E. S. T.
Co. s6.

Davey, E. C. Be. *wl.

David, M. H. Nb. Al.

Davies, J. He. H.

Davies, Rev. J. D. WGm.
*G.

Davis, C. Sf. *o.

Davis, Rev. J. B. St. si.

Davis, J. W. Sh. *L3.

Davis, Mrs. Dv. s3.

Dawes, Mrs. Sm. L.

Dawson, Bernard. Li. s4.

Dawson,W. H. J^. *N!.

Day, Miss C. M. JV/. K3.

Dayman, Rev. P. D. Co.

p3.

Dennison, W. T. SOr. s.

DeWinton,Arch. WRd. B.

Digby, Rev. C. T. Nf.

Dickens' s London Speech,
228.

Dickinson, Rev. F. B.

Mi. *A.

Dickinson, F. H. Sm.
B3. si.

Dickinson, W. Cu. cl w.
Dickson J. JR., on theNb.

burr, 642.

Dingle, Rev. J. Du. *L!.

Dixon, W. Nb. *w3.

Dobson, . .ZW. *n3.

Dormer, J. M. Wa. *c3.

D"1

Orsey on London errors

of speech, 226.

Douglas, Carstairs. SAy.
Kl.

Dove, H. To. n2.

Dover, J. ^. c2, o.

his assistance for Eden-

side names, 603.

Downes, Miss. Np. *n2.

Dowse, J. P. To. *HlO.

Drake, Rev. R. -ff"^. *s6.

Drury, Rev. W. on the

disuse of Manx, 360.
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Dunn, Rev. J. W. Nb.

wl.

Dun-ant, Eev. R. N. Ha.
w2.

Dymond, R. -Dv. E.

E

Earle, Rev. J. 8m. s2.

Ebden, Miss M. E. Hu.

o5, *s2.

Ebsworth, Rev. J. Nt.

El.

Eden, Rev. J. P. Du. s4.

Edington,J.S. Nb. *N2.

Edmondes, Ven. Archd.

WPm. B.

Edmondstone, Dr. L.

tftfrf. TT.

Edwards, Rev. H. P. Jfo.

cl.

Edwards, Rev. M. WDn.
B.

Eel, Rev. G. To. E2.

Egglestone, W. M. DM.
*S7. <^s J?0ssy .ZM-
iw

'

for Weardale,
Du. 617.

Eley, Rev. W. H. Ss. E3

Ellis, A. J. Cfc. D. Db.
Dl.-_D#. H. Li. E

JVf. *x5. Nb. M
Ellis, Miss C. Le. B3.

Ellis, T. J. Sr. H.

Ellis, Rev. Ro. 7F.FJ. M.

Ellison, Rev. C. C. Li
B6.

Ellwood, Rev. T. 20. 01

( at
' and '

to
'

forming
the infinitive, 550. Cu
*A. La. *c8 D u.

Elmes, Rev. Y. St. B3

Elvington, Rev. T. W
Us. 06.

Elworthy, ~F. T. Sm. s2
*W2. TTPw. B. or

/", v <M^ 5, z initial ir

*S. 38 to 4I.versior

of Ruth, chap. \., 698.

Emeris, W. R. Li. L3.
'

Enga,"
1 author of, 753.

Evans, Rev. C. J. Nf. o2

Evans, Rev. J. Sh. w6
Evans, Dr. A. B., on -en

Evans, Dr. S., on verb

in -en, 463.

Evans, Miss, her 'Moll
and Richard,

9

34.

Everard, C. H. Nf. *B3

Fagan, Rev. H. S. Co. s5.

Falconer, Rev. W. Ht.

*B6.

Farmer, Rev. J. Nt. s2.

Fair, W. W. Ha. *i.

ffarington. La. s6 *L3.

Fauquier, Rev. G. L. W.
Np. w7.

Faunthorpe, Rev. J. P.,

Principal of Whitelands

Training College, who,
with the students,greatly

helps me, 4. Dv. il.

Li. 83.

Fearon, Ven. Archd. Ss.

c2.

Featherstonehaugh, Rev.

W. Du. *E'l.

Ferschl, Mrs. JV*. *Nl,

Field, W. ^. w5.

Fielding, T. La. *B! B

c4 n4 ol si w4.

Findlater, Dr. SAb. B.

Findley. Le. L!.

Firth, Miss M. A. flr. o.

Fisher, Dr. H. La. s2.

Fleming, Rev. H. R. Ha.
c2.

Florence of Worcester on

Flemings in Pm. 24.

Forby, Rev. R., examina-
tion ofhis pron. of East

Anglia with Rev. Ph.

Hoste, 269 to 272.

Ford, Rev. C. H. Du.
*B3. on the Nb. burr,
644*.

Foster, G. B. Nb. *B!.

*T.

Foster, Mrs. To. K.

Fowler, Rev. J. J. Li. w2.

Fowler, J. K. Bu. A G.

Fowler, R. R. Bu. *A.

Foxlee, Miss. Ht. w3.

Foxley, Rev. J. Nt. N2.

Frampton, Miss. Gl. T!.

Francis, Miss. Ss. E2.

Francis, Mrs. Wa. T.

Freeman, Rev. J. M.
Cb. H.

French, E. Ch. *r. Zo.

Frere, Rev. H. Nf. D2.
Froude on Australian

Speech, 237.

Furness, Miss E. Np.
*p2.

Fynmore on v, w. 1430.

G

Galbraith, C. Sm. B!.

Geraldus Cambrensis on

Flemings in Pm. 24.

Gibb, Johnny, J. Alex-

ander, author of, SAb.
B.

Gibson, A. C. Cu. p.

Giffen, R. SAy. xl.
revised Dr. Murray* s

Ay. Ruth, 698, and
AJE:s " Tarn o'

Shanter," 732.

GW, ^t^. old Li. Speech,
310.

Gillam, Rev. J.

Gladstone, Rev. S.

H2.

Godfrey, Mrs. Be. *n2.

Goodchild, J. G. a chief

helper, 4. Line 7, p.
2Qd. LineS, p. 21.
Line 10, p. 22a.on
(u , r) 291rf, 294*.

Ais paper on ( Tradi-

tional names of Places in

Edenside,' 539, 602.

observes ' stone dyke
'
w.

and s. of Kirk Oswald,
555. on the Nb. burr,
643. Ch. Al. Cu.

*Bl, *B3, *cl, *B,

*K, *Ll. Du. *s2.

Jfi. *B. JV*. *F,
*K . ^w . W3 . -ffTg.

*Cl, *C2, *Kl, *K2,

*L, *M, *0, S, *T.

Wl. *c2. To. *B4,

*c3, *c4, *D2, *n8,

*H9, I, *K, *Ll, *S2,

*u5, *u6. SRx. L, B,
T. SSe. s.

Goodchild, L. on the Nb.

burr, 64 3a.

Goodman, Rev. J. P. Hu.
Kl.

Goodenough, Rev. R. W.
Nb. w3.

Gostle, Rev. J. Nf. T4.

Graham, Mrs., for Eden-
side names, 603c.

Grainger, Rev. J. Bu. *p.

Granige"
1

s use oy(th), I9a.

Grant, A. SSd. s.

Grant, J. B. Sf. F.

Gray, Rev. Ch. Nt. s3.

Gray, Rev. R. H. Du.
w2.

Grece, Dr. C. J. Sr. w.

Green, Rev. C.E. Nb. *E.
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Green, Rev. J". R. To.

n5 his Celtic border

and location of Anglo-
Saxon tribes, 8 to 12

his 1

Making ofEngland,
182e.

Gregg, J. C. He. L!.

Green, Miss. Dv. Ml.

Green, Miss. Le. N.

Green, W. H. He. R.

Green, Rev.J.W. Cb. *M.

Greenwell, Rev. Canon.
Du. cl.

Gregor, Rev. "Walter.

SBa. K his Banffshire

Glossary, 683, No. 6.

Grice, Rev. W. Wa. s2.

Griffith, Rev. D. JOr.
Bl.

Griffith, Rev. J. Ht. s2.

Griffith, Rev. J. 7Tm. M.

Griffith, R.D. 7FJ?r. si.

Griffith, S. Gl. K.2.

Griffiths, Mrs. S. He. *M.

Gunn, G. M. Nb. *s2.

ew A<? JV. burr, 643.

Gupta on English coronals,
420.

Guthrie, J. &F0. B.

H

Hadley, G. S. Np. *E!.

Hadrian's watt, 22.

Hale, Judge, called
(ill)

iw

Gloucester, 64c.

Hall, Rev. G. Rome. Nb.
*s3.on the Nb. (oej,
638*.

Hall, Dr. S. T. Db. w4.

Hallam, T., a chiefhelper.
4. iw2<?s 1 and 2, pp.

16, 17. on M. and .".

V,' 1820, 190*. p*eJ
wor& m _#., 221. <w

(e ),
291 c. on verbal

plural in -en in the

Fylde, 352d.on (u , u)
in s. To. 365. on Mid-
land negatives ivith

omitted '

not,
' 46 Id,

470<?'. on the presumed
(thr-, dhr-) in Holder-

ness, 501. Bd. *D G si

s2 T2 u. #<?. w3.
J5w. *A*B2*cl sl*wl
Vf2.Cb. cl *c3 E *M P
*sl s2 wl w2 *w3 *w5.

Ch. Al *A2 *A3 A4
*Bl B3 *B4 B5 *C1 C2 *E
*F *G *Hl *H2 K L Ml

M2 *M3 M5 *Nl N2 N3
*p*sl*s2*s3s4*T*w.

Co. G.Db. *A! *A2
*A3*A4*Bl*B2*B3*B4
*B5 *B6 *B7 B8 *Cl *C2
*c3 *c4 *c6 *c7 c8 *c9
Dl *D2 *D3 *D4 *D5
*El *E2*E3*FlF2*Gl
*G2 G3 *Hl *H2 *H3
*H4 *H5 *H6 *ll *l2 L
*Ml *M2 M3 *M4 *M5
*0 *P *Q *Rl *B2 Si *S2

*s3 *s4 *so *T! *T2 T3

*u *wl *w2 *w3 *w4.
ES. *B3CGl*G4*G5

*G7 H N *p2 *s3. Gl.

Al *B2B3 B5 B6*B7cl
c2*EFGHlH2LM*STl
T2 *w. He. D! *H L2
*L3*L4*M*RS1S2W1.

Ht. *A2B2B4*B5nl
*H3*HO*H6S3*S4*W1.
Hu. Gl G3 *o5 *n3 n5
K2 L o si *s2 s4 s5. Ke.
K.Za. Al *Bl B3 *B4
*B5 *cl *c2 *c3 *c5

*c6 *c8 E pi *p2 Gl *o2
Hi *H2 *H5 *H6 *H7
*K *Ll *L3 *L4 *N2
*ol *o2 *pl p2 *p3
*p4 p5 Q Rl *R2 *s3

s4 *s5 *u *wl *w2 *w3
*wo *w6 *w7. Le. A
Bl B5 E *G I *Ll *L2
*Ml M2 T. Li. *B2 B7
*L2*L3*s6*s9*sl2.
ML **L.Nf. *A Bl

B2 *B4 *Dl *D3 *E F Gl

*G2 Hi *H2 H3 *HO
*H6 *K2 *Ml *M3 *Nl
N2*N3*x5*ol *sl *s2

s3 si *s5 *xl *x2 x3

wl w3 w4 *w5 *w7
*w8. Np. *A! *A2
*Bl B2 *B3 *B4 *C1
*C2 Dl D2 *E2 F *G Hi
*H3 *H6 1 1 *I2 Ll *L2
*L3 *Nl *N2 *0 *Pl

*p2 *R *sl s2 *s4 *s5

*s6 *T2 *T3 *wl *w2
*w3 *w4 *w5 *w6 w8
*W9 *Y._2ft. *B2 *B4
*Bl E2 K *Ml *M2 *Nl
*N4*sl*w2. Ox. *B!

*B2 *DE*Fl*Hl I*Ll
L2 M O 82 T*W. Sh. Bl

B2 B3 *cl c2 c3 c5 c6

C7 *Bl *E2 Hi *H2 *I L2
*L4 *Ml *M2 M3 *Nl N2
opl*sl s2*u*wl*w2
*w3 w4 *Y. St. *Al

A2 B4 *B6 *B7 *Cl *C2
C3 C4 *Dl D2 *El *Fl

L3*L4*L5L6MO*RSl
s2 s3 s4 s5 *T! *T2 *T3
u2 *wl *w2 *w3 *w4
*W6 *Y . Sf. *Gl.
Ss. B! B3 L2. Wa.
*Al *A2 Bi *B2 *B4
*B5 *cl *C2 *Kll *L
*N *Fl *P2 Si *S3 *T
*w. Wl. K P. Wo.
*A *Bl *B2 B3 *C *Dl
D3 *E2 E3 *Gl *G2 Hi
H3K*M*SI*S2*S3S4T
*w. Yo. *B2 s3 s5*B7
*Cl C5 *E4 *Gl H2 H4

*L3 *Ml *M3 *0 R3 *S4

*s7sl2*s!4Tl*u2w2.
Ma. *K! *K2 K3 *p.

WVn. *w. WFL
*Bl *B2 *Hl *H2.

Hallward, Rev. J. L. Ht.
Gl.

Hamilton, Miss C. G.

SAy. K2.

Hamond,Rev. P. F. Mi. s.

Harden, Rev. H. W. Nf.
H4.

Harkness, Cu. cl.

Harper, Rev. F. W. To.

s3.

Harris, Rev. A. E. Ke.

s5.

Harris, D. H. Dv. Bl.

Harris, Miss. Gl. *s.

Harrison, Miss E. P. Du.
*El.

Harrison, "W". La. *s2,
*w4.

Haslam, Rev. G. To. s6.

Hatton, Rev. T. Hu. s5.

Havergal, . He. u.

Haviland, Miss. Wo. n3.

Hawkins, Miss. Sh. F.

Hawtrey, Rev. H.C. Ha.
N2.

Haydon, Rev. G. To. n3.

Hayne, Rev. L. G. Es.

*B2.

Healey, T. La. *B5.

Heightley, R. Du. *x.

Henderson, Rev. J. Nb.
A3.

Hetherington, J. N. Cu.

c2.

Hibbard, Miss Mercy. To.

*HlO.

Higden, R. on Flemings
inPm. 24:d.
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Hill, Miss A. Co. *cl.

Hill, Rev. E.J. Es. *p2.

Hill, Rev. J.S. WMg. w.

Hill, E. Bd. *B.

Hindson, . We. s.

Hirst, Miss E. Le. E.

Hoare, Rev. G. T. r.

o2.

Hobhouse, Ven. Arch.

Co. s4.

Hodge, Rev. W. H., his

b. ofw.Co. 156*.

Hodges, B. Ke. *M2

Hodgson, Rev. J. F. Du.
wl.

Holderness, T. To. *n5.

Holland, R. Ch. M4.

Holme, Rev. C. We. A o.

Homfray, C.A. Sm. wl.

Hooke, Rev. D. Nt. si.

Hooper, Rev. S. H. To.

Hope, Rev. R. D. Cfc.

L2.

Hore,E., on Forth and

Bargy pron. 25, 26.

Hoste, Rev. Ph. Nf. *s2.

Hoste, Rev. G. C. Sf. ul.

How, Rev. AY. A. o w5.

Howe, Rev. J. JFa. K2.

Howchin, Rev. W. JW.
*Hl.

HoweU, Rev. D. WDn. w.

Hunt, Mrs. A. Dw. *L2.

Hurst, Rev. Dr. Blythe.
Du. *A! T2.

Hussey, Rev. C. J. Ke. D.

Huth, A. &?. s2.

Huth, L. s. P.

I

Innes, S. SAb. c.

Jackson, Miss G. Sh. *cl.
Ml.

Jackson, . SRx. L.

Jarman, J. Abbot. Dv.
Nl.

Jenkins, Rev. E. WFl. r.

Jenkins, Rev. J. Li. r2.

Jenkyns, Rev. J.JVp. Tl.

Jenner, H., citations re-

specting the Flemings
in Pm. 24c.

Jewan, Rev. J. J. Sr. c3.

Johnson, Rev. A. Li. r4.

Johnson, Rev. J. Sm. Nl.

Johnson, Miss L. H. Wl.

Johnston, Rev. J. Li. n2.

Johnston, G. Hu. A.

Jones, Rev. C.W. Sf. *P.

Jones, E. L. WPm. B.

Jones, J. Gl. G.

Jones, Joseph. He. H,
*M.

Jones, Rev. J.P. WGm. L.

Jones, Miss Whitmore.
Ox. c2.

Kay, Rev. W. S. Du. K.

Keble, Rev. T. Gl. B4.

Keith, Mr. Nf. K3.

KeUy, Rev. E. Ss. E!.

Kemra, Miss. ^M. o.

Kendall, Rev. W. io.
*El.

Kent, Mrs. Saraita. ^*.

o2.

Kersley, Rev. Canon. -ZVf.c.

Kidd, Miss. SPr. p.

Kinsman, Rev. Preb. Co.

T.

Kirk, E. Z0. o2, p 2.

^Tir^, J?w. Dr. R., on the

Nb. burr, 6440.

Kirkpatrick, J. To. *M2.

Kirkup, T. Nb. *w5.
&&r. Y.

Kitching, Rev. W. V.

Sf. o2.

Kitton, Rev. E. JV/
1

. u.

Knatchbull-Hugessen, H.
JT. *Fl.

Knight, R. S. Wa. *A2.

Knowles, Rev. E. H.

Lackington* s 1817 London
Errors of Speech, 227.

Laing, Rev. Dr. A. SFi.
N.

Lake, . Mi. n2.

Lang, Thomas. SAy.nl.
Lang, Rev. W. F. Dash-

wood. Dv. i2.

Langstaff, J. W. Yo. s6.

Langston, . La. s6.

Latham, Dr. R. G.,
on Folkingham Speech.
299rf.

Laurenson, A. SSd. L. s.

Law, Rev. A. on'fv,sz,'
initial, 3 8 to 4 l. Wl.
*c3.

Law, . Yo. c3.

Lee, Rev. S. Ha. B.

Lee, Rev. M. H. WFl.
Hi.

Lees on the Nb. burr,
643.

Leigh, P. Ha. *s2 *w3.

Leonard, B. Be. *s2.

Leslie, H. Du. *c2.

Lewes, Rev. J. M. Nt.
M3.

Lewis, Rev. S. S. Es. o2.

Lewis, Rev. D.Ph. WMg.
B2 G.

Lewis, Rev. J. WMg. B2.

Linton, . SRx. T.

Little, H. J. Cb. *W3.
Little, J. W. Nf. *Ml.

Livingstone, Rev. Neil,

SAy. c.

Llanover, Lady, Mo. *L.

Llewellin, Rev. J. C. Mo.

Lloyd, R. R. Ht. *sl.

Lloyd, Mrs. Yo. B,2.

Lockton, Rev. Ph. Np.
s3.

Lomb, Dr. JV/.
*N5.

Long, Rev. R. J)w. Bl,
si.

Love, J. /S'^y. N.

Lowe, Rev. R. L. St. BO.

Lower, M. A. 108^.

Lowman, Miss. Ke. s3.

Lowther, Rev. G. P. Wl.
o.

Lumsden, Sir P., for Jane

Morrison, 7640:

Lupton, F. M. To. n6.

Luscombe, Mrs. Nf. *K3.
*N5.

Lyall, W. Nb. *N!.

Lyon,Rev.S.E. Ifa. *B.

M

Macbeth, Rev. R., collects

speakers for Wick and

Stranraer, 683, No. 7.

SC&. w.

MacBurney on Austra-
lian speech, 237-248.

MacCartie, Rev. J. Du. G.

MacKean, Rev. W. S. Li.

Pi.

Macray, Rev. W. D. Or.

*D.

Maister, Rev. H. Yo. s5.

Maitland, T. F. Be. *w2.

Malcolmson, Miss A. B.
reads Shetland to me,

.~SSd. L.
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Maldon, Eev. M. D. Bu.
82.

Malet, Rev. C. Ht. A2.

Malleson, W. T. Sr. c4.

Mallett, Miss C. M. /.
*sl.

Mangin, Eev. E. N. Nb.
w4.

Margesson, Eev. E. W.
J)v. w2.

Markham, Eev. C. W.
Zi. si.

Marshall, Eev F. C. 0#.

A.

Marsland, J. Z#. *s5.

Martel, A. W. F. Sr. L.

Martin, Eev. H. A. Nt. L.

Martin, Eev. E. M. r. c2.

Martin, Miss. Gl. *c2.

Martin, W. Co. s7.

Mason, W. #. P s3.

Manle, Eev. G. Li. il.

J/earns, Jas., on the Nb.

burr, 643a.

Meiklejohn, A. -5(7*. w.

Mello, Eev. J. M. Db.
B7.

Mercier, Eev. J. I. Gl.

Kl.

Meredith, . Mo. L.

Merivale, his b. of wCo.
156.

Metcalfe, W. Fo. c5.

Meyers, J. H. Jfi. E.

Michel, Dan, on (

fv, s z
'

initial, 38 to 41. Aas

wo ' <&' for 'the' in

Ke. 131 d.

Michel, Gen. Do. *c.

Middleton, Eev. H. Db.
*c5.

Middlemas, E. Nb. *A2.

Miles, F. Nt. *s2.

Miles, Miss. Dv. si.

Miles, Miss. SPr. P.

Miles, Mrs. Nt. *B2.

Milford, Eev. E. N. JF7.

E.

Miller, Eev. E. Wa. *B6.

Milner, G. La. n3.

Milner, Eev. J. Z>w. *nl.

Mitchell, G. 8m. *M3.

Mitchell, J. SSe. s.

Mitcheson, T. Nb. *N!.

Molyneux, Eev. W. #. T.

Moor, E.,
f

Suffolk Words,'
cwl. from, 286.

Moore, Eev. E. M. Np.
L2.

Moore, Eev. J. AY. Sh.

Moore and Moore, Messrs.
Ha. R.

Morgan, Eev. H. GL c4.

Morgan, Eev. W.

Morrison, Jane. SAb. c.

Mouatt, P., on the Nb.
burr, 642^.

Mulgrave, Ld., in Forth
and Bargy, 25c.

Munn, Eev. J. E. Ss. A.

Murray, Dr. J. A. H.,
helps with my cs. Id.

draws Celtic border in

Scotland, 8c, 14.

names of his helpers

for CB., Uc. partly
anticipates Line 7, p. 20.

his b. of England and
Scotland not Line 10,

p. 21 . on the Nb. burr,
643.hisDSS. 681.

his Scotch Hundredth

Psalm, pal. 715. Cu.

cl. Yo. s4. SAb.
B. SAy. A. SEd. E.

SFo. &.SRx. H.

Murray, Mrs. Ch. S.Ed.
E.

Mylins, F. J. Wa. *E.

Napier, Eev. J. W. St.

s6.

Nicholson, Eev. H. J.

Hu. o4.

Norman, Eev. M. 0. Le.

H.

Norwood, Eev. J. W. To.

s9.

Noye, W. Co. *p2.

Nutt, Eev. C. H. Sm. E.

Ormsley, Eev. E. E. Du.
Hi.

Owen, Eev. T. Es. B!.

Owen, Eev. W. Wl D.

Paige, . Do. s3.

Paige, J. Dv. H.

Paley, Eev. F. Np. u.

Pardoe, Eev. G. 0.

WMg. s.

Parish, Eev. W. D. Ss. s.

Parisian uvular r, 6425.

Parker, Mrs. A. Be. c
si s2.Db. TiZ.Ox.
B2 E Hi H3 I L2 O W.

Parker, Eev. F. W.
7Wy. *M .

Parker, G. .Bw. M!.

Parkes, Prof. To. s4.

Patrick, D. &4v. o.

SRf. L.

Paul, C. Kegan. Do. s2.

Payne, . Cu. cl.

Peacock, E. Li. *B7 s4.

Peacock, E. B., Song of
Solomon, Chap. ii. in
Lonsdale s. of the Sands,
550d.

Pearce, Eev. T. Do. E2.

Pearson, . La. u.

Pearson, Rev. H. H.
Db. N.

Peck, Eev. E. A. Hu.
H4.

Peckham, Eev. H. Ss.

cl.

Peckham, Miss. Ke. s2.

Peniston, Miss A. B. Co.

si.

Perkins, J. Cb. *c2.

Pertwee, Eev. A. Es.
*B5.

Philip, Eev. H. B. Es.

*o7.

Philip and Son's maps, 7.

Picfow, Sir J.A., on forth
and Bargy, 27. La.

w5.

Pinder, Eev. N. Ox. *G.

Piper, Miss A. M. F. He.
*E.

Pitmen 1

s pit talk, 6500'.

Pocklington, Eev. E. Nt.

Wl.

Pollar, Miss. &ZV. P.

Poofo, /., 25, 29.

Pope, Eev. G. JV7. R2.

Postlethwaite, W. Cfr. K.

Pott, Ven. Arch. Be. E.

'Potter,' a misprint for
'Trotter"

1 on p. 66, /i^s

Potts, Eev. C. Y. He.

*ii\.Du. *s6.

Potts, Taylor. Du. *s8.

Powell, . St. n2.

Powley, Miss Mary. <7.

L 1 . her assistance for
Edenside names, 603.

Powley, J. Yo. B4.

Pratten, Eev. W. S. Cu.



Preston, R., Ms Bradford

poems, 391^. his re-

marks on dialectal ortho-

graphy, 388^.

Price, S. Ke. c2.Sm..
*M3.

Price, Rev. N. E. Sh. Ll.

Prior, Dr. R. C. A. Sm.
M2._WL c4.

Procter, Rev. F. Nf. w6.
Proctor on the Nb. burr,

6430.

Pryor, M. R. 17*. w4.

Pulman, G. P. R. Dv.
A.Sm. A c6 *Ml.

Purley, Rev. E. C. Eu.
o2.

Purton, Major. WL p.

Pyke, T. Du. *s6.

R

Ragg, Rev. F. W. Bu.
rtl.Ke. -w.^Sh. c4.

Randolph, H. Sm. M2.

Raven, Rev. Dr. J. J.

^. *G3.

Rawlings, "W. J. Co.

*M! p2. his b. of w.

Co. 156*.

Rea, J. F. Nb. D.

Keade, H. St. John. Np.
o.

Reeve, W. N. Jk. Ll.

Richardson, Dr. F. 22.

JVft. *H2.

Richings, Rev. A. C. Ht.
B3.

Ridge, Anne. _D0. *cl.

Ridge, T. H. SAb. c.

Ridgway, M. Yo. o3.

Ridley, Rev. W. H. Bu.
Hi.

Ridley, T. D. Nb. *wl.

Roberts, Rev. A. C. Ht.
w4.

Roberts, Sm. w3.

Robinson, C. Clough, a

chief helper, 4b, on

(th) for
'

the,' 19. on

(u) in sYo. 365*. ow

To. dialectal ortho-

graphy, 403. Yo. *B5
*D3 *H2 HlO *K *L2
*L5 M2 *M4 *M5 *Nl
*w2 *N3 N4 *R5 *s7
*sll *ul *u3 *u4 u5
*W3 Y.

Robinson, Rev. C. J. He.
w2.

Robinson, F. K. Yo. *w4.

Robinson, J., his assist-

anceforEdenside names,

Robson. Du. *cl.

Robson, J. Ph. on the Nb.

burr, 642a.

Robson, E. C. Du. s8.

Rock, W. F. Dv. Bl.

Roderick, J. W. Ht. F
*wl.

Rogers, Rev. S. Co. G.

Rogers, T. Co. *s2.

Rogers, W. H. H. Dv.
c2.

Rolf, Rev. C.T. Ke. *sl.

Roscoe, Mrs., for Manx,
361*.

Rose, Rev. W. F. Sm.
*w4.

Ross, . Sm. *cl.

Ross, D. &&c. B.

Ross, F. Yo. *H5.

Ross, J. SKc. G.

Rossiter, J. Sm. c7.

RothweU, Ch. La. *s3.

Rowlands, Rev. J. WFl.
H 3.

Royds, Rev. C. T. La.
H3.

Rumny, Rev. J. W. JT<9.

B2.

Rundell, J. B. Co. *M2.
Dv. B2, D.

Rust, Rev. J. C. Cb. s3.

Russell, very Rev. C. W.,
on Flemings in Pm. 24.

S

Sadler, Miss. Wo. *s2.

Sala, G.A., on Australian

Speech, 237.

Sale, Rev. T. T. Ht. Al.

Sayers, Miss A. Ss. *c2.

Sayers, Miss J. Sr. o.

Scarlett, Rev. W. To. R4.

Scoones, Rev. W. D.
.Bw. L.

Scott, A. Nb. *R.

Scott, Rev. G. H. Nt. G.

Scott, Rev. W. A. Dtf.

83.

Seaman, Rev. C. E. Ha.
Hi.

Seward, Wm., his dialogue

for Burton-in-Lonsdale,
Yo., pal. byJGG. 608.

Sewell, Rev. H. -S/. Y.

Septimius Severus's wall,
22.

Sharley, Rev. G. Nf. i.

Sharpe, J. W. Sr. ol.

Shaw, James. &Z>/. T.

Shelly, J. Dv. *p2.a.
c7.

Shroer, Prof. Ha. *A.

Simmons, Rev. Canon.
To. nil.

Simpson, Rev. R. Z>?^.

Tl.

Simpson, Rev. T. H.
WDn. c.

Simson, W., jsrow. o/
^yfe, ^y. 729, 742.

SAy. K2.

Sinclair, Rev. J. SCs. \v.

Singleton, Miss L. To. p.

Skeat, Rev. W. W. CT.

c2 p. Es. T.Ht. s3.

OiP. E.

Skudamore, Rev. W. ^V/.

D2.

Slade, Miss. Ox. *sl.

Slatter, Rev. J. ^. s3.

Slow, E. Wl. w.

Slyfield, Miss J. Sr. s.

Smart on London errors

of speech, 2'27.

Smith, Rev. A. C. Wl. Y.

Smith, Cecil. Sm. T.

Smith, C. R. Ha. w2.

Smith, Rev. E. B. WMg.
L.

Smith, H. Li. n4.

Smith, Rev. J. Do. u2.

Smith, Rev. L. A. 7FJ2rf.

Smith, Rev. S. A. Cb. c3.

Smith, Sir T. on Li. speech,
310.

Smith, W. C. obtains Dun-
rossness cs, 683.

Smith, W. H. and Son's

maps, 7.

Somerset, Rev.B. WBr. c.

Sowell, Rev. C. R. Co. s3.

his b. ofwCo. 156.

Spencer. WFl. n2.

Spicer, R.H. S. Dv. N!.

Spurrell, W. WCm. c.

?T.Pm. R.

Standring, . Li. A3.

Stanford's maps, 7.

Stanning, Rev. J. H. La.

L2.

Stanway, L. St. si.

Stark, Rev. W. A. 8Kb.
K.

Stead, R. Ke. r2. To.

*E3 *H5 *SlO Y.

?F^r. *B2. on (u) in

Yo. 365.
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Steel, Rev. J. Bd. Hi.

Steel, Jo. We. K2.

Stewart, G.,
' Shetland

Fireside Tales,
1 814.

Stockdale, J. La. Nl.

Stockdale, /., Song of
Solomon chap. ii. in

Lonsdale n. of the

Sands, 550.

Stone, W. G. Do. wl.

Stores, Rev. C. E. To. s9.

Streatfield, . Ke. *M!.

Stuttard, H. Z. *c7.

MV, Dr. If. 2. his

'RomicS 99 J.

Sweet, Miss (now Mrs.

Chamberlain). Wo. T.

Swift, Rev. G. JV*. M5.

Swinburne, A.., on the

Nb. burr, 642c.

Sykes, Dr. J. To. *i>4.

Tancock, Rev. 0. W.
Do. si.

Tarver, Rev. J. Bu. *T.

Taunton, Rev. T. B. Dv.
N2.

Taylor, Rev. Hugh. Nb.
*T.

Taylor, J. Dv. w2.

Taylor, Rev. R. Du. n2.

Taylor, Tom. Du. s8.

Teeuan, J. SHd. B.

Tenney. Dv. *D.

Tennyson, Lord. Li. s8.

Thackeray 's, W.M. London
Footman's Speech, 229.

Thomas, Rev. D. G-. Hu.
Hi.

Thompson, G. .ZV^. *A2.

AlmvickVowels, 668.

Thompson, Rev. H. Sm.
c2.

Thompson, Rev. Dr. W.
H. To. o3.

Thornton, Rev. J. To. M6.

Thorold, Mrs. W. Dv.
Wl.

Thynne, Rev. A. B. 7FJ.

82.

Till, G. St. A3.

Timmins, S. Wa. B3.

Titley, Rev. R. Z*. B2.

Titmouse, J. Ha. si.

Tollemache, Hon. and Rev.
H. F. and Miss. Np.
HO.

Toilet, Miss E. St. B2.

Tombs, Rev. J. WPm. R.

Tomline G. H. Wa. s3.

Tomlinson, Rev. C. H.
Be. *D.

Tomlinson, G. W. Fo.
*HlO.

Trapp, Rev. B. Bd. xl.

Tregellas on Cornish in-

tonation, 171.

Trotter, Miss (misprinted
Potter on p. 66). Ol.

*A2.

Trotter, R. D. (misprinted
Potter on p. 66). Gl.

*c3.

Tuer's '

CockneyAlmanac,'
229.

Turner, Miss. Wo. n2.

Tyler, Rev. 0. B. Sm.
N2.

u

Underwood, Rev. W. D.
Ss. w2.

Vallancey, Dr., 25 to 27.

Viles, E. St. *c4.

Vise, Rev. J.E. TFJfy. p.

w
Wakefield, Miss. Dv. pi.

Walker on London errors

of Speech, 227.

Walker, Rev. J. JVJ.

*w2.

Walker, Rev. J. Sf. B2.

Walker, J. W. P. 0^. i.

Walker, Miss. Cb. *w4.

Walker, Rev. Percy C.

Ou. B2.

Wallis,Rev.W.M. ^. B.

Ward, Rev. H. To. *n5.

Ware, Rev. W. W. To.

Bl.

Warleigh, Rev. H. S. Gl.

Al.

Warner, Rev. R. E. Zt.

s7.

Watkins, Rev. M. G. Li.

Bl.

Watson, Rev. J. S. Z. c.

Watt, Rev. R. St. c3.

Wayte, Rev. G. H. Wl.
ol.

Wayte, Rev. W. 7F?. cl.

Wetter, Sam, his 'we,'
132.

West, Rev. C. F. OP. cl.

Westmacott, Miss. Sm.
B3 Sl.

Wharton, Rev. J. C. Mi.
w.

Whateley, Rev. J. JEs. E.

Wheck, MissS. 2?rf. *R.
Whitelands Training Col-

lege, great assistance

from the Principal, Rev.
J. P. Faunthorpe, 4

Teachers,MissesAdcock,
Kemm, Mallett and

Martin,and 28 Students,
Misses Beeby, Begge, H.

Bell, Buckle, Calland,

Chapman, Cockman, Cox,

Croucher, Firth, Foxlee,

Francis,Furness, Harris,

Sill, Hirst, Kidd, Low-

man, Miles, Peckham,
Pollar, Sadler, A.
Sayers, J. Sayers, Sly-

field, Turner, Wheck,
and Wing, see these

names.

Whitaker, Jo. Mi. E.

White, Rev. . W. Li.

c3.

White, Rev. G. H. Dv.
si.

White, Ned, a yarn, 666.

Wigram, Rev. W. Ht. F.

Wilcocks, Rev. H. S.

Dv. s2.

Wilding, Rev. J. St. ul.

William of Malmesbury
on Flemings in Pm. 24.

Williams, Rev. T. WFl.
N.

Williams, Mrs. Li. A2
B8 cl a4 o5 n3 HO K!
x2 L! L3 s2 s9 sll i2

ul wl.

Williams, Rev. Wadham.
Sm. B2.

"Williams, Rev. W. J.

Li. ol.

Wilkinson, Rev. G. To.

wl.

Wilkinson, I. To. s6.

Wilshere, C. W. Ht. n7
w3.

Wilson, Rev. G. SBw.
c . SWg. G.

Wilson, T. Ht. *n2.

Wilson, T. D. To. P.

Wilson, Rev. W. Du. R.

Wing, Miss. Es. *M.

Winter, G. Sm. c3.

Wiseman, J.F.T. Es. *pl.



Wolf, Lady. Ha. *cl.

"Wood, Mrs. Willoughby,
St. *Bl.

Woodfall, G. Us. o3.

Woodhouse, Eev. G. H.
JV7. r.

Woodhouse, R. He. *o2.

Woof, R. 7F0. *D2.

Worfold, Rev. J. N. To.

El.

Wray, Rev. H. WDn.
*H.

Wray, Rev. J. Jackson.

To. M2.

Wright, Rev. Canon. Zi.

c2.

Wright, J. m. *H3.

Wright, Rev. J. Wo.
u.

Wright, Dr. J. To. Ml
*w5. <w (u) in South

To. 365e.

Wright, Rev. J. P. St.

N.

Wyatt, J. 3d. *B J?.
Bl.

Wyer, N". W. Do. *w2.
Dv. E. Es. i.

Wykes, C. H. JV
7

^. L2.

Wyld, J. .Zte. *Bl.

Yarranton, Rev. A. Sm.
si.

Yeats, Dr. J. Mo. *c2.

YIII. TABLE OE DIALECTAL PALAEOTYPE.

The palaeotype laid down in Part I. pp. 1 to 12, even when extended as in

Part IV. pp. xii to xiv, proved insufficient for the differentiation of the

minute shades of sound heard in dialectal speech. Hence it became necessary
to construct an entirely new table.

All sounds are represented by "old letters," whence the name palaeotype
ira.Xa.idi TVTTOI, but in order to obtain signs enough these ancient types embrace

1) direct small or "lowercase" roman as (e), 2) the same "turned" as (a),

3) the direct italic and small capital (e E), and 4) their inversions (9 a), and
sometimes even black letter as

(f. 3) A few "digraphs" are also admitted,

especially with (h), as (th sh), a hyphen preceding the (h) when it is not initial,

but has to have its usual sense. ' Modifiers
'

are extensively employed as in

(e
1
, 6j, u4

,
u5

, A, kj, tj tj), etc. These alter the value of the preceding letter

in a definite direction, and are explained hereafter separately, and also in con-

junction with the modified letters. All these letters, digraphs, and modified

forms are then arranged in alphabetical order by the ordinary large capital letters

which are not otherwise phonetically employed. The letter A, for example,
refers to all modifications of the type a and its diphthongal combinations as

(a, a1
,
a

x , a<, aR ah, aA, a'i, a'u, a'y, a, ah, A, A1
, B, 'euu).

No attempt is here made to give any phonetic theory, for which see much of

Part IV., and also my article on SPEECH SOUNDS in the Encyclopedia Britannica,

1888, vol. 22, pp. 381-390, which uses palaeotype, and my Speech in Song
(Novello), or Pronunciation for Singers (Curwen), both of which use glossic.
But as a matter of convenience I prefix the table of Mr. Melville Bell's vowel

system reduced to pal. and numbered.

MR. MELVILLE BELL'S Visible Speech Towel Table.

n narrow, w wide, nr narrow round, wr wide round.

TONGUE
HEIGHT.
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Quantity. (1) Vowels. Six grades of length are recognised. Very short as

(a 9), ordinarily short as (a a), medial length, lying between short and long,
as (a a

1

), long as (aa aa), drawled as (aa aa
1

), extremely long as (aaa aaa).

Ordinarily only two lengths are written, short and long, as (a aa). To indicate

a succession of two shorts of the same kind introduce the break as (aja). TH.
has always recognised the medial length as (a), and in all his numerous con-
tributions to this book medial vowels abound, greatly to the exclusion of long
(p. 316). Hence to him, and those who agree with him, the long vowel (aa)

represents a much longer sound than it does to me. In s.Lowland the vowels
are generally medial, and when lengthened are very long, thus thief thieves are

(thif thiivz), which might be written (thiif thiiivz), but for convenience are

usually written (thif, thiivz). Similarly in Italian and Spanish, the vowels
are ordinarily of medial length, and may be emphatically shortened or lengthened
according to the feeling of the moment, without disturbing signification.

(2) Consonants. Some consonants, as (s, f, z, v), can be continued indefinitely,
and in point of fact are generally lengthened in the pause. As a rule this is

not noticed in writing. But TH. constantly marks it, see p. 316, and all the

examples in D 21, D 26, (pp. 317-329, 426-447). See also Dr. Sweet's

observations, IV. 1145. In this case, if the final consonant is voiced, as (hiz),
the buzz is often not continued very long, but is followed by an indefinitely long
hiss, thus (1ms

1

)
as (h/z

1

) would be uncomfortable to the speaker. If the final

consonant be a mute, it cannot be lengthened, but is only suspended, that is, the

organs of speech are retained in their positions, and a silence ensues until the

position is ordinarily released on flatus, or another vowel, thus (stop') properly
means a silence after (p), but would ordinarily imply the release on flatus as

(stop'p'). Sometimes, however, even when final the mute is neither suspended
nor audibly released, and would then be marked thus (stop!). Between two vowels
the mute is thus usually split up, thus stopping is pron. as (stopfq), with no pause
between the end of the first or beginning of the second syllable, really (stopiptq),
or a suspension may be inserted as (stop'piq), which is not usual in English

except in compound words as hoppole (hop
1

pool), but not (hop
1

p 'pool). When
Irst glide <a different consonant follows, only the first glide on to the (p) is heard, as

(apishot). In all these cases, except in special phonetic discussions, I avoid the

use of the mark of suspension. But the suspended (t
1

)
for the is always marked,

p. 3175.
In the following list only the short vowels and the short consonants are given

as headings, but examples to both short and long vowels are often annexed.

Diphthongs. Two or more different vowels written in juxtaposition are to be

pronounced in separate syllables, as (k^os) chaos, but they are usually separated
in some way, as (k^jos, k<?ros). When however they glide on to one another,
one of them bears an acute accent, as (ai), and the two form a 'diphthong,'
and similarly three vowels form a triphthong, as (e&u). The combination in

each case consists of a single syllable. The vowel bearing the acute accent

has then the principal stress. Occasionally each element may have equal stress,

and then two acute accents are used, as (ia), distinct from (i;a, ia, ia), but even

in this case there is felt to be only one syllable. When the vowel with the stress

is long, the acute is placed on the first of the two representative letters, as (aai),

and when it is medial, the medial grave accent fuses with the diphthongal acute

accent into a circumflex, thus (a'i) becomes (ai), which type will be constantly
found in TH.'s contributions below. As English printers have usually only

(a e i 6 u d e i 6 u) with acute accents, the acute accent for other vowels is

placed after the vowel, as (a'i, aa'i), and the grave is printed after it separately,
as (A', An

i). It is sometimes convenient to indicate the class of a diphthong
without completely analysing it. Thus we may not know whether (a'i, ai, di]

were the diphthong really uttered, but may be sure that it was something like

one of them, then (a'i) is used, the acute accent being separated, and the second

element indefinite. Similarly (a'u, o'i, i'u, a'y, a't?, eX i'u, i'e, O'B, u'e) are

employed for unanalysed diphthongs, the
(') being separate from (a, e, i, o, u) ;

but this meaning of the separate acute accent is confined to the case when it

follows (aj e, i, o, u). Hence (ai, a'i) must be strictly distinguished, the first

diphthong being thoroughly analysed and definite, the second entirely unanalysed
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and indefinite, but forming a class
; (a'i) however is also an analysed form, the

accent being separate through a typographical necessity. As a rule only un-

analysed diphthongs are given in the following list, though the principal analysed
forms will be found in their proper places.

The length of the first element of a diphthong is generally very material. It

is usually short, as (ai), but occasionally lengthened, as (ai, aai), generally with

an appreciable difference in pron. or meaning. But the length of the second

element does not alter the character of the diphthong, any more than the length
of the final consonant alters the value of the syllable. TH., however, generally
marked the quantity of the second element as medial when, he observed it to be

lengthened, as (ai). I have usually not retained this lengthening, considering it

quite inessential, and arbitrary, being in fact constantly admissible in the pause,
without any intention to alter the sound, see p. 316.

Elocutionary alterations and intonation are mostly left unmarked, but an

inverted period before a word indicates emphasis corresponding to the usual

italics
; thus, he told me, he told me, became (hi toold -mii, 'hii toold mi) . In

monosyllables emphasis generally conditions some alteration of sound.

%* The long phonetic discussion on received pron. in Part IV. pp. 1090 to

1167 will be regularly cited, and pp. 1265 to 1357 should also be consulted.

"VVhen the numbers of pages referred to are above 1000 they are in Part IV.,
when under 1000 they are in this volume, unless the number of the part is

specially added. The italic letters a, b, c, d annexed here and elsewhere indicate

that the passage referred to is in the first, second, third, or fourth quarter of the

page ;
and if the page is in double columns, unaccented letters refer to the first,

and accented to the second column. The reader will find it convenient to mark
the quarters of pages on a separate piece of paper cut the length of the printed

matter, excluding the head-line, and after folding in half, and then again in half,

and lettering it, apply it to the book ;
it will be found to save much time in

finding a passage in pages so crowded with matter as those of this book.

The mode I have adopted, and found to work well in writing is as follows :

The small ronian letters are written as usual. The small italic letters are once

underlined as usual. The small capitals, instead of being doubly underlined as

usual, are written as ordinary letters with an acute accent below, as ?=a,
except when they have tails, and then a stroke is written above as / y = J Y.

Black letters are doubly dotted below. The turned letters are thus represented

Turned a c e E t
Printed V o a a 3
"Written e o 9 9 9

A. (a a1

a! a
v

a
t
aR ah aA a'i a'u

a'y a ah A A1
13 i3uu).

f j r

I f I

V03
A 90

(a) Bell's No. 6 short (a) in German
mann, and perhaps in English chaff,

lass, ask, bath, dance, 1148
;
medial

(a) common in Midland that
; long

(aa) in ah, father, mamma, part (the
r not sounded), 539c.

(a
1

)
a higher form of (a) approaching

(SB) . This is generally used in place
of (ah) as more suggestive, but it

has not the certain position of the

latter, 695a.

(aj) between (a, a), used especially

by JGG., see 539c, generally con-

fused with (a), but JGG. considers

that it differs in quality from the

short of a in father.

( ta) or (a) with an advanced tongue,

1.1470', between (a, a?), and not

materially different in effect from

(ah, a1

), 601*.

(aJ semi-nasal form of (a),mild nasality,
often heard in American long I, as /
find (a ;

i fa^nd).
(aR)

the simultaneous pron. of (a) and

(R), 425.

(ah) Bell's No. 18, not materially dif-

ferent in sound from (a
1

, 4a), used

principally for an affected thinness,
1148c. Sweet makes it the sound
in ^ye, better, but the last is not
usual in educated speech.

(aA) a conventional form for French

chant, but (a) is altered in quality

by the altered position of the uvula
in nasalisation, see (A) p. 86* below,
and 1123/.

(a'i) unanalysed diphthong used where
the first element has not been de-

termined
;
when analysed it may take
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the forms in (ai, ai, &.
1
*, E'i, se'i,

s'i, a'i, ao'i, a'i),
and the first element

is sometimes lengthened, 1100, col. 2.

It may even be nasalised as (a t i).

Five forms are heard in D 38,

757c, a", see also D 25, var. iv.

p. 410.

(a'u) unanalysed diphthong, used where
the second element approaches (u)
and the first element has not heen

determined; it may take the forms
in (au, aw, 'o>u, B'W, se'u, e'u, z'u,

go'w, o'w, a'w, A'W, o'w), 1153, col. 2.

(a'y) unanalysed diphthong where the

second element approaches (y) or

French u. The first elementmay
vary, as in (a'i, a'u). "We find

(a'y),

bW.
(a) Bell's No. 10 between (a, A),

11160, 1152^.

(ah) Bell's No. 23, is to him the Irish

sir, and first element of the Irish /,
and the oral element of French en

;

Sweet gives no example.
(A) Bell's No. 11, all, bawl, an (a)

approaching to (o), 1116 col. 1, 1122
col. 1, and 539a\

(A
1
)

or (A) with a raised tongue, not
unlike (o), 353a, b.

(B) Bell's No. 2, as a in parental,
China, the commonest form of un-
accented indistinct vowel, frequently
serving as the second element of a

diphthong, 1122*', 540a*. Bell's

examples are dungeon, motion, con-

sctoits, abandon, cupboard, avoir-

dupoise, honowr, bellows, sb. Sweet

gives no example, but uses Bell's

No. 17, my (9), in this sense finally.

(t?uu) a form of (uu) heard perhaps in
the north, 636^, No. 640.

M. (ae 8eh).

(03) Bell's No. 34, the rec. English
short vowel in bat, which approaches
closely to (E) ; and is generally re-

placed by (a
1

, a, a) in dialects
; long

in the local pron. of Bath (:bgea3th).

(aeh) Bell's No. 36, which he hears in
the first element of Cockney out and
L. J'll

;
and Sweet in open German

Gotter. I can give no example.

B. (bb,bh).
(b) bee *ay bow, gleeb, babe ba*y, a

voiced (p), 1113.

(b,) a kind of defective (m) said to
exist in We. UlSo", 560, No. 13.

(bh) German w, Hungarian v
t
modern

Greek
, (v) uttered without touching

the upper teeth with the lower lip.
1101 to 1103.

C. (o, oh, o'i).

(o) Bell's No. 12, common English
short o in a closed syllable, hop hob
hot hod hock hog, unused in most of

Europe, where it is replaced by (o) ;

very like (A), which is also peculiarly
English, but verging towards

(o),

1116, 540c. The symbol (o) is used
because the small cap. (o), which
would naturally have been used, is

too like the lower case (o).

(oh) Bell's No. 24, which Bell conceives
as Cockney ask and Irish not.
Sweet gives no example. AJE. does
not know the sound.

(o'i) educated form of \)oy toy joy,

occasionally (A'i, AA'i),

D. (d k

d d dj dh at, dw D

DJ Dh).

(d) in 0*0 roa" plowing pleading, the

tip of the tongue at a sensible

distance behind the gums, English
'coronal' (d), voiced form of (t),

1095, 1113.

( vd) French and general continental d
with the tip of the tongue advanced
to the gums, alveolar d, 1095, heard
in some English dialects, but almost

only before (r, r), which then become

( vr, V
r

), 542*.

(d,) retracted (d), the tip of the tongue
brought as far back as possn
without reversion, so that its

(not underside) touches the palate,
and the tongue forms a spoon-shaped
hollow at the back part, a mild form
of reversion, 41o\

(dj) contraction for
( k
d

vzh, d
vzh) or

(djzhj), heard in judge, 1154*, 542,

usually analysed as (dzh), as it was
in the three first Parts of E.E.P.

(dh) the tongue brought fully against
the teeth in English, the th in tfAey

breathe, typing, 1098a, 1122a'.

(dh,) the (dh) with the tongue some-
what retracted, Spanish d in Maa'ria".

(dw;) labialised (d), an attempt to utter

(d) and (w) simultaneously, 1115, col.

2, frequent English dwell, generally
confused with (dw).

(D) reverted (d), that is, (d) spoken with

the underside of the tongue against
the palate, 1095, 1096, 42, see (d,).

(DJ) =(Dzh) or reverted (di), 41.
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(oh) the under part of the tip of the

tongue brought against the teeth,

theoretically assumed to exist in D 4,

see 41.

E. (e e
1 e

l
e era eera eii ei GA

eim eu e e
1

e
l

ee* eei ee
1

]

P&! &il E E! E' E'W a a1

oh 9
l
9l

0h a a1 aR a'

a'o aV).

(e)
Bell's No. 30, as I hear it from

educated southern Englishmen in bet,

bed, pen, 1106, col. 1, 539o*, generally

replaced by (E) provincially. Bell

considers that it is used only in un-

accented syllables, and that (E) is

the sound in accented syllables.

Sweet agrees with me. The long
form (ee) as in fair, care, pmr, but

only before r in received English,

sounding (feee, keee, pee^).

(e
1

)
the tongue of (e) being raised,

hence approaching closely to (e),

1107, col. 2

fo)

(e) an indistinct form of (e) approach-

ing OB), but reminding the hearer of

(e), 721 &, e.

(ee) common provincial fracture, differ-

ing only in length from the next.

(eera) real sound of air without the trill,

(613)
is also common provincially,

see (e).

(eii) the (e) very short and the
(ii)

long, 5380, 595*', considered by the

natives as
(ii) parallel to

(?'ji)
.

(ei) common diphthongising form of

(e).

(CA) French \in, see (A), p. 86*.

(euu) the (e) very short and the (uu)

long, 538, 1. 3 from bottom, a

substitute for (uu), see also 5560,

parallel to (eii) .

(e?<)
a mincing form of (a'u) common

in D 9, p. 137<2, and London.

(e} Bell's No. 29, when lengthened, is

the sound in name without any
vanish, Fr. fee long, eie short, 1107.

Murray considers it opener than Fr.

fee, 710, No. 4. The long sound

must be distinguished from (ee
1

]}
with the vanish.

(e
1

)
the tongue of (e) raised, and hence

approaching closely to (i), 1107,

683*, 756e, and scarcely distinguish-
able from

(tj),
595*.

)
the tongue of (e) lowered, ap-

proaching closely to (e), 1107, 683*,

0<?E)
a low form of (ee) or (ee} tending

towards (E), usually written (ee-^,

682, last line.

eei} more distinctly ending with
(i)

than London (ee'j), 110&T, 1109.

the London (educated) long (ee}

with the 'vanish,' the diphthong

ending in an indefinite approach to

(i), which is not of constant value,

1111, col. 1.

(0
;i
a,) this diphthong is here usually
written (t'^j), 542#.

(e
l
i

l

)
a diphthong scarcely distinguish-

able from (i | i), which is here generally

written, 5410.

(E) Bell's No. 33, the Fr. bete short,

Italian open e, common short

English e in closed accented syllables

in provincial, and as some hold in

rec. sp., see (e) above, and 11060.

(EJ), a still deeper form than (E), but

not yet quite (SB), 11080, 711, No. 6.

(E') a variation of (E) in the direction

of (e)
for which fa), or lowered (e),

is used, 683*, No. 3, 1.

(E'U) a very common form of (a'u)

heard in D 10 and D 19, pp. 146,
277*, 2780, 279d, 287^.

(a) Bell's No. 17, the fine u of an

educated Londoner in closed accented

syllables as cut wp, replaced pro-

vincially by (a), 1094, col. 2. Bell

conceives it to be French que, which
I take as (9). Sweet has German

Gabe, which I conceive as (e).

Murray cannot distinguish open
unstressed (e, a), 68 3a. I do not

really distinguish unstressed (e, 9) .

91

)
an (a) raised towards (i),

146*.

ah) Bell's No. 21, he puts down as

"provincial s/r," and Sweet simply
as sir

;
I do not know it as different

from (a).

(9) Bell's No. 31, Fr. eu in ipeu as

distinct from eu in people, which
is (ce) ;

it does not seem to occur

precisely in English, but only in

some variant written fa), 1460,
541a. Bell conceives (9)

as Fr. ne,
which I take as (y) and Sweet as (i).

(s>

1
)
a higher form of

(9), 711, No. 12,

721*, 0.

(e?])
a deeper variant of (9), but not

quite (oe), 146, 541 under (99),

(sh) Bell's No. 35, which he gives to

French bmrre (but this seems rather

(ce) to me), and Sweet to Swedish for.
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(a) Bell's No. 5, the ordinary deep
provincial form of the natural vowel
in accented close syllables, as cut,

b*d, 1094, col. 2, but Bell and
Sweet consider it to be the received

form, which I take as (a).

(a
1

)
a higher form of (a), supposed to

be the Scotch, 711, No. 8.

(aR )
the simultaneous pron. of (a) and

(R), 42.

(a't) a very common provincial form of

the diphthong (a'i).

(a'o) a diphthong beginning with open
lips for (a), closing gradually to the

position for (o), 735. par. 9.

(a.'u] one of the commonest provincial
forms of (a'u), not very distinguish-
able from (6u).

F. (f fh j).

(f)
a hiss with the lower lip against

the upper teeth, sometimes replaced

by (ph), in which the teeth are not

touched, 10995.

(fh) lips and teeth as for (f), back of

tongue as for (u), Bell's theoretical

form of NL./used for wh, 758.
(j) a modifier used in (tj di)=(t lsh,
d

tzh), to indicate an approach to (tj

dj), and also somewhat laxly in

(kj gi) to represent the Sanscrit

explodent form of (tj di), supposed
to occur in English, 1119<?, d.

(g gj gh gj

G).

(g) as in gag, gig, facing, 1113, 1 154.

(gi) the sonant form of (dj) existing
in Sanscrit, and by Godwin re-

cognised in English, 1119, col. 1.

(gh) guttural buzz, the back of the

tongue coming close to the soft

palate, as in German Taye ;
not

English.

(gj) an attempt to pronounce (g) and

(i) simultaneously, palatalised (g),
at one time very common in received

sp., now almost disused, except in

the word girl (gjaal).

(gjh) palatal buzz, German kom>e,
distinct from (gh), often confused
with (j), but not an English sound,
and not even used in L. where (kjh)
is common.

(grh), the uvula is napped during the

pron. of (gh), Ar.
,
often heard in

j

Holland, but repudiated by better

speakers, very like the Nb. burr,
see (r).

E.E. Pron. Part V.

(gt) an attempt to pron. (g) and (u)

simultaneously, labialised (g) heard

in^wano, 1115, col. 1.

(gwh) labialised guttural buzz, tongue
for (gh) and lips for (u), German
Buye, not an English sound, though
(kwh) occurs in L.

(G) retracted (g), that is with the
contact between the back of the

tongue and soft palate as near the
throat as possible ;

as JGG. considers

that (K), the mute form of (G), is used
in D 4, p. 52, v. 23, 24, 25, and

p. 57, No. 773, he should have
admitted (G) in p. 51, v. 4 (bse's^Nei)

bayonet ; but the use of (K, G) in

English seems very questionable ; (K)
is common in Arabic j, but (G) is

unknown.

H. (h 'h 'h. H Hh H^li).

(h), (1) when not initial and not pre-
ceded by a hyphen or turned period,
as in (thin, dire, shii, vizlren) etc.,

thin, the, she, vision, is a modifier,
so that it must be considered as

forming part of the same letter as the

preceding sign ; (2) when initial or

preceded by a hyphen or turned

period, as (hii, pot'ha'us, mis-harp)
he, potAouse, misAap, it is a new
letter representing the unanalysed

aspirate of which (H nh Hjh) are

analysed forms, 11305'.

('h) voice, is contracted to (') when

sufficiently unambiguous, and then

represents any obscure, indefinite,

and short voice sound, 1128c'.

('h) flatus, audible but unvoiced breath,

11285', contracted to (') when

following another letter, as (top')

top.

(H) jerked utterance of following vowel

or flatus, 11305' ;
before a vowel the

singer's aspirate, or entirely voiced

Indian aspirate, 1134, 1138^.

(nh) contraction for (n'h) or jerked

flatus, not necessarily prominent, the

usual theoretical aspirate, 5425, c.

(njh) a smartly jerked emission of

flatus or strong aspirate, 1130c'.

I. (i
i i'a i

i,
i
1

i"
1

zi yi h *V

$& i& iii *u i).

(i)
Bell's No. 25, the long (ii)

is com-

mon on the continent, and is supposed

to occur in eat, tea, mating, but

here is frequently simply (ii) ;
the



short (i)
in closed accented syllables

is not recognised as English, and is

replaced hy (i) ;
even in open short

syllables (i)
is rare, 1098c', 540. It

occurs however in L. 710c.

(i) very short sound of
(i),

the vocal

form of (j), 5'3b', par. 3, diph-

thongising with the following vowel,

regular Welsh form.

(i'a) unanalysed form of a common
dialectal diphthong, varying as (ifa,

t'a, ZB, UTS), the last being the rec.

sound of ear when the r is, as usual,
not trilled, 1099c.

(i)
Bell's No. 26, in : it, bib, pin, silly,

the regular sound of English short i,

540, but TH. uses
(i,)

when it occurs

in open unaccented syllables, con-

sidering the tongue to be somewhat

retracted, 3160
;
Eell makes no such

distinction
;
Sweet considers pity to

have (ii).

(,) a sign used by TH. explained 316c

not distinguished by me from un-
stressed open (i), which see.

(i
1

)
a high form of

(i), which I cannot

distinguish from (i).

(i') SL. close form of (B), 710,
No. 3.

(*i) inchoant diphthong, (i) commenced
too deep as

(i)
and gradually raised

to (i) during speech, 293
;
this is the

Midland form and seems to be what
Sweet writes ij, which he analyses as

(n
1

)
for received English.

(t'yj)
a diphthong arising from begin-

ning (y,) with the mouth too open,
heard in D 19, p. 26 la.

(i x ) a lowered form of
(i) lying between

(i, e}, which Sweet hears in pity
and is common dialectally.

(i,') L. close (f) as written on 682<Z,
No. 3, usually written

(i').

(t'^i) a peculiar northern fracture, in
which both elements are distinct,
5420.

(,e) JGG.'sformof
(i'), 721i, e.

(t'ji) here the first element is deeper
than

(i) and approaches (e), so that
JGG. often wrote (e

j
i

l

), which see,
54 \c\ it differs from (a) in being
nearer

(e'i).

(in) doubly lowered
(i), representing

the sounds generally written i in

Ab. which sound to me among (i,

e, a, a, B), fully discussed in 767,
see also 695^ and 756d.

(i) Bell's No. 27, which he assigns to

German w'ber and Sweet to French
Iwne, both of which I take to be

(y).

j. (j 'j-j jh-r).

(j)
a modifier, indicating that the

preceding consonant is palatalised,
or that an attempt is made to

pronounce (i) simultaneously with it,

as in (kj, gj, Ij, nj), 1115. Sweet
calls this palatalisation "front

modification," because he terms
(i)

a "front vowel."

('j)
indefinite palatalised voice, heard

in the ' vanish
'

of (ee
1

j)
for long a

in the pause, 1111, Sweet writes ei

and analyses (ei,).

(j) the true consonantal sound in ye

yield yet yacht, German j, the true

consonantal form of (i), 1149^, 542c.

(jh) the palatal hiss of (j) heard, at

least occ., in Aew Aue hughes Mge
1/ume, but often replaced by simple

(j), not unlike (gjh, kjh), 1149,
col. 2.

(r )
the Midland gentle r described in

2936? and 294, not materially different

from (r , r) and other imperfect,
because unflapped or untrilled, forms

of
(r),

see under E.

K. (k kj kh kj kjh *kw kwh K).

(k) common guttural mute in cake,

sack, picking ;
there is a habit some-

times of jerking out the following
vowel as (knam) come, heard in

Ireland and Germany, 1140^, and
some insist on slight flatus inter-

vening as (kjham), which regularly
occurs in the pause as (saekjh)

=
(seek'-)

sack, neither practice is generally
heard from educated speakers.

(kj) explodent form of (tj)
as con-

ceived by Mr. Godwin and found in

India, 1119c.

(kh) the German ch in ach, still heard

in Lowland Scotch and occ. in

Northern English.

(kj) palatalised (k), or an attempt to

pronounce (k) and
(i) simultaneously,

1115.

(kjh) palatalised hiss, an attempt to

pronounce (kh) and
(i)

simultane-

ously ;
German ich, recAt, heard in

Lowland, 542c, 7 lid, not to be

confounded with (jh) or with (sh,

shj).

(kw) labialised (k) or an attempt to

pronounce (k) and (u) simultaneously,
usual qu in ^wality, quantity, equalise,

^westion, 1103, col. 2, 1115.

(k^-h) an attempt to pronounce (kh) and

(u) simultaneously, final in German
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auch, bucA, and initial in Lowland

Scotch, written as initial quh,

(K) retracted (k), see (G), p. 81*.

L. (1 '1 } Ih, Ihh, Ij / Ih

t-L-i).
(1)

common English low, lie, owl, aisle,

dwelling, 11460, 5420, the tip of the

tongue resting on the hard palate
some way from the gums, coronal (1),

and the sides of the tongue slightly

flapping.

('!) syllabic (1),
the voice being sus-

tained during position, this notation

is adopted as clearer than Bell's
(11)

or my equivalent (1* ) . Compare (lit'l,

IftU/litf).

( vl) alveolar
(1), the tip of the tongue

resting on the gums, common conti-

nental
I, 5420.

(Ih) flated (1), that is, with flatus sub-
stituted for voice, generated in some

dialects, and supposed by Bell to

occur regularly before (p t k), as

(helhp) or (hellhp, mellht, millhk)
help, melt, milk, 542^.

(Ihh) unilateral (Ih), the breath being
ejected from the right side of the

tongue only, as in Welsh lla.ll.

(Ij) palatalised I, an attempt to pro-
nounce

(1)
and

(i)
at the same time.

Italian gl may be generated in

English million as (rml-lj-jen),
1115.

(I) the Polish gutturalised barred L

(tti) the flated (t).

(i) the gradual glottid, the edges of

the glottis being open when begin-
ning to speak and gradually closing,
11290'.

(L) reverted I, the under part of the

tongue being turned to the palate

generated by action of preceding
(R), 42d, and sometimes used inde-

pendently, 1430.

(T.) glottal r peculiar to Danish, but
held to have been heard in the

Cockney speech by Bonders, 10990'.

M. (m 'm mh H).

(m) an orinasal resonance of voice

while the mouth is in the position
for (p), 1148, col. 2

; the tongue
should obstruct the cavity of the
mouth as little as possible, or (n, q)

may be generated, for which the

opening of the lips is not necessary.

('m) syllabic (m) in schism chasm

(siz'm kaez'm) ;
this symbol preferred

as more distinct than Bell's (mm) or

my (m
(

), 114&T and 1108^.

(mh) flatus passed through the nose
while the mouth is in the position
for (p), thought by Bell to occur
before mutes, but not heard by me,
1141a, 11480'.

(M) turned small capital M, a lip trill

with compressed lips, a defective
utterance of

(r) usually taken for

(w), 665, line 1, formerly written

(ra) or turned m.

IS", (n 'n ii nh nj N).

(n) orinasal resonance of voice while
the mouth is in the position for (t),
as in no, own, manner, 1095, the
mouth is generally open, but it is

not necessary that it should be so,
see (m).

('n) syllabic (n) so written in prefer-
ence to Bell's (nn) and my (n') for

lengthened (n), in open, sunken

(oop'n, saqk'n), UQ8d.

( vn) the alveolar continental n with the

tip of the tongue quite on the gums,
10950'.

(nh) flatus through the nose and in

the mouth in the position for (t) ;

this was once used initially for kn-

throughout England, and is still so

used occ. in Cu. 542c?.

(nj) palatalised (n), an attempt to pro-
nounce (n) and

(i)
at the same time,

Italian and French gn, Spanish n,

Portuguese nh
; may be generated

in English (an-nj-j^n) onion, 1151,
col. 2, see (qj).

(N) reverted (n), the mouth being in

the position for (T) during the ori-

nasal resonance, generated by a pre-

ceding (R) in D 4 and D 11, see 42.

0. (o ou oh 6013 OA ow o ou

o
1 oh oo'w).

(o) Bell's No. 8 Italian open (o), dif-

ferent from, but often confused with

(o), and common in our dialects,

5400.

(ou) may indicate an endeavour to pro-
nounce (o) with the lip aperture of a

(u), see 11166', and may occur in

dialects ;
it might also be written

(ow) on Sweet's principle of 'over-

rounding.'

(oh) Bell's No. 20, conceived by Sweet

as French homme, which I hear as

(o), conceived by Bell as American
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stone, which I hear as (o), and Low-
land note, which I also hear as (o).

Bell considers it to be unaccented o

in history, victory, which seems to

me pedantic.

(6oB) a compound dialectal fracture,

the rec. pron. of oar, with vocalised

r, now usually called (AA'B), and

formerly quite (O'OB), 1099#'.

(OA) conventional sign for Fr. on,

see (A).

(ou>) see (ou ) above, and (w], p. 86*.

(0) Bell's No. 7, as long in owe, no, go
without the 'vanish,' see (oo'w), it

is not found short in accented closed

syllables in English, it resembles

the Italian close o, and may certainly

be used for it, 1152, 540.

(ou)
the tongue as for (o) with the lip

rounding as for u, 682^, No. 2,

generally written (u^.

(0
1

)
an (o)

with a raised tongue and

rather more closed lips, and hence

closely resembling (),
so that (u^

is generally written in diphthongs,

541rf, 6830, No. 3, 1.

(oh) Bell's No. 19, conceived by him
as Fr. homme, see (oh) and when
nasalised as (ohA), French on. Sweet

gives no example.

(oo'w) or (oo) with the vanish, that is,

with a tendency as it is lengthened
towards (u, u), 1152, col. 1, con-

ceived as (dou) and often written

(O'M) which to me altogether perverts
the sound. Sweet writes ou and

analyses (6ot0)
= (6ou)

.

CE. (oe (% (BA oe ce'u ao CE

-3)).

(oe) Bell's No. 32, intermediate to (o,

e), Fr. eu in \eui pewple, German
short o in bo'cke, distinct from

(<?)
or

eu in pen, and German long o in

Goethe
; thought to occur in English,

541#, but this is doubtful.

(ce^ a variant of (oe) greatly resembling

(u ),
and similarly used as a trans-

ition from () to (a) in Nb. 638c,
see also 72 le.

(CCA) the Fr. orinasal un, but the

analysis cannot be properly made on

account of the modification of the

oral cavity by releasing the uvula
;

to an Englishman it sounds rather

as (HA), that is, (a) withFr. nasality.

(oe) Bell's No. 1, the sound heard on

opening the mouth wide while pro-

nouncing (u), 292c.

(cc'u) results from commencing (u) with

too wide an opening of the lips, see

292c. TH. writes
( V
MOU) for this sound.

a>)
Bell's No. 22, in first *rst third,

when r is entirely lost, not materially
different from "(aa), but with a

somewhat more provincial effect,

1156, most noticeable in diphthongs.

(so'i, so'w) the forms of (a'i, a'u) in

D 4, p. 65a, (ao'yi) the form of (a'u)

in D 11, p. 156^, I58c.

((E) Bell's No. 9, which he hears in

L. up, and Sweet in Cockney park ;

I once imagined it was the D 4

sound in first, which I afterwards

wrote (f'R st) and now write (fanst),

42c. I do not know the sound.

I take the L. wp to be (up), see the

words on 718 under U:.

(a>) a form of (a) with the sound of

(AA) running through it, continually

spelled aw by dialect writers, 43c,

under 0'.

p.

a recoil, see 1111, col. 2.

(ph) the flated form of (bh), the breath

as it is usually emitted for cooling hot

liquids, used for (f)
in Hungarian,

and possibly =mod. Gr.
(/>.

Q- (q qj qj)-

(q) nasal resonance of voice in the

position of the tongue for (k) which
excludes oral resonance, 1123c ;

the lips are usually open, but this

is not necessary, as oral resonance

is entirely prevented.

(qj) the probable Sanscrit form which is

confused generally with (nj), 1124^,

corresponding to (ki, qj) .

(qj) palatalised (q) is by some con-

ceived as the proper French pron.
of gn, which I take to be (nj) as it

certainly is in Italian.

ft. (r .r r
r,

r f r
V

r rh

rh. rh, r r rw n RO
'RO Eh r j).

(r)
a sharp beat produced by allowing

emitted voice to flap the tip of the

tongue, and this is the true '
trill

'

as heard in Italy, in Scotland, in

"Wales, and in Sh.
;

the strength
and length of the beat vary much,
but when there is no beat, there is
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some substitute, as (r ),
now common.

Enumerated kinds, '294. Simple (r)

is constantly written for any kind,

and the particular kind is often

specified in a note, but is not always
known ;

but real (r)
is the exception

in English.

(.r) strongly flapped L. -Scotch (r).

( vr) the tip of the tongue advanced

quite to the gums, during the flap,

used after
( (t)

in dialects.

(r,)
with retracted instead of reverted

tip of the tongue, which approaches
the hard palate ;

the tongue however

retains the spoon-shaped hollowness

of (R) towards the throat, 4 la"; (R)

has usually been printed instead of

(*,)

(r) the Northern buzzed r, described

542, last line but one.

(^r )
the same as (r), but with the tip

of the tongue advanced towards the

gums, used after
( tt) in Northern

dialects.

(r )
the buzzed r of the East of

England, the tip of the tongue
almost in the (d) position, but not

touching the palate, a mere im-

perfect (d) ;
a degradation of (R, RO),

at times very difficult to distinguish

from(u), 1098*, 1890, 222a.

(,r )
advanced alveolar (r )

used after

( kt)
in dialects.

(rh) flated (r), flatus instead of voice

being used to produce the trill; it

probably does not occur in English.

(,rh) flated
( vr).

(rhj flated (r,)
a milder form of (Rh),

which is usually written, 42.

(r) uvular r, .the beat or interruption
of sound being produced by the

flapping of the uvula, which is

brought to lie over the top surface

of the tongue ;
it is possible to make

this trill very hard, and even metallic

as in Paris, 6426; its usual effect is

like (gh).

(r )
the uvular rise, a stiffened uvula

which does not flap as in (r), 6420.

(rw] the (r} labialised, by bringing the

lips nearly into the position for (o),

the full Nb. burr, of which there

may be several kinds, 64 Id.

(R) reverted (r), the under surface of

the tip of the tongue turned to the

hard palate, and the flap indistinct

and less sharp than for (r) ;
some

deny that it is ever trilled, 235, 41,

apparently
- combined with vowels

(a, a, A), etc. 426.

(RO)
untrilled (R), this form is chiefly

recognised by natives who consider

that (R) is never trilled, because the
effect of the trill is so different from
that in (r), 236, 53a.

('RO)
the syllabic (an)

for which (a) is

usually written, 42.

(Rh) flated (R), the common initial r in

D 4, p. 420.

;

f) Irish r written
(nr) on 12320.

j) permissive (r}, that is, where r is

written, either (B) or
(rar) may be

pron., but the first is more usual,

10990, 1153a, 189c.

S. (s v
s sh shj t

sh srh sh).

(s) common s in see, 0ease, missing,
11040', a pure hiss, with no voice.

( ks) the tongue for
(s)

is advanced close

to the gum in making the hiss in

cat*, HOoa, line 3; LLB. hears

this, and not
( v
t

ks) in the Italian z.

(sh) 'concave swish,' hiss with the

tongue retracted and hollowed, in

she, leash, wisAing, 1117 to 1121.

(shj)
* convex swish,' the upper surface

of the tongue is convex to the palate ;

this seems to be the High German
s in st, sp initial, where ' concave

'

(sh) with a hollow upper surface of

the tongue is not admissible
; (tj)

may be taken as (tjshj) as well as

( 4sh) an advanced (sh), which may be

heard in catch (kae^sh), written

(ksetj), where LLB. hears only (^sh),

1117 to 1121.

(srh) voiceless Polish rz, tongue in the

position for (sh) and the tip slightly

trilled, 2950, line 4.

(sh) 'reverted swish,' made with re-

verted tongue, that is, (sh) as affected

by a preceding (R), 410.

T. (t t' t t tj th th, tj iw T

-4 Th).

(t)
as in taught, taking, with the

tendency in some speakers to (tn,

i\, tjh) when initial, 1095, and (f)
final in the pause, 1111, col. 2.

(t') suspended (t)
used for the definite

article in the North, 186, 206,

especially considered, 3176.

( vt)
alveolar t, with the tip of the

tongue against the gums, used before

r, then pron. (jr),
in many English

dialects, 5426, see
( vd).

(t,)
retracted (t), see (d,), Ud.

(tj)
as in 0Aeese, catch, having, a

contraction for (^sh, t
vsh) or (tjshj),

see (dj), 11546', 5426.
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(th) dental hiss, as in ^in brea^A yith

noting, the tongue fully against (not

between) the teeth, 1097f .

(th y )
alveolar hiss, the tongue on the

gum, Spanish z, scarcely distinguish-
able from (th).

(tj) palatalised (t),
an attempt to utter

(t, i) at the same time, 1115.

(tu>) labialised (t)
as in *dne, an

attempt to utter (t, u) at the same

time, 1115.

(T) reverted t, with the under surface

of the tongue against the palate, 420.

(TI) reverted (ti)
formed of (Tsh), 41^.

(Th) an attempt to say (th) with the

under surface of the tongue against
the teeth, 410.

U. (u u u v? u 1 u u
wh. un u\ u ufi)

^U-U).

(u) Bell's No. 3
;
when long as (uu) in

too food pool ;
it does not occur short

in an accented closed syllable in

English, but often occurs short in an

open unaccented syllable as influence

to-day to-night, 1097^, 540d; found
medial in L. (buk) book, see (wu).

(ii) very short diphthongising initial

(u) used where (w) is now employed,
1103, 543* under (w).

(u) Bell's No. 4, the common short oo

in an accented syllable, fwll good,

distinctly different from (u), 11140',
where read (%) for (w ).

(M') the form in which (w/) is usually

written, 711, No. 10.

(u
1

)
a higher form of

(ii)
almost (u),

53, par. 8, 5540.

( ) peculiar Midland transition sound
from (9) to (u), described, 2910, and

compare, 2920, 365, 554.

(^ )
the sound of (u )

with the tongue
more advanced.

(,ii u) TH.'s sign for my ('u), 2920,
used on 327, under 0'.

(wh) Bell's No. 16, which he assigns
to unaccented -uxe and American

do, but Sweet to valw0.

(wu) Midland inchoant diphthong com-

mencing with (u) and passing on to

(u), probably Sweet's uw, which he

analyses as (uuw), that is (u) passing
into an ' overrounded '

(&), see
(M^U).

(MI) a low form of (u), scarcely distinct

from (o
1

)
the high form of (o), which

see, 2910, 389*, 540^. For a long time
I confounded this with

( )
under

one sign and hence some errors in

Part IV., thus
( )

on p. 1107<f,

1114c', should be (,).

i) a peculiar fracture heard in D 33,
so written on 682d, but written (u)
on 711, No. 10.

fa a Northern fracture similar to

(6WL9) JGG.'s form of (w'), 7210.

(ju) Northern inchoant diphthong
commencing with (u^, almost (o

1

),

and ending with (u), 4940, 541^,
595*.

(u) Bell's No. 15, Bell and Sweet both

consider it to be Swedish u
;

it may
be conceived as (y) with more flavour

of (u) in it.

V. (YA).

(v) the voiced form of
(f),

a buzz, with

the lower lip firmly placed against
the teeth, the despair of Germans
who use (bh), 1101, col. 2.

(A) written like Greek 77, the sign of

French nasality ;
the four French

nasals in an win un on are conven-

tionally represented by (aA CA CBA

OA), but the relaxation of the uvula

necessary for nasalisation prevents

any exact reference of oral to ori-

nasal vowels, 1123, col. 2.

"W. (w wh wr w Jw w]).

(w) a peculiarly English buzzed con-

sonant with nearly closed lips, which
are compressed in the middle but

inflated on each side by the emitted

voice, the back of the tongue raised

as for (u) ;
the side inflations dis-

tinguish (w) from (bh), and the buzz
from

(ii),
1091 to 1094

;
used for (v)

in some dialects, 132*, 143a.

(wh) flated (w), that is, with unvoiced

breath through the same position,
which makes next to no hiss, only
a blow, see the long discussion, 1125
to 1145, 543c.

(wr) initial wr still heard among old

people in the North, 5430, the oldest

form was perhaps (r%>) or labialised (r) .

(w) mark of labialisation, that is, of

closing the lips more or less during
the sound, or holding the position of

the previous letter, as in (kw, gw,
tw, dw], that is, an attempt to pro-
nounce (w) at the same time with

(k g, t d) respectively ;
it may also

be used with vowels to indicate

greater labialisation, or more than
the normal closure of the lips, thus

(ow)
=

(ou), which see.
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(*w) the indefinite voice sound ('h)

labialised, which therefore ap-

proaches to (u) and forms the

'vanish' of (06), see (oo'w}, and

1152, col. 1.

(wj) palatalised labialisation, or an at-

tempt to pronounce (u, i)
or (y) with

the preceding letter, as (nivji) or

(nyi), French nuit, 11150'.

Y. (yyi yyi *).

(y) Bell's No. 28, the sound of French

u, German
,
which are perhaps not

quite the same, lying intermediate

between
(i)

and (u). The presumed
transitional sound from (u) to (y) is

(ce'u). Perhaps pure (y) does not

occur in our dialects.

(yi) a modification of Fr. u in a di-

rection not precisely ascertained,
admitted in D 10, p. 146, D 11,

p. 1560", and D 19, p. 2610.

(y) Bell's No. 14, said by Melville

Bell to be heard in the last syllable
of houses and -shire, a peculiar sound
used in 540&, and stated to lie be-

tween (i, B), compare (in ) ;
it is

commonly transcribed (i^ by me, see

75Qd and 767c.

(2/1) a variant of (y), the value not

precisely ascertained, 5600.

(Y) Bell's No. 13, Russian H (Jery)

according to Bell, and Welsh u

according to Sweet.

Z. (z z zh zh zhj zrh. zh).

(z) the buzz of (s) produced by laying
on the voice in the (s) position, as in

zany hi* whizzing ;
often preceded

when initial by an
(s)

in German as

(szii) sie, and followed by an (s) in

the pause in English as (hizs) his,

1122c' 11040*.

( lz) the voiced form of
( ts), which see,

according to LLB. the voiced Italian

z generally taken as (^z).
(zh) the buzz of sh, initial in Fr. je

(zh;?), in English occurs only between
two vowels as in division, measure,
and where it has been recently

developed except in S. dialects, 400",

1118.

( (zh) advanced (zh), this may be
the second element of (dj) usually
assumed to be (dzh), 1154'.

(zhj) voiced (shj), convex tongued (zh),
this also may be the second element
of (dj).

(zrh) voiced Polish rz, the tongue as

for (zh) and the tip trilled, 2950.

(zh) reverted (zh) with the under
surface of the tip of the tongue
against the palate, occurs in (DJ=
Dzh), 41c.

Numerals n 8 2,)-

(*)
with a higher tongue, or appre-

ciated as a higher sound, 1107.

d) with a lower tongue, or appreciated
as a deeper sound, 1107, often used
as a mere diacritic.

(u ) doubly lowered, see (tn ) p. 82*.

(g) is used for the Arabic ^ or bleat

which it greatly resembles in shape ;

it is produced in the glottis, and may
be considered as an exaggerated
catch or (;).

(

4
) rounding by palatal arches, as in

a parrot's (p
4

w's) puss, 11140".

(
5
)

with pursed and protruded lips,

158c, 3220*.

(l) unilateral palatal click used to start

a horse with in England, usually

spelled cVck
;
there are several other

clicks represented by turned numerals,
or by aid of % below, 725, No. 17.

Points (, ;
i : .

' <

t
..

) preceding a vowel, the clear glottid,
11290".

; )
the check glottid or Arabic hamza,

regularly used when a word begins
with a vowel in German, not usual

in English, 1130, 7250", 7300*, used

instead of musical accent in Danish.

i) indicates the absence of glide or

recoil after a mute, see p. 77* on

length of consonants.

)
after a vowel or syllable, denotes

secondary stress
;

before a word
indicates that it would begin with a

capital letter in received spelling.

) period, before any letter, indicates

that it receives a peculiarly vigorous
utterance

;
it is only used in phonetic

discussions as (.r) Lowland r.

)
after a vowel or syllable, denotes

primary stress, and before a word

emphasis, as (te prize-nt B pre-z'nt)
or (te prizen't B prez-'nt) to present
a present.

)
after or before another consonant,

=
('h), that is, voice in its simplest

form independent of the position of

the organs ;
in former Parts much

used where (B) is now written by

preference, see ('1, 'm, *n).

') after another consonant =('h),
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flatus in its simplest form, recoil

after mutes, as (hop'), not usually

written but left to be inferred.

( t ) slight nasality, not so marked as

in French, often found with (a) as

(a,)-

Marks of intonation rarefy used.

.) low level tone, Chinese low (pniq).

) high level tone, Ch. high (pniq).

) rising tone, Ch. high (shaq).

.) falling tone, Ch. high (kncece,

kniu, km).
.) rising from low level tone, Ch.

low (shaq).

..) falling to low level tone, Ch. low

(kHcece) .

(.) fall and rise, used in Norwegian
and Swedish.

(.-.) rise and fall, Ch. (fu-kjen shaq).

(;) stop voice suddenly at high pitch,
Ch. high (shui% zhii', njipi').

(f.) stop voice suddenly at low pitch,
Ch. low (shu.'. zhii. njipi.). See end

of last entry.

As a rule intonation is not marked,
but it may be roughly indicated by the

above signs, which may immediately
follow the vowel, or be printed in a

line over the words. Or the ordinary
level of speech being represented by
5, and four degrees of lower pitch by
1234, and four degrees of higher

pitch by 6 7 8 9, without the assump-
tion of any definite intervals, a line

of figures over the words would give
a tolerable notion of intonation. But
there are obvious difficulties, first in

hearing the intonation naturally from
native dialect speakers, and next in

appreciating it when heard, and hence
it is not attempted in this treatise.

See Mr. Melville Bell's Visible Speech,

p. 82, and his Principles of Elocution,
5th ed. (Werner, New York). For
the attempts of Steele and Merkel,
see my paper on Accent and Emphasis,
in the Trans, of the Philological Society
for 1873-4, pp. 129-135.

Accents
('

"
, \ H J.

('} marking the short glide and the

stress syllable in ordinary diphthongs,

p. 77*.

(") marking the slur or long glide
of the Italian diphthongs as (i"o,

miE"i) written with ', an incon-

venient sign, on 1131Z*.

(,) after a letter only, mark of retrac-

tion of the tongue from the lips
towards the throat, see (r/5 th,) .

(

'

)
over or after a vowel marks medial

length as (a, 9'), after a continuous

consonant marks lengthening as (s'),

after an explodent marks suspension
of the organs of speech for a sensible

time, as
(t')

for the definite article,

317b; see also p. 77*.

(J before a letter only, mark of

advanced tongue, see
( (t, (r), the

tongue in this case coming close to

the gums, 1120, col. 2.

( u )
before a letter only, very advanced

tongue quite up to the teeth, 1120,
col. 2.

(m) tip of tongue between teeth, but

not protruded, written (t) on

( ) ; L t + i i).

( ) )

' divider
' marks the end of a word

and the beginning of the next, when
the two words run on together as

one
;

it is a guide to the eye in

reading.

()) 'break,' shewing that there is no

glide between the letters between

which it occurs, 1131, see both
) ;

used on 149, line 1.

( L ) preceding a letter indicates that

that letter is very faintly uttered,

see Part II. p. 419 note.

( J ) following a consonant, as (tJ)
=

English tut, or (Jh) independently,

1128', indicates a click made by
smacking the interior parts of the

mouth in the air already there with-

out either inspiration or expiration.

(+) glide of any sort, ^> from a wide
to a narrow, <^ from a narrow to a

wide, opening of the mouth, 1130eT.

(;) with inspired breath, 1128', (';)

inspired flatus, and (;f, ;r hf) in-

spired flatus through the lip position
for (f) varied in the second case by
raising the tongue for (r ), the lazy

negative of Dundee school-boys,
760*.

(j) trilled, when transcribing Bell's

orthography, who writes the equiva-
lent of (r^Jfor (r).

END OF PRELIMINARY MATTER.



THE EXISTING

PHONOLOGY OF ENGLISH DIALECTS.

INTRODUCTION".

THE object of this treatise is to determine with considerable

accuracy the different forms now, or within the last hundred years,
assumed by the descendants of the same original word in passing
through the mouths of uneducated people, speaking an inherited

language, in all parts of Great Britain where English is the

ordinary medium of communication between peasant and peasant.
This limitation excludes those parts of Wales and Scotland where
Celtic is habitually spoken by the natives. Ireland has also been

excluded, except in the south-east of Co. Wexford an old English
colony because it has otherwise a comparatively recently imported
speech. The exact limits are marked on the Map by the CB or

Celtic border, and traced in words below. Of course the oldest

form of English existent within these limits was itself imported
from North Germany, modified by Old Norse and subsequently
Old Norman, which was a form of Old French modified by Old
Norse. And equally of course the immigrants aboriginally spoke

differently, so that there was not really one original form for any
word within the whole limits thus described.

To solve this problem perfectly every word used by native

peasants in every part of the country should have its pron.
1 observed

and written phonetically. But this was obviously impossible.
Hence a selection of typical words had to be made. Before in-

vestigating it was naturally impossible to make a proper selection,

but without some sort of selection no investigation could have been

commenced. At first I tried any collections of words I could

obtain. Then finding how vague, defective and redundant these

were, with the help of Dr. J. A. H. Murray, author of DSS; and
editor of the new English Dictionary, I constructed in 1873 a

Comparative Specimen (referred' to as cs. and given in the Pre-

liminary Matter No. III.), containing at least many typical words
and constructions, run into sentences. This then I endeavoured to

get "translated" into the idiom and pronunciation of the place.

1 See list of abbreviations in frequent use, pp. 4* and 6*.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1433 ]
92
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Constantly complaints came to me from correspondents in different

parts of the country that " our people don't speak so." Of course

they did not. That was inevitable, and indeed intentional. But

the intention was also to have the idiom corrected, at the same

time that the pron. was assigned, and this was seldom attempted.
Notice of my attempt was given in the Athenceum and Academy,
and numerous ladies and gentlemen who were familiar with

dialectal speech gave me their assistance. But there was great

difficulty in expressing their meaning through lack of phonetic

knowledge. Fortunately many were able to give vivd voce readings,

and most kindly laboured hard to make me understand the sounds,

while I wrote them in palaeotype. Their names and work are

recorded in the Alphabetical County List in the Preliminary
Matter No. YI. In other cases I endeavoured by written questions
to obtain a clue to the sounds. But this was heavy and laborious,

and the result was not satisfactory on the whole, although the

versions of my cs. thus obtained were the nucleus of my work.

Finding that the words I wanted particularly were often in-

geniously avoided in the translations given, and that the idiom

presented great difficulties, in Sep. 1877 I got out Word Lists

(referred to as wl.), following the order and etymology in Dr.

Sweet's History of British Sounds. This step indicated a further

advance in the conception of the problem. The Wessex, or literary
Saxon form of King Alfred's time, was now, where possible,

adopted as the language of comparison, even for those Midland and
Northern regions, where different forms of Low German were

originally spoken. In some instances of course this comparison
could not be made, and the word had to be referred to a Norse or

French form, or classed as of unknown origin. We had now a

standard of comparison. The problem then assumed this form,

given the Wessex vowels (or consonants, but the vowels were most

important) of certain words, to find their dialectal equivalents in

different parts of the country, and this is the form under which its

solution is attempted in this treatise. The order and classification

used by Dr. Sweet, proving inconvenient for rapid reference, I

subsequently modified this list, and it finally assumed the form of

the Classified Word List (referred to as cwl. as distinct from the

preceding wl.) given in the Preliminary Matter No. Y.
With this wl. I gave a list of the principal sounds to be

observed, with their glossic representation and a number attached.
I regret to say that these proved useless and confusing. I could
seldom rely upon the figures given. Some unfortunate misprints,

arising from extending the list of sounds, increased the perplexity
of many correspondents, and the result was that where I was
unable to obtain viva voce or palaeotypic information, I had the
same difficulty as before in interpreting the informants' orthography
(here referred to as io.), and occasionally the still greater difficulty

arising from the wrong use of numbers. Still I managed to obtain
a very considerable amount of local information from all parts of

the country by means of these wl., over which many of my
[ 1434

]
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informants gave themselves an immense amount of trouble, for

which I cannot be sufficiently grateful. About 1700 of these lists

were sent out, chiefly to the clergy in those parts of the country
from which information was most needed, and of these about 500
were returned with some though often very little information.

In 1879 I tried the use of a much shorter specimen called the
Dialect Test (referred to henceforth as dt.), containing only 76

independent words, which exemplified all the principal classes, or

rather would have done so if my informants had not constantly
avoided or changed some of the important words. This dt. with
the words numbered and the original notes designed to draw my
informants' attention to the points of the investigation and to

record the pron. to a considerable extent without having to acquire
the use of a systematic orthography, is given in the Preliminary
Matter No. IV., and has been of much service.

These three modes of obtaining information were necessarily
addressed to educated people who did not speak dialect naturally,
and hence had only more or less observed what was said, and
imitated it as well as they could. They all spoke

" received

speech" (abbreviated to rs.) in " received pronunciation" (abbrevi-
ated to rp.), and endeavoured more or less successfully to impart
their impressions of dialectal pron. (abbreviated to dp.) by means of

"received orthography" (abbreviated to ro.). Here were many
possible sources of error. 1

)
The sounds may have been wrongly

appreciated. 2) The sounds may have been wrongly imitated.

3) The rp. adopted by my informants may have been different

from my own, for there is no such thing as a uniform educated

pron. of English, and rp. or rs. is a variable quantity differing from
individual to individual, although all its varieties are "

received,"
understood and mainly unnoticed. 4) There are many dialectal

sounds which are not recognised at all in rs. and which hence

required more than ro. to represent, so that my informants fre-

quently used combinations of letters which are not in ro., and
these they generally did not attempt to explain or frankly declared

to be inexplicable. 5) There was my own conjectural interpre-
tation of my informants' orthography, which was at first very
venturesome and unsatisfactory to myself. The hours, days, and

sometimes months and years which I have spent over endeavouring
to avoid these sources of error would be in themselves sufficient to

account for the delay in completing this treatise.

But why not go to the peasantry at once ? Why not learn from

word of mouth, so that the errors would be limited to the writer's

own appreciation ? "Where possible, this mode of obtaining in-

formation has been followed. But I have myself been able to do

so in very few cases. There are many difficulties in the way.
First the peasantry throughout the country have usually two

different pron., one which they use to one another, and this is that

which is required ;
the other which they use to the educated, and

this which is their own conception of rp., though often remarkably

different from it, is absolutely worthless for the present purpose.

[ 1435 ]
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If I, having no kind of dialectal speech, were to go among the

peasantry, they would of course use their "refined" speech to me.

I have therefore not attempted it. But I have occasionally been

able successfully to obtain information from domestic servants,

from railway porters, and principally, through the kind cooperation
of the Principal, from the students at Whitelands Training College
in Chelsea. These last were young women generally about twenty

years old, fresh from the country, who, though they now spoke
rs. very well, had been from earliest childhood accustomed to the

speech of their own districts, or had learned that of other districts

by long teaching of natural dialect speakers in national schools.

To the interest taken by the Rev. J. P. Faunthorpe, the Principal,
in my work, the help from the teachers themselves, and the willing
assistance of the students, I am indebted for information which has

cleared up many difficulties and helped me to fill up many gaps.
But my chief aid in this way has come from three important

sources. 1) Mr. C. Clough Eobinson (henceforth referred to as

CCR.), author of a Leeds Glossary, and subsequently of the Mid
Yorkshire Glossary (the latter published by the English Dialect

Society), a natural dialect speaker, acquired my glossic in personal
interviews with me, and was of the utmost assistance in phonetically

rendering the pron. of South and Mid Yo.

2) Mr. J". G. Goodchild (henceforth referred to as JGG.) a

Londoner, who had been many years employed on the Government

Geological Survey, and had thus been constantly in the society of

dialect speakers, having acquired a knowledge of my palaeotype
(verified by many personal interviews between us), was able to

furnish me with wonderful phonographs, so to speak, of the pron.
in Cu. We. and nw. Yo., which he had again and again verified by
the speakers themselves.

3) Mr. Thomas Hallam (henceforth referred to as TH.), a native

of n. Db., a natural dialect speaker, for many years a book-keeper in

the Canal Department of the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire

Railway Offices at Manchester, having acquired the use of my palaeo-

type in great perfection, as verified by many personal interviews
between us, has rendered me the most important services in the
Midland Counties, La. Ch. Db. St. in especial, and in various other
counties of England, as will be seen in the lists Nos. VI. and VII.

given in the Preliminary Matter. His position in connection with
the Railway Offices gave him facilities for travelling over these

regions, and as he has been helping me for fully twenty years,
there has been time for collecting and imparting great stores of

information. His method of proceeding was this. On arriving at a
station he would inquire where he could find old and if possible
illiterate peasants, whom he would "

interview," gaining their con-

fidence, and then noting their peculiarities of pron. in his note books

(now more than Ixx. in number, a goodly Septuagint), using palaeo-
type, which he wrote most accurately. In the same books he entered
all passing pron. which he heard, forming the " words noted "

(abbreviated to wn.), which are so frequently referred to hereafter,

[ 1436 ]
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reduced to the form of my cwl. Also, making acquaintance with
native dialect speakers, he obtained numerous cs. and dt., most of
which are given below, and thus enabled me to illustrate dialectal

pron. in a most unexpectedly accurate manner over about 22
counties

;
for the exact enumeration see the Alphabetical County

List, and Informants' List in the Preliminary Matter, Nos VI
and VII.
A large number of the names there recorded recall to me long

correspondence or lengthy personal interviews, and I beg to return
to all my informants grateful thanks for their help, which has
made my work possible.

Finally I wish to record my obligations to H.I.H. Prince Louis-
Lucien Bonaparte (henceforth referred to as LLB.), who, though he
was able only on one occasion to take down a portion of a cs. in

pal. himself, yet procured me many versions of the cs. from others,
and a large amount of incidental dialectal information. To him I

owe especially my first conceptions of a classification of the English
Dialects, and he has been throughout a warm sympathiser and a

ready helper. Possessing a large collection of English dialect

books, consisting of various specimens, besides those versions of the

Song of Solomon made for himself, and all the best glossaries, with

many of his own notes in travelling, he allowed me to examine
them all, and abstract what was needed, so that I was made

thoroughly acquainted with all that had been done before, and saw
how necessary it was to treat of the pron. separately.

To clothe all these sources of information in a proper garment,
which would admit of accurate comparison, a sufficiently copious

phonetic alphabet was necessary. The palaeotype used in Parts I.

to IV. of EEP. was of course adopted. But the direct investiga-
tion of living speech has rendered numerous additions or modifi-

cations necessary. Hence I have considered it advisable to prefix
to this treatise a new table of Dialectal Palaeotype (in the Pre-

liminary Matter No. VIII.), containing all the signs employed in

this treatise in an order which can be readily referred to, so that

no reader can have any difficulty in ascertaining the value of any
symbol he meets with. Great peculiarities will generally be

specially explained where they occur, and in the Table of Dialectal

Palaeotype (which for that purpose has been printed last) references

will be given to these explanations. The use of pal. of course re-

quires much careful study to understand it thoroughly and read it

easily, but I must assume that this work will be used by readers

who are prepared to study. There is no help for it. If the sounds

were -merely uttered to them without being fixed by signs, they
would forget or confuse them immediately. I do not add a general
treatise on phonetics. Much can be gathered from the discussions

in Part IV. of EEP., and a condensed account of the theory of

phonetics, with a long list of my palaeotype symbols, drawn up by

myself, will be found in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 22, or

part 86, pp. 381-390, published 1887.

There is so much difficulty in limiting the conception of a

[ H37 ]
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dialect, so as to distinguish, it from a language, that I have thought
it best not to attempt distributing the English language into pre-

cisely defined dialects, but to take the range of country where

English is acknowledged to be spoken by peasants to one another

in some one or other of its forms, and then to divide it into districts

where the form of speech can be tolerably well defined. Hence
the first thing is to lay down the limits assumed for English as

against Celtic. This is a division of entirely unrelated languages,

differing in sound, vocabulary, grammar and history. But this is

the only case in which all these four points will have to be con-

sidered. This is a treatise on the existing phonology of the

English dialects, meaning simply peasant speech. Hence, when
the area of English is once determined, the geographical divisions

must depend mainly, if not always, entirely on pron., with the

least possible admixture of considerations founded on vocabulary
and grammar (indicated in the note appended to the cwl. in

Preliminary Matter No. Y. p. 25*), and none at all on history.
The first broad points in the phonology of English which struck

me were the treatment of Wessex U and IT' (capital letters will

always be used, as in the headings of the cwl. in the Preliminary
Matter No. Y.), of the letter R, and of the definite article. To my
surprise I found that the lines separating these different treatments

could be traced completely across the country from sea to sea, and

hence I obtained TEN TRANSVERSE LINES, which form the first

broad phonetic distribution of English speech. I had hoped indeed

that they would form the basis of the ultimate districts. But I

gradually found that this was not the case, so far as the treatment

of TJ, IT' was concerned, for reasons which will be best explained
hereafter

;
but in other respects the transverse lines do really limit

divisions and districts.

Then by tabulating and comparing, especially by means of the

cwl., I obtained Six DIVISIONS, with sufficiently distinct differences

and characters, to which I give the geographical names of Southern,

"Western, Eastern, Midland, Northern, and Lowland, the last being
almost entirely in Scotland. The characters by which these are

distinguished will be given in detail hereafter.

Then commenced the more difficult task of separating these

Divisions into such DISTRICTS as had a considerable claim to be
considered uniform in the pron. they used, and were sufficiently
distinct from their neighbours. The difficulty was to make these

districts wide enough, by resolutely refusing to be led away by
small differences. Properly speaking there is no uniformity. Not

only will a practised ear tell the village in a district from which a

speaker hails, but a more accurate examination will shew that
families in the same village do not speak exactly alike, nay, that
the individual members of the same family will have generally
some differentiating peculiarity. My information, however, seldom
went into such fine details, although that obtained from Messrs.
Goodchild and Hallam often reaches the stage of individualism.

My first attempts almost always erred in making the districts too
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INTRODUCTION. 7

small, but finally I left very few small districts, because, among
other reasons, of the difficulty in determining their boundaries with
the information at my command, and contented myself with mostly
large districts, in which I recognised YAEIETIES only roughly
located, and not always accurately or completely characterised.
The result of this has been to divide the whole country into 42

numbered districts, of which 21 contain 89 varieties. In eight of

these varieties I have even distinguished 19 subvarieties. Thus
stated, the distribution appears rather complex, but the complexity
will disappear on examination. The whole of these 10 Transverse

Lines, 6 Divisions, and 42 districts, with the Celtic Border, are

clearly shewn in the little maps of England and Scotland, drawn
from my instructions by Messrs. George Philip and Son, and given
with this treatise, and the Key to these maps in the Preliminary
Matter No. II. indicates the position of the varieties and sub-

varieties. In the subsequent pages each District and Variety will

be considered in the order of their numbers, and their numbers will

be placed at the head of the pages. Hence the reader, after

having consulted the map which gives him the number of the

district, and the key which shews the number of the Variety, can

immediately turn to the page containing the information.

In the course of tracing the boundaries, or of giving the infor-

mation, I shall have frequently to refer to places whose names are

not on the maps here given, and indeed are often difficult to find

on any but the large maps of the Ordnance Survey. But it is

necessary that the reader should have a good conception of their

situation on the little maps which have the districts marked on
them. This is effected thus. Take the village of Harrold referred

to as "
Harrold, Bd. (8 nw.Bedford)," that is, Harrold (not on the

map) is in Bedfordshire, 8 miles to the north-west of the town of

Bedford (which is on the map). Any series of county maps will

then enable the reader either to find the name or the exact locality.

I have found G. Philip and Son's penny county maps of England
and Scotland very useful, but they are not on a uniform scale.

"W. H. Smith and Co.'s maps (on the uniform scale of 4 miles to

the inch) will enable the reader to follow all the boundaries of

districts here given. Stanford's Railway map of three miles to

the inch, and the Ordnance maps, may be further referred to if

necessary, but Philip's and Smith's are the most convenient, as I

have -found by extensive use.

This geographical distribution, which was not possible until

information had been obtained from all parts of the country, and

the limitation of the investigation to phonology now existing

either in absolute use of living people or in their memories, form

the two distinctive characters of this treatise. It was necessary
for this purpose to localise information, and hence to reject almost

all printed books, which generally refer to very vaguely defined

or, more accurately speaking, undefined areas. This localisation,

except when I could secure the assistance of my three chief

informants, was very difficult to procure. No doubt many local
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8 INTRODUCTION.

readers will object to some of my lines of demarcation, or to the

sounds themselves attributed to certain classes of words. This is

really inevitable. I have not swept the country, and most of my
brooms so far as I went were not of perfect construction. I can

only say that I have done my best, and at my advanced age, after

twenty years' work on the subject, the main point was to secure

what had been gained, and leave corrections to future workers.

The present plan of this enlarged treatise, as distinguished from

that in Chap. XI. 2, No. 3, which has been cancelled, is as follows.

At the commencement is placed a quantity of Preliminary

Matter, paged with a star, as 1*, 2*, etc., to which the reader

will have constantly to refer.

The contents already sufficiently indicated consist chiefly of the

means for procuring information, the geographical representation of

the dialectal districts by maps, with their key, the lists of my
informants, and the table of Dialectal Palaeotype.

In the work itself, after this Introduction, I proceed direct to

the CELTIC BOEDER, which I give in two forms : first, as the late

Mr. Green conceived it to be in A.D. 580, after the Low Germans
had been in England about 130 years, with his supposed distri-

bution of the different tribes; second, as results from inquiries

made by myself in Wales, and Dr. J. A. H. Murray in Scotland.

Ireland I consider for present purposes as entirely Celtic,
^

with

the exception of the little peninsula containing the baronies of

Forth and Bargy in Co. Wexford. This Celtic Border, which is

boldly drawn on the maps, will be immediately very carefully

described in words, so that it can be readily followed on any maps
of Great Britain. It limits to the west and north the country
considered in these pages.

After this follows an account of the TEN TRANSVERSE LINES, with

a verbal description of the route taken by each, shewing the belts

of different pronunciation into which they divide the country.
Then I consider the S. div., giving its boundaries and general

character, followed by the districts or D. 1 to 12 which it contains.

Each district is treated thus.

It is first numbered and then named. The exact BOUNDARY, as

well as it can be ascertained, is next given, followed by the AREA
it occupies, expressed in terms of counties or parts of counties.

Then come the AUTHORITIES or list of places from which information

has been received, with a rough indication of its nature. These
names refer to the Alphabetical County Lists in the Preliminary
Matter No. VI., which contain detailed information. Then is

given the general character of the whole district and an account of

each variety. Pin ally come the ILLUSTRATIONS, consisting generally
of cs., dt. and cwl., but occasionally others, where fortune favoured

The main scientific interest, however, centres in the cs., dt.me.
and cwl., because the different pron. of the same words are thus so

easily compared. Occasionally I give many cs. or dt. belonging to

one district, and even to different districts, in an interlinear form,
which furnishes a remarkably easy method of comparison.
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The other divisions and districts are treated in the same way
precisely.

Although this has a very complete and systematic appearance, I
do not disguise from myself the real incompleteness of the whole

exposition and the great desirability of using it merely as a nucleus
round which the results of other investigations may be grouped.

Finally there will be a Section on RESULTS, shewing how modern
dialectal phonology is related to the ancient Wessex form in par-
ticular. This section especially shews the bearing of the present
investigation on my complete work. It will necessarily involve
the philological question of the alteration of pronunciation in the
descent of various languages from one source, for the divisions of

English pronunciation are in fact only the illustrations on a small

scale which can be observed in actual process of growth, of the

changes which in a large scale have been going on within dif-

ferent families of languages throughout the world.

THE CELTIC BORDER.

This is considered under two aspects, ancient and modern. The
Ancient is that which divided the immigrant Low Germans from
the resident Celts after the first period of conquest had subsided

and settlement proper began. The Modern is that now existent.

Ancient. About A D. 408 the last Roman forces were withdrawn
from Great Britain, and probably in the same year the Low German

invaders, who will here be collectively termed Saxons, though

they consisted of many different tribes, began to appear. They are

however generally credited with having first landed in A.D. 449.

These different tribes were constantly fighting with the Celts, but

after the battle of Deorham (a village near Bath, Sin., overlooking
the valley of the R. Severn, A.D. 577), when half the country had

been conquered, there was more settlement than conquest, and the

different invading tribes rather contended with each other for

supremacy, than fought against the ''Brut" or Celts. At this

time Mr. J. R. Green (Making of England, p. 203) apportions the

country roughly between Saxons and Celts as follows, by a line

running nearly n. to s. from the Firth of Forth to the English
Channel. The details of this line are mainly conjectural, and in

default of precise information, Mr. Green follows co. b. in a great

measure. But as the division corresponds to an existing contrast

of dialects on the e. side older Saxon with subsequent Danish

influence, on the w. side later Saxon with Celtic influence it is

convenient to describe it, in such a way that it can easily be followed

on the maps. This opportunity is also used for localising the

various invading tribes to the e. according to Mr. Green,
1 and of

giving two groupings of a much later date.

1 Mr. Green considers that the British in an article headed " Are we English-

were entirely exterminated or driven to men?" (Fortnightly Eeview, 1880,

the w., so that the population to the e. vol. 28, new series, pp. 472-487), says

was purely Saxon. Mr. Grant Allen, (p. 485),
" A small body of Teutoi

f
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10 THE CELTIC BORDER.

This ancient Celtic border which, to prevent confusion, is not

laid down in the maps, begins on the Firth of Forth on the w. b.

of Ed., and passes w. of Pb. and Ex. to w. of Nb. and Du. Along
s. of Du. Mr. Green places the s. b. of the Berenicians that ex-

tended on the e. side n. to the Firth of Forth. On the w. side

were Strathclyde in Scotland and the Cumbrians in England.
The old Celtic border then continues first w. of n.Yo., and then

through Yo. to the e. of the great forest of Elmete, which extended

down to Sherwood in Nt. and Db. It then turns w. and n., and

afterwards s. again, in order to run on the n. and w. side of Db.,
and then to the w. of St., till it had to go suddenly e. in order to

skirt the great forest of Arden in "Wa. 1

Having done so, it resumes

its n. to s. direction, passing through "Wo. until it strikes the II.

immigrants descended some time about

vth century and onward, to the Eastern

shore of South Britain. They occupied
the whole coast from the Forth to the

Isle of Wight, and spread over the

country westward, as far as the central

dividing ridge. Though not quite free

from admixture with the aborigines, even

in this limited tract, they stiil remained

relatively pure in their strongholds, and

they afterwards received a fresh Teutonic

reinforcement by the Danish invasion.

"Westward of the central line they con-

quered and assimilated the aborigines

upon whom they imposed their language
and laws, but whom they did not ex-

terminate. In the extreme west and
in Ireland, the Celts long retained their

language and nationality undisturbed.

During the middle ages the English
people formed by far the most powerful
body in the island, and even now they
have imposed upon all of it their name
and language. But since the rise of the

industrial system the Celts have peace-
fully recovered thenumerical superiority.

They have crowded into the towns and

seaports, so that at the present day only
the rural districts of Eastern England
can claim to be

thoroughly Teutonic.
The urban population consists for the

most part of a mixed race. Moreover,
since intermarriage is now so very
frequent, it seems probable that almost
all English families, except those of the

stationary agricultural class in the East,
have some small proportion of Celtic

blood. In the upper classes, where
numerous intermarriages are universal,
this proportion is doubtless everywhere
very great. Out of Britain the Celts

have it all their own way." And again
(p. 487) :

" We may sum up the result

here indicated, in a single sentence :

though the British nation of the present

day is wholly Teutonic in form, it is

largely and even preponderantly Celtic

in matter." It seemed proper to give
these results

;
but they do not affect

this investigation. On the e. people
do not speak a language shewing Celtic

influence in either grammar or pron.
On the w. pron., but not grammar,
betrays Celtic influence. This is not

an ethnologic treatise. Difference or

similarity of language are no guarantees
of difference or similarity of race.

1 Rosalind. Well, this is the forest

of Arden. Touchstone. Ay, now am
I in Arden

;
the more fool I : when I

was at home I was in a better place ;

but travellers must be content. As

you like it, Act 2, Sc. 4, speeches
6 and 7. Lord Byron, speaking of the

soldiers at Waterloo, says: "And
Ardennes waves above them her green
leaves, Dewy with nature's tear drops,
as they pass," Childe Harold, Canto iii.

st. 27, and the commentator in Moore's
ed. 1833, vol. 8, p. 144, says: "The
wood of Soignies is supposed to be a

remnant of the forest of Ardennes,
famous in Boiardo's Orlando, and im-
mortal in Shakspere's As you like it."

Probably many schoolboys have thought
the same, as I did fifty years ago also.

But Arden, joined as a parish with

Temple Grafton, is only 5 w. Stratford-

on-Avon, Wa., and Henley-in-Arden

only 7 nnw. Stratford, and I certainly

agree with Sharpe's Gazetteer that
this Arden "

probably is the true

original of Shakspere's Forest of

Arden." It was a forest he was

thoroughly well acquainted with, and

geography was a trifle to him. Besides,
where did " the Duke "

of As you like

it abide ?
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Severn near Gloucester. It reappears on s. of Gl. opposite the end
of the Forest of Dean, and going e. to avoid the great Forest of

Selwood, passed on southwards through w.Wl. and e.Do. to the sea

near Portland.

The Saxon settlements on the e. of this b. were according to Mr.
Green as follows :

Beremciansin s Scotland,Nb. and Du. with capital Bamborough(12ne.Wooler),Nb.
Deirians in Yo. with capital York. The large marsh at the junction of the

Ouse with the Humber, and the great forest of Elmete to the w., were uninhabited.
Lindiswaran in Li.

, except the great marshes near the Wash. The n. of Li. is

still known as " the parts of Lindsey.
"

Snotingas, a tribe of Angles settled on the edge of Sherwood, Nt., and extended
to the valley of the R. Soar (say to Loughborough, Le.)

Pecscettan or Peak-settlers, a tribe of West Angles, inhabited Db. and were

separated both from Yo. and Nt. by Sherwood and Elmete forests.

West Angles, excepting those last mentioned, settled in St.

Gyrwas, or marsh-dwellers, settled w. of the Wash.
South Angles were in s.Np.
East Angles were in Nf. and Sf .

Middle Angles were in Le.

Hwiccas, a West Saxon tribe, settled in Gl. along the R. Severn.

Wilscetan, also a West Saxon tribe, were in Wl.

Gewissas, another West Saxon tribe, settled in the Isle of Wi. and Ha.
Middle Saxons occupied Mi.
East Saxons were in Es. and Ht.
South Saxons in Ss.

Jutes, who are recognised by Mr. Green, although their existence is doubtful,
are placed in Ke. The Weald of Ke. and Ss. co. was occupied by the great forest

of Andreda, which separated the Kentmen from the South Saxons.
At a later period the Berenicians and Deirians were united as Northumbrians,

and one of their kings, Ethelfrith, wrested Ch. and s.La. from the Celts, by the

victory of Chester A.D. 613. For lack of information Mr. Green leaves these

countries under Northymbria, for 62 years (from 613 to 675), till the revolt of

Wulfhere king of the Mercians (that is, dwellers on the Marc, or border, of Wales

answering to our Midlanders) brought them under Midland influence, which their

language still shews most strongly, having nothing Northumbrian in it.

In Mr. Green's posthumous work, The Conquest of England, 1883,

p, 112, there is a rough sketch, entirely unrevised, of the state of

England at the treaty of Wedmore (7 w.Wells, Sin.) between

King Alfred and Guthrum the Dane, after the battle of Edington
(7 sw.Wells) in 878. The Danes then withdrew from Sm. and
the sketch-map gives the following divisions :

1. Bernicia extends on the e. from the Forth to s. of Du.
2. Danish Northumbria covers Lonsdale s. of the Sands m.La. and all Yo.

3. Danish Mercia takes in Db. Nt. Li. Ru. Np. forming the districts of the

Five Boroughs, Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Stamford in s.w.Li. and Nottingham.
4. Kingdom of Guthrum comprises Nf., Sf., Es., Mi., Ht., Bu., Bd., Cb., Hu.,

in fact all my E.div.

5. English Mercia takes all the co. w. of the Danish Mercia and e. of Wales,
as far s. as the Avon and Thames, and hence includes Gl.

6. Kingdom of Kent occupies all my D 9 = ES.
7. Wessex occupies all my D 4 and 5, with the exception of Gl.

8. West Welsh is my D 10 and 11.

The second, third, and fourth of these divisions constitute the Danelaw or portion
of England then ruled by the Danes.

Finally Mr. Green left another unfinished sketch of a map of the
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"great ealdormanries
" or lord-lieutenancies (Conquest of England,

p. 316) which were created from 955 to 988. This map, then, forms

a later grouping which must necessarily have had an effect on the

dialects and which is therefore reproduced.

1. Northumbrian Ealdorm comprising the former Bernicia and Danish North-

umbria.
2. Ciimbria containing Cu.

3. West-Moringa Land containing "We.

4. The Ealdormanry of Mercia from the Ribble La. e. of the Severn through

Ch., St., Sh., Wa., Wo., He., and Gl. to the Thames.

5. The Five Boroughs (as above explained) replace Danish Mercia.

6. The Ealdormanry of East Anglia comprises Nf., Sf., Cb., Hu., Bd., Ht.

7. The Ealdormanry of Essex comprises Es
, Mi., Ox.

8. The Ealdormanry of the Eastern Provinces comprises Ke., Sr., Ss.

9. The Ealdormanry of the Central Provinces contains Wl., Ha., and Isle of Wi.

10. The Ealdormanry of the Western Provinces contains Sm., Dv., Co.

11. The Ealdormanry of Mercia contains s.La., Ch., St., Sh., Wa., Wo., He.,
and Gl.

These original settlements of the tribes and the various settlements

that followed, to which have to be added those resulting from the

Danish and Norman conquests, sufficiently account for the existence

of great diversities of local speech, and at the same time point to the

gradual formation of the divisions S, W, E, M, N here adopted from

an actual examination of existing local habits of speech. But it is

no part of the work of this book to check the above statements in

any way. Whatever their errors may be, they were made con-

scientiously to illustrate the best general conception that Mr. Green

could form, with the aid of the imperfect materials he possessed.
Modern. The modern Celtic Border in Great Britain, drawn on

the map and marked CB., divides those who speak English from

those who speak Celtic. But it has here been extended to Ireland

so as to include the old colony of Forth and Bargy, which, like sw.

Pm. and Gowerland in Wales, was an English settlement from

which the Celts were excluded.

The modern CB. therefore begins in Co. Wx., Ireland, and then

on the map passes by sea to Pm., Wales, and then by sea to Gm.,
Wales, then again by sea to Mo., whence through Wales to Fl.

Afterwards it passes by sea w. of Ma., but east of the Isle of Arran,
to Bute in Scotland, which country it traverses in a ne. direction to

Cr., whence it passes again by sea to ne. of Cs., and by sea to the

w. of the Or. and Sd. This gives the general run of the line which
will now be particularised. The Welsh line was determined by
AJE., the Scotch by JAHM.
An English-speaking place is one in which the uneducated, or

only elementarily educated people speak with each other habitually
in English. The line through Wales, with the exception of the out-

lying districts in Pm. and Gm., about which there is no trouble,
was drawn from the answers of clergymen of the parishes along or

near the supposed route in answer to the following questions :

"
1. Is Welsh or English

addressed] to one another ?

generally spoken by the peasantry about [th
2. If Welsh, where is the nearest English-sj

e place

speaking

[
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place to the east? 3. If English, does it resemble in pronunciation the

English of [the neighbouring English co.] ? Or is it simply book -

English ?"
To which for s.Wales I added, "4. If mixed, how often have you Welsh services

or sermons?"

The complete answers which I received are given in my paper" On the Delimitation of the English and Welsh Languages,"
originally published in Y Cymmrodor, vol. v. pp. 173-208, and

reprinted in the Transactions of the Philological Society for 1882-3-4,
Part II. App. II. The names of the clergymen who so kindly
assisted me will be found in the Alphabetic County List under the

Welsh counties considered. Other particulars will be given when
treating of D 13 and 14. Here I simply give the line as accurately
as I was able to draw it, beginning with the detached districts,

including the Irish portion.

Ireland. The line which separated English from Irish in the xn th and sub-

sequent centuries, till, in the xviuth, it was merged into the Cromwellian English

spoken in the surrounding district where Irish had became disused, begins on the

s. coast of Wx., Ireland, at the head of Bannow Bay (13 sw.Wexford), and passes

nearly in a straight line to Wexford, following the borders of the baronies (or co.

divisions, corresponding to English hundreds) of Bargy in the w. and Forth in

the e. This line cuts off a peninsula at the se. angle of Ireland. It then passes

by sea across St. George's Channel.

2. South TPales, Pm. The CB. cuts off the two sw. peninsulas of Pm., con-

taining the hundreds of Rhos and Daugleddy (rhoos, daygledh-y), Pm. I take

the line assigned by my informant, Rev. J. Tombs, rector of Burton (3 n. Pembroke),
as the probable boundary of the original or very early Saxon colony. It begins at

Newgate Bridge (6 ese. St. Davids), the ne. corner of St. Bride's Bay, and proceeds
in ne. direction to Ambleston (7 nne.Haverford West, and 1^ ne.Trefgarn), and then

turns se. to pass by Lawhaden and Narberth (9 e.Haverford West) going in nearly
a straight line just e. of Ludchurch (10 ese. Haverford West), to fall into

Carmarthen Bay near Amroth (anrroth), 5 ne.Tenby, at the se. extremity of the

co. Mr. Tombs says that he thinks no line can now be drawn between Anglicised
Welsh and the border of the early colonists, though it was perhaps possible 100 years

ago. It will be observed that this line cuts off two peninsulas separated by
Milford Haven and the R. Cleddau (kledh-av). The CB. then proceeds by
sea to

3. The Peninsula of Gowerland, in sw.Gm. My informant, Rev. J. D. Davies,

of Llanmadoc Rectory (H w. Swansea), says that the following 17 parishes have

spoken English for centuries (I merely give the distances from Swansea, direction

fromw. to sw.): 1, Cheriton 13; 2, Llanmadoc 14; 3, Llangenydd 15; 4, Rhos-sili

16^; 5, Llandewi 14
; 6, Knelston 13

; 7, Reynoldston 12
; 8, Port Eynon 13

; 9,

Penrice 11
; 10, Oxwich 11

; 11, Nicholaston 10; 12, Penmaen 9 ; 13, Lower
Llanrhidiau 11 (Upper Llanrhidiau 8 does not speak English) ; 14, Ilston 7;

15, Penard 7 ; 16, Bishopston 6
;
and 17, Oystermouth 4. These parishes all lie

on the peninsula and their inland boundary is therefore part of the modern

CB. It starts from the mouth of a streamlet which runs into the Burry River

estuary in Carmarthen Bay, 2 s.Penclawdd (penklau'dh) railway-station, which is

8 wnw. Swansea. The boundary runs up this streamlet over Welsh Moor and

Pengwern Moor nearly in a straight ese. direction to Myer's Green, 1 s. Mumbles
Station (3 sw. Swansea) on Swansea Bay. The CB. again passes by sea through
the Bristol Channel to the estuary of the Usk, Mo.

4. Here the Welsh and English part of the CB. begins.

Mo. Start from the confluence of the Ebbw (EVu) and Usk, about 2 s.Newport
on the Bristol Channel. Keep on the e. bank of the Ebbw, w. of Newport, e. of

Risca (6 nw.Newport), and w. of Pontypool, (10 sw.Tredegar), to the junction

of the greater and lesser Ebbw, or Ebbwy-fawr, and Ebbwy-fach (Eb'UY vaur,
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14 THE CELTIC BORDER.

eb'UY vakh), and take the e. bank of the lesser Ebbw, leaving Mo. near Brynmawr
(branmaur) Br., meaning a '

big hill.'

Br. Proceed nearly n. to just w. of Llangattock and Crickhowell = Welsh

Crughywel (kryg-ha'u-el). Then go e. of Tretower, on the high ground to the

e. of the River Bryn, turning slightly to nw. up to Talgarth (12 sw.Builth), and

then probably still on the high ground on the w. of the Wye pass e. of Gwendwr

(gwsnduT) and Llangynog (Ihhanga nog), but w. of Builth (byalhht) to the Wye
about 3 ne. of Builth.

Ed. Cross the Wye and proceed nearly directly n. through Rd., which is almost

entirely English, just e. of the railway, leaving Rhayader-Gwy and St. Harmon's

(both about 18 w.Knighton) on the w.

Mg. Continue to go nearly n., leaving Llanidloes (lhhanid'16es) (1 1 sw.Newtown) ,

on w., but Mochtre and Penstrowel (3 and 5 w. and sw. Newtown) on e. Then

tly ne. by Manafon (8 nw. Montgomery), and Castell Caer Einion (4 wsw.
r
elshpool), w. of Guilsfield, 2 n.Welshpool, and e. of Llansantffraid (Ihhan-

santfrai-d) (8 n.Welshpool), but w. of Llandysilio (Ihhandasiiio) (7 n.Welshpool),

turning n. to enter Sh.

Sh. The line seems to pass directly n. to Llanymynecb (IhhauamanEkh) (5

s.Oswestry), and thence to Oswestry, and on to just w. of Chirk (5 n.Oswestry).
Dn. The line then makes a gentle sweep to the e. and passes e. of Ruabon

(rhiuaVon) to Wrexham, through which, it passes and deflects to the ne., but turns

more n. as it enters Fl.

Fl. The line passes nearly n. through FL, leaving Hope (8 se. Flint), on the e.,

and both Mold (6 s.Flint), and Northop (3s. Flint), on the w., reaching the R. Dee,
at 2 se. Flint, halfway between Flint and Connah's Quay.

The line again passes through the sea w. of I. of Man and e.

of the I. of Arran to Bt., and the Gaelic and English b. commences.
Scotland. The line now traverses Scotland, dividing the existing

Gaelic speakers and existing Lowland speakers, that is, speakers of

English in Scotland. This was determined by Dr. Murray for his

work on " The Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland "

(pp. 231-6), with the assistance of the gentlemen named below. 1

This line gives "the outside limits of the Gaelic, that is, every
district is included in which Gaelic is still spoken by any natives,

regardless of the fact that English may be spoken by the majority
of the people." The following account of this Scotch portion of

the CB. was revised by Dr. Murray. The line is traced from s. to n.

JBt. After passing through the sea from Fl., w. of I. of Man, and e. of Arran
and Cantire, the CB. commences on land in Bt. and traverses the middle of the
I. of Bt. and the adjacent channel.

1 Rev. Wm. Ross, of Chapelhill
Manse, Rothesay, Bt., but a native

of Cs., for Cs., and co. n. of Moray
Firth and islands and coast of the

Clyde.
Rev. Colin Mackenzie, of Ardclach

(8 se. Nairn, Na.), and Rev. JohnWhyte,
Moyness(12 se.Inverness, In.), forNa.
and El.

Rev. Walter Gregor, of Pitsligo

(rpz'tslii'go), 5 wsw.Fraserburgh, Ab.,
and James Skinner, Esq., factor to

the Duke of Richmond, for El.
and Ba.

Rev. Robt. Neil, of Glengairn, 11

ne.Braemar, Ab. (through Rev. Dr.

Taylor, of Crathie, 9 ene.Braemar,
Ab.), for Ab.

Rev. Neil McBride, of Glenisla, 17

nw.Forfar, Fo., for nw. Fo. and ad-

jacent parts of Ab. and Pr.

Rev. Samuel Cameron, of Logierait
(6n.Dunkeld),Pr.,Rev.Dr.Macdonald,
of Comrie (20 w. Perth), Rev. Hugh
McDiarmid, of Callander, Pr., for the

adjoining part of Pr.

Rev. \V. Mackintosh, of Buchanan

(23 wsw.Stirling, for w. Sg.).
Rev. Duncan Campbell, of Luss

(12 nnw.Dumbarton, Dm.), on w. coast
of Loch Lomond, for the dist. between
Loch Lomond and Loch Long.
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Ar. The CB. then continues in ane. direction by the se. coast of Ar., just w. of
Dunoon (9 sse Inverary), skirting the Firth of Clyde to Loch Long, through the
middle of which it passes.
Dm. The CB. turns e. and enters Dm. just n. of Gorton (17 nw.Dumbarton),

and passes e. through Glen Douglas to the w. shore of Loch Lomond at a point
9 nnW.Dumbarton, where it crosses Loch Lomond.

Sg. The CB. enters Sg. just n. of the Rowardennan Inn (19 n.Dumbarton and
22 w. Stirling), and crosses Sg. in an ene. direction.

Pr. The CB. passes se. of the Trossachs to Aberfoyl (7 sw.Callander), and
thence to Callander, whence it passes through Glen Artney to Comrie (14 ne.

Callander), and crossing Glen Almond, goes just s. of Amulrie (9 nne.Criefr), after

which it follows Strath Braan through Birnam Wood to Dunkeld. The line then

passes in a nne. direction over Mt. Blair, where the b. of Ab. intersects the b. of Fo.
Ab. Entering Ab. by Mt. Blair the CB. goes in a n. direction to meet the Dee

about 4 e.Braemar, and follows the Dee to 2 e.Crathie and Balmoral, and then

suddenly turns nnw. to go to Strathdon, also called Invernochtie (7n.Crathie), when
it turns a little nw.
Ba. The CB. enters Ba. about 6 ne.Tomantoul and skirts the R. Livet on the

w. to b. of El.

EL The CB. crosses the Spey nearly at right angles (2 s.Inveraven), Ba., which
is 12 nne. Tomantoul, and passes through El. in a wnw. direction crossing the

Knock of Brae Moray (15 sw.Rothes, EL), and proceeding nw. to Na.
Na. The CB., continuing its nw. dir., crosses the Findhorn R. at right angles,

and goes on to Ardclach (8 sse.Nairn),andreaches the Moray Firth about 3 w.Nairn.
Cr. The CB. crossing the Moray Firth cuts off the extreme ne. of Cr. containing

the town of Cromarty, and then the line again takes the sea past the e. coast of

Ross and Sutherland and part of Cs.

Cs. The CB. reappears on land at Clyth Ness, Cs., 10 ssw.Wick. It proceeds
in an undulating line to the n. of Harpsdale (15 wnw.Wick), and through Hallkirk

(16 nw.Wick) to the River Forss, which it follows to the sea 5 w.Thurso.
The line then takes to the sea again, leaving the Or. and SI. groups to the e.,

and after passing them, ceases to exist.

THE TEN TRANSVERSE LINES.

These are marked by broken lines on the map, except when they
coincide with any border marked by a continuous line on the map,
and then the broken parts are drawn through this line and at right

angles to it in order to shew the coincidence of the two lines. Most
of the Transverse Lines during part or all of their course so coincide

with other boundaries. They are numbered on the map by numbers
in

( ), corresponding to those used in this description.
LINE 1. The n. sum line or northern limit of the pron. of the

word some, "Ws. sum, as (sam) or (sam) in s. England. The pron.

(sam) reappears n. of line 8.

Proceed from n., follow the CB. to Chirk on b. of Sh., which enter between
Ellesmere soom, that is, which says (sum) (7ne.0swestry),and Oswestry sum, that is,

which says (sam) or (sam). Thence it passes se. running w. of Hordley soom (6 ene.

Oswestry) ande. of Whittingtonsum (2 ne. Oswestry), s. of Wemsoom (
1 3 e. Oswestry)

and Yorton soom (2 sw.Wem) and just w. of Hadnall soom (4 nne. Shrewsbury),

going s. between Shrewsbury sum and Upton Magna soom (4 e.Shrewsbury) to

the Severn at Atcham. Then it follows the Severn to the b. of the co.

Wo. On entering Wo. pass just e. of Bewdley (3 wsw. Kidderminster), mixed

soom and sum but chiefly soom, and Dunley (5 ssw. Kidderminster) mixed, and

proceed in a se. direction to

Wa. Stratford-on-Avon. Continuing se. to pass just n. of Kineton (8 ese.Strat-

ford) mixed, much, soom, through P'enny Compton (probably) to the b. of the co.
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Np. Enter Np. just n. of Byfield (16 wsw. Northampton) mixed, and turn n. to

coincide with Line 3 for a little way passing e. of Weedon (8 w.Northampton)
toom, and e. of Daventry soom and going through Long Buckley to "Watford

(18 w.Wellingborough) sSom to w. of East Haddon (14 w.Wellingborough) sum.

Then quitting Line 3, turn ene. passing by Brixworth (6 n. Northampton) and

Hannington (5 nw.Wellingborough) both mixed, when turn ne. and go between

Islip (8 e.Kettering) mixed and Thrapston (9 e.Kettering) mixed to the b. of the

co. about 2 s.Hemington (11 sw. Peterborough) probably sum.

Hu. Enter Hu. just n. of Great Gidding (10 nw.Huntingdon) sum and go just
s.of Sawtry(9 nnw.Huntingdon) soom. Then, crossingthe Great Northern Railway,

probably turn ne., passing just n. of Ramsey (9 nne. Huntingdon) and enter

Cb. Pass just n. of Chatteris (10 nw. Ely) mixed and turning ne. go e. of March
and w. of Wisbech mixed to the edge of the co., and then proceed by nw. b. of Nf .

to the sea.

For the line as far as Sawtry I am almost entirely indebted to

TEL, who with great pains took a phonetic survey of this part
of the country. The rest of the route to March and Wisbech and
nw.Nf. I owe to other informants, checked, however, by TH., as

shewn in the next Line 2.

The use of (a, a) forU is of course a modernism and an encroach-

ment, hence we may expect to find that it is not a sufficient mark
of a difference of district, because all other characters may remain

and the modern (a) may have only partially prevailed. Also inter-

mediate forms may prevail arising from the encroachment being still

incomplete. It will be found that both anticipations are fulfilled.

LINE 2. The s. sdtim line or southern limit of the pronunciation
of the word some as sdtim (sum) in England; for the n. limit see

Line 9.

Sh. As far as the se. b. of Sh. lines 1 and 2 coincide.

Wo. Directly that the n. sum line enters Wo. there is a mixed district s. of it,

where soom is more or less frequently heard, and the intermediate som (som) is

also found. It occupies the whole of s.Wo., GL, and even n.Wl. Proceed

direct s. from Bewdley. w. of Stourport, to the Malvern Hills, and continue by
Redhill or Redmarley d'Abitot to the s. b. of Wo.
GL Enter about 8 wsw. Tewkesbury, pass more or less to the w. in order to

leave Newent (8 nw. Gloucester) to the e., and go s. to Dursley (14 ssw. Gloucester) .

Wl. Take a sweep s. of Tetbury (16 s.-by-e. Gloucester) and proceed e. and ne.,

going s. of Malmesbury (14 w.Swindon) and Purton (4 nw. Swindon).
Ox. Thence go ne. through a corner of Be. to Witney (10 wnw.Oxford) and

Bicester (11 nne. Oxford).
u. Thence pass through Buckingham and w. of Stony Stratford (7 ne.

Buckingham) to b. of Np.
Np. Going mostly just w. of the border, sweep just s. of Thrapston, and join

the n. sum line again at the b. of Hu.
Hu. and Cb. Through Hu. to past Sawtry (9 nnw. Huntingdon) the s. soom

coincides again with the n. sum line, and both pass between Great Gidding
(10 nW.Huntingdon) sum and Sawtry soom. But then the s. soom line runs

eastwards, s. of Ramsey (9 nne.Huntingdon).
Cb. It enters s. of Chatteris (9 nw. Ely) and runs ne. to b. of co.

Nf. The line enters Nf. just s. of the new Bedford Rivers, at the s. of the
Bedford Level, about 24 s.King's Lynn, and pursues rather a winding course

through w. Nf., s. of Downham (10 s.King's Lynn) and Swaffham (13 se.King's
Lynn), and e. of East Dereham (23 ese. King's Lynn), where it turns n. for about
6 m., and then, after running s. of Fakenham (8 s.Wells- on- Sea), turns nw., and
falls into the sea between Hunstanton (13 nne.King's Lynn) and Braucaster.
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For this line I am wholly indebted to the "phonetic survey" of
the adjacent parts made by TH., who has visited expressly
numerous villages along the route here laid down (30 places in
Norfolk only), and has himself heard the not unfrequent use of

soom and similar words between the n. sum and s. sotim, lines, and,
especially in Nf., has observed the use of the intermediate som. It
would be probably quite impossible to determine the line more
accurately.

Here we have examples of the incomplete assertion of (a, a). It

will be observed that Line 2 runs in general much further south
than line 1. It is only to the n. of line 1 that the old state of

things remains, and to the s. of line 2 that the new state has fully
asserted itself. The intermediate country between Lines 1 and 2
is mixed, with one or the other form of U fully asserted, or

transitional, a new form, as (som), which indicates the influence of

(a, a) upon (u) being heard. What it is particularly necessary to

guard against is the supposition that (a, a) is the "correct" form
because " received"

;
it is only a modern form. Even in rp. the (a)

has not fully asserted itself, full (fwl) is itself an example ;
and we

find in the () regions an apparently perverse habit to say (fal).
The pron. of full, and of similar words, is merely a mark of the

conflict, which has been left standing.

LINE 3. The Reverted ur (R) line or n. limit of the pron. of r as

(E) or (ry)
in England. Sporadically and through natural defects of

pron., reverted ur (E) may be heard still more northerly, and even to

the w. in D 13. But it ceases to be the regular pron. at this limit,

and even in D 9 the ur (E O) frequently sinks into the common received

vocal er (r ) ;
while in I) 6, 7, the tongue is often merely retracted

(r,) or even Midland (r), instead of reverted (E). It is probable that

originally the line really commenced at the mouth of Bannow Bay
in Ireland, proceeding along CB. to Wexford, and then to Pm. and
Gm. But in none of these places can reverted ur (R) now be traced

with certainty. Hence the line must be taken to begin in England.
The map however by the serrated line shews that the reverted ur line

is supposed to have begun in Wexford.

Gl. Start in England from the mouth of the Wye on the Severn R. and proceed
n. by the w. b. of Gl. till you meet the b. of He. just e. of Monmouth.

He. Then run in a nne. direction so as to leave Ross, Ledbury (13 e.Hereford),
and Much Cowarne (8 ne.Hereford), on the e. At Much Cowarne turn more to

ne., leaving on the w. Stoke Lacy (9 ne.Hereford), Pencombe (lOnne.Heref.)and

Bromyard (13 ne.Heref.), which are in D 13, and then turning still more to the

e. pass near Whitbourne (7 w.-by-n."Worcester) to the b. of the co.

Wo. Afterwards proceed more n. to Bewdley, then turn e. and pass n. of

Kidderminster and s. of Stourbridge, Hagley, Cradley and Selly Oak (3 s.Bir-

mingham), and probably n. of King's Norton to the border of

Wa. Where turn se. and pass n. of Packwood, going e. of Henley-in-Arden and

Claverdon, but s. of Warwick and s. of Southam to the h. of

Np. opposite Braunston (13 wnw.Northampton), and pursue that b. to the n.

as far as Watling St. by Crick. Then go se. joining the n. sum line 1 between

Watford and East H addon, but leaving it at the angle se. of Weedon and passing

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1449 ]
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just s. of Ellsworth to the b. of the co. by Hartwell. Pursue this b. to the s.

and w. till just e. of Brackley (17 sW.Northampton) it reaches the b. of

Ox. The line is now so ill known or indistinct that I have been obliged to

assume the b. of Ox. as its limit to the Thames at Henley, whence it follows the

w. and s. banks of the Thames to the sea. Of course through the metropolitan
area this line is a mere fiction and shews only what it once may have been. In

the part adjoining the Thames the reverted ur (B) sinks to the vocal r (rj.

The great difficulty of obtaining information renders much of the

course of this line rather doubtful. Through Wa. and JS"p. it has

been taken as coinciding with the b. of D 6, which at any rate

cannot be far wrong.

LINE 4. The s. teeth line, or s. limit of the use for the definite

article of a suspended (t"), commonly written P in dialect books, or

of the hiss (th) as heard at the end of teeth. It is possible that

cases of tee (t
x

)
occur sporadically just s. of this line by assimilation,

as they more frequently occur between lines 4 and 5, but in

D 24= e.NM. tee (tf) is the rule. The word teeth is chosen because

it contains both (t) and (th).

Ch. Line 4 begins on the Dee, about 2 sw. Chester, and passes just within the

s. b. of Ch., e. of Farndon (7 s. Chester) and w. of Malpas (12 ese.Chester),

reaching the co. b. at "Wirswall (2 n.Whitchurch, Sh.) ;
it pursues the b. for a few

miles, but at Burley Dam, 1 s.Combermere Abbey, it passes e. round to the n, of

Audlem, then goes s., traversing the ne. horn of

Sh. just w. of Norton in Hales, and turning se. at 12 ene. Stone, enters

St., through which it passes to the e. to Stone, and then sweeps round to

Eocester (14 ene. Stoke), on the w. b. of Db., along which it runs to the se.

Db. Just s. of Kepton (8 sse.Derby) the line cuts across the tail of Db., which

projects between St. and Le., and then runs again along the s. b. of Db.
toNt.

Nt. and To. The line seems to pursue the w., s., and then the e. b. of Nt. to its

n. extremity, after which it pursues the b. of Yo. and Li. to the Humber, and
then runs along the s. b. of Yo. to the sea. In Nt. (dip) is the rule, yet not only
do (t\ th) occur, though not frequently, but there is a frequent assimilation,

probably of (th) to (s) before (s). See D 27.

LINE 5. The n. theeth (dhiith) line, or n. limit of the use of the

(dhi3, dhi) and the hiss (th) in conjunction with suspended te (t") as

the def. article, till the returns to the north of line 7.

Ma. The line begins at n. of the Isle of Man and proceeds by sea to

La. which it enters at Cockerham 6 S.Lancaster, and passes in an ese. dir. just
n. of Over Wyersdale (6 se. Lancaster) and then follows the b. of La. to about
9 nne.Burnley.

To.
^

It then enters Yo. and runs e.
apparently

to about Burley (8 n. Bradford),
where it joins the s. hoose line 6 (to be described presently), and follows that line

to the w. b. of Li. Then it runs along the w. b. of Li. to the Humber, following
line 4 already described.

The whole line from the b. of La. and across to Burley is

necessarily very uncertain. But it seems to pass between Skipton
on the n. and Keighley on the s., a distance of 8 m., which this

line bisects, and hence it is probably not far wrong.
This line is here assumed to be the n. limit proper of the use of
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the hiss (th) for the definite article. But n. of this line CCR. says
that in former years he has traced this form (th) through the whole of
Craven in rare occasional use, which has not influenced any printed
account of the dialect. He has also heard of the (th) as being in
use east of Skipton, To., straggling nearly to Harrogate, although
s. of this line it is quite unknown, and he thinks that it exists

also a little w. of Eipon. This (th) is by far the most heard
about "Washbourn River (D 30, 10 cs., No. 6, intro.) between

Skipton and Harrogate. In all these places except the last, the

usage is so slight that it has not crept into print, but in the last

it has been printed in a newspaper contribution by Mr. Granige, of

Harrogate, a local historian.

LINE 6. The s. hoose line, or s. limit of the pron. of the word
house as hoose (huus), which is also the n. limit of the pron. of

house as any variety of (ha'us), of which those in the M. div. are

numerous and singular.

Ma. The line begins on the west at sea at the n. of I. of Man, in which the

English uses house.

Cu. On the mainland, the line begins at the mouth of the Esk R. by Ravenglass
(17 sse.Whitehaven), and proceeds s. of that river on the watershed up to the

Wry Nose Fell, on the b. of Cu. and We. So close is the division here, that,

as I am informed, at G-osforth (5 nnw. Ravenglass) they say coo (kuu) and at

Bootle (5 sse. Ravenglass) they say cow (kou). But the real Gosforth pron., as

we find mostly to the n. of it, may be (^u).
La. The line then follows the Brathay R. on the n. b. of La. to the head of

Windermere, and descends down its w. shore to Newby Bridge (7 ne.Ulverston),
at its extreme s. It then sweeps round, in a way which has not been accurately,

traced, but is certainly some distance n. of Cartmell (5 e. Ulverston) house and
crosses the Winster R., which forms the e. b. of La., probably opposite Wither-

slack (7 ssw.Kendal).
We. The line probably passes just s. of Witherslack, n. of Milnthorpe

(6 s.Kendal) hoose, and n. of Kirkby Lonsdale (10 se.Kendal) house, going in a

ne. direction and crossing the Lune R. about Middleton (8 ese.Kendal).
Yo. The line enters Yo. just s. of Sedberg (8 e.Kendal) hoose, and n. of Dent,

(13 ese.Kendal and 4 sse. Sedberg) house, which is a very close and sharp div. The
line then runs through Garsdale along the Clough R. to the w. b. of the North

Riding of Yo., which it probably pursues to the Wharfe R. The line probably

pursues the Wharfe R. to Burley (7 ne.Keighley), and then passes just s. of that

river, s. of Otley (9 nw.Leeds) hoose, and n. of Leeds and Harewood (6 n.Leeds)
house (haus), and then bending se., passes e. of Aberford (9 ene. Leeds)
house (haas), and passes w. of Selby hoose. Then taking a more s. direction it

passes w. of Snaith (6 s. Selby) hoose. After this it seems to go nearly s., and

passes e of Doncaster and Rossington (5 se. Doncaster), both house, and turning
at once to the e. passes probably along the b. of Nt. to the b. of Li. at the s. of

the I. of Asholme in the nw. of Li. between the Old Don and the Trent Rivers, in

which both hoose and house (huus hous) are heard.

Li. The line probably enters Li. about 3 n. Gainsborough, where the b. of Li.

turns suddenly to the s. The passage from about Selby, Yo., up to this point has

been difficult to trace, but the information is very precise through Li. The
line going e. passes n. of Blyton (4 ne. Gainsborough) house, and s. of Scotter

(7 ne.Gainsborough) hoose, and then passes s. of Redbourne (11 ne. Gainsborough)

hoose, and n. of Waddingham (11 ene. Gainsborough) house, the last two being

adjoining parishes. Then it turns suddenly ne. and passes to the n of North

Kelsey (15 ene. Gainsborough) house, and to the s. of Howsham (16 ne. Gains-

borough) hoose, the last two being also adjoining parishes. Moreover, the North
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Kelsey folk look down on the Howsham folk for saying a coo (kuu) for a cow

(kou), and probably conversely. After this the line proceeds in a ne. direction

s. of Ulceby (10 nw.Great Grimsby), and s. of Killingholrae (9 nw.Great Grimsby),
both hoose

;
but n. of Brocklesby (8 wnw.Great Grimsby) and of Stallingborough,

(5 wnw. Great Grimsby), both house, to the sea, 6 nw. Great Grimsby.
I am indebted for the Li. information to a large number of persons, especially

clergymen, whose livings were in the neighbourhood. It is remarkable how little

aware those who live only a very few miles off this line are of this great difference

of pronunciation. Most Li. people hardly believe that in any part of Li. hoose is

now said, while Mr. Peacock of Brigg, author of the Manley and Corringham

Glossary, did not seem to know that any other pron. but hoose was current in Li.

And in the neighbourhood of the n. of Nt. I have several times been altogether

perplexed by being told that hoose was said, when subsequent visits to the place by
TH. shewed that this was not the case.

Of course (huus) is the older form, and all the forms of (ha'us)

are very modern. Hence the treatment of TJ' is not sufficient to

mark dialects. The transitional form between (uu, a'u) is (w^),
which will be discussed in D 31.

LINE 7. The n. tee line, or northern limit of the use of suspended

(f) or t', which may be conveniently called tee, for the def. art.

Cu. The line commences on the w. in Morecambe Bay, Solway Frith, at

13 w.Carlisle, passes just s. of Kirk Bampton (7 w. Carlisle), then turns in a s.

dir. as far as about 2 s. of Sebergham (9 ssw. Carlisle), after which it turns ne.

and passes e. of Southwaite (7 sse. Carlisle) and Coathill (5 sw.Carlisle) to just s.

of Fort, where it reaches the Eden R. by Hornsby, up which it proceeds in a se.

direction to Kirk Oswald, 14 se.Carlisle, and immediately turns nne., forming an

acute angle with its former course, passes over Croglin Fell, when it again bends

through sw.Nb.,and passing s. of Alston (20 ese. Carlisle), it re-enters Cu., where,
after going s. for a little way, it turns e. at Bother Fell (4 s. Alston) to the b. of Nb.
Du. The line enters Du. by the heights on the n. side of Weardale, and passing

n. of Stanhope (18 wsw.Durham) and Walsingham (over Skaylock Hill), runs

probably to the se. yet n. of Witton le Wear and Bishop Auckland to Merrington
(6 s.Durham), and then sweeps to the e. and afterwards ne. past Bishop Middleham

(7 sse.Durham) and Trimdon (8 se.Durham), but n. of Sedgefield (10 sse. Durham),
passing along the Skern R. to the railway, when it turns suddenly n. and passes w.
of Hart and Easington (9 nnw. Hartlepool), and w. of Seaham (5 sse.Sunderland),
to fall into the sea about Ryhope (3 sse.Sunderland).

For the commencement of this line through Cu. to Sebergham
I am indebted to the Rev. T. Ellwood, for the part from Sebergham
to s. of Alston I am indebted to the observations made by JGG.,
and for the part which passes through Du. to the answers kindly
given by many clergymen along the route, and a visit made by
myself to one of them at Bishop Middleham. Dr. Murray had
first drawn attention to the importance of this line as the separation
of the Danified from the non-Danined N. (DSS. p. 86 note); but he
commenced it at Allonby, avoiding the sinuosities by Kirk Oswald,
and lost it at Stanhope (18 w-by-s.Durham). It was to try and recover

the lost line that I sent out a series of questions to the clergymen
of the neighbourhood. But it should be observed that the custom
of speech is very mixed at Wigton and Silloth (10 sw. and 18

wsw. Carlisle, Cu.) and that neighbourhood, although prevailingly

(t'). So it is also about Dalston and Wreay (:rze) s. of Carlisle, but
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there (dire) prevails. But from Port and Kirk Oswald onwards the
line is sharper.

LINE 8. The s. sum line in n. England or the s. limit of the pron.
of some as any variety of (sam, sum), on travelling from Scotland
into England.

Cu. The line begins on the w. by the Solway Firth, probably at the mouth of
the Esk (6 nw.Carlisle), and proceeds in a ne. direction over Beacon Hill (14
ne.Carlisle) and s. of Bewcastle (16 nne.Carlisle) to the w. b. of Nb.

Nb. The line then turns suddenly s. and passes w. of Haltwhistle
( 14 w.Hexham) ,

and e. of Knaresdale, Nb. (17 sw.Hexham).
Cu. The line re-enters Cu. just w. of Alstone (20 ese. Carlisle) ,

and then striking
the n. tee line 7, coincides with it throughout the rest of Cu. and throughout Du.

For the Cu. part of this line I am indebted to JGG., the remainder
results from many communications, together with some personal
observations.

LINE 9. The n. stitim line, or the n. limit of the pron. of some as

any variety of (sum) or even mixed with varieties of (sani) on

proceeding from the M. co. to Scotland.

Cu. Through Cu. this line coincides with Line 8.

Nb. But on reaching Nb. it sweeps in a direction, at first e. and at last n. round the

base of the slopes of the Cheviot Hills, passing 4 w. of Bellingham (:beHndpm)
(13 nnw. Hexham), 4 w. of Otterbarn on the Rede R. (18 nnw.Hexham), and 2 w. of

Harbottle (which is 17 wsw.Alnwick), and goes n. to the Cheviot Hill itself

(8 sw.Wooler) on the w. b. of Nb., at the source of the rivers Coquet and Till.

Then it proceeds in a ne. direction 2 s. of Wooler to fall into the sea about Barn-

borough (12 n.Alnwick), the ancient Bebbanburg, the former capital of the

Saxon Kingdom of Bernicia.

LINE 10. The L. line is the limit between L. Scotch and N.

English speech, and is not precisely coincident with the political

boundary of England and Scotland.

Cu. Through Cu. the line coincides with the two previous lines 8 and 9.

Nb. As far as the Cheviot Hill the line coincides with line 9. But after

quitting the Cheviot it proceeds in a nw. direction along the w. border of Nb. to

the Tweed, down which it runs in a ne. dir. till it reaches Wateadder Water, the

w. b. of the Liberties of Berwick-upon-Tweed, and 2 n Berwick.

Bw. Locally in the Scotch co. of Bw., but politically an independent territory,

Berwick-on-Tweed and its Liberties, extending 2 to 4 miles into Bw., are

linguistically part of England, and the L. line passes round the w. and n. of them
to the sea about Marshal Meadows, 3 nnw.Berwick-upon-Tweed.

It will be observed that this line of the separation of L. and N.

En. does not coincide with the line given by Dr. Murray (D. of

S. S. p. 25 note, and map). His L. line proceeds n. from Gretna,

Df., to the w. of Langholme, Df., crossing the Esk E. to meet the

Scotch range of the Cheviots, along which it continues to the ene.

into Ex. as far as Peel Fell, Nb., and then runs in an ese. direction

to the Eede E., just west of Otter-burn (18 nnw.Hexham), where

it intersects my line 10, which it then pursues for the rest of the

way. This throws a portion of Df. and Ex. known as Canobie and

Liddesdale linguistically into England. He says that the dialect

spoken in this region "is still quite distinct from that of the rest of
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Df. and Ex., and is rather that of Cu. than L. Scotch." This will

be considered hereafter. At any rate it does not agree with the

information I have received from other quarters. Taking the Nb.

slopes of the Cheviots, which would thus be included in England, I

am told that it is chiefly traversed by Scotch, that is L., shepherds.

Indeed, JGGr. who was for a long time quartered in this very

region, with a companion, both on Geological Survey duty, and for

lack of houses had to sleep in a caravan, where his rest was often

disturbed at night by the cattle creeping under and using the floor

as a back scraper says that it was difficult to meet any but a

Scotchman there. The whole parish of Falstone, on the North

Tyne (20 nw.Hexham), which lies in the middle of this district,

with its 57,000 acres of moorland, had in 1841 only 560 inhabitants

spread all over it. And Plashetts, 4 miles further to the nw., on
the North Tyne, together with Felstone, mustered only 222 in-

habitants in that year. Dr. Frank Richardson, a physician, living
in 1879 at Harbottle (17 wsw.Alnwick), at the foot of the Cheviots

(certainly of that part which Dr. Murray also admits to be L.),
writes: "I think you will not be wrong in considering that the

Scotch occupy the entire hill country in these parts. The Cheviots

are entirely inhabited by Scotch families, who rarely descend into

the low countries." The Cu. portion which I include in L.

has many more inhabitants than the Nb. portion. Bewcastle,
6 nne. Carlisle, may have 2000, and Longtown, 8 n. Carlisle, may
have 1200 inhabitants. But, as we shall see, their speech has all

the characters of L., and does not even resemble that of Carlisle,
much less any district s. of the n. tee line 7.

THE ROMAN WALL. In connection with these lines 8, 9, 10, the

position of Hadrian's or the Picts' Wall is noteworthy as pointing
to a separation of races before the advent of the Saxons. This wall
was built by Agricola A.D. 79 to 85, and repaired by Hadrian
A.D. 121, and Septimius Severus A.D. 208. The following are the

places through which it runs from w. to e., with their distances

and directions from C. = Carlisle, H.=Hexham, and N.= Newcastle.

Cu. It commences w. at Bowness, 12 wnw.C., and goes through Drumhurgh,
9 wnw. C., and Beaumont, 4 nw.C. It then turns se. by Grinsdale, 2 nw.C.,
hending on the s. of the Eden B,., sweeping just n. of C. and going in a ne.
direction by Stanwix (1 n.C.), crossing the Esk, to Wallby (4 ne.C.), Wallhead
(5 nne.C.), Old Wall (6 ne.C.), Newtown (8 ne.C.), Walton (9 ne.C.), Banks
(ll ne.C.), and Upper Denton (14 ne.C.), when it enters Nb.
Nb. It enters near Thirlwall (17 w.Hexham), passes by Wall Town (15 w.H.),

Burnhead (12fc w.H.), where it turns slightly ne., by Carrow (7 nw.H.), whence it

passes near Carrowbrough and deflects slightly to se., crossing the North Tyne at

Citurnum, between Walwick (5 nnw H.) and Brunton (4 n-by-w.H.), and goes by
Halton Shields (5 ene.H.) and Harlowhill (8 ene.H.), after which it runs nearly
ese. towards Newcastle, by Heddon on the Wall (7 wnw.N.) into N. itself, through
which it passes and runs to Wallsend, 4 ene.N., where, as the name implies, it

terminates.

The course through Cu. is only slightly to the s. of lines 8, 9, 10.
But in .Nb. it does not correspond to any dialectal division.
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I.

SOUTHERN DIVISION OF ENGLISH DIALECT
DISTRICTS.

Boundaries.

Ireland. The n. b. commences at sea in Bannow Bay, and coin-

cides with the Celtic Border, p. 13, and thence to the sea by
"Wexford, and then by the sea to Wales.

Wales. The n. b. coincides with the CB. through Pm., and Gin.,
and thence passing by sea again enters England.

England. The line passes by the reverted ur line 3, from the
Bristol Channel across England to the south bank of the Thames,
and n. of Ke. and Sheppy to the sea.

Area. All of England and its islands s. of this boundary, except
the Channel Islands, where Norman French is still spoken.

Character. The one ancient character which runs more or less

persistently through the modern S. div. is the reverted (n)or retracted

(r,), the parent of the point-rise or untrilled (r )
or vocal (B), which

still permeates received speech. In north Germany it is replaced

by the laryngal (T) and the uvular (r). But I believe that the reverted

(R) is the true ancient form. The peculiar hollowness and roughness
of effect, which once heard is easily recognised, is due to the hollow

formed by turning the tip of the tongue up and back so as to point
down the throat, and oppose the under (instead of the upper) surface

of the tip to the hard palate. This (R) may or may not be trilled.

The trilled form has not been generally recognised, but is quite pos-
sible. But the untrilled form (RO ), for which here for convenience

(R) alone will be generally written, is most characteristic, and seems

to blend in a singular manner with the preceding vowel, altering
its quality and rendering it difficult to be recognised, almost to the

same extent as in nasalisation. The long rough untrilled voice

form here written (SR) for greater intelligibility is probably nothing
but the prolonged voiced consonant itself ('K O') Naturally when

(t, d, 1, n) follow (R), they are also reverted, as (ERT URD,

hurt, heard, earned, girl, for the alteration of the position of the

tongue would otherwise be extremely inconvenient. I feel that

reverted (T, D, R, L, N) are the regular old Ws. forms whence have

descended our peculiar English
" coronal" (t, d, r, 1, n) as dis-

tinguished from the continental " dental" or rather "alveolar"

(t, d, vr, I, n). The Indians always represent our sounds by their

"cerebrals" (suprd Part IV. p. 1096, col. 1). It is evident that

the English sounds are merely imperfect utterances of the reverted.

This reversion of (R) prevails still over the whole S. div. but the

older main characters, as shewn in D. 4, all of which were probably
characteristic of the whole division, fade out gradually to the e. of

D. 4, and become complicated with other characters to the w.

The reader is referred then to D. 4 for an account of the full

characteristics of S. div.
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D 1, 2, 3 = OS. or Celtic Southern,

That is, the Southern forms of English on Celtic territory, con-

stituting a group by themselves. They occupy the portions of

Ireland and Wales to the s. of the CB.

During the xnth century parties of Englishmen migrated

evidently from Ws. regions, but under Norman guidance, and took

possession of three peninsulas previously occupied by Celts, 1
)
the

extreme se. of Wx. in Ireland, 2) the extreme sw. of Pm., 3)

Gowerland in Gm. Tradition says that, at least in Pm., they were

accompanied or reinforced by Flemings who had been driven out

of the Low Countries by floods.
1 The people of Wx. believe that

of the little band of 140 knights and 300 infantry, who came there

with Strongbow in 1164, the infantry were recruited from the

Flemings in Pm. and Gm. 2 But in the xiith century the dis-

tinction between Flemish and Ws. must have been slight, and the

"Ws. element must have predominated, for Higden in the xivth

century finds the people speaking
"
good enough Saxon." At the

present day Wx. presents no peculiarity, although a century ago,
it was truly S. English. But Pm. and Gm. still possess remnants of

the old forms. It is notorious that emigrants preserve the traditions

of the old speech longer than the old country. In this case each

settlement was surrounded by speakers of an unintelligible language.
Hence the settlers scattered over a small extent of country were

necessarily in constant communication, undiverted by other habits

of speech. Consequently they preserved the old language with

only natural changes. I regard these districts then as presenting
remnants of a very old dialectal form, and hence place them first.

But, as will be presently seen, they are now so worn away that

their relation to S. cannot be properly felt unless D 4 be studied first.

1 1. William of Malmesbury, 1095-
1143,

" Gesta regum anglorum," ed.

T. Duffus Hardy, Hist. Soc. ed. 1840.
Lib. iv.

_
311, p. 493, A.D. 1091," Flandritis in patria illorum [i.e. of

the Welsh] collocatis." Lib. v. 401,

p. 628,
" Flandrenses omnes Angliae

accolas eo traduxit."

2. Ranulph Higden (d. 1367), "De
rebus Britannicis et Hibernicis, ed.

Th. Gale, Oxford, 1691, p. 210, 1.
" Flandrenses ... ad occidentalem
Wallise partem apud Hauerford sunt
translati Flandrenses, . . dimissa

jam barbaria, Saxonice satis prolo-

quuntur," or as Trevisa translates,
"
speketh Saxonlych ynow."
For the three next citations I am

indebted to Herbert Jenner, Esq.,

F.S.A., of the British Museum.
3. Geraldus Cambrensis, b. 1147, in

Pm.,
' Itinerarium Cambriae,' lib. i.

ch. xi. de Haverfordia et Ros :
"
gens

hsec originem a Flandria ducens."

4.
' Brut y Tywysogion

'

(under year
1105, translation sent by Mr. Jenner),
"that nation seized the whole cantred

[? cantref= hundred] of Rhos . . . and
was derived from Fflandrys."

5. ' Annales Cambrise
'

[under date

1107, Florence of Worcester makes it

1111],
" Flandrenses ad Ros venerunt."

2 The Very Rev. C.W.Russell, D.D.,
paper read at the Dublin meeting of the

British Association, 1857. Dr. R. does
not give his authorities.
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D l = w.CS = western Celtic Southern.

Boundary. The CB. in Ireland and the sea on the se.Wx.
Area. The baronies of Bargy on the w. and Forth on the e. in

the se. corner of Wx., Ireland.

Sources of Information. All that is known of the dial, as it once
existed is contained in "A Glossary with some Pieces of Verse of

the Old Dialect of the English Colony in the baronies of Forth and

Bargy, County of Wexford, Ireland, formerly collected by Jacob

Poole, of Growtown, Taghmon [9 w.Wexford in the adjoining
barony], County of Wexford, and now edited, with some Intro-

ductory Observations, Additions from various sources, and Notes

by William Barnes, B.D., author of a Grammar of the Dorsetshire

Dialect," London, J. Russell Smith, 1867, pp. 139. With which com-

pare the older paper of Sir J. A. Picton, F.S.A., "Baronies of Forth
and Bargey, County of Wexford, Ireland : an Inquiry into the Origin
and Philological Relations of the Antique Dialect formerly spoken
in this district

;
read before the Literary and Philosophical Society

of Liverpool, 1 866." This gives much additional information, but the

subject is not looked at phonetically. Though the dialect is ancient,
we meet with it in a modern form, affected by Celtic influences.

The orthography is modern, and the words were written from dicta-

tion evidently by persons unaccustomed to a systematic representation
of sound, and like all such, not thinking it necessary, or not being able

to explain the orthography they used. Hence many inconsistencies

and probably double uses. Dr. Yallancey published his paper,

reprinted by Mr. Barnes, in Mem. Irish Acad. 27 Dec, 1788. Mr.

Poole, whose glossary is the foundation of Mr. Barnes's book, col-

lected his words in 1823-4. Mr. Edmund Hore, author of the

Forth and Bargy address to Lord Mulgrave in 1860, was of this

century, and kindly wrote a letter to a friend of his for me on
5th Oct., 1873, shewing by numerous examples that the old pron.
had died out. " The Barony Forth dialect," says he, "was dying
fast at the close of last century. It was in extremis by 1825, and
in the present year, 1873, I am confident that there are not half a

dozen young persons of and under 25 years, who understand a

sentence of it. I have scarcely met one who did not laugh, and admit

his ignorance of it. I was born in 1801, and my schoolmates never

used a word of it between each other, except when in want of one

to convey their meaning. They learned it, however, as children

do, from their seniors, spoke it, with a mixture, to them, and hence

it became more weakly by degrees, and would have expired in a

shorter time, only that it was the language of the illiterate alone."

I felt therefore that it was useless searching further among the

people. I was unable to hear Mr. Hore read, and he was apparently
unable to make his pronunciation clear by writing, saying to his

correspondent Mr. Walsh, "I have not sufficient confidence in

myself to finish the task
"

of writing the pron. of a Iw. which I had

sent him, "and therefore leave you to do the Glossic." This was
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tantalising, for he adds: "A stranger, or more correctly a person
who has not heard the dialect from the lips of an old Forthian, has

only such knowledge of its pronunciation as Moderns have of the

ancient pronunciation of the Dead Languages. A stranger reading it

after the manner of English is as near the true sounds as he would be

in reading French with the English sounds. The letter A had in-

variably the sound of A in the English word father." To this he
added in the preface to the Address (Barnes, p. 1 1 3),

" Double ee sounds

like e in me
;
and in most words of two syllables the long accent is

placed on the last," and also directed the reader to speak slowly.

Under these circumstances we have to divine the pron. from the habits of

different persons in writing dialects, of which I have had a great and unsatisfactory

experience, and I have by no means felt certainty in phonetically rendering the

isolated words and short extracts which follow. Thus a, e, i, o, u are assumed as

(a, e, i, o, u), not distinguishing (e, E) or (o, o, o). But this is uncertain, as

persons constantly write u for (u, a), as we do in dull, bull, without any indication

of the change. In Pm., however, it seems certain that (u) is still occasionally
heard. For digraphs I take ee, oo, aw = (ii, uu, AA) . I am not so sure of au ; it

may have been used of (as) or (era). As for ie, it seems to have been sometimes

(ai) and sometimes (ii). But aa, oa, ea are the greatest stumbling-blocks.
Most dialect writers use them for (eee, OOB, ire) or some such forms. - Here, how-

ever, I have generally taken (aa, oo, ee) as the sounds, not distinguishing (oo, oo)

or (ee, ee) even when long, as all is utterly conjectural. There may have been
two diphthongs (ao'i, a'i), but they are hopelessly confused by the writer, yet ay,

ai, aay, aai, were almost certainly (ai, aai), but for safety I use unanalysed (a'i).

As to ow, I use unanalysed (a'u) as a general expression, though I think (aa'u, a'u,

a'u) at least likely. But ou often quite puzzles me. It may be (613, a, u, u, au).
For the consonants I assume r to be (R), because the dialect is Southern, and dr
is used for thr, but it may have become fully (r) under Celtic influence, centuries

ago. The th, dh seem to be occasionally (th, dh), but also (tiq, dnr) or (th, fob),
and dh final was perhaps (dtiq). Lh, rh were possibly (In, RH), but may have
been (Ih, Rh), as these sounds seem still to occur in S. The postaspirates are

probably all Celtic in origin, being frequent all over Ireland. The / when

replacing (wh) may have been a strong (wh) misheard, but as (f) occurs in

Aberdeenshire, probably under Celtic influence, it must be accepted ; fh may be

simply an exaggerated or postaspirated /. The ah I attribute to the scribal

habits of the writer. I cannot think (kh) occurred even 100 years ago. Mr.
Barnes unfortunately frequently "regulated" the spelling of his authorities

Vallancey's certainly, for I have compared the original, and Poole's probably so

that we have not by any means the words as those who heard them tried to

represent them, which greatly increases my difficulty, as I have to conjecture
what is meant by Mr. Barnes's conjecture as to the meaning of the original
spelling. But assuming these values of the letters, we find on going through
Mr. Poole's. Vocabulary as printed and enlarged by Mr. Barnes, as decidedly
characteristic : initial dr for thr implying (DR) or reverted (R) ;

initial z, v, zh,
for s, f, sh, and ich (ttj) for the pronoun I; (a'i) in tail, main, brain, rain,
twain, eight, they, (ii) for long I', Y', which is very old. All these (except
the last) also characterise D 4, so that the S. character of D 1 is established. The
particulars are put in the form of a cwl. below, p. 30.

Illustrations.

1. Extract from Yallancey's A Tola Zong (1) (a Joo'la zoq)
Fade teil thee (2) fartoo zo hachee (3) ?

"Well, gosp, c'hull be zeid (4) ;
mot thee fartoo, an fade (5)

Ha deight ouz var gabble (6), tell ee zin go f glade (7) ?

Ch'am a stouk, an a donel
; (8) wou'll leigh out ee dey (9)

Th' valler w' speen here (10), th' lass ee chourch-hey (11).
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Conjectural pronunciation.

fadt aid dhi faRtuir zo atjir ?

wel, gosp, tjBl bi zaid
;
mot dhi faR'tu ? im fadt ?

ha diit uz vaR gab'l, tel i zm goo te gladt.

tjam o sto^k im 13 duirnel
;
WOB! lii aut i dai

;

dhi3 val-BR WE spiin hiiR, dh' las i tjaRtj hai.

27

Translation and Commentary. (1).

An old song. Old, commonly loses its

d, and becomes (oo\). Then a fractural

(j) is prefixed, forming (jool), which
form occurs in the Bride

1
s Portion

(Barnes, p. 102, 1. 2). The additional

a making (soo-Ve), is perhaps solely due
to the following z, before which the I

was lengthened by the speaker, and then

the (B) was inserted by the literariser.

(2). What ailsthee? I consider the

original fade teil, to be an error for

fadt eil, the reporter, Dr. Yallancey,
1788, havingbeen misled by the running
on of a t after fad to the following
vowel. The fad for what, may be also

a mistake of the transcriber. Although
(f )

for (wh) occurs in Aberdeenshire, it

is very likely that Dr. Vallancey may
have misheard (wh) as (f )

. The rest of

the stanza contains many un-English
words, and is omitted with the exception
of the last words.

(3). Whereto (i.e. wherefore) so agee ?

The fartoo is evidently where- to on the

analogy of fadt for what. Agee out

of sorts, "ill-tempered." Sir JAP.

suggests Old French hachee, which

Roquefort translates "peine, fatigue,

penitence," supposing that Old French
formed part of the language of the

original settlers, adducing core heart

fr. coeur, benisons blessings, meinies

wives and families fr. mesnie, poustee

power fr. poste [? posteis
" un grand

seigneur, un homme puissant"], mire
wonder fr. mirer, avanet arrived fr.

avenir [?] . Whence hachee really comes
is unknown, and I am far from sug-

gesting that it is the same word as agee,
which translates it so well.

(4). Well, gossip, it shall be said. I
take ei here to represent (a'i).

(5). But thy wherefore and what.
Mot is translated by but in Dr. V.'s

glossary, but he translates this passage
as ' '

you ask what ails me and for what."

(6). Have dight (or prepared) us for
gabble. I doubt whether ah was a

guttural in Dr. V.'s time. The pro-
nunciation of ouz (as Dr. V. writes, Mr.
Barnes has ouse) is conjectural. Observe

for with southern v- in var.

(7). til the sun go to valley. The zin

is thorough Devonshire . Glade is trans-

lated valley by Mr. Hore in the address

to Lord Mulgrave, Icel. glaftr, bright

shining. You see the sun set through
an opening only.

(8) . / am a stock and a fool. Cham=
ich-am, is a regular old Southern form.
Stouk I suppose to have been meant
for sto-uck, that is (storak), a stock or

blockhead, and donel is unknown. Sir

JAP. suggests Irish dona, a poor un-
fortunate fellow. Dr. V. translates

dunce, and Sir JAP. a simpleton.

(9). Will lie (i.e. idle) out the day.
The pronunciation of wou'll is quite
doubtful. I take it for wol, that is, will.

Sir JAP. considers it w'oul we will.

Leigh is translated "idle "
by Dr. V.

Mr. B. compares "to lake" or play,

ags. lacan, but this would hardly give

anything written high. Dr. V. trans-

lates "idle." Poole's glossary has leeigh

to laugh, with which it may be related.

The use of ee for " the
"

is regular. Dey
gives the Southern pronunciation (da'i).

(10). Thelongerwespendhere. Valler

may havebeen an error for vuller = fuller.

Dr. V. translates "
more, longer in

time." Sir JAP. suggests value. Speen
for "spend" is like een for "end."

(11). The less in church-hay . Hay
an inclosure, with regularpronunciation.
Sir JAP. says, "The meaning of this

is, I suppose, that the churchyard on

Sundays and holidays being the great
mart for gossip, the time in telling the

story now would be so much saved at

the Sunday meeting."
The rest of the text is so difficult, and

evidently corrupt, that it is passed over.
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2. Casteale Cudde's Lamentation

for loss o' his Cuck at vas

ee-took be a vox.

Eecited by Tobias Butler, 1823.

Original.

1.

Ye nypores aul, comeharkto mee,

Faade ee-happen'd me lautest

Gooude Yreedie,

Mee cuck was liveen michty
well,

Dhicka die fan ich want to a

mile.

Horo! mee cuck is ee-go (foV),

Neen chick es hav hea ee-left

vatherless,

To fho shall ich maake mee
redress ?

2.

As ich waant draugh Bloomere's

Knough,
Ich zide [a] vethers o' mee cuck,

Aar was nodhing ee-left mot a

heade,
"Which maate mee hearth as coale

as leed.

3.

'Cham afear'd ich mosth cress a

Shanaan,
And lea a pariesh o Kilmannan,
Mee pigges, mee geearthes, nor

nodhing threeve,
Lickweese mee been deeth in aar

heeve.

4.

Zimaan Haay is a wicked man,
Hea pryet ich mought na ha

chicke or hen,
Ar aany noor dhing at woode

comfoort mee,
Fan ich aam in this miseree.

5.

Mizluck mye Ihygt on Tarn

Busheare,
Hea zed mee cuck view in a aare.

kasteeif
1

)
kudz (

2
) laments'shan

foE los o hiz kwk, nt WBZ i-

twk bi B voks(
3

).

(Barnes, pp. 102 to 106.)

Pronunciation.

1.

jina
/

ipoEis(
4

)aa'Bl(
5

),kuumhaaEk
te mii,

fadt i-hap'nd mi laa'test guu^d
VEiidir, (

6

)

mi kwk WEZ b'virn miiti WE!,

dhik-e(
7

)
da'i fan

fltj
want tu

mEl(
8

).

hoo BOO ! mi kuk iz i-goo ! (he's)

niin tje'kiz hov hee
(
:

)
i-lEft

vaadheales
(
7

),

tu foo
(
9

)
sh^l itj mak mi

az i'tjwantDEa'u(
n
) :bluumee'Ees

knuk,

itj zid(
12

) [i] vedh*8Ez(
7

)
B mi

kuk;
&E(

13

)
WBZ nadh'q(

7

)
i-lef mot

B hiid C
1

),

wh*tj mat mi hast];(
u

)
^z kool

9zliid(
15

).

3.

tjam ofii'Ed *tj most]; kses B

ishanan* (
16

),

en lee 13 pasi-sh B :k'lmanan*
(

17

)

mi p'g'^s, mi gii^RTHps, noE

nadh^'q (
7

)
DHRUV (

18
),

Kkwii'z mi biin diith in e's

hiiv
(
19

).

4.

rziman* :ha'i iz B wk*ed man,
hee pEa'i'et etj mo^t n^ ha tjik

OE hEn (),
BE ani nuuE

(
20

) dhiq (
7

)
^t wwd

komfuu-Et mii,

fan(
21

) 'tj
am m dhe's mezeEir.

5.

m^zluk ma'i lnait(
22

)
on :tom

:bushee'E,
hee za'id mi kuk vliu in B ee^E(

23

).
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6.

Lhaung life to Misteare Reed-
forth an his vamilee,

Lhaung mye thye live in pros-

peritee ;

He zide hea'de help me udh o'

hoan
To hint dhicke cursed vox vrom

Bloomere's Ihoan.

:mistee'R :ReedfoRth
BH iz vamilii-

(
24

),

ma'i dha'i liiv in pros-
peRitii- ;

hee zaid hee-d help mi udn ) -B)

hoon
t
25

)

tu hmt dhk kaRsed voks vRom
:hluumee-Ris lHoon(

26
).

Notes.

1. Casteale, Castle. The pronuncia-
tion (kastee'l) is doubtful. It is im-

possible to say that Mr. Poole would
have written consistently, or what

phonetic analogies would strike an
Irishman 60 years ago. The ea is

now, and was then, generally (ee) or

(ee) in Ireland. Mr. P., like other

dialect writers, often uses it I think for

(ire), but probably he used it in both

senses, for few dialect writers are

consistent. This is stated to be a nick-

name.
2. Patrick Codd is given as the

man's real name.
3.

' Cock that was i-taken by a

fox.'

4.
'

Neighbours,' the (p) occurs in

other districts.

5. As 'aul' could hardly have been

used for the ordinary pronunciation of
'

all,' I have assumed it to be a-ul,
which agrees with Southern usage.

6. 'what happened [to] me last

Friday.' The rhyme requires (dii),

but (da'i) would have been expected ;

see cwl. p. 30, No. 161.

7. th, dh in F. and B. writing

generally mean (tHj, dn} or postaspi-
rated t, d. But here and there (dh) is

a dialectal change from (th). I think

dh means to imply (dh), or at least its

Celtic substitute (Dh).
8. Written mile, where the last letter

seems to have been misread for I, as

many writers make II resemble le. In
Poole' s glossary mele, mell occur for

flour, and Mr. Barnes inserted mile

from this passage.
9. That is (whoo) for whom.

10. "Make my redress," instead of

"apply for" or "go for." Tobias

Butler, who recited this in 1823, may
have been in error. The verse is

throughout so faulty that this was

probably often the case.

11. Interpreting au as (a'u), but this

is quite uncertain, drough may have
been written, and meant merely for

(DRUU), as I have had sent to me many
times by informants.

12. zide would be '

said,' as given in
the glossary, hence this must be an
error for zede=see'd, that is, saw.

13. For (dhe'n), a regular Forth
form.

14. Here I suppose the -th indicated

only a strong final flatus, which is

written as
(j).

15. 'There was nothing i-left but
the head, which made my heart as cold

as lead.' In cold the d is omitted as

in yola old. In this example the instead

of (i) often becomes (B).
16. 'I am afraid I must cross the

Shannon.' I feel doubtful about the

pron. of (kres) and (Shanan-).
17. 'And leave the parish of Kil-

mannan.' Kilmannan is a parish in

Bargy (6 sw. Wexford).
18. ' My pigs, my goats, nor nothing

thrive.' The insertion of r in geearthes
for '

goats
'

may be right, for such inser-

tions occur in w.Sm. But on the other

hand it may be entirely due to the

transcriber. In threeve, th must be an
error for d or dh, as the thr- regularly
becomes (DR-) or (DHR-).

19. * Likewise my bees die in their

hive.' Observe (Izkwii-z, hiiv), (biin)

as a plural in n and (diith) as the Ws.
verbal plural in -eth.

20.
' He prayed I might not have

chick or hen or any other thing.'

Observe (pnai'et) ending in t. Compare
maate for made in stanza 2. Observe

(nuuBB.) for another (sometimes spelled

anoor, and then another for other.

21. Fan of course represents (whan

when) .

22. I have taken Ih to be a post-

aspirated I rather than the voiceless (Ih).

23. ' He said my cock flew in the air.'

Here zed is apparently an error for zide,
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just as zide was miswritten before for

zede, see note 12. The last two lines

of this stanza are missing in Barnes,

p. 102.

24. The (v-) in this Latin word is

doubtful, see introduction to D 4.

25. ' Out of hand.' Here several

things are uncertain, the pronunciation

of M in (udh), the effect of (dn) which
can only be shewn on the following
vowel, and the sound of hoan, which
I assume here to be (hoon) and not

(hoen), just as in V&aung I took au
tO = (AA).

26. " To 'hunt this cursed fox from
Bloomer's land."

3. FORTH AND BARGY cwl.

Collected from the glossary and specimens in Mr. Barnes's book. The spelling
there used is placed first in Italics, and then the conjectured pron. in pal.

Observations are included in
[ ]. The numbers refer to the cwl. on p. 15*.

I. "WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 taake tak. 5 maake mak. 6 maate madt. 14 dra DRaa. 18 caahe kak.

19 taale tal. 21 naame nam naam. gaam gaume gam [game]. glade glad

[glade, valley]. [In all these words I feel that aa, au may have meant (a^, ee). ]

A: 40 khime kHja'im. 43 hoan hoon. 44 loan loon. 53 coan koon. 57 ess es.

A: or 0: 58 vram vRam. 61 amang -ema-q. A'- 67 goan go^n [going].
72 fho fiqoo. 73 zo zoo sae zoo zuu see [the last form is anomalous]. 82 oancs

6e -

nes. 86 oates 6-ets. 94 croowe kauu [?]. 95 drowe draugh DROO. A':

laady laadi [lady]. 108 doaugh dhoaugh dough doo. 115 hime hyme ha'im.

117 oan oon. 118 bane baan. 124 sthoan stiqoon.
J&- aake aak [ache]. 138 vather vaadh-eR. 141 niel na'i'l. 141 tyel

ta'i'l. 144 agyne ega'in. 146 mhyne nma'in [main, very]. 147 bryne bRa'iu

[the y spelling in these last four words seems to indicate (a'i) with certainty].
152 waudher wadntjR. JE: 155 detch dEtj. bhlock bnlok [black].
156 glaud glad. 161 die dey daaily da'i da'ili. 165 zide, za'id. swaa^smaal

[small]. 179 faade fadt. JE'- leache leetj [physician from Stanyhurst
1577, misprinted leech in glossary]. 187 laave lea leev lee. 194 aany am.

erroane eROO'n [errand]. 200 whet wheet. .33': 211 gray grey gRaV.
meale meel [a meal]. 217 earch CCRTJ [ever-each, every]. 218 zheep zhiip.

223 aar thaare aaR dhaaR. 224 far faR.

ha'i.

E- 231 ee i [and] a U [compare omitted consonant in the D 40]. 238 hey hye
241 rhyne Rha'in. 242 twine twy twa'in twai. 245 mele mell mcel [meal,

flour]. brimel bRimel [bramble]. 251 maate meet. vether vedhsR [feather].
E: 260 laaye lai. 262 wye wyse wa'i wa'iz. 263 awye -ewa'i. 266 waal
wal. dell del [delve]. 279 waant weent [?]. speen spiin [spend]. zeen

ziin [to send]. een iin [an end]. E'- 296 deleave belee-v. 301 heereen

heireen hiiRii-n ha'iRii-n [hearing, the second form is still heard in D 4, but is

dying out]. E': 305 heegh hii.

EA: 324 ayght a'it. ayghteen a'itii-n. 326 yoleyola jool joo'li3. 328 cole

khoal kiqool. 330 houle ha'ul [?]. 346 yeat jEet Jitjt [?]. EA'- 347 haade
had. 348 een iin [eyes]. EA': 360<ferfdiid. 351fe*liid. 352 reed aiid.

353^
breed baud. 358 neeghe nil. 359 nypores na'iporis. reem rhyme Riim

Rha'im [cream]. ayenst BJenst. Ihoicse lhause lowse loos la'us [? loose].
eeth eefe iith iif [easy].
El- 373 iA^dha'i. 374 naay na'i. El: 379 AaatJha'il. 380 aameem

[(am, urn) ?].

EO: 388 mulke malk [or? (m'Lk) see D 10]. larrm baRm [barm=yeast].
hearth heeRtiq [heart]. 406 eart eard CCRT CCRD. EO'- 409 been biin

[bees]. fieen fliin [flies, Mr. Barnes says 'fleas,' but that is impossible].
411 dhree dHRii. 412 shoo shuu. EO': 436 drue dnRuu [? (tHRau)l.
EY- 438 dee dii. EY: 439 thrist tuatst.

_

I- 443 vreedie VRiidii- [see p. 29, note 6]. I: 452 ich
t'tj [and in compo-

sition cha cham chas chood choote chull= I have, am, was, would, wot, will].
455 lee Hi [hence to idle, and then spelled leigh], michty mii'ti. deight
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diit. 458 neeght nieght niit na'it. 460 waaight wait. 470 aam e'm [see 380].
475 weend wyeene wiind wa'in [? Vallancey gives weend only]. 480 dhing dheq
[(dmq)?]. zhip zhip [ship]. dhurth dH8RTj [dirt]. I'- 492 zeide

zeed [taking ei as a mistake for ee]. 493 dhreeve dHRiiv. 494 deem diim.

peepeare piipee'R [piper]. 496 eeren mien. I': 502 veeve viiv. hyehtii
[hay, and also 238J. 510 my ma'i. leen Kin [line]. 515 veezer viiz^R [?

(wii'ZBR), otherwise this is the only case where w=v],
0- 518 buthee bodhee bothige butiqii- boditir. 0: 531 doughtere da'utee-R.
cawl kAAl [? (kool) a

colt']. 552 coorn kuuRN. 553 hoorn huuRN. 0'-
555 shoon shuun pi. 564 zoon zuun. 565 nize niz naiz mz. 566 anoor anuua
[another]. 0': 571 gooude goouness guued guuenes. 572 blooed bluuud.
579 eenew iniu\ 597 zoot zuut.

U- 599 aboo ubuu. 603 coome kuura. 605 zin zm [common in D 11].
606 dher dnaR. U: 609 vatter [? misprint for vuller} valeR, ? vwleR. 612
zim zzm. 616 greoune gRea'un. 629 zm zin. U'- 640 keow kea'u. 648 oor

UUR. 650 about abut Bbea'ut [?].

U': 658 deown dea'un. 662 ouse ouz uz ? 663 heouse hea'us. 667 outh udh

titf dn, udho sdiOu [out of]. 671 meouth mea'uth.

Y heeve hiiv [hive]. ree Rii [rye]. 679 chourch tjaRtj [? tjwRtj].
T: 684 burge\>9K&$. hele hel [? a hill] . 690 keene kiin. 701 vurst vaRst.

Y'- keen kiin [kine, from "Ws. cy' plural of 240]. 705 skee skii.

theene tine tiqiin [tine]. Y': breede bRiid [bride].

re. ENGLISH.

A. kaayle ka'il [kail]. E. lear leeR [empty]. skeine skyne
skain [skein]. 0. poul pa'ul [poll of the head]. mot mot [but],
U. unket a'qket [unkid].

m. ROMANCE.
A-- 810 faace fauce fas. 812 laace las. 813 bawcoon bakrnrn. pyle

pa'il [... paele, a pail]. plaague plag [plague]. 820 gaaye gai. 827 aager

eegBH. gryne gRa'in [grain]. 835 raaison Ra'izoo-n.

E 885 veree veRii'. foyer fa'iR [a fair']. 890 beasthes beestnps.
! and Y-- pee pii [a mag-pie]. 900 pry pRa'i. gimlie djtmli

[chimney],
0-- faaighe fythe fa'i fa'ith. geint dja'int [joint]. 925 vice vais.

937^c^kuk. 947 bile ba'il. 956 kiver kiYBR. U-- 960 kie ka'i.

wa'it [wait]

D 2 = m.CS. = mid Celtic Southern.

Boundary. The CB. in Pm. and the coast sw. of it.

Area. The two peninsulas to the sw. of Pm., formerly known
as " Little England beyond Wales."

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under Pm., Ehos and Daugleddy,
information from Rev. J. Tombs, Mr. Elworthy, Mr. E. L. Jones, Mr. W.
Spurrell, and Archdeacon Edmondes.

Character. The S. reverted (R) according to Mr. Elworthy, who says the dial,

is
" most like a book version of w.Sm.," see D 10, and thinks he heard some (yO,

though Eev. J. Tombs says there is nothing like it there. Mr. Tombs also thinks

the r is "not materially different from the Welsh r," fully trilled (r), and that

Pm. speech is very different from a Sm. or n.Dv. But initial dr- accepted by
Mr. Tombs in *Aree, trough, throw, Mreaten, implies (DR-). The (a'i) for

, EG, initial (z-) for (s-), though only preserved among old
speakers,^

and

haps (a'i) for I', the use of (iin) for him, and of (dhiiez) aof (ei) perhaps (a'i) for I', the use of (iin) for him, and of (dhiiez) as one of the

forms of this, the (e-) before the past participle, are all of them S. forms. The
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only words I have heard are 3 or 4 pron. by Mr. Elworthy. Hence I give the

original spelling in the following cwl. The indications respecting the value of

short U have been most diverse. It will be seen by the dt. furnished by Mr.

Spurrell, from dictation of a Castle Martin man. that short U is invariably (u) or

(u). Mr. E. L. Jones says it is
" never

"
like the La. (u^, but "always

"
as u in

rec. bwck (a, a). As Zoonday occurs in a subsequent specimen, I endeavoured to

clear up the matter, without much success. Mr. Tombs gave (9, a) in love,

come, swmmer, son, bwtter, wgly, some, drwnk, mider, tongue, hunger, Swnday,
nun, swn, but allowed (u, u) in fall, cwp, dwst. Archdeacon Edmondes, of

Warren, close to Castle Martin, says that a girl in his service speaks of "
carr'ing

things oop, taking in loonch" but her parents come from Narberth. Under these

circumstances it seems that (it)
still exists, but is not general. It is of course a

mark of antiquity, and for this reason I assume it in the older form of D 1.

There is no trace of it in D 3. For D 4 see the s. soom line 2, p. 16. Mr. Tombs
or else Arch. Edmondes admits v for / in /air, /arm, /ast, /eed, /iddle, /our,
/ox, /lail, from, /urrow ; (vseqk) for spark is known to Mr. Thomas

;
and they

admit 2 for s in say, self, seven, sick, six, soon, son, -Sunday, and lastly that the/
and s remain in /ace, /ail, /all v.,/alse,/ar, /at,/ault, /riend, not very regularly;
and in sad, sand, saw, song, so, such, sweet, swallow, swine, still less regularly.
As to ow, Mr. Tombs does not admit (eu), but Archd. Edmondes hears caoo (kew,

1. Two INTERLINEAR PEMBROKESHIRE dt.

T. written in io. by Rev. J. Tombs, Rector of Burton, Pm., and pal. conjecturally

by AJE.
S. written in a phonetic alphabet by Mr. Spurrell from the diet, of Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas, Castlemartin, Pm.

(1) T. zoo ei zaY, ba'uriiz, JE zii nia'w -BZ eV bi ReYt i3ba'ut -dat

S. zoo QI zaa*', baYz, JOB zii neu aez eOm 'reit aeba'ut dhaet

T. b'd'l maid kEnnm vRom dhi3 [skuul]
S. b'd'l [liid'l] maaid kwmm [gwmm] vrom dhee skuul [skuuld]

T. a'ut dheeR.

S. eut dheer.

(2) T. shii^z a")gwam dia'toi dh^ Rhoo^d dheeR, DRia'w dh-e Rid
S. shii'lz as gwaam dewn dlia3 rdosed dheer, dkru dliae r*d

T. gee't pmi dins Kft han zeid ^ dh^ waez.
S. gaat pon dhae lift liaend [ha3n ?] zeid o dh83 waa?'.

(3) T. shuuR ^nou dhi3 tje/1 IIBV ^-gon sTRa^t [ap t-e]
dh^

S. shuur eneu dh83 tjeil[-d] ha3v 83 gon straa^'t wp ta3 dhaa

T. duuR u dhB RAAq [ha'ws]
S. duur ov dhae roq heus

(4) T. weeR (waaR) shi ul 16*kl fern [dhat] DRaqkm diif (dff)
S. weer shii ul leikb' fein dhast drwqk'n dVf

T. SRiVlt Mra b dh-e nee^m v rtoruBs.

S. skrwqk felae bei dhae neaem o itomass.
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(5) T. [wi AA!] nAAz iin [VEB] WE!.
S. wii dael TIAAZ iin vers wel.

(6) T. [woont] dim AA! [tjap sunn] lasx BB not te duuH
S. wwnt dhi aaul tjaep suun laarn ar not tae duuH

T. puinm dhq !

S. pmir

ege-n,

(7) T. [>k !]
been't [it] TEI'U ?

S. luuk beent it tn'u ?

Notes to T. version. "Words in [ ]
were not filled in by Mr. T. and are

supposed to be in (dialectal) rs. Mr.
T.'s spelling may be seen in the cwl.

1. So say. The initial (z) is heard

only from old people. / be is more
heard in the n. and I am in the s. of

the district. right. The pron. (ei) is

adopted from Mr. Jones, who says it is

most like the Cockney a in fte, which
sounded to the Tenby schoolchildren in

Mr. Matthew Arnold's pron. like their

own pr. oijight. boys now about. I

have interpreted Mr. T.'s ou, ow, eow
as (a'u, ia'u) using the unanalysed form.
The triphthong (ia'u) possibly occurred

in D 1. We find (eat*) in M. But
Mr. Spurrell's version points to its

meaning (eu}. from. I adopt (R)

everywhere on Mr. Elworthy' s authority.
Initial it is probably aspirated as in Mr.
T.'s rho-ad. His dr for thr implies

(DR), and perhaps tr would be (TR).
But I leave

(r)
in Mr. Spurrell's

phonetic writing. that (dat) is very
peculiar. Its appearance and present

gradual disappearance may be compared
with D 9. That the should not be

similarly affected is singular. little,

(lid'l) is found elsewhere. maid, going
(ai) in (maid, gwain) is regular S.

from (vRom) is regular S., but the other

forms from, throm, which Mr. T. has

heard, seem to be foreignisms.

4. where. I considered Mr. T.'s
written wh to be an accident for w.
He says, however, that h is

"
very

well
and correctly used generally speaking ;

it is occasionally but rarely omitted
where it should be heard

;
but still

seldomer inserted where it should not
be

; these are, I think, faults of recent

growth."
4. shrivelled, (shr-) seems to be a

difficulty. In this word (sr-) is used,
in others (she-r-), see shrub before

543, and shrimp 756 in cwl. infra

p. 35.

5. we all know him (wi AA! UAAZ

iin).
" We is sometimes heard as the

objective case, and us as the nomina-

tive, but rarely ;
and this usage has

grown up within the last twenty-five

years [dated Mar. '79] by the advent

of English navvies into the district to

form the railways ; many such have

married and settled here, and the

natives have partly followed their usage
sometimes." The usage is common in

Do. The form (UAAZ) for the pi. is

common S. (iin), which Mr. T. writes

ihn as in German, is the regular S.

en (TO), from Ws. hine, the true ace.,

for which the dative him has been

substituted in rs.

6. thing (dhiq) is old.

7. is not. I be is heard more in

the n., lam in the s. of the district.

2. Example given at the Swansea meeting of the Cambrian

Archaeological Society, 1861 :

"I'ze a gwaaing to zell zum vish to buy zum vlesh vor that

blezzed day zoonday."

This Mr. T. thinks "unmistakably Flemish." It is "unmistakably" S. But

Pze, as thus written for / is, is the N. form, and is of course an error. There is a

a cutting from a Carmarthen news-

s so = saw, the distinction (AA, oo)
possibility that it stands for ees be (iis bi). In

paper I find I's regularly used for /, as "I'
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is heard with difficulty], I's tell, I's cud, I's hasn't, I's goin, I's did, I's

isn't, I's does, I's has, I's propos, I's thinks, I's has, I's was," where Ps is

simply an old S. (iis)
= 1, and only in "I's goin" is the verb omitted. A man who

left Narberth about 1864 told Mr. Spurrell he had heard (eiz thiqks) for I think.

This is very doubtful. I cannot get any other confirmation of the use of such a

form. Mr. E. Lloyd Jones, a Tenby man, never heard it. And oo in zoonday is

also N. Perhaps, using (u) as in the dt. from Mr. Spurrell, we may read (iiz hi

B)gwain te ZE! zum. vish te bao'i zwm vlEsh ver dhat blEzed dai zwnda'i) .

PM. CLASSIFIED WORD LIST.

Compiled from words furnished me from different quarters, distinguished by initials.

Ed. From Archdeacon Edmondes of Warren (4 sw.Pembroke), in answer to

questions.
El. From Mr. Elworthy after a visit to Tenby, communicated w.
Ev. From Miss Evans's "Molly and Eichard" in Chambers' s Journal, quoted as

Pm. in Eev. J. Tombs's lecture. Her spelling is put first in Italics and
the pal. follows.

J. From Mr. E. Lloyd Jones, native of Tenby.
N. "Words from Narberth furnished by Mr. Spurrell of Carmarthen.

T. From Eev. J. Tombs, rector of Burton (3 n.Pembroke). His own spelling is

put first in Italics and the pal. follows.

Th. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of Castlemartin (5 wsw.Pembroke), obtained w. by
Mr. Spurrell and written in his phonetic alphabet here transliterated.

i. WESSEX AND
A- 21 T. naame neeum, Th. nea3m. A: 43 T. han* han. A: or 0:

58 T. vrom rom throm from rom throm [but the speaker had "Welsh blood].
64 T. nzww^ rAAq Th. roq. A'- 67 T. agwaayin' ugw&in. 73 T. zo zoo [(z) used

only by older people]. 92 T. we knaows wi UAAZ [see 98]. 98 Ev. knawed
nAAd [? nood]. A': 104 T. rho-ad rhoo^d [Mr. T. does not acknowledge (R) ],
Th. rooffid. 123 Ev. nawthin nAAthin.
JE- 138 Ev./<?/i^rfeedhi3R,T.veedlrer. Ev.spaidsipaid [spade]. 141 Ed.

nail. 142 Ed. snail. 143 Ed. tail. T. aahenvgen-. 146 Ed. main. 147 Ed.
brain. 148 Ed. vair. 152 Th. wee-ter. M\ 160 Ed. dai. 161 Ev. to

daay. 162 Ed. te dai. 164 Ed. m&i. 166 Ed. maid, T. maayd maid N. maid.
177 T. dat dat [Mr. T. says, "d for th was a characteristic mark in 1860, fast

disappearing"]. JE'- El. JEth [heath, as well as 405 hearth] JEM
[Heathfield]. JE': 224 T. whair wharr weea war.
E- 231 tha dhi?. E: 261 zay zai. Th. zaai [used only by older people],

Ev. saay sai. 262 waey wai. 265 strayet strait. E'- 297 T. fellah fiah
fEl-B fla [?]. EA: 326 T. awle ool, aawl. 332 Ev. tould too-eld? 335
Th. doael. 346 T. ga-at geeut. EA'- El. JEfeR [heifer]. EA':
352 T. rirfrid. 355 T. deef diff titt. dif. Ev. yasy jee-zi [easy]. EO:
392 [not used]. 394 [not used]. 402 T. lame laRN [teach]. 405 El. JEth

[also used for heath, see under JE'-]. EO': 427 bairit beent [be not, for is

not\ 428 T. zee zii [z used only by old people]. 436 trew triu [rhymes to

new\.
I- 447 hururhumen. yis jis [yes]. I: 452 J. Th. ei. 459 J. Th.

rite reit. 469 ooJ ul. 470 T. ihn in iin [?]. 477477 T.Jine' fa'in. 480 T.

dhiq [" flat th as in then among old people ] 484 El. dhiiez [a distinct form of

this]. I'- 492 T. zide zeid [z used only by old people].
0- - N shwv'l [shovel]. 0: - T. shurrub shwab [shrub]. 543 T.

'pan pen. 0'- 560 Th. skuul skuuld. 0': 578 Ev. plough pliu. 579
enaf enou [sing, and pi.]
U- 603 T. cummin' kQm- in, kwmin. 606 T. doore duuR. IT: 613 Th.

drwqk'n. skruqk [skrunk]. 632 Th. wp. 633 Ed. kup. 634 T. dreow
DRIOU, Ev. throw thra'u, ? DRa'u

; Th. dhru. U'- 643 T. neow nia'u, Th. neu.
U': 658 T. deown dia'un, Th. deun. 663 Th. hews. 667 T. out a'ut ?

Y- 682 toddle lid'l. Y': 709 Th. va'ir.
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u. ENGLISH.

E. 749 T. lift lift.

I. and Y. 756. T. shur-rimp shurrmp. 760 srivolet sriv'lt [often heard by
Mr. Tombs, not known by Mr. Thomas].

0. 791 T. bouiese b6iz ba'ujiiz [?].

HE. ROMANCE.

A-- 866 T. poour puuim.
E T. Ed. crawtur krAAteR [creature].

Ev. jouin dja'u;in [join].

D 3 = e.CS. = eastern Celtic Southern.

boundary. The Grin. CB. and the Bristol Channel.
Area. The 17 En. speaking parishes of the peninsula of Gower-

land, Gm., enumerated under Gm. CB. p. 130.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List, Gm. Gowerland.
Characters. Reverted (R) inferred from (DR&U) through, (z) initial in place of

(*), ('n) for him are all distinctly S. The dialect seems to have been greatly
worn, as my informant, the Rev. J. D. Davies, alters the spelling of but few
words in the dt. and says that the others are in rs. No specimen has been

printed. Not having been able to find or obtain any complete specimen of the

dialect, and Mr. Davies' s dt. being very defective, I merely add the words in the
cwl. form.

GOWERLAND CLASSIFIED WORD LIST.

Containing the words supplied to me by Rev. J. D. Davies, giving his spelling

first, followed by the conjectural pron. in pal.

i. WESSEX Ain> NORSE.
A'- 67 gwain gween [going]. 73 zo zoo.

JE- 144 agen ^gE'n.
E: 281 zay zai [possibly (zee)']. E'- 297 fellah MU. EA: 326<w^AAld.

EA': 355 defe diif. EO: 392 [not used]. 394 [not used] EO': 427
bean't beent [is not]. 428 ze zii.

I- 447 er BR. I: 470 n 'n [after verbs]. I'- 492 zide zeid [?].
U- 606 dceur daR [probably, Mr. Davies says, like the French sceur (soeoer)].

U: 634 drough (DRU'W ?) [may be (DRUU)].
Y- 682?H1.

m. ROMANCE.
A ..

gracieuse graslms.
E-. precieuse preshi^z.

In the Philological Transactions for 1848-50, vol. 4, p. 222, is

a list of 68 Gower words, given hy Rev. J. Collins, with no

explanations of spelling. Of these the following are common words.

I do not trust myself to give the pronunciation.

Brandis (brandrith), iron stand for pot or kettle. Cammet (cammed), crooked.

Eddish, wheat stubble. Hay, an inclosure attached to a dwelling. Main, strong,
fine (but here said of growing crops). Nommet, noon-meat, luncheon. Plym,

plump, full. Peert, lively, brisk. Quapp, to throb. Hathe, early. Meremouse,
bat. Snead, handle of scythe. Songulls (songles), gleanings.
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The following are Southern or "Western :

Caffie, entangled, Sm. Gloom, earthenware, Co. Clit, stiff, sticky. Dreshel,

(drashel), a flail. Evil, a three-pronged fork. Fleet, exposed in situation, Sm.
Flott (float), aftergrass, Dv. Foust, tumbled. Frithing, wattled fence, to frith
a fence, Dv. Nesseltrip, small pig in a litter. Ovice (ovis), eaves of house, Dv.

Planche, boarded floor, Do. Purty, to turn sulky. Quat, to press down or

flatten, Do. Show-y, to clear (of weather), the verbal termination -y common.

Soul, cheese, butter, etc., as eaten with bread. Slade, a vaDey, ground sloping to

the sea. Sul (zul), a plough. Suant, regular, working smoothly, Dv. Toit,

small straw seat, Dv., frisky, Co. Want, a mole [the animal]. Wimble, (wine),
winnow.

Of the other words I am not so sure.

Angletouch, warm. Bumbagas, bittern. Charnel, place in roof for hanging
bacon. Deal, litter of pigs. Dotted (? doted), giddy, of a sheep. Dome, damp.
Firmy, to clean out (-y is S.). Flaairing, an eruption like erysipelas. Fraith,

freespoken, talkative. Flathing, a dish made of curds, eggs, and milk. Gloy,
refuse straw after the "reed " has been taken out. Gloice, sharp pang of pain.

Heavgar, heavier (so also near-ger, far-ger) . Homrach, harness collar made of

straw. Kittybags, gaiters. Lipe, matted basket of a peculiar shape. Letts, a

lout. Noppet, Nipperty, lively, convalescent. Eyle, angle in the sea. Riff, a

scythe sharpener. Seggy, to lease (the -y is S.). Semmatt, a sieve made of skin

for winnowing. Shoat, a small wheaten loaf. Stiprog, a mode of fastening a

sheep's foreleg to its head by a band of straw or withy. Susan, a brown earthen

pitcher. Sump, any bulk that is carried, Sf . Slade, ground sloping to the sea.

Tite (toit), to tumble over, N. Vair, a weasel or stoat. Wing, a willow.

Weest, lonely, desolate. Wash-dish, the titmouse.

Hence, although vocabulary is a very uncertain test, the dialect

has a clearly S. character, agreeing with the small evidences

furnished by pron.

D 4 and 5 together form the MS. = Mid Southern

Group.
This was the principal seat of the Wessex tribe, and the

strongly-marked peculiarities tend to shew that the people have

preserved much, although they have altered much of the original

pron., more marked on the w. side than on the e. Although no
strict line can be drawn separating the two, yet the peculiarities
die out so rapidly to the e. that I have thought it best to divide

the group into two districts, by a rather arbitrary, nearly direct

n. to s. line, which is the best I can draw. D 4 on the w. must be

regarded as the typical form of S. speech. It is not quite uniform,
but nearly so.

Boundaries. The n. and s. b. of D 4 and D 5, the w. b. of D 4
and the e. b. of D 5.

Area. All "Wl., Do., and most of GL, with n. and e.Sm.
;
most

of Be., all Ha. and Wi., s.Sr. and w.Ss.
;
with narrow slips of

e.He. and w.Ox., and the extreme se. corner of Dv.
Character. Phonetically, reverted (E) or retracted (r,), and (DR-)

for thr-
; (z, v) initial for

(s, f
)
in Ws. words, but not in Romance

words
;
the use of (aY) for JEG and EG

;
the broad (ao', eo'w) for

I', II'. Grammatically, / be for I am; a becoming (15)
before past

participle. All these are subject to slight variations.
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D 4 = w.MS. = western Mid Southern.

Boundaries. Do. Begin on the English Channel just w. of Axmouth (20 e-

by-s. Exeter), on the Axe R. Proceed in a n. direction e. of Colyton (20 e-by-
n. Exeter), through Yarcombe (22 ne. Exeter).

Sm. Enter Sm. a little w. of Buckland St. Mary (8 s. Taunton), and e. of
Otterford (7 s. Taunton), and keeping e. of Wellington (6 sw. Taunton), and w.
of Thurlbeer (3 se. Taunton), proceed nearly to Taunton, then n. to just e. of

Kingston (4 nnw. Taunton), when it deflects to nw. and follows the Quantock
Hills to the Bristol Channel at East Quantock Head.

Bristol Channel. Proceed along the coast of Sm. and Gl. to just opposite the
mouth of the river Wye.

Gl. Cross the Bristol Channel and follow the reverted ur line 3 to just
opposite Monmouth.
He. Continue along the reverted ur line 3 in a nne. direction, w. of Ross,

Stoke Edith (6 e-by-n. Hereford), and Much Cowarn (9 ne. Hereford), but e. of

Bromyard (10 ese. Leominster), and then passing w. of Whitbourn (14 e.

Leominster), enter

Wo. Continue in nearly a straight line to Bewdley (3 se. Kidderminster),
where quit line 3 and return suddenly s. along the Malvern Hills in a nearly
direct line to the s. b. of Wo. by Staunton (7 wsw. Tewkesbury), then turning
e. pass s. of Eldersfield (6 wsw. Tewkesbury), into

Gl. Go through Tewkesbury and proceed direct e. to Moreton-on-Marsh (19 e.

Tewkesbury), and continuing e. to the w. b. of Ox. Then turn s. along the

w. b. first of Ox. and then of Be. as far as Hungerford (24 w-by-s. Reading), and
then continue in a n. to s. line through
Ha. Passing just w. of Andover to Nursling, just at the n. point of South-

ampton Water, and then to the sea near Lymington (10 e. Christchurch), and
turn w. along the coast to the starting-point by Axmouth. About Lymington
and Christchurch there is no dialect. The line is intended to avoid the whole of

Wi., which is all in D 5, but accidentally it appears on the map as if a small

portion of Wi. belonged to D 4. The whole line from the w. b. of Ox. is very
uncertain for want of sufficient information, but it cannot be far wrong either way.

Area. All WI. and Do., n. and e.Sm., most of GL, the extreme

se. of Dv., and small parts of w.Be., and w.Ha.

Authorities. See the Alphabetical County List, under the following names,
where * means vv. per AJE., f per TH., J per JGG., ||

in so., in io.

Dv. Axminster.
Do. Bingham's Melcombe (or Melcombe Bingham), Blackmore Vale, *Bland-

ford, Bradpole, Bridport, East Lulworth, East Morden, *Hanford, Sher-

borne, Starminster-Marshall, Swanage, Walditch, ||Whitchurch Canonicorum,

||
Winterbourne Came.
GL *Aylburton, Berkeley, fBirdlip, fBishop's Cleve, Bisley, fBristol,

tBrockworth, t Cheltenham, *f Cirencester, *Coleford (
= Forest of Dean),

Compton Abdfde, fFairford, fGloucester Town, *Gloucester Vale, fHighnam,
tHucclecote, King's Wood, tMaisey Hampton, fTetbury, fWhitcomb.
Ha. Broughton, Christchurch, Iford, "Nursling, *Ringwood.
He. ||Eggleton, *Ledbury, ||fMuch Cowarn, tRoss, t Stoke Edith, Upton

Bishop.
Sm.

|| Bath, Burtle Turf Moor, Castle Gary, Chard, Chedzoy, Combe

Down, Compton Dando, || Crewkerne, Croscombe, East Harptree, "High Ham,

Langport, *Merriott, *Montacute, Nailsea, North Wootton, Sutton Mallet,

Swanswick, Wedmore, tWincanton, Worle.
WI. Aldbourne, Calne, JChippenham,

* Christian Malford, *Corsham,

Corsley, Damerham, East Knoyle, fKemble, Maddington, 0rcheston St.

George, fPurton, Salisbury to Warminster, Seend, Sopworth, *Tilshead,

Wilton, Yatesbury.
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It will be necessarily impossible to give all the information received from so

many places. My best help has come from Christian Malford, Chippenham, and

Tilshead, and as n.Wl. seems the most typical form ofD4=w.MS.,I shall examine

this part of the district at great length. The use of these numerous sources of

information is necessarily to shew the continued prevalence or the change of any
form of speech. Indeed without this large body of evidence, it would have been

totally impossible to map out the district even roughly with any degree of accuracy.
Hence my investigation is greatly indebted to those who have furnished some clue

to the prevalent speech sounds, even when it manifestly became impossible to give
their communications at length.

Character.

Consonants (f v, s z). . The conspicuous feature of D 4, which
most strikes the visitor from any other part of England, is the use

of (v, z) initial in place of
(f, s). But undoubtedly for Ws. words

(v, z) were the original forms, just as to this day (z) initial is the

received form in Dutch where z is written, and High German
where f is written in German. In both, however, the pron. when
no vowel or voiced consonant precedes is (sz-), thus High German
sie sehen is (szi zee'vn) they see. The (f, s) are later developments,
and seem to have been introduced by the Normans, for as a general

rule, to which even at this late period there are very few excep-

tions, and those chiefly in words familiar to particular districts,
" Ws. words have (v, z), and Romance have (f, s)." This custom
once prevailed over the whole s. of England from Ke. to Dv. It

has altogether disappeared in Ke. and Ss., and has almost dis-

appeared in Ha. and Be. But it is rarely lost in D 4, and in D 10,
12. In order to test the prevalence of the rule just given, I

examined all the words in question in Dan Michel's Ayenbite, which
is in Kentish of the xrvth century, and the words in Mr. Elworthy's
lists attached to his Dialect of West Somersetshire, and then I sent

lists of most of them to Rev. "W. Barnes for Do., and Rev. A. Law
for Wl., requesting them to mark the words for (f v, s z, sh zh, th

dh), etc. The result is given in the following table, where the
words in usual spelling are arranged in alphabetical order under

appropriate headings, and against each word is written the sound
of the letter used, /, #, 5, z, etc., or #/, sw, when sometimes one
letter and sometimes the other is heard, adding M for Dan Michel
for Ke. in xrvth century, D for Do., W for Wl., and S. for w.Sm.,
in the order from e. to w. An *

points out Fr. or Romance words.

INITIAL.

*fable/DS
*face/DS, vW
*facia/S
*fact/DWS
*factory/DS
*fade/S
fag v S

*fail/MDWS
fain adj./S
*faint/S
fair adj. /DWS, t> M
*fairs./DS

*faith/S
fall vb. v MDWS
fallsb./D
fallow v DWS
*false/DS, v M, v

*fame/DS
*family/DS
*famish/D
fan v MS
far v MDWS
fare/DWS, v M.

*farm/DS
*farmer/DS, v W
*farrier/DS
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farrow v WDS
farther v S

farthing v MDWS
*fashion/S
fast vb. adj. v M
fast adj. adv. v S

fastsb./S
fat (vat) sb. v M
fatadj./DW, v M, vfS
fate/DWS

father/D, MW,;/S
fathom v S

*faucet/S
*fault/DS, v W
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*favour/MS
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front/S
frost v MDWS
froth v DWS
fruit/MS
fryings/M
*fry/D, t/S
full v MDWS
fuller sb./S, vM

fumble/D, v W, v/S
funeral/D
furbish v S
furl v S

furlong v S

furlough v S
furnace/MS

furrow v DWS
further v S
furze v DWS
fusty/DS, *W
physic/M
physician/M

F FINAL.

(o means not pronounced,

bailiff o S

half/DW, vS
handkerchief o S

herself o S
himself o S

leaf/DW, vS
life/DW, 0S
loaf/DW, v S

plaintiff o S

roof/DW, v S
sheaf/DW, * S
turf (tare) S

wife/DW, oS

GH FINAL.

cough/S
dough (occ.) / S
enough o S

plough o S

slough o/S
though/S
through o S

tough/S
trough o S

S INITIAL.

(s
=

z, S, before Jclmnow
except as below.)

sabbath D
sack z DWS
sacrament * D

THE MID SOUTHERN.
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sheaf sh D, zh W, zh sh S
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now lost (xRhuu, TRUED). This retraction accompanied with

hollowing is further refined by omitting the hollowing, so that we
have merely a raised tip of the tongue, producing the coronal

English (t d r 1 n), etc., which are so distinct from the continental

(t d T I n) that they must evidently have had a different genesis.

"We shall meet with ( t) before (?) in the M. and 1ST. div. Now the

English coronal form was the only one acknowledged by Mr. Gupta

(Part IY. 1096b', 1137c') for Indian pronunciation of the Sanscrit

cerebrals, so that the same refining system has gone on in both

countries, but in our own dialects we have all the stages (R r, r, T

t, t) now coexistent. This (R) is constantly flated when initial, and

often transposed with an (h) prefixed, as (hamd, haR^), red, run,
from (R!IED, Rhatf).

Another very important character of this (R) is its amalgamation
with a preceding vowel. In fact, it seems to give a new series of

vowels (aR aR AB), etc., and even (iiR eett
UUR). With regard to the

first, it was a great difficulty with me how I was to represent such

words as h<?r, bwrn, and for some time I thought that they had

merely vocal ('RO),
thus (h'R b'R n), but I latterly came to the

conclusion that there was a preceding vowel followed by an amalga-
mation of the vowel with a-|-aE (R). What that vowel really was,

however, I found so difficult to determine, that I finally adopted
different hypotheses as I heard different speakers. I have used

(ar, 9R, BR), and JGG. writes (i3R, B^R). But latterly I have

fallen back on (aR) accented, and (-BR) unaccented, whether rightly
or not I cannot quite make out. With this explanation, however,
this sign will suffice, and it must be left to actual audition during
a long period and with many speakers, for good phonetists to

determine the best representative of the actual sound. I have not

met with any instance in D 4 and 5 of the introduction of an (R)

after a vowel which was not justified by the orthography, but in

D 10 and 11 there seem to be some cases, there to be noted.

With regard to the complete series of sounds (T D isr R L), etc., it

was only on the close of a second revision of his wl. taken from his

stepmother, that JGG. (although he had been familiar with Wl.
dialect from childhood) recognised that they invariably took the

place in her pronunciation of the usual (t d n r 1), etc., just as

these in English and in the pron. of continental languages by
Englishmen invariably replace the continental ( v

t
x
d n r

vl),
etc.

For myself I had not observed it, although it seems to me most

probable. In JGG.'s Chippenham wl. and spec, therefore the

complete substitution is made, but as in those specimens which I

took down from native speakers, I only detected (R), and the other

letters when juxtaposed, and therefore as it seemed to me assimi-

lated, I have thought it best to retain what I wrote from their

diet., although I have now, in the course of many years, come to

the conclusion that my former appreciation was probably erroneous

and ought to be amended in this direction throughout. And the

same is probably the case for my (sh zh tj dj), which in the S.

div. should prob. be (sh sh TJ DJ). The final (D) is frequently lost
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after (L, IT). The ending of the present participle, modern -ing, was
ancient -ande, hence the

(--BIT, -m) now heard, really arises from
the omission of (D) after (N), and not from the use of (N) for (q).

(h). In D 4 and 5, as well as in almost all our dialects, (h) is

naturally omitted, but with no hiatus to indicate the speaker's
knowledge that it is absent. My authorities differ very much as
to its presence. It seems decidedly used when (nan-} is employed
for (Eh-).
The other consonants have no peculiarity. There is for example

no use of (b D g) for (p T k), parallel to (v z) for (f s).
Vowels. The following gives the principal characters of the

vowels, for details see the various cwl. that follow.

A- is often represented by (ie), reduced to (fa IB ii'), and finally to (ii
1

ii),
as in

name (idem Niam Nrem Ni^m Niim), or else
(e

lQ face) as (Ne'^m NetemNmn). The
former prevails over the m. andn. part of the district, (ii) being especially prevalent
in towns, e.g. in Gloucester, and (ee) in rural districts.

A: varies from (ae) to (a
1

, ah), but hardly reaches
(a).

A' is normally (ua), whence (UB, ua), but it varies.

JEG and EG are normally (ai) not (a'i ai), but this falls locally into (se'i a'iEE),
and sometimes into simple (ee), and similarly for Fr. ai. This (ai) sound is a very
strong mark of the w. forms of S., but it is not peculiar to D 4.

I', in contrast to this clear (ai), has (a'i, ao'i)
or (ai), which Grangers hear as

(o'i) and write oy.
I generally hear as (o), but JGG. only hears it as (o). The latter sound, being

the modern received form, is always given me by people of education. But it is,

I think, a modernism or misappreciation.
0' is properly (uu), but occasionally (a) and rarely (33), a sound of (a) with (AA)

running through it which I have heard only from Mr. Law in the words EY :

439 TRIOS, 0' 567 ta)dheR, 587 isdarn, U 604 za>nreR, 627 zamdi, Y 673 ma)ti,
TJ 804 DR3>qk'n, 950 z3)pp'R, and in no other words. JGG. has, however,
quite recently observed what I suppose is the same sound.
U is regularly (a), but there is a trace of M. (u) as far s. as Purton (4 nw.

Swindon, WL), see s. sown line 2, p. 16.

U' is regularly (a'w, so'u] not (&w, du).

In grammatical construction, that which strikes a stranger most is

/ be for / am, the prefix (B) before the past participle, as (a'i;v

ads-n) I)have a-done
;
and the periphrastic form / do go for the

simple I go, together with the curious use of the nominative for the

objective case, and sometimes the converse. Remarkable survivals

are first (un) for him, the true ace. of lie, for which the dative

Mm is substituted in rec. sp. This (ran) is very widely spread in

the S. div., and is also used where it is said in received speech, on

account of the general use of he applied to inanimate objects ;
and

secondly, in a small district of Sm. hereafter described as the Land

of Utch, the forms (atj, Etjir) for the personal pronoun I, which in

old writers is the usual mark of our S. dialects. But these are

forms which cannot be more than alluded to. For vocabulary, see

the printed Glossaries, which, however, must generally be used

with great caution.

Varieties. Over such an extensive tract of country there must

necessarily be many slight varieties, some of which are mentioned
in the preceding table of vowels. But I have not been able to

mark out any sharply-defined varieties or subdistricts. I find it,
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however, necessary to draw attention to six different varieties or

forms, which, on account of the importance of this district, I

proceed to illustrate at considerable length.

V i. The Middle or ~W1., typical or standard form of D 4, of which three

phases are given, Christian Malford, Chippenham, and Tilshead, all

from vv. information.

V ii. The Northern or Gl. form.

V iii. The North-Western or e. He. form.

V iv. The South-Eastern or Do. form.

V v. The land of Utch, or region of the continued old use of (Etj, atjir) for

the first personal pronoun.
V vi. The South-Western or Sin. form.

VAR. i. THE MIDDLE OR TYPICAL FORM IN Wl.
Phase I. Christian Malford (11 nnw.Devizes), "Wl.

Rev. Arthur Law, son of the Rector, whose curate he became (he is now rector

of Dauntsey, 4 nne. Christian Malford), was born there and lived in constant

communication with the peasantry, entering heartily into their mode of speech,
which he acquired with remarkable accuracy and fluency. He wrote a version of

my cs. in io. and kindly came to London on two occasions (in 1874 and 1878) on

purpose to work it over with me w. As this was the foundation of my knowledge
of D 4, I add the whole cs. as he rewrote it, with additions, to give it more of the
character of a Wl. peasant's speech. And as it departs so much from the original
in the Preliminary Matter, No. III. p. 7*, I add a slavishly literal interlinear trans-

lation. Some separate sentences written from his diet, are annexed with notes

and a cwl.

0. waV :djon ae'ravz noE)i3 da'wt.

why John has ne'er) a doubt. [The peasant would probably say,]

z)dhii want d)naw wa'e :djon bii zi zaaRi'tf ba'wt dhak)i3R
dost)thou want to)know why John be so certain about thick)e'er

a'fl dhEn a'*)l tEl)i.

thing, why then I'll tell)ye.

1. wal, wot be laefm [bsdlm] rat "s!i VBE, dhB ganT zi\iz ? aa !

well, what be (you) laughing at I for, the great sillies ? ah

t?)mi3d) lae'af bww^dh on)i, f)i maVn tw, i3t)wat a

ye)mote=may) laugh both of) ye, if)ye mind to, at)what I do)tell)ye.

aV dw)^nt ki'ior ! t)f)mit no odz te 'a'/, ne naa-b^d* zuls

I do) n't care ! it)is)nt no odds to I, nor nobody else

I3z)i3)nawz on.

as) I)knows of.

2. t)wu)imt k^l) tjsep bm [k00z] B)d
i

e) lae'^f set)^n, al)
it)will)not kiU)a chap being [because] ye)do) laugh atjhim, I)

dB)lot)'n) ! tnt la'ikli.

do)allot)him, it)is)not likely.
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3. wat aV b* gwom tB)iEl)i, B(WEV"BR, bi TRUU)BZ EVBB tfi
what I be going to)teU)ye, however, he true)as ever I

baa^RKD. dliBR [dhe'R] na'w ! zra djEz baVd
were born. there now ! so just bide quiet,

en 1st "s!i spee^k.
and let I speak.

4. WE!, aV ha'^RD)^ni zai, B;WBVBE, ^n zam)^ dha^'

wel, I heard) them say, however, and some)of they very

vaak tw, i3z)zid)e't vrem)dh^ vas dliBRZEL'vz, ai)hai- !

folk too, as)see'd)it from)the first theirselves, igh-high !

dhaet)i)dd TRU naf

that) I)did true enough

5.
dlit)dlrB)jBqgt8t

zan zE-lf, ^)gaRt b^oi is)na
/

m, nawd)/z
that)the)youngest son his-self, ajgreat hoy of)nine, knowed)his

z viiois isz)zuund)Bz EVBR i)
father's voice as)soon)as ever he)heard)him (

=
it), though

[dlia'w] t)wBR Z'B) kom-ek'el) la^'k. laa blEs)i,

it)were so) comical like. Lord bless) ye, it) were) as

skweeki en bsese^li BZ) E'v'R)k^d)b/, bat 'ii nawd)'n,
squeak-y and bawl-y as) ever)could) be, but he knowed)him(=it),

en ii)'l speek dhB TRuuth aaR)^ deee (da*), a7

*)! waaRi<r)m
and he)'ll speak the truth e'er)a day, I'll) warrant)him

[warrant)him] .

6. im dh)a'wl;d)wm^n ^RZE'lf, 'l)tEl Eni on)i,
and the)old)woman herself will)tell any of)ye, as)straight

z En
forward as any thing, I) '11 warrant)her, if[you] '11 ask)her

7. IfestwaYz ER tsld -a
7
! wsn a'i sekstJ^R tuu)^R)DRii taVmz

leastways her telled I when I asked)her two)or)three times

naw, *f 8eR)^n u'l, E'

her) did, and -she)would know, if e'er)one will, I do) allot)

VY, wat d^)dhEqk)on)t, a^?

her, what do[you]think)of)it, eh?

8. WE!, ^z)a'')w^R)t3)zarm [zse'on], R

weU, as)I)were)a)saying, her)would) tell)ye where)her

va'wn dhek)^R DRa>qk'n
found this)ere drunken beast as)her do)caU herjhusband.
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9. deld>'f>E dd)'nt tal aY BZ BE)ziid>n BEZE-H "-

dashed)if)her didjnot tell I as her) see' d)him herself. "-there)

i)was," BE)zEd, "bxl ds'wn I)WBE wii)iz bEs klaaz on,

he)were," her) said, "laid down he)were with)his best clothes on,

BZ tops* BZ EVBE)B kBd)bii, B)kwd)'nt waeg e'zE'lf noo a'w.

as tipsy as ever)he could)be, he)could)not wag his-self no how.

B)wBE)klas ap Bgrn dbB duBE)B)dhB a'ws -Bt)dhi)kaENBE

he)were)close up against the door)of)the house at)the)corner

ofthe lane.

10. (

B)w^R)B)bse8eim ^n)^)skw;8e8e-lm, blEs)i, v^E

he)were)a)bawling and) a) squalling, bless)ye for) all)the

world like)a sick child or)a)cat a)mewing." and)her)

on)^m, BE zsd, 'B

asked two)or)three of)them, her said, as)were)not very far

aaf, ^n "dhee Elpt aV vat)^! dm," BE)zEd, "un dha* bsaat)

off, and "they helped I fetch)him home," her) said, "and they brought)

-en ael
(

edliBET)Bsk^rnt vaEm^E ipa'tks ve'l," BE zEd,
"

him all athwart) asquint farmer Pike's field," her said, "where

I do)bide, and there they)left)him."

11. sen dheet [dbEk] WEE, d)nEE^ ? BZ zhii)im)aE daet"BE IEE

and that [thic] were, do[you]know? as she)and)her daughter[in]law

kamd m DEUU dhi bsek jiaED, wan)BE bm (

B)aeqm
come'd in through the back yard, where)her [had] been a)hanging out

dlii klaaz te

the clothes to dry.

12. /

en)'BE)wanted te b^a^'l dhi kt'l VBE tee. "*t gd a
7
* ael)

and)her)wanted to boU the kettle for tea. "it give'd I all)

," BE zEd,
u/en m^-ed a7

* z^Et BmttB's sel

of) a turn," her said, "and made I sweat almost all over.

dhaat on)m, YBE)B
Bill Jones there, he)had)a dubious thought of)him, for)he

tsld a'f ez)i)zid)Bn Bbs'wt va'w'E Bklo'k m
telled I as)he)see'd)him about four o'clock in the) afternoon,
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Bn)i)wi3E main voE-adi'sh dhEn. i3(d waakt PBET/ nsY
and)he)were main forwardish then. he)d walked pretty nigh seven

maVI Blo-q dhe Ehaad, -Bn)i)waE)uz da'wsti>z EVBE Eni
mile along the road, and)he)were)as dusty)as ever any

a
7
* nE

I never seething.

zid noo
ze'tj dhEq BVM'B'E." laa

"blEs)i !

ee'd no such thin afore." Lord bless e*

t)w'E)u wirok vghv kam neks dhanzd*, Bn
it)were)a week ago come next Thursday, and)a)fine

tuu, t)wBE.
afternoon too, it)were.

13. an)tEl)i wat ! a
7
! HEV^E ha'i'BEd noo nuia)B)dhk8)ieB

and)tell)ye what ! I never heard no more) of)this)here

d.job tl tB deei. Bn)B)dw)Bnt kiBE WEE)B duu BE naa,
job till to-day and)I)do)n't care whether)! do or no,

aa')lak)e !

ah)look)ye.

14. Bn)dhi3E)a:V bi gwbin MBDI tB hee)B bit B za^p-p'E, zt})gwd
and)there)I bi going home to haveja bit of supper, so)good

fitj Bn)du)^n)i bii ZB k^k tB Ise'BfjBt)^ tjsep

night, and) do)not)ye be so quick to laugh) at) a chap again,

)dB tEl)i)B Ent dhsq.
when)he)do tell) ye) of any thing.

15. im)dhset)s eel tfi got te)zai tw)t. g?id ba7
*.

and)that)is all I [have] got to)say to)it, good b'ye.

Notes. The figures refer to the paragraphs of the above cs.

%* Perhaps thoughout (t d tj dj n
1)

thould have been (T D TJ, DJ, x L).

2. Being (bin) for because is used by
older people.

4 and 13. Heard, this is the form
used by older people, see D 1, cwl. 301,

(ii'RpD)
is the result of education. The

(h) is heard only when the word is

emphatic, and is gentle even then.

5. Eawly, cats are said to (bsese B!)
in n.Wl.

6. in (3'wljd)wnven) old woman the d

separates from the
(1)

and is made part
of the next word

; (d) is dropped in (im
bi v^Ri, a'wl) she be very old.

7. She. Observe emphatic (-zhii) ;

compare (-zhii sevz)'n) -she has)him with

(BE.) z) got)
'

n) she' s got him . Know .

This has its regular form, but the final

(u) is dropped in ('a'i du'n naa, -z'i naa

na'wt -ebaVt)it) I don't know, I know

nought about it, and even the (a) is

changed in par. 11 (d)nw?)do(you)know.
10. Athwart, by itself, means across

a field at right angles to its sides,

(edheRT uskwint) athwart asquint, is

diagonally, from one corner straight to

the next but one.
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Phrases and sentences originally heard from peasants, and dictated

by Eev. A. Law.

1. (mtfi hEd bzst laVk- DEEYsh'lz )gwam), my head beat like

flails a-going.
2. (dw)'nt)i shuut ta'w^KDz dire ha%z'n), don't ye shoot towards

the houses.

3. (te hee)^ bet on)t), to have a bit of)it.

4. (i)w'n T3)tja3mpm et -a'i), he was chaffing at me.

5. (i ded ima'w iz hEd bsek ^n kwk'ld), he did throw his head back

and gargled.
6. (blEs)em ! Vt)s hand mast's, to kam apza'edz w$)i3n), bless

him ! it's a hard matter to come upsides [right way up]
with him.

7. (i)z nee-tli ks'wl), he's naturally cold.

8.
(ra peen a'i ha3d isdha'K'T dh^ sm^z), a pain I had across the

sinews.

9. (a:'i)l tEl)i a'w WBZ saaKD), I'll tell)ye how I was served.

10. (i)z got te vod^E dh-e bz^s), he has to fodder the beasts [horned

cattle].
11. (dhi3B)z)B paes'l)^ Kt'l odzez), there's a parcel of little odds

and ends.

12. ('zhii hsevz ^ VBE* gM)mi), she has a very good one.

13. (go so-b'd, a^'l mtek in;k^aVree-sh'n), go quickly, I'll make

inquiries.
14. (i)z VBE bsed na'i'temz), he's very bad night-times.
15. (dha3t)s th^ ma'm on)^m), that's the mind [intention, bent of

mind] of them.

16. (a'i dhaat sV)slrBd)B da'd m)dh^ na'et), I thought I should

have died in the night.
17. (ha'wld)mi ta'it), hold him tight.
18. (wan)im) ^na'dh'K

, tuu)Bn)^ t)a>dhBE), one and another, two
and a t'other.

19. (dwBn)os ? wat)^d? a'i, jEn^'t ?) don't us = we? what
should? aye, is

-

)n't it ?

20. (a'i bi zafttm zhau^R
; t'l)aV)v da)*n), I am certain sure

;
till

I've done.

21. (nra rnw^B n^E dhbs), no more than this.

22. (t)zi3)nt nra odz te jia'w), it is not no odds to you, it is no
business of yours.

23. (baV dire zim on)t), by the seem [appearance] of it.

24. (dhaek)s a'w aV spEl fa'ev), that's how I spell five.
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CHRISTIAN MALFORD cwl.

Containing the words from the preceding examples and some others given me by
Mr. Law. Probably all the

(t
d tj dj sh n 1

r) should be (T D TJ DJ *h N L R)
See supra p. 23.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- I ZB. 5 nuBk. 6 mz'ud. 8 te hee [to have]. 17 IEE [the older sound
was (laa), and Mr. Law himself, who used to be called (laa), is now called (!EE)].
21 n/Bm. fa'iR [fare]. 34 lEBst. A: - ssed'l [saddle]. 39 kamd
[come'd].

- zsen [sand]. 49 aqin [hanging], 54 want. 56 weish.
kifit [cat].
A: or 0: 58 vrem [weak form]. 60 uhrq [along]. 64 roq [generally, occ.

(raq)]. A'- 67 gw6in [going]. 69 naa noo no. 72 IIUUB [when standing
alone, otherwise (uu)]. 73 zi ZB [weak forms]. 74 tuu. 77 laa [for Lord ! is

an exclamation]. 79 a'wn. 81 Iten. 84 HIHBR. 87 klaaz. 89 buuedh.
92 nau, [but (d)nEE) do you know?]. 94 knis'u. A': 102 a?ks Eekst. 104
Rhaad. 107 IwBf. zhroov [shrove]. Ill aat. 113 HUUel [A half sounded].
115 wBm. 120 BgwB.
M- 138 VEEdhB. 144 Bg/Bn. 146 main. 148 fain [see 709 and 887].

150 1/Bst wa'iz [least wise]. 153 zset'Rdi. - WBR [whether].
-

pBRti

[pretty, tolerably]. 7R; 154 baek. ml [had, weak form]. za?d [sad].
158 setBR. 159 haevz. 161 deei [seldom (dai)]. 162 tBdeei [to-day]. 165 ZBd.

166. maid [a little girl, see 758]. 169 WE'U [" not quite a dissyllable" and]
WEU. 173 waR [were, was]. 174 a'ishBn TRii ["always with (BU)

"
]. 177 dhoet

[also (dhaek)]. 179 wot wat.

M'- 187 1/Bf [left, did leave].
- zOi [silly]. 194 Eni. 196 W^RD)'NT

[were not]. 198 lEt. !&': 205 DREd. 208 EVBR, a?R)Bn [e'er a one], aaR)B

[e'er a]. 209 UE'VBR noR [never a]. 213 a'idhBR. 214 na'idhBR. 220

zhEpBRD. 221 vi'R. 223 dhaR, dhi'R. 224 waR. 225 vlEsh. 226 BUIWB-S

[almost]. 227 WE'Bt ["not quite a dissyllable"]. 228 z^Et. 230 va3t.

E- 231 dhidhBdh-. 233 speeBk. 236 VBBVBR. 239 zato [sailor]. 244 wal.

[tell'd].
- zhiBR [shear]. 251 meet. 252 ktt'l. E: vat

i]. 256

[sayin] 263 Bwai-. 265 STR&'it.
"

VZ'B! [field]!' 269 zElf tza-lf BRZE-lf
VEtj [fetch]. 256 sTREtj. 258 zEdj. 260 Isd [laid]. 261 zai zarin

dhBR/E'lvz
[self

himself herself themselves]. 271 tEl. 272 BlniBn TRU [" always
with (tm)"].

- ZB!S [else].
--

Elpt [helped].
-- zil [seU]. 278 wEntj [a

marriageable girl, see 758]. 281 lEqth. vrEsh [fresh]. 284 DREsh [see after

735].
- Bdha-Rt [Bthwart, across from side to side, (Bdha-Rt, Bskwint) athwart

asquint, diagonally from one corner to the next but one]. vE'stBR [fester].
- bEs [best]. E'- 289 i [weak]. 290 ii, *,

'

[(B)ad, 'd) he had, weak

form]. 297 VC!BR. 298 v^'Bld [felt]. 302 mint. E': 307 na'i. 312 ten.

313 haRk. 314 ha'iRD [older people]. bins [bless]. ta'it [tight].
316 nEks.

EA- - shiiv [shave]. vaslB VO!B [fallow]. 320 kmm. EA: 322

IseBf laefin lEEfin
[laughing]. 325 waakt [walked]. 326 a'ul-d. 328 ka'ed.

329 VOOB!. 330 tB ha'uld [( hoolt) subs.] 333 kse'Bf. 334 ha?'Bf. 335 sel.

336 VJB'B!. 338 kaaee'Bl. - zas't [salt].
- sh/BR [share]. 340 jiaRD.

- VORB [farrow]. EA'- - zhREd [shread]. 347 hEd. 348 a'i-z. 349

via'w. EA': 354 zhz'Bf. 356 b'Bf. 357 dhaw dha'w. 359 na'ibBR. Bg/Bn

[against]. 364 tiaap. 366 gsRt. 367 DREt.
El- 372 y. 373 dhai dhee. El: 378 wee^k. EO- 383 zEb'm.

387 nia'wz [news]. EO: 390 zhwd. - zilv'R. vaRmBR [farmer].
402 laRN. 403 VBR. 407 vaRdin. - ztstBR [sister]. 408 na?^d [made weak
from (naw) know]. EO'- -- vRii [free]. 411 DRii. 412 zhii. 414 vk'i.

- shuut [shoot]. 420 va^BR. 421 vaBRxi. EO': 422 zik. 426 va'tt.

427 bin [being = because]. 428 zid [see'dl. 430 VREU. 434 b/ut. 435 ja'u

[not used]. 436 TRUU. DRa'( [threw]. 437 TRUuth. EY- 438 dac'i.

EY: 439 TR^DS.

I- 440 wuek. 441 zi'v. 443 vra'id^. 446 na'tn. in, Bn [him, old

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1481 ]
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ace. form]. sine [sinew]. 447 R. eez [yes]. 448 dhiez. bit [a

bit]. 449 got [p.p. of get]. vid'l [fiddle]. 451 zaw. I: 452 &
453 kwtk. 465 lain [lying]. zift [sift]. 458 na'it. 463 til. 465 zitj

sitj. 466 tja'il. 469 w'l [will, for (wol)]. 477 va'in. 480 dhEq.
-

zEq
[sing]. 481 VEqgeR. ZEqk [sink]. 483 iz. 484 dhz'es dhis. vish [fish].

zans [since].
- ziks [six]. I'- ba'id [bide]. 491 za'i. 492 za'id.

gid [give'd= gave]. 494 ta'im. 495 wa'in. I': 500 la'ik. 502 va'iv.

503 laif. 505 waif [generally my (mises) or (pl;d)miai)]. 506 mmm. 508
ma'i'l. 509 wa'i'l.

0- 519 aavBR. 521 va'wel. evuim [afore]. voRed [forward]
voRedish [getting forward, tipsy]. bAARND [born]. 524 waRL. DROot

[throat]. VRath [froth]. vlok [flock]. odz [odds]. 0: 525 aaf

[off]. VROg [frog]. zhrab [shrub]. 528 dhaat. 529 bRaat. 531 dsexeR.

535 vaak. 538 M. 541 t)wu'nt [it won't]. 543 on. 544 dhEn. 546 VBR
va'R. vaRk [fork]. 548 VSRD. 550 waRD. VRas [frost].

- - vaRth

[forth]. voks[fox]. 0'- 556 d' te. 557 tuu. 558 aa-)lak)i [ah ! look

ye! exclamation]. 564 zuund. 567 trodhBR. ta'wRDz [towards]. 0': 571

gwd. Raf [roof]. 579 naf. 586 a'i de, a'i du)'nt. 587 ^darn. 588
seTBRnwim. 590 V!M'R. 592 zwaRD. 595 vat.

IT- el [wood, not (hwd)]. 601 yg'trel. 603 kam. 604 za>mi3R. 605
zan. 606 dueR. U: 609 vaL. 612 zam. 616 gRa'wn. 619 vawnd.
627 zaondi. 631 dhaRzdi. vaRB [furrow]. 634 DRUU.

[thirsty]. 639 da'wsti [dusty]. U'- 641 a'u, a'wsmndEv'R,

B;WE-VBR. 643 na'u. 650 ba'ut eba'^t. 651 wi-at. 652 ki?d [weak form].
653 bat. U': 654 zhra'wd. 658 da'wn. 663 a'ws, ha'us [pi. (ha'uzBn)J.
666 azien. 667 a'wt.

Y-. 673 ma>tj [greatly resembled (moti)]. 674 did d^d [the latter emphatic].
675 DRa'i. 681 biznis [seldom used]. Y: vil [to fill]. 691 ma'in.

692 joqgist. vaz [furze]. 701 vas. 702 wi, wii. Yx - 706 wa'i.

Y': vilt [filth]. 709 va'iR. vh'es [fleece]. vist [fist].

n. ENGLISH.

A. wa3g [to wag]. 725 zivl. 726 taak. - vlsen'l [flannel]. 732

, flail]. bsese'-eli [bawly, a crying child isaep'm. DRa'ish'l [thresher

(bseae-lin)].
E. - zim [seem]. 751 P/BRT. 752 frE'-et. - miawtin [mewing].
landY. :bil [Bill]. kil [kill]. ^skwint [crosswise, diagonally].

vlEq [fling]. tipsi [tipsy]. zap [sip]. 758 g'R RL [a long untrilled

(RO) followed by a trilled (R) and reverted (L)"much used for a servant. See 166
and 278].

0. t?klo-k [o'clock]. djob [job]. 765 rdjon. 767 na'iz. rdiaenz

[Jones]. 776 gM ba'i. 781 bodh^R [usual word (kaed'l)]. lot [allot].
791 bw?6i.

U. 797 skweeki [squalling]. 798 kwaR [modern (kidra.)]. vamb'l [fumble].
804 DRa>qk'n.

in. ROMANCE.
A- zsek [sack]. SlOvz'us. 815 feks. vlai'l [flafl].

- -
zeedj

[sage], fail [fail]. 835 Reez'n. waaRND [warrant]. 857 kt'-es.

mseteR [matter]. 862 z/ef. fseset [fate]. 864 k^z. 865 vseset. vse'uls

[false].
E - 867 tee. peen [pain]. 885 vuRi. fee'r [a fair, market, see 148].
VORTBR [farrier]. 888 zaaRtin. saaR [serve]. 890 bz'ras [pi. (b/^stiz)

occ. bi'us]. 891 vi'st. 893 vla'wBR. -
plae-tiks [apoplexy].

- -
vEg [fig].

901 va'in. zaqg'l [single].
- zaiz [size],

0-- 918 fe^b'l. 920 pwoint. 925 vwois. komik'l [comical]. VMBS.

[force]. 938 kaRUBR. - va'Rin [foreign]. voR^st [forest]. vaimdj
VMBRdj [forge]. 939 klas, klast [occ.]. 940 kwet. 941 vtiuel. 947 bwa'il.

950 za)ppBR.
- taRn rturn]. 955 da'wt.

U- -
djwwbiles [dubious]. 963 kwa'rut. 969 zha'u^R.

970 diEZ. vasti [fusty].
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Phase II. Chippenham, 9 mrw. Devizes.

As JGG.'s stepmother (now an elderly lady, who had brought him up) was
a native of Chippenham, and though long resident in London, kept up her know-

ledge of the dialect (which she did not use in speech) hy visits, and by seeing

many Wl. people, I requested JGG. to ask her to repeat one of those stories

with which she used to amuse the children, while he noted it down in pal. As
she was good enough to consent, the attempt was repeated on many occasions

during the last few years, and the following fable by Akerman is the result, after

many corrections. The difficulties in palaeotyping any individual's speech are

very great ;
and of course such minute accuracy as JGG. attempted is liable to

the perpetuation of individualisms. Still it is very instructive to compare the

result with the specimen by Mr. Law, just given, as the two places are only four

miles apart and both must represent a Wl. pron. I must draw attention to the

constant reversion or retraction as JGG. considers it of the (T D N L R sh) series

and of (K.)
and the conversion of (tj, dj) into (TJ, DI). I am anxious to express

my obligations to Mrs. Goodchild for submitting to such a fatiguing trial and for

venturing to dictate a complete wl. The original spelling from the preface to

HalliweU's Dictionary is added interlinearly.

dha aaE N8T an dha bu^ai'.
The Hornet and the Bittle.

dha aan N8T zai N)a OLa Tidi,

a harnet zet in) a hollar tree,

13 pROpim spayifBL Too'ai) wan ii
;

a proper spiteful twoad was he
;

2

an)a menELfc! zaq uayx ii DD zei

and) a merrily zung while he did set

iz sTE*q 13Z shaaE p
/ez

his stinge as shearp as)a bagganet.

" oo ira za vayn ^n ba^wi/D az ay !

oh ! who so vine and bowld as I !

"
ay beant T3fzran D a #ops, nan vLay !

"

I vears not bee, nor wapse, nor vly

13 bzDai," ap dhak TRU DD
a bittle up thuck tree did clim,

;

and scarnvully did look at him.

zeD ii,
"zan aan NaT, uu gi> dhii

zays he, "Zur harnet, who giv thee

13 itayT TO zex in dhk
a right to zet in thuck there

"
tree? 10

vaR aeseL dhii zeqz za

vor ael you zengs zo nation vine

ay TGL dhii T)*Z a a'ws

I tell 'e 'tis a house o' mine."

[
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dbB aaR nats KOisrshairs

the harnet's conscience velt a twinge,

baT GRaa'm ba^'wL'D ui z Loq stEa

q
but grawin' bowld wi his long stinge,

etfz dha Laa

zays he: "possession's the best laaw
;

zoo iT3im dhii sbseT)':NT psi a KLEE
;

zo here th' sha'sn't put a claaw !

b aai 8N L^OV dha TRii ta ay !

be off, and leave the tree to me !

dha
the mixen's

enaf VBEO dhii !

"

good enough for thee!"

e's dhen, ^ IS^WK'L', paeaesm bay>
just then, a yuckel, passin' by,

waz 83ksT be dliE1
!!! dha kEEz Ta TRCZJ ;

was axed by them the cause to try ;

EE EE j z aw TZ
"ha! ha! I see how 'tis!

!
" zE 1

!) ii,"
zays he,

"
dbz)aL

r mn^k 'B viimas maisrsh VBRO ay !"

"they'll make a vamous nunch vor me!"

iz bL waz sbaaE p, e'z STHUME: Lii^E
,

his bill was shearp, his stomach lear [empty],

zoo ap sxaepT db'B

zo up a snapped the caddlin pair.

14

16

18

20

22

24

MORAL.

86831^ Jtm az bii ta Laa
ael you as be to laaw inclined,

dhVas LfliV sTaR* b^^E in mdyii ;

this leetle stwory bear in mind
;

vaE ii ia Laa1 juu se'e'mz T^ gd
!a

vor if to laaw you aims to gwo,

JUU)L vayN
r

D dli89')L' seasluaz

you'll vind they'll allus zar'e

JUU)L" miiT db^ vn'T 13 dbiiz iii3R TUU,
you'll meet the vate o these here two,

they'll take your cwoat and carcass

[ 1484 ]
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Notes to the above.

0. The references are to the number
of the line. In this transcript an
endeavour has been made to follow

JGG.'s notation of the last of his

many transcripts. In the following
cwl. as there explained, some compro-
mises have been made. The letters

(T D L N R sh) have been used for

typographical convenience in place of

(t, d, 1, n, r, shj, which would represent
JGG.'s opinion of their formation as

retracted rather than reverted, but we
are quite at one respecting the sound.
Also throughout this example I have
used (BO)

in place of (B) to show ab-
sence of trill. I am, however, by no
means clear that there is no trill,

though the effect of the reverted trill

(R<J) is quite different from that of the

tip trill (q), on account of the dullness

and indistinctness of the beats. In the

cwl., and also in recording the pron. of

other districts, I have used (R) ex-

clusively for this r, whether reverted

or retracted, whether trilled or un-

trilled, because the sound itself is

certain, and these four differences are

theoretical. In my own pron. I feel

that (R) is both reverted and trilled, as

the form (R) properly implies.
0. hornet (aaR N8T), which I should

prefer writing (aRNBT). The (aa) says
JGG. "is not quite pure (aa), there
is more or less (a

1

)
character about it,

it is certainly modified before (RO) by
an upturned tongue. The (RO) is an r
with the tongue turned tip upwards, to

the highest part of the palate, so as to

present a teaspoonbowl-like form to-

wards the larynx and is not trilled

wherever I have heard it." JGG.
has been constantly in the habit of

speaking to Wl. people. The reverted
or retracted character of (T D N L) as

well as (R) on all occasions has been
introduced here as well as in the cwl.

as explained to me by him verbally.
The aspirate (h) says JGG. "seems
to be rather permissive than obligatory,

except of course where the word is em-
phatic, but I have never noticed any of

the Wl. people inserting an aspirate in

its wrong place, as Londoners do
;
and

I have been familiar with Wl. talk for

the last 25 years."
and the (an dha),

"
(a, u) in unaccented

syllables may be simply (a) throughout.
By (a) I mean my own pron. of the

vowels in the words, some one's hwsband

son or brother comes rwnning in at

once." JGG.
beetle (bu

l

D8L') : this is a common
London mispronunciation, if (d, 1) be
substituted for (D, L). In Mrs. G.'s
first and second dictation, and as JGG.
remembered her repeating these lines

when he was a child, she said (bT'i/),
and all my other Wl. authorities give
(bit'l) both for the mallet and the insect.

2. spiteful. The long I was origin-

ally written (di) in the cwl., and sounded
to me rather (a'i) or

(a>'i). But JGG.
says the first element is

" Scotch or

German long (aa) gliding into a rounded

(i) almost (y), lips as for (o)," that is,

properly (o'y ) ; (dy) is here retained,
because in JGG.'s very last hearing of

the dictation, this still seemed to him
the nearest sound, and he has also in

correcting the proof introduced it into

the cwl. See D 5, Andover.
3. while. JGG. did not find a fully

consonantal (w) or (j), but felt that they
were really vowels, as in Welsh, and
hence they are here written (u, i).

6. Mrs. G. had (ay be'ant ufnaiy) a

bii neRc wops, neR vlo'y)> as Mr. Aker-
man's "I vears not bee" was not

dialectal. But on the line thus becoming
two syllables too long, the words bee nor

have been omitted.

8. look. The pron. (LW
!

K) was obtained

specially. "This (') is neither (u) nor

(u), but an intermediate vowel," it

bears the same relation to (w)as (i
1

)
to

(i), see (ge^o) 1. 18. These differences

are hard to catch in isolation, but make
themselves generally felt in conversa-

tion. In the proof JGG. introduced

(K) generally.
11. all (!,', BE!'). JGG. says,

"I cannot quite make out what this

vowel is
;

it is not quite the same as

the Cu. and We. sound, but seems

more like (aese).
I think it quite likely

that I should write it (se) at one time,

and (BE) at another. But I think the

last is the nearest equivalent I know,
unless we use (BE

86
),

which would ex-

press my idea of it." This would be

(BE) inclining to (), and might be

written (EE^.
14. bold. In this word (ba%LD)

we meet (a
1

)
a higher form of (a).

JGG. considers it the same sound as

the s. Scotch (a) as pron. by Dr.

Murray. It is a shade of sound which

I cannot distinguish. See D 5, Andover.

sting, will not rhyme with twindge

Mr. Akerman implies by the spelling
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stinge. Mr. A. rhymes lines 7 and 8

him dim, but Mrs. G. restoring the

dialect has (ii, KLim) ;
1. 15 and 16,

Mr. A. has Idaw, kladw, and Mrs. G.

(Laa
1
KLEE) . The older sounds I heard

from Mr. Law were (laa, klaa), the

modern (!EE MEE). Lines 17 and 18

Mr. A. has me, thee, Mrs. G. says

dialectally (ay, dhii), and similarly
lines 21 and 22. Lines 23 and 24 Mr.
A. has lear, pair, which Mrs. G. reads

(LireR , pirnij. Lines 25 and 26 Mr.
A. has inclined, mind, Mrs. G. leaves

out the last (D). Lines 27 and 28, Mr.
A. has gwo, zo, Mrs. G. reads (go^a, zoo).
This shews how dangerous it is to write

dialect in rhyme. Mr. Akerman's
stories have usually been considered

first-rate dialect. I found dialectal

construction frequently so violated in

them that whole passages might be
read off perfectly in rs., and I could

not use them at all, for present pur-
poses, especially as shades of sound
were not distinguished.

16. here (BBRO) ;
for the (i) in place

of (j) see note 1. 3 while. For (BB)
JGG. says, "as in the 'early bird de-

serves the early worm,' but the tongue
is raised more, I should say it is more
arched" As I write the vowel in the

above words in rs. (go), generally

avoiding (e), except in weak syllables,
this might be (so

1

), but from the de-

scription it is possibly a new vowel.

shalt not, probably, though the form

(shaex'nt) is very singular, but Aker-
man's sha'sn't is quite unintelligible.

19. yuckel, a Wl. name for a wood-

pecker. Mrs. G. seems to have con-

fused it with yokel a bumpkin.
22. munch, with retracted or re-

verted (N) and the corresponding (sh),

not (maNTj). The word nunch lunch,
or noon-food, seems to have been con-

fused with the more familiar munch,
which, however, is properly a verb.

lear is used for empty, hungry, in many
dialects.

28. serve you so, the v is regularly
omitted. The word (sail) is also com-

monly used for to earn.

CHIPPEKEAM cwl.

From a complete wl., with the words from the Hornet, marked H, in the spelling
there used, the whole taken down with scrupulous accuracy by JGG. from his

stepmother's pronunciation, a work of great labour extending over many days or

rather years, for the list was entirely gone over and retranscribed many times, and

finally all doubtful points were re-examined. On the treatment of (T D N L R)
see note to title of Hornet and Beetle. Here and elsewhere in future (R) and
not (RO) is written for typographical reasons. See also the same note for (aa)
or (aa

1

)
and likewise for the use of (a) . Also for writing the diphthongal long i as

(ay), see note to 1. 2 in the Hornet. The vowel iii)
varied in speech as (ii

1

)

which is used in the Hornet, but I have here used (ii) only for convenience. Also

!,
e1 ) occur, but are nearly identical, and were used by JGG. according as the

sound seemed to incline to (i) or (e). The series (i i
1 is practically con-

tinuous from
(i)

to (e). On (B, ao, so 1

)
see note to 1. 16 of Hornet and Beetle, and

on
(ii, i)

note to 1. 3.

i. WESSEX AKD NORSE.
A- 1 zoo. 3 biiK [the rural form for all these

(ii)
is (e'V) nearly (fe)].

4 Tiix, H Tii JK. 5 miix, H mi^K. 6 miio. 7 ziiK. 9 bi;iiv. 10 aa 1
. 12

ZEE zaa. 14 DREE. 17 Laa, H Laa1
. 18 KUK Kz'aic [see 3]. 19 TW'L' [even

accent, almost dissyllabic]. 20 Liim LeVm [see 3]. 21 Niim N/a'm. 22 xiim.

23 siim. 24 shiim she'Vm. niEENDzh. 27 N^
X
V. 28 I^R. 29 [(bii)

been used]. 30 KZ>R. 31 LiiT. 32 biidh. 33 [(ZMNB) sooner, used]. 34
L838BST. 35 aa. 36 dha [(mi JL'T) melt, generally used] . 37 KLAA and H.

A: 39 Kam. 40 siiam [not quite (kwam)]. 41 thEqK [(dhEqit) means

think"]. 42 BN. 43 BBN'D. 44 LSBN'D. 45 iiaNT. 46 KaeND9L\ 47 [(STR^)
stray, used]. 48 zoq\ 50 Toqzi x

z. 51 m3N. 53 ka3N. 54 UONT. 55

sez'^h^z. 56 uosh. 57 EES.

A: or 0: 58 VRom. 59 Lami. 60 Loq and H. 61 amaq\ 62 STRoq\
64 Raq. 65 zoq\ 66 dhoq\ A'- 67 a'i gwa, H go^. 69 NOO. 70 TU'Q. 72 uu.

73 zoo and H. 74 TUU and H. 75 sTR^'k. 76 TUQV, H Too l8D. 77 Laa !RD.
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78 aW. 79 [same as 78]. 80 ai^Dii. 81 LUN\ 82 USNS. 83 mwaN\
84 HIMB'R. 85 ZMB'R. 86 WETS. 87 KLZ. 88 TB KLaadh. 89 bwadh. 90
bL. 91 num. 92 N. 93 SN. 94 kR. 95 DR. 96 zaa. 97 SE'WL.
98 ii N##D, o'y did N#, NU'WN. 99 DRaaN. 100 Z##N.

A': 101 aaK, <?<?Kaa
lRN TRii. 102 BBKS. 103 seitst and H. 104 RD.

105 RD. 106 bRaao [not ()]. 107 LOOV. 108 D#. 109 L#. 110 NEBT.
113 iiaL [L is very vocal]. 114 ma'wL. 115 uam. 116 uu. 118
119 T8 gwa. 121 gaax. 122 NOON. 123 Nadhiq. 124 sTwa'N. 125
126 [(naa)tfn) rower, used]. 127 was. 128 dhz'az. 129 gasT. 130
131 gwa'T. 132 OT. 133 RT. 134 wath. 135 KLaath.
^- 138 fiidhB^ fEEdhB^. 139 DR^. 140 EE'aL se'iaiA 141 NEE'SL.

142 sNEE'aL. 143 TEE'aL. 144 ag^'aN. 146 mae'/N. 147 bRse'iN. 148
fse'iB'R. 149 bLu !z. 150 L/asT. 152 uaaTB^. 153 Z^DE'RO^.

-S3: 154 baek. 155 dbaexsb. 156 GLBSD. 157 Riiv'n. 158 eerm. 160
B eg. 161 Dii. 162 TB mi. 163 [(L^D) laid used]. 164 mee. 165 ZCD.
166 mse'iD [almost ima^o) witb (i) not (i). 168 tsela. 169 uen. H uops
[wasp]. 170 aa^vijST. 171 baaRLij. 172 GREES. 173 uaaz, ii UBBR. 174
ae'ish. 175 VEEST. 176 &T. 177 dhaaT. 178 N89T. 179 wax. 180
181
M'- 182 zti 1

. 183 [(TB LaaT

RN) used]. 184 tB i^ao. 185 RU'D. 186

bR^Dtb. 187 Li ]

av, H Li^v. 188 NEE. 189 WEE. 190 K.EE. 191 iiaL\

192 m/aN. 193 KLe'aN. 194 asN^. 195 msext!. 196 UBBR. 197 Tshiiz.

198 TBLCT. 199 [(TB bEE)=baa, used]. 200 wiit. 201 iidhBN. 202 iiT.

-5: 203 [(TEEk) =talk, used]. 205 DRED. 206 ii RU'D. 207 nD8L\
208 evBR. 209 NCVBR. 210 KLEE. 211 GREE. 212 UEE. 213 [(aaRN) =e'er
a one, used], 215 [(ii Titi-skr)

= he teacbed, used]. 216 DU'BL. 217 za'Tsb ON
em, BBR B uaN. 218 B snip. 219 SLiip. 220 shepBRD. 221 viiBR. 222 BBR.

223 dhBBR. 224 WBBR. 225 vLEsb. 226 md'asT. 227 ueT. 228 zuet.

229 bREEth. 230 f?T.
E- 231 [fdhiK, dhas) used]. 232 bRiiic. 233 spiix. 234 N/BD. 235 uivv,

iiiiv. 236 viivBR. 237 Tsb/BL-bL83'iN. 238 EEDch. 239 ZEE'aL. 240 LEED.

241 R83'iN. 243 pLEE. 244 iieBL. 245 m^BL. 246 kiiiiN. 247 U'IBN.

248 mBBR. - - H bBBR [to bear]. 249 UBBR. 250 ZUBBR. 251 miiT. 252

KijTaiA 253 NETaL\ 254 IsdhBR.

E: 256 [(tB DREE a'wi) = to draw out, used]. 257 EDzh. 259 uiozh.

260 L838B. 261 ZEE. 262 UEE. 263 BJUEE, ejuEE. 265 STRae'iT. 266 UEL\
- vi l

aL\D [field]. 267 [(ia gi tN) used]. 268 a'wL^Dis. 269 zELf. 270,
i. bi'LasijZ, ii. bEk. 271 TEL\ 272 ELm. 273 meN [not (HIEN)]. 274 bijNsh.

275 STEqic. 276 dbEqK. 277 DRi^sh. 278 iiENsh. 279 UE'NT. 280 Leb'm\
281 Isqth LeNth. 282 STREqth. 283 maRi^ H meRBLii [merrily]. 284

DR Eh. 285 kRiisez. 286 aRa. 287 bi^am. 288 LET. H zei [set].

H bE'sT [best].
E'- 289 ii [heard as

(ii
1
)]. 290 ii [heard as (ii

1
)] and H. 291 dhii. 292

[(a'y) used]. 293 uii. 294 viio. 295 bRijD. 296 bi^i^av. 298 vi'aL\

299 GRii !N. 300 K^ap Kip. 301 ZBBR. 302 miiT and H. 303 ziiiiT. 304

[(mahLaT) used].
E': 305

cry. 306 yth. 307 [(KLaas) used]. 309 spiid [(RUT)
= rate more

usual]. 310 iaL\ 311 TBN'. 312 /BBR, H tBBR ziBR . 313 aaRk'n. 314

i. iuBRD. 315 viiT. 316 Neks.

EA- 317 [(TB SKiN) used]. 318 LEET. 319 gEEp. 320 K?'BBR.

EA: 321 ziiD. 322. LEE. 323 ii VS'MT. 324 ae'i'T. 326 a'wL\ 327

,
H ba 1 ML

X

D. 328 K.a'ML\D. 329 VB'ML\D. 330 a'wL\D. 331

332 ta'wL\D. 333 KEEV. 334 EE. 335 EEL\ H aeaeL. 336 VEEL\ 337

uhL\ 338 K383L\ eeeel&az [always]. 339 [fay bit-) used]. 340 Taa^D.

341 maud. 342 aa'Rm. 343 uaa'Rm. H shaaR p [sharp]. 345 DBBR.

346 geaT giiT.
EA'- 347 eD. 348 o'y.

349 v,a.
EA': 350 DEED. 351 L^D. 352 R^D. 353 bREED. 354 shfov. 355 Dtf.

356 L/av. 357 dhaa dhoo. 359 NiibBR. 360 T/am. 361 b^'am. 362 ZLEE.
. . .

363 Tsh/ap. 364 Tshssp. 365 N/BBR. 366 gBBRT. 367 DRET. 368 oeth.

369 SL. 370 REE. 371 STREE.
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El- 372 EE. 373 dhEE. 374 [(noo) used]. 375 Ta Ro'yz. 376 baj'tx.

El: 377 STUK. 378 uiiK. 380 dhEE Bm. 382 dhae'mi.

EO- 383 zeb'm. 384 eb'n. 385 [(bika-) = below, used]. 386 I's.'u.

387 NIUU.

EO: 388 mToL's. 389 jaax. 390 shun shao. 391 [(a'y bii) used]. 393

bi;se-N
v

D. 394 ?feN
vDBR. 395 taq\ 396 UBBRK. 397 ZMBBRD. 398 STaaRV.

399 bRyT. 400 BBRNis. 402 laaRN. 403 VBBR. 404 STaaR. 405 BBRth-

STwan, EE-, eef-STwan [always witb stone]. 406 BBRth. 407 vaaRD'N. 408

[(ii NaaD) used].
EO'- 409 bii. 410 [(shii) used]. 411 DRii. - - H TRii [tree]. 412 sbii.

413 D^vaL". 414 VLa'y, H vla'y.
415 Lay. 416 DIBBR. 417 Tshaa. 418 bRUU.

419 IBBR. 420 va'uBR. 421 faaRTi.

EO': 422 zik. 423 dha'y-boan. 424 Raf. 425 La'yr. 426 va'yT. 427 TI?

bii. 428 TB zii and H. 430 VREND. 431 MBBR. 432 va'wmTh. 433 bResx.

434 i b/'aT. 435 ?uu. 436 TRUU. 437 TRUuth.

EY- 438 day. EY: 439 TRSDS.

I- 440 iiik. 441 ziV. 442 ayvi. 443 TRay-vi^ 444 STa'yaL*. 446 Na'iN.

H biL [bird's bill]. 447 BBR. 448 dhzaz. 449 geT. 450 Tshuuzm^ 45 1

zaa [confused witb 76 to sow].
I: 452 a'y H a'y.

453 KWK [(VEEST) fast, used]. 454 mxsb. 455 Laese

[confused witb to lay]. 456 af. 457 ma'yr. 458 na'yr. 459 Royx H Ra'yT.

460 use'i'T. 462 za'yT. 463 TL\ 464 Wish. 465 zaTsh. 466 Tsha'yaL L
D.

467 ua'yaLLD. 468 TshiL
( DBRN. 470 [(ii) be used].

-- H klirn [climb] . 471

timb^R. 472 shR^qk. 473 bLa'yN\ 474 R^yN . 475 wa'yN*. 476 ba'yN\
477 voyN\D and H. 478 GRa'yNYD. 479 ua'yN\D. 480 dhEq\

- H zaq

[sung].
- II stE x

q [sting]. 481 VEqgBR. 482 iz. 483 iz. 484 dhis,

dh/az. 485 dhisaL
1

. 486 iasT. 487 isTBRDii- 488 ii. 489 ii [only (T) as an

enclitic]. H zex zaT [sit, sat].
I- 490 boy. 491 zy. 492 za'yD. 493 DRa'yv. 494 Ta'ym. 495 a'yN\

496 ayBRN\ 498 Ra'yT. 499 bix'L* [originally, then as in] H bii'oaiA

I': 500 La'yk. 501 uayo. 502 va'yv. 503 Lyf [but (La'yv) alive] . 504 Na'yf .

505 uyf. 506 wmaN. 507 iiimeN. 508 ma'yaL\ 509 uo'yaL' H udyL\ 510

ma'yn^ H m'yN. 511 iia'yN'. 512 spaym. 513 ua'yBR. 514 ays. 515 iia'yz

[wiseacre (iiyziikBR)]. 516 iiizDam. 517 mu.
0- 518 BflDix. 519 VBR. 520 \>aa. 521 VE'WL\ 522 aap'm. 523 aap.

524 UBBRDaL\
0: 525 aai and H [for off}. 526 YaaL 526 bax. 528 dha^T. 529

531 DeeTBR. 532 kl. 533 Dai,^ [a variant of (a) in direction of (o, o)

or (a], ? my (a>)]. 534 acti?. 535 v00K. 536 gs'wi/D. 537 ma'L\ 538 MD.

H OLB [bollow]. 539 fa'wL\ 540 OL'ij. 541 UONT. 542 ba'wL^T. 543 ON.

544 dheN. 545 ap, op. 546 vaBR. 547 bwBRD. 549 WBRD. 550 UBBRD.
551 staaRm. 552 kaaRN. - H sKaaR NVBLi [scornfully], 553 aaRN. 554
kREES.

0'- 555 shuu. 556 TB. 557 TUU and H. 558 LM'E: and H. 559 madhBR.
560 sKuuaL\ 561 bLMMm. 562 HIMN\ 563 maND^. 564 zu^n. 565 xtaaz.

GRaa'iN [growing]. 567 T3)dhBR. 568 bRadhBR.
0': 569 bUiK- 570 TU^. 571 gi^D H gu

lv [(u,, ul
) are practically

identical]. 572 bLSD. 573 VL^D. 574 [(a seT.sh) a hatch, used]. 575 STWD.

576 waeNZDij. 577 ba'w. 578 pLa'w. 579 L^nEf [([^) hardly audible] H Bnaf.

580 Taf. 583 TwaL\ 584 siwaL\ 586 Dew\ 587 i)a)N. 588 NUUjN. 589

spuu^. 590 VLOBBR. 592 ZUBBR. 593 masT. 594 bu
x
T. 595 VV^T. 596

[(maa
v

R) used]. 597 ziijT.

U- 599 boov. 600 Lav. 601 va'wL. 602 za'u. 603 kam. 604 zamiBR.
605 zaN. 606 DMBR. 607 baTBR.

U: 608 agrzj. 609 vaL. 610 uwaL^ [there seems to be a distinct separation
of (Czi)]. 611 bwL8K. 612 zara. 613 DRaqk. 614 a'wN\ 615 paW. 616

gRa'wN\ 617 za
x

UN LD. 618 UMN\ 619 va'^N\ 620 gRaW. 621 ua'N\
622 aNDBR. 623 VE'WN\D. 624 gRawN\ 625 Taq\ 626 aqgBR. 627 ZSND^.
628 NaN\ 629 zaN\ 630 iiaN

v

. 631 dhozd^ dhBBRZD^. 632 ap and H.
633 Kap. 634 DROO. 635 iiath. 636 VBBRDBR. 637 TasK. 639 Da'wsT.

U ;- 640 xa'w. 641 a'w. 642 dha'w. 643 Na'w. 645 DOOV. 646 ba'w.
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647 a'wL\ 648 a'wm. 649 dhaWn\ 650 baVr. 651 mdha'wx 652 KMD
653 bax.

U': 654 zlma'wD. 656 Rz^m. 657 bRa'wN\ 658 da'N\ 659 xa'wN\
660 ba'e<BR [arbour]. 661 sha'wjR. 662 as. 663 a'ws and H. 664 La'ws.
665 ma'ws. 666 sozbaN. 667 aVr. 668 pRa'era. 671 ma'wth. 672 zawth.'
Y- 673 mroxsh. 674 mi>. 675 DRa'y. 676 Lay. 677 DRa'y. 679 xshBBRXsh.

680 bmj. 681 biz^nes. 682 L*xaL\ H LixV.
Y: 684 bRiDzh. 685 Riozh. 686

bcr'y. 687 VLa'yx. 688 zaxsh. 689
b/aL^D. 690 koyN. 691 ma'yNLD H ma'yN. 692 iBqis. 693 zi,n. 696
bBBRth. 697 beRv 698 niBBRth. 699 Rayx.

-- H aaR Nax [hornet]'. 700
iias. 701 vasx. 702 iit. 703 pix. 704 viKsh'N.
Y- 705 sKa'y. 706 iia'y. 707 dhBBRxiiN. 708
Y': 709 vaiBR. 711 Lays. 712 mays.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 ba3D. 714 LSBD. 715 pa3D. 716 aoL'o Eg. H
[caddling, quarrelling]. 718 XRUD. 722 DRas'iN. 723 dss'iRi. 724 _.

725 r/iai/. 726 xaeaak. 727 ozhasm. 728 shsem. 729 frum. - - H
[snapped]. 732 aspV. 734 Daa*RN. 735 smse'ish. 736 LEES. 737 miix.
738 pRiix. 740 mvx

uiiv\ 741 miiz. 742 Im;^.
E. 743 sKRiim. - H LUBRO [lear = emptyj

. 744 miizaL^z. 745 xshiax.

746 bRiidh. 748 iLeozliD. 749 Lefx, xa Lia'v. 750 baag. 751 P/BRX. H
se'im [to aim]. 752 VRBX.

I. and Y. 753 xiitaL\ 754 peg. 755 viLbBRx. 756 zhRi^p.

t

twinge]. 757 ta'yntj. 758 g83L\ 759 vit. 760 shivaL\ H
mixen, dungheap].
0. 761 Lwac. 762 0-Kam. 763 [(noav) rove, used]. 765 :DzhaN. 767

NE'iz. 768 KaK. 770 rxoniBs. 771 VON^D. 772 boNvoyBR. 773 DDNK^.
774 poNij. 775 b^bij. 776 gw'D buay. 777 *hap. 778 BVM I -BRD. 779

[(b'avinz) leavings, used]. 781 bodhBR. 783 pa'wL'xR^. 784 ba'wNS. 786
Da'ws. 787 za'wz. 790 ga'wn. 791 buo'y.

U. 792 skiiabe*L\ H ia^K'L[yuckel, woodpecker]. 793 ag. 794 Dzhag.
795 shRag. 796 bi/ri l

. 797 [(sKuAL
v

in) used]. 798 KUBBR. 799 SKEL\ 801
Ram. 802 Ram. 803 Dzhamp.

- maNsh [munch]. 804 DRa)q'K [as (-qk)
often occurs]. 805 kRadz [BU UEE]. 806 vas. 807 pzi^. 808 pax, H pax.

m. ROMANCE.
A-- 809 iibaL\ 810 fiis. 811 pliis. 812 Liis. 813 biiK'N. 814 miis'N.

816 fiio. 817 Raecish. 818 iiozh. 819 RiiDzh. 820 gEE. 821 vilee. 822
rn.ee masse. 824 x&hae'tBR. 825 uEEf. 826 iigaL. 829 gas'iN. 830 xRae'iN.

- H bfegBNex [bayonet], 832 msB^BR. 833 pBBR and H. 834 shsz'iz, sh^z.

835 Riiz'n\ 836 ziiz'n\ 838 XRU'X. - mi'aL [male]. 840 xsheembBR.
- H viimas [famous]. 841 xshEEns. 842 plse'qk. 843 bR^Nsh. 844 xRBNsh.

845 aeq.fliBNX. 846 xshEENBR. 847 D83NDzhBr. 848 xshas'/NDzh. 849 sxR83NDzh.

850 DEENS. 851 ENX. 852 EE'PBRN. H KaaR
?
K8s [carcass]. 853 baaRG/N.

854 bR8L\ 855 xaRax. 856 PBBRX. 857 xiis. 858 bniis. 859 xshiis.

- H paeaism [passing].
- H vii'x [fate], 860 piisx. 861 xiisx. -- H

NiishaN [damnation]. 862 siif. 863 xshas'f. 864 bikEEz. H kEEz [cause].

865 vaax. 866 PMBR.
E-- 867 xii. 868 DzhEE. 869 vt'aL'. 870 \)iuTi

{
. 871 agRii. 872

xsh/af. 874 Raa'iN. 875 fse'iNX. 876 Dee'wxi!. 877 BBR. 878 saaLSR^.

879 irmeeiS. 880 egzoempT.
- - H xonshans [conscience]. 881 ZCNS. 882

[ (LavaLa'yD8L') used]. 883 dgeNDiLaiaN. 884 apReNxis. 885 veRip 886 VRO'VBR.

887 kLBRDzhBmasn. 888 zaaRxV. - - H pBze-*haN [possession].
H zaaR

[sieve]. 890 b/asx. 891 f/asx. 892 Nevi. 893 fLa'MBR. 894 dizii'v. 895

Rtzii-v.

l~ and?- 897 diLa'yx. 898 Nays. 899 Niis. 900 pREE. 901 vayN,

H va'yN. tNKLayND [inclined]. 902 mayN. 903 DrfyK\ 904 vayLax. 905

Rayai. 906 vaypBR. 908 BDvayz. 909 bRiiz. - - H spa'yxfeL [spiteful].

910 Dzhee'is. 911 ZSTBRN. 912 Ra'ys.
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0" 913 KflTh. 914 bRooTsh. 915 sTaf.

viibaiA 919 se'iNTnreNT. 920 pa'ynt. 921

922 bushel/. 923 mo'yst. 924 Tsh#'ys- 925 vys.
[stomach]. 927 TRaqK. 928 NawNS. 929 Kwiunve
935 KaNTRtf. 936 fa'wNT. H pRopim [proper].
940 KwaT H K008T. 941 v/i

1
!/. 942 bu^shim.

945 va'w 1
. 947 buayaL\ 948 baeV. 950 ssopeR.

953 kazV. 954 ktwh^w. 955 Da'wT. 956 kavtm. 958 KEB.

961 GRM J8L\ 963 Kwo'yaT. 964 shwaT. 965 ffi'iaiA 966
968 ae'isTBR. 969 sha'weR. 970 Dzbas H Dzhi^. 971

916 o'ymN. 917 Rag. 918
H siuni [story].

926 spwoy'EL\ sxamik
. 930 LaiN. 933 fR3NT.
938 kaaRNBR. 939
943 Taish. 944
951 KapaiA 952 K8RS.

959 kenvEE.

967 S\LU
IT.

Phase III. Tilskead, 8 sse. Devizes, in the centre of "Wl.

Tbeodulf's bide, Tydulviside, Tidulside, Tyleside, TOshead, called (rtsrlsed),
as I was informed by the then Vicar's daughter, Miss Louisa H. Johnson, who was
born and had resided there above forty years. She kindly wrote a wl. and dt.

and on 6 Oct. 1879 called on me to work them over vivci voce. She also gave
me the example of Hocktying or HocJctide. The custom about 1850 was that on
the second Tuesday after Easter, the young men tied the ancles of any young
women they could catch about

;
and on the following Wednesday the girls re-

turned the compliment. The following was the explanation given by old people,
which I wrote from Miss J.'s diet. Probably every (t d n 1 r) should be (T D L N R),
but I leave the transcription as I wrote it.

1. The Peasants' account of the origin of hock-tying or hoctide in

the village of Tilshead.

wans dhim WBR ERD fook az ud. k^'p on v kamm ii'R, en 13 robm
once there were red folk as would keep on a-coming here, and a-robbing

dh):fqlBh fook, en ^t last dhai ap im set)^m, im ta'id)^m up
the English folk, and at last they up and at them, and tied them up

to pui3stez 'en kat dh^R DRots.
to posts and cut their throats.

2. Tilshead dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Johnson.

(1.) zoo a'i d^ ZEE, mfets, dhii d^ zii na'u, dh^t a'i bi ra'it

dhk liit'L maid kamn vrorn dh-B skuu^L

(2.) shii)z ^gwain da'un dh^ roo^d dhee'R, DRUU dh' 'BRD gfet on
dh^ lih haend za'id ^dh^ wai.

STRait ap t^ dh(3.) shuuR tmaf dh^ tjE'ild haev

B)dhB roq ha'us.

(4.) weeR shi)i3l mE)bi va'ind dhk DRaqk'n de'f shnv'ld
:toomes.

(5.) wi)d 3333! naa)n VER WE!.

(6.) wa)nt dh)aald tja3p zuun shi not te duu)t

Tj)dh

puuR

(7.) loks, [i t TRUU ?
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3. TlLSHEAD Cwl.

Pal. in 1879 by AJE. from the diet, of Miss Johnson.

i. "WESSEX AND NOESE.

A- 3 bisk. 4 tiBk. 5 miek. 6 m'red. 7 s'rek. 12 ZEE. 13 naa. 14
DRaa. 171aa. 18 k'rek. 20 Hum. 21 n'nmi. 22 frem. 23 s'rem. 24 shimn.
36 dhaa. 37 tlaeae. A: 40 kuuam. 41 dhEqk. 45 want. 55 eshez.
56 waa'sh. A: or 0: 58 vrom. 61 Bmreq. A'- 67 guu. 76 tuuBd.
81 lien. 83 muuBn. 84 muuBR . 85 SUUBRO . 86 wats. 87 klaaz. 89
btiuBdh. 92 naa. 93 snaa. 95 DROO. A': 104 RtiuBd. 115 huuBm.
118 buuBn. 122 nooBn. 124 stuuBn. 125 oni. 127 MUBRS. 128 [(dham)
used]. 129 guuBst. 131 guuBt.
M- 139 DRai. 140 haiL. 141 naiL. 142 snaiL. 143 taiL. 144 BgEn.

145. slain. 146 main. 147 bRain. 148 fain. Emet [emmet more used
than ant]. M: 155 dhastj. 158 a3t'R . 160 a3g. 163 lai. 164 [(mid)
pi. (mid'n) used.] 165 zsd. 166 maid. 174. aish. 175 va3st. M'- 183

tMj. 189 wai. 190 kEE [in East Lavington (4 s. Devizes) (koi), possibly (kai)].
192 miBn. 193 kliBn. 197 tjiiz. 202 hEt. M': 205 DREd. 207 nid'L.
213 iidhBR. 218 ship. 225 fl?sh. 226 muuBst.
E- 236 fEEVTJR. 237 tjilblain. 241 Rain. 242 twain. 243 plai. 252

kit'L. 253 nEt'L. E: 261 ZEE. 262 wai. 265 STRait. 270
284 DRaish. - bast

[to burst]. 286 haRB. 287 bizem. E'- 294 viid.

298 vii'ld [(vaa'LDiD), felt, as that something is hot]. E': 306 ha'it. 307
na'i. 314 hii'RD, jii'RD. 315 viit. EA: 321 [(zid) see'd, used]. 322
Iffiffif. 323 faut. 324 ait. 326 aald. 327 buuBLD. 328 kuu^LD. 329
vtiueLD. 330 huuBLD. 331 SUUBLD. 332 tuuBLD. 333 kaea3f. 334 hffif.

335 a3a3l. 336 va383l. 342 jaaRm. 346 giBt. EA'- 349 viu. EA': 352
BRD. 355 dif. 359 naib^R. 362 slai. 370 R8B83. 371 sTRa3a3. El- 373
dhai. 376 bait. El: 379 haiL. 381 swain. 382 dhaiR. EO:
vaaRniBR. 403 VBR. 407 vaRD'N. EO'- 411 DRii. 413 divel. 420 vauBR.
421 vauKTi. EO': 423 dha'i. 426 vait. 430 viRND.

I- 447 heRN [hers, in Urchfont (4 se. Devizes) (shiiz'n) is used]. 448 dhii'z.

I: 460 wait. 466 tjaild. 468 tjildimn. 481 viqgtm. 484 dhii'z. 485
dhis'L. 486 [(baaRm) used]. I'- 499 bix'L [see p. 53, col. 2]. I': 506
wnren. 507 winren.

0- 522 oop'm. 523 hoop. 524 waRD'L. 0: TROO [trough]. 528
dhaat. 531 da3a3t'R . 532 kAAl. 536 gumjLD. 537 [(d^RT) dirt, used]. 539
bool. 545 hop. vaRk [fork, "the mouth must be elongated as for a grin"].
547 buuBRD. 548 vfiueRD. 549 IIUUBRD. 552 kaRN. 553 haRN. 554
kRaas. 0'- 565 nuuez. 566 adhBR. 0': 577 ba'u. 578 pla'u. 579
eno'f [(tma'u) not heard]. 580 ta'u. 582 kuu^L. 583 tuu^L. 584 stiiuBL.

589 spuuun. 590 SUUBR. 592 SUUBR. 597 zut.

II- 601 ve'uBL. 602 za'u. 606 duu'r. U: 609 VWL, VUUBL. 610 UU'L.

TJ: 618 uund. 619 va'und. 634 DRa'u. 635 wath. 636 vaRDBR. U'-

641 ha'u [approaching to (hou)]. 642 [(dhii) used]. U': 663 ha'us [pi.

(ha'uz'n)]. 665 ma'us.
,

Y- 682 liit'l. Y: wast [worst]. 701 vasT. Y- 707 dh'RTiin.

709 va'iR.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 722 Duain. 723 deeRi. 742 liBzt.

E. 743 skrmn. 744 m^z'lz. 745 tjiit. 748 [(flash) used]. 750 ba3g.

I. andY. 754 pEg. 756 shRimp [= lollipop]. 758 gaR'L [rather a foreign

word, used for a sweetheart].
0. 761 Mugd. 767 na'iz. 769 [(want) used]. 773 doqki. 774 puuni.

778 BVUUBRD. 781 bodhBR. 783 pa'ui/TRi. 790 ga'und.
- DRa'und [pp.

(dRa' undid), drown, drowned].
U. 795 slmag. 801 Ram. 802 Ram. 805 kaRDZ. kaR'Lz [curls].

806 fas. 808 pat.
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in. ROMANCE.

A- 809 Jieb'L. 810 fins. 811 plm [pi. (pleez'n)]. 812 lira. 813

b'njk'n. 817 REdish. 822. mai. 824 tjaiBR. 827 [(fEs) fierce, used]. 829

gain. 830 TRain. 836 aeez'n. 840 tjamb'R . 841 tjans. 843 bRsentj.

845 amshrat. 847 dffindjOT. 848 tjaendj. 849 STRsendreR. 850 deens. 851

sent. 852 jsep^RN. 855 kaaRat. 856 pEERt. 860 peest. 861 teeat. 862

sif. 864 koz. 865 fveeset. 866 puuR.
E-- 867 tee. 869 viiBL. 874 nain. 875 faint. 876 dainti. 877 aiR.

878 sffiluR*. 879 leemeel. 887 [(pasaes'n) parson used].
- faitjr [market].

890 [pi. (biiwstiz)]. 891 virast. 892 nEvi. 893 vla'ueR. 894 Aisee-v.

895 nisee'V.

I-- w^Y-- 900 pRai. ES [fierce; see No. 827]. 901 va'in. 904

va'ilit. 910 diist [pi. djistiz].
914 bRUutj. 916 a'nren. 919 a'intnrent. 920 pa'int. 921 sekw&int.

922 bwahel. 923 ma'ist. 924 tja'is.
926 spuuiL. 929 ka'ukemb'R. 930

lain. 936 vont. 938 kaRntm. 939 [(knoft) croft, used for a close]. 940

kuu't. 941 fuuBL. 942 bwtjeR. 943 tatj. 947 ba'iL. 948 ba'uL. 950

sap^R. 951 kap'L. 954 k^<sbBn. 955 da'ut. 956 kivuR.

U- 961 grinrel. 964 zuuit. 965 a'il. 968 a'ist'n. 969 sliuu'R.

970 djtst.

YAE. ii. THE N^OETHEEN OR GL. FOEM.

THEEE INTEELINEAE cs. marked Y, T, D.

V marks the cs. for Vale and Town of Gloucester. It was first written in bis

own orthography by John Jones, Esq., who had known the dialect for 50 years, and

was afterwards corrected in pal. from his diet, by AJE. He gave U = (a) uniformly,
but TH. in travelling over the district found the M. (u, u

}
with sometimes (o)

and of course (a, a), not only in Tewkesbury, Ashchurch (8 n. Cheltenham),
and Buckland (12 ene.Tewkesbury), which I place in D 6 = w.BS, but also frequently
in Gloucester, Cheltenham, Bishop's Cleve (3 n.Cheltenham), Brockworth and

Birdlip (6 se.-by-s. Gloucester), and even in Cirencester, Fairford (8 e.Ciren-

cester) and Tetbury, so that it would appear that the whole of east Gloucester

were in the mixed region. Indeed TH. heard (MO) as far s. as Purton "Wl.

(10 sse. Cirencester). It is evident that a mixture of (a, a, o, u, u
)

for U
does not interfere with the dialect, which is strongly marked. The oldest form

necessarily had some variety of (u), and hence (u, u ) must in this region rather

be considered as survivals, than as M. encroachments, see supra p. 17. Of
course (a, a) are recent developments, that is, begun and developed within

500 years. For (u )
see the introduction to the Midland division.

T marks the Tetbury cs. It was written in io. by Miss Frampton, daughter
of the then vicar, and was pal. by AJE. from answers to a very long series of

questions which she kindly answered. There is, however, always room for some
doubt where there has not been personal audition. As regards U, Miss Frampton,
like Mr. Jones, apparently used (9, a), but TH. was informed in September 1885

by two stonecutters from Tetbury that (u ) generally and a few (o) were the

sounds there used. The (o) is one of the transitional forms, see Line 2, p. 17.

D marks the forest of Dean or Coleford cs. It was written from the dictation

of Raymond D. Trotter, Esq., native of jSTewnham (10 sw. Gloucester), who kindly

spent many hours with me over it in 1873 in company with his sister, who gave

phrases from Aylburton on the s. of the Forest. Mr. Trotter visited me again
about it in 1878. This, and Mr. Law's from Christian Malford are the two best

w. examples of D 4 which I have personally heard.

0. Y Vale of Gloucester, wao'i :djon TB got miu' dao'uts.

T Tetbury. wao'*' :djon 13)1113
doo'uts.

D Forest of Dean. wao'i :djk doo)'nt dao
/v
ut.
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1. Y WE!, nabBR, juu Bn ii mB buu'th laf Bt dhs
T wal, naebBR, dhii Bn ii maY boo'th M Bt dMs M'R
D ao' zdi neh'bBR, juu Bn im mdi bw'th on)i gRm BZ matj BZ

Y niuuz B mao'm. huu kii'Rz ? dhat's nao'idhBR jaR nBR
T niuuz B muGoVn uu dB kn'R ? dhaBt b00)nt J^''R nBR
D dhii)st laoVk Bt dhs)j*'R- BZ eo'i)v bm B tElBn on)jB, uu

Y
T
D dh*qk ^d ke'R V'R dht ? t)V)'nt noo odz !

2. Y viau vook d^ dao', bikoz dh-B bi laft)^t,
T dh9R bi prEshas viii ez dao'Vz koz BZ ao'u dh^ bi laeaeft^t,D dh^R bw'nt mon^ 'BZ d^ dao'* V'R dha* bii'^n ma'd *'m on

Y wii d^ nau, duu)'nt)as ? wot zhwd mk [mii'k] T?m ? t)ii)'nt
T wii di3 nau, d^a)nt)as ? wot shwd miik ^m ? t)ee)nt
D baoY dh^ lao'^'ks -B dhii, wii dB noow dhat, doo)'nt os ?

Y vERi laoVkl* bii it?

T leo'tklt ?

D zhwd mee'k)Bn, m^n ? t)n)'nt Ree'z^n^b'l nas^w, /z it ?

3. Y go'uwa'VBR, dhee bi dhB vakts -BV dhi3 kw's, zoo

T UUST?;E-V^R, dhiiz bi dhB vaekts Z-B

D SB juu djEst oold jiuu'R djAA, Bn hao^'sht B b't w^oo'wt B

Y hao'u'ld JBR naiz, niB vREnd, Bn bi k^ao'fBt tBl 8o')v
T oo'wld JBR djAA, Bn k^'p kwao'i'Bt til 8o'V)v
D ni'slEs-tBn B mii, til oo'i)v tEld)jB. nao'w ju aaRk'n B bt

Y B)dan. aaRk)i.
T dan.

D Bn booVd k^ao'i'Bt, til soV B dan.

4. Y a)Y be zaRtm znuu'R, BZ ooV n'RD Bm zae zam B

T QD^^m zaRtm 20'i jii'RD Bm z&i zam B

D aoV bi zaaRt'n zhuu'R, BZ 83^')v jii'RD Bm zdi zam B

Y dhEm vook BZ wEnt DRGO'U dhB wal (w'l) dh/q vRBm dhB
T dhee vaak BZ WEnt DRUU dhB wul dhEq vRBm dhB
D dha dhBR vook BZ WEnt DRQO'W dhB oo'l on't dhBRZE'lvz

Y vast dhBRZEivz, -dhat so'i dd zhww'r Bnaf !

T vast dhBRZEiz, -dhaat B did. zhww'R -nao'u !

D vRBm dhB vast, 'dht)s VBR zhww'R BZ ao'i d^'d !

5. Y BZ dhB jaqg^'st zan ezzE'lf, B gaoRT buoV B noo'm, nawd
T dhB jaqgBst zan BzzE'lf, B gooRT busoV B nao'm, nood

D BZ dhB jaqgest zan BzzE'lf, B gwdna'bBVB buoBnaoVn,n6owd
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Y iz vaadhBRz vais Bt wans, dhaw t)waz
T iz vaeaedhBRz vais, dhoo t)waoR
D iz vii'dhBRz taq BZ zuun az B oop'nd iz mao'wth dhoo t)wBz

Y SB k#aoR Bn sk*0<?0kin, Bn ao'i)d TRast 'ii tB speek. dh.B

T ZB kwii'R Bn skwirki lao'ik, Bn -ii-d tsl dhB
D zatj B kweeR skweekBn vao'is, Bn ao'i)d b#k *ii tB speek dhB

Y TRUuth oni d^^, A', -dliat * wd,

T TRUuth -dhaet B wd.

D TRu'th on* da*, a* *dhdt so* wd !

6. Y ran dhB eo'wld wmBn BRZEif B! tEl EH* on)i BZ iz A lafim nao'w,
T BEL dhB so'wld wmBn BRZE-! wl tEL Em ov)i dhaet laef nao'w,

D BH dh)'ld wm.Bn BRZE-lf Bd tEl QOR)B wan on)i BZ iz a giuulBn

Y Bdheo'wt matj bodhBR, tun, if JB)!
T Bn tEl)i slaep AAf widhoo'wt mun'R Bdnn*, f)i ul

D Bn tEl)i Roo'et AA, tun, w^oo'nt mEtj wn'dBRmBnt, if dhii)lt

Y oonli Eks BR, wa)nt B

T oom seks shi oo' ! want shi?

D oom Eks)BR, a* -dhat BI ud.

7. Y l<?0st wa*z [En*')oo'w] BR tawld it ta so'* wEn eoV Ekst BR,

T lV'st wa*z BR tElt '<so'i WEn ao'* sekst shi,

D lii'st wa*z BR tsld it *8oV WEn eoV Ekst BR,

Y tnu BR DRii tao'imz OOVBR, B d*d, Bn BR AAt)'nt tB bi

T dun BR DRii tao'emz BR d*d, -QOR d*d)'nt AAt)B bi

D duu BR DRii tao'imz 'BR moo'R, a* dhdt BR dzd, Bn'eoR AAt)'nt tB bi

Y Roq on zatj B puao'int BZ dhis wAAt dB jun dbiqk [dhEqk] ?

T Raq on -sitj lao'ik, wot d)jB dhsqk nao'w ?

D noo waiz ao'wt on zatj a pao'int BZ dhik, wt)st "dhii dniqk ?

8. Y wal, BZ ao'i WBZ B)zai'in aoR)D tsl)i ao'w WQOR Bn WEn aoR

T wal, BZ ao'i WBR B)zai'in, sliii)d tsl)i ao'w wan Bn waoR BR
D BZ ao'i WBZ B)zdi'Bn 'aR)wd tEl)i ao'w waR Bn wan BR

Y vao'wnd dliB DRaqk'n b^^st BZ aoR dB kAAl aoR azbBn.

T fao'wnd dhB DRaqk'n biiBst shii dB kaeael BR azbBn.

D vao'wnd dhB DRaqk'n bi'st BZ 'RO kaa'ld -BR mee'stBR.

9. Y aoR zwaoRD [ZOO'R] BZ ao'u BZ BR zid Bn wi BR awn ao'iz,

T shi swaaR shi ziid im widh BR ao'*m ao'iz,

D BR ZWOOR BZ BR zid Bn wi BR oo'n ao'iz,

Y B)lao'i'in zDREtjt Bt val lEnth on dhB gRao'wnd, in iz gwd
T B)lao'i-in ao'ut seael Bloq in iz bii'st

D lao'i'Bn AA! Bt iz lEqkth Blaq dhB gRao'wnd, wi iz best
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Y zandi kwat klooz tra dhra doo'E ra dhra ao'ws dao'wn rat dhra

T zandi koo't ranao'r dhra dww'R ra dhra ao'ws dao'wn naoV dhra

D zandi-gwam kwat on, djEst baoV dhra duu'R ra dim ao'ws,

Y kaRnraR ra

T kaaRnraR [ko'm] ra jon liin.

D dao'wn dliao'R baoV dhra koRnral ra JONDERZ lee'n.

10. Y ra wraz B)wa>'mtn rawAV, ^r zez, V^R AA! dhi3 WQDRLD
T ii wim B)wao

/mm BwaV, i WODR, fea aeael dht3 WQDRLD
D 13 WBZ ^)8D'wlBn

/BW6t dhaoR, V^R AAl dh^ WQORLD

Y ^ z*k tjao^'ld, im ^ h't'l gjaoRL (wEntj) in ^ vREt,
T ^ zVk tj83'*ld 'BR b't'l ma'd aeael -BV ^ VREt.

D B dog kotjt in ^ trap, 13R B zk tjeo^'ld m 13 VREt.

11. Y ^n dhat ap'nd BZ -QOR ^n 'BR daax^R in laa, kam
T ^n dh's JBR aep'nd BZ -8DR 'Bn shiiz daaTBR-lAA, kEm
D ran dhtft waoR djEst raz 'SOR ran BR dAAteR-LAA, kam

Y DRao'u dlira bak jaRD vRram aq/n ao'wt dhra wEt klooz ts

T DRUU dhB baek jaaRD VRBUI -B aeqm ao'wt dhra wEt kloo'z te

D DRQO'M dhra JiaRD VRBHI 13 #<n ao'wt dhra WEt kloo'z te

Y DRao'*', on 13 woshm d^<?.

T DRao'*, on B waeshm dii.

D DRaoV, on -B washran [wEshran] dch'.

12. Y wao'/l dhra kstral WBZ ra bo^lm V^R iee
t
wan vao'in

T ragEn dhra kit'l bao'eld VBR tee, wan fao'm aatBR nuun
D wEn dhra kt'l wraz ra bao^'lran VBR tee, won varnish bRaoVt

Y zam^R aatraRnuun oonli ra wk raguu"B kam nEkst dhaoRzdi.

T ra zamraR ra w'k ragon kam dhaoRzdi.

D zamraR aateRnuun, ra wk kam nEkst dhaoRzdi.

13. Y ran dra Jii naw ? aoV nevraR jii'RD noo muu'R naoR dlis ra dhat

T ran ra tEl)i wot, ra mvraR jii'RD tsl nra mww'R on)t
D ran drast noou <&'i nEvraR laoRND noo muu'R nraR dh's ra dhat

Y dhaoR bznes ap tra trad^, raz Z!IUU'R)Z mao' n^'mz

T ap tra nao'w, raz DRUU raz maoV niim)z
D dhraR djob raz zhww'R raz maoY nam)z

Y :djon :zhEpraRD, ran OD' dwa)nt want tu naoVdhraR, dhaoR nao'u

T :dpn :zhEpBRT, ran ao'e da)nra waent tra naoVdhraR, zoo dhaoR !

D :djon rzhEpraRD, ran aoV doo)'ntw^nt tra noou niidhraR.

14. Y ran zoo aoV bi ra)gwam warn tra zapraR, gwd
T zoo ao')m ra)gwam warn tra zapraR, gwd
D ran zoo aoY bi ra)gwam ja'm tra a)mi ra bet ra zam^'t tra jat,
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V naoVt, i3n dwa)nt bi ZB kwik tu kiiaw OOVBE, V bodi i3g*'n,

T nao'e't, im dwant) bii ZB km'k to ksaw OO'R B bodi i3gm,
D naoYt)t),n3, isn doo'nt bii zoo zhaiip OOY^E 13 tjap,

V wEn /

B)Z e)tAAkm 13 dhe's dhat 13R t)adlreB,

T WEH i di3 taeaek K dhe'k 13 dhsek.

D wan 13 tAAks -B dh*'s 131 dhat.

15. Y t)s 13 week vuul 13z pr^ts
T i3n dhEn WE! to it.

D -B man ja)nt noo bEteR nBR ^ vuul i3z d^ tAAk w)oe'wt

Y reezvn . ^n dliat)s mao'i last waofid. gwdbuao^.
T gwd buao

x

e)te)i.

D noo zEns, 13 dhat)s maoV l^^st wand, zoo gwd beo'i t)j^.

Notes to V, Yale and Town of Gloucester.

Mr. Jones considers his cs. to be a

fair specimen of the dial, spoken about

Gloucester in the Vale. In the town
the use of z- for s- is not so frequent,
and (th) generally remains as in rs.

But in the town the sound of
(ii)

con-

tinually replaces that of (ee) even

among educated people. Mr. Bellows

quotes from Lord Campbell's Life of

Judge Hale, p. 230, to the effect that

the judge's name was in Gloucester

called eel (iil), and that Mr. Bloxham,
Clerk of the Peace, born near Alderly

(7 se. Berkeley), near the Judge's
native place, in summoning the Jury
in Court, called out (rdiivid :iil, -ev dhe
siim pliis, biikeR), for David Hale, of

the same place, baker, and Mr. Bellows
recollects a farmer telling him that he
heard Mr. Bloxham say : "Answer to

your (niim) name, and (siiv) save your
fine." In a paper called a specimen
of the Vulgar Speech of the Town of

Gloucester, reprinted by Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte from the Transactions of the

Cotswold Field Naturalists' Club for the

year 1851, many such words occur.

But they are by no means confined to

the neighbourhood of Gloucester town.

They will be found in Miss Frampton's
Tetbury Specimen, and she gave me
other instances. The following list

contains all those in the above paper
(unmarked), and those given by Mr.
Jones (marked J), and Miss Frampton

(marked F) . The words are arranged
in the usual classes and in ordinary

spelling, the letter pronounced (ii) being
italicised.

A- baker, drake, take, F taken, make,
made, cradle, F tale, lame,
J F name [and (naim) F],
J same, game, F mane [are,

fare, as inrec. sp. ware (warn)],

bathe, rather.

A'- lane.

AE- blaze, hazle.

AE: waken, day, F today [exceptional
and not constant].

AE'- F stairs.

EA- shake, shape.
A. tradesmen, F trade, James, prates,

potatoes [(tiiteRz)], wave, qua-

vering, gaze.
A - table, face and F, preface, place,

bacon, paring, case, plate, sepa-

rate, observation, narration,

state, paste.

As regards the series A-, A., A--
this reduction to

(ii)
is merely a variety

of (ire, IB, i') common in other parts of

D 4, itself a reduction of (ia), which
came naturally from (a-), but (GE, ee)
are also found more in Do. and Sm.
The intermediate form is (e^a), which is

given by JGG. as the rural form about

Chippenham WL, where
(ii,

ii
1

)
are the

town forms.
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Notes to D, Forest of Dean.

0. why, doubts. I have throughout
represented the first element of the

diphthongs (a'i, a'u) hy (so) in this

district. I am not quite satisfied. It

may be (ao) . I long hesitated between

(ah, (E) and simple (a), which in Do. I

adopted ;
all my hesitation arose from

study of sounds heard from Mr. Potter,
Mr. Law and Mrs. Clay-Ker-Seymour.
The first element is often medial or long,
but as I did not mark it at the time I

leave the vowel short.

1. say, distinctly (zdi], varying in

direction of (zA'i), not approaching (zee) .

neighbour, the (A'i) effect was very
strong in this word. thou dost, the

(st) is a contraction hereabouts. this

here, the (j) is prefixed to (i'n) in this

phrase only.
- it is not, (t)ii)'nt)

'tairi*t, is very common in this district,

varies as (tjEnt), (it bii'nt) also used.

2. their being made game of, (dha'i)
for they not a common pron. in other

districts but not unknown, they again
is for their

; (maid) made is similar to

(iia'im) name, par. 13, but (mi'd) is also

used like the following (gi'm) game.
-

reasonable, the use of (R) initially
was thoroughly settled with Mr. Trotter,
who repudiated (r). is it, (bii-Bt)
is not used.

3. molesting of me, or (mEoTen wi
mii) meddling with me.

4. heard, (JU'RD), the effect of (R)
on following or preceding (t, d, 1, n)

converting them into (T, D, L, N)
was carefully ascertained. -

through
(DROO'M), the (R) before a vowel being
distinctly trilled, see par. 2, reasonable,

(tliR-) could not be pronounced, and
hence (TR-) or (DR-) became necessary.

first (vast), the (R) is quite lost in

this word, and in (bast, was, wast)
burst, worse, worst

;
can this arise from

the retention of (s) instead of retracting
or reverting it ? Thus (vaRST, vaRS,T)
would be quite possible, and this (s, s,)

would be distinct from (s), either would
lead to (sh) as in Sanscrit. But if this

ever existed, it has disappeared.
5. a good knob of a boy. fathers,

the first syllable varies as (vi', ve',

vie'). I would back -he, the use of
'he is conditioned by emphasis, other-
wise (eo'i)d bk)im) with the S. hine.

6. woman, emph. (Hhwrngn). e'er
a one, any one. guling, the glos-
saries give this as a He. word for

sneering. wonderment, if thou wilt

only ask her.

7. leastways, the use of
(a'i) in place

of (ao'i) shows that the speaker con-
sidered the termination to be ways and
not wise. she told, when (BR) is

used for her = she, the (R) is distinct,
when for her (as usually written) = he,
the (R) is lost, (B tsld, BR TEld) he told,
she told, are thus kept distinct with-
out emphasis, two or three times or

more, in Aylburton (4 sse.Coleford,

Gl.) they use (ene-nt) anent in place
of 'or more,' meaning 'nearly, close

upon,' but see anent in Murray's Dic-

tionary. what dost, see (dhii)st) 'thou

dost,' par. 1.

8. drunken scarcely used, (fad' Id)

'fuddled' sometimes heard, but if a

man is not very drunk they say, (im
B bin B #ven B DRp) 'he's been having
a drop,' and if he's very drunk indeed,

(im -B got)i3t on)^n te Rao
'its)

' he has got
it on him to -rights,' but ' drunk '

itself

is almost a tabooed word. beast, also

^beest) .

9. lying, they lie, and hens lay, (dha'i

de Iso'i, ran EUZ de li) bring out the

two diphthongs very clearly. coat,

(kwat on)
' coat on,

'

since the word
runs on to (on) but in the pause it is

(kwo't) in that
1

s my coat (dhot)s mao'i

kwo't). yonders, the phrase is used,

but the grammar is not clear.

10. hoivling, in the Forest of Dean,
little babies even howl, and never whine,

(but win-ikmi) is heard at Aylburton.
11. clothes, Mr. Trotter thought he

used (kloo'z), but on hearing the differ-

ence, acknowledged (tloo'z).

13. name, see made, par 2.

14. and so I be a-going home to

havejme a bit of somewhat to eat. The

(a)mi) was nearly (ae)mi).

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1497 ]
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Phrases from Forest of Dean from diet, of Mr. Potter and Aylburton
from diet, of Miss Potter.

1. (-ez aaRd 13z nhao'r'BRN), as hard as iron [the first aspirate
omitted as usual, the second introduced for emphasis],

2.
(ra

b^'t rav -B mafcd), a bit of a maid [one growing up to woman-

hood, a (gaRl is a maidservant of about fifteen, a (wEnsh) is

a grown woman in a good sense].
3. (gaR)i3wa W-JB), get away with you, said to a dog [this con-

version of (t) into (r) is very common with get before a

vowel in numerous districts].
4. (a)z bm im JEt mi on dire jad), Forest

; (iiz bm -B)jat'm mi
on dire jad), Aylburton ;

he's been and hit [been a-hitting]
me on the head.

5. (oo'^ guu, n'p-i3R), how go (how are you), little fellow.

6. (uu'z'n aowz'n bir)em), whose houses be them = are they.

Compare Sh.

7. (baRd-dab'm), bird-dubbing, walking down in two companies
on each side of a hedge and pelting at the birds, which fear

to leave the hedge on either side.

8. (wn)z B propim Roq-k)'n), he's a proper rank-one (?), he's a

regular deep one.

9. (ooV)m gwam te aa)mi E)raoVd), I'm going to have me a ride

[=to get a lift in a waggon].
10. ()t, Iwk)^), wilt thou, look-you.
11. (*uu bfl'st 'dhii ^ dhao'u'an), whom art thou a-thou-ing [in a

quarrel, Forest]. ( oo'i beent a gw (
m te bii dhiid ba' dhao'u)

I am)not a going to be thee'd by thou [Aylburton].
12. (Q pool'tan ban'^ts), a-pelting walnuts.

13.
(13 woo)'nt aaR'k'n an'ta mii), he won't hearken to me, won't

do what I tell him.
14. (kp dham vts st'l), keep those feet still [that is, don't stamp,

said at a public reading].
15. (HEft)'n), heave him or it, (HEft) weight or heavy load, both

Forest and Aylburton.

GLOUCESTER cwl.

V Vale of Gloucester as in cs.

T Tetbury as in cs. with some extras,

C Cirencester from wl. given me w. by Miss Martin of "WTiitelands.

D Forest of Dean as in cs.

A Aylburton as in specimens.W Whitcomb (5 ese. Gloucester), wn. by TH.
Unmarked words belong to the four first-named places and also possibly to A.

i. "WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 C t'njk. 5 C miek. 17 V laa, TD IAA. 18 kiuk. 12 V mmn
neem, T niim, D naim, C nrem. 22 C ih\n. 24 C sh/um. 28 C ham.
34 V last, D loost, T laest. A: 39 VTD [(kam) come, used]. 45 C ants.

46 [(16it) light, always used]. 54 V want, T wasnt, D want. 56 V wosh wash,
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T wsesh, C [(bak'n) a small wash]. A: or 0: 58 VT vRem. 60 sla-q.
64 V Boq, T Raq. A'- 67 VTD tjgwain [a-going], D ao'u gnu [how do

go = do]. 73 VT zoo, D zoo. 75 TD duu, V tuu. 76 C tfod. 79 V ami,
T so 'un, D ooBn. 81 V leen, D lee^n, T liin. 82 wans. 84 VTD muueR.
86 C tots. 87 V klooz, TD kloouz. 89 V buueth, D btfeth, T booeth.'
92 VT nau, D noou. 94 VT Isx&tt. 97 sao'wl. A': 102 VD aks, T zeks.

104 W rood. 113 V wal wnl, T wwl, D -OOB!. 115 VTC warn, D jam.
118 C buen. 120 V vgiur*, T t?gon. 122 V nuuu. 124 stfhren. 125
oonli. 129 C gtiuijst. 130 C bfitrt.

M- 138 V vaadhtjR, T vaeae
,
D vi'

,
ve'

, vie', C faaaBdhmi. 143
tail. 144 V Bglm, T ugin. 150 V leest, T litust, D Hist. 152 C waaTtjR.
M\ 161 V dee, T dii, D dai. 162 V iudee, T te dii. 163 16i. 166 T maid
D mid. 168 C tajajhoi. 169 VTD wan. 170 C Eesevst. 172 C gRseses
174 C eesh. 177 V dbat, D dhat, [T (dhak) used). 179 V wAAt, T wot,
D wot. 181 C pseaeth. M'- 182 C see. 183 C ieeij. 190 kee. 193
kWn. 194 VT mi, VD oni. 197 tjiz. 199 C \Aeei. 200 weet. 201 C
mlh'n. M,': - sidz [seeds]. 207 nid'l. 210 kloi. 214 VTD nao'idhim.

215 C taat. 218 C ship. 220 VD zhEphuRD, T T. 223 DC dhaoR dhtjR.

224 VTD WSOR. 227 VTD WEt.
E- 233 V sp^k, D speek. rat [eat]. 252 V fasti, TDC kit'l.

E: 256 V ZDREtjt, T sTREtjt. 261 VT zai, D zai. 262 VTD wai. 265W strait. 276 VD dhiqk, VT dhsqk. 278 wEnsh [always used for girl in a

good sense]. 281 V hmth, DT lEqkth. 284 DREsh. 287 C biz'm [common
word for all kinds of brooms]. T bii'st, D best [best]. E': 313 DT
aaRk'n. 314 V ii'RD, TD JU'RD. 315 D vits, C fit.

EA- 320 VTD k/iuR. EA: 322 V laf, T Isef. 323 fao'wt. 326 VT
ao'wld, D a'arald, W 6u\d awld. 330 V hao'wld, ao'wld. 332 V tawld, T tElt, D
tEld. 333 C ka3tef. 335 T sesel, DV AA!. 338 V kAAl, T kaesel, D kaa'l.

aaRD [hard], 343 C waaRm. 346 D glut, W gJEt. EA'- 347 D jsd,
C jad. 348 VTD so'iz, C 6i. 349 V viau. EA': 354 C sheet. 365 C ditrf .

356 C \eei. 357 dhaw dhoo. 359 T naibuR, D nibR. 361 "been.. 366 VT
gaoRT. 370 C Raa. 371 C sTRaa.

El: 377 C st'rek. 378 T w^k. EO- 386 C JQO'W. EO: 390 V zhwd,
T shud. 394 V J^NDBR, D JONDBRZ. 398 [C (klaem) used]. 399 VD bRao'it.

402 D laoRN, T laaRN. EO'- 411 VTDC DRU. 412 [(am) her, used in

nom., (shii) in ace.] 420 C VSO'UR. 421 C faRti. 421 vo'Rth. EO': 422
W zik. 425 C loit. 435 [C (dhii) always used, even to superiors, perhaps
from large quaker community]. 437 VT TRUuth, D TRMuth. EY- 438 VTD
dao'i. EY: 439 V TRast.

I- 440 C week. 441 ziv. 446 C noin. 447 V aoR [T (shiiz) she's, used].
I: 452 VTD ao'i, C 6i [evidently an error of my informant]. 455 VTD lao'i,

C 16i. 459 C Roit [? Ra'it]. 465 sEti. 467 VTDC tjao'ild, W tja'il. 480 V
dhiq, T dhEq. 484 VD dhis [T (dhik) used]. 487 Jisttmdi. jat [hit].

I'- 495 VT wao'in [D (a>'wl) howl, used]. 496 nha/iRN. I': 506 VTDC
wnren. 510 V mao'in, T miiao'in [and generally (ao'i)].

0- 519 T sevBR. 524 VTD WSORLD. 0: 531 daa-nm. 538 VTD d.

546 V'R. [C (pRaq) prong used for fork']. 547 buu'RD. 550 T WQORD.

551 C staRm. 552 C kaRN. 0'- 559 C madh^R. 564 zuun. 0': 571

V gud. 577 C boo. 578 C ploo. 579 VT trnaf. 586 V dwznt, T da)nt?, D
doo'nt [don't], 587 VTD dan. 592 V ZWOORD ZOO'R [both used], T swaaR, D
ZWOOR. 595 C fat.

U- 601 fool. 602 zayw. 603 W ukamin. 604 VTD zamt?R. 605 VTD
zan. 606 TD dwwjR, V doo'R, W du^R. U: 608 C [(oRneRi) ordinary, used].

610 C 1. 612 VTD zam. 615 C poond. 616 VDT gRao'emd. 619 VD
vao'w'nd, T fa>'nd. 627 VTD zandi. 631 dhaoRzdi. 632 VT ap. 633 C kwp.
634 VD DRQO'U, T DRUU, W thruu. IT'- 643 D na3

M
u, W na u. U': 658

VTD daj'wn, C doon. 659 C toon. 663 VTD ao'ws [pi. (ao'wz'n) C]. 665 C
moos. 666 VT azbim [(mee'steR) used D].
Y- 673 T mati. 675 VTD DRao'i. 676 C 16i. 682 VT lit'l. Y: 690

C koind. 691 C moind. 701 VTD vast. Y- 705 C skoi. 706 VTD wao'i.

Y': 709 C foiR. 712 C mils.
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732 V ap'n, T sep'n. 738 T pRiit.

II. ENGLISH.

A. 726 YD tAAk, T taBsek.

749 W
I. and Y. 754 C paeg [heard from the old man who called bacon (baik'n)].

758 V gja>RL, W gjaRL.
0. 761 [(booRD'n) always used C]. 765 :dpn. 767 T naiz. 781 T bodhtjR.

791 V buo'i, T buao't, D bu6. U. 804 V DRaqk'n.
TJ. 804 V DRapk'n.

in. EOMANCE.

A-- 813 C baik'n [heard from an old man]. 814 meesnaR. C [(bakit)
bucket always used for pail]. 824 tjii'R. 835 Reez'n. 857 T kiis. 862 T
siif. 864 koz.

E-- 867 VC tee, TD tee. 878 soleRi. 887 [(paea3s'n) parson, used C].
888 VTD zaRtin. 890 YC bst, T birest, D bi'st. 892 C nEvi.

I- and Y.- 901 Y vao'in, T fao'in. 904 voilet.

() 916 C ahrenz. 920 YT piice'int, D pao'int. 925 YT vais. 929

koo-kembtm. 938 YT kaRnim, D koRnd. 939 Y kfooz [T (snao'i) anigh, used].
940 YD kwrat, T koo't. 941 YDT vuul. 947 Y b6il, TD bae'tl. 950 YT
zapaR. 955 YTD dao'wts.

U-- 964 C suwjt. 969 YTD zhum?R.

YAH. iii. THE NORTH-WESTERN OR EAST HE. EORM.

As we shall see, all He. is affected by the MS. dial., but the

little slip which runs up from Gl. into He. is so strongly MS. that,

although there seems to be a little falling off as we go on, I have

found it necessary to place it in D 4. The w. b. of this slip is the

w. b. of the S div. The e. b. is formed by the barrier of the

Malvern Hills. The first considerable place we meet is Eoss on

the Wye. About this dialect a correspondent signing himself W.
H. Green, who said he was a native of Eoss, but whom we have

been unable to identify, sent a letter in his own spelling to Prince

L.-L. Bonaparte, from which, in conjunction with notes from Upton
Bishop, and a very few words given to TH. by Mr. Joseph Jones,

bookseller, Hereford, the following inferences are drawn :

Hoss Pronunciation.

is used for (s) in so see, some, said say, sow (pig) .

is used for (f) in/rom/ind/olk/riend/armer/or/orty/orget q/ended (?).

)
is used in late, plagued, place master, translate quakers, implying the regular
MS. change in A- words, but

(asse) is found in clavey a local word =

st) wilt, would' st, I be, they

at) is used in say way straight neighbour.

A'O) apparently is used in know and
(iiA'i) in boy.

(a) is heard in pwt.

(dhik, dhak) are used,

(bist) thou art, (KB im) she, he
; (dhii) thou, (ut,

been't, I did want.

All these are strong marks of D 4.

Going further n., TH. got from Stoke Edith, (gram faiuR dai lai'^n) grain,

fair, day, day, laying and "I told she." But in this latitude at Ledbury, and
further n. at Much Cowarne and Eggleton, there are very distinct marks of the

same dialect in the following examples.
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THREE INTERLINEAR HE. cs.

FROM LEDBTJRY, MUCH COWARNE, AND EGGLETON.

L marks the cs. specimen for Ledbury (12 e. Hereford) written by Rev. C.
Y. Potts, and the late Mr. Gregg, solicitor, both of Ledbury, and pal. by AJE.
from the diet, of Mr. Gregg.
C marks the specimen for Much Cowarne (9 ne.Hereford) written in phonotypy

(see Part IV. 1183 c) by Mr. Joseph Jones, bookseller, of Broad Street, Hereford,
from the diet, of Mr. Herbert Ballard, Leighton Court, Bromyard, and pal. by AJE.
As the diphthongs were unanalyzed in phonotypy, I have adopted the forms

(a'i,

Q'U) heard by TH. when visiting Much Cowarne in 1881. Possibly Mr. Gregg's,
which I heard as (ao'i, ao'w), were meant for the same.

E marks the Eggleton (8 ne. Hereford), practically the same as the Much
Cowarne, written by Miss Anna M. Ford Piper, of Blackway, Eggleton, for

Prince L.-L. Bonaparte (who passed it over to AJE.), with an ingenious and
exhaustive rhyming key to the pron., supplemented by long notes from Miss Mary
E. Piper and her brother, who considered that the true He. speech began about

Stoke Lacy, Pencombe, and Bromyard (9 ne. 10 nne. 13 ne.Hereford), slightly
to the w. of Much Cowarne and Eggleton. From the key and the notes and TH.'s
Much Cowarne words, the cs. has been pal. by AJE. The difference between

Ledbury and Eggleton these informants considered to consist chiefly in the greater

"gutturality" of Much Cowarne, adding that horse is (ans) at Ledbury, but (os)

in Cowarne.
The substantial phonetic agreement of all three renderings obtained from such

widely different sources (notwithstanding some evident dialectal slips which are

inevitable when writers have not themselves spoken the dialect naturally in their

youth) shows that the correct pron. must have been fairly reached.

Miss Piper added some further specimens which are given below with a trans-

lation interlined.

0. L Ledbury. waoV :djAAn 13Z noo dao'wts

C Much Cowarne. waY :dja'k axnt noo da'wts

E Eggleton. waY rdjAAn o)ns got noo nw'sgmnz

1. L wal, natbra, Juu vn im mat boo'th laj
f rat dhis MR nmuz

C WE!, naibeE, Juu -en tin ma* booth on)ji3 laaf nt- cUus MR niimz

E weel, na'bi3R, bwath on dhi3 vook ma* lof vt clhik muuz

L 'B mao'm. uu kjaRz ? dha't)s noo'tdh'BE M'R nim dhaR.

C ^z a'rdB tEl JB. huu dt? keeR ? dhot)s niidh^R JSR nt?R dheeR

E T?Z Q'I ^ got. uu kee^Rz ? dhot jant Jii-BE n^

2. L V!A'W mEn dso'i kAAz dha)B la
j
ft Bt,

C fJQ'U f?aks d^ da'* kos dhee d^ gEt
$

la'ft nt,

E dhii^R jant bat via'w menkja'md 'BZ da'e'z koz dhaY bi loft ^t,

L wi DA'WZ, doo'nt os ? wAAt sh'd meek ^m ? tiant VEE

C wii d^ naw dan T?S? wot shud. miak ^m? it jsnt VEB

E wii nA'wz, dwant)es ? wot shud. mi^k ^m? *t bjant VEB

L laD^'kh', iz it ?

C la'tldi, biift?

E la'tkK, biitt?
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3. L AAsmnE-vtm dhiiz bii dhi faks -B)dhB kees, zoo djast A.'ud JER

C -liist)aiz dhiiz)jer bEnt noo laVz, zoo juu djEst a'wld JBR

E a'wsmnE'rBR t WEZ ateR dh*k waY, soo djast a'wd dhB

L na*'z, BU bi kwoo'^t t*l ao' B dan. Iwk **'R nao'w!

C RaX a'wld bwA'i, en juu aVsht til a'* B dan. aaRk)* !

E naYz, men, -en haVsht til Q
f
i bi dan. AARk'n !

4. L soV bi zaRtm m'i ii'fid ^m zai zam V dh.Em vooks t?z

C 9
r
i bi shuiiR a'/ jeRd en sa sam o dhEm tjaps az

E Q'i bi shuu^R 'BZ a' hii^KD Bin za zam 'e dhaY vook BZ

L wEnt DRGO'W dn-e wal dh/q vRom dhi? vaRst dh^RZE'lvz dha^
C nawd AA! ^ba'wt it vRom dli-B vEst, did. <d'i shuuRla'r.

E wEnt DRa'w dh^ WE! dhe'q vRam dh^ vast dhii3RZE'lvz dhot

L eo' did zeef

C
E Q

f

i did aee'i

5. L dh-Bt dhi8 jaqest zan zzE'lf, B greet bwAV ^ noo'm, nA^d
C ez dli^ Ktlest bwA' e'zse'l, ^ jaq)^n o nao'm JBR a'wld, nawd
E dhot dh^ jaqest bwA'e ^'zze'lf, B gReeet bwAV ^ na'm,

L iz vee'dhBRz va*'s Bt wanst, dhoo it WBZ zoo

C iz fiadhBRz VA^'S Bt wanst, A! ram* Bn
E h*mz v00dhBRz va*s Bt wanst dhoo B WBZ BOO k#e'0BR BU

L skwiiki, BU aD')d TRast 'im tB spiik dliB TRuuth Eni

C sk^iikfa'*'d, Bn *'m wd)nB tEl noo la'iz ta noobodi,
E sk^iBkm, Bn a'i ud TRast 'im tB spiiBk dhB TRwth an*

L da*, a*, fyud.
C noo B wd)'nt.
E dai, a*, aY iud.

6. L Bn dhB AAd wmBn BRZE'lf ul tEl En* on ju BZ laj
fs noo'w,

C BU dhB a'wld wmBn BRsei ul tEl Eni o ju tjaps ez iz [wot)s]
E dhB a'wld wmBn BRze'Lf ul tEL En* on dhB BZ lofs na'w,

L ^n tEl ju sTRut of, tun, ^dhoD'wt matj bodli^R, iv Ju)l
C Bgrrmn, widho'wt noo fas UAR bodh^R, *f juu
E Bn tEl dhu BTRait of, tuu, wdhaVt matj booth^r, if dnii)dst

L ooni a!sk BR want
C ooni aks^z BR, a*, -BR ul

E onl* a!ks BR want BR, ma* bi?

L liistwaYz B toold it 'mii WEU aoV a]kst BR, tuu BR DRII

C liistja*'z BR d*d tEl)mi WEU a'* akst ^R tuu AR dhcii

E lEstwa*z BR tEld it maa WEU a'^' akst BR, tuu AR
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L tooYmz OOVBE, BE did, Bn -aE AAt)'nt tB l>i rAAq on dha't
C taYmz a'wver, Bn -aB dB naw BZ WE! BZ moost,
E taVmz OVBE, dd BE, im -aE ad)'nt AAt tB bi raq in dhk

L pao'mt, wAAt d)ji dln'qk ?

C wot d>B theqk?
E jiiBB kfiBS, wot dast dhii dh^'qk ?

8. L WE!, BZ ooV WBZ Bzafm, 'shii)d tEl)ji, go'w waE ^n WEn
C WE!, "BZ a'e w^z i3zarm, as wd tEl)j^, a^
E we'd, BZ a'^' WBZ -ezafm, an ud tEl)dhB, a'w wii^E ^n wzn

L BE fand dh^ DEaqk'n bii'st BE kAAlz BE azbBn.
C BE fa'wnd dhB DEaqkBn biast BZ BE dB kAAl azban.
E BE vand dhB DEaqkBn bjast BE kAAlz BE mon.

9. L BE zoos BZ as zm *m adh aE a
7
on oo'/z BlaD'rm

C BE did sweeB BZ BE did sii *'m w*d BE a'wn a'e'z,

E BE sdoBE BZ BE sii im wth BE a'wn a'e'z

L zDEEtjt a^ val lEnth on dhB grA'ond in iz zand<?

C Bt iu\ lanth on dhB gra'wnd in iz sand*

E sxEatjt a'wt Bt val lEnth on dhB jaasth in dhot dhiiBR gud

L kwoo't, klAAs b* dhB oo'ws doo's dao'wn Bt dhB kAAEn'l

C goo-in koot, kloos BgE'n dhB dooE ov iz a'ws BZ dB stand

E zandz' kiiuBt B z'n, klos BgE'n dhB duuBr B dhB a'ws, da'i

L B dha't lee'n.

C Bt dhB kosnBl ov dhat dhees leen.

E Bt dhB kaaBml B jandBE lam.

10. L B WBZ BwaoYmh Bwa, zEz-as, VBE AA! dhB wasld I&'ik B

C *'m WBR Bwa'mm Bwai', aE dB sa*, VAE AA! dhB wanld la'^'k B

E B WBZ BjaVlm Bwar, SEZ aE, fas AA! dhB uuBEld la^'k B

L z*k jaq)Bn AE B lt'l wEnsh in B vEEt.

C jaq)Bn az iz bad, AE B lit'l wEntj B a'wlm.

E se'k jaq)Bn AE B h't'l WEntj BZ WBZ frEtjet.

11. L Bn dha!
t aa

p'nd BZ -aE Bn)BE dAAtBE IAA kam
C Bn dhat dheeE dd ap'n BZ as BU)BE dAAtBEmlAA did kam
E Bn dhot WBZ djast BZ aE Bn)BE dAAtBE IAA kam

L DEac/w dhB ba]k jasd VEBHI &l

q_'tn ao'wt dhB WEt klooz

C dsa'u dhB gjaEd'q aatBr aq-m a'wt dhB klwaz

E DRQ'U dhB bok JAAED WIIBP ad bm B a*qm a'wt dhB waeaet klooz

L tB DEooV on B wEshm dae,
C on dhB la'mz on B woshm da*',

E tB DEaY on B wEsh2ii dai.
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12. L wa>'l dhB kst'l WBZ ^baoflm VBR tii wan vao'm

C WEn dhB kst'l WBZ Bba'*lin BR tii, wan fa'*n

E dhB wa'*'ld dhB k*t'l WBZ Bba'*l*n IBR tii, wan fa'm

L zamBR aatBRnuun ooni B w*'k Bguu* kam nEkst thazd<?.

C zainBRZ aatBRmiun a'wnl* B w*k Bga'w kam nEkst thaazd*.

E zamBR atBRnuun anl* B w*k Bguir kam nEt dhaazd^.

13. L vn d)ji nA1^ ! <so'i nEVBR laRnd noo moo'R n^R

C 'en duu j^ naw ? eV nsv^R iiRd noo mooR
E 'en dast dli^ IIA'M, "BZ a^' nEv^R laRND am HIUUBR n^R dh^k

L ra dha't *biznis ap te dim da*, 'BZ zhuu'R BZ mas'

C on)t ap tv dMs UR da*, 'BZ shuun raz

E 'B dhot cUiireR b*z
mn*s til tBda*, "BZ shunBR 'BZ

L nee'm)z :djAAn ishEp^Rd, ^n m'i doo)'nt wont tu

C ne^m)z rdjak :shep^t 'Bn a'i da)na wont tu niidlrBR,

E niiBm bi rdjAAn ishep^Rt, "Bn d'i da)nB wont t

L dhaR noo'u !

C ZB -dhEt bi dhB End on)t.
E dhiiBR na'ti.

14. L i?n zoo QO'*)R -Bgwee'n warn tB sap^R gwd nao't, Bn

C Bn zoo d'i bi Bgwm warn te av zam zap'BR gwd no'*'t, Bn

E Bn sot? a'*' bi gw&i'in warn tB zapBR gwd na'*t Bn

L doo'nt bi zo vaast tB kRA'w OOVBR B bod* agja*n, wan
C da)nB bi ZB anko-mBn k*^*k tB kok a'wvBR B felBR Bge'n, wEn
E da)nB dhB bi' so kw*'k tB kRA'w OVBR B bod* Bge'n, WEn

L B tAAks B dm's dhaa
t B tadhBR.

C m dB tAAk ov dh*'s JBP AR dhat dheeR.

E B tAAks B dh*'k dhot AB, tadh.BR.

15. L *t)s B puu'R A'wf BZ pree'ts BdhaoV't Riiz'n. Bn dha1

t)s

C *m bii [*'z]
B baas BZ bii liAAl*s B djabBrm Rab*sli. dhot)s dhB

E
*'t)s

B dAAndBR*q a'wf BZ preeBts wdha'w't zEns. Bn dhot

L mao'i laast waRd, gwd
C best muuz a'* B got fBR ja, a'wld bwA7

*' ! na'w a'i mBn t^^k ma'*

E bii maV lAAst UUBRD, gwd ba*.

L
C dan*Bk, AR a'*' sha)nt av noo sapBR wk it I

E

Notes to Z, the Ledbury cs.

1 . neighbour, not used in this way in latedly (dhrao'u) is used, but here he
the dialect. said (drao'w) not reverting (d r), a mere

4. through. Mr. G. said that iso- accident, few gentlemen learn to revert
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(B) before a vowel. As to the th, Mr.

Gregg gave, through (dhrao'w), throw

(thrA'u), thistle (diz'l), thin (dhtn), thief

(thif), thick = that (dhik), which
indicated an inconsistent usage. safe

(zeef) meaning sure, but a (zee'f) for

meat
;

the word ought to begin with

(s) theoretically.
5. aye I would, I becomes

(i}
under

such circumstances, the pron. varying
with the construction.

6. won't her, her is used for she, and
the (K) is felt distinctly, as (want Q)

would = won 1

1 he.

9. own (a'on) has a glide from the

open to the rounded lips, (a) to (o).

ground, at first I wrote (A'AO) con-

sidering the glide to be merely in the

rounding, as in the last case, but sub-

sequently (A'O) seemed to express it

better, the position of the tongue being

also changed. Similarly growth was
called (gRA'oth), nearly (gRA'wth).
that lane, (jon) is found in the dialect
and might have been used here.

12. afternoon, Mr. Potts says evening
would be used, Mr. Gregg just the
reverse.

13. shepherd as a name has (sh), as
an occupation (zh).

14. / are, this is rare, I be is com-
mon, he are, he be are never used, Mr.
G. said that "

be is invariably used by
uneducated people with each of the

personal pronouns both in the sing, and

pi.," this is probably too wide an as-

sertion. In this case (ao'i bii Bgwee'n)
would be more usual, the (B-} is pre-
fixed only to the present, not to the

past participle. Thou is not found,
but thee bist, thee wust are constantly
used.

Notes to C, or the Much. Cowarne cs.

15. He is an ass as be always jabber-
ing rubbish. That"

1

s the best news I
have got for you, old boy. Now I must
take my danniok or I shan't have no

supper. Hook it ! The word danniok
was not explained, it may mean gaiters
for which dannack is used in Nf .

Mr. Hallam obtained in 1881 from
Mrs. Sarah Griffiths in almshouses at

Hereford, b. 1816 at Much Cowarne,
where she lived till 7 and afterwards

from 10 to 20, the following words,
which are very fair D 4.

A- 21 nem. A: or 0: 64 roq\
A'- 67 d'i bi gwain worn [I am going
home]. A': 106 bRAAd. .2E- 138
teedbxR. M:~ 161 da"i, mid'l d&.
M'- 200 wit'. M'- 218 ship',
223 dheBR, 224 witJR. E- 233

spiik. E: 261 sa1

*, 262 wai,
fild [field], 279 WEnt. E'- 290 i, 299

gRiin, 314 STRD. EA: 322 lof
,

324 tt', 326 Swld. EA'- 347 Ja'd.

EA': 350 dTa'd [approaching (dTad)l.
El- 373 dha!

i. EO': a'* sid tm [I
saw him]. I: 452 e'i, 458 na'it', 469
o'i u)na [I won't]. I'- 494 ta'^m.

0: 531 dAAteR, 538 ud, krop [crop],
552 kA^Rn. 0'- 555 shuu, 559 madh^R,
562 muun. 0': 587 da'n. U- 603

eka-mm [a coming], 605 sa'n, 606 do^R,
653 bat'. U': 663 sW. IT. med'

[mud]. A- pla'imsh [plainish],
841 tjA

v

ns, 851 ne^nt [aunt],

gjRd'n. E-- 892 nEvTu. I- 899 nis\

btf [beef], naqk'l [uncle].
TH. considers that unaccented (i) should

be written (i,)
here and elsewhere.

Notes to E, or the Eggleton cs.

Miss Piper seemed to have no rule

for
(s,

z
; f, v) initial and said they

were used "
indiscriminately." She

wrote with
(s) sick, swore, see [=saw],

swite [blow], spittal [= spade], swill,

so, sure, safe, and with (z), say, some,

-Sunday, sumer, sense
;
and sometimes

with
(s) and sometimes with (z) seed

and zeed, to sow and to zough, cider

and zider, summut and zummat. Again
she wrote with

(f) from, far, /rechet-
like, for, fine, /urther, /ot [

= fetched],
and with v few, father, voice, found,
full, fallow, field, vetches, fill, feet,

victual, /our. Miss Mary Piper found

these usages correct. If they were,

they shewed that at this distance from

the centre the instincts of the dialect

were no longer felt.

In the same way in construction Miss

Piper used hims for his, which seems

a late development, and Miss Mary
Piper said was rare. Again him had

nearly superseded un for the ace. hine.

Although in the examples, /, he are

never used for the ace. emphatic. Miss

Piper considered it common. Miss M.

Piper, also said that think, thing had

(dh) and sure, sheep had (zh).
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Miss Piper's extra specimens for Eggleton, with her translation

interlined.

1. meestvR, bii <d'i ra gwafen te orB dhra pfiBs Bnant

master, am I a going to harrow the piece (of land) opposite to

dha vole veld?
the fallow field?

2. a'e ko)nB tfiek dham dhiiBR osez DRB'W dhat dhiiBR jat.

I cannot take those horses through that gate.

3. dhi'iBR bjant zed-vatjez imaf [imaV] te ZA'W dhi3 veld tmant
there are-not seed vetches enough to sow the field opposite

dh^ plok -en ii -BR WBZ AA! DROsht 'BZ bii in dh^
the plock (small field) and if they were all threshed that are in the

bARn, -laRd ! a'e da)na dhe'qk raz dhae)d vl t? w^'sk-Bt val

barn, Lord ! I do)not think that they-would fill a basket full

'w] te jap m ap faRd^R n^R dhB

enough to heap it up further than the brim.

4. -BZ i WBZ Bgwaon do'wn dh^ lain, d'i sii dh^ bwae at dh^
as I was a going down the lane, I saw the boy at the

gafi3Rz op'lz wth dliB bRod-ak, 'Bn, ba' gom ! ae dd
gaffer's [master's] apples with the broad-hook, and, by gom ! I did

gV hrai ie swa't wth dh^ spitel Ra^'t on iz- jad.

give him a blow with the spade right on his head.

5. dhirBR ^m waz ^lai' 'Bmoq dhB dad-dak im malok djast 'BZ if

there he was a-lying among the dead-wood and dirt just as if

13 w^z djad.
he were dead.

6. ^ WT?Z bad, noo VI'IBR, B WOR)XT jab'l te jat, 'Bn <d'i trJd Bn 137

he was bad, no fear, he was)not able to eat, and I told him that

f em ud. gu ran swl mz yfi^s m dhB brak 'BZ 'B kwd go
if he would go and swill his face in the brook that he could go

attm dliB sti'iimz im foDBR ^m.
after the steers and feed them.

7. BOO is got on imz tuu vet im s'i pat m in dh^
so he got on his two feet and I put him in the cart,

gEn em B ksk tB st/k m dh^ so'id^r [z
gave him B keck to stick in the cider
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kwd gEt zamot tB r>Rqk atoR iz

could get something to drink after his food [victual].

8. me'i umvn iivnv BbaVt it, dhB waVld Br WBZ sa'rm dhB im'lk,
my wife heard about it, the while she was straining the milk,

Bn, ha'* gosh ! shi d*'d gu on
; SR)Z AA!*Z fsetfetla'tk.

and, by gosh ! she did scold
; she)s always cross.

9. Q'I mEt DRii wmBnvook Bnant dhEm dhiiBR e'wz'n B JUURN
;

I met three women [woman folk] opposite those [there] houses of yours ;

dhai WBZ B-magm im BmiiBkm IHUUBR naYz UBR VO'WBR wndBRT
they were a chattering and making more noise than four hundred

monka'md wd.

men [man's kind] would.

10. :tpRLz WBZ Bla'q, im BE AA! ta:RND mtu dhot dhii^R va'wld
Charles was along, and they all turned into that [there] fold-yard

B fc'z'n, Bn DRSV dhB ship mtu dire Tnuzi uth a'

of his, and drove the sheep into the shed with ours.

YAR. iv. THE SOUTH-EASTERN OR Do. FORM.

Proceeding s.wards from "Wl. we come to Do. The dialect is

essentially the same, but at the e. end the (v, z) are less used for

(f, s), a matter of education. The (ai) varies much as (EE'*) and

occasionally even (ii). The A- is rather (era, ee') than (IB, i') and
falls into (ee) rather than (ii). The first example, a dt., was kindly

given me w. by Mrs. Clay-Ker-Seymour, to whom the dialect was

very familiar, and represents the pronunciation of her own district,

Hanford (4. nw.Blandford). The same lady had also assisted Rev.

E. A. Dayman of Shillingstone (5 nw.Blandford) to fill up a wl.,

which she subsequently went over with me vv., see p. 80.

A cs. was obtained from Mr. Clarke, native of Cranborne (12

ene.Blandford), and was pal. by me from diet, of Major-General

Michel, being subsequently corrected in a few points by corre-

spondence with Mr. Clarke, who was Master of the Schools at

Ringwood, Ha. (19 wsw.Winchester), the dialect of which place he

found to be the same as his own. This was confirmed by a few

words I obtained vv. from a carter, native of the place, and from

a wl. furnished by Mr. W. W. Earr from the comparatively dialect-

less district about Christchurch (20 sw. Southampton), and other

indications, so that this strip of Ha. is reckoned dialectally as e. Do.

Finally the late Rev. W. Barnes, Winterborne Came, well known

through his Do. poems, took great pains with a cs., which he wrote

in a systematic orthography (see p. 80), and kindly explained by

correspondence where any difficulty occurred. He also filled up a
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wl. for me, which is given on p. 80, embracing also the most

important words in the Cranborne, Hanford, Shillingstone, and East

Lulworth (12 se.Dorchester). The Cranborne and Winterborne

Came cs. are given inteiiinearly for more easy comparison.

HANPORD, Do.

dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mrs. Clay-Ker-Seymour.

1 . zoo ooV dra ZEE'*', m* laedz, juu di3 zii na'ow dhset ooV bi BhaoVt

ba'owt dhe'k dheeR Kt'l ma'd konrrai frem dh^ skuu'l ap
jon'di3R.

2. shii bi go'n da'own dim nhood DRUU dhi3 RhEd gii^t on dht? Ih^ft

hsend zaoVd i3v dire wai.

3. shim'R tmaf- dhra tjaoYLD hw e)go'n STRHait ap tu dhi3 dooBR

-BV dh^ Rhaq ha'ows.

4. weeR shi md tjaans te vao'md dh*k dheeR DRHaqk'^n dsf

shRHaBmd WSLD tjsep bao'* nee'm -BV :Rh'tpd.
5. wii d^ aal noou ^n taRb'l WE!.

6. wnt dht? WSLD tjaep suun laRn shi not te duu t -eg/'n-, puu'R
szoowl !

7. lwki dheeR ! ed'nd-e't TRHUU ?

Notes to Hanford dt.

1. Say, not (z&i). The words in

^G wl. 139 to 148, 160 to 166, EG
237 to 243, 257 to 264, El 372 to

382, and EY 438, 439, are very

variously treated in this form of the

dialect
;
see these numbers in the fol-

lowing cwl. But in thus pronouncing
disconnected words some errors may
have crept in. Mates not used

; (im/zan)
is a common address even to an old man.
Now, the diphthong sounded between

(a'w) and (6u) and I think the effect

was produced by commencing the first

element without rounding, producing
(a'o) and then running on to (), giving

(a'ow), at least I thus imitated it to

Mrs. CKS.'s satisfaction.

2. Road, the (R), not
(r), at the be-

ginning of a syllable, was aspirated;
when I used (rh) it was recognised as

incorrect. Left, the voiceless (Ih) was
distinct and insisted on.

3. Going, the sound was rather un-

certain
;
I wrote both (go'n) and (gA'n).

3. Strait and 4. Drunken, the aspira-
tion of (R) was apparently shewn by
jerking out the following vowel, other-

wise Mrs. CKS. seemed to say

(TRhaqktm) .

4. Shrammed, properly starved with

cold.

5. Know, the (00} was long and dis-

tinct and almost (oo), the (u) was a

fiill (u) ;
the effect (oott) was therefore

different from the usually (o'oV) where

(u) is not completely reached. Ter-

ribly, i.e. very ;
common in all South-

ern dialects.

11. Soul, the word begins with (s)

on to which the voice is gradually led.

Two INTERLINEAR EAST DORSET cs. (see p. 75).

0. C Cranborne.

"W Winterborne Came.
wa' :d.pon got noo da/uts.

whooV :djon h^ nuu da'wts.

1. C WE!, nEEbim, juu im ii imd buuisth laaa
f i3t dhi'rez niunz

W WE!, naibfcR, Jim -en hii imd bu^th la
T
f -et whot &'i

[ 1508 ]
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C v ma'm. uu cb knm ? dha't)s nadh^r *'R m?W dB tEl)i. Bn whot if ja1 duu ? dha^s nao^'dhBR WBE HER

C dheE.

W dhiBE.

2. C viuu mEn du da
7

*, biko-s dhe bi laa'ft Bt, wii dra noo,W viuu vook di3 doo'i 13 bi"Bn laa'ft a% wi dra noo,

C do)'nt os? wot shiu^ld mfek^m ? t)*d)'n VERI la'ikb',
"W doo'nt wi ? whot sh^d miek^m ? tid'n vEfii lao'ikli

iz it?

*z t ?

3. C uuzurvBE dhiBz bi dh^ fa^s ^)dh^)ki's. zuu
dJ^'st

"W ao'ws^mE'v^R t)*z djfl'st
i?z oo'i shBl tEl)i. zuu dj'st

C whoold dha'i taq, mtet, ^n bi kwa'i-^t til a'i)v e)dan.
"W hoold J^R na ]

iz, gud ma'n, en be kua'i-Bt t*l 8o'i)v ^)dan.

C nhaa1

Rk)i!
"W ha!

Rk)i !

4. C a'i bi saRt'n so'i jfeKD)vm za, zam Sh.ee vooks dh^t
W ao'i). sa'Rten oo'i hiBEd^n zV, zam 13 dhEm vook dliut

C wEnt DRUU dhn wul dhq vRom dh^ vast dh^RZE'lvz,W zid dht? huT3l a)t VRBIH dh-B vast te laa'st. dhaM;

C a'i did, SIB! i3na'f.

W ao'i d*d, sief ranaf.

5. C dh^t dhra jaq^st zan tzzE'lf, B gaRT buoi ^ na'in, nood h*z

W dh^t dh^ jaqgest zan htzzE'll, B gaoRT buo'i 13 nao'in, nood h'z

C fEEclhtJRZ vois 'Bt uuns, dhoo t waR za k^E-BR -en

W faa 1dhBRz va'is 'et uuns, dhoo t)wa)R ZB kue'^R im skiiiiki,

C "Bn a'i)d TRast)'n te spiek dht3 TRUuth Eni dai. aai,W ^n ao'i)d ttek hiz WQORD mi dii. -dha't

C a'i ud\

W oo'i ud !

'. C im dhB woold wm-Bn h^RZE'lf il tEl Eni)^v)i dn^t di3 laa!
f

W ^n dhi? uoold um^n hi?RZE'lf ul tfil ni}B)i dhu siem, dhoo

C na'w, t?n tEl)i sTREE'it oof, tuu,
"Wjuu d^ laa'f na/u, n tfil)i ao'uTRSo'i't, tuu, va'st

C matj bodh^R if juu)l ooni ajks hBR, oo wo)'nt "BR ?

W una-f. if. mu)l oonli a!ks BE, aa l

,
ao'i 'bliiv shi ul ?
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7. C
"W

C
"W

C
"W

8. C
"W

li'stwEE'iz shi timid it mii, wEn a'i a'kst^R, tuu BR
Bt Ifest shi tumid 'mil, whEn a'i a'kst^uR, tuu BR DRii

ta'e'mz OOVBR, shi dd, -en 'shii dd)'n AA'^t to bi raq on

tao'imz AAVBR, shi de'd, ran 'shii AAt)n to bi matj oo'ut

setj V puomt BZ dhe's, wot^z -dhii dhe'qk ?

s&tj 13 puao'int BZ 'dha1

!:,
whot d^ -juu dhqk ?

WE! BZ a'i wez 'e)za
1rm shii)d tEl)i, a'u

WE! BZ oo'i w^R i

B)zn'"Bn, shii)d tEl)i hao'u

WEn shi va'und dire DRaqk'n bfes shi

whm shi vao'un dh^ DRaqk'q biust 'BZ shi

azb^n.

hazben.

'en

kaal

kaa1
!

9. C
"W

shi ZOO'R shi zid)'n we 'BR oon a'iz B)lEE*m sTREtjt
shi ZUBR dh^t shi zid)'n we 13R oon oo'iz B)loo

/

i'Bn

'Bt vwl lEqkth on

oe'ut "Bt vul lax

qth

dhi3 gRa'un, m he'z be'-Bs zande
dhe gRSo'un, eh he'z bEst zandi

kuu^t, klims, bii dh^ du^R 'B)dh^ a'us, da'un 'Bt dh"B

ku^t, klu-Bs bii dh-B duBR ^)dhB hao'us, dao'un ^t dJiB

C

C

C -B)dh^ Iten

10. C

C
"W

hii wim wa'inen ^wEE'i, ZES shii, VBR A A! dh^ waRL
hi W^R, shi zEd, B whemp^RBn, VBR AA! dhu WQORL

la'ik 'B zek tja'ild 'BR)^, lit'l mEE'id 'B)vREt'n.
lao'ik 'Bn aHlran tjao'il, 'BR)^ frstvul b't'l maid.

11. C aal -dha't W^R when shii -Bn

W ^n dhaa
t ha^'md 'BZ shii en

daater-m-laa

dAATBR-n-lAA wi?r

kam DRUU dh^ ba'k ja^RD vrom aq^n a'ut dhi3 wEt
DRUU dliB ba^ iajRD vR^m ha j

q^n oo'ut B dh^ WEt

C
"W

12. C
"W

C
"W

13. C
"W

kldoi3z te DRa'i. on

klooz te DRQo'i

TB wEEshBn
wosh^n dn.

wa'el dh-B ked'l WBR bo'ilm &R teV uun bRa'it

whoo'il dh^ ket'l WBR B)buao
/

ilT?n yr teV uun fao'in

zamBR aateRnuun, ooni ^ wiik vguu kam nsks dhaRzdi.

zamBR a^^Rnuun, oonli B wik Bguu kam nEks dhaRzde.

Tsn dast dhi noo? a'i neytm la^^T Eni moo'r dhen dh^'s ^

d)i noo ? dha !

t)s aaT

l)z eVtrn oo'i hi
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C dhaa
t djob ap te tedEEH 13Z shuw?R)z ma

1
! m'mn iz

"W dha't dpb VRBHL vast te laa'st, TJZ TRUU)Z moo'i niem iz

C :d_pn :shpi3RD, en a'i do')nt wAnt te

W :djon :shEpBRD, im a/i doo)nt wont to hrBR mi mibr o)t

C nadhBr. dheeR nau.

"W nadlt^R. dhier nao'u.

14. C ran zuu a'i bi v^gw^ivn wu^m [hu^m] tra zapar. gwdW Bn zuu ao'i)m i3)guu"Bn nibm to sap^R. gud

OOVBR B bodi -egfen
AAVBR ^ bodi

C na'it 'en do')nt)i bi zuu km'k te

"W nao'it Bn doo)nt)i bi SB REdi te

C wEn hii d^ taa'k ^ dhs, dhaj
t or

W 'f hii d^ spnk WQORD -B dhs, dhax
t ^r t)adhi3R.

15. C t)^'z 'B week fuuel dht tja
!
ts 'Bdha'ut r^z'n.

"W t)iz V mm dhist d^ tAAk ^dhao'ut *ni gRao'unz yaR)T.

C 'en dha1

t)s nr/i laeaest waRD. gud. bua'i.

"W ^ dha^Js AA! ao'i haV te zii. gud buao'i.

Notes to W, or Winterborne Came.

1. at what I do tel ye, or, (ao'i)m

e)guirtm te tEl)i) ;
h aspirated in what.

This variant occurs in another copy
which Mr. Barnes sent to Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte. These variants will be
marked LLB. in future.

2. very (OOVBR) LLB.
3.

'

is just as I shall tel ye, (dhiz iz

djist hso'u t)wson) LLB. good man,
(ma/i gud SAA!) LLB. hark ye, (hank'n
te whot so 'i d^ zii) hearken to what I

do say, LLB.
4. certain, or (shmrraB,). say, Mr.

Barnes says Do.(zn), not (zai). Gen.
Michel gave (ZEE'!) which Mr. Clarke
corrected to (zai) . safe (sref) LLB.

5. great, or rather (ha
1

RD) . father's,
or (fmlh'BRz). squeaky, or (skuiik'n-

Iso'ik). I would take his word for it,

(oo'i)d TRast hii v^r spuken dhe TRUiith)
I would trust he for speaking the

truth, LLB.
6. laugh, (glim zuu) sneer so, LLB.

Mr. B. says he did not catch the mean-

ing of the original. fast enough,

(widhaoVt ini shtli sha1

!!)
without any

shilly shally. Gen. Michel said that

bother was used in the country. Ah,
I believe she will, (-dha't shi wal) that

she will, LLB.

7. at least (inihao'u-) LLB. told me,"
(tumid) is nearer than tuald," says

Mr. B. (tfold it so'ut te -ao'i) told it

out to me, LLB. She oughtn't to be

much out. (kaa^nt bi matj ao'ut) can't

be much out, LLB., or (vERi Roq) very
wrong, not (Rhoq), which is the rung of

a ladder, upon such a point as that,

(in sitj a dhiq uz dhis), LLB. What do

you think? (d)xe dhiqk shi ka:n
?)
LLB.

8. as (dhrt), LLB.
9. swore, (veo'ud) vowed, LLB.

stretched out (sTRa'it ao'wt) straight

out, LLB. close by the door, (Rao'it

ap agi^n dhe dueR) right up against
the door, LLB. Of yonder lane ()dhe
li^n so'ut JOUDBR) LLB.

10. world, (waoRel), LLB. ailing,

(zik) LLB. fretful (fREtvul) with (f)

not (v), or (B lit'l ma!id e)fREt'n) a little

maid a-fretting.
11. daughter, or (deeiis'R). were a-

coming, (kam) LLB.
12. that's all that ever I heard of

that job from first to last, (ao'i
nev^R

hierd ini muim B dhi^z dpb, dh^n whot

a>'i)v Btu^ld) I never heard anymore of

this job than what I've a-told you, LLB.
true as (shuu'R BZ) ,

LLB. I don
1

1 ivant

to hear any more of it neither, there
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now, (ao'i doo)nt wont te MBR ini HIUBR

nadhBR, zuu dhitJR noo'u) I don't want
to hear any more neither, so there now.

14. if he do speak, (whin hi de taa*k)
when he do talk, LLB.

15. ninny, soft poll, LLB. that do
talk without any grounds for it, or (dra

1st hiz taq Khan BVOO'R hiz nit] do let

his tongue run afore his wit.

EAST DORSET cwl. combined from several sources.

C Mr. Clarke's Cranhourne (12 ene.Blandford), pal. hy AJE. from diet, of

Major-Gen. Michel.

II Hanford, from Mrs. Clay-Ker- Seymour, from diet., rather refined.

L East Lulworth, (12 se. Dorchester) from Rev. Walter Kendall.

"W "Winterborne Came (2 sse. Dorchester) from Eev. W. Barnes, his wl., cs. and

phonetic part of his Grammar, translating his systematic orthography of

figures thus :

5. It. a long It. a short (aa
1 a1

).

6. awe dot (AA, o).

7. rope Ml (oo, a).
8. rood It. u short (uu u).

long short

1. sheep pity (ii i).

2. Dorset e ship (ii i} ,
this (ii)

has hardly
heen given me by any others.

3. mate bet (ee E).
4. Fr. le long Fr. \e short (a> B).

Diphthongs 4. 1. (ao'i),
5.1. (ai), 6. 1. (o'i), 4. 8. (a'u), 1.4. ('B, re). I never

had the advantage of hearing Mr. Barnes read.

Note. The pron. is said to be smooth, clear, and up and down in pitch.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

"When C is placed only after sounds, Mr. Barnes agrees with Mr. Clarke. "When
C is placed before sounds, it gives Mr. Clarke's pr. only.

A- 3 WL biek, H beeek. 4 L tick, H teeuk. 5 "W miek, C mink,
H mee^k. 6 W mied, H meesd. 7 H seesk. 10 L aa. 16 H daajn. 17 W
IAA, CL laa. 18 W kiek. 19 WL trel, H tail. 20 L Hem, H lee'm. 21

niem, C nrem, H neeum. 22 H tee-em. 23 H see^ni. 24 H sheeBm. 25 W
main. 34 W lest, laj

st, laa^t, C Ia383st, H lae'est. 36 H thoo. 37 L klaa,
H tlaa.

A: - W ka'g [keg]. W Rha'm [a ram]. 39 C kam. 41 W thax

qk.
43 H hfend. 45 L wa'nt. 48 W za'q. 50 W toqz. 52 W won. 54 W
wont, C wAnt. 55 H ees. 56 W wosh, C wEEsh, H wooshi. 57 W a's, H seses.

A: or 0: 58 W VB/BHI, C VRom, H frem. 64 C raq, H Rhaq, Rhoq.
A'- 67 W t?)guu-en, C t?)gzfa'in [going]. 69 L nuu. 70 L tuu. 72 LC

uu. 73 zuu H and C, H zoo. 74 tuu. 76 W tfied, H to^d. 77 IIL laRD.

79 oon C. 81 W Ihm, C li'n, H lain. 82 uuns. 84 W muuR, C mooBR, H
motjR. 85 W ZUTJR. 86 W urcts, L woots, H wots, wtots, wets [different

appreciations]. 87 W klooz, C klo'ora. 89 W btoth, C buuBth. 92 W noo

and C, H noou [with (oo) and (u) distinct, not a vanish]. 94 kroo C. 97 H
szooid [the word begins with (s) on to which the voice is led] .

A': 101 W iiook, uek, L wook, H 6k. 102 W a^s, H aa!sk. 104 W
Rood, H Rhood [(rh) was recognised as wrong]. 106 bRood. 108 W doo. 109
W loo. 110 II not. Ill W AAt, C AA't, H aat. 113 W MB!, C wwl. 115
W hut?m, C wu'm, hu'm. 117 WC uun [Mr. B. also writes woone'] . 118 W
buan and L, H bo'n. 119 H go'n, gA'n. 120 W Bguu, C Teguu. 122 nuu,
C noo [no], nuen [none]. 124 L sttren, H sto'n. 125 W oonli, C ooni. 126W oor. 127 W hoo-es. 128 H [(dhik, dlw) used].

[loth].
- - W Rhoo [a row or rank]. 137 WC

M- 138 W faa'dh^R, feedhm*., LC fEEdhtjR.

140 WL ha'itjL, H hail. 141 W n^tBL, H nail.

129 H gost. W Itmth

139 W dra'i, H DKEE'I.

142 W sna'iBL. 143 W
tax

iT5L, H tail. 144 WH Bgnm, C Bgt'n. 145 sla'in and H. 146 maHn and H.
147 bRa'in and H. 148 fEER. 149 H blaiz. 150 W liBst, L and C
W siit [a seat].

[ 1512
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M: 154 WC ba^. 158 W eefTun. 160 W
a'g, H ceg. 161 W dii, C dai,

CH dBB'i, L dai, foe. 163 W lit, H lai. 164 HC [(mid) more used], H mai.
165 WH zEd. 166 WL ma'id, C mEE'id, H maid. 169 W whin whEn, HC
WEB, H whan. W whiq [a wing]. ha'ps [hasp]. wa j

ps [wasp],
171 W beeRlao'i. 175 W va'st. - W I'ret [late]. 177 H dha3t [(dhik) also

used, Mr. Barnes says, for shaped objects]. 179 W whot, C wot. 180 H bee^th.
M'- 182 W sit, L see. 183 L teetj. 185 W siid, H Rhiid. 191 W hiil,

H hirel. 192 L meen, H miren. 193 W klhm, L klcm. lira. 194 W ini,
C Eni. 195 W mini. 199 W bliit. 200 W whiit, L wed. 201 W hiidh'n,
L mlh'n. 202 L het, H lust.

M': 203 L speetj, H spiiiitj. W mirjd [mead]. 205 W DRid. 206 H
RhEd. 208 W ivBR. 209 C nevE. 210 W klii, H klai. 211 W gEti.
212 W whit. 213 WH a'idlreR. 214 W nao'idhtjR, C naidhtm. 215 H taat.

216 H diiul. 217 W iitj, L eetj.
- - W gliim [gleam]. 220 W shEpmD, C

ship^RD. 221 H fee'R. 223 "W dhhm, C dheii, H dhee'r. 224 W whm?R, C
waR, H wee'r. 225 L vlesh. W sTRiit [street]. 227 WC wBt.
E- 232 H bR<?k. W bRiitj [breach]. 233 spiik, C spiek, H spek. 236

H fiivim. 237 W bla'm. 239 W sa'iuL, H &il. 240 W la 1

in. 241 W
Rha'in, L Ram, II Rhmn. 243 WL pla'i, H plai.

-- W stiil [to steal]. 245
W miil. 247 W wiin. 248 "W m'reR, H m^'R. 249 H W^'R. 250 H SW^BR.
251 W miit, H mtBt. - - W tit [to eat]. 252 W kit'l kit'l, C kid'l, H kit'l.

E: _ W hiiv [heave]. 256 W sTRaHrt, C sTREtit [stretched]. 260 H lai.

261 W zti, C zii ZEE'!. W trai [a tray]. W lag [leg]. 262 W waH, C
WEEI H wai wEB't. 263 CW BWEE'i. 264 W tfil. 265
II STRHait [(EH) after (ST) replacing (sh)]. 266 H WE!. 269

[dhemselves]. 270 H i. bElas, ii. b^eli. 271 W td. 272 W ELi?m. - W
helm [the helm]. 273 W mm. 275 H stinsh. 276 W dhiqk. 277 H
DRinsh. 281 W la'qth, C Isqkth, Hlfeqkth. 282 HsiREeqkth. 284 LH DRash.

W bast [to burst] . W zEt [to set], W SEt [a set] . W bsst, btBs [best] .

E'- 293 W wii. 294 H spiid. 296 W bliiv, H biliiv. 298 W fii'L. 300

HL kip. 302 H miret. 303 H swiiet. E': bfiiitj [breech]. 305 H
hao'i. 307 H nao'i. 308 H niit. 309 HW spiid. 310 H hii'L. 311 W
tEn. 312 W hnm, C tBE, H hireR. 314 W MBRD, C JIBRD, H haRD. 315 H
firet. 316 W nEks.

EA- 317 W fla
1

;, H flai. rel [ale]. 320 C kit?E.

EA: 322 W leef, la 1^ C laaa
f. 324 W a'it, H ait. 325 H waak. 326

uoold, LC woold, H wald. 327 W biioold. 328 W kiioold, H koold. 329 W
viioold, vuueld. 330 W hoold, C whoold. 332 CW tfild. 333 L kEBf, H
kaaf. 334 W h^f, L hEEf, H haaf. 335 WC AA!, H aal. 336 W VAA! [the
fall of the year is (fAAlU H faal. 337 H waal. 338 W kaa'l, C kaal. 340 W
ia ]

RD, C ja'RD. 342 W iuRm, H jaoRm. 343 LH waaRm. vimN [fern].

reRN [earn]. 346 W glut, LH gii^t gee't.
EA'- 347 W hid hEd. 348 W ao'iz, C a'iz. - W biwt [to beat]. 349

WC vmu. EA': 351 W lid. 352 W Rid, H RhEd. 353 W bREd. 355

W dif, L diif, H ds'f. 357 W dhoo. 359 W naibuR, LC nEEb^R. W siim

[a seam].
- - W sTRiim [stream]. 361 WL bren. 364 H tjaep. 365 W niim.

- W niit [neat, cattle]. 366 W gaoRT, HC gaRT. 370 H Raa 1
. 371 W

STR^, H sTRaa1
.

El- 372 W a'i, C aai, H BE't. 373 L dhai, H dhEE'i. 374 na\ H
375 Rh^z. 376 ba j

it, H bait. El: 377 H stee'k. 378 W wtik, C
H wh^k. 379 W h^il. 381 W sw^in, H emeea.

EO- 383 WzEv'nzEb'n. EO: 388 H m'Lk [as nearly as I could

appreciate, same as D 10]. 390 C shield. 394 WCH JONDTJR. 402 W 1'reRN,

C la'RN, H laRN. 405 W haaRth.
EO'- 409 H bii. 411 WH DRii. 412 WH shii [emphatic]. 413 W div 1.

416 H dii^R. 420 W VSO'UBR, H foo'E. 421 H faati. EO': 424 H Rhaf.

- AV wiil [a wheel]. 427 H bi. 428 WH zii. 430 W fRind, H fRiind.

431 H birBR. 433 W baist. 436 W TRUU, II TRHUU.
EY- 438 W dao'i, C da'i, H dai. EY: 439 TRast.

I- 440 W wik, C wiik. 444 W stao'iBL, H stao'tl. 446 W nao m and H,

C na'in. - - W tm [him, ace.]. 448 II [(dhfoziuE, dliiiz'm) used].

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1513 ]
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I: 452 W and H a>'i, C a'i. 455 II Iso'i. 458 W nao'it, C na'it. 459 H
Rhao'it. 460 wa'it, H wao'it. 465 L sitj. 466 tjao'il, C tja'ild, H tjao'iLD.

[in the Yale
H timbuR. 474

Blackmore

nrl)].
_ WL Rhim [a rim]. 471 H timbR. 474 H Rhao'ind.

'

475 H
wh^nd. 477 H vao'itmd, H vso'ind. 480 C dhiq. W Rhiq [a ring]. 481
H viqgBR. 484 C dhirez, H [(dhis-iR) used].

- W kRips [crisp].
- W

ziks [six].
I'- 490 H bao'i. 491 H sao'i. 492 H zao'id. 493 L DR^V, H DRHao'iv.

494 WHtao'im, C ta'im. 496 H ao'iuRN. 497 W tmhao'iz. 499 L bit'l.

I': 500 W lao'ikli, C la'ikli. 501 H wao'id. 502 WL vso'iv, H fao'iv. 503
H lao'if. 504 H nao'if. 505 H wao'if. 506 WL unren, H wimm. 507 H
wimin-vok. - W hai. 508 H mao'il. 509 WH whao'il, C wa'il. 510 C
ma'in. 511 H wao'in. 512 H spao'i^R. 513 H weo'mi. 515 H wao'iz.

0- 519 W AAVBR, C COVER. 520 H Wou [see 643].
- - W booRD [bored].

524 W waoRL, C waRL, H waRLD, [(waRD'L) not known].
- W DRoot

[throat]. 0: - W gospel [gospel]. 525 C oof. 526 H kaaf. 531 W
dAATBR, HC daateR. 534 W hool. 535 W vook. 536 WH g^LD. 537 W
muoold. - - W boom [a holm island].

- - W horeR [hollow]. 541 C wo)'nt,
H unt. 546 WC VBR. ORtred [orchard]. 547 biiooRD, H boBRD. 548 H
fo'tjRD. 550 CH waRD. 551 WH staaRm. 552 WH kaaRN. 553 WH
haaRn. 554 H kRa's.

0'- 558 H \uk, Iw^k. 559 WH mw^dheR. 560 W skuu'l. 561 [L
(bluuth) used], H bl^m. 562 H m^n. 564 H suun. 567 W t)adht?R C.

0': 569 W bwk, H bw^k. 570 W tuk, H t^^k. 571 W gwd. 572 W
bkd. 575 H stwjwl. 576 W whwzdi. 579 WH t?naf. 586 WH duu

[(doo)'nt, C do)'nt) don't]. 587 W ^)dan. 588 WC nuun, H ne^tm. 589 H
spw^n. 590 H flw^R. 591 H m^uR. 592 W Z^R, C zoo'r. 594 H bw^t.
595 H fujjA. 596 W Rhuut.

F- 601 W vao'ul. 603 W i3)ksmen [a-coming], H komen. 604 Wzamtm.
605 W zan. 606 CW dutm, H doouR. U: 609 C vwl, fuul. 610 H uul.

612 W zam. 614 H nhao'^nd. 616 W gRao'un, C gRa'un. 619 W vao'un, C
va'und. - - W Rhoq [rung of a ladder]. 625 C taq. 627 WC zandi. 629 W
san, H zan. 630 W won, H whon. - - W hantsnren. 631 WC dhaRzdi. 632
H ap. 633 H kap.

- - W VSORZ [firs]. 634 WHC DRUU. 639 WL da'ust.

U'- 641 hao'w, C a'u, [and] ao'us^mE-vBR, C uuzu)rvBR [howsoever]. 642

[not used generally, except to children or when wrangling]. 643 nao'w, C na'w, H
nz'ou [the diphthong seemed to be made into a triphthong by beginning with the

mouth open and the tongue in the position for (o) and closing up to (u\ this is

what (a'ow) implies ;
and so in all other cases

;
this triphthong was heard only

from Mrs. Clay-Ker- Seymour]. 646 H ba'ow. 647 H aowl. 648 H [(aWn)
used]. 650 H baWt. U': 655 W fao'ul, H fa'owl [see 643]. 656 Rhuum
and H. 658 W dao'un, C da'un, H da'own [see 643]. 663 W ha/us, C a'us,
II ha'ows [see 643]. 665 H ma'ows. 666 W hazben, C azbtm. 667 W so'ut.

671 H ma'owth. 672 H sa'owth.

Y- 673 W matj. 674 W did. 675 W DRao'i, H DRnao'*, C DRa'i. 676 H
la>'i. 679 W tjEtj, H tjatj. 680 H bazi. 682 WH ltt'1, C lit'l. Y: 684
H bRHijdj. 685 W Radj, H Rhi^. 686 H bao'i. 687 H flao'tt. 688 W siti.

693 H SEn. 696 WH baath. 698 WH mERth. 699 W shao'tt. 700 uus,
H was. vaz vaz'n [furze]. 701 WL vast. 704 W viks'n [female fox].
Y- 705 WHskGo'i. 706 WH whao'i, C wa'i. 707 WthaRtiin. 708 H heo'i'B.

Y': 709Hfao'i'R. 711 WH Iso'is. 712 H meo'is.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714 H Ised. 718 W TRied. - - W ba1^! [bail or backet].
- Ra'il [a

rail]. DRa'i^l [the drail or iron for hitching on the horses to a plough].
-

:ka4n [Cain], 725 zrel. 726 tAAk, C taak. - H shRham. 732 W ha^'md.
- W haaRL, haaRD'l, ha TRl [to hurl, entangle].

- W
kla^ps [clast].

737 C mist, H [not used, replaced by (mi zan) even when addressing an old

man]. W fyee [jaw].
E. _ W kriik [to creak]. W tiil [a teal]. 744 H msez'lz.. 745 W

- W pttt [peat]. 746 W bRiidh. 747 H tnd^-vBR. 748 flidjd.
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W AAVBR whElBm [overwhelm]. 749 H Ihift. 750 WL ba'g H bsegWL pa'g [peg]. 752 frEtvul [fretful], C t?)vREt'n [a fretting].
I. and Y. - W

rRhitpd [Richard]. W smao'iBl [a smile]. 758 H
gaRL. W tuaoRD'l, tiiiRBl [twirl].

0. 761 L lutjd, H lo'Bd. 765 W :dpn, C rdpon. 767 WL na^s, H nao'iz.

776 W gwd hiiao'i, C gwd biia'i. 778 'W avuBRD. 781 C bodhBR. 791 W
buo'i, C bu6i, H boi.

TJ. 797 W skuiiki, C skwi'kin. 798 W kiimm, C k^-E'R. 799 L [(pool)

used]. 801 and 802 Rham. 804 DRaqk'q, C DRaqk'n, H DRHaqkBn. - W
kaoRL, kaoRD'L, kaRBl [curl]. "W pa>RL, paoRD'L, paRBL [purl], 808 H pat.

in. EOMANCE.

A 810 W fies, H faa's. 811 W plies, H plaa's [pi. (plaaVn) not heard].
814 W mies'n. W baHul [bail in law], W ma1

^!, [a mail or bag).W pa
1
;! [pail]. W vla'il [flail]. 819 H RhaaMi. 820 W ga

1
*. 821W dilai. 822 TV ma*. 823 W bai. - W pa

1
* [pay]. 824 W tjee'a. 826

"W iig'l. 827 W iigBR.
- W TRa!

il [to trail]. W Rhiim. 829 gaHn.
830 H TRain. - W a^R [air]. 832 W mai/BR. 833 H peeBR. 835W RttVn, H Rh^z'n. 836 W sttz'n, H siiz'n. 837 W lush. 838 W
TRnt. - "W pi^l [pale]. 841 H t;aas. 847 H deendrer. 849 H sTReendR.
W ki^n [cane]. 850 L d^ns, H daans. 851 H aant. piepBRW dja'iel [gaol]. 852 H eepBRN. W ghmc'N [garden].

tinmm [charm].
- W kreRD [card]. 857 L kii?s, H kaa ]

s. 858 H braa"^.

859 H tjaa
l
s. 862 "W sief, C si'f. 864 C bikos. 865 H faa'lt. 866 H PUUBR.W staH [stay].

E-. 867 WC tti. 868 WH dja
!
i. 869 W vtil, H vibl. W s*tl

[to seal]. 874 W Rha'in, H -Rheen. W pa^nt [paint]. 875 H faint.
- W pul [peal of

bells].
881 sans. 885 W vam. 886 H frao't'R. 887

H klaRdji. H taRb'l [terrible, extremely]. vas [verse]. 888 W sa'RTen,
C saRt'n. 889 stis. 890 W btest, C bi's [H pi. bi^-stesiz]. 891 H fi'st.

894 WH dtsnv. 895 WH Risiiv. 896 bttVBR.

I-. andY- 899 W ntis. 900 H puai. W nini [ninny]. 904 HW
vao'iret. 905 Rhao'ret. - W &'il [isle]. 909 W bRwz. 910 H djoo'ist.

912 H RhaD'is.

917 H Rhoog. 920 W puao'int, C pu6tnt. 922 H bashi?!. 924 W
tja'ts, H tjao'ts. 925 W va^s, H vaa'is. 926 W spuao'il, H spail. 929 W
kao'ukimreR. 930 H la'in. - W fuoos [force]. 938 WCH kaRmm. 939
W HUBS, C klu's. 940 W kuut, w^stket [waistcoat], C kuu't, H kw,Bt. 941

C fuu'l. 942 W batpR. 947 buao'il, C bo'il, H bail. W tiiao'il [to toil].

950 W zapuR C. 955 W da'uts C. - W kRaust [crust]. W Ra'ut

[rut, route]. 957 H emplai. 959 W kunva'i.

U-. 961 HgRUul. - W waj
it [wait]. 963 H kwao't-et. 965 H ail.

968 W oo'isteR. 969 HC shuu'R. 970 djist.

WESTERN Do.

A few words from Whitchurch Canonicorum, noted by N. W. Wyer, Esq.,

originally written in Glossic. With the exception of (kuut) cut, the words

are unimportant, but they serve to continue the Dorset dialect up to the

Axe-Yarty form, p. 87.

I. WESSEX AKD NOESE.

A- 5 makin [making]. 14 DRaad [drawed = drew]. 17 1&. A'- 67

goou. A': 110 nat. 122 noon. 124 stooen.

M- 142 snail, SUEE!, meel. prwt* [pretty]. M\ 166 maaid.
-

hapsiz [hasps]. 173 WAAZS. M': 209 narewan [never a one].

214 nedheR.
E- 243 plat. 251 meet. E: 269 mize-1. EA: 324 a'it. 326 woold,

wol, wool. 338 kaal. 346 gjet, gjeei, gJBBt. EA'- 347 hid. EA':

359 neeTovR, neibBR. 363 shiip [cheap]. 371 sTRaa. EO: shaRT [short].

EO'- 411 DRii.
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I- in [bine, him ace. also for hit (ai ken pwt in iin) I can put it in].
biret [bit]. I: 467 wiild. iin [in]. viniid [mouldy]. I'-

490 baimbai [by and bye]. 494 taiBmz. shim [shine].

*

- sa'ivz

[scythes]. I': 502 va'iv. haa, hai, hee, haagh, haai [hay].
0- smo'owk [smoke]. 519 OVBR, areR. 0: ta?p [top]. 551 staaRm.
maRnin [morning].
U- 606 doR(

. U: murerfwl [wonderful]. 631 YBRzdee. 632 (Ep ap.
634 DRUU.
Y: - hiil [hill]. thiren [thin].

n. ENGLISH.

I. and Y. 758 geRL.
0. stakiq [stocking]. kaRk [cork].
U. kuut [cut].

1

in. ROMANCE.

A.. a3kta'i-v. flail [flail].
-

plaag [plague]. 820 gee [bright].
822 man?. --

paai [pay]. 845 anshint.

E-- 885 vaRi. - teReb'l [terrible]. saaRvin [serving].
! andX 900 te praiji.

moov [move].

YAH. v. THE LAND OF UTCH FOE I, SM.

The Elizabethan English writers, when they want to indicate

a S. peasant, continually use ich, cham = ich am, chill= ich will,

chud=ich would (see supra, Part I. p. 293 i, 0). It is also found

in D 1, p. 30^. For the existence of this form of the personal

pronoun I, search was made in Sin., and at last it was found as

(atj atjir) in a very small district, which I have therefore called

'the Land of Utch.' Through Prince L.-L. Bonaparte and the

late Mr. Pulman, I found that utch was certainly used in Montacute

(:ma*nekiu), (4 w-by-n.Yeovil, Sm.), and I was fortunate enough
to be directed to Mr. George Mitchell, then a vestryman of

Kensington, marble and stone mason, of 166, Brompton Road, S.W.,
with "manufactories in Belgium, France, Italy, and Walton Street,

Brompton, estab. 1851," but a native of Montacute, and unable to

read or write till he was 23 years old, together with Mr. Stephen
Price, son of a dissenting minister and schoolmaster at Yeovil, Sm.,
where he was born, but who had lived at Montacute from 10 years

old, and had acted formerly as Mr. Mitchell's secretary. On 17

Aug. 1880, both of them came to my house and gave me the

following information. The Land of Utch occupied the angular

space between the two railways which have their vertex at Yeovil,

Sm., on the b. of Do. The following villages were named as using

utch, proceeding from Yeovil to
^
the w., all distances measured from

Yeovil Station. East Coker 2 ssw., East Chinnock 3 sw., Mid
and West Chinnock 5 wsw., Merriott 7 wsw., Chisselborough 5

w-by-s., Montacute 4 w-by-n., Martock 6 nw., Norton 5 w., South

Petherton 7 w-by-n., and possibly Kingsbury 8 nw. In the same

region (as) is also employed, which Mr. Price thought to be a

corruption of (atj) ; (iis) was not known except as meaning yes.
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There was no knowledge of ice (a'*s?) mentioned by Jennings in his

Glossary as " common." The ice in Shakspere's King Lear 4, 6,
240 ice try, one of Edgar's Kentish speeches, is prohably I shall, Ivr
which it is not an uncommon abbreviation.

Mr. Price gave me the following joke on (atj) which passes
current in the district. In the Montacute dt. however neither he
nor Mr. Mitchell used (atj) at all. Another version of this joke
was given by Miss Ham, a native of Sin., in a letter (dated Clifton,
30 Jan. 1825) addressed to Jennings, who prints it in his

glossary ;
this I interline in her orthography.

brEd)n tjiiz, atj)i3v)^)a-d
bread and cheese, V have a had

>n)wot atj)a-d,
that V had, V have a eat

'n muuR Btj^-d, if.

more 'ch wou'd,
atj)

had it

Mr. Price's version seems more trustworthy and is certainly more
intelligible. Observe the S. past part. ('Bja'd,

i

B;eet)= a-had, a-eaten.

Prince L.-L. Bonaparte heard (atjir) from a man of 94 at Cannington
(3 nw.Bridgewater, Sm.).

MONTACTJTE, SM., dt.

Pal. by AJE. from diet, of Messrs. Mitchell and Price.

1. zuu aY dt?)zee, man, dhii do)zii na'w dh^t aV hi EaVt
dh/k k'd'l mEEVd ^ko-mm vRom dhk)dheeR skuul.

2. aR)z
<

B)gwEE
/m da'wn dhi3 Rhood dheeR DRUU dht? shad

on dhra lEf an zaVd ^ dim wai.

3. shuu'R mia'f dhe tjiil hav 'Bgo'n STREE'/t ap te dh-B dooi3R v

dh^ Roq ha'ws,
4. waeR aR)l ma)bi va'md dhk DRaqkm dsf skRamd tuu'd

nEEm 13 :toni9s.

5. as di3 aal noo)n vERi WE!.
6. uu)nt dh^ woold tjap zuun t00tj shii not te duu it

PUU'R dh/q \

7. lok)i ! 'd)'n it TRUU ?

Notes.

I. I (a'i) analysis adoptedwith hesita-

tion. I seemed often to hear
(ao'i) and it

may have been (aj'i). say (zai) also

used. mates (mEE'its) according to

Price, scarcely used, (sooz) hardly
known, (tjaps) common. now, Price

said (nia'w, dla'tm), but Mitchell would
not hear of it

;
the diphthong was often

(ao'w) to my hearing, and may have been

(H>'). right, a strong tendency to

(ah) initial in all cases of r. that,

Barnes's distinctions of (dhiuz, dhik).
= received this, that,

' '

personal,
' '

that is,

for things having a definite shape, and

(dhis, dliat) "impersonal," for other

things (Dorset Grammar, p. 21), was

recognised, although never thought of

before. maid, (mBB'td, maese'id) both

said at times, but (ma'id) was not

admitted; no distinction in meaning
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recognised between maid and girl

(gaRL), which was (wEntj), not an in-

sulting term. come ultimately sounded

(koni), but I thought (kam) was meant.
thick there, (JEND'R, JBBND'R) also

used, but more Do.
2. her's, always (an) before (z), but

(shii hi) used. road, the (nil) distinct,

but a difference of opinion about (oo,

oov, UUB), (Rhuued) seems to me most

correct, and Price said it would be used

by the old people. there, to say (dhaR)
would be "bad." red, (haRD) not

admitted. gate, (gJEt) distinct, (giiet,

giEt) not admitted. left, (lif)
also used.

left hand (Mt hand) also said, the

vowel (a) throughout varied as (ah, a'),

but did not reach (se) ;
it was generally

my (a).

3. child, (tjiil) always used by old

people, (tja'ild) "not so natural."

gone, (egwon) also used. straight,

(sTRsese'it STRait) also used. door,

(duueR) not used in Montacute. wrong
(raq) has been used.

4. maybe* chance is not used.

drunken, there was a difference of

opinion, as to ('n, in, 'q) in the last

syllable. deaf, (dif) not used, M. pre-
ferred (e aRD B ireRin tuued) a hard of

hearing toad, but P. said (e fEreR BZ iz

aRD B iiuRin) a fellow as is hard of

hearing, would be more regular. name,
(nEEm) for (neem) was emphatic, (ni^m)
was not admitted. Thomas = (:tomes)
at Montacute, but (.-tamos) at Bradford

(3 wsw.Taunton, Sm.) in D 10.

6. won't, (want) also used. old

chap (woold VE!BR) also used, with (v)

after (d) but (Mvn) with (f)
is the

common form. teach, this word is

used, and not (laRN) as I expected ;

in Sunday schools (wtjWB.) is always
used.

Notes on other words, dictated by the

same : (s)noo, s)iiaR) doest thou know ?

doest thou hear ? Alphabet, (seas bii

sii dii eei Ef djii setj djaa ksea3 aL Em
En oo pii kid aaR ES tii jiu vii dab'L-JiT

Eks wa'i zad se'mpas-sii). Names of

places : Montacute (:manikiu), Tintin-

hull (6 se.Langport, Sm.) (:ti-qo).

MONTACUTE, SM., cwl.

From diet, of Mr. George Mitchell, native, and Mr. Stephen Price, as above.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 8 hav. 21 nEEm [not (nimn)]. A: 43 an. 51 man. A: or 0: 58
VRom. 64 Roq. A'- 73 zuu. 76 tuu'd. 84 muuR. 94 noo. A': 104

Rhood, Rhooed, Rhtiued [(Rhuu'd) from older people]. 110 not. 119 BgWEE'in
egwon ego-n, [a-going, gone].
^1- 144 Bgii'n. JE: 166 mEE'id msese'id [not (maid)]. 177 dhet [weak

form]. 179 wot. M'- 183 teetj. 197 tjiiz. M': 223 dheeR. 224 wseu.
E- 231 dh [weak form]. B;eet [have eaten]. E: 261 zee, zai.

262 wai. 265 STREE'it. 266 WE!.
EA: 326 woold. 335 aal. 346 gjut. EA': 352 Rh.Ed. 353 bREd.

355 dEf [not (dif), but (aRD ^ ii'Rin) hard of hearing is used]. 364 tjap.
EO'- 412 shii. EO': 427 bi. 428 zii. 436 TRUU.
I- Bn 'n [him, ace. form]. 447 aR [her, for she]. I: 452 a'i 3)'i,

atj, atjii-. 459 Ra'it Rha'it. 467 tjiil. 477 va'ind. 480 dhiq. 482 id)'n

[is'nt]. 484 (dhiez) [this, for a shaped object]. I'- 490 bi [weak], 492 za'id.

0: 525 v [weak form]. 538 wd. 541 uu)nt want. 543 on. 0'- 556 te

[weak form]. 558 loks)i [lookest thee?]. 560 skuul. 564 zuun. 0': 579
af. 586 duu.

U- 603 Tsko-mm [a-coming]. 606 dooBR. U: 632 ap. 634 DRUU.
642 [(dhii) used]. 643 na'w nao'w na)'w, nia'u.U'-

da'wn, dia'wn [see 643].
Y- 682 lid'L.

650 II': 658
662 as. 663 ha'ws.

n. ENGLISH.

E. 749 lifM lEft. I. and Y. dhik (that, for a shaped object).
770 tomas [(.-tames) at Bradford in D 10]. U. 804 DRaqkin, k'n.

m. EOMANCE.

A- 866 puuR. E-- 885 VERI. U- 969 shuu'R.
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YAR. vi. THE SOUTH WESTERN- OE SM. FORM.

The late Mr. Gr. P. R. Pulman made a certain small portion of

Sin., Dv., and Do., his own dialect ground. He called it the Axe-
Yarty district in his ''Rustic Sketches" (3rd ed. 1871) and his

"Book of the Axe," because it is watered by the rivers Axe and

Yarty, the latter flowing from n. to s. and joining the former about

Axminster, Dv.

It forms a little subdistrict, which is not very clearly defined, except on the w.

Beginning at the mouth of the Axe, it follows the w. h. of D 4 through Dv. to

Buckland St. Mary, Sm. (7 sse.Taunton), and then turns e. to the n. of Yeovil,

passing which it turns suddenly s. between Yeovil and Sherborne (5 e.Yeovil),
in Do. and passes sw. between Mosterton (8 n-by-e.Bridport) and Beaminster

(5 n.Bridport) to the sea just s. of Charnmouth (6 w.Bridport). This district

was constantly perambulated by Mr. Pulman, who lived at Crewkerne, Sm., for

fishing and archaeological purposes, and thus he learned to give great weight to

a few peculiarities which do not seem to have the importance he attributed to

them. Thus he distinguishes the district from the rest of Do. by its not having
(uuu, laeg leeg, uup) one, leg, up, which he spells oone, lag or laig, and oop, of

which Barnes gives (la'g, uun), but (uup) has not been found in any part of Do.,
the nearest approach to it being Mr. Wyer's (kuut) cut (p. 84, 1. 13). Mr. P.

seems, from his communications to me, to have heard the word specially from an
ostler at Henstridge, Sm. (11 ene. Yeovil) ;

and this may have been in saying

(kup) come up to horses, as I heard a farm labourer say in Bu. In going

through the list of "chief peculiarities" of the district in Rustic Sketches,

p. xxxiii, I find they represent general Sm. and have been localised in this

district apparently because Mr. P. was familiar with it and wished to confine his

information to the places to which he knew it applied. As I give specimens of

this general dialect, I omit Mr. P.'s list of peculiarities.

Mr. Pulman was kind enough to give me a cs. and dt. for the

Axe-Yarty district and cs. professedly for Merriott in the Land of

Utch, Yar. v., which was only 3 m. from his residence at Crewkerne

(19 sse.Bridgwater). This Merriott cs. was full of utehj whereas

the dt. given me from Montacute (p. 85) had none. All three

were written in the orthography adopted in his Rustic Sketches, and

unfortunately Mr. Pulman died (3rd Feb. 1880) before I was able

to go over these versions with him. In this case I think it better

to omit all three than merely to give my own conjectures. But

Mr. P. had previously written me a wl. for Merriott which I

had the advantage of correcting from his diet. (Nov. 1877),

and this follows. Singularly enough it contains no (atj) at all.

Moreover Mr. P. said that in Merriott the final (R) became a mere

vowel, while at Crewkerne it was distinct. In dictating, however,
he pron. a genuine (R), as I also heard from Montacute. He also

said that the intonation at Merriott was almost unintelligible beyond
the parish itself. There was nothing of this in his dictation.

Hence I attribute his wl. to the whole of his district, and thence

practically to the whole of Sm., from which he gave no lines of

demarcation.
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AXE-YAETY Cwl.

Representing e.Sm. generally, pal. by AJE. from diet, of G. P. R. Pulman, author

of Rustic Sketches.

i. WESSEX AND NOKSE.

A- 3 beek. 4 tsk. 5 mEk. 6 meed. 8 IIEV. 12 zaa1
. 13 naa 1

. 14

DRaa1
. 17 laa1

. 18 ksk. 20 li^m. 21 ni,em. 22 ti^m. 23 si^m. 24

shEm. 33 [(zunduB.) sooner, used]. 34 las. 37 klaa1
. A: 39 [(kam) bsed].

40 kwam. 41 (tha'qk). 43 an. 46 ka ln'l. 48 [(ziqd) used]. 54 wont.

55 eeshez [Crewkerne (ashez)]. 56 Vfeesh. 57 a!
s. A: or 0: 63 DRoq. 65

zaq. 66 dhoq.
A'- 67 guu. 70 tuu. 72 uu. 73 zoo. 74 tuu. 75 sineek. 76 too'd.

77 laRD. 80 o-redee. 81 li^n. 84 muuR. 86 wats. 87 tlooz. 89 buu'th.

91 moo. 95 DROO. 96 zoo. A': 101 wak. 102 aks. 107 loov. Ill AAft.

113 wl. 115 warn. 118 bo'oen. 122 nooim. 123 UAART. 124 sto'oim. 125

oni. 126 waR. 127 humms. 130 b6(mt. 134 wath. 135 klaaHh.

M- 138 va'dlren [sometimes with f]. 140 ha 1
!!. 141 na'il. 142 sna il.

143 ta'il. 144 egEn. 146 maa^nd. 148 fa^R. 150 l^st. 152 WAADBR.
153 za'TBRdi. paRti [pretty]. JE: 155 dhaHi. stidi [steady]. 158

aK DBii. 160 ig. 161 dee. 163 lai. 164 [(mid) used]. 165 ZEd. 166 maa4d.
168 ta llaB. 169 WEU. 170 hanv/s. 172 gRa's. 173 wiz, woz [strong]. 181

pa'th. JE!- 182 see. 183 teet}. 185 R^d. 187 IB. 189 wi. 192 meen.

193 kkm. 194 Em. 195 mrni. 196 weeR. 199 bleek. 200 weei. 202 JEt.

M': mied [mead, meadow]. 205 DREd. 207 niiLD. 213 edh^R. 215

[(teetit) used].
- JE! [eel]. 217 eei$. 218 ship. 219 sleep. 221 nn?R.

223 dheeR. 224 weeR. 226 mAAst. 228 zwEt. 230 fa't.

E- 233 speek. 239 saHl. 241 ral in. 243 p!6t. 250 zweeR. 252 kid'L.

253 ntt'L. E: 260 zaH [rhymes 262]. 262 waU. 265 sTRgese'it. 270
bElis [bellows], 273 m^n. 280 lEb'n. 281 liqkth. 282 sTRiqkth.

gaRN [grin]. 283 maRi. 284 DR^sh. 285 kRiis. E'- 296 bUiv. 300

kip. 301 haR. 303 swit [not (i)]. E': 306 ha'ith. 311 teen. 312 haR.

314 jaRD. 315 vit [not (i)]. 316 nsks.

EA- 319 ga3gep. EA: 321 [(aid) used]. 322 laf. 324 eei. 325 wsek.
326 wal. 328 kuireLD. 300 hool. 331 zwoold. 332 twald. 333 k^aav.

335 sesel [sometimes]. 336 vool. 337 wol. 343 wseaeRm. 346 gEt.
EA'- 347 heed. 349 viu. EA': 351 lid. 352 aRD. 355 dif. 358

na'ist. 361 b^n. 366 gaRT. 367 DRet. 370 Raa 1
. 371 sTRaa 1

.

El- 372 BE1
!. 373 ee. 375 Raiz. 376 boit. El: 377 eteek. 378 week.

EO- 383 ZEb'n. EO: 388 rn'Lk. 390 shuud. 393 bijE-nd. 402 laRN.

403 vaR. 406 e'th [rhymes 696 and 698]. 407 vaRd'n. 498 [(nood) used].
EO'- 411 DRU. 413 div'l. 414 vla'i. 417 tjAA. 420 va'wR. 421 vaRti.

EO': 425 lait [instead of (la'it) this exceptional pronunciation prevails for 3 or

4 miles from Crewkerne (19 sse.Bridgewater). It is properly Do.] 428 zei.

430 faRnd. 433 baist. 434 bii't.

EY- 438 da'i. EY: 439 taRst.

I- 440 wik. 441 ziijV. 442 iijvi. 443 vRa'idi. 449 git. 451 zoo.

I: 452 a'i. 460 wait. 465 zitj. 466 tjii^d. 467 wi^ld. 474 Ra'in.

477 va'in. 478 gua'in. 481 viqgBR.
- haRN [run]. 484 dhi-z. haRsh

[a rush]. 485 dhis'l. 487 jEsAee. 488 it.

I'- [is generally (a'i)]. 496 a'iR. 499 bii'L. I': is generally (a'i). 502
va'iv. 504 na'iv. 505 wa'iv. 506 amen. 507 wimin. lain [line, Crew-
kerne exceptional pr., otherwise (la'in)]. 513 wa'iR.

0- 521 vool. 522 oop. 524 waRD'L. 0: 531 d^seTBR. 538 uud.

aRtjit [orchard]. 547 buuRD. 549 waRD. 551 staRm. 552 kaN. 553
564 zuun. 565 UAAZ. 0': 592 [ZWCCRD)haRN. 0'- 55(

used]. 593 mas.
U- 601 va'wl. 602 za'w. 605 sin. U: 609 VUU'L. 610 UU'L. 611

balik. 612 zam. 615 pa'un. 619 va'wn. 620 gaa'wn. 621 [(winded) used].
629 sin [see 605]. 630 [(wind) used]. 631 dhazdi. 634 DRUU. 636

U'- 640 ka'u. 646 baVi. 652 kuud. U': 670 buu.
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Y- 674 did dEd. 675 DRa'u. 682 ltd'L. Y: 684 bandi 685 asdi
690 ka'in. 691 ma'tn. 696 bE'th [I think I heard (bE LRth)]. 698 mE'th

[rhymes 696]. 700 was. 701 fast. daush [a thrush] Y- 707
dhaRTiin. Y': 709 va'iR [but see 772].

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 725 zaeael. E. 744 m^z'lz. 745 tjeet. 747 indivtjR. 751 piuRT.
I. and Y. rantrit [Richard]. 755 vilbad.

0. 761 Iw'd. 772 banfa'iR [but see 709]. 773 Daqki. 778 EVUURD. 779
Ts. 790 ga'und. 791 bwoi.

U. - - kaRD'LZ [curls]. 808 pat.

in. ROMANCE.

A-. 809 jseb'l. 818 seaedj. 822 maoae'i. 824 tjaR. 827 eegrm. 828

ee%\. 835 Reez'n. 836 seez'n. 838 TReet. 840 tjimeR. 842 pla'ntj [a
flooring, not a single plank], 845 a^slient. 847 da'ndjBR. 848 tp^ndi. 849

sTRa'ndjBR. 852 sep'Rn. 853 baRgin. 855 kaRT. skss [scarce] 856

peeRT. 862 ssesef. 864 kAAz. 865 fAAt.

E-- 867 tee. 868 djseee'i. 869 vcd. 874 raain. 878 seeltHii. 879 ieemeel.

883 dsendila'i-imt. 888 saRt'n. 890 beest biBst [s. and pi. alike]. 891 ieest.

892 nsvi. 894 des^v. 895 RBS^V.
! awrfY- - 904 la'i- ant [lion]. 910 dja'ist.
0-- 916 a'injra. 920 p^oint. 923* mM;6isti. 926 spwoil. 929 kja'ubmreR.

938 kaRnBR. 940 kwnm't. 942 buutjBR. 943 titj. 946 mw6il. 947 b^'oiL.

950 sap^R. 952 kuus [coarse]. 954 kashin.

U-- 967 suut. 969 siutjR. 970 djist.

For the remainder of e.Sm. (excluding D 10), JGGr. made a com-

plete wl., from the diet, of a native of Wincanton (13 ne.Yeovil),
who, however, had resided long in Cu. After many trials and
much correspondence, I relectantly found his memory of the dialect

not sufficiently accurate to be accepted in its details. The other

contributions I have received were in io., but they are quite sufficient

to shew that at Langport, Castle Carey (16 ene.Langport) and
"Wedrnore (7 w-by-n.Wells), the pronunciation differs insensibly from
the Axe-Yarty ;

while at Combe Down (2 s.Bath) it seems indis-

tinguishable from Wl. The following examples from Wedmore
shew the nature of the dialect in the m. of e.Sm.

WEDMOEE, SM. (18 ssw.Bristol).

Specimens sent by Mr. C. A. Homfray, Manor House, and pal. rather

conjecturally by AJE.

1. (mtesTKR, aV biimt E-gwarn DEUU dh^ mak.) master, I be-not

a-going through the muck.
2. (ta'm dh^ duim, ut ?) shut the door, wilt ?

3. (duus)^n dhi UAA dhk dhan hos ?} dost-not thou know that

there horse ?

4. (cas)'en ha'm ?) canst-not hear.

5. (dhi3 lam)z ^-va'^R.) the chimney's on fire [I only knew lum as

a JS". or L. word].
6. (dhi? gseaakom* tu^d i3v -B hos ^ gsek'd a', :gwd)naa.) this frolic-

some toad of a horse has frightened me, God-knows. [I do

not know the word '

gaacomey
'

so spelled, see No. 18.}
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7. (gii "s.'i dh^ slab's.) give me the fire-pan [or fire-shovel].
8. (dhe bask* kr^tj i3z on dhe klaevfl-task.) the tobacco jar is on

the mantel-piece. [The last word is given as clavel-tack in

Wright.]
9. (haest dhi Iwkt in dhB krok te zii if. dire t<^t'z bi dan ?) hast

thou looked in the pot to see if the potatoes be done ?

10. (wtfdheR jft?)nt kam wh6i3m ft.) father is)not come home yet.

[I doubt (>h)].
11. (baV eno-n.) by and bye.
12. (dhii)z nAA dhast s)la'e'k.) thou) dost know that, (it) is like

[probably] .

13. (t)waR dhi zfl'sreR, t)waEd)^n :zsel.) it)were thy sister, it)were)
not Sail.

14. (a^')l zii if shaed^n duu i3t
; ut)^n ?) I'll see if (thou) shalt)not

do it
; wilt)not ?

15. (iiz, a'* ul, maeae-bi.) yes, I will, may-be.
16. (waY duus)im dof dh* klAAdz t?n mEnd dh/k Krap ?) why

dost)not doff (take off) thy clothes and mend this tear.

17. (!AA ! waet 'e lamp^u,!) law! what a stumble [or noise of

falling, also (lambeR)].
18. (git ap, ji DRaeaekonw AAld gaesek^m.] get up you stupid old

frolicker [to a horse, but the words '

dracomey, gacome
'

are

unknown].
19. (duu)^nt i taeaek on zoo, zoos.) don't ye take on [trouble your-

selves] so, companions.

WORLE (:wan'L, :waRD'L), 16 w.Bath, cwl.

"Written by Rev. "W. F. Eose, vicar in io. and subsequently pal. by AJE., serves

to show how the dialect is preserved to the Bristol Channel.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3. bisk. 5 mrek. 6 mi^d. 8 eev. 14 Duaa. stag [stack]. 21

nrem. 22 trem. 23 siem, s^m. 24 shlem. 25 mren. 28 ii^u. 32 bredh.

33 R^dh^R. A: 43 ban. 44 Ian. A'- 77 laRD. 81 Him. 84 mum*.
93 te snoo;i. 95 DROO. A': 101 wok. 104 Ro^d. 128 dho^z. 130 boot.

M- JEk [ache].
- IffidhtJR [ladder]. blaedh^R [bladder]. 144

Bg'nm. 146 m^n. 149 bli^z. 150 li-es. 152 WAADOT. -
panxi [pretty].

155 dhEtj. 166 mred [probably confused with made}. 170 hseRest. 172
'

gRffiffis. 181 pa38eth. JE'- haRDi [ready]. 187 lEf. 192 mren. 193

kliBn. 200 wi^t. M 1

: bliit [bleak]. 207 mid'l. JE! [eel]. 218

ship. 224 wreR.
E- - liit [leak]. 248 mlra. 252 kit'l. E: 261 zee. 284

E'- 298 viil. 301 ha'iR. EA: 326 ool. 327 bool. 333 \eei. 334 \\eei.

335 seael. 336 vaesel. 342 jaKm. 343 waum. 346 get. EA'- 347 hiid.

EA': 355 diif. 363 tjip. 366 gaRT. El: 378 wiek. EO- 383 zEv'n.

385 binE-th. EO: SHIERT [smart]. 407 vaRD'N. EO'- 411 DRii.

EO': 423 dha't. 428 zii.

I: 477 va'in. bBha'i-n [behind]. 485 dis'l. I'- STRik [strike].
T: 502 va'iv.

0: 534 hAAl. 547 bu^RD. 551 stanm. 552 kaRN. 553 haRN. 554

kRaas. 0'- 564 zuunder [sooner]. 0': 579 ina'u-.

U- 605 zon. U: 610 wl. 612 zam. 629 zaii. 631 dhazdi. 634

DRUU. 635 wath.
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Y- piil [pillow]. 682 ld'l. Y: 685 Rhadi. 686 baRdi. 691
ma'in. 700 was. 701 fast.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 718 tired. 741 mrez. E. zim [seem]. 0. aoog [soak].
laKT [a loft]. poog [poke]. II. kuiid [cud, compare a quid of

tobacco]. 805 knaoz.

in. ROMANCE.

A- 811 plres. fa3kat [faggot]. 833 preR. maenduR [manner].
852 j<?<?pBRN.

- kaR [carry]. kuaR [quarry]. E-- 888 saRt'n.
saR [serve]. 890 bias. ! and~Y > haRVBR [river]. 0- 938
kaRNBR. U-- stad [study].

D 5 = e.MS. = eastern Mid Southern.

Boundaries. Beginning at the w. b. of Ox. just opposite Moreton-on-Marsh

(19 e.Tewkesbury) and go along the w. b. of Ox. and then of Be. as far as

Hungerford (24 w.-by-s. Reading) and then continue in a n. to s. line through
Ha. passing just w. of Andover, to Nursling at the n. point of Southampton
Water and then to the sea by Lymington (10 e.Christchurch). Cross the Solent
to the nw. corner of Wi. (and not just e. of it as appears on the map). Eun
along the coast of Wi. to the ne. corner of it. Then again cross the sea to

Selsey Bill, s.Ss. and continue along the s. coast of Ss. to the mouth of the

E. Adur. Then sweep ne. through m.Ss., e. of Bolney (8 se.Horsham) and w.
of Cuckfield (9 ese.Horsham) through East Grinstead (15 ene.Horsham). Then

C through the extreme se. corner of Sr. and proceed in a ne. direction to

ckholt (14 s.Woolwich), which is a conjectural point from which no in-

formation has been obtained. Dialect speaking now ceases on approaching D 8

in the Metropolitan Area, but we may sweep sw. w. and nw. through n.Sr. keep-

ing probably s. of Croydon and Leatherhead (12 ne.Guildford), n. of Stoke

(1 n.Guildford), w. of Sandhurst (10 se.Eeading) to Eeadiug. Then proceed

along the w. b. of Ox. to the projection of Be. into Ox., which cut off, passing
s. of Cumnor (3 wsw. Oxford) and n. of Appleton (5 sw. Oxford). Then enter

Ox. and pass w. of Ensham (4 nw. Oxford) and of Handborough (6 nw. Oxford)
and then go nearly n. to the e. of Charlbury and Chipping Norton (12 nw. and

17 nnw. Oxford) to a point just e. of Moreton-on-Marsh, the starting-point, to

which proceed.
Much of this line is very uncertain for at least a few miles on each side of it.

The division between Be. and Ox. is altogether uncertain. The sweep through
n.Sr. may be considered almost conjectural, so great was the difficulty of obtain-

ing any satisfactory evidence of native dialect. The population is shifting and

seldom native. But Stoke (1 n.Guildford) was well marked. The e. b. through
Ke. presented insuperable difficulties, but the line between the mouth of the

Adur and East Grinstead is tolerably clearly denned. If in the most uncertain

parts the line be taken 5 to at most 10 miles wide, it may be accepted as a very
fair boundary.

Area. Most of Ha. and all Wi., much of Be., s.Sr. and w.Ss.,

and a small portion of w.Ox.
Authorities. See the Alphabetical County List for the following places where

prefixed marks show * w. per AJE., f per TH., ||
in so., in io.

Be. Bucklebury, Cholsey, Coleshill, Denchworth, East Hendred, ||Hamp-

steadNorris, Kintbury, Shefford, ||
Stanford in the Yale, ||Steventon, Streatley,

Wantage.
Ha. ||Andover, Corhampton, East Stratton, West Stratton, *Winchester to

Southampton.
_ZT<?. No information.

Ox. Alvescot, Charlbury, Chastleton, fDucklington, fLeafield, fLew,

tMilton, 5 HfWitney.
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Sr. Charlwood, Elstead, Ewhurst, Godalming, Godstone, Haslemere,
Leatherhead, *0ckley, *Stoke, Weald of Sr.

Ss. Bolney, Compton, Ertham, Kirdford, Twineham, West Wittering,

Wisborough Green.

Wi. "Northwood, Shorwell, "whole Isle.

The district is not so well represented as the last. The greater
number of notes are meagre and imperfect. There were only three

vv., from Winchester Ha., Ockley and Stoke Sr., a pal. transcription
of part of a cs. by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte from Hampstead Norris,

Be., a pal. specimen and cwl. from Andover by Prof. Arnold

Schroer, a few notes by TH. in Ox., and some in Glossic by Mrs.

Parker in Be. and Ox. But these are sufficient to understand the

notes of the other informants.

Character. The (R) remains generally quite distinct, the (z,v)
for (s, f

)
initial die out eastward, the (ai) for JEG-, EG is uncertain,

/ be remains, but the a- before the past participle becomes lost. It

will be most convenient to consider four varieties or forms,Y i. w.Ox.,
Yii. Be., Yiii. Ha. and Wi., and Yiv. s.Sr. and w.Ss. There is no

special information from the very small portion of Ke. involved, the

dial, of which, being so near to the metropolitan area, is probably

very slightly marked indeed, but does not shew the characteristics

of I) 9. These different varieties cannot be distinctly denned by
any clear characters, but still there is some amount of local

distinction.

YAH. i. Ox. FORM.

WITNEY, dt.

Originally written in gl. by Mrs. Angelina Parker, then pal. by TH. from her

diet, and finally corrected by TH. from information obtained by him at Witney
Sept. 1884. As the pronunciation of this district is thought very strange at

Oxford, great pains have been taken to represent it correctly. See the following
cwl. embracing words from Witney, Ducklington, and Leafield, another primitive

place, all of which were well examined by TH. This form of D 5 shews the

transition from D 4 very clearly. The reverted (K) was distinctly noticed by
TH. after a vowel, but before a vowel he seems not to have felt its difference

from common English (r, r
),

and he also did not notice its assimilating effect on

adjacent (t d n
1), which is inevitable when (R) is used. But he noted how much

more marked the reversion was in w. than in m. and s.Ox. I have therefore re-

tained his notation. There is a great peculiarity in this district. As far s. as

"Witney there is a plentiful sprinkling of (u , o) in place of (a), but at Ducklington

(:dak'lten) only 1 s.Witney, this entirely ceases, (a) alone being heard. In other

respects the dialect at Ducklington is identical with that at Witney. This shews

that the incursion of (u )
into the n. part of S. should not be considered to affect

the dialect district. (See also D 4, Var. ii., Gl. Form, p. 60. The symbol ( ),

a variety of (), is especially considered in the introduction to the M. div.)

1 . $6 [saw] Q
f

i sa, meets, JE s*z na'w iaz d'i bi ra^'t 'eba'wt dhat

dhaR b't'l gjaRl [gjaT] 'Bka'mm fram dh^ skuu'l jandra.

2. aR)z T3gwa'm pBgwe'tiil da'wn dim rood [rawd] dhBR
r

thruu dire red gJEt" [gJEtJ i3)dlre [an)dlre] left and saVd u
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3. shireR tmw f dhB tjaVl)z gAAn strait w p
roq a'ws,

4. wim 3R)1 mwast k''kK fa'md dhat dh^r' drw qk''n dsf
li3

(

o)dh^ n0<2m 13 :tonres.

5. wi AA! n00z [nauz] i vEri [? varf] WE!.
6. want dim owld [awld] tjap' swn laRn sta nat te dw)t T?g]Vn,
BR th/q !

7. kk' ! JEnt t trim ?

WEST Ox. cwl.

From the following sources :

B. wn. by TH. from Mr. James Brain, native of Ducklington, aged 81.
M. words given in io. by Rev. W. D. Macray, rector of Ducklington, also chiefly

taken from Mr. Brain, and pal. rather conjecturally by AJE.
L. Leafield, wn. by TH. from natives of 87, 84, and 74 years old.

W. Witney, wn. by TH.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 12 M saa. 14 M draa. 21 BLW neem. 23 BL seem. 24 M shEm,
shi^m. 33 L rEEdh^R. 37 M thaa. A: 39 M [(kam) used]. A: or 0:
58 B fran, W fram. 64 BL roq', W ro'q. A'- 73 W so saw. 81 L \een

[so all his life, 84 years old]. 84 L muim. 85 M SUUR. 86 W wats. 89 M
bo'udh. 92Lnahu. A': 104 B rood, W rood, rawd. 115 BL com. 118W bwan. 124 M sto'im, stan. 130 M bo't?t.

M- 138 LWfaadhBR. M: 154 B bak1

. 155 M thatj. 158 L aa-ter-

nuun. 161 B dai, LW dee. 171 W baRl*. L kjahfit. M'- 192 L meen.
197 L tjiiz. 200 LW weet. M': 223 L dhreR. 226 BW mwast, M
mo^st.

E- 233 B sp^k, dhe speks [they speaks], W speekm. 241 L reen, W r^in.
- B liB'zin [leasing

=
gleaning], L leezin, liBzin. 252 L kjit'l. E: 261

BW sai, L sa 1

*, sai [new form (sei)]. L Isg [leg]. 262 WL wdi wsi l

'i,

B wdi wai. 265 L stra'it [old form (strait)], W strait. 266 WWE'!. - - W
fi'ld [field]. 276 W thiq

y

. 278 L wEntj [used when young, now (gjaRl)J.
E'- 299 L griin. E': 314 L ieRd. EA- 319 M g'rep. EA: 324
L aitiin, W aiti. 326 BW owld, W also awld. 328 M kould. 329 M
fowld. 335 W AA!. 346 W gJEt, L gJE\ M. gi^t. EA': 350 L djs'd.
352 W rEd. 355 W dsf . 359 narbt?R. B bjE'm [beam]. 361 W
bjan. 363 L tjap. 364 W t;ap. 371 B straa, L strAA [old form (straa)].
El- 373 L dh-cu, W dha'i. EO- 383 W SEv'm. EO: 394 W jandi3K.

395 W jaq. 396 B waRk. 402 W laRn. EO'- 420 W fouR. 421 W
fa'Rtt. EO': 428 W si. EY- 438 L da'*.

I- 440 B wik. 446 na'm. W peez [pease]. I: 452 W d'i. 458
na'it. 459 BW ra'it. 465 stttj. 466 B tja'ild. 468 B tiild^RN. 477
W fa'md. 488 B jit. I'- 492 W sa'id. 494 L ta'im. I': 500 B
laa -kli.

0- L drap [drop]. 524 B wi?Rld. 0: 531 BL daa-teR, W
dAAteR. 538 B wd. 543 BLW an\ W kraps [crops]. 551 L st^Rm.
- B as' [horse]. 0'- 559 W madhtjR. 560 W skuul. 562 B muun.
564 B sun. 568 W bradhra. 0': 578 L pla

1'^. 579 W vnu L 586 L
dwant [don't].
U- -- L ud [wood]. 603 B kam, W t?ka-nwn. 604 W sw nreR. 605 B

sa'n, L s^ n, W sa'n. 606 BW duBR. U: 612 W su m, som. 613 L drw qk.

619 L fu n. 629 B san' [compare 605], W su n. 632 LW u p, ap. 633

k^ p, kap. 634 W thruu. 636 L fardw. U'- 643 WB na'w. 650 L

[between (t?ba"wt) and (b6wt)] W sba'wt. U': 658 W da'wn. 659 W ta'^n.

663 BW aW. 667 L a'wt.

Y- W ltt'1.
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n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 "W meet. E. 749 W lift. I. and Y. 758 W gjaul, gjaT.
0. 761 M loud. L :lM mm [new form (:l ndim)].

- - W la'st. 791 L
bwA"i, W b6i. U. - W tw b, tob [tub]. W dak [a duck]. 794W djw g, djog. 803 W dj mp, dpmp. W gan [a gun]. 804 W drw qk'n.

m. BOMAWE.
A" 828 M eegvR. L pla'in [plain, unadorned].

- W pleez [please].
"W saasBR. 862 BW seeL E-- 867 W tee. 885 B vari, W vari, vari.

890 L bJEst [now (best)]. 891 L fJEst. W pomp, pM mp [pump].
nm ni [money]. 935 L kw entri. 938 BL kA'nn^R. - "W impahsBb'l

[impossible]. 947 L bwoi'l. - W kelBB, [colour]. IT-- 970 W dp st.

Examples. B
(a'i

si dhe)6wld tjap
1

i-sterd^), I saw the old chap yesterday.
L (a'i bi egwa-in com te)E' mi saypisR). W (am\ am1

,
bsutifwl am1

! dhEm
Bs)kant iit it A't te klam') [ham, ham, beautiful ham ! them as can't eat it ought
to clam (starve)].

YAH. ii. THE BE. FORM.

Although I have been quite unable to obtain .vv. communications
from Be., and the information I have received leaves much to be

desired, it is sufficient to shew the continuation of practically the

same dial, as in w.Ox. throughout Be.

Beginning in the n. I have a dial, test obtained by Mrs. Parker
for Steventon (5 ne Wantage), and I had others from Stanford in

the Vale (5 nw.Wantage), which I could not sufficiently trust.

The short list of words from Wantage, corroborated by those from
Denchworth (3 n-by-w.Wantage), and Cholsey (11 e.Wantage), con-

tinues the information through the n. of Be. From Hampstead
Norris (11 se.Wantage) I have a considerable portion of the cs.

written from diet, by Prince L.-L Bonaparte, from which the

general character of the dial, can be safely inferred. It will suffice

to give the Steventon, Wantage and Hampstead Norris specimens.

a. STEVENTON (5 ne.Wantage, Be.) dt.

"Written in gl. by Mrs. Parker from the diet, of Mr. Leonard, both of Ox., and

pal. by AJE. Mrs. Parker has not marked the reverted, or, as she considers it,

retracted (R), but I have supplied it to the same extent as before.

1. S00 's.'i sai, AAl)8en)i, j^ siz na'w sV biraVt eba'wt dhaet BE b't'l

gjsel 'Bka'mm from dhG skuuld jaend^n.

2. shii)z !3gwAA*m da'wn dh^ rAA^d dhaE thruu dhe red gfet a

dhi3 left and saVd 13 dh^ WAA^'.

3. shuuR imaf dhB tja'fl'ld 13v gAAn strait ap te dire duuE ^ dhi3

roq a'ws.

4. war shii)l tj0<?nts te fa'md dhget -BE draqk'n def, sr/v'ld fels t?

dh^ n<?^m B :tomes.

5. wii AA! nAA'wz)n VCE* WE!.

6. want dh)AA'wld tjap swn laEN -BE naet te duu)t ^gja-n, puuE
7. lak! jantfttruu?
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b. HAMPSTEAD NOBKIS, BE., part of cs.

Written by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte in his own letters from the dictation of
W. B. Banting, Esq., hon. sec. of the Newbury District Field Club, by whom it

was approved when read out; translated into pal. by A.J.E. Most probably
I should have appreciated some sounds differently, as shewn by the notes, but I
have thought it right to retain the Prince's own spelling, translated into pal. It
shews a strong D 5 dialect.

0. wv'i :dpn aez mm dawts.

1. WB!, naarbai, J^ 1 aend Mi maa bi^Vth laa'f set dim njuuz
OA mra'm. h? 1 ki'js ? dhaet iz nadlri Him HAAI dhri.

2. fjuu men da'* kos dhaa* b* laa'ft aet, wii nvu'u, du)nt wii ? waat
^d meek am ? t-Bnt vee'ri iB^'klt, iz at ?

3. aersamde'vaj dbi's aaj dhaaj vaeks d dhaaj ki's, zoo djest
nhu'wld jer na'iz, frend, aend bii kwsVt HI 13'i aa don. aaj-kn !

4. v'i bii zej'tm 13V b^id am zaa^ zam ov dhem vok 1 went tbr^ 1

dhaaj uu'l dhq vrom dhaai vast dlwsel'z, dhaet d'd v'i zi'f enaf.

5. dhaet dhaai jaq-gest zan tssel'f, se> g^'it bw^'e o n^'rn, n^^'wd
iz fee'dbaiz va's set w^ns, dhWw et wez zoo kwo>i aend skwek'an,
83nd iz'i wad drast en t^

1

speek dhaaj druuth en^' daa/, aa, ^'* wed.
6. ae'nd dhaaj 'e'wl-d-um'asn nh^isel* w^l tel eni o-n- dhaat laa'f

nau, aend tel ii straatt ^'^'f, t?
1

, w)awt' matj bodh-ei, ii j^

aeks yi, ^
x

! waent shii ?

7. Ii'stwi3''z shii te'wld at mee, wen B' aeksd yi, fe
1 AAJ drii

oo'vai, did shii, aend shii d^'d'nt AAt t^
1

bii roq on sek aaj pa'mt
eez dh^'s, waat d^ 1

ii dhe'qk ?

8. WB! aez v'i wa3z 83 zaa^'n, shii ad tel ii, ^V, w^i aend wen
shii veVnd dhaaj draqk'n bi'st shii kAAlz ^T az'baen.

Notes to Hampstead Norris.

0. ivhy, the usual MS. diphthong, Mr. B. has whoo. neither, here again

differently appreciated as (a'i ao'i a'i (2)
is doubtful, Mr. B. has nuther.

di^. Mr. Banting wrote whoy, as 2. should, (^
l

)
doubtful.

usual. 7^s, this is the strong form. 3. these, the final
(s) probably an

doubts, analogy would have required error for (z) . the, this (dhaaa) is

(de'wts), see 8 (ve'md). difficult to understand, Mr. B. writes

1. neighbour, the final (i) or glottal th'aii thae vacks ov thau keas, which

r, which is sometimes written (i)
or (r ),

is equally puzzling. noise, Mr. B. nais.

followed by permissive r, was evidently 4. heard-who-through,^l?.J$.hurd-
at that time the Prince's appreciation oo-throo, the

(&}
is doubtful.

of (R), the only real r of this district. 5. trust, truth, Mr. B. writes dtrust,

you, the appreciation (j^
1

)
is very dtruth, which were probably his errors,

doubtful. Mr. B. wrote yough, perhaps (TRastTRUuth)might havebeen expected,

(ja'w). both, Mr. Banting writes boweth 8. how-found by the appreciation

perhaps (boudh) was intended. I do (e'^
1

)
the diphthong in these words is

not attribute much importance to Mr. made to resemble the Dv. diphthong.

Banting's approval of the Prince's Mr. B. writes simply oiv. If the Prince

reading, for as Mr. Banting was not heard him correctly, he must have had

used to phonetic appreciation, and the a very peculiar pron. of (uu, oo, a'u) not

Prince was a foreigner, Mr. Banting belonging to the district. The Prince

would be easily satisfied with a rough was not able to finish writing the whole

ipproximation to his own sounds. who, cs. from dictation,

he appreciation (h;?
1

) is very doubtful,the appreciation (h;?
1

)
is very
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c. WANTAGE, BE., cwl.

"Written by Mr. Davey io., rather conjecturally pal. by AJE. The reverted
(11)

not before a vowel has been supplied, as it was certainly pronounced. I had also

a considerable number of words from the Vicar of Denchworth (3 nnw.Wantage),
which so far as they go confirm this list, and a dt. from the schoolmaster of

Cholsey (12 e.Wantage), which has a suspicious number of initial (z) and other

doubtful points, hence I can only use these as confirmations on the whole.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A'- 92 nau. A': 118 bura.

M- 148 fair. M: 158 eeftm aaten. wops [wasp]. M'\ 208 SDR

B- [e'er a, any]. 209 nsen u- [ne'er a-]. 218 ship. 223 dhaR.

E: 261 zai. 263 BW&-. 265 straiT. - uthaKt [athwart]. E': 312

jaR. EA: 324 ait ha'it. EA': 366 gaRt groT. EO: em [them].
shaRt [short]. 407 faRdhiq.

I'. _
gii [give]. I': - hai [hay]. 0: 538 d. 552 kaRn.

maRuen [morning]. 0': 586 duu)t [do it], dun)njm [don't know]. U:
612 zam)^t [somewhat, something].

n. ENGLISH.

A. Railz [rails]. maRk^t [market].

iii. ROMANCE.
A" pai [pay]. 890 brest. PUURTBR [porter].

Sentences : (doBnt)i) don't you, (weet)s waent te gRa'ind ii foR?) what dost want
to grind he (=it?) for ? (jB)nt it, bE)nt it) is not it, be not it, (ankid) dreadful.

YAE. iii. HA. AND "Wi. FORMS.

The dialect at the north of Hampshire cannot differ much from
that of Hampstead JNorris, Be. The late Dr. Burnell, a native,

writing from West Stratton (7 ne.Winchester), says that the r final

is fully reverted, that (z) for s initial is very rare, (v) for / he had
heard in 535 (vooks) folks; (h, wh) initial were used, 553 morning,
87 clothes, were (mannm, klaaz), and 304 beetle a mallet, was (baYt'l),

which is singular, 394 yonder (jandi3R). In grammar / be, he be,

we am, they am, are heard, not / are. I lives not / do live, he live,

we lives. The dialect seemed already (1879) much altered, and so

many inhabitants had been in service in London and elsewhere, or at

sea and about, that Dr. B. doubted the value of what they told him.

The man he had reckoned on as his principal authority was ill.

From East Stratton, which is close by, I got (gwm, emnr, gfet)

going, enough, gate ;
Dr. Burnell repudiated the last.

Towards the s. of Ha. the great towns of Winchester, Southamp-
ton, and Portsmouth have acted seriously on the dialect, which
however crops up again in Wi.
The Rev. T. Burningham, when Rector of Charlwood, Sr. (6 ssw.

Reigate), a Hampshire man, said that in his younger days (b. 1808)
the labourer alway put v for /, and z for s

;
a fallow would be

a roller (vore ?), and gives the following examples of Ha. at that

time (I preserve the spelling), "I was a gwine (gwam) hoh-um

(hdoism) to git my kawfee, but set doun under the hullumun

(ha'lBmBn=elm) tree to git out o' th' rah-in (ram). Terrable

watchet (tanub'1 watjet) a gwine acrass that air veeyuld (vireld)."
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Here watchet is wetshod, wet for the feet. He notes waps wapsen=
wasp wasps, een amoast=eveu. almost, on-emp=un-empty,=empty
"on-emp that air payul," leer= hungry, empty, = German leer, but
not derived from it, mid. Eng. laer. (See D 4, p. 52, Hornet, 1. 23.)

SOUTHAMPTON TO WINCHESTER.

This cs. was written from the dictation of Mr. Percival Leigh, 22 March, 1876,
who was born in Scotland in 1813, but Avas taken to Hampshire when a month old
and had been there constantly since, so that he had known the dialect all his life.

Mr. Leigh did not use (R), but pronounced in the usual received manner, initial

(r), final as (B). I have used final (R), because from other sources I know that
it prevails in Hampshire. Mr. Leigh was also strict in not leaving out (h), but
admitted that it was sometimes put in. Altogether it seems that this version

gives rather a refined form of speech, with occasional outbursts of real dialect.

Towards Portsmouth Mr. Leigh considered the speech as finer still.

0. waoV :djon haeaent got noo doo'wts.

1. WE!, naibeR, dhii tm hm med buu'th laa*f at dlu's hii'r niuz o

maoVn. huu kee'Rz ? dhaet cent nadhaR hii'R ni3R dhee'R.

2. fiu tjaeps daoVz kAAz dhee bi laeaeft set, wii nooz, duu'nt)as ?

wot shwd mii'k -em ? -ot beent veR laA'kh', bii)et ?

3. haD'tts-BmdEVUR dhiiz hii'R bii dhe raoVts o dire stoo'rii, zoo

diEst dhii hoold dhe naoVz, vrend, un baoVd k^ao'r^t t*l QO')V ^dan.
dhii b's-n ta mii.

4. oo'e bii saaRt'n ooV hii'Rd 'em zee zam o dhEm fooks 'BZ went
druu dh^ hool dhq frem dire vast dlreRZEl'vz dhaet d$'d ao' zeef

-enaf-

5. dlret dh^ jaq-gast zan he'ssEl-f, -e gaRt buo'i o naoYn nood h'z

vii'dhaRz vao'^s 'et wans, thof twi?z zoo kwee'R en skweek'^n, "end

so'*' ud trast *hii te speek dhe TRuuth En -

dai, iis, 'dhoet ao'e 'ud.

6. en dh)0ol;d)wnren heRZElf 'l)tEl EnV on)i 13Z Iseaefs noo'w, tm

tEl)i strait oof, tuu, widhao'wt matj fas, if juu)l wan-U' aeaesk im,

oo, want shi ?

7. leestwa/z shi toold ^t 'mii, WEU zo'i ceaest OR, tuu'eR driitaD'f'mz

waav^R, d/d)shi, ^n -shii d/dn't AAt tu bi roq on
se'tj

t? pao'mt T?Z

dhe's, wot dost "dhii thiqk ?

8. WE! i8z aoV w^z TB zaron -shii wd tel)i, hao'w, wee'R on WEH shi

vao'und dhi draqk'Bn bii'st shi kiAlz hi8R haz'b^nd.

9. shi soor shi SAA en we "BR oon QO'Z, "e-laron strstrt nt ful lEqkth
on dhe grao'wnd, in e'z gwd zan-de kwuu't kloos bi dhe duu'R o dh

hao'ws, dao'wn -et dh^ ksegeRn-BR o dire leen jaeaendaR.

10. aR WEZ skwm'ten -ewae, sez shii, fim AA! dh^ ward'l laoVk 12

zek tjoo'ild, 'BR 'e b'ti gaRl vrEt"en.

11. -en dhaat hosp-'nd -ez shii T?n h'BR daeae'taR m IAA kam druu

dire baek kuu'rt frem haeq-en so'wt dh^ wet klooz ta draoV on t?

wosh'en da.
12. wao'e'l dha kit'l woz 'ebao'z'ren feR tee wan bRao'et zanrim

aaaeteRnuun wan'le "e week, ^gmr kam nEks dhaRZ'de.

13. aend dast 'dhii noo ? ao'e nevaR laaRnt noo muu'R nim dhes

hii'R -e -dhaet bez'nas ap te te-da, BZ shuu'R ez mao'e nii'mz :djon

:shep*T3Rd an aoV duu'nt wAAnt te, eedher, zoo dhee'R !

14. -en zoo ao'* bi gwao'ran whoo'm te zap-eR. gwd naoVt, tm

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1529 ]
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duu'nt bii zo kw*ck tra kroo waavi3R 12 tjaep rcgm, wsn 13 tAAks o dh/s

dhaet BR tadheR.

15. Bt)s a week fuul BZ SEZ muu'R m?R i niid. an dhaet-s maoV
last wafid. gwd baoY.

Notes.

0. hasn't got no doubts, or simply has

no
(TB noo) or has not got (Q not got).

The vowel (o) was Mr. Leigh's ordinary

(o) and was not (o) .

1 . neighbour, Mr. L. gave both (nai-)
and (naoi-) . thee-him ;

thee is used for

both nom. and ace.
;
him is nom. and

(hii) emphatic, (en) regular unemphatic
S. ace.

2. ain't is most natural, but (beent)
is also used. feiv writh (f) not (v).

chaps, Mr. L. varied, apparently un-

consciously, from (a?) to (a
1

)
wherever

the short sound occurs. what, simple

(w) no (wh) . bain
1

1 or (bii'nt) . The use

of be in the third singular here and
elsewhere is doubtful.

3. rights of the story, for facts of the

case, which is not a dialectal expression.

thy (dhao'i) emphatic, (dhi) unem-

phatic. -friend, the (v) is doubtful.

adone, the use of (e) before the past

participle is more frequent than not,

among the regular old-fashioned people.
4. say sometimes (zai). through as

dictated, but this change of thr- to dr-

implies that the real change is into (DR-)
and this is doubtful in Ha. thing

(dhiq) is only occasionally used for (thiq)

from is more naturally pronounced
with (f).

5 . voice is not a regular term, perhaps
(vais) would be said. though (thof)
was so dictated, but the (th) is doubtful.

The word was said to be not common
but still used. he, emphatic form of

ace., (tm) unemphatic. any (Eni), never

(sen-i). day (dai) is heard, but not so

often as (dee). yes (iis) is the regular
form, but (yaRs) is also used.

6. old woman, the (d) of
(ool) is per-

ceptibly made the beginning of the

word (wnren), as common in S. on-ye,
tell ye, sometimes (JB) is used in place
of (-i), but this must be a modernism.

fuss is the common word, not bother.

only (oo-ni) is also used, but (wan-li) i#

more frequent.
7 and 14. over (waavaii).
8. saying, also pronounced (see -en) or

(seen). found generally with (v), (f)

sometimes among the younger. beast

or (beest), plural (bii'stiz). husband
or (az-bend, azbun), not man.

9. saw or else (sa3a3, zaea3, sid, sin,

sii) might be used. a-laying, a general
error for a-lying, which would be

(a-lao'ron).
10. world, this pronunciation is not

very common now. girl or else (maid) .

11. law is generally (Ia3a3), but in

this connection may be (!AA) .

12. week uncertain, Mr. Leigh at

first wrote week (wiik), I expected (wik,

wik), but both wicu and wuce are found
in Ws.

13. name's, or (naBaemz). shepherd,

(ship) is used for sheep.
14. a-going (gao'ren) is probably an

error for (Bgwaran). this, no (dhik)
is used in Hampshire, but (dhik-^n) is

said in the plural.
15. says, the word prates is not

used, (reez'n) is said.

, HA., specimen and cwl. s

Prof. Dr. M. M. Arnold Schrb'er, from Vienna, of the University
of Freiburg-im-Breisgau, Baden, Germany, who had studied pho-
netics under Dr. Sweet, and had had much experience in observing,

analysing, and criticising differences of speech in various parts of

Germany, and speaks English with an excellent pronunciation,

having spent the summer of 1887 near Andover, Ha., exercised him-

self in writing Ha. speech from dictation. His two chief authorities

were Mr. Benjamin Manning, of Appleshaw (4 wnw.Andover),
between 40 and 50 years old, who had lived all his life in the

county and been in constant communication with farm-labourers,
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and Mr. Archard, a native of Ha., educated at Winchester, then
national schoolmaster at Andover, and consequently in the constant
habit of hearing dialect, to whom Prof. S. had been recommended
by Canon Collier, the vicar, as the very man he wanted. Of these
Prof. S. considered Mr. M. as his chief authority. The number of

points, however, in which he differed from Mr. A. is considerable.
Prof. Schroer selected as an example a letter originally published
in Punch (vol. ix. p. 264, 1845) and reprinted in the Eev. Sir
William H. Cope's Ha. Glossary, p. xii. This was read to him
by both Messrs. M. and A., and their pronunciation most carefully
analysed in Dr. Sweet's revised Eomic spelling (Sound Notation,
Trans, of the Philological Society, 1880-1, pp. 177-235), with
which Prof. S. is perfectly familiar. These versions, transliterated
into pal. from the references to Mr. Melville Bell's notation and
other indications given in the paper cited, are here annexed, with a
translation. In the cwl. Mr. M. has been generally followed, and
some words in his own orthography have been added. In a few
cases Mr. A.'s pron. is specially noted.

Prof. S. considers that the Ha. dialect

"is rapidly dying out, and has been so for the last two generations. Even the
oldest farm-labourers are so much accustomed to educated (London) pronunciation,
that this certainly influences their natural speech. I attended," he adds, "a
harvest-home festival at Longstock House, Fullerton (4 s.Andover), and waited

upon a poor blind old man of 80, who, owing to his blindness, could not always
know that I was near him or within hearing. Still, though I spent almost the
whole afternoon in his company, always listening and secretly taking notes, I did

not find more than a very few peculiar pronunciations, except the general tendency
of influencing vowels by the reverted r."

There are several points which will strike the reader in the following spec.
Prof. Schroer having been, as already stated, a phonetic pupil of Dr. Sweet, his

appreciation of sounds, as referred to Mr. Melville Bell's scheme, seems to differ

in some respects from mine. He has been before all things anxious to make the
most accurate transcription possible of the speech actually under consideration.

Mr. M.'s own spelling in the cwl. will shew that the speaker evidently thought
he was saying (ii, ee), while Prof. S. heard only (yy, BE). The (so) which con-

stantly occurs corresponds in unaccented syllables to my (B), from which, and also

from (ah), which sometimes occurs, the audible difference is small, though the

difference of the position of tongue and lips, which determines the symbol, is often

considerable. Probably most of the words written with (yy'ao), I should have
heard with (fa, fa, iv&}. Those written with (oh), considered as Fr. o in homme
and answering to short u, I should probably have heard as (o), but both Mr. M.'s

(oh) and Mr. A.'s (u) in (pohntj, p^nti), punch, in place of (a), are extremely

strange to me. As regards I' words having (y), I may refer to JGG.'s use -of

the same symbol at Chippenham (supra p. 51), which I then thought very remark-
able. The symbol (ao'oh), which is the pal. rendering of Dr. Sweet's sign for

received London ow, is intended to imply that in Ha. Mr. M. used that sound,

beginning with (a>) and ending with the rounded form of the same vowel, that is,

not coming up to (u) or altering the position of the tongue at all, but merely

partly closing the lips while saying (so). I am accustomed to analyse my own
utterance of this sound as (blu), and do not hear (so) at all

;
in fact, when I first

heard initial
(so) from Mr. Trotter (supra p. 60^), it had an extremely strange

provincial effect to my ears. This (a/oh) is, however, not universal. In count

both M. and A. give (kwont), which I might have heard as (kwmit), a very

singular form. This (ua, nua) is the common form of what I, perhaps, should

have written (th, UK, tiuis), as (btiuak, stuuad} book, stood, which I should

probably have heard and therefore written (bwek, stwud). Some other usages
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also seem strange, as the diphthong in (nEEVz), noise, the advanced high (a) in

(v,aa
l
*B), for, the accented use of (a>) in (paogz, :s/'aomzh'R, haost, yoo'bl), pigs,

Hampshire, hast, able, the use of (oe)
in (zcens), sense, the double form of

(paVl, ^a-a
1

!), oil, where (^aa-a
1

)
seemed to be an advanced (aa) ending with

a slight motion of the tongue into the position for (a
1

) ;
the hyphen merely

separates symbols, so as to form a kind of (a'i) diphthong.

These observations of Prof. Schroer are, I think, very valuable

as shewing almost personal varieties of nw.Ha. pron. differing so

widely as Mr. M.'s and Mr. A.'s, and analysed with the greatest

minuteness and conscientiousness. I feel greatly indebted to him
for his kindness in sending them, with long explanations, although
it was extremely inconvenient for him to do so in time to appear
in this place.

TWO AtfDOVER PRONUNCIATIONS OF HAMPSHIRE FARMER'S LETTER.

Written in Dr. Sweet's Eomic by Prof. Arnold Schroer and translated into pal.

by AJE. All the
(t, d, 1, n, r) both here and in the sentences and cwl. on

p. 104 should be (T, D, L, N, R), and hence (tj, di) should be (TJ, DJ,
= Th,

Dzh) as at Chippenham (p. 51), but as this was not known till the proof was

corrected, I considered it safer to let them remain as they are with this

intimation.

M. From the dictation of Mr. Manning.
A. From the dictation of Mr. Archard, when the same for any word as in M., only

(,,)
is written.

T. Literal translation, not the original in Punch.

1. M myst'R :pohntj, Z'R, yi jah'R [jao'oh] p?yy'aoz, Z'R, ay by)ao
A pwntj, yi J'R

,,

T Mr. Punch, sir, if you please, sir, I be a

M
A
T Hampshire farmer.

2. M ay rayts too jao'oh kaoz ay nao'ohz jao'oh uant maynd may
A ,, ,,

tu jua \^
l
'az

,,
nuaz ju wont ,, ,,

T I write to you because I know you won't mind my

M nuat by'aon ao zgolao'Rd aon w'l a^ske^'z by^'aod zboslaon

A ,, ,, ,, ,,
6al [VI] ykskjwwz ,, ,,

T not being a scholar[d] and will excuse bad spelling

M am EE'! dhEE'aot [dhy/aot].
A

,,
CE'^I dhyy'aot.

T and all that.

3. M Itmkaon ao'ohvao dhao pyy'aopao taodh'r myy'aoRkaot dtday
A Iwkaon wavao ,, ,, tw^dhao

,, dyy'aoj
T Looking over the paper t'other market day

M sot :wntjyst'r ay zyyjd [zyd] ao kwnt ao dhao prayz
A :wyn%stao'R zyy
T at "Winchester I see'd a count of the prize
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M kyy'aot'l)zhjao'oh uaj> yn ilwnaon
[:lohnaon].

A ,,
zhua

,, yn ilohnaon.
T cattle show up in London.

4. M ay wEE'aontyd too niiwa WEE'eot GO zaod aobimt ao paogz ;

A
,, w&mtyd nua iruat ao zed aobtbt ao pygz;

T I wanted to know what he said about the pigs ;

M uaz dhao WEE'aoz son WEE'E dhao \uarn vraom.
A

,, ,, wuaz wah'r
,, kolmi vrom.

T whose they was and where they come from.

5. M ay vao'ohaond aoz ao'oh dhEE'E wjia^'snt 93 z'qg'l paog VESODI

A ay vaa'ohnd ,, ,, ,, ,, uag VEOHL
T I found as how there were'nt a single pig [hog] from

M ry'somzli'B [ijaomzh'n] maoq dho3 loot.

A
,, somaoq ,, \iiai.

T Hampshire among the lot.

6. IV! jao'oh niiuaz dhEE'oot, ay)d's zEE'a1

,
aoz wao'l soz y

A 3ua nuaz dhyy'oDt, ,, dyy'ao'E zy/aoj, eoz wel
,, ,,

T You knows that, I dare say, as well as I

M d.ua, aon voh'r layk jao'oh bee?/ zdona^sht yy
A

,, ,, vaoEBy ,, siia byj aDzdonyzlid aot)yt
T do, and very like you be astonished at it

M [jaot)aot] zonmaot. tao'l aa1

ao'oh)aot)soz)z'R.
A zohm't. tel yj ao'oli[6w] tyz)z'R.
T somewhat. Tell you how it is, sir.

7. M wa'y vao'ohks aon :/aomzh'r bEEE'aodz [bsyy'aodz] paogz aoz

A wy \uaks yn ,, bEy/aodz pygz)aoz)
T "We folks in Hampshire breeds pigs as

M paogz ao'oht)ao baty, aon dw<mt gua vaotnaon aon aom wp
A pygz wt)ao by, ,, ,, ,,

on
T pigs ought) to be, and don't go fattening on them up

M ty'l dhao kyy'aont wEE'aog.
A tyl wyy'aog.
T till they can't wag.

8. M wal

y zaoz pao'oh'sk ao'oht)tao hEE'aov /yy'aon aoz wao'l aoz

A wy sez pw&ek iiai tu ,, ,,
wel ,,

T We says pork ought to have lean as well as

M vyy'aot, aon wa1

layks UOR byy'aokn stryy'aokyd. zyy'aom

A ,, wy stryy'aoky.
T fat, and we likes our bacon streaky.
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M wy kyy'aotl.

" >>

T with cattle.

9. M wpsL
v
T)z) dhao zoens JIH"B rEE'aozn ao stohfaon aon kR

x
aaomn

A W^'RJZ ,, ,, ,, R^aa^n a stof'n ,,
kRaonin

T Where's the sense or reason of stuffing and cramming

M ao bwlyk ty'l yy byy'aont yao'bl tao zyy jao'oht ? [out
A ao hoks ty'l ao

,, yy'aobl ,, ,,
not

T an ox [bullock] til he be not able to see out (_out

M of his eyes, not used]
A a yz ayz ?

T of his eyes]?

10. M wEE'aot jaoz dhao jao'ohs ao EE'! dhEE'aot EE'BOR vyy'aot
A what iz juuz a CECE'! dhyy'aot yy'aoR ,,

T What is the use of all that ere fat

M [vEE'aot] ay wEE'aonts tao nao'oh? ua jaoz dheoh'r aoz
I J__ A... /. _ O

wtmnts
wants

tu nua? ,,
z

to know ? Who is there

M jaots)aot?
A yy'a
T eats it?

11. M dhao
^

A ,, v
aa-aa

l

T The
'

oilcake,

kyy'aok, t'Emaots, maoqg'lz[w'Ezlz) aon ky'aobydj

,, ,, maoqg'lw'Ez'l aon kaobydj
turnips, mangelwurzel, and cabbage

M aoz)aoz wEE'aostyd aon mEE'aokaon wyn bwlyk ao [monster]
A aoz)yz wyy'aostyd yn myy'aokaon whan ,, ,,

monst'r
T as is wasted in making one bullock a monster

M ohd gua tao kEE'aop dRa1

^ ^a
1
vao'oh'E, vayn ky'aotl yn

A wd
,, tu dry ,, VOO'K

,,
hoks'n yn

T would go to keep three or four fine oxen [cattle] in

M gwtfd kondysh'n.
A n )>

T good condition.

12. M way, Z'R, dha^-a1 med djyst)aoz wao'l vaot)ohp
A ,, ,, dh^a-a

1

mayt djw^st)aDz w^'l vyy'aot ,,

T Why, sir, they might just) as well fat up

M zdaogz)aon yy'oah'sz aon REE'aobohts, ay aon vEE;

aoz'nz aon

A
,, ,, EE'aORZ

T stags and hares,

,, Raobohts,
and rabbits,

[ 1534 ]
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M pEE'aosdEa'djyz vaa^E dhao mEE^taoE ao)dbEE'aot.A pCECE'Edsydjyz ,, maot'R o dhyy'aot.
T partridges, for the matter of that.

13. M tao'l aa1 WEE'aot [taoz] :myy'aost'r :pohntj, yi zda'd ao vlyqoon
A tos'l yy uat, pwntj yi zded o

,,

T Tell you what [it is], Master Punch, if stead of flinging

M aowaa-a1

guad. pRavnd'n tao t'sn ^End yoBoenaom'lz y'ntn
A aoway ,, provaond'r tu

,, ,, aonaomcE'lz aontw
T away good provender to turn horned animals into

M rdaonaol ilaomb'sts, dha^-a1 wuaz tao gyy bryy'aod aon

A ,, :laomb
?

Ets dh
vay uaz tu byy'aostiU ,, ,, myy'aot

T Daniel Lamberts they was to give [bestow] bread and meat

M am t'Eraobts tao :krystaonz aon myy'aok zohm on)aom
A

,,
on rkrystyaonz ,, ,, ,, o)dbohm

T and turnips on Christians, and make some of them

M ao byt vaot'E dhaen dha^-a1 ba 1

^ dho)a
1d dua

A ao lyt'l vyy'aot'E dh^aaaon dh ay byy dh
vay/)d duua muua

T a little fatter than they be, they'd do more

M guad. ao praa^snaos zayt, aon ay)ni bao'ohn jao
noh ba j

y
A guu&d ao prEE'aoshaos zayt, ,, ,, bawnd juua \>yy
T good a precious sig^ an(^ I'm bound you be

M dnao zyy'aom pynaon.
A o dhao

,, aobynjaon.
T of the same opinion.

14. M dj ba1

, Z'B,, jao'oh'E baa^djaont z^aa^vnt :djw0n :grao'ohts.

A
,, byy, ,,

jw'r byydjaont ,, ,, rgrawts.
T I be, sir, your obedient servant, John Grouts.

Notes to the above Letter.

1. knoivs, M. writes (ay nao'ohz) and 9. bullock, M. says ox is not used in

says not (miaz) which is what A. gives ; Ha., but A. gives it.

but M. says that 'to know' is (tao 11. oil ((Effi'ylj)
in cwl. making not

niia), (inyy'eokaon) says M., as A. has, it is

3. looking, an octogenarian at Reden- only the infinitive which is (mz/y'aok).
ham (5 nw.Andover and 1 nw.Apple- M. says monster is not used, and Prof.

shaw) agreed with A. here. S. put a ? against (niEE'sonst'K,) as a

5. found or (voo'ohnd). M. says possible pron. ;-four is (vao'oh'B,), but
"
hog not used,

" that is in the sense of fourteen is (r.aa
p
atn). cattle was

a male pig ;
but as a young and as yet oxen in the original, but M. says the

unshorn sheep, the word is common in word is not used, though A. has it.

Ha., so that a Hampshire Hog means 13. tell you what, according to M.
a country simpleton. There is a should have had 'tis appended. a bit,
1

Hampshire-Hog Lane '

at Hammer- M. says not a little, which A. uses. -

smith, London, W. bestow is not used says M., but it is

6. very, M. says the final y is fre- given by A. you be [of, to be omitted

quently omitted. according to M.] the same opinion.
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ANDOVER COLLOQUIAL SENTENCES.

Written by Prof. Schroer from dictation of Mr. B. Manning. See p. 100.

1. (dhaot hayv waoz muua dhoon hEEf bruu^d), that hive was more

than half brood.

2. (t)y/)aont layk dhyy'oot), it [=the thing said])is)not like that,

[=is not so].

3. (y yy'aont nuua guuad), it [referring to a rake] is-not no good.

4. (yy'is dhyy haost, dhyy)st stowlst my niEE'ao), yes thou hast, thee

hast stol'st my maw=heart. [The phrase is said to belong
to a well-known anecdote, using stoVst for stolen.~\

5. (gymy dhyk ZEE'S), wy'tjn? dhyk)n), give me this saw. which
one ? this)one.

6. (dhyy'ao byy'sost GO bEE'aod bdoe), thou be'st a bad boy.
7. (dhy/oodst [dhyy'ooldst] nee'ao byy nuua gwd)an), thee'dst

[thee'ldst] never be no good one.

8. (tyz mayn bEE'ood, Z'R), it)is main [=very] bad, sir.

9. (ay yfcyy'oont kao'ohnt)aom dhEE'ao EEV1 aomaoq), I can't count

them there all among [mixed up together].
10. (udy duuant xuua guua huuarn \_wuuam\\ why don't you go

home?
11. ((Mtuaok mEE'ahk sytj)ao nEEVz), don't make such a noise.

12. (ay t^'l dhy wat)yz, mn !),
I tell you what [it] is, man !

13. (wv
aa15

ii byy'aost [byst] dhy?/ gwawh^?), where be'st thee

going? [In (gwawh!) "the first element low-back-wide, the

second rather mid-mixed-wide, but certainly labialised by
the (a). I [Schroer] make it (wh :) lower, between (oh) and

(h), but more (y) than (oh)."
14. (wEE'aot byst gwayn vjis

1

'^?), what be'st thou going for?

why are you going ?]

15. (wat)s dhyy wEE'aont ?), what)is [it that] thee want ?

1 6 . (mayn smy^/tjy , mayn smyy'nt) ,
main

(
=
very) dusty, main smart.

17. (ay wynt. ay uant gua uam. taonayt), I will)not. I won't go
home to-night.

18. (\.itdkyy ?/y'r; y iualdi my tw^dhao daay), look ye here
;
he told

me the other day.
19. (yi dhyy w^st gwdwh^ teo :oksf'Ed, wytj way wwdst guua?),

if thee wast going to Oxford, which way wouldst [thou] go ?

20. (wytj wv% wdst sev)yt; A'ot o kw^'ld [kgo'oh^'ld]?), which way
wouldst [thou] have it

;
hot or cold ?

21. (myy'eot dhay mEE'oot), meet thy mate.

ANDOVER cwl.

from the phonetic observations of Prof. Arnold Sctroer, chiefly on Mr. Manning
and Mr. Arcbard, wbo are sometimes distinguished as M and A. Mr. Manning
also gave Prof. 8. a list of many words in the cwl. in his own orthography,
which I annex in Italics because it serves to shew his own appreciation of his

own sounds. I preserve even Mr. M.'s division of a word into two. See

p. 100.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 1 ztia. 3 by^/'aok. 4 tyy'gok. 5 myy'aok, niEE'ahk. 6 m?/y'aod. 8

|_hEE'oov. 9 byjy/aov. 11 mEE'ao. 12 ZEE'O). 14 dREE'ao, dR^aa
1

. 15

[
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, EE'oofwl) awful]. 17 M IEE'SO, A Ipa
1

. 18 kyy'aok. 19 tyy'aol,

tay'l. 20 lyy'aom [more decided dialect], lEE'aom [less broad]. 21 nyy'gom,
nEE'aom. 24 zhyy'aom, shyy'gom. 30 k*/y'a)'R, kyy'R*. 33 Kyy'aodhao.

A: 39 kyy'som, kaym, &mm [not much used. M.]. 40 kuutcm. 41 dhaoqk.
43 |_h//'aond. 44 l//9ond. 45 wEE'aont. 46 kyy'sondl. 47 wyy'aond'R. 48

zyy'aoq, zohq. 49 yy'aoq. 50 taoqz [doubtful whether ever (tyy'aoqz)]. 51 man.
55 M EE'soshyz [never (yy'ao-)], A yy'ooshyz. 56 wEE'aosh [very seldom

(wyy'aosh)]. A: or 0:
^58 VRaom, vRohm. 60 laoq. 64 REE'aoq.

A'- 67 gtiua, gu. 69 nuua. 70 tuua, Tutia, isuua ? 72 w, hyy'u, hstiua.

73 zwMfl. 74 TW, isiiua. 76 ttiuad. 77 l
v
aa l 'Rd. 78 wwa. 79 wwan. 80

ol'Rdao'i, aol'Rdao. 82 wons, WMMOHS. 84 mtiua. 85 ZMMQO'R, zao'ohaoR. 86

marts, [usually (wwats)]. 87 kljaa^z, klEE'aoz. 89 bzuorth, bEE'soth. 91mao'oh.
92 niiua, nao'oh. 96 ziiua [but mostly (zoo'oh, zeo'ohd, zao'ofyaon) sow, sowed,
sowing]. 97 zww'l. 98 M ncECE'ad [knowed], A nmtan [known]. 99 dReo'ohd.
100 zao'ohd [but the (z) is gradually giving way to (s)].

A': 101 iwuuak. 102 aoks, ax. 103 aokst, EE'aokst, eykst, axt. 104 Ruad.
106 bRwwod. 113 uua'L 115 uuam. 117 uucm.. 118 bwmm. 122 i. nuuan,
ii. nw. 124 stww^n. 127 |JIAA'RZ. 133 nii-uat.

M- 138 (v)fyy'aodh'R. 140 EE'SOJ!. 141 nEE'aojl. 142 snEE'aojl. 143
tEE'aojl. 144 aogj/y'aon aogEE'aon. 146 mayn [rarely (mz/y'aon, mEE'yn)]. 147

bRyy'9on. 148 vBB'oe'r. 149 blyy'soz. 152 wtao, wootao [" with voiceless d,
' Stimmlose lenis,' the pron. (watao) apparently dialect, (wootao) influenced by
educated pron., heard both from old country people." AS.] 153 zaot'Rdaay.

JE: 154 byy'eok. 158 ah ter. 159 EE'aoz, aoz. 161 daay. 162 twdaay.
163 laay. 164 maay. 165 zed. 166 mEE'aod. waps [wasp]. M'-
184 lEE'aod, lee ad. 187 lEE'aov. 189 woy. 190 Aoy. 194 EE'aoni [occ., but

oftener (ony)]. 195 niEE'aoni, maony. 197 djEE'soz. 198 Icet. 199 blEE'oDt.

200 WEE'aot. 202 EE'eot.

M': 203 zbEE'aoHj. 204 yndBB'floM [indeed]. 205 dinged. 208 M eev'n,
A GOV'R. 209 M neev'R, A naov'R. 210 klaay. 211 gn&ay. 212 waay. 213

oydh'R, EE'ahdh'R. 214 na'ydh'R, nEE'ahdh'R. 215 ttiuat. 216 dBB'aoU. 217

EE'ootj. 218 M zhyy'eop, A zhEE'aop. 220 M zhy/aob'Rd, A zhEE'aop'Rd,

zhjoop'Rd ["the latter rather confirming the pronunciation of M."]. 223

dhah'R, dh^'R. 224 U^'R, A waah"r. 226 muuast. 227 woet. 228

zwoet, zwEE'aot.

E- 231 dhoa. 232 bREE'aok. 233 spyy'aok, A spEE'aDk, [M makes (spEE'aok)
he spoke]. 234 nEE'god. 235 WEB'SOV. 236 VEE'GDV'R. 238 EE'aodj. 239

zaa-a 1
!. 241 r

k
aa-a'n. 243 p^aa-a

1
. 244 woa'l. 246 M kwEE'aan, A

kw
v
aa-a'n. 248 HIEE'SO'R. 249 WEE^'R. 250 zwEE'ao'R. 251 M maa'i/t,

A rnyy'&t. 252 b/tl.

E: 256 zdHyy'aotj, stREE'aotj. 257 EE'eadj. 260 l^aa-a
1

. 261 z^aa-a
1

. 262

w
t
aa-al

. 263 aw
k
aa-a l

,
WAA'a 1

. 265 zdREE'aot, zdRAA'a't. 266 woa'l. 269

z^aa'lf. 271 Wl, tyy'l. 272 oa'lm. 273 myy'aon. 274 bj/i/'aonti. 275

zdyy'oontj, STEE'aontj. 276 dhyqk. 279 WEE'aont. 286
k
a'Bah'R. 288 loet.

E'- 289 JEE'ao and jyy'ao.

*

290 \\ujy. 291 dhyy. 292 HIEE'SO [not much
used. M]. 293 M waa'y, A WEE'CB, wy. 294 vEE'ood, wrf. 296 bylEE'aov. 297

vaol'R. 298 VEE'al

lj. 299 grEE'aon. 300 kEE'aap, kee^/p. 301 L%y" r - 302

M myy'aot, A mEE'aot, meeyt. 303 zwEE'aot, zweeyt. E': 305 Lhy. 306

height. 307 nay. 308 naid. 311 tin. 312 he ere. 314

btosn [blessing]. 315 vedte.

EA- 318 leeft. 320 kyyao'R. EA: 321 [(zyd) see'd, used]. 322 few/*.

Lhww'ld,324
vayty [eighty]. 326 ttua'ld, aD'ohld. 330 Lhww'ld, Lhoo'ohld. 332 twwa'ld,

too'ohld. 333*a'a/ 334 liEEf. 335EEV1EE'!. 338 kBB'a'l. 339 [(byy) used].

340 jyy'ao'Rd, Jyy'Rd [orchard is (EE'so'Rtjaod, -cot)]. 342 yarm. 343 'ivayami.

344 tjyy'ld. 346 ^ afe. EA'- 347 he dde. 348 y [pi. (iffl'a'z)].
349

fyaoao'oh. EA': ^<?^. 351 lid. 352 REE'aDd. 353 bnt/y'&d. 355 dyf.

357 dhaD'oh. 359 nayb'R. 360 tee am. 261 bee an. 363 tjyy'aop, tjEE'aop,

tjep. 366 gryy'aot. 368 tfath. 371 <ra'rf.

El- 373 dhy ["of course not genuine instead of
(hyy)

tne old
g
outhern

form"]. El: 380 dhoem, oem ["in (oem) perhaps the old genuine Southern

form Anglo-Saxon heom, him"].
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EO- 384 hebn. 386 yow. 387 HEE'W. EO: 388 nrn'lk. 390 shohd,
shd. 392 jaon. 394 jaond'R. 396 wemk, [^mked) worked]. 399 bRyt.
402 l

l

aap Rn. smyy'Rt [to smart]. 406 ["never heard it used" M].
EO'- 409 bay. 412 shy, hy. 419 jao'oh'R. 420 veo'oh'R. 421 vjia'ty.
EO': 422 zyk. 427 baa 1

'?/ [been (ba'n)]. 428 zaa^y, zy. 430 vreend. 433
bre'ast. 435 jao'oh. 436 dRao'oh, dnuu. EY- 438 day [and (dwa

:

)
?

died (dayd, dfld^'yd)].
I- 440 M wdayk, A WEE'aok. 446 mine. 449 gyt [forget (f'Rgyt)].

I: 452 dy. 455 Idy. 458 ndyt, nyy'aot [the latter "most decided dialect"].
459 Rdyt. 465 sytj. 466 tjy'ld, tjyy'ld. 469 [(dy ww'l) I will]. 475 woind.

484 dhyk [(dhyk'n) this one]. 485 thee'sels. sohns [since]. I'- 490 by.
492 zdyd. 494 tdym. 496 dy'Rn. 498 Rdyt. I': 500 Idyk. 506 |_wwinn.
507 wum'en.
0- smAA'ak, smwk [smoke]. 519 ao'ohvao. 521 vow'el. 522 oop'un.

524 warld. 0: 527 bowt. 528 thoivt. 529 broivt. 531 dEEtao. 532
koo'al. 534 hoo'al. 535 vao'ohk. 536 goo uld. 541 wynt, want. 550 ward.
552 k

k
aapRn. 553 Lhjsa^Rn. 0'- 555 zhoo. 558 luak. 559 moother.

562 moo'un. month [month]. 564 zuttan, zwn. 565 nwz. 566 ohdh'R

["but usually (tohdhaoR, tw^dhaoR, tao'ohdhaoR) ;
I heard an old farm -labourer,

80 years old, at Longstock (9 nw.Winchester), say (mdv tohdh'Rz) =my others."

AS.] 568 bRaadh'R.
0': hiiuak. 570 tuuak. 571 guttad.. 572 blwwad. 574 bRM^ad. 575

siuuad. 576 wwwanzdao, wohnzdao. 578 plAA, plso'oh. 579 M inao'oh, A nohf

[which M doubts]. 580 tao'oh. 583 t^aojl. 584 sTe<aojl ["that is inverted

(t) almost like (tj) ;
this sound is said to be frequent, though M does not admit

it in (TII), two, where I heard it distinctly myself, though not always." AS.]
585 hnuuam. 586 duua. 587 dohn. 593 mist. 595 voo'ut.

U- 599 ah'boone. 601 vowul. 602 zow, plu. zows. 603 kohm, kooam.

604 zohm'R. 605 zohn [see 629], 606 do'er. uud [wood]. U: 609
vu'l. 612 zohm. 613 dRohqk. 615 pao'ohnd. 616 gRao'ohaond. 623 vao'ohaond.

625 too'ung. 626 [not used, / be'a moin hungered, M]. 629 zohn [see 605].
632 ohp. 634 M dRao'oh, A druu. 639 dowst.

U'- 640 kow hu, pi. kow'hoo's. 641 Lhao'oh. 644 zohk, zwk. 645 duuav.
dhuttam [thumb], U': 658 dao'ohn. 663 Lhao'ohs.
Y- 673 mohtj. 675 dRdy. 680 byzy. 682 lee'die. Y: 684 bree'adge.

685 ru'dge. 688 zohtj. 692 johqgaost. 694 w^Rk. 695 ^aa^Rkn, Lhyy'Rk.
700 wos'cr, wuss. 701 v

t
aa15 Rst. 702 wy. Y- 706 wdy. Y': 709

vy'er, voy'er.

U. ENGLISH.

736lappy].
E. 745 tjWaH. 749 M lyft ["which

A. 713 bEE'aod, b
t
aad. 714 lEE'aod. 732 ao^n.

l^aas, IEE'GOS. 737 myy'aot, mEE'sot.

I myself heard," AS.], A lEE'soft. I. and Y. 758 gEE'l. 759 vyt. 760

zhryv'ld. 0. 761 loo'ud. 765 :djw??n. 766 [I believe this word moidered
to be purely Irish, I never heard it in Ha., M.]. 767 n(E(Eyz, nEE'a'z. 769

nioo'el, waant. 773 doqky. 774 ptiuani. 776 guuad. \)daj. 783 [poultry is

not used or they would say powel try, M.]. 791 b(E(E'y, booe. U. 796
bloo1

'^. 801 rum. 802 rohm. 804 drwqkn [compare 613]. 808 poht.

in. ROMANCE.

A-- 810 ve'ass. 811 ple'ass. 813 byy'aokn. 818 EE'sodj. 822 maay,
may. 826 EE'aog'l. 828 eegyy. kaompl 4aynyn [complaining] . 833 p?/yao'R.

plaa
l/

2/z [" (plyy'aoz) is probably not genuine dialect"]. 835 R^aa-a'zn. 836

zyy'aozn. myy'oost'R. 849 chaimber. 841 tjyy'aons. 847 dainger, doinger.
849 zdRaondj'R. 850 dyz/'eons. 851 (E(E

t
nt. 852 EE'aop'Rn. 854 baoao'R'l.

855 k(E(E'Rohts. 856 pEE'ao'Rt. 857 kyy'aos. 862 zyy'&f. 864 k^aa^aos,

[shorter (kaos)]. 865 voEffi'lt. 866 paa'R.
E-. 867 tEE'a1

. 869 VEE'eojl. 874 ryy'aon. 875 vEE'aont. 876 dEE'aonty.
877 [not used, M.]. 885 vaah'R, vao'Ri ["an old man of 80 in Redenham (5 nw.
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Andover), apparently eager to avoid the dialectal change of
(f )

to (v), said (feiu/),"

AS.]. 888 sartun [often it is zartun zure, M.]. 890 byy'aost. 893 vlce'oh'r.

! andX 897 dylayt. 898 na'ys. 900 pr k
aa i;

y. 901 va'yn. 903 ddyn
[not vulgar]. 904 va'yket. 912 ro'ys. 0-- 913 kwatj. 915 zdohf. 916
onjaon. 918 fay'ble. 920 pCE'ynt. 922 bohshl, bwshl. 923 maist, moin
de'amp. 924 choy'iss. 925 v^aa^ys, vraoi'ys. 926 zbpa^ylj, zb(E(E'*/l. 929
kao'ohkaomb'R. 930 IcEos'yn. 935 kohntri. 939 klwas. 940 kuat. 941 VOO'M/.

942 bohtj'R. 943 titch. 950 zohp'a. 951 kohpl. 952 koo'us.

IT- 965 (ECE'yjl. pohnish [punish]. 969 zlm'R. 970 djiast.

ISLE OF WIGHT.

The Isle of Wight may be regarded as part of Ha. dialectally as

it is politically. Owing to its separation from the mainland, and
the absence of commercial ports, it has not been so much exposed
to the influence of great towns as the couuty generally. The
MS. form of dial, is strongly marked. The reverted (n) is well

recognised when final. My information, independent of books, is

derived from Rev. C. E. Seaman, the vicar of Northwood (2 s.Cowes),
for the n. of the island, and Mr. Titmouse, schoolmaster of Shor-

well (5 sw.Newport), for the s. The latter says that initial (z) is

not frequent, but occurs in (zamut) somewhat, and there is a

tendency that way in many other words, and also that the tendency
is generally to use initial (v) for /, as (vanloq, vog) furlong, fog.
Mr. T. says that thr- does take the sound of dr- in a very pronounced
manner, and points to dresher for thresher, but Mr. Seaman does not

admit this, but introduces an auxiliary vowel, as (th'ru) through.
The transposition of (n) has not been noticed. / be, we>m going,
don't us, Pve a walked, I do know, are general. Mr. T. (a native of

Hu.) had been previously a schoolmaster for six years in n.Sm.,
and the Wi. speech struck him as bearing a very strong general
resemblance to n.Sm. speech. Having some difficulty in inter-

preting some of Mr. Seaman's spellings, I confine myself to giving
those words which Mr. Titmouse has re-spelled.

SHOBWELL (:shoK'l), 5 sw.Newport, Wi.

cwl. furnished by Mr. Titmouse, 14 years schoolmaster, pal. conjecturally by
AJE. The diphthong (a>') may be (a't), but is not (ai). The MS. character

is very evident from this list.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 biek. 4 trek. 5 miek. 7 siuk. 8 hee. 12 SAA! [part. (sAAltq)

perhaps (L)]. 14 drAAl. 19 thd. 20 limn. 21 rnirnn. 24 shitjm. 31 liet.

A: 41 thEqk. A'- 70 tuu, 74 ty x [written tue, and Mr. Seaman said that

it approached Dv. (y^, possibly (ta'u)]. 86 whats. A': 102 aast [asked].
108 doo. 115 whornn. 118 bden. M- 138 v^dhtJB. M: 155 dha'tj.

158 aateR. 166 mi^d [the common word, but apparently confused with made}.

172 graas. 179 wot. 181 paath. M'- 182 see. 183 teetj. 190 kee.

196 ween. M': 224 ween.
E- 232 briik. 236 feewn. 252 ktt'l. E: 265 stra>t. 272 eta.

284 dra'sh. EA: 323 fa'zrt. 342 jiBKm. 343 waRm. EA'- 349 ["i
more like v"]. EA': 359 n^bsR. EO- 386 too. EO: 393 bwo-nt.

399 brao'it. 407 faRd'n. EO'- 411 drii. 420 [f as v]. 421

EO': 425 lao'it. 426 fao'tt.
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I- 449 git. I: 458 nao'it. 459 rao'it. 462 sao'it. 484 [(dink) used].
488 JEt. I': 505 [my wife (mso'i raisis, mao'i o01jd)nmi)]. 506 enen.

0- 521 fuel. 524 waR'ld. 0': 597 sat.

U- 606 dooR [Mr. Seaman (dAABR)].
Y: 700 was. 701 fast.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 737 miret. E. 750 ba'g. 0. 767 nao'iz. 772 bonefao'iR. 773

daqki.

III. ROMANCE.

A" 810 fn?s. 811 pirns. 824 tj'njR. 851 naant. 852 eepvun. 853

baRgen. 854 baR'l. 866 pooR. E" 890 blest [pi. (biestiz)J. 891 fiest.

I-. and^f-- 899 nees. 904 vso'ilet. 910 djao'ist. 0-- 923 mao'ist. 926

spao'il. 930 lao'in. 942 batreR. 944 [I allows it will rain= I think, admit,

etc.]. 947 bao'il. !! 965 ao'il. 968 ao'tstim.

YAH. iv. SE. AND Ss. FOEM.

The n. of Sr. will be treated tinder D 8. The s. of Sr. and w.Ss.

vary but slightly from the Ha. var. iii. of D 5, but the dialect is

manifestly dying out. The initial (z, v) have vanished. The (&i)

for AEG, EG, scarcely appear, having become (ee', ee, ee), as

frequently even in D 4. The A- fractures remain generally.

The F remains (a
7

*) or nearly so, but as we go eastward becomes

more confounded with (A'/, o'). This last diphthong has been

constantly given me from other districts, when subsequent viva

voce information has shewn it to be (a'z, az) or even (a*). Here

Eev. T. Burning-ham, then Rector of Charlwood (6 ssw.Reigate),
wrote aw-i, and hence I give his words with

(A.'*').
In e.Ss. and in

Ke. most informants give oi, but I have found (a') in n.Ke. At
the same time (a'*')

so often simulates
(o'$')

that an unaccustomed

ear would unhesitatingly give the latter. Mr. Burningham finds

s Sr. and n.Ss. more mincing than the s.Ss. He says: "It is

difficult to give a notion of the close, mincing, squeezed-in pro-
nunciation of the s.Sr. and n.Ss. :

' Jiaaow much a paaound is that

raaound of beef?' as also to give the burr of the r's." The aa is

explained by hay, and the italicised words are closely (heu, peund,

reund) common in London and n.Ke. "A Sr. man would say

'rebbit,' a s.Ss. man 'rahbut,' e.g. 'eve a' -got a rahbut in ees

pawkut' (ii;v 'Bgot 13 rab^t in iiz pAAket). I speak of the pronun-
ciation of 50 years ago. It still prevails among the old, but is

polished off a good deal among the rising generation by
' educa-

tion.'
" My information from w.Ss. is very meagre, but there

can be no doubt that it continues Ha. speech with a still further

falling off of the dialect in the direction of Ke. The separation
between e. and w.Ss. depends on the use of (d) for (dh) in certain

words. This is unknown even at Bolney (12 nnw.Lewes) in w.Ss.,

but has been heard from old people at Cuckfield (3 ne.Bolney). The
commencement of the line at the mouth of the Adur is due to the

late Mark Antony Lower. In these districts / be remains, but
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I are is found in Ke. The cwl. on which I rely are those obtained

viva voce from students at Whitelands, and these I annex, in-

cluding some other words.

SOUTH SURREY AND WEST SUSSEX cwl.

Pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Jane Sayers, native of Ockley (8 sw.Reigate),
where she had lived all her life

;
Miss M. A. Forth, not a native, but who

had been always resident at Ockley and had spoken Sr. talk when a child
;

and Miss Alice Slyfield, native of Reading, who had lived 7 years at Stoke

(1 n.Guildford), all in Nov. 1877 students at Whitelands. The reverted (R)
of Miss Sayers was perfect. The C, G,W were pal. by AJE. from indications.

C Charlwood (:tpred) (6 ssw.Reigate) from Rev. T. Burningham.
G words from Dr. Grece's dt. for Weald of Sr. Since Dr. G. marked numerous

words in his wl. as having the vowels in rs., I have given some of them in ro.

and in Italics.

W Wisborough, Ss. (8 sw.Horsham) from Rev. W. A. Bartlett.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 bake [no (ee
1

]} vanish]. 5 make [no (ee
1

]} vanish]. 12 saa [no euphonic

(R)]. 13 C naa. 17 laa [no euphonic (R)] and C. 20 leeem. 21 neetmi and G.
23 seemn. 24 shee^m and C. 33 raadhim, rmlheR. 36 C thaa. 37 klaa.

A: 41 C thEqk. 43 a !n [h always omitted], W hAAnd, G haand. 51 man.
64 WAAnt.
A:orO: 58 from. 60 long. 61 raioq. 64 wrong.
A'- 67 guu and C [(ugwee-n) a-going 0, not S]. 69 noon. 70 toon. 73

so'ou. 74 two. 76 too'd. 77 C kRd. 79 oo'n. 85 C sooun. 86 watsandC.
87 tlooz [(tl, dl) for initial cl- gl- general]. 92 no'ou. A': 101 oo'k. 104

ro'oedandG. 106 broo'd, C bnaad. 107 loo'f. 108 do'ou, C doo. Ill ought.
115 oo'm and C, S com. 122 nan. 123 W nAAthen. 124 stoo'n and C,
stan [as a weight], 131 gooet.
M- 140 ee'l. 141 nee'l. 142 snee'l. 147 bree'n. 152 water. 153

saldimdee. JE: 155 thstj and W. 166 mee'd [(gsel) usual, quite London].
170 aRvist [no change of (v) into (w)]. 171 barley. 172 gRaas andC. 174 eesh.

M'- 182 sea. 183 teach. 184 lead. 190 \ee. 193 clean. 194 Bni. 197

cheese. 200 wiit. M': C eedhvR. 215 C taat. 218 ship and C. 219 C

slip. 224 G weeuR. 226 C mootjst. 227 S w^t.

E- 233 speak. 235 weave. 236 fever. 241 C rain. 246 i. queen. 250

swiiuR. 251 meat, W nwt. 252 kid'l [common], C kit'l. 254 [C (liduR) old

Sr.]. E: 261 say. 265 stra'it, G street. 272 Ehim. 278 [a term of de-

preciation]. 280 leeb'n. 282 C strnnth. 284 thrash and W.
E'- 296 C bliv. 299 green. E': 310 C hirel. 312 C ireR. 314 C

hireRd. 315 fit. 316 nikst.

EA- 319 gee'p. 320 kee^R. EA: 322 C laaf . 323 fa'wt and C and W.
324 [tendency to (ait)]. 326 ood. 330 ood [same as 326]. 333 calf. 334

7^/[noh]. 340 jiierd. 343 WAARM, C waaRm]. 346 gee't and G.

EA'- 347 Ed. 348 ai. 349 few and C. EA': 355 deaf. 357 though.
358 S niist [nighest, heard in use]. 360 C tirern. 361 C biren. 368 death and

C. 371 straw, C stRaa.

El- 373 they [no (d) for (dh) as in D 9]. El: 377 steak, C stiik. 378

weak.
EO- 383 SEb'n. 386 too. 387 new. EO: 393 beyond, C biJE-nd.

394 Gjendm. 397 soo'Rd, C sfiwjRd. 399 ObRait, SbRa'it. 405 aRth. 406

earth. EO'- 412 she. 413 devil. 414 fly. 417 tpo. 420 fifettR.

EO': 423 thigh. 424 roof. 425 lait. 426 fait. 433 C bmist. 435 you.

436 S tRiu, tRoo, C tRiu. 437 C tuiuth.
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EY- 438 dai [once said (dei)].

I- 440 wik, S wiik. 442 C A'ivi. 444 stail. 446 nain. 448 these.

449 git. 450 Tuesday. I: 452 ai, a !

i, C A'* [often]. 457 C mA'it. 458

nait, S na'it. 459 Rait, S Ra it [and so for I
7

]. 465 sitj. 467 tjai'ld
and C. 469 tjiluR, -mm. 472 SRiqk. 475 wind. 484 this. 487 jisteRd^.

488 Jit.

I'- 494 taim [C (A') for I']. I': dik [ditch]. 503 laif. 505 waif.

507 wmen. 508 mail. 509 wail.

0- 521 foal, C ioouL 522 open. 524 wafild. 0: 526 kAAf. 527

bought. 528 thought. 529 brought. 530 wrought. 531 daughter, C daateu.

532 coaf, C koonl. 533 dEl. 536 gold. 546 C fwwuiid. 549 uutmd. 550
wand and C. 551 C staRm. 552 corn, C kaun. 553 horn, C haRn.

0'- 555 shoe. 559 wotf^r. 562 moon. 564 swn. 566 adhim. 0': 569
book. 570 took. 573 ^00^. 575 *fa0c?. 578 plE'w. 579 enough [never heard

(ena'u)]. 580 tough. 586 do. 587 <fcw. 588 woow. 589 spoon. 592 SOOR.

594 [shoes always said even for boots]. 596 rut, rat. 597 sat.

U- 605 sow. 606 duuBR and G. 607 butter. U: 611 bullock. 613

^rw&. 615 S tuu pan [two pounds]. 618 wwn. 619 fwn. 620 grwn. 625

tongue. 629 sww. 631 thaazdee. 632 wj?. 633 cup. 634 through. 636
faRdher.

U'- 640 kE'u [all U' like this]. 641 C IIE'U [and all U' like this]. 649
thE'uztmd. 653 but. U': 656 rrnn. 662 us. 663 E'WS, C heews. 665
mE'ws. 666 wzben [0 (gaqBR) commonly used]. 671 mE'uth.

Y- 676 lai. Y: 689 build. 691 C mVind. 700 was and C. 701 fast.

Y': 711 lais. 712 mais.

u. ENGLISH.

A. 722 dRein. 737 WG meeut. E. 743 C skR<*?m. I. and Y. 758
G gsel. 0. 761 luu'd, C lo'oed. 769 mo'oul. 790 gE'wn, C gE'wnd.
U. 808 pat.

m. ROMANCE.

A-. 809 able. 810 fee's. 811 plee's. 813 bacon. 840 chamber. 843
hREnsh. 850 dsns. 852 apron. 854 C baRl. 861 tee'st.

E-. 868 C djai. ! and Y-- 899 niece. 906 C VA'ipim.
0-- 913 kuuBtj. 916 iq'n. 919 a'intment. 920 pa'int. 926 spa'il.

929 kE'ukembBR. 930 C lE'in. 934 C bE'wnti. 938 C kaRneR. 940 koo't

and C. 947 ba'il. 948 ba'wl.

U 961 gRuul. 965 a'il. 968 a'isteR. 969 C sWirea. 971 flint.

D 6, 7, 8 = BS. or border of S. as against M. and E.,

forming the Border Southern Group.

Boundary. This cannot be determined with great accuracy, and
will be given for each district separately.

Area. Extreme n.GL, most of Wo., sw. Wa., most of Ox., extr.

se.Be., n.Sr., and extr. nw.Ke. This was an area of continual

conflict and mixture of the S., W., M., and E. populations.
Character. A mutilated S, which is strongest in the w. and

gradually fades towards the e. and s., becoming finally scarcely

perceptible in D 8.
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D 6 = n.BS. = northern Border Southern.

Boundary. Begin at Bewdley, Wo. (2 w-by-s.Kidderminster),
and go along the reverted ur line 3 (see p. 17) through Wo., Wa.,
.and Np. to the b. of Np., which pursue as far as its sw. angle (6
sw.Banbury), and then cut across the projection of Ox. and proceed
w. to Moreton-in-Marsh, GL (17 ne. Cheltenham). Then continue
direct w. to the s. of Tewkesbury, GL, and of Eldersfield, Wo., and
n. of Staunton along the n. b. of D 4. Here turn n. and pass over
Red Hill and the Malvern Hills and their n. continuation to the

starting-point, Bewdley. Although this b. is laid down with much
minuteness, it is often uncertain, and must be considered to be at

least six miles broad.

Area. The extreme n. of GL, most of Wo. and s. of Wa., the
extreme n. of Ox. and sw. of JSp.

Authorities. See the following places in the Alphabetical County List, where *

means vv. per AJE., t per TH., ||
in so., in io.

Gl. fAshchurch, fBuckland, fEbrington, fFairford, Kemerton, *fShe-
ning-ton (locally in Ox.), fLong Marston, fTewkesbury.
Np. tAshby St. Legers, fBadby, fByneld.
Ox. fBanbury (part locally in Np.).
Wa. Butler's Marston, fClaverdon, fKineton, fKnowle, fPillerton Priors

t||Stratford-on-Avon, fTysoe.
Wo. fAbberley, fBengeworth, fBewdley, fBirt's Morton, fDroitwich, fDnnley,

fEldersfield, fEvesham, tGreat Malvern, fGreat Witley, *Hanbury, Hartle-

bury, fKidderminster, fMalvern Wells, fSaleway, fStourport, Upton Snodbury,
fWorcester.

Character. This complicated district, containing the transition

from S. to M., is naturally by no means well marked. Except at

Eldersfield, the use of initial (z, v) for (s, f) seems lost; the (B) is

inclined to approach (r) when initial, at least all my informants so

hear it, and Mr. Hallarn generally writes (r) only, even when final
;

and finds only traces of (B) in parts, which fail especially towards
the e. / be remains, with her for she, and /, she, we, as emphatic
forms of the object. It is convenient to distinguish four geo-

graphical varieties, though the differences between them are small.

These are Yar. i. s.Wo., Yar. ii. s.Wa., Yar. iii. Banbury, Yar. iv.

sw.Np. The general character of all is A- (ee) as (nemn) name.
A'= (00, wa) as (rood, warn, stwan), road, home, stone. ^E: = (ai,

ei, ee)j as (dai, dei, dee), day. EG-=(ai, ei, ee), as (rain, rem,

reen.}, rain. EA'=(iB, era, eY, ee), as (biimz, be^nz, gre/t, greet),

beans, great. =
(a) occ., as (drap, starm, kras), drop storm, cross.

TJ=(a:, u
),

as (kam, sw m), come, some. T3'=(d'u, a'w, BM\ as (B'U,

na'w, dawn), how, now, down. The variations from these normal
forms are so slight and probably individual that they cannot be

formulated, but they must be collected from the following cwl. The
whole district lies in the mixed sum, sdom or som region, and stidm

prevails more and more as we approach the Midlands.

Illustrations. A cwl. derived from numerous places for each

variety, dt. for Worcester, Hanbury, Claverdon, and Shenington ;

cs. for Banbury.
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VAR. i. Wo. FORM.

WORCESTER.

dt. pal. by TH. from diet, of Mr. "W. Brown, native, about 42, who had gone to

"Wolverhampton 9 years previously.

1. di se/, tjaps, JB)SZ ca)m ra'V Bba'wt dhat b't'l WEnsh kamm
frBm dhB skuul.

2. am)z gu*m da'wn dhra rood dhaR thruu dhB rsd gje^'t on dhB
left and soVd B dhB rood.

3. luk dhaR ! SR)Z gAn straVt w p' tB dhB doBR B)dhB roq Q'US.

4. waR aR)l vEr^ \dikli drop olt \_=hold~\ B dhat owld drw qk'n
f r*'qk'ld :tom.

5. ju aa\ noo)^m vEr* WE!.
6. w<))nt dh^ did tjap sun tsl)^r not te)kam 'BgJE'n, pu-e th/q !

7. luk dhaR ! e)nt it truu ?

Notes. enough shtiCT ^n?/ f
,
cAi& tjaild, fellow

fsle, name neem., shrivelled up sriv'ld

"Words omitted : yonder jond^r, girl w p, [with (srimps, sra'ud] shrimps,

rl, so soo, now na'u, way wei, sure s

(6 wsw.Redditch).

dt. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Turner, then a student at "Whitelands

Training College.

1. soo <d'i sa, me^ts, JB sii na'w dh^t <d'i bi ra'/'Bt -eba'wt 'dhat

Kt'l gjaRl 'Bkamm fram dh^ skuul jand^.

2. 3R)z -B gum da'wn dh-e roo^d dliaR thrum dh^ rEd gee^t on

dh-e lEft a'nd saYd BV dhB wa*.

3. shuBr Bna'w dhB tja
/

'ld)z gAn strait ap te dhB du^r "BV dhB

raq Q'US,

4. waR SR)! la'ikb* fa'md dhat t*'ps* dEf fslBR BV dhB neBm B

:tom.Bs.

5. wi AA! nooz)im vEr* waLB.
6. want dhi a'wld tja

]

p san
t<?<?tj

BR not tB duu it BgEn, PUUBR
thtq !

7. IwkB ! beeBnt it truuB.

Principal variants in the dt. from Hartlebury (4 s-by-e. Kidderminster), sent

by the Misses Haviland, daughters of the then Eector :

1. so su, say saz, see siiz, girl WEnti, where weeur, chance to mEbi ap'n,
school yonder skuuel jond^f. 2. there Thomas rtonres. 6. old 6ud, soon suuen.

dheeer, through thru, gate gJEt, way won't ont, teach laauN, again nemu-er.

weei. 3. enough Bnaf, iz bi, straight 7. is not, brent, true truu.

streeit, door do'oer, wrong raq. 4.
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S.WORCESTERSHIRE Cwl.

Made up from the following sources :

A Abberley wn. by TH. (r-, -R), doubtful if one
( ), no (z-, v-, h-).

B Bewdley wn. by TH. mostly from Mrs. Ashcroft, a centenarian, one (z-), ( )

frequent, occ. verbal pi. in en as (dw n-JB, wi tw k'n, wi)n) do you, we took,
we have, with the He. form (t?dh Bdha'ut) of 'with without.'

Bg Bengeworth, a suburb of Evesham, Wo., wn. by TH.
Bu Buckland, Gl. (11 ene.Tewkesbury), wn. by TH.
D Droitwich wn. by TH.
E Eldersfield, Wo. (9 s. Great Malvern), wn. by TH. from Mrs. Knowles, aged

79, native, (dhaU kiip'n) they keep, (kam wi a'i te plai) come with I to play,
many (z-).

Eb Ebrington, Gl. (18 ne. Cheltenham), wn. by TH.
G Great Witley, wn. by TH.
H Hanbury, vv. to AJE., the dt. is not included in this cwl.

M Gt. Malvern and Malvern Hills wn. by TH.
P from '

quaint words
'

by
'

APORSON,' that is a parson, in s.Wo. from Worcester
on n. to Chacely on s. and Evesham on e. to Great Malvern on w., pal. as

well as he could do it by AJE.
S Saleway (7 sw.Redditch) wn. by TH., no (z-, v-), but (r-, -R), (BR)Z, wi)z)

her is, we has, (jant) ain't.

W Worcester wn. by TH., no (z-, v-).

*
#
* For brevity, when several places are grouped, the medial length of vowels

has not been distinguished from the short.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 BSBu teek, H t&k, E tet?k. 5 H meek ai [make hay]. 20 AE l&nn,
S lemn, BBu \eern. 21 ABSWBu neem, W n&md [as well as (n*n)], Eb niam.
23 seem. P onreR [hammer], A ombi?R [compare inserted b in number, timber],
S oim?R. - - P feeR [to fare, a fare]. 33 D raadheR. A: P krob [a

crab]. 51 P niAn, BW niA'n. A: or 0: 60 SD Iw q. 64 D ru q.
A'- 67 AD gwain, W gwein. 77 P laRD. 81 E leen. 92 AD now.

A': 104 Bu rood. 115 PAWH warn, D worn, Bu oom, W om [also home, refined],- S tjloon [alone]. 117 AEM wan, W WAU. 118 P bwan. 120 D rerz tjguu

[years ago]. 122 Bu na'n, H nan. 124 P stwan, AD stoon. 130 P bwat.
M- 138 A fiadheR, B fizdhw, S fmlhtm, D fredhim. 141 B n^ilz. 147

H brain. Wstanz [stairs]. 152 S weetw, D witta. M: 161 PAD dai,
S laU, W dai, [in city] del, dee, Bu dee. - - P op'l [apple]. P koRt [cart].
M'- 182 W sii. 192 P meen.. M': 210 P klai [clay]. 211 AS grai,

B grei. 213 H iidhuR. 218 PD ship. 223 Bu dhetjR, BDS dhi^R, Bu dh^R.
224 B WE'R, S wit?R, BuW waR.
E- 233 BW sp^k. 241 AB rain. 243 ABESH plai. P beeR [to bear],

248 PmeeR. 252 A kJEt'l. E: 260 ABBu lai. 261 PABSDsai, Bu sa 1

!,

AE zei, W sai. 262 B wai, W wei, D wai, [foundations] AA! gjin wa r
i [all

given way]. 263 ABESBu Bwai, M swei. 265 W strait. E': 315 PH fit.

EA- 320 P keeR. EA: 324 BESHD ait [Mrs. A. said (i sai ait OT

na'in)]. 326 BS 6d, EBu owld. 328 B kowd. 333 kAAf. 335 Bu aal, AA!.

346 W gjeit [in the city] gjet [in the country]. EA'- 347 SD jad, BuW
M, jM. EA': 350 B djE

r

d. 353 S brE'd. A kraim [cream]. 360 S

tiim. 361 P beenz [beans]. 366 A greet.
El- 372 B di. 373 ABS dhai, ED dhaj

i, Bu dha'i, D dhE'i, dhe. El:

378 Bw^k. EO- 383 E ZEV'U. EO: 393 BuD jand^R. 395 Sjw q.
-

P boRm [barm]. EO'- 409 P \>eez [bees]. 411 AB thrii, E drii. H trii

[tree]. EO': 426 B feit. 428 E zii, S sii. EY- 438 W dat, D da'i.

I- 446 E na'in. - G jis [yes]. I: 452 A e'i, D a'i, W di. 458 W
naif. 459 WD re'tt. 469 AV w?/ nt [won't], Bu ui [wilt]. spEl [to spill]

A ran [run], S r n [H added "donkey boys say (rw n)"]. P set [to sit

- E ziks. I'- 490 G ba't. 494 A ta'im. F: BW ta'idi [tidy]

502 E va'iv. 506 W umra, H a'wljd)amn, [a woman, old woman]. 510 ^
rna'i. D la'in [line].

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1545 ]
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0- _ S shw v'l. D drap [drop]. 0: 525, ii. af. 531 D
- D krap [crop]. 551 BuD staiim. 552 Bu kR

v
n. BS A'S [horse]. GS

marnin [morning]. 554 M Bkras [across]. P pwost [post] . 0'- 555 "W
shce'u. 559 GW madlveR. 564 D sun, H san. 568 B br dhtm. 0': 573
D ftu d. 575 H stad. 579 D imaf. 586 S d?* s dhii [dost thou]. 587 AH
dan, S d n. 588 H nan. 589 H span. 594 H [has no (buuts) only (shuuz)].
595 PH fat. 596 H rat. 597 H sat.

U- 601 ASB fVwl. 603 M Bkamm [a-coming], H kam ap [come up].M thw ndr. 605 S su n, D sa'n, ABu son, BD son, D [between] son, sw n.

606 WD doBR, Eb. dutm. 607 B better. IT: 612 S su m. 613 B dm qk.M M ndrd [hundred]. Bu Aqgri [hungry]. 632 BW w p, M ap ap.
U'- 643 G na'w, D na"w. 650 E Mttt. U': 656 G rum. 658 ABESW
da'wn, Bu da'un. 663 SW o's, D a's, a'wz'n [pi.]. 667 D a'wt.

Y- D mw ti. 675 dua'i. 679 D tjantj. Y: 691 ES ma'ind. --P
haRNet [hornet].

n. ENGLISH.

P wogin [wagging]. 0. 767 A naiz. 791 H bwo'i. U. B mw k

[muck]. 803 M [between] cLp mp, dpmp. M kw t. 808 Bu put, D pwt.

m. ROMANCE.

A- 811 Dpletjs. 820Pgai. PD pai [pay]. G fail [fail]. Bu
taihjR. 830 Butrkin. 833 A paR. PS pl^z [please]. 847 D daindrer.

851 W nant.

E 867 P iee. B pm% [preach]. 878 P saelm. P pors'n, B paasen.
! and^f-- 898 Bu na'is. 900 P pra.

- P sperit [spirit]. 910 P
dje'tst. B bif [beef]. P dp'int [joint]. 923 P me'fst. - B nw qk'l.
930 P la'in. P kaRps [corps]. EG sart [sort]. 940 P kwat. 947
A bw6il.

U-- 970 M djest, D [between] djast, dp st.

YAK. ii. S.WA. FOEM.

CLAVEKDON, WA. (5 e.Warwick) dt.

pal. by TH. from the dictation of S. Job, farm -labourer, b. 1824, native.

1. d'i SE'I, ju tjaps, ju szi o'e)m ra'V na'w 'Bba'wt dhat Kt'l wEnsh
kamm fr^m s' skuul

2. ar)z Bgu'm da'wn rood [rdwd] dhi'^r thruu dh^ rEd gje^t
on cuai3 Isft and sa^'d [inclining to (s<nd)] B dh^ rood.

3. Iwjt j^ ! driT? tja'ld)z gAn strE^V w p
v

te dhi3 roq o'ws'

4. WIBT ar)l praps fa'md dhat drw qk'n, dsf, thm ^n ag/d

[haggard] fEru [krE^'ter] -BZ dh^ kAAl :tom.

5. wi AA! noo zm vEr* WE'!.

6. ww nt dhi3 owld tjap niE'k t?r noo bEter n^r gu dhf-er

pimr thiq\
7. Iw k JB ! JEnt it tro?'u.

Note.

This has a very neutral character. I

find among the wn. from the same per-
son (jandt?r) old, (jronder) new, etc., and as
the latter appears in the dt., it is possible
that Job was sometimes "

speaking

pretty." I find, also (n^em, t^eb'l),

name, table, old, and (neim, teib'l) new.

Compare following cwl. Job used

(srimps, sra'ud) shrimps, shroud, (shr-)

being a difficulty.
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SOUTH WARWICKSHIRE cwl.

B Butler's Marston (10 s.Warwick), pal. by AJE. from a nwl. sent by Rev. E.

Miller, Vicar in 1877, helped out in parts by K. below. Mr. M. considers that
the speech extends for 6 m. round. This would include Kineton. Stratford
is only 7 or 8 m. off. As reverted (R) is heard both at Stratford and Banbury,
I conclude it must exist here and have introduced it. As exceptional pron.
only were marked, the other pron. in the original wl. must be taken as

practically in rs. In this case (u )
would occur only in the words so marked.

/ be is used.

K wn. at Kineton (9 s-by-e.Warwick) in 1880 by TH. from a native of 58, who
had, however, resided many years at Warwick as keeper of the gate at the

entrance to the common. Only principal words are given. TH. had not
noted the reverted (B), but as it was strong in Stratford, I have introduced it.

I am used. The pron. seems to have been tainted by Warwick. Also from
Mrs. Pheasey, lived there 50 years from childhood.

P Pillerton Priors (8 se. Stratford) wn. by TH., in 1886 from a native b. 1819.

S wn. at Stratford-on-Avon in 1880 by TH. from an errand boy, native, and GL

Phipps, a labourer, 20, native, only absent If years. But both had so marked
a town pron. that I give very few words. The errand boy had not even

reverted (R), but the labourer and the other people in the town had it

strongly. The labourer used we am. The (u )
was frequent.

T Tysoe (11 se.Stratford) wn. by TH. in 1886, from natives b. 1802 and 1809.

/ be used.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 BP bt-ek. 4 BP t&k, K teek, S teik. 5 BP m&k, T meek. 6 B m^d.
7 B s<h?k. 10 B haa. 12 B saa. 13 B naa. 14 B draa. 17 B laa. 18 T khtk.

19 B t&l. 20 BKPT Imn, S leim. 21 BP n&m, K neem, n&rni nfom. K
aniBR [hammer] . 23 BPs^mn. 24 Bsheem, T sheem. 25 B m^en. spiiR

[to spare]. 31 B Lbt. 35 T AA!. 36 B thaa. A: 39 B k^m. 40 B kuum

[? confused with combe a hill]. 43 Band. 44 Bland. 51 B man. 57 Baas.
A: or 0: 59 B lam. 60 T loq, lq. 61 T Bmwqkst. 64 P roq, T roq. A'- 67

B gun, K Bgu-in. 75 B struuk. 76 BT tued. 77 B LZRD. 81 B Imi. 84

B muBR. 85 B SUBR. 86 T uets. 90 T bloo. 92 S nott. 93 P snoo.

A': lOlBuuk. 102 T Eks. 104 T rood. HOPnat. Ill B aat. 113 B
haul, T wool. 115 B hfom, K 6m, T worn. 117 S WA'U, 1 wan. 118 T bwan.

120 PT Bguu. 121 P gA'n. 122 T na'n. 123 B nw thiqk. 124 K stoon, PT
stvvan. 135 B klath.

M- 138 B f^dhtjR [or (&)], SK faadh^R. 144 B ugin. S prw ti

[pretty].
JE: 158 P after. 161 KPd^. 165 B sid. 169 WEU. 172Bgraas. 174

B aish \? (E'ish)]. M'- 182 B sei. 183 B teetj. 185 BT reed. 187 P
litjv. 192 PT nmm. 193 T Ideen. 195 T niEm. 196 B wee'R. 200 K
wiit, TP w^t. 202 B heei. M': 215 B taat (?).

216 B diel, T djE'l.

218 T ship'. 223 B dhireR, KPT dhier. 224 B wireR. 226 B muust. 228

T SWEt.

E- 232 briik [but only very partially]. 233 BKPT sp^k. 237 femifc.

241 K rE"in, T rain. 243 KT pW. 251 BT meet. 252 B ktt'l, T kJEt'l.

253 B Et'l. E: 260 K lee. 261 KT see. 262 PT wee. 263 KT vwee.

268 K Eldtst. 270 B i. bElas. 272 B Elum. 279 T WEnt. 286 B hare.

E'- 294 T fiid. 299 KT griin. 300 PT kiip. 301 B jireR, P IOT. E':

307 T ni. 312 B UBR. 314 K ierd, T a[Rd.
EA: 321 ~Bsaa. 322 Tlaf. 324 T Vit, s'tt. 326 F old. 345 T da'r.

346 B gent gent. EA'- 347 B led, K ed. EA': 350 B died. 360 ]

tiim. 361 K bmiz, P bi^n. 363 T [between] tjap tjop, KP tpsp. 370 B
laa. El: 378 vreek.

EO- 383 T. SEv'm. 315 B braMh. 386 BT joo. EO: 388 T milk.

393 B bija-nd. 394 SP janduR. 395 PT j/ q. 397 B SUBRD. 402 BP

KIRN, T k LRn, K la'KN. EO'- 411 KT thrii, T thru. K trii. 420 B
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foojBR. 421 B faRti. EO': 423 T tha'ii. 425 B Idit. 426 B fait. 432
fooBRth. 433 T brEst. 434 B bM. 438 K da^ [marked as lying between

(a
1

, )].
I- 443 S fra'idi. 446 T na'in. I: 452 K a't, P a't, T 9'*. 458 B na'it,

K [the (a) marked as lying between (a, a)], P na'it', T [between] na'it, na'it.

469 B wl. 480 Tthiq
1

.
- KS rw n. I'- 490 B bat. 492 K sa'id. 494

K taw, T ta'im. 496 K a'turn. 498 B rait. I': 502 B fa'iv. 503 T la'if .

505 T wa'if. 506 KT unnm. - - T ee [hay].
0: 526 Bkaaf. 527 B baat. 528 B thaat. 529 B braat. 531 B daateR,

KP dAAteR. 547 B buuRD. 551 B staRm. 552 B kaRN. 553 B haRN.
maRnin [morning]. 554 P ekras. 0'- 559 S modhuR, K madlrar. 562 T
muun. 564 KP sun. 568 S b dhBR. 0': 569 T bwk. 579 B mdu, T
imw f, [plural] ena'w. 581 B saat. 586 P du. 587 KP don [marked as

lying between (6, a
(

),
another time merely (da'n)], S d^ n. 588 TKP nuun.

589 T spuun. 595 B fat. 597 B sat.

TJ- 601 K fa'wl. 603 B kw m, KP kam, PS kam. 604 K 8w mtjr.

S thw ndeR [thunder]. 605 K son [as in 587] sw n, TPS su n. 606 B dooim.

TJ: 610 T ul. 612 SP sw m. 632 BKT w p. 633 BK kw p. 635 wath.

636BfaRd*?R. 639 T dz* st. TJ'- 640 T kja'w, Pkja"w. 641 K e'w au,
T a'w ha'w. 648 KT e'ww. 650 T uba'wt (a'). TJ': 658 KT da'wn. 659
TSP ta'wn. 663 K a'ws, T [between] a'ws, ews. 666 T w zbBn.

Y- 677 Tdra'i. 679 StjaRtj. Y: 689 B bild. 690Bka'ind. 691 BHK
maind. 700 B was. 701 B fas. 705 B skat. 706 B wai. Y': 709 B
fatR, STfa'tBB. 711 Bla'is. 712 B mais.

n. ENGLISH.

A- 718 B treed. E. 743 B skritmi. 744 B m^z'lz. 751 B putmT.
0. 761 B Ifod. 767 B nais. 778 B Bffi^RD.

m. ROMANCE.

A-- 809 Bftsb'l. 810 B fees. 811 B pleBS. 813 B be'ek'n, T b^k'n.
814 BmeBs'n. 824 B tjeeR. 829 B getm. 833 B peeR. Kpliiz [please].
835 BT ra?z'n. 836 BT s^z'n. 837 B leesh. 852 B <?epBRN. 860 T p^a'st.
861 T te^st. 862 B setjf. 865 B foot.

E- 867BTta?. 869Bvd. 888 T saRtin. 889 B sees. 890 B b^st.

891 Bf^st. 894 Bdis^v. 895 B liseev. I-andY~ 898 B nais.

910 B dja'ist.
0" 916 T a'nren. 919 B a'tntment [the distinctions (a't a'i a'i) were not

indicated with sufficient precision in 919, 920, 924, 925, 926, 947, but distinctions

of a similar kind at least were intended, AJE.]. 920 pa'int. 924 B tja'is.

925 B vais. 926 B spa'il. 938 B kaRnt?R. 947 B ba'il. 948 B ba'wl. 952
U-. 965 Bail. 969

YAH. iii. BANBUEY FOKM.

cs. translated in 1875 by Thomas Beesley, Esq., J.P., F.C.S., native and

resident, and pal. by AJE. from his indications and from TH.'s wn. The Iw.

which Mr. Beesley sent me was made 40 years previously by his uncle, and he
had purposely abstained from consulting it, so that this is altogether an independent
testimony. Mr. B. considers the dialect to extend for about 6 miles round Ban-

bury, and names the following villages as using the same speech: in Ox., Copredy,
Wardington, Adderbury, Bloxham, Swalcliff, Tadmarton, Sibford, Shutford,

Horley, and Hornton
;
in Gl. (but locally in Ox.), Shenington ;

in Np., Middle -

ton Cheney and King's Button. Mr. B. does not mark the reverted (K), but
from TIE.'s observations I have introduced it. Mr. B.'s letters shew that he
used (a) for short TJ, but TH. heard nothing but (w )

at Banbury.

0. waV :dpn aa)nt noo de'wts.

1. WE!, nEbBR, jau im ii me boo'th laaf Et dim ii'B, muuz B ma'm,
huu kii'Rz ? dhat)s needhvn ii'E ni3R dhee'E.
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2. fiuu [fiAAu] took da'*z, koz dhra bii laaft rat
;

lias nooz,

doo'nt)as ? wat shwd mirak)am ? tr'Ent VB* la'*kK, h*'s)*t ?

3. ha'usrainE'vraR dhiiz bii dhra faks ra dhi3 kiras, soo djEst oold jraR

bodhraR, frEnd, -en kiip kwa'Vrat t*'l a'* bi [a'fjv] dan. haaki !

4. a' bi santm shiuu'R, raz a'* ii'nD ran see sam ra dh00 fooks raz

WEnt thruu dhi whal th*'q ba'* dhraRselvz -dhat a'V did shiuu'R

ranaf.

5. dhrat dhra jaqest san hezsElf, ra grEt buaV B na'm, nood z

fredhBKz vo's ^t wans, dhoo it wan soo kwireR ^n Bkwwktn-la't'k,
en a'')d trast hii te sp<?^k dhB truuth ban* [b.En, n^en*] d^^, a,
dhat z'i bwd.

6. ^n dh^ oold bwmim "BRSE'lf ^1 tEl han' on)i "BZ laafs na'w,
im tEl)i str^^t off, tuu, w^a'wt matj, bodbt3R ^'f ju on* haks)'BR

want)sbi [want^R], dhat;s AA!.

7. l^st wa'e'z ER tEld *'t,
'mii wEn d'i bakst BR, tuu BR tbrii

ta'emz OOV^R sbi dd, ran *aR had)nt AAt te bi roq in s'tj ra pua'mt BZ

db's'n [dhat-eefi], wot dra juu th/qk ?

8. WE!, raz a'* WBR ras^-m '3R)D tEljjra, lia'w, weeR ran wen shi

fwjnd dhra draqk'n birast shi kAAlz raR azbrand [man].
9. shi swee'RD raR sm *m w* raR oon aVz, lee-in stretjt rat fal

lEqkth on dhra gra'wnd in iz gwd sand<9 kuurat, kloos baV dhra duurar

ra dhra ha'ws, da'wn rat dhra kAARmm ra dhat ee'R leen.

10. hii wer ra wa'mm rar SEZ, frar AA! dhra waRLD la'^'k ra s^k tja'ld
raR ra b't'l gal [lii't'l wEntj] in ra frEt [in raR tantrsmz].

1 1 . ran -dhat ap'nd raz
-aR an raR daa'traR n laa, kam thruu dhra

bak jaRD from aqm a'wt dhra wEt klooraz,

12. wa'l dhra kEt'l wraz ra bua'rlm fraR tee, WAQ fa'm braVt samraR

aatraRnuun, ooni ra wk raguu*, kam nEkst thazd/.

13. ran, djra noo? a'* nEvraR laRNT noo moo'R nraR dhs ra dhat b^znes

ap tra trad^, raz shiuu'R)z ma'* nfram)z :djon :shEpraRD, ran z'i duu)nt
wont tu nmlhraR, dhii'R na'w !

14. ran soo d'i bi raginrm [g^<?^n/n] wham tra sapraR. gwd na'^t, ran

duunt bi sra kw?*'k tra kroo oo'vraR ra bod* ragE-n, WEn i tAAks ra dh*'s

dhat raR t)adhraR.
15. t)s ra week fuul raz pr^ts [tAAks] w*ja'u't r^<?z'n. ran dhat)s

ma'* last waRd. gwd ba'*.

SHENINGTON dt.

6J w.Banbury, politically in GL, locally in Ox., pal. in 1881 by AJE. from

diet of Miss Harris, native, then a student at Whitelands Training College, who
knew of Wykes, the policeman, that furnished the Iw. to TH., mentioned on

p. 118. Observe that here (wc) was used for short U.

1 . soo a7
* sa3% bw t*'z, jra s<?

! na'w dhrat a'*' bi ra'*t raba'wt dhaj
t 1* t'l

Rl ra-kw mm from dhra skuul ja]

ndraR.

2. shii)z ra-gwm da'wn dhra rww'd dhaR thruu dhra rEd ge't on

dhra Isft a jnd sa'*d ra dhra wa?'*.

3. shuuR rana'w dhra tja'*ld)z gon strait w p tra dhra duu'R ra dhra

roq a'ws.
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4. wi'R shii)'l a]

p'n to fs'md dha't drw qk'n dsf fElt?R B dha nfom

na*t to duu)t ^gEn, puu'R

5. wi AA! noo )im VE WE!.

6. ww )nt dh)3 ool tja'p sun laaRN

7. Ink jii'R ! ee)nt it truu ?

Notes.

1. so, never (zoo), no 2 for s or v for

y. mates not used. _T be more frequent
than / am. right, not heard initial

(rh, nil) . girl the regular word, though
(wEnti) is used. The (R) usual. Wykes
rejected girl and only admitted wench.

2. she
1

8 agoing, her 's not used, it is

quite foreign to the dial, we, you,

they be, in general use. Miss H. never

heard I are. hand, h always omitted,
w used for wh.

3. sure enow, they never use (Bnw f),

does not know the distinction of mean-

ing between enough and enow.

4. shrivelled not used, they say

(shm hz), so that (shr-) is used.

5. know him, (en) is used, especially

among the elder people.
6. old chap, old without d, but in

(o01;d)w men) old woman, the d is dis-

joined from I and run on to the follow-

ing vowel.

BABBITRY wl.

From the following sources :

B Banhury vocabulary by the late Mr. Beesley, uncle of the Mr. Beesley who
wrote the cs. on p. 116. It is not quite certain that all the words belong to

Banbury. There were many repetitions in the list, and sometimes the

repeated words were not spelled in the same way the second time they occurred

as they had been the first time. Of course the pron. assigned is greatly

conjectural. From HB (below) I adopt (Q'I, Q'U, u
, R). Words not in-

serted are (eent, ent, jent, bient, eeren), aint, baint, e'er a one, (hiz'n,

haRn, twaRDBnt), his, hers, it were not.

HB Some of the wn. in Banbury by TH. in 1881 from natives. Some of these

seem to be rather refined.

S wn. by TH. in 1875 from "Wykes, a London policeman, but native of Shen-

ington, confirmed by Miss Harris, a native, in 1881, p. 117.

ES words from the dt. on p. 117, diet, to AJE. in 1881 by Miss Harris,
native of Shenington. This village was admitted by Mr. T. Beesley, who
wrote the cs. for Banbury given above, to be in the Banbury district. I do

not give the words from the cs., considering his uncle's Iw. sufficient.

i. "WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- -- S week [a wake or feast]. 21 HB nem, ES nrem. - - B hoimm

[hammer].
- B ptb'l [pebble]. A: - B rom [ram]. 43 B hanstaf

[handstaff or handle of a flail, (swiq'l) the other end], 45 B want. 51 S man.
56 S wosh. A: or 0: 64 HB roq, ES roq. A'- 67 B guu [(gwmim
gw^^n) going], HB gou -egu-in, S gwE'in. 74 S tce'u. 76 B tuud. 79 HB
ozm. 81 S Men. 84 HB mwm. 86 S u^ts. A': 101 S oek' [Miss
Harris (fok)]. 102 B aks Eks. 104 ES rww'd. -- B drav [a drove]. 110
Bnat. Ill Sat1

. 113 B whal. 115 B wham, S wa'm, o''imi [Miss Harris

did not know the last form],
- B wops [wasp]. 118 B bwan. 123 B

nathiqk, HB nw thiqk. 124 B st^an, HB stoun, S stuim. B toft [loath].
JE- 138 BfiaadhTjR [spelled feah'ther],

S fmlhuR. S JE'ktm [acre]. B
ladhm- [ladder].

- B bladhra, [bladder]. 144 B BgE-n. 149 B blizi bla'iz [is

Jslm),

one of the S. infinitives in -y?J. 152 S wieteR. JE: - B stid*

steady]. B stom [stem of a tree]. 158 S aLRteR. 161 HB dei. - B st^l

handle].
- B haps [hasp]. 172 S graas. S dlaas [glass]. HBS kja'rt.

sort].
- B rot [rat]. 2E'- 190 B \ee. 200 B weet, HB wit. - - B

Eth [heath]. ^': 205 B thrid. - B sid [seed]. 218 BS ship. 223
ES dhaa. 224 B wiiR [where], noo'BR [no-where]. B strit [street].
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E- 233 S BSpE'ikin [a-speaking]. 243 HB plei. 246 S kwdin. B eA
[eat]. 251 B meet, S mint, meet [Miss Harris says the last is more usual]
253 B Bt'l. E: B fot fotj [fetch]. 261 HB set, S see, ES sse't. 262 ES
wae'i. 263HBt?wei. 265 ES strae'it. fiLD

[field]. 272 S uhrai [Wykes,
(Elm) Miss Harris]. B hoop hoopt [help, helped]. 278 S wEntj. B ind,
ind [end].

- B nist [nest]. E'- B
iitj [to eke]. 299 HB griin.

E': 306 B hEkth [this form is not found in other words, compare Havelock knicth,
supra Part II. p. 477, see below p. 127, No. 306]. 312 ES riia. 314 B hinu>.
HB IBRD.

EA: B tjAAf [chaff], tjaa-fin [chaffing]. B tjAAlz [jowls]. 323 B
fe'wt. - B tpok [chalk]. 326 ES ool. 334 haapnt, haapsth [halfpenny,
-worth], S aap'm. B vmfrrst [almost]. B AA!BS [always], S ha^RD

[hard]. 346 B jeeet, ES ge't. EA'- 347 B hadlund [headland], jsd, BH ed.

EA': 350 B djsdli [deadly, extremely]. 352 ES rEd. 355 ES dBf. S
biem [beam].

- B krem [cream].
- B sem [seam]. 360 S tirnn. 361

S b'nm. 363 B tpp tjap.
- B jap, japt [heap, heaped]. 364 ES ti^p.

S it?R [year].
- B eesb [east]. 366 B got. B eezi [easy]. B dioo,

dtAA'tt [dew]. 370 B raa.

El- 373 HB dhei. EO- 386 S sou. EO: 394 S jandeR. B haRD
[herd]. 397 B swaRD. 402 BES laRN. 404 B staa' ['with a rough burring

sound']. 406 B JEth. EO'- 411 HB thrii. 413 B div'l. EO': B
liv [lief]. 425 HB la'it. 428 ES w1

. 436 ES truu. EY- 438 HB da'i.

I- 440 B wtk. Bhiis[yes]. B sine [sinew]. 447 S aR. B peez,
S pE'iz [pease]. 450 B tjuuzdi. I: 452 HB a'i & A [unemphatic], ES a'i.

B baRD, S baRD [bird], bi'diz [birdies]. 458 HB naif. 459 HB ra'tt, ES
ra'rt. 465 B sttj.

- B filer [thiller or shaft horse]. 469 B hl [will,
'

rhyming wooV\ hwt [wilt, 'rhyming with pwt'], S 1. 470 ES en [weak, old

people = hine\. 477 ES fa'in. - HB m n [run].
- B bashap [bishop]

B spet [spit]. I'- 492 HB sa'id, ES sa'id. -

gii gin giz [give, gave or

given, gives], gifteR [gift].
- - B briif [rife, a remnant of

(iij"
in N (rifr), con-

fused with brief and so preserved?]
- HB thaBtt. I': 502 HB fa'iv.

506 B umvn. B hE'nrekm, HE'rikBRD [haymaking, hayrickyard]. 508 S

mai'L.
0- - B sha'ttl [shovel].

-- B rat'n [rotten]. 0: 529 S brat
1

. 531

S daaLRteR. 538 B h?^d. 543 B an. 549 B WURD. B hos [horse]. 554
B kras, S kraas. - - B puustiz [posts].

- B moots [moths]. 0'- 555
HB shce'u. 557 S te'u. - - Bfodh^R [fodder]. 559 S madliBR [not with (MO)].
560 ES skuul. - B guumz gumz [gums]. 564 S sun

1

,
ES sun. 566 HB

dhBR. - B bb'wz [blows = blossoms]. 0': 571 S gw d. B had [hood,

peascods (bii dhe peez haded ?)].
- - B rad [rod]. 579 HB mw f, ES ena'u

[not with/]. 587 HBS d^ n. 588 HB na'un, S nun. 595 B fat.

U- 599 HB t}bM v. - B hwd [wood].
- B dra^th [drought]. 603 S

kamm, ES kw min. 605 HBS su n. 606 HB do'wBR, ES duu'R. U: 612

HB sw m. 619 B fand [?(fw nd)]. B anfeeR, ansaRtin [unfair, uncertain],

anka-qg'ld inpo-sBb'l [untangled, impossible]. 626 HB w qgri [hungry]. 631 S

thazde. 632 HBES M p. 634 ES thruu. 636 B faRd^R. B ra'wsti [rusty],
U'- 640 B kja^, S kja'w. 641 B has'mjEVBR ha'/sBm;EVBR [however]. 643

ES na'w. 650 HB Bba't, ES ba't. U': 658 S da'wn. 663 HBES oW,
S a?^z'n [houses]. 666 S w zben.

Y: 684 B baadi. 685 B radi. 689 Bbildin bwe'ildin. B shilf [shelf].
- B faz [furze]. 701 B fast. Y- B udramd [a-dreamt]. 707 HB

IT. ENGLISH.

A. 727Bdpm. B tiaa [a chare]. 737 Bmi^t. B a-

S okBBD [awkward]. E. - B zad [letter zl. 751 B piiRT [as

mut?R piiRtCT nAR ^r did) she looks perter=in better health, nor=than she

did].

'

I and Y. 758 ES gaRL. 0. 772 B boonfa'm. - - B sa'wnd

[swoon]. B moRt [mort = many]. 791 S bo'i. U. -Bdak[to
duck].

- B padin [pudding].

'

- B tjuun [tune]. 804 ES drw qk n.
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805 B kaRDZ. B shEt shEteRz [shut, shutters],
- ES \>uQti [butty,

companion].

in. ROMANCE.

A- S ttobl [table]. 811 B pl&us, HB pleis. 813 S biuk'n. B
thwd [flail]. 824 B tjiiR.

- - B pleez [please].
- - B eezi. - B masteR

[mister]. B koor [quarry, (as got dhB stwanz from :hoRNten kooR) we got the

stones from Hornton quarry]. B maRvilz [marbles]. ES tlaas [class].
B slat, S slnrt [slate]. B saas [sauce]. 865 B IAA!

E-. 867 BS tee, S ieelt
- - B % [vetch]]. 878 B saleri. - B fEnimi

[venom].
- B tjari [cherry]. 888 B saRtin. B saRV [serve].

- B
mizBR. 892 B nEvi.

I and Y-. B wedth [width]. 901 S fain [Wykes, (fa' in) Miss Harris].
910 B dp'is.

0-- 916 B a'in-TBn a'inran. - B kwa'in [quoin = coin].
- B na'int

[anoint, thrash].
- B dp'in [join]. 929 B kjVwkBmbuR. 930 B b'in. -

B kja'wnt [to count]. B kja'wnti [county].
- - B :hoR'is [Horace, 'with a

rough burring sound']. S t(rust
[toast].

940 HB koz^t. 947 B ba'il bwa'il,

S boil. B ra'wt[rutof a wheel]. 956 B kiveR. U-- - B djuuti

[duty]. B trivunt [truant]. B tjuulep [tulip]. B pilpit [pulpit].
970 B djEst.

YAK. iv. SW.NORTHAMPTONSHIBE Cwl.

From the following sources :

A Ashby St. Legers (3 n.Daventry).
Ba. Badby (2 ssw.Daventry) including Daventry and "Woodford (6 ssw.D.). Ex.

(shent, edhat'n, wot)s i sei?) shan't, of that kind, what does he say ? (ai dw n
dhat kwd'it roq) I [have] done that quite wrong, (just to se ^mEn ^n nau

it) s aa-niEn) used to say a-men and now its ah-men.

By. Byfield (7 sw.D.). Ex. (in mi sEv'mti tm) in my 72nd year, (a
(

bi)j? bi)ju
in priti gud. Elth ?)

how are you ? are you in pretty good health ?

T. Towcester (11 sse.D.) including Helmedon (7 sw.T.), Syersham (6 ssw.T.).
A man of 60 says when he was a boy, say 1830, A was called (ee).

W. Watford (4 nne.Da.) and Weedon ^4 se.D.). A man of 60 who attended

school at Whilton (3 sse."Watford) was taught to call A, E (aa, ee). One

person examined at Watford had (R L) strong.
All from wn. by TH. from natives in 1881 and 1886. The variants were probably

due to individual habits, and did not extend over districts.

i. WESSEX AND ]S"oKSE.

A- 3 W beikt, A beek bE'ik [new], bafojs [bakehouse old], By bii?k. 4 A
tck,Byt&k. 5 A m^k, Ba m^k. 6 By m&d. 18 W kjeik, By kjek. 20
Ba leBm. 21 T neim [villages about Towcester say (n^em)] ABa n^L^m neim

[new]. 23 A seim sefem, By eSvm. 31 By lei?t. A: 39 Ba ka'm. 56 A
WAsh. A : or : 60 A Iwq. 64 TBaBy roq, W m q.

A'- 67 TWBy gu-in gowin, ABa gou, By gwein. 69 Ba nou. 74 T te'u,W tiu. 76 ABaBy tutjd. 81 A IB" in Imi. 82 W ww ns. 84 W mu^R.
86 A outs outs [new] By wts. 92 W now, A noo. 95 By throo. A': 104
A rood rowd [new] rued, By rood. W [between] leidi la'idi [lady]. 115 AT
bum, TABaBy 6m, Ba bum [new], By com. 117 T wa'n, A won. 120 By
tjguu. 121 T gA'n. 123 T [between] nothiqk nw thiqk, W nw thiqk. 124 A
ston

1

, BaBy stuen, By stwan. 125 W ownli.

M- 138 TWBaBy faadher. - By ladher [ladder]. 142 By saeel. By
seet [a seat]. 152 By wAAter. M: 158W a[Rte[R, A Arter, Ba ater. 161 TW
dei, W da'i, A dE'i dii [the last evidently an importation from Le.], Ba d<?i, By
dee. 172 Ba gras'. JE'- 190 W kii. 197 ABa tjiiz. 200 TW wiit

[villagers], weit, ABa wiet, By weet. M'\ 216 A dii, By dE'l. 218 Ba
ship. 223 A dhiCT dheer, Ba dhmr dhi^LR, By dhier. 224 By wier.

E- 233 T spt'ik [villages about (speik)], WABy sp^k. 241 W ra'in, A rE'in, Ba
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r<?n, By reen. 243 W plE
M
i plei. 250 W SWEE'-OT. 251 Ba mat. E: 260W leivrz [layers]. 261 A SE", BaBy see. 262 TW wei, W wa 1

*, A WE% Ba
Vfe, By w#7. 263 W i3wei, Ba aw^. 278 W WEntj [an offensive term]. 280
A lEv'm. E'- 299 TBy grun, W griin. 300 ABa kiip. 302 By mfit.

E': 305 By a'. 312 T rer, By LOT. 314 W imid, TW and, By it?rd.

EA: 324 T a*it, ABa E'it. 326 T oud oul, BaByW bulA. 334 W af .

335 W AA!. 346 Ba gjeet. EA'- 347 T rid, WBy ed. EA': 350 W
dE'd. 353 By brrid. 360 ABy tiBm. 361 BaBy bitm, Ba been. 363 ABa
tjEp. 366 TA grett, By greet grat. El- 373 W dhei dh*.

EO- 383 T SEv'n, ABaBy SEv'm. EO: 395 ByWA jw q. 396 Ba wark.
402 W hmn, By larn. EO'- 411 T thrii, Ba thrti. Batrt'i [tree]. 420
T foe, By ffar. EO': 425 A [between] la'tt 16tt, By la'it. 431 TBa MOT.
437 TBy tra'uth. EY- 438 T da'i, A ddi, By da'i da'*. EY: 439
"W trw s)nn [trust)me].

I- 440 W wfik. 444 A [between] sta'il sto'tl. 446 T na'in na'tn. I: 452
TBa at, By 9'*. 458 TBy na'tt, W nait, A [between], natt noit, Ba [between]
na'tt n*t. 459 A [between] ra'tt r6tt, By ra'it. 466 By tja't'ld. 469 Ba wil

w^ l [will].
- - W n [run]. W daat. I'- [long * Ba (a'i, at),

Daventry (a')]. 492 A [between] sa'id sa'td, Ba sid. 494 TBy ta'tm, A
[between] tA'im ta'tm, Ba [between] tdim ta"tm. I': 500 TByla'ik. 502 W
[between] faa'tv ffitv, By fa'tv. 503 T la'tf .

0: 527 Ba bat. 529 ABaBy brA't, By bro'wt. 531 ABaBy dAAter. 532 W
koul, A kaa'wl. 543 By a'n.

'

- By A'S [horse]. 0'- 555 W shun, By
shwu. 558 By luk. 559 By madlnjr. 560 A skuul. 562 A muun, BaBy
muun. 566 A ?,< dhOT. 567 By tw dher. 568 ABaBy b dher. 0': 569

BaBy buk. 571 A gwd. 586 T dce'u, W downt [don't]. 587 W don, Ba
dw n. 588 A nzmn, Ba nuun. 594 W ba'ut [occ.].
U- 603 TBy kam. 604 A auj&vr. 605 T sa'n [and between that and (son)]

WABy sw n, Ba [between] sonz sanz. 606 T doB[r duB[r, ByAV duOT. U: 612

WBy sw m. - - T [between] tomb'l, tamb'l [tumble]. 615 W pa'wnd. 622 Ba
w ndOT. 629 BysM n. 632Byw p. 633 T kop\ WA kw p, Ba kop kujp. 636

ABy fardBr. 639 A dt^ st. U'- 640 Ba kja'z. 641 A a'w. 643 TByW
na"w. 648 T Q'WBIT, W [between], E'wBrn, a'uBrn. 650 TAVBy ^ba'wt. U':

658 TWBy da'wn, W da^n, A da l

wn, Ba daun. 659 Ba ta'n. 661 A
[between] sha'wBr shaker. 663 TABy a'ws, Ba &.MZBZ a'u-ztz, By a'uz'n. 666

Ba w zbon. 667 T d'ut, A [between] a'ut Bw't. 668 By pra'ud. 671 W mEE'e<th.

Y- 677 By dra't. 679 Ba tjartj. 682 T lit'l. Y- 707 T thar-tii-n.

Y': 712 Byma'is.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 726 ABa tAAk. I. OHO" Y. 758 T gjal, gJBitl [refined],
0. 761

By lm?d. 767 T noiz. 791 By boi. U. 803 A dj mp.

ni. EOMANCE.
A .. - W leibOT [labour, (r)

rather strong]. 811 A plemz pleuz. 822 Ba
m. - Ba PB" p^d. - W plein [plain]. A master [master, Mr.].
848 W tjetndj. 849 T ju)m)^ stremdpr [you are a stranger]. 851 TW ant.

- W pled [plate]. E-- 867 W tii te, A tii, By tee. 885 By VET*. Ba

paas'n [parson]. I- and ^ - 898 W nx'ts, By na'ts. 901 T fain fa'tn.

0- - bif [beef]. T qk'l [uncle]. 933 A frw nt. 940 By kuut. 947

By boil. U- 963 By kwa'it. 970 A djw s.

D. 7 = m.BS. = mid Border Southern.

Boundary. Start from Little Bollwright, Ox. (19 nw. Oxford).
Proceed to the e. to the sw. corner of Np. and continue by the b. of

Np. to the b. of Ox., go se., s. and n. by the b. of Ox. round to

Iffley (2 s.Ox.). Then pass through Be. to the w. by Kennington,
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"Wootton, and Appleton to the b. of Ox. Proceed n. by the b. of

D 5 through Ox., e. of Witney, w. of Handborough, e. of Chaiibury
and Chipping Norton, to the starting-point.
At the s. part of the peninsula of Ox. the dialect, however, has

become so worn out that no b. can be assigned with certainty, as

the district abuts on the metropolitan area.

Area. Most of Ox., with a small portion of Be., included in a

bay of Ox. This is entirely a region of transition from S. to E.

The dial, forms are uncertain, and become practically lost at the

s. part.

Authorities. See the Alphabetic County List under the following places, where
* means w. per AJE., t per TH., |j

in so., in io.

Ox. fBlackthorn, ||fEnsham, fFreeland, Fringford, Greys, HfHandborough,
||Holton, flslip, fOxford, Sonning, fStonesfield, fTiddington.

Character. In contradistinction to D 6, D 7 is very homogeneous.
Mrs. Parker (author of the Ox. Glossary and Supplement published

by the English Dialect Society) divides D 7 into three principal

parts. The first two might be called the Handborough (9 nnw

Oxford) and the Blackthorn (10 ne.Oxford) varieties, forming mid

Ox., bounded on the n. by the n. b. of D 7, and on the s. approxi-

matively by a line through Sandford (3 s-by-e.Oxford) and Thame

(12 e.Oxford). With these two varieties she was personally well

acquainted, being a native of Handborough. Mrs. Parker was
kind enough to acquire the use of Glossic, in order to furnish me
with information, and to allow TH. to "interview" her, by which
means I was able to substantiate the accuracy of her phonetic

spelling. TH. also visited Freeland (close to Handborough), and

obtained supplementary illustration and confirmation. I give below

the cs. and dt. and a number of sentences, evidently recollections

of actual speeches heard by Mrs. Parker (sent me in MS., but

subsequently printed in Glossic in the Supplement to Mrs. Parker's

Ox. Glossary), several of which I add in pal. Mrs. P. considers

that the chief differences between these varieties are that Hand-

borough says (bJEnt, gween, wats, bjfinz, kwat, dw?Ent) ben't,

going, oats, beans, coat, don't, and Blackthorn has (blent, gu-n,

u^ts, biimz, kui3t, du^nt). Now these are only constantly inter-

changeable forms of the same original for each pair. Ws. ate,

oats, becomes regularly (uats), whence by putting the stress on the

first element only ((rets), and by putting it on the second only

(uats, uats, wats). And so for the other forms. Hence the

difference is a trifling variety, often found, while there is a sub-

stantial identity in this respect, and a real identity in others. The
third or s.Ox. variety embraces all the s. peninsula of Ox. between
Be. and Bu., with which Mrs. P. was personally unacquainted, but

she procured me a dt. from Miss Slade, a schoolmistress at Sonning

(4 sw.Henley-on-Thames), and I obtained another from Eev. 1ST.

Pinder, rector of Greys (or Eotherfield Grays, 2 w.Henley-on-

Thames), neither of which I can fully interpret, but they are

sufficient to shew that the speech is a mere variety, differing from

the other two mainly in indicating a still further degradation, but
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still having an unmistakable S. character. Thus Miss Slade says
that in 1880 there might be commonly heard (^ra'ut) without,
(pw?st puBstoz) post-s, (neer'n) ne'er a one, (aatBrnuun) afternoon,

(aasts) asks, (dhiiz iir
,
dhat eer

) these here, that there, (hant)
have not, (ship) sheep, (hos) horse, etc., of which the first three,
at least, are distinctive S. forms, though the rest are familiar in
the metropolitan area. And in Miss Slade's dt. she uses (me'ets,

skuuld, jend^r, rd^d, giist, street, mw?st, nemn, want) mates, school,

yonder, road, gate, straight, most, name, won't, which have the
same character. Whether (R) is used I could not determine, but

probably it has faded to (r )
or been entirely vocalised. The

analysis of (a'i, a'u) could also not be determined. Mr. Finder
wrote oy, but as writers of dialect constantly use oy for (at, ai,

a
7

/), I am very sceptical when I see it. Even in Aylesbury, Bu.

(see E div. D 15), where Mr. Fowler said (A*), I heard it once only
from labourers. The whole e. side of Ox. and w. side of Bu. seem

inextricably mixed up, and I have marked the e. b. of Ox. as the

b. of the district and group, simply from inability to determine

where any change takes place. Mr. Fowler, of Aylesbury, con-

sidered the part of Ox. from Deddington (15 n.Oxford) to just e. of

Charlton (7 nne.Oxford) to belong to Bu., but the pron. to change
at Thame (12 e.Oxford), and the s. peninsula of Ox. to be quite
different. It was only an impression, and he was unable to assign
his reasons, but this would give Mrs. Parker's Blackthorn variety
to Bu. and too much of a S. character to the s. peninsula. It is,

however, provoking not to be able to draw a boundary with certainty
between dialects so distinct in their development as the S. and E.

But it certainly lies between a line on the w. connecting Blackthorn

(10 ne.Oxford), Islip (4 n-by-e. Oxford), Holton (5 e.Oxford), and

Henley-on-Thames, and a line on the e. connecting Buckingham,

Aylesbury, and High Wycombe. Prom Aylesbury to Islip, the

greatest width, is 18m. Eev. C. Coker, of Fringford (16 nne.

Oxford), says that he does not consider the difference between Ox.

and Bu. at that place sufficient to constitute a different dialect,

and certainly the whole e. side of Ox. is much affected by Bu.

There is no natural barrier between Ox. and Bu., and the Chiltem

Hills pass through both.

Illustrations. A cs. and a dt., both from Mrs. Parker, a series of

observed sentences written by the same, bringing out the southern

character of the dialect very conspicuously, and finally a cwl.

furnished by the same lady, with some words noted by TH.

a. HANDBOROUGH cs.

pal. by AJE. from Mrs. Parker's systematic spelling, assisted by notes, and

TH.'s observations.

0. wa'?' :djon aant got noo da^ts.

1. WE!, maa-ste, dhii un ii med bwath t?n i laaf at dhis-Jtm nmuz

ma'rn, uu kii'RZ ? dha)s na'rdheR jam nBR dhaaR.
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2. tjEnt nmri mEn BZ daVz kAAz- dhB bi laaft Bt, as nooz,
dwant )as, mim ? waat shuud m<9^k)t?m ? tjEnt vaR la'fk'lt, fl'z it ?

3. awEVBR dhs iz Q'U t)waz, soo djEst oold dhii noVz, wt ?

maa'staR, Bn bi kwa'rBt, t*'l aV B dan. Ks'Bn*

4. z'i bii saaR'ten shuu'R aV jaRD)Bm see sam B dhee fooks uz
WEnt thRuu Evri mos'al an)t ffiam dha fast dliBRSE'lvz dhat)i)dd,
seef. Buaf

5. dhBt dhB Kt'Blest bwA'e ezsE'lf, 'B grst bwAV 'B na'm, nood z

faa'dht?Rz V^A'S dlreREk'h', dhoo t)waz s^ k^ii'R ^n sk^iik'm, 'Bii

o'/)d tRast *ii te sp^^k dhB tRuuth [tRuuf] Eni
d<?<9, aa, 'dhat)i *wd,

6. Bn dhra ool;d)wm*t?n BRSE'lf wl tsl Eni)im)i BZ laafs na'w, -Bn

tel)! sTR^t AAf tuu, mBn, Bdha'wt' matj ta-duu, tf juu)l anb' aks)^R,

djEst want)^R ?

7. Eni)a'w BR tEld -a'* it wEn aV akst)^R, OO-V^R 'Bn

BR -dd, ^n -3R d'd)'nt AAt tu be Roq Bn s*tj B pwa'mt BZ

waat dast 'dhii theqk ?

8. WE!, BZ Q
f

i WBZ B see-in, '3R)d tEl)dhB, waaR, WEn, Bn Q'U BR
fa'wnd dhat dhaaR DRaqk*'n biEst BZ BR kalz 8R az'bBn.

9. BR swaa'RD BR sin i wi BR oon a'^z, lee'in spRaald AA! Bloq", in

iz gud san'd* kwat, kloos ba
7

?' dhB a'ws duu'R, da'wn Bt dhB kAAR-
nBR B dhat leen jan'dBR.

10. ii WBZ B wn*Bkm BW00' BR SEZ, mBn, fBr AA! dhB waRLD la'^k

a sfc'k tja'ld [tja'i'ld], BR B h'ti gjal an dha gRz-'l.
11. Bn -dhat ap-'nd az -aR Bn BR rtomz wa^'f kam thruu dha bak

jaaRd from aq-m a'wt dhB wEt klooz tB dra', an B wosh'n dee,

12. wa'/l dhB kje't'l WBZ B \)W9
f

ilin fBR tee, wan fa'm sani sam-BR
aaRtaRnwn anli B w/k Bgoo kam nakst thaRzd [thaz*d].

13. an, dwst noo ? aV nEVBR jaRD nB muu'R nBR dhi's B dhat

bVnes ap tB tBd&9, mBn, BZ shuu'R BZ maV n^mz :djon :shEp-BRD,
Bn o'i dwant waant tu niidhBR, SB dhaaR !

14. Bn na'w o'i bi B gweem. oom tB aa maV sap*BR. gwd na^'t, Bn
dwant bi in stj B gjal'Bpm aRi tB kok-kroo OOVBR B bodi BgJE'n,

niBn, wEn B tAAks B dhis dhat BR t)adh'BR.
15. t)iz B week fuul BZ pr^ts Bdha'wt ree'z'n. an dha)s maV

laast waRD. gwd dee.

Notes.

1. master, all the rj
s not preceding nor did he observe any assimilating

a vowel are marked (R), for, although effect on t, d, , I, producing (T, D,
in Mrs. Parker's own pron. to TH. N, L). Like JGG. in D 4 at Chippen-
they were nearly evanescent, their ex- ham, Mrs. Parker considered the (R)
istence was clear close to Handborough. to be rather retracted than reverted,
Before a vowel TH. observed no cases, and always untrilled, that is, (r/0).

I. HANDBOROFGH dt.

pal. by AJE. from Mrs. Parker's Glossic.

1 . soo aV see, meets, JB siz n&'u BZ aV bi raVt Bba'wt* dhat dhaaR
lit'l gjal akanrm fram dhB skuual jan'daR.

2. 3R-z Bgw<9<rn da'wn dhB rood dhaaR thruu dhB rEd gJEt B dhB
left aand saVd B dhB rood.
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3. seef. i3naf dire tjaVld)z gAAn street ap te dh^ duutm ra dire soq
a'ws,

4. waR 3R)L vaaR La'^'k fa'md dhat dhii'R draqk'n dsf sr&vuld

fEl'13 B dhi3 neem 13 :tonras.

5. as AA! nooz 'ii VE[JEW WE!.

6. want dh)0ol tjap swn laaRN OR nat te dw)t i3gJEn-, puu'R thiq.
7. jalak ! JEnt ii truu ?

Notes.

1. mate is often Joy (bwA'i) in the stock, in this district. there, (dhaaR,

singular, in calling out to several men dhaR, dhii'R) are all used, and similarly

they would say (a't see jiuu), and not (waaR, waR, wii'R), for where. the

the usual (JOG). as and not that would child's gone, '* means is, has is not
be used here, compare the mummers used in the dialect

; they say, "is gone,

rhyme, where (it)
means yet, and (jfid) is come, had went or a-went," this a-

head (B) is used after had, but not after have.

(hii'R kEmz a'i, z aant bin it,
3. ^ a^ ^ is frequently used.

here come I that hasn't been yet, .

4 -^veiled initial (shr-) unknown
.. ,.,,,.,> in this part of the country. fellow,

wi ma ^ gust JEd vn Itt- 1 wit.) with a g\ (R) as (fEkR)
J

^-^ a
with my great head and my little wit.

Httle further
8
n^h an(i north-east.

be becomes in the negative (bjEnt, 5. we for us, and us for we, is the

bEnt). that, th is sometimes omitted rule. he, (^n) for him and i when un-
from this word, as (at i wl)=that he emphatic. learn, but (t^'tjBB,) with

will. little (lirt'l) =very small. girl, distinct (R)."
my wench" is a usual term of affec- 6. thing, (sanvet, nath-'n, nath-in,

tion, "wench," by itself would be nath'iqk), etc., are all heard for some -

offensive. yonder, yon is not used. thing and nothing.
2. her, the (R) is always felt

; (shii) 7. (lak, al-ak, dhal-ak, lak) as ex-

is used only as an emphatic objective clamations for look there ! but look is

case. agoing, (agwmrin) is also com- otherwise (Iwk). is not, (Ent) is more

mon, especially at Combe and Wood- refined than (jEnt) .

c. HAKDBOROUGH PHRASES.

All these phrases and many others were printed in Glossic in the Supplement to

Mrs. Parker's Ox. Glossary after having been supplied to me in MS.

1. (o'i nEv^r wEnt nuui3R imaYst^n), I never went no-where near

him.

2. (twad andi3R 13 are), toad under a harrow.

3. (dh's biiR)z dasht, 'Bn aR AA!OS dim dash t), this beer's dashed

[mixed with some of an inferior quality], and she always do

dash it.

4. (duu)i kam m, im aa T? d/sh 'B tee wi as), do ye come in, and

have a dish of tea with us.

5. (AA! Q'I wAAnts iz faaR duuz, im faaR duuz Q
f

i)l aa, fim AA! -dhii

er Enibodi E!S), all I want is fair dealings, and fair dealings

I'll have, for all thee or anybody else.

6. (rpwdni :wdi3RD 13 bm im fsl ^pon :t^^pot rad^mz, ^n i \Q'UZ ^n

diklaaRz i)l pal)isn), Puddingy Woodward has been and

fallen upon Teapot Adams, and he vows and declares he'll

pull him.

7. (*f dhii bigfnst Eni 13 dha'f Egrev^tm w^z jaR, d'i}\ kat dh^

"e tuu m dh m*d'l), if thou beginnest any of thy
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aggravating ways here, I'll cut thee clean a-two in the
middle.

8. (bitwiin juu mi d'i mi dhi3 gjet pwast), between you and I and
the gate-post, i.e. between ourselves.

9. (inn SEZ ram bii), they say they are.

10. (bant)'n ap aster d'i, l)i), push him up after I, will ye?
11. (na dhEn, kJAA, wojs bin i? duum an, na'w

?), now then, caw

[fool], what-hast been a doing of, now ?

12. A. (dhii IEU aV dhaY na'if), thee lend I thy knife.

B. (dhii utfnt gijn a'i bak), thee wilt-not give-it I back.

A. (d'i)l JEt fa'ii?E -an flaas mi AA! din? WORLD ^t wan ma'ufM,
if. d'i dwant), I'll eat fire and flare and all the world at one

mouthful, if I don't [a usual boyish asseveration].
13. (dhis gra'undjz in s^tj bad auT, tjEnt noo juus ta soo weet UBE

wats, Q
f

i thqks d'i shul plant teetvuz), this ground [field] is

in such bad heart [condition], 'taint [it isn't] no use to sow
wheat nor oats, I thinks I shall plant potatoes.

14.
(if.

dhi gust in ool :dan'l :kJEzz kloos, ^'z bwl B! OENtj dh^), if

thee goest in old Daniel Kearsey's close [field], his bull will

horn [toss] thee.

15. (dant stan dhaas B lo*pt?tn 'eba'wt, sEt "Bba'ut dumn sam'et),
don't stand there a-lounging about, set about doing some-

thing.
16. (mam im dad), mother and father.

17. maid-servant (if Q'i bJEnt nath'n bat -e saiiv^nt, di bJEnt

p^a'ez'n), if I ben't nothing but a servant, I ben't poison

[==an object of disgust], boy (dhat dhu best, pwaYz'n tuu),
that thou be'st, poison too.

18. question, is she a respectable woman ? that is, one above the

position of a labourer
;
answer (noo, S8E, aR Ent 13 r^spE'kteb'l

mnm, n^ mii^E n-BE eV bii, aE azb^n wasks et dh^ s^^m

faEm -BZ ma'rn duu), no, sir, she aint [iz'nt] a respectable

woman, no more than I be, her husband works at the same
farm as mine do [does].

19. (d'i bi s/k un s^td w dhB VCE* *soYt B wask, <sfi aa)nt SEt

da'wn dh^'s J^E blEst'd dee, ran maY bak ^^ks djEst f*t te kam
T?)tuu), I be sick and sated with the very sight of work, I

have-not sat down this here blessed day, and my back aches

just fit [ready] to come a-two.

20. (dhs tee IEVZ s^tj 13 naast* smak m dhi rno'wth, t)z wast?E n'BR

siin^), this tea leaves such a nasty smack [taste] in the

mouth, 'tis worser nor [worse than] senna.

21. (dh^s nA^'z iz ima'f te stam antbodt, 8')d i3z Kv bi 'Bt :bEdl^m
-BZ bii jaE), this noise is enough to stun [s. inf. in -y, but
used with an object, which is unusual] anybody, I'd as lief

be at Bedlam as be here.

22. (maV ool
/)d)wm'Bn)z vgween ta'rm ap -faR)mB), my old woman 's

a-going tying up -for me [that is, making sheaves of corn

into stacks, observe emphasis in /or, if it had been 'for me,'
he would have said (feE 'a

7

*')].
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23. (a'* nooz i wEnt raVt, ftm B SEZ te aV, 13 SEZ, "aV 13 sm t3 ^ndj'l,"
-en a' SEZ,

"
aav)i faadhim ?" im B SEZ, "iis," ran a'i SEZ,

" d/d
-B speek tu)i, faadhBR?" VIL B SEZ, "iis, mo'* wEntj, 13 d/d,
ra SEZ, icLfoo,

a'* wAAnts)i"), I know lie went right [that is,

to heaven], for he says to me, he says, "I have seen an

angel," and I says, "have ye, father?" and he says,

"yes," and I says, "did he speak to ye, father?" and he

says, "yes, my wench [term of endearment], he did, he

says, Joe, I want ye."
24. (a'*

AAlras tlu'qks raz rat in bwks -en pr^tjm, ^n AA!
se'tj th/qz

13z dhEm bi mEnt fr?R dhee vz kjaant waRk), I always think
as [that] writing books and preaching, and all such things
as them [those], be meant for they as [those that] can't

work [do manual labour].
25. (lEn)s aa)t), let-us have-it.

d. ILLNDBOROTJGH cwl., Ox.

7 nn\v. Oxford, with Freeland, a hamlet of Ensham just s. of Handborough, Islip
and Blackthorn. "Words generally from Mrs. Parker, but occasionally from
TH.

B Blackthorn, wn. by TH. from Mrs. P.

F Freeland, near Handborough, wn. by TH. from Mrs. "Waine, Mrs. P.'s

mother.

G General in Ox., from Mrs. P.'s lists.

H Handborough, from Mrs. Parker's lists, but by no means exhaustive.

Ha Handborough as noted from Mrs. P.'s pron. by TH.
;

almost every such

word is here noted.

Ho Holton, from Mrs. P.'s glossic.

I Islip, from Mrs. P.'s glossic.

i. WESSEX A:ND NORSE.

A- 12 HHa saa. 13 HHa naa. 14 H draad [drawed = drawn, drew].

9
'Em [game]. 24 HHa shsm. F pib'l [pebble]. H staau [to stare]. 30

kjsR, khm. 33 G rEdhea. 36 H thaa. A: rom [ram]. 43 Ho ond.

- Ha kja-s'nt [canst-not]. 54 Ha wAAnt, F WAnt. A: or 0: 64 Ha roq.

A'- 67 Ho egu-in, Ha Bgwein, 'Bgwein, F vgwe-in. 72 Ha uu. 76 H twad.

84 G muuBR. 85 G SUUBR. 86 Ho uets, HF wats, HaF wats. 89 H bwath,
bath. 92 Ha noo. A': 113 H wal, al, Ha u\\ 115 I bum, FHa com.

123 G nath'n. 124 F stwon, Ho stan. 135 H klaath.

M- 138 HI faadhm. 148 Ha faj_R. Ha st^RZ [stairs]. M: 161

Ha I dE"i FHa dee. 179 F wot. JE'- G ra?tj. 183 G ted}. 187

G lee\. 190 Ho \ee. 192 HHa mJEn. 200 Ha WEn
it, F weet. 202 Ho jeet.

M': - Ha mja
(

d [mead, G].
- - F sid [seed]. 214 naaRn an urn [ne'er a one

of them]. 223 Ha dhaLR, H dhaR, dhan, dhiBR, I dhiBR. 224 H waR, waR,

WIBR, Ha wa-LR.
E- 233 Ha speck. HaG tan, ticad, taRd

[to tear, feared, tore]. 248 Ha

maj_R. --H IJEzin, Ha lEzin [leasing
= gleaning]. 252 Ha kjit'l. E: 261

Ha see, s6i. 262 Ha WE"*. 265 Ha stred. 278 F wEnLtsh [perhaps (wBN|T*h)].
280 G lEb'n. E'- 299 Ha grim. E': 306 HaG Ekth (seep. 119, No.

306). 312 F IBR. 314 HaF jai Rd. 315 HaF fit'.

EA- H shEk, shak [shake, shook], 319 Ha gjaap. 320 Ha MOT.
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EA': 350 H dJEd. 352 F rad'. 354 G shef. 356 H Isf, IEVZ. - Ha

S
1

'EHI [beam].
- krEm [cream]. 361 HHaF bJEnz, Ho bienz. 363

aG tjEp.

' - G eesk [east]. 366 Ha grat.
- H JEzi [easy]. 371 HHa

straa.

El: 378 HaFG w^k. 382 Ha dhaRn [theirs, G].
EO- 383 G sEb'n. 384 G Eb'n. 386 Ha soo. EO: 394 HaF jand^LR.

397 II SUURD. 402 HalaLRn. 403 H faR. EO'- - G fl? [a flea].
419

Ha JUTJIRU [yours]. EO': Ha ilt [held]. 427 Ho burnt [be-not]. 434
HHa bjEt. 437 Ha triif, truth.

EY- 438 Ha da'i, da'i [marked as lying between them, the first is analogical].
I- 440 Ha wik\ 447 Ha aR, aj_Rn [hers].

- FG peez [pease]. I:

452 Ho di, a'i. Ha lEd
[lid].

466 Ha tja'i'ld. 468 G tiildBRN. 469 H
tfk [wilt], F want. 482 I E)nt [is -not], H bjsnt, Ha btE'nt [probably (biEnt)
is near enough], Ha JEnt, tjEnt. 483 Ha iz'n [stated to be general]. 487 H
isttmdi. 488 II it. tit [teat].

- sens [since]. I'- H gii, gin

[give, given, gave]. HF rip [to reap].
0- -- G rat'n [rotten]. 0: 531 Ha daateLR. 537 Hma'wldi [mouldy].

538 H d. 543 HaF an. 546 H faR, faR. 547 G buuRD. 549 H UUBRD.
554 G kras. 0'- gum [gum of tooth], 564Has?m'. 568 F bradhtm.

0': Ha brak [brook]. 586 Ho duimt [don't], Ha dwant, F dwant [modern
(dant)], F d^* s'nt, Ha dwst [dost]. 587 Ha da'n. 590 H fluaR. 592 Ha
swai R. 595 Ha fut

(

,
F fat'. tilth, tith [tooth, teeth].

U- --wd[wood]. 603 HaF kam. 606 FG dui?R, Ha duBLR. U:
wlf [wolf]. G sha'wld^R [shoulder]. anduRD [hundred]. 623 H fan.

wndt3R [wonder]. 626 Ha i?)oqgri [a hungry]. 632 I ap\
- H muBRN

[mourn]. H thasti. U'- 643 HaF naX F ne^. 648 Ha O'UBLRU [ours].
U': 667 F a'wt.

Y- 675 Ha u)dra'i [a-dry, thirsty]. 676 B lig, ligsteR [a lie, a liar]. Y:
shilf [shelf]. 694FwaRk. 700 G was. Y- 706 Ha waM

i.

II. ENGLISH.

A. kraal [crawl]. H okeRD, akwid, Ha ak^RD [awkward, stubborn].
E. Ha Eft [to heft, weigh in the hand, from to heave]. I. and Y. 756 I

srimps. 757 H tiini. 758 Ha gjal [sometimes (gjarl), Oxford (garl). 0.

778 G ufmiRD. 791 Ha bwAA'i, F bwdi. II. I djamp.

in. ROMANCE.

A-- 810 Iftus.

835 Ha r^z
814 Ha m<?SBnter. G heel [flail]. 824 Ha tirer [G].

ra?z'n. H niasteR [master, Mr.]. Ho gjalt?p [gallop].
- Ha

pant'ni
1

[pantry]. Ha A'rtj [arch]. G kjaaR [to carry]. G kjaa'fmrtt?R

[carpenter, Ha (kjaar-)]. 857 Ha kJEs. slat [roofing slate].
E-- 867 F tee. Ha dhurEkli. 872 H tjEf.

--
saRV, saR [to serve].

GHa mizh^R [measure]. 891 H biEst, B fiEst. 896 HHo bm^R.
- Ha biif [beef]. 916 G a'in^n. -

pa'iz'n, pwa'iz'n [poison].
925 Ha vwVis [mod. VAn is]. G ku^RD [cord]. Ha puBRk [pork].
940 Ho kuBt, Ha kwot, F kwat. fuuRm [form]. 947 Ha bwa'Hin. 955
Ha dd'uts. Ho mav [move]. 956 G
U-- tribrat [truant]. 969

D 8 = s.BS = southern Border Southern.

Boundaries. From Reading, Be., follow the n. b. of D 5 through
Sr. to Knockholt, Ke., and continue ne. to Gravesend, Ke., then turn

w. and follow the s. bank of the Thames back to Reading.
Area. Extreme se.Be.

; ne.Sr., and extreme nw.Ke., embracing
London s. of the Thames and the adjacent suburbs.
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the Alphabetical County List under the following- places
er AJE., f per TH., in io.

Authorities.

where * means vv. per
Be. Hurley, Hurst,

*
Wargrave, fWindsor.

Sr. Chertsey, Chobham, Croydon, Leatherhead.
Ke. No information from this very small portion of nw.Ke.

Characters. The composite nature of a very shifting population in
this district renders the growth of any dialect proper impossible.
Still in country places and even in the suburbs of London there is

a slight tang of S. speech even if it is limited to using / le. At the
extreme w. of the district adjoining Ox. the S. character is almost

strong. Thus at Wargrave, Be. (5 ne.Reading), T. E. Maitland,
Esq., gave me vv. the words :

A- 4tesk. 21 neem. A': 104 rot?d. M- 142 sns'il. 143te'il. M: 161
dee. E: 261 see. fiild [field]. EA: 346 geet. EG: 394 mduR [this is an E
form, for (janden)]. I: 466 tja'ild. I'492s3c'id. Y-682liit'l. A. 737 meet.
A: komplffi'int. R is regularly (R). H generally omitted, and also wrongly
inserted. Usages, I be, her be, I am, I are, we knows-un.

From Hurley (9 ne Reading), and hence close to the former place,
Mrs. Godfrey, marking the only

'

peculiarities
'

(that is, differences

from rs.) she could think of, in a dt. gave me :

A- 21 nesm. EA. 346 gitjt. EO: 394 Endim [the (R) is assumed from the

neighbouring Wargrave, and the (E) confirms the former
(i}~\.

0: 541 wsnt.
U- 603 T?kamm. A. 737 meets. I. 758 gsel. Usages, I be, housen, Michael-

mast, feller.

Erom Hurst (4 e.Reading) the late Rev. R. A. Cameron wrote

(1879) withadt. :

" It is difficult to characterise the genuine dialect of the district. The popula-
tion is very mixed and migratory. The chief characteristics as they struck me
when coming 40 or 50 years ago from Suffolk were (besides the perverse confusions

about the aspirates, particularly strong hereabouts), the addition of a short vowel
sound to all long terminal syllables, as (me^ts, mistook, kompleent) [these words
were interpreted from Wargrave with (ec), but the last may have been

(se'i). It

was difficult to see whether Mr. Cameron wrote de or ai. TH. heard (trein, e^t)

train, eight, from unknoAvn speakers at Windsor, but these were probably London

importations] ;
the dropping of the initial w as (ul, eraiim) wool, wonan, (B d'uld

urmsn] an old woman
;
a peculiar sound of the I, something like the French I

mouillee as '

feulld, chiuld
'

for field, child, but this cannot well be expressed by
any combination of letters phonetically." Perhaps he meant merely (el) as (ffeld

tja'zuld), but the sound may have been possibly been (EL). There is no sound of

(1)
in the modern French I mouillee, and hence I have given his own spelling.

He wrote long I as oi, which Wargrave shews to be (a'i) . The following words
are taken from the dt. :

A- 21 neem. A: 43 send. A: or 0: 64 raeq [probably an error]. A': 104

ro'T?d. JE- 144 Bgrn. E: 262 wei [written wdi, uncertain, might have been

(wae't)]. 265 stmt. 266 wa>l [doubtful]. EA: 326 a'wld. 346 geet. I: 452
a't. 459 ra'tt. 466 tjs'ild. 469 ul [possibly (el)]. I'- 492 sa'td. 0: 541

oont. 0'- 560 skiul [?]. 564 sn. U- 603 Bkamin. 606 dut?R. Y- 682 HI

['sometimes,' very doubtful indeed whether used by natives, (la'tl) is a N. form].
A. 737 meists. I. 758 ganl [the (R) is assumed from Wargrave, (md) written

maid was said to be commoner] . The rest of the words in the dt. were said to be

in rp. Usages, I says, I be, she's a goin, bain't, we knows-un, that'en.

The above shews S. in a still moderately active form in Be., but

it dies out very rapidly towards Sr., and in Sr. itself the borough

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1561 ]
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of Southwark and the outlying suburbs seem to have pretty well

destroyed all trace of dialect. The following is all the information

I could find.

Chobham (8 n-b-w. Guildford) . An incumbent of 50 years could only give E. 75 1

(prerct), the (r ) assumed, and the plural housen. Neither form is distinctive.

Chertsey (11 nne. Guildford). The predecessor of the vicar, that gave me the

information, had known the place 70 years, but knew "not one peculiarity in

pronunciation."
Leatherhead (12 ene. Guildford). Mr. Martel, in writing to Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte, said :

" It is hard to find distinct traces of provincialism of any sort,

as the population is so continually changing," but he gave the usages I be, I

knows, I saw-r-er, drawring, sometimes in for ing in the participle, I see (not I
seen) for I saw, and I were, but in no other person. Of these, / be is distinctly S.,

draw-r-ing, etc., is E. Altogether mixed.

Croydon. Mr. W. Taylor Malleson, of Duppas Hill, tried hard to find pro-
vincialisms in the Board Schools, but was not very successful. These are the

most he could discover, and I have not been able to interpret all satisfactory.
A'- 90 to 97, he writes with a-ow, which may bear different interpretations, as

(eo, E'M, a'o), thus, 93 (sneo, SUE'W, sna'o), and I incline to the second. EA- 319

gmp, 346 geeit [which are not S.]. E: 260 tai, 261 sai [which I think are not

really S. forms, as they seem at first sight, but an exaggeration of the (1m, seei)

that may be heard in ne. London], 285 kriis [a common Londonism]. E': 306

ha'ith [this is not dialectal, it is a mistaken analogy, and is even heard from
educated speakers]. EO': 436 triy, 437 triyth [these seem mistakes for (triu,

triuth), which are not uncommon; the diphthong is East Anglian]. I: 472

sranqk [this is an example of the non-pronunciation of (sh) before (r),
and is not

distinctive. It is also inconsistent with 654 shreoud~\. U- 601 sss'u, 602 fee'wl

[these were written sd-ow, fa-owl, and were said to resemble (ae-a'w), an unknown

combination, but as many dialect writers use aow to indicate what has been found
to be (ae'w), I so interpret ;

the sound is, however, not S., but nearest (ew) of Ke.,
or the E. diphthong. In the same way the long I is said to be

(ae'i),
a very

common sound in London, but decidedly not S., unless occ. for the ai, ay words
which are not contemplated. This

(ae'i)
is stated to be a favourite sound in

Croydon, which is called (:kra3
;

id'n)]. Again, U': 654 shreoud, 658 deoun, 668

preoud, look as if meant for (shria'wd, dia'un, priaud), 'the e very slight,' which
looks like a well-known M. triphthong. 0. 769 mojil [this must be an accident,
it is not known in any dialect].
The above only betray a very mixed set of speakers. But one observation is to

a certain extent S., 608 agli, 697 bEri, 773 doqki, 785 pooltri, 934 ba'wnti, 935

kantri, with a clear final
(i) not (i)

or (ij. It is, however, not a certain criterion.

Usages, 'I be agoing' is S., but 'I am,' I are,' also heard, are not so. V and
"W are said to be properly distinguished.

On the whole, therefore, it must be right to characterise D 8 as

a S. dialect almost entirely obliterated by town influences. It

forms the s. part of the metropolitan area, or that lying s. of the

Thames.

D 9 = ES. = East Southern.

The w. b. is the e. b. of D 5 and D 8 from the mouth
of the Adur in Ss. to Gravesend in Ke. The other borders are the

sea-coast round Ke. and e.Ss.

Area. Almost the whole of Ke., with e.Ss. It was the supposed
seat of the Jutes, but the modern speech is a decaying S. form, with
the exception of a peculiarity of entirely modern growth, subsequent
to A.D. 1340.
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Authorities. See the Alphabetical County List, under the following places,
where * marks vv. per AJE., f per TH., || systematic spelling, in io.

Ss. Ashburnham, fBattle, fBrighton, *Cuckfield, *Eastbourne, Etchingham,
||Leasam, fLewes, Marklye, Possingworth, Selmeston, Weald of Sussex.

Ke. *Charing, *Chatham, Denton, *Faversham, ||
Folkestone (fishermen),

*Maidstone, Margate, Rolvenden, Shadshurst, *St. Nicholas *Sheerness

*Strood, Stoke, Stourmouth, Wingham.
Character. The general character is that of w.Ss. and Ha., that

is that of D 5, only still further decayed. Initial (z, v) seem
never to be used for (s, f). The JEG and EG words have passed
pretty well into (ee, ee) and in some cases

(ii). The (K) remains;
I have heard it myself from Cuckfield and Eastbourne in Ss., at

Tunbridge Wells and Maidstone in Ke., and have had it indis-

putably recognised at Possingworth and Marklye (14 wnw. and 15
n.Eastbourne), and in several places in Ke. But it has a tendency
to degenerate into the ordinary English vocal r, a mere vowel (a, )

or a buzz (r ),
the form that it retains in London. Rev. Mr.

Parish (Sussex Glossary) does not notice or apparently acknowledge
it at all, using ar simply as a symbol for (aa). But Miss Darby,
of Marklye, graphically and accurately writes, "The roll of the R is

most peculiar, and I never heard anything like it anywhere. It

can only be sounded by beginning the sound with the tongue
straight," that is, in its usual direct position for the preceding
vowel,

" and suddenly curling it round so that the underpart of the

tongue touches the roof of the mouth," that is, for the consonant

itself.

The peculiar character which separates D 9 sharply from the

adjoining D 5 and D 8 is the pronunciation of the initial th as (d)
in this, Mat, the, there, their, theirs, them, then, these, those, thej.
To these words would probably have been added than, thou, thee,

thj, Mine, Mough, thus, had they been used in the dialect, but they
have not been heard

;
than is always replaced by nor, thou etc. by you

etc., though thus do not seem to be required at all. Rev. Mr.
Parish (Glossary, p. 8) says "the th is invariably d" this is not

the case for the initial th of any other words, so far as I can learn.

In the middle of words we have d in farming and further, but that

is common to other dialects. Miss Darby thought she knew it in

other, either, neither, but was not able to verify her supposition
when she tried. In Faversham, Ke., however, Mr. H. K.-

Hugessen gives (imadBE,) another. Final th in with, smooth
becomes d before a vowel, as (smuud it, w^d t) smooth it, with it,

but not regularly, compare (i?drn, -Bdewt) within, without. Now
here some might suppose we had the desired Jutish peculiarity, but

alas! there is no trace of it in Dan Michel, who (see pp. 38-41)
had plenty of initial (z, v), which have since his time entirely

disappeared. In John Lewis's History and Antiquities as well

Ecclesiastical as Civil of the Isle of Tenet [that is, Thanet, the ne.

corner of Ke.], 2nd ed. 1736, he says (p. 35) that "the English

spoken here is generally very good, only the natives in common
with the other inhabitants of this part of Kent are used to

pronounce the th as a d, the o as an a, as an for on [regular S.],

[
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the i as ee
t
as Deek for Dike [rather (ck'k) like

(cb'tj)],
and to say

who instead of how and how instead of who [the latter not met

with]. As for example, How is dat man dere? for, Who is that

man there?" Yet in Thanet at the present day, as among the

fishermen at Folkestone, I have not been able to discover a single

instance of this use of d for initial th. But Sir F. Burton (of the

National Gallery) informed me in July, 1887, that his housekeeper
from the Isle of Thanet has an old uncle about 80, who always

says
" dat man dere," and knows other old people who do so.

Hence Lewis is confirmed, and the disappearance is only recent.

In Thanet the watering-places of Margate and Ramsgate might be

credited with the restitution of th, but this hardly applies to the

fishermen of Folkestone.

Another peculiarity has also developed itself, but is disappearing
under the influence of education. It is not, however, confined to

e.Ss. and Ke., but extends along the e. of England from Ke. through
Es. and Sf. to Nf. inclusive, which form what may be called the

Land of Wee. This is the replacement of (v) by (w), but not

conversely. Sam Weller, who spelled his name "with a we" and

Cockneys are especially credited with the interchange. I have

never yet heard (v) used for (w) in good faith, though I have

much wanted to do so, but (w) for (v) I have known all my life in

Ke. Eev. W. Parish acknowledges it in e.Ss., but Miss Darby does

not. Now the late well-known traveller Dr. Beke declared that

the Cockneys and the Trasteverini in Rome pronounced German
w (bh) in place of both (v) and (w), and that the Cockneys, with

whose habits he was well acquainted, did not know when they
were saying one or other, because in fact they said something that

was neither, but sounded like (w) when (v) was expected, and (v)

when (w). Now I am perfectly familiar with (v bh w u), the

last being the unstressed vowel diphthongizing with a following
vowel. I can readily and easily distinguish in my own and other

person's speech vie French, wie German, wee English, ui in Italian

Gbttdo, oui French= (vii, bhii, wii, uii, ui). Yet I do not hear Dr.

Beke's (bh) from those who use (w) for (v). Mr. H. C. Coote also

affirmed that he knew coachmen (cocchieri} in Home to say (uEnto)
for vento. That is possible, but requires investigation. I think,

however, that they could not say (wEnto). The English (w) is

a peculiar consonant which I do not find in the rest of Europe.
The v and w habits of the fishermen of Folkestone will be especially
referred to on p. 143.

Although the dialect is tolerably uniform over the whole district,

it will be convenient to separately consider Yar. i. e.Ss., Yar. ii,

n.Ke., Yar. iii. e.Ke. including the Folkestone fishermen.

YAR. i. EAST SUSSEX FORM.

Miss Darby, who lives in a very out-of-the-way place, Marklye, which used to

be seven miles from a railway-station till 1880, says,
" I feel quite sure in a few

years all these old terms will be extinct. A railway has been opened for the last

few months within four miles of us [at Heathfield], and already the change is
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very great. We have two old men who have worked on the farm in our family
for many years, one for forty years. He is of an old superior family, but cannot
read. He said yesterday [dated 15th Oct. 1885] that he was much put out at

hearing people talk now, and he could not make out '

high words.' His wife,
who is upwards of seventy and able to write, has much disgusted him by buying a

dictionary to keep pace with the times. There are not a dozen people left in the

parish who speak the real old dialect." Miss Darby's information is checked
first by Rev. Mr. Parish, both of them having sent me versions of the dt., and

secondly by the wl. vv. given me by two students at Whitelands, p. 134.

Two INTERLINEAR EAST SUSSEX dt.

M. by Miss Anna M. Darby, of Marklye (cmaBkla'i') (15 n.Eastbourne), pal.

by AJE. from indications.

S. by Rev. "W. D. Parish of Selmeston (:simstm) (6 ese. Lewes), pal. conjectually
from io., for which no indications were furnished either in writing or in his

glossary. Only those words which apparently differ from Miss Darby's
are given.

1. M. Marklye. soo bi see, me^ts, JE sii HE'U di3t)i3 bi

mfets, jiu o'*)m [bi]

M daet-eim liit'l gael ^ks-min from dset-eim skurcl E'ut

S dcet h'd'l gaRl dB skuul [omit]

2. M shii)z Bgirfcn ds'wn da&t-eBR ruisd de^r thrnu di3 rad gent on

S sliii)bi gwm dra rdud

M t)a:dliBR soYd B)d^ ruisd.

S de Lsft haand wee.

3. M shmm ^no-f di3 tjo'/ld bi gAAn ro't i?gm dt? du^R )da RDq E^S.

S shuBR)naf 'z- strait ap te)de

4. M WI'L'R shi)'l ep te fo'm dset-e^R draqk dEth srevBld tjsep ^)d
S wei?R tjaans fo'md daet draqk^n

M ne^m 'B :tom.

S niem :tomes.

5. M wi AA! nooz em vaR we^l [waal].
S aal him WER wel.

6. M wutmt dt? d^ld tjsep su^n laRn BR nevt?R te duu ut noo

S want ool tjEp sun tiitj ht?R not *t

M mo^r,
S

7. M lwk)i de^r ! biBnt -et trim ?

S [omit] it

Notes to M.

1. /, at the beginning of a sentence little, Miss D. was surprised at Mr.

o'), and (B) in the middle.-^, used, P.'s (lid'l),
which she never heard.

r. P. prefers am ;
he be also used.- Mr. P. says -double t is always pro
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nounced as d, as liddle for little, etc."

Miss D. inquires what becomes of bo^le,

v?o.ttle, which are in constant use.

2. she, her is used for she only im-

mediately after a verb, as (did)im), she

be gooin, or she's a gooin, optional.

way, w never becomes v.

3. enough, with o in cot. straight =

(street), but (ro'it) is the word that

would be used here. up, pr. (ap), but

here agin = against, i.e. towards, would
be used. house, the h is 'dropped

slightly, never put in the wrong place.'

4. deaf, Miss D. says,
" As regards

this word, I consider it a most peculiar

thing that it should be called death,
and it is a very common expression,
' she is troubled with deathness,"

1 "
so

also Mr. P.'s Glossary. Halliwell

says it is a Suffolk pron. Thomas, a

common name, but always abbreviated.

5. Miss Darby wrote waal, which

ought to mean (weel), but as Mr. 11.

Kuatchbull-Hugessen at Faversham
said (waal), may have been meant for

the latter.

Notes to S.

1. mates, written meuts, similarly

par. 4, name (nrem), written ne'dm.

Misses Darby, Francis and Sayers
have all (neem).

2. road, written road, but Mr. P.

may have meant (rued) .

4. chance, as this is written chadnce,
it ought to be (tjeens), which is un-

likely, but I have no guide but Cuckfield

851 (a^t), aunt.

EAST SUSSEX cwl.

Those words in which only the ordinary spelling is given in Italics are supposed to

be in rp.
C Cuckfield, vv. from Miss Sayers, native, student at Whitelands.

E Eastbourne, w. from Miss Francis, of London, 8 years at an Eastbourne

school, student at Whitelands.

FC Cuckfield, from Archdeacon Fearon, native.

L Leasam, near Eye, from a numbered wl. by Miss B.C. Curtis.

M Marklye, given by Miss Darby, in addition to her dt.

P from Rev. "W. D. Parish's Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect, conjecturally pal.

by AJE. with the help of C and E above.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 CE beek. 4 CE teek. 5 CE meek. 6 CE meed. 7 CE seak. 9 FC
biheev. 12 CE SAAR [even without a following vowel]. 17 CE IAAR [as 12].
18 [always called biscuit, even a large Christmas cake is called biscuit at E. and

Brighton, not at C.]. 20 CE leem. 21 CE neem. 22 CE temn. 23 CE seem.

24 CE sheem. 33 CE & FC reedheR. 36 CE tliAAR. A: 43 CE and, FC
an. 44 FC Ian. 51 P maan. 56 L wash. A: or 0: 60 CE long. 61 C

ernaq, E emoq.
A'- 67 P egw^'n [a going], a't guuz [I go], CE & FC guu. 70 CE toe.

72 CE uu. 73 CE so. 76 CE & FC toed. 79 CE o'en. 80 FC liohjdt. 82
P wanst. 83 FC moen. 84 CE moe)n)dat [more than that]. 86 P wats. 87
CE tlooz. 90 CE bloc. 91 CE ma'w. 93 CE sna'w. A': 101 CE o'ek.

102 L ast [inf. and past tense]. 104 FC ro'ed. 105 FC roed. 106 CE broad.

108 P daf, CE Aoo. Ill CE ought. 115 CE hotmi. 118 PCE & FC been.

120 P eguu. 122 P UAAU, CE nan. 124 CE & FC sto'en. 125 CE only.
M- 138 P fiedheR, CE feudh^R. - P laadtR [ladder]. 141 CE neel.

142 CE sneel, L [often (snag) or (sn<?) omitting (1)]. 143 CE tenl. 147 breun.
- P amets [ants]. 149 CE bleez. 152 CE water. 153 CE sadmtd*.

^E: 155 CE & FC thetj. P aadeR [adder]. 158 FC aateR. 161 PLM
dii. 162 P tedii. 166 meed. P wenjas [wain or waggon horse]. 168 P
toll?. waps [wasp]. haps [hasp]. 170 CE aRvist. \l\barley. 172 CE
gwas [common]. 32'- 185 CE read. 188 P nakeR. 190 key. 197 cheese.

199 CE bleet. 200 CE wrt. M': 203 CE speech. 207 CE niid^Ll [with
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an indistinct (1)].
218 PCE ship. 223 CE dhhm [(d) not marked in this word!

224 CE ween. 227 CE wet.

E- 231 P du. 232 break. 233 speak. 234 knead. 235 weave. 236 fever.
239 CE seel. 241 CE rera, M rien. 243 pleu. 250 CE SOBR [swore]. 251
C miit, E meet. 252 CE kit'l. 253 CE nettle. E: 261 CE see. 262 CE
wee*?. 264 CE &tl. 265 CE street. f ild [field]. 272 elm CE [volunteered
that it was (el'm) in Es.]. P hiin [a hen]. 281 CE Isnth. 282 CE strEnth.
- niEsh mash [marsh]. 284 CE thrash. 286 L haRRR [and so for all words

having double rr, as carriage (kaRRR), that is, very much lengthened (R)].
E'- 290 CE A*. 292CEw. 293 CE we. 294 CEfeed. 296 P a'i blav,

E beleev, bilEt't [believed], [I believe, parenthetically]. 300 CE kip, kEp [keep,

kept]. 301 CE fen. E': 305 CE Mi [?]. 307 CE nai [?]. 308 CE need.

309 CE speed. 312 CE jeim. 314 fed. 315 CE fit. 316 CE nEks.
EA- P vote [fallow]. 319 EC geep. EA: 323 CE fa'wt. 324 CE

eet. 328 CE ool. 330 CE 001 = 328. 333 CE kaesef. 334 CE ha383f. 336

CEfall. 337 CE watt. 345 CE dare. 346 P gfet, CE & FC gent.
EA'- 347 CE Ed. haafeR hafoR [heifer]. 348 6i. 349 CE few.

EA': 350 CE dead. 353 CE bread [but (bra)n)tjiiz) bread and cheese]. 354
CE sheaf. 355 P dsth, CE dEf. 356 CE leaf. 357 CE though. 359 C neebuR,
E nfebtm. 366 P gsmt. 368 CE death. 369 CE stow. 371 CE strAAR.

El- 372 CE [not used]. El: 378 E week. 380 P dEm. 382 P deeRZ.

EO- 385 CE beneath. 386 CE JOG. 387 CE nuu. EO: 388 FC melk.

394 P jaquR [? q], CE jandra, jandtm. 399 CE broit. 400 CE aRnest. 402
CElaRn. 405CEaRth. 406 CE earth. EO'- CE/m. 411 CE three.

412 CE she. 413 CE devil. 414 CE/y. 415 CE 16i. 417 PCE tp'u. 420
PE fa'wBR, C form. 421 P faRti. EO': 423 CE thigh. 424 P braf. 425

CE lait. 426 foit. 435 CE you. 436 CE triu. 437 CE triuth. EY- 438

CE die.

I- 440 PCE wik. 442 CE 6m. 444 CE sto'il. 446 CE noin. sbiiR

[shire]. 448 PCE diiz. 449 CE git. 450 CE tuuzd^. I: 452 CE 6i.

457 moit. 458 noit. 459 CE roit. 462 CE soit. 465 CE & FC sitj.
466

CE tp'ild [?]. 468 CE tjild'n. klim [climb]. 472 CE sriqk. 473 CE
bk'in. 475 CE woind. 476 CE ba'in. 477 fa'in. 478 gra'in. 479 CE wa'in

[compare 475], 483 P hiiz [his, written he's]. 484 CE dis. 485 P sis'l [' the

usual pronunciation of thistle,' says Parish], CE this'l. 488 CE jit. P spEt

[spit]. I'- 490 CE boi. 493 CE droiv. 494 CE toim. T: 502 CE
foiv. 503 CE loif. 504 CE noif. 505 CE woif. 506 CE wmen [(moi ool

dmt>n) my old woman = (moi misis). 511 woin.

0- 524CEwaRld. 0: 527 CE bought. 528 CE thought [often (tha'ut)

L]. 529 CE brought. 531 CE daateR. 532 CE coal. 533 CE dull. 536 CE
gold.

-
krap [crop]. 552 P kaRn, CE kARn. maRnin [morning]. 554 P

kras. CE poostisiz [posts]. 0'- 555 CE [(buut) is always used, never

(shun)]. 558 CE look. fodhtrc [fodder] . 562CEmuun. 563 CE Monday.
-B mant [month]. 564 CE swn [very short], 566 CE adhtm [not (adtm)].

0': 569 CEbook. 570 CE took. rad [rod]. 577 CE ba'u. 578 CE

pla'u. 579 CE miaf [(BIIE'M) not known]. 586 P do'rat [don't]. 588 CE niyn

[in afternoon, this is Sf., it was difficult to appreciate]. 589 CE spiyn. 590 CE
fluBR. 592 P SUUR. 595 CE ft. 596 CE rt. 597 CE sat.

U- 600 CE love. 602 CE sa'w. 605 CE son. 606 CE direR. 607 CE
bateR. U: 609 CEfull. 610 CE wl. 611 CE bullock. 613 CE draqk.

614 P hewnd, CE E'em. P mewnd [mound]. 615 P pewnd. 616 CE grawn.
619 CE fa'wn. 620 CE gra'wn. 625 CE toq. 629 CE sun. 631 CE thaRzd*.

632 CE ap. 633 CE kap. VUUR [a furrow]. 634 CE through. 635 CE
wath. 636 CE faRdtjR. 639 CE dust. U'- 640 CE kJEU [rather rounder,

approaching (kja'u)]. 653 CE bat. U': 657 CE brE'un. 659 CE tE'tm.

665 CE mE'us. 666 CE azbtm [but (mEsteR) is usual]. 671 CE mE'wth.

Y- P hiiv [hive], biiv [beehive]. 676 CE loi. 679 CE tptj. 682

lid'l. Y: 689 CE build. P kEl [kiln]. 690 CE koin. 691 m6in.

700 CE was. P bras'lz [bristles]. 702 P tsdi-n [within]. 703 P ptt.

Y- 705 CEskoi. Pdiiv[todive]. Y': 711 CE liis, L IE'USIZ. 712 P

miis, CE & L ma'wsiz.
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ir. ENGLISH.

Probst [rabbit]. 716 P aad'l [stupid], Ed' 1 [rotten], 722 P driin, M
drum, CE dreen. 725 seel. - P klaps [clasp]. 737 P mint. 741 CE men/.

E. PliBR [lear, empty]. 752 P piiiit. I. and Y. 756 CE srimp. 758

CE ga'l. 0. 761 CE'lited. 767 CE naiz. 769 C m6l, E ma'ul. 772 CE
bonfa'iR. 773 CE doqki. 774 P porai, CE pooni. 775 CE booby. 778 CE
ufaBRd. 781 CE bother. 787 CE SE'MS. 790 CE gE'nd. U. - Jaf'l

[yuckel or wood-pecker].
- P kivid [a cow's cud]. 799 CE scull of head.

800 CE scull of boat. 801 CE rum. 805 CE curds. 808 P pat.

III. ROMANCE.

A.. P steub'l [stable]. 811 CE plees. 812 CE lees. 813 CE beeton.

P fad [flail].
822 CEmee. 824 CE tjeejtm. 826 CE eagle. 827 CE

eager. 828 CE ague.
- M griin [grain]. 830 CE train. -- M stiien [stain].

334 CE shee. 835 CE rez'n. 836 CE sez'n. 845 CE ancient. 847 CE
cfeendrBR. 848 CE change. 849 CE stwendjBR. 851 C a lnt. 852 CE eepenn.

pliBt [plate]. Priet [rate]. 862 CE serf. 863 CE tjeuf. 865 CE
fAAt. 866 CE poor.

E-- 867 CE tee. 868 P djA'i. 869 CE veal. P spaatek'lz [spectacles],

fititz [vetches], M strhmd [strained].
- M p'ren [pain]. 876 CE

deunti. 878 CE saUwi. 879 CE female. jaRb [herb]. 887 klandji.
888 saRtin. P sanv [serve]. 890 CE beest biistiiz [beast beasts, observe

the change of vowel]. 892 CE nephew. 894 CE deceive. 895 CE receive.

! and Y- 899 CE niece. vo'ilent [violent]. 904 P vo'ilet, CE voilet.

909 CE breeze. 910 CE dja'is. 911 CE sEsteRn.

0-- 913 koutj. 914 brdBtj. 915 CE stuff. 916 CE inren. 918 feeble.

919 CE nainted [anointed, beaten]. 920 CE paint [a pint pron. in same way].
925 CE vais. 926 P spa'il, CE spail. 928 CE E'wns. 929 CE kE'iikembw.

930 CE lam. 935 CE country. 939 CE close. 940 CE ko'ut. - faRm [a
form to sit on]. 942 CE batjaR. 947 P ba'il, CE bail. 948 CE ba'wldBR

ba'wlBR. 952 ku^RS. 953 CE cousin. 954 CE cushion. 955 CE dE'ut. 959

CE convey. U-- 963 CE k?/;tw?t. 965 CE ail. 968 CE aisteR.

CE usages, I are, I' re, I be, he be, I were, he do, he didn't ought. Intonation

drawling.

VAU. ii. NORTH KENT POEM.

A student of Whitelands, Miss Croucher, a native, diet, to me a

dt. for Charing (6 nw.Ashford), but with slight exceptions all

recollection of the dialect seemed to have left her. The (r) was

quite cockney. It would, I think, be useless to give the test.

The Rev. A. E. 0. Harris, of Stoke (7 nne.Chatham), also gave
me observations on a dt. which shews that very little dialect exists

in the Hundred of Loo between the Thames and the Medway,
while a settlement of Irish there, about 1845, seems to have much
influenced pron. H. stated also that very few people used the few
*

provincialisms
' he gave. After due consideration I omit these

as not sufficient. Rev. C. "W. Rolfe, of Shadoxhurst Rectory (4

ssw.Ashford), marks (me^ts, gael, kwmm, fraem, di?, jaendi?r, girth,

rorad, dei3r, geut, street, direr, wwl, fELcr, nrem, wEri, wuunt) for

mates, girl, coming [very doubtful] from, the, yonder, going, road,

there, gate, straight, door, will, fellow, name, very, won't, which
are probably correct, but says nothing about (R). These indications

are confirmed by Rev. J. W. Ramsay, of Rolvenden (12 sw.Ashford),

who, however, also omits to notice the (E). The Isle of Sheppey
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has no dialect, as I learned from Miss Lowman, a student at

Whitelands, who had travelled all over it and resided there some

years. It is a mere soldiers' depot. Merely therefore glancing at

these, I proceed to the best account of n.Ke. pron. I have been able

to obtain.

Mr. Herbert Knatchbull-Hugessen, of Provender, Faversham (8
wnw. Canterbury), a well-known landed proprietor, who had learned

the dialect well from his tenants, bailiff and farm-labourers, was kind

enough in 1873 to spend many hours on several days in teaching me
the pron. of a cs. written by Rev. Henry B. Berin, then of Biddenden

(10 wsw.Ashford), to represent the "Weald of Kent. This version

Mr. Berin kindly supplemented by answering, as well as he could,
more than 60 troublesome questions which I sent him, and finally
introduced me to Mr. H. K.-H., who was able to give me the pron.
of his own neighbourhood, and thus convert the version into one
for Faversham. This was at an early period of my investigations,
and I was then unacquainted with the S. (R), and consequently
confused the r with the London (r, r

, B). In 1880 Mr. H. K.-H.,
in answer to my inquiries, wrote : "On the whole I should say
that the Kentish pronunciation of the r is distinct and has a burr,"
this identifies it with (R), which I have accordingly introduced

regularly when not preceding a vowel. When the r precedes a

vowel, minute examination is required to be sure of the existence

of a true (R). I have therefore left the received r in those cases.

And I have not assimilated the adjacent (t d n
1) to (R) as in D 4.

After the cs. I give a few phrases which Mr. H. K.-H. dictated to

me, and a cwl. containing wd. which he pronounced to me. With-
out this kindly help from Mr. H. K.-H. and Eev. H. B. Berin, my
account of Ke. would have been very imperfect.

FAVERSHAM (8 wnw. Canterbury) cs.

pal. by AJE. from dictation of Herbert Knatchbull-Hugessen, Esq.

0. d's bR)z wa'i :djon dimnt dewt.

1. waa, mbts, ju -en ii nn? boisth hef aet dz's ZBR tjset 13V ma'm?
uu sets Em stwuR bi daet? da3t)s nedheR zim m?R dei3R.

2. di3R eent [btf^nt] toRb'l mEm da'i keunt B bii)in laaaeft set,

wi noo daet dm 13 lit'l du^nt-wi ? waV shwd dee ? da3t mit [b^mt]
taRb'l lo'fkl*, iz it?

3. daet)s ew i)iz ewjevBR, soo ju djest AAd JI?R toq ran kiip wist

til a
7

*' e dan. oxkil

4. a'e)BR saRtm shumR aV z^Rd -em sae, sam -e dem deim tjaeps

wot B bin thru AA! on it d^Rsaa'vz from dra faRst onset, dast a'i

saBtmli dzd,

wud.
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6. Bn d)o01 wmBn BEsaa'f '1 taa em sen si, dset laeaef new plamp
AAf, dewt noo trab'l, ef ju)l ooni aast)BE, wo0nt)shi ?

7. liistweez shi kEp AA! on tsl/n aen mil, wEn aV aast)Br, shi dzd

en shi aed'nt AAt tB bii fos ewt bewt d^'s IBE djob, th/qk)sh haed ?

8. waal BZ "3.

f
i WBZ B tslm aen ji, sliii)d taa)i raVt AAf, ew sbi kam

Bpon dfl's IBE draqkm tjap wot shii)z got maeE?d tw.

9. sbi SWWBE shi kEtjt aV sen ?m BEsaa'f lee'm AA! loq dB grewn m
z bEst k^o^t, tides Bg'/n dB dwi?E i

e)dB hews, ^t du foEd^E iind

daet e^E rii^d.

10. ii wcz k93E/;m on, SEZ sbii, foE AA! d^ wald Is.'ik -e aemp^Ei

tja'^'l,
BE 13 lt'l gael wot)s bm apsEt.

11. d/s ZBE haapt waVl d)wnit?n Bn BE daa'tesmlaa kam trei?sm

kraes dB baek jasd, WGBE dee)d bm haeqm eut dB tloBz tB dra'/ on

woshm da,
12. wa'A dB kst'l WBZ vbafrlm fBE tii, wan bwwtifwl samBE

aeaatBEnuun, warn B wiik baek kam thazde.

13. aen, bBhooidji ! aY nEVBE zcsd taal noo moBE B daet BE dpb,
BZ shuBE BZ ma' niBmz :djaek :shEpBEcl, BD, BnadBE thq, aV dwBnt

wont tu it, deBE new !

14. new a')l mp AAf WOBUI tB sapaE. waa, gwd na/

2t, B Bna-dBE

ta^'m, wm B tjaep gmz taak B d's, daet, BE t)adhBE, duBnt)i bii in

s/tj B toEb'l Em BV B Qm tB kaeE^ dB swae.

15. t)s B taEb'l sili tjaep wot kiips AA! on tjaetBEm Bbewt Aiot a'/

raendBm. aen new a' shae'nt see nB mwBE. gwd naYt.

Notes.

2. terrible, the common intensive

adj . or adv. on account of, the first and
last words omitted. din is within,
which first assumes the form (-edi-n),

the (wdht-n) of He.
3 . whisk t, as

' the wild waves whisht,
'

Temp. 1, 2, 378.
5. directly minute, immediately,

common phrase in the district.

though it was so terrible queer, and

ring-y like, and like a ring, and

he) II tell}ye the truth, without any
romancing any day, romancing; the

people are fond of long romance words
in this dialect. Observe (ski, dai).
Mr. Harris also gave (sai) for Stoke,

calling it Greek at.

7. She hadn't ought [ought not] to

be far out about this here job, [do you)]

think}she had. The first had without,
the second with the aspirate.

8. drunken (draqkin) is drunking,
that is, playing the drunken man, not

drunken itself.

9. further end, certainly the (d)

must have been assimilated to the two

(R) as (faRDBR).
10. ampery, a common word in this

district, as applied to cheese, mouldy,
decayed ;

to people, weak, bad, sickly.
Lewis in his Tenet (Thanet) refers to

Ags. ampre (not in Etmiiller), wrhich

Bosworth cites from the Liber Medicin-
alis of Baldus, and explains as ' a

crooked swelling vein, an herb, sweet

marjoram, feverfew
;

'
others conceive

it may be the French empire, worsened.
1 1 . tracing across, tracking, walking,

across, a phrase actually heard.

12. only, the word used may, how-

ever, be one-y, which must have the
same meaning.

13. behold ye ! a common phrase for

'look there/

14. dont]ye be in such a terrible hem

[devil] of a hurry to carry the sway
[victory], hem is clearly a euphemism
for devil, deuce, devilish, damn, dam-

nation, etc., i.e. exceedingly, it is very

[or
' hem '] common in this district.
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PAVERSHAM PHRASES from diet, of H.K.-H., Esq.

1. (a i shsel noo din v 1/t'l, ii 's.'i kiip gwm), I shall know within
a little [soon], if I keep going.

2. (noo fARni nt AA!), no form at all, common expression, the

meaning of which was unfortunately not noted.

3. (001 rEn'ldz), old reynard, (p00p), Guy Fawkes.
4. (d)ool antjmmi), the old huntsman.
5. (gu -sen, w*dj) !), go -on, will you !

6. (WAR wops prsdmitK), heware of wasp presently.
7. (thrii Ji^Rn aafimz), three-year-old heifers.

8. (tu draqk), to go about as a drunken man.
9. (faRn^l laVz), infernal lies, the first unaccented syllable of a

word is frequently omitted.

10. (sai/n 13 daet, nath^n -et AA!), something of that, nothing at all.

11. (wani wans), only once, (taVrn mi -BgE'n), time and again, many
times.

12. (reR stopim), fox-earth stopper.
13. (j/steRclee im tadlnmdee), yesterday and the other day, i.e. day

before yesterday.
14. (i eent noo kewnt t)AAl), he isn't no account at all, i.e. he is of

no importance.
15. (moost dewtedb duubi?R9s), most (un-)doubtedly dubious.

16. (*z eed iz daet eed'l), his head is that [so much] addled.

17. (woRkm baV griit), working by the piece.
18. (wtktt foE waaket, trk ^n ta'i), each = tit for tat.

19. (ddun ju mteRarpt saaf), don't you interfere with self.

20. (dfeR aRt 'Bla'e'v, s'tj -B ti'km), dear heart alive, such a ticking.
21. (tsefrer mi ska3d'l), cross and mischievous.

22. frt)s tr^, sfi twk AAf), it's true I took off= went away.
23. (neu im dEn, neu 'Bn ten), now and then.

24. (/t)s print muun la^'t), it's print moon-light, i.e. sufficient to

read print in.

FAVERSHAM cwl.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Herbert Knatchbull-Hugessen, Esq., containing
almost all the \vd. in the cs. and also many others separately dictated.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 teuk. 5meBkmiT?k. kr'ml'l [cradle]. wei?k [wake]. 17 IAA

laa. 19 teul. 21 nit?m. 28 heBR. -- WAR [beware of ].
34 Isesest.

A: 39 [(kam) used]. 43 hasn. 44 Ison. 49 ha?q.
- kaesent [cannot].

54 wont. 55 eeah. 56 wosh. A: or 0: 58 from. 60 loq. 64 rooq.

A'- 67 gu, gwin [going]. 72 uu. 73 soo. 74 to. 76 tued. 82 wans.

84 moBR muT?R. 89 bo^th. 92 noo, nood [knoAved
= kneAv] . 94 ki-oo.

A': 102 aast [in infinitive also]. 104 rued. 106 brAAd. - drav [I drove].

Ill AAt. 113 d) 6*1 [tbe whole]. 115 woimi. 117 wan. 118 Urn. 120

Bguu. 122 noon, uoo. 123 nathtm. 124 sbuvo.. 125 ooni, warn. 1

130 bo'et bw^t. 137 rnjR [unemphatic],
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JE- 138 faadBR. 140 ee'l. 143 tetd tial. 144 Bgi-n. 147 \aeen. 148
feBr. Emet [ant]. 149 blaze. hiiz'l [hazel]. 150 liistweez [leastwise].
JE: 154 b*k. -- haed'nt [had not], haed, a?d [had]. 158 anetBR. 161 dai.

164 mee. 166 meed. 169 WEU. wops [wasp]. 171 baRli. 172 gra33s.
173 wos. 176 aet. 177 daet. 179 wot.

JE'- 187 leave. 182 wee. 190 key. 194 Em. 195 niEni. M':

sprEd [it spread]. 209 UEVBR. 211 gree. 213 edhBR. 214 nedhBR.
miil [meal, food]. 218 ship. 220 shEpBRd [the common word is .(IwkBR), the
other scarcely ever heard]. 222 he~BR. 223 deeR. 224 WOBR W'IBR. 229 broth.

E- 232 briik. 233 spiik. 234 knead. - trad [tread]. 239 s'rel. 241
riiii. 243 plee [occ. (plai) in the pause]. 244 waa waal. 245 miBl.

hiilin [bedclothes, i.e. covering]. 248 mare. 249 wiBR. wiiz'l [weasel].
252 kEt'l. 255 WEdliBR [never heard with a (d)]. E: wEb [web]. 259

wedge. 260 lee [as a hen eggs], lee-in [laying for lying], 261 sai, SEZ [says].
fil [field]. 269 saaf. 271 taa, taal, tElin [tell, telling]. 276 thiqk. iind

[end]. 281 lEnth. 282 strsnth. nEstB nsstiz [nest nests] . set [set].
-

bEst [best]
E'- 290 ii. 293 wi. 300 kiip, ksp [kept]. 301 IBR. E': 305 high.

306 height. 312 IBR. 314 iBRd.

EA- 320 keBR. EA: 322 Iseaef . 323 fezrt. 325 walk. 326 cold. 328
kfold. 330 AAld. 331 swoald. 332 tuold. 335 AA!. 337 watt. 338 kl.

solt. -- biBiid. 340 jaRd. 342 arm. 343 WARUI. IBRU [to earn].
346 giBt geet [first most frequent]. EA'- 347 eed. aafBRz [heifers] .

348 a'i. 349 few. EA': 350 deed. 355 deaf [not (dEth) as in
e.Ss.j.

356 leaf. 357 doo. 359 neebBRwwd [neighbourhood].
-

hiip [heap]. 364

tjsep.
- J/BB, [year]. 366 griit. 367 thrat. 368 dEth.

El- 372 [aye is not used, but is replaced by yes}. 373 dee. El: 378 wiik.

380 dem, dBRsaa-vz [their
= themselves] .

EO- 386 joo. 387 nuu. EO: 390 shwd. daRk [dark]. 397 swBRd.

399 faRm [farm]. 402 laRn. 403 faR. 406 IBR stopBR [fox earth -stopper].
407 faRd'n. EO'- nil [flea]. nil [knee]. frii [free]. 411 thrii.

412 shi. 416 diBR. tp^z [choose]. EO': 422 (sik) [usual word for

unwell, not used for vomited, which is called (brAAt ap)]. 430 frin [when used,

rarely]. 433 breast 435 ju. 436 tra?. 437 triuth. EY- 431 da'i.

EY: 439 trast.

I- 440 wiik. 446 na'in. 449 git. I: 453 kw;ik. 456 ef. 457 ua'it.

459 ra'it. 463 til. 465 sitj. 466 tja'il. 482 iz. 483 izsaa-f [his
=
himself].

484 dis. 485 thistle. 487 jistBRdee. -
gra'ist [grist]. 488 got [got, past

tense]. 489 it. I'- 494 ta'im. 495 wa'in. I': diik [ditch, dyke].
500 la'iklo'ikli [likely]. 506 wmBn. 509 wa'il. 510 ma'in.

0- 519 OOVBR. 522 ap'n. SUWBR [snore]. 524 wald. 0: 525 AAf

[off]. 531 daatBRinlaa. 532 koBl. 541 woont. - kwrolt [colt]. 543 on,
onset [onset, beginning], a3n [for of as well as on}. 550 waRd. 551 stARm. 552
kARn. niARnin [morning]. 554 kraas. 0'- 559 madBR. 562 muun.
564 sim. 566 BnadBR [another]. 567 t)adheR. 0': 571 gwd. ruuf

[roof], 579 Bna'w. 584 stuBl. 586 duudwBnt [don't]. 587 dan. 588 nunn.
590 flBR. 592 SWWBR. 597 sat.

U- 604 samBR. 605 son. 606 duBR. U: 610 1. 612 sam, safin

[something].
- tamb'l [tumble]. 613 draqkin [drunking, acting the drunken

man]. 616 grewn. 618 wewnd [n. and p.p.] zewndz [God's wounds]. 625 toq.
627 sandi. 629 sun. antjniBn [huntsman]. 631 thazdi. 634 thru. 636
faRdBR. U'- 641 eu, ejevBR [however]. 643 neu. 650 bewt. U': 663
hews. 666 azbBn. 667 eut.

Y- 674 d?d [emphatic]. 675 dra'i. 681 bizinis [in three syllables]. 682
lit'l. Y: 692 jaqgest. 694 waRkin [working]. 695 aRk. 701 feRst. 702
din [within], deut [without]. Y- 706 wa'i. Y': 712 miis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 716 eed'l. 718 tresd. -
tjaet [chat]. 737 miBt. 741 maze.

swai [sway]. 742 liBzi. E. 751 peBRt [recovered from sickness].
I. and Y. wip [whip]. 758 g;el. wist [whisht, quiet]. 0. 761
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Iwed. - dpb [job]. 767 ndaiz. 774 pwani. 776 gwdba't. spweRt
[sport]. haves [technical word in hopping, shaking up the measure to make
it look larger]. 721 bo'i. U. 796 blw. 798 ktehjn. 9Ri [hurry]- rwsht [to rush, like 105 (aast), the past tense made an

infinitive].

iii. ROMANCE.

A-- 810 feus. trees [trace, track]. 812 te lees [to lace, beat, drub].-
kEtjt [catched, for caught].

- -
peel piel [pail]. pee [pay]. 824 tierm.- feel [fail].

-
tjiin, tjeen [chain].

-- eeR [air]. 833 peeR. 835 riiz'n.
-

peel [pale]. 843 braercntj [not used].
- meendreii. 849 streendieR

[common word]. 851 resent. -
mantjent [merchant]. mtcRi [marry].

857 kees [often used]. prases [pass]. 862 seef.

E-- 867 tii. nil [real]. kriteR [creature] . 870 bwMtifttl. 874 riinz
- WEnteRsem

'!) terrible].
1 [merciful].- kensaRn [concern].

- f9Rm [firm] . 888 saRtin. rszelet [courageous].- disebil [dishabille, used commonly for any confusion or litter]. 890 Mist.
891 feast. ! and Y- 910 dja'istiz [joists].

0-- 919 a'intment. dja'in [join].' 925 wo'is. kewnt [account].
930 k'in. stueR [store]. 938 kAAimeR. 939 tloes. rdest [roast],
940 k^-6et. 941 fuul Mish [foolish]. trab'l [trouble]. 942 batjen. 947
ba'il. 950 sapeR. 955 dewt. U-- 965 a'il. 969 shueR. hoRt

[hurt]. 970 djest.

Usages, eent b^ut. (ee) falls mucb into (ie), thou never used.

YAK. iii. EAST KENT FORM.

The Isle of Thanet has had its dialect nearly obliterated. Mr.
Basil Hodges, of Vincent, Margate, to whom I was recommended
as likely to know, said that d for th was unknown, though he had
heard it from an old man who came from another part of the

county. But (miis) mice shewed a remnant of dialect as well as

weal, wiolet, He, bile, I adopt his spelling, for veal, violet, oil, boil.

Miss Peckham, a student of Whitelands, who had been at a school

at St. Nicholas, Margate, did not know d for th, or w for v, nor

recognise (E), and found the h omitted only by old people and not
so often wrongly inserted. Her r followed London use, even to its

euphonic insertion. But she used (o
7

*) for long 2, except in (liis,

miis) for lice, mice. U' gave (ew), and 0' had (in) in (spiun, aatem'un,

biuts) spoon, afternoon, boots, to which (tin) two was assimilated,

being confused with (too). Such words as I could get from her
are in the e.Ke. cwl. Rev. R. Drake of Stourmouth E-ectory, just
w. of the river which bounds the Isle of Thanet, says he has never

met with so little dialect. He admits w for v and finds it so general
that "children taught to speak correctly are laughed at by their

elders." Though he had been 38 years in the locality, the only
dialectal words he could remember were (diik) for dyke, and (wa9ps)
for wasp. He had not heard I are half a dozen times, and never / be.

He notices aint=\$rft, and lease= glean, and the common use of

terrible= very. Mr. Toomer sent me a Iw. for e.Ke. and Thanet,
which are inserted in the e.Ke. cwl. p. 144. We may pretty well

omit ne.Ke. from dialectal regions, though there is still just enough
left to shew that it once resembled the rest of Ke.
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The next region of e.Ke. consists of the Highlands east of Canter-

bury, of which the following dt. gives a good idea. The words are

added to the e.Ke. cwl. p. 144.

"Wl^GrHAM dt.

6 e.Canterbury, representing the Highlands of e.Ke., Adisham (6 se. Canterbury),

Nonington (7 se.Cant.), Chittenden (8 se.C.), Womeuswold (7 se.-by-s.C.),
Sibertswold (9 se.C.), Goodneston (7 e.-by-s.C.),and Kearsney (3 nw.Dover)
by Rev. F. W. Ragg, who when it was written was vicar of Ratling with

Wingham, and became subsequently vicar of Marsworth, Tring, pal. by AJE.
from indications and answers to questions.

1. sdow 6i saV, me-Bts, jew sii new drct oi aaE Eo/t beut dt h'd'l

[Klh] g?el kamm from d^ skii^l JEndim.

2. shii)z goo-in dewn di? rd^d de^E, thru du rad ge'Bt on d^ Isft

send so^d ^v d^ wa.
3. shuBE naf di3 ga?! -BZ go't?n strait arp te di3 do^E BV da roq hews.

4. wftfB shi T?! bi 16k to fomd daet draaqk^n dfif snveld

'BV d^ nei3m 'BV :tom^s.

wi aal no'ow im wEEi WE!.5.

6. wo^nt d-o ool tjaBp siun laEn 'BE not tew dew ii 'Bgin,

7. lwk)i tz'n ii tri'u?

th/q!

Notes.

1. 7, "somewhat resembling (o'i)

and differing from (ai)," this points to

(6i) or (a'i). I have selected (6i]
because of the Faversham (o'i). are,

"the r is full, a good burr, and has its

usual effect on the a," this points to

the (R), lost in Thanet but retained in

these highlands. / are, rhyming to

Jire (oiBR, foim), is the regular form, I
am is sometimes used, _T be very seldom
if ever. "liddle almost li'l with a

rough breathing before the /," which I

interpret (lid'l, Klh), though the latter

is very strange, still I have lile lill given
me by others. yonder,

" I am not quite
sure of yende, whether the r is sounded
at all, but the e has the modification

which the r would give it as nearly as

6. to do, written teoo deoo, which

might have been meant for (tiu dm), as

I got tew from Denton (7 nw.Dover),
and hence within the district, from Rev.

C. J. Hussey, who says, "In the hymns
the tew for to strikes my ear, I have
noticed it more in singing than in speak-

ing." But Mr. Ragg says, "The eoo
is like a very short ou in you, abowt,

ho?<se," and that is explained to be the

e and w in the "Welsh Btfttws, and hence

(eu) or (E'U}. But I believe the sound

degenerates into some variety of (y, 2),

see Faversham, and may have been

originally merely (ee'u), which is apt to

generate all these sounds.

FOLKESTONE.

The Folkestone fishermen are credited with a dialect of their own.
So far as pron. is concerned, that is not the case. Mr. E Stead, to

whom I am otherwise much indebted, being master of the Folkestone
Grammar School in 1880, I asked his assistance. The will of the

founder of the school provides for the instruction of sons of poor
fishermen, and there are generally six or eight boys there from the

houses of genuine working fishermen
;
and these boys are said to

speak the dialect as well as their fathers. By observations on
these boys Mr. Stead wrote me the following dt. in Glossic, and
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supplemented it by several observations. Mr. Fynmore says :

" The fishermen of Folkestone, I understand, 'are persistent in the

transposition of v for w, and are called old Yills. They talk quick
about vat for what, veil, vant, valk, etc, etc." Mr. Stead says:
"I can't hear that anybody knows the fishermen by the name of

'old Yills.' I have to-day been listening to the pronunciation of

two or three new fisherboys we have, and I can't hear anything
but was, we, were, wat=what, etc." But in P.S. he adds,

" I
have just had communication with a man well acquainted with the
town. He tells me that ' Folkestone fishermen are almost uni-

versally credited with the use of v for wj but he thinks they don't
' do it so often as is made out.' Nevertheless, he says you will no
doubt < now and then hear siting (

= whiting), Fellard
(
= Wellard,

a local tobacconist), etc.' Hence, while v for w may occasionally

occur, it must be rare at least at present, and must be considered

still to want satisfactory proof. On the other hand, w for v is the

rule, or, as Mr. Stead says,
"
very largely if not universally used

by the fisherfolk in Folkestone, as in vessel, November, JFesta
(
=

Yesta, name of a fishing-boat), walue, etc."

On the other hand, d for th does not seem to be heard among
them, but the reverted (E) was distinctly recognised, although it is not

unfrequently omitted to his ears. Not having heard these speakers

myself, I do not venture to write (E) initial or to assimilate (t d n)
to (E) as (T D N). But I feel tolerably sure that all are used,

especially as (L) is particularly recognised. Mr. Stead says he never

heard the final reverted (L) so decidedly as among these speakers.
"
Thus, Bill is (biui,), or often (beui,), help= (eLp), etc." He finds,

also, the long 0' and its cognates have developed not merely into

(in), but (yy), or an approximation to it, and writes (jy, skyyl,

thryy, shyyuE, ty, syyn, dyy, lyk, tryy), for you, school, through,

sure, to, soon, do, look, true. Most probably the (yy) is not fully

reached, and, as remarked under Faversham, the real sound may be

(o?'u). The long I' he finds most like (6*), as at Wingham, and

the long U' is (e).

FOLKESTONE FISHEEMEI^ dt.

written in Glossic by R. Stead, Esq., pal. by AJE.

1 . soou oi sa, ma^'ts, jy sii new dhut 6')m ro/t vbsut dhet

komm from dh skyyL jand^E.

2. shii)z goou'in dewn dhe rdowd dheei? thryy dire red gaVt an

dhi? left end sol ov dhi3 wa.
3. shyy'im eno'f dhi3 tj6LD [tjLi>] -BZ gAAn strait op ty dhi?

doowBE ov dhe r#q [raq] ews.

4. wefe shi WIGL tjaans ty foind [shi'L preps kam ekraa's] dhet

droqknn def skini tjep ov dhi? na^'m ov itamvs [:tami?s].
5. wi AAL noou tm weR' wet?L.

6. woownt dh^ oold tjep syyn tiitj T?E nat ty dyy *t Bgain,

thtq !

7. lyk! iz'nttttryy?
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Notes.

2. there, as well as where, fair, pare,

wear, have the triphthong (e*^)> as

(dheiu, weii?, feit?, pere, weira).

4. she'll perhaps come across, is

probably the phrase that would be
used.

The following cwl. collects the e.Ke. words. The S. dial, has

here decayed as much as possible, and has received strictly E.

elements, which entirely extinguish the S. as we proceed n. The
ES. group is therefore a transition between S. and E., but different

from D 7.

EAST KENT cwl.

F Folkestone fishermen's dialect, from Mr. Stead, p. 142.

N St. Nicholas, Margate, from Miss Peckham, p. 141.

T Iw. sent by Mr. Toomer for in and about Isle of Thanet, known by him to have
been used in e.Ke. Although a young man in 1871, he had noticed many
changes in his time. Conj. pal. by AJE. from io. He apparently uses r as

in London ar or ur = (aa,
AA ao), for he writes dorg [dAAg] for dog.W "Wingham, the words from Rev. F. "W. Ragg's e.Ke. Highlands, p. 142.

Rec. spelling and italics denote rec. pron.

i. WESSEX AND NOESE.

A- 4 N tee [very long, approaching (teee)]. 12 N" SAAB [with euphonic r

before a vowel
j.

20 N leem. 21 "W nBm, F na'im. 23 IS" seem. 24 N
shmn. 29 W aas BR. 33 IS" reedhe [occ.]. 36 IS" thaw [with inserted

euphonic r]. A: 42 end. 43 W send. 55 T ishez. A: or 0: 58 WF
from. 64 W roq, F raq raq. A'- 67 W goo'in, N [rec. pr.], F goou-in.
69 N no. 73 WF soou, N so. 74 N tiu. 76 N t6ed. 84 N mo^n

[more than]. 86 N fate. 92 F noou. 94 Wno'ow. A': 101 N oak. 104

roed, F ro'0d. 110 W not, F nat. 121 W go'-en, F gAAn.
M- 140 N [140-147 rec. pron.]. 142 T snEg. 144 W gi-n, Ftjgai'n. 153

N SEtedi. T pwtt [pretty]. M-. - T wajps wops [wasp]. 174 T ish.

177 W dt [unemphatic], daet [emphatic]. M'- 183 F
tiitj. 190 N" key.

JEt: 218 T ship. 223 W deeR, F dheiu, N there. 224 W W'IBK, T wen?.

E- 231 W du [we^k]. 233 N speak. 235 N weave. 236 N fever. 251

N" meat. 252 N ktt'l. E: 261 WF s&t. 262 WF wai [in pause (wfit]

265 WF strait. 266 W WE!, F WCBL. 272 T Blum. 278 N [never hear
'

T iinz [ends]. T niEsh [marsh]. E'- 293 F wi. 297 W iEle.

E': 314 N iBBd.

EA- 319 IS gape. EA: 323 N fought. 324 N eight. 326 Wool, N"

ood, F oold. 330 T 6ou\, N ood. 335 W aal, F AAL. 346 T gect, N gate,
F ga'it. EA': 352 WF rEd. 355 WF dEf. 364 AV tjsep, F tjep. 371 T
straa. El: 378 N weak.

EO: 388 T mslk: 394 W jandeR [? final (R) absent], F jandeR. 402 W
aRn. EG'- 412 WF shii. T klaivu [cleaver]. 413 N div'l. EO': 428
WF sii. 435 W seu, F jy. 436 W triu, F tryy. EY- 438 N die.

I- 442 N o'ivi. 446 N no'in. T shii'gz [shires, applied to the Midland

counties]. I: 452 T 6t [see note to dt.], F 6*. 459 WF roit, N ro'it. 462
N so'it. 465 N sitj. 466 F tjoiLD tjaaLD. 469 W'IT;L. 477 WF foind, N
fo'ind. 479 N wo'in. 480 WF thtq. I'- 490 N bo'i. 492 WF soid.

1': T diik da'ik [ditch]. 500 W 16*k. 507 N wmun [old people].
0- 522 N ap'n. 0: 525 F ov. 541 W wo'unt, F woownt. 543 W on.

T faak [fork].
- - T os [horse]. 554 Bkraa's [across]. T po'ust po'cstez

[post posts]. 0'- 556 W tew, F ty. 558 W lk, F lyk. 560 W skut;!,

F skyyL. 564 W siun, F syyn. 0': 579 W naf, F enof. 586 W dew, F
dyy. 589 N spiun. 594 N biuts. 597 TN sat.
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U- 603 W kamm, F komm. 606 W dot?R, F doowjR. TJ- 632 W ap
F op. 634 W thru, F thryy. U'- 640 N kew. 643 WF new. 650 WF
be^t. U': 658 WF den. 663 W hews, F ews
Y- 682 W lid'l lilh, F lit'L. Y: 700 T was wase [worser], N was.

701 TN fast. Y': 711Nliis. 712 N mils.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 722 T driin. preps [perhaps]. 737 T incuts, F mi1
its. E. 749WF lEft. I. and Y. 758 W gael, F gjaRL. 760 W sriveld. 0. 770W :tomes, F -.iawes :tanres. U. 804 W draaqfom, F droqkun. 808 T pat.

in. ROMANCE.

A-- 841 Ftjaans. T kaa [carry, or (kat?) ?]. 864 T koz. 866 W
PUBR, F puue, N pooB. E" 867 N tea. 885 TWF wEri. T taab'l

[terrible]. 0- 916 T tqra. T fodj [forge]. IT 965 T e'it. 969W shueR, F shyy'tJR, T siuBla'i- [surelyj.
- - T haat [hurt].

T usages, he didn't (hadn't shouldn't) ought, Miss for Mrs. N" usage, I are.

D 10, 11, 12 form the WS. or west Southern Group.

Boundaries. The e. b. is the w. b. of MS. and the other boundaries
are formed by the Bristol and English Channels.

Area. The w. portion of Sm., all but the extreme sw. of Dv., all Co.

and the Scilly Isles. This represents comparatively recent, and in

w.Co. very recent, overrunning of a Celtic language (Cornish or

"West Welsh) by English. In D 12, w.Co. and Scilly, a true

dialect has apparently never been formed.

Character. Besides the general S. character with the (E) very
strongly developed in the e. but gradually weakening on going w.

(till in D 12 the received r is perhaps quite established), there is

also the striking change of 0' into (yyi), closely resembling Fr. (y),

which sharply limits this group towards the e.

D 10 = n.WS. = northern West Southern;

Boundary. Taken from Mr. Elworthy's information. The n. b. is the n. coast

of Sm., w. of e.Quantockshead (14 nnw.Taunton). The w. and s. b. begins at

Comtisbury (14 ene.Ilfracombe Dv. and 2 e.Linton Dv.), and proceeds nearly s.

along an affluent of the Lynn R., to Exe Head Hill, Sm., where the affluent rises

(14 ese.Ilfrucombe). Then passing the head of the Barle E. proceeds to Span
Head on the b. of Sm. (14 se.Ilfracombe), then se. to North Molton Ridge (14

e.Barnstaple), and still se. over Molland Down, Anstey's Barrow and Anstey's
Hill (all on the watershed at the b. of Sm.), and then turning s. along the high

ground to just s. of Tiverton (where it crosses the Exe), of Collumpton (6 ese.

Tiverton, and of Kentisbeare (7 ese. Tiverton), and then turning ne. to join thew.

b. of D 4 about Otterford (7 s.Taunton), after which the e. b. is identical with

the w. b. of D 4 from n. to the sea.

Area. The w. of Sm. with a small portion of ne.Dv.
Authorities. See County List under the following names, where * means w.

per AJE., || systematic, in io.

Sm. *Bishop's Hull, Milverton, Taunton, *Wellington.
Dv. ||*Morebath.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1577 ]
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Characters. A- (fo). A: (SB, a1

). A'-, A': (ib, OB). AEG. (a*).

JEf (ee) and various. EG (a*). E (e). EL (sd). I: often (a
1

),

r(a^). O'(y7l , Wl). Ufa A). U'(E
'W

).

Of these the most important are the diphthongs for I', TJ'. They
are both quite different from those of D 4. Mr. Elworthy originally

appeared to me to make two forms (a
1

*, 9'*')
for I', hut on the last

examination I did not find the separation certain, and the question
was which of the two I should adopt. With some hesitation

I selected (a
1

*), which is transitional to (aY), the Dv. form. This

was, however, kept distinct from (a*), in which the first element
was decidedly longer and lower than in (a

1

*). The (E'W) form of

TJ' was very marked, but did not fall into (ae'w) as in Nf . It is

quite distinct from the Dv. (ao'yi), so that it forms another mark of

separation between D 10 and D 11.

The vowels (a
1

, yy1} 99^ sharply distinguish the dialect from D 4.

They are very difficult even to appreciate. The (a
1

) may be
considered as (a) raised towards (i), or (i) degraded towards (a).

Strangers may be content with considering it as ('). Before (1) it

seems to be absorbed by the murmur, so that (ma^k, sa^k) differ

little from (m'lk, s'lk). Dr. Murray (Elworthy, Gram. "West Sin.

p. 113) considers the last to be the exact sound. When I so pro-
nounced the words, Mr. E. said I was wrong. Neither was the

word (molk). I had imagined that perhaps (m'Lk) might be right,
but Mr. E. says he uses

( \] with the tip of the tongue thoroughly
against the teeth. I must consider that the correct analysis of this

vowel sound has not been reached. It is strangely affected by
adjacent consonants. In listening in 1885 to the list of 30 words in

Mr. Elworthy's Dialect of West Sm., p. 58, which I had drawn up
in 1875, I found the same separation into three parts, resembling

(', 9, u), in all of which Mr. Elworthy and natives reckon only one

vowel, except in milk, silk, where they seem to recognise no vowel
at all besides the vowel I. The sound occurs chiefly for EO, I.

The vowels (yy t yb d9v 9^) are quite as difficult to utter, but
easier to recognise. They are usually both called "French w,"
but they decidedly reminded me of (y, 9) or Fr. pu, peu, from which,
however, they were clearly distinct, and apparently

' lowered.' To

say (tyyi b^ts) two boots, is a most difficult problem to a stranger,
and one he is not very likely to solve.

Judging from JGG.'s experience at Chippenham, WL, p. 51, I

anticipated finding the whole series (T D N L E sh sh TJ DJ) in this

region also. So far as Mr. Elworthy's pronunciation is concerned,
this was not the case, as (E) was clear, even when initial, but the

other sounds seem to occur only when adjacent to (E), as (SEDJ)

ridge. When there was merely the separation of two words, as

(im da*d) she did, the (E) does not seem to affect the following
letter. When (d) comes before (E), the most natural thing is to say

(DE-) ;
but Mr. E. says he feels the tip of the tongue slide along the

palate from the (d) to the (E) position. On going through the

points touched by the palate for (E t d n 1) in his pronunciation,

(E) was fully reverted and the under part of the tip touched the
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highest part of the palate, for
(t, d) the contact lay between that

and the gums, hut nearer to the former, for (n) the contact was on
the gums, and for

(1) on the teeth. This makes the series (E, t d,

n, J). Now Mr. E.'s pronunciation seems to he perfect, and he is

really a native, but it is difficult to believe that the peasant himself
makes these elaborate distinctions. The sounds uttered by Mr. E.

appeared to me to be the same as I produced by using reverted

(E, T D, N, L). In particular with (J) I could not in the least

produce his effects, but with (L) I seemed to reach them. I have
thought it prudent, however, to retain (t d, n

1) with their usual
coronal values, except when they were acknowledged to become

(T D N L) on account of the adjacency of (E). It must be remembered
that the distinction (t T, d D) is very slight, and the generation of

the peculiar English (t, d) as distinct from the foreign (
t d) was

probably entirely due to converting reverted (E) into retracted (T,),

a confusion even now going on. But the existence of alveolar
( n)

and purely dental
(J) seems an entire anomaly in England. Yet

it was not new at Mr. Elworthy's last interview with me on 4 Nov.

1885, for I find the same thing noted from him on 22 Nov. 1880,
thus in filth (fa^th) the (1) and (th) were noted as having precisely
the same position. Another peculiarity of Mr. E.'s pronunciation
was the word potatoes, which Mr. E. considered he pronounced
(taa'^diz), whereas Dr. Murray, Mr. Sweet, and myself heard an

(r) in place of (d), to my ears the word was (te^riz). As to I, Dr.

Murray (in Mr. E.'s Gram, of W. Sm., p. 112) says, "Us also often

guttural, and this is the apparent peculiarity of
" such words as

bull, pull, full, school, wool, tool, stool, and written (b?]!, p0 :l,

V0J, sh^l, &{l, toil, stexl), etc. On asking Dr. M. in 1885 what
he had meant by

"
guttural ,", properly (I), he was unable to

remember, and thought that possibly guttural should have been

retracted, which is more likely.
In 1875 I had drawn up the lists of vowels with examples in Mr.

Elworthy's Dial, of "W. Sm. from his dictation. Not to be swayed
by these, I extracted a large number of them, and made them into

the following cwl., and then Mr. E. was kind enough to pronounce

every word to me afresh. My impressions were slightly different,

but almost the same. This list which follows gives the full

characteristics of the dial, to the best of my powers of observation.

The sounds (jl & Y a
1

)
were distinctly recognised, as different from

(y & a), although I failed in imitating and cannot analyse them.

The (t d n 1) are left as in rs., because, as already stated, I cannot

either adopt Mr. E.'s distinctions, or make them always reverted.

This is followed by the cs. and some examples from the grammar,
while the translation of the first chap, of Ruth will be given with the

L. and Ch. versions in the Introduction to L., as it was especially
written for this contrast. All of these were revised from diet, in Nov.

1885. Mr. Elworthy's papers already cited have been supplemented

by his elaborate Glossary, pp. 924, full of interesting matter. His

power of imitating peasant speech is most remarkable. His kindness

and patience in giving me information are gratefully acknowledged.
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WEST SOMERSET cs.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of F. T. Elworthy, Esq., Foxdown, "Wellington, Sm.,
revised from diet. 27 Oct. and 4 Nov. 1885, with a slavishly literal inter-

linear translation.

0. E'W t)eez in)s rdjaen aa)n i3gAA'i3t noo ds'utinz laH'k.

how it)
is even) as John has)not got no doubtings like.

1 wal, faaRim?R :aRTpt, aVtal)e aat t)eez. jyji ran ii, bimdh o)i,

wel, farmer Kichard, I tell)thee what it)is. You and he, both of )ye,

imd laafi bs'wt dhiBzh)j*R stdoBR -e ma^'n. yyx d^ krBR VBR

may laugh-y about this)here story of mine, who does care for that ?

t)Ed)'n no Adz nadhim WAH wee HER t)adhi3R.

it)is)not no odds neither one way nor that) other.

2. dhaR ed)'n vaRi mani meen dh^t di3

there is)not very many men that do die

dhe bi elaa'ft o,

for-cause they be laughed of,

wii djx noo dha^ doo)n) is ? wAAt d
l

z) 'BR VXR te me^k)-Bm dyy^^t ?

we do know that do)not us ? what is)there for to make)them do it ?

t)Ed)'n VER!

it)is)not very like, is it?

3. E'wsamda^R dha[
1

sli)ja:r)z dh^ daps o)dlm ki^s, zoo dliii dps
howsoever this)here) is the daps [turns] of

)
the case, so thee just

sta^ dhii Rat'l, avl fate, Bn ba^'d stM gm aH^v Bfa 1
-n'sli.

stop thy rattle, old fellow, and abide still against I)have finished.

ns% aRk, wa1

!)!?
Now hark, will)thee ?

4. aV bi saaRtm
I be certain sure

aU JSRD) 'em zee zam V dlo.ee dhaR voks
I heard)them say some of they there folks

WAt
what went

YOBR dRyya 't

right fore through it all,

vRi3m dhi VSR! fas dh'BRjoon
from the very first their)own

zalz, dhaH aH' dsd, saaf ana'f,

selves, that I did, safe enough.

5. E'W dhaa
t dhi jaqgis zeln a^a-l, ^ gaRT buoi )na

1m JI^R ool,

how that the youngest son his-self, a great boy of )nine year old,

nood dhi3 VA'^'S dh^ faadh^R o)im teRse-kli VBR AA'T?! t)w^z SB

knowed the voice of the father of
)
him directly, for all it)was so

im skwfl'ki laHTs, Bn aH')d WAARN 'ii van te speek
and squeaky like, and I)would warrant -he for to speak truequeer

alni dee B)dhi3 wk, iis, ^n 'dha^

any day of)the week, yes, and that
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6. Bn dh)ool;d)amBn BRzal, aR B! tal Q lni o)i dha^ bii Blaafm nEJ

w,
and the) old)woman herself, her will tell any oi')ye that be a-laughing now,

iis, Bn tal)i RE^'t Bn in, BdhE'ut noo bodBReBRshBn, n)if i)'l ani

yes, and tell)ye right on end, without no botheration, and)if ye)will only

aks O)BR, oo ai, oo)n)Br ? dha^s AA'B!.

ask of) her, oh, aye, wo) n't)her? that) is all.

7. i3R tool mi o)i3t 8 1

ni)E'w, hAn a* akst)o)BR, tyj! BR daii taH'mz
her told me of)it any)how, when I asked) of)her, two or three times

<3vBR, BR dsd, Bn 'au. dEd)'n AAt VBR tB "bi E'wt pan dj^tj B dhq
over, her did, and -her did)not ought for to be out upon such a thing

BZ dhfozh)js[B, wAAt)s 'dliii

as this)here, what)dost thee think ofJit?

8. wal, in)s a 1
! w^z etalin o)i, aR)d laet)i noo EIU t?n

well, even)as I was a-telling of )thee, her)would let)thee know how and

n ween -BR vE%n dhki dRaqkin t?i^d wAAt BR dj
where and when her found that drunken toad what her do

[kJAAl] BR meim.
call her man [husband].

9. BR zwe-BRD BR zid)'n wee BR oon aH'z ^lae'd AA1^! ^stRatjt
her sweared her see' d)him with her own eyes laid all stretched out

^n tap -B)dli

to his full length upon top of)the ground with)his good Sunday

on, dj^s Ap ^gfn o)dhB dwBR o)dlj E'UZ, de'wn dhaR
coat on, just up against the door of)the house, down there

ti3)dhe kAAndim o dh*ki dhe^R le^n.

to)the corner of that there lane.

10. dhaR B WAAZ BwaVnin wee, t?R ZES, dje^ dh^ vaRi se^m)zs
there he was a-whining away, her says, just the very same)as

thAAf 13 wvz -e tjM Bt^ikt baB^d, BR B l?"d'l maid

though he was a child tooked bad, or a little maid set up

in B JEt.

in a heat.

11. mi dha^ dhaR apt dh^ VER! se^m taH'm)z aR t?n BR daaRTBRLAA

and that there happed the very same time) as her and her daughter-in-law

wez 'BkAmin in dRyjx dhu bak koBRT [kiwBRT] aadBR

was a-coming in through the back court after they)had

B;eqin dhB wEt kloBz VGR te dREVi, pan a wAARshm dee.

been a-hanging the wet clothes for to dry-y, upon a washing-day.
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12. seism taH'm dire kaH'l WBZ 13 bu6lin pan din? vaVBR VBR t00,

same time the kettle was a boiling upon the fire for tea,

WAD. faVn bnaH't zameR aRDBRN^n on* -e wk
one fine bright summer afternoon only a week ago come

nsks dhazdi.
next Thursday.

13. im, da*z dhi noo ? a 1
* na^R laaRN, wAn niARs'l biit mo'0ER)N

and, dost thee know ? I never learned one morsel hit more)than

dhsh)jaR kimsa'Rnin dha^ dhei3R Wznis ta
1
! Qlz maBRNin, zoo

this)here concerning that there business till this morning, so

S!IMBR)Z maH neem)z :djaen isha^^R, en wAt)s
sure) as my name)is John Shepherd, and what's more, I do)not

wAnt tji naxUxeR, dhe^R nE1^!
want to neither, there now !

14. im zoo a l
i bii gu^n tfem VBR te -se

fv mi sap^R [t)sB)mi)sapBR].
and so I be going home for to have my supper [to)have)my)supperJ.

naH't)!, en doo)n)i bii zo km'k, maH'n, VBR te kfido dvi3R

good night)to)thee, and do)not)thee be so quick, mind, for to crow over

a^i bAdi I3gn3n, hAn Eni bAde d^ tAAki o dhi^z -BR dh'ki BR

any body again, when any body do talk-y of this or that or

t)adhi3R
that) other thing.

15. ee mas bi 12 aav^l fal^R vim te pi^eti "BdliE^ t RaVm
he must be a half-fool fellow for to prate-y without rhyme or reason.

im dhe'sli)jar)z maV las waRD. g^x
and this)here)is my last word, good bye)to)thee.

The three specimens which follow are borrowed from Mr. El-

worthy's Grammar of the Dialect of West Somersetshire, 1877, pp.
96 and 99, where they are presented in glossic. They have been

pal. by AJE. and, as before stated, revised with Mr. E. In the

translation letters and words in Italics are either supplementary or

explanatory, and the translation itself as before is slavishly literal.
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SPECIMENS.

A genuine yarn taken down by Mr. Elworthy from a peasant's
dictation.

Lord Popham.

1. I swppose you've a-heard about
the great oaken tree up to Wellington
Park JFood, wAat they used to say
Lord Popham was a-conjured
into?

2. Well, don' ye see, up there,

Cknow,
sir, there's a great deep

torn ravine goes down so deep) as
the tower, main steer = steep like,

even)as one may say, the same) as the
side going up over Wellington IfHI,
and this) Acre oaken tree, Ae was
a terrible great tree sure mough, Ae

was, and Ae growed in the side of Aim
= the ravine, and this place is a-called

Wilscombe bottom.

1. dl
i sptbz Jyjv

dhE gaRT ook'n tRii Ap te :wai/ten

:paRk r^d, wAt d1a.ee Jyy :z TB zee

:LAJBRD ipAApism WBZ -Bka-ncLfBRD
intyi ?

2. WE!, do'0)im i zii, Ap dh&BR,

jji noo, ZBR, dhi3R)z u gaRT dip
bA'd^m g^iZ ds'wn ZE dip)s
dhB tauim, mam stnm la^'k

in)s m^d zee, se"Bm)z dhi3

zaVd gween Ap <3v
JR iwaltten ILBL,

en dhii3zh)jaR ook'N tRii, ii waz
B taR-ab'l gaRT TRii shdo^R nEf, i

WAZ, 'en i gROBD in dh'B zaH'd o im,
BN dh^'ki ple-BS ez

3.

:tAm

dhat)

rnaHn dhB pui3R ool

ddo)'Bn i, ZBR ?

h^ ool :tAm :aalw^^z

JB noo, zvr, alp DRood)Bn,
'Bn ween dhee DRood)Bn, nif i

dEd)'n taRN R^t tap)'m taM
iis shor/BR, 'Bn dh^ eed. o "BN

wuz neet dE'wn 'Bnd^r, Bn
i baH'd.

4. TBH dhee waz AA! o)'m
VBR T^ g^j -BniBs)^, -Bn

zEd E'W in)s "B wnz -Bkandj'Rd
noo-bAcli kg'^^'Bn naV-BE dRag)mi
E^t

;
-Bn dhe^R i baVd.

5. Tsn tv laas, a1
* w^mt Ap,

kaz dh0<9 zEd dh^ A sez)^d shooBR

bi -BkiT?ld, *wee teen AAks'n,
BUT a 1

* itjt -Bm Ap
baliks p^ 1ld)an E'wt,
inte dh^ aeqin kloz.

6. 'Bn a1
/ no 1VBR

Bn dhee WBZ AA!

Bn Bb^in in)s aH' shaTd

ki^ld, t?n kAAlin o mi
te g^ 1? bi?d a1

^ naVBR zid

i t)AAl.

'Bn, 'Bn ^

Bn DRag)n

zid nooi3RT

3. You mind= remember the poor
= deceased old Tom Alway, don' ye,
sir ? that's the old Tom Alway' s

father, you know, sir, he help^
to throw =fell him = the tree, and
when they throwed-Aim, and-if he
did'n turn right top-on-tail=Am?
over heels yes, sure, and the Aead of
him was right down under, and there

he bided= remained.

4. And they was all of-them a-

feared for to go a-nighes^-Aim, and

they said Aow e'en-as Ae was a-

conjured nobody could' n^ never drag-
Aim out

;
and there Ae bide<.

5. And to=at last, I went up,
focause they said the horses)wotild
sure to be a-killed, wi^A ten oxen,
and I Aitched Aem up to him = the

tree, and the bullocks pulled-Aim out,

and dragged-Aim into the Aanging
close.

6. And I never seed = saw noughnt,
and they was all of-them a-waiting
and a-looking even as I should a-been

a-killed, and calling o/me a fool for

to go, but I never seed = saw noughiit,

nor-yet nobody-ot-all.
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7. Bn jy x ndoBz :waHt'n ipask

E'MZ, ddoBn i, ZBE ? a1
* maH'n

t-B liv dhaE, ApBm dhB

gjaEBt, dhBE WBZ B pleBS dheBE
dhoo laH'k B oov'm la^'k.

8. Bn a1
* zid ZBm b^ks w00

r^din in)Bm in Bn, Bn dh#0 zEd

dhat WBZ :!ABED rpAA'pBmz b^ks
en dh0<9 ZEd E'W B meBn

Ap BH zAAt BstEaVd pBn dhB
wee -B baWl, in)s -ii ma'd)'n

9. iis ! Bn t)eez B TaE'Bb'l 00!

E'WZ)BR, bBd a1
*' naVBE dEd)n zii

noobAdi dhe^E, noo W9's)'n mizal,

in)s maM z<?<9.

10. E'wsBma'vBB aH')v BJa'RD

t?m zee ~E'U dh^ saa'Ev^n tjap WBZ
VBE TB Iset E'wt dhu ak'ni

-ekamd Am
dh^E WBZ B meBn

in dha giBt wee, Bn i b?d)'n

0op'm)Bn.
11. Bn hAn dhee t^xk)Bn tB

dyy/in naeks mA'BEnin, VBE kAAz
i aed)Bn Bpat E'wt dhB AAS,

do'0)Bn i zii Z'E ? B ZEd, s)ii,

E'W B k^d)Bn pat)Bn E'wt, kaz
dhBE WBZ B meBn Bst^id neet in dhB

giBt wee, in)s i k^d^n 00-p'm)Bn,
Bn dh^ AA'vis JyjiZ ta zee E'W dh<9

AA'vis kBnsa^BED dhat dheBE WBZ
:!A'BED :pAA-pBm.

7. An^ you knows Wellington Park
/iouse, donV ye, sir? I mine? when
I uaed to live there, up)on the

garret, there was a place there
thew like a oven like.

8. And I seed some books \f\th

reading in-them in Aim = the oven, and

they said that was Lord Popham's
books, and they said Aow a man went

up and sat a-stride wpon the roof
with a bible, e'en-as he = the devil

might'ntf caxvy-him = the roc/ away.

9. Yes ! and it-is a terrible old

house -sir, but I never did'nt see

nobody there no worse-than myself,
e'en-tfs one might say.

10. Howsomever I've a-heard
^Aem say, Aow the servant chap was

going for to let out the Aackney =
hack = horse, after-Ais master-Awd a-

comed home from market, and there

was a man a,-stood = standing in the

gateway, and Ae could' nt open-7tim =
the gate,

11. And when they took-Aim to

doing = took him to task nex^-morning
for cause Ae Aad'n^ a-put out the Aorse,
don't ye see, sir ? Ae said, said-he,
how he could'n^ put-Aim = the horse

out, because there was a man a-stood
= standing right in the gate way as

Ae could' n^ open Aim = the gate,
and they always used to say Aow they
always considered that there was
Lord Popham.

The following was taken down by Mr. Elworthy from the dictation

of the carpenter himself.

ZBE ?

Dh)ool falBE Bn dhB k;

ed jy: noo dh)ool :na3n :skot,
mAAS 8 1VBBi bAAdi WBZ
o aE, kBz dh<9 nood E'W

as kad dvBkjk)in nif BE wa'd.

2. wal, a1
* meBd dhe kAAfin

VAE)BE, Bn SB tsyyjz aH' bi JSE,

t)wBz dja^t BkAm wi aed'n AA! o

as Bba'n BkiBld.

3. t-wBz SB fam B d^)z aVBR

jyj zid, Bn dhB za j

n)'d Bba ]n

The old fellow = devil and the coffin.

1. Did you know ihe old Nan
Scott, sir? ^ftnos^ every body was
a-feard of Aer, focause they knowed
Aow Aer = she could overlook them =
cast an evil eye on them and-ii Aer
would.

2. Well, I made the coffin for Aer,
and so true-as I be Aere, it-was just
a-come = i had almost happened it

was a mere chance we Aad'nt all of us

a-been a-killed.

3. Jt-was so fine a day) as ever you
seed = saw, and the sun-Aad a-been
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vsheemn. SB bRa 1

t)s a'n'idlu'q, hAn a-shining so bright)s anything, when
dja*s in)s wi w^z gween in te dha J^ e'en)s we was going in to the

tjastj duns, dhim kAmd t? vla-Biwh
chu

,

r
.

c1

?;

door
' there comed a flaRsn

B l^t-nin fe't te tera AP din? vasi Sv^Sf fit

7 *?.
tear

, Jf
the V

27
, , in x T, stones, and emphatic with the same the

stotmz, -sen w^ dire se^m dto thunder burst out like a cannon.
thandi3E bast E'wt la^'k

4. wal, hAN wi kAm te pat 4. Well, whenwe come =
BE in dhu ki-BV nif dh)ool meen Aerinthecave=;aft, <m^
WAd'n -etaEND E.eet EEw'n. aV noo man = A^r husband long since dead

B WAZ, VBE a 1
*' alp pat)'n)in.

was'nta-turned right rounf I know
c T j 1 A i

ne was
?
for I helped put)Aim)in.

5. oo wi nood wAt t)wAz ^d c ^Vi i

-I -,
, ;

. ,
6. Oh! weknowedw/iatt)wasAad

tJdjid ^t. wi nood vasi wal a-do^c it. We knowed very wel

dh)0ol falaE)D ^ba xn dbe^E lAAq the old fellown-Aad=^e devil had
wee im. tEV^z Jji bi staenin a-been there along with him. Ifsas

T true-s you be standing there !

The reason tbat a respectable washer-woman gave the "
parson"

for having married a disreputable husband.

doo)n i zii, ZEE, aV)d ^gA't S'B Don'tf ye see, sir, I'd a-got so

mati WA'BEshiN-, Bn a 1
* WBZ rfu^s much wasshing and I was a-force^

'

ATTI T>n if nV ?prlVn P^PPrl
o sen ; ome

'
an an a '

Am, OT a t eed) n BJeBd H j musj, Aaw b M a donk
11, a j mas B boo^t a daqk.

WEST SOMEESET cwl.

Made up from the lists in Mr. F. T. Elworthy's Dialect of West Somerset, which
had been made by him and AJE. jointly in 1875, revised so far as these

especial words are concerned and pal. from diet, of Mr. Elworthy in 1885

by AJE.

i. WESSEX AND !N"oESE.

A- 3 betjk. 5 meek, mEk. 6 meed. 8 aav, se't? [see Mr. E.'s W. Sm.

Grammar, p. 57]. 12 zaa. 18 krek. 19 tet?l. 20 l&jm. 22 teem. 23 seem.

24 shirai. 32 beedh [intrans.], baadh [trans.]. 35 UAA! [an-awl, n from the

art.] 36 dhAA [intrans.], AAndhAA [trans.]. 37 MAA. A: 41 dhasqk.
43 a?n, een [emph.] 44 laen. 46 ksen'l. 49 aaq, eoe-qd, ea-qd [to hang,

hanged, hung]. 56 wAARshi [intrans.].
A: or 0: 58 VRAm. 59 la'm. ^'m [womb]. 60 L\.q. 61 mteq Bmseqst.

64 vRAq, VRaeq. 65 zAq. 66 dhAq. A'- 67 g^i, g^een [going]. 69 UAA
noo. 74 tyy! 76 ttied toed. 77 IA'BRD. voo [foe]. 81 leen. -- z^p,

zwip [sweep]. 84 mweR mo'eR. 85 ZMBR. 86 wEts waHs. 87 klo'ez kloz.

89 bwedh b,?^. 90 blAA. 92 nooe [(snoo) dost know ?]. 93 snooi, znoo. 95

dnoo. - OOTBRT [aught], UOOBRT [naught]. A': 102 a^s. 104 Rh</ed.

105 RhAd. 109 IAA. Ill AAf [-ft before vowels], AAt. 113 wol. 115 A
v

m.

117 WAU waen w^
t
n uun [ace. to circumstances]. 118 berai. 120 egA-n. 124

stwcn sto'en stoo. 125 ani [emph. (Anli) singular]. Rhziup, Rhop [rope]. 126

6t?R. 127 OBZ. 129 gwes [-ft before a vowel] gost. 130 bwet bo'et. 131 go'et.

132 A't. - -
Rhyy! [row of hay]. 136 AR [or].

M- 138 faadhtm. 140 haiel. 141 naiel. 143 taM. 146 main [adv.
=

very]. 147 bRam. 148 feuR. janret [emmet, ant]. 149 bleez. -- seet

[a seat]. 153 zasdeRDi. M\ 154 ba'k. 155 dha'tj. 158 aadeR
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lou eeg. ioi aee. ibt> ma^a. ana |_neaitnj. A y nAn

>h.]. 170 aniss. 174 aRsh. - vnmlh [to wreathe], vREth [a
'-

Reefy [to reach]. leetj [leech] . 184 leed. 185 nheed.
3th inf.], dffi-f [left]. 189 WA'!. 190 kee. 192 meen. 193

226 mAAs [(moBS mwBs) almost].
229 bR33th.

238 eedj. 239 said. 241 Rhain.
248 me~BR. 250 zwevn. eet

VEdhBR vaedhBR [feather], 255

[occ. (aRdBR)]. 160 eeg. 161 dee. 166 maid. alth [health]. 169

[but (ween) emph.].

wreath]. JE'

187 IE! laef [both
kliBn [adj.], kleen [adv.]. 194 a 1^. 200 weet. JEth [heath]. 202 jEt

jit jalt. 203 speetj. miBd [mead], mide [meadow]. 205 dfiffid, 207
nid. 208 9 lvOT. 210 klai. 213 adhBR. 214 nadhBr.

_ 217 eetj. 218 ship.
219 sleep zl'nsp. 223 dheBR. 225 vlaRsh.

vraes'l [to wrestle]. 227 waH. 228
E- 233 speek. 235 weev. 236 feevBR.

243 plai. 244 wal. - wa 1!* [willow],

[eat]. 251 meet. 252 kaH'l. 253 naH'l.

waadhBR. bsedBR [better!. E: 256 stRaHj. 257 aedj. heed [bed].
262 wee. 264 aid. 265 stR^tt. 266 wal. vid [field]. 269 zal. -

ttcsdv [twelve]. 271 tal. 272 arem. 273 meen [but (meim) man]. 278

WAntj. in [end]. 280 Iseb'm. - een [hen]. peen [a writing pen,

(pa'in) a cattle pen]. dR^sh'l, dRaeks'l [tlireshold] . 285 kRis [pi. (kRistez)].
286 aRB. baas [best]. E'- 290 i [emph.] sik zik [seek]. 295
baRD. 296 bleev. 297 faluR. 300 kip [colloquially (kip)]. 301 JaR.

E': 305 a!
i. 306 aj ith. 309 spid. 312 jaR. giz [geese]. 316 naaks.

EA- shiBp [to shape]. 319 grep gap gjap. EA: 324 ait. 333 kaav

kjaav. 324 aav aaf [(afro/af) half and half]. 335 ad A'd. 336 vaal VAA!.

337 waal WAA!. 338 kjal. AAvis [always]. MBRD [beard]. aRD

[hard]. 343 waRm. 345 deuR. 346 gid. EA'- 347 eed. 348 a 1
*.

349 vyvj. EA': 350 deed. 351 la^. 352 Rhe'd, aRD, aRDnis [redness].
353 breed baRD. 354 shif shiv. 355 div. 356 liv. 357 thAAf, AA. kReem

[cream]. 361 b'nm. 363 tjip. ip [a heap]. JaR [year]. 366 gaRT.
367 dRset. 368 daath. 370 R!IAA. 371 stRoo. El- 376 bA'it. El:

378 week. EO- 383 zaab'm. 386 joo. 387 nyy x
. EO: 388 maUk.

saUk [silk]. 389 sttk. 390 sh^d [emph.] sha'd [unemph.]. 392 ja'n.

393 bija^. 397 ZWBRD. faRmBR. 402 laRN. 403 vaR. 405 JEth.

406 83th. za^tBR [sister]. faRD'N vaRo'N. EO'- Ijj^ [lee,

shelter]. dRi. vli [to fly]. 415 la1
!. kRop [to creep].

- VRiz [to

freeze]. 419 JOBR [emph.]. 420 vauBR [(fauBR) emph.]. 421 faRTi. EO':

422 zik. Rhid [a reed]. 423 dha'i. 425 leet. 426 feet. 49,8 zi. 430
fReen. dip [deep]. 435 jyy^ EY- 438 da 1

!. EY: 439 tRa^.

I- 440 wik. 441 ziv. liv [to live]. 443 VRaHdi. 446 neen. - - iis

ees [emph.], jaas [fine but common], 448 dhees. 449 ga't. 450 tyy^di.
I: - dhaRD [third]. 456 if nif. 458 neet. 460 wA'it. 462 seei [large

number] zeet [vision]. 465 djaHj dje
]
s dje^h. 466 tjil. 469 wa 1

! [will],

waH [wilt thou]. shin [shin]. 472 slmiqk zhRiqk. 473 bleen blaTin.

475 win. 476 baHn. 477 va'in. 479 waj in. 480 dhiq.
- skin [skin],

sha ]

p [ship]. aRn [to run]. 482 id'n a'd'n [is not, common], Ed'n [is
'

vish [fish]. 488 it. vrit rit [a
T- 490 ba j

i. 493 dR^v.

[adj.] 498 VRa T it. 499 bit'l.

I': ditj [ditch], dik [dyke]. "500 Ia j ik. 502 veev va'iv. 503 la^v. 504
neev na] iv. sta !f [stiff]. 505 wa^v. 506 amt?n. 507 wa 1min. ai

[hay]. 508 ma^Bld. 509 wa^id. wit [white adj.], wa'it [pigment subs.].
0- smook [smoke]. 523 hop. 524 waRo'L. 0: VRAg [a frog].

525 oof [off]. 526 kAAf. 527 bod. 528 dhAA'd. 529 bRaat. 531 daRteR.

532 kool kAAl. 533 dEl. 535 voks. 536 gwd gool. 544 'n [than], dheen

[emph. in that case], dhoo [at that time]. shoBR [ashore]. 546 VAR.
vARk [a fork]. 547 bwBRD. 548 VOBRD. 549 WOBRD [but in composition

as 'to hoard apples,' that is, to store up, (waRD)]. 550 waRD. vwdh [forth"
mARnin [morning]. AAS [horse]. 554 knAAS. pAAS [gate post
pwBst [letter post]. mo'd [mote]. 0'- 555 shyyj. 556 tyy t [emph.

[in addition], te [even when emph. meaning to an excessive degree^
560 sk^l. 561 bl^jrn. 562 m^n. 563 mandi. 564 z^n [but

zajndist) sooner, soonest]. 0': 569 b^k. 570 t^jk ""(d^kf) taken],
576 weenzdi. filial Rhyyf [roof]. ba1^. 578 plE'u[incom-
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writ]. za'nz [since].
-

spaH [to spit].
shin [to shine]. 496 a'iBR [subs.] a'ieRN
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558 b
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position as plough-horse (P!E'M)AAS), but the common word for plough is

ak [hough], 583 t^l. 584 st^l. 586 dyy x . 589 spa^n.
[goose]. bazBm [bosom]. 593 mas, 595 va^t. 596 ra^t. 597 sat.

U- 599 Bbaaf. a^d [wood]. 601 va%T?l. 602 za 1 ^. 603 kAm [emph.]
kRuum [crumb]. 607 baduR. U: 608 agli. zwel [Ws. sulh, a

plough, see 578]. 610 a^l. p^l [to pull]. 611 balik. 612 SAfin [some-
thing]. 614 E'em. 615 pE'wnd. 616 gRE'wnd. 617 ZE'wn. 619 BVEVn*

andBRD [hundred]. 627 zandi. 631 dhazdi. 632 Ap. 634 dRyy t
.

thasti [thirsty]. 635 WEth [(wEtblis) worthless]. 636 vaRd^R, 639 da^stja'wz
[dusthouse, chaffhouse, but only in this sense, dust is otherwise called (pa'lem)].
IT- 640 kE'w. 641 E'W [however is (wa

l

veR)]. 647 E'uel. 648 awR.
649 dha%ztjN. 650 bE'wt [but (bE'ud) before a vowel]. 652 kaa^. 653 bad

[before a vowel]. U': 654 shRE'wd. 655 falwel. 656 Rh^m. dham
[thumb]. 657 bas'toi. 658 dE'wn. 663 T&'UZ [(E'WZ'I) household]. 665 majwz.

666 aztom. 667 E'wt. 668 pRE'wd, 670 b^dh. 671 ma^dh. 672 zE'wdh.

Y- 674 dEd dyjd, 676 la !
i. 681 balznis. 682 lid'l [but (nit'l) is

commonly said to children]. eev'l [evil]. Y: 685 aRDj. 689 biul

[(belt) built]. VAli [follow]. 690 ka'in [ + d before a vowel]. 691 main

[ + d before a vowel]. 692 jaqgis. 697 baRi. 699 vraHt. ARnrat [hornet].
700 WES [used also for worst before a consonant, +t before a vowel]. 701 fas

[ + t before a vowel]. 703 pa
! t. Y- 706 wa'i. dneem [to dream].

deev [to dive]. kit [a kite, (vazkit) furze-kite or falcon]. Y':

fa^th [filth]. 709 va'iim. vliz [fleece],

II. ENGLISH.

A. 713 heed. 718 treud. 738 pReut. teudi [potato, heard by AJE.
and others as (teimi), p. 147]. E. walth [wealth]. 750 ba'ig. I.

and^i. 754 peeg. 756 sh^mp zhRa'mp. wa'pWMp^whip]. 758 gaRD'L.
0. dAAg [dog]. 791 twoi. U. kw;id [cud]. 796 blyy^

Anty! [unto]. 805 kRidz [this form always used], kaRD'l [curl].

III. ROMANCE.

A- 810 fees. 811 plees. tRees [trace]. 812 l&es. 813 be^k'n.

820 gai. 822 mai. aid [aid v. and s.] ^pai'd [paid]. 827 eegeR.
faitjl [to fail]. 830 tRain. saint [saint]. 833 peeR. 835 Reez'n.

836 seez'n. 841 tia :ns. 845 asnshimt. 847 dasndjaR. 848 tjaendj. 849

stRsendj^R. 850 da^s. 852 ap^RN. kaR [to care]. kafrnd^R

[carpenter], saaRsi [saucy], 862 saaf [adj.] se^f [sb. a meat safe].

E-- 867 tee. spaRtik'lz [spectacles]. dhaHjez [vetches]. 874 Rhain.

876 dainti. 878 sa^l'BRi. meen [amend, mend]. 881 seens. aRb

b] ma3si [mercy]. fe^R [a fair]. 888 saRtin. saR [to serve,

3rve, earn].
-- neet [neat]. 890 bhw [pi. biBstez)]. 891 fees fi^s [pi.

stez)]. 893 flauBR [flour =meal is (vlawBr)]. 894 Reesee-v.

! and Y-- sa'id^R. 901 fa^n. pa'int [a pint]. va'ihnt

[violent]. 904 va'ihnt [violet]. ZER [sir]. spaRit [spirit], 910 dja'is

[both in sing, and ph]
920 pwA'int. djA'int [of a man], dja'int [of meat].

sto'^R [story]. 924 tjA'is. 925 VA'is. 926 spt^a'il. 929 kE'wkisnreR.

[round]. fzi^s [force, and +t before a vowel forced]. so^rt. 939 klot?s.

947 b^A'tBl. 950 sAp^R. tawer [tower]. paa^h [push]. bAd'l

[a bottle] mav [move]. 959 kuvAV. U- d^ [due]. dyjk

[duke]. 960 kee. - fuu-^nt [fluent, said of a river only]. dp'dj [judge
]-- WA'it [wait]. Ryfin [i-uin]. 965 A'iul. 969 sho^R. duuRub'l

durable]. muuzik [music]. 970 djas [ + t before a vowel]. fa^sti

fusty].
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D 11 = s.W8. = southern West Southern.

Boundary. On the n. the n. coast of Co. and Dv. to the b. of D 10, which
forms the n. and e. b. till it joins the w. b. of D 4. The rest of the e. b. is

the s. part of the w. b. of D 4=down to Axmouth. The s. b. is the s. coast of

Dv. and Co. There was much difficulty in determining the w. b., concerning
which I collected several opinions, and finally follow the information of Eev. W.
H. Hodge, which I believe to be most accurate. Begin at the Black Eock in the
middle of the entrance to Falmouth Harbour, and go through the centre of the

water-way to Truro. Then proceed by land e. of Kenwyn (1 nnw.Truro) and
w. of St. Erme (4 nne. Truro), e. of St. Allen (4 n. Truro) and w. of Newlyn
(8 n. Truro), and also west of Cubert (9 nnw.Truro), but e. of Perran Zabulo

(8 nnw.Truro) to the sea in Ligger or Perran Bay. This border was determined

by noting the change of speech. Mr. Eawlings, speaking only from general
impressions, said the b. was probably a straight line from St. Anthony, on the
e. horn of Falmouth Harbour to St. Agnes Head (9 nnw.Truro). This line,

beginning practically at the same point as the other, and ending only 5 m. to the

sw., must be considered as practically identical with it. Mr. Sowell, who wrote
the Cornish-English version of the Song of Solomon for Prince L.-L. Bonaparte,
inclines to a line from St. Austell to Padstow. According to Mr. Hodge, Mr.
Herman Merivale in his " Historical Studies

"
lays down the border between Celt

and Saxon, no doubt at a much earlier date, from Down Derry (8 sse.Liskeard)
to St. Germans (7 se.Liskeard), thence to St. Ive (4 ne.Liskeard), South Hill

(7 nne.Liskeard), North Hill (7 n.Liskeard), Altarnun (7 wsw.Launceston), Minster

(13 wnw.Launceston), and to the sea by Forrabury (14 nnw.Launceston). This
line is just a few miles w. of the e. b. of Co. itself.

Area. Most of Dv. and e.Co. The w. b. of D 11 is properly the

w. limit of dialect in England.
Authorities. See County List under the following names, where * means TV.

per AJE., f per TH., || systematic, in io.

Co. *Camelford, Cardy'nham, Landrake, Lanivet, Lanreath, *|| Millbrook,
Padstow, Poundstock, St. Blazey, St. Columb Major, St. Goran's, St. Ive,
St. Stephens, Tintagel.
Dv. *Barnstaple, ||Bigbury, Burrington,

*
Challacombe, Colyton, *|| Devon-

port, ||Exeter, *Harberton, *Iddesleigh,
c

lnstow, Modbury, **North Molton,
North Petherwin, Parracomb, || Plymouth, Stoke, St. Marychurch, Warkleigh,
"Werrington, f General.

Characters. The character of the pronunciation is essentially the

same as that of D 10, with a few distinguishing particulars.

JEG, EG are rarely if ever (a'i). They become regularly (ee,

EE), with more or less of an (') following.
I' is regularly (af), that is, the (ao') of D 4 after passing through

(a
1

*) mixed with (a') of D 10, now assumes the regular German

(aY) sound. It was a matter of course, then, that the (ju, aa) for

JEG, EG should also be changed. TJ', which was mainly (E'W) in

D 10, becomes (ao'y!
5

)
as well as I can analyse it, see the note on

doubt, p. 158 below. Prince L.-L. Bonaparte heard it as French ceu

in cceur, followed by French u, that is (oe'y), which it certainly
resembles. How far does this extend ? It is certainly in n.Dv.
Mr. Baird (Nathan Hogg) acknowledges it in e.Dv., Mr. Shelley

(Plymouth) in s.Dv. In Co. I have not been able to trace it, with

certainty, further than Millbrook, just on the e. b. of Co., not even
in the vv. specimen from Camelford. But I suspect that it really
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pervades Co. as well as Dv. The diphthong is not unlike the
Dutch ui in huis, or the French cei in ceil.

I have thrown the whole of this large district together because

my information is necessarily very deficient upon such delicate

points as those last mentioned, and the great features seem to he
the same. There is said to be considerable difference between
n.Dv. and s.Dv., and between e.Dv. and w.Dv., but this difference

probably concerns the vocabulary and grammar more than the

pronunciation. Mr. Shelley's Dartmoor cs. shews, however, con-
siderable difference from the Iddesleigh cs. Hence it will be
convenient to consider as Yar. i. n.Dv., and as Var. ii. s Dv.

including Co., to Mr. Merivale's line, for both. Then Yar. iii. will

be e.Co., which may be associated with St. Columb Major, extending
from Mr. Merivale's line to Mr. Hodge's by Truro, that forms the

boundary of D 11. The w.Co. region D 12 is entirely different.

YAR. i. NORTH DEVOIST.

I naturally rely on my viva voce from Mr. J. Abbot Jarman, a

native of North Molton (11 e.-by-s.Barnstaple), which is close to the

b. of D 10, and from Eev. J. P. Paunthorpe's servant from Iddesleigh

(15 s.Barnstaple), which comes to nearly the s. b. of n.Dv. They
were both taken some years ago, North Molton in Oct. 1877, and
Mar. 1879, and Iddesleigh in Nov. 1877. I begin with the last,

because having been taken from an uneducated native almost fresh

from the place and studied closely, it is probably more correct.

IDDESLEIGH cs.

pal. by AJE. from dictation of a native, Mary Anstey, housemaid to Rev. J. P.

Faunthorpe. For convenience (ao'yi
5
)
has the 5

omitted, see first note.

0. wai :djaek'i haeth ni3 doo'yit Bbao'y^ ii.

1. WEL :djAARdj jy x me boodh laaf Bt dMs nyyiZ av main, ii i

yy! k^iBBth fen dhset ? dhaet)s nadhim JIIBB, JIBE dheim.

2. vyy! men dai kooz dhe)m laaft set, as nAA, ddimt)as ? ot

meBk)'m ? T)i]D)'N VEE* lat'kU', iz)vt ?

3. ao'yiEVBE dh/s iz dha TRyy^h o)t,
zo djES oold dhi

:djAAndj, an bi kwarrat vor aiv dy^)^. aaRk !

4. ai bi zanten ai Jii^RD am zee it zam o dheez voks yx went

DRyyx dhi3 ool o)t dhBR,Z(?'Lvz dha3t ai did se'ev 'Bnaf .

5. dhet dh^ jaq-ges za 1^ ZSL, a gaRT bo* B nain, nAAd)z faadh^Rz

VA'is 'Bt wsens, dhoo t)waez so kw;eeR en skwee'km, -en ai)d TRa ]

s)n

V'R speek dh^ TRyy^h sen'* dEE'i, is, ai wed.
6. -en dh-ool wwrn-en 'BRZEL w^d tEL)i dh'B zee^m, teni o i dh^t bi

laafm nao'yi, ^n tEL)i Rait of, taoy/.' w^dhao'yit' sen-e fas -Bbce'yit

Bt, ef ryyi)L on p

l a?ks ^R, oo'u, waant-BR ?

7. 8en-i;a)'yii3Rtool -mil, wen ai askst BE, tyyi T?R DEU taimz OVBR,

D?j))N)t?R ? ^n aR AA-t'n tB bi Raq, on djEs B thq BZ dhset, wat dy!

i dh^qk ?

8. WEL BZ ai WBZ zee'in -aR w^d tEL)i, oo'yi ^R vaD'yin(i ^n
>
wen
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'BE, vao'yind tm, Bn weeBE BE vaD'yxnd im, dhra imaqk'n pEg t?E

kaalth im maen.

9. T?E swee^ED BE zid)Bn wee BE on aiz, lafm STEEtjt ao'yit on dhB

wee iz bsst kdt on, kl<ws tB dhB duBE, dao'jin m dhB
o dliB leBn.

10. i waz meekm ap cLf^s B nA'e'z laik B tjil kEarm Bn tee -dps.
11. mi dhset S&P'ND az as Bn 'BE daa'tBE lee kam DEyyx dh.B bsek

kdoBETLedj fEBm aeqin ao'yxt dhB WET TLOodhz on dha waeslrm dee,

12. wailst dha tee'kiTL WBZ bomn VBE tee, wan vam zamBE

aEtBEnyy^', on'K 'B w*k gun kom nEks dhszde.

13. Bn dyy^i HAA ? ai UEV'E JSED nAAEt mdo^E ^baD'y^ it bivoo'E

tedee*, zhdoBEz ai bi kaald :djaek :zhp^ED, Bn ai doont wont taoy//

14. Bn zoo ai bi gwee'm am tB seae B bt B sapBE. gwd neeBET Bn

ddoBnt)i bi SB kw^'k tB kaaa OVBE aen'ibode BgeBn, wEn i speeks B waen
Br dhB tadhBE.

15. "styy^'d fELBE tELm ap ths oold staf, as dooBnt want to

:." dh^'s iz dhe laaaest aV shBL zee Bbao'yit it. gwd bai.

Notes.

0. doubt. The last element of tlie

diphthong in this word is precisely the

same as for (tyy^ two. The lips are

pouted, the upper lip is especially pro-

jected, but there was very little closure

of the lips, not nearly as much as

when I pronounce (tyy)
= Fr. tue, in

fact the corners of the mouth are

hardly brought together at all, so that

an acute angle is left, but the upper

lip was very much pouted, giving (yi
6
).

Both lips are projected, but the upper

lip far the most. For the first element

in (ao'y!
5

)
the lips are wide open, and

then they suddenly dart forward to

form the (yx
5
). This action is very

curious to study on the native lip.

The openness of the lips for the first

element excludes (ce) for the first

element, as Prince L.-L. Bonaparte
appreciates saying (preface to H . Baird's

St. Matthew), that "the sound is best

defined as the French ' ceu
'

in '

cceur,
'

(03) followed by u, the Scottish ' oo '
in

'moon,' that is, the French 'u' (y)

with a slight tendency towards the

'eu' in 'peu' (2)
in the same language."

The speaker rejected (oe^) when pro-
nounced to her. What the precise
vowel in the first element may be I

was not able to determine, but it did

not seem to be either (a) or (a), and I

was not satisfied with (). For the

word too the sudden rise in pitch on
the second element was most remark-

able, (too-y!
5
'.'),

the stress also falling

upon it, which quite distinguished the

diphthongs, as in (:djsek gid iz tyy x

maaiiv'lz te tyyx boiz, an :tom giv hiz

tyy 1? tao-y/, tetyy t , tao-y/) 'Jack gave
his two marbles to two boys [with
distinct (o) and distinct

(i),
thus (boiz)

not (bA'iz)], and Tom gave his two,

too, to two, too. This change of stress

from (so'yf.) with if anything a falling

pitch on the last element, to (ao-y/.')
with a rising pitch, and without per-

ceptible glide of the first element on
to the second, distinguished the two
sounds so completely, that it was
difficult to discover that they were
made up of the same elements. I had
them pronounced to me frequently

during two visits, and the distinctions

were steadily maintained, though the

speaker was quite unaware of any
peculiarity.

1. neighbour. This word is not used

as a term of address. Mr. Faunthorpe
(who had first written the version from
his servant's dictation, in his own

spelling, which I altered to palaeotype
from dictation) had written 'Jarge,'

meaning (:djaand.j:), and though the

speaker insisted on (:djAARd;), the other

seems more correct. will. Mr. F.

wrote 'wul,' I heard (wi^L, WQ'L). I

carefully studied the sounds of milk and

theirselves, and concluded that there

was a true (L), and that the preceding
vowel was greatly affected by it. But

(mi,Lk) seemed best, and not (m'Lk)
without a vowel, nor (ma^k), but of

course
(i x ,

9 1

)
have considerable re-
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semblances. careth. The transition

(nth) is easy, as the tongue when uncurl-

ing slides down directly to the teeth,

but (thR-) or (dim-) is difficult, because

the tongue has to be curved back

during the transition, unless we begin
with the under part instead of the

upper part, of the tip of the tongue

against the teeth making (xh, oh).
This leads at once to the substitution

of (T, D) for (th, dh) as (TRUU DRy^).
-for. I have constantly written (BR)

in these weak words, though I seemed

to hear only (B), but this I attributed to

the faintness and shortness of the sound.

2. they am, for they are, contracted

to (dhem), and the (e) used for (E)

because the sound is weak. what.

(ot) or (wset). it)is)not. I seemed to

hear every consonant reverted, and the

(i :) position was consequently not

properly formed, destroying its precise
character . very . Mr . F . wrote '

viirry ,

'

but I seemed to hear (E) modified by
(R). I did not hear (VBT) with the

usual trilled (r). But in this case I

consider the (R) to be trilled, and there

is no difficulty in so speaking.
4. safe enough, (ana'f) not (anyji) ;

they make no distinction between (anaf,
9nyyi)> and use the nrs* generally.

5. trust)him. Mr. F. had written

both trtis and tris, and I at first appre-
ciated (TRes) . This shews the difficulty
of the vowel (a

1

)
to an outsider. day.

(dEE'i, snEE'il, tEE'il), almost (da38e'i)

etc., and clearly one of the transitional

forms from (dai) to (dee). Fair, a

market, is (feeR) ;
the fire is (V&JR).

The long I' having become (ai) in place
of (ao'i), it was to be expected that the

EG, JEG, should pass from (ai) to (ee)

or some intermediate form. These

changes shew the original diversity of

the sounds, which obliged both to be

modified, if one was. yes, I would.
I did not feel certain of the vowel in

(wed). Mr. F. wrote wed and wild?
could it have been (wa'd) ?

6. woman. Mr. F.'s cook, from

Challacombe, said (anven) . Mr. Baird

always writes humman = (ham -an).
tell ye. This is how the word sounded
to me, Mr. Baird always writes tul,

like Mr. Elworthy's (tal) in D 10 (p.

148, par. 1). This reverted (L) produces
strange effects. too. See too in note
on doubt, par. 0.

7. did not her. such, just is pro-
nounced in the same way. Mr. F.
wrote Jiis, jis, jes.

8. pig, for beast (beest) is too noble a
word, cattle is always used in place of

the plural of beast. calleth. Similarly

(BR waaketh) %
A wife says (WEU mi

msen kamth om) =when my husband
comes home. man. This word is

regularly used for husband.
9. The omitted word length= (lEqkth)

as usual. The plural of the omitted
word house is (ao'y^ez) not (so'y^'n).
corner. Observe inserted (D) . They say

(tjimblikAARNDBR) = chimney corner ;

(kaRD'LZ AA! OVBR BR ml) = curls all

over her head.

10 child, applied to either sex,, but

(niEE'id) is the regular word, see note
on day, par. 5. The question, is it a

boy or a girl, becomes (boi BR mEE'id) ;

wench is not used. tedious is used

especially of fretful children that weary
the mother by crying, when the (tjil)z

TCRib'l). To be sick is to be (bad),
full (a) not (ee).

11. daughter-in-law. (daa'terlAA)
is commoner, but son's wife (z8

rnz

waiv) is most common. wet. Nearly
(weex), very broad. clothes. Clearly
initial (TL-) is easier and more natural

than initial (kL-). The (dh) is used

at Iddesleigh, but not at Challacombe.

washing day. The speaker had
never heard the phrase

"
Quarter

Sessions
' '

for washing day, as given

by Mr. Eock from Barnstaple, and Mr.
Pulman from Axminster.

12. tea-kettle. The two last syllables

pronounced very shortly indeed, with

no secondary accent like in capital.

boiling. Without prefixed a-, they

say (woz boi'Lin, it boi'Lth).
13. sure,shepperd. Having neglected

to note the sounds of the words sure,

shepherd, I follow the usages of Mr.
Baird.

1 4 . Good nigh t, a parting good nigh t,

but when the night is spoken of it is

called (nait). Observe that (R) was

distinctlyheardin (neeBRT) . again, (CB)

is very short.

15. Stupidfellow , telling up this old

stuff; us don't want to hear-it. This

was inserted by Mr. F. as a remark of

one of the persons spoken to. He also

proposed: (wat 9 gaRT fi/yil dhi aaRt).

The sound of (fi/y^) is like the Norfolk

(t'y),
or the Lancashire (?'u), a mere lip

glide, as I seemed to hear it. this, the

speaker recognised the distinction of

Mr. Barnes's Dorset "
shaped thicky

"

in (dhtki ao'y^) and "shapeless that"

in (dhaatwAt'R,
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MOLTON (12 ese.Barnstaple) dt.

pal. by AJE. from the diet, of J. Abbot Jarman, Esq., New College, Southsea,
native. The

(

5
)
means "with projected lips."

1. zoo ai zee, meets, jji zii naoji
5 ai bi saYt 'Bboo'y^t dha^ dhos

lit
1

! mm'd kamm vE^m dhax
t dh^E skiyyil OOVOE dhaE.

2. aE)z gween daoy^n dire Eood dhaE, dsji dhi3 aED get [jet] on
dhE h'ft a'n zad.

3. zhw'E naf dhB tjil)z gon straVt ap to dim dyy^E 13 dire Ea!

q

4. weeE pra*ps shi)l va^ind dhaH dhim dhm dsaqk'n tj^p :tomos

yyi)z aaED T? ii&R.in.

5. wi a 1
! noo)n [nooz)im[] VEE WE!.

6. wont dh^ OOB! tja
x

p zy^ laaEN aE not te dyyx it 'BgEn, pwws dh/q !

7. Iwk ! beent it TEyyx ?

Notes.

1. So would not be used; mates long * generally is rendered as (a
!

i), as

would rather be lads, chaps. _Z" and in D 10, but it may be (ai).

North Molton phrases, pal. by AJE. from the dictation of J.

Abbot Jarman, Esq.

The
(
5

)
means ' ' with projected lips .

' '

1. (go -en ax

ks)^n), go and ask him.
2. (wi bi go -in), we are going.
3. (DEOO Bt in dhi a'shez dhas), throw it in the ashes there.

4. ('BE za
1

^ DEii 'BE va/y^E zaqz), he (or she) sang three or four songs.
5. (lEn)z 13 a^), lend-us a hand.

6. (la^z pE*t't gyid), land is pretty good.
7. (i wao'y^n ^n E9o'y!

5n iz a:n DEii 'BE vao'y^E taimz), he wound
him= eY round his hand three or four times.

8. (dhe DEaad dh^ vil was dh^ wEts waz), they drawed the field

where the oats was.
9. (oni won V dhem '1 dyy^, any one of them will do.

10. (dhi3 baaE'li ma/y
5

)*
the barley mow.

11. (ao'yi
5 ld iz BE ?), how old is he ?

12. (ffiZ dha]
t ? 'B skoWo), who's that ? a scholar.

13. (dhB boi ra^ts -B gy^d rao'y^nd a'nd), the boy writes a good
round hand.

14. (aV)i got Eni nyyi bry^z, m's'z ? & l

i)v got 12 vyiyl5 oboo'y^t'
DEii BE vao'yi

5

^), have you any new brooms, Mistress ? I've

got a few, about three or four.

15. (git dhi ap dhaE in dhk dheE adj, im p^k mi dh/k dh^E stick,

welt?), get thee up there in that there hedge, and pick me
that there stick, wilt thou ?
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16. (kam m, tjil, dyx)i, im Raki doo'y^n im JEt JBBZE!'), come in,

child, do ye, and sit down and heak=warm yourself.
17. (al-oo, dhEn, yyjz ii?), Hulloh, then, who's he?
18. (a

1
! bii, dhoo'yi

5 ^RT B vyyj, ii)z, wii)m, Jyy^m BH dhee)m
gcHn), I be, thou art a fool, he's, we're, you're and they're
going.

NORTH DEVON cwl.

I words from the cs. from Iddesleigh.
M words from Mr. Jarman's wl. from North Molton.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 M beek. 4 M teek. 5 I meek, M meek meekin. 7 M zeek. 8 te &s&

[to have]. 12 M ZAA. 13 M naa. 14 M dRaa. 17 I lee, M laa. 20 M bm.
21 M neem. 23 I zeem, M zeem. 24 sheera. 33 M reedh^R. A: 43 M
a ! n. 46 M ka^'l. 48 M zaT

q. 42 I seq. 54 I want. 55 M ajsh. 56 I
wsesh. A: or 0: 60 M loq. 64 I Raq.

A'- I gwee-in [going]. 72 I yy l5
M &g

l [probably (yyO]. 73 I zo. 74 I tyyj,M te^. 75 M sti-AAk. 76 M toed. 79 I on, M AAn. 81 I lera. 82 I warns.

84 I mooBR. 85 M ZOOR. 86 M wEts. 87 I TLoodhz, M tlooz. 89 I boodh.

92 I UAA. 94 I kRaa. 95 M DRAA. 97 M ZAA!. A': 101 M ook. 102 I

asks, M a j ks. 104 M RAAd. 105 M RAAd. 106 M bRAAd. 107 M looL 108
MdAA. 109M1AA. HOlnAART. Ill lAAt. 1131001. 11516m, M
om. 117 I wan. 118 M boon. 120 I guu. 123 [(nAAt) used]. 125 I Anli,
M oni. 130 M boot. 131 M goot. 133 M rot. 136 IM adhtJR. 137 I

nadheR, UBR.
M- 138 I faadhBR, M vaadhtm. 140 M ml. 141 M neeil. 142 M znml.

144 I Bg&m, M Bgin. 152 M waateR. M: 154 I b3k. 155 M dhaHi. 158
I aRteR. 161 I dBE'i, M dm. 163 M 1m. 164 M mm. 166 M mm'd. 169

I WEn. 170 aaRast. 172 M g'as. 181 M paHh. M'- 182 N zee. 183 M
tMj. 187 Mlcv. 190 M km. 191 Mm. 193 M klmi. 194 I a3ni, M Em.
195 M mEni. 197 M tjiz. 200 M weet. 202 M JEt. M': 203 M
205 M DREd. 207 M nid'l. 209 I UEVBR. 217 M eetj. 218 M shiip. 219

sleep. 220 I zhip^RD. 223 I dhe^R. 225 M vlesh. 227 I WEt. 228 M zwEt.
- M jEth [heath]. 229 M hrsdh. 230 M va't.

E- 232 M biuk. 233 I speek, M speek. 235 M w^v. 236 M ieews..

237 M tiiblinz. 238 M a'di. 241 M rmn. 243 M plm. 247 M ween. 251

M meet. 252 IM kit'l, tee-ktt'l [tea-kettle]. 253 M nid'l. E: 256 I

STRetj. 257 M a !

dj. 258 M za'di. 259 M wa% 261 I zee, M zeei. 262

wm. 265 M strmt. 271 I tsl. 276 IM dhiqk. 281 M lEqkth. 284 M
DRa'sh. 287 M bEzimi [generaUy (brm)]. E'- 297 I fELim. 298 M vil.

299 M gRiin. 301 M inm. 302 M mit. E': 306 M ait. 312 I jireR, M
JSR. 314 I jiiuRD, IM jaRD. 315 M vit. 316 I nsks.

EA- 319 M gaa'p. 320 I Want. EA: 322 IM laaf. 323 M vAAt.

324 M ait. 325 M waaUk. 326 I ool, M oold. 327 M boold. 330 I oold. 332

I tool, M toold. 333 M kjWf. 336 M vaa 1
!. 337 M waa 1

!. 338 I kaal. 343

M waa^m. 346 M git JEt [the last more frequent]. EA'- 347 M Ed. 348 I

ai. 349 I vyy1}
M vi<?'. EA': 350 M dEd. 352 M aRD. 353 M brEd.

354 M sheet 355 M dEf. 356 M leeL 357 IM dhoo. 360 M tiim. 361 M
bmi. 363 M ijeep. 366 I gaRT, M gneet. 367 M DREt. 370 M REE. 371

M strAA. El- 372 M at a* [(is zhuun), never (ai) simply]. 373 M dhm.
El: 377 M steek. 378 M week.
EO- M Ev'n. 386 M JAA. 387 I nyylf

M nV. EO: 388 M mtJLk [so

it sounded to me]. 389 M jook. 397 M SOORD. 398 M staRv. 402 M ISRN.

403 MvaaR. 404 M staaR. 405 M JEth. 406 M ERth. 407 M vaRd'n.

EO'- 411 IM DRii. 414 M vlai. 417 M tjAA. 420 M va'R. 421 MvaRtt.

EO': 423 M dhai. 425 M lait. 426 M fait. 428 M zii. 430 M VREU.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1593 ]
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434 M Toed. 435 I jy,, M jfe'. 436 M TRW'. 437 I TRyy^h, M
EY- 438 IM dai. EY: 439 IM TRa's.

I- 440 IM wik. 441 M zeev. 442 M aivi. 446 IM nain. 448 IM dheez.

449 M git. I: 458 M nait, I neeimx [in the phrase, good-night, only].
459 IM Rait. 460 M wed. 466 IM tjil. 468 M tjiDRin. 475 M win. 477
M vain. 478 M grain. 479 M wain. 480 I thiq dhEq. 481 M viqgBR.
482 Iiz)i?t? [is it], T^'N [it)is)not]. 485 M dniz'l. 488 M jit. I'- 494
IM taim. 499 M bid'l. I': 500 IM laik. 506 I wwnren, M ool dwnren.

507 M wimiq. 509 I wailst. 510 I main.

0- 519 I OVER. 520 M bAA. 521 M vool. 522 M op'n. 0: 525, ii.

I of. 526 M kAAf. 531 I daateR. 533 M dal. 534 M AA!. 535 I vok.

536 M goold. 538 I wed. 539 M bao'y^l. 541 I waant [emph.]. 542 M
boolt. 548 M vo'tmd. 552 M kARN. 554 M kras. 0'- 555 M sh^ shyy^
556 I taoyV 557 I taoyV 559 M modh^R. 562 M miy>. 564 M zy^n.
0': 569 M bwk. 570 M twk. 571 I gwd. 572 M blad. 573 M flad.

574 M bryid. 575 M styid. 577 M boo')^
5

. 578 M plaoyi
5

. 579 IM tmaf.

583 M tyj. 586 I dy^ 587 I dy^. 588 I nyy^. 589 M spy^. 590 M
vlo'uR. 594 M by^. 595 M vy^. 596 M Ryjt. 597 M sy^.
U- 601 M fao'y!

5
!. 602 M zso'jf. 604 I zameR. 605 I z^n, M zan.

606 I dui3R, M doBR. U: 609 M \ul. 610 M wul. 611 M balek.

zam. 613 M DRaqk. 616 I gRao'yjn. 619 I vso'y^d. 625 M toq.
zan. 631 I dhazde. 632 IM ap. 633 M kap. 634 I DRvyj, M DR*.

wEth. 639 Mdist. U'- 641 IMa/y^ 643 IM nao'yi- 646 M
647 M ao'y!

5
!. 650 I Bba^t. 651 I widhao'y^. 652 M kwd. U':

IM dao'y^n. 659 M tao'y^n. 663 M ao'y^s. 664 M Iso'y^s. 667 IM ao'y^.
Y- 680 M bizi. 682 M lit'l.

,
Y: 684 M baRDj. 685 M Ridj. 688

M szytj. 691 M main [(miin) was given as n.Dv. by Mr. Shelly, see p. 165].
Y- 706 IM wai. Y': 711 M loe'y^zez.

by Mr. Shelly, see sw.Dv. p. 165].

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 732 I p'nd. E. 744 M m^z'lz.
IM pEg. 758 M ga'l [little used, (tjil)].

773 M daqk. 790 M gao'y^n. 791 I boi.

kw;eer. 804 I DRaqk'n. 806 I fas, M vas.

612 M
629 M
625 M

668

712 M mais [(miis) was given

750 M ba^. I. and Y. 754
0. 761 M lood. 767 IM nA'is.

U. 797 I skweekin. 798 I

807 M py^. 808 M pat.

in. BOMANCE.

A.. teedps [tedious]. 824 M tiiiR.

836 M aeez'n. 840 M tjEm^R. 862 I srcf.

E-- 867 I tee, M tee. 878 M saUuRi.
zaRTin. 890 M beest [pi. (bees)]. 894 M

! and Y-- - kRai [cry].

830 M TRmn. 835 M R^z'n.

864 I kooz. 865 M vAAlt.

885 I VERi. 888 I zaRten, M
895 M neseev.

901 IM vain. 904 M vo'ilet. 0-- 916
M iqinz. 922 M bwshd. 923* M mo'ist. 925 I VA'is. 929 M
933 M frant. 938 I ICAARNDBR. 939 I kloos. 940 I kot. 941 M vyj.
I boil. 950 I sapm. 955 I dao'y :

t. U-- 963 ktv&i'vt. 965 M o'il.

I zhooBR, M zhy^R. 870 I djES, M djist. 971 M

947
969

YAH. ii. SOUTH DEVOUT cs.

Dartmoor, north of a line from Plymouth to Kingsbridge (17 ese.Plymouth),
pal. by AJE. from the glossic of Mr. John Shelly, 8, Woodside, Plymouth,
a resident for thirty years, who has especially occupied himself with the glossary
of the dialect, but is a native of Norfolk. Full explanatory notes have been

given of every point of difficulty, and Mr. S.'s indications are strictly followed.

0. waaV :djan hez noo doe'yts.
1. WE!, soos, jy im ii mra booth gr^'z'l et dhis)j'8
moa'mz dhEt ? dhEt-s needh^e ja rm

13 maom.
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2. $99 vook da'/ bekyyz dhEE)m laaft oet, es nAA dhfit
; doont)es ?

wset sh/d mEE'k)n ? t)Ez)n zv laa/kl/, ez et ?

3. 0<?dhi3mAAi3R dhEEz-ra ER dhi3 faeks i3-dh^ kEEs, so dj/s hool JB

baal, soos, im bi kwaa'/-i3t tel a'/-v ra-d/n. lwk)jaR.
4. a'/ i3m zhu'BR [zhoBR] a'/ jaRd)n zee zam 13 dhEE vook ^t

WEnt dhr<?0 dha hool dhsq vram dha vaoRst dtmzEl'vz dhat dEd

a'/, zhuuimaf.

5. i?t dhra JEq-gest z/n h/zsalf', a gamt bA'/ i3v na'/n, nAAd az

vaa-dhBz voo'/s te wsens, dhof et 'wez ZB k^e'^R -en sk^ee'km, 'en

a'e')d tn'st 'hii te speek dh'B tr^th sen-* d^^, es 'fEE, a'*' wed.
6. an dh)ool hwnran 'esalf' al tEl sen'e av jyy, at stan gr^'z'lm

dhiii3R, ^n tsl)! straa/t Af tyy, adhoe'yt mtj bodh-^R, il j^)l on'*

eks)B ty, AA, waant-^R ?

7. ^dhBrnAABR h'BR toold et 'mii wsen a'e aekst)i3, tyy 'B dhr^^

taa'emz, AA-V^R, h^R dEd, -Bn -haDR AAft not ta bii rseq on z^'tj ^

dhEq)z dlie's, waet dyy)i zm ?

8. WE!, ez 'Q
f

i wez vzee'in, 'haoR w*d tEl) noe'y, wii^R, im wsesen

foe'yn dh^ drak-n be<?st, B kaalth ^ niEE^sta.

9. h^ ZWAA^R 'B zAA)n w* "BR AAn aa^'z, laa'rm spr<?<?d -Bbraa'd

on dhT? 00th, in ez goed zm*d koorat, hoom ta duu' a dha noe'yz,

doe'yn ta dha kAAn'd^R i? dheek-e leen.

10. a wez kmz-lm, h^ z^d, BR aal dire waaRl la^'k'Btjiil dhet)s

baed, ar a vm'ed gaDRl.

11. ^n dhat wez, ez hB k<?<?m thruu dha bae'klet w/dh ^

daa-tBR)n)laa, vrBm hsq-m ce'yt dh^ wEt klooz te draaV on ^

12. waVl dht? kEt-'l WEZ baa'^'lm B t^, waan vaa'm brii^t

aa'ten^n, on-/ ^ wEEk ^goo, kam nsks dhaDRZ'd/.

13. mi dyy)/ nAA? a'* m'va laaRnd sen-/ mAA)n dh/s 13 dha3k'/

b/zn's hoom te dhes maamn, Z-B zhuu'B)z ma'/ neem)z :djaan :zhep"Bd'

en Q
f

i doont waasent ty, n^^-dha gwnoe'y.
14. an zoo a'^m gaam om te zap-BR. rgoeoed nii^t, n doont)i

bii ZTB kwEk te krAA AA-VB mm agen, waen a tElth B dh/s 'Bn dhat

Bn dh)adhi?R.
15. t)ez a too-tlm vyyl, at tElth -Bdhoe'yt ween'in. -Bn dhEt)s

ma'/ laa^s wad. :goed ba'/ toe)/.

Net**.

0. ;%. Mr. S. has given various vowels Mr. S. takes as common; finally

analyses of this diphthong (d'i, Qd'i, ai, when fully pronounced he acknowledges

aai). I follow the one chosen in any (B), but the words are often much

particular case. He found a variety in clipped, and then he hears the same

actual use, hut is inclined most to
(fit

1

*). effect as in London, a simple (), but

See also the following Devonport and it is probahly ( R)
or () with tJ

Millbrook. doubts. This diphthong is tongue turned up, the difference is very

also variously indicated, hut Mr. S. slight, and Mr. S.'s (B)
is here left.

generally gives (ce'y), following Prince 2. news. When final and emphatic

L.-L. Bonaparte, and finds a rounding the sound seems to become (y) and to).

of the lips in the first element. between which Mr. S. hesitates ; (yj

1. soce. Earely used in S. Dv., recalls both. Mr. S. being a Nf. man,

supposed to be a N. Dv. word ;
it is finds the sound less clear in Dv t

plural. grizzle or grin; the r before in Nf., and thinks (*)
or Bomething
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between (?) and (y) more common.
because they am for they are. The form

(bikyyz)
seems rather to be by course,

for (ev kyys) is used for of course.

3. either-more, that is, however.

bawl or noise. look. Mr. S. also

writes (loek).

4. through. The (dr-) initial seems
almost lost here, but (dryy) occurs at

times, also (dreks'l) threshold.

5. though, the
(f)

is common. yes

faith I would.

7. three. This is said to be the

ordinary form. Mr. S. has, however,
heard (drii) once or twiee. ought.

Compare though in par. 5. what do

you seem = think, a common Dv. word.
8. drunken. Observe the northern

form (drak-n). her (she) calleth her

master (husband). Observe the use of

the form calleth in eth
; common in Dv.

9. lying spread abroad on the earth.

home close or fully up to. corner

of thackey (that, yonder) lane.

10. crewsling =
complaining, the

word is not in the glossaries. bad=
unwell, sick would mean vomiting.
vinnied, mouldy as applied to cheese

;

cross or peevish, as applied to children.

13. good now (last word). Mr. S.

says that he never actually heard
this phrase in the neighbourhood of

Plymouth, but that it is common in

N. and E. Devon.
14. night, no (R) in s.Dv., but see

p. 159, note to par. 14. to crow over

any one (min) is a common word.
15. toiling, dottering.

SOUTH-WEST DEVON cwl.

written in Glossic by Mr. J. Shelly, and pal. from that and other indications

by AJE.

i. WESSEX AND NOKSE.

A- 3 beek. 4 teak. 5 meek. 6 meed. 7 seek. 19 iee\. 20 leem. 21

neem. 22 teem. 23 zemn. 24 zheem. 25 meen. 32 baath [as the rec. subst.].
33 radhBR. 34 las.

A: 41 dha3qk. 43 been. 44 lam. 46 kan'l. 51 maan. 54 waant. 55
Eshez. 56 WEsh. A: or 0: 58 vrim vram. 59 IEEUI. 60 loq. 62 straq.
64 raq. 65 zoq.

A'- 69 nu. 72 99. 73 zoo [emph., (ze) unemph.]. 74 \ao tyy [emphatic].
76 twued. 78 AA. 79 AAn. 81 len. 84 mueR moBR. 87 klooz. 92 nAA.
94 krAA. 95 dhrAA.

A': 102 Eks, EEks. 104 rued rot?d. 105 rAAd. 110 nat. Ill AAft. 115
horn [h generally sounded]. 117 wAn [e.Dv. wa3n]. 121 gaan. 122 nAAn.
123 nAthin. 124 ston. 125 o-ni. 127 boos, hoos. 129 goo'wst. 130 boot.

133 rAAt. roov [a row or rank].
JE- 138 vaadhuR. 140 heel. 144 egE-n. 150 leesi. 152 waHtni. JE:

160 eeg. 165 zed. 166 meed. 169 wen warn. 173 WEZ. 175 fas faz. 179
wa j

t. M'- 182 zee. 183 teety. 184 1ml. 185 rml. 190 kee. 192
meen. 193 kleen. 194 eni. 195 meni. 199 hleei. 200 weei. 202 jet.

JE': 203 sp^etj. 213 mlhBR [only in eithermore= however], 215 taai. 216
Aeel. 217 eei$. 218 zhip, zhep. 219 zk*p. 223 dhiuR. 224 W'IBR. 226
mAAst.
E- 232 briik. 233

spoils.. 238 a3dj. 241 reen. bnm'l [bramble].
248 miiBR. eei [eat]. 251 meet. E: 257 dj. 261 zee. heed

[a bed]. twelv [twelve]. 272 el'm. 280 leb'n. 281 Wqkth. 284
drEsh. E'- 290 hii [emph., gen. (e) unemph.]. 292 mii. 293 WE [emph.
(93)]. 300 keep. 301 JSR. 302 meet. 303 zweet. E': 305 di. 306 eet,

ei?t. 311 tEn [usually half a score]. 312 JSR. 314 jamd. 316 nii^st.

EA: 322 la'f. 324 ait B'tt. 325 waak. 328 kld. 335 aa\. 336 v^ml.

337 waal. 343 wRm. 346 gist. EA': 347 h^d. 348 ai B'I. 349 M&9.

EA': 350 dml. 352 9Rd. 355 diif diiv. tdi [verb], tai [subs, in bed-tie,
the local name for feather-bed]. 361 b^n. 363 t^eep. 371 strEE straa.

El- 373 dh^. El: 378 w^k. EO- 383 zaib'n zeb'n. 385 bin^h,
bin^dh. 387 nw. EO: 338 milk. 390 shid. 402 laRn. 406 eedfta.

407 vaRd'n. EO'- 411 dhr^. 412 shii [emph. obj. (BB teld -shii te du et)].
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414 vlai, vlE'i. 417 tja'w. 420 VAABR. EO': 425 la'it [rarely (liret)l.
430 vrind. 434 b^t. 435 s& [gen., unemph. (i) meaning ye ?]. EY- 438
d#i [very much drawled], EY: 439 trist.

I- 440 week. 446 na'in [drawled].
- p^z p^z'n [pea peas]. 449 git.

I: 452 a'i, at. 455 lai IB'. 458 na'it [rarely (niret) as in e.Dv.f. 459 ra'it

[correct, but
(rat) straight]. 460 w^'jt. 462 za'it. 465 siti ziti. 466 trful

gild [a guild]. 473 bla'in blaind. 475 wind. 476 bwaind, [occ.l barad.
477 va'tn. 479 waind. 485 dtesh'l. 488 jt. zeks [occ. ziks] bet

[hit]. I'- 490 bai bfi'i. 491 sa'if. 493 faeev. 499 bit'l. I': 500
la'ik [rarely (lek)]. 502 vaiv. 503 la'iv. 505 wa'iv [rarely used].' 506

0- 522 AAp'n. 523 hAAp. baRn [born]. 524 waad'1. 0: 528
theft [subst.] thoft [vb.]. 531 daatvn [rarely (daftea)]. 534 hAAl. 538 wid,
id. 552 kaRn. 554 kraas. 0'- 555 sha*. 560 sbwl. 562 m^n [perhaps
more gen. (myyn)]. 564 zyn [very short, or (zin)]. 565 UAAZ. 0': 569.

570 ik. 571 gad. 572 bL?d. 575 stod. 576 WEnzdi. 582 kaal.

al. 585 brym braam [more gen. (yy)]. 586 dyy, fea. 587 din. 588
589 sp^n. 590 [(plaenshin) that is, planking, is used for floor]. bazmn

[bosom], 594 bat. 595 vat.

U- 599 byy. 606 doroa. U: 608 ugli. 615 pce'yn. 618 woe'ynd.
619 voe'yn. 620 grce'yn. 629 zin. 636 vadh^R. IT'- 640 koe'y. 641 oe'y.
643 noe'y. plim [plum], 652 kid, kyd. 653 bit. U': 656 warn.
659 toe'yn. 663 hce'ys.
Y- 674 dad. 677 drat. Y: 684 baRdi. 685 aRdj. 686 bai. 689

bild. kiinli [kindly]. 691 main [(miind) in e. and n.Dv.]. Y'- 706
waa'i [occ. (wee}]. 712 [(miis) at Totness and in n.Dv.].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 718 trad tretjd. 737 me^t. I and Y. 754 peg. U. pwd'n
[pudding]. bish [bush].

in. ROMANCE.

A-- 815 faks. 842 plsensh. 852 eepun. maRtjent [merchant]. 854
baael. 864 bik^-z. E-- S67 tee. zaiiv [serve], I-endX- 910

djaa'ist. 0-- rab [rob]. 916 i-qren. dja
!in [join], 922 bish'l.

938 kAAnd^R. zaRt [sort]. 941 vyyl. 952, i. kyys, ii. \&?s [hence probably
(bik^-s) by course, in or of course, used for because, see 864]. 956 kivBR.

TJ-- 960 Yee. djidj [judge]. pwpit [pulpit]. 969 zhoBR. 970

djist djes.

CONSONANTS.

B is not omitted after m, except in (brim'l) bramble, and when final.

Ch remains except occasionally in (kist) chest.

D remains after n, but is omitted after ol in (ool kool) old cold, it is inserted

in (kAAndBR) corner, dd does not become (dh) when medial as in ladder.

F initial is often (v).
H is seldom dropped, according to Mr. Shelly, but sometimes prefixed in emphatic

words, and replaced by (j)
in (jet, j^feR, J80M, Joe'yl) heat, heifer, handful,

howl.

L is never dropped, and -Im final becomes often two syllables as (erem filam)
elm film especially in e.Dv.

N becomes I in (ii-vlin jirvlin) evening.
R is (B) only when dwelled upon, Mr. Shelly not feeling sure that it is really

pronounced, he says he heard 200 children singing
" send her victorious,

happy and glorious
" and could detect no r at all. If seems probable that he

had not separated (a, a, B) simply, from these sounds as modified by turning

up the tongue, which alters their character. I have consequently, as the

result of much correspondence, introduced (R) frequently in the preceding list

and cs. although in his first writing he omitted it. As I was a considerable
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time myself before I could recognise this very peculiar modification, I can

well appreciate his difficulty. My own impression is that it is always reverted

or retracted, even before vowels, and when preceding t, d, n, I reverts or retracts

these also. But these cases I have left unmarked. The following cases,

where Mr. S. marks the absence of r, may therefore be marked, as in other

S. cases, as having a transposed r, (kaRzniBS gaRt gaRts #?p^Rn antj band

bsntjran) Christmas great groats apron rich bread breeches.-

S of the plural becomes (-n) in (hce'yztm bot'l'n p^zun) houses bottles peas.
T is lost in (wis'l, kaas'l, dsesh'l, raes'l, AAf'n

;
eek fsek) whistle, castle, thistle,

wrestle, often
; act, fact.

Th, there is "a general tendency to substitute (dh) for (th), as (dhiq) for (thiq)."
V is lost in (gii) give, and becomes (b) in (zeb'n) seven, it never becomes (w).W is omitted before r and in (hwd, hwnren) wood woman

;
would is (wid) ;

wh is

always (w).

My especial thanks are due to Mr. Shelly for the great assistance which he has

given me and the work he has done for me in sw.Dv., from 1868 to 1886, con-

tinually attending to every point of difficulty which arose. It will be perceived
that he is mainly corroborated from Devonport and Millbrook, the differences

being simply those of appreciation, and that the real differences in n. and s., e. and
w.Dv. and e.Co. are not sufficient to form districts for, but are mere varieties of

substantially the same dialect.

DEVCXNTOBT BY PLYMOUTH dt.

Town pron., pal. by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. John Tenney, Chancery Audit

Office, native, compared with that of Mr. J. B. Eundell, native, see Millbrook.

1 . soo
1

ae'i see/, mEEts, jiji
5
s*Y neo'yi

5
*
dlret sz'i bi r,8'i

dhaa
t Kt'l meez'd kamm fr^m dire skivel [skyy^l] OV^E, dhetm.

2. shii)z [ar7)z] gueen doo'y/n dire r
7
oo15d [i/T^d] dhe'er,

dins r/d gEEt on dire lift a*nd sse^'d i3v dhB wee*.

3. shoo^r, naf dire tjil)z gAAn str^Vt op tyf dire doo15^
4. we^r

7 p^a^s shii)l [ar^lj fae'md dhaa
t dr^qkm diif

op K!^ kAAld :tomas.

5. wi [as] nbz)'n VEI/ we
1
'!.

6. wo)nt dhi ool&l tja
x

p sy^n teetj)^^ not ty!
5

dyy^ it

th'q.
7. l!5k ! EE)nt

Notes.

Observe that (o
15

, jf) mean (o
1
, y v)

with projected lips. The letters o, p, Q,

are called (oo
15

, pii, kyy^), but coal is

called (kAl). Mr. T. himself noted
that in so you it was necessary to

project the lips considerably to bring
out the sound.

1 . J. The analysis of long I is not

perfect. I write as I seemed to

observe. Mr. T.'s varied between
(a3'i)

and (a'i). Mr. Rundell seemed gener-

ally to use the latter. Perhaps both
meant (a

j

i) at all times. you. This
seemed to be diphthongal in Mr.
T.'s speech. I did not observe this

character in Mr. R.'s. now. This

diphthong was precisely the same as at

Iddesleigh, both for Mr. T. and Mr.

E., though perhaps less forcible in the

s. than in the n. right. The r in

Mr. T.'s pron. was treated very much
like the London r as I at first appre-
ciated. But after attentively examin-

ing Mr. R.'s, I concluded that his was
retracted

(r,)
and not reverted (R), and

this agreed with Mr. R.'s own appre-
ciation, see Millbrook. As both Messrs.

T. and R. were natives of Devouport,
I concluded that Mr. T.'s had been

more reduced to the London level.
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school. I appreciated (skui3l), and Mr.
T. wrote skootil. But Mr. E. decidedly
had (skyyj), which would be the

regular form.

2. she is and her is are quite inter-

changeable. Mr. T. wrote shee-z, and
Mr. E. ur-z. through. Both Mr. T.
and Mr. E. gave (thr,-) and not (dr,-)
in this word. Eev. H. S. Wilcocks of

Stoke, which adjoins Devonport, gave
dr-, which is certainly the purer form,

though Mr. T. said he had heard

(thr-) five miles away in the country.
3. enough. Mr. T. had never heard

enow. child. Mr. T. says (tpil) is

used for either sex.

4. dried up, because shrivelled is not
used, but

(shr,) is used, as (shrimps,
shr^b). called. This word would be
used, name = (nEEm) .

6. chap is not often used, (ma^) is

more common
;
a woman will speak of

her husband as (mse'i tja
!

p) ; the man
generally speaks of his wife as (mse

1
!

raises), but (00
15
ljd)amen) may also be

heard. thing, with (th-) in town and
(dh-) in country.

FBOM MILLBEOOK Co.

2 sw.Plymouth, on the other side of the Hamoaze. Specimen written in

glossic by Mr. J. B. Eundell, of the Science and Art Department, South

Kensington, who lived there as a boy from 4 to 10, and has had frequent
opportunities of refreshing his memory. Pal. by AJE. from w. instruction in

1885. The specimen is supposed to be a dialogue between two persons A and B,
and is constructed so as to bring in the principal peculiarities. The pron. is

thorough s.Dv., and Mr. Eundell states that having had occasion to visit

Padstow in Co., he was surprised to find the speech practically the same.

1 A. gyxd mai^mn tji)i, neeb^r,. Jyi)m op brev^nja^b' dhes

matron, we^r, bii ragween tyx zo zy:n ?

2 B. AA ! gjid marram tj! 'Jyyi, maV dfer, ! waV, jj! zii var^mer,
robzez tjiil)z ^ty^k baed we'dh dire meez'lz, un. aV)m gween

t doktery
z a/y^s ty: vEtj)'n varj'n.

3 A. AA ! ar
7)z Bgot dire meez'lz EV)!?^ ? [aeth ^r^. arjz

kryj w/sht va^ dh/s var^na'^t psest. TBT, modhB^ ta'wl mi

git TBY
/ ty! eet nothm Bn VY, waz -ez week)s)t? raebm.

4 B. s, a' zid va^m^^ :obz h^zsElf 'steEde, sez d'i wez in dhi3

viil d^ee'm ta^m^ts, im)i)zEd i thoft i mas kael m dh^ dokter^ az

di w^z -ekomm op dh^ leen djes nao'y! s'i mEt)'n i3gE*n, ^n i sekst

mi ty x go vArJ'n ty! wonst.
5 A. jy^d bEtu^ mEk eest dh'n. shl Q

f
i zii)i ba'*)m)ba^' in din?

eevnz'n set dliu trdl/wfqk? 'Bn wii)l v 13

Notes.

1 . good. The sound was decidedly a

deeper (y), approaching (3), in some
cases almost (a). morning, the (B) was

decidedly retracted and not reverted, it

was very faintly marked, not nearly
so strong as at Iddesleigh. neighbour,
the (ee) did not seem to approach (ce],

and there was no suspicion of a following

('j). you}m, you am, the regular con-

versational form. up, this form (op,

Ap, AAp) seems to run through this

group, D 10 and 11, and indeed occurs

also in D 4.

2. my, this (a't) was the nearest

approach I could make to this diphthong,
which was certainly not (ai), and not

even (a
!

i), before mutes, but became so

before sonants, as white, wide (wa'it,

waid) . down town house, atfirsthearing

this diphthong sounded to me as (Q'U) and

it was not till after close examination

and continual repetition that I was con-

vinced the sound was (oe'y!
5
).

See the

remarks on Iddesleigh (p. 158) ;
the

action of the mouth was identical with

that there described, wide open for the
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first element, with the lips closed nearly
and projected for the second. house

with final (s)
not (z), to doctor's house

to fetch him for him.

3. her~, used either for he or she. Mr.
E. did not know of the distinction (u,

BR) he, she. wisht, whished, poorly,

haggard. told, here I think the diph-

thong was (B'U) or (6u), it was certainly
not (ao'yj). robin, the bird.

4. drawing, i.e. pullingup, turnips.

thought, the form (thoft) with (f )
is very

common. at once, the sound seemed
more like (wonst) than anything else.

5 . by and bye, tidliwink small public
-

house or beershop.

VAE. iii. e.Co.

CAMELFOED (14 W.LATJNCESTON) dt.'

pal. by AJE. from dictation of Miss Ada Hill, native, student at

Whitelands, June, 1881.

1. zoo ai zee, meets, ju zii na'w dbet &i bi nut Bba'wt dhat h't'l

kamm from dbek* skuyl.

2. aE)z -B girth da'wn dfre rorad dbaE tbruu dire rEd ge-et on dbs

ban saYd 13 dbi3 ^wee.

3. sbooE moot* dbi? tjiild)z gbn street ap te dbe doBE B dbu roq
Q'UZ.

4. waE 3E)1 bi lak t faind dbek draqk'n diif w^z'nd fEl^ ^ dh^

ne^m 'B :tomas.

5. as A AT. noo)^n vEr WE!.

6. want dhe ool tjap zun teetj [laEN] aE not te du)/t "Bgm [-egen],

puuE db*q !

7. Iwk ez)'nt [ed)'nt] t trww ?

Notes.

1. mates, (sam), not (zini), is com-

monly used in place of '

mate,' even to

old people. now, I wrote (Q'U) from

dictation, but do not feel at all certain,

because of my initial mistake for Mill-

brook (p. 167 note on down), that it

was not (ao'yi
6
)

nere an(^ a* St. Colomb

Major notwithstanding the different

analysis. I be, so generally, Miss H.
never heard I's (see Cardynham) nor

I are, but she knew we'm you'm for

we are, you are. girl, Miss H. had
heard (gaRD'l), (meed) maid, is common

enough for a young girl under twelve,

(tjiild)
is only used for children before

they can speak properly, and she did not

know of its exclusive confinement to

girls. She, however, uses it generally

in par. 3. that, (dheki) a very common
word. school, not (skyyjl), there was
a tendency towards (u) shewn by (uv) .

I got schule sheur from Padstow.

2. through, Miss H. was confident

that it did not become (DRUU DRyi),

although (DRii) takes the place of (thrii),

see also Millbrook. I got drew from
Padstow.

3. enough,
"

(-ena'f) is also heard,
not (enrf)."

4. wizened, shrivelled not known,
but (shr-) initial is used.

6. chap is properly a young fellow

who works in the quarries, called also a
"
quarry nipper." thing, think, both

have initial (dh) .

Tbe two following dt. are given witb mucb hesitation, but tbey
are tbe best I could obtain, and tbe writers bad taken so mucb
trouble tbat I tbougbt it best to insert tbem.
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CARDY'NHAM (3 ene.Bodmin).
dt. from a very careful translation in io. with long aq. by Mr. Thos. H. Cross,

national schoolmaster, not a native, but much of my interpretation remains

conjectural. The pronunciation was obtained by Mr. Cross from an old
labourer whose family had been 150 years in the parish.

1. zoo rfi we, bo'z, je^ zii HE'U, Bt aV)m rait bewt dlitk* let'l

meed kam^n freni dhe skuul jmdi3R.

2. aR)z i3gam ds'un dhiki ro^d dhiim thru dhe rad gfet 'en dhe
left haen said BV dhe wee.

3. sho^r -Biirf dire tjil vz gA'^n strM op te do^r ^v dhe raq E'US.

4. WM3R en wil tjaens te vend dha'k^ droqken dif wizend fetes, w
dhe ne^m ^v :tamBs.

5. as col nooz im wEre wel.

6. weent dhk owld sm sewn teetj shi nat te de'yjet gen, puim

7. lak st! Bd)'n)ft trau ?

Notes.

1. so, say. The initial (z) was
written in these two words only, not
in soon and side. This may have been
an oversight. boys, written bo-oys,

which, judging from other spellings,

may mean (bo'iz), but (boiz) seemed
the more probable sound. you written

ya-ew and explained
" a as in hater, u

as French u, ya-u quickly." now, ex-

plained "same sound a, ow as in cow,

pronounced quickly, the a very distinct."

that, the abridged form (rat), said to be

"very common." I am written oi um
with the variant /'s, which is also stated

to be "very common, more so than oi

um." In 1865 TH. heard (o*)z)a'd) I

have had, from a miner from Gwennap
(3 se.Redruth), but that is in D 12. I

conjecture that oi, which was used in

right side, meant (a'i). school written

skole, altogether doubtful. yonder, Mr.
C. says he never heard yinder till he
came here, but has often noticed it.

3.
"

cTieel is the term for girl"
4. find, the form vend was unex-

pected. drunken written dro-un-ken
and said to be so pronounced, which
is so unlikely that I have not ventured
to give it. Mr. C. may have meant
that o was substituted for u, as in

the next note, see also (op) written

op for up.
5. all,

" there is a remarkable

presence of the letter o which gives
the word the sound of (h)ole," but he

writes o-all, so his dro-un-ken may
indicate a substitution. very, Mr. C.

has never heard (w) for (v) in any
other word, "and in this case it is

only in slight use," it is probably
an error.

6. sonny, commonlyusedasanaddress,
but said to have been obtained from a

labourer in this phrase.
The r I have left unmarked before a

vowel, from pure uncertainty.

ST. COLUMB MAJOH (11 wsw.Bodmin)

and about ten miles round ; dt. written by Mr. T. Rogers of the St. "Wenn

National School, Bodmin, with the help of the members of the Reading

Room, in which each portion of the dt. was discussed. The original io.

was difficult to understand, and although Mr. R. kindly furnished very full

explanations, I cannot be quite sure that I have always interpreted them

rightly in the following pal. translation.

1. sLzoo ai s|_z^, kommrdz, d)i SLzii nodo dhrat ai)m ratt boo'0t

dhiki lit'l m0d kamm fran dh^ sk[ouul JAAndOT.

2. shii)z geen dodon dirt? rood dhiiim druu dhu rEd gM on dhB

h'ft haen s[_zaid ov dim wee.
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3. s[_ziuE naf dhi3 tjiild)z gon strait ap tB dhe duim ov dhe raeq

hodos,
4. wii^E sh)l tj<?0ns to vam dh^ke duaqkin dfref skruuod feln ov

dhi3 neemn ov :tomes.

5. wi aal nA -en wEl)^)fam.
6. wsent dh)ool tjaBp s[_zuun teetj.

BE nEt ti3 duu)ot BgEn, PUUBB

7. lk ! Ed)'nt)et triu !

Notes.

1. so say see. These were said to

begin with
(s)

followed by a faint

sound of (z), in that case they would
form the transitional sound from (z) to

(s). I right. The phonographic sign
for (ai) was given, but the actual

analysis of the diphthong is conjectural.

comrades, with the accent on the

second syllable, the usual word for
' mates.' now about, etc. The diph-

thong, written noow, was explained as

"o in not or innovate, but rather

short, ow as sparrow." This gives the

transcription (nooo). For bout, down,
house, Mr. E. used these spellings, and
said of house " ou as in sparrow, with
the o prolonged slightly." It seems
to me that the analysis is certainly

wrong, and that (a'w), heard from

Camelford, is more correct. But the

explanation was so explicit I felt bound
to adopt it. I'm "is used in such
sentences as 'I'm gain ta town,' I be

in answering questions, as :
' are you

one ? ees I be,' not ' I am.' "right.
" The r is trilled in many cases, droo

for instance. A big boy in school once
said to me, 'how many dree hapences
in dreppens,' with a trill on each r,

the point of the tongue touching the

gums of the front teeth of the upper
jaw and then vibrating. But when r

occurs at the end of a word, it is not

trilled, as far as I am aware, but the

tongue is withdrawn back to the throat

in pronouncing it. In droo there is a

trill, in drunken not, the tip of the

tongue touching the teeth [for d ?] and
then withdrawing. In strife and trew

there is a slight trill in the first word,
and a strong one in the second. strife.

The front part of the tongue touches

the roof of the mouth in front
;
the tip,

the top of the gums in the lower jaw,
and the tongue is drawn backwards,
and the tip lifted upwards at the same
time.

2. trew. The tongue (tip) touches

the gums in front in the upper jaw,
and is then quickly withdrawn back to

the throat past its normal position in

the mouth." This would generally
indicate

(r,, K) with occasional (r, vr).

Under these circumstances I have re-

tained (r)
before a vowel, but used (R)

final. from or (vrem, fLvrem) . school.

This was written skodl, and explained
to be o, as in not, but very short,

followed by o, as in hoot? This I have

endeavoured to render by (sk Louul),
but I think that this is probably wrong.

Perhaps he meant (sko?'uul), a gene-

rating sound of (skyy^), but everything
is uncertain. I generally got schule,

skewl in io. from Co.

3. enough, 'the /strongly accented.'

6. her,
( she is but rarely used for

her:

Although these examples of e.Co. leave much to be desired, they
evidently shew a dying out of Dv. forms, and the characteristic (E,

yj are more or less implied.
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D 12 = w.WS. = western West Southern.

Boundary. On the e. the w. b. of D 11 from Falmouth Harbour
to Pirran Bay (p. 156) b. are made up of the sw. coast of Co.

Area. The w. of Co., to the w. of Truro, together with the

Scilly Islands (24 wsw. Land's End).
Authorities. See County List under the following names where * means vv

per AJE., f per TH., in io.

Co. fGwennap, *Marazion,
*
Penzance, St. Just, St. Stithians.

Character. None can be given. The mode of speech is said to

vary much from place to place, not more than ten or twelve miles

apart, and most of the WS. characters seem to have disappeared.
Down to 200 years ago some Cornish was still spoken in these

regions. How the change to English came about, I do not know,
but it was clearly not imported from the e., because we find

scarcely a vestige of Dv. phraseology or pronunciation. The
miners, who abound, are a mixed race. Many words of Cornish

origin remain. The phrases used are picturesque, and the spelling
which the dialect-writers of west Cornish have adopted is also

rather picturesque than phonetic. It would be necessary to study
the pronunciation of each neighbourhood on the spot from the
mouths of natives, and for such a haphazard speech as appears to

prevail, this would be hardly worth while. At the same time, any
tolerably complete view would demand too much space.

Tregellas, as quoted by Mr. T. Q. Couch ("East Cornish Words"),
remarks on the peculiar sing-song of the West Cornwall speakers,
and its lessening and alteration in character on proceeding east-

ward, through Trevednack (? Towednack, 2 sw. St. Ives), St. Ives (7

ssw.Penzance), Hayle (4 se.St. Ives), and Camborne (4 wsw. Red-

ruth), and says that,
"

e. of Camborne, even at Eedruth, the

natural accent has died away, nor is it again heard from the more

guttural speakers of Redruth, Gwennap (3 se. B,.), and St. Agnes
(6 n-by-e.R.). But . . . the miner of Perranzabuloe (7 nnw. Truro)
expresses himself uniformly in a full note higher than his adjoining

parish of St. Agnes, and no sooner have you passed Cranstock (8
wsw. St. Columb Major) and Cubert (2 s.Cr.), and entered into St.

Colomb's," than you begin to hear (z-) for (s-), in first to a small

and then to a large extent. This agrees precisely with Mr.

Hodge's b. of e. and w. Cornwall passing between Cranstock and

Cubert, and here adopted (p. 156).
Mr. William INbye kindly wrote me a version of the cs. for

Penzance, and I took it down from his dictation in 1873. In 1876
I went over it with Mr. Rawlings, of Hayle, who was exceedingly
well acquainted with the speech of his neighbourhood. He differed

from Mr. Noye in a great number of particulars, and found the cs.

so ill adapted for exhibiting the west Cornish peculiarities, that he

re-wrote a portion of it, which I pal. from his diet, in Feb. 1876.

It seems, therefore, advisable to limit any examples to this par-
ticular specimen, which, as will be seen, is founded on the cs. He
locates his yarn in Marazion (3 e.Penzance), and entitles it
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JACKY TKESISE, A MAKAZION SPECIMEN.

1. rdjaek'i :tBzaiz SEd: oo ! 'hii

laeaef ! hi d'd-'nt laeaef wen 13 rand
i3wee' laBst krez-mas frem thB

giiz-deimsraz, im sEd tu an :maeH

:pwlgree'n, dhethii)d siid^ pz's'k^.

hii Ed'nt wath 13 snaf !

2. sid)'n, dd-shi ? draqk aV

spooz ? krai-m tu ? zaek'li laik'n ! !

nau, ai)l tfiH :djemnz, ai HEVB

laik)'n AA'lez kraid m dhB

roq pb<?s !

3. ai WBZ daun tu imidhren

m*t''n l&Bst san-d<9, mi aqk'l :tom

:vEs'nt priitjt ebaut dh^ ipum
rs^mser^'ten wi haed 13 klab fiist

dim dee 'efoo', 'en 'sam)^v)t?z iit

imaf' fe djEn't'lmen en dhra

woz'nt a drai ai en dhis m^t'n,

SEpt -hiiz.

4. soo ai SEd tu' en :

u hau 8Dr)-i

soo ankimsaa pnd?"
5. ^n SEZ hii: "rdjaek-i, K do'nt

k-Bnsaa'n -mii, kAAz ai do'nt h'v *n

jo' pser^'sh. ai oo-nli st^<?d af-fre

dh^ klab fiist, kAAz ai w^z a ltt'1

fwd-'ld w* bSw."
6. gez te sii"Bn ob)'m, hi wwd'n

kam m'te -mai haus ^n not bi

Ep daun te

ez

siid! au' tmee're tauld mi oo*nle

:man'de iib'mm,hii'
taan'trBrnz B kkt
:tjaatj :taun

;

7.
"

ez-'nt hseaef B maen," SEZ

shii,
u
hii-l gaz'l AA! dht? Kk-e hi

'Bn skr^^p, -en TB di3 ipee

sam d^ see hi Ed'nt

^baut t^^'km whot Ed'nt

oon. dhB klooz B haed on 13

p^^d dha paekmaen fA. im ai

wwd'nt," SEZ shii,
" tras'n m

awr eel tp<9nrbi3 bai ^sel'f.

8. "ai bliiv it hii-d noth-m
lit'in A dr^qk'm, hii-d teek 'B lamp
'B shwg'B aut a dha ni'im'z ke^dj.
ai neva siid a fsl-a laik)'n fB[_r

iit'/n, SEpt dr/qk'm, ai bliiv hii-z

laik B kloom-En kaet, hii-z

daun tB hiz tooz."

1. John Tresise said: Oh! he

laugh ! he didn't laugh when he ran

away last Christmas from the guise
-

dancers, and said to aunt Molly
Polgrain, that he'd seen a piskey.
He isn't worth a snuff !

2. Saw-him, did-she? drunk, I

suppose ? Crying too ? Exactly like -

him ! Now, I'll tell)you, James, I

never liked)him always cried in the

wrong place !

3. I was down at Mithian meet-

ing, last Sunday, and uncle Tom
Vincent preached ahout the poor
Samaritan we had a club feast

the day before, and some of us ate

enough for gentlemen and there

wasn't a dry eye in the meeting,
except he's.

4. So I said to-him :

" How are-

you so unconcerned ?"

5. And says he :

"
Jacky, he doesn't

concern me, because I don't live in

your parish. I only stayed after

the club -feast, because I was a little

fuddled with beer."

6. As to seeing of)him, he wouldn't
come into my house and not be
seen ! Our Mary told me only

Monday evening, hearing about the
tantrums he kicked up down to

Church Town
;

7. "Isn't half a man," says

she, "he'll guzzle all the liquor he
can hitch and scrape, and he do pay
nobody. Some do say he isn't

particular about taking what isn't

his own. The clothes he had on he
never paid the packman for. And I

wouldn't," says she, "trust-him in

our hall chamber by himself.

8. "I believe if he'd nothing
eating or drinking, he'd take a lump
of sugar out of the canary's cage.
I never saw a fellow like-him for

eating, except drinking, I believe he's

like an earthenware cat, he's hollow
down to his toes."
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Notes.

1. guise dancers. Christmas mum-
mers, dancers in fancy guise. aunt.

This " aunt" is said to have been the

usual mark of respect for the Virgin

Mary. It reminds one of the American

negro Uncle and Aunt. piskey, meta-
thesis for (pik-si) pixy or fairy, as

(wseps) for wasp, etc. snuff, namely,
a candle-snuff, the most worthless

thing he could think of.

3. Mithian is a small curacy 6 nnw.
Truro. meeting, that is, a Non-
conformist chapel or preaching house.

uncle, a title of respect, see aunt,

par. 1. poor, a little confusion be-

tween the "good
" Samaritan and the

unfortunate man he relieved. he's

apparently for his, but it may have
been only (hiz) for (hiz) ;

the common
hissen is not used here.

5. He, the (e) is her, less the aspirate

and the trill of r, and her is used for

he, a southern importation . Of course
the joke is a very ancient one, Cornwall-

ised for the occasion.

6. Church Town, the name always
given to the place where the church is.

7. packman, the pedlar who carries
round a pack of cloth for sale. hall-

chamber, the chief room of the house is

so called, however small it may be.

himself, but written "herself.*' See
her for he in par. 5.

8. if he'd nothing, etc., that is, if he
was not engaged in eating or drinking
something. earthenware, (kloom) is

a common Cornish word for earthen-
ware. A common red earthen pitcher
with two handles is called (B kloom

bws-B), where the (u) is peculiar, per-
haps a (w ), and I occasionally heard
it like an

As this was a vv. specimen of pronunciation, I have extracted

some of the principal words, and I have also taken those given by
Miss Courtney in the introduction to her ""West Cornwall Glossary."
But I am quite unable from both, and also from looking over many
books of "West Cornish tales and rhymes, to make out any satis-

factory characteristics. There appear, however, to be some traces

of D 11 from e.Co. and Dv., as 1) the metathesis of s and consonant
in (pe'sk*, klaeps, ha3ps) pixy, clasp, hasp ; 2) the use of ('n) for

ace. him, it; 3) (tjil) for a girl ; 4) the neutral infinitive in (-i) as

(digi, ha3ki, peenti, wAAki) to dig, hack, paint, walk. Miss

Courtney also adduces the use of (bii, beent, ai bi, bii-i ?) for am,
is-not, I am, are you ?

;
but they do not seem to occur in the

literature, and the disuse of be was one of the marks by which Mr.

Hodge was enabled to draw the line between e. and w.Co.

WEST COEJTCSH cwl.

Unmarked generally or marked E, words from Mr. Eawlings's example.
C words for the Land's End and adjacent districts from introduction to Miss

Courtney's Glossary, conjecturally palaeotyped.

i. WESSEX ASTD NOESE.

A- 8 C hsesev. 30 C kii?. 34 l&st. A: or 0: 61 C emo-q. 64 roq.
A'- 92 C UAA. A': 123 nothin. M- 141 C neel. 143 C teel.

-^:
- C ha3ps [hasp]. JE'- 182 C see. 193 C kl^n. M':

iibmm [evening]. 249 C wira [according to Westlake], iit [eat]. 251 C
meet.

'

E: 263 t?wee. E'- 290 hii [strong], B [weak]. 296 C bleev.

302 C nut, R mi-t'n [meeting]. E': 314 hiwl. EA: 322 Iseajf. 334

hseatf & C. 338 C kaesel. EA'- 348 C ai. jfo [ear]. EA': 366 C

geet. EO: jseh [yellow] . 406 Cjaath [Westlake, also (forth)]. EY: 439

tras)'n [trust him]. I: 466 C tjil. 482 Ed)'nt [is'nt]. krips [crisp].
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525 ob)'m [of him]. 533 C dwl.

0': C huuk [hook].
U'- 641 hau.

541 C weent. 546
C huud [hoodj.
U': 658 dawn.

I': 500 laik. 0:

IA. 0'- C grAA
U- 603 C kuura.

Y-' kiit [a kite].

n. ENGLISH.

A. uteri [canary], C klfcps [clasp]. E. C biit [peat]. C
skiin [skein]. I. and Y. piski [pixy]. shEve [shiver]. U.
fd'ld [fuddled]. 804 draqk. pwz'l [to puzzle].

in. ROMANCE.

A-- 811 plees, pee [pay]. C mseseste [master]. C aenj-el [angel,

possibly (een-rel)]. 849 C stramjB
[possibly (streenj^)]. 850 denns. 851 an.

skwm? [square]. 866 pttm. E-- 867 C tee. C s^krut [secret].
-

siin [a seine, net], releev [relieve]. brama [bream, fish],
ankensaa-nd [unconcerned]. 891 fiist. 895 C risee-v. ! and~Y TEVB

[river]. 0-- Ckalem [column]. 933 C frant. U-- skugur
[sugar]. giiz [guise].

THE SCILLY ISLES.

Miss Courtney in her West Cornish Glossary makes the

Scillonian dialect different from that of Co., instancing tread tree

for 'thread, three,' (o') for (a'i) in (po'int o'^lz) pint, isles, and

conversely (pamt bail) for point, boil. She also draws a distinction

between the speech of St. Mary's island containing the capital

Hugh Town and the speech of the "
Off-oislanders," as she

writes them, who inhabit the smaller isles. This was in 1880.

Rev. "W. S. Lach-Szyrma, vicar of JSTewlyn St. Peter, Penzance,

kindly wrote to Mr. Dorrien Smith (proprietor, and familiarly
known as "the King of Scilly"), who, in reply, dated Tresco Abbey,
Isles of Scilly, 7 Aug. 1883, says, "I know of no place in the

British Isles where the Queen's English is less massacred by the

lower classes than it is in these islands. There is no dialect or any
peculiarities of speech worth mentioning, and I can find no record

of any having been spoken." Mr. Lach-Szyrma says compulsory
education has prevailed for forty years and stamped out dialect,
and that the people are mostly Cornish, some are said to be
descended from the Cavaliers of Charles II. who settled there, and
others from sailors from all parts (Scillonia once was a pirate

station). The population is quite hybrid in all points, in appear-

ance, physique, ideas, and language ;
a sort of gathering from

the coast population generally, but with a strong Cornu-British

element. Under these circumstances no dialectal value can be

attached to any pronunciations there heard. I am indebted to Miss
Toulmin Smith for the means of obtaining the above information.
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II.

WESTERN DIVISION OF ENGLISH DIALECT
DISTRICTS.

Boundaries. The w. b. is the CB (p. 9) from the Bristol
Channel to the point where the n. sum line 1 breaks from it. The
n. and part of the e. b. are the n. sum line 1 (p. 15), from the

point of its deflection from the CB to the point where the reverted
ur line 3 (p. 17) joins the n. sum line 1 on the w. The rest of

the e. b. is formed by the reverted ur line 3, from its w. junction
with the n. sum line 1 to the Bristol Channel. The s. b. is the
Bristol Channel between the CB and the reverted ur line 1 .

Area. Portions of Mo., He., Sh. in England, and of Br., Ed.,

Mg. in Wales. This district represents on the e. comparatively
late, and on the w. very modern invasions of the English language
on the Welsh.

D 13 = SW. = South Western.

Boundaries. On account of the absence of detailed information,
the n. b. is rather arbitrarily assumed to be first the b. of Rd. and

Mg., and then of Mg. and Sh. as far as a little w. of Bishop's
Castle (8 se.Montgomery) ; next, turning to the s. between Clun

(13 w.-by-n.Ludlow) and Craven Arms (7 nw.Ludlow), nearly in

an e. direction to just n. of Bewdley (3 wsw.Kidderminster, Wo.).
This is merely meant to imply that at least a few miles n. and s.

of this line the speech is sensibly different. The other b. are the

w. e. and s. parts of those of the W. div.

Area. The e. part of Mo., almost all He., the greater part of

Rd., the e. of Br., and a narrow slip to the s. of Sh.

Authorities. See the County List under the following names, where * means
VY. per AJE., f per TH., || systematic, in io.

He. Almerley, f Dinmore, || Docklow, || Hereford, t Leintwardine,' f Leo-

minster, ||t Lower Bach Farm, Lucton, f Stockton, f Wacton, Weobley.
Sh. f Clun, f Ludlow.
Mo. Caerleon, Chepstow,

*
Llanover, Pontypool.

WALES. Br. Brecon,
*

e.Br., Builth, Crickhowel.

Ed. Boughrood, Llanddewi Ystradenny, New Eadnor.

Character. S. English spoken by "Welshmen or their descendants,
the e. side being more English and the w. side more Welsh, in fact,

on the w. the speech is most like book Eng. spoken by foreigners,

with occ. dialectal influence. The whole is very imperfect dialect,

even in m. and e. He. marks of Welsh influence abound. In D 13

the groundwork is S. English, which has been altered by Celts in
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a different way from D 10, 11. The initial (z, v) for
(s, f) is

almost extinct, and the initial employment of (dr) for (thr) is lost.

The reverted (E) exists, but is generally inconspicuous and often

uncertain, so that it would not he possible to correct line 3. The
use of (a*) for AGr, EG is uncertain. Some of the fractures A-

(eu), A' (we) remain. The fine (a) rather than (a) has developed
itself for 0' as well as TJ. The form (ath) for with is striking.
The diphthongs for I', II', are mildly (aV, a'w).

For examples I am mainly indebted to specimens obtained by
Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, which he passed over to me, from Docklow,
Hereford, Lower Bach Farm and Weobley in He., and Llanover in

Mo. TH. also went over most of the ground, and brought me
valuable information

;
he visited the sons of Mrs. Burgiss, of Lower

Bach Farm, who were very polite in communicating their know-

ledge, which enabled me to understand better the information of

Mr. Woodhouse, of Docklow. As these give the best idea of the

dialect, I place them first, and then give a mixed cwl., which shews
the n.He. habits of speech. Mr. Woodhouse's examples are full of

local colouring. For Hereford itself, the speech had become too

much like ' received
'

for me to cite two cs. obtained for me by the

Prince, and that from Weobley could only be conjecturally inter-

preted. It must be remembered that all se.He. belongs to D 4, in

which it is treated (pp. 68-75). The w. of He. becomes more
like Welsh English, and is treated afterwards. Of Rd. I know
too little, but it is probably very like Mo., which will be noticed

further on.

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR n.He. and s.Sh.

LOWER BACHE (:b^tj) FARM (3 ene.Leominster) dt.

pal. by TH. from diet, of sons of Mrs. Burgiss.

1. na'u a'i)sa, me^ts, ju si na'w Q
f

i bi raYt -eba'wt dhat Kt'l wensh
kamm frem dhB skuul jandm\

2. SR)Z T3gwam da'un dhi3 rood dhe'Br thra'w dhB rsd gi^t o)dh^)h'ft
ond saYd o)dhe)wa*' (waV).

3. baV gom ! [shiier ^naf
J S:R)Z gA

r

n stret te dhe roq Q'US.

4. weter, la'e'k ^naf UR)! fa'md dhat draqk'n dan* duld. :tam.

5. wi AA! now zm WE! -Bnaf.

6. a'')l bak i)l laRN aR bEter)'n du)t Bgja'n puer wEntj !

7. Ink ! jant)t truu ?

Notes.

1. mates (ladz, tjaps), if one person (sa-ni) sirrah. 4. (dani) deaf.
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DOCKLOW (5 ese.Leominster).

Examples written "as near as possible how one of his farm-labourers would speak"
by Mr. R. Woodhouse, Newhampton, Leominster, Hereford, acquainted
with the dialect 30 years in 1875

; pal. by AJE. from his indications, and
the information obtained at Lower Bache farm, about 2 miles off, by TH.

ORIGINAL.

1 . pliiz, me'se's, cUro mrBsteR teld

mi te a !ks ju te send :tamBs en

:djrBmz da'wn te em en dhB aae f eld,

vz suun BZ dhae BV dan m^gt'tm
dhi3 she'p, te elp em to taRn dh^

aae', 'en em sed BZ dhae WEZ te breq
STjm pa'e'ks ath 13m, raz sambisde

BY ed tun BZ WEZ left dheeR

last na'e't fe ga^snes, -er stool em.

2. T?n :bil e'z te t<?<?k -B oksht^t

13V welter, inte dh'B se'dz fer dh

kAAvz, -Bn f *1 dh^r trAA fer Bm,
T3n dhen bn'q dh^ wa^/n te dliB

aai feld. ii mast pwt dh^ felBr

AS, BZ :dAArbe 'Bd bii tnu restev

fo dh^ bwaae te dra'e'v ap dhra

AARtjet, ^z pra
x

ps i wd ran

Bwaae ^n spwa'il e'zself
,
^r samut.

Bn ii .re wa]nts eni teetvRz fer

dm^r, minster teld mi te de'q sam.

ii sed -BZ sam on JB wd pa'mt
o'nt dh^ framest t^ mii, ran tel mi
o'u mem ja'u)d wa

a
nt.

3. j^ im?st pliiz te aV dht? ps'gz

pend ap, fer dhae WEZ m dh^

wiit f eld i3z a'e kani ap, 'Bn dhai

BV waxz'ld it da'wn vere ba'd,

djest thra'n, dhB gtet, t?n fa'en

a'i a'd te get 'Bm a'wt^ga
j

n-,

dh^ ne'sgal, i raan mi AA!

dh^ f eld ^fdo^R a'i kwd get
t'm a'wt.

4. ma'e AAld um'Bn teld mi te tel

JB 'BZ an e'z gwaaen te :lemster

temore, ef JB waants te send, 'BR

B got sam fa'wlz te set. ar 'Bd

intended ^m fa spa^gras tjeke'nz,
bat dhaai waaRnt fram 'Bnaf,

soo aR 'B aTd te kep ^m tel na'w.

mfoster e'z gwaam te send en dh'B

bi^nz i tild last we'k, ^n ^R the'qks
t? geten -B ra'e'd ba!k in din? wa!

g/n,

TRANSLATION.

1 . Please, Mistress, the Master told

me to ask you to send Thomas and
James down to him in the hay field,

as soon as they have done maggotting
the sheep, to help him to turn the

hay, and he said that they were to

bring some pitchforks with them, as

somebody has hid two that were left

there last night for mischief, or stolen

them.

2. And Bill is to take a hogshead
of water, into the seeds = clover for the

calves, and fill their trough for them,
and then bring the waggon to the

hay field. He must put the thiller

(shaft) horse, as Darby would be too

restive for the boy to drive up the

orchard, as perhaps he would run

away and spoil himself, or something.
And if you want any potatoes for

dinner, master told me to dig some.

He said that some of you would point
out the ripest to me, and tell me
how many you)d want.

3. You must please to have the pigs

penned up, for they were in the

wheat field as I came up, and they
have wasselled it down very badly,

just through the gate, and fine

work I had to get them out again,

specially the youngest, he ran me all

over the field before I could get
him out.

4. My old woman told me to tell

you that she is going to Leominster

to-morrow, if you want to send, or

have got some fowls to sit. She had

intended them for asparagus chickens,

but they were not forward enough,
so she has had to keep them till now.

Master is going to send in the beans

he tilled last week, and she thinks

of getting a ride back in the waggon,

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1609 ]
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en if 'BE fa'wlz s*lz wel, BE miinz

brt'qm V b*'t 13 bf
,
13Z wii bi gwaam

te aV dhra jaq)mi kn's'nd ^

sancb', 'en gr^m ^n gra^dsher bi

kamm te dm^r ^th wii. <d'i miinz

to beg 13 bot'l B saVdisr B minster,
Bn aV B bt 13 ba'ke for dhe

tja'p, i3z 9'* shed la'flk te

dpi* BE. kamfert'eb'l.

ism

and if her fowls sell well, she means

bringing a bit of beef, as we be going
to have the young)one christened on

Sunday, and granny and grandsire be

coming to dinner with us. I mean
to beg a bottle of cyder of master,
and have a bit of tobacco for the old

chap, as I should like to make them

jolly and comfortable.

Note, par. 2. (fram) is much used for early and ripe in He. Note, par. 3.

(nisgal), called (nizgal) in Miss Jackson's glossary, is the youngest of a brood of

fowls or litter of pigs. Mr. Woodhouse thinks it comes from nest gosling (nist

gal) in He.

w.He. and e.Br. Mr. Stead (p. 142), who lived for 6 or 7 years
at Christ's College, Brecon, has kindly furnished me w. with some
of the principal peculiarities of the pronunciation of the e.Br. and

w.He., which chiefly affect the following classes of words.

1. (eu) verging on (Pv, ZB), but with both the vowels extremely short and
difficult to catch, evidently the fracture which appears as (ee ee, ie IB) in D 4,

but peculiar from the great shortness of the first element; found in A- bake
take make sake cake tale lame name tame same shame mane late bathe, A'- lane,
JE- dray hail nail snail tail again slain brain, where in He. generally (aai, ai) is

heard, and in blaze, JE: egg day, he lay, may dale, jE': clay, EG- sail rain play,
EG: to lay say way, where the S. practice wavers between (ee, ai), E': high

nigh, EA- gape, EA: gate, EA'- eye, EA': slay great, El- they nay, El- their
;

English A. trade drain sale frame mate wave, E. scream cheat
;
French A face

place lace mason fade age rage gain train danger change stranger dance case

brace chase paste taste, E faint. All of these words (except dance) have (ee,

ee
1

]} or (ee) in received speech, shewing the extremely modern form of the usage.
2. (M^, whe, w^, OUTB), the extreme shortness of the first element rendering

appreciation very difficult
;
the first element sometimes sounded as (u) and some-

times as ou ), but (u )
seemed to be the nearest; found in the words A: comb,

A'- go no toe so toad more clothes clothe road rode loaf whole bone stone

those ghost boat goat, jE> most, 0: coal
;

0'- nose
; English 0. load ; French

0-- coach rogue coat. All of these words have (oo, oo'w) in received speech;
another mark of modern development, though the fracture itself represents the

S. (UB, ire) common in D 4.

3. (eo'i, a'i) it seemed to me that (oo'i) was the nearest sound as in the Forest

of Dean (p. 60), and it seemed to have been developed from Welsh yl found in

the words EO'- a fly, EO': light fight, EY- to die, I- ivy Friday stile nine,
I: I, to lie down, night right sight child wild blind, the wind bind find grind to

wind, I'- by sigh drive time iron arise write, I': like wide five life knife wife

mile while mine wine ice wise, Y: to buy, a kind, mind, Y- sky why hire,

Y': fire lice mice; French ! andY- nice fine dine violet advice, TJ-- quiet.
Here every word, except the wind, and even that practically, has (a'i) in rs.,

another proof of a very modern form, even the existent He. and Sh. (ivi) ivy
not being used.

4. (ao'w, Q'U] evidently the same first element as in the last case, similar to that

in D 4, Forest of Dean, and, as in the last case, probably derived from Welsh

y in yw ;
found in the words U: pound sound (= healthy) found, U'- cow now

our thousand, U': brown down town shower house louse mouse out proud mouth

south; English 0. bounce; French EU- flower, OU" allow doubt, that is,

precisely those words which have (a'u) in rs.

Although, then, these fractures are highly dialectal in character,
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they are merely the representatives of the received
(ee, oo, a'i, a'u),

and hence shew that the pronunciation is merely book-English
with a slight dialectal tendency. In Br. the people speak English
with each other, especially towards the east, and as the He. border
is reached the English is more and more dialectal. Going farther
w. the English is more and more bookish, clearly a foreign lan-

guage. From Carmarthen Mr. Spurrell has sent me very interest-

ing specimens of' this English, which is of an old-fashioned type,
and probably sounds very pleasant when spoken with a "Welsh lilt,

but is certainly not an English dialect, and hence has no place here.
Ed. From Ed. I have no specimens, but the Eev. Henry de

"Winton, vicar of Boughrood (19 sw.Presteign), says, "The English
spoken being an acquired language is more free from provincialisms
and purer than that of the neighbouring English counties." It is

therefore a foreigner's English, and embraces nearly the whole

county.

J/b., though long a part of England by law, is essentially Welsh in

feeling. By Chepstow, on the borders of Gl., the pronunciation, to

judge from the wl. sent me by Dr. J. Yeats, approaches very near
to that of adjoining GL, D 4. The use of auxiliary do and did is

the rule, as it seems to be among Welsh speakers. The main
characteristic is the intonation, which, as described by Dr. Yeats' s

correspondent, is strongly Welsh in character. The same was very
marked in the cs. which, at the request of Prince L.-L. Bonaparte,

Lady Llanover, of Llanover (12 w.-by-s.Monmouth), wrote for and
dictated to me, representing the Welsh English of Mo. and Gm.

Lady Llanover spoke with much emphasis and apparently exaggerated distinct-

ness in order to assist me. I noticed that the utterance was rapid and jerked,
with frequently a compound pitch accent

;
that is, in (leik-li) for the first syllable

the voice fell in a glide, and then rose suddenly on the second syllable, as in

Norwegian. The pure (i)
was occasionally used finally as in this word, but when

dwelled on the long final
(ii)

often fell into (j, jh) as (siijjh) see. The (ee) was

medial, without any vanish, but (e) became occasionally (E). The a was usually

(a
1

),
but at times reached (se).

The h and wh were distinct. The r before

a vowel was trilled, but otherwise fell into (u), which may have been an English
habit on Lady Ll.'s part, as she also used (o, oo), whereas in Welsh (o, oo) are

employed. She used (s) not (z) in (bisnis), but kept (z) in (bizi). She used (w)
in (wwd), but said (wnven). Generally her pronunciation was simply a foreigner's

English and not a dialect. A few S. sounds occurred as (tee, maid) tea, maid,
and (kA'im-el) corner. On the other hand a "Welsh word heol (hee-ol), a road,

occurred, as also a nondescript word written differ, and pronounced to me as

(kli-b^) or (kli-pe) meaning 'noise, row,' for which she said (ptrtakh), another

unknown word, was often used. According to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte he was
informed by Mr. Meredith that other S. constructions and pronunciations were

used, such as him, us for he, we, un for one, be for is, and the pronunciations

(dhai, daai, saai, waai) they, day, say, way, in place of Lady Ll.'s (dhee, dee,

see, wee). The use of the periphrastic forms, as 'did tell' for 'told,' was regular.
All these were probably the '

vulgarisms
' which Lady LI. purposely omitted.

The whole of Mo., like e.Br. and all Ed.,, belongs, therefore, to a

predominating Welsh form of English, with very little of true

dialectal English left in it, and in this respect they are totally

unlike D 2, 3, which are merely worn-out English forms without

any Welsh influence.
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NORTH HEREFORDSHIRE cwl.

B words obtained by TH. from the Burgiss family, and Bf words from lists

furnished by Mr. Gr. Burgiss, of Lower Bache Farm (3 ene.Leominster).
D words from Mr. R. Woodhouse, of Docklow (5 ese.Leominster).
H words from Hereford, collected by TH.
L words from Leominster, collected by TH.
Lu words from Ludlow, collected by TH.

Several of these letters before the same word show that it was found in all

the places. In such groups medial are not distinguished from short vowels.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 B beuk. 4 DL ieek. 18 B kiuk. 21 B netmi, L neem. A: 43 B
ond. B gonder [gander], 54 D wa'nt. 56 DL wEsh. A: or 0: 58 Lu
thram. 60 B loq, flaq. 64 D raq, BLu roq. 65 D saq. 66 D thaq. A'-

67 B gwain, B gue. 82Dwanst. 86 B o'ets, fwats. 92 BLunou. 95 Bthrau.
A': 104 Brood. 110 B me [in], kone, mans, uwe, shane, dane, [but] bjant [can't,

mustn't, won't, shan't, don't, be not]. 114 D pAAL [pole]. 115 B worn, L wa'm.
117 Lu wan.
JE- 138 B fmlhOT. B siit [seat]. 152 BLu wee/far, D w&eter. JE:

154 B bak. D Eder [adder], 161 B dE\ H fee, LLu. dai. 164 H mai.

Bop'l. JE'~ 183 Btiitj. 190 B kE(

i. 192 D miin. 193 Lu kliin. 200
B wit, Bf wiBt. M': D sid [seed], 216 Bf dEl, B dil, Lu dil. 218
DLu ship. 222 Bf JCCR. 223 B dheeR, H dhaR, L dhEM BR, Lu dhieR. 224
B weeR.
E- 233 B spiik, 241 Lu rain. 251 B miit. E: B ajan-st, BD ena-nt

[anent, opposite to]. 262 B wai, L wax

i, L WEM
i. 263 D uwaai. 265 B strait,

DH stTE'it. BLLu f ild [field], E'- 300 D kip, H kiip. E': 312
Lu it?R. 314 B rerd. 315 B fit.

EA- 320 B kiBR. EA: 323 Bf fa'wt. 326 B efold, D AAld. 332 L
ta'wld [? t6wld]. 333 BD kAAv. 338 Lu kAAl. 346 BD gret. EA'- 347
B ja'd. EA': 350 B djad, Lu drid. 352 B rEd. 354 D skaf. 361 BfD
bren. Bf Jap [heap], 366 L gra?t, Lu griit. Bf djAA [dew], EI-
373 D dhai. EO- 386 ja'u. EO: 393 D bija3-nd. 394 D jamder.
402 B laRn. 405 Bf J8Rth. EO': 431 L biuR. 436 B truu.

I- 440 D wik. 442 B ivi. 446 H na'in. I: 452 LLu ai, Lu a'i.

458 D na'it. 459 BH ra'it. 466 B tja'ild. D fiUs
[thiU

or shaft horse].
469 Bf ut, wut [wilt]. Lu winde [window]. 477 B fa'ind. 482 Bf jant

taut bjant [is not, Mr. G. B said these were the most difficult words to utter],
I'- 492 B sa'id. I': B da'iti [dyke]. 500 B la'ik. 506 BLu umen.

D aai, L ai [hay].
0: D trAA [trough]. 541 BD want, D ont. BfD ka'ut [colt]. 550 Lu

waRd. D tharn [thorn].
- D AS [horse]. 0'- 558 B luk, Lu [between

(luk) and (Iwk)]. 0': Bf brak [brook], BfD ak [hook]. 579 B
imaf. 587 B da'n. 595 B fat. tath [pi. (tith) tooth, teeth].
U- B wad [wood], BLu iid. 603 Lu kam. 606 B doeR. U: 612

DH sam. 616 L ground [or between that and [ground)]. 632 DLu ap. 634

BD thra'w. U'- 643 DLu na'w, H na'u. U': 658 BDHLu da'wn. 663
L a'ws, [pi.] a'wz'n. 665 H ma'Ms. 667 D a'wt. 671 L ma'wth. Y: 691
B ma'ind. 702 D ath. Y': flis [fleece].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 Bmeet.

pour], 791 D bwaai.

m. ROMANCE.

A- B klErer [clear], D pliiz [please], Bf micster [master],
850 B dens. B pleut [plate], 866 B puer. E - B thatjt'z, D faHjiz

[vetches], B priitj [preach] . 890 B bjast. 895 D nseei. D
bif [beef]. djo'in [join], 920 D pa

;

int. 926 D spwa'il. Lu aqk'l

[uncle], 930 Bf 'loqk. 941 D fal. H push [push].

[ 1612 1
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D 14 = NW. = North "Western.

Boundaries. The s. b. is the same as the n. b. of D 13, p. 175, and
the other b. are the ne. and nw. parts of those of the W. div.

Area. The greater part of Sh. and a small part of Mg.
Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following names, where

* means vv. per AJE., f per TH., ||
in so., in io.

Sh. fBaschurch, f Bridgnorth, j|
Church Pulverbach, fClee Hills, fCorve

Dale, f Craven Arms, ||Ford, fHadnall, Llanymynech, tLongville, fMuch
Wenlock, fOswestry, f Shrewsbury, Whittington.
Mg. Berriew, Buttington, Fordon, Guilsfield, Kerry, Llandrinio,

Montgomery, Snead, Welshpool.

Character. Observe that Sh. is much cut up by different b.

D 14 contains m.Sh. The n. belongs to two separate districts,
the nw. to D 28, and the ne. to D 29, and these are bounded on
the s. and w. by the n. sum line 1 . On the w. there is the CB,
with a small part of Mg., which speaks English, but more book-

English than Sh., because it has been much more recently over-

come. On the e., beyond the n. sum line 1, lies D 29, from which
in Sh. the information obtained is insufficient. On the s., in

Bishop's Castle, Clun Forest, Ludlow, and Cleobury Mortimer, the

dialect assumes the He. character, the verbal pi. in en being almost

or quite lost, but the line of demarcation cannot be exactly traced.

In this restricted area Miss Jackson, assisted phonetically by TH.,
has produced her admirable Glossary, about the best that we
possess of any dialect. To this work, to personal communication
and much correspondence with her, to TH.'s personal work with

her, and travels over much of the region, I am mainly indebted for

the view here taken, which, however, had not been formed or laid

down by them, but has been merely deduced from their collections.

In the introduction to the Glossary, pp. xxiii to xlii, is TH.'s

minute account of the pronunciation drawn up in Glossic with the

greatest care, for both Yowels and Consonants, under the personal

supervision of Miss Jackson, and from her indications. It is

perhaps the most searching investigation of the sounds of a dialect

that has been made. But as it is arranged in reference to the

ordinary spelling, and as the whole of the county was considered,

much work was required to reduce it to a shape that could here be

used. Miss Jackson divided the county into 14 districts and 4 sub-

districts for the purpose of examination, and not with an intention

of distinguishing 14 phases of dialect. On the next page is their

distribution among the four districts here used, D 13, 14, 28, 29.

1 give the names of the principal places only in each district, to

which she constantly refers, to shew that the word so pronounced
was heard in that district, without implying that it exists only

there. The letters n, s, e, w, refer to the extreme places in those

districts. Would that other glossarists had hit upon such an

admirable arrangement ! When Miss Jackson knows the word and

its pron. to be generally distributed, she puts
" common" after it,

with a "Qy." prefixed, if she merely suspects it to be so.
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D 13. Bishop's Castle and Clun, Ludlow, placed in D 13 with some hesitation.

D 14. Shrewsbury, Pulverhach (:pa'wderba3ti, :pa'dherba3ti) or (-biti) [Miss
Jackson's native place], Worthen, Craven Arms, Church Stretton (subdistrict),
Corve Dale and Glee Hills, Bridgnorth s. and w. (on the line of separation of

D 14 and D 29, the n. and e. belong to D 29), Much Wenlock, Oswestry s.

D 28. Wem n. and w., Whitchurch (subdistrict), Ellesmere, Oswestry n. and e.

D 29. Wellington, Colliery regions, Newport n. and w., Wem s. and e.,

Bridgnorth n. and e., Newport s. (Shiffnal). In this place only D 14 will be

attended to, other places are noticed in the proper order.

The whole of D 14 presents a remarkable mixture of S. and M.
The S. forms are much used. TJ=(8) is carried considerably further

than in received speech, as in (fal, farer, pond, band, bakk), full,

a fuller, a pound, was bound, a bullock. Also more frequent 0'=

(a), as (brak, stad, raf, tath, fat, sat), brook, stood, roof, tooth,

foot, soot, but of course neither forms are carried out consistently.

S forms are (ai) in (dai, lai, lain, rain, pli) day lay has lain, rain, to play,
the use of 'thee bist' (dhii bist) for 'thou art,' and be in the pi. But here

comes in the strongly M. forms of I am, he is, we you they bin, where bin (bin)

represents be with the verbal plural in -en. This v. pi. in -en is used throughout
D 14 with all verbs, as (wi wan) we werew, (we sha3n) we shall-m, (wi dan) we

do-en, (wiin) we have-w, (wi haed'n) we haddm. The S. forms (joo;m wiijm)

you am, we am, may also be heard, as well as 'er (ar) for 'she.' But the S.

(R) is quite absent, the regular trilled Welsh r (r) prevailing over the whole

district, even when final or before consonants, and the trill in that case is always
more distinct than in the adjacent M. regions. This peculiar Welsh (r) with
the sharp, crisp, highpitched, rising Welsh intonation which prevails, marks the

region still as having been carved out of the Celtic settlements with a joint and
alternate action of the S. [Wessex] and the M. [Mercian] folk. According to

Green's Maps in his Making of England, while He. was under the Mercian rule

of Penda in 634, Sh. remained Welsh till included under the Mercian supremacy
of Offa in 792, and in 828 Egbert the West Saxon conquered Mercia. It must
have been in this early period that the M. peculiarities were introduced with

M. English, but they never eradicated the Welsh (r). The West Saxon (R) did

not reach beyond He., and is now not very strong or marked even there. TH.
believes his Midland r, used in Db., Ch. and St., to be "the common English
r" (on which see Introduction to the M. Div.), then he hears the Welsh r "with

stronger vibration and retracted" in n.Sh.,
"
verging in m. and s.Sh. with still

stronger vibration to reverted r,
' ' which it reaches at Bewdley . The (a) for U,

0', is of course modern, but the fine (a
1

),
"still very general but gradually

passing away," and becoming quite (se)
in Miss Jackson's speech, may have been

either Welsh or Ws.
TH. in his elaborate investigation has often distinguished (a, a1

)
and (e, E),

and also (a, a), and sometimes in accented syllables (y, i), where I write (i x , i),

writing (i} always in unaccented syllables. He also gives three sounds of I,

(ahi), which I now write (a'i) by preference, in m.Sh., (ai) in s.Sh., and (') in

ne. and e.Sh. In my notes of Miss Jackson's pronunciation I used (ai), though
I remarked that it varied with (ae'i, E'i), and I now prefer to use the unanalysed
form (a'i). TH., who has been over much of the ground and heard native

speakers, considers (ahi = a'i) the true fine Sh.
,
but as he heard U' as (Q'U) in

(ka'w, ha'MS) cow, house, it would seem that (a'i) would be the correct older

form of I', whence the other forms easily flow. In fact, the difference between

(a
1
*, a'i) is often difficult to seize. These forms

(a'i, a'w) would then be strictly S.

The formation of the negatives (amne, bins, wane, a]

n^) am-not, be-ew-not,
werew-not, havew-not, is remarkable, but the real forms have a (d) final, the (ne)

being a contraction for (ned) when final or before consonants, as shewn by the

reappearance of the (d) before vowels, as (a3mned a'i ? waned-e? uned-e bi ?)
am

not I? were-n not-they? will-not-they be? and the fact that 'not, what,' when

emphatic, are called (nod, wod).
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pp
rk

The consonants otherwise as a rule present nothing peculiar except in using
(dj) for d in deal dead death darn dew (dps! djEd djEth djaarn djia'w) which must
have arisen from inserted (j), as in (jEd jEp jaar ja'wl) head heap hair howl,
with a similar change in (tjem truun tjuuzdi) team tune tuesday, and (shuut
shuuit famshwrm) suit suet consume, with the obsolete forms (sham shEm) for
seam. But (sh) presents a difficulty hefore

(r) as (sriqk srab) shrink shrub,
while the county-town Shrewsbury is (:shroozbri) only "in classical and educated,"
(.-sroozbn) "in semi-refined," but (:soozbri) in the common pronunciation of

"country-folk," for which (:suuzbn) is a "vulgarism."
Names of places always fare ill. Here are a few given by Miss Jackson,
. 515-519, the usual spelling being added in italics (^bart'ii Albrighton,
wa-rdrak Caradoc, :kandr Condover, .-di'dlik Diddlewick, :jarbn Eardington,

raarkd. Ercall, :eemvn Hatighmond, rmamfBrt Montford, :wak'njEts Oaken-gates,
:aqket Offoxey, rtrosben rtrospen Osbaston, :<r/estn :o-djestri Oswestry, :shra?d'n

Shrawardine, rstodhert'n Stottesden, U-SBS'U Woolstaston, :viuu :Edj Yew Edge}.

Illustrations. I select two of the examples written analytically

by Mr. Hallam in Miss Jackson's Glossary, and one which I wrote
from her dictation myself in 1873. To these I have added a cwl.

containing almost all the words in D 14 cited in Mr. Hallam' s

treatise on Shropshire pronunciation in Miss Jackson's Glossary, all

made under her own superintendence, and also most from a long
list of words which she read to me on 11 July, 1873, and of which
she subsequently revised the Glossic writing. These will, I think,

sufficiently illustrate the character of this very interesting dialect.

Illustrations in Miss Jackson's orthography abound in her Glossary,
which also contains the pronunciation of each single word in

Glossic.

Of the strictly Welsh parts of D 14, comprehending a slip of

Mg., I am not able to give any specimen, but it may be regarded
as book English with Sh. tendencies and a Welsh intonation, just
as in Mo. we have book English with Welsh intonation and He. or

Gl. tendencies.

EXAMPLES, PTJLVEKBACH (7 sw.Shrewsbury).

I. Betty Andrews relates how her little boy fell into a brook, 1873. The words

are run all together, no stops, no pause, "but," says Miss Jackson, "no
written characters of any kind no ' want of stops

' can convey an idea of

the story as poured forth by Betty's voluble tongue it took away one's

breath to listen to it." From Mr. Hallam's 'analytical' Glossic in Miss

Jackson's Sh. Wordbook, I. xcv.

I heard a shriek, ma'am, and I

ra
j\

a
.
n

.

d
. \

sa
,

w
,
F ank

,

had

pitched in the brook and ducked under,P
fld ^ as drowningj and i jumpt

after him and got hold of him, and

lugged him on to the bank all sludge,

and I got him home afore our Sam
came in a srood iob it was lor

^asiie wasl't there, and as Frank

wasn't drowned. For if he -had been,

I should have torn our Sam all to

icrd ^ skra^'k mBm -en aV
ran Bn dhiOT aV s^d :fra

j

qk ^d
-, , , , -,

pekt t dhe brak TO
da^kt

ond^r

im WBZ dra'wndn im a 1
*' djampt

a1
fter on im got a'wt o^n m 'Bn

lagd im on te din? bo'qk A! slEdi
xi- ,- i> / i

T^n aU got tmwoemBfd8r9W:sa^mkam^n m 13 gud djob it waz TOT

rsa^tJziiwanB dhiuri3n^z :fra
]

qk
warn; dra xwnd^d f^r if. i aad bm,
a1

* sh^d is tder d'uvT isa^ A! te
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wmdtrr ra*gz, 'en dhen i)d 13 bm
djE

v

d isn :fra
l

qk dra'wndzd, tm a1
*

snt?d B bm a*qd. &l
i ta'wd isahn

wen i tuk dh^ a'ws BZ a 1
* dedn^

W^'k *t.
' bles dhi3 wensh,' i sed,

4

wo)dn)&* want ? dhterz B taH'd*

a'ws i3n B gud gdrdm t?n 13 ran

1131* n,nT? T)^^* 9* ^ Q ^ SCClj 'Hn *0

gud brak fer dh^ tp'ldBrn te pek
m.' sd *'f :fra

T

qk axd bm dra'wndd
al

i sh^d B bm dhB dpth 13 a'wur

isa^. aH' WBZ 'dhax
t fr^t'nd m^m

aj
fter a1

* got wcem Bn isa^ sed BZ

i a1dnB s^d me k^aH'^t sd

sens wi wan ma^'d Bn dhax
t

window-rags, and then he)d have been
dead and Frank drowned, and I

should have been hanged. I told Sam
when he took the house as I did not

like it. 'Bless the wench,' he said,

'what) do) ye want? there's a tidy

house, and a good garden and a run

for the pig.' 'Aye,' I said, 'and a

good brook for the children to pitch
in.' So if Frank had been drowned,
I should have been the death of our

Sam. I was that [so much] frightened,

ma'am, I did not speak for an hour

after I gothome, and Samsaid as [that]
he had not seen me quiet so long,
since we were [were -en] married, and

that was eighteen year.

II. Betty Andrews, talking fast as usual in a railway train, was thus addressed

by a passenger and made the following reply.

*
Wfc* im'sfc's, al

i sired the'qk BZ

jd man 12 axd Jd^r taqg aH'ld

dlus mArnm 'efdar j6 started.'
* nd mdiid s^r,' sed Bet/,

{ a1
*

a:

n^, fer f *t 'a
:d V bm aH'ld, it

ud n.Evr B stopt. nd 'daH'ndj^r !

'

'"Why, missis, I should think as

you)must have had your tongue oiled

this morning afore you started.'

'No indeed, sir,' said Betty, 'I

haven't ;
for if it had have been oiled,

it would never have stopped. No
danger !

'

III. ' Adam's Apple,' or Larynx, here called ' Eve's Core.' See Eve's Scork in the

Glossary. This example was pal. by AJE. from Miss Jackson's dictation.

'

deed*', wod)z dh^'s lamp i JAT

nEk?'
1

wi, et)s :iivz skAArk, tjae'/ld,
awd madhisr :iiviit dhi3 Bep'lursEl,
bat Br g*d dh^ skAArk te f0<?dhi3r

rsed^m, aen it stak in iz thrwut,
sen aal mEn)z eed'n dh/s lamp

sens.'

'

Daddy, what)s this lump in your
neck?'

'Why, it) s Eve's core, child.

Old mother Eve ate the apple herself,

but she gave the core to father

Adam, and it stuck in his throat,
and all men)have had this lump
ever since.'

MID SHROPSHIRE cwl.

Unmarked, rearranged from Mr. T. Hallam's Glossic in Miss Jackson's Glossary,
Vowels, pp. xxiii to xxxv.

Marked *, rearranged from a list of words dictated to AJE. by Miss Jackson,
11 July, 1873, the pronunciation having been subsequently revised by her.

In these words the unanalysed form
(a'i) of the diphthong has been used

throughout, see p. 182, 1. 14 from bottom.

i. WESSEX AITD NORSE.

A- 3 b*k. 4 ta'k. 5 m^k. *krml'l [cradle]. 13 nA\ 19 te\. 21
nem. 25 *m^n. 34 *la>s. 37 HAA, kl^z [claws]. A: 43 *ond. 44 *la3nd.

45 unt, *wnt. kon [can]. 51 *mon. 54 want. 55 ES. 56 wEsh [common],

[
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D 14.] THE KORTH WESTERN. 185

wash [Clee Hills]. kset [cat]. A: or 0: 60 b|_q. 62 stra[q. 63 *thraq.
64 rafq, rse|_q.

65 sa|_q. 66 *thaq [Mr. Hallam finds the (q) very weak in this

group].
A'- 67 *gut?, gwoen [gone], gwij-in [going]. *slo, [pi.] *slon [sloe, sloes].

69 no, *UAA. 70 *toov. 79 *u [(uuz'n) whose]. 73 so, *SMB. 74 *tuu. 76
twrad. 82 wanst. 84 muuer, *mo'oer. 86 {nets, wats. 91 moo. 92 *noo. 93
*snoo. 95 *throo. A': 101 wak. 102 *aeks, *aest [both for present and past].
104 rod *rtd. 105 *rid. 106 *brAAd. 107 lof. *drov [drove], drooviw

[drover]. 108 *doo. 109 *loo. 110 not, nod. Ill *AAt. 115 wcem warn
*woom. 117 *won. 118 bwoen, *bu;an. 122 *non. 124 sttcoen [common],
? stwran stan [a weight]. rop [a rope]. wa'r [hoar, whitel. 134 wath,
*fiuuth. 135 *klooth.

JE- - -
*eetj. [an ache]. 138 fmlhtjr [com.], fadlrer [Clee Hills]. ladhur

[ladder]. 139 dra'i [dray, a squirrel's nest]. 148 faar. *staarz [stairs, in
Sh. people go up the stars to see the stairs, see No. 404]. *nt [am not] .

149 *b\eez. 150 *leest. lezB [leasow, pasture]. set [a seat]. nek'l

[rattle]. 152 water.
M: 154 baek. 155 thEtj.

-- sed [had]. gJEdhur [gather]. 160 *Eg.
161 da.

1

*, *da'i [common], dai [Craven Arms]. 163 la'i. 165 sed. 169 *wsn.

*wiq [wing]. 170 *a3rest. 171 *baarli. 172 *grses. 173 waz, warn?.

*gla3s [glass].
- - *h^z'l [hazle]. *!ES [less]. *kaart [cart].

- -
jep'l

[apple, common], op'l [at Craven Arms]. 177 dhaet. 178 nsot. 179 wod.
JE'- 184 *lee&. 185 *riid, *red [past tense]. sprml [spread], *sprEd

[past]. 187 *\eev. 189 *wm. 190 kee. 192 *meen. 200 wiet [common],
weet focc.]. 201 *mlh'n. j/rat [to heat], a3t [heated]. IE': mEQB

[meadow].
-

*spra?d [to spread]. *iivnin [evening] . 213 a'idher. 214
na'idher. 216 dp'l.

- *mee\ [repast]. 218 ship. 222 jaar. 223 dhrer.

224 wrtjr. 227 *wEt. Jt>th [heath]. 229 brEth.

E- 232 *bm;k. 233 *speek. 234 *nml, *nAd [kneaded]. *trml

[tread].
- - *wEdh^r [weather]. 235 *weev. 236 f^vtjr. Evi

[heavy].
240 lain [Shrewsbury], lain [Craven Arms]. 241 rain [Shrewsbury], rain

[Craven Arms], 245 *meel. 247 *ween.
'

*baar [to bear]. *taar [to

tear], *trer [a tear, rent]. 248 maar. *bEri [berry]. *iit [to eat], JEt

[atej.
*fidher [a feather]. 254 lEdher. 255 *wEdher. *WEb [web].

*eev [heave].
-

fa3tj [fetch]. *raetj [wretch].
E: 259 *wadj. 261 *sa'i. *bEd [bed]. wEd [to wed]. 266 *wiil.

- fi
x
ld [field]. 267 ild. sildem [seldom]. *twElv [twelve]. 270, ii.

baeli. - SE! [to sell], 276 thEqk. 278 wensh, *WEntj. sEnd [to send].

*pin [a pen]. 284 throsh. *nist, *niist [nest], niiz'n [nests].
E'- 290 i. 292 mi. 293 wi. 296 bi^f [belief]. 301 *rer. E': *a1

i.

306 ait. *bra'it?r [briar]. bles [bless].
EA- * AAk [hawk]. *e\ [ale], JE!, JB!. *shoo [to shew].
EA: 322 laf, *la}f. 324 a'ittiin [eighteen], *eit. 326 a'e^d. 327 *ba'wd.

328 ko'oeld, ka'wd. 329 fa'wd, fa'wd. 330 a'wt. 331 sa'd. 332 *ta'wd. 333

*kAAf. 335 A'l. 336 fA'l. 337 *WAA!. 338 kA(

l. *mAAt [malt].
*sAAt [salt]. shaar [share]. *bjaard [beard]. 340 *jard [court],
jaard mizcr [measure]. 342 *aarm. *aarm [harm]. 343 warm.

*shaarp [sharp]. *fjaarn [fern]. *jAArn [yarn]. 345 *daar.

EA'- 347 *JEd. 348 *a'i, *a'in [eyes]. *da'i [to dye].
-- rer [earl.

- b^t [beat], 349 fja'X *fiu. EA': 350 djE
y

d. 351 lEd. 352 rEd.

355 *djEf. 356 lief, lEf [Shrewsbury]. 359 naiber. b/i^m [beam].
-

-kr^m [cream]. 360 tjem. 361 bm [Pulverbach], biiim [com.]. 363 tjEp.
-

*JEp, lEp [heap].
-- iiOT [year]. t;oz [chose]. 366 greet. 368 djE'th.

dja'w [dew], jia
nw [obsolete]. 371 strV, str^briz [strawberries, obsolete].

El- 3"72 83i, *ai. 373 dh^. 376 bt. El: 378 wEk, *week. 382

*dheer. EO- *wik [a wick]. 386 ja'w. 387 *niu.

EO: 389 *jook. *i?m [unemph. 'em, hem=them]. 394 janter. 395
*
jaq .

_ *daark [dark]. *kaarv [carve]. 398 *staarv. *faarm [farm].

402 laarn. 403 *feer. 404 *steer. *shArt [short]. 406 *jaarth.

409 *bii. *nii [knee]. *trii, *triin [wooden].
- *kra'wd [to crowd].

416 *diur. 418 bruu. EO': 422 *sik. thiif [thief].
423 *tha'i. 424
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*raf. 426 *fa'it. wil [wheel]. 427 bin [pi.]. 428 sin [seen], *sii. 430
*frEnd. 433 *brEst [breast]. 435 *soo. 436 truu.

I- 440 wi
:
k. 441 siv. 442 ijvij. sence [sinew].

- ^s [generally],
JES [Newport], jaas, ais [Church Stretton, yes]. *peez [pease]. 449 get.
450 tuuzdi timizdi. 451 *soo. I: thard [third] . 457 *ma'it. 458 *na'it.

460 wait, *weit. 463 tEl. 469 ul [will]. 473 *bla'ind. winde, *winder

[(r) distinctly trilled]. 476 *ba'ind. 478 *gra'ind.
--

*tjarn [a churn].
*ran [run]. *rash [a rush, plant]. 485 *this'l *fis'l. 488 *it. - - *dart

[dirt].
*wit [wit]. sens [since]. I'- 491 *sa'ik. -

*gi*gid*gid'n
[give, gave, given]. *pa'ip [pipe]. 498 *ra'it. I': *da'itj [a dyke].
500 la'ik. 502 *fa'iv. 503 *la'if. 505 *wa'if. 506 unren, %nren. 508 *ma'il.

511 *wa'ind [with (d) added].
0- 520 ba'w. 523 *oop. *sinadhCT. 524 *warld. * thrust [throat].

0; traf [trough], trof [occ.], troo [for kneading]. 527 bAt. 528 thAt.

531 dA'tOT. 532 *kool. 533 *dal. 536 guuld [obsolete], *ga'wd. 538 ud. 539

bool, ba'ul [for bowKng, a hoop, to trundle]. *ka'wt [a colt]. 544 *dhEn.

546 far. 547 bm?rd, bwa'rd. 549 urd. 550 ward. tharn [thorn].
niArnin [morning]. *broodh [broth].

0'- 555 shtm. 556 *iu. *uu [to woo]. 562 mun, *muun. 564 *sun.

*groo [to grow]. 566 adlrer. 568 *bradhi3r. 0': 569 *bwk. brak

[brook]. shok [shook]. 570 tuk, *tk. 571 gwd *gwd. 573 *flad. 575
*stad. raf [roof]. 577 *ba'w. 578 *pk'w > *PlAA [to plough]. 580 tof,

*taf. 584 *stuul. 589 spun. 590 flar. booz^m [bosom]. tath.

595 fat. 597 sat.

U-- ud [wood]. 600 IA'V *lov. 602 *sa'w. *hal [hull or shell]. 603
*kam. *pwn [to pound, thrash], 605 *san. 606 dar, *door. U:
shwwdh^r [shoulder] shuud^r [Church Stretton], shood^r, sha'wdBr [Shrewsbury],
sha'wd^r [occ.]. 609 fal. 610 ul. puul [pull]. *farer [a fuller]. 612

*sam. on- [un-]. 615 pand. 617 *sa'wnd. *band [was bound].
619 fand. 620 grand. 621 *wond. 625 taq. tarf [turf]. far [a

fir]. 634 thra'X *thruu. dhas.

U'- 640 ka^. 643 na'?/. *sak [to suck]. *ma'u [a mow]. 646

*ba'w. 648 a'e^r. 650 *tjba'ut. 652 *kwd. 653 bat. U': 656 rum,
*rwm. *sd'mr: [sour]. 663 a'ws, *a'e'n [houses]. 665 ma'ws. 667 a'wt.

668 pra'wd.
Y- 673 *matj. 677 *dra'i. 679 tjartj. Y: 686 baj

i. 689 bi^d.

gi x
lti [guilty]. shilf [shelf]. 694 *wartj [work = throb]. 697 bErin

[a burying]. frit'nd [frightened]. 701 *farst. shEt [shut]. 702 wth.

Y- 705 *ska'i. Y': 712 ma'is. *wish [to wish].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 726 tA'k. boqk [bank]. 733 *skaar. 734 djaarn *daarn. E.

*peet [peat], maar [mere, accented; unacc. (nrer)]. 751 *pi^rt.
-

kliver [clever]. srood [shrewd]. I. and Y. *skra jik [a shriek], 754

pig. *wip [whip]. 758 gErld. SErap [syrup]. pek [to pitch or

fall]. 0. 761 *16-Bd. 769 *ma'wdiwaarp. 773 doqki.
--

u-st^d [worsted].
loz [to lose]. dra'wnd [to drown]. 791 bwA'i [obs.]. U. -

*pwdin
[pudding, called (padin) in Glossary]. dak [a duck, bird], da'wk [to duck].
- *a'wdre [huge, compare after 791 p. 180]. 796 bluu. bal [bull],

baldj [to bulge].
- truun [a tune]. tap [a ram, tup]. *karl [curl].

807 *ps. 808 pat.

m. BOMANCE.

A-- 810 ieez [gen.].
-

*kEtj [catch], *kEtjt [caught]. 813 *b*k'n. 814
mes'n. 822 ma 1

*, *mee. -
*pa

1

i, pee [pay]. 824 tjirer. klse'i'Br [clear].
*aar [air]. 833 paar.

-
*p\eez [please]. 835 reez'n. 836 s^z'n.

meestuT [master, com.]. feetyur [feature], 847 daHndrer. 850 da ]ns. 851

n^^nt. *da3nt [daunt]. raar [rare], 855 ga3rit.
-

sk<?s, skaars

[scarce]. 856 *part.
- *kaard [card].

-- *saas [sauce, Corve Dale]. 862
*&eeL 865 *fAAt. *&iee [to stay].
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E-- 867 tee. kr^Br [creature]. *reevl [real]. 869 veel. aeekiit

[secret].
- kense^t [conceit]. skeem. [scheme]. *jaarb [herb].

*klaark [clerk].
--

*saartj [search]. *faar [a fair] . *kBnsaarn [concern].

saarpint [serpent]. 888 saartin. *saarv [serve]. kemple^ [complete].
mizhOT, *mizt?r [measure]. 890 b'njst. 891 *teeat. 894 *dis^-v, dis^-t

[deceit]. 895 *ris^-v, ris^-t [receipt]. I- and Y *kra l
i [cry].

[syllable].
- *ma'izi3rd [miser, with added (d)].

0.. _ bt/ [beef], "drag [drug]. 916 aHnira. naTmt [anoint].
928 *a'wns. 929

bt/ [beef], "drag [drug]. 916

[join]. 926 spa'il.
--

plim [plumb].
r, ka'^k-Bmb^r [com.]. 930 la'in. 9Shrewsbury], ka'^k-Bmb^r [com.]. 930 la'in. 933 *frant. kwerd, kward

cord]. farm [foreign]. *fest [forced]. 940 *koBt. 942 batjur.
43 *tetj. 946 *ma'il. 951 *kap'l. suup'l [supple, to make supple]. 953
kaz'n. *pash [push].
XJ.. tjub [tube]. *wa'it [to wait]. 965 a^l. 966 frut. pilpit

pulpit].
- - *

partis* [poultice]. ja'wl [howl]. u^t^r [nature].

iuu'riyz [curious]. 970 djEst.
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III.

EASTERN DIVISION OF ENGLISH DIALECT
DISTRICTS.

ies. Begin on the e. coast, where s. b. of Li. falls into

the sea about 3 e. Button Bridge. Go w. along the Li. b. to Rt.

the peninsula containing Stamford Li. must be practically con-

sidered as part of Rutland. Pass by the b. round Rt. to Rocking-

ham, and continue on the b. of JSp. to the b. of Wa., and then

continue along b. of Np. to opposite Crick Np. (4 se. Rugby, Wa.).
Then pass through JSp. e. of Watford, through Long Buckby,
where turn s. and pass e. of Daventry and Weedon, turning more
se. near Pattishall. Then pass s. of Blisworth and e. of Towcester,
and continue to the b. of Np. near Hartwell, Np. Then go by the

w. b. of Bu. to the Thames. Go down the Thames to the coast and

round Es., Sf. and Nf. to the starting-point.
The w. b. of Bu. is, perhaps, not the absolute b. of the District,

but it is the best that could be determined.

Area. The whole or greater part of the eleven counties, Bd.

Bu. Cb. Es. Ht. Hu. Mi. Nf. Np. Rt. Sf.

Character. A closer resemblance to received speech than in any
other div. It is the region from which rec. sp. was taken, and

contains the greater part of London. The pron. is, however, not

quite uniform, but the differences are so slight that it has been

found extremely difficult to obtain satisfactory information, and

many years elapsed before materials could be collected for even the

approximative account here subjoined, which, drawn up from actual

observation by my informants and founded only on existing usages,
differs materially from what has been hitherto given. The northern

part of this district, as already mentioned, is intersected by the n.

sum line 1, which passes through the length of Np. and n. of Hu.
and Cb., while the s. stifim line 2 lies to the s. of all the s. part of Np.,
the n. part of Hu. and Cb. and the nw. part of Nf., so that a

considerable part of the E. div. is in the mixed sum stidm or som

region, and a smaller part in Np. and Rt. is in the pure sodm region.
This materially modifies the pron. in respect of TJ in those places,
as will be seen. But the change, as already observed in "Wl. and

GL, seems to be without influence on the remainder of the dialect,

and in respect to the rest of the pron. it was found impossible to

relegate n.Np. and Rt. to the M. div. In fact, as has been already
said (p. 16), the (u, u] sound of TJ was the elder. It is the

(a, a) sound which is aggressive, and the mixed regions merely
shew the process of change which has gone on independently of

the other changes and almost unnoticed, even by dialect speakers
themselves.
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D 15 = WE. = West Eastern.

Boundaries. Begin where the Chiltern Hills cut the w. b. of Bu.,
about Eadnage (10 ssw.Aylesbury). Go w. across Bu. s. of Prince's

Risborough and n. of Chesham to "Whelpley Hill (12 se.Aylesbury).
Cross the w. horn of Ht. to Great Gaddesden, Ht., and then by the
b of Bu. all round the n. and s. to the starting-point.

Area. The little projection of Ht. into Bu. by Tring and all of

Bu., except the extreme s. part, which belongs to D 17, and has no
dialect proper.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following names where
*means vv. per AJE., fper TH., ||so., io.

Bu. *Mr. Wyatt, *fAylesbury, f Buckingham, Cheddington, fChackmore,
Edlesborough, Great Kimble, *Hanslope, Marsh Gibbon, Marsworth,
fStowe, Swanbourne, Tyringham with Filgrove, *fWendover, fWinslow.
Ht. Berkhamstead, Little Gaddesden, Long Marston, Tring.

Character. The main point which distinguishes Bu. from Ox. or

D 15 from D 6, 7, is the entire absence of reverted (B) or retracted

(r ).
In the whole E div. the r when not preceding a vowel is

purely vocalised. After (aa, AA) it disappears. A native who can
read thinks that he "pronounces r" in part short, because it is to

him a symbol that the vowels become (aa AA) as in (paat shAAt),
and if he wrote pat shot without the r, he would say (pa*t shot)
with quite different vowels. To hear (part short) with real short

vowels and a truly trilled r would be shocking to him. He may
occasionally 'drawl' the words (as local authorities term the

change) into (pa^t sho'-et), but that is not usual. After (a, a) the

r is merely a symbol of lengthening ; culled, curled, are really (kald,

kaald), or (kald, kaald), and the speaker again thinks he 'pronounces
r '

in the second word because it causes him to differentiate it from

the first. After other vowels, or finally, he uses (13),
as

(Si?, ket?,

bwte), here, care, butter. But before a vowel the case is different.

Then he may trill r slightly, but the general practice seems to be

to use the imperfect (r ),
that is, the point of the tongue rises as if

to trill it, but it does not effect its purpose, and merely produces a

maimed effect. Both
(12,

r
)
in this connection arise from ('R), of

which they are simple degenerations. They are not imperfect
trills. But a gentle trill may always be used, and hence I have

introduced (i) as a '

permissive trill
' in writing received speech.

Here I generally abandon it, and write (r) for (r )
as a matter of

convenience before vowels, writing (r )
or using (B) in other cases.

Throughout the whole E. div. this treatment of the r is general,

not merely among peasants (where there are any), but among the

most educated and refined townsmen. As (n) is the mark of the

S. div., this (r , B) is the mark of the E. div. When final r has

been lost after (aa, AA, arer, B), or degraded to (B), and a word com-

mencing with a vowel follows, the r reappears as (r ), to avoid
^the

hiatus. This is 'euphonic r,' just as we have 'euphonic i/' in

Greek, and just as in French a lost final consonant reappears under
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similar circumstances, as *
il fai(t) froid, fai-il froid ? il a(), a-t-il ?

'

(il
fE fru#, fEt-l frua? il)a, at)il?). But peasants, and even

educated people, are apt to introduce this '

euphonic r '

after final

(aa, AA, sra, B), even when no r had originally existed, as (dhe
lAA-f-r B)dhB land, dhi a'fldiri3-}-r ov *t, B :tja'nre-|-r ormdi), the

law of the land, the idea of it, a China orange. This is a truer case

of euphonic (r ) than before, and quite organic, but is much resented

by those who have painfully learned not to use (+r )
under such

circumstances.

In giving the pron. noted by TH., who used final (r), but states

that he considers it a "weak r"
(|_r),

I retain his writing, but do

not agree with his appreciation, for so far as I can hear there is no
semblance of a trilled (r). See introduction to the M. div.

A- remains (era),
as in most of the S., as (leem, seem), lame, same, and A'-

remains (ire), as (tired), toad, with the usual variants.

JEG may also be (ee), or be recognised as (BE'*), as (sneel snEE'il), snail.

I' seems to have abandoned the (a'i) and rarely even reaches the (a'i) form, it is

usually (ai, a'i),
the last of which differs but slightly from (a'i) on the one hand,

and
(o'i, A'i) on the other. My informants usually select (o'i, A'i), that is, as

they write it, oy, to express this sound. But my observations on Bu. peasants, as

well as TH.'s, are against this change, though it may possibly
occur in D 16,

where A- degenerates to (ei, E'i, ai), so that a distinction is required.
U. Although this was avowedly (a, a) at Aylesbury, the following exceptions

occurred, which I conceive as (u}, because of the local separation from the M. (w )
:

(luv, kwm, b^fre
; wgli, drwqk, undv, toq, oqgra, up, thwre

; dv, vbuv
; nwtj),

love, come, butter
; ugly, drunk, under, tongue, hunger, up, thorough [but (ap

tharra) also occurred] ; dove, above [which had U'] and nwtj [which had Y].
At Wendover (5 sse.Aylesbury) I did not find these. From Buckingham n. -wards,

(u )
was the rule, or some mixture of (w , a), or of (o, u), and past the n. swm

line 1, as at Watford and Weedon only (MO).
U' is rather uncertain from want of sufficient instances, but (E'U) seems the rule,

although (a'u, a'u) also occur. This diphthong is specially variable in D 18. Of
course (a'w) is a survival of S.

The consonants are treated generally as in received speech. The initial (z, v)
have been replaced by (s, f), the aspirate is very uncertain, and (wh) always
becomes (w), as in polite London conversation.

Particulars are furnished in the following word lists, where, as

shewn, large portions were heard by me or TH. from natives, and
in the two annexed short examples, which indicate at least two if

not three varieties of existing pronunciation.

AYLESBTTRY EXAMPLE.

pal. by AJE. from dictation of Mr. R. E. Fowler in 1881.

1. A'i bi
[A'*' BT] B)gir*n te sii 1. I be [I are] a)going to see

em SUBH, A'*' tEl)i [tEl)jT?].
him soon

>
I tell)yeLW

2. bwt, A' s^^, faedh^r [ftedh^r]
2. But, I say, father and mother

mid madlrer v bibth a3n em taroVl ?
e
\
oth on

,.
them toriU lame with

., -., , . ,
-,

the rheumatism to-day.
w)dh'e ruu-m'etiz tvaee.

3.A^'b^(AV'Br)olmoost[olmuu^'st
3. I be (I are) almost afeared they

r stl Bfli-ed dhe want bi *?)getm ^^ 5?,
a)gettin^ about at

)
a11 for a

to come '
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4. t?n du^nt JB noo? dhee)ul bi

wmter,
mi -eloomi )dhi3 ool E'US.

5. wter 13! dhe gun
6. A' ddomit hegzae'

n0o
;
sum weei3z dE'w

A'* bb0v.

7. dh^)'l bi hevra SB loq 13wm.
S. as ired e dhast ji'sted^.

9. d*d)ju UE'W? u ta'wld JB?

10. nmtj gwd m<9 *'t duu)^m.
11. J^ slrel li'B drEkH as noo

dhee bi'e)kani/n oo'm [warn] Bgrn.
12. soo gwd

4. And don't you know? they)'ill
be off again before winter, and leave
me alone in the old house.

5. Where will they go to ?

6. I don't exactly know
; some

down in)the south, I believe.

7. They'll be ever so long away.
8. Us [we] heard of that yesterday.
9. Did you now ? who told you ?

10. Much good may it do)thera.
1 1 . You shall hear directly us know

they be a)coming home again.

12. So good night.

Notes.

1. I. Mr. ERF. said distinctly (A'i),

but I generally heard (ai, 'i) from the

labourers. / are is more frequent than

I be. The (r) is euphonic before a

following vowel, here and elsewhere.

2. father, though Mr. ERF. used

(se),
I heardrather (a) from the labourers.

4. know was distinct (00), not (noou).

The negative (no) is quite short.

(E'MS) was inclined to (aws) .

6. exactly, (hegzse-kli) is emphatic,

(teza3'kli) is the common form.

7. ever, the (h) is prefixed for em-

phasis only.
9. told. This (a'w) diphthong is kept

quite distinct from (E'U) .

CHACKMORE (1^ wnw.Buckingham) dt.

pal. 1881 by TH. from diet, of G. Cave, 71, gatekeeper to Stowe Park, native.

1. Q
r

i se*, meets, ju si na'w, 8Y)m raYt ^ba'wt dbat b't'l gjal kamm
frum dins skuul jond^r.

2. shi)z gu-m da'wn dhi3 ro^d dhfur tbruu dht? rad ge^t on dhu
and saYd (

e)dbB ro^d.

3. Ink jondur ! dh^ tj8^'ld)z gAn strE't u s

p te)dhu roq o'ws [roq

4. wi^r shi)l VET* la'ekb' fa'md dhat draqk'n dsf owld tjap BV dhu

nemi ^ :tom.

5. AA! OV)BZ now z
rm VETI WE!.

6. want dhi? owld tjap sun titj ^r not te kam dhiBr BgJEn, pu^r

tn/q !

7. Ink ! d'd'nt aV tEl JB sou.

Phrases, (ju ent 'B)gu m :dariu), you are-not a-going [to, omitted

dialectally] Dayrell (3 n.Buckingham). This omission of ' to
'

is gen. in the E. division as well as in Ch.

Mem. " r half reverted," possibly (r ).
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s.Bij., AYLESBURY AND "WENDOVER cwl.

Unmarked, word list written io. by Mr. John Kerseley Fowler, Prebendal Farm,
Aylesbury, and his son, corrected from diet, and pal. by AJE. with additions

marked E, heard by AJE. from farm labourers at Aylesbury, and a few words
marked H noted by TH.

W words from Wendover (5 sse. Aylesbury) pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Beeby.
' ' &W ' ' means that the last given pron. was heard at Wendover.
"WH "Wendover from Mr. Hallam's observations chiefly from Varney 82, and

Higgs 63,. who generally corroborated Varney, and from some others, (R) was
once heard from a woman.

(+r) means that euphonic (r )
was specially stated to be inserted before a

following vowel.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 beak. 4 teek tfok, W teBk [both (ee) and (!B) are used in these doubly
written words, as they are in D 4]. 5 me'ek mivk, W meek. 6 meud mml, WH
[old] m<?Bd, [now] meid. 7 seek siisk. 8 W eev. 9 bihEE'iv. 12 saa, WSAA+T.
13 naa. 14 draa. 16 daan. 17 laa, W lAA + r. ISWkeBk. 19 ted tM, W
ta'il [?]. 20 leBm Irem, W leBm &WH. 21 neem, WH n^m niem. 22 ternn

tiBm. 23 seBm siBm, W seBm &WH. 24 sheem shiBm, W sheBm. 25 me*Bn

m'ren. 28 eBr. 32 baadh. 38 rmllre. 34 last. 36 W thAA. 37 klaa.

A: 41 theqk. 51 maan, Wman. 54 wAAnt, W w&Bnt. 57 as. A: or 0: 58
W fran. 59 lam. 61 Binoq &W. 63 thraq. 64 W roq.

A'- 67 gu-in, W guu &WH. 70 W too. 72 W uu. 73 W soo. 74 E tiu,W tuu. 76 twBd. 81 lean, W leBn. 84 muuB &W [E (HIUB me dhat) more nor

that]. 86 wats, W oets ats, WH ww ts, WH wats. 87 W tlooz. 89 W booBth,
WH bueth. A': 101 W oek. 102 ast, asks. 104 ru^d &WH. 106 W
brAAd. 108 daf doo. Ill W AAt. 113 W uul, W wwl, WH w^ l. 115 woBm,
H bum, WH com. 121 H gAAn. 122 W nan. 123 notlren, W nothiqk.
124 E stuBn &W, WH stuBn. 125 oni &W. 129 gooBst.
M- 138 fasdhB f iBdhB, W feedhBr. 140 evl. 141 n<h?l. 142 SU^B! &WH,W snEE'il &WH [Varney gave (sneBl) and Higgs (snE"il)]. 143 teul, W tEB'il.

147 breBn, W brEE'm &WH. 149 W blesz. 150 liBst. 152 waatB &W.
M: 155 thetj &W. 151 aatB. 160 W eeg. 161 dee [see 438], W dEE'i.

163 lee. 164 mee. 166 meBd, W niEE'id. 167 de~Bl. 169 wen. 170 W
asrist. 172 graas, W graeaBs. 174 W eesh. 175 faast. 179 wot &W. 180

baath. M'- 182 see. 182 teetj [common], &W. 184 leed. 185 rml.

186 bret. 187 leev. 190 kee &W. 191 ill. 193 klmm, W tleen. 194 W
eeni. 197 W tieez. 199 Ueet &W. 200 weeBt. 201 eedh'n. 202 eet.

JE': 203 speetj. 205 tred [occ.J, W thred. 207 W niid'l. 213 eidhB, W
iidhB. 216 deel &W [but meaning wood (diil)]. 217 iitj. 218 ship &W.
219 W sliip &WH. 223 W dheB. 224 WIB &W. 226 [(raufest) almost].
228 swet swBE'it. 230 fot.

E- 232 breeBk &W. 233 E sp^k &W &WH. 235 W wiiv, WH W^BV.

236 W fiivB. 241 reeBn, W rEE'm, WH rmn. 247 ween, W wiin. 251 meet

&W, WH mB"it. 252 kit'l &W. 253 W net'l. 255 wedhB, wedB. E: 262

E weB [frequent, sometimes (wm)], W WEE'i &WH. 268 jeldest. 272 ehrai

&W.' 281 leqkt, W lEqkth. 282 streqkt, W strEqkth. 284 throsh, E thresh.

287 bezBm biisBm &W. E'- 294 fired, W feed. 299 W green. E': 305

ho't. 306 hekth [very common], E hekt. 307 na'i no'i. 308 W need. 314

tied. 315 W feeit. 316 W neks.

EA- 319 gaap &W. 320 keB. EA: 322 laaf &W. 323 W id'ut. 324

ed, W BB'it. 325 weBk. 326 ool [but (oolid)mra)], W oo\. 327 ba'tdd. 328

koold. 329 foold. 330 oold, W oolt. 332 ta'uld. 333 kaaf &W. 334 aaf

&W. 335 AA!. 336 fAAl. 337 WAA!. 343 W waam. 345 deB. 346 geBt
&W. EA'- 347 ed &W. 348 W o't. 349 W flu. EA': 350 W dEd.

353 H bred, W brad. 355 W dEf. 359 n<?^bB. 360 tiiBm, W tiim. 361

be^Bn, Eb^mz. 363 tjeep. 366 grat. 368 W dEth. 370Wraa'. 371 straa.

W straa1
. El- 376 b^t. El: 377 stEE'Bk. 378 W wiik.
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EO- 386 JOG &W. 387 W neu. EO: 393 bijamt, bige-n [the latter rare,
the (03) should probably be (a)],W bijend. 394 jinde jende [I heard the last] hinde

[all used], W ende, WH Ender [occ. jEnder]. 396 waak, W wak. 397 suued.
400 aanest &W. 402 E laan. 407 faad'n. EO'- 411 W thrii 413 W
divel. 417 tjAA. EO': 425 W b'it. 426 W fo'it. E helt [held].
428 H s/i, W sii. 430 W fraud. 436 W triu. 437 W triuth. EY- 438
dA'i&W [(dhet ptg)'l dVi te deei) said Mr. F., but (dhat pig ul di te deee) agrees
better with what I heard from the labourers].

I- 440 W wiik. 443 W fro'idi [see 512]. 444 W sto'il. 446 W no'in.

peez'n [pease, occ.], E peez. 449 W git. 450 "W tuuzdi. I: 452 E a1
* ai

[once only heard], A' &W, WH o'i. 458 no'it &W. 459 ro'it &W. 462 so'it

&W. 465 W sitj. 466 W tp'ild. 468 W tiilde. 472 W sriqk. 480

enithiqk sathiqk nathiqk [anything something nothing, the two last are also]
sathin nathen. 485 W this'l. 487 jiistedi. 488 W jit. I'- [I heard

(eft) not (o'i) from the people]. 491 so'i. 494 to'im &W. 499 biit'l. I': 500W lo'ik. 506 W oomen. 507 W wimin. 508 mo'il. 514 W A'S o'is a'is [the

diphthong apparently varies as at Aylesbury].
0- 521 fool. 524 W wa'-gl. 0: 526 kAAf &W. 527 bAAt. 529 brAAt.

531 daate &W. 532 W kool [no vanish]. 533 dal Au^. 536 guuld [but]
goold'n. 539 bol. 541 H wont. 543 E samthiqk an BUI [the (se) of Mr. F.
was rather (a) in the labourer's mouth]. 547 buuBd. 550 wgad. 551 W stAAm.
552 kAAn &W. 553 AAU. 0'- 559 madh^, W mwdlre. 564 sun, E sun.

0': 569 bwk. 570 twk. 573 flad. 579 nE'u- [never (tmaf )] &W. 595 fwt,
E fat fuut, W fat. 596 rfitrt. 597 sat.

U- 599 Bbwv. 600 l^v, W lav. 602 SE'M. 603 kam kwm [both are used; the

driver stands on the near side of the horse and says (kwm i'dhe) for go to the left,

and (drii AA! )
for to the right ;

the ploughboy will be directed to (pwl)im v lit'l muB
tut?d) pull him a little more towards, i.e. to the left]. 606 ddura &W, WH duer.

607 be^te. U: 608 wgli. 609 M. 610 wwl &W. 611 bwtek &W. 612
sam. 613 drwqk, W draqk. 614 E'wnd [apt to be nasalised, as (E' iund) and so of

the rest] &W. 615 pE'wnd. 616 E grE'wnd, W grE'wn. 617 ss'wnd. 620

ground. 621 WE'wnd. 622 wnde. 625 toq. 626 oqge. 630 wan. 632 wp,

ap [(ap) is the rule, I heard the groom say (kwp, k?^p) i.e. come up, to the horse].
634 ihuru thare [(tharet) throughout], W thruu. 635 wath. 636 faadis. 637
tash. 639 dast.

U'- 640 kE'u kJE'u kea'w [uncertain]. 641 B'W [verging to &'u]. 642 [not

used]. 645 duv [(dim) on the Chilterns]. 650 E ubjs'ut. 653 bwt,W bt
[occj.

TJ': 658 E dE'zm, WH da'wn. 659 WH to'un. 663 B'MS. 666 wzbend, W
azbt?n. 672 ss'ut [not (th)].
Y- 673 mwtj &W. 674 E ded. 676 W lo'i. 679 W tjati. 682 liit'l

[occ.]. Y: 685 ridi. 690 W ko'ind. 691 W mo'ind. 696 W bath. 700

was. 701 fast &W. 704 wiks'n. Y- 705 W sko'i. 706 W wo'i.

Y': 709 W fo'tn. 712 ma'wzBz [used].

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 722drera&W. 737 meet. E. 744 Wmeez'lz. 746 briid [always
with (d) not (dh)]. 748 [(kseh?) callow, unfledged, applied to birds only].

I. and Y. 756 W srimp. 758 W gsel. 760 shriv'ld red baali [shrivelled eared

barley was used for chevalier barley]. 0. 761 lo'ed, W loed. U. 808

pat &W.

ni. ROMANCE.
A- 810 W fees. 811 plies plees &W. 813 biek'n, W beek'n. 816 W

feed. E heel [flail]. 824 tiiie. 827 eege. 828 W eege. 830 treeen.

834 sh^'j [&W for a perambulator]. 835 r^z'n. 836 s^z'n. WH wEs'l

[vessel]. 847 W deendje. 852 sepen [by old people]. E- 867 t^'j.

thetjez [vetches]. 874 reen. 885 WH WET*. fie [a fair].
te-reb 1

[a common intensitive, occasionally (terirb'l) to increase the effect].

saatin. WH sarvent [servant]. 890 W beest biist. 891 f^st. 894

dis^-v &W. 896 b^ve. I-andY- 898 W no'is. wilij [village].

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1625 ]
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wint?ger [vinegar]. 901 waielit, W va'ilit [not (o'i) not (w)]. "WH
wit'lz [victuals].

0-- 913Wk6etj. 914Wbroeti. 916 din-en, W a'injen. 918 W feeb'l.

920 paint [and 'pint' is (po'int)]. 929 W ka'ukembe. 940 W koet [an under-

petticoat]. 947 bo'il, W ba'il. 948 ba'wl. 959 W kenwee-ens. U- 965

ail, W a'il. H art [hurt, TH. found the (r) was "
stronger than at

Dunstable, on the way to reverted, something like n.Sh." I failed to hear it,

and should have written (aat)].
E Note, a approach (a) rather than (ae) ;' (e, E) were used uncertainly ; (o, o)

I could not feel sure of, nor of (a, a) ;
the \ approach (ij). I think rather ()

than (w ), (h) occ., wh = (w). I did not hear (w) for v; (ee, ee) uncertain, did

not hear (<^'j), and heard (oo) not (oo'w) ; (B'M) had no prominent (E), but it was
not (a'w).

n.ETJ. cwl.

B Buckingham and Clackmore (If nw.B.), wn. in 1881 by TH. (w
3
)

is a sound intermediate to
( , a) and most like (w ).

TH. hears a very
faint (r), which he calls

" common English r
"

;
sometimes he hears a faint

reverted r (LR) ;
and he heard reverted or retracted (L) in ale, bell, Bill,

children, girl, he'll, milk, silk, tail, possibly an individuality. Usages, I

are
(
= am), you be, they be. The I' TJ' are very refined, as (a'i Q'U] in place

of (o'i E'W).
H Hanslope (10 ne. Buckingham), pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Cox, native.

T Tyrinham (13 ne. Buckingham), from Rev. J. Tarver's wl. io.

I. WESSEX AND NOESE.

A- 21 T nam, H neem, B neimz niemz. 24 T sham, H sheem. 31 leet.

33 HT ra-dhe. A: 43 T hond, H gend, B and. 44 T lond. 50 T taqz. 51

HT mon, B man. 54 H waent. A: or 0: 61 T emoq, H emaq. 64

B roq\ A'- 67 B gu gou. 76 T toed, H tued. 86 T oets, H outs ats.

89 H bueth. 92 B now. 95 B throw. A': 102 T aast. 104 T roed,
H rued, B rowd. 110 B a'i shant [I sha'nt]. 113 H wwl. 115 T ham, H
oem, B 6m. 117 B won. 121 B gAAn. 122 B nou. 124 T stan, HB stutm.

125 H ooni. 130 T boet. 131 T goet.
JE- 138 T feedhe, H faadher. 143 B tern,. B stee

L
nz [stairs]. 152

HTwaate. M: 155 HT thek. 158 T aate. 160 H eeg. 161 Bdei.
163 T lo'i. 166 T meed, H niEE'id. 170 T heeevist. 171 HT b&di. M'-
183 B teitj tiitj.

190 B k&, HT kee. 194 HT om. 195 HT meeni. 200 B
weit wiet [occ.]. A': 213 HT eedlre. 218 HT ship. 223 H dhm?, B
dhi^LR. 224 HT wiie, B wit;r. 230 T fot.

E- 233 HT sp?k, B speik. 236 T ieeva, H fiiv. 241 H rein. 243 B
plei. 252 H kit'l. E: 260 B lei. 261 B sei. 262 HB wei. 263 B
Bwei. 265 H street. 272 T helem [? h]. 280 B haVm. 281 H lEqkth.
282 H strEqkth. H niestiz [nests]. E'- 299 B griin. 300 T ksp
[? kept]. E': 306 T heet. 312 B ier. 314 B ierd. 315 HB fit.

EA- B eiel [ale]. 319 HT gaap. EA: 323 HT fa'wt. 324 B eit.

326 T a'wld, H ool, B 6wld. 328 T ka'uld. 330 HT oolt. 332 T ta'wd. 333

T keef, H kaaf. 334 T heef, H haaf. 343 T waam, H WAAHI. 346 HT
gent, B giut, [middle class, usual] geit. EA'- 347 T iied, B tfd, H Ed. EA':

355 B dBf . 361 B bienz. 366 B grst. 370 H rAA-fr. 371 T straa, H
strAA+r.
El- 373 T dho'i, B dhei. 374 T naa. El: 377 T steek. 378 HT

week. EO- 383 B SEb'm. 386 HT soo. 387 T nuu.

EO: 388 B ma^k [reverted (L), and the Sm. intermediate between (a, i) p.

146], B sa lLk [silk, see 388]. 398 T steev. 400 T eenest, H aanest. 402 HT
laan, Blarn. 406 T aath, H ath. 407 T fmlhin faad'n. EO'- 411 B frii

("very often]. 420 T fa'ue, H foe, B fower. EO': 425 HT lo'it. 427 B
6/i. 436 H triu. 437 H triuth, B tra'uth. EY- 438 HT do'i [? (da'/)].

I- 443 HT fro'idi. 444 T sto'il. 449 HT git. 450 HT tuuzdi. I:
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452 HT o't, B a't at. 458 HT no'it, B na'it. 459 HT ro'tt. 465 HT stti.

466 T tp'ild. 468 B tjiiLdnm [(u) verging to (u )
and (L) reverted]. B

ru n ran [run, some vowel intermediate to (u , a)J. 482 B Ent eint [ain't, is it

not?] I'- 490Tbo'i. 494 T to'im, B ta'im. 496 T o'rtm. 498 T Wit.
I': 500 HT lo'ik. 502 T fa'iv, B fa'iv. 503 HT lo'if. 504 T no'tf. 505
T wotf. 506 HT ernitm.

0- 519 B 6?<vtjr. 0: 525 B AA [off]. 531 T daate, H daatB

[but my (gael) is more usual]. 541 B a'i want [(a) approaching (MO)]. 543 B
an An. 0'- 555 B shuu shce'u. 559 T miahB [?], H mam mw dlre. 564
B sit n. 0': 579 T Bniu, H Bnaf [was the only form known] . 587 B du n
592 HT SOB.

U- B ud [wood]. 603 B kam. 605 T son, B su n [when used]. 606 B
du8 L

R. U: 610 T 1. 612 B sw *m. 614 T and [?]. 615 T pan. 616
T grand. 622 T onde. 629 B son'. 632 B M p. 633 B ku

o'p. U': 658
H dE'-wn. [and so on for the rest, but the diphthong is rather uncertain, and may
be (a'u). Miss Cox used (E'W) herself, and was unable to decide]. 663 B a'us.

667 B a'wt.

Y: 700 T was. 701 HT fast. Y- 705 HT sko'i.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 B meit mint. E. 749 B Mt. 0. 761 HT 16t?d. 767 T
na'iz. 790 T gE'wnd. U. 803 B dje* mp. B fon [fun]. 808 T pat.

in. EOMANCE.

A- 810 H feus. 811 H plees [pi. pleBs'n]. 813 T bi^k'n, H besk'n.

824 T tj^B, H tjfo. 827 H eege. 828 H eege. 840 T tjaambu [not a bed-

room, but any other room]. 852 T lepun. 862 H serf. 866 H pou.
E-. 867 H tee, B tet. 878 H saeltsrt. 879 HT iee-meel. 888 H saattn.

890 H biBst [pi. (biBstiz, biBs)]. 896 T biivB [in common use]. I and Y.
898 B na'is. 904 T vo'ilet.

0.. 913 Tkotj. 914 brutjtj. 920 H pa'mt. 923* H mo'ts. 926 H
spa'il. B tt/ n'l tw n'l [tunnel]. 939 H kloBs. 940 T ko^t, H km?t [under

petticoat, the outer is skirt]. 942 T batp. 947 H ba'il. 954 T kash'n.

U- 963 TkMra'tt. 965 H a'tl.

T (watjed) wet-shod, (ankid) wretched, a few broth. B (di ar) I are. TH.
hears a faint

(r),
but to me it was quite inaudible.

D 16 = ME. = Mid Eastern.

Boundaries. Begin at Harwich at ne. corner of Es. Go along n. b.

of Es. till you reach Cb. Go along first the s. and then the w. b.

of Cb. to Peterborough, Np. Go w. along n. b. of Hu. to its nw.

corner about AVansford, Np. (In the map the line accidentally falls

a little s. of this border, and does not quite pass through Peter-

borough.) Go wsw. across Np. to Buckingham, Np., at sw. angle

of Et., passing s. of King's Cliffe, Kp. Go sw. along the n. b. of

tfp. to Watling St., near Crick. Then go se. across Np., by the b.

of D 6, passing e. of Watford, through Long Buckby, where turn

s. and pass e. of Daventry and Weedon, where turn more se. near

Pattishall, and proceed s. of Blisworth and w. of Towcester, and

continue to b. of Np. and Bu. at about Hartwell, tfp. Pursue first

the n. and then e. b. of Bu. to Gt. Gaddesden, Ht., and then pass

s. across the w. horn of Ht. to strike the b. of Bu. again just about
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Whelpley Hill (4 ssw. Gt. Gaddesden). Go e., passing s. of Hemel
Hempstead, Hatfield, and Hoddesdon, Ht., n. of Waltham Abbey,
Es., ne. of Epping, and w. of Brentwood to the Thames at Tilbury.
Then go down the Thames, and round the e. coast of Es. to the

starting-point, Harwich. It will be observed that borders of

counties are much followed, betraying imperfect information. The
line which forms the s. b. is quite uncertain, see D 17. The two
lines through Np. are fairly correct, being founded on TH.'s
numerous observations. The line across the w. horn of Ht. is

rather conjectural, but I have been informed that that horn does

not differ from Bu.
Area. Most of Es. and Ht., all Hu. and Bd., and the middle

of tfp.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following names, where
* means vv. per AJE., f per TH., ||

in so., in io.

d. Ampthill, *|| Bedford, fDunstable, Edworth, Flitwick, tGirtford,

Harrold, Hatley Cockaine, Melchbourne, *Ridgmont, f Sandy, fSharnbrook,
Thurleigh, fTilbrook, Toddington, t Upper Dean.
Es. Black Notley, Bradfield, fBraintree, Brentwood, Brightlingsea,

tChelmsford, Elsenham, f Great Chesterford, Great Chishall, Great Clacton,
*t Great Dunmow, Great Easton, Great Saling, t Great Shalford, fHenham,
|| Ingatestone, *Maldon, t Newport, Paglesham, fPanfield, Rayne, Southend,

Stanway, fStebbing (Bran End), *Thaxted, Witham.
Ht. Anstey, fArdeley, f Bishop's Stortford, Boxmoor, fBraughin,

t Buntingford, Furneaux Pelham, Gilston, Great Gaddesden, Great Hormead,
flladham, Harpenden, f Hatfield, Hemel Hempstead, f Hertford, f Hertford

Heath, Hitchin, St. Albans, Sandridge, t Sawbridgeworth. fStapleford.

*fWare, *Welwyn, Weston.
Hu. Alconbury, t Godmanchester, Great Catworth, t Great Gidding, Great

Paxton, f Great Stukeley, Hamerton, Hilton, f Holme, Houghton, t Hun-
tingdon, Keystone, tKimbolton, t Little Stukeley, fOldFletton, Pidley, fSt.

Ives, fSawtry, Somersham, fStaneley, f Stilton.

Np. tBlisworth, fBrixworth, fClayCoton, fDenton, Duston, *EastHaddon,
t Great Houghton, fHackleton, Hannington, t Hardingstone, Hargrave, Har-

rington, flrchester, tlslip, f Lower Benefield, fLowick, f Nether Heyford,
*t Northampton, fOundle, fSibhertoft, tStanion, fSudborough, fThrapston,
tWelford, fWellingborough, West Haddon, fYelvertoft.

Character. This is a long straggling district, and between the n.

in Np. and the s. in Es. there can be little or no connection. But
I have found it impossible to divide the district by any definite

lines, and have felt it best to consider the different counties in-

volved as forming
l

varieties,' and very slight such varieties are.

The general character is

A- remains (e^) only among very old people ;
hut becomes (ai, E'i, a

!

i)
in different

parts among the younger people. Thus, a Mrs. Clarke, about 73, at Ardeley
called apron (E'ipren), hut said her grandmother called it (<?Bpmi). Sometimes the

women have made the change only, thus at the last-named place both Calvert 77
and Clarke 73 said (meet) mate, in which the (B) is merely omitted

;
but their wives

said (mE'it meit) respectively. It is certain then that this (ei, E'i), which is now
so characteristic of D 16, is of recent growth, and has arisen from (ee), which
with

(Ira)
is prevalent all over the S. div., just as (ai) in the M. has grown out of

(ara), an alteration of (a). Alphabetically, the letter a is called
(a'i).A is still occ. (UTS) as an old form, hut falls into (OTJ), and thence into (6w, ou).

I' becomes quite (A'i), and the letter i is so called alphabetically ;
it is thus

practically distinguished from a (E'i).
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TJ' has similarly to be distinguished from (on), and hence (a'w, du] were ousted

hy (E'U, e), which is the general form.

These characters appear pretty generally in all the varieties,
which I propose to pursue and exemplify in the order Var. i., Ht.

;

Var. ii., Bd.
;

Var. iii., Hu.
;
Yar. iv., Np. ;

and then, starting
from Ht. again, proceed to Yar. v., Es., which leads directly to the
e.London variety of D 17.

YAH. i., HERTFORDSHIRE.

There were three principal centres of information. 1. "Ware,
where I had a vv. cs. from a native, checked by TH.'s observations

;

2. Ardeley, where I had first much information from Rev. C. Malet,
and then had it checked by TH. in a journey made on purpose; and
3. Welwyn with Hitchin.

1. The Ware speech is well exemplified by the following cs.,

with the cwl., which includes the words observed by TH.
2. Ardeley was recommended to me by the gentleman who gave

me the cs. of Ware, and with much difficulty, owing to want of

phonetic knowledge on the curate's part, I obtained a sufficiently

intelligible version, but this was excellently supplemented by TH.'s

visit, when he had the good fortune to be assisted by very old

peasants, whose information is embodied in the cwl.

3. Welwyn I had hoped to have settled by a w. from a native

student at Whitelands Training College, but it was spoiled by the

peculiarity of her education, and I am indebted to an old college

friend, Mr. C. W. Wilshere, who lives at Welwyn, for a dt. for

that place and also from Hitchin; but as they were written in

unsystematic orthography, there is much that is conjectural in my
pal., the interpretation being often derived from the other sources.

Finally, I add a few words from Harpenden and Hatfield, to

shew the nature of the dialect at the borders of D 17.

There are very few points to be noticed. One is the partial use

of (w) for (v) more developed in Es. and D 19, which we also met

with in D 9, p. 132. The use of 'together' in addressing several

people, and 'it do ' for c
it does,' are more developed in Cb. and D

19. The use of the aspirate varies, but it is generally omitted.

WARE cs.

pal. hy AJE. in 1876, from the dictation of Mr. J. W. Roderick, a native

of Amwell (1 se.Ware), who considers that the specimen he gave applied to

a district from Great Munden (6 n.Ware) to Broxbonrne (4 s.Ware), and from

Watton (6 nw.Ware) to Widford (4 ene.Ware). Drawing lines e. and w.,

n. and s. through these extremes, we get a large district including Hertford and

Stapleford, but excluding Welwyn and Ardeley. TH. endeavoured to verify the

indications here given. At the end I collect the principal words of this cs. m
a cwl., adding the words obtained by TH. at Ware, Hertford, Hertford Heath,

and Stapleford. The introductory (i)
was found at Ware by TH., but the

nasalisation was not observed at Ware, and neither were observed elsewhere.

TH.'s chief time had been devoted to Ardeley, and he was unable to do much in

the other places.
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0. wo* :djioo c
n EZ n&>B dewts.

1 . WE'B!, niBbB, Jiu Bn ii urn bMMBth leaaf Bt dlus nmz -6 mom.
{u ki'iBrz ? dhaat)s nadhBr (IB rm dhiiB.

2. fiu mEn doi kBz dhee)B leaaft Bt, wii nwwBZ, dwBnt)Bs ? wAAt
shwd miBk Bin ? t)ii)nt wer* 16*kli es)t ?

3. ewsBmE'vB dhiBS UB)Z dhe triuth B dire MBS, soo dj*'st
owd JB

rew, mest, Bn bi kt#6*Bt t*l O*)B dan. Ks'n.

4. 6*)m sat'n 6* ired ^m siee^', sam 13 dhee piip'l in we^nt thriu

dhB uml th^'q frem dire fast dh^sElfs dhaat oi dnd, si^f eni88f .

5. dhaat dire jaqgest san ^insElf, 13 griist bd 'B nozn, niu iz

feaa
(
dh^z VO^BS 'Bt waans, dhoo t)wAAz SB kwii^r im skwiik^n, 'en

6 /

Bd)trast)'Bm)t spirBk dhe triuth an* diee^', aa, 6i 'wud.

6. ^n dh)6wd wwmen 'BSElf, '1 tEl Em ov J^ dhat liaaf nie<w, ^n
tEl JB strict AA tiu, ^rewt nB boodh^, ef Jiu)l ooni seks)B, UUB wibnt

7. liBstwiBz shf tuuld ^t 'mil wen 6 aekst)^, tiu)B thrii^ toimz

, sh)dnd, 'un *shii wwet noot tiu bi roq on
se'tj

TB pamt eez dhi^s
waat dm viu thz^qk ?

8. WE!, BZ 6e WBZ ^)see'im shii)d tEl)j^ ew, wii^r, -Bn wEn shi

fiemt dh^ draqk^n bii^st sh^ kAAlz ^r azbim [owd maBn].
9. shi SWWB sh)sd)i?ni wi 'Br 6ot?n oiz Tjlor^n strietjt at fuul

K^qkth oon dh^ griewnd, tn z gw^d sandi? kwwet, klww^s bo/ dh^

[b^ dh^] dww^r ^dlre IE'WS diewn ^t th)ktfcw^nBr i3)dhi3 li'^n md^.
10. ii WBZ 13 womBn [lewl^n] BweeB, sez shii, fer AA! dh^ wald

16^'k -B sii^k tjio^ld [tjiaYld] Br B 1/t'l gJEl B freBten.

11. Bn dhaat aapund BZ shii Bn Br dwwBtBr)m)laa kiiBm thriu

dhB biaek Jiaa
(
d frB aeqBn lewt dhB wiBt kMwBz tiu droe on B woshun

12. wo/1 dhB kflVl WBZ B ba/lBn B tw, wan fom bro/t saniBr

aatBnuun, wwBnb' B wiBk Bguu' kam neks thazde.

13. Bn d)jB num ? 6i nEVB laant Eni niiiwB dhBn dhnBS, B dhaat

ap tiu te dee*, BZ shiuB)z mo^ niBm)z :djaak :shpBt, Bn B

woont tiu nadhB, dhiiB niew.

14. Bn soo 6*)m guuvn trnBm tiu sa'pB. gii)not8t, Bn dwwBnt bi

SB kwJZBk tiu krwwB wwBVBr B MBI* Bgfn, wen i tooBks B dhw'Bs dhaat

B t)adliB.
15. ii)z B ww'Bk fwwBl, dhat d^iA^Bz Briewt MAA'Z tB. Bn dhaat) s

mo* liaast wad. fa,B JB WE!.

Notes to Ware cs.

1. neighbour, the final r is entirely
absorbed in the vowel, here and else-

where.
2. it is not, distinct (tiint) not

(tiient). very, v is constantly pro-
nounced as w, but not conversely.

3. this here
1

s
; very short fracture in

(dhn?s). hold, doubtful whether (a'udj
or (6d) and maybe (owd). row, noise.

I are done, I are for I am and that

for I have, as usual. (6i -aae) I are, an

emphatic assertion, and (U)B) he are

are common, so also thou, we, you am,

(dhew)m wii)m jiu)m) ; they be some-

times, but in answer to a question

they're, them audit's me (dhee)'e dliEm,

it)s mil) are used.

4. I am with an adjective predicate,
not I are. certain, not (sat'n). say,
the nasality occurs only when the word
is very prolonged. people, folk is not

usual. enough, this was the best imita-
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tion I could give, the (i) very short, the nrent) joint, oil, ointment, (iit?r ail)
(99) long, but I was not satisfied with hair oil, and similarly (riren, driren,
the last vowel. rirelweei

triitm) rain, drain, railway
5. great (goat) is never used. knew, train.

(niu) distinctly, not (m'u) . voice, 9. yonder is very commonly called

though this is a common word, (w) is (indu). We have the various forms
not used. day, the (ee) is not nasal, (jondeR jandtjR jindtjR) in S. dialects

(diie) pec.,
the prefixed (I) was not and (jende, jinde, inde) in E. dialects,

heard in par. 11 and 13. aye, also but whether (inde) represents yonder or

(JIBS) yes. hinder is not clear.

6. ask, distinctly (seks), not
(aksj.

14. goodnight, almost (gtj)n6rt).
At Albury (8 nne.Ware) (jiee^ks) is 15. fare ye well, good-bye would not
heard. he used except for a long absence,

7. point, distinctly (paint) Avhile pint (tataa-) may be heard, but it is not
is (point) similarly (djaint, ail, aint- very common.

se. HT., WARE, etc.

Unmarked words from Mr. Eoderick's cs. for Ware, with others given by him.W wn. by TH. at Ware from Goldstone 29, and W2 Saunders 12, natives.
H wn. by TH. at Hertford from Seymour 71, and HH. Hertford Heath

(2 se. Hertford).
S wn. by TH. at Stapleford (3 n.-by-e.Hertford). All in 1884.

i. WESSEX AND
A- W2 [letter A =

(ai)]. 5 mrek, W mE'ik. 8 W jev, W2 EV, H. <mt

[have not]. 17 laa, W IAA. 19 HH tE
n
iul. 21 nrem, W2 nE"im. faau

[fare]. 34 Mast. A: 39 kirem. 49 aeq. 53 W2 ka3'n. 54 woont. 56
wosh. A: or 0: 60 loq. 64 roq, HH roq.

A'- 67 gwwen, W [between] ego^-in, T;g0win, W2 gowin. 69 W nou.

72 iu, W2 uu, W uu wu. 74 tiu, H tt'u. 79 oovn. 81 lien. 82 waans.
84 miiuu, H mfo. 87 Uiiuvz. 89 bwwjth, W b<mth, W2 bowth. 92 niiuu.

94 krwu. A': 102 ffiks [at Albury (jiaB'ks)], W ask. 105 H rikd. 106
H brAAd. 110 noot. Ill umt. 113 uwl, W oo.L 115 umm, W 6m, II

com 6m. 117 wan, HH eloon [alone]. 120 Bguu'. 122 noov. 125 oonli

werenli. 137 nadhe, W nEdhB.
JE- 138 feaa^dh^, WW2H faadh^. 144 ^gin. 150 liust. M: 154

biaek. 155 HH thEtj. tegJE-dhu [together, addressing several persons].
- W ad [had], W2 Ed. 151 aate. 161 deei, deei, di^, W dE

M
i, W2 dai,

II da. 169 wEn. 173 WAAZ. kaat [cart]. 177 dhaat [F (dhat)]. 179 WAAt.
J?E'- 194 Eni. 200 HH wit. M 1

: 209 nEVt?. 220 ship^t. 222 lie.

223 dhiiB, W dheB. 224 wire. 227 wi^t.

E- 233 spiiek. 241 rii^n, W rE
M
in, W2 rain. 244 WE'B!. 252 kit'l.

E: 256
str'retj. 261 sTee

ti,
esee-en [a-saying], W sE

n
i. 263 eweei?, W

BWEn
i. 265 strict, W strE'it. 276 thuuqk. 279 we<nt. 280 W -lEv'n.

281 liuqkth. E'- 297 ffib. E': 307 HH ndi. 312 ire. 316 neks.

EA- 320 kiira-. EA: 322 leaaf llaaf, WW2HH laaf. 326 owd, W
OMLld, W2 owld, H [between] 6u\ ou\. 330 owd, W 6w[ld. 332 tuuld. 335

AA! & H. 338 kAAl. 340 jiaa
t
d. EA'- 348 6i. 349 fiu. EA': 357

dhoo. 359 neeba. 366 griet, W grE'it. El- 372 aa. 373 dhee. El:

378 wiiek.

EO- 383 W SEv'n. 387 niu, W nm & W2 . EO: 392 jaeh? [yellow].
394 indi?, W jonde [mostly, occ.] jindt?, W2 jonde [old (jinde)], HH jinde.

399 broit. 402 laant. 408 niu. 411 thriiB. 412 shi sh-. EO': 422

siiek. 435 Jiu, HHW ju. 437 triuth. EY- 438 doi, W dA"i, H
[between] daid dA"id. EY: 439 trast.

I- W2 [letter I = (AA'i)] 440 wiek. 446 noin. I: 452 6i, W di.

453 kw/ek. 458 gii)n6iBt [good-night], 465 sitj.
466 tjioild, titaild, W2

tjAA'ild. 469 wwl. winde [window]. 480 thiq. 482 tiint [it
is not],

W E"int tz'nt, W2 a'int. 484 dht'es dhuBs. I'- 492 W2 sAA'id. 494
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toim, H [between] tVim taim, HH tA
M
im. 495 woin. I': 500 16ik, W

Idtk & H. 596 wwnren. W2 [between] ai, a 1
* [hay]. 508 HH [between]

mA'ild, mdild. 509 woil. 510 moin, AV nu.
n
in, W2 mAA'in.

0- 519 WBVB WMBVB. 524 wald, W wa'ld waald. 0: 525, ii. AAf. 531

dwwete, W dAAte, HH dAAHu. 538 wwd. 541 wziimt, W2 wownt [sometimes

(want)]. 550 wad, H wod. 0'- 555 sb'm. 556 tiu. 557 tiu, H [between]
tm, ten. 567 t)adht. 0': 571 gtfed. 579 raiaaf, W unaf, W2 [between]
enaf, naf. 586 diu djient [don't], W dwu, H dm. 587 dan. 588 nuun.

592 SWWT?.

II- 603 kam & W. 604 sanre. 605 san, HH sa'n. 606 dww?. U:
609 fuul. 612 sam. 616 griewnd, W gna'wn. 623 fiewnt, W fta'wnd. 627
sande. 629 HH sa'n. 631 thazdi. 632 ap, W2 ap, H ap. 633 H [between]

kap kap. 634 thriu, HH thrwi. U'- 641 eu. 643 nie>, W nTa'w, W2

[between] ns'X ne^. 648 a'w^n [ourn, in "our mode of pronouncing"]. 651

meut eri4t [? is this there-out], W widhia^t. U': 658 diewn, W dTa%n, W2

d L
?E

M
Mn, H da"un da'wn, HH da"wn. 659 W2 tE

M
wn. 663 iews, W la'ws,

HH [between] E"S a"ws. 666 azben. 667 ieut, W B"t, H e'wt.

Y- 673 H matj. 674 diid. 677 droi. 681 biznis. 682 ltt'1. Y:
692 jaqgest. 694 H wak. 701 fast, WW3 faast. Y'- 706 woi, W
WAM

i.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 722 driiim. 726 tooek, H tAAk. 732 aapra. 737 meet, W mis'it.

-
djiABz [jaws]. E. 652 fre^t. I. and Y. 758 gjEl, W ga'l, H gjal,

Wo gja
1
!. 0. 767 W noiz. - H woe [worn]. 781 boodto. 789 rew,

Wti&. 791 boi, HH boB. U. 797 skidikra. 798 kwiiu. 803 djamp.
804 draqk'n.

in. EOMANCE.
A- 811 H pigs. 830 triimi, WtrE"in. 841 H tjaans. 857 kies. 862

sref. 864 kiAA'z [cause]. si a3se'vidj [savage]. E-- 867 tit & H. 885

WEri, W VEri [no w used for 0], W2 VEri, H [no w used for v], HH & S \}v

used for v~\. pigea5'tridi [partridge]. 888 sat'n. 890 biiest. ! and
Y- 901 foin, W2 fA"m. - W vi-nige [vinegar] & Wz [with v only].

point [pint], W [between] point pint, "W2 po'int.
- vit'lz [victuals],

& W, [adding, some say (wtt'lz)], HH & S wit'lz.

0-". 919 amtmnnt. 920 paint, W, poUnt. djaint [a joint].
925 v6tBS,W vo^s. 938 b&wm. 939 kltfaw. 940 kuuut. 941 tutfvl. 947 bail.

950 sa'pB. 955 dewt, W dta'wt. U- 963 k;6tBt, W kw;A
n
iut. 965 ail.

lewl [howl]. 969 shiue. 970 djist.

AKDELEY OR YAEDLEY (8 e.-by-s.Hitcliin) dt.

written by Rev. C. Malet, son of the Vicar, and palaeotyped by AJE.
from indications given by him. Mr. Roderick of Ware, Ht., said that

(:
jaa-dli :wud :iind) or Yardley AVood End was a famous outlandish place for

the dialect. From TH.'s observations it appears that long vowels are too

freely used in this translation.

1 . soo rti seeiz, meerats, jiu sii neew, dliaat o
x
e bii ro'e't,

abeewt dhaat ee^ liit'l gaal 'B-konrm from dh^ skiiul jaan-di?.

2. shii)z vgoo-m deewn dh^ roo^d dhee^ thriu dliB ree^d giret on

dhB Left aand so'l -B dli^ wee* lo^'k.

3. shiuE naf dh^ tjo'ld 13 gAAn stro''t ap tiu dim duu^r B dhu roq
eews.

4. wee^ shii 13! moost)Bn)iin fofnd dliaat draqk'n dee^f

tjaap n^em B :tAA'mas.
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5. wi aal ndo^z un VEI" WE!.

6. want dh)AAl tjaap szrun laan B not te diu rat agiwn
pwwe th^q !

7. link ! eeimt ut triru.

Very drawled. 4. most on end, sure that (mi) for (em) or (im) was
generally, surely, seared, shrivelled. used. No other authorities admit this

5. we all knows him. Mr. M. was strictly MS. form.

ARDELEY WOOD END (rjaadla :wwd :iind, :jarb' :wwd :iin),

(1^ se.Ardeley), cwl.

TH.'s observations on Darby and wife 48, Brown 86, Calvert and wife 77, Clarke
73 and wife 62, these are not here generally distinguished, as that would be

descending to personal differences, when there was substantial agreement, but
it was observed that the men inclined to older and the women to recent forms.

Darby used '

together' as an address to several, as (wre|_r JB gu-in, tegJEdhe?)
where are you going, you people ? Common in D 18 and 19.

B a few wn. by TH. at Buntingford (:ba-nifi3t) about 4 ne.Ardeley, chiefly from
F. Kimpton, labourer, 72. Mrs. K. said (it du) for it does. All wn. in 1884.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 5 meek. 21 nnmi n^m nE"im, B [between], nee^em nee|_im. A: 43
and. A: or 0: 64 [between] roq roq [or something between (roq, roq)].
A'- 67 guu go-in. 73 B sou. 74 tt'u. 81 l&ra, l^n, lE

M
in [Mrs. Clarke,

whose mother said (leVen)], B le^in. 86 6ts. 92 no^. A': 104 [formerly]
ruud, [now] rowd, [Brown and Mrs. Calvert], rood [Calvert]. 115 oom. 117
wwn.
M- 138 faadhe. M: B thstj. 161 dei, dee [Calvert], dE'

(

i [Mrs.

Clarke], fee\i [Clarke].
- stM [stale

=
handle]. wAps-iz [wasp-s]. 170

aLrvist-iz. glaas [glass].
- -

kjaat [cart]. M'- 125 oni. M': 226
mos ^n iin [most on end, generally].
E- 241 reea. [Calvert] TE" in [Mrs. C.]. E: 263 wee. 265 stra'tt streit

str?t, B streit. f ild 1 ilz [field fields]. E'- 299 griin. E': 314 i^d

&B. 315 fit.

EA: 326 owld, B 6?d, 6wlLd. 328 B kowld. jairn [earn]. 346 gM.
EA'- 347 E"id. EA': 355 dsf. 371 straa [Mrs. Clarke's grandmother].
EO- 383 SEv'm. EO: 394 jinde [Darby], jandt? [Brown], [both at B.J.
396 [between] wak wok. 402 laan, [between] IEEU laan [Mrs. Clarke],

I: 452 di. - bad [bird]. 459 rait ro'it ra'it. 466 tjatld tja"l.
469 wwl. 477 fa'ind fVind. 482 mt [aint, is not]. I'- 492 sa"id SA'id

[nearly], said, B sA"id [and all long I at B = (A
M
i)], B so'id. 494 tA'im & B.

I': 503 elA"iv [alive]. 510 mA"in.
0- bojBn [born]. 0: 531 dAAte. 541 wwnt wont wont. fAAk

[fork]. 550 wad. A"BS [horse]. 0'- 556 tfu. 560 skuul & B. 562

muun. 564 sfun suun so?'un. 0': 586 d/u. 588 nuun.

U- 603 kam. 605 su n. 606 dzhiu due due dce'ue [between (duB, doe)].

IT: 613 d qk, draqk.
-- wwndu [wonder]. 632 ap ap. 634 thrtu. U'-

643 [between] na'u, UE'U, [Darby and Calvert], na"w [Brown], nEM
w[Mrs. Clarke].

648 d'uun [our'n, ours], 650 uba'wt. U': 658 da"wn [between that and

(dE'un) Mrs. Calvert and B
;
between the two, Mrs. Clarke], B dLiE"wn. 659 B

t[_iE
M
wn, B tE'W. 663 a'us [between that and (E'US) Mrs. Calvert, B E'WS].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 meet [Clarke, Calvert], me" it [Mrs. Calvert], meit [Mrs. Clarke].

E. 749 lEft. I. 758 gjal gjal. 0. gra
n
ul |_g

row1]- U - 803

B [between] djamp, djamp. tan^ps [turnips].
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m. ROMANCE.

A -- 810 fees. deeum [dame]. 852 [Mrs. Clarke's grandmother
,
but the present pronunciation is E'ipren]. I and Y 898 na'ts.

said

901

fain. biffbeef]. B pamp [pump]. fust [forced]. tan

[turn]. 955 [between] dEMut da"ut [Calvert].
Note. Bno (w) for (v).

WELWYN (8 s.-by-e.Hitchin) dt.

pal. by AJE. from notes and indications by C. "W. Wilshere, Esq., of the

Frythe, Welwyn.

1. s00 &i SEZ, -meets, SEZ di, Jiu sii new BZ &u di)m ?dit obeut dhat

Ht'l gsel 'Bkamin fram dhB skuul jande.

2. shii)z vgoo'in dewn dhe rdo^d dheeu thruu dim rEd gait on dh^
fadhe [dhts] mid BV dhe wdi.

3. sniur imaf dhB tjcwld *'z gAAn strait Ep te dhB duut3r av dhu

roq ews.

4. we^ 8hii)l tjaans fomd dhat draqk'n duf wez'nd M^r av dhu
nm'm 12 rtomos.

5. wii AA! nooz ^m VEP?' wel.

6. woont dh^ ool tjaep suun laan)^ not te duu tt

7. Iwk-/ dhee^, ^<?nt it djEst BZ a ssd ?

Miscellaneous Welwyn Notes from Mr. TFilshere.

Y not sounded except before a vowel.

h initial almost unknown except
in him hern.

I be was constantly in use about 1 850,
and beant is universal now among old

people.
unked (aqkid), uncomfortable, dreary,
common.
like (lo'ik), a common qualifying

addition to adverbs. She looked at

me quite strange-like ; I thought she

knew him, they seemed quite friends -

like?

do (d/u), (o'i AA!BZ dm it, sou o'i

dt'u), I always do it, so I do. (i taanz

in dhee pwti rEglur B)no'its, i cUu) he
turns in there pretty regular at nights,
he do.

gave. In Welwyn (giv), in Hitchin

(gar).
audacious (ewdeei'shes), impudent,

common.
who (iu).

" I be-ant a-goin ther

ter-day." "They people over at Har-

ford aint [anciently beant] like we,"
"
Lookee, there, if that aint [or beant]

our Jim, dooant e jist look spry [(sprai)
not (spro'i)] since ee's biin keepin

company with Jane," universally used

for courting.

-en, in yearn hisw hem theim ousen

Tosen [at Welwyn].
town, up town, down town, always

without the article.

done,
' '

it was im as done it, she done

it, its er as done it, it's them as done it."

favour, "e (the os) favours is off

leg wus than yesterday," does not rest

on it being lame;
"

bless me ow she

dew favour her mother sure-lie," how
like she is to.

shut (shEt), shrink (sriqk), put (put],

foot (fat).

donkey female ass, the male being a

jackass, clock is feminine.

The indications were not sufficient for

me to give the pronunciation fully in

these notes.
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HITCHIN dt.

pal. by AJE. from notes obtained by C. W. Wilshere, Esq.,
of the Frythe, Welwyn.

1. soo o' SEZ, meets, SEZ o', Ju sii ras eu o'f)m ro*t abewt dhset
ltl tm [dhaet jsq gsel] i?z iz ^kanrin ewt)i3 skuuld jseirda.

2. shii-z Bgoo-m dewn [dae'wn] dhaet erc ruued dhe, thruu din?

red gfet i3)tEdhi3 [ajdht's] said 13 dire wee.
3. shiur 'enai* if shi ^(9nt 'B)gAAn ro^'t ap te dli^ duller 'B)dli^ roq

ews.

4. blEst if shi woont [bEt ^ pEn- shii)l] fo'md dhet draqkn ool

tjaep dhe^, w'z-'nd ool :tom,

5. wi AA! nooz im put'i WE!.

6. woont dhB ool tjaep suun
It3rn)i3 te t^igk kee^r ew shi daz it

En, puuB thmg !

7. lwk- dhe^ ! twwBld JB soo.

/ is distinctly broad (o'i). (unew) is said when it refers to the plural.

HAKPENDEN (4 n.St. Albans) cwl.

words from Mr. T. Wilson's dt.

I. WESSEX AND

A- 21 ntm. A: 43 8Bnd. A: or 0: 58 fan [?]. 64 roq. A'- 67

gu-in. 92 now. A': 104 rm?d. 121 gAAn. M- 144 Bgi-n. M: 177
dhot. M'- 183 teetj. ^': 223 dhiB. 224 wit?. E: 261 SA'*.

262 wcfi. 265 street. 266 wl. E'- 293 w^. 297 fselB B!B. EA:
326 owl. 346 git geut gset. EA': 355 dEth. EO: 394 JEnd.
EO'- 412 sh^ [V]. EG': 428 see [?]. 435 JE'M. 436 triu. I: 452
at [probably, uncertain]. 459 rA'it. 466 tp'ild. 469 wul [will]. 477 fo'md.

480 fiqk ftq thiqk. 482 eent [is not]. I'- 492 so'id. 0: 541 wwnt
want. 0'- 560 skuuld. 564 siun. 0': 579 BUE'?^. 586 diu. U- 606

duuu. U: 634 throe. U'- 643 IIB'M. U': 658 diE'wn. 663 E'WS.

ii. ENGLISH.

I. and Y. 758 gael. IT. 804 drwqk'n.

in. ROMANCE.
A- 841 tjAAns. E.. 885 WEIX U>- 969 sh'nre.

HATFIELD (6 wsw.Hertford) cwl.

wn. in 1884 by TH., chiefly from J. Hart 62, and his wife.

I. WESSEX AND NOKSE.

A- 4 teik. 5 meik. 8 ent [hasn't]. A'- 74 te'u. 82 wans. A': 104

^d [old form (rued)]. 121 gAAn. 128 dho'wz. 2E- 144 Bgje-n. EA:
326 owl. 346 gjeit. EO: 394 jande. 402 laan [old form]. EO'- 411
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thrii. I: 466 tjail. 480 Enitluqk [anything]. iten [hitting]. I'- 492
said. 0: 541 w6ntwtmt. 0': 586 dVu. 587 [between] da

1

n, da' n.

U- 606 doe. U'- 650 eba'wt. U': 663 [between] o'ws, B'MS.

u. ENGLISH.

A. 714 lad [used more than boy], I. and Y. 758 gjal [old form, Mrs.
H. said between] gjal gjse'l. 0. lAAst [lost]. 791 boi [more often lad].

m. ROMANCE.

A-- gaad'nin [gardening]. 0-- pamp [pump].

VAR. ii. BEDFORDSHIRE.

The Bd. var. is scarcely distinguishable from the Ht. We have
Batchelor's account written 80 years ago, and it scarcely differs

from the present pron., as shewn by the following dt. from Ridgmont
and the cs. from Bedford. It is sufficient to leave these to tell

their own story.
T. Batchelor in 1809 wrote an "

Orthoepical Analysis of the

English Language to which is added a minute and copious analysis
of the dialect of Bedfordshire," 8vo. pp. viii. 164. This differs

from ordinary writing about dialects by being written in a systematic

character, and therefore I deviate from my usual habit of disregard-

ing printed books. All is here given in the best pal. interpretation
I could assign. But of course difficulties and uncertainties abound.

Thus, (e, E) are quite uncertain, and hence (ew, E'W). Similarly,

(a, st),
and hence (a'*, aV), are also uncertain. The simple (e, a)

are therefore alone used. B. has no other way of expressing (ii,

uu) but by the equivalents of (j, ww), which might mean (zi, tin),

but I interpret them as (ii, uu) for simplicity. B.'s r is said to be

always
"
smooth," and that means most probably, as generally in

E. div., before a vowel (r) or (r ), and when not before a vowel

simply (B) ;
but to indicate his usage,

*

permissive r
'

or (i) is

here employed. For the simple (B) see the following cs. and
dt. B. gives a very long list of principally "accidental" errors

of pronunciation, and a large number of u
colloquial phrases or

low vulgarisms." The first I give to a small extent in a cwl.

and a few of the latter are also added. But to go into the whole
would be to give undue prominence to the district. His rules for

pronouncing the dialect in 1809 amount to the following, the

examples and pronunciation are his own.

1. ow generally
=

(eu), this refers to the words with U' (neu kew dheu ieul

eul), now cow thou foul owl, and 0' (pleu) plough, and with the French OU (veu,

uleu} vow, allow. He takes the received diphthong as (6u).
2. Long u is generally (iu), as (triu, trius) true, truce, and in French words

(mmz, rtVin, m'wzens, krtVil, situs) muse, ruin, nuisance, cruel, sluice.

3. ai ay = (eei] in (deei weei seei neeil reeil) day way say nail rail and French

(peei peeil), but a followed by a consonant and final e is
(era, ee, eera), for which I

usually write (ee), as (seeel seeil) sale sail, (tee^l teeil) tale tail, (mee^l meeil)
male mail, (peeel peeil) pale pail. This corresponds to the treatment of A-,
JEG-, EG, to which other Saxon and French words are levelled up, thus he
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gives also (weeui teeBi geeet) wear tear gate, and (greets pleetjs speeds peetu)
grace place space, pear & pair. And he says (nee^shen stee^shen) nation station
occur in n.Bd.

4. ea and long e before r = (), for which I usually write (IB), these words are
from various sources (Mist miet swi^t bi^t f iiu :djiBmz piei biBj) heat meat sweat
beat fear James peer beer.

5. oa and before a consonant followed by e =
(tin), as (muim grton thrust buet

tuen supuBZ, befuBr muiu flum) moan groan throat bought tone suppose before
more floor; here whatever has (oo, oo'w) in received speech is levelled up. But
B. adds not in "

hope home rope spoke oak told mould sold soul roll," and not in

(noou dlwotf doou kroo*) no though doe crow, so that each word would have as
usual to be separately acquired.

6. o short before (k, g, q) is (o), as (brok strok spok fok) broke stroke spoke
folk, (dog hog rog) dog hog rogue, (soq loq roq) song long wrong. This rule is

difficult, the o being (now at least) often long in rs.

7. (aq, aqk) of rs. become (wq, wqk), as (suq dwq hwq drwqk mwqk trwqk swqk
bwq nmqgril umuq) sung dung hung drunk monk trunk sunk bung mongrel among.

8. oi, oy become (a'i) in (bra'il spa'il h'il be'il sa'il a'il a'intment na'iz taima'al

ra'ial) broil spoil foil boil soil oil ointment noise turmoil royal; but is (o'i) in

enjoy noise [as well as (na'iz) ?] voice choice toys boys = (bo'iz) .

9. r is not pronounced before s followed by e or by a consonant, as (fost dast

wast kuEs fUBS AAS bAAdiu bath wath wwstid) first durst worst course force horse

border birth worth worsted. Here we have not always simple omission.

10. -ow final is often (iu), or more probably (-B) except when a vowel follows,

(elbs mete na3re wind^) elbow mellow narrow window, also (a'idiie p^teeite .-se-frike

rtjeini) idea potato Africa Chinaware.
11. -nge final = (nzh) not (ndi) as (streeinzh reeinzh meeinzh sprinzh twinzh

sinzh swinzh) strange range mange springe twinge singe swinge.
12. -ing of participles is (in), as (siqin) singing, (gu'in) going.
13. wh initial is simple (w), as (wot) what.
14. h initial generally omitted, as

(i
iz im) he his him, but sometimes inserted

in the wrongplace, as (hAAl hewl hAAd^j h8eksh8e*nda'i"Bn) awl owl order axeandiron.

15. -aiv final generally
=

(-aa), but the custom is disappearing, (laa saa klaa)
law saw claw.

16. er, ir followed by a consonant is (ai), meaning really (aa, aa), and unaccented

seems to be
(-BJ)

or simply (B) ; (peahaps p^jsweed pait masifwl paas'n) perhaps

persuade pert merciful person.
17. unaccented (B) takes the place of long o and even a in initial, middle and final

unaccented syllables, as (rnrasBns Bkai- Bfe-nd -elton ukewnt) innocence occur offend

alone account.

I are for I am is common, he'm she'm we'm you'm they'm, are used by a few.

On b. of Bu. I be, ye be, are heard.

Batchelor's Bd. Sentences. Only a few are given.

1. (wot 13 vaas sa'/t 13v fok), what a vast sight of folk.

2. fail bi wu)ji8 nekst weez), I'll be with)you next ways, i.e. I'll

come soon.

3. (hii)z loq B dhi3 bak an am), he's long of the back on him, i.e.

he has a long back.

4. (dhi'ez T8i gwd wi^ts, baajh'z), these are good wheats, barleys,

etc., i.e. good kinds of wheats, etc.

5. (Q'{ kaant rne'ek nothm ^v it, nedlrai hed nm teil an)t), I can't

make nothing of it, neither head nor tail of it.

6. (g*V mii 13 iiu brAAth, pordj), give me some broth, porridge.

7. (heu mem brAAth ? iz dhe^r T?niu), how many [much] broth ?

is there enew. [Broth is always in the plural.]
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8. (rim'strns :m. iz nee'shim, mAAitel, dewszd retj, puBi, i'l, gwd, bad,
hansom, agli, etc.), Mrs. M. is 'nation, mortal, deueid rich,

poor, ill, good, bad, handsome, ugly.
9. (dhe'BJ WEZ B ds'ire he'inum

),
there was I don't)know how)many.

10. (AAI-BS girm te feBJZ ra. sitj), always going to fairs and such like.

11. (evOTi new im tan), every now and then, (dhen) with (dh)
assimilated to the preceding (n).

12. (dhi wedlmi)z pki3j kamfBitebl cover it wor), the weather)is
pure comfortable over it was.

13. (e'i he)nB wats tBjfer), I have)no oats to-year [this year].
14. (it)s pvjti gwd'sh, bobi'sh, la'ik), it's pretty goodish, bobbish,

like
;
the ' like '

qualifies the meaning similarly to the usual
as it were, it is about pretty good.

15. (it stanz te sens, hii want bi sed), it stands to sense [it is

clear] he won't be said [stopped by words].

RIBGMONT (9 ssw.Bedford) dt.

pal. by AJE. from the dictation of Miss Susan Wheck, native, student at

Whitelands, June, 1881.

1. soo A.'i see/, mm'ts, juu sii nv'u A)B rA'it ^bs'wt dhat let'l gEl

[gael] kam"Bn from dh'B skwl jond^.

2. ar)^ goo'in ds'wn dh^ ruu^d dhee^, thruu dh^ rEd gee^t on dh^

lEft aTnd sA'i'd t?v dh^ weei.

3. shaar onaf dh^ tjA/e'ld)z go'n street ap te dh'B duuer i

B)dh^

roq E'WS.

4. was shi)l lA'ik'li fA'md dha^ draqk*'n dsf srqk-'ld
dhi3 ne'^em 'ev :tam"BS.

5. wi AA! nooz Bm vEr^' WE!.

6. want dh)0old tja
:

p swn ieet$ [laan] 13 not to duu)t 'Bgm', p
ihiq !

7. lwk)i, ^nt it trhi [try'w].

Notes.

2. 7^r-ar<? = she is (EI-)B). thou is

not usual. I he we they knows is

common. Has not heard he do. The
w and v are never confused. The

euphonic r is freely introduced, as

(sAArin) for sawing, but final r is the

same as in London, earth hearth being

(aath aath). The pi. of nouns in -st

is -steses, as (biis-tesiz). I are is

commonest, pronounced when unem-

phatic (A.
l

i}ie)
or (A) 9), and emphatic

(A'i aa). (geeut) is commoner than

(giat). pail, pale are sometimes dis-

tinguished as (peil, peel) by the

peasantry. home, shrub are (am,

srab). The (h) is constantly omitted,
and (w) is used for (wh) initial. enough
is pronounced as ("enaf, enE'e^), but with

no distinction in meaning.

MID BEDFOEDSHIRE cs.

pal. in 1877 by AJE. from diet, of James Wyatt, Esq., St. Peter's Green,

Bedford, not a native, but who had resided 40 years in the county, and

"knew the country talk pretty well." He had not observed any strong
mark of separation between n. and s.Bd., but in extreme s.Bd. / be is used,

not in n.
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0. woV :djon BZ noo dewts.

1 . wel, neBba, jiu Bn ii mB buBth laaaf Bt dlus niuz TJ mo'm. lu
kiBZ ? dhat)s nadher IB nB dheB.

2. fiu men doV koz dhB bi laaft Bt, wi noo doont wi ? wot shwd

meBk)Bm ? it e'zn't var* lo'*kH, *'z it ?

3. ewzrva dhiiz)B dhB faks B dhB kiBs [keBs], soo d_pst oold JB

no'e'z, frmd, Bn bi kwo'iet tel [wo'l] o')v dan. aar ki.

4. oV)m saat'n o' aad)Bm see sem B dhem dheB fook u went
thriu dhB hal th/q from dhe fast dh^sElvz dhat dd oV, se^f

[sf-ef]
-enaf

5. dtmt dh^ jwqge'st san ezsElf, ^ gaat bu ^ no'm, nood iiz fadh^z
voVs rat wans, dhoo it WAPO ST? kwiur ^n sk<;iikm lo'k, im o'* ^d
trast m te speek dh^ triutb. ane dee, aa oV -wd.

6. en dh^ ool;d)wmi3n "BSElf)'! tsl am B jiu dh-et laaaf new, En tsl

Jiu street AAf tin, B^iewt matj bodh^r, ii so bii BZ Jiu)l oom aks ^r,
oo want shi ?

7. liistweez shi tsld it te mii, wsn oV akst)^, tiu ^ tbrii to'miz

OOVB, dd -snii, ^n shii AAt not te bi raq an s*tj 'B po'mt BZ dliis
ft?,

wot d^ -Jiu th*qk ?

8. wel, BZ o'e w^r B)see'm, 'shii B! tEl Jiu, ew, wiBr, Bn wEn shi

fan dhB drwqk'n biBst, BZ shi kAAlz Br azben.

9. shi SUB shi siid im wii Br uBn o
x
'z lee

-m strEtjt Bt fal Isnth

an dhB grewnd in iiz gwd sandi kwBt, kloos b* dhB duBr B)dhB)ews,
dewn Bt dhB kAAnBr B dhat dheB leBn.

10. ii wBr BwoVnm Bwee', sez shii, fBr AA! dhB waald loVk B

sk tp'ld Br B h't'l gael B)frEtm.
1 1 . Bn dhat ap'nd BZ shii Bn B dAAtBr in IAA'B kam thriu dhB

bak jaad from B)aqn ewt dhB wEt HUBZ tB dro'e an B woshm dee,
12. wo'il dhB k^t'l WBr B baVlm fB tii, wan foYn bro't samBr

aat^nuun, oon B wiik Bguu kam nekst thazd.
13. Bn dB Jiu noo ? oV nevB laant an* muB nB dhs B dhat dheB

bz'zm'z ap tB tBdee-, BZ sharer BZ moV niBm iz rdjon :sh'pBd, Bn o'

doont woont tiu adhB, dhiB new !

14. Bn soo o' bi Bgu-m ham tB aa im sapB. gwd no^'t, Bn doont

bii SB km'k tB kroo oovBr B tjap Bgm, WEn i tAAks B dhs dhat B

tadhB.

15. t)s B wiBk fuul BZ priBts Bye'wt reez'n. Bn dhat)s moV laast

waad. gwd bo'*.

Notes.

0. why, for the long i Mr. AY. some- more than (r ),
of course it was in no

times said (at, 6.i), the (o't) which he wise trilled.

wrote was not consistently pronounced ;
2. make. (meBkmlek),

"two persons
but it was quite (A't) at liidgmont. in the same house will pronounce the

doubts, Mr. W.'s (eu) was probably a word in different ways."
refined form, as I got (E'U) from 3. case, double pronunciation as for

Kidgrnont. make. hark, here Mr. W. considered

1 . 'neighbour. Mr. "W. treated r in that there was an r, but that it was not

the London way quite vanishing except
"

quite trilled." I failed to hear it.

before a vowel. TH. finds a decided r 4. say, (see) and distinctly not (sect

in Bd., but very moderate, probably not see'j), which Mr. W. did not recognise
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at all. But I got it from Ridgmont,
and it is found in Batchelor. whole,

(hal) with the aspirate clearly pro-
nounced. safe, see make par. 2.

5 . his, specially dictated as
(iiz) , quasi

he's.

6. without, apparently a form of

t)
arout = athout (-edhe^t).

8. beast, plural (brestez).

9. full, the (fal) was clear, but they
do not say (bal). on, the (an) was very
distinct. lane, see make par 2, for

yonder they would use (jindis) .

11. law, the pronunciation assumes
law to become lawr.

12. tea, observe (tii), not (tee).
14. home

;
the aspirate well pro-

nounced.

Miscellaneous Words and Phrases furnished by Mr. Wyatt.

1. (oVwwl), I will.

2. (hi had'nt AAt), he should not.

3. (ewz'en), houses.

4. (te Empt), empty.
5. (miiw), enow, more general in the north, (raaf ) enough, in the

south.

6. (dabth), depth.
7. (dizaa'v), deserve.

8. (on'gfl'vm), ungiving, (on-) is usual for un.

9. (oV gov em V deq/'er on dire tpp, soo i swn gon OOVB), I gave him
a stinger, strong blow, on the chaps, so he soon given (gave)
over, or discontinued.

10. (shi gAAnd at mi), she stared, girned, at me.

11. (i
ot mi 13 kKqkur an dh^ bak), he hit me a clinker on the

back.

12. (o'
kwd'nt ap-en i3v am noledjubl man), I could not happen-of

(=meet with) any knowledgable man.

13. (an lo'ikmz), on liking or approbation.
14. (o'e

lo'ek 13 fiu brAAth. di beent soo matj rapt ^p
in spuun

ve't'l
; gim'i plEn ii 13 gwd biif 'en masted, dhat iz sanret for

B fslB te lol agn), I like a few
(
= some) broth. I be-not so

much wrapped up in spoon victual
; give-me plenty of good

beef and mustard, that is somewhat for a fellow to loll
(
=

lean back, rest) against.

15. (o'e beent), is used on the Bu. or w. side, (oV eent) is n.

16. (moost)'n)iin) ?(mui3st), most-on-end= generally.
17. (AA-k^d, p!00z-i3n, pi'OT t), awkward, pleasing, pert= saucy, full

of spirit.

18. (i kam pAAltj-m roVt an moV fat, fit), he came poltering right
on my foot, feet

;
to palch is used for walking slowly in

Dv., but palcJiin is a fish spear.

19. (rots ran miis), rats and mice.

20. (skuB, skrat, so'e'th, s*'d"ez, spa'rt^k'lz, tiam, toVt, for^d^), score,

scratch, sigh, scissors, spectacles, team, tight and forwarder
=tipsy.

21. (ii)z dhi3 vEk'smest 'Bn ewd^'sh^sest bue), he's the vexing-est
and audacious-est boy.

22. (jfu)i3
bm B-^m ari3w'g po'e, jii)^ SB shaap), you've been a-

eating earwig pie, ye are so sharp.
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23. (i AA-laz tjEts pua fook ewt 13 dhi3 roVts), lie always cheats poor
folk out of their rights.

24. (jiu-1 bii tB gEt dhat dhei3 pfapu dan ewt), you'll he to get that
there paper done out= you'll have to get that document
copied.

25. (i
d*d luk noo weez BZ plez-ent loYk), he did look nowise as

pleasant, like.

26. (oY doont sEt noo stuu boY gselz, oY)d raadhis av bm'z), I do-not
set no

(
= any) store by girls, I'd rather have boys.

27. (wats, war, jaabz, h*lt, wot -shod, babY), oats, our, herbs,
held, wet-shod, baby.

BEDFORDSHIRE cwl.

B from Batchelor, but not nearly all his words.

D from TH.'s Dunstable observations on a railway porter, a native, representing
extreme s.Bd.

R from Miss "Wheck's dt. for Bidgmont.
AV from Mr. AVyatt's cs.

H Mr. Bowland Hill's word list for Bedford generally confirms the above, I give
a few differences, or new words.

In Hatley Cockayne (12 e. Bedford), the dialect has been nearly exterminated

by the action of a former Bector, the Hon. and Bev. H. C. Gust, and his wife.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 5 AV meek. 8 W aa. 11 B maa. 12 B saa, H SAA. 13 B naa. 14
B draa. 17 B laa, W IAA'B. 20 H lemn. 21 W nitmi, RH neetmi, D nB"m.
23 H seem. 24 H shewn. 35 B hAAl. 36 H thAA'u. 37 B klaa. A: 43
B a'nd. 44 H laand. 42 AV aq. 50 H taqz. 51 H mon man. 54 W woont,
H wA'tmt. 46 AV wosh. A: or 0: 60 B loq, H laq. 61 B mnwq. 62 H
straq. 64 B roq, B roq, D roq, H raq. 65 B soq.

A'- 67 W gu-in, B, goo- in, H gu. 69 D n6w. 72 W in [interrogative, (u)

relative]. 73 R soo. 76 H tued. 79 W ton. 81 W leen. 82 W wans. 83
B mutm. 84 W muB, H mAA. 86 BW wats. 87 W kltos. 89 W bm?th.
92WRnoo. 94 W kroo. A': 103 BW aks. 104 R ruuBd. 107Hlfof.
110 AV doont [don't]. Ill W AAt. 113 W hal, H hal wal. 115 W ham, D
6wm. 117 W wan. 118 B buen. 120 W Bgirn. 121 R go'n. 122 W noo,
D now. 123 B nAAdhtm nothm. 124 B stuum ston. 125 AV ooni. 129 H
gfost. 134 B we^th, H o'eth. 136 AV adhu. 137 AV nadh^.
^E- 138 AV fadhe, D faadhe[r ["In e.Sf. Cb. no r in these cases, in Bd. r

certainly but very moderate,
"

says TH. but probably [r would better represent
the sound, if he was not mistaken]. 141 H neel. 142 H sneral. 144 AV vgin.
147Hbremi. M: 154 AV bak. 155 B thek. 157HrEEv'n. 158 AV aate.

161 AV dee, D dEni. 169 BAV wen. 173 [(WATJ used]. 179 BAV wot.

M'- 183 R teetj. 184 H lied. 187 B liev. 189 H wee. 190 B km. 194
AV ant. 199 B blaat, H blret. 200 BH wivt, D wiit. 202 B hiet. 2E!: 209
AV nivB. 213 H eedbv. 221 B OBI. 223 W dheB dhie, D dhE"B Lr, R dheerc.

224 B we^j, AV wie, R waa. 226 H mosst. 227 AV wEt. 228 swiet.

E- 233 AV speek, D spiik. 236 H fiivB. 239 H SB'*!. 241 H ra'tn.

243 II plB't. B tetJj [tear]. 249 B wetu. 251 miBt. 252 BAV ktt'l.

E: 261 AV see, R seei, DH SE
M
i. 262 R weei, DH WB". 263 AV ^wee-.

264 H B'il. 265 AV street, R street?t, II strait [?]. 272 H helm [generally].
- BAV iind [end]. 281 AV tenth. B gam [grin]. 284 H thresh. E'-

290 AArD ii. 293 AV wi. 297 AVR B!B. 299 D gr/in. E': 312 AV it?.

314 AV aad, D rB Lrd [see 1381. 316 H neks [frequently, without the f].

EA- 320 AV kiuz. EA: 322 AV laaaf, D laaf. 323 H fit. 324 B ait,

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1641 ]
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H eet. 326 W ool+d, R oold, D 8d. 330 B hoWt, W oold. 335 R AA!.

338 W kAAl. 340 W jaad. 342 B eem. 346 B gent, R geest. EA'- 347
D E'd. 348 W o'i. 349 W fiu. EA': 352 R rad. 355 B deth, R dEf.

357 W dhoo. 359 W nei?be. 360 WH tiwn. 361 H bhm. 363 H tjiup,W tiap, R tia^. 366 W gaat, D greit. 370 raa. El- 372 W aa, H
a'i. 373 W dheu. El: 377 H steuk. 378 W wrek.

EO- 386 B jew. 387 W niu. EO: 390 W shwd. 393 B bijend.

394 B jendBi endiu, R jondu. 399 W bro'it. 402 B laamin lamin, RD laan.

406 B eeith iith jath. EO'- 411 W tbrii. 412 W shii. EO': 422 W
W sik. 425 H lo'it. 428 R sii. 430 BW frind. 431 B biui. 434 B biut.

435 W jiu. 436 BR ttiu. 437 W triuth. EY- 438 W do'i, D dV'i.

EY: 439 W trast.

I- 440 H w'rek. 446 "W noin. B iis 'ms 'nms [yes]. 449 H git.
I: 452 W o'i, R A'i [practically the same sound]. 458 W no' it, D [between] nA'it

nait. 459 R rVit. 463 W tel. 465 W sitj. 466 W tp'ild, R tiA'ild. 469
BW wwl [will]. 473 H blo'ind. 477 R fA'ind. 478 H greind. B hinmsst

[hindmost]. 480 W thiq. 483 W iiz. 485 B f is'l. 488 B jit. I'- 491
B sa'ith, W so'ith. 492 R sA'id. 494 W to'im. 499 B bet'l. I': 500 W
lo'ik, R lA'ik. 503 H lo'if. 506 W umvn. 508 H mo'il. 509 W wo'il.

510 W mo'in.

0- 519 W oov-e. B drap [drop]. B smadm [smother]. 524 W
waald. B thrust [throat]. 0: 527 B btot bot. 531 B daatei, W
dAAte, D dAAteir [see 138]. 535 B fok, W fook [but the length of Mr. W.'s
vowel was not particularly observed]. 536 H gusld. 538 W d. 541 WR
want. 542 H buslt. 550 W waad. 551 B staaim. 554 B kraas. 0'- 555

D shos'u. 556 W tiu. 558 WR Iwk. 560 R skwj. 562 D moj'un [H says
it is (miun) "soft," as the (mte'un) often sounds, but I think this (<e'u) at

Dunstable was an individuality]. 564 R swn. 565 H UUBZ. 0': 569 H bak.

570 H tok. 571 W gwd. 578 B pleu. 579 WR tmaf [in the s.
;
but (raiu)

more general in the n., H gives it]. 583 H ttel. 584 H sta^l. 586 R duu.

587 W dan, D da'n. 588 D nte'im. 589 H spuen. 590 SUBJ. 591 B muiu.
592 W SUB. 595 W fat, H fat. 597 H sat.

II- 603 B kam, k)ap [come up], RD kam. 604 sanrB. B nrnqk [monk].
605 W san, D sa

r

n. 606 W dus, R duus, D doBLr [see 138]. U: 609 W
fal. 612 W sam. 613 B drwqk. 616 W grE'wnd. 619 B fewnd, fond, W
fan. 632 W ap. 634 W thriu, R thruu. 635 B wath. U'- 640 B keu.

641 W eu [H. says that this diphthong is
" broad and flat," and seems to mean

(a'u), but he may mean (E'U) after all]. 642 B dheu. 643 BW neu, R UE'U.

647 B he^l. 648 W war . 650 R BbB'ut. 651 W u)eVt. II': 655 B feul.

658 W deun, R dE'wn. 663 B hews [the kitchen where the family sit], W ews,

R E'WS, D [between] a'ws, a'ws. 666 W azben. 667 W eut.

Y- 673 matj. 675 W dro'i. 682 B liit'l [intensive form], WR lit'l.

Y: 692 W ^qgist. 696 B bath. 700 B was. 701 BW fast. 702 W wii.

Y- 706 W wo'i. Y': 712 W miis, H mo'is.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 726 W tAAk.

B part, Wpiut.
737 R mmt. 738 W pritit. E. 745 W tjBt. 751

I. and Y. 758 B gal, WR gael, R gEl. 760 B sriv'l.

0. 761 H lui?d. B dog [dog]. 767 B na'iz, W no'iz. B nmqgril

[mongrel]. 790 H [adds a (d) gowndl. 791 W bui, H bo'i. TJ. 804 W
drwqk'n, R draqk'n [perhaps Miss W. did not know the word well].

m. ROMANCE.

A- 811 Bpless. B freil [flail]. 824 B triiu. 833 B peiu. -B
pleizhw [pleasure]. 835 Breiz'n, W reez'n. 840 BtjaambBi. 849 Bstreinzhtjj.

B wAAndhi wAAntji [warrant you]. 857 W kres keus. 862 W setjf sisf.

864 W koz. 866 R pm.
E-. 867Wtii. 885WRvEri. - W jaabz [herbs]. 888 BW saaatm.

890 BW blest. 895 B risiet [receipt]. B weks [vex], W vsks. 901 AV
fo'tn. 910 H dja'ist.
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0- 913 H kfiutj. 916 B tnjtm iqen. 917 B rog. 919 B g'mtmtmt.
920 W po'mt. 925 W vo'is, H va'ts. 926 B spa'il. B wqk'l [uncle].
938 W kAAne. 939 W kloos. 940 W kfit. 941 W fuul. 944 B tjleu-.

945 B veu. 947 BW ba'tl. 950 W sapu. 952 B kuus. 955 W dewts. 956
B kivBi.

U-- 963 WkttO'tBt. 965 B a'il. B neutei [nature]. 969 W sh'nre, R
shar . 970 Wdjist.

YAK. iii. HUNTINGDONSHIRE.

All s. of the n sum line No. 1, which passes just s. of Sawtry (9

nnw.Huntingdon) and n. of Ramsey (10 nne.Huntingdon), the

pron. is thoroughly ME. in every particular, that is, it practically
coincides with that of the Ht. and Bd. varieties, and n. of this line

the change seems to be confined to the treatment of U as (a) in the
s. and (u) or (u )

in the n. But as all the (a) are modernisms, this

difference, as before observed, p. 16, cannot be considered to

determine a difference of dialect which is preserved in all other

important particulars.
Without TH.'s investigations, in which he was so kindly

assisted at Great Stukeley by the late vicar's daughter, Miss

Ebden, I should have had a most imperfect notion of Hu. pron.,
but these have enabled me to appreciate other information, and to

determine the general homogeneity of the E. forms throughout the

m. and s. part of the county, and the change in the n. part with

respect to the treatment of U only, all other M. characters being
absent.

GT. STUKELEY (2 nnw.Hu.) dt.

written io. by Miss Ebden, daughter of the late Vicar, but corrected by the

results of TH.'s interviews with old inhabitants as given in the adjoining wl.

1. sou A' SE', mE^'ts, ju sii KE'U dlret AV)m rAVt vbE'ut dh^t

b't'l gja
1
! kamm frem dire skuuul jmde.

2. shi)z gu-m ds'wn dhe rued dheu, thrm dirt? rsd gjVs't on dire

lEft [hand sAVd i3)dhi3 WE'*.

3. shw? ima-f dire tjA^ld)z gAn street ap tm dhB doi3 i3)dlre roq

4. WIB shi)l tjans tm fAVnd dhat draqk'n dEth [
= deaf

]
sn'v'ld

dh'e nE^m ^ :tamas.

5. wi AA! on as nouz m vEn WE!.

6. want dire owld tjap suun tiiti)^ not te dm it i3ge n, poe thiq !

7. Iwk, emt it triu.

GEEAT STUKELEY cwl.

wn. by TH. in 1881 from "William Johnson 77, and James Valentine 75,

natives and labourers, to whom he was introduced by Miss Ebden, daughter
of the late Vicar.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.
A- 21 nE"tm. A: kant [cannot]. 57 as. A: or 0: 64 roq.

A'- 67 ugtftn Bgu-in. slA"wn [pi. sloes]. 69 now. 73 s6w. 74 tz>u. 92 dhe

nood [they knowed]. A': 105 ru^d. 115 6m. 122 no. 130 bu^t. 132

oted [hotted, made hot]. M- 138 faadhu. 144 Bge-n. M: 158 aftu.
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161 dE"i. bag [bag]. [h^P
r

'l [apple]. 173 WAA [=wor]. [between]
dlas dlas [glass]. kaat [cart]. sot [sat]. M'- 183 titj. 200 wit

wh?t. M': 218 ship. 223 dliE"*}. 224 wre+r.
E- 233 spiik spE'ik. 248 mEM

B. 251 mi^t. fEdlre. E: 261 SB"*.

262 WB". 265 streit strB'it. 278 WEntj [occ. usually (gjal)]. 280 ^Eb'm.
E'- 290 i. 299 griin. E': 312 in. 314 red. EA: 322 [between]
laf \ai laaf. 324 E'it. 326 o^ld. 332 tsld. 346 gjeit. EA'- 347 ed.

EA': 355 dEth dEf. 366 gr<?t, greet grEt. El: 382 dh^'-en. EO-
383 SEv'n SEb'm. 386 [between] E'U a'u. EO: 394 jonde jande jinde.

402 laan laan [(a'R, ar) written, but tben Jobnson did not pronounce (r)
when not

before a vowel] IE'^'BU [Valentine's pron.]. EO'- 412 shi. EO': 428
si. 435 ju, .men [yours]. 436 tn'uu. 437 tr^uth. EY- 438 ddi.

I- 447 aan [hern, written (tt'm)]. I: 452 A'i di. 458 HA" it. 452 ra'it.

480 thiq. 482 eint [ain't, is not]. 483 iz'n. 488 jit. I'- ongji-vin

[ungiving, said of the frost giving way], gji)mi [give me]. 494 tVira. I':

517jiuu. 0- fored [forward]. 0: frog [frog]. srabz [shrubs].
527 bA't. 531 dAAte. 532 kuel. 541 want. os'iz [horses]. 0'- 555

shuu. 0': 579 ima-f [sg., but pi.] Bm',uu. 586 dt,u, dcSent [don't]. 587
da'n. 588 nuun. 595 fat.

U- 603 ekamin [a-coraing]. 605 sa'n. 606 Adv. U: dw m [dumb].
tamb'l [tumble]. 632 ap. 634 thri^ti. 636 faadt?. [TH. considers that

both speakers used final (-i?L
r)-] U'- 643 nEM

u. 648 a'z^n E'uen [ours].
U': 658 dEn wn. 663 E'WS, [or between this and] Q'US, E"wz'n [pi.]. Y:

shat [shut].

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 714 lad. trAAntt; [a tranter, carrier, buyer and seller of corn].
I. and Y. 758 ga

1

!, gjal [generally, occ. (wEnti)]. 0. - tlok [clock].

tlog [clog]. d0lg [dog]. 791 boi. TJ. tab [tub].
- skaf'l

[scuffle, to rough harrow] . lamp [lump]. gan [gun]. 804 draqk'n.

in. ROMANCE.

A-- 811 plB"iz'n[pl.]. 841 tjans. gad'n [garden, TH. writes (g^ir-)].

paah [parlour]. 866 PUB. E- 869 vM. -
prictj [preach] . I-

onrfY- bA"il [bile, bilious attack]. 901 fA
n
in. 903 dine. 0--

tuBst [toast]. U- dh>u [glue]. 969 shu^.

Words. (A'i)m bA't') it) I am=have bought it, (flid) fledged, (E)J'B) dan)it) have

you done it, (*z)i < dan)*^) is =has he done it, (mi^t 'Bna'f, teitez en^uu), (trAAntt?)

tranter, (doki) food carried with workmen, (ra'klm) youngest pig of a litter,

(skrash) crush, (o-pezA'it) opposite, (do'SBti) audacity, courage, (frit) frightened.

SAWTEY (9 nnw.Huntingdon) AND HOLME (10 nnw.Huntingdon).

TH. was also introduced by Miss Ebden to John Harlock, aged

81, a Sawtry man, who had left his village in 1816, and worked in

other parts of Hu. and Cb. His speech was mainly the same as

that of the other old men at Great Stukeley, except in one im-

portant particular, the treatment of TJ. Harlock used the M.
vowel (w ),

and the others the S. vowel (9). Thus I find noted

(rw n, Blw q, ju qe'st, rw q, d^ n, shw t, tw b, tw mb'l, f t, skrw sh,

sw n, srw bz, imw f, dw m), run, along, youngest, wrong, done, shut,

tub, tumble, foot, crash, sun, shrubs, enough, dumb. Only the

words (op, don, gan, kamm), were otherwise noted, of which (ap)
was queried. To check this sudden transition, within a distance of

7 miles, which Miss Ebden had also observed in a maid-servant

from Sawtry, TH. went to Holme (:howm), about 2 n. Sawtry,
where he found (Tmw dht?, kw ntr, sil m, tw mb'l, thw nd^, w p,
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gw d, sii n, rw q, sw t, tw p), another, country, some, tumble,
thunder, up, good, son, wrong, soot, tup, and only (won, ondred,
kamin, wast), one, hundred, coming, worst, with anything else but

(w ), where one belongs to the class A', worst arises from the r, and

(ksrn) seems to be common in many (w ) regions. Hence I have
drawn the n. sum line 1 through Hu., just s. of Sawtry. I think
it unnecessary to cite TH.'s careful work at Holme and Sawtry
more particularly, as it only confirms the pronunciations already
obtained for Great Stukeley.

VAR. iv. MID NOKTHAMPTONSHIBE.

This variety differs from Ht. by the use of (u )
for II, and

scarcely in any other respect, although it is so far removed. The

example from East Haddon is, however, evidently tinctured slightly

by Midland influence. From this Hannington, Harrington, and
Lower Benefield are free. The researches of TH. were made in

a large number of places chiefly for the sake of determining the

S. limit of (w ),
hence the results are not very complete in other

respects, but words enough are given to shew the strongly E.

character of this comparatively remote district. The remarks on

Lower Benefield will shew this distinctly.

EAST HADDON (7 nw.Northampton) es.

pal. by AJE. in 1873 from diet, of G. S. Hadley, then a railway porter at

St. Pancras Station, an intelligent man and native of East Haddon. In con-

sequence of TH.'s information from Watford and Weedon, Np., between which
E. Haddon lies, I wrote to the long resident vicar, Rev. W. P. Mackesy, in

1886, and he informed me that in the two points I specially inquired after, (shei

kat) she cut, Hadley's pron. was correct. The (shei) seems due to M.

influence, and was observed also in Et. As East Haddon is in the mixed

region, we have the intermediate sound (0)
in (fol bolrak) full bullock.

0. se'w ii iz :djon BZ now dae'uts.

1. wal, neeber, juu vn mi ma3'e booth Isesef i3t dhs niuz BV

mam. wot duu di keei3 ? dhsets niidh^ im nu dhhta.

2. fiu niEn daV brcko'z dhaa)i3 laaft set, wee now, downt wei?

Wot)ed meek "em ? *t)s not vErV 1mkH iz it ?

3. aB'wsumEVB, dh/s iz dlu tra'uth EV *t, BOO djst oold JT? noe'z,

W'l)ji3, im bei kwa/Bt wail di)v fm'sht. b's'n.

4. m')m shower di livd 'em sse' sain BV dhEm fowks u wEnt
thrww dhe ol thVq frem fa:a[st te laast dh^ssivz di d'd dhaBt, seef

^na'f.

5. dhoet dh^ jaqgst san tzsE-lf, ^ gre^'t bo'* rav nmn, ndwd iz

faadhuz voe's BZ soon BZ ei iM it Aldhoo it WBZ sow kww'i? Bn

skwe*km, mi di wwd tra:st im te speik dhi tr^'uth seni da3% 'dhaet

di wwd.
6. and dh)o'wld wwm^n BSEif wwl tsl AA! BV;JU dhsat B laeasfm

nse'w, !3n tsl ju street to?'u wijse'u't matj bodh^, if ju)l ooni ast)u,

oo ! wwwnt shei ?

7. seniwaBVz shea' tdwld -mee WEN di aast)i3 t^'u B three taimz

OOVB she* did, Bn-shee eedn't AAt te b/: roq on satj B mseter BZ dhs,

wot d)ju the'qk ?
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8. WE! BZ di WBZ sae'in, she*i)d tEl ju, se'u, wnvr Bn WED. shei

fae'wnd dhi draqk'n sksemp dhaet shei kAAlz -or azbBn.

9. she* BUUV shei sii im wi Br own a3'iz lai'in AA! iz lEqkth, on
dhB grse'wnd, in iz bEst SEndi tlooz, tloos tB dha dwwer BV iz ae'ws,

dae'wn Bgin dhB kAA'BnBr BV dhset leen.

10. ei WBZ wainin Bwse'i, shei SEZ, fer AA! dhB waald laik B s^'k

tjaild, Br)B lit'l gael V waritin.

1 1 . Bn dhset aepund BZ shei BU)B dAAter in IAA kam ihruu dh^
baek jaad from eeqm se'wt dhB tlooz te drai on B wAshm dae'i,

12. wail dire ket'l WBZ 13 boilin fe tei, wan fain sam^r aaft^noon,
ooni TJ wik Bgmr kam nEks thaazdz.

13. send dim ju noow, ai nEVB laand aeni moo^ dli^n dhis BV

dheet biznis ap til tedae'i, BZ sMw^r BZ mai neem)z :djon :sbEpBd,
Bn ai ddmt want te iidh^, dhziu.

14. send soo #i)m -Bgu-in oom te sap^. gwd ndVt, Bn domt ju bi

so kwik te krow oover senibodi, wEn ei tAAks -B dhis Bn dhaet.

15. it)s B pwwB fuul dhBt tAAks wijae'ut reiz'n. Bn dhaet)s mi
laast waad. gwd bdi.

Phrases from the same speaker.

1. (dhee liv in dhsm ae'wziz), they live in those houses.

2. (wei laik dhB msen WE! Bna'f
),
we like the man well enough.

3. (#i)m Bgu'in daa'wn oom nEkst wik), I'm a-going down home
next week.

4. (jiiwBr Bn cold frEnd BV main), you are an old friend of mine
;

thou art scarcely ever used.

5. (uuz kaavz Bn afBZ aa dhee?), whose calves and heifers are they?
6. (wot)s JWB neem ? speik dhB tro/uth), what's your name ? speak

the truth.

7. (faadhB)z dhziB, cent ei? aast madhB, shei nooz), father's there,

ain't he ? ask mother, she knows.

Notes to the East Haddon cs.

1. neighbour is used in addressing.

may (mse'i). I noted at the time

that (ei se'i) were occ. difficult for me
to catch, and that I heard them much
better when conversing with Hadley,
and that then (a3'i, SD'M) came out very
well. / (di), this at times ajpproached

closely to (o'i), but (o'i) or (\'i) when
it occurred was very distinct. laugh

(laesef) here and (laaft) in par. 2. It

is very probable that (se) was often

used for (a) ;
as I wrote at the time,

I retain it, but it is very probable that

I appreciated incorrectly.
3. truth, though at the time I wrote

(tr^'uth), I noted that it was difficult

to catch and not sure, and I now think

it was a false appreciation for (trce'uth),

with which I was then not sufficiently

familiar. friend, (frEnd franz) are

used. -finished, a common word here.

But very probably (i)v) should be

('i)m).
5. soon, with (oo) and so afternoon,

par. 12, they also use
(rat

1

wans) at

once without any following (t).
that

I would, (as'i)
is used for aye, but is

not so common as yes.
6. all, because any (seni) would not

be used.

7. matter, point, pron. (point), would
not be used here.

8. scamp, beast (beist) would not be

used in this sense. husband and wife
are the expressions always used.

9. all his length, stretched (strat;t),

full (fol) rather (fw l), and so (bol

botp) bull butcher, shewing that the
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place is in the sum soom region.

clothes, but (knoot) coat is also used.

that lane, yon not used (.rande) is

beard.

10. whining, this word is used
; girl

is the usual word, (wEnsh) in a bad

sense, (laes) not used, (mse'td) is an old

maid.

11. wet clothes, the wet, not in -the

text, is pron. (wett).

12. week, observe (wik) not (wik).
weak is (weik).

13. know, (noow), but now (nse').
_

shepherd, observe sheep (sbip), ship
(ship).

14. Pm a-going, this prefix a- to
the participle is regular. this and
that; father is not used.

15. good-bye is used only on leave-

taking for a considerable time.

EAST HADDON, cwl.

TVords from the above cs. and a wl. from the same speaker.

i. WESSEX AND NOKSE.

A- 1 sou. 5 meek. 17 IAA. 21 neem. 34 laast. A: 39 kara. 49

seq. 54 want. 56 wAsh. A: or 0: 60 toq. 64 roq. 65 soq. A'- 67

guu, tjgu-in [agoing]. 73 soo. 74 te'u. 79 own. 81 leen. 84 moou. 86
oots. 87 tlooz. 89 booth. 92 n6w. 94 kr6w. A': 101 ook. 102 as

[in pres. as well as past tense]. 104 rood. Ill AAt. 113 01. 117 waan.
120 i3guu-. 122 now. 125 oont. 130 b6wt.

M- 138 faadht?. 140 se'il. M: 154 bsek. 161 dse'i. 164 ime't.

166 mse'td. 169 WEU. 179 wot. JE'- 182 set. 190 kei. 194 seni.

200 weit. JE': 209 nEvra. 213 iidhu. 214 niidhe. 218 ship [not (ship)].
219 sleip. 223 dht'tB. 224 wtiu. 227 wett.

E- 233 speik. 241 rse'in. peer? [a pear]. E: 256 stretj. 261 sse'i.

263 ewse't. 265 street. 276 thiqk. 278 WEnsh. 281 lEqkth. E'- 290
ei [is as nearly as possible the sound]. 292 met. 293 wet. 294 feid. 299

grein. E': 311 tEn. 312 iiv. 314 m?d. 316 nEks.
EA- 320 km?. EA: 322 laeaf, laaf. 324 SB'it. 326 owld. 330 oold.

332 t6wld. 338 kAAlz. 340 jaed. EA'- 348 ae'i. letpQeap]. 349 fiu.

EA': 357 Aldhoo. afe [heifer]. 359 neebu. kreim [creamj. 360 tetm.

366 greit [but grate is (greet)]. diu [dew]. El- 373 dhaa [before (*)

meaning they're]. El: 378 weik. EO- 383 sEv'n. 387 niu. EO:
394 jande. 395 jaq. 399 bra'it. 402 laan. 408 [knew, replaced by present
tense know (now)]. EO'- - nei [knee]. 411 threi. tret [tree]. 412
shei. 429 fooB. EO': 422 stk. weid [a weed, plant]. 425 Irfit. 426
fcfit. 427 bet, bi. 430 frEnd, frEnz. 435 juu. 437 tr^'uth. EY- 438
drfi. EY: 439 trast.

I- 440 wik [not (wtk)]. 446 no'in. petz [pease]. 449 gAt [got].
I: 452 o't. 455 lat. 457 matt. 458 ntt. 460 wett. 462 sa'tt. 465 satj.
466 tp'tld. 473 bla'tnd. 477 ftnd. shtp [a ship]. 487 JEstedee [(-dt)
in names of the weekdays, see 631]. stks [six]. I'- 494 ta'tm. 495
wa'tn. I': 500 la'tk. 502 fo'tv. 606 wwm^n. 509 wa'tl. 510 matn
watt. 517 Jiu.

0- 519 OOVB. 524 waald. rAt [to rot]. 0: kraaft [croft].
AAf'n [inclined to (oofn), often]. 531 dAAte. 535 fowks. 538 wud. 541

wwwnt. --
tAp [top]. 550 waad. 0'- 557-t'u. - food [food] . 562

moon. 564 soon. 0': 571 gwd. saaft [soft]. 579 ima-f. 586 do?'u

doemt [don't]. 588 noon. 592 smw. 594 boot. 595 fot [very, never (fw t)].

U- 604 sam^. 605 san. 606 dziwa. U: 609 fol. 611 bolek. 612

sam. 615 pse'?md. 616 grse'wnd. 619 fae'und. and^d [hundred], 631

thaazdt. 632 ap. 634 ihruu. U'- 640 kse'w. 641 ss'u. 643 nse'w.

651 wtjaeVt. U': 658 dse'un. 663 se'ws. 666 azben. 667 &'ut.

Y- 673 matj. 674 did. 675 dra'i. 676 lat. 682 lit'l. Y: 690

ka'iud. 691 ma'tnd. 692 jaqgist. 701 faast.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 726 tAAk. sbemp [scamp]. I and Y. - trai [to try]. 0.
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hAb [a hob].Ab [a hob].

hog]
bA'r

lAg
if

a log] '

g [a dog, never (dag)]. fAg [a fog].
-

767 no'iz. 776 gwd ba'i. pAt[apot]. 781
804 draqk'n.

peei? [to pare].
890 beist. 891 feist.

m. ROMANCE.
A-- 822 ma3'i. pse'i [pay]. 824 tjeiu. 833 peei?. 835 reiz'n.

862 seef. E 867 tnei. pse'in [pain]. 885 VEri.

! and Y-. krcfi [cry]. 900 prse'i. 901 fin.

910 diA'ist. 0-. du'in [join], 920 pA'int. 925 vois. 938 kAAm?.
939 tloos. roost [roast]. toost [toast]. 940 knoot. 942 botp. 947
bA'il. 950 sape. 955 dae'wt. U- woe'it [wait]. 963 kit-divi. 969

shwe^B-l-r. 970 diist.

HANNrsrGTON", ^p. (5 nw.Wellingborough), dt.

pal. by AJE. from indications given and the io. of Miss Downes, daughter of

the Vicar, written 1878.

bm

1. sdB A' se, meBts, ju sii na'u dhet AA)m
gel kamin frem dh skuul dhe^.

2. slii)z
/

B)go
<m da'w^n dliB rd^d dhte, thriu

left ant sA'id -B)dh^ wei.

3. sho^ 'ena'w dire
'

'B)dhB roq a'ws.

4. wte shi)l hap'n on dhat draqk'n def sn^v'ld fek

Bba'irt dhat lit'l

ri^d ge^t on dhe

gAn street ap te dh^ dA'^r

ne^m

5. wi A'^l now m ver* wel.

6. wo^nt dhi owld tjap suen laan)^ not

7. lu^k ! eeni it trfu.

it Bge'n, pooB thiq.

Notes to the Hannington dt.

1. (da'wen) for (da'wn) is doubtful. 4. snivelled used for shrivelled, (shr-)
2. (ried) is doubtful, written re-ad.

left. This word was left unmarked.
3. straight, this is conjectural,

written straiert.

initial becomes (sr-). Mabbutt was
written in by Miss D. in place of

Thomas.
6. do it, (dite it)

is suspicious.

Miss D. also gave me the following words, which I have pal. as

well as I could. The italics mean received spelling.

A neem name, se^k sake.

A' leen lane, oets oats, gu go, ^loen alone, boenz bones, UIAA'B more, oek oak.

_ZE spe^d spade, laet late, rot rat, sot sat.

JE' wret wheat, kei ^^y, ladhB ladder, shi sA^j?.
EA ga*et gate.
EA' gret great, bi^nz beans, brem beam, bi^st beast.

EO laan feam.
I sitj such.

hAAl Aofe.

U toq tongue, dAA'u <?oor.

U' bw t but.

A. be^bi i%.
0. bwA'i boy [written buoy], duug dog [written doog~\.

U. srab shrub.

A ke^dj cage, leeba labour, ste^b'l stable, erab'1 5^, we^sted wasted.

E-- tei fe, k^nsaa'n concern, saavis service, saatin certain, and gave the

plurals housen placen closen postes crustes brere, the last pi. of briar.

The words strong long wrong, she possibly meant to be pronounced with (a) or

with
( ).
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HARRINGTON-, Np. (5 w.Kettering), dt.

by Miss Tollemache, daughter of the Rector. The numerous words marked
to be in rec. pr. are here given in ordinary spelling and inclosed in square
brackets [] ;

no doubt the peasants pronounce slightly differently.

1. [so] A'! [say], meBts, [you see] HE'W sez A'*)m rA'^t [about
that little] gal vku w.i(i throm [the school yonder].

2. aa)z Bgoin dE'wn [the] rded [there through the red] ge^t [on
the] left and sA^'d [of the] roiad.

3. shuuB imm, [the] tjAVld)z bin -en gAn [straight up to the
door of the wrong] E'WS.

4. wei? [she]'l tjaans fYmd [that there drunken] diif w^'z'nd

.TST [of the] ntem [of Thomas].
5. [we all know] n [very well].
6. woimt [the old chap soon] laan)^ [not to do it again, poor]

thm.
7. [look], eYnt [it] trfu ?

Notes to the Harrington dt.

1. /, "very much drawled." 3. up must have been (w p).
2. road, at the end, is repeated 4. chance or (mebi).

because way would not be used. 7. ain't or aren't (aant).

The Kector himself added a wl. as follows :

HARRINGTON cwl.

by Hon. and Rev. H. T. Tollemache, Rector, conjecturally pal. by AJE.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 36 thAA. A: 55 ^shiz. A': 102 haks [occ.]. 105 [always 'he

ridden']. 113 wool [occ. w sounded and h omitted]. 127 howst [written hourstf].
JE- 188 fiedhe [written fearther]. 152 weetu [written "water, not wwter"].
-ZK: 155 thak. 174 eesh. 181 pad. JE'- 190 kee. 195 meeni. E: 287
bez'm. EA: 335 AA!. 336 AA!. 337 WAA!. 343 waam. EA': 355
diif. EO: 402 laan. 407 faad'n. EY- 438 dA'i [occ.]. I: 468

tjild'n. 486 jest. I'- 494 tA'im. I': 500 Ix'tk. 501 wA'td. 503 U'if.

504 nA'if. 505 WA'if. 508 mA'tl. 509 wA'il. 511 wA'in. 0: 533 duj..
AAS [written orse]. 0'- 559 muudhr? ['as in bloom'']. 0': 569 buuk.

572 bluud. 579 tmiu. 593 mw st. U- 600 Iw v ['as in push,
1

that is, with

(), but I have used (u )
as TH. heard in Np.J. 603 kw m. 607 be< te.

U: 638 Wogli. 609 fal ['as in hull']. 618 wa'tmd. 622 ujads. 629 su n.

632 M p. 633 k?/ p. 632 dz st [' as in push']. U'- 640 ICE'W. 641 IIB'W.

643 ns'u. 647 hB'wl. 653 \)ti t. U': 658 fa'tm. Y- 673 mw tj.

676 IA'. 677 drA'i. Y: 684 brig. 621 mA'ind. Y- 705 skA'i.

706 wA'i.

ii. ENGLISH.

I. awrfY. 758 gaal [' as in whirl']. 0. 767 na'iz. F. 808 pat

['as Aw*'].

in. ROMANCE.
A-- 841 tjaans [written chance, which should be (tpms), but Miss T. wrote

charnce], 843 braantj. 848 tjondj. 850 daans. 854 baal [written barrl].
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E-- 878 saleri. 888 saatin. 892 nevi. I-andY- 910 dja'ist. 0-
915 stw f. 916 injsn. 919 a'intmimt. 920 pa'int. 926 spa'il. 942 batje.
943 te tj. 947 ba'il. 948 bE'wl. 950 SM pe. 953 kw z'n. 954 kash'n. 958
kive. U-- 965 a'il.

Notes.

( nkid) lonely, dull, frequently used
;

for very well they often say
'

deadly
well'; 'chilled' for 'warm' water;

(friz) froze frozen
; (frit) frightened ;

(wed) weeded
; (kw md) came ;

housen

placen ; (eld'n) elder tree
; (wre) our

;

(wrese'n) ourselves; them there those
;

(sin, sid) saw, was took, he ta'en, he

given it, it was gave, more frequently

(gov) .
' I am read that book '

usual

for 'I have, etc.'; a few broth; his'n

whos'n theern', he hadn't used to do
so. Many of these provincialisms are

gradually disappearing.

LOWER BENEFIELD, Np. (3 w.Oundle), dt.

pal. in 1881 by TH. from the diet, of Mr. C. H. Wykes, national schoolmaster

there, native of the county, but not of the place, who believed himself, and
was stated by Mr. Eeade, of the Oundle Grammar School, to be perfectly
well acquainted with the pron. of the district.

1. sow aY SE"Z, tjaps, JB)sii D.E"W BZ aY)i3 [ai)m] icdii isb^ut dhat
lit'l wEntj ksmm fn3m)dhe skuul dhe^?.

2. shi)z giHn dEnwn dhB rowd dhete thruu dh^)rEd gja^'t on dhB
Left and saVd ^)dh^ wa

1
*'.

3. b^ aqd, if dhi3 tja^'ld ^'nt gA
x

n straH't w p t'8)dli^ roq down [roq

E'WS],
H'k [m?)be, praps] famd dhat drw qk'n dEf

i3)dhi3 neem B :tom.

zm vEr WE!.
owld tjap suun lan)B not te)du*)et

4. WE'^ slii)l

skjme tjap

> the Lower Benefield dt.

This pronunciation agrees on the

whole very well with that of the Islip

group, including Thrapston and Oundle,
and is therefore sufficiently accurate,

though it is somewhat uncertain. In
a previous correspondence with Mr. W.
he said that the four cardinal points of

the local pronunciation are the treat-

ment of 1. long a, 2. long 5, 3. short

u in but, 4. long i in mine. Now
these were heard by TH., in the dt. as

follows. 1. long a (sE
M
i, gja^it, wa

j

i,

strait, neim <mt), and in words sub-

sequently given (pl^z'n greit, na !im

s^i), so that he used (a
1

*, E
n
i, ei, e,

ee) for this sound. 2. long o, in the

test (sou roud. douv na'u owld pfo),
and in subsequent words (outs) oats,

labourers (uuts), (gu-in) going, (n&'u)

no, (a'wld) old
;
so that the sound is

represented by (6u, a^u) sometimes in

the same word. 3. short u, (w p,

drw qk'n w s we^ nt) and in subsequent
words (dw l, w dh^z, shw dn't, nw thiqk,

en^f, nw t, bM te, dwcn, mw k) that is,

always ( ), which Mr. "W. said was

pronounced with pouted lips. As this

is a native sound to TH., and as it is

the regular M. vowel of this part of

the country, there can be no doubt that

these words were correctly heard. But
Mr. "W. considered it to be the first

element of his long t, which greatly per-

plexed me before TH.'s visit. 4. long
I in mine. In the test this occurs

in (di rait sa'id tja
] ild la'ik), and

in subsequent words (di) frequently

(maind said fo'i'l fo'ind, na !
it taim),

from which we may conclude that (di),

as in other places, is the regular form,
and the rest are slips. In no dialect

could (a
1

*) represent both long a and

I, which must be differentiated in

speech. Mr. W. did not dwell on ou.
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This, in the test, is (nE
M w ebE"t dEMwn meant to pronounce it, other speakers

E"S), and in subsequent words (E'WZ'H shew he was wrong, and even when
fs'wnd), that is, (E'W) regularly. Hence before a vowel it is probably no more
the district has the regular E. forms, than (r ). I attach no weight to Mr.
(e'i, E'i, a'i) for long a, (ou) for long Wykes's medial vowels, which TH.
5, (di, A'i) for long I, and (B'W) for ou, observed, and have, as usual, omitted
but being beyond the n. sum line 1, to note his occ. lengthened final conso-
lias the M. form (u )

for u. nants. TH. was not able to interview
In transcribing TH.'s version I have, any natives, but a boy who shewed him

as usual, put (i)
in unaccented syllables the way to Mr. W.'s said (jis i dw z,

for his (,, y), a mere matter of appre- p dhat IE" in), yes he does, up that

ciation, and have omitted the (r) when lane, thus verifying two points,
not before a vowel, as, if Mr. Wykes

MID NORTHAMPTONSHIRE cwl.

from wn. by TH. in three groups, distinguished by the initials I, N, Y.

I words from Islip (,-A'islip), with Lowick, Thrapston, Sudborough, Stanion,

Oundle, and Lower Benefield, a group adjoining Hu., all lying n. of the
n. sum line 1, and hence in the pure (w ) region.

N words from Northampton, with Nether Heyford, Great Houghton, Harding-
stone, Brixworth, and Wellingborough, a group adjoining Bd., all lying
s. of the n. sum line 1, and mostly n. of the s. soom line 2, and hence in the

mixed sum, soom, and som regions.
Y words from Yelvertoft, with Clay Coton, Welford, and Sibbertoft, a group

adjoining Le., visited by TH. in 1886, all n. of the n. sum line, and hence

with U =
( ). In Yelvertoft one instance of verbal plural in -en was

observed (dhi kAAn it ier) they call-en it here. In Sibbertoft was heard

(a)mni tlooz'n) how many closes = fields. In Welford (dher)z e ww nderfel

dil e diferens e tAAkin in dire shierz) there's a wonderful deal of difference

of talking in the shires.

Final (r, IT)
are written in where TH. so appreciated. I should myself have

most probably omitted the signs altogether. They indicate a real trill made with

the tip of the tongue, and my feeling is that natives are quite unable to utter such

sounds. See introduction to M. div.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 Y b&k b^k beik. 4 I teels., Y teik, N mistE"ik [mistake]. 5 Y meik.

6 I meid. 20 Y l^em leim. 211 naim neem, [between] nEM im, neim
; nEnim,

N neim, Y ncem. 23 Y seem. 33 Y radher. A: 56 Y wash [old], wosh

[new]. A: or 0: 60 I Iw q. 61 Y emw q. 64 I roq roq, N roq, Y roq
r q. A'- I a'i [name of the letter A]. 67 I gou gu-in go-in gowin,
N gu-in. 69 YIN now. 73 I [between] sow sa

n
w, N sou. 76 Y tired. 81

IY lein, N [between] loin lao'in, l^n. 84 Y muer. 86 INY outs, NY uets.

92 I noo, N now. 93 I [between] snow snaw, N snow. 94 I [between] krow

kraw, N krow. 95 N throw. A': 104 I rood, N [farmers (roed)], rued [from
men from the country], rowd. I laid* [lady]. 109 I low. 110 I kant

shant dont [can't shan't don't], N kEnt kzent sh<?nt shlent. 115 INY oum,
N om, Y oom oom w^m. 1171 wa'n WA'U, N WA'n. 118 Y boen buen. 121

I gA'n. 122 I nou nAr

n. 123 IN nw thiqk. 124 I stown, N stoun sU'n, Y
stown. 128 I dhouz.
M- I eiks [aches]. 138 YIN faadher, Y fmlher. 139 I drei. 152 IY

WAAteir. JE: 160 N eg. 161 I daU dai dEM
i, [between that and dei],

YN dEn i dei, Y dee. N teip [tape]. 171 Y barli. 172 Y gras. I dlas

[glass]. I kat [cart]. leit [late]. M'- 183 Y t/itj.
193 N klien.

194 Y oni ani. 200 IN wiit, N wiet, Y wiet wit wiit. M': 209 IY nive.

223 I dheie dhee, N dhie Lr,
Y dhtier dhE'ier dhie[r. 224 I weie, YN wie Lr.

226 I mowst.
E- 233 I spt'ik spiik. 241 N rein reen. 243 I plB". 248 Y nwer.

E: 251 Y mB"it. 261 N SB", Y see sai. 262 I wai, N wao"i, Y wee. 263
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IT BWE", N [between] uwai, ewa1
i. E'- 295 I brnd. 299 I griin, Y

grfin. 300 Y k/ip. E': 305 I AM i. 312 IN IB. 314 IN i^rd a^rd,
[between] aad, aad.

EA: 322 I laf laaf. 324 I ait, Y E'itiin [18]. 326 I [between] fi^ld,
INY owld awld. 328 I kould. 329 I fiawd. 333 N kaf [pi.] kavz, Y kjaf.
334 Y aaf. 343 Y WAAUI [? new]. 346 I gjVits, Y gjfat gjeit. EA'-
347 INY ed. EA': 350 Y da'cL 353 IN bred. 360 NY tirai. 361 NY
bhmz. 366 I greit greet, N greet grEt greit. El- 373 N dha1

*. El.
382 N dhB"ra. EO- 383 IY sEv'm. EO: 395 INY jw q. 402 I

la
1

[in la^rn, N laan, NY laan, Y [between] lern larn. EO'- I trii [tree].
413 N dEv'l. 420 Y fo'B Lr. EO': 425 N U'it. 428 I si, Y st'i. 431 N
b^Lr, Y biw. 435 N JOBU [your'n]. 437 I [between] tra'uth, trw uth [first

element of dipbthong very peculiar in one speaker's mouth]. EY- 438 IN
dAn i, N dai, Y [between] di, dAM

i.

I- 446 I nA"in. N shrB[_r [shire]. I jis [yes]. N pE
M
iz [peas].

I: 452 I A" di, N A'* di. 458 INY HA" it, NY na'it, no'it. 459 N rA'it

rao'it. 465 N sw tj, Y sitj. 469 N w l. 481 N fiqge. I ran n, N
ron ran rw n. 482 I B'int [ain't, are not, have not]. I'- - I A" [name
of the letter I]. 492 N sA

;l

id. 493 N drA
M
iv. 494 I tA"im [and between

that and (tim)], N tA"im. I': 500 I lik, N IV'ik. 502 N fA'iv. 506
I ww mra, N wunren. 508 I mA"il. 509 N wA'il, Y wail. 514 Y dis.

0- 519 I owvt?. 522 N 6wp'n. I bA^rn [born]. 0: 527 Y bAAt.

1 IY dAAter, Y darter [occ.], N da'ute. I tB'wl [toll].529 Y brAAt. 531
Y krap [crop]. 551 Y stA'rm. 554 N krA^s [nearly (kroos.)] 0'- 555

I shuu. 559 IN modhe, madh^, NY madh^Lr. 562 Y [between] nia'wn moun,
mnun. I mwnth month. 566 I elhe. 568 I brdhB, Y brw dhBr,I mw

c
nth [month]. 566 I eylhe. 568 I br

cdhB,
N brM dh^ir. I grow [grow]. 0': 571 Y gw d. 578 Y [between] pla^,

pla
1^ 579 IN nw f. 586 IN d&zmt [don't], dw rat. 587 I da'n. 588 Y

nuun. 595 N fw t.

U- N wtd. 603 IN kam. 605 IN su n sa^n. 606 IN dot?[r, N du[r. 607
IY bw ter, N [between] bw>r bot^r. N nat [nut]. U: N [between]
dam dom [dumb]. I t mb'l tamb'l [between] tamb'l tomb'l. 613 N
[between] d qk dreqk. 615 Y pawnd. 622 N w ndu. I th ndB. 632

YI w p, N u p op ap. 633 I [between] kep kap ;
kw pkop, N k p kop kap,

Y kz p. 634 Y thrce'u. 639 Y dw st. U'- I [usual pronunciation

(E
M
M)]. 640 N kjaw, ka;t3s [cowhouse]. 641 I B'M, N 0'w. 643 I nE"u, N

na1 ^ new. N plomz [plums]. 648 IY a'we, N a'uim. 650 I vtiiWut.

U': 658 I dBMun daVm, IN da'wn, N da"wn da'fm, Y dawn. 659 N te"n.
661 Y shau^r. 663 I E"S a'us ta l

ws, N a'us, Y aws at<zz, awz'n [Sibber-

toft]. 667 I a'tjt, N B
n

t a"t.
Y- 673 IY mM tj. 679 Y tjartj. Y: 691 N mVind. 699 N [between]

ra'it rA'it. I shat [shut], N sb.u t. T: 709 I fain.

II. ENGLISH.

A. 713 I bad. I. and Y. 758 IN gjal. 0. 773 N doqki. U.
I [between] tab tob [tub], N tw b tob. 794 I djw g djog [and between the

two]. 803 INY diM mp, I djamp djomp. N fw ni [funny].

III. EOMANCE.

A-- 811 Npl&s, YpWz'n. 814 I meis'n. 822 I mei. N
I plein [plain]. 830 I trein. N pli^z [please]. 836 Y s^z'n. 851 "N

aant. E 867 Y tE
M
i tii. N prE' itj [preach]. N kla[rk [clerk].

N paas'n [parson]. ! and Y-- 898 N [between] nAn
is nais. I

krA"i [cry]. 900 N prE'ierz [prayers]. 901 IN fA
n
in. 903 IN dims.

N prA"is [price]. 916 N anj^n, Y w nj^n. 920 N po'int. IN pw mp
pomp.

- N M qk'l [and twice] aqk'l.
- - N rE

n
nd. 933 I fre^ nt frant.

939 I t!6ws, N tloBS [pi.] tlo^z'n. brash [brush]. 940 N [between] kowt

ka'wt. I bot'n [button]. I mw t'n [mutton]. U-- - N pz< blik

[pubHc]. 965 N eil. - - N a[rt [hurt]. 970 I djw s, Y djMqst,
N dps dp st.

Usages. I (a't)m da'n) I have done. N (gu-tn :kJEterin) going to Kettering,

regularly. No euphonic r.
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YAK. y. ESSEX.

Coining s. again, we proceed from Ht. to Es., where the E.
characters are most marked. But the greatest difficulty was ex-

perienced in obtaining information. And after all, most of the
information obtained failed to bring out the chief peculiarities.

Hence, until I had obtained the Maldon specimen, and TH. had
made a special journey through the nw. of Es., I could feel very
little confidence in the meagre accounts I obtained. But the result

is that the ME. characters are all identified.

A- becomes (e'i E'i) and even (a\ ai), so that it seems at first hearing to

displace i, and as an alphabetical letter is called by some form of
(a'i) .

A'- is variously treated ; (ins) and (ov) seem to be lost, but the latter survives in

a few words as (6u bu). TH. heard (sou) so, at Stebbing (11 n-by-w.Chelmsford)
and (note) know at Braintree (11 n-by-e.Chelmsford), but on the other hand
home, oats, appeared there as (6m, ots) mixed with (am, ats uts), and so on.

The transition to (6u) seems therefore not to have taken place, and there is an
occasional reversion to (oo, o) . This applies also to when usually lengthened.

I' and I usually lengthened, as generally in E.div., is much broadened and falls

into (a'i, a'i, o'i, A'i). Most writers of the dialect use oi, oy, as toime, soide, but
I think that (a'i, di) are really the most common pronunciations. TH. gives

(tA'im ma'il) from Braintree, (loikli kwA'rut) from Gt. Shalford, between (niA'i,

moi) from Stebbing, (ma'i ma'i, la'ikli) from Great Easton, and I got (dA'ik dik,
moin) from Gt. Dunmow, but quite (lo'ikli fo'ind) from Maldon. I do not, how-

ever, entirely trust any one of my own authorities on such a delicate point.
As to the U' and the U usually lengthened in S. sp., that is, the usual (a'u) sound,

there was much uncertainty. TH. gives (E'US tv'un ds'un E'wt) house town down
out, from Braintree, (rE'wn a'uz'n UE'U) and between (da'un dE'un), round housen
now down, from Panfield, with (a'wz'n new) and the intermediate (-eba'wt ^bE^t,

ground grE^nd) from Gt. Shalford. This intermediate sound causes the difficulty,
as also the occasional prefix of (1) as (niE'u) Maldon

;
but as (E'U) was frequently

heard, and I got it from Gt. Dunmow and Maldon, I think that (E'U) must be
taken as the general sound. This will be found to harmonise with the other

varieties of D 16 and with D 9.

As to the U sounds, they are regularly (a, a), but some exceptions seem to occur.

The Vicar of Panfield stated that the following words had "German u" (u),

"dwst, love, above, lumger, tongue, wnder, some, bwt, bwtter, cup, rum, roof,

enough, drwnken, coming," and even "abowt." It was principally for that

reason that TH. spent some time in Panfield and the neighbourhood, but he

could find no trace of this pronunciation. The same vicar gave
" ew as in new "

for the sound in "school ihiew sure too soon do poor tr^," and said that French
u was not heard. TH. found no confirmation of this in the neighbourhood, nor

did I from Gt. Dunmow or Maldon, though the Vicar of Rayne (3 s. Panfield)

gave me a similar list, just reversing ordinary usage, which I attributed to his

exactly misunderstanding the signs I asked him to use. I therefore conclude that

U is treated as in received speech.
Another salient point is the use of (w) for (v). TH. got (wit'l winegB) victuals

vinegar from Braintree, (wEri wit'lz wnrege) but (va'is) voice, from Panfield

(where the Vicar had acknowledged werry), but (vEii winegB wois) from Gt.

Shalford, and (wit' Is wineger vois) from Stebbing. On the other hand, an inn-

keeper and an old man at Gt. Dunmow assured him that (w) was not used for (v)

there, but my Gt. Dunmow authority, a native, gave (wo'is) voice, and my
Maldon authority gave (weri), and from Southend I obtained (westri w^li) vestry

value, from Paiglesham (6 nne. Southend) and Stanway (3 w. Colchester) and

Brightlingsea (7 sse. Colchester) (weri), while from Bradfield (9 ene. Colchester) came

(wes'lz) vessels, with the remark that the people could not pronounce (v). In

Clark's Glossary to his "John Noakes and Mary Styles," the classical Es.

dialect specimen, I find " wark warld warmin warses warsley
"

(I believe a corrup-
tion of universally that is, altogether, for Clark used " I shudn't warsky loike to
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troy," I should not altogether like to try, compare the
'

Varsity for University in

the boat races),
" wentersome werry weskit tdsit." Hence we may conclude that

(w) is generally used for (v), and that where in isolated cases (v) is heard, it is a
modern refinement. But does (v) ever occur for (w) ? Dr. Charnock in his

Glossary has vae ven vite vot= way when white what, but I have had no con-
firmation from any of my authorities. Compare D 9, p. 132.

As in E. div. generally, r, when not preceding a vowel, becomes (B) or dis-

appears altogether. Every dialect writer puts in the r, however, even where it

never was and never could have been sounded, as Clark's baccar (bsek^) tobacco,

bargun (hegan') begun, bellar (belu) bellow, boamt (booBnt) bonnet, carl (kaal)

crawl, charmber (tjaambs) chamber, darter (daatu) daughter, fellar (fete) fellow,
hort (hAAt) hot, lorss (!AAS) loss, marster (maaste) master, morrar (more) morrow,
naarbour (naabra) neighbour, orfan (AAfen) often, scrarl (skraal) scrawl, squarls

(skwaalz) squawls, thurrar (thare) furrow, uster (juus te) used to, was accustomed

to, yallar (jsele) yellow. And in addition I find in Charnock arrar (sere) arrow,
arter (aate) after, harve (haav) a haw, or small piece of land by a house, snarth

(snaath) snath, long handle of a scythe. The acme of this mode of writing was
reached by my Southend authority, who described the clerk's pronunciation of

amen as "rmen rmon, rrrmon," that is (aaa-nmi) with the first (aaa) very

prolonged. In my phonetic printing-office at Bath with London compositors
the confusion between the names of the types for (aa, r) was so great, that I was
forced to have the latter called (eera) or (ree) . The writing in of r in such cases

shews that the writer habitually neglects it in speech, but its insertion is very

confusing to the reader occasionally. It serves only as a diacritic to modify the

meaning of the preceding vowel, and when such modification does not occur it is

omitted by the writer. Thus we find in Clark coas (koos, ko^s) course, foce (foes,

foes) forced, fwst (fast) first, gal (gsel) girl, hoss (hos) horse, hull (hal) hurl, suppas

(sBpaa-s) surpass, twnnips (tamps) turnips, wwsser (was) worse -r. "What the

precise sound of r was before a vowel was not recorded either by TH. or myself.
It was certainly a light r, but whether lightly trilled ([r) or lightly buzzed

([_r )
I

cannot say ; theoretically certainly the latter as a degredation of (n), but (r) alone

has been written by both of us. When (aa, AA, aa, e) precede a vowel, a euphonic
r is always added, even in the same word, as (sAA-r-iq) saw-r-ing, (drAA-r-tq)

draw-r-ing, whether the syllable or word did or did not originally end in an
(r) .

Hence the country people were accused of adding on an
(r)

in places where they
could not pronounce it ! !

Clark gives (AAldoo') although, which would be remarkable if certain. Other

slighter peculiarities will be found in the following word list.

Of constructions the only striking usage is putting the plural verb to the

singular subject, as : he do
(i doo), my head swim (ma'i ed swim), usual in all the

E. div. But I have no example of the reverse, or putting the singular verb to

the plural subject as : we does. e is apparently occasionally used in he be, not in

I be. "Without he, belong to we, a S. construction, is sometimes heard. Of

peculiar words which are not also found in D. 19 there are few or none.

Mawther (mAAdh'e) is here used in a depreciatory sense, as a coarse wench.

Together is a common form of address to several persons. Come to mine, means
to my house, and so in other persons. But all this is more developed in D 19.

At Brightlingsea master is used in the sense of very, an intensitive adverb.

Snace (snees) the snuff of a candle is (sniis) in Cb.

Illustrations.

GT. Dmorow (10 nnw.Chelmsford).

Abridged cs. pal. in 1873 by AJE. from diet, of Mr. J. N. Cullingford, a native

of Great Dunmow, who when it was made had been several years absent,

and had been endeavouring to forget his dialectal tendencies. But the

uncertainty which would therefore cling to it has been mostly dissipated by
TH.'s investigations in the neighbourhood.

1 . WE!, neebB, JE'U n ii DTB booth laaf
,
uu keeuz ?
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2. wi noo, dooBt wi?
3. dp'st ooldjB TE'U, t*l a* dan.

4. o'e)m saatm ai zed Bin seW, dheet ai ded, seef Bnaf.

5. dhset dhB jaq-gest san e'self, B gret buo'i BV no'm mw tz

faadhBz woYs Bt wans, Bn ae ud trast 'nn tB spiik dhB trmth em
dee, ei, ae 'uud.

6. Bn dhB E'ud umvn Brself ul tel eni on)je *f JE'U)! on* geks)^, oo
woont shi ?

8. E'U, WM'T? ^n wsn shi fs'wn dhB draqk'n biist shi kAAlz Br
azb^n.

9. shi 8AAr)*in wedh ^r oon az le*"Bn strEtjt on dire grE'wnd, *n
iz gud. sand* koo-Bt Bg*'n dhB dAAr)Bv)dhB E'WS, &E'UIL uk dh-e kAAn^r
BV dh8et)eei3 le*n.

11. dhset aep'nd 'BZ shiij'en)^ daater)in)laa kom threw dh^ hsek
jaad frBm secpn E'wt dh^ wEt kloo^z ti3 dro'* on ^ wosh^n deV,

12. wo'e'l dh^ ket'l w^z bo^lun fe tii.

13. sen dye noo ? a* nivB laant en* KIAA dh^n dh*'s, ^n a* doont
want it eedhB, dhiB ns'u !

14. ran soo a')m gu-^n oom tB sapB. gwd noVt.

Notes to Great Dunmow cs.

2. don't (dooet) for (doont) is doubt- ((!AA) would be most usual before a

ful, compare don't, par. 13. 3. hold consonant, compare (mAA) par. 13.

your row till I done, possibly I've done. 11. daughter-in-law, euphonic (r).

5. youngest, great, I am not quite 13. d}you know.
sure of having correctly separated (e E, Mr. Roderick, see Ware, Ht., told

8 a) at this early period of my work. me he heard at Great Dunmow (she
9. saw him with euphonic (r). eyes, djaad ai, en at diaad -aa baek 'egrn),

(a' o'i) seem to have been confused. she jawed I, and I jawed her back
door of the, the

(r)
is euphonic, (dAA'ij) again.

might be said if no word followed, but

(9 e.Chelmsford) dt.

pal. by AJE. from the diet, of Miss Wing, a native of Hornsey, six years at the

National School, Maldon, as pupil teacher, at the time of diet, a student

at Whitelands Training College, Chelsea.

1 . sou z'i saeV, maeVts, JE'W sii niE
xw dh^t o'^m ro'^'t vloE'u't dha!

t

hi gEl [gsel] B-kam-Bn from dim skuul Jon'dB.

2. -et bi B-gii^n dE'wn dhB roo^d dhz*i8 thruu dhB rEd gseVt on

dhB lEft axnd soYd B dhB wse'.

3. shwwBr anaf dhB tjo'eld BZ gAAn strae'/t ap tB dhB dwwBr B dhB

roq E'MS,

4. wiiB shiiBl lo'*k-l* fo'md dha!
t draqk-'n dsf snv'ld fslBr, B dhB

zueVm a :tom*as.

5. as AA! noo 'm were' WE!.

6. oont dhB oold tja
!

p suun t^tj [laan] B not te duu *t Bgm,

POOB the'q !

7. Iwk, eent it triu ?
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Notes to the MaUon dt.

1. so, this is one of the very few
instances collected of this pron. / am
most usual. / be is used more than I
are, but I are is also used. Never
heard we is, or thou. He do, we was,
and theirselves are used. now, this

inserted (i)
was given me in (fia'zmd

gria'wnd pia'wnd fia'ed kia'w shia'u-ra

mia'frth miaws tia'em ia^t pria'e<d) by
the Vicar of Panfleld, but he also gave
me (ebuu-t) about, and reiterated it,

though it was not heard or known in

the place when TH. visited it.

yonder, probably an error for (ind),

an E. form, possibly hinder used in

place of yonder. As to the final r I

felt uncertain, as Miss Wing being
from Hornsey might have imported the
London use

;
but it has been fully

confirmed.

3. enough (una'^) was not known.

door, this (duura) is suspicious, the
(r)

is

euphonic.
4. shrivelled, shr- becomes (sr-) as

(srak) shrieked. Generally, the voice

is pitched high with a final rising

inflection, which runs very high in

questions.

A: or

EsSEX cwl.

As the dialect seems homogeneous, I have not distinguished the places whence the

words came. Those obtained from TH. are placed first or are unmarked, and
those from other sources are preceded by .

i. "WESSEX AND NOUSE.

A- 5 mt'ik nwk. 10 haa. 13 naa. 14 draa. 21neimnEM
im, ne'nmi

naim. 33 rmHre. 34 las. 37 klaa. A: kjeint [can't],
64 roq. A'- 67 gu-^n [going], ga'u. 73 sou SE'U. 76
6 ots ats w ts, o'ets. 91 ma'ti. 92 now. A': 104 rood rbud,

ro'o^d rE'wd. 110 nat. 115 om |_Hom, ham om, hAAmli [homely].
117 WA'n wan. 118 bon. 121 gAAn. 122 na'wn. 123 nAAtlren.

124 stoon, sta'un. 125 oni.

M- 138 faadlre. 140 ha'il. 141 naWl. 143 tse'il teeil ieevl. 152

WAAte. 2E: 158 aate. 161 dei dE
n
i. 171 baali. 179 vot [this, 224

and 266 are the only examples of (v) for (w) actually heard from an innkeeper at

Panfield, and they are very doubtful as he was merely stating his opinion].
M'- retj [reach]. 183 tiiti. termd [errand]. 199 \>\eei. 200
weit wiit. M 1

: 213 eedkxc. 217 etj. 219 ship. 224 VE y

r [see 179].
E- 241 rein ra'in rain, ra'in. 252 ktt'l. E: 261 sei sa 1

* SE"I.

262 wa'i WE"i. 263 -Bwai. 265 streit strE'it strait. 266 VE'! [once given, see

179]. fil [field]. 273 min. 278 iind [end]. 282 gaan [grin],
E': 305 ho'i. 306 hekth. 307 no'i. 312 i. 314 haad. 315

fit.

EA- 319 gaap. 320 kit?. EA: 322 laaf. 324 a'it a'iut. 326

aVld, [between] 6wd a'wd, e'wld, ood. 327 ba'wld. 328 ka'wld. 329

food. 330 hood. 331 sood. 332 taj

wd, toed. 333 kref. 334 -
}\eei. 346 gjit. EA: 355 diif dif. 359 n^bra n^ib^ na'ibe nE'ib^.

361 beinz biinz. 369 slow. 370 TAA^. 371 straa, strAA^.

EO- sev'm. 384 hev'm. EO: 388 melk. 393 bija-nd.

394 inde [see top of this page, col. 2]. 396 wak wak, wak. aal [earl].
400 aanest. 402 laan. 406 aath. EO'- fra'iz [freeze]. EO':

430 frin. 435 jaa [your]. 437 trwuth tras'uth. EY- 438 da'i.

I- 444 sto'il. 446 nain. piiz [pease]. iis [yes]. I: 452 i.

458 na'it. 459 ro'it. 468 tjaldern [approaching (tjildmi)]. 469 wul [will].

477 fa'in. 483 his [not (hiz)]. 488 it. dat [dirt]. I'- 491 -

494 tAnim ta'im, tA
n im [verging to toim].sa'ith.

I': dA'ik drfik [dyke]. 500 Idikli, lo'ik.

505 wa'if. ha're \ee heei [hay]. 508 ma"il.

0- - - smok [smoke]. 524 wald wold.

thoot. 529 broot. 531 daate. 533 dwl.

[ 1656 ]
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[horse]. 0'- 560 skul. guums [gums]. 562 muun. 0': 583 twul.

586 dooz [he does], doo [does]. 587 da'n. 588 nuun nwun. 593 mas-t.
II- 602 sia'u. 603 kam, kirn. 605 sa'n. 606 doe. II: 614

hE'wn. 616 gra'emd. 623 fa'un. 632 ap ap, p [at Stanway]. 634 thrwu
three 'u, thrtw. 636 fade. U'- 640 kia'u. 643 na'u [varying to

na'w]. 650 ^ba^t vb^ut, rabia'ut. U': 658 da'zm da'tm dE'un [between]
(dB"n, da"wn), diawn. 659 tE'un. 663 a'us a'us E'*<S. 667 E'wt.

\. 674 ded, dent [did not]. hiiv [hive]. 679 tiaati. 682
liit'l lid'l. Y: 684 bredj. 690 kjo'ind. 691 mo'ind. Y': 711

liis. 712 miis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 722 driin. 737 mB'it. I. and Y. 758 gael. 0. 761
lod. 767 na'iz. 790 ga'und. 791 boi, boi. U. mag [mug].

gan [gun]. kaal [curl].

III. ROMANCE.

A- pail [pail], pse'rel peeil p<?Vel. plain [plain
=

dialectal]. 840
-

tjaambe. 845 aHnshent. 849 stra^ndj. skees [scarce]. sle'it

[slate]. 862 seif. E-- 885 WEri VEri. k^nsaa-n
[concern]. 888

saatin. saavis [service]. ! and^f wiledj [village]. 901 fa'in.
-

wiuegra vin^ge [vinegar]. wit'lz vit'ls [victuals]. 0-- kotj.

dja'un [join]. 925 wois wois vais. 926 spa'il. rE'?m [round].
940 kot. 947 ba'il. djaani [journey]. mav [move]. 956
kivB. 963 kwA"i"et kwa'i-et. 965 a'il. 970 djes.

D 17 = 8E. = South. Eastern.

Boundary. To the s. the Thames R, being the b. of the S. div.

To the n. a sweeping semicircular line, from the b. of Ox. from
10 s.Aylesbury, Bu., s. of Wendover, Bu., and of Hemel Hemp-
stead, Ht., of Hatfield, Ht., and Hoddesdon, Ht., and just n. of

Walthain Abbey, Es., and then passing through Epping, Es., and
w. of Brentwood, Es., to the Thames R. at Tilbury, opposite
Gravesend. This line is, of course, very roughly and conjecturally

drawn, the parts of Bu., Ht., and Es. to the north, not being

perceptibly different from those immediately south of it. But to

the n. of this line the speech of the people seems to be really

dialectal, while within there are so many causes for interference

with the natural development of speech, and the population is so

shifting, that it would be misleading to suppose that there was any
real hereditary dialect or mode of speech. But there is a decided

tendency to E. as distinguished from S. feeling, and hence the

district is considered to be a mixture of Metropolitan and Eastern.

Area. The whole of Mi., the se. of Bu., s. of Ht., and sw. of Es.

D 17 SE. and D 8 sBS. are the "two halves of the Metropolitan
Area, n. and s. of the Thames R., where the enormous congeries of

persons from different parts of the kingdom and from different

countries, and the generality of school education, render dialect

nearly impossible. Nevertheless, D 17 is even more distinctly E.

than D 8 is S. Almost all the so-called
"
vulgarisms

" of London

are of E. and more especially metropolitan E. origin. And this form

of speech has become prevalent also in Australasia (see p. 236).

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1657 ]
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Character. This must be collected from the following sections,

especially the first.

1. Mr. If Orsey on London Town Speech.

The Rev. A. J. D. D'Orsey, B.D., Professor of Public Beading
at King's College, London, with large experience in correcting
errors of speech and defects of utterance, in writing to the School
Board for London, 4th December, 1882, said:

" Such words as paper, shape, train, are pronounced piper, shipe, trine, the

very first letter of the alphabet being thus wrongly taught. Cab is keb, bank is

benk, strand is strend', light is almost loyt ;
the short i is made ee, e.g.,

' second
ede^shon

;

' no is now
;
mountain is meowntain

; stupid is stoopid, and many
more. The final consonants are so feebly uttered that it is sometimes impossible
to tell whether the pupil says life, or like, or light.

' H '

is constantly

transposed. 'G' is dropped in such words as coming, going, etc., or is turned

into k in nothink. Most pupils cannot trill the r, burring it in the throat, or

making it a w, as dwink for drink. In many cases r appears improperly at the

ends of words, thus Maida-hill as Myder-eel, Maria Ann as Maria ran."

In p^per, shepe, trrne, the i probably means (E') or (ae'e), and

only rarely (a
1

!) ;
if so, this is only a fully developed Es. form. It

is found all over Ht. and Es. as already shewn, and is strongest in

East and North London, being as yet comparatively little developed
in North West and West London. But it is recent, as will be

shewn in the following sections. I was myself born in North
London in 1814, and cannot recall it.

We have seen that when long a has developed in (E'J, se'i, aV),

long i develops into (ai A'*), but in London I have not myself
observed anything beyond (cw), and that very rarely. This is

perhaps the sound which Mr. D'Orsey alluded to by saying
"

light
is almost loyt"
The correlative of the change of long a into (a'i) is that of long

o into (a'u), but to my ears it seldom reaches this in London,
though I have heard ' ladies in a boat ' in Hyde Park spoken much
like (la'idz'z MI)E ba'ut), but I think it did not go beyond (l8e'id'z

m)a bowt). This is common ME, DIG, etc. For London it is not
mentioned in Walker or Smart (see 2), or in the ' Errors of

Pronunciation 1817' (see 3), or in 'Pickwick' 1837 (see 4),
or Thackeray 1845 (see 5), and must therefore be recent. For the
received (0o'0), which is quite different, see Part IY. p. 1152.

But when tends to (6w), the ow diphthongs tend to (eu, E'W) as in

the whole of the E. div., and this is most probably the sound meant

by Mr. D'Orsey's meowntain.

The use of Icel, benh, strend, probably (ksb bsqk strEnd) for (kaeb

baeqk straend), may be growing. The use of ed<9<?shon, often heard
as (fldnsliBn), seems confined to newsboys, and is merely emphasism.
The use of (uu) for (iu) in stwpid nm>s, etc., is by no means

confined to London or E. div. The '

transposition
'

of " H "
is very

common, though its simple omission is still more common, every-
where. The use of comin' goin' etc. in the participle is historically

preferable to the received cominy goiny, and is almost universal
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dialectally, but becomes (-*qg) in s.La. and (-qk) in Ch. The
received sound is

(-*"q), which of course is what Mr. D'Orsey meant.We find nothing (nstluqk) in several dialects. The London treat-
ment of r belongs not merely to the whole E. div. but to the whole
e. coast of England from Ke. to Nb. The feebleness of the pron. of
final consonants is so far as I know insufficient to characterise London.

Mr. D'Orsey's examples, therefore, do not seem to characterise
a peculiar mode of speech, but merely show a grafting of some
E. habits on our received speech.

2. Waller (1792-1807) and Smart (1836) on London Speech.

These two well-known authors of Pronouncing Dictionaries have each given
a section on Cockney Pronunciation. I quote Walker from the stereotype edition
of 1814. He enumerates four faults only. 1) posies, fistes, mistes, etc., for posts,
fists, mists [mentioned in 3 under P, p. 228] ; 2) interchange of v, iv as weal,
vinegar, vine, vind, for veal, vinegar, wine, wind, the two latter are spoken of as

common
; 3) not sounding h after w to distinguish while wile, whet wet, where

were [now firmly rooted even in educated speech] ; 4) interchange of h as art,

7mrm, for heart, arm. There is no hint at pronouncing d, 5 as I, ow.
Smart in his Hints to Cockney Speakers finds it almost unnecessary to remark

on the interchange of v, w. But notes wbbld cbbld shoold, would could should,

[now never heard] ;
chick' n, Lafn, nov^l, pare

1

1, hut swivel, heaven, evil, dev-il,

[the last of which is scarcely heard now but in the pulpit]. Other errors he notes

as arithmetic, character, writm', readm', spile stle for spoil soil, toosday, dooty,

perp?<t-rate, amn?<t-y, providwnce, education ; hoa'rd fo'm co'd for board form

cord, lawr, sawr, 'and, 'eart, Aonour, Aonest. There is no hint of sounding
a, d as I, ow. But he says that the a of "a well-educated Londoner . . . finishes

more slenderly than it begins, tapering, so to speak, towards the sound of 0" (ii) ;

and that d "in a Londoner's mouth is not quite simple . . . finishing almost as

oo in too" These are the ee
1

^ od'w of rec. sp. which are quite different from
the l} ow sounds.

3. Errors in London Speech in 1817.

In an anonymous book called "Errors of Pronunciation and

improper expressions used frequently and chiefly by the inhabitants

of London" (Lackington), 1817, not one example of the pronuncia-
tion I, ow for a, 6 is adduced. As this little work is probably not

accessible, the following extract may be of service. Wrong pro-
nunciations only are extracted, the author's orthography is adopted,
and any explanations are given in [ ].

The order is alphabetical,

arranged by the initial letter.

A advertisement, arter, airy [area], alablaster [alabaster], ally [ally'], angola

[angora, now usual], any-think, archangel [0A
=

(ti)] arcAetype, architect, archi-

tecture, arcAitrave, archives, aristocrasy, arnt [aunt ant], arrac [now usual],
arrant [errand], arrer [arrow], ast [ask], attainer [attainder], axe [ask].
B babby, baggonet [bayonet], balcony [now usual], basilicum [basilica], beadle

[beetle], bile [boil], Bishergate "St. [Bishopgate], botherdash [balderdash], brachy-

graphy, brile [broil], broach [brooch, now generally with (oo) not (uu)], broccolo,

Brummagem, Burgamy [Burgundy], burnfire [bonfire], berrin [burying], buzzum

pronounced boosom [seemingly meaning (buuz'm) bosom].
C chaney [China-ware, obsolete], charmber [obs.], chimley [chimney], chisscake

[cheesecake], comforts [comfits], crow'd [crew], curossety.
D democrasy, drugs [dregs], dysentery.
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E eddication [observe not education] i-thur [oldest form, still in use], -er for

-ow in arrer beller feller holler narrer piller swaller wilier, ere pronounced are

[not clear], ewe is pronounced yeo [this must he common provincial (300) now
unknown in London].
F feater [feature], Febberwary [February], figary [vagary].
G garp [(gaap) gape, common prov.], genus [genius], geography, gobble

[cobble], gownd [gown], Gracious St. [Gracechurch St.], grassplat for plot

[both usual].
H omitted in 'eart, put in in Aarm, etc., hankechur /^arbour [arbour], have

rhyming to cave, Aedge, heir [7* with abnormal aspirate], Herkerlis [Hercules],
his'n, holler [see -er].

I idear Mariar Louisar, ile [oil], imminent [eminent], Ingia [India], ingenious

[ingenuous], instid [instead], irreparable.
J janders [jaundice], Janniwery, jessamy [-mine], jest [just], jine [join].K kittle [kettle, common provincial].
L lam laming, least [less], leef [sub. leave], leeftenant pronounced levtenant

[leftenant, now usual], leetle [very little], lickerish [licorice], line [loin], lingo,
live for lief, lozenger [lozenge].M manifacter, manifacterer, marrew [marrow], massacree, materals [materials],

obstreperous, oman "this error is constantly committed by the ordinary
class of people," otherways [-wise], otter of roses, our'n.

P pantomine [-mime] peashuks [peashells], Penelope, pertikalar, piller, pint

[point], pi-son [poison] post-es persist-es and other words in -ist, preambulate,

prejudiciary [prejudicial], pronounciation, pudden [pudding].
K redikerlous [ridiculous].
S salary [celery], salitary [salutary], sartin, sarve, sarvice, sawder [solder],

sentry [century], set [sit], shay [chaise], shemmy [chamois, applied to leather],
shet [shut], shou/d, couM, wouM, sitteation [situation], sparrow-grass [or grass

only, asparagus], spear [sphere], sperrits [spirits], spile [spoil], statute [statue],

stenography, substraction, successfully [successively], sich [such], suddun, to

summons, superfluous, supperate [suppurate] , surgeon for Sir John, to swaller.

T taller [tallow], Terpsi- chore in three syllables, terrestial [terrestrial],

Thalia, Toosday, topography, towards, trow [trough, a common provincialism].
U umberella, 'un [one], uvola [uvula].
V & "W constantly confused, weal, winegar, vine, vind.

"W warnt, "Wensday, wilier [willow], winder [-ow], wurt [wart].
Y your'n.
Z called izard in place of zed.

It is observable that in this list the great number of cases are not at all dialect,
but are false appreciations of unfamiliar words. Sometimes they are genuine
survivals, as arrant ags. 83'rende, in place of errand, falsely derived from errandum
in imitation of errant. On the whole these are not Londonisms of the present

day and are in that respect noteworthy.

4. Dickens' London Speech, 1837.

"We do not find the peculiar pron. piper for paper in Sam "Weller's speeches in

Dickens' s "Pickwick," 1837, where it would have been immensely picturesque,
and we may therefore infer that Dickens did not then know it. Indeed 11 years
later in his Haunted Man, p. 66, 1st ed. 1848, where there was a splendid opening
for it, it never seems to have occurred to Dickens. Adolphus Tetterby, the news-

boy, varies his calling out of Paper ! by changing
' ' the first vowel in the word

paper and substituting in its stead, at different periods of the day, all the other

vowels in grammatical succession." The effects are written as "pa-per, pepper"
not pe-per,

' '

pipper
' '
not pi-per,

( '

popper, pupper.
' '

All this is natural supposing

(pee-pu, pep-e, pip'B, pop^, pap"e) to be used, the second and third being regular

degradations of the first, but (pa'rp-e) would not come in anyhow. "We may thus

conclude that the pron. pi-per was not known 40 years ago in London.
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In Sam Weller the principaHun is
madejput of the interchange of w and v,

9, Ke. and D 16, Es., and also D
the provinces of (v) being used for

and while (w) is constantly used for (v) in D 9, Ke. and D 16, Es., and also D
19, Nf., I have not found a certain example in the provinces of (v) being used for

(w), and though I have for many years been on the look out for it, have never
heard (v) used for (w) in earnest in London (see p. 132). Now Dickens's Sam
Weller, who calls himself Veller, and says he spells his name with a wee, is full

of this. I have noted the following examples of v for w : vaggin, vouldn't, vy
[why], vos, vurth, vhite, vidower, vidder, veskit, ve, vay, vile, vun, vunce, vich,
Pickvick, Veller, Valker, vide, vhen, ven, vheel, Barnvell, Vellingtons, vorn,
svear, vare-ever

;
and the following w for v : dewotion, wery, inwest, conwert,

rewerse, wictim, wisit, wessell, inwention, woter, wentilation. Sometimes, but

rarely, w is preserved, as in well, widder, washus [wash-house].
The other words of S. and T. "Weller have no great peculiarity, as : babby

[incompatible with blby], feller, I des-say, fort'nit, biled [boiled], 'ooman, see'd,

hollering, bustin' [the g not by any means always lost], nothin
, anythin', a'nt,

ha'nt, 'ansome [handsome, Hansoms did not exist], rayther, natur, imperence,
dooties, most of them common in all dialects. Most of these are merely conven-
tional literary cockney, and it is only the absence of *, ow for a, o which is of any
importance.

5. Thackeray* s London Footman's Speech, 1845-6.

In Punch for 1845-6, "W. M. Thackeray first published his Jeames's [not
Jlines' s] Diary in highly picturesque spelling, founded, of course, principally on

phonetic habits, or it would have had no point. Now here I find no hint of a, o

being called I, ow. He uses y for unaccented a, that is, (i)
for (B), in gyzett,

myjestick, jyponica, myommidn [Mahometan], and also nybobb (mbob-), the

accentuation (n^'bob) for nawau-b being quite modern, and from an Indian point
of view incorrect. For a he either uses a, as infamation, gave, able, place,

pane, hate [eight], chasely [chastely], phamously, shampane, fate [fete], lazy
fase, grasefly, labor, istate, gacing [gazing], sitawashns, A [

= hay], taty taty

[tete a tete], or employs ai, ay, as awaeled, hordayshis, platt, payges, haypix

[apex], gayv, \ayi, brayv, sa*/le, straynger, say, beayviour, sayber, fainted,

narrait, ga?/tors, layborer, rayge. For b, which occurs seldom, he has oa in

roag, poaker, noas, toan. The w for v is not very conspicuous in wery, vulgar]

[but also vulgar], incite, wisit, concussing, weakle [vehicle], prez^ents, divine.

Of v for w I have found only one instance, visper, twice repeated. The euphonic
r is common, porring, pawring, hideer of, droring, sor 'em; and the interchange
of or and aiv, as por, lors, dror, enawmous, spai^ting, tawn. The use of j for d,

and ch for t is conspicuous in hq/ous, yuice, treemen/eeous, assi/'uously, ^'ewties

[but also dooties], endurance, and coscAewm, creecAurs [costume, once spelled

cosfewm, and creatures]. The I for oi occurs in pint, adjining, enjy. Thackeray
seldom marks -V for -ing, but this was mere carelessness. Much more might be

cited, but the above will suffice to shew the common errors then, and to prove his

ignorance of I, ow for a, o.

6. Mr. Tuer's Cockney Almanac.

Returning to recent times, in 1883 Messrs. Field & Tuer pub-
lished " The Kaukneigh Awlmineck, edited by 'Enery 'Arris,

down't-tcher-now," in which what are supposed to be cockneyisms
of pronunciation are for fun conspicuously exaggerated. It is

therefore worth while examining these.

The principal fun of the book is made from the a and o, which become (a'i, a'u).

Thus we have for a : sy [say] tyken eyen't [ain't] myke engyged operyted relytions

adjityting lydees [ladies] grytis [gratis] pygis [pages] ible wy plice dize [days]

fital [fatal] fyver [favour] stytmints risin' [raising] dy sitooyshun pytient

edoocytion [education] brines [brains] py myde pice [pace] nyked wites [waits
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gryte waist [? an error for wyste] nyture rite [rate] 'a-penny ipnee [both half-

penny] tyste flyver [flavour] stairkise pline pint [paint] vyper [vapour] pypers

pline sime fyth [plain same faith]. Then for o, I find: knou own'y [only] tould

moust ould now [no] stoun noutice [notice] gous gows [both meant for <70s]down't
sou grous bouth sowp [soap] nowsiz [noses] sowl oun lown [loan] bouns owm
[home] smouke jouke wows [woes] Owb'n [Holborn] spouken. But the author,

partly perhaps for lack of a convenient spelling, does not notice the corresponding

changes of
, ow, but writes: minds lie eye fires nice, and thousand pound 'ow

[how] down out cloud round, with the usual spelling of the diphthong.
Two vowels a u are both represented by e. The first must be (E), but I am

not at all sure what the second is, as different from my own (a). These both
occasion strange combinations. Thus for a : bed men bellence edjityte [agitate]
ket peck ven etteckin' [attacking] rets [rats], Elbert medder leshir ev [have] et

[at] then execly beck kebbijez pession tremwize [tramwise] smeks kebs eccidints

kerrijez Clep'em [Clapham] fet begs 'ets [hats] metches enxiety grend veccinitid

feet gremmer. And for u : sembdy [somebody] kentry [country] metch [much]
dezzin [dozen] nethink trenk Lendin [London] yeng nethir eneff enkemfterble

ether [other] shewing [shoving] tetch ekkempneed sem [some] entil screbbed

bleddy ren 'besses [omnibuses) Jengshin [Junction] glevs teng [tongue] semmers
inselt frent [also spelled front] themb enderstends metherly epstairs kezziu

[cousin] brether peblicytion pesshed [pushed for (pasht)]. But either by accident

or design u is written in : wuz [was], uv [of], drunk, 'ungry, 'unts gun 'underd

gluttid, and i in sitch. I do not recognise the sound at all. It is, however,

quite a novelty so far as neighbouring dialects are concerned. But see TH.'s
cwl. p. 232, Nos. 632 and 633.

The o before s, /becomes aw [AA], a common Es., form as: crawss auf [off]

auf'en kauffey lawst craussin's tauss, to which the writer adds : dawg [dog,

common], faugy [foggy, unknown] daunkey kaukneigh and faund [fondj. On
the other hand short unaccented o, ow become -er [B], as innercent serciety ;

widder
winder yeller [? yaller] sparrer barrer [barrow], which is common in every S.

and E. dialect.

The use of (uu) for (iu) is quite customary everywhere, as : dooly gredooal doo

[due] accoomoolyte [accumulate, evidently inferred] noozpyper [newspaper, one of

the commonest words] amooz valoo [value, ? valley] .

H is of course regularly omitted, in fact it is now so universally omitted, and
has been for so long a time in old literary English, that its retention has become
a mere artificial mark of breeding, so we expect : 'card 'orses 'int 'evin [heaven]
'ow 'arf [half] 'ed 'i [high], and again : wot wair wite [what, where, white],
these last being admitted in polite S. speech.
The R is of course not pronounced except before a vowel, thus : fust cowidly

wuth wuss [first cowardly worth worse] and paw yaw [poor your], but it is

euphonically introduced after (AA) as in all the E div. as : sawr-a, draw-ring,

jawrache [jaw-ache], strawr'et [straw hat]. Of course -ore (oov, OOB) becomes

simply (AA).

W, V. These are not interchanged at all in the Cockney Almanac, though iv is put
for v in one passage, apparently for the sake of a pun. It runs thus: " Veccinite

from the calf direct if yer walue yar infant's weal (veal)." In no case is v used

for w. The contrast, then, between Mr. Tuer's and Dickens's Cockney is

complete and very curious. In Dickens's the fun is made out of the interchange
of v and tv, and there is no hint of using I, ow for a, o. Here the fun is made
out of the latter, and the former is ignored. This shews a change in London
habits as viewed by humourists in the last 50 years. Still more curious is it to

note that the American humourists examined in Part IV. pp. 1224-1230, namely,
Mr. Davis (Major Downing 1835), C. F. Brown (Artemus Ward 1860), Judge
Haliburton (Sam Slick), and Bret Harte, make no fun at all of either interchange.

7. Mr. Baumanri's Londonisms.

Mr. Heinrich Bauinann, head-master of the Anglo-German School,

Brixton, a German who is thoroughly acquainted with English,
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in 1887 brought out his book called "
Londinismen, Slang und

Cant "
(Berlin, Langenscheidt), which, besides being exhaustive on

Slang and Cant, gives the pron. of every word on the Lagenscheidt'sch
system of notation. On pp. xc-xciv Mr. B. gives a summary of

popular London pron., which I have still further abridged, adding
brief observations in [].

A. Consonants. 1 . h omitted and inserted [general dialectally] . 2. r vocalised and
inserted [all the east coast]. 3. ng for n in a few words, kitchwy, golding,
certing [frequent in literature, but I have not heard it, probably at most a

misappreciation, not dialectal], and n for ng in participles [regular in dialects].
4. mn becomes mbl in chimney [frequent provincially] . 5. ni becomes ng in

ungans, ingans onions [which Mr. B. pron. (aqgenz, iqgenz) in place of (iq-imz),
I do not know (aq"enz)]. 6. gn reduces to n in reckonise. 7. w often omitted,
as old 'ooman, west'ard, innard [to which he adds hot'un hot one, whereas here
the w was the insertion] and used for v [as in all the Land of "Wee, see D 9,
D 16, D 19]. 8. v final omitted in have [general when unaccented]. 9. I

omitted especially before m and n, on'y, a 1

most, ccrtn'y. Lor*A"1

mighty [common
everywhere]. 10. d final nearly inaudible, as ole husbin' [common after n] and

dreffle dreadful [a special word, common in literature, merely assimilation].
1 1 . dia = (dji) in Ingee India, soger soldier [both common everywhere]. 12. Final
t lost in brekfus, fac [breakfast, fact] and medial t in gen'lman [the old gemman
of literature is not named]. 13. &<m = (tren) in Christian [common educated, as

in question], 14. th initial omitted in 'em for them [old English hem] more'n
harder'' tin, more than harder than [quite common], th final omitted wi' sou'wester

E

common everywhere], th medial becomes d in furder, farden further farthing
common everywhere], "isolated th becomes r in wirrout without" [arout known

provincially, but not the other], "with old people becomes / as nuffin nothing"
[also common], 15. k occ. for q as ekal equal [I have heard this, but take it for

an old and not London pron.]. 16. y added in yearn earn, omitted in 'ears years

[common].
B. Vowels. 1. Long vowels shortened, agen, babby, craddle, mebbe, thripund,

fippence, tuppenny, I dun know, again baby cradle may-be three-pounds five-

pence, twopenny, I don't know [common, except craddle, even among better

speakers], 2. e for a in keb, ketch, Stendard, cab, catch, Standard. 3. per in

partickler particular, (t) for a in extry, bony fide [misappreciations of foreign

words], 4, jest sech, jist sich just such [common], 5. (ee)
is very commonly

(ee\), [already discussed], ea becomes (t) in airey area [this is merely an abbrevia-

tion, like ide' (e'idii) for idea, final a omitted, belongs to No. 3]. 6. ar for ear,

er in am sarve earn, serve [still common, but going out]. 7. a obscured to (a) in

(mam) for ma'am [merely unaccented obscuration, common], 8. (i) for (a, o) in

kiver kimplete [not confined to London], 9. heerd for heard [common], 10.

He, pint, hist, oil, point, hoist [common old], 11, "o [the o in born] is very
common for an (AA) as in cort (koot) for caught" (kAAt) [this I do not quite under-

stand],
"
conversely aw (AA) is used for o (o) as dawg for dog" [not confined to

London], 12, (00) becomes generally (00-9) as road, pronounced (roo-ad), unac-

cented o becomes (B) as pertato [? pertater, tater] potato. 13. doo for <\ew,

insinivate, cowcumber [the last old]. 14. 00 for it, Rooshan, Proossian [old],

(poo, shoo) poor sure [unknown, but (pAA, shAA) known].

This is sufficient to shew that although these pron. may have

been heard in London, they generally did not arise there, but

were importations, or misappreciations of non-Saxon words common

throughout England.

8. Mr. T. Hallam's London Observations.

When TH., a Derbyshire man resident in Manchester, on different

occasions visited London, he noted, as usual, differences of pro-
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nunciation which he heard from the middle and lower classes. His
notes are not complete, but they possess the value of observations

made by a phonetist who was not a Londoner, and therefore I

collect the examples without distinguishing the different speakers
or occasions, as he has done in his notes. It will be found that his

experience is far from yielding such pronounced results as the

Awlmineck. The a becomes (ei, ee, E;

V), the a yields only once to

(e), the o is (ou, so'w), the word road as shouted at railway-stations

by porters (who were very possibly not Londoners) giving a singular

variety of forms, the I becomes generally (di\ but once reaches (A')

(I heard a very near approach to (6*) from a boy in Kensington to-

day, 30th March, 1886), the ti is generally (a), rarely reaching (a),

and the ow varies from (o'u) to (se'w). These pronunciations are,

however, such as ME., D 16, would lead us to expect.

i. "WESSEX AOT> NOKSE.

A- 4 teik. 5 meik mE'ik. - misteik [mistake]. 24 she^im. 31 IE" it.

34 laast. A: [between] hae'm, hn'm [ham]. stend [stand],

kjse'n, kaant [can't]. A'- 6u m'u [oh !]. 67 go^u, gao'w [long o seems

often to be (GO" u) perhaps (a'o)]. 69 nao'w. 92 now. A': 104 [between]
rowd, rawd ; rowd ro'^d ; [between] ro'wd, ra'wd

; [between] ro'^d, rao'wd
;
roo'wd

;

ra'wd. 117 wan. 122 now. 132 ot. raow [row rank]. M: 160 eg

[nearly (eg)]. 161 dB"t. bse'g [bag]. [between] eep'l, Ep'l. 172 gra's.

[between] se't ei [hat]. 179 wod [what, before (de)], wot [before a vowel].
&'- 195 men*!. M': 223 dhei?. 224 we^. strit [street].
E- 231 dire. E: 261 SB'*, bed [bed]. 262 WE'*. 263 wer BWB"i.

266 WE!. frelz [fields]. BTdL\n [selling]. E'- 290 ii. 300 kiip.
E': 311 ten. EA: 324 eit. shaant [shan't] shae"!. 334 oat. 335 AA!

AAUwi^ [always, (AA
1
) "with a peculiar pursed rounding"]. 340 saaA.

poak [panel. EA'- 347 'ehed [a-head] . EA': 352 red. 364tj8ep. 365 nrer

[near, ? (r)]. EI- 373 dh*. EO- 387 nm. EO: 388 midk. 396
wsirk [the (r) doubtful, possibly (waak)]. EO'- 420 fo^. EO': 428 sii.

431 biB.

I- Hv [live]. 446 ndain. 448 dhiiz.

people say (git on) "]. 450 ti
1
uzdi

1
. I: 452

449 git [" even middle class

[on one occasion, long i like

(6i), nearly a'i], [between] a" i ai. 459 ra'it, [between that and (rait)]. 465

satj. 477 fa'ind. 482 eeni ent [ain't]. I'- 494 tA''im. I': 500 laik.

510 ma'in. 0- smao'wkijn [smoking], 520 :ba'w [the town], b^fora

[before], 0: 525 [off], AA]

f, AAf oof
; [of] ov. moo^n [morning

" the

analysis for these depressed vowels seems to be, tongue for (o), lips for (o) pursed
"

1.

554 kroozs [or] kroozs
; [between] krA's, kros [" say (kros) with pursed lips "].

0'- 556 te [unemphatic]. 557 tu. 559 madhtjr [? (r)]. 0': 571 gwd.
576 wenzdij. 586 do^int [don't]. 587 dan, du'i

:
n [doing].

U- 603 kam. U: 612 sam. 631 tharzdi [? (r)]. 632 [between] ap,

Ep ; ap. 633 [between] kap, kEp. 634 thorefEE^r [thoroughfare], U'- 643

[between] naae naa^; na'a, na"w. plam [plum, when intensive (pla
l

m)].
650 -ebaat. U': [(a'u) was heard as (aaa) approaching aa^]. 656 ruum. 658
da3"n. 663 aaTas. 667 aa^t

; [between] aaat, aa'at
;
aa'at ; [between] a'wt,

a'wt; a'wt. Y: 689 bi'ldi^z [buildings], i'l tal [hill],
- shaterz

[shutters],

u. ENGLISH.

A. 727 dja3'm. sa^ndwijtj. ba3n? [barrow], eist, E'ist [haste].
I. and Y. -

ta'ra^n [tiring], 0. [between] oof'n AAf'n [often].
"D". fanij [funny], krash [crush], shaterz [shutters],

m.
811 pleisplE'is. 822 met. 833 trein trE'in. ear [air]. pal^s.
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pal' mal' [Pall Mall, generally (:pel :mel)]. 841 tjans. baBcend [band].
[between] niAAtj^n, maatj^n [marching], djae'k^t [jacket]. gaird'nz
[gardens]. kjar^dj [carriage]. paast [past]. pl;Btfoom [platform].

stE't [stay]. E-- 869 viil. Eko^ [Echo], tjtend [or (-end)].
VwVft4uwi;4* A r r*f\-n4-n-n4-f\A~\ 4\,,4 r^-^4-T O O Z j r X '

> *

forest. pooshra [portion]. transpo^z [transpose]. grooser [grocer,
at Bermondsey, no (6u), ? (R)J. 942 butpr [? (r) at Bermondsey, must hav
(R) almost]. kaler [? (r)]. tarn [turn, P (r)]. TJ.-

9. Mr. J. G. Goodchild's East London Pronunciation.

Mr. J. G. Goodchild
(:gtttj2wT|_d), who is an East Londoner by

birth and education, has been at the pains to write a very long
wl. of his own '

colloquial
'
as distinguished from his ' studied

'

pro-
nunciation, as in lecturing, and as distinguished from low East
London talk. As this was carefully written in pal., it is a document
of considerable interest to shew the middle-class pron. of the district.

It is not, however, dialectal, as is shewn by the same pron. being
regularly assigned to vowels of very different origin. Hence it

seems better to give it in classes founded on received pronunciation.

1. Long a is always (ej) except before
(TJ),

where (e^} is deeper than
(e)

and
more like (e) or (E) even, than

(e),
the circumflex shews the diphthong and

medial length of the first element. But JGG. does not consider even the first

element to be uniform
; he thinks rather that beginning with (^) he glides to

(e) and thence to
(i) ;

all this is, however, avoided before (B) representing final

written r, and the vowel is then (ee) simply as in (eev) air. This long a occurs

in A- (b^ik) bake, etc., A: (k^im) came, JE- (drJ^i) dray, (n^il) hail, etc.,

^E: (d^t) day, etc., M'- (n^i) neigh, etc., M': (kl^i) clay, etc., E- (br^ik)
break, (s^tl) sail, etc.

;
E: (1^) lay, (s^i) say, etc., EA- (fl^i) flay, EA: &it)

eight, EA': (gr^it) great, etc., El- (dh^i) they, etc., El: (st^ik) steak, etc.

I: (w^it) weight, etc. A. (tr ^id) trade, etc. A., &ib'l) able, etc. E--

djt\i, etc., where the etc. refers to other words in the class in the wl. thus

headed, which have a in rec. sp., but not to those otherwise treated. This long
a is evidently of E. origin. Before (e)=r we have A- (neeis) hare, JE- (feeis)

fair, JE'- (weev) were, JEt': (aee) hair, (w^<?e) where [but (dhse'^) there], E-

(meeu) mare, (weeu) wear, (sw^a) swear, EA- (sees) care, [but EA: (dseu) dare],
El (dhe^B) their. A-- (mewe) mayor, (peev) pair, E-- (eeo) heir. [Observe

(eeie) and not the rec. (eee). My own pronunciation has been subjected to so

many influences in different parts of England, and abroad, and has been so

artificially cultivated, that though I am a North Londoner, I refrain from citing

it; but refer generally to Part IV. pp. 1090-1157, 1168-1173, 1206-1207, where

Bell's, Haldeman's, Sweet's, Smart's pron. are also considered.]
2. Short a is sometimes (ah) [which JGG. considers to occur in the local

pronunciation of Bath (baahth), where I hear (baeaeth), a difference of appreciation

simply, for both of us are well used to hear the name from natives], and some-

times
(aa). Thus he has A- (nahv) have, A: (thahqk hahn'd lahn'd) thank hand

land, etc., A: and 0: (lahm) lamb, etc. A. (bahd bad) bad, etc., A-- (bser 'l)

barrel, (kahr^t kasr^t) carrot, etc.

3. Long e, M 1
-

(sii) sea, etc., JE': (diid) deed, etc., E- (niid) knead, etc., E:

(jiiTd) yield, etc., E'- (jii) ye, (fiid) feed, etc., E': (mil) heel, etc., EA' (tiim)

team, EO (binith) beneath, EO'- (bii) bee, etc., EO' (sii) see, etc., I- (dhiiz)

these, etc. E. (skriim) scream, etc. E-- (ti) tea, (viil
1

) veal, etc.

4. Short e, E: (edj) edge, (men') men, etc., EA' (ded) dead. E. (beg) beg, etc.

E (sens) sense, etc. Observe always (e) and not (E) ;
this is metropolitan.

5. Long , diphthong, is always (ai) which is broad, but not nearly so broad as
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in Ht. and Es., EY (d&i) die, I- (aivi) ivy, etc., I: (tU) I, (mait) might, etc.,

I'- (taim) time, etc., I': (laik) like, etc., Y'- (skai) sky, etc., Y': (mfctt) might,
etc., I'- (taim) time, etc., I': (laik) like, etc., Y'- (skai) sky, etc., Y': (mais)

mice, etc. I. (taim) tiny. ! (nais) nice.

6. Short i is regularly (i), I- (git) get, occ. I: (witj) witch which, etc. Y:

(bridj) bridge, etc. I. (pig) pig, etc. ! (siste'n) cistern.

7. Long 0, this is invariably (OM), except before
(13) =r, 5, /and ?A occ., in

which case it is (AA, A'). But this (OM) includes at least three sounds (as in the

case of long a), it
"
begins with (o) and goes on through (0) to end in ()." This

occurs in every case, thus A'- (gou) go, (mown) moan, etc., A': (6k) oak, 0-

(6<p'n) open, etc. 0'- (nowz) nose. 0. (powni) pony, and it even occurs un-
accented as (taelow) tallow before r, s, /, th it falls into (A, AA), the (r) becoming
() when final and being omitted before another consonant, as A'- (lAAd) lord,

(niA^) more, (SA'B) sore, A': (gAAn) gone, (!IAAS) hoarse, (klVth) cloth, EA:

(wA'm) warm, EO: (sAAd) sword, EO'- (fA) four, (fAti) forty, EO': (fAAth) fourth,
0: (kVf) cough, (bVt) bought, (thA't) thought, (br A't) brought, (r A't) wrought,

(dA'te) daughter, (bAAd) board, (fAAd) ford, (hAAd) hoard, (stAAm) storm, (kAAn)
corn, (HAAU) horn, (kr As) cross

;
0': (sA't) sought, (SAAB) floor, (mAA'B) moor,

(SWAAB) swore; U- (dAA^) door. 0. (rafA'd) afford. A- (pAA'e)poor; 0- (kA's)
course coarse corse.

8. Short is almost always (o), as 0: (noli) holly.
9. Long u is regular (juu), and is so written after a consonant, as (njuu) new.
10. Short u is regularly (a), but becomes (BTB, tf) before suppressed r, as EO:

(re'n) learn, (

(

th) earth; 0- (wB^l'd) world; 0: (w^d) word; U: (w^eth)

worth, (ftredh-e) further. E. (ptft) pert ;
I. (ge'l) girl, while all the un-

accented final -ar, -er, -ir, -yr, -or, -ur become (B) unless a vowel follows and
determines (CTO).

11. Incidental ah seldom arises [as in A- (r adhi3) rather, JE- (fadhi?) father],
without a suppressed r, but it is the regular form of ar, as in EA: (jaad) yard,

(aam) arm, EO: (staav) starve, (faa) far, (staa) star, (naath) hearth, (faadhiq)

farthing.
12. Incidental aw is regular for or, as in the examples to No. 7, but sometimes

occurs otherwise, as EA: (fVt) fought, (wA'k) walk, (fAAT) fall, (WAA!') wall;
EA': (r AA) raw, (str AA) straw. A. (bAAl'd) bald.

13. Diphthongal oy is regularly (A') or (A
n
i}.

14. Diphthongal ow is regularly (a'u), excluding the cases in which it belongs
to No. 7. It is curious that diphthongal I, ow have a different first element, (a)

in the first and (a
1

)
in the second, the first apparently to distinguish the sound

from (eji), and the second as a reaction against the common (e#).
15. The sounds

(1, n) are lengthened before a following consonant, as (bAAl'd

lahn'd) bawled land, and often when final, as (AA!') all. This of course is most

conspicuous when the words are taken singly, and less so in connected speaking.
16. The r is at most (r )

when preceding a vowel, or between two vowels.

This imperfect (r )
when vocalised and made syllabic as ('r )

is very difficult to

distinguish from (&), and when no vowel follows is regularly suppressed ;
but on

a vowel following, either in a new or the same word, it recovers its power. Now
as the r when suppressed converts ar, or, ur into (aa, AA, BB), it follows that

when these sounds have otherwise arisen, the speaker inserts an (r )
before

a following vowel, thus saw, sawing, saw him, become (SAA, SAAr iq, sAAr)im).
This has been here termed "euphonic r," and it produces an unpleasant
effect, which JGG. avoids, but the natural "East-Ender" and Eastern

Counties man regularly introduces. The unaccented (B) usually written er ought
not to insert a euphonic r, but even persons of high cultivation will often talk of

the idea of a thing.

10. Rural Speech.

For the rural portions of the SE. district, I have very slender

information. My informants find a shifting population, and nothing
distinctive to record. They imagine that if there is nothing different
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to their hearing than uneducated London speech, there is nothing
to report.

In Bu. the late vicar of Henley-on-Thames after 60 years experience had
nothing to say. From Penn (se.High Wycombe) the Vicar after 17 years writes," It would be useless to attempt to go systematically through the following list

[wl.], as the dialect of this neighbourhood is of a very natural character* i.e.

apart from a few vulgarisms there are very few (if any) pure provincialisms or
archaisms. The only instance of the latter that occurs to me is housen for houses,
and that is fast dying out." But he marks I, we, you, they be; I, he were;
they, we, goes, those not used, he do, he live, theirsell, didn't ought, which shew
a mixture of provincial Bu. With regard to the use of 7 be it disappears gradually
s. of Penn (10 nnw.Eton) ;

it is occ. heard between Beaconsfield (7 n-by-w.Eton)
and Denham (7 ne.Eton), but further s. it seems lost.

In Ht. the late Rector of Bushey (2 se.Watford) says: "This place offers no
opportunity of assisting your work. The inhabitants come and go, from various

places, and remain but a very short time, but chiefly from London. I will not
call this place a colluvies omnium gentium, but very much like it, and hence has
no special language or dialect." But from Eickmansworth (3 sw.Watford and
hence very near Bushey) Prince L.-L. Bonaparte obtained a few notes. JT be is

not much in use, J are is more common, and we am, am you ? I, we knows are
heard occ., I says frequently, w for v rarely if ever heard. The National

Schoolmaster, who gave this information, kindly wrote a dt. for me where some
ruralisms occur, as (o'i Ro'it kwmin skiul gu-in ro'rad aand so^d gin tiu wee fo'md
wen wal wsent 'egm beeai triu) I right coming school going road hand side

gone to where find very will won't again be -not true. He notes also on, wrong
nearly like an, rang. All these have a stronger provincial tinge than might have
been expected, but this does not represent the general language. From St.

Albans, Ht., which I place on the borders, my informant after 8 years had only
noticed tale pr. as tile. From JEs. I could get no information beyond the border-
line marked. Even at Brentwood very little was obtained.

In Mi. from Harmondsworth (7 w. Brentford) the Schoolmaster gives me (aate
want ii\ sa'il hil ha'z'n a'uBn juuen dheeen miun niun spiun diu bin ee WAA kzt'l

va'is) after won't feel soil heal his ours yours theirs moon noon spoon do been
have was kettle voice, and the phrases, I or we wants, or does, make they come,
we bin [have been], I is [very doubtful], we was, I, he, were, they is, for to do

it, -in for participial -ing. And he says that "leasing is used for gleaning

exclusively," which is the only strict ruralism in the list.

From Ashford (7 sw. Brentford) the Vicar writes: "The inhabitants of this

locality are mainly strangers from every corner of the country who have settled

here for a brief space and never remain long. They represent any and no special

pronunciation."
From Hanwell Rectory (3 nw. Brentford) I am informed that "the people

speak what is commonly called the cockney dialect, the chief peculiarities of

which are inability to pronounce a or o correctly. The former is turned into

ah-ee, (&i), the latter into a-ow (E'U) and a tendency to add r to words ending
in aw (I sawr a man, the lawr of}. These defects are common in the

lowest class, particularly the boys, but are less observable in the better edu-

cated."

At Willesden (5 nne. Brentford) Prince L.-L. Bonaparte made attempts to

find native pronunciation and construction from the Vicar. He found be not

used, but I are as well as I am, I witr, we was, I loves, they loves ; day say hay

may cake gate home, with the vanishes, he even writes "cike gite"; wiper,

vinegar, vocalised final r
; euphonic r

;
I seen for I saiv, better nor me. Hence

there was nothing distinctive, nothing rural. It was common London SE., as

was to be expected.
From "the chief mason at Enfield" [(5 e.Barnet), sometimes called (:e-nM,

:e-nf'l)], Prince L.-L. Bonaparte notes that I be, I is, I are, we am, are not found,

but only I am, I loves, we says, they gives, they was a goin ;
I got 'em, he do

(rarely, better nor me
; and, as pronunciations, (AAktjrd shAAe) awkward sure,

(It'sBm, geit keik dei set mei hei) lithesome, gate cake day say may hay, (kit'l
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tjimbli kettle chimney. Hence this has fully the London SE. character, with
no distinctive rurality.
As South Myms (3 nnw.Barnet) lies in a corner of Mi., projecting into Ht., I

hoped to find more of a rural character, but no perceptible differences from
Enfield were found. The Vicar, however, noted that the village being on the
old high road to the north,

" the population has a large proportion of families

originally from a distance."

This examination will shew that in so far as this northern part
of the Metropolitan Area has any dialect at all, it is essentially
ME. in its character. Even the (a'i, a'u) forms of long a and long
o have an Eastern origin and are comparatively modern, within the

memory of persons now living. They have of late years rapidly
advanced in all the SE. district and in our Australian colonies.

They threaten to become predominant in received speech, for habits

of pronunciation work upwards, and in another hundred years the
'

polite
'

pronunciation of a, o may become (a'i, a'u), while z, ow
sink to (o', E'W), just as our received (ee, oo) have ousted (a, a) and
our received (a'i, a'u) have replaced (ii, uu). It is only quite

recently that in such words as boil, joint, the present (o') has

replaced Pope's (a'i). We now think (o') "polite" in join and

(a'i)
"
vulgar." Pope thought just the reverse. And to all old

people, like myself, of all generations, modern changes such as

those just noted are simply excruciating.

AUSTRALASIAN SOUTH EASTERN.

English colonies, including the United States, whose independent
government has of course not changed their origin, necessarily at

first speak the English which they carry with them. That might
have been originally any one of the forms of English contained in

this book, or else of Irish English. This English alters in genera-

tions, and is much interfered with by constant immigration from
the mother country. And now, when education is so prominent
both in the mother country and the colonies, the speech of the

colonists is modified artificially by teachers aiming at what each
considers a "

good
"
pronunciation, and the test of this "

goodness
"

must necessarily be the habit of persons of "
consideration," that

is, social position, first in the mother country and secondly in the
colonies themselves. Now the centre of English is London, which,
as far as pron. is concerned, lies in the E. div., and, as we have

seen, is at present, at least in its middle and lower strata, distinctly
modified by the habits of the Eastern Counties. The habit of

speech among the educated classes in London may be looked upon
as the basis of " received speech and pron." It is, therefore, to be

expected that the pron. of the colonies would, as a whole, tend to

resemble it. On examination we find that the colonies speak
generally such a form, with modifications belonging to a less

artificial stratum. Thus, in the eastern United States, New York
and Massachusetts, there is a tinge of Norfolk. In the Australasian

colonies, that is, those in Australia, Tasmania (or Yan Diemen's

Land) and New Zealand, there is more than a tinge of what is
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commonly called "
cockney," as exhibited in pp. 239-248. On the

whole, therefore, a visitor from England to Australasia finds great
resemblance to the mode of speech he has left behind him, and,
struck by that, does not much observe the differences. So Mr.
Proude says (according to the Australian Daily Telegraph of 29th

March, 1886) that Australian English is
"
free from provincialism,

not Americanised, of soft tone, good language and correct aspiration."
And a letter in the same paper on the following day says that
" after listening to the ' colonial

'

of various degrees of education in
all parts of Australia, in the street, the coach, the steamer and the

train, and particularly in the schoolroom, Mr. Sala's opinion is con-
firmed that their only peculiarity of speech is a very slight drawl
in the school-attendant, which wears off and becomes imperceptible
in manhood."

After such opinions from such well-known literary men, one

might almost stay any further inquiry and put Australia on a par
with London. But it must be remembered that, as just shewn,
there are marked peculiarities at present in London among the

mercantile and labouring classes at least, and the question arises

whether these peculiarities exist in Australasia and to what extent.

Persons who have visited Australia declare that there is a marked
"
cockney

" element in its speech. Mr. Samuel McBurney, who
was for several years principal of the Ladies' College at Geelong,

Victoria, and has travelled much about the Australasian colonies,

where he has had the opportunity of examining schools and large
classes of Tonic Solfa singers, is decidedly of the same opinion, and
he made numerous observations in Victoria, Tasmania, New South

Wales, Queensland and New Zealand, from January to November,
1887, for the purpose of ascertaining real Australasian usage. The
result of these observations he tabulated and sent to me in Dec.

1887, from St. Prancisco, so that I received them in Jan. 1888, on

purpose that I might insert them here. They are so full of con-

densed original information that I feel unable to do better than

present them almost in their original form, transliterating the

Glossic into palaeotype. His plan was to take a number of test

words, and record the pron. in glossic, and then mark by symbols
whether these were general, in the majority or minority, about

half, or sporadic. In some cases he has even found it expedient to

separate the habits of boys and girls in schools.

The following extracts from an article by Mr. McB. in the

Lyttelton Times, Christchurch, New Zealand, will form a fitting

introduction to these tables, and will explain their general tendency.
I have introduced a few words in [], and given some pron. in pal.

"
. . . It is generally supposed that two main influences affect pronunciation

parentage and the teacher. In the bush, where children hear only their

parents, we may find broad Scotch, Irish, or provincial English, but in almost all

other circumstances the influence of parentage is very slight, and generally acts

by modifying "the general usage, not by conserving the original type of

led variation from the parent speech is
easily^This decided variation from the parent speech is easily accounted for in some

cases,

called
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himself understood by half the oral exertion necessary, he forthwith abbreviates.

. . .

' Do you hear me ?
' becomes jeer me

; pudding, pudn, etc., and the strong
trilled final r is avoided as an unnecessary exertion, when it is noticed that the

majority of arrivals habitually neglect it. It is therefore quite common for the
children to call farther fahthu (u of bwt) (faadhe) when the parent says farrthurr
with a very loud trill (fa.rdhs.r) ; world, wit? Id, (wald) instead of wurruld

(wa/reld), and so forth. The insertion of r where it is not wanted, as in

idea-r-of, is also explicable, as it is easier than to make the necessary hiatus

between the two tongue positions of the several vowels. But why there should
be a general tendency, as there undoubtedly is in Australia, to a Cockney
pronunciation . . . is a mystery still to be explained.
"The modern Cockney . . . is of comparatively recent date, and is, I think,

not to be found in Dickens [see p. 228 J. Its leading features are (1) The
omission of the aspirate, and its occasional wrong insertion

; (2) clipping ing, as

singin', shillin'
; (3) alteration of a in fate, to nearly i in bite; (4) alteration of

o in hope, to nearly ow in how
; (5) alteration of the first factor of ow in cow, so

that it is written kyow, or caow (kJE'w, k&'w) ; (6) a general drawling of the

vowels, so that dog becomes dawg, coffee, kawfy, etc.
; (7) insertion of r between

the vowels, I saw-r'im.
"In Australia and parts of New Zealand, (1), (2), and (7) are of frequent

occurrence, as in all parts of England, but they are decidedly less frequent in

New Zealand, where (1) and (7) are rarely to be met, at least in flagrant

positions. Idea-r-of, however, is pretty general. (3) and (4) are to be heard

pretty often in Australia, but seldom in New Zealand. ... (5) has nearly
naturalised itself in Australia, and is extremely hard either to express or to get rid

of. The first part of the diphthong is often so short that it is difficult to fix it.

The ordinary English ow begins with a of sofa, u of nut, or a of father, tapering
off to oo of woo (B'U, Q'M, aw) . The Australian begins with a of cat, or e of get,

prolonged (sose'u, EE'U), while the New Zealanders give all sorts of varieties, but

are, I think, settling down to a sharp a of father, followed by oo (a
!

w). One
has only to hear "down town," "around and around," said by Scotchmen,

Englishmen, and Colonials, to notice at least that there is a difference. The

tendency to drawl the short vowels is noticeable in parts of Australia and

Tasmania, ha-nd, da"ug, etc. (h^send dAAg), but not, so far as I can discover,
in New Zealand.

There is a strange development in the oo in food, school, room, to be found in

Australia, the true sound being introduced by something like the French eu, forming
a diphthong [(^'uu, CB'UU) or possibly (os'uu)], but this is quite absent in New
Zealand, although there is in its place a peculiar shortening of the sound of

Scottish origin good food being both given with the short u of putt [gd, fwd],
the first rightly, the second wrongly [not at all uncommon in London].
One thing in common with Australia is the broadening of i in die, which is a

diphthong formed by a very broad ah, tapering to ee (di). This in Tasmania
and parts of New Zealand even approaches oi, I die sounding oi doi (A' dA'i).
There is also in some places a peculiar final r, with introverted tongue modifying
the previous vowel, especially e and u, as, fern, furnish, taking the place of the

rough Scotch r [apparently reverted (R)].
The only point that has struck me in New Zealand as peculiar is the short u in

but, tub, etc., which has a much more open sound than I have been accustomed

to, approaching the a in father, but difficult to describe [between (a) and (a)].

Throughout the schools a fair amount of attention is being paid to pronunciation,
and I am told by the teachers that common errors eradicated in the lower classes,

give very little trouble among the older children, and that the good habits formed
in school are generally retained afterwards. I think, therefore, that we may hope
for a very fair average pronunciation throughout the colony, which will compare
favourably with that of any home district."

These conclusions are established in the following Table, itself a

mere condensed abstract of many observations which it would be

too lengthy to give in full. After the table will be found full

explanatory notes relating to the separate entries and pronunciations.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF AUSTRALASIAN PRONUNCIATION

Containing the results of observations on the pron. of each particular school
with different classes, examined where possible in every town visited. These
results have been condensed, and the main features of each district only are given.
Where the pron. is normal, i.e. received in England, no note is made except
where it is contrary to colonial usage.
The arrangement of the table is as follows :

In the first column in each page is a numbered set of words used as types, in

Italics, the different pron. as estimated by Mr. McBurney being added in pal. in

separate lines below each type.
The seven other columns in each page refer to the districts examined, and each

column is headed by an abbreviation of the name of the district referred to.

The seven columns on the left-hand page refer to districts or towns in Victoria,
the first two relating to Melbourne. Mr. McBurney drew up a smaller table

of observations in this colony in Grippsland, made in July, 1886, for the towns
of Sale, Mafl'ra, Stratford, Travalyon, "Walhallal, Warragul, and afterwards

Melbourne, Geelong, Ballarat, Castlemaine, and Sandhurst, which he had visited,
or resided in, and examined. But this table is superseded by the left-hand page
of the present one.

The last seven columns of the right-hand page contain notes of the two
Australian colonies of Queensland and New South Wales, as represented by
Brisbane and Sydney, and general observations in Tasmania, with particular
observations in New Zealand, in which the districts examined were large,

occasioning the necessity for marking variations. In the W., Na. (Wellington
and Napier) column, notes inclosed in

( )
refer especially to Napier. In the

Ne., Ch. (Nelson and Christchurch) column, notes in
( ) refer to Christchurch,

but those in [ ] to other unnamed districts, and in the Sydney column notes in [ J

refer to similarly unnamed districts in New South Wales.

The notes shew about the proportion of those school children examined who
used the pron. in the given line. As a rule boys and girls are taken indis-

criminately, but are sometimes distinguished.

Notes used in the columns.

-,

( boys and girls frequently vary much ;
in some cases the G were^wer, as

(E) for (03), (eeti) for (a'w), (aai, aH) for (a'hi), in other cases they
9 81119

( were broader.

g general or almost all, more than three-quarters.
m many or more than half.

e equal proportion, and hence if only one or two pron. are mentioned, half.

s some or several, but less than half.

/ few, two or three, less than a quarter.
? doubtful if the proportion is rightly estimated.

indicates no note made, and serves to guide the eye across the page.

Contraction of names ofplaces at the head of the columns, in alphabetical order.

A. Auckland, New Zealand. Me. Melbourne, Victoria.

Ba. Ballarat, Victoria. Mo. Mornington, Victoria.

Br. Brisbane, Queensland. Na. Napier, New Zealand.

Co. Collingwood, Me., Victoria. Ne. Nelson, New Zealand.

Ch. Christchurch, New Zealand. S. Sydney, New South Wales.

Dn. Dunedin, New Zealand. T. Tasmania, general.

Dy. Dunolly, Victoria. W. WeUington, New Zealand.

F. Frankton, Victoria. Y. South Yarra, Me. Victoria.

Ma. Maryborough, Victoria.
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probably (B'). In England certainly
the sounds so

vary.
Mr. McB. also

gives from Ba. (daese'i grEE'i3v) day
grave, with

(i), and in all cases long
first elements. In England they are

heard with the first element quite short,
as (dE'i, dae'ijda

1

*, dai) as shewn in D. 16.

Mr. McB. says the (ee) is purer in New
Zealand, although the (eei, sese'i, EE'i)
are still to be heard. In Napier Mr.
McB. did not notice any strong tendency
to make (ee) into (a'i), but two Scotch
teachers there told him that the

children used to be very bad, reading

(dhi a'ikAAn gra'uz on dhi sta'itli a'uk)
the acorn grows on the stately oak.

7. dare, on the (R) see 2.

8. die, under Dn. he notes o seem to

have more (ai), perhaps (a'i), B (dai}.
At Ba. the g m for (dai) probably refer

to different classes. The (dai) of G
was frequently (dAA'i) or (dah'i), Mr,
McB. could not be sure which, but at

any rate more (A'i) than (ai) .

9. my might contrasts the treatment

of (a'i) in open and close syllables,
from which it appears that the latter

generally have the finer sound.

10. no, and 11. toe. Mr. BcB.
considers that the forms (na%, ta.%)
which he wrote were uncertain, and
that they may have been rather (aw) or

something else. In no, go, home as a

general rule it seems to be some form
of (a'u) ;

but in 11. toe there was

generally a marked change, especially
with G.

12. tore. About final r see 2.

13. now town, this is another test

diphthong (a'u), see No. 5, in Mr.
McB.'s article, p. 238. The first

element in (6efc) may be rather (EE),
as in No. 6. say day. "In New
Zealand," says Mr. McB., "this

diphthong (a'u) was very varied. You
never could guess how the next child

would pronounce it, and (QQ'U, dau,

aaw, a 1

^, sese'w, EE'W, eew) I think

were all to be heard, but not, or rarely,

(oou, dhtt), which I have heard from
Americans here [St. Francisco, Dec.

1887]. In New Zealand the (ffiae'w,

eew) were not so marked as in Australia.

They did not dwell on the first syllable
with a drawl, but went rather quickly
to the (u) ." [In reference to this drawl

Mr. McB. says : "A young intelligent

American, who had travelled a good
deal and walked 2000 miles through
Europe, etc., told me that no English-
man could pronounce the a of nasty

properly laugh fast, etc.!!! He
pronounced it (na?8B 4sti) to the best of

my hearing, with a nasal () well

drawn out .

"
]
" The American [meaning

the St. Franciscan] (a'u) is totally

opposed to the colonial (eew). I hear

(haaws, hdaus), and perhaps (ha3a3'z*s)

around me, but nothing like our
Australian (hEE'ws). I am so far

utterly bewildered in my attempt to

analyse and localise American pron.

People from all parts of the States and

every nationality are here, and I feel

thoroughly in a foreign land. I have
a difficulty in understanding the people,
and they evidently in understanding

my simplest questions." On the east

side of the continent in the States of

New York and Massachusetts the case

would have been different.

14. woman, and 15. pull, with (w ).

I almost fear that Mr. McB. got his

notion of (u )
from my Pronunciation

for Singers, where it is written [u]
in glossic and described as the result of
' '

giving the tongue a mid-back position
and rounding the lips as for (u)."
This I have subsequently found to be

slightly in error, the tongue is still

high-back as for (u}, and the lips are

placed as for (oo) . See the introduction

to the M. div., where it is fully con-

sidered. Hence I do not feel sure about
this vowel, and it may be

(?/j)
rather

than (w ). To find this peculiar tran-

sitional vowel (w )
in Australia is more

than could be expected, although

according to TH. it exists n. of the

s. soom fine 2 in the n. of Cb. Hu. and
-Nf. in the E. div., but quite out of ken
of London.

16. pool (p5'uul)andl8./oofl
T

(f^'uud).
Mr. McB. writes the sound (ce'u) with

(03) short but accented, for which I

have substituted
(3),

which is the finer

form of (ce) . He says that it is common
in Australia, especially in the word

food (although not in all oo words), and
was very marked in a Paramatta school

(Sydney), but almost disappears in New
Zealand, and becomes replaced by (f <d)

or (fud) . This shortened form is not
unfamiliar to me in London. The

longer form (0'uu) I suspect to be one
of the forms of my (o/u) discussed in

the introduction to M. div., which
seems to have generated the Nf. (y,).

In its mildest form I hear it not

unfrequently in London, especially in

the words too, afternoon, where it is

apt to generate (iu). At Ba. Mr.

1678 ]
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McB. notes (feuud) singing in a large
collective class. The sound is always
difficult to analyse and necessarily
unstable.

17. rule (rE'ul), and hence one of the

forms of (a'u) in place of (iu). The
form is remarkable, and does not occur

very widely. I do not know it in

England, but (riuul) is common.
18. food, see note on 16.

19. paw, the only thing to be noted

is the form (PAA'B), which immediately
suggests, perhaps occasions, a euphonic

(r)
as in 29. drawing.
20. floor, here we have both (flAA,

HAA'B), where instead of (e) having
been developed from the (AA), the latter

was obtained by throwing off an (e),

which replaced an (r), probably through
(R), which still occurs occ. At Dn.
Mr. McB. notes "final r throughout
(R, r, ), each from several speakers."
"We have similar cases in Nos. 21, 22,

23, 24.

21. poor, the pron. (PAA) is known
in London. The title of Mr. Burnand's

burlesque of (pAA rklAA'drai), poor
Olaudian, written paw Claudian, was,

however, little understood, and had to

be explained in the newspapers.
24. more, 25. morning. Mr. McB.

says "final (r) or (R) is common,
especially in Dn., and the difference

between more and morn, oar and aur
and au, is quite distinct, while they are

almost indistinguishable in Australia

and Tasmania. In Ne. district final

(R) was very marked with a peculiar
vowel preceding, perhaps u in fur,

pearl. I have heard it before from

Birmingham and elsewhere." This

may have been merely (B) as modified

by the following (R).
26. dance, 27. hand, both (E) and

(a?) were frequently nasalised in the

colonies, as (dE 4
ns da3

tns, hE 4
nd hse^nd),

but the two words belong to entirely
different categories, dance is French
and hand Ws., though the (n) has
affected both alike.

28 to 31 are cases of inserted

euphonic (r) which may be (R), the

insertion of
(r,

r
)

is regular at many
places in the E. div. and often heard
in London.

32. pearls, 33. ferns. Mr. McB.
has apparently appreciated the two
vowels differently, but they may be

only two different attempts to figure
the same vowel. Probably I should

have written (paalz faanz) or

faRnz) as he writes for the first at Ne.
and Dn.

34. -ing, and 35. anything. Mr.
McB. did not hear (-in, -thiqk) him-
self, but took it on trust from the
teachers in Ba., who gave both as used

by several.

36. dog, 42. water, the writing
(dohg) is rather an uncertain attempt
to symbolise the sound heard. Mr.
McB. calls it "an open o in hot dog,
and sometimes also in water like the
Irish and American." He thinks it

must be (oh), and says "it is quite a
marked difference .

"
It approaches (a) ,

and he was about to write it (a
1
) at

first.

37. H omitted, as he heard in sing-

ing God save the Queen at Ba.,
" on 'er

be pleased to pour."
39. wet, written in the table [e + u]

glossic. But Mr. McB. says: "In
some cases it seemed to He between (e,

a), perhaps (waH), at another between

(e, 9), perhaps (wat), as his ' Scotch

ear,'
" he says, "inclines, perhaps, to

the broad (a) for (a)." But I know
no such English sound for wet.

40. *
(th,), Mr. McB. says :

" A
peculiarity in the s struck me frequently
in New Zealand, which I write *' but
without certainty. The natives have
no *, and they also produce frequently
a strange * more approaching (sh), while

the other s' approaches (th)." I have

therefore written (th), the symbol for

the Spanish z, which becomes (s) in

Spanish America. He goes on to say,
"The Maori o is, I think, in reality (o).

The t = ($) or
( ltt) generally, although

some districts have the English (t).

wh was at times decidedly (f),
and at

times, I think, a lip -/" =
(ph).

Although, as he says, this is not

English dialect, it is worth preserving-.
41. tub.

" The u of tub struck me
as very open, almost (a), in a large area

of New Zealand, probably (a
1

),
as (ra

!b

e da^), rub a dub." The Germans find

our u in tub the nearest approach to

their a inmann (man), and so, possibly,

they hit this sound in saying tub.

42. water, see note on 36.

43. star. "A strange (a) was to

be heard in Auckland. The boys call-

ing the Evening Star shouted out

sta . . .
, perhaps (staeaeae).

It had a

strange effect."

44. boy, voice.
"

oy most unfor-

tunately escaped my notice, I know not

how, but I have not heard anything
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peculiar except in rare cases. Two vo'omz), boys' voices. I have noticed

teachers (Scotch) in Na. said it was (o'oi)
but rarely."

habitually pronounced (ooi), as (bo'oiz

This examination, conducted entirely by one man over such a

large range of country, is entirely unprecedented, and furnishes the

first trustworthy account that has been rendered of Australasian

English. Mr. McBurney is a Glasgow man, but his parents

belonged to Dumfries and Edinburgh ;
he lived in the Isle of Man

for some years, and on his voyage to Australia studied Mr. Melville

Bell's Visible Speech, and, subsequently, my Pronunciation for

Singers, adopting my glossic-writing in his reports, as most con-

venient for writing and pointing. This phonetic training was, of

course, indispensable, and adds much weight to his testimony. I

feel under great obligations to Mr. McBurney for his kindness in

enabling me thus unexpectedly to complete my account of South-

Eastern pronunciation.

D 18 = NE. = North Eastern, so called in opposition
to D 17 = 8E.

Boundaries. Begin at the sw. angle of Rt., near Rockingham,

Np. Go ene. across Np. s. of King's Cliffe to the nw. angle of

Hu., near Wansford, Np. Pass along the b. of Hu. to Peter-

borough (in the map, the line has been accidentally drawn a little

s. of this border). Go all round Cb. to the ne. angle of ISp., then

proceed along the n. b. of Np. to the entrance of the inlet of Li.

containing Stamford. Cut across that inlet to the opposite point of

Rt., and then pass round Rt. to the starting-point.
Area. The whole of Cb. and Rt., ne. Np., and the Stamford

inlet of Li.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following names, where *

means vv. per AJE., t per TH., ||
in systematic spelling, in io.

Cb. *general (Mr. Perkins, Prof. Skeat), fCambridge, tChatteris, fEly,
Haddenham, f March, tSawston, f Shelford, Soham, fWhittlesford, fWil-

lingham, fWisbech, *Wood Ditton.

Li. f Stamford.

Np. fAilesworth, f Castor, fEye, fPeakirk,
*
fPeterborough, f Rockingham,

tWakerley, fWerrington, fWryde.
Rt. * Cottesmore (:kotjm6oi3) , Empingham,

*
Oakham, Stretton, Uppingham,

Whitwell.

Character. It is curious that Cb. differs from Hu., especially in

the A- words, which are no longer (ei) as a rule, though of course

there are exceptions near the b. of Hu., Bd., Ht., and Es., but are

simple (ee\ and this is also frequently the case for the JEG, EG
words, though these more frequently admit of (EE'), or some such

form. This astonished me very much when I first became aware of

it, but it is an evident approximation to Nf. and Sf., across both of

which Cb. lies.
1 The A' words have also (00} rather than (dw, oou).

1 It is, however, not quite uniform. (dE"i) day, at Ely (stra'tt, pleis, wei,
TH. noted at "Willingham (8 n.Cam- ni^ed, ee, kjeiz) straight, place, way,

bridge), (dE
M
i rE"in, teib'l niE'^ste) made, letter A, because, and at Cam-

day rain table master, at "Wisbech bridge (E'int) is-not?
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The IT' words take the general E. form (E'W) or thereabouts. The
U, however, changes, for the n. sum line 1 runs across the n. part
of Cb. in a straight line from Sawtry, Hu. (9 nnw.Huntingdon), to

just n. of Ramsey, Hu., and s. of March, Cb. (12 nnw.Ely), and

then, turning suddenly northwards, passes just w. of Wisbech and

proceeds to the ne. point of Cb., whence it pursues the b. of Nf. to

the sea. All n. of this line is therefore in the sddm region. But
the s. sddm line passes from Hu., goes s. of Eamsey, Hu., and

passes between Chatteris (9 nw.Ely) and Ely, then passing ne. to

Downham Market, Nf. (6 s.King's Lynn). The intervening part
of Cb. is therefore in the mixed region, so that s. of the s. sddm,

line we have pure (a, a), in the mixed region (a, a, w
, o) and

other intermediate forms, and in the n. part pure (UQ). But this

seems to have no effect upon the rest of the dialect.

Remembering this, I was struck by the great resemblance of Rt.

to Cb. pron. There are the same A- (ee\ A' (00), I' (di, A'*), the

same TJ' (E'W). On the extreme of Rt. I noticed a slight tinge of

M. in the use of (sheV) for (shii), as I had found in E. Haddon,
Np., D 16, p. 213). This satisfied me that the portion of Np.
intervening between Cb. and Rt. must present the same peculiarities.
But my information from this region was far too scanty for me to

judge till TH. at Easter, 1886, took a rapid phonetic survey of

the country, and finding there the Rt. characters, I included it

in D 18.

Cb. has many usages like those of the adjacent BTf. and Sf., such

as 'together' as an address to several persons; 'come to mine,'
that is, my house, 'he do '

for he does. Also the words 'to do '

are frequently (tiu diu), which is half-way to (tiji diyi), which
will be considered in D 19. These do not appear to occur in ne.

Np. and Rt. Hence we must distinguish three varieties, Yar. i.

Cb., Yar. ii. ne.Np., Yar. iii. Rt.

YAR. i. MID CAMBRIDGESHIRE dt.

pal. in 1879 by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. John Perkins, of Downing College,

Cambridge, who was very familiar with the peasant speech, hut he could

assign no particular locality.

1. s0o di SE, meets, JE'U sii IIE'U dhset a*)m rait BDE'wt dhset Kt'l

gael kamm frem dim skuul hmdra.

2. shi)z B) go-Mi dE'wn dhi? rood dhei3, thrzu dhi3 red gE'ist on dhi3

left hand s<ml i3)dhi3 wee.
3. shuBr isna-f dbs tj<h'ld)z gAn street ap te dhi3 do'-er )dhe roq

4. wei3 shi)l bi shm? te famd dha3t def wsz'nd fete i3)dlre
neem

:tomas, dhaet)s olas tdit vz V dram.
5. we AA! noo em vEr WE!.
6. woont dhi owd tjaep suun tiitj [laan] B not te duu it [dhi)t]

BgE-n.
7. Iwk ! 0nt it truu.
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Notes to m. Cambridgeshire dt.

1. so, noted as usual pron. mates, certain. Mr. P. gave (shrimps srimps,
no vanish noted here or in other cases. ram srab, shruu HIE^S, sragd) shrimps,

yonder, the aspirate is not usually rum shrub, shrew mouse, shrugged.
that is always tight as a drum, the

people object to the word drunk.
dropped, but often wrongly inserted.

3. child, pi. (tjildim).
4. wizened, the word shrivelled not

in use, the use of (shr-) seemed un-
6. teach,

usual.

learn
'

is much more

S.CB., SAWSTON (6 sse. Cambridge), dt.

pal. in 1879 by TH. from the diet, of Mr. John Mullett, native, 18, and 3 years

latterly in Nt., son of the foreman to a paper mill,

1. naw di see, meetiz, j&'u si di wer mii i3bawt dhat b't'l gjal
m frem Jon skuul.

2. shi)z -Bgirm dawn dire rood dhei3 thruu dhat rEd gjeet i3)dhi3

Left and said.

3. wdi dire tj<Mld)z gon straVt te)dlre doe i3)dlre roq aws,

4. WE'B sh)l praps famd dhat 6wd draqk'n dsf laqk* tjap BV)B
itoni'Bz.

5. ju AA! noo)im WE! 'ena'f.

6. dnt dh)6wd tjap sunn tiitj)Br not te du)t 'BgJE'n, po'B th/q.
7. Mk JTB ! et)s ra^'t, J'B sii.

Notes to Sawston dt.

1. now, the diphthong (&,w) is very 5. road, observe the absence of

doubtful. It most probably should be vanish.

(E'Z) as in the surrounding districts. 6. won't, the absence of (w) is

'say, no vanish written. that, the (a) noticeable. old, the absence of
(1)

is

for (ee) is doubtful, and may have been suspicions,
a slip here and elsewhere.

se.Cs., "WOOD DITTON (3 sse.Newmarket, 13 e. Cambridge, on the

b. of Sf.), dt.

pal. in 1879 by AJE. from diet, of Miss Walker, native, daughter of the

then vicar.

1. ns'w A' diu see, tege'dhG, jo'w sii ns'u A' bi rA^'t ebE'wt dhset

ee^ lit'l gEl [mAdh^] kEm^n frem dhset ee^ skiul [dhi? skiul jandi?,

hrndsl,

2. shi bi goo'm ds'wn dh^ rod dheX thriu dh^ red gat on dhr?

left hsen sA'/d <

e)dh'e rod.

3. shiue tjnE'w dhset tjA
;

ld)z [dh^ Kt'l /

en)z] gbn strA^'t [rA
r

t]

ap te dire doe i3)dhe roq IIE'WS,

4. wera shi)l hoap'n fA'md dhaet draqk'n d/f w'z'nd fsl-e, ^)dlre
neum -e :tamas.

5. wi AA! noo em WE! imE'u [wEr ^ WE!].
6. oont dire ool tjsep siun teetj [laan] shi not te diu dhset Egfn,

POB theq !

7. Iwk, tege-dh^, beent it triu.

[
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Notes to Wood Ditton dt.

1. now I say, (soo) as it is called door, they say (pa:'we, fa'ue) pour,
would not be used here, they (siu a four.

QTES en soon dhe kor 'n) they sew a 4. happen, used for 'it may happen,'
dress and sow the corn. together, the perhaps. -find, the (A') was dictated

regular address in Cb. to more than clearly throughout, (B sA'it B piip'l)

one, (meets) is also used. I be, 'I a sight, great number, of people.
am '

is also used,
' thou '

is not in name, also pronounced (nseee'im) . The
use. girl, mauther, the latter word alternative forms (geet ga'it, neum
imported from Sf., wench is not used. nsea3'im) recall the succession of (e'i) to

that there school is the usual phrase. (ee) observed in Ht. (p. 196 d}.
2. road, with a short vowel certainly, 5. very well, given as an alternative,

but doubtful if (o) or (o). gate clearly is the only example of (w) for (v) I
dictated as (gait), possibly due to have found in Cb., and it may be like

adjacent Sf., but (geet) is also used. mawther, an importation from Sf.

of the road or (WEE) way. 6. teach she for her is a suspicious
3. enow, 'enough' is never used. S. form.

Miss "Walker also dictated the following sentences and words :

1. (hmdi3 \>ii B ds'w), yonder is a dove.

2. (WE'-B 13 jou 13 goo-m tiu, bo ?), where are you going to, bo ? [lad,

man, a Sf. word].
3. (A' bi glad tiii sii shii), I be glad to see she.

4. (HEW shi -dm grA'h), how she do grow, with an amount of wind

following, like a guttural.-

5. (diu m'u goo 13wee*, doont sekt soo fiuub'sh), do you go away,
don't act so foolish.

6. (shi)z dheet ba3d), she is so ill.

7. (te kop), to throw, (im'z'n, miis), mice, the latter rare, (peez 'n

beenz), peas and beans, (ta:mi3ts), turnips, (waz'l), wurzel,

(fast, bast), first, burst, (ke'djd), only convalescent, in Nf.

brisk.

n.Cs., MARCH (12 nnw.Ely), dt.

by the Rev. J. "W. Green, Eector, pal. by AJE. from his notes
;
the words in

[ ] were marked rp. and are retained in ordinary spelling, as the exact

pron. intended could not be assigned.

1. [so I say, mates,] JB'U [see now that I am] T dii [about that

little] ga3l kamm fr i3m [the] skiul jmdi3r .

2. shi biz goo-m [down the] rdo^d dhaar [through the red gate
on the left] hsend [side of the way].

3. [sure] emu [the] tjcwld hez [gone] straYt wp tiu [the] do'oi3r

[of the] r oqg [house].
4. waar shi)l tjaentj [to

find that] ^dr 9qk'n [deaf] dr^z'nd feln

[of the name of Thomas].
5. [we all] noo [him] va3r [well].
6. uunt [the- old chap soon teach her not] tin diu [it] gin, po0Br

thtq !

7. lak, iint [it] tn'u?
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Notes to March dt.

1. you, rh. now. right, "the tip of

the tongue is merely raised," this

must be (r )
in all cases before a

vowel, otherwise it is probably omitted
;

hence as the Rector always wrote the r,

I have inserted (r ) always. coming,
1 '

first syllable as in hum, second

sounded in .

"
school,

' '

pronounced
skewl as in skewer.

' '

yonder
' '

yin is

the word used, and yinder"
2. She is, "be is mostly used, she

bees" going,
" a is prefixed when the

first person is used before it, as I'm
a goin." road "roh-ud." there,

rh. tar.

3. enough, "one form enew always
used." child, "the vowel 'i' has a

diphthongal sound as if ei 'cheild.'"

I have taken the (ai) from TH.'s
observations at March. has,

' hez '
as

in 'fez,' 'have' as in 'heav-en.'
"

straight,
" ai as in the Greek diphthong

at," as pronounced in England. up,
" vowel as in full." Mr. Green marked
the following words as having u in dwll

(a), us husband dust love dove above

hunger tongue sun under but butter up
cup jump gun tumble thunder, and
with u in full (u} buUock full. Thus
he gave up differently in the list and
the dt. to "as in tew." door "as in

oar." wrong "sounded with double

gg, and the vowel as in rung" house,
"and home are not commonly used,
the pronoun ours, yours, mine, being

commonly employed alone, as ' come to

mine,' instead of '

my house.'
"

4. where, "h not pronounced, the

vowel sounded as in far." she
9

II, "if

emphatic sounded as wul" (wal).

chance, pr. chanch. drunken,
" dr

sounded with the tongue against the

teeth, u as in sunk
;

"
this dental dr

must apparentlybe an error. shrivelled,
"the word used is drizzend; shr is

sounded in words of that beginning."
5. know,

' we know '
is the form used,

vowel as in over. very, "like Harry,"
this is a very remarkable form.

6. teach, "learn, used instead of

teach, is pronounced larn" (Iar n, laan).

poor, "as in oar" thing, "some-
times k instead of g, and sometimes g
dropped, somethin, anythink ."

7. look "as in luck." isn't "as
eent" true "as treuw."
The treatment of U from the account

of the Eector (except in the word up in

the dt.) appeared to be the same as in

rs. But TH. on visits made with the

express purpose of verifying this point
in 1881 and 1882, found generally (u )

for short u and short o treated as u,

as in tumble stumble thunder gun up
sun jump pump cup tub jug mutton
some son crumbs couple another colour

supper other sum duck brother (mw nB)

[mustn' t] honeymonkeytrumpetplunder
run stomach. Once he got (o) in each

of the words twmble, cup, colour,

others, and once a vowel between

(u , o) in onion (u njn). Hence I

have placed March on the n. sum line

1 itself.

"With regard to other sounds TH.
found ai, ay = (ee) in way day say, with
no vanish.

i, y long = (ai) in die while time

behind.

o long, o-e, ow generally (oo) without

vanish.

ou and ow generally (E'U), sometimes

(a'u), and sometimes an intermediate

diphthong.

ne.CB., WISBECH, cwl.

Herbert J. Little, Esq., of Wisbech (:w'zbti), kindly filled up
one of my old wl. He marked by far the majority of the words as

having rp., and only those which follow had any indication of a

dialectal change, except such minor points as w for wh, g and k

omitted in ^naw, now, nead, etc., which are not distinctive.

These now follow in the order of the cwl.

i. WESSEX AND NOKSE.

A- 14 drAA + r [before a following vowel]. 33 radhu. 36 thoo. A: 47
wands. 54 want. A': 102 seks. 105 rid. 115 ham. 118 ban. 123

hathiq [? HA-]. 124 stan. 133 rit. M- 144 *?gi-n. JE: 155 thsek.

173 WAA. 118 psed. M': 218 ship. E- 233 sp^k. 236 f*m?. 248
maa. E: 265 stra'it. 270 beh?z. 272 ehjm. 273 min. E': 306 ha'ith.
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314 hied. 316 neks. EA- 319 gaap. EA: 323 foot. 324 a'it.

EA': 355 diif. 366 gret. 370 riu [mitten rear]. EO- 386 ja'u. EG:
389 jelk. 396 wak. 397 sued. 400 eonest. 402 laan. 406 uth [written
airthl. 407 faad'n. EO': 434 bet. I- 441 siv. 442 a'ivwi [written
ivory]. 0: 537 ma'uld. TJ- [where rp. was especially marked, the word
is given in Italics in ordinary spelling]. 600 love [a very slight approximation of

the o to (u), scarcely perceptible ;
this expression must refer to one of the sounds

intermediate to (a, u)]. 603 come [very slight approximation to ()]. 605 son

[rp.]. 607 butter
[rip.'].

U: [where rp. was especially marked, the word is

given in Italics in ordinary spelling]. 608 ugly [very slight approximation to
(u)~\.

612 some [very slight approximation to ()]. 618 wa'und. 625 tongue [rp.].
626 hunger [u approximates slightly to (*), not (huuqge)]. 629 sun [slight

approximation to ()]. 630 won [slight approximation to (M)]. 631 Thursday
[rp.]. 632wp[rp.J. 633 <?p [rp.J.

635 wath. 636 fade. 637 tash tosh. 639
dust [rp.].

, U'- 653 but [rp.J. U': 662 us [rp.]. 666 husband [the

approaches () sometimes]. Y: 684 brig. 685 rig. 688 biuld [written

beuld], 696 bath. 697 biuri [written bewry]. 700 was. 701 fast.

ii. ENGLISH.

0. 767 na'iz. 769 mol. 790 ga'und. U. 808 put [rp.].

m. ROMANCE.
E- 892 nevi. I~andY~ 910 dja'ist. 0-- 916 tqren [written

ingyon}. 919 a'intnumt. 920 pa'int. '923 ma'ist. 924 tja'is. 925 va'is.

926 spa'il. 947 ba'il. TJ-- 965 a'il. 968 a'iste.

Usages. I am, I are, we you they are, I be, I is [this must be imported], they
is, he do, he live there, I am a-going.

Note to Wisbech cwl.

Mr. Little says :
" In a district like

this, with very little dialect proper,
one has to consider whether individual

peculiarities are not often due to some
connection with either Norfolk or

Lincolnshire, which approach so very

closely, and which have distinct modes
of speech. I was much influenced by
this consideration. I therefore dwelled

(mentally) as much as possible on the

speech of a typical labourer ,or two of

my acquaintance, rather than marked
the numerous peculiarities of those who,
in my opinion, or to my knowledge,
had borrowed accidentally from our

neighbours." Mr. Little, however,

kindly went once more over the words
which have (u, a) in rs., and the result

is given under U- II: U'- U': . Here
he frequently recognises a tendency of

(a) to pass, more or less, generally

slightly into (u) and the consequent
occ. generation of (o), see No. 637
tusk. This is the distinctive mark of

the mixed area, in which therefore

Wisbech is situate, the n. sum line

passing just above it. TH., who visited

Wisbech in 1882, must have fallen in

chiefly with those who in Mr. Little's

opinion were affected by neighbouring

Li. and Nf., both of which have (w ),

Wisbech being wedged between them,
so that it could scarcely keep an (a)

in the younger generation. Thus from
a boy of 13, a native, TH. heard

( )

in jump [with at one time a blending
of (o, a)], pump, cup, tub, jug, tumble,

mutton, sun, son, duck, crumbs
;
but in

some he heard a mixture of (u , a) and
in colour a mixture of (o, a) while in

couple the sound was completely (o).

From a man of 39, a native, he heard

( )
in jump, cup, mutton, some, sun,

son, duck, couple, crumb, but a mixture

of
( , o) in tumble, and complete (o)

in pump, tub, jug, colour. The

phenomenon was almost the same at

Chatteris, which is 15 ssw.Wisbech,
and hence not exposed to the Li.

action, and is 9 m. from the Nf. b.

Here TH. from a native, aroadman of 73,

noted
( )

in nothing, tub, some, crush,

wonderful; but also (a) in nothing,

just, a mixture of (u , o) in jump, cup,

and of (o, a) in crumble, crumbs,

crumbly, but pure (o) in jug, tumble,

mutton, gruffer, couple, colour, sun,

son, scholar, and so on from others,

shewing that Chatteris is in the mixed

region, but just at the limit of (u ).
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Mr. Little says that " the fen country generally is the home of

pure speech, hy which I mean, of language hut little differing from
the ordinary literary English." It is an opinion held hy many that
" received speech is pure, and dialectal speech impure," forgetting
that received speech has heen highly "doctored" in the course of

ages from some form of dialectal hereditary speech, and hence is

really the impurest possible form of speech. Received English,

however, prohahly descended from E. speech, especially the inland

variety, and that would account for the marked resemblance between
the two.

YAP,. ii., ne.NORTHAMPTON cwl. containing:

Pt Peterborough, wn. by TH. at Peterborough and Werrington in 1881-2.

Pe those observed by AJE. from Miss Furness, student at Whitelands,
and the following wn. by TH. at Easter, 1886.

A Ailesworth (5 W.Peterborough).
C Castor (4| w.P.).
E Eye (3ne.P.).
P Peakirk (5| n-by-w.P.).
E Eockingham (8 n.Kettering).
S Stamford, Li., from a Eutland man.
Wak Wakerley (15 w.P.).
Wer Werrington (3| nnw.P.).
Wr Wryde, in parish of Thorney, Cb. (9 ene.P.).

I. WESSEX AND
A- 3 PWr \>ee\. 8 AEE EV. 18 P kj^k. 20 PPe lean. (with no

vanish). 21 WakEPWrS neem. A: or 0: 58 A thram. 60 AWerP l q.
64 AEWr roq, WakEWerS rw q, E rwq, EP roq. A'- 69 WakEEP noo.

74 C twu tuu, E tuu. 76 Pe tood. 81 WakE leea. 82 A ww ns. 86 Wer
oots, AEPWr ots, CE outs. 92 E nooz. 93 AWak snoo, P sndu. A': 104
AWak rood. 115 CP oum, AWakEEWerWr oom, Pt om, CPt owm, P 6>m.
IHCwA'n. 118 Wak boon. 122 WakEEP no. 124 WakP stoon.

M- 138 AWakEEWerPWr faadhtj. 142 APWakE sneel. 152 AEE
WAAte. M: 162 CA dei, AWakEEWerP dee. 172 Wak grES, EE gras.
181 Wak pad. JET- 197 CAEPWr tjiiz. 200 CEEPWr wit, AEP wiit.

&': 209 WakPE niv. 223 CWakEEP dheB. 224 EEP wiB-i-r, E WGB
WE'TJ.

E- 233 CWakEEWerP speek, A sp<?k, EP spiik. 241 C rein, AE r^n. 243
S pW-in. E: 261 A SE\ WakEEP see, E sii, E see. 262 WakEEWerPWr
w^, E wee. 263 P uw^, S r?wei. 278 A WEntpz. E'- 290 AEEPWr i.

292 E nu'i. 299 WakEEWerPWr griin. E': 314 A 9
(

|l rd>
E ELLrd>

AVakEEP iud, E gad.

EA: 322 WakEEPPtWr laf . 324 EP E'it. 326 WakEEP 6edd. 328 Wer
kowld. 335 A AA!. 338 A kAAlin. EA'- 347 AWakEPWr ed, E ed, Pt. E'id.

EA': 361 AWakEWer biin. 366 WakPWr greet, E grEt. EO: 394 C
jondu, Wer jondu, AEWak jand^. 395 AEWerP jw q. 402 Wak k^rni^,
EEP laan, E Wer laan. EO'- 411 C thrii. 412 E shi, EPWr shi. EO':
428 A sii. 437 Wak trtuth, PWr trt>th. EY- 438 EE dai, WakWer
[between] dA"i dai, P dAn i dai.

I: 458 WakEEWerP na'it, Wr na'it. 465 WakES sitj. I'- [name
of the letter] A di, Pe a'i. 494 P tAM im, WakEPWr tim. I': 500 AWakE
k'ik.

0: Pe srw b [shrub, shr- never used]. 531 CAEEWerPWr dAAtt?.

0'- 555 AEP shuu. 559 PE niAdlve, A [between] mAdlre modh^, E modhi?,
Pt modhB, Wr madh^. 562 WakEEWerPWr muun. 564 P suun. 568 AE
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brw dhB. 0': 579 WakE vnuj, Pe tmiu. 587 WakREP dwn, Wr dw n.
588 WakREWerPWr mmn.
U- 605 WakREWerPS s n- 606 AWakREWerP dfo+ r. 607 R bu te.

U: P t mb'l [tumble]. 629 Wer sw n. 632 AWakRPS u p. 633 Wr
k^* p. U'- 641 A B"W, Wr a'w. 643 AE naw. 650 S tMwt. U': 658
R dawn, E dawn, P dE"n. 659 E town, P ttB

M
n, Wr [between] tz'wn

ta'im. 663 AWak a'ws, WakWerWr [between] Q'US, E'WS, RE aws, P 1 1 iE'ws

[A E'Wn, Wak a'wz'n].
Y- 673 WakE m tj. Y': 712 AWak mats.

n. ENGLISH.

I. and Y. 758 Pe gjel [Miss F. had not heard wench']. 0. 791 ARE
boi, WakP boi. U. 794 Pt djw^. 803 Pt dj mp.

ui. ROMANCE.
A-. 810 A tea. 866 Pe pom?. I- and Y-- 901 AE fain.

CAPWr bif [beef]. 947 AR boil, Wak boil. U .. 965 A oil.

YAK. iii., RUTLAND.

The short u as dictated to me in Ru. seemed to be rather (wj
than (w ),

due perhaps to the neighbouring Li., but as a com-

promise I have used only (u). Ru. is quite distinct from adjoining
Le., where according to TH. (u ) prevails. See Introduction to

M. div.

COTTESMOEE, RT. (4 nne.Oakham), dt.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr. T. E. Cattell, native, who resided there till 14,
but had been absent 14 years, and was then teacher at St. Mark's Coll., Chelsea.

The r was not particularly observed.

1. soo A?i see, bwta'z, JB se nu'u dh^t A'^rn rA^'t Bba'wt dhat lit
1

!

gEl kwm^n frum Jon [jEn] sk^uul.
2. she*)z go-^n da'wn dhe rood dhe'B thruu dh^ rsd geet on dh^

lEft and sA^'d B)dhB wee.
3. sh^uisr 'enwf dh^ tjA^'ld 'Bz gon street wp te dh^ dw^r <

e)dh^
roq a'ws,

4. wiB she)l tja
jns to fA'm dhat dr^qk'n dEf sr^v'ld fE!B 'B)dhB

neem 13 : tonn?s.

5. wi AA! noo m wEre WE!.

6. wuunt dhra ool tjap sz xuun tiitj "e not te duu it Bgrn [agE-n],

pdB thiqk !

7. luuk, eent it truu.

Cottesmore dt.

1. so, sy without vanish
;
whether par. 4 (shii) wrs also given. on rather

(see) or (see) was said is not absolutely (on) than (on).

certain, but I have generally marked 3. enough, 'enow' is not used.

(ee), and so I retain it in preference to 4. shrivelled, the word is common,
'), as there was no trace of a following and so is (wiz'nd) wizened.

i}. see, both (sei, sii) seem to be used, 5. know, occ. knows. very, inclined

e (sei) is of course a M. encroach- to (wEri), but not very certain, (wit'lz)

ment. girl, (wEntj) wench is used victuals is the only instance of (w)

affectionately. for (v) quite certain.

2. she, (shei) was heard here, but in
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OAKEAM, Ex., dt.

pal. by AJE. from the writing of Miss Keram, native, teacher at Whitelands,
assisted by her wl. which had been corrected from diet.

1. s00 di see*, meets, ju sii na'u dliBt di)m idit i3bE'ut dhat-e^
b't'l gEl, kwmm thrum dhi3 skuul.

2. shii)z)Bgo-m da'wn dhi3 rood dhe^, thriu dhra rad geee't on dhi3

b;ft and said BV dhra weee.

3. shtor ^nwf, dhB tj<wld iz gon strEt wp tB dhi3 do^r BV dhra

rwq a'ws.

4. wii3 slii)l tjaansh te famd dhat dr^nk'n diif [def] sr/v'ld fElur

rav dhB neem BV -.tomas.

5. wi IIAA! [6^1] n0o)n VEIW WE!.

6. wuunt dire hoold tjap suun laan)^ not tB duu it ege'n, pou
theq !

7. luuk ! eent)it triu ?

Notes from Miss Kemm.

E as Miss K. pron. was when initial

a decided (r), when final it was untrilled

and mostly like the vowel () as in

London.
The cwl. is made up from Miss K.'s

observations on old people, especially

shepherds, which she had observed from
childhood.

H. is generally omitted in the right
and inserted in the wrong place, the

latter especially when the speaker is

emphatic and slow, and is anxious to

speak well, as (hov koos) of course.

Irregular (strong) verbs are often

made regular (weak).
Th and F are not confused, we have

neither (throks) frocks, nor (fis'lz)
thistles [but observe (tlm<m) from,

par. 1],

Many is called (m?ni) by old and

antiquated people.

Cl, Gl initial become (tl, dl).

Old, well-educated peeople say (fift

sikst eei na'int) fifth sixth eighth
ninth.

Noise is used for sound.

Proud is expressed by (di en lofti)

high and lofty.

Though ointment is not used, they

speak of
(p,

nA'inted raaskel) a 'nointed

rascal, one who has been well thrashed.

To addle, earn, is not common, but
has been heard.

*
#
* I cannot be sure of my notes for

(ee, ee), as they were not distinctly

separated, and hence have generally
used (ee) even when perhaps (ee} or

(eei) was said.

RUTLAND cwl.

C Cottesmore (:kotrm6ij) wl. pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr. T. E. Cattell in

1882, as above.

Oakham (:uukem) wl. pal. in 1877 by AJE. from diet, of Miss A. Kemm, as

above. This is town pron., and in some respects refined. Miss K. says :

' ' The provincialisms are not glaring, they consist chiefly in the use of old

Saxon words, and the peculiar sound of w" as (u). Oakham was celebrated

for its holm-oaks, as at Ashwell (3 n.Oakham) there are beautiful ash-trees.

S Stretton, as given by the then Rector, Eev. E. Bradley (' Cuthbert Bede ').

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 b^k. 4 C tEk. 5 CO msk. 6 mml. 7 smk. 8 CO EV.

9 C bi;E-v, bi
;
ee-v. 10 6u. 12 sou+r. 13 no^-j-r. 14 dro^+r.

17 loe-fr [sometimes]. 18 keek. 20 CO \eern. 21 CO nmn. 22
teem. 23 CO smn. 24 CO sheem. 28 ee. 32 C bmlh. 33 COS rmlhi?,

radlre. 36 thot?. 37 kl6*?+r. A: 39 kuum. 56 C wEsh, wash.
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A: or 0: 58 C throm [has been heard from poor people], throm thrwm.
60 C loq, [between that and] Iwq. 61 CO enmq. 62 [between] stroq
stmq. 64 [between] roq mq. 66 [between] thoq thwq.

A'- 67 goo + u [in the pause]. 69 noo + u [in the pause]. 70 too + u

[in the pause]. 71 woo + u [in the pause]. 72 C oo. 73 soo + u [in the

pause]. 74 C too, too+ w [in the pause]. 75 strook. 76 toed. 77
loud. 81 C leen. 82 wwns. 84 moe [like 12]. 85 SOB [like 12].
86 C oots. 87 C klooz, tlooz. 89 booth. 92 noo. 93 snoo. 94 kroo.

A': 101 ook [but old-fashioned people call Oakham (:uukem)]. 102 aast

[both pres. and pret., old people say (aks)]. 104 CO rood. 105 CO rood.

106 CO brAAd, broed. 107 C loof, laf, lf. 108 doe [(peest) more

common]. Ill oet. 113 CO al [hurl is not so pronounced, as it is in Nf.],
hwl. 115 wm [with or without (h)], S wmn. 116 uum [rarely used] .

117 WAU [never (wwn)]. 118 C booon, boon. 122 CO nun [(non) in

Le.]. 123 CO noot, nuthiqk. 124 ston. 125 ooni, oondi. 126 6e [like

12]. 127 C oes, oust* [occ.]. 129 goost. 132 ot. 134 oeth.
M- 138 C faadhe, OS feedhe. 139 dree. 141 CO neel [no vanish]. 142

CO sneel. 143 CO teel. 147 C breen. 148 fee. a !nt [ant, oftener

(pismaie)]. 149 C bleez. 152 C wate. JE: 155 C thak thEk thEtj. 158
haatenuun [afternoon, very common]. 161 CO dee. 163 lee. 164 CO

mee. 166 C meed. 171 G beeli. 172 C grEs. 173 CO WAA. 181 CO pad
[regular form]. M'- 182 CO sii. 183 C teetj, [(laan) learn, used]. 184 liid.

185 C reed, rEd [pt.], riid, rEd [pt.]. 186 brEdth. 187 C leev, liiv.

188 C nee [(wini) more common], neei wini [both used], 189 C wee, wee?.

190 CO kii. 191 iil. 192 C meen, miin. 193 klwq [heard from an old

lady near Uppingham, who was 90 when she died]. 194 C oni, eeni Eni.

195 meeni [old], S mom. 196 di waa, wi waa, dhe waa [I was, we they

were]. 197 C tjeez, CO tjiiz [C both used]. 199 bliit. 200 C wist,
wiit. 201 CO iidh'n, C eedh'n [C both used]. 202 iit. M': 204 diid.

205 C thrid, thrEd. 207 niid'l. 210 C klee, kleei. 211 C gree,

greet. 212 wee/. 213 Smlhe. 216 CO diil, C dul [C both used]. 218 ship.
219 CO sliip. 221 fie. 222 ee. 223 CO dhee. 224 CO wie. 226
moost. 227 wEt. 228 C swot, swEt.

E- 232 C bra?k. 233 C syeek, spmk, spok [pret.]. 234 C niid. 235
wiiiv. 236 fiive. 238 Edj [always, compare 257]. 239 C seel, seil.

241 C reen. 243 C plee, plei. 246 kwiin. 247 wiin. 248 mee.
249 wee. 250 swee. 251 C meet meet miit [all used], miit. 252
ket'l [never (kit'l)]. 253 nEt'l. 254 Isdhe. 255 WEdhe. E: 257

b.Edj [(h) frequent]. 258 [(flagz) always used]. 260 leei. 261 C see,

seei. 262 C wee, weei. 264 C eel, eeil. 265 C street, stnst. 268

[(coldest) used]. 272 hElm [in one syllable, not (huta)]. 273 msn. 276

thiqk. 278 WEntj [in a good sense for grown girls]. 280 lEb'm. 281

iBqkth. 282 strEqkth. 284 C thrEsh. 285 kriis. 287 CO biiz'm.

288 Iset.

E'- 290 C i, [(him) more frequent]. 291 C dhi, [not used]. 292 mi.

293 C wi, wi. 294 CO fiid. 296 C bileev, CO biliiv [C both used]. 298 C

nil, fiild. 299 griin. 300 C keeip, kiip. 302 CO miit. 303 CO swiit.

E': 305 C hA't, di. 306 C eeit. 307 C nA'i, nai. 308 CO niid. 309

spiid. 310 C iil. braie [and (brie) about Belton (7 ssw.0akham) =

briar]. 313 haak at. 314 fowl. 315 CO fiit.

EA: 322 laaf. 323 foet. 324 eet. 325 waak. 326 CO ool. 328

koold. 331 soold, suld. 332 C tisld. 333 kaaf. 334 C AAf, aaf.

335 oel [(AA!BS) always]. 336 foBl. 337 WOB!. 342 C aam. 343 C
waam. 345 dee [pres.] deest [pret.]. 346 CO geet. EA'- 347 C JEd,

Ed. 348 di [almost (A')]. 349 fiu. -- sriik [shriek]. EA': 350

C died, CO dEd [last commonest]. 351 CO ted. 352 rEd. 353 CO brEd.

354 shiif. 355 C dEth dsf [mixed], diif [old and common]. 357 Odho'o^.

359 nee\m. 360 C tiem, tiim. 361 C bien, biin. 365 nit?. 366

CO grEt. 367 thrst. 368 dEth. 370 r6. 371 stroe. El- 372

ai. 373 dh^. 374 nee. 375 r^z. 379 beet. El: 377

sieek. 378 wiik.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1689 ]
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EO- 385 binii-th. 387 n'm. EO: 388 milk. 390 shwd.

394 inde. 396 CO wwk, week. 397 soed. 399 brait. 402 C laan

[used for teach]. 403 CO faa. 404 CO staa [also to (staar et piip'l)]. 406
C aath. 407 faad'n. EO'- 409 CO bit. 411 C threi, thrii. 412 C
shei. 413 divil [jocular], dsev'l [angry], dEvel [solemn]. 414 C flA'i, flai.

415 Idi. 416 die. 417 tjiu. 418 briu. 420 foe. 421 foeti,
fAAti. EO': 423 thai. 424 rwf [(ruuf) roof]. 425 lait. 426 C
fA'it, fit [fought], fait. 427 CO hi. 428 C sei, sii. 429 fund. 430
CO trend. 431 bie. 432 foet. 434 i bEt mi et kriket [he beat me at

cricket], 435 juu [usual], JOG [from old people], ja'u [in contempt]. 436 C
truu, triu. 437 triuth. EY- 438 C dA'i, dai. EY: 439 trust.

I- 440 C wik. 442 C A'iveri, am, S ivi. 444 C stA'il. 448 dhiis ie

[always]. 450 tiuzde. 1: 452 C A'i. 455 C U'i, lai. 457 matt.

458 C nA'it, natt. 459 C rA'it [never (ns'tt)], rait. 462 sait. 465

sitj, swti. 466 C tu'ild, tja'tld. 467 C wA'ild, waild. 472 sriqk.
473 C blA'in, blain [occ. (bla'in)]. 477 C fYm, fain [occ. fa'in]. 484
dhis IB [always so]. 485 this'l [not with (f)]. I'- 490 C bA'i, bai.

493 C drA'iv. 498 C rA'it. 499 biit'l. I': 500 C U'ik. 503 C Lv'if,

laif. 505 C WA'if, waif. 506 [(cold mnm) old woman, rare]. 508 C
niA'il, mail. 514 ha'is. 517 j'm.

0- 520 ba'w. 522 CO ap'n. 523 CO oop, Imp [also]. 524 waald.

0: 526 C kof kaf [both used], kof. 527 CO bAAt [0 children say (bout) at

times]. 528 thAAt. 529 CO brAAt. 531 C daate, dAAte. 532 kool.

536 goold. 537 moold. 538 wuuld [in reading]. 539 C bool. 540 C
oli. 542 boolt. 545 C op. 547 boed. 549 oed. 550 waad weed

[not (wad)]. 552 koen, kAAn. 553 oen. 554 kros. 0'- 555 CO shuu.

557 C tuu, [(en AA!) much used]. 558 CO luuk. 559 CO modhe. 562 C

nu^uun, muun. 563 mwnde. 564 C s^uun, suun [more frequently 'after

a bit']. 565 nooz. 0': 569 CO buuk. 570 tuuk. 571 gwd.
572 CO blwd. 573 CO flwd. 574 bruud [generally 'a hatch']. 575 CO
stwd. 576 wEnzde, C wEnzdi. 577 ba'u. 578 pla'u. 579 en?^f,

raiu [pi.]. 580 tuL 581 soet. 582 kuul. 583 tuul. 584 stuul.

586 CO duu. 587 dun. 588 [noon is always spoken of as ' dinner-time'].
589 C sptVran. 590 floe. 592 swoe. 594 buut. 595 C fat, tut.

596 ruut. 597 C swt, sat.

601 CO fa'wl. 602 sa'w. 603 kum.
607 CO bwtB. U: 608 Imgli. 609
C balek, bwlek. 612 smn. 613
615 pas'wnd [? (a'w-)]. 616 C gra'wn.
622 CO nde. 625 toq. 626 e^qge.

628 nun [same as 122]. '62fCO s^m. 631 theerzde, thaazde. 632 C

wp, hwp. 633 CO kup. 634 C thruu, thriu. 635 waath. 636 C
fade, faade. 637 tusk. 638 bwsk. 639 dwst. U'- 640 CO
ka'w [not (kE'w), which was repudiated by C, and so throughout]. 641 C a',

ee'w [?]. 643 na'w. 644 dwv. 646 ba'w. 647 ha'wl. 648 a'ue.

649 tha'wzend. 653 CO bwt. U': 654 C shra'wd. 655 fa'wl. 656
mum [sitting-room called house, bedroom chamber]. 657 CO bra'wn. 658 CO
da'wn. 659 CO ta'wn. 660 ba'we. 661 sha'we. 662 hz [when
emphatic at the end of a phrase]. 663 CO a'ws, ae'wz'n [houses]. 665
ma'ws. 666 wzbend. 667 CO a'wt.

ma'wth. 672 sa'w wEst [south-west].
Y- 673 mwtj. 674 Aun [done used for did]. 676 C lig, lai. 679

CO tjtttj, C tjeetj [also]. 682 liit'l. Y: 686 C bA'i, boi. 689 C
bild. 690 ka'ind. 691 ma'ind. 693 sin. 696 beeth baath. 697

bEri. 698 meeth ma8uth [that is, tongue for (99), lips for (u)]. 700 C
WMS, wase wees W99us [that is, tongue for (99), lips for (u)]. 701 C fus

[(fog) first 'go' at marbles], fas fees f9us. Y'- C skA'i, skai. 706
wai. Y': 709 faie. 711 C U'is [0 uses dicks]. 712 C mVis, mats.

U- 599 ebuuv. 600 IMV.

605 CO sun. 606 C due, doe.

C fal, fl. 610 wwl. 611

drwqk. 614 E'wnd [? (a'w-)].
619 C fa'wn, fse'wnd [? (a'w)].

670 buudh [rarely usedj. 671 C

TL. ENGLISH.

A. 718 treed. 722 dreen. 723 deeri.

[ 1690 ]
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728 sham. 733 side. 734 daan. 740 we\. 741 CO meez,
miiz. 742 C leezi. E. 746 briidh. I. and Y. 753 tit'l. 754

pig [' swine
'
is not used]. 756 srimp [no (shr-) used]. 758 gEl. 0. 761

lood. 767 nA'iz. 769 mooldiwaap [moldywarp]. 772 baanfaie

[? burn-fire]. 778 trfoed. 779 6ts [rare]. 781 C bodht?. 782 C podh
787 sa'ws. 790 CO ga'wnd. C te dra'wnd

[to drown]. 791 CO bwi.

U. 793 wg. 794 djug. 795 CO srwq [no (shr-) used]. 799 skl.
802 rum. 803 djwmp. 805 keedz. 806 CO fs. 807 C pws [(pas)
is purse]. 808 C pat.

in. ROMANCE.
A-- heeb'l. 810 CO fees. 811 CO plees. 812 C lees. 813 C beek'n,
beek'n. 814 mees'n. 816 feed. 818 eedj. 819 reedj. 822 CO

mee. 823 C bee. 824 CO tjee tjie [both used, the latter by old people].
828 eegi [old]. 829 geen. 830 CO treen. 832 mee. 833 pee.
835 C reez'n, CO riiz'n [both used]. 836 C seez'n, CO siiz'n [both used].
838 triit. 840 CO tjeembe. 841 C tja

!

ns, tjaans, tjaansh. 843

braantj. 845 C eenshent. 846 tjaandle. 847 C deendre. 848 tjeendj.
849 C streendre. 850 C da!ns. 851 aant. 852 liEpen. 853 baagin.
857 kees. 858 brees. 859 tjees. 860 CO peest. 861 teest. 862
CO seef. 863 tjeef. 865 folt. 866 CO pot?.
E- 867 Ctee, CO tii [C both used]. 868 CO djee. 869 viil. 874 C

reen. 875 feent. 877 het?. 878 saleri. 879 C fiimeel. 880

Egzaamp'l [or pattern]. 888 seetm. 890 C biest biisez [pi.], biist. 891
fust. 892 nEvi. 894 C diseev, CO disiiv [C both used]. 895 risii-v.

! andY- 898 naist. 899 niis. 900 pree. C pA'int [pint].
904 C vA'ilet. C wit' Is [victuals, about the only word in which (w) replaces

(v)]. 9100djA'ist. 911 Osisten. 912 r6is.

913 kootj. 914 brootj. 915 stwf. 916 C anjen, urum.
917 roog. 918 C feeb'l, fiib'l. 919 [(saav) salve used)]. 920 C paint,

pA'int. 922 C bash'l, bwshel. 923* mA'tst. 925 VA'S. 926 C

spail, spA'tl. 927 tr^qk. 928 a'wns. 929 C ka'Mkrnnbu, kiukumbe.
930 lA'in. 931 [(kwndrBre) conjurer, used]. 932 ema'wnt. 933
frwnt. 934 ba'wnti. 935 kwntri. 938 koene. 940 CO koot. 941

fuul. 942 C batp, btra. 943 twtj. 947 C bail, bA'il. 948 CO
ba'l [also used for to (ba'wl) bowl at cricket]. 950 swpe. 952 koos. 953
CO kwz'n. 954 C kashen, kz<shen. 955 da'wt. 956 CO kive. 957

implai [old].
U-. 961 griu;il. 964 siu;it. 965 C ail, A'il. 966 friut. 967
siut. 968 A'iste. 969 shue. 970 djwst. 971 fliut.

Notes. C no euphonic (r), (nAA^iq, drAAjit) gnawing, draw it. / am, / are in

answer to a question, I (WAA) for was, we goes, he do, he live, iheirsens.

Intonation rough thick clear drawling, sinking at end. in place of either they

say
' one on em, one or t'other.'

D 19 = EE. = East Eastern.

Boundaries. Those of Kf. and Sf.

Area. The whole of Nf. and Sf., commonly known jointly as

East Anglia.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following names, where
* means vv. per AJE., t per TII., || systematic, in io.

Nf.
*
County, f Ashill, f Binham, f Brancaster, Burnham, t Buxton,

Congham, f Diss, Ditchingham, t Downham Market, fEast Dereham,

tFakenham, fGaywood, f Great Dunham,
* Great Yarmouth, f Hardingham,

tHeacham, fHempton, Hemsby, fHolme, fHunstanton, Ingham, *Kimberley,
t King's Lynn, *Kirby Bedon, t Marham, *Mattishall, t Middleton, fNarborough,
t North Elmham, f North Tuddenham, North Walsham, *f Norwich, t Old Hun-

[
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stanton, 0vington, Ringstead, fSnettisham, *fStanhoe, fStoke Ferry, tStow,
fSwaffham, fTerrington St. Clements, fThetford, t Tivetshall, Tuttington,
f Walsingham, "Warham, f Watton, f Wells-next- Sea, f Wiggenhall St.

Germans, Witton, fWolferton, f "Wymondham.
Sf. Boyton, Bradwell,

*
Framlingham, f Great Bealings, Great Finborough,

Hemingstone,
* Orford,

*
Pakenham,

*
Southwold, Stowmarket, Ufford,

Yaxley.
Due attention has also been paid to E. Forby's Vocabulary of East AnyHa,

whose prefixed treatise on Nf. pr., with all its examples, was revised with the

help of Rev. Philip Hoste (see p. 264), and to Moor's Suffolk Words (p. 286).

Character. Every one has heard of the Nf. 'drant,' or droning
and drawling in speech, and the Sf. 'whine,' bnt they are neither

of them points which can be properly bronght under consideration

here, because intonation has been systematically neglected, as being

impossible to symbolise satisfactorily, even in the rare cases where
it could be studied. The next salient point is the French (y), of

which every one speaks. This sound, whatever it may be, certainly

replaces 0' in: shoe, too (and also the Ws. A' in two), school, bloom,

moon, soon, brood, cool, tool, stool, to do, noon, spoon, moor, boot,
root. When habit has shortened the long 0', this (y) effect is not

produced, as in : look, mother, Monday, book, took, good, blood,

flood, stood, done, foot, soot. Even when the vowel remains long,
it is occ. unchanged, as in nose, floor. Shortening does not destroy
a similar effect in L., hence the origin of this so-called (y) is probably
different in the two cases. It has in neither anything to do with
the old "Ws. Y=(y). It is, indeed, of recent origin in Nf.

The author of the Promptorium Parvulorum, 1440, says : "Comitatus North -

folchie [or as another MS. has it,
' comitatus tamen Orientalium Anglorum']

modum loquendi solum sum secutus, quern solum ab infancia didici, et solotenus

plenius perfectiusque cognovi," but he writes : schoo, scole, blome, mone, sone,
brode (the same spelling for brood and broad], coolynge, tool, stool, doon (inf.

form of do), noone, spone, moore, bote, rote. It is evident, therefore, that he
still pronounced long (oo) here as well as in the words where the vowel is now
shortened, as he writes : loke (the same spelling for look and lock), moder (the
same spelling for mother and mawther), book (or boke, according to another MS.),

goode, blode, node, foot, soot. As oo was not used for (uu) till the xvith

century, it is evident that 400 years ago the vowel in these words was (oo), and
that even the change to (uu) had not then taken place.

Now I was very much struck by the fact that in the numerous
words collected by TH. in Nf., not one case of the so-called French

(y) occurred. He not only found the usual (muun, suun), but
such forms as (mown, skowl), which remind us of the Promptorium.
He, however, also found (ce'u) in (do?'u, nog'un, nWuzik), see his

cwl., p. 262, under 0'. Now this seemed to me the key of

the whole mystery. This (#'u) is a very common glide, arising
from beginning to say (uu) with the mouth too open and closing it

as the speaker proceeds. It is also unstable
;

it has a tendency to

(m, a'u), and to unpractised ears gives at times not a bad imitation

of French (y). Then I reflected that all the authorities on whom I

relied for the sound were educated people, and that TH. had been
in direct communication with the uneducated, while he was, from
his Midland antecedents, quite familiar with (?'u). Also I remem-
bered that the sound I myself heard in Nf. was certainly not (y), but
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something much deeper, which I write (ya). Again, this sound is

apparently often fractured by beginning with the mouth too open,
giving to my ear (ij^, which, again, is readily confused with (in).
All dialect writers represent it by ew or long u, as tew, shues, too,

shoes, and sune, mune, skule. In Sf. as well as Nf. I found this

(yi> fyi) from my authorities, educated natives, but in w.Sf. the
vicar of Pakenham entirely repudiated it, saying it was a Norfolk

pron. The exact analysis of this curious sound is still to be made.

When the drant and French (y) are passed over, there is very little left which

distinguishes D 19 from D 18. The general characters of both are as follows :

The A- words are (ee, BE) in place of (ee), and the .ZEG, EG- words are (EE'*,

ee*), at least in ne.Nf.

The A' words have (00) without the vanish, as (boot) boat.

Many of the E- words have (ee) as (speek) to my ear, others hear (ee).

The long I' words are uncertain, (a'i, u'i, a'*, a'*) being all found.

The long U' words also vary, as (e'u, Q'U, &'u, E'M). See this discussed in

the notes to the Stanhoe cwl., p. 268, where Forby's remarks are particularly

considered, p. 270.
The r is treated as throughout the E. div. The h is generally aspirated.

The v in Nf. at least becomes regularly (w), while the (v) for w appears to be
a modern refinement, the speaker knowing that many of his (w) should be (v),

but not knowing which they are. This (w) for v has been given me also from

Sf., where it is generally repudiated, but as it exists in Ke., Es., and Nf., Sf.

could hardly escape having had it, though it may now be 'corrected.' The
illustrations, cs., dt., cwl., with the notes, will tell the rest.

There are many peculiar words, of which (mAAdhu) contracted to (niA), especially
when applied to little girls, and with a euphonic (r) before a following vowel, and

(bA+r) applied to men and boys, and rarely to women, are remarkable. The

(UIA), written mor, seems to me a form of mother, here often pronounced (modhe),
see p. 260, 1. 35. The (bA) is usually written bor, and associated with neighbour.
This is more than doubtful. There is no trace of (bA) in the Promptorium. It

is amusingly said that '

together
' used in addressing several people is the plural

of (bA).
' Come to mine"1

for 'my house,' and 'he live there he do,' are, as we
have seen, pp. 197, 222, 249, by no means peculiar to Nf., but are there very
marked.

In this very large district there must be several varieties. We
may assume two principal ones, Nf . and Sf . In Nf. we may take

a ne. form and nw. form, and a s. or general form. It would,

however, be difficult to draw lines of demarcation or to formulate

the differences, except in the nw., where, thanks to TH.'s efforts,

we know that U becomes transitional, from (a) in the s. through (o)

to (u )
in the n. This is an entirely new discovery, not alluded to

in any account of the dialect. Could it have escaped notice ?

Possibly. A woman of Middleton (4 se.King's Lynn) married a

man of Narborough (9 se. K. L.). The woman called cup (kap),

the man (kw p), and they had never noticed that they spoke

differently, so that TH. had the greatest difficulty in making the

woman recognise the distinction. The b. of the nw. variety is,

therefore, the s. soom line 2 as determined by TII.'s personal

observations. The ne. variety may be presumed to extend to about

Buxton (9 n. Norwich), and the s. variety to occupy the rest of the

county.
In Sf. it seems necessary to distinguish two varieties, e. and w.,

which appear to be tolerably distinct. At least the w. form, as
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illustrated by the Pakenham specimen, differs materially from the

e. form as contained in the Framlingham and Orford specimens and
the Southwold cwl.

The order in which these varieties will be treated and discussed

is : Yar. i., nw.Nf., as nearest related to the n. varieties of D 18
;

Yar. ii., ne.Nf., of which I have the most complete account
;
Yar.

iii., s.Nf., where I first wrote dialect from dictation in 1868
;
Yar.

iv., e. Si, of which I have three accounts
;
and Yar. v., w.Sf.,

where I have only one example, but that is highly characteristic.

YAE. i. nw.NoEFOLK FORM.

This was examined by TH. in 1882-3 from three centres, King's

Lynn, Swaffham and Hunstanton. The dt. from Narborough, p.

263, gives the general character of the whole variety. As it seems

unnecessary to distinguish the places in this limited variety, I have

placed them in three groups, as marked by the letters L, S, H in

the following cwl. At first, of course, each place had to be care-

fully distinguished, in order to ascertain if there were any
differences.

HW.NOEFOLE: cwl.

formed from wn. by TH., in the neighbourhoods of King's Lynn, Swaffham, and
Hunstanton.

H Hunstanton with Heacham, Holme, Old Hunstanton and Snettisham.

L King's Lynn with Marham, Middleton, Terrington St. Clements, Wiggenhall
and "Wolferton.

S Swaffham with Ashill, Downham Market, Great Dunham and Narborough.

i. WESSEX AND NOESE.
A- 21 L -Deem. A- 67 LS

A: 104 LS rood. 115HLSoom
faadhB. M: 161 LS dee, H dE

M
*. M'- 185 L riid.'

J
200 L wiit, S weet.

M': 223LdhE'1

B. 224LwE"u. E- 233 Sspiik. 251 S meet. E: 261
L aee, S SB"*. 262 L wee, HS WE"*. E'- 299 S griin. E : 314 S it?d.

EA'- 347 L [between] ed E'd, S E'd. EA': 353 S bred. 366 LS gret.
EO: 395 L [between] joq juq. 396 H wak. 402 L laan ban. EO'- 419
L jaa [your]. EO': 437 L truth. EY- 438 L ddi, S [between] ddi dA"i

da'i. I'- 494 S [between] tdim. tjfim. I': 500 S la'ik. O: 531 L
daate, LS dAAte. 0'- 555 LS shuu. 556 S te'u. 557 L ttu. 559 S
mgdhe. 560 LS skuul. 562 H mown, S muun. 564 H suun. 566 S edlre

dhe. 568 L bradhe brodhe brM dh. O': H [between] gra'w grA'u
[grow]. 586 HL dm. 587 S dun. 588 H no/un. U- 605 S sw n. 606
LS doe. 607 H bote. U: 612 L su m. L tamb'l tomb'l tM mb'l. 629
S SMpn. 632 L ep op w p. 633 L kgp kop kz^ p, H k p, S kap k// p. U'-
643 S nz'u. U': 658 S da'wn, H dE/!

n. 659 L ta'un. 663 LS Q'US.

S gonn [going]. 81 H IE" in. 93 H
[Holme is called (:olm)]. M- 138 HLS

n. ENGLISH.

0. 767 S [between] ndiz nViz. 790 L gja'wnd. IT. L tab tob t^ b.

796 L blce'uu. 803 L dpmp djomp dj mp. L tce'un [tune].

ni. ROMANCE.
A-- - S pleez [please]. E-- 869 H wiil. S pr^j [preach]. 885

H WEri. I., and Y-- 901 S [between] h'in fa'in. () - L pamp
pomp p/ mp. L mat'n mot'n mw t'n. U- S mmzik, LS mce'uzik

[music].
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Notes to nw.Norfolk cwl.

The uncertainty in the use of
(9, o, u )

was very great, as shewn in several

cases in the cwl. These pron. came

generally from different people at the

same place. See the case of the woman
from Middleton (4 se. King's Lynn) and
her husband, a native of Narborough
(6 se. Middleton, 9 se. King's Lynn), on

P. 261, 1. 11 from bottom. In the

following dt. from Narborough only (a)

and not (-w )
is used. From the same

place TH. got the sentences (gji)mi B

tap
1

e)tii) give me a cup of tea, (kat
dhat tri da'zra) cut that tree down,

(di)\ Hee JB rala'iv) I'll flay you alive,

(JB ska'undrel, ju)l kat vm. AA! ap) you
scoundrel, you'll cut them all up, (ja
var rnen, di}\ kjil)je) you vermin [ob-

serve v not w]^ I'll kill you, (a'i wAnt
J3U tjaps tu go v da'iken) I want you
chaps to go a diking or ditching.

For the use of (w) for
(v), TH. was

told the following at Holme (16 nne.

King's Lynn), (NElstm wuz v WEri
walient man, di wa j

u, i seild in B
WEsil kA'ld dire Wikteri) Nelson was
a very valiant man, I vow, he sailed in

a vessel called the Victory.
The omission of the * in the 3rd

pers. sg. of verbs was shewn by (ma'i
slid fit)mi) my shoe fits me, (i

Hv ap
[op] dlue) he lives up there, (A EkspEkt
it dce'u) I expect it does. The last

word illustrates the treatment of 0' as

TH. heard it. It would be usually
heard and treated as (dyy^ dt'yi, dhi).

NARBOROTTGH (9 se.King's Lynn) dt.

pal. in 1883 by TH. from diet, of Robert Cater, 70, native, who had lived there

30 years, and then at Swaft'ham 30, and at Norwich 10, farm-labourer, retired.

1. sd a'i se, tBgJE'dhB, luk eB, ju)si na'w dhBt)a'')m raVt

dhat b't'l mAAdhB kanmn from skuul jancle.

2. shi)z gdsn da'wn dhB rood dhes tra?'u dhB)rEd gjet on dl

and sa'id B)dh.B)wE'Y.

duB [a'ws],
4. weB shi)l vErB la'^'kb' fa'md dhat draqk'n dEf fslB BZ)W')AA!

kAAl owld :tom, i)z gJEt'nla'^'k B)skJEb't'n, tBgJE'dhB.
5. wi)AAl now LH'm VErB wel.

6. wont dhB owld tjap suun titj)Br fBr )not tB)du)'t eni UIOB,

PUB mAAdhB !

7. luk eB ! tt)s tr^'u wot a't ssd.

The following words omitted from 4. (tjans) chance, and for shr-, (shrimps
the dt. were supplied afterwards: 1. shra'wd; shrimps shroud; (nmn) name,

(mete) mates, (gEl) girl. 3. (shee'ue) 6. (thiq). The (a'i) seemed at times

sure, (imaf) enough; (tja'ild) child. to tend to (a'i).

VAR. ii. ne.NF. FORM.

For this I am principally indebted to the Eev. J. B,. Philip Hoste,

vicar of Farnham, Surrey, a native of Stanhoe (8 sw.Wells-next-

Sea), from whose dictation I pal. the complete wl. in 1877, and the

dt. in 1879, and with whom I went over all Forby's account of

Norfolk pronunciation, which I have introduced in the cwl. Mr.

Hoste was full of enthusiasm on the subject, and obligingly came

up to London expressly on two occasions and worked with me

many hours each time.

[
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STANHOE (istae'ne) dt.

pal. 1879 by AJE. from diet, of Eev. Philip Hoste, native.

1. so a* SEE'/, mEEts, ja'w sii ne'ii dhat a*')m x^'it isbB'ut dha!
t

lifl mAAdlre kurnim fr om dhi3 skiyj
2. shiiz -eoo^n d^'wn dhi? ? oo

ld dheVtJ t{r y! dire Oed gzEt on

dhB lEft haTnd sWd BY dim
3. syy^r isnai dhB mAAdhe Ire gon strait ap te dire

r oq B'WS,

4. we'0i3 sh*)l tjaa ;
ns to famd dhaat dr iqlq'n dEjf shr 2v'ld fare

dhu neez'm ra :tomos.

5. wi AA! na'w em wer & we1
!.

6. woont dh-e dwld tjaep syyjn t^tj ^r not te dyi)/t 'Bge'n, ptt

thtq !

7.

JSTofo*.

1. coming, but the a- reappears comes (mA
1^ in calling. 6. won't

in I see her a-coming (ad sii Br (woont) becomes (oont) when not be-

BkaniBn). 3. mawther (mAAdhe) be- ginning a sentence.

STANHOE cwl.

pal. by AJE. 1877, from diet, of Eev. Philip Hoste, native, to which are added

the words from Forby's account of the Norfolk pron. that Mr. Hoste

acknowledged (* prefixed), or for which he gave with a different pronunciation

(t prefixed) . I cannot always be certain of (ee ee) or (e E) or (ae, a1

)
. On

(6u, H'M), see p. 268. All the (r) are really (r ). The frequent "gradual
glottid (j)" seems to have been a personal peculiarity. I retain it, but it may
be neglected. The (%) is a deeper (), see Introduction to Midland div.

Forby's name is contracted to F, and Mr. Hoste's to H. There are also

added :

B words from Burnham (4 ne.Stanhoe, 5 w."Wells-on-Sea), given me in .writing

by C. H. Everard, Esq., native, acquainted with the dialect 28 years, then at

Eton Coll., only the differences from Mr. H. are noted.

"VV Eev. C. T. Digby, long rector of Warham (2 se.Wells-next-Sea), gave a long
wl. mainly agreeing with this, a few differences are inserted.

i. WESSEX AND J^OESE.

A- 3 bEE'tk. 4 tEE'ik. 5 mEE'ik. 6 niEEd. 7 SEE'ik. fkreed'l [cradle,
F has (kriid'l)]. 8 *hev *hEz [has; (hiav) W]. 9 bi;hEEv [bihieev W]. 10

hAA [i^ho'izez) B, pi. only]. 12 SAA [(sAA'in) has no euphonic r]. 13 UAA. 14

drAAA. 16 dAAn. 17 IAAA, IAA+ T [before a vowel]. 18 keek. 19 tEE'il.

20 lEEm. 21 nEEm. 22 tEEm. 24 shEEEm. 25 mEEn. 26 wEEn. 27 UEEV.
28 heei?. *staa [stare]. *flaa [flare]. 31 lust. 32 bEEth. 33 frfedhu

[radh^ r^dhe B]. 34 la^t. 35 AA!. 36 thoo. 37 tlEE. A: 40 koom.
*swa3n [swan]. 41 *thEqk. 43 htend. 44 Isend *lond [more gen. in Sf.].
*sondi [sandy, more gen. in Sf.]. 47 *wa !ndB. *km [can, unemphatic].

51 ma3n. 53 ka?n. 54 fwA'nt [(wsent) F and W]. 55 Eshez. 56 WEsh *waesh.

57 [(djaaki) used for ass]. A: or 0: 58 ffram [(frsem) F]. 57 leem. 60

loq. 61 ema-q [emo'q B]. 62 stroq. 63 throq [troq "W]. 64 roq. 65 soq.
66 thoq.

A'- 67 goo?/. 69 noow. 70 toow. 71 WOOM. 72 htyy^ 73 soow. 74

tiyyj [tiu Bl. 75 str^w^k. 76 tuu-fi.. 77 looted. 78 tin. 79 a'zm. 80
oludi. 81 IEEU. 83 moon. 84 moo^. 85 SOOB. 86 6ts. 87 tlooz. 88
tlooodh. 89 booth. 90 bk't*. 91 ma'w. 92 na''/. 93 sna'w. 94 kro. 95
thra'w [tra'w W]. 96 sa'w. 97 sa'zJd [soold B]. 98 na'zm. 99 thra'wn.

100 sown. A': 101 ook. 102 seks. 104 rood. 105 rid \V. 106 brood.
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107 Itw^f. 108 da'. 109 la'w. 110 *nat [especially by the women]. Ill
B'ui [(a'ttt) F]. H3 *hif1i 114 *mol [? if it is mole in this sense]. 115 uu^m.
118 *bMjn. 119 gw^. 122 nan. 123 nothin [(na'ut) F]. 124 *st

1
n [stan

BW]. 125 t^nli wan [only one, (ondlij) W]. 126 6013. 127 hoous. 128 dhoooz.
129 guupt. 130 boot. 131 goot. 132 hot. 133 root [generally (rit) W]
134 forth [not (wath)]. 135 tlAAth.

JE- 138 faadlre. f Isedhu [ladder, F. writes lutther, which may be
a misprint for fattier], 140 hEE'il. 141 fnEE'il [(nail) F]. 142 [(dodmtm)
used for snail"]. 143 tEE'il. 145 slEE'in. 146 niEE'in. 147 brEE'in. 148

[? (faa+r) F, see after 887]. 149 bleez. 150 hast [tesest B]. 152 wAAte.
153 saatedi. M: 155 thEtj [thsek W]. *sta'f [staff], 157 reev'n.

*gEdb.B [gather]. 158 aate. 160 Eg. 161 ds'i [dee W]. 163 IEE'.
164 niEE'i [(mil) B, written me]. 166 fniEE'id [(maid) F]. 167 :baanen
:dibdil [Burnham Deetpdale]. 168 teere [tolB B]. 169 WEn *wten. *w;Bsp
[wasp]. 170 aavust. - *baa [bare]. 171 baali. 172 graas. 173 woz.
174 Esh. -

*gla
1
s. 175 faapt. 178 nset. 179 wot. 181 paath.

M'- 182 see. *blitj [bleach]. 183 tee'ti. 184 leed. 185 reed.

*ridi [ready].
-

fspriid [(sprml) F]. 186 br'sedth [brEth W]. 187 leev.

188 nEE'i. 189 fwEE'i [(wai) F, not known to H]. 190 kee. 191 hi^l.
192 mee 1

!!. 193 kleen. 194 Eni. 195 niEni [mEirB W]. *enmd [errand].
196 weet;. 197 tjee'z. 199 Meet. 200 weet. 201 h^dh'n [hsedh'n W].
202 beet.

M': 203 speeHj. 204 di^d. 205 trid. 206 rEd. 207 nid'l. 208 *iv^.

210 klEE'i. 211 fgTEE'i [(gree) and (grai) F, not known to H]. 213 *eedha
to H.F, not known to H]. 214 *needlre. 215 tAAt [(teetjt) used]. 216

du
l
l*d^l. 217 *tj. 218 ship. 219 sliip. 222 heei? [(WiB) written heer'E].

223 dheetj. 224 weeu. *a4t *eeli [early]. 225 flEsh. 226 moost. 227
WEt. 228 swEt. 229 brseth. 230 faet.

E- ftrEd[(triid) F, tread]. 233 speek. 234 need. *wadlre *wa3dlre

[weather]. 235 weev. 236 feeve. 237 blE'in [usually called (ku'tbz)]. 238

hEdj[hidjW]. 239 SE'il. 241 rE'tn. 242 ftwEE'in [(twain) F]. 243 pte't.
246 kwiin [queen, but quean is not used]. 247 ween. 249 weee [wire "W].
250 swm? [swiii? W]. 251 meet. 252 *kit'l. 253 naet'l. - *fadhe

[feather]. 254 *l8edhr? [F says often (ladlre) especially in Sf]. 255 [(wadha)
wether sheep, according to F, not known to H]. [(bate) better F].

E: 257 Edi. 258 SEdj. 259 WEdi. 260 IE'*. 261 SB'. 262 wE'i [wee

W]. 264 E'tl. 265 strert. - *fild [field]. 267 Jtld. 268 Eldest.

*sild^m [seldom]. 272 Elm. 273 *min. 274 bEntj. 275 stEntj. 276 thiqk.
278 WEnt;. 280 lasv'n [elee-v'n B]. 281 Iseqkth. 282 streeqkth. *hin

[hen]. 283 mEri B [written "merrer, so final y always"]. fmEsh [marsh
F, (rnajsh) as I got from Eufield, Mi. p. 235]. 284 thrESh [here (thr-) is used,

not (tr), but (trosh) W]. 285 kriisez. *baast [burst]. 287 been?. 287
bEESBm [besom not used, B]. *soet'l [settle]. 288 tet.

E'- 289 jii. 290 hii. 291 \thou, thee are not used]. 292 mii. 294 fiid.

295 brEd. 296 btlee-v. 297 *fah. 298 feel. 299 griin. 300 kip. 301

hire *hee^. 302 meet. 303 sweeH. 304 bee t'l.

E': 305 Ire'i. 306 bVtt [ha'ith W]. 307 n^'i. 308 need. 309 spee'd

spiid. 310 heel. 311 t^eu. 312 heee. 313 [hearken not used]. 314 hired.

315 fit. 316 mekst.

EA- 317 flEE [fliiB written/^]. 319 gaap. 320 *kJEE'T?. EA: 321

SAA. 322 laarf [(laa
]

f) F]. 323 fa'wt. 324 BEt. 325 wAAk. 326 fa'uld,

[occ.] *a'wd. 327 ba'wld. 328 fka'wld *ka'wd. 329 fa'wld. 331 tsa'wld

*sa'Md. 332 ta'wld *ta'?^d. 333 *kaa 1
f. 334 aaj

f. 335 AA!. 337 WAA!.
- *beet?d [beard]. 340 jaad. 342 aa|_r m. 343 wAAm [waam B]. 345

*daa. 346 gEEt. *wEks [wax].
EA'- 347 *hid. 348 t'i. *aa+ r [ear]. 349 ts'u [F.'s third

sound of ou, (fyy,) B]. EA': 350 fdeed [(diid) F]. 351 leed. 352 rEd.

353 breed. 354 sheef shoft W. 355 fdEt
f [(diif) F]. 356 fleef [(liif) F].

[(neebe) and (naibt?)

.

357 tha'w. *aft? [heifer]. 359 fnE'ibB [(neebe) and (naibt?) F, not known

to H, (niabtj) W]. 360 teem. 361 *been. 362 S!EE. 363 tjeep. 366 grit.

367 trit. 368 dsth. 369 sk'u. 370 TAA. 371 straa.
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El- 373 dhEE *dhee. 474 HEE. 375 TEEZ. 376 bEEt [ba'it W]. El:

377 steek. 378 week. 381 SWEEU. 382 *dhgeje dhaa1

,
*dheee.

EO- 383 ssfiv'n. 384 *hiv'n. 385 binee-th [binee-n W]. 386 *ja'uu.

387 nty^ EO: 388 milk. 389 jook [jalk Wj. 390 shwd, *shad [occ.]
- *sElve [silver].

- trale [yellow, F (jab)]. 394 JEnde. 396 wak

[wak W]. 397 swad [B merely says "pronounce w>"]. 398 staav. 399 bre'it.

baa !n [burn]. 400 *aanest. 401 jaan. 402 *laan. 403 faa. 404 staa.

405 haathstwjn [not used without stone]. 406 *eeeth fa'th. 407 faad'n.

EO'- 409 bee 1
. 411 trii. 412 shii. *bEd [bid]. 413 divil. 414 fle'i.

415 le'i. [(fre'iz) freeze F, not known to H]. 416 deee. 417 tja'u W.
42C

"

EO': "423 the'i. 424" raf *ra'~k 425 le'it. "426 fe'it." 427 bii.

418 brtyyj. 420 faVe [fuue W]. 421 fooeti [fuuete W].
EO': 423 the'i. 424 raf *ra'w. 425 le'it. 426 fe'it. 427 bii. 428 see.

429 find. 430 *frind. 431 *beee. 432 fooeth. 433 *brist. 434 beet.

435 ja'w. 436 trt'yy! trtyy^h. EY- 438 de'i [do'i B]. EY: 439 trast.

I- 440 wik. 441 siv. 442 e'ivi [(a'iveri) always B]. 443 fre'ide. 444
ste'il. 446 ne'in [no'in B]. *Jis [yes]. 448 dhiiz. 449 git. 450 tyy^di.
451 se'w.

I: 452 e'i. 454 witj. 455 k'i. *thaa'd [third].
- *baa]d [bird],

457 mB'it. 458 ira'it. 459 re'it. 460 wEEt. 462 SB' it. 464 witj. 465

sijtj. 466 Wild. 467 wu'ild. 468 tjildren. 471 timbu. 472 shriqk.
473 bk'ind [no d W]. 474 ra'ind. 475 wa'ind [not (wind)]. 476 baind

[no d W]. 477 fa'ind [no d W]. 478 gra'ind [no d W]. 481 fiqge. 484
dhis. 485 this'l. 486 jist [jEst B]. 487 Jfestedee [jistedee B]. 488 *oit.

*sEt [sit]. daaH [dirt]. *tit [teat].
*

I'- 490 b^'i. 491 s'i. 493 dre'iv [pret. *(drav) drove, not the noun

(droov)]. 494 te'im. 496 ra'i'Bn. 497 Bre'iz. 498 re'it. I': [B "all the

i's=6y" (a'i)]. 500 h'ik. 501 wB'id. 502 f'iv. 504 n^'if. 505 we'if.

506 wMjmBn [wam^nW]. 507 wimin. 508 m^'ild. 509 we'il. 511 wu'ind.

512 sp^'ir. 513 we're. 514 e'is. 515 wtj'is. 516 wizdem.
0- 520 bow. 521 fool. *draj

p [drop]. 522 oop'n. 523 hoop. 524
wald [wald B]. 0: 526 ko^f [kAAf Bj. 527 bAAt [(ba't) F]. 528 tliAAt

[(tha'wt) F]. 529 brAAt. 530 rAAt. 531 daate. 532 kool. 533 dal [dwl B].
534 huu^. 536 ga'wld. 537 ma'wld. 538 w^d *wad [occ.] 540 holi [in
e.Nf. (halve)]. 542 bo^lht. 545 hop. 547 booed. 548 fooed. 549 hooed.

550 *wajd [wad W]. 551 stAAm. 552 kAAn. 553 hAAn. niAAnin

[(maanin) morning F]. 554 kraas.

0'- [B says:
"

all M'S pronounced in correct Engl. oo, Norfolkers pronounce
w," that is, O' = (yyj)]. 555 shyy^ 556 te. 557 tyyx . 558 Ink. 559 ma|dhe.
561 blyyjm. 562 *im'yyin. 563 mandi. 564 *st'yy1

n. 565 nooz. 566 adhe.

0': 569 bwk. 570 tk [(took) F]. 571 g*d. *had [hood]. 572 blad.

573 flad. 574 bryy x
d. 575 stwd. 576 wEnzdi. *sa1ft [soft]. *raf

[roof]. 577 ba'w. 578
F pi.]. 580 ta'u [rare]
584 stiyy^. 585 *bryyj
is not known to H]. 586 dyy^ 587 dan. 588 m'yy^. 589 *sp^'yy 1n,'*span-
f<l [spoonful]. 590 flooe. 591 [(rru'yy^) F, H says not in use, F. also gives

(mooe)]. 592 swooed. *giyyiS [goose]. 593 mast. 594 by,jt. 595 *fat.

596 ryyit. 597 sat.

U- *wad [wood]. 599 eboov. 600 lav. 601 fe'ul. 602 SB'W. 603
kam. 605 san. 606 AUVJB. 607 bate.

TJ: 608 agli. 609 fl, *fal. -
*pal [pull]. 610 *wal. 611 bwlek.

612 sam. 613 draqk. 614 he'wnd \heoune W, perhaps (hE'wn), and so for 615,

617, 621, 601, 602, etc., see p. 268]. 615 pg'tmd. 617 se'wnd. 618 we'wnd.

619 fe'zmd. 620 gre'wnd [gran W]. 621 we'und. 622 ande. 625 toq. 626

haqger. 628 nan. 629 sau. 630 wan. 631 thazdi. 632 ap. 633 kap.
634 trtyy x [

= 436].
- *kaa]s *kaas *kas [curse]. 635 wath. 636 *fade

[but F considers this as an alteration of farther}. 637 task [toshez, pi.].
638 bask. 639 dast.

U'- 640 ke'w. 641 he'w. 643 ne'w. 645 de'w. 646 ba'w. 647 e'e<l.

648 a'we. 649 the'/zend. 652 kwd *kad [occ.]. 653 bat. U': 654

shra'wd. 655 fo'ul [
=
601]. 656 rwmm. 657 bre'wn. 658 de'em. 659 te'wn.
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660 ba'wB. 661 shaen?. 662 as. 663 TJ'WS, tj'wsez. 664 k'ws. 665 nre'wg.
666 hazbund. 667 't. 668 pre'wd. 669 onkjyy,th. 670 byy^th 671
nre'uth. 672

'

Y- 673 matj. 676 re'i. 677 dre'i. 678 din [(dab) dolour, used for noise].
679 tjatj. 680 bizi. Y: 683 mindj W. 684 bridj. 685 ridi frindi Wl.
686 bB'i. 687 flB'it. 688 bild. *kEl [kiln]. *mEl [mill] 690 kVind
691 me'ind. 693 sin. 696 bajth [bath W]. 697 bEri [bare W]. 698 marth
699 nj'it. *haanet [hornet]. 700 was [also (waa

j

s) Fl. 701 faist.

*shEt [shut, F also gives (shit)]. 703 *pEt. 704 wiksin [only applied to a

woman, the animal is called by the labourers a (bitj foks)]. Y'- 705 ske'i.

706 Wi. 707 thattiin. 708 h'-B. Y': 709 fB'i-u. 711 h'is. 712
nre'is [but I have (miis) from s. and e,Nf.].

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 713 baed. 714 ted. 715 poed. 716 sed'l [to thrive as plants].
*wa3d'l [waddle]. 717 djeed. 718 treed. 719 tajdpool. *ra'ft [raft].
720 fa>g. 722 drEE'in. 723 deem. 724 bAAld. 725 seel. 727 djsem. 728
shaem. 729 freem. *swa3mp [swamp]. *gla'ns [glance]. 730 kante.
733 skiied [scared]. 734 daan. *ha3sh [harsh]. 735 smaash. *gra'sp
[grasp].

-- *draa' ft [draught]. *saa'nte [saunter]. 739 mAAdhi?. 740
weev. 741 meez. 742 leezt.

E. t instead [(tnstii'd) F, instead]. 743 skreem. 744 meez'lz. 745 tjeet.
746 breedh. 747 t Endi-vu [(Endirvij) F]. 748 onflEdjd [the negative un- is always
(on)]. *tje>e [cheer]. *heee [to hear], *sneeB [to sneer],
*fleeB [to fleer], 749 Mt. 750 bEg. *mah? [mellow].

* aide [elder,

tree]. 751 pireL
I. and Y. 753 tit'l. 755 filbut. 756 shrimp. *stEnt [stint]. 757

te'ini. 758 gool. 759 fit.

0. 761 lood [luud W]. 762 ook'm. 763 room. 764 kod'l. 767 mj'iz.

768 kook. *ska ld [scold], 769 moL rol[roll], [(skrol) F, scroll].
771 fond. 772 bonfe'ie. 773 diki [compare (djski) 57]. 774 hobi [the form

used]. --*n/yy!Z [noose]. 777 shop. *sla'p [slop]. 778 Bfooed. 780

dps'l. 783 pooltri. 784 baWs. 786 da'us. 787 saus. 789 re'u. 790

ga'wnd.
U. - *skwa3b [squab]. *pad'n [a pudding], 793 hag, 794 djag.

795 shrag.
--

*pali [a pulley]. 801 ram, 802 ram. -- fband'l Qbtmd'l)
bundle F]. tbantj [(bzmtj) bunch F]. fpantj [(pwntj) punch F].
805 *[(kaa'dz) F, not known to H]. *bosh [bush].

-
*pas [purse].

806 fas. 807 tpws [(pas) F]. 808 pat. [(bati) butty, comrade.

in. ROMANCE.
A-- 809 eeb'l. - *sEk [sack]. 810 fees. 811 plees. 812 lees.

*katj [catch]. 814 meesene [sim. (my^rsh^ne) musician]. 815 fa?ks. 816
feed. 817 *rEdish. 818 eedj. 819 reedj. 821 dilEE'i. 822 mEE'i. 823

824 tjeera *tjaa. 826 eeg'l. [(dain) deign F, unknown to H.~
827 eege. 828 eegB [

= 827]. ffEE'il [(fail) F]. 829 fgEE'in [(gain

*plEE'in [(plain) F, plain]. 830 trEE'in. [(tjiin) chain F, is, H says, going
[
= 8271. -

i", plain]. 8c

neee [F giiout of use].""" 832' meeB [F gives (maa-j-r) generally, but the (meeB+r) of

Norwich, and Lynn], 833 paa+r. *plaze [pleasure]. ffaa'zent

[pheasant, (faztmt) F]. *plazrat [pleasant], 835 reez'n. 836 seez'n.

837 lees [of birds, but (leesh) of hounds]. 838 tre^t. 839 beel. 840 tjambt?.
841 tjaans. 842 pla3qk. 843 braantj. 844 trEntj. *paa'ntj [H nasalises

(aa
1

)]. 845 anshunt. 847 dandp. 849 strandp. 850 *daa 1 ns. 851 *aa jnt

[H nasalises (aa
1

)]. *dji-niweri [January]. 852 eepen. *maatrent

[merchant]. 853 baagm. 854 barel. 855 kEret. *skees [scarce]. 856

paat. 857 kees. 858 brees. ka'sk [cask]. 859 tjees. 860 peest. 861

teest. -
fngety^l [natural, F (nee-}'}. 863 tjeef. 864 koz. 865 fAAt.

866 tpuuB [(pootj) F].
E-- 867 tee. 868 djEE'i. 869 wee' 1 [(wiil) written wed B]. 870

byjjti

[biuti B]. fgleeib [glebe (gl'ib) F]. 871 Bgrii. 872 tjtf. [(vain)

[
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vein F, not known to H]. 875 fajnht. 876 deenti. [(obai) obey F, not
'

known to H]. 877 eeB. fpEE'm [(pain) F]. 878 srclBri. - *tn'mb'l

[tremble, (didv) didder used]. 879 feemeel [not in use]. HsempB [temper].
880 egzaa-mp'l. 881 SEns. 882

penzi.
884 prautis. fsa1^ [(seeetj) F,

search]. 887 tlaadji. *waamint [vermin, F does not mention the initial iv

or final nt, see p. 263, col. 2, 1. 1]. *saammt [sermon]. feeB [a fair,

(fin?) W]. 888 saattn. 889 see's. *mazB [measure]. 890 beest. 891
feest. [(late) letter, F]. 892 nEve. - *lVtl [foil]. 893 flaVB.

[(kensaiv) conceive F, not known to H]. 894 dsee-v. 895 nsee -v [(risait)

receipt F, not known to H].
I-. and^i- 897 dilu'tt. 898 nu'is. 899 nee's. 900 pree. 901 fe'm.

902 nre'm. 904 WB'ilet. 905 re'^Bt. 906 WB'ipB. 907 Mis. 908 BdwB'rs.

909 bree !
z. 910 dje'ist. 911 *sEsten. - *strav [strove, a false pret. of

strive, which should be strived or striv~\. 912 re'is.

0-. 913 kooBtj. 914brocti. *8B'il [soil]. 915 staf. 916 mjBn. 917

roog. 918 feeb'l. 919 B'mtimmt. djB'm [join]. 920 *pB'mt. 921 rekweemt.

*pB'iz'n [poison]. 922 *bashBl. -
[(lerzu) leisure F, unknown to H].

923 *mT'tst. 924 Ip't's. 925 Wts. [(drol) drole F]. 926 *spB'il.
-

[(bam) bomb, F]. 927 traqk. 928 a'wns. 929 ka'ukBmbB. 930 hs'm. 931

djaglB. 932 Bma'wnt. 933 *frant. 934 bB'wntt. 935 kantn. 936 *fant.

937 kok. 938 kAAnB. 939 tlooz. 940 koot. 941 *ftyyJ. 942 batjB. 943

tatj. 945 WB'M. 947 *bB'tl. 948 ba'l [(te ba'wl B hyyjp) to bowl a hoop].
*nas *naas [nurse]. 952 kooBs [coarse]. 953 kaz'n. 954 kash'n. 955

dB'wt. *prav *praf [prove proof].
- *mav [move], F has also occ. (miiv)].

956 ktvB. 957 Brnph/r. 958 frEE'i. 959 kBnwee [(kBnwai) F, not known to H].
U-. 960 kii [in e.Nf.]. 961 gryy^L 963 kwe'it. 964 syy^t. 965 B'tl.

*distra'i- [destroy]. 966 frlyy^. 967 sTyy^. 968 'tgte. 969 syy^.
970 djEst. 971 fltyy^.

Mr. Everard (B) says intonation "
thin, clear, rising in pitch at end," and that

"the high key, the length of time they dwell on the accented syllable, are the

most marked characteristics."

Notes made from interview with Rev., Philip Hoste, 15 Nov. 1877.

The aspirate is very fairly pro-
nounced, but is occasionally put in the

wrong place. Mr. Everard (B) says it

is always rightly used.

cl-, gl- become (tl-, dl-).

(w) is always used for (v), but not

conversely.
205. (Thr-) is frequent enough, as

(thra3-shald), but (tr-) is regular in

some words, as (tr ii tr *p-Bm tr tdz^,
three threepenny threads. 367. (hi
tr rt'nd mi bse-dl/, hz d'd), he threat-

ened me badly, he did.

JR is generally treated as in London,
final and before consonants, and is at

most (r )
before vowels.

The diphthongs (a'i, a'u) seem to

have several different forms. The (a'i)

when standing for I' is (a>) or (B'Z), and
the latter seems the regular form. I

could not determine whether (a) was
used by mistake or not. When stand-

ing for JEG, EG, it was generally (B',

EE'Z), as 141, 262, (nEE'tl, WE'^), nail,

way. The word pay was generally

), but when joined to a word gave
), pay me; again, (f^'i B'wt dha

hal), fay [or clean] out the boll [or

hedge]. The (a'u) has the forms (B'M)

and (a' w) as nearly as I could distinguish.
The (B'M) seems regular forlJ', EOW,
EA'W, and (a'w) regular for A'W, thus :

(shi sset OO-VB dha' fB'/r B-SBVm B

pokat-haqkBtjB, BU dIufaa-dhB hii WEnt
B'^t te sa'zt dhi kooBn), she sat over the

fire a-sewing a pocket-handkerchief,
and the father he went out to sow the

corn. The (a'w) is sometimes difficult

to distinguish from (6?<), thus to throw,
to sow, when compared seem to give

(thra'w, SOH\ Generally (M'U] sounded

like a faint (ew), but at other times I

found it difficult to distinguish (e'tt,

a'n), as in 645, 108, (dB'w, da^<), dove,

dough. Mr. Hoste, however, seemed
to have no hesitation, and was consistent.

See Forby's remarks, p. 270.

0' regularly generates (z'yO or (yyO,
a deeper (y), sometimes begun with the

mouth open. Mr. Shelly, a Nf. man,

long resident in Plymouth, finds Nf.

(y : )
resemble Dv. (yj p. 163, but in Dv.

(ij^ does not occur. I use identical

symbols in Dv. and Nf . because I cannot
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formulate the difference. The A' words
who two, owing, perhaps, to the in-

fluence of w on the vowel, hecome

(h*'yyi> t/yyx) occ. (tyyi). I noted (555

shyy!, 557 tyyj, 561 blyy^, 562

nnyy,n, 564 s^yy 1n, 574 bryjjd, 582

k^yy^, 583 t/yyjl, 584 stt'yy^, 586 dyy 1}

588 m'yyjn, 589 sp/vy^, 594 byy^,
596 ryy^) shoe too bloom moon soon

brood cool tool stool do noon spoon
boot root. 585 broom was (bryyvnt)
when alone or initial, as in (bryy^mstik^
but (bram) final, as (hee^bram) hair

broom. If the vowel 0' had become
shortened or compounded with (gh),
this effect was lost, as (558 lk, 559

ma;dhi3, 563 msradi, 566 adhu, 570

twk, 571 gad, 572 blad, 573 flad, 575

stud, 577 baX 578 pla'w, 580 ta'w,

595 fat, 597 sat) look mother Monday
other took good blood flood stood bough
plough tough foot soot, and (579 mre'w

on) -em, i3na'f)en)it) enough of them,

enough of it.

The numerals (wan tyyx tr ii fa'?<E

fe'iv sik sa3v'n EEt ne'm tsen laev'n

twa3lv that? handrad).

The following words and phrases
were also noted.

(:no-r tdj, bate, lE-stwaz, bEE'ra,
rssendnmnn paak) Norwich, butty,
leastways, beer, Sandringham park.

(hi aid TB stem a?t)Bm) he hurled

pitched, chucked a stone at them.

(fEEpb lt't'1 mAAdlre) fete or pretty
little girl.

(lte, noo-vae-mb^, disie-mba, taempra,
bra3d vn tjee'z) letter, November, De-
cember, temper, bread and cheese.

(Q'U d)JTs fiew te dyyx ?) how do you
fare to do ?

(e rees fantii-g) a rare state of
mind.

(TB iv'u brAAth) a few = some, broth.

(raf, TB hAAn a hire, tjrmbli,
bremb'lz, kmaa'dh^, WEEU'Z) roof, a
hand of barley, chimney, brambles,
come hither, (go) ways ;

these last said
to horses to order them to come to or

go from the driver.

(B tjatmren, B lees u baadz, u leesh
TB h^'Mndz) a churchman = a clergy-
man, a leash of birds, a leash of

hounds.

Examination of Forby's Pronunciation.

In Forby (contracted to F.) it is said

that "in the neighbourhood of Lynn
all short a are e (E), as a bed men, a bad
man .

" TH . observed none such there
,

but heard (a) , in back, apples, under-

stand, that, man.
The vowel marked (a

1
) is described

by F. as midway between (aa, ee), and
' '

like the bleat of a very young lamb ' '

;

this would be rather (a3se) than (a
1
), but

I take the pronunciation of Mr. Hoste

(contracted to H.). Using b for before

and a after a number, it occurs in #157

staff, <?174 glass, 333 calf, 719 raft,

729 glance, 735 grasp, 850 dance,
851 cask.

F. gives snare spare apparently as

(sneeu speu). I neglected to obtain

Mr. Hoste' s pron. of them, but judging
by care (kJEE'e), they would probably be

F. says the pron. of "
pit kiln silver

stint bid mill cistern sit," with (E) or

perhaps (e) in place of
(?'),

is not very

general, and more in Sf . than in Nf .

F. pron. Nor-folk with (naa-), H.
with (noon-), TH. heard (nA'[r -f*k).
After saying long o in shrove, drove =
(a), F. adds, "It has the same sound
in hither and wither,'

1 ''

unintelligible
unless It be a misprint for I.

F. states and H. agrees that negative
tin- is always (on-).

F. says that (shEt) shut is universal
in Sf . and Nf .

.

F.'s Italian ai in plain gain pain fail

nail twain snail, where H. has (BE'*), is,

H. thinks, due to F.'s deficient know-

ledge of Italian, and as for (bo''t) bait,
H. has never heard of it. F.'s (aa)
in may play pray stay, is H.'s (EE'^),
and similarly in pay= (paa) in Sir T.

Smith, and as was given me at

Norwich, H. hears only (pEE'i). F.
also says that (ai) is occ. found in

deign, either, leisure, conceive, vein,

weigh, neighbour, receipt, grey, con-

vey, obey, but these S. habits are un-
known to H. F. does not mention in

what part of East Anglia they are

found.

F.'s account of the pron. of straw
law is unintelligible, but may mean the

actual (straa laa) with, before a vowel,

euphonic (r ), which he seems to

think is represented by the w. H.
does not allow euphonic (r ) unless

there are separate words, thus (saa-iq),

but (saar )zt).

F. gives the (/y^ words as having

long u (in), which I assume to mean
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F. gives three sounds of OM, 0w = U',
which are difficult to understand by his

description. H. knew only two (u'u,

a'w), but I also constantly heard (E'M,

aew'). F. says : "1. A broad twanging
sound somewhat, but not exactly, as if

it were written au-w." This should
be (o'), and probably means (a'u),
which H. used in (la'w, da'w, DIE'M, a'w,

sa'wld) low, dough, mow, owe, soul,
which are some of F.'s examples ;

his

ought, however, seemed to be (e'tit),

which may be an error, as this was his

sound of out. "2. The second con-

siderably narrower, and may be at-

tempted by endeavouring to sound the

open a with w after it." This should

give (aw). Of the examples he gives,

'shower, our' were (sha'we, a'we) ac-

cording to H. Hence this would be
the same as the last. His other

examples are power sour devour scour,
not given by H. "

3. The third is

narrower still, and may be described as

about midway between the legitimate
sound of ou and that of long u," that

is perhaps between (&'u) and (iu), which

might be very various, for the

"legitimate sound of ou," whatever
that be, is itself very various in the

mouths of different speakers. His

examples, cow sow (pig?) how proud,
are given as (kte'u sv'u hv'u pre'wd) by
H., but plow (plough) is (pla'w), and
crowd does not occur in H.'s words.
Hence the three are to H. 1 and 2 (a'u),
3 (B'U^ as given above. But this does

not exhaust the question. At Mattishall

I had uniformly (Q'U], at Kimberley
(EM), and at Kirby Bedon (ae'w), (a'w)

occurring in you. At Buxton (8^ n.

Norwich) TH. got (na'u, -ebaut), at

Diss (15 e.Thetford) on the border of

Sf., TH. had (kJE'u, dE'wn) cow down,
at Downham Market (10 s. King's
Lynn) TH. chiefly records (Q'U) as at

Mattishall, from Narborough TH. got
(a'w). At Old Hunstanton (14 nne.

King's Lynn, and 9 nw. Stanhoe) TH.
heard (ds'wn), and at Stanhoe itself

he heard (dE"wn nE%). Hence the

sounds of (a'u)
= TJ' must be considered

variable, (Q'U v'u) may be meant for

the same sound, (a'w) is a variety of

(Q'U), and (E'U) seems to be a variety of

(TB'U). But the information at my
disposal is not sufficient to localise or

classify these sounds, and F., whose
observations extend over all East

Anglia, rarely localises.

In the consonants F. and H. hear

(f) for v in vane, vetch, vat and [F.
not H. in] vagary.

F. finds ng = (qg) medially ap-

parently in bribing, flinging (briqgin,

fliqgm), and finally before a vowel, as

(fliqg/qg)a'ut) flinging out
;
H. does

not know it, and it has not been
heard vv.

F. finds I dropped in old, cold, told,

sold, hold, and H. also occasionally, ol

becoming (a'w).

F. and H. both find thr- invariably

(tr-) as in throat, thread, threaten,

through. See p. 268, note 205.

F. finds v and w "
uniformly substi-

tuted for each other," H. only finds

(w) uniformly for v initial. F. adds :

"In general w for v is used by rude

rustics, and v for w by those whose
diction has been polished by town

breeding." This means that (w) is

the only hereditary sound, and (v) is a

new one, and the latter once acquired,
is through ignorance used in the wrong
place. From Ke. to Nf. is the land

of Wee.
F. then gives a nmmber of words and

corruptions that I have not been able

to verify, but many still exist. I

palaeotype his spellings as well as I can.

(sesbep Eshep ashep) ash-heap, (makep)
muck-heap, (nEtes neetes) neat, or

cattle, house, (dafe da'ujiss) dove-house,

(wadns) woodhouse, (se'tdes) sideways,

(:bra'id'l) Bridewell, (ohs orest) always,
(wanm'l tjiiz) one meal cheese, (shaa'nt

shaasent), shan't, (kaa
!nt kaesent) can't,

(oont woont) will not, (dmt dEnt deent)
did not, (shant) should not, (want)
would not, (maa'nt maeaent) may not,

(waant) were not, (iint) is not, (eent)
am not, (heent) has not, (ha'nt hsent)
had not, (tat) to it, (dat) do it, (wat)
with it, (liEt) have it, (tEbm) it has

been. Final -we (-a'iv) with stress, as

expensive abusive nati've. Final -able

(-ee'b^l), as lamenta'ble abomina'ble.

Final -ly' (-la'r), as continually' cer-

tainly. Final -leul (B!), as possible.
These words not having been written

phonetically, I can only conjecture the

value of the illustrative syllables and
cannot make a guess at the others.

Corruptions as given by F. mostly
affect Romance words

; only a few are

given in the wl. when recognised by H.
and are marked *

. I do not attempt
to phoneticise them.

1. -d, -t added, attac-t, close-t,

drown-d, epitaph-t, gallon-t, *gown-d,
margen-t, nice-t, paragraph-t, regi-
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men-t, scholar-d, *sermon-t, Simon-t,
*soul-d, surgeon-t, talon-t,

*vermin -t,

*wine-d.
2. -er added,

*mason-er, musician -

er, physician-er, team-er.

3. s- prefixed, s-noose s-notch

s-quench s-quink s-quit.
4. first syllable changed, the usual

form prefixed: bay- bagonet, ca- com-

pacity, coat- coart-of-arm, in- discom-

mode, di- disgest, de- dismolish, im-

eminent, mo- mislest, pro- perdigious,

per- preverse, stark- starnaked, va-

vocation.

5. last syllable changed, the usual

form subjoined: agash -gast, ballat

-ad, becase -cause, bedisle -dizen,

chaply -el, chimbly chimly -ney, clash

-ss, conquest -course, delightsome -ful,

drugster -gist, effidge -igy, fancical

-ful, flustrate -ter, jaunders -ice,

luxurious -riant, moral -del, notage
-tice, otherguest -guise, portmantle
-teau, quite -et, refuge -fuse sb., rheu-

matics -tism, successfully -ively, timor-

some -rous, topsitivy -turvy.
6. superfluous letters inserted, italic-

ised : bachelor, bin#, cavalry, com-

monality, confiscate, desolate, dilaw-

tory, disposal, dubious -bious, enor-

merons, flagitious, frairy, furMow
-lough, industerous -trious, manner =
manner, partenefer, proprietor, ruinate,

solitary =
solitary, spreckled, stu-

pendwous, stuprify, sudy^s=suds, tre-

mendwous.
7. letters omitted, inserted in paren-

thesis : (to)bacca -o, chai(se), christ(i)an,

cur(i)osity, cur(i)ous, debili(t)ate, fic-

(ti)tious, ingen(i)ous, necessitate, ruf-

fi(a)n, tedious [probably (tiips)],
ve-

(he)ment, (uni)versal, volum(in)ous.
8. Latin corruptions, correct in italics :

arcyfarsy vice versa, cavy peccavi, cersa-

rary certiorari, crissy crisis, davy affi-

davit, diddimus dedimus, hizy-prizy nisi

pri/ts, hoxy-croxy oxycroceum, hoizon

horizon, nolus bolus nolens volens, non-

plush nonplunge non plus, primmery
primminery premunire.

9 . Unclassed . F .

'

s phonetic spelling,
which I cannot always decipher, prefixed,
usual form added in italics : acquese
acquiesce, artiflexy apoplexy, bewiddle

bewilder, blather bladder, brefkes break-

fast, cartract cataract, coalese (in two

syllables) coalesce, crowner crounier

coroner, cutriments accoutrements, farisee

fairy, farrage fairing, fidgy effigy,

fiahomte officiate, gashful gashlyghastly,
hobble hovel, howsomedever hoivsoever,

hume hymn, inquiration inquiry, intos-

sicate intosticate intoxicate, intrust in-

terest, jocotious jocose, juggler's vein

jugular vein, liceners license, miscom-
fortune misfortune, miscomhap mishap,
narrow-wriggle earwig, neckthorn nec-

tarine,neweltyneweltrynovelty, nottomy
anatomy, numpost imposthume, obligate
oblige, odious odorous, obstropulous
obstreperous, oudacious audacious, pala-
ratock paralytic, permiscous promis-
cuous, plumpendicular perpendicular,
porpus pauper, portingal portugal,

$umgenetpotnegranate,qw.vjequivocate,
rale real, semblitude similitude, sinnable

syllable, sinni-fy (-fire) singa-fy (-fire)

singma-fy (-fire) signify, scrummage
skirmish, speciously especially, spettacle

spectacle, surficate snufficate suffocate,
tater tate potatoe, timinate intimidate,
trinkle trittle trickle, turpentine walk

serpentine walk, vimment vomit, viper's
dance St. Titus''s dance, imbombinable

abominable, upper hand apprehend, up-
perlet epaulet,wagabone vagabond, who-
what- when- somedever, who- what-
when- soever.

It is evident that all these forms 1 to

8 are not distinctive of any dialect.

They were, at least originally, mere

mishearings and misrenderings of un-
familiar words quite out of the speaker's

range, and though they may have been
handed down from parent to child, they
are not the property of any one locality,
but are more or less common property.

Having been collected, however, prob-

ably from actual hearing, by F. and
his informants, they are worth repeat-

ing, to shew the extraordinary way in

which words can be disfigured and
twisted when unfamiliar.

F. adds something about Nf. gram-
mar. Some of the things may be

noted.

the, omitted before familiar objects
after prepositions ;

walk into house, go

up chamber, put the apples into basket,
turn the dog into yard, come out of

barn. H. says this is going out of use.

substantive pi. in -en, housen, closen,

cheesen, only.

adj. in -en, hornen spoons, tinnen

ts, glassen bottles, eldern berries,

astern Sunday.
superlatives : lessest, worsest, littlest,

as old as old, bone-dry, gall-bitter,

slug-slow, frog-cold, dog-tired.

pronouns : the woman what came
;

let us go, shall us go, my missis and

me is going, Mr. S. he came, his

pots,
Easter
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family they are all out, them are the

women I meant, I saw them boys, give
me them there books.

be in indie, rare except in here he be,
used in subj .

war for was.

Nf. folks say (1) sell selled, tell

telled, catch catched, teach teached,
seek seeked, work worked

; (2) snow
snew snown, mow mew mown, row
rew rown, sow sew sown, hoe hew

[which H. has heard] hown
; (3) rise

ris, ride rid, rive riv, stride strid, smite

smit, drive driv (never drove, sometimes

druv) ; (4) bid bod, give gov, sit sot,

swim swum
; (5) giv gav gov, gin gan

gon [H. hears : giv giv gin], ming
mung [to knead bread, ags. tnengen],

ding dung [to throw or hurl], weave

weft, save seft, wave weft [H. does not

know the last three], and come, bid

see, run, are used as pres. pret. and pp.

steal, staul [H. (stwl)], shriek shruck

(6) taking taken not distinguished
kilt = killed, spilt

=
spilled, spilt

=
spoiled.

Nf. Notes and Sentences by TH.

TH. having visited Stanhoe in 1883,
a few of his observations are added.

Stanhoe was called (:sta-nB). The

general use of (9, a) for U: was con-

firmed with variants between (dak, dole)

duck, between (gan, gan) gun and

(dw mpl'n) dumpling. TH. heard (snow)
not (sna'u).

Instead of (y 1? tyi) ^n this district

also TH. heard (uu, ce'n, iu) as
(djuun

dja?'uun) June, (:rce'us'l)Rushall, (\)ltuti)

beauty, (sis it dce'u) yes it does, not

(d/yy). He also heard (plE'^s) for

(plees) place, (po^k) pork, and from a

woman of 89, (kam ju era, mV) come

you here, maw'
; (pleez) please ; (a'i

kjEtjt sa'tt on im), I caught sight of

him.

ne.^F., NOKTH WALSHAM (14 nnw.JS'orwich).

Test written by K. S. Baker, Esq., J.P., who had lived there all his life, pal. by
AJE. from Mr. Baker's own orthography and notes, bearing in mind vv.

information. The (r)
=

(r )
.

1. soo aY SEE, tagf dire, Ja'w sii IIE'W dlret d'i "em raVt ebE'wt dhaet

Kt'l gsel (mAA'dlre) kanrm fraem dire skyyjl jmdtj.

2. shii iz -egoo-m dE'wn dire rood dheera trE'w dht? rsd gEEt on dha
left haend sa'd i

e)dh^ wai.

3. shyjir enaf dire tjaVld hev gAAn straet ap tji dli^ doo^r ^)dlre

roq ha'ws,
4. wee^ shii)l tjsens (hasp) tji fa'md dhset draqk'n diif sh.rV'ld

fsel^
i

e)dli'e nEEm -e :tomas.

5. wi AA! ILOO hem wEr* WE!.

6. oont dhi ool tjaep syy^ laan h.B nat tyl dyy: it (da)t)

pdoe th'q !

7. Iwk, eent ii tryyi ?

Notes to North Walsham dt.

1. I am, you are, he is the man, here

he be, I aan't, 'taant. now (n^'u) ow
like owl, lips nearly closed, lower teeth

thrust forward. This description being

incomplete, (E'M) was taken from else-

where.
2. hand. "The habit is to pro-

nounce the aspirate correctly in all

cases." But " h is never sounded
after w." " "W never becomes V, but
V always becomes W. "We cannot see

any difference between the letter W
and the letter WE,"=*V.enouffk
(ranaf )

with sg., (BUE'M) with pi. nouns.
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VAR. iii. S.NORFOLK POEM.

MATTISHALL, EJMBERLEY AND EAST DEREHAM cs.

This version was originally written by Miss Buckle, a native of Mattishall

(.-mtets'l) (12 w.Norwich), acquainted with the dialect from childhood, and pal. by
AJE. from her vv. explanations Oct. 1877. As I pal. in 1873 a vv. version of
the same from Kimberley (10 wsw.Norwich and 5 s. Mattishall) by George Ashby,
who, however, had been 33 years away from his county, then gardener to Prince
L.-L. Bonaparte, and had obtained a careful version in his own orthography, with
elaborate explanations by Mr. G. A. Carthew, 60 years acquainted with the dialect

as spoken at East Dereham (rdeenmi) (15 w-by-n. Norwich and 4 nw. Mattishall),
and a version by Miss C. M. Day, of Kirby Bedon (3 se.Norwich), supplemented by
long explanations and a vv. wl. given elsewhere, I take Mattishall as a centre, and

give the variants of the other versions, when the difference is marked, in subsequent
notes, in which K. means Kimberley, D. East Dereham, and B. Kirby Bedon. I
have no guarantee that the pron. was purely local, but it must closely resemble all

s.Nf. The (r) was not particularly observed, but was probably (r ).

0. wai :djon 9e)noo da'wts.

1 . wrel, naa'bB, ja'w 'en hii ma booth laaf et dhis niuuz IB mam.
eeB ? dhae)s naadhra heera ni3 dhhe.

2. fa'w mm daY bikoz dh)aa laaft set, wi noo, doimt wi? weet
shwd meek)i3m ? teent WET* larkb', s)t ?

3. haVsBmde'VB dhiiz a dht? fseks 13 dhB kjees, BOO [so, so] dpst
ha'wd ja noiz, frmd [bA], an be kwa't t*l ai hae)dan. h's'n.

4. a')m saa'tm a hii'd am see SEm a dhEm fwks dli^t waent

trzji dlia hwl [hal] th^q frem dh^ fast dhmsEivz -dh8er)a d^'d.

5. dhae)dh^ jaq'ges san h^zself, B gi-at boo* 13 nam, nood)z
faadh^z woe's i

et)wans, dhoo t)waz so k^eeur im sk^ee'km, 'Bnja'^'d

trast *h/m fre speek dh^ trzy^n E*n dee, aa, d'i 'wud.

6. -en dh)o01 wwman hasE'lf wul tsl E -n on)j^ dhet laaf no'u, -en

tEl jv street of, tfyi, ara'wt matj bo'de )jo)l oo-nl* aask ha, oo !

oont shi ?

7. liitw&t*z shi ta'wd it 'mii wEn ai aast ha, tzyi *B trii tamiz

OO'VB, shi d/d, ^n -shii a'wt'nt te bi roq on stj 'B pamt "BZ dhs,

wor)^ JQ'U thfl'qk ?

8. wasl, az 9
f

i weer osee*m, *shii)d tEl JQ'U ha'w wee^r ^ WEn shi

fond dhe draqk*m b^st dhae)shi kAAl har)az-bon.
9. shi SWOOB she sii h'm wr)ar)ooun a'z, lee'm stretjt ^t iu\

laeqkth ^)dh^ gra'wnd, m h*z gzy^d san-d* kuut, tlws ba'^ dhi3

dAAr)'c)dh'B Q'IIS, da'wn e'Jdh'B
kAA-nisr e)jon le^n.

10. hi waz blaa-rm awaa', sez shii, for AA! dh^ wae'^ld la'/k B sk
or) lit'l gael (niAAdh^r) m)B tsmp^.

11. ^n dhser)a3p'nd, 'ez shii ^n ha daater)^)lAA k^m triji dha

baek-jaad frnm haeq'm a'wt dh^ wEt tlooz ta di-ai on a woslrm dee,

12. wail dhi? k't'l WBZ barlm fA tii, wan fam braet sam-B

aatBnzyjn oo'nli ^ wiik agoo* k/m nEks thae'zdee.

13. 'vndij! JB noo? a' na'VBlaand En^'mooi? ni3 dhz's B dhae)bzn's

ap tiji tu-dee, 'BZ shzy^r -BZ ma'V neemz :djon :shEp-^d, -Bn a' doimt

waent tzji ai'dh^ (aa'dhi?), dheera (dhh'^) na'w !

14. an soo a^)m goo"Bn huum [ham] tB ha3)mu sap'B. gzyid nait,

Bn doTjnt bi SB kwe'k te kroo oo'VBr B bod -Bgrn, WEn hi tAAk a dhe's,

dhast -B tadh^.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1705 ]
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15. t)z 13 week fzyj dh^t gosi'p w*)a't r^zn. ^n dhae)s
is waed. erzvid ba.laas waed.

Mattishall cs.

0. w?% (wai), this diphthong (u)
was not always steadily pronounced and
at times sounded (a'i), but I got (az)
from K. and B. has, (SB) or (a

1

) (it

was difficult to say which Miss B. said)
short and run on to the next word for

have used for has. This abbreviation,
which occurs frequently here, was not

given me elsewhere. B. insists on (hae)

with h. doubts (da'wts), this diphthong
(d'u) was given me as (E'W) at Kimberley,
and (E'M), or more frequently (se'w), at

Kirby Bedon. I think this (ee'u) or

(fees' u) is what was meant by the sound
written (naew) for know at East Dere-
ham.

1. well (wsel), in others (WE!).

neighbour (naabe), so also D., but K.

gave only (boo^) or (bA), B. had

(njaabe) and (bAA). may, B. (mu).
both (buth) B. who (hzy^, as far

as I could make out the fracture arose

from commencing with the mouth open
and then closing, it was therefore (ty)

or (t'^i), but the first element was in-

distinct, and so I have marked it only

(t'yj).
From D., who do through noon

fool were reported to "resemble French
eu or long w," but the information was
on paper only. At B. I heard (byyts,

sh^z, i# tjy, styl, stjypad) for boots,

shoes, two, stool, stupid. From K.
I heard (huu) simply. cares (kjiceB),
at K. (kjeee), at D. apparently (kaa),
written car, but the writer employed ar

for (aa), at B. (kee^z) with the (z) at

the end, but Miss B. said they never
used that form if they could avoid it.

2. few (fa'w) was (fo'u) apparently at

K. Possibly the difference was only
in my perception. because (bikAAz,

ekAAz) B. know (noo) B. don't we

(doent wi) was written dont us (doont

as) at D. This very Southern (as) is

certainly doubtful. I don't get it else-

where in Nf . and Sf . But Forby talks

of 'shall us go.' make them (meek)Bm),
whether (meek) or (meek}, must be con-

sidered doubtful. At K. the speaker
insisted on (dhem). very (WETS), the

short e was, I think, generally rather

(B) than (e). The (w) for (v) is the

rule among peasants, says Miss B., and
both D. and K. give (woYs) in par. 5.

Miss B. says (wEdj. BV hset) is the verge
or brim of a hat.

3. your (ja) for unaccented your,
was insisted on here and at K., and simi-

larly (ha) for her.

4. heard (hired) D., but (haad) K.,

(heetjd) B. The initial (h) is insisted

on by most Nf. people, but often

vanishes. say (see], from K. (seei), but

my D. informant insisted on (saa), as

also on (maa) for may, and made day
into (daaz ) . In xvi th century we had

(saa) regularly, at present there seems
to be much confusion, and the received

(see, s^'j, seei) are approached ;
also

(se'z) at Stanhoe. folks (fwks), so also

at K., from D. I gotfo'ks, which may
or may not mean the same thing.

through (trty^, but (thrE'w) D., (trE'w)

K., (tra'w) B. It would seem as if

(tra'w trE'w) were older forms and (tn'yx

thrtyi) more recent. whole (hwl, hal),
both were given, (hwl) B.

; (hwl) as a
remnant of (hural), the regular S. change
from A', is perhaps the older form, and

(hal), which may come from (hool hoi),
or be merely the regular change of (u)
into (a), may be more recent. safe

enough was allowed to stand at the end
of this paragraph by others, but Miss
B. said the phrase was not used as an

affirmative, and that enough was not

said. that I (dh8er)az), and afterwards,

par. 7, (wor)'B) =what do. This r seems

to be a mere euphonic insertion, the t

or td being omitted, so (gEr)wp) =get up
in Leeds, D 24, where more examples will

be quoted. In Nf . and Sf . this omission

of the final t is frequent in (dha3)s) for

(dha3t)s), with which compare par.

(a3)noo), par. 3 (hae)dan), and par. 5

(dha3)dhe). The insertion of euphonic
r, as in (sAArm) = sawing, is almost uni-

versal in E. div. Compare also (araVt)= athout = without in par. 6.

5. youngest (jaq-ges) comes from D.
in the form (jaq-garest), my authority

saying that "Nf. people are fond of

indulging in ultra-superlatives," but

probably they are seldom heard. truth

(tr/y^h) distinctly so pronounced, but

K. seemed to give (tnmth), possibly
meant for (tra'uth), (trwth) D. looks

like a modernism for (truuth), the

vowel being shortened to save it from

falling into (tyO day (dee) distinctly,

(det) K., (dai) D. and B., probably

stages of variation from (daa) aye (aa),

[ 1706 ]
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K. (JES), D. (-dhset), Miss B. says aye
is not used.

6. will (wwl) K. (WE'U!) ? D. ('!).

of you (on)ja), so at D., but K. (of

3i.'u), a syllabic form. off (of), K.

(o'f), D. (on). body(\)d'&Q) or (bAA'dra),
but D. and K. (bodha). ask (aask),
K. (seks), D. (sekst). without (araVt)
= athout,with (dh) omitted and euphonic
r inserted. K. and D. give without

simply. won't (oont), so the others.

At the beginning of a sentence (woont)
would be used.

7. told (te'd), so D., but (toold) K.,

evidently modern. she did (shi did),
the original had did she, but all agree
in the other order, Miss B. stating that
" dialect does not allow the nominative

to be placed after the verb." three

(trii), all agree in tr- for thr- initial.

point (paint), so D. B., but (po'int)

K., modern form. what do you

(wor)u jsu), but D. K. B. have (wot

d/y x JQ'U).
8. she would (-snii)d), so D., but (shi

wE'wld) K. -found (fond), D. feownd,
which may =

(ffi'wnd) K. drunken

(dra-qkm) looks like an error for

(draqk'n), as in the others, as if con-

fused with (dnqkm) . her husband

(liar)az-ban), the r is quite euphonic,

owing to the omission of h in husband,
which is as common as my good man.

9. saw (sii), common, (siid) D. =
see'd. with her own (wr)ar)0own),
the r is euphonic, the syllabic division

being (wi-a-roown). lying (lee'in),

laying is always used for lying ;
so the

others. ground (ground), (grE'und) K.

B., greownd D., probably the same, as

my informant could not analyse the

diphthongs on paper better than eu-w.
close (tlws), of course (tl-) for (kl-)

was not acknowledged, but was heard
;

the vowel agrees with D. B., but K.
has (kloos) . door (dAAr)

= door, the r

is euphonic, D. and K. give (dooB+r).
lane (leevn\. I noted that the (ee)

was very light, more like (), but this
was probably accidental, for K. has

(leen), which is more analogous. D.
gives lobe, a common East Anglian
word for a lane without a thoroughfare.

10. whining (blaa-rin). ''Calves,

sheep, asses, and children are all said to
blare." Moor. D. gives winnien from

Forby's
' '

Whinney, to snivel and whim-
per like a child." K. has (p&i-nm), B.
has (warnm, pEnsin, parain). away
(awaa-), this is a remnant of the
old (waa)=w0y, K. (rawee-). world

(wae'rid), (wold) D., (waeld) K. B.
child (mAA-dhB+r), the regular Nf.
and Sf . word for girl, the (dh) is weakly
pronounced and often quite lost.

11. that (dhser), euphonic r. hap-
pened (ffip'nd), (hsep'nd) K., (hffipt) D.

daughter (daa-tar), euphonic r, so D.
B., but (dAA'ter) K. came (kam),
(kam) D. K., which is most common,
(kamd) B. clothes (tlooz), the (tl-)
not acknowledged.

12. tea
(tii), so K., but (tee) D. B.

come (kirn), but (kam) D. K. B.,
which is more regular. thursday

(thse-zdee), the final syllable distinct

fee), not (i), but K. and D. have

(thaa-zdi).
14. home (huum, ham), home, prob-

ably the correct form is (hum.) B. for

A', modernised to (ham) D., (hoow) K.
is quite modern. From Stanhoe, p. 265,
No. 115, comes (wwjm). have my
(hge)nre), these words are omitted in

E. D. and K.
15. good bye (gt'yid bai) said only

when parting for a long time. E. D.
has (gw)baj'), which is more regular.

' I are to go
'

is common. The Nf.

drant (draant) is rough, thick, glib and

quick, yet drawling, and the pitch does

not rise at the end of a sentence.

KTRBY BEDON, NOKFOLE:.

Words pal. in 1868 by AJE. from diet, of Miss Cecilia M. Day, daughter of

Rev. Edward Day, then rector of Kirby Bedon (3 se.Norwich), where she

had resided from childhood, and had frequent opportunities of conversing
with the peasants.

K is added to words given by Mr. Keith, of Norwich.
L is added to a few words from Miss Day's sister, Mrs. Luscombe.

i. WESSEX AND JN"oKSE.

A- 5 miak [?]. A'- 74 fe K].
a'ttt. 115 hum [(horn) K]. 117 wan. 124 ston.

161 daai. 173 WAA WAAnt [was not]. M':

[ 1707 ]
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needhe K. E- 232 briik. pile [a pear], bire [to bear]. 251 meet.

E: 263 trwar. 265 street. - twselv [twelve]. 270 bEhjz. 273mm. 280
laev'n. 281 laeqkth. trosh'l [threshold]. E'- 301 heei?. E': 312 heee

[I have heard (ii*)]. 316 neekst. EA: 324 EEt. aan [earn]. EA'-
347 heed. ecu [the ear]. EA': 353 breed. 359 nEEbe nJEba njaabe.
361 been. EO- 383 saev'n. 387 nzyi L. EO: ba-mm [burning].
402 laan. EO'- 411 trii. 416 deet?. 420 itfw. EO': 431 beet?.

I- 446 na'in. I: 452 ai [I have heard (6, di, a'i)]. liid lid [lid].
bad [bird, (bad) K]. windu [window]. fiish fish [fish]. sz'ks

[six]. I'- that* [thirty]. I': - diik dik [dyke]. 502 fa'tv. -

haai [hay]. 0- 524 waald. trot [throat]. 0: traB'u [trough,
same as through 634]. 527 ba'ut. ban? [borrow] borim'n [borrowing].

-

sore [sorrow]. 0'- 555 sh^z [shoes, probably (shy^) was said]. 0': 577
bse'u. 584 styy^. 592 SWOOB. 594 byy x

t. 595 fat. 597 sat. U- 603

ka)bA L [come, bo']. U: 615 pse'wnd L. 618 wee'wnd [or 621]. 621 wse'wnd

[or 618]. 634 tree'** [same as trough after 524]. U'- 640 kse'u. Y- 679

tjatj. T- 707 that'n that'n [(thot'n) K].
-

driip drip [drip].

n. ENGLISH.

A. sneeest [snast, burnt wick or snuff of candle]. tjeete teeBte tjeeute.
739 niAAdh^ L. E. mala [mellow]. mdjpn [engine]. klseve

[clever]. 0. doog [? (do'g) dog]. 791 bwo'i [has heard (bai)]. TJ. -

onlE-s [unless]. ta-nep [turnip]. bash [bush]. 808 pat. krotj

[crutch].

in. ROMANCE.

A 824 tjire. kleei? [clear]. pleez L [please].
848 tjandj. randj [range], wa-ndj [arrange]. pj

tos'l [tassel]. sgelwee-slmi [salvation]. 862 siaf [?]. E-- 869 weel.

870 b^tiM [beautiful]. envares [envious]. 885 wEri. - saavimt saav/s

[servant service]. 890 beest L. WEks [vex]. I- and^L wmiger
[vinegar]. 910 dja'tst. 0-- -

dja'm [join]. 920 pa'mt. 923 ma'?st.

929 ka'wkBmb'B. 938 kAAM. 947 ba'il. deen [dean]. U-- trAAnt

[truant]. stjy^td [stupid].

Euphonic (r), (aY sAAr)im in dh^ drAArin rwm) I saw him in the drawing room.

un- negative always (on-).

EXAMPLES FROM THE NEIGHBOURHOOD or NORWICH.

mostly pal. by AJE. from oral and written communication of various informants,
1868.

I. Diet, of Dr. Lomb.

1. (s'i see, bA, dyji Jji sii dhat dbe mee'visli 9-naep'm dhat dhB
dodm^n on 13 ston ?), I say, bor, do you see that there thrush

a-napping that there snail on a stone ?

2. A. (doo)n)s'n halm !),
don't stand hurling or throwing !

B. (hyy x)z 'e-halm ?), who is a-hurling ?

A. (ja'w w^z B-hai'm), you was a-hurling.
B. (s'i wAA)nt B-hal*m), I was-not a-hurling.
A. (tEl Jau JB 'waz, fo Ja'w hi't)nre m dh^ a' w*dh)^ gyyyi'z-

bere), tell you, you was, for you hit me in the eye with
a gooseberry.

3. (wAAt)rc JB goo*m te)dhe faa, bA, wMh dhEm)dh^ shep ?), what-
are you going to the fair, bor, with them-there sheep ?

[ 1708 ]
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4. dhe shap iz plsen-josn, wen it feei3 tjx bii kamd)i3 daz-), the

sheep is "plaignant "= unwell, when it fares to be kind of

dizzy.

II. From Mrs. Luscombe.

5. (oi wAAnt)re, hi kaant da)t), I warrant you, he can't do it.

6. (duu)t raa
4n, bA ? jes, it dyyj, do it rain, bo' ? Yes, it do.

III. Dictated by a middle-aged passenger in the omnibus going from Norwich
to Cromer on an expedition during the British Association, 27 Aug. 1868,
a dialogue which he said he had overheard between two farmers at a pot-
house, when he was a boy.

7. A. (wai doont-JB paa)mi dhat)dh^ tyy: pE'wnd j<

e)oo)mi fe

dhEm)dhe tyy! sh^'p ?), why don't you pay me that

two pound you owe me for them-there two sheep ?

B. (a'i doo)nt oo 'js'w noo tyyt pE'wnd), I don't owe you no
two pound.

A. (jsfu dyy^, you do. [Pause, A. goes on smoking.]
B. (aV)d nok dhat)dhi3 pa^'p E'wt)i3 jo'-e mE'wth, tf a.'i daa^), I'd

knock that there pipe out of your mouth, if I dare.

A. (aaj ! jau)^ daak tmaf, :hmdr*, bA, ja'w)i3 blaxk 'Bnaf . ja'w

wwd, 'ee ja'w 'daa^, bat ja'w daa's)'nt), Ah ! you're
dark enough, Andrew, bo', you're black enough. You
would if you dare, but you dursen't. [Brings down
his fist on to the table, which he upsets, spills the

liquor and breaks the glasses.]
B. (dhaa:, bA, js'w)v da*n)it UE'W, ee)nt-Ji3 ? JE'W)! haV te)paa

fB)dhat nE'w, bA !), There, bo', you've done-it now,

have-not-you ? You'll have to-pay for-that now, bo'.

[A fierce altercation ensued, during which the listener

decamped.]

IV. Communicated by Eev. T. Burningham, formerly Rector of Charlwood

(6 s.Reigate, Sr.), conjecturally pal. by AJE.

8. (a' kamd)^ shak so), I kind-of shook so.

9. (!AA, mAA, doo-s'n blee-run ^)dha't)n^), lawk, girl, don't stand

bellowing of that-way.
10. (wsel, tfi WB fa-skaa- jii^ laas fa-sgun tyyvzd**, we'da te)jii^ bi

ha-*')n B loo)n), well, I was four-score year last Paschal

Tuesday, whether this-year be high-'un or low-'un, i.e. leap

year or not.

V. Street cries heard repeatedly at Norwich by AJE. in 1868.

11. (ne'y! bloo'tez im, ttin bb'tez, rja^m^th bldttcz ti* !),
new

bloaters here, fine bloaters, Yarmouth bloaters here !

[Observe three different pron. of 'bloaters' from three dif-

ferent men], (nm'elk ! ma'-elk fom !), milk, milk fine.

[ 1709 ]
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VI. Notes and Sentences from TH., m. and s.Norwich.

12. JBuxton (8 n.JSTorwich). (WE!, :b*l, bA/N

B, ar)jB gd'^n nooni),

well, Bill, bo', are)you going home ?

13. Diss (19 ssw.Norwich). (mAAdhT?r )z most "& dhB waad), mawther)is
most of the word, the word most generally used. (nd da'/k

nisr jit 13 drmi), no dyke nor even a drain, at Diss. (a"r

J13 kamim dh's waa ?), are you coming this way ? (ma't
BV kJEp ^ hoom), might have kept a home. [The man
from whom this was taken was a native of Diss, where he
lived 24 years and then lived at March, Cb., 45 years, and
he seems to have lost much of his dialect. I doubt, there-

fore, his furnishing true Diss speech.]
14. Norwich, h not aspirated in the city of ~N.

15. Wymondham (9 wsw.Norwich). TH. finds that a majority of

U- words have (a), but older men use (u )
and a small

number use (o). Of course (u u uc } are the older forms, and

gradually lead to (o), and thence to (a a). This seems the

direction of change, but we cannot consider the sporadic (u )

of any value against Mattishall and Kimberley, knowing
nothing about it. Compare (nuun nas'un), leading to (nyy xn

GT. YARMOUTH, S.NF. AND n.Sr.

dt. written by Eev. Dr. Baven, then of the School House, Gt. Yarmouth, since

1885 Rector of Fressingfield (8 n.Framlingham), Sf., pal. by AJE. in 1879

partly from vv. directions.

1. suu a'$ sai, bAAz, ra sii HE'W a'i)m raVt vbriut dhet)dhB h't'l

gsel ekom'Bn frum dhi3 skyy!l [skiul] hmd^.
2. shii)z Bgo'tn ds'uN dh^ ruud dherc trE'u dh-e rd ge^t on dim

lEft hsend sa'ed ra dh^ wa.
3. shyy^ imaf dh^ tja

/

ld)z gAAn strait op te dht? dAAr B dhi? roq

hs'ws,
4. we^ shi)l tjians te faVnd dhaet)dh'B draqk'n dEf shrv'ld

'B dhe neem ^ itom^s.

5. we uui3l noo)m vere WE!.

6. oont dh)a'wld tjap szyy^ teetj [laan] har not te dzyy: it

7. Iwk, cent i

Note. The '

aristocracy
'

in Tar- The manner of speech seems much the

mouth say (oou floo^z) our flowers. same as over ne. and m.Nf.
bA is used for women as well as men.
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8.NORFOLK CWL

collected from TH.'s observations in 1881-2-3. wn. at

B Buxton. Nt North Taddenham T Thetford.
D Diss. (4 nw.Norwich). TV TVymondham.
E East Dereham. N Norwich.
TH.'s (r) not before a vowel is at most (r ).

i. "WESSEX AND
A- 21 T ne in, TV nE"im. A: 56 D WAsh. A'- [T (ai), letter A]. 74

DT tt>u. 91 D moo'un [mowing]. A': 102 D aks. 104 W rood. 115 D om,
NtTV com. 125 D ooali. -- D rop [rope]. M- 138 D faadhi?. 152 B

M'-161 D fee, Nt dEM
i. M'- 187 D leev. 193 D kliin. 197

D tjiiz. 200 Nt wit, T wiit. M'\ D mifl [a meal]. 223 T dhet?.

224 TW&J. E- 233 T spiik. 241 D reen. 251 Nt meet. 252 Bkjtt'l. 254
D bdln?. E: 261 Nt SE". 262 D waa, Nt WE", T wa1

;. 263 D wee-.
D MZ [fields]. B Ht'n [hen]. E'- 299 DT griin. 301 E hetj+r, Nt

a+r. E': 305 D haz. 314 D et?r d, Nt aad. EA: 326 D owl. EA'-
347 BTV HEd, D ed. EA': - D IB [year]. 366 TTV greit. EO:
B ban [burn]. 402 B laan, T kan. EO'- 419 B juur, N jaa. EO':
428 B sii. 431 DNt bier. 435 N ja'w. 437 D truuth, T tra'uth. EY- 438
D Adi, Nt dan

i, T [between] Adi A^i. I- 446 T nAnm. I: 452 B a't.

458 D na'it. 459 B ra'tt. T- [T (A
/y

i), letter I]. 494 D ta'tinz, T
[between] tA

Mim idim. D liip'n [reaping]. T: 500 B la'ik. 0: 531
D dAAtBr, F doote [nearly (AA) with pursed lips], Nt dAAte [and in some

villages] daate. B HOS. 0'- 555 D shuuz, T sh?'u, TV shon'ii

[decidedly]. 557 B til. 559 D madh. 560 D skuul. 562 Nt muun, TW
muun. 566 D ^ng-dhw [another], E ^n^dlre [one person]. 568 Nt brodh^.

0': 579 D tma-f. 587 DT da'n. 588 NtT nuun, TV na'un nw'un. U- 603
D kam. 605 T sa'n. 606 NtTV doe. 607 D ba'trn^ TV bote. U: 612
ET sa'm, Nt som, Nt sw m. 616 D grE'wnd. 629 T san. 633 E kap ko3

p
kop [occ.] kw p. 636 N fad^r. U'- 640 D kJE'w. 641 B a'w. 643 B
na't. 648 D [unemphatic] wr. 650 B [between] ratbe'wt, Bba'wt. U': 663
D B'MSS, T B'US, TV LHa'ws. Y- 673 B matj, T mw

tj. 679 N tjatj.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 722 D dm?n. I. andY. 758 D gjalz. U. 803 E dj9mp djo
9mp

djomp [occ.] djw mp. T tz^uun [tune], TV ta'un.

in. ROMANCE.
A-- 811 D pl^sez. B pE"e [pay]. Nt. pla'enK. 862 D aeei. E--

867 B tii. 869 N wiil. D fEtjez [vetches]. N WEnte+ r [venture].
I~ andY- 901 D fa" in. 935 D kantri. 950 D saptn:, Nt. sopw.
U-. TV dlce'u [glue]. D w^t'n [waiting]. TV. mon'uzik. 970
D dps.

YAE. iv. e. SUFFOLK: FOBM.

FKAMLINGHAM (18 n.Woodbridge) cs.

written by Mr. Jas. B. Grant, native of Kettleborough (2 ssw. Framlingham),
and a frequent visitor at TVoodbridge, when a boy, and long resident at

Stowmarket (14 nw.TVoodbridge), pal. Dec. 1881 by AJE. from his dictation.

0. wsb' :djan hiint got no d^'uts.

1. WE!, naatxG, ja'w 'en hii ma bwth laaf ^t dh/s hi'iu nzyLz ^ mam.

lizj! keeB ? dh8e)s nadhB hii^ n^ dheeu.
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2. fi'ji
mm da* koz dhee)B laaft Bt, wii noo, doornit wi? wot

shBd meek)'m ? tiint wer**' la'ki, iz it ?

3. hE'use'VB, dhiiz irer B dhB faeks, su djes hood JB no^'z, bA7

B, Bn
bi kwaYt t*l ai 13 dan. IES'H.

4. B)m saa'tfl'n a* hiiBd 'm seeB, sam B dJiEm fwks Bt WEnt thra'w

dhB hwl djob from dire fast dlrcseivz, dhset B cb'd, szy^ Bna'w !

5. dbmt dhB jaqgflst san Mzself B greBtbw* B naiBn, nzy^zfaadhBz
\6is dheeBr Bn dhEn, dhoo tB'woz su kwi&r Bn skwzBken Bn a)d

trast)'m tB spe^k dh-e triyjtli, eni de'^', dhaet a wwd.
6. T?n dh)ood wwm^n ase-lf '1 tEl en'i on-JB Bt laa^f IIE'W, -on tel

JB rait A^f, tzji, Bdhs'wt matj bodhB, ef JO)B! o'ni aT

sk)B, oont shi ?

7. liistweez shi tood mi wen a aast)B tiji B thrii taimz wva, Bn
shii a'ut'nt tB bi roq on s/tj B point BZ dMs hiiBr, a'wt sM,wot d)ja'w

thi'qk ?

8. WE!, BZ a WBZ B)see-Bn shii)d tsl)jB IIE'U, weeBr Bn wEn shi

fE'wn[_d dhB draqk'n biist shi kAAl B hazbBnd.
9. shi SWOOB shi sii)^m Bdh Br oon aYz B)lee'Bn strstjt fwl leqkth

on dhB gTE'wn[_d m iz san-d kluuz klus b* dhB duuBr B dhB E'WS

dE'wn 8gm- dha kAAnBr B dhB leeBn hmda.
10. hii WBZ B wamBn BWGGB, sez shii, fer AA! dhB waBld laYk B

sk tja^'ld Br B h't'l gsel B frEtBn.

11. Bn dhset dheeB hasp'nd djEs BZ shii Bn B daa'tBrmlAA kam
thra'w dhB baBkjaad aatB dhee)d haq E'wt dhB wEt klwwz wan woshBn

deeB,
12. waYl dhB k^t'l WBZ B baVl'Bn fB tii wan fam sanrBr aatBnzyxn

o-ni B wiik Bgu- kam thaazd/.

13. Bn dii JB ndu ? ai nva hmjd no mwwBr B dhaat bizm's til tB

dee, BZ szjier BZ mae neem)z :djon :shEpBd, Bn a* doont wont nadhe,
dheeB UE'W !

14. Bn sowB)m B goo'Bn hwm tB sapB. gwd nat Bn dwBnt Ja'w bi

SB rid'i tB droo wv'Br B tjaep Bgm* wen i tAAk B dhs, dhset B tadh'B.

15. h)z B wiik fzyj dhBt preeBt BdhE'wt riiz'n
;
Bn dhse)s ma

laast wad. gw)ba^'.

Notes on the Framlingham cs.

0. has not (hunt) for have not, they 2. know (noo), I did not always hear
use the plural form in the singular, and (noo*, but sometimes (noo), sometimes
never omit (h). doubts (dE'wts), the (noY^). it is not (tiint) . (wer-), this

sound was decidedly not (do'wts, da'wts) ,
use of (w) for (v) is very general, but

but whether the first element of the not used in every case
;
violet is (wailet).

diphthong was quite (B) I could not I could not be certain whether Mr. G-.

feel certain. Mr. Grant has been many intended (e) or (E) throughout.
years in London, and this may have 3. bor (bA') and (bA", bAA'), accord -

affected his utterance of the sound. ing to circumstances often sinks to (bA)
But the approach to (E'W) is noticeable when spoken rapidly. I have done (ai
in respect to Southwold. e dan), properly I are done, ^ai dan it)

1. you (ja'w) was clear, and quite is often used for I did it.

different from (JE'M). news (m'y^), 4. that (ei), relative. enough enow
this was the nearest representation I (enaf,ena'w) are sometimes distinguished
could give of the diphthong ;

it was for singular and plural nouns,

certainly not (niuz). that is, (dha3-s). 5. son is not distinguished from sun.

The
(se) throughout is rather uncertain, boy (bwi), or nearly (boV) at times.

as there was a suspicion of London it
(t/e), this form of it is curious, and

influence. is recognised by Forby. day (deei)
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very distinctly here, but it may have compromise. yon (hm) is also used for

been an error, as Mr. G. would not yon, yonder (hinde), is generally an
allow that "y was sounded in day" adverb, and then we have (e dhe laen

(deee) seems more usual, see last word hinde) .

of par. 11. 10. world (waeld) or (war ld, war ld),
6. you will (jo)el) was meant to be the word was rather uncertain, perhaps

a shortened form of (jaVl), produced (waald), at Southwold (wald). girl

by absence of emphasis. (gsel) is more common than (mAAdha)
7. three (thrii) not (trii), as it is now, but the latter word is still used,

generally in Nf . and at Southwold. and old farmers apply it to grown girls
over (wva) over, Mr. G. perhaps said of five-and-twenty.
(ov), but he insisted on (a) not (e). 12. boiling (bail-en), and so (spail

point (point} ,
like (vo't's)

and not (paint), ais-te aint-ment), but not (paint) for

which is reserved for pint. point. Thursday (thaa-zdi), the ac-

8. found (fE'?m|_d), Mr. G. insisted knowledged sound for er, ur in Sf.

upon a suspicion of a (d), without any seems to be (aa), hence perhaps
recoil, and just touched

;
that is, the (waald) in par. 10 as there suggested

nasality of the (n) was momentarily would be more correct.

lost. husband (haz- brand), this word 13. do (dii) is an abbreviated way of

is in common use. saying (dt'yi Je) when asking questions.
9. clothes close (kluuz klus), observe know (no'w) is the best representation

the distinction of vowel length. Mr. of what I heard, but I think it is not

G. sometimes made it (klooz klos), but quite right; see (noo), par. 2. name
I believe the first to be most correct. (neem) not (naaim) asIgotfromPaken-
I have used (klwwz) in par. 11 as a ham.

SOUTHWOLD, and 12 m. round (on the coast 12 ssw.Lowestoft) cwl.

pal. 1877 by AJE. from diet, of Miss C. M. Mallet, teacher at Whitelands

Training College, Chelsea, who had known the dialect all her life.

Words preceded by H were obtained by TH. in 1876 from an old native of

Great Beatings (6 ne. Ipswich), then living in London.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 beek. 4 teek. 5 meek. 6 meed. 7 seek. 8 ev. 9 be;eev. 10

hAA'e. 12 SAA. 14 drAA [(drAArin) drawing, H (drAA'rz)]. 16 dAAn. 17 IAA.

18 keek. 19 teel. 20 leem. 21 neem. 22 teem. 23 seem. 24 sheem.

26 ween. 27 new. 28 ee. 31 leet. 32 biidh. 33 radhe. 34 laast. 35

AA!. 36 fhou. 37 tlaa. A: 39 kam. 40 kum. 41 thaj

qk. 43 a'nd.

44 la'nd. 46 k^nd'l. 47 wa'nde. 48 saq. 50 toqz. 51 ma^. 52 wa'n.

54 wont. 55 a'shez. 56 wEsh [H (wosh)]. 57 aas.

A: or 0: 58 from. 59 la'rn. 60 loq. 61 emaq. 62 strooq. 63 troq.

64 rooq. 65 soq. A'- 67 guu. 69 nuu. 70 tuu. 71 wuu. 72 wyy x
.

73 suu. 74 tyyj. 75 stmk. 76 tuud. 77 LvAd. 78 oun. 79 oun. 80

olede. 81 leen. 83 mwen. 84 mooe. 85 sooe. 86 wts. 87 tlooz. 89

b?*th. 90 blou. 91 mou. 92 nou. 93 snou. 94 krou. 95. irx'u [(al) hurl

more used]. 96 sou. 97 soeld. A': 101 uk. 102 ast. 104 rwd. 105

r?^d [(rid) gen.]. 106 brAAd. 107 M. 108 dou. 109 \ou. 110 not. Ill

a'ut. 112 eel. 113 hwl. 115 urn. 116 yy^ 118 bwn. 121 gAAn. 122

nwn. 123 nothen. 124 stwn. 125 wnlt. 126 OOB. 127 AA'es. 129 gwst.

130 bwt. 132 ot. 133 rwt. 134 wth. 135 tlAAth.

-ffi- 138 faadhe. 139 dreei. 140 eeil. 141 neetl. 142 sneeil. 143

teeil. 144 egrn. 145 sleein. 146 meein [=the sea, not used for very]. 147

breem. 148 feer [? meant for "a fair," after 887]. 149 bleez. 150 leeest.

152 wAte. 153 sa^wk. M: 155 thsetj. 157 reev'n. 158 aate. 160

ee^. 161 deeei. 163 leei. 164 meei. 165 SEd. 166 meeid. 167 deel.

168 taj
le. 169 wEn. 170 ajvest. 171 baali. 173 waz [(& WAAnt) he was

not]. 174 a^sh. 175 faast. 178 na't. 179 wot. 181 pa'th.

see. 183 teetj. 184 liid. 185 reed. 186 br idth bra3tth. 187 leev. 188
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neei. 189 weei. 190 kee. 191 ill. 192 meen. 193 kleen. 194 Em.
195 mEni. 197 tjeez. 199 blest. 200 west. 201 eedh'n. 202 eet. JE':

203 speetj. 204 deed. 205 tr id. 206 r sed. 207 need'l. 210 kleei. 211

gr eei. 213 aidhe. 215 teetjt. 216 deel. 217 eeti. 218 sheep. 219 sleep.
221 fee. 222 ee. 223 dhee. 224 wee [H wierl. 225 flgesh. 226 must.
227 wa3t. 228 swset. 229 br 8eth. 220 fa't.

E- 232 br eek. 233 speek. 234 need. 235 weev. 236 feeve.

tjilbleein. 238 eeidj [
=
257J. 239 seeil. 241 r eein. 243 pleei.

kween [queen]. 247 ween. pee [a pear]. 248 mee. 249 wee.
swee. 251 meet. 252 kit'l. 253 nset'l. 254 ladhe. 255 wadhe.

237
246
250
E:
265257 eeidi. 259 wsedj. 261 seei. leeg [leg]. 262 weei. 264 eeil.

street. 267 Jild. 268 sides. 270 bselesiz [a pair of bellows], bseli [belly].
272 a3lem. 273 min. 274 baentj. 276 thtqk. 277 drintj. 278 wsentj [a
term of reproach]. 280 laev'n [(tev'nziz) beer and cake at 11]. 281 laeqkth.
282 str 8eqkth. 283 ma3r i. 284 tr osh. 285 kr iis. 286 sere. 288 Iset.

E'- 290 ei. 292 met. 294 feed. 295 brEd. 296 beleev. 298 fed. 299

green. 300 keep. 302 meet. 303 sweet. 304 beet'l [mallet].- E': 305
i. 306 eeith. 307 ndi. 308 need [= knead in sound]. 308 speed [= spade

in sound]. 310 eel. 311 tsen. 312 e*. 314 e^d. 315 fe^t. 316 neeks.

EA- 317 flii. 319 ge^p. EA: 321 sii [pres. tense gen. used for past].
322 laaf. 323 fa'wt. 324 ai;*t. 325 wAAk. 326 ood. 327 boold. 330
ood. 331 sood. 332 tood. 333 kaaf. 334 baaf. 335 AA!. 336 IAA!. 337
WAA!. 340 jaad. 342 aam. 343 wAAm. 345 den [(ja'w das'nt) you dare

not]. 346 geut. EA'- 347 hid [town], heed [country]. 348 ai. 349

fyji [
or (^'7i)> perhaps there is a slight movement of the tongue, possibly (fce'u)].

EA': 350 deed. 351 ted. 352 rsed. 353 breed. 354 sheef. 355 daef.

356 leef. 357 dhoo. 359 neebe. 360 teem. 361 been. 362 sleet. 363

tjeep. 365 nee. 366 greet. 367 tr Bt. 368 dseth. 369 slow. 370 ro'oe.

371 strAA.

EI- 372 ee, eei. 373 dheei. 374 neei [rare]. 375 reez. 376 beet.

EI: 377 steek. 378 week.
EO- 383 sa3v'n. 384 sev'n. 385 amden^th [underneath]. 386 ja'u.

387 nuu. EO: 388 milk. 389 jalk. 390 shwd. 394 inde. 396 waak.
397 soed. 398 staav. 399 br ait. 400 aanest. 401 jaan. 402 laan. 403
faa. 404 staa. 406 aath. 407 faad'n. EO'- 409 beei. 411 tr ii. 412
she*. 413 da3v'l. 414 Mi. 415 \di. 416 dee. 417 tjoo'u. 418 bra'u.

420 fAA [wan tyyt
trii fAA = l, 2, 3, 4, H (foer)]. 421 fAAtt. EO': 423

thai. 424 raf. 425 lait. 426 fait. 427 beei. 428 seei. 429 find [an
angry name for a mischievous teasing child]. 430 frind. 431 bee [but (e baal

B bie) a barrel of beer]. 432 fAAth. 433 brist. 434 beet. 435 ja'u. 436
tra'w [Miss M. had marked this and the next as having French u, but this was
what she dictated]. 437 trooeth. EY- 438 da'i. EY: 439 tr ast.

I- 441 siv. 442aiveri. 443 Midi. 444 stail [(efilstai) a field style]. 446
nain. 450 tuuzdi. 451 soo. I: 452 ai. 457 mait. 458 nlit. 459
r ait [(r ) gen. before vowels]. 460 weeit. 462 sait. 466 tiaild. 467 waild.

468 tjilden. 471 timbe. 472 shr iqk. 473 blaind. 474 r in [of cheese,

apple peel (Ayipil)]. 475 wind. 476 baind. 477 faind. 478 graind. 481

fcqge. 484 dhis. 485 this'l [children (fis'l)]. 486 jist. 487 jistedt.

sa3ks [six]. I'- 490 H bai. 491 sai. 493 dr aiv [dr iv, dr av]. 494
taim. 496 aijen. 498 r ait. I': 500 laik. 501 waid. 502 faiv. 504
naif. 505 waif [not much used, gen. (iz misis) his missis]. 506 weonen [but

(o01;d)men)]. 507 wimen. 508 mail. 509 wail. 511 wain. 512 spare.
513 waie. 514 ais. 515 waiz. 516 wizdem. 517 Juu.

0- 520 boou. 521 fyyl [=fool in sound, inclined to (f^l)]. 522 wp'n.
523 up. 524 wald. 0: 526 kAAef. 527 boot. 528 thoot. 529 broo*.

530 root. 531 daate. 532 ko'oe'l [H. (kuul)]. 533 dal. 536 gooeld. 538
wwd. 539 ba'ul. 540 [holly is only called a (krizemes bash) Christmas bush].
542 boot. 545 op. 547 bAAd. 548 fAAd. 550 waad. 551 stAAm. 552
kAAn. 553 AAn. 553 os [horse]. 554 kr AAes. 0'- 555 shyya

. 556 te.

557 ttji. 558 Iwk. 559 madhe. 561 bb'y^ [camomile blows (bloowz) used

for blossoms]. 562 myy^. 563 mandi. 564 syy^. 565 nuuz. 566 adhu.
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0': 569 bwk. 570 tk. 571 gwd. 572 bkd. 573 flad. 574 brwd. 575
stwd. 576 wsenesdi. 577 ba'w. 578 pla'w. 579 ena-f [sg.], tma'w [pi.].
580 taf. 581 sot. 582 kyyj. 583 tyy^. 584 styyj. 585 br^m. 586

dyy^ 587 dan. 588 nyy^. 589 spyy^. 590, flo'o-B. 591 mAA. 592 SWOOB.
593 mast. 594 byy^. 595 iut. 596 rjn^t. 597 sat. 598 swth.

U- 599 ebav. 600 lav. 601 fa'wl. 602 sa'w. 603 kam. 605 san.

606 dAAV 607 bate. U: 608 agli. 609 fal. 610 wwl. 611 bah?k. 612
sam. 613 dr aqk. 614 a'wn. 615 pa'wn [H. pawnd] 616 gra'wnd. 617
sa'wnd. 618 wa'wnd. 619 fa'zm. 620 gra'wnd. 621 wa'und. 622 onde.
625 toq. 626 aqge. 628 nan. 629 san. 630 wan. 631 thazdi. 632 ap.
633 kap. 634 tr a'. 635 wath. 636 fade. 637 task. 638 bask. 639 dast.

U'- 640 ka'w [H. (kaw)]. 641 a'u. 643 na'u. 645 dav. 646 ba'u.

647 a'ul. 648 a't. 649 tha'uzend. 652 kwd. 653 bat. U': 654 sr a'd
[in both senses]. 656 v^m [?r<e'um]. 657 br a'uen. 658 da'wm. 659
ta'uen. 660 baa. 661 sbaa. 662 as. 663 a'ws, [pi.] a'wz-en. 664 la'ws.

665 ma'ws. 666 azben [my man, my old man, my husband, have all been heard
;

the last is refined]. 667 a'wt. 668 pra'wd [gen. (stak ap)]. 669 onkuth.

670 bz^th [not in sg., but (byy^hz) in plural]. 671 ma'uth. 672 sa'uth [(sath

eest) south-east, (sadhen bai sau) southern by south ?].

Y- 673 motj [H. mw tj]. 674 [(dan) used for did]. 676 lai. 677 dr ai.

678 din. 679 tiatj tjatj. 680 btz*. 682 Kt'l. Y: 683 midj. 684 br idi.

686 bai [H. bo'tj.
687 fl&it BV badz [flight of birds]. 689 bild. 690 kaind.

661 maind. 693 sin. 696 bath. 697 ba3r i. 698 math. 699 weelr ait

[Avheelwright]. 700 was. 701 fast. H. tjfst [chest]. 703 pit. 704
wikstm. Y'- 705 ska'i. 706 Vfdi. 707 thattiin. Y': 709 fait?. 711

liis. 712 miis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad. 715 peed. 716 aed'l [adj. bad, only]. 717 djeud. 718

tread. 720 feeg. 722 dreein. 723 derjr i. 724 bAAl. 725 seel. 727 djeem.
728 shami. 729 freem. 733 skeB. 734 daan. 735 sma3sh. 737 incut. 738

pret?t. 739 niAAdhu mAA. 740 W^BV. 741 meBZ. 742 leim.

E. 743 skr eBm. 744 meBz'lz. 745 tje^t. 746 br eudh. 747 endee-vu.

748 onflaedjd [all un- become (on)]. 750 beeg. mate [mellow]. 751 paat.
I. and Y. 753 tit'l. 754 p^g. 755 filbst. 756 srimp. 757 taini. 758

gsel. 759 fit.

0. 761 luud. 762 wkem. 763 r uum. 764 kod'l. 767 n^iz. 768 kwk

[same as cook]. 769 muul, muul-elz [molehills]. 771 fond. 772 bwnfafB.

773 [(diki) used for donkey]. 774 puuni. 775 buubi. 777 shop. 778 efAA-d.

779 AAts. 780 djos'l. 781 bAAdhu. 783 pootr i. 785 landj. 789 ra'w.

790 ga'wnd.
U. 792 skwob'l. 793 ag. 794 [(gotj) used for jug']. 795 srig. 799 skal.

800 skal. 801 r am. 802 r am. 803 djamp. 805 kadz. 806 fas. 807

pws. 808 pat [used as a subst. for an old-fashioned labourer, a putt].

m. ROMANCE.
A-- 809 e-eVl. 810 fees. 811 plees. 812 !&. 813 beuk'n. 814

meusBn. 815 fseks. 816 fe^d. 817 rEdish. 818 eudj. 819 reudj. 822

meei. 823 beei. 824 tjee. 825 we^f [(wips en strenz) occ. for waifs and

strays]. 826 eeg'l. 827 eege. 828 eege. 829 geein. 830 treein. 832

mee. 833 pee [H pEEr]. 834 e puu shee [a post chaise, (en os en shee) a horse

and chaise]. 835 reezen. 836 seezen. H. WEs'l. 838 treet. 839 beet.

840 tjeembe. 841 tjaans. 842 plasqk. 843 br aantj. 844 tr a3ntj. 845

eenshent. 846 tjaandle. 847 deendp. 848 tjeendj. 849 straandjB. 851

aant a3nt. 852 eepen. 853 baagin. 854 baal. 855 kaat. 856 paat. 857

kees. 858 brees. 859 tjees. 860 peest. 861 teest. 862 seef. 863 tjeef.

864 koz. 865 folt. 866 pAA.
E-. 867 tee. 868 djeei. 869 weel. 870 byy^i [(hn^-) used, sounded

very like (buu-)]. 871 egreei. 872 tieef. 874 reen. 875 feent. 876 deemtt.

877 ee. 878 eeelvrt. 879 fii-meeL 880 egzaa-mp'l. 881 sa3ns. 884 pra3ntis.
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885 H. VEri. 887 tlaadji. 888 saatin. 889 sees. 890 beest [pi. not known].
891 feBst. 892 nsevi. 893 SAA'B. 894 diseBV. 895 riseBV.

! and Y- 897 dilai't. 898 nais. 899 ness. 900 preei. 901 fain.

902 mam. 904 wo'ilet. 905 rai'Bt. 906 waipB. 908 Bdwars. 909 breBZ.

811 sistBn. 912 rais.

913 kwtj. 914 brwtj. 915 staf. 916 anjBn. 917 rug. 918 feBb'l

[=fable]. 919 aintmBnt. 920 paint. 921 Bkwee-nt. 922 bash'l. 923*
maist. 924 tjais. 925 wais. 926 spa*l. 927 tr aqk. 928 a'ems. 929 ka'w-

kmbB. 930 lam. 931 djagb. 932 Bma'wnt. 933 frant. 934 ba'wnti.

935 kantri. 936 fant. 937 kak. 938 kAAnB. 939 kls. 943 kwt. 941

fyyj. 942 bwtjB. 943 tatj. 944 Bla'w. 945 wa'w. 946 mo'il. 947 bail.

948 ba'wl. 950 sapB. 951 kap'l. 953 kaz'n. 954 kash'n. 955 da'wt.

956 kivB. 957 implar. 959 kBAvee'Bns [conveyance].
IT-- 960 kii. 961 gr uu-Bl. 963 skwot. 965 ail. 966 fr^t. 967

968 aistB. 969 shum. 970 dpst. 971 flyyit.

Kotes and Examples to the Southwold cwl. by Miss Mallet.

1. (mate pe^z), mellow pears, always used for ripe pears.
2. (gyy^brez, rAAsbrez), gooseberries, raspberries.
3. (B ge^l fr ^m dhi3 sath eBst), a gale from the south-east.

4. (jau das'nt, ei wAAnt), you dare not, he was not.

5. (aa JEU agAA-n te tjatj tedee*?), are you a-going to church

to-day?
6. (wyy])z dhaet? dht? ne^sh-Bn^l skyyxl teijtre), who's that? The

National School teacher.

7. (shei)z drp^n wast
!),

she's dripping wet=drenched.
8. (lest, wwl)n3), listen, will you.
9. (a)m ^gAA'n 'emaa'keten tenat wi ma* 6wd masn), I'm a-going

a-marketing to-night with my old man= husband.

10. (hse Ja'w sm mae jaq)^n ? hee')^ bm 'e-plm'-im -en truunten ts

niAAn^n), have you seen my young one= child? He has

been a-playing and truant-ing this morning.
11. (mw msdlre kaap mee t)wm te nas dh^ be'eb*'), my mother kept

me at-home to nurse the baby.
12. (pat dhe's kite m dh^ WEsh^s), put this cooler (=washtub) in

the wash-house.

13. (git dhe beg bae'h? te pat dh^ syy^ in), get the big boiler to

put the soup in.

14. (et aid B stwn Bgm dht? bAAz -en mAAz), he hurled [=threw] a

stone against the bo's and mo's. Bo' is used for either sex,

chiefly male, and for any age, together is its plural in address-

ing people. Mo', a contraction for mawther, is used especially
for a young girl.

15. (ae')m -e goo'in um), I'm a-going home.
16. (was)'Bn set), worse than that.

17.
(13 trfp^m tre'd, doont trad oovv dh^ trosh'l), a threepenny thread,

don't tread over the threshold).
18. (wwl Ja'w paa)me fA dhEm tyy : she^p ?), will you pay me for

them [
=
those] two sheep ?

19. (teent noo foot TB mam), it)ain't
20. (at iz leeg), hurt his leg.

[ 1716 ]
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Usages. I am, we you they are, I beant [not I be], he is, I he
we they was, he do [common], he live there, I am a-going,
theirsells, he didn't ought [never, he hadn't ought].

Intonation, Suffolk people drawl very much, and their voice rises

in pitch towards the end of their sentences. [This is the Sf.

whine.]

Notes on Southwold from Miss Mallet.

1. At (:wo-leweg) Walberswick (1 7. The negative un- is always (on-).
s. Southwold) "they speak frightfully." 8.

( ma'uthfwl) is a mouth which is

(lees'n rbrAAd) Easton Broad [piece of full, [a ma'wf '!] is a mouthful.

water] is 1 n. Southwold. 9. Initial thr- shr- are always (tr
2. v is distinctly (w). sr

) respectively.
3. (tjam) chum is used rather than 10. In broom [hr^jy^] there is said

mate at work. to be a little action of the throat which
4. (a'uzen) houses is used, but Miss makes it more like (br uum, br wm) ;

M. had not heard place-n. perhaps it is the (r ).

5. There is no reverted (R), but the 11. cow (kE'u) has never been heard
r entirely disappears after (aa, AA) from a Sf. man, but has been noticed

when a consonant follows, and at most in Nf. people.
becomes (B) after other vowels and be- 12. shoe (shyy^, do (dyy^, the sound
fore consonants ;

before vowels it is is deeper than the French
(y), and is

the imperfect untrilled (r )
and then certainly not (iu>, with which it is con -

very light indeed. fused, (giv mi tyyj, tyy :) give me two,
6. A hale old man (see p. 281, No. too.

112) is a (kEdj) kedge.

OKFOED (6 ssw.Aldborough) near the coast, with STJDBOUENE

(2 n.Orford) and neighbourhood, dt.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr. C. Davis, the son of a native, and frequent
visitor, at interviews in 1879 and 1881. The

(r) is (r ).

1. so0 ai SEE, 00d fal^z, .re sii nE'w dhet ae')m raYt ebE'wt dhaj
t b't'l

gja
1
! [mAAdhis] kamim from dire skuul hEndra.

2. shii)z gu'im ds'wn dire rwd dhEE'13 thrzyt dhe rEd ge^t
r

e)dhB
haan sa^d dhu WEE.

3. shy/^er 'enaf dh^ tjald)z gwn rait [street] arp te dhB
dh'B roq hE'us,
4. WEE'^ shi)l ha^'n on dha]

t draqk'n daf shr^v'ld fal^

om^s, [hii Kv dhEE'i3, hi dzyj.
5. wi AA! noo ^m wEr* WE!.

6. oont dh)ood tja
a

p stoi laan Ire not te d?yx rat egrn, puu^
7. Iwk, ii)nt it tryt\

Notes on Orford dt.

1 . I, either (a
!

i)
or (ai) here and (skuul) and stated to be an exceptional

elsewhere. now (ns'u), decidedly not word. yonder (liE-nde), this is a some-

(na'u). I'm, use of I be not recalled. what unusual form. The (h) preserved,

right, the initial (r) or (r ) very though at Southwold it was uniformly

lightly touched, throughout. that omitted.

(dhaet) at the first and (dhaH) at the 2. three, (tr-) for (thr-) not admitted

second interview, when all the (se)
were here or elsewhere, (thrid) not (trid) for

made (a
1

). school, originally dictated thread. gate, the fracture (ee) very
but afterwards altered to short. way (WEE) very broad and with
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no vanish in (B, i), but in JEG words 5. very well, right well (ra^it WE!)
as tail (tEE'il), (i}

was admitted. is more usual.

3. gone (gn), also used for gave, 6. learn, not teach, in Sunday Schools

given ;
A' regularly becomes (u), as the children say (tiitre). do (dtyj, at

(rwd, stem, rwp, limn), road, stone, rope, the first interview (duu), but at the
home. door, (dAA'u) without euphonic second (dTy^, at the same time (skzyj)
(r), though a vowel follows, similarly was made (skuul), the pret. of to sow

(drAA"Bn) drawing, not (drAAren). seed, to mow grass, was also given as

4. he livefsj there, he do(es), this (syyx , mty^ ;
and in

(sty!)
the sound was

was introduced to illustrate the use of certainly diphthongal, the (i) very short

the plural verb with the singular noun. and the (y^ deeper than French (y).

e.SUFFOLK cwl.

Some of Moor's "Suffolk "Words" collected from specimens given in the Glossary
so called, and conjecturally pal. by AJE., the original spelling being pre-
fixed in italics. Only such words as have an altered spelling are selected,
and the pron. is conjectured from vv. specimens. But Moor is on the whole

very phonetic in his orthography, especially in often not writing the r when
not pronounced.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 8 heent hunt [has not]. star staa [to stare]. 33 rutha radhe. 36
thow thoou ['rh. mow '] thew thyyx [pret.]. A: hanspeke ha !

nspiik [hand-
spike]. A'- 72 hew hyyj, howes hz'uz [whose]. 82 noonce nwns [in the

phrase for the nonce=for then once], 90 blew blyy x [pret.]. 91 mew myyj
[pret.]. 93 snew snyyx [pret.]. 94 crew kryy! [pret.].

-32- 144 aginnugi-n. JE: heft^it [haft]. 158 aatanune
aatenyy^n

[afternoon]. 163^Alaa. JE!: middamidv [meadow]. 205 thrid ihrid.

208 ivva ivver ive+r. 209 nivva nire. 218 ship ship.
E- heevy hiivi [heavy]. brumble bramb'l [bramble]. butta bate

[better]. E: neb nEb [nib]. 261 sah saa. red rEd [to rid]. 262
wflAwaa. skill shil [shell], 273 minmin. ind md[en6i]. hin bin

[hen]. pin pin [pen]. 284 throsh throsh [to thrash in the sense of to drub].
neest niist [nest]. E'- 297 fulla fab. E': - bliss blis [bless].
EA: 328 cowd ka'wd. 330 howd ha'wd. bard baad [beard]. ex

Eks [axe]. EA'- 347 hid hid. EA': - lick lik [leek]. 354 shoof
shuuf. tares teez [tears, sb.]. El- 372 aah aa. EO- 384 hivvin

hivin. 386 yow Ja'w. EO: 397 sivad swa j d. bawm\)A.Am [barm, yeast].
brunn bran [burn]. EO'- frize fraiz [freeze].

- shute shyy^
[shoot], EO': hild hild [held], 428 sin sin [seen=saw or have seen].
435 ya yah yar jaa [your,

' rh. a in far '].
I- ees Hiss [yes, "long and drawly"]. I: bahd baad [bird].

led lEd [lid]. 465 sich sitj. feller fid* [filler, or thiUer, that is, shaft-horse].
469 twool

thaati

0-

ifore ifAA [afore]. 0: 532 daata daate. 536 gowd ga'wd. cowt ka'wt

[colt]. 544 thin dhm. 0'- 555 shue shyyx [this sound written ew never

occurs before final d, f, k, m, p ; but is sometimes found before /, n, s, t, but not

in wool, full, bud, foot, loan, moan, root, love]. 557 tew tyy^ 559 mooda
mwdra [mother]. 560 skule skyy^. 562 mune myyjn. moonth mwnth

[month]. 564 sune syy^. 565 nuse nyy^. smuthe smyy^h [smooth].
0' : ruff raf [roof]. 582 cule kyyj. 583 tule tyy x

l. 584 stule styy^.
585 brum bram [see Forby's harren brum, p. 266, No. 585]. 586 dew dyy:

.

588 nune nyy^. guse gyyjS [goose].
U_ spahs spaaz [spurs]. U: sheowder shE'ude [shoulder]. 634

threw thryy x
. U'- 645 doiv da^^.

Y- 674 ded dsd. heeve\mv [hive]. boondle bwnd'l [bundle]. is

[ 1718 ]
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is [hiss, "short and sharp"]. Y: 684 bredge brEdj. 685 redge rEdi.

fell B! [fill].
kell kBl [kiln]. mell msl [mill, but] mulla male [miller].

then thEn [thin]. hahnet haanet [hornet]. brussels bras' Iz [bristles].
shet shEt [shut]. 703 ^ pEt. Y- deeve diiv [dive].

_
dreep driip

[drip]. 711 leecems. 712 meecenws.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 714 ^ lEd. Jciddier kidyer Jcidjer kzdji? kidp [cadger]. 722 <?raw
driin. busk bask [to bask]. spraaowls spraawlz [sprawls]. greeze
griiz [graze]. I. and Y. stelt stElt [stilt]. stent stEnt [stint, or allotted

day's work]. glent glEnt [glint]. sturrup starep [stirrup], shivva
shi've [a shiver, or slice]. 0. 769 mawl mAAl. snuze snyy^ [snoose].

tawtah tAAte [totter]. 791 baw bAA [but in the Sf. sense of any man].
_

frawn frAAn [frozen, but this is from the proper pp. froren]. boke book

[bulk].
boonch bz^ntj [bunch], poonch pwntj [punch]. reesty riisti

[rusty, applied to bacon].

m. ROMANCE.
A 820 gah gaa [applied to coloured pictures in a book]. pah paa [to

pay]. 828 agah eegv. cheen tjiin [a chain], saas saas [sauce, said to

rh. brass]. keevelaiv [cave]. E-. pill pil [peel], 874 reensrnnz

[reins], hahnsey haanse [heronshaw], concite konsait [conceit], I-.

and, 7.- hume hyy^m [a hymn]. aint aa'mt aint [anoint, to

drub]. 926 spile spail. crunya kranjB [coroner]. pahpus paapas
[purpose]. 941 fule fyyil. jahney djaani [journey, or day's work].
meeve miiv [to move]. 956 kivva k<VB. !! 965 oyle ail. stry strai

E

destroyed], stryance strains [liability to be destroyed], consimmd kensrind

consumed]. ponish ponish [punish]. mosick moosic [music, pron. quite

uncertain].

YAR. v. w.SUFFOLK FORM.

PAKENHAM cs.

originally written by Rev. C. W. Jones, native and vicar of Pakenham (5

ene.Bury St. Edmunds) since 1861, and revised from his diet. 24 Oct. 1873,
and again 19 Oct. 1886. Some of the points in which this pron. differs from
that of e.Sf. are mentioned pp. 288, 289.

0. wdi :dpn hant got ni3

1 . wel, bA, ja'w im hii nm booth "en JB la!
f "et dhs nfuz v mam.

hiu kee^ ? dhaet beent nadh^ hii^ HB dheeB.

2. fiu fooks da* thriu bm la
T
ft aj

t, wi noo dhat, doont as, tegrdh^?
wot shi3d meek)Bm ? Idi'kli bii T?t ?

3. hE'us^mE'vB, dlws iz dh^ tru^tli v)([}v8 djob, soo ja'u djest lia'wd

JB n^'z, tegrdh-e, -en bi skwaB't tl di}v dan.

4. di)rn saa*tm 'B hii^d)'Bm. sae' sam 'B dhem fooks wot gon thriu

dh^ li(il djob frBm db^ fast db^seivz -dhaet ^ ded, SIUB EIIE'II.

5. dht3t db^ ja'qes san ezse'lf, 'B grit bo/ 13 ndm j^r a'wd, nood iz

fa'dhisz taq 'Bt wanst, dboo -dbset w^r -dhaot kiu^ras, im skriik/, "Bn

di)d. trast 'bii te speek dh-B trwBtb em da, 'dbat B wwd.

6. ^n dbi3 a'ud wm^n b^se'lf -B! tEl en* on JB -BZ la
j
f nE'u, 'Bn tel

JB ?dit BWSB'-, sb-B wwl tfu, ^dbE'ut no noree'sb^n, ef ja'u)l oni aks)^,

sii ef sfrB doont.

7. liiswa*'z sb^ ta'ud mi dbaet tiu B thrii tdimz OTB, sh^ ded, ran

sbii doont a'wt te bB roq BV s*tj B poYnt BZ dbis biB, diu sb^
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8. WE!, raz di worrasaeVn, shii)d tel ru hv'u weera ran wen she fs'un

dhat draqk'n beest shra kAl ra mae'n.

9. shra SWAA shra sii him ov rar oon diz, lee'm strstjt F/nt fwl Isnth
ra dhra grE'wn m raz gwd sand* koot, kloos ragm dhra dAAr ra dhra IIE'US,
ds'wn ra dhra kAAnrar ra hm lam.

10. Hii wrar ra woYnm rawaaee, shra ssese, sra)shir, for AA! dhra wald
loYk V s/k tjaVld rar ra b'd'l mAAr rav)ra frEt.

11. en 'dhat hsep'n raz shii ran ra da'utrala'u kom thrfu dhra bak
jaad frram haeqm E'wt dhra wEt klooz rav ra wA'shm da,

12. tm'm dhra ket'l WBP B ba^lm B tee, wan brat fam samrar

atenwn one ra wiik ragw kam nsks thazd*.

13. im de oont tel noo Idiz, ra nevra laant WB TTIAA nra dhs ra dhaet

dheeB djob te dh's hfiB dae, si'urar BZ ma* naYmz :djon :shie'prad, ran

ra doont wont tfu nadhra, dheera ns'u !

14. ran soo aY)rn ragwm hoom te get mra sapa. gwd nat, tragfdhra,
ran doont ja'w bii sra kw*k tra kroo over ra tjap ragm, wEn i tAAk ra

dhe's ra dhat ra tadhra.

15. dhat)s ra week ful, wot preet radhE'ut reez'n. ran dhat)s mdi
las wad. feera dhra WE!.

Notes on the

On my remarking to Mr. Jones that

this specimen was very different from
the e. of Sf., he -wrote, "I should have
been quite ashamed of myself if you
had not found a marked difference he-

tween my pronunciation and that of

Framlingham, Southwold and Orford,

supposing these latter to have been
well reproduced to you." Whence it

appears that Mr. Jones himself recog-
nised a great difference between the w.
and e. of Sf., and he continually, also,

drew attention to the difference between
w.Sf. and Nf. As here presented, the

absence of (yj) and the presence of (iu)

in its place, and the use of '

together,'
resembles Cb. The use of (lam nsum)
lane name is like Hu. or Es. The use

of (dai) day looks S., but may have been

similarly derived to the other two . Still,

the use of be and don't us are also S.

cs.

On the other hand, (sa3se, ewsese) for (saa,

Bwaa) belong to (paa), got from s.jSTf.

and also in old times to Li., and see

Moor, p. 286, Nos. 261, 372, and p.

287, No. 820 and next word. But

(ewai-) was also used.

I' was regularly (di), which Mr.
Jones wrote oy, but careful examination
seemed to shew that it had not reached

that point, which, however, I have to

admit in D 16, 18. The sounds are

certainly difficult to distinguish. On the

other hand, (ai) was used for boil, point

(bail, paint), being decidedly different.

U' was (E'U) regularly, but (a'w) was
used in you totd(3'a.'u ta'ud), this is a

common distinction. In (da'wtela'w)

daughter-in-law, the first (a'w) is usual

enough, the (la'w) for law looks like a

variation of (la'w), but Mr. Jones was

very particular about it.

The following are the principal differences between w. and e.Sf.

P Pakenham, F Framlingham, S Southwold, Orford.

A'

hasnot. P hant, F hiint.

law. P k'u, FS IAA.

name. P naim, F nmn, S neem.

washing. P wAAshin, F woshmi,
S wEslren.

both. P booth, FS berth [Stan-
hoe and Mattishall], booth.

who. P hiu, F h/yyu S wyy:
.

two. P tiu, F t/yyj, S tyy x
.

PFSa'wt.

home. P hoom, F hwm, S wm.
whole. P hoi, FS hwl.

lane. P lain, FS l&m.

day. P dai, F deei, S deeei.

say. Psa39e,Fseet3, Sseei, OSEE.

away. P i3wa38e -ewai, F Bweee, S

eweei, 13WEE.

speak. P speek, FS speuk.

length. P Isnth, F Laqkth, S

teqkth.
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EA old. P a'd, FS ood.

hold. P ha'wl, FS ood. U
told. P ta'?<d, FS tood.

EA' few. P fin, F fly, S fyya fo'yj.

EO yow, yonder. P mn, F hmdB, S
indB.

EO' sA*. P shii, F shi, S shei, shi.

you. PFS ja'u. A
frttfA. P trwath, F trty^h, S

tro'oBth, [Stanhoe] tr/yy^h. E
I' woman. P wmen, FS wzmnm. beast.

/oWrs. P fooks, F fwks. 0- co#.

world. PS wald, F wa^ld. c?oi?.

over. P ove, F WVB. fool.

0' #00. P tin, FS tt'yi. doubt.

swore. P SWAA'B, F SWOOB, S U-- sure.

SWO'OB.

woo. P nun, F m'y,n, S

through. P thriu, F thra'w, S

tra'w, thrt'y,.
<foor. P (!AA'B, F duuB.

tongue. P taq, S toq.

Thursday. P thazdi, F thaazdi,
S thazdi.

reason. P reez'n, F riiz'n, S
reBZBn.

tea. P tee, F tii, S ten.

P beest, F biist, S beest.

P koot, FS kwt,

P kloos, FS klws.

P fuul, F f yil, S fyy,!.
PF dB'wt, S da'ut.

P SIUB, F sty^, S shuuB,

i
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IY.

THE MIDLAND DIVISION OF ENGLISH
DIALECT DISTRICTS.

This comprises D 20 to D 29 as shewn on the map.
Boundaries. On the s. first the n. sum line 1 from its w. com-

mencement on the Dee to Watling St., Np., and then going ne.-

wards by the w. b. of Np. and round lit. to the b. of Cb. which

pursue to the sea. On the n. the n. theeth line 5. On e. and w.
the sea-coast.

Area. All Ch. Db. Le. Li. Nt. St., the n. of Wo. and most of

"Wa., s. and m. La., the ne. of Sh., all detached or English PL,
a small part of main or Welsh PL, and of Dn.

Sections. Dialectally this area falls into two distinct and ap-

parently unrelated sections, an Eastern comprising Li. D 20, and

a Western comprising all the rest. The several districts of the

Western Section have a strong family resemblance, but they never-

theless fall into three tolerably distinct groups, the Northern, Mid
and Southern. The Northern comprises s. and m.La., s.Yo., and

n.Db.
;

the Mid contains Ch. and n.St., s.Db. and Nt.
;
and the

Southern contains s.St., English PL, and a small part of Welsh
PI. and Dn., ne.Sh., n.Wo., most of Wa. and Le. Nt. was more
related to the other Mid M. districts forty years ago than it now is.

Districts and Groups. As will be seen by the map and key, the

M. div. is separated into ten districts, D 20 to D 29, all provided
with geographical names. These districts form four groups. 1.

The BM. or Border Midland comprises D 20 only. 2. The NM. or

Northern Midland comprises D 21 to D 24. 3. The MM. or Mid
Midland contains D 25 to D 27. 4. The SM. or Southern Midland
contains D 28 and D 29. Particulars of each district are given
below.

Character. The M. div. not being homogeneous, we cannot look

for any one pervading character. It is best defined by negatives.
It is decidedly different from its neighbours, the W, S, E, on the

s., and the N on the n. The basis of the language spoken was not

the Wessex, but the speech of various tribes scattered over a large

country, and most probably differing considerably in different parts.
The following are some of the most important points to which
attention should be directed.

YOWEL PORMS (w, u
lt
u . oj'u. V, a'i).

(u, u^ w ). At the present day one of the characters which first strikes a

Southerner in Midland speech is the total ahsence of (9, a) for u in wp, called (ap)

in educated London, and (ap) in the provinces, and in these regions represented

by u in Ml, or nearly so. A similar representation of this vowel frequently
occurs s. of the M. div., between the transverse lines 1 and 2. In that region,

however, the sound of (a, a) is still more or less heard. Again, for the greater
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part of the N. div., s. of the transverse line 8, there is a similar total absence of

(a, a). Hence the mere absence of this sound is not enough to characterise the
M. div. In fact, we are rather concerned with accounting for the presence of

(9, a) anywhere than for its absence somewhere. There can be no doubt that
short U was originally some variety of short (u) universally in English Britain,
how then did it become (9, a) ? Are there any existing recognised intermediate
sounds between (9, u) ?

In the M. div. as here denned we must distinguish at least 3 forms representing
short U and its congeners. First (u) as in fwll, which is not (u), the short sound
of oo in fool

; compare French fowle powle (ful, pul) with Eng. fool pool, fwll pu]l
(fuul puul, M pul}. The sounds (ful, pul) are even difficult for an Englishman
to produce, and a Frenchman finds equal difficulty with

(ful, pul) . The difference
between the two consists in what Mr. Melville Bell calls 'widening,' the 'physical
cause

'

of which he finds in the '
retraction of the soft palate and expansion of the

pharynx
'

(Visible Speech, 1867, p. 71). On the other hand, Dr. Sweet says in

forming narrow sounds' [such as (u)]
' there is a feeling of tenseness in that part

of the tongue where the sound is formed, the surface of the tongue being made
more convex than in its natural wide shape, in which it is relaxed and flattened,'
and he does ' not believe that the shape of the pharynx, the approximation of the

palatal arches, etc., have any distinctive effect in producing distinct vowel sounds'

(Handbook of Phonetics, 1877, p. 9). That there is a distinction between the
two vowels of each of the pairs (i i, e e, E se, o o, u u} is undoubted. The first

of each pair is called by Mr. M. Bell '

primary
' and by Dr. Sweet '

narrow,' and
the second is called by both '

wide,' but whether the distinction is of the same
nature in each pair, and in what it really consists, has not been at present satis-

factorily ascertained. It is sufficient for our present purpose that such a state

exists.

There is also a state of higher and lower, generally supposed to result from

obtain the form (tt-^ as a very low or deep form of (u) .

Lastly, there is the different effect of '

rounding,' as Mr. M. Bell calls it, that

is, of the greater or less closure of the lips. Mr. M. B. distinguished only 3

degrees of rounding, those for (A, o, u), but there are of course any number of

such roundings, and especially we may endeavour to speak vowels with other than
their usual roundings. Thus (u) has the lips drawn closely together. Let them
be more opened. The result is written (u ), where ( ), the inverted mark of

degrees (), is not meant to be the letter (o), but merely a sign that (u) is uttered
' with more open lips.' From numerous observations on himself and others, TH.
thinks that the position of the tongue is halfway between those for

(o) and (u),
and the position of the lips that for (o) but slightly flatter. Whatever it be

precisely, the effect of this wider opening of the lips is to alter the value

of (u) considerably. In fact, (u )
is a very unstable transitional form, which,

according to the consonants with which it is connected, simulates (a, o, u).
To TH. the sound is native, and he has kindly allowed me to study it from
his lips on several occasions for many hours. At different times the resemblance
of (u )

to one or other of these sounds seemed to vary, and on the very last

examination his
( )

sounded to me very much like German o in konnen,

Botticher, that is, closely resembling but by no means identical with (oe). 1

seemed never able to hit the sound to TH.'s satisfaction, but I succeeded best

when bearing this sound of (ce)
in my mind, and giving it more of an (u) flavour.

I got TH. to say (u p, up, ap) and so on for many words, and the distinction of

one vowel from the other was complete. Then I got JGG. to observe this uttered

vowel carefully in my absence, and he considered it as "a higher and rounded

form " of (a). According to Mr. M. Bell, (o)
is the natural rounded form of (a),

hence the amount of rounding used by JGG. must have been different. He says,

indeed, that in his imitation of the sound he does not round more than for (A, o),

which is very little. He places it second in the series of sounds (not positions)

which he wrote (a, u
,
o 1

,
M

I? u), shewing his views of the passage from (a) to

(u), and of the natural transitional character of this remarkable vowel. TH.
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recognised in actual speech while travelling over the region between the transverse

lines 1 and 2 many intermediate forms between (a, u
),

so that, allowing for the

natural difficulty arising from the sound being native to his own organs, and hence

likely to be recognised when not precisely used, there was continually some hesita-

tion as to whether a sound heard was (a) or (w ), and there was so much difficulty
of separating (u , ^t), that notwithstanding that he made several journeys for the

purpose, he was unable to determine any boundary between them.
In order to print my book it was of course necessary to come to some practical

conclusion respecting the use of
(

Those who have not an opportunity
of carefully studying the sounds from native speakers and hearing them in general
use, may be contented to use (u) as received (u) in fwll in all cases. I write (u^)
in D 20, and (u} in D 24, and also in Ru. D 18. In the rest of the M. div., and
in the intermediate zone between the transverse lines 1 and 2, I write (u ),

as this

is the usage of TH., to whom I am mainly indebted for information. But it can-

not be supposed that in such an extensive region this peculiar transitional sound

(w ) remains absolutely the same as TH. uses, and hence, of course, hears it, or

that it is formed always by the same precise action of the organs of speech that he

employs. I mean then merely to imply by the use of (w )
that through this region

generally the sound is transitional between (a) and (u}, and is sufficiently like the

sound used by TH. to be accepted by him as the same. TH., as stated above,
heard many other transitional sounds, and is under the impression, founded upon his

observations, that there is a mixed region within which both (u, u
)
are heard,

bounded on the n. by a bine from about Gainsborough, Li., to about Ulverstone, La.,
and that northward of this line (u )

and its congeners disappear and (u) remains.

This will be furthered considered in D 24 and D 31. The use of (a, a, u
, u)

does not separate dialect districts, as we have already found (p. 16).
This delimitation of (uot u, u^ would require long special study to settle, and

must be accepted as simply the nearest approximation to the truth that my present
materials allow me to make.

(ce'u). As (u ) appears to be a variant of (u}, caused by keeping the mouth
too wide open, so (ce'u) is a variant of (uu) caused by beginning it with the mouth
too wide open, and gradually but rapidly closing it down to the position for (u) .

I met with a similar action in Ledbury (a'ou), p. 73, note to par. 9, and it is very
common among rec. speakers in such words as oh \ no ! (99300, naaao'o). While

uttering (uu), open the mouth suddenly quite wide, the result is a sound something
like (9} or (03), which I therefore write (OB}. If we take various smaller openings,
the sound approaches (u ). Now begin with (<), tongue as for (u), and rapidly
close the lips to (u) . An intermediate gliding sound is heard connecting the two

extremes, represented as usual by ('), so that (o?'u) represents the whole phe-
nomenon. When I studied this sound from TH.'s lips some years ago, I repeatedly
observed that his lips distinctly did not touch one another in any spot at the

beginning of his utterance. In later observations I found that he began with a

partial rounding. He himself writes
( V
MOU), believing that the tongue is a little

more advanced than for (wp),
and the vowel is wide, while the opening of the

lips is that for (o) and the lips are slightly flatter. But, except on pp. 322-329,
I retain my old symbol with which I had written all the examples, and which is

based on what I consider the complete phenomenon. It must be remembered
that the initial

(a?)
is very short, and the final (u) often long, as (o?'uu), but as

this varies from time to time according to circumstances, no notice is taken of it

in writing. The ordinary dialect speaker generally considers that he says (uu).
The result of JGG.'s examination of TH.'s pron. of (o/u), his

( v u), was that

it sounded like (0/u), "that is, a low form of the French e in 'que ]e me repemV
[Yolney's example], accented and sliding through (u) to (u) pure," and he does

not consider that the initial vowel was (w )
. The first element is, however, not

always low, it is sometimes quite high, depending upon the extent to which the

mouth is opened at first.

Although not entirely peculiar to the M. div. (o?'u) is a very distinctive

phenomenon. It is extremely unstable, varying to (iu, iy, yy, 99} or thereabouts

on the one hand and (a'u) on the other. It attacks principally 0'- words, which
must have been first reduced to (uu), but it does not at present attack original
U'- words, which will be considered presently. Hence it must be a comparatively
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recent phenomenon in England. In France some such intermediary possibly
changed Latin u into French u, that is, (uu) into (yy) . The change into (in iy
yy) occurs in D 19, into (2) in the L. div., into (yy t )

in D 10, 11, into (a'u) in
D 26. It is kept pure in D 21, 22, 25. It does not seem to affect D 24 or the
N. div. I have not observed it in D 20. Sporadically instances of it occur in
D 6, 7, and even with careless speakers in rec. speech. This is an example of
inchoant diphthongs, .arising from altering the commencement of some long vowel,
of which the conclusion is retained. Such diphthongs are a fertile source of

change, and their actually observed occurrence solves many riddles in the altera-
tion of words.

(u, a'i). Another inchoant diphthong is
(z'i),

the first step in the change of

(ii)
to (a'i).

This sound (ii) is difficult to appreciate at first hearing, and is

liable to be taken for (ii)
or (ii). The speaker usually considers it as

(ii). "When
once set in motion the subsequent changes are rapid, as

(t'i, z'ji, ei, ei, E'i), all

actually in use. This is the utmost extent to which E' is affected after becoming
(ii), and hence, as in the case of the change of 0' into

(ce'u), I consider it to be
recent. This theory of the generation of (E') from E' through (ii) does not
exclude the generation of (ei) from (ee) by terminal addition, as seems to have oc-

curred elsewhere very recently in (ee
1

j) ,
sometimes appreciated as (ei) . See especially

D 16, 17 (pp. 196, 218, 226). But the initial change must have affected original I'

long before, so that at present this appears already in the stage of (E'i) and passes
on to (te'i, a'i, ai), and thence to (ai, A'i), all of which occur, while (a

x
i, ai) vary

as (a'i a'i), common forms in the S. div., with various other forms of the same
kind as

(a>'i, B'i, (E'i).

"When, however, the forms of (a'i)
have once been reached, the dialectal changes

are not over. The final (i) may be degraded to (B) as (ae), and then the (B)

altogether omitted, so that (aa, aa, AA) result as an alteration of
(ii),

an almost

incredible but completely established fact.

(a'u). The change of U' to (a'u) through (t^u) will be considered in the N".

div., although it seems to occur in the M. and even E. div. as (mi). "We may,
however, consider in the M. div. that we begin with (aw), as in D 23. This falls

into (aa aa a.B.), and on arriving at (aB), another transformation is ready. As in

the E. div. (leem) became (leim), so here (as) becomes (ai).
This remarkable

form of U' is dominant in I) 25. But it goes no further, it does not become (di,

A'i), which would clash with the representation of I'. Another change of (aB)

arises from the omission of (B), so that U' is represented by (aa). This is strongly
marked in D 24. Hence both I' and U' tend to become (aa) in the same div., but

not usually in the same district. It would seem that confusion could no further go
than that I' and U' should both be confounded as (aa), which, however, does not

represent A', for this original sound becomes (UB, OB, uu, 00} . But, in fact, the

changes are not ended. In (&B) the (a) becomes thinned to (a
1

),
and (a'B, ae'B,

E'B, CB) and even (!B) result as may be found in D 22 and w.D 24. In at least

some of these forms (B) becomes lost, and (aa
1

, ffia3, EE) result. These are the

forms most prevalent in D 22. The (a?*) is the proper representative of the La.

spelling eaw, invented, I believe, by Mr. Collier (Tim Bobbin), in whose region,

however, at present they do not say (aea3), but (a'w), another variety of (a<). The
U' = (a3se) and I' = (aa) are compatible and are used together in part of D 22.

These are the principal vowel changes in the M div. and they are interesting

for their preservation of forms which explain the transition from the old to the

new value of the letters.

CONSONANT POEMS (r, h).

(r .)
The letter r, when not before a vowel, is entirely vocalised in D 20 as there

explained, in the other districts it is asserted to have consonantal value, yet from

several informants I got corf as the phonetic form of calf meaning (kAAi),

which shews that they at least did not hear an r. Mr. Darlington, D 25, a

native of s.Ch., acknowledged that Ch. r, when not before a vowel, had very little

power, and was more felt by speaker than listener. TH. says he has paid par-

ticular attention to educated pronunciation, and has, during observations, continued

for many years, recorded special points from more than 400 public speakers, and
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is thus enabled "to say confidently that the Midland r before a vowel is the

standard English r, and likewise that r before a consonant and r final are

generally the same as when before a vowel in n.Db. Ch. La. and St." Conse-

quently he writes (r)
in every case. Although entirely disagreeing with him in

this opinion, so far as standard English r is concerned, I have necessarily been
unable to take any other course but to follow his example with this explanation.
In discussions, however, I shall use (f) both before and after a vowel to indicate

TH.'s sound, considering the printed (r) as
(r) with the left-hand top corner

removed (r)
so as to be imperfect, and I write r with a stroke over it, r . This new

symbol I call the Midland r, without pretending to define, because I have not

ascertained, the exact mode of its generation* The "
imperfection" of (r) is in

respect to the "perfection" of the Italian r, the true value of (r). Certainly
when not before a vowel the use of (r), without some explanation, is grossly

misleading, to any one who reads phonetic writing according to its professed rules,
or say to a Scotchman or Italian. The r in such cases is very much like a coarse

(e), and even in Yo. Cu, We, and Du. it is hardly perceptibly consonantal at

least to my ears,

I thought it best to take JGG.'s opinion on the r used by TH. He says :

"his r is to my ear an inner buzzed r = (r/0), identical with the r I have heard
wherever I have been in Ch. St. Db. or La." After mentioning two persons,
whom he knows well, that use it, JGG. proceeds to say: "The place on my
series is between the WL r and the n.We. or Swaledale r, and also my own r

before a vowel. I should say it is exactly intermediate between these two."
JGG. concludes by saying that he hears TH. "pronounce the same in initial,

medial, and final positions, with a few exceptions," TH. says that as he is a

native of Db., and has resided 42 years in La., he is
" in a much better position

to say what is the analysis or formation of the Midland r than any one who is not

a native, and who has not resided in the district or whose visits have been only
occasional." But it is well known that it is extremely difficult to shake off one's

original habits of speech, and that without great practice in acquiring facility in

using new sounds, the ear is apt to be misled. Owing to this initial "personal
equation," the same sound will be appreciated differently by different observers

who have studied the subject. Thus TH. and AJE, differ materially as to " the

standard English r,"

Generally r causes great difficulty to the phonetist. Mr. Melville Bell

defines it as made by "the point of the tongue contracting the oral pasaage
between it and the upper gums." This entirely eliminates the conception of

trilling, and he therefore has a separate mark corresponding to my (<;)
called

"vibrator" and "trill" and defined as "vibration of the organ symbolised."
(See the discussion in Part IV. pp. 1341-4, especially p. 1344, ty.) For myself I

consider vibration or trilling, or as I now prefer to call it flapping (caused by the

Sassage

of air over a loose flexible body, as linen flaps on a clothes-line or a flag

aps on its staff), the essence of all r sounds. This flapping may be produced by
many organs, and the statement of the organs specifies the kind of flap. This is

precisely the converse of Mr. Melville Bell's and Dr. Sweet's views. In England
where no vowel follows, the flap is usually replaced by an obstructive position of

the tongue which does not flap, but yet is not hard and rigid. Of course the non-

flappable is somewhat different from the flappable position. "When flatus only is

driven through such a passage with non-flapping tongue, we have simply a hiss,
one of the very numerous tribe of

(s) ;
when voice passes, we have a sound

approaching in various ways to (a, V, so) or even (z). These replacers of (r) are

usually symbolised by (R, RO), etc., shewing what form of
(r)

is replaced, and for

convenience the
( )

is usually omitted after the replacement has been explained.
In England we must distinguish at least Italian (r), Scotch (.r), Irish

(r.) [written

(nr) in Part IV. p. 1232], the Southern (a), Midland (r), Northumbrian (r, rw\
different from the hard metallic Parisian and guttural North German uvular (r,

r
t )

. All of these may be flapped or unflapped, and flated or voiced, and among
the unflapped forms, produced by keeping the tongue or uvula in approximately
the same position as if it were intended to flap but stiffened so that it cannot do

so, are the Southern (R?) degenerating to the Eastern (r ), for both of which the

tip of the tongue is raised, and the Midland (rj. This list is very far from
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exhaustive. There is probahly a Northern unflapped (r), a strongly flapped and
a "soft" Spanish r, of which the latter may be the same as the Northern un-

flapped (r), an alveolar and dental r (p, ur), an American r, various French and
German r, besides the Polish rz (zrh) and the oriental mixtures of

(l
r
,

r1

),
the

defective lip r, the North German glottal (i) and its Arabic form (g) with (krh,

grh) and the corresponding Dutch g and Greek 7, and others. Many of these
have still to be analysed, and the mode of production of the un-flapped replacers
of flapped r presents problems of extreme difficulty.

This difficulty is seriously increased by the habits of reading, where the one

symbol r is naturally associated in the speaker's mind with the sounds, or various
sounds which he from local habit assigns to it, and hence as naturally hears from
all others. In my Pronunciation for Singers, pp. 136-8, I distinguish 26 cases

which require consideration in received English speech. They are here given in a
condensed form, illustrated merely by examples, which the reader may exercise

himself in distinguishing, and determine if possible what is the value of his own r
in each case.

1. word journey furnish spurn. 2. myrrh guerdon. 3. recurring spurring purring
blurring slurring demurring. 4. preferring conferring referring erring deterring.
5. near beer here we're pier. 6. eyry era weary peeress. 7. care pair air

prayer there their bear mare mayor. 8. canary fairy therein bearing. 9. boar
o'er door floor borne torn sore corps pour towards. 10. glory soaring pouring.
11. poor moor tour sure lure allure. 12. poorer surer assuring tourist. 13. cure

pure endure immure your ewer. 14. fury purer enduring immuring. 15. hard
clerk heart guard. 16. starry tarry (adj. not vb.). 17. wax ward swarm

extraordinary George order born. 18. warring abhorring. 19. fire lyre quire
choir chorister hire. 20. wiry wiery fiery. 21. hour power ourselves ours flour

flower. 22. dowry flowery showery. 23. paper circuitous answer martyr altar

alter grammar particular (last syllable) peculiar spectator tailor razor orator.

24. azure fissure measure nature feature stature figure. 25. barbarian par-
ticular (first syllable) partake marquee. 26. ornate ordain organic orthography

orthoepy.

(h) The aspirate is altogether neglected in the M. div. The speaker has no
sensation of omitting it, any more than a received speaker thinks (notwithstanding
the orthography) that he is omitting h in his pron. of Aour, Aonest, Aonour, it.

In the last word indeed few of even received speakers are aware that an h has

been omitted. This omission of (h) is also the case in Antwerp, Flanders,

Belgium, Brabant, see Part IV. p. 1421 d''. Of course wh is called (w), though
this is a different case, which is phonetically (not historically) similar to the use

of (z) for (s) initial. This absence of aspiration penetrates to well-educated

classes, and may be even heard from the pulpit. In Le. the aspirate is, however,
occ. wrongly inserted.

CONSTRUCTIONAL FORMS [the. -en. I am\.

[the]. The definite article the has four forms, (db.r?
dh th t

1

), in the NM
and MM groups, D 21 to D 27, but they are differently employed in different

districts, and in the SM group D 28 and D 29 only (dire) seems to be used.

almost solely employed, except on the borders of D 22 on the w. and D 26 on

the s. The is sometimes assimilated to other letters, as (frem)s)sk^'u) from the

school. This power of assimilation is interesting as still existent in dialectal

speech. Numerous examples occur in the subsequent illustrations.

[-en]. The chief constructional peculiarity is the verbal plural in -en (wi noon,

so noon, dhi noon), we know-en, you know-en, they know-en. This is universal

in D 21, D 22, D 25, D 26. In D 23 the people think that it is not used, but it

still exists in a few contracted forms as (an jo ? du n so ?)
have-n you ? do-en

you ? In D 24 it is only found at the borders of D 22 on the w. and D 26

on the s. In D 27 it seems to be practically lost, but there is evidence that i

did exist some years ago. In D 28 it is plentiful. In D 29 it chiefly exists
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in contracted forms, and more in the w. than the e., but even in Le. there are

traces of it.

[/ am~\. The verb substantive is / am, which separates the M. from the N.
div. where for the most part I is is heard. I be is seldom used, and most

frequently in the negative / ben't, and is confined to SM., which borders the S.

div. I are seems to be unemployed.

PECULIAR WORDS \Jioo, shoo'].

[hoo, shoo]. In vocabulary, the use of hoo pronoun, variously called (mt,

o?'u, a'u, hi), the "Ws. heo, she, is prevalent in D 21, 22, 25, 26, although it is

superseded, in several constructions, by what at least is assumed to be her (ar ,

Bf), both for nom. and ace. But in D 24 appears the form shoo (shuu, sho, shu),

which, like she, is usually referred to "Ws. seo. I am inclined, however, to

believe that shoo is also a form of heo, through some such form as (gjhoo). In
the other districts she or rather her are in general use. For girl, wench is most

usual, without any offensive suggestion.

NEGATIVE CHARACTER.

There is therefore no one particular character, phonetic, con-

structional or vocabularian, by which the whole M. div. (even

excluding D 20) can be separated from adjoining regions. But
there are very numerous even merely phonetic characters by which

any district can be separated from non-Mid, divisions, as will

appear from the following details. The M. div. is therefore, as

already stated, rather negatively than positively characterised. It

has not the S. W. E. or IS", characters. But it has generally the

vowel (w )
and occ. (u, u^ for TJ and wonderfully varied forms of

II', I', with occ. peculiar 0' ('u) and extensive, but not universal,
use of the verbal pi. in -en. Collectively these form very dis-

tinctive characters. The striking uses of (ii) for A-, JEG, EG
and (6f E') for E', ECG are too much confined to portions of D 25,
D 26, D 28, D 29, to be relied upon as a general M. character.

D 20 = BM= Border Midland.

boundaries, those of the co. of Li.

Area, the co. of Li.

Authorities. See County List under the following names, where * means vv. per
AJE., fper TH, ||

in systematic, in io. Li. Aisthorpe, Alford, Axholme
Isle of, Barnoldby-le-Beck, tBarrowby, Beckingham,

*
Billiugborough,

Blyton, Bracebridge, *Brigg, Brocklesby, Caistor, Coningsby, Crowle,
*
Epworth, Faldingworth, Fillingham, Friskney, Fulstow, Gainsborough,

*Grantham, Great Coates, Great Grimsby,
*
Halton-Holegate, Haxey,

Healing, Horbling, Horncastle, Keelby, Killingholme, Kingerby,
Laceby, f Lincoln, t||Louth, North Hykeham, North Kelsey, Saxby,
Scartho,

*
Scotter, Scunthorpe, Skellingthorpe, f Sleaford, Snitterby,

*Somerby, f Spilsby, Springthorpe, Stallingborough, t Stamford, Thorse-

way, Thornton, Ulceby, Usselby, Waltham, *Winterton.

Character. There is a certain degree of homogeneity of sp.

throughout Li., which renders it difficult to subdivide the district,
but we may roughly distinguish 'three varieties : Yar. i. s.Li.

Form, prevailing to just a little n. of Sleaford (11 ne. Grantham),
and Boston, and perhaps as far n. as Friskney (3 sw.Wainfleet).
Yar. ii. m. Li. Form, prevailing over the whole county from the last-
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named places to the s. hoose line 6, which cuts off the n. of Li.

Var. iii. n.Li. Form is very clearly marked by the use of (uu) in
TJ' words, n. of the s. hoose line 6.

Li. more closely resembles the E. div. than the M., although it

is quite distinct from the E., as it is from the adjoining Nt. and
Yo. The great and peculiar character of the whole district is the
marvellous quantity of fractured vowels. There are plenty of

fractured vowels in Yo., but, as will be seen under Yar. iii., they
are of a different nature from the Li. fractures.

The latter are regarded by the natives merely as 'drawls,' and several, in

writing to me, indicated this drawl by an added r. Thus Mr. Bogg (:boog) then of

Louth, writing in Glossic, and meaning that air eer our should sound as in pair
peer roar (pete piv roe), not (rAA's), in ordinary received speech, without the
shadow of a trill (for trilled r is unknown in Li., except, perhaps, before a vowel,
and then it is very light), writes consistently throughout his translation of Lord

Tennyson's Northern Farmer New Style aivair sair pairnz brairnz airdher
toodair sairnts tairk mairks kwairker laird mair-be maird tairl nair mairz
brairk sairm fairdher laizi for Lord Tennyson's awaay saay paains braains
eather todaay saaints taak maakes quaaker laaid maade taail naay mays [= makes]
break saame feyther laazi. Certainly this expresses the sound perfectly to a Li.

man or a Londoner, though it renders the look of the words unintelligible, Mr.

Bogg has also weerk speerk beern seerd weernt deerd breerd reerzen eerd steerlz

meerlz leerst seer theer meernz leerv for Lord Tennyson's weeak speak bean [been]
seea'd [see'd for saw] weant [won't] dead bread reason ead [head] steals meals
least see thee means [the fracture unmarked in these three words] leave. Also
woar boarth goar doarnt thoart noart oart noarn koarts noar noarshenz for Lord

Tennyson's woa [cry to stop a horse] boath goa doant thowt nowt owt [fracture
not marked in these three words, and not usual] noan coats noa noations.

These words carefully pronounced will give an excellent notion of the peculiar
Li. fracture. Compare aware away, dare day, bairns pains, seed sear'd, reed

reared, oh ! oar, moan mourn [avoiding London (mAAn)], coat court [avoiding
London (kAAt)]. Londoners have quite lost and vocalised the r, so have Li.

people, but the vocal (B) glides closely on to the preceding vowel. Thus in

London brewer poor (bruu;tj pue) do not rhyme, and idea near (a^diije me) also

should not rhyme, though they often do
;
in ' the prayer of a prayer

'

(dhe pr#?jer
BV TB pree), the two words 'prayer' have different sounds as well as meanings, the

(r) due to the following vowel may be disregarded, but observe the vowel change
(ee e), and the absence of a glide in the first and its presence in the second. In
the S. and E. div. we have had numerous examples of (ee), as in (leem) lame,
without the disappearance of an (r), but not of the other fractures except through
such a disappearance ;

in Li., however, there is a constant tendency to this

development after every vowel. The fractures elsewhere seem to have arisen from
initial alterations of the vowels, but in Li. from mere additions, more comparable
to the ' vanishes

'
of the south, and exactly equivalent to its

' numerous diph-

thongs.'
It is a singular thing that the vowel on to which this murmur is tagged is, as a

rule, the same as in received speech, and may be ' widened '

as for the murmur

diphthongs, thus (wiik) becomes (wrek) or (wrek), (stiil, stiel) or (stfol), and so

on. And it is no doubt to this cause that the Li. conception that the vowels are

merely drawled is due. The Li. speech is slow and drawly, but here we have not

the mere drawling of a vowel, we have the real addition of another vowel on to

which the first glides, and part of the length of the first vowel seems to be

absorbed into the glide in the process.

This peculiar fracture, and the vocalisation of r into
(i?)

or its

omission after (aa AA), are the main characteristics of this district.

The U, as explained on p. 292, is taken to be (MJ).
The h is un-

certain
;

as a rule it is disregarded unless the speaker is excited,
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and then often wrongly inserted. Particulars are given below, as

I have been able to illustrate the dialect very fully.

VAR. i. SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE FORM.

FRISKNEY (3 sw.Wainfleet) spec.

Examples written by Eev. H. J. Cheales, vicar, and conjecturally pal. by AJE.
from the informant's indications, who describes the intonation thus : "The utter-

ance is loud, full, and coarse, with strong hard emphasis. The voice rises in

pitch towards the end of each period. It is also slow, a broad heavy drawl with
an unpleasant nasal twang (specially in the ow sounds [? maw], in the case of

women it amounts to a whine). In exception to the slow nasal drawl, in the

words in ass, as lass glass, the a is short and sharp, as in our mass [(la
] s dla^)].

Long vowels and diphthongs and compound vowels always drawled, the former

generally and the latter always resolved into two vowels." This is illustrated by
the following words, those marked *

being considered as exceptions :

A- 5 meek, 33 *rettdh^. A'- 67 gfo, 104 roed. M- 138 *feudluj. 152

*watt? [almost (wote)], JE: 166 meel, 175 *fast. &': 218 *ship. E':

312re+r. EA: 338 kAA'L El- 373 dheVe. EG': 428siusien. I: 452
AA'. U: 614hawmd. E-- 895 risiev.

1. (hood jaa noiz, i jaad me), hold your noise, he called me
; yah,

in place of you, as a sign of contempt.
2. (hfyz got'n thr^f ),

he has got through=he is dead.

3. (mm, sni'u, geim, bak End), mowed, snowed, near, autumn.
4. (wot dhB pleim d^ist dhe miBn ?), what the devil do you mean?
5. (wat'l deevz, rEmb'l, httig), weekdays, move, carry.
6. (it tiBmd Bn saeld B re^n, t)s streBndj mu^i houri wedlre), it

emptied and sieved of rain [the rain came down as if poured
out or run through a sieve], its strange mucky dirty weather.

7. (jon)z B streBndj Bmetezm piBt beBn B jaan), yon=that is a

strange amazing pert bairn of yours.
8. (6 nob^t akst on te tak dhis rcr ood prAAnk^s down dhi smuist),

I nought-but=only asked him to take this here old donkey
down the lane [narrow covered alley],

9. (t?n i mpt u$ im staated -B ledherm dh)ood hss -en me^d m
hw^'l on ^bwjV ^ b*t, Bn TUin strict Wjp dire ra^mpu), and he

jumped up and began beating the old ass, and made him jog
on above a bit, and run straight up on the high road

; nip
is a word very variously used, but (mpw) nipper is a little

boy that runs errands
; (ht^k) huck is the hip-bone ; ramper

is the rampart, always used for turnpike-road in Li.

10. (a mercd SUB i)d a tompoo-kt dhB Kt'l lad our ^'z red), I made
sure he'd have capsised the little lad over his head.

11. (z)z 13 wak'n h't'l tjap, 6i)l u^)ood 2)1 te-ek noo payment), he's

a wide-awake little chap, I'll uphold he-1 take no harm or

damage, common expression.
12. (6 kMjin, tuBnB fro/dB or sEtlredB), I come either Friday or

Saturday, Peacock writes toner, the one or the other.

13. (6i the'qk noot tu)*t), I think nothing of it.

14. (did JBr ad'l oot ?), did you earn ought ?

15. (shi)z B wa^k'l lt'l wEntj), she is a wankly little wench.
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BlLLINGBOROTJGH EXAMPLES.

Words and sentences by Mr. T. Blasson, resident surgeon, native, pal. by AJE.
from his dictation.

1. Alphabetical names of A, E, I, 0, IT (e ii 6 oo iu).
2. Counting (won tim thrii fue fo'iv s^'ks sEv'n est no/n tEn IEV'IL

twElv that'i footi ujxhft).
3. (dwjZ dhe semn levm man betek dhra brEd -on ktteks ^t dhra ood

pieces jijt? i duu), does the same lame man bake the bread
and cakes at the old place yet? he do, occ., but only in

answers; more frequently (i d^z).
4. (wot's iz ne^m ? 6i duunt noo), what's his name ? I don't know.
5. (6* sen, bA, wiuz dins me^cOre ? jond^), I say, bo', where' s the

mother ? yonder. The word bo' is occasionally used by very
old people, and was actually heard.

6. (iz fe^dlre dhira ? noo
ji?'s),

is father there ? no yes.
7. (witj wei? aa dh<? go-m te de^ ? 6i ka:nt sen, 6 ent betmt -

shu^), which way are they going to-day? I can't say, I

am-not be-not sure. The use of I be not is uncommon,
but exists.

8. (dhie)z B grit snaYl in dhi3 pa
a

d, aa)j^ froit'nd [frit] ? 6i aa),
there's a great snail in the path, are you frightened ? I are.

(snail) is invariable, but this does not occur in any other

-^EG-words. / are is rare, and used only in emphatic
answers.

9. (goo Bn boi B tlm'pni thrd), go and buy a threepenny thread.

10. (uu siiz dhi^z griin trtez
?), who sees these green trees ? Here

(griin) is used, but in ' the trees are green
'

(griim) would
be said.

11. (i brAAt ham dhe buuts i bAAt on iz fzit), he brought home the

boots he bought on his feet.

12. (wi^t u^ts baali i?n bi^nz), wheat oats barley and beans.

13. (doont stand aim stanz t?t moi wind^z), don't stand hurling
stones at my window, exactly the same use as at Nf. (p.

276, I, 2), but (don't stand) distinct and not reduced to

(doonsten).

SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE cwl.

The unmarked words are chiefly from Mr. Blasson for Billingborough, corrected vv.

in 1886, but some are from Horbling (15 e.Grantham) by Henry Smith,

Esq., and Friskney (3 sw. Wainfleet) by Rev. II. J. Cheales, which are

grouped as being practically identical.

L indicates the late Dr. R. Gr. Latham's Folkingham (9 e.Grantham), his native

place, given in his English Language, 5th ed. p. 391, and conjecturally

pal. by AJE.
H gives some wn. by TH. at Barrowby (2 w.Grantham).

i. WESSEX AND NOESE.

A- 3 beek. 4 tEk, LtEk. 5 mEk. 7 seek. 8 hEv. 9 bihet;v. 10 hoo.

11 niAA. 12 SAA [with euphonic (r)]. 13 naa. 14 drAA. 16 dAAn. 17 IAA.

18 keek. 19 teel. 20 letnn. 21 neem. 22 teem. 23 seem. 24 sheum.
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25 metm. 26 weun. 27 neev. 28 hee. 31 lest. 32 beBdh. 33
reBdhB. 34 la'st. 25 AA!. 36 thoo. 37 UAA.

A: 39 ki^m kEm. 40 kuBm. 41 thaj

qk. 43 ha'nd. 46 ka'nd'l. 47
wa !nde. 50 tt^qz. 51 ma'n. 52 wa'n. 54 wa*nt. 55 a^hez. 56 wEsh.
57 a^.

A: or 0: 58 [accented] fr^m, [unaccented] frem thrBm them. 59 la1
]!!.

60 loq. 61 mnt^q, L raim^nst. 62 stroq. 63 throq. 64 roq. 65 soq. 66

thoq [it sounded to me most like (o), not (o), but it may have been (a) as in other

s].

189
195

A'- 67 goo. 69 noo. 70 too. 71 woo. 72 uu. 73 soo. 74 tuu. 75
stmBk. 76 tuBd. 78 oo. 79 OBU. 80 ha'tadt. 81 leBn. 13 mmm. 84

muB-fr. 85 sus+r. 86 tots. 87 HUBZ [Mr. B. insisted on (kl)], H tluBz.

88 kluBdh. 90 bloo. 91 moo. 92 noo. 93 snoo. 94 kroo. 95 throo. 96
soo. 97 SUB!. 98 nuBn. 99 throon thruBn. 100 SUBU.

A': 101 UBk. 102 a'sk. 104 ruwl, H ruBd. 105 ruBd. 106 brood. 107
kf. 108 doo, 109 loo. 112 hesl. 113 hal [(h) always pronounced in this

word]. 114 [both this and the animal are called] muBl. 115 ham, II uBm.
118 bwm. 121 gA'n. 122 ne^n. 123 m^thiqk. 124 stuBn. 125 UBuli.

126 uB+r. 127 UBS. 129 gtost. 130 btot. 131 gtot. 132 ot. 133 rtot.

134 UBth. 135 tlAAth.

-2E- 138 feBdhB. IsdhB [ladder, same as leather]. 139 dree. 140 heal.

141 neBl. 142 sn&il [commonest], snesl. 143 tesl. 144 BgEn. 145 sleBn.

146 meBn. 147 bretm. 148 f&a. 149 bleBZ. 150 liust. 151 1st. 152
wa!

tB, HwatB + r. 153 sa'tBdi.

M: 155 thEtj. 157 reBv'n. 158 aatB. 160 Eg. 161 dee. 164 mem.
165 SEd, L SEd. 166 meBd. 167 dx'vl. 168 ta !

lB. 169 wEn. 170 haBVEst.

171 baali. 172 gras. 173 wAAr [an (r)
was felt and was most like (r )]. 174

Esh. 175 faTst. 178 na ]
t. 179 wot. 180 ba'th. 181 pa'th pa'd.

M'- 182 sii. 183
tftztj. 184 ItvA. 185 rtBd. 187 IZBV. 188 nee.

wee. 190 kii. 191 bM. 192 mftm. 193 th'im, HL tliBn. 194 E ni.

mEni. 196 WAA [as in (dhs WAA dhfa) they were there]. 197 tjfBz. 199

200 wtBt. 201 Imdh'n. 202 hft. 203 speutj. 205 thrad thrid. 206 rad.

207 niid'l. 210 tleB. 211 greB. 212 \ree. 213 eetihv eBdliB. 215 toot.

216 dM. 217 fotj. 218 shtBp. 219 sKBp. 222 heB+r. 223 dhtB+r.
226 mwjst. 227 WEt. 228 swEt. 230 faH.
E- 232 breBk. 233 spz'Bk. 234 nt'sd. 235 wtbr. 236 f/BVB. 237 bk-Bn.

238 hEdj. 239 ami. 240 l&m. 241 r^im, L mm. 242 tw^n. 246 kw?Bn.

247 wfon. 248 me^. 249 wtB+r. 250 sw/B+r. 251 mtBt. 252 kEt'l.

253 nEt'l. 254 IsdhB. 255 wadhB.
E: 257 Edj. 258 ssdj. 259 WEdj. 260 Im. 261 am. 262 WBB. 264

GB!. 265 streBt. 267 JiBld [the (j) distinct]. 270, i. bEbs, ii. bEli. 272 eh?m.

273 mEn. 274 bEnsh. 275 stEnsh. 276 thiqk. 277 dransh. 278 WEUsh.
280 lEv'n. 281 Isnth. 282 stranth. 283 niEri. 284 thrash. 285 kras.

286 ha'rB. 287 biz'm. 288 lEt.

E'- 290 hii. 291 dhii. 292 mii. 293 wii. 294 fivd. 295 brad. 296
bBKBV. 298 ftBl. 299 griim, L gr?

A

Bn. 300 kiip. 301 hB+r. 303 swtBt.

304 bfot'l [the insect also so called].
E': 305 hoi. 306 it. 307 noi [(noi Bn duu) nigh and do, a common reply,

meaning
' I should think so, rather,

1

that is, very much, completely]. 308 mBd.
309 spfod. 310 bM. 311 tsn. 312 WB. 314 htod, L hind. 315 fiit. 316
nEkst.

EA- 317 nee. 319 geBp. 320 kaa + r.

EA: 321 SAA. 322 laf. 323 foo^ fit. 324 eet. 325 wAAk. 326 ood.

327 buBld. 328 koo^. 329 food. 331 soo^ ssld. 332 tisld. 333 kAAf

[exactly like cough ; a doctor asking a man if he had a cough, was answered yes,
a fine one to sell

; (kajf) is Li. for cough, see 526]. 334 esf. 335 AA!. 336
fAAl. 337 WAA!. 340 jaad. 342 aam. 343 waam. - L 1'iBpin [leaping].
345 daa+r [and you (das'nt, daad'nt) durst not]. 346 geBt, H geBt.
EA'- 347 hEd hlsd. 348 di ["this and / are pronounced very like the

(English) Greek ot, only broader"
;

this ought to make it (A'*)]. 349 fiu.

EA': 350 dniddEd. 351 Isd. 352 rad. 353 brad. 354 sbM. 355 dz'sf
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dEf. 3-56 Kef. 357 dhaf. 359 naibt?+r. 360 tfmn. 361 bnm. 362 slee.

363 tjfup. 365 nnnr. 366 greet grit. 367 thrit. 368 dfith. 369 sloe.

370 TAA. 371 strAA.

El- 373 dhee. 374 .nee. 375 reez. 376 beet. El: 377 steek. 378
w/ek. 379 eel [same as 140, used only in Bible reading]. 381 sween swien.
382 dhie-j-r.

EO- 383 sEv'n. 384 hEv'n. 385 bBm'eth [but (i^ndraiim) underneath].
386 too. 387 niu [very distinct (i)].

EO: 388 milk. 389 jslk. 390 slu^d shield. 393 boro-nd. 395 L j^q.
396 wak. 397 swad swaad. 398 staav. 399 broit. 402 laan. 403 faa.

404 staa. 405 aath. 406 /eth, L teth. 407 faad'n. 408 niu.

EO'- 411 thrii. 412 shii. 414 fla'i. 415 Idi. 416 dze+r. 417 tiiu.

418 briu. 420 M^+r. 421 foti.

EO': 423 thai. 424 TU [or (ra
u
f) between, (raf, rwjf)]. 425 lo'it. 426

fait. 427 bii. 428 sii. 429 fiend. 430 fraud. 431 bre+r. 432 footh,
foot. 433 brast. 434 bfot. 435 H jaa [(.re) unemphatic ; when used in anger,
the (aa) is much prolonged, with a significant intonation]. 436 triu. 437 triuth.

EY- 438 do'i [between (a'i, o'i), but most like (6i)]. EY: 439 tr^st.
I- 440 wnk. 441 siv. 442 oivi. 443 froidi. 444 stoil. 446 noin.

448 dhzez. 449 git. 450 tiuzdi [see 387]. 451 soo.

I: 452 di. 454 witj. 455 lig. 457 moit. 458 noit. 459 reit. 462
soit [see 438]. 465 sitj. 466 tpild. 467 woild. 468 tjildun. 471 timbe.

472 sriqk. 473 blaind. 474 raind. 475 woind. 476 boind. 477 foind.

478 groind. 479 woind. 484 dhis. 485 dhis'l. 486 test [no initial (j)].

488 Jit.

I'- 490 boi. 491 soi. 493 droiv. 494 toim. 495 woin. 496 oien.

497 ur6tz, L woiz. 498 roit.

I': 500 loik, L loik. 501 woid. 502 foiv. 503 loif. 504 noif. 505
woif. 506 wimen. 507 wimin. 508 moil. 509 woil. 510 L m6in moin.

513 woie+r. 514 6is. 515 woiz. 516 wizdem. 517 Jiu.

0- 519 L ovt?. 520 boo. 521 fuel. 522 op'n [?(ap'n)], H op'n. 523

hui?p. 524 wald.

0: 526 kof kw^ [see 333]. 527 bAAt. 528 thAAt thoot. 529 brAAt. 531

dAAte, L daate. 532 kuel. 533 dw,!. 534 huel. 536 gu^ld. 537 ma'wld.

538 w^
x
d. 539 buel. 542 boot. 547 bued. 549 haad. 550 wad. 551

stAAm. 554 hAAn. - hos [horse, not (aas)]. 554 kros. foks [fox,

(hiidhe) male, see No. 704].
0'- 555 shuu. 557 tuu. 558 luuuk. L fodhed [fothered]. 659

m^dhe. 562 muen. 563 mz^ndi. 564 suen. 565 nuez. 566 Wjdhe.
0': 569 buuk. 570 tt^k [never (tuuk)]. 571 gWjd. 572 bl^id. 573 fldd.

574 braed. 576 wEd'nzdi. 577 bB'w. 578 phs'w. 579 nwjf. 580 twjf.

582 kuel. 584 stuel. 585 bruem. 586 duu. 587 d^n. 588 nuen. 589

spuen. 590 flue. 591 mue. 593 im^st mu^i. 594 buut. 596 ruut. 597

BU^. 598 sueth.

U- 599 eb
1
v. 600 lu^, Lluuv. 601 fE'wl. 602 SB'M. 603 k^m kuum,

Lke^min. 605 s^n [see 629, the difference not quite certain]. 606 due+ r.

607 be^te.
U: 608 Uigli. 609 ft^l. 610 WM^. 611 be^kk. 612 su^m. 613 dr^qk.

614 E'wnd. 615 ps'und. 616 gra'und. 617 SE'wnd. 618 WE'wnd. 619

fE'?md. 620 gra'?md. 622 ^nde. 625 twjq. 626 hw^ge. 628 n^n. 629

8in [see 605]. 630 w^n. 631 thasdi. 632 #, L w,p. 633 k?^p. L

Mjpen [up-]. 634 thraf. 635 w^th. 636 ft^dlre lufiv. 639 dwjst.

U'- 640 kE'w. 641 hE'w. 642 dhE^. 643 UE'M. 645 dujV, Ld^v. 646

Wit. 647 E'M!. 648 E'ue+r. 649 thE'uzend. 653 b^t.
U': 654 srE'wd. 655 fB'wl. 656 ruBm. 657 brE'wn. 658 dE'wn. 659

tE'wn. 660 bE'uB+r. 661 sWm+ r. 662 u^. 663 hs'tts [pi. hE'<z'nz)].

664 IE'WS. 665 mx'ua. 666 hw^bend. 667 E'wt. 668 prE'wd. 670 buedh.

671 mE'wth. 672 sE'wth.

Y- 673 mwjtj. 676 Idi. 677 dm'i. 678 din. 679 tjatj.
680 biz . 682

lit"l [(B lit'len) a little one, suspend (t')].

Y: 684 brig. 685 rig. 686 bai. H m^k [muck]. 687 nmt. (
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bild biuld. k^mli [comely]. 690 bund. 691 mo'ind. 693 sin. 696

bnth [rh. with death'], 697 bEri. 698 niEth. 699 rait. 700 was. 701 fast.

704 foks shiidhe [(hiidhe, shiidhe) are applied to the genders of animals].
Y'- 705 ska'i. 706 wai. 707 thattiin. 708 ha'ie.

Y': 709 faie. 711 k'is. 712 ma'is.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 717 diced. 718 treed. 719 ta'dpuel. 722 drten. 723 dim. 725
seel. 729 freem. 733 skaa. 737 meet [common"). 740 weev [Mr. B. con-

siders that all such words involve r, but his r is simply ()]. E. 743 skrfom.

744 mEz'lz. 745 tpet. 746 brledh. 748 flEgd. 750 bEg. I. and Y. 753
tit'l. 756 srimp. 757 taini. 758 gEl. 761 lued. 762 uekem. 763 ruem.
768 kuek. 769 muel[see 114]. 774 pueni. U. 792 skm'b'l. 793 h^g.
794 djt^g. 799 ske^l. 800 skz^l. 801 r^m. 803 dj^mp. 805 kadz,

krw^z. 806 tup. 807 pt^s. 808 p^t.

III. ROMANCE.
A- 809 eeb'l. 810 fees. 811 plees [pi. (pleez'nz)]. 812 lees. 813

beek'n, H bE'ek'n. 814 mees'n. 816 feed. 817 radish. 818 eedj. 819

reedj. 822 mee. 823 bee. 824 tpe. 828 heege. 829 geen. 830 treen.

831 distreen. 833 pee. 834 shoe. 835 riez'n. 836 siez'n. 838 tnet. 840

tjeembe. 845 eenshent. 847 deendje. 849 sfreendp. 851 a lnt [same as

ant, for which pismire is used only by old people]. 852 eepen. 853 baagin.
857 kees. 858 brees, L embreesez [embraces]. 859 tjees. 860 peest. 861

teest, L teest. 862 seef. 863 tjeef. 864 bikoz. 865 folt foot.

E-- 867 tii. 868 dpe. 869 viel. 870 biuti. 871 egrii. 872 tpef.
874 reen rien. 875 feent. 876 deenti. 878 saUeri. 879 fii-mee-1. 884

prsntis [in the v. to (prEntis) always ;
in the noun (eprsntis) occ.]. 887 kladji.

888 saatin. 889 sfrs. 890 b^est, H bies
1

[com.]. 891 fe
A

est. 893 nEfi. 894
diszev. 895 risiev. 896 bteve.

I- and^f" 897 dilo'it. 898 na'is. 899 nies. 900 pree. 901 fain. 902

main. 903 da'in. 904 voilet. 908 edva'is. 909 bn'ez. 912 rais.

0-- 913 kuetj. 914 bruetj. 915 st^f. 916 w
T
njen. 917 rueg. 918

fteb'l. 919 ointment. 920 point. 921 ekweent. 922 bz^sh'l. 925 L vois.

926 L spoil. 929 ka'wkembe [heard, but (k^qge) most common]. 930 loin.

937 kok. 939 klas. L roez. 940 kuet, H kuet. 941 fuel. 943 te^tj.

948 bB'wl. 952 kuers. 953 k^z'n. 955 dfi'ut.

IJ.. 960 kie. 961 griuel. 963 kwoiet. 964 shut. 969 shue.

Yar. ii. MID LrxcoLKSHiEE FORM.

Great interest attaches to the pronunciation about Somerby (13

nw.Wainfleet) as the birthplace of Lord Tennyson, whence he

derived the dialect in which he has written OS. =Northern Farmer
Old Style (in the vol. containing the ' Enoch Arden,' 1864), NS.=
Northern Farmer New Style (in the vol. containing the 'Holy
Grail,' 1870), NC. = Northern Cobbler, and YW. = 'The Village
"Wife or the Entail' (both in the vol. of 'Ballads and other Poems,'

1880), and SS.= The Spinster's Sweet-arts (in the volume con-

taining 'Tiresias,' 1885).
In view of the present work Lord Tennyson (then untitled, to

whom I shall refer as T. simply) did me the favour to give me
an interview lasting l h - 40m - on 23 Mar. 1881, in which he kindly
read over to me most of OS. and some of NS., referring me for

other information to Mrs. Douglas Arden, daughter of the Rev.

Mr. Raunsley, late rector of Halton Holegate (8 nw.Wainfleet), who
he said had much more recent knowledge of the dialect than he had.
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The information which this lady kindly gave me in two long
interviews will be added hereafter. On account of the copyright,
it is not possible to transcribe any one of T.'s five Li. poems at

length ;
but I am permitted to give short extracts, and I prefix

certain notes and observations which I made at the time and
extended immediately afterwards. The poems are referred to by
the above initials, the stanza and line of the stanza,

OS.=NORTHERN FARMER OLD STYLE.

T. pronounced the diphthong written oi not quite as (A'), but
rather as (di) ;

Mrs. D. A.'s sound was much finer, rather (a, a1

*').

All the long i in the poems are (di, di, dai).
T. pron. the diphthong ow as (a'w) in nowt OS. ii. 1, x. 3, mowt

vi. 2, xiii. 2, yows=ewes x. 4 (the cow, now x. 1, 2, xiii. 3, 'ow

xiv. 1, were errors for coo, noo, '00), plow xi. 2, thowt, owt v. 4,
hoivd xv. 2, owd xvii. 2. Possibly this was a Southernism, as T.
has lived so long in the S. div. It varied at times to (aw), but this

he repudiated. In NS. all his ow were (a'w). Mrs. D. A. used

(aw) as (naw haws) now house.

The un used for im in OS. iii. 4, v. 2, vi. 4, viii. 2, 3, 4, ix. 1,

3, etc., is a Southernism, which, as T. pointed out to me, should be
corrected. Similarly thof iv. 3 T. said should be tho (dhoo), but
Mr. Peacock gives thojfin.'his Glossary for n Li., and Mr. Blasson

gave (dhaf), p. 301, No. 357, in s.Li.

Throughout, a is used for diphthongising (13)
as OS i. 1 lean

med alodn, viii. 3 modst (bzim nuB Blomi moust), in such words as

sady awatiy ladid v. 3, 4, vi. 1, naiiil ix. 3, the d is pron. last

(sei3 'Bwes lead ne^l). But lootik x. 1 (which should have been

loook, compare boook in VW. xi. 1 and elsewhere) only means that

the oo in both words is to be pron. long, as (luuk buuk), or possibly

very long (luuuk buuuk), and not with a short vowel as in rs.,

nor as (lw tk bw :k). But od and aw are used in the same sense (613,

OB), and not (AA), hence OS. i. 3, says that I motint 'a naw moor

yadle (which should have been adl, T. said, as in Y"W., and in the

same way yetid v. 2 should be etid] means (sei3z dlret di moimt B

not? mm? e^l).
The short u in these poems was always (ut ),

much thicker than

(u] in T.'s speech, as also in Mrs. D. A.'s.

The fracture (i&) began with so deep an (*\), as in sedd (sz^d),
that I often mistook it for

(<?),
and in the case of unfractured (mii^

sVi) me see, NS. xiv. 3, 4, I quite did so.

The h was generally omitted, but introduced emphatically in the

wrong place. In the 1864 ed. of OS. xiv. 3, 4, we have
'

'All all

rhyming ;
in the new ed., as T. pointed out, it is ''All hall, meaning

Hall all, the last emphatic.
As for final r not before a vowel, I heard no trace of it either in

T. or Mrs. D. A., but T. thought he heard or felt a trace of it in

OS. iv. 1, 2 larn barn (Iaa[_r
n baaLr n), certainly with no trill, but

this seemed merely an orthographical suggestion, and at most
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resulted in (laaen baa^n). Mrs. D. A. says that (beim) and not

(baan) is the word.

OS. was originally written with ow for all the TJ' words, the
custom of T.'s own district from Horncastle to Spilsby being to use

(a'w, aw), but T. said that a friend (not named) persuaded him to

change ow into oo as giving the poem a more antique and northern
flavour. Unfortunately the change was not made consistently, as

T. himself pointed out to me. Thus we have oo in aboot, oot viii.

3, 4, doon ix. 2, x. 4, doot xiv. 2
;
but ow in cow, now x. 1, 2,

now, cows plow xiii. 3, 4, where observe plow is not (pluu) but

(pliu) in n.Li.

T. said he did not know the dialect of n.Li., but, as we shall see,

except as respects U' words, which have (uu) in the n., the pron. is

practically the same.

The peasants speak slowly, and T. read vi. 3, 4 very slowly,
with lengthened final consonants.

(sever di kap m, di kap em, mdi las', dire m^
di d%n mdi diute })di im BZ di v d^n' bae dire land.)

[however I kept him, I kept him, my lass, thou must understand,
I done [have done, did] my duty by him, as I have done by the land.]

ix. 2. enemies was a joke of T.'s, and should have been emenies=

anemones.

ix. 3. (:noi3ks -e :thimb'lbe tooiier ed shot 'm -ez dz^d BZ ra ne^l) ;

meaning : Nokes or Thimbleby, toner one or the other, had
shot him as dead as a nail.

x. 4. (sujin on it duun in si^ed), some of it down in clover.

xii. 1. (dim :god^mafti noi3 wot B)Z duum ^teVkm ^ m^), does

God Almighty know that he's doing a taking of me ? This

was actually said by an old bailiff.

xiii. 2. (t?r
v ma'wt e te-ek'n :robmz v neve mEnded 13 fEns), or he

might have taken Robins, he never mended a fence. This

was actually said.

xiv. 1-4. (luuk u kworete' smae'lz WEn dhe sn\z me 13 pasm baY,

SEZ te dh-esEn no^ duut ' wot ra man 'e b\ slwldi" !

'

for dhe no^z wot di b^n te :skwdiv sm iu^t B kWimd te

dh^ AA!,
di dw^ indi diute })di :skwae:

e, en di dwxn mae diute

bdt HhAAl
!)

[look how quality smiles, when they sees me a passing by,

says to themselves no doubt,
' what a man he be sure-ly !

'

for they knows what I (have) been to Squire since first he came to the Hall,
I (have) done my duty by Squire, and I (have) done my duty by all !]

xv. 4. noitJier a moant, now altered to noa, nor a moant=no, nor he
mustn't.

NS.=NORTHERN FARMER NEW STYLE.

In 1871 Mr. Bogg, a surgeon, native of and at that time

resident at Louth, assisted by his brother, who had studied the
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pron. of a labourer from Donnington-upon-Bain (5 wsw.Louth),
had the kindness not only to write me out the pron. of ]S"S. in

glossic, but to answer a long string of questions upon it. Prom
this I obtained a very correct conception of ni.Li. speech, but as I
have since had the advantage of referring all doubtful points to

Lord Tennyson himself, I give the notes I made on reading portions
of this poem with him.

i. 1, 2. (du :z'nt dha'w I^Q mdi oasez lEgz -ez dhe kanter BWEF/B ?

prop^t*, propw^', propt^to' ! dhat)s wot di Z\BZ -em SEE'B.)

Doesn't thou hear my horses legs as they canter away ?

Property, property, property ! that's what I hear them say.

T. had actually heard a Li. farmer make this comparison between
the sounds of his horses feet and word 'property.' T. used (o)

always and not (o) as far as I could hear, but he made no state-

ment concerning it. The word horse T. writes 'erse, there is no
trilled (r) or buzzed (r )

in his pron., but to my ear only the long

vowel, which was fine like (aas) and not coarse like (aas). The
sound in other words, however, varies.

vi. 2. laald ly (leeud, le^d, Is'-ed), the length and quality of the

first element was very variable.

vi. 4. a lass as ''ant nowt
("&

la's' 13Z aant na'wt), (aant) means has

not, (eent) is not.

vii. 1, 2 (paas'nz laV aant na'wt, Bn sh&\ wziimt B ns'ut WEU z)z

mwjn bi B g^vnes, lad, 13 s^nret, -en. ad'l B br^d.)
Parson's lass has not nought, and she won't have nought when he's dead,

Must he a governess, lad, or something, and earn her hread.

is more common than (shQ for she. T. never said pure

(shii), though he thought he did.

vii. 3, 4. (wdi? for i)z nobet B kmret, im wfent mve git noo dvz,

n I mE^d dh^ bEd 'ez i b'gz on 'efUK i kw^d te dh^

Why ? for he's nought hut a curate, and won't never get no higher,
And he made the bed as he lies on afore he came to the shire.

I asked T. whether the people of Li. ever said (share), he said

he hoped so, for the sake of the rhyme, but admitted that only the

educated would say so, and he uses the right sound (shlj-e) spelled

shere in TW. iv. 6 :

(en di 6i3ps EZ f bi^nt buuk-laand, b^t i dw^'nt k^m fro dire sh^u,

w^)d imm 13 dhat w* dire :skwa^r, 'en wi he-ets buuklaamn ^-e.)

And I hopes as he he-not book-learned, hut he does not come from the shire,

We'd enow of that with the Squire, and we hates hook-learning here.

And SS. iv. 3, 4, where it is also spelled

(j*s dhoi3 dhe kAAd m^ BZ prEtfc'
^z on la

j
s i dh^

-en dha'w bi BZ prEte B :tab, bWid :rob* di sw'jd thrw:f JB dhi^.)

Yes, though thou called me as pretty as any lass in the shire,

And thou be as pretty a Tabby, but Eobby I see'd through you there,

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1737 ]
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The pron. (shah) is very recent
;
before Shire Lane by Temple

Bar (now the "
Griffin ") was pulled down for the new Law Courts,

it was always called (:sh2e :L?m). The usual indistinct (-sirs)

-shire, derives from (shzB) not (show).

viii. 2. (Bn i aant got shwjt on Bin jEt), and he has not got shot

quit of them yet, which should be (j\t) for the dialect,

viii. 4. (ww^" ner B faa'WElted) or (fa'uwElted ja'w), worse than a

capsised ewe, lying on its back in a furrow and unable to

rise. I could not determine whether T. said (JE'W) or (jdw).
x. 1, 2. (~ee, Bn dhdi n^dlre SEZ dha'w wants tB mar* dhB la^,

k^mz -BV B djEnt'lmBn baau
n, Bn wi boBth on u^ thiqks

dire Bn a1

s.)

Ay, and thy mother says thou wants to marry the lass,

Comes of a gentleman born, and we both on us thinks thee an ass.

lorn. The writing (baa
u
n) should imply that the sound was

chiefly (aa), but that there was a tinge of (u) running through it,

but I could not properly imitate the vowel; it would require a

prolonged study, and the hearing of it from many people to do so.

Similarly (maa
u
n) morn (NC. viii. 4), but I appreciated (mw^nm)

morning from Mrs. D. A. in NC. vii. 1. T. writes all these words
with (ur), burn, murnin, thurn (NC. viii. 3, VW. xiii. l)=born,
morning, thorn.

x. 4. (dire biiz iz BZ fal BZ a'wt), the flies are as fierce as anything ;

flies are always called lees, and rooks are called crows, so the

crows fly from a rookery in Lockesley Hall, v. 68.

xii. 2. regular, so written for the metre is called (rEgre).
xiii. 3. (iWdlrer isd o'nrest na'wt) father had almost nothing,
xiii. 4. tued sounded very like (tyy:d) or (ty'^d) at times, but

never (tmd).
xiv. 3, 4. see, thee (SM'I, dhn'j), almost (see, dhee), and quite distinct

from (sii, dhii).
xv. 3, 4. (k^m wp, propw^', kanter Bn kanter BWEE'B) come up,

property, canter and canter away.

These notes and extracts contain everything of interest in Lord

Tennyson's own pron. The difficulties of NC. and V"W. I inquired
of Mrs. D. A., but they are all included in the above. The SS.

was not then published. Instead, then, of going further into T.'s

poems, I proceed to the special information obligingly communi-
cated by Mrs. D. A.

HALTON HOLEGATE (1 e.Spilsby) dt.

pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mrs. Douglas Arden, daughter of the late rector, who
had paid great attention to the dialect and made many notes before she had
married. Her dialect had the true '

ring
'

in it.

1. SOB jU' SCB, meBts, JB sb naw dhat ae)m reet Bbawt Jon b't'l

gel k%mm frs dJiB skuul JondB.
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2. shi)z gu'/n dawn dhi ruBd dhzB, thr^f dhB rad geBt on dhe
left and saYd dhB WCB.

3. shuuBr [siuBr]
B dire roq haws.

te dh.B duBidh.B beBn BZ gon street

4. WZB me)b* shii)l famd [me hap te famd, te laYt on] dhat

dre^qk'n dsf w*z'nd ood tjap B dire neBm B itWiinBS.

5. wi AA! nAAz tm rfol WE!.

6. wzBnt dh^ ood tjap [man] suun laan B not tB gu dhzBr BgEn,
PUB thq !

7. luuk ! eent it trim ?

Notes.

1. see. All the (<fe, ee, ia) were

decidedly less broad than Lord Tenny-
son's, which seem to have been rather

strained. mates, a common word.

now varied as (naw, ndu, na'w), but
was not not (nou). right, probably

(reit), see cwl.p. 309, No. 459, but I first

wrote (red) and then (reet) without any
(i). yonder, more common than that,

going. Mrs. D. A. said (go, gu, gou,

gUB) at different times, apparently ac-

cording to construction. hand, the (h)
is pretty correctly inserted except from
nervousness.

3. sure, (shusr) was diet, with (shu),
but subsequently the word cropped up
with distinct (siu). This seemed to

depend on the position of the word.

enough, (unaw) was known, but not any
distinction of sg. enough, pi. enow.

4. shrivelled was not known, but

(shr-) initial falls into (sr-) generally,
as (srimp) shrimp.

5. we knows, in conjugating the

verb the 2nd pers. sg. ends in (st) and
the rest in (s, z). T. uses (st) or (s)

in 'asta = hast thou or has thou, with

(th) assimilated to (t) after (s), OS.
i. 1, but he has ^oor^=thou art OS.

i. 2; tha knaws =t!a.o\i knowest OS.
vi. 1

; d'ya moind = d.o you remember
OS. viii. 1

;
what atta stannin

1

theer

for and doesn bring ma the aa7=what
art thou standing there for and dost

not bring me the ale OS. xvii. 1 ; dosn't

thou '<?#? = dost not thou hear NS. i. 1;

thou's an ass = thou art an ass NS. i. 3
;

Aow'#=thou wilt NS. ii. 3, xiv. 3;
thou thinks = thou thinkest NS. iv. 2

;

thou can luuv=tho\i canst love NS.
ix. 1

;
thou wants = thou wantest NS.

x. 1; wiltha = wiH thou NS. x. 4;
tha sees = thou see'st NS. xiii. 1

;

if thou marries = if thou marriest NS.
xv. 2

; if tha seeds 'im an* smells
Jim

=if thou see'st him and smellest him
NC. xi. 6

; if tha wants-'\i thou
wantest NC. xx. 3

;
tha dosn

1 know =
thou dost not know VW. iii. 1

;
thou

knaws = fhou knowest, VW. v. 4. It

is evident therefore that T. does not

follow Mrs. D. A.'s rule for the 2nd

pers. sg. real well, the common
affirmative adverb, (nerashen) damna-
tion is also used, but very is not

common.
6. learn (laan), I could hear no (r)

or even (r ).

TEST SENTENCES.

1. (leB dhB fawlz dawn if jaw plzBz), lay the fowls down if you
please, emphatic (jaw), enclitic (JB, B).

2. shzB)z dh/B ! WZB ?), she's there ! where ?

3. djB SZB auB thrzB trzBz ?),
do you see our three trees ?

4. ai bi ood Bn leBm, teBk im hoBm), I be old and lame, take me
home

;
the last word is pron. in several ways, but (hoBm)

is most common. / be, I am are used indifferently, but /
am seems most common. T. uses leant freely, but that,

like un (ace. Jiine for him}, may be a Southernism.

5. (a* seB, ladz, rwjn BWCB Bn pleB), I say, lads, run away and

play.
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6. (wit?v got'n nt^n, afav dwjn, wii mes gou), we have gotten

none, I have done, we must go ;
should it not be (wii men)

or (mUin) ? see 8.

7. (hi kaxnt BEL sha!

nt, aY wtent tenant, a,i d?i^nt mamd), he can't

and shan't, I won't to-night, I don't mind (remember).
8. (hi m^n ddi [do*] tedeB, so dhe SB), he must die to-day, so

they say.

Fragments of Spilsby talk from Mrs. D. A.'s note book, pal. from
her diet, by AJE.

1. Chasing the Sun.

A book called
"
Chasing the Sun, or a Voyage due "West," had been lent to an

old woman by Mrs. D. A.'s sister, and this was the comment :

(di ded'nt Idik dhat bunk Btirel BZ JUB se'ste broot mie. ii WES

'tje^sm dhi3 s^n,' -en di doont th/qk n^thiqk tu tje^sm dh.B sz^n.

tjeBsn dhB swjn, mdiid ! di thqk :godmnttrt 12! suun 1st fooks

ncte BZ tpvez im. hiil b terakm ^n pw xtm it sWimw^r E!S, di

rEk'n. tje^sm dh^ swjn, mdiid ! di doont laek s^tj wei?z.)

I did not like that book at all as your sister brought me. It was '

Chasing the

Sun,' and I don't think nothing to [have no good opinion of] chasing the sun.

Chasing the sun, indeed ! I think God Almighty will soon let folks know as

chivies [chases] him. He'll be taking and putting it somewhere else, I reckon.

Chasing the sun, indeed ! I don't like such ways.

2. Two old crones meet.

(1. SOB puB :dairB)z dted. 2. j's, im di)v dje'st k^md fre ligin
on rar aut, im dhe)z nob^t wwt

n th^q muBr, ^n 'dhat :mr. :raansl

wfcl duu fBr)^r. hii)l dj/st hap Br w,p.)

1. So poor Dinah's dead. 2. Yes, and I've just come from laying her out,
and there's nought but one thing more, and that Mr. Eaunsley [the rector] will

do for her. He'll just heap her up [bury her].

3. For the Baby.

(ii dire ka:nt kar* ne mura dh'sEn, dhaw ma^'t tlam ood on B pz^s
fe dh^ be-Bb*, di tEl JB.)

If thou can'st carry no more thyself, thou might clam [seize, snatch] hold on
a piece for the baby, I tell you.

4. Independence.

(nee, div noo kAAl to b* b/hoold'n tu fooks, a)d reedlre kamp in

dh^ pmfoald, SVB.)

Nay, I've no call [desire] to be beholden to folk, I'd rather camp [lodge] in

the pindfold, howsoever. The last word is constantly added, as whatever is by
Welsh speakers, as it were, 'at any rate, in any case.' The 'pindfold' is the

village pound (pind), under the charge of the pinder.

5. Nervous as a Cat.

(dim so naavi?s! gt -BWCB w* .re! kajnt BbiB JB. shV)z -ez naaves
t?z Bn oold kat.)
I'm so nervous ! get away with you ! I can't abear [abide] you. She's as

nervous as an old cat.
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6. A butter-woman says of a customer :

(sh$)z fit fra noot bw
t
t miam ra dEts. shiz dhra hAAkradEst, hAAttEst,

hAAf 'lEst w^mran m dhra tawn, k^mm ran fbqm dh* barter rabawt ma*
shop biko'z u w^d'nt terak t bak wEn ra nasta beranz rad b*n hwjgin.
on it. dhEn heraf ran awrar afte, shi k^mz mmsm ran grerasm Ufo'k ra

herandj'l frar enw
x
dhra heef paund.

She is fit for nothing but missing of debts [Pnot paying them]. She's the

awkwardest, haughtiest, awfulest woman in the town, coming and flinging the
butter about my shop, because I would not take it back when her nasty bairns

[not (baanz), as T. said] had been carrying of it. Then half an hour later she
comes mincing and gracing like an angel for another half pound.

7. Old epigram on Boston, Li.

(oo ! ibos'n, :bos'n, dhau)z ndrat tra boost en

b^t ra gran sluras ran ra la.di stirap'l,

ran ra kurast raz sdwralz ra lost ran.)

Oh ! Boston, Boston, thou hast nought to boast on [of]
But a grand sluice and a high steeple
And a coast as souls are lost on.

MID LINCOLNSHIRE cwl.

wn. in 1878 by TH. from Rev. "William Jackson, native of Spilsby (14 sse.

Louth), Principal of Didsbury College (4 S.Manchester), and three students

from Sleaford (16 sse.Lincoln), Lincoln and Louth hlaweth]. There was
a fourth student from Brigg, but his special words are omitted. The
informants all spoke rec. English, and hence the dialect was a reminiscence.

TH. wrote the equivalent of (w ), which may have been due to Manchester.
I change it to (u^ to agree with my own observations.

TH. marked in the (r) final constantly, but it is certainly not pron. in Li.,
and hence has been omitted.

Phrases. (i)z tE'en is'E^ of), he-has taken himself off; (ijz gon reevin mad'),
he's gone raving mad.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- - tE'-en [ta'en, taken]. 19 tesl. A: or 0: 60 bq. 61 umoq.
62 stroq. A'- 86 wats. 91 moo. 92 UAA. A': 104 roed ro'ed. 110
nouV [nought, ? (na'ut)]. 124 stoBn. r6^p\
M- 138 fetjdhtj+r fadhtj+r. M: 156 dlad'. 160 Eg\ 161 dee dee. 172

gras'. kar t kat'. 178 nat\ M: 208 ive. 209 m'vu. 210 tlee.

218 ship. E- 241 rE"mi. 251 mit.
EA- 320 kjm?. EA: 324 eit

1 B't'. 326 oud. 328 kowd. 331 soud.

332 tEld. 338 kAAl. EA'- 347 led. EA': kr^m [cream].
icp

1

(heap). 366 griet. EO- 386 joo. EO'- 411 thrii. 419 ja jar

[your]. EO': 422 sik'.

I- 445 i[(dhi uwee mtjn) hie thee away man]. I: tha'rcd f(thaad)

third]. 458 nit. 459 rett. driqk [drink]. I'- 494 tdim. ~T:

dE'ik [dyke]. 517 iu.

0- stoon [stolen]. 0: entjb [shrub]. 527 boot'. 528 thowt
1

.

538 ww
x
d. -- towl [toll]. 550 wa'r d [(waad) "with a little rounding"].

mA'r mn. - osiz [horses]. 0'- 559 madh^+r. 562 muun. 0':

588 nwwn. 595 futf.

U: k^ip. U'- 648 amj+r. 650 vbowt. U': 658 down. 663 QMS.

667 out. Y: m^ki [mucky].
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n. ENGLISH.

A. teuttz [potatoes]. I. and^L. 756 srimp. 0. --dag'. U.
twb t^ib [tub]. mane [manure].

in. ROMANCE.

A- peed [paid]. 830 treen. 851 ant. gar d'n [gaad'n]. E-
- ieb [herb]. 0- - bief [beef].

-
djA"ine+r [joiner]. 939 tloeziz

[closes, fields]. roeziz [roses].
- bn^shiz [brushes]. 947 bA"il.

[between] taan toon [written between (ta'rn torn) turn]. TJ-- WEM
eted.

965 A"l. 969 shiB+r, miuzik.

VAE. iii. ^LINCOLNSHIRE POEM.

This is well marked by lying to the n. of the s. hoose line 6,

which was traced with great care with the help of numerous

clergymen, as already described (p. 19). But the change of (a'w)

or (aw) into (uu) does not affect the dialect in other respects ;
the

nature and multiplicity of the fractures is not at all changed. The
inference from this is that the dialect was established before the

change of (uu) into (a'u), and that this n.Li. variety is a nearer

approach to the old speech. Hence I have been forced, here, as

also on the w. of England, to disregard this line for divisions of

districts, as I did also the n. sum line 1 through Np. and the s. sdom

line 2. They shew how far the change of (U' TJ) from (uu u) to

(a'u 9) has proceeded northward, leaving the dialect otherwise

unchanged. Unfortunately Gill, though a Li. man, is of little or

no assistance. The only examples of his northern dialects which
refer especially to Li. (supra Part IV. p. 1250) are (toaz hoaz),

meaning probably (toisz hoez) toes hose, indicating an existing
fracture. His other northern words are not necessarily Li., but
his (dhow jow) thou you, may refer to it, and if so would indicate

that the (a'u) diphthong was fully in use in his time. But he

may be referring to Nf., and his (gyyd kyyk) good cook may
belong to that locality, as well as (paa saa) for (pa* sa) pay say.
Sir T. Smith (supr& Part I. p. 121b) says that (paa daa waa maa

laa) pay day way may lay, were used by the Scotch and those living

beyond the Trent. I have only once got (paa) pay from Nf., and
never heard of the other words either in Li. or Iff.

As the pron. (uu) for ow would naturally lead to the supposition
that the n.Li. variety was more related to the N. div., and hence
to class it under that rather than the M. div., the following com-

parison between Brigg in n.Li., D 20, and Holderness in s.Yo., D
30, where the speech is also full of fractures, will shew the striking
difference of the dialects. It must be recollected that the broad
Humber rolls between them, with no possible bridge.

A- made tale thaw

Brigg. meed teel thoo
Holderness, mied ttel thou

A' no toe so stroke oak home

Brigg. HOTS toe SOB s^rouk 6t>k oum
Holderness. me ivs siis sthrurak jak worn
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0- foal

Brigg. foel dup nouz
Holderness. fui?l wop nliez

0' book took foot

Brigg. buuk tuuk fuut

Holderness. bn?k ttrak fret

Brigg has, with no great certainty, ( v
t

vr-, >d vr-). Holderness has (thr- dhr-).
Brigg uses (dht?) generally for the def. article, and (f) rarely by assimilation.

Holderness generally omits the def. art. altogether, or at most uses (f).

Brigg has always I am (a)m). Holderness always I is (a)z).

Mr. Edward Peacock, F.S.A., of Bottesford Manor, Brigg, the author
of the Glossary of Manley and Corringham Wapentakes, Li., has

fully illustrated the n. Li. form, and he and his daughter also most

kindly went vv. through a wl. for me, and furnished me with a dt.

Miss Mabel Peacock has subsequently published "North Lincoln-
shire Dialect : Tales and Rhymes in the Lindsey Folk-speech," 1886.

In Mr. Peacock's Glossary, first ed. 1877 (the second was announced but not

published when this was printed), a large number of words are spelled with ou, ow,

apparently directing them to be pronounced with (a'w), and in several instances

this pronunciation was added in glossic by Prof. Skeat. I therefore took the

trouble of extracting all such words as were not derived from -ol, -ouffh, etc., and
sent them to Mr. Peacock, who kindly marked them for me, and at the same time
said that they had been so written inadvertently. But as the pronunciation (a'w)
or

(611)
or (aw, du) is prevalent over the greater part of Li., that is, s. of the s.

hoose line 6 which cuts off only a small portion of n.Li., it is very necessary to

bear the distinction carefully in mind, and persons who consulted the glossary

might consider that the cwl. here given is incorrect. The following is the result :

1. (u } )
written oo in flood, hood.

2. (uu) written oo in coo [cow], cool [a lump on the head], coop, coot, crook,

crookled, croon [crown], croopy, dogmooth [dogmouth = snapdragon], doot [doubt],

floor, foot, hoos [house], to hooze [to house], i'noo [just now], loonging [should'

sen loongin' = lounging], moo [bellow as a cow], moon, moose [mouse],
mooth [mouth], moozles [stupid] noodle, nook, oot [out], hoors [hours], shoot,
smook [smoke], smoor [smother], to smooth, smooting and smoochin [narrow pas-

sage between houses], soot, stooks [sheaves of corn], stool, tooken [taken], tool,

tooth, tooth-houd [(tuuth &'ud)
= tooth-hold = something to bite], toozle [touzle],

Wroot [in Isle of Axholme (8 e.Doncaster, To.)].
3. (uu) written ou, ow in benow, be out, bouncing, bounder, bow, breast

plough [pluu <?pliu], brown [clock, linnet, study], to butter down, by now, a or to

clout, clout-nails, count, countess -closes, court, to cow, cow-cotton, cow-gate, cow-

grass, cow-lady, cow-lick [observe a cow is spelled coo'], cowl [for chimneys], crpwle
[crawl], crown [also written croon], crownation, crowner, dogmouth [also written

-mooth], to do out [to clean out], to doubt [=to fear], to dout [extinguish],
dowel [an iron pin, and also with (a'u)], down [ill], downcome, downfall, down-

ligging, down to the ground [completely], :dowsabell, dowse, to drownd, drownded,
enow [just now, also written V noo~], flout, flowter [flutter], foul, foul-tongued

[these were marked as both
(i's.'ul, fuul)], hound, house, house-boot, house-row,

housen, how, howerly [dirty, muddy, indecent], lout, louting, 'lowance
[allow-

ance, and also with (a'w)], nows and thens, out and out, outcasts, outing, at

outs, outwen [backwater], to owse [to bail water], to plough (ploo, pliu), powse
[(pa'uz, puuz) rubbish], proud, round, rousin, rout [noise], rout about, scour,

shroud, souter-hole, a sow, to towel [to beat], a towil [a troublesome boy], a

town.
4. (oo) written ou, ow in bout [a struggle], bowk [the belly], fower [four], goule

[outfall of a drain], gowl [lump or swelling on the body], grout [thin mortar for

concrete], growsome [fit for growing], growze [to eat noisily], howle [wooden
water tunnel], howler [the alder tree], howmswever [howsoever], insouling [outfall
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of a ditch], knowl [toll a bell], koush [=kewse=hemlock], loup [leap], to IOAV

[blaze],
and adj. low [both also (AA)], lowse [loose], nowstril [nostril, a blow on

the head], owen [over], ower [over], oweralls [overalls], owertaken [overtaken],
owler [alder tree, also written howler], powl [pole], rowl [a roll of paper], rowler

[a roller for crushing], rowly powly pudding, a snowier [something large and

powerful], soughing [noise of the wind], to sowle [to assail], stour and daub [also

stud and mud, building of laths, wattles and mud], stowp [post], to thow [thaw],
i' tow, a yow [ewe].

5. (AA) written ow in know, to low [and also with (00)], to own, throw.

6. (wj) written ou in double rough (r^f).

7. (a'u) written ou or ow in bouge out [bulge], bough-pot, boulder [a bolder],

coulter, dowdy, dowly [weak], to dowk [duck], dowel [an iron pin, and also with

(uu)], Howbeck dale [probably], 'lowance [allowance, both (a'w) and (uu)], a

power, to power [to pour], a rowel, sour [said of hay and clover], souse, towze, to

yowl [howl], yowls [lands in certain parishes].
8. (o) written ow in knowledge-box.

LINCOLNSHIRE dt.

Manley "Wapentake, about Brigg (24 nne. Lincoln).

"Written by E. Peacock, Esq., of Bottesford Manor, Brigg, and pal. by AJE.
from his indications and vv. wl.

1. sde a* sei3, meets, JB SIB nun, dlmt a*)m rez't Bbuut dha^ ltt'1

la's kwjmm fra t
v

skunl JondB.

2. shii)z Bgo'm duun dhe rd^d dhte thr/f Jon rsd jevt i3)dhra left

and saYd i

e)dhB weB.
3. siuBr Bmf dire beim BZ gotm street Wip te)dh^ direr B)dlre

roq nus,
4. wii3 slii)l tjantj fmd dhat dhi? dr^qk'n di^f we'z'nd MB

:tomas.

5. wi AA! nAA em VEI/ WE!.

6. wiBnt dh)a'wd tjap snun Iaan)i3 not t dnn dhat Bgiim

Notes to n.Li. dt.

7. lunk, ez'nt it triu ?

1 . I (ai) apt to run to (di A'*) .

I am, "is, are, be, not used," but

(be^nt) be not seems to be occasionally
used. -from the, the (t

1

)
is very doubt-

ful, and (dhe) is more probable. yon
(jon) is commonly used for that, yonder
is not so common.

2. through, this form is also given
in Mr. P.'s Glossary, Brogden gives

(thr^f). hand, in his wl. Mr. P.

always inserted (h), here he notes "
(h)

never used, but in anger." Rev. J. P.

Faunthorpe, a native of n.Li., always
omitted (h) in dialect.

4. chance, maybe would be more
usual. called more usual than
neem B) of the name of.

5. very, also called (vari).

(22 wnw.Gt. Grimsby) cs.

written by Rev. J. J. Fowler, sometime curate of "Winterton, and corrected from
his diet, in 1873 by AJE.

This cs. was also read to me by the daughter of a labourer from Epworth (9

nnw. Gainsborough), who was servant at Mr. Spencer's Hotel, King's Cross,

London, a Lincolnshire house. The servant had been a year only in London, but
her dialect was not certain and was confused, partly apparently from original
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proximity to Doncaster (14 w.Epworth), which probably affects the whole of the

Isle of Axholme, partly from London speech, and greatly from inability to under-
stand what was wanted. Hence I subsequently felt that her version was not

sufficiently trustworthy. Mr. Fowler himself was not always quite certain.

Under these circumstances I give only an abridged form of Mr. Fowler's version.

1. WE!, neBbu, juu un ii mB bdeth laf. UB keuz ?

2. dhat sh^l bi triu. it *'z'nt -e van' laYkH th/q, juu mB pEnd.
3. djEst dhuu od dhi dm, m^n, wa^'l a)m uts-lm dire.

4. a)m SIUB a fed ism seu dhat a did, siuBr emf
5. 'et-t'-jw

1qgest sw^ izswn, v grist lad 13 nam jfar cod, niu iz

feBdh-ez tw
xq terfikK [directly], 'en ai)d trz^st 'ni te spe^k tri'uth

oni dee, ei, dhat wod)$.
6. 'en dh)0od ws^niBn -Bsevn '1 tsl om on JB, tf JB)! nobBt aks)^, e*

dhat shB wil,

7. tuu B thrii tamz ov^r "en AA!.

8. uu it WAZ en wirar it WAZ 'en wEn it WAZ ^t sh^

drw^k'n biest 'ez sh^ kAAlz -er w
t
zbBn.

9. shi3 siid)m wi ^r AAn iiz, ligin u
tp)^)dhe grwt

nd

ku^t, kluBs egfen dh du^ sti^d, duun b*')dh
^n End.

11. it waz djEst 'ez dh^ :bl waef im aac wez kw
* gath [potato yard] fre iqin nut t

v

klo^z, dhtj)d djEst bm
duu'm 'e bet u wEshm, -en 'ed aadlmz gst'n dh^r anz nnt B dh wEsh

dhat

z

-et Jon

uut o)dh

12. ^n)dh kEt'l waz bo'lm, 'en dhB w^z djEst go'm te EV ^

ti'e.

13. -en if juu)l b^lii'v *mii, a mve nAAd noo md^r, n^ darz'nt

want tu ne^dh^r, sde nun JB nAA.

14. a mc^n ^wee' o^m tu gt -B bet 'B sw^Br A;rv^, so^ a m^n bi

niit.

LINCOLNSHIRE cwl.

written by Mr. Peacock, and corrected from his diet, in 1877 by AJE. Rev.

J. P. Faunthorpe, Principal of Whitelands Training College, Chelsea, also

gave me a wl. for Scotter (19 nnw. Lincoln), which I corrected vv., and

when the pron. differed from or supplemented Mr. Peacock's, the words are

here annexed with F. prefixed.

i. "WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 ta% teek. 5 ma^ meek. 6 me^d. 7 sa!k se^k. 8 IIEV. 9 bih^v.

10 hAA [no tendency to euphonic (r)]. 12 SAA. 13 UAA. 14 drAA. 17 IAA.

18 y^ek. 19 teel. 20 le^m. 21 netjm. 22 te^m. 23 seem. 24 sheem.

25 meun. 27 F neev. 31 le^t. 32 be^dh. 33 r^dh^ raadhw. 36 thoo.

A: 39 kom kz/^m. 41 thsqk [occ. probably a modern vulgarism]. 43 ha!nd.

44 la'nd. 46 kaln'l. 51 ma'n. 56 WEsh. A: or 0: 58 fra 1
. 60 loq.

61 t?moqst. 62 stroq. 63 throq. 64 roq. 65 soq.
A'- 67 go-e. 69 notj. 70 to. 71 wou. 72 uu. 73 so. 74 tuu 1?

F WB.

75 s
v
t

v
r<njk. 76 tw^d, F to^d. 78 AA, B AABZ m [he owes me]. 79 AAU.

81 letm. 82 [no (ww^st) is heard]. 83 motm. 84 moe+r. 85 so^+r. 86

oBts wots. 87 tlouz [(tl) for (kl) initial, always]. 89 boeth. 90 WAA. 91

niAA. 92 nAA. 93 snAA. 94 krAA. 95 thrAA. 96 SAA. 99 thrAAn.

SAAU. A': 101 o^k. 102 aks. 104 ro^d. 105 roBd. 106 broed. 109
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IAA. Ill a'wt. 113 del. 115 oem. 118 bora. 121 goen. 122 noun.

123 F na'wt. 124 stoBn. 126 F OB. 127 [(B oest) a cough]. 128 dhoBZ.

129 goBst. 130 boBt. 131 gout. 133 root razt. 134 F oeth.

JE- 138 fmlhB+r feedhe+r. 139 dree. 140 eel [ale, ail pron. in same

way]. 141 neel. 142 sniil sneel. 143 teBl. 144 F tjgeen. 145 sleen.

146 F meen. 147 F breen. a !nt [(pismaiB+r) more common]. 149 F
bleez. 152 wa\tB t

r. 153 sE^rdt. M: 155 tha'k. 158 E^tB+f. 161

dee. 164 F meB. 166 meed. 168 ta'h?. 169 wa'n. 172 grEs. 173 WAA+T.
174 Esh. 179 waH. 181 pa'd. M'- 182 F SIB. 183 tiBtj. 191 IB!.

192 miBn. 194 Eni. 195 mEni. 199 bliBt. 200 wiet. IE': 205 thriBd.

210 ile-e. 213 eedhB+r. 215 F tAAt. 216 diel. 226 moBst. 227 wiit.

228 swiBt.

E- 232 briBk. 233 spiek. 234 nied. 240 leen. 241 reen. 242 F
tweBn. 243 plee. 247 F wien. 249 wiB+r. 250 swiB+r. 251 miBt.

E: 260 F lee. 262 wee. 265 street. 267 riild. 270 bElas. 274 bintj.
284 thrEsh. E': 314 Mud. EA- 319 geep. kee+r. EA: 321

[(sid) used]. 323 la'f. 323 fa'wt. 326 ood. 327 bood. 328 kood. 330
cod. 331 sEld. 332 tuld. 333 kaaf, F kAAf. 334 eef. 335 AA!. 340 F
jaad. 343 waa^. 345 daa+r. 346 seut. EA'- 347 Mud. EA': 350
died. 351 liBd. 354 shiBf. 355 diBf. 356 lief. 357 dhoe. 361 biBn.

362 sleB. 363 tjiep. 366 griBt. 367 thriet. 368 dietb. 369 S!AA. 371

stroe, F strAAB. El- 372 ai, ee. 373 F dher?. 374 F ne^. 376 bz'Bk.

El: 377 stB'Bk. 378 wE'ek. EO- 384 hEv'n. 385 biniin. 386 JOG.

387 niu. EO: 388 milk. 390 she^d. 397 swo't?d. 399 brait. 402 laan. 405
aath. 406 z'eth. 407 faad'n. EO'- 413 div'l. 414 flii. 421 foti. EO':
423 thii. 426 F feit. 430 frEnd. 432 foet. 434 bEt. EY- 438 dii.

I- 442 aivin. 444 stiil, F stail. 446 nam. I: 452 ai
[ unempbatic].

455 Kg. 458 niit. 459 reit. 461 t?liit. 462 siit. 465 sitj. 466 tjaild

[but (b'EBn) bairn, used]. 468 tjildu+r. 471 tim|_bB+r. 472 sriqk. 473
blind. 475 waind. 476 bind. 477 find. 478 graind. 479 te wind. 486
rest [F (baam) used]. 487 jistedi. 488 F jit. I'- 491 F sai. 493 F
draiv. 494 F taim. 496 aiim. 468 F rait. I': 500 F laik. 501 F
waid. 502 F fev. 504 F naif. 505 F waif [occ. (wo'if wA'if)]. 506

wwjnren. 507 wimin. 508 mail. 511 wain. 512 F spaiu+r. 515 waiz.

0- 520 ba'w. 521 fo'el. 522 op'n. 523 hoBp. 524 wo^ld waald [first

commonest]. 0: 526 kof. 527 ba'wt. 528 tWut. 529 bra'wt. 530
ra'wt. 531 da'wte+r, 532 k6T?l. 534 ho'el. 536 ga'wd, F guuld. 537

ma'wd, F muuld. 538 ww^. 539 buul. 540 F oli. 542 ba'ut. 550 wod.
0'- 558 luuk. 563 F mwjndi. 565 noBZ. 566 F ^dhB+r. 0': 569
buuk. 570 tuuk. 571 F ge^d. 572 F ble^d. 573 fl^d. 575 stuud. 576
wenzdi. 577 biu. 578 pliu [always, never (plf )]. 579 Bni-f [sg.], Bniu [pi.].
580 tof. 581 ss'wt. 587 dw

tn. 592 SWAA'B. 594 buut. 595 fuut. 597 suut.

U- 599 Bbuun. 600 F h^v. 601 fuul. 602 suu. 603 k^m. 605 sz^n.
607 bw^B+r. U: 608 F Wjgli. 612 s^m. 613 drw^k. 615 p^nd.
616 gre^n. 618 wa'wnd. 619 iu^n. 621 WM^. 625 t^q. 629 su

r
n. 631

thozdi. 632 Wjp. 633 k^p. 634 tbrif, F thr^f. 635 woth. 636 faadB+r.
U'- 643 kuu. 641 F buu. 642 dhuu. 643 nuu. 646 buu. 649 thuuzBnd.
652 kw^. 653 b^t. U': 654 shruud. 658 duun. 659 tuun. 662 F WjZ.
663 huus. 664 luus. 665 muus. 667 uut. 668 pruud. 671 muutb. 672 suuth.

Y- 677 F drai. 679 tjEtj. Y: 685 rig. 686 F bai. 689 biild

[rarely, and (byld)]. 690 mkind. 691 kaind.
'

Y: 700 wos. 701 fost.

Y'- 705 sky. 706 wai. 707 F thottiin. 708 haiB+r. Y': 709 faiB+r.
711 lais. 712 m&is.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 F bad. 714 F lad. 717 dj&d. 718 trrad. 719 [(bribed) used].
722 dr'ren, F dresn. 723 F d<h?ri. 725 SBB!. 729 freBm. 733 F skeB+r. 735
F sniEsh. 737 F meBt. 738 F preet. 742 F leBzi. E. 743 skriBm. 744
niEslinz. 745 ti'ret. 748 w^fligd [unfledged]. 751 piet. I.and'Y. 756

simp [occ.]. 758 gEl [(WEntj) much used]. 0. 761 lo'Bd. 763 F roBm. 768 koBk.
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769 ma'wdiwaap, ma'wd. 772 boonfai+r. 773 [F only (djak-as) jack-ass
used]. 774 poeni. 778 BfoBd. 779 F ots [usually (liBvinz)]. 780 F dps'l.
783 p^ltri. 784 F be^ns. 786 F duus. 787 F suus. 789 F rau. 790

guun [(d) never added], F gatm.
- -

druund, druundtjd [drown, drowned], IT.

792 F skwab'l. 793 F u&. 794 F dj^g. 795 F sre^g. 801 F rwjin. 802
F r^m. 803 F cLj^mp. 805 F kr^dz. 806 F f^s. 807 F p^s. 808 pe^t.

in. ROMANCE.

A-. 810 Ffs. 811FpL?BS. 812Fl^s. 813 F b^k'n. 814 F mm'n.
815 Ffa'ks. 816 feel. 817 radish. 827 F ^gB+ r. 828 F eege. 834 sheez.

838 tmjt. 839 TwA. 840 tjaambB+r, F tje'enibu+r. 852 a'p^n. 853 baagzn.
857 F kt'BS. 858 F br<?BS. 859 F tj^s. 860 p&st [used for dough]. 861
t&st. 864 bikos. 865 folt. E-- 874 rE'-en. 875 f&nt. 876 d&mt*.
878 sa^Bri. 887 tiaadji. 888 saatin. 892 nEvi. 893 fluuB+r. I.. andY
898 naist. 899 nils. 904 F vailet. 910 djaist, F djais. 911 SEstBn.

913 ko'Btj. 914 bnfetj. 915 F stu
L
L 922 F hostel. 927 F trz^qk. 928

Mjns. 929 F kuukBnre+r, ks'w-. 931 cLpjglB+r. 935 F kuuntn. 939 tlo'es.

940 ko^t. 942 bw^je+r. 943 t^tj. 944 F B!UU-. 950 F se^pB+r. 951

kw^l. 952 ko'BS. 953 F kw^'n. 954 F k^shBn. 955 duut. 956 F
k^iVB+r. U-. 963 kwaiBt. 966 F fruut. 967 F suut. 969 SUBB.
970 F dj^st. 971 F fluut.

D 21 = s.NM. = southern North Midland.

Boundaries. Begin at the confluence of the Irwell with the Mersey, then go
n. over Chat Moss just e. of Astley and Tyldesley, through Peel (3 s.Bolton).
Turn ne. and pass se. of Bolton, nw. of Bury and se. of Bacup to the b. of La.
at Todmorden. Then go s. along the e. b. of La. to Ch. just n. to Mosley.
Turn across Leatherbed Moss, Ch., to the ne. b. of Db., and pursue the e. b. of

Db. to Stanedge or Stanage. Go. w. to the s. of Bamford and Hope, but n. of

Castleton, and by Back Tor to Man Tor. Here turn s. along the e. b. of Peak
Forest liberty to Hay Dale, and then w. to Black Edge (1| n.Buxton). [This b.

from Stanedge to Black Edge is also the b. between
( v
d

vr, t
t

vr) on the n., and (dr,

tr) on the s.] Go nw. over Combs Moss to its nw. point ;
then just w. of

Chapel-en-le-Frith, and keeping n. of Combs Edge township go nw. to the b. of

Db. at Whaley Bridge (9 se. Stockport). Pursue the w. b. of Db. to the ne.

horn of Ch., just at the junction of the Etherow and the Goyt near Marple, Ch.
Then cross the ne. horn of Ch. to just w. of Stockport joining the Mersey and

pursuing it to the starting-point at the affluence of the Irwell.

Area. The se. corner of La., the ne. horn of Ch., the High Peak
or the nw. of Db. The s. slopes of the Peak are in D 26.

Authorities. See County List under the following names, where * indicates vv.

per AJE., fper TH., in io.

Ch. f Stockport, partly in La., t Stalybridge, partly in La., and incidentally
with f Glossop Db. are given Woodhead, Tintwhistle, Hollingworth, Hattersley,
etc. to Compstall.

Db. t Chapel-en-le-Frith, f Edale, f Glossop (including Hadfield, Padfield,

etc.), fHope Woodlands, tPeak Forest.

La. fAshton-under-Lyne, *Bury, f Failsworth, Manchester (twice), Moston,

tOldham, f Patricroft, f Rochdale, f Rayton, f Stalybridge, partly in Ch.
It will thus be seen that practically I am almost entirely indebted to TH. for

information on this district, and he is the only informant who was capable of

giving the necessary minute information.

Character. This district lies in the middle between the NM.
group, D 20 to D 24, and the MM. group, D 25 to D 27. It is not

itself perfectly homogeneous, but very nearly so. Two principal
varieties may be distinguished. Yar. i. the La. Form which
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prevails in La., Ch., and the s. bank of the Etherow, and Yar. ii.

the Peak Form. Yar. i. is strongly distinguished from the sur-

rounding districts, by the use of (a'u) for U' in place of (aa
1

)
in

D 22, the great variety of sounds for U' in D 24, and the use of

(a*) for U' in D 25. Yar. ii. is not so strongly distinguished as

Yar. i., because it uses (aw) for U', which is not an unfrequent

variety of (vfu) everywhere, and as already shewn (p. 293) is

really on the way to (aa) and (aY) through (*). In the present

participle Yar. i. uses (-^qk), a very characteristic La. form, but

Yar. ii. has (,n), for the usual form (-*'q). In the three interlinear

cs. given presently it will be seen that these are practically the

only points of difference.

For the meaning of (MO), which is here universal, see p. 291, and for (o/u) see

p. 292. Both are here pure, and as D 21 is TH.'s native district, his pron. of

these sounds must be received as normal. On (r), which must he considered in

the illustrations to represent (r), following TIL's writing, see p. 293. On (h)
see p. 295. The final -ng becomes generally (-qg), except in participles, where it

is usually (n) in Db. as in most places, but occ. becomes (-qk) in the La. and Ch.

portions of D 21.

The following peculiarities of TH.'s notation, but not his
( u), have been

strictly observed in this his native district :

1. TH. has been very particular in marking the medial length of vowels as dis-

tinguished from long or short, both when occurring independently and as the last

element of a diphthong. But this is by no means a peculiarity of any particular

district, as appears from his continually marking the same kind of prolongation in

every place which he visits. It is very rarely that I find any inducement to make
this distinction in my own writing, but, except in the final element of diphthongs,
which is frequently prolonged at pleasure, I follow his orthography when quoting
him. TH. is very anxious to have it understood that the medial lengths he marks
are strictly dialectal, and that to use either short or long quantities in their place
would be inaccurate. Old John Hart, 1569, considered the second element of all

diphthongs long, as (an aww), and certainly whenever a diphthong is much prolonged
or emphasized, the second element is necessarily lengthened, an elocutionary device

by which its character is not altered, whereas its character is always much changed
by more or less lengthening the first element, as (ai aai, siu aaw). Hence I

mark initial but do not mark final lengthening of the final element of a diphthong,

just as I do not mark elocutionary devices in general.
2. TH. much insists on his notation of unaccented (i),

as I write it, which he
considers should be

(i,)
or retracted (i), especially in final syllables. Thus he

would write infinity as (infin-^ti,). Here I do not follow him, but write

(mfin'tti), considering that any difference of sound is an accidental, neither

intentional nor invariable, effect of the absence of accent, which always obscures

the sound and makes it difficult to appreciate. At first I thought it was a local

peculiarity, but when I found that TH. recognised it from all speakers, peasant
or educated, local or general, and in myself also, where I failed to perceive it,

I concluded that it was a mere difference of appreciation and ceased to use (i,),

which as contrasted with my own habits of writing would have produced the

impression of a difference of pron. which did not really exist. A glance at the

following cs. will shew the undesirability of such a notation.

3. TH. not only marks the medial length of vowels, but the prolongation of
final consonants, especially

"
(1) in the pause after short and sometimes medial

vowels, and diphthongs having both elements short, and (2) occasionally in

connected speech." In the case of (f v, th dh, s z, sh zh, r, 1, m, n, q) of course

they can be prolonged and often are prolonged even in received speech, especially
in the pause or when dictating isolated words and aiming at distinctness, as

(both') loth, (loodh
1

, loodh'th') loathe, but this is elocutionary and not dialectal

or permanent, that is, the consonant is not invariably so prolonged whenever the

word is used. Again in the case of mutes as (p, t, k), which of course having no
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sound cannot have their sound prolonged, the configuration may be suspended
and released on flatus, thus (nooV t') note, for which (noof) would be written.

[The French release on voice as (not').] But this again is elocutionary, not

permanent, and its more or less frequent use does not belong to any special dialect.

In noting down a person's pron. it is unobjectionable to mark it, as well as other

passing usages, but in printing dialectal specimens it would be misleading, because

it would acquire the appearance of permanence, which it does not really possess.

Hence, as a rule, I omit them altogether. Of course TH. holds a different

opinion and says that in all cases where he marks this prolongation of consonants,
the phonetic representation of the dialect would be imperfect if they were not

prolonged. Nevertheless I prefer not marking prolongation, but leaving it

optional.
For a specimen of TH.'s complete style of writing palaeotype, which I do

not find it right or convenient to adopt generally, see the Chapel-en-le-Frith dt.

and cwl., pp. 322-329, which being written by himself after consultation with
his friends there resident, is worth preserving as a portrait. I have also used
his marks of prolongation and retraction in the three interlinear cs. here given,
in the eight interlinear cs. of D 26, and the Combs Valley dt. in the four inter-

linear dt. in D 25, so that the full effect of these (to my mind individual and
not dialectal) prolongations and suspensions may be readily seen. But beyond the

particular specimens named, I shall omit them.

The suspension of consonants, however, is quite different from the suspended

(t')
for the definite article, which here occurs sparingly, but is universal in D 24,

30, 31. The mode in which it makes its presence felt is peculiar. "When it is

possible it hangs on by a glide to the preceding vowel or consonant, as (injt
1

kart)
in the cart, but in (t'jkartjs kw mm) the cart is coming, this is impossible. It

then modifies the position of the organs for (k), so that the glide on to (aa) in

(fjkaa) is quite different from that in simple (kaa). Before (t, d) as (t
1

tw q,

t' dag) it intensifies the (t, d) in a remarkable manner. It never properly runs

on to the following vowel, (t
1 owd tjap) the old chap, and (towd t

1

tjap) told the

chap, have different effects as well as meanings. The (t'ow) then more nearly
resembles (t'tow), but is not so intense. In no case must voice or flatus intervene.

To say (t'dag, t'ttmd, t'kaat) the dog, the toad, the cart, with introduced (')

or
('),

would be quite wrong. It is almost hopeless to understand
(t')

without

studying its effect from native lips.

THREE INTERLINEAR cs.

S Stalybridge, Var. i. pal. by TH. in 1876 from the dictation of John Marsland,

Esq., J.P., b. 1817, cotton spinner, native and resident.

G Glossop, Var. i. pal. by TH. in 1874 from the dictation Mr. Samuel Lyne,
native of Hollingworth, Ch. (4 wnw.Glossop), b. about 1808, who has resided

in the neighbourhood all his life, lodge-keeper at a large cotton-mill. Wood-
head, Tintwhistle, Holliugworth, Mottram, Hattersley, etc., to Compstall, in

the ne. horn of Ch., and Hadfield, Padfield, etc., on the Db. side of the

Etherow Valley, have all the same peasant speech.
C Chapel-en-le-Frith (5 n. Buxton, Var. ii. pal. by TH., native, from personal

knowledge. In this version the roman superiors
a> b> c -

etc., refer to the

variants for Combs Valley and Dale of Goyt, which are also given in D 25

as variants from Pott Shrigley ; they consist chiefly in the use of (ai) for

(aw). The italic superiors
a > b< c>

give the variants for Edale, Hope Wood-
lands, etc., on the Peak. For both see notes, p. 321.

0. S Stalybridge. wdi :djon)z nd da'wts.

G Glossop. wai :djon(z nce'n da'uts.

C Chapel-en-le-Frith. wdi :djon)z n'u adawts.

1. S WE!, mAn, bu^dli mi u n dhl m*, laf i?t wot A)m
G WE!, mo'n, dim -en zm im? biredh laf i3t wot A)m
C WE!, lad, joo ran zm mi3 bbuudh laf ^d dh/z n^uz
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S
G
C

2. S
G
C

S
G
C

S
G
C

3. S
G
C

G
C

S
G
C

4. S
G
C

tEKqk)jB. A dw nB kJEEr. dhat ma tu r)z

ba'wn)t' tEl)jB. UB kJEErz ? dhat)s noodhBr tor m?r dhiBr.

B)mdzn.
cuu kJEErz ? dhat)s noodhBr iBr nsr dhiBr.

dhBr)z no mom, f(5k
r

dzin bi,kooz dhB)r laft at, wi,(noon,
dhBr iz)ns moni, BZ dzin b^kooz dliB)r laft at, wi)noon,
dhBr iz)nB moni, BZ dzin b^kooz dh^)r laft at,

dw )n
(B w^ ? wot shw d mak)Bm ? tt)s noon

dw )n^ wif ? wot snw d mak)^m ? t tz^B
adw )nt BZ ? wot sired mak)Bm ? ^'t tz/QB VET*,

shw z)

^ ieet 't)wBr 'Bdh^'s'n.

^ ieet dnziz BI th)faks B)th

^ kwmBt
kwd^ot

SB djw st a'wd

SB djw st a'wd

w n

dh^ dzn, mo'n, Bn
JBr *nE

/

z, mBn, Bn
tin

tl

A)V

A)V
AV

iBr)JB?

A")m shttu5Br A JE
r

rd SM m B dhiiu5z fdk' Bt

A')m sart
y
n A iBrd Bm SEE A miBn sM m B dho/uz fdk' BZ

A
r

)m sart^n A iBrd Bm SEE A dmiin sw m B dho/uz fdk
(

BZ

rak'nt t' noo 6 Bba'wt i
t
t SEE

WEnt thr#'u th)wM l kBnsarn fBr th)f3:st dliBrsElz dhat A

WEnt tlme'u th)ww l kBnsarn rf
frB th)fast dh.BrsElz dhat A

S
G did sho/tiBr Bnw f
C did sho/UBr Bnw_f

5. S
G
C

S
G
C

S
G
C

w t th)jw qkst lad i^ssET B big' lad B ndin, nood i
7
s

BS th)jw qge/
st lad i,ssEr B big^ lad ndin iBr s'zid, nood i

7
s

BS thj^qg^st lad '^BSE! B b'g' 1M ndin iBr a'ud, nood i
y
s

f^(9dhBrz vd^V in B krak\ fBr oo it wBr SB

f<?0dhBrz VE'S' BS s?'un BZ zi iBrd i
7t,

BV it war kweBr Bn
iV diTEkli,, BV it 'war SB

ek"i
(qk, u n A noo th)lad Bd AA!BS tsl t*

v
t

v
rwu5

th,

iBki/qk, Bn A)m shce'uBr zi)l tEl V
x
t

vr'uth,
e skw;ik

>

i
/n, Bn A)d V

t
v
rw st 'im f tsl t'
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S A)
G am, tazm.

C am, tazm, *dhat A wii d.

6. S w n th^wd ww mBn BrsEl' B! tEl am, on JB w t)s lafY,qk,
G Bn th)a'wd ww mBn arsEl' B! tel am, on JB Bt Br lafY,qk,
C Bn th)a'wd ww mBn ^BrsEl' B! tfil am, on JB BZ laf'n naa,

S w n s t rEYt' a'wt\ Bn oo, ba'iit an^ bodh^r, iv ja)n
G ^n tEl jv strriiV a'wt\ tog'u, ba'^t imtj bodh^r, BV ja)n
C ran tEl JB s

v
t

%
nsW foret, te'u,

fba^t mtj bodh^r, BV jo)n

S nab^r aks Br, oo I wi)nt
G naber aks "er, oo ! w^)nut 'n ?

C oonli, aks ^r, oo ! w)n^t ?

7. S shw z) a'w, wn to'^d mi wEn A aks t)t? r, mon^ B

G ^t an^ r^t, oeu ta'wd t
7
t mzi WEn A akst)B vr, tce'u. ^r thrzl

C rat an^ reetj ce'u ta'M
if,

mzi WEn A aks
vt)^r, t<e'u ^r thrzl

S tam, w n wu)d no)b^ rw qg ^ dliat poVnt A)rEk'n,
G tdimz o^r, ^n ce'u shw d)nB b^ raqk -eba'iid

C tdimz (fer, ^n ce'u dw z)n^ a'wt t' b^ rw qg
g Bba?it

s^'tj

S wo)d'n -ja thqk ?

G dhV, wod dw n JB tlu'qk ?

C B tn'qg BZ dhV, wod dw n JB thqk ?

8. S WE!, BZ A wBr SE'^qk wu5

)d tEl JB, s'w wiBr w n
G WE!, BZ A WBP SEE'^qk a?'u)d IE! JB buBdh a'w Bn wiBr Bn
C WE!, BZ A WBr sEE'^n a?'u)d IE! JB hbuudh aw Bn wiBr Bn

k'n biBst wu5 kooz Br)w zbBnt.

G WEn' <e'u fw n
v
t

v

X
d

x
rw qk'n slotj BZ 'u kooz Br w zbBnt.

C WEn' ce'u fw n
^t' ^dv

rw qk'n slotj BZ os'u kAAz Br w zbBnt.

S tin5 swEEr wu5 slid ^m wt, Br oon iin, fw l lEqkth
G o?'u swEEr <e'u szid ^m BrsEl\ lar^qk 6 BV B Lcqkth
C ce'u swEEr e'u szid e^ni w*

7
Br oon iin, Idr^^n A' e

y
z lEqkth

S on th) flwu5Br m i
t
z g^ d a'lBd^ kuBt, tlds'

G w pB th) gra'wnd m ^z s^nd^ kuBt, tloos

C w pB th i;

'grawnd, m ^z gw d sw nd^
j
kunt, tloos

S a'ws da'r, dattn b^)th kArnBr B)th loon.

G oon dar, da'^n Bt th) kArnBr B)th loon.

C k auz da'r, ^awn Bt th) kArnBr B zjond loon.

10. S wu5 SEd i WBr mak^qk B dzn, fBr oo th)wald
G n WBr mak^qk B din, ce'u ss'd, fsr oo th)wald
C zi WBr mak^n B dm, o?'u BE d, fer AA th)

ywald
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S lak B puurl*, tja/lt, Br la/k B h't'l WEntj frEtYqk.
G l*k B badh', tja/lt, Br B h't'l WEntj krar^qk.
C laek B badb', tjcult, Br B Itt'l WEntj krdryi.

11. S w n dhat wa'r, BZ ttu
5 en Br do^t^r ,n IAA k?iu5m

G Bn dhat war, BZ a'r Bn -er da'w f'er
7
n IAA ko/uni

C ^n dhat ap'nt, z a'r ^n i?r da'w^t^^r ^n IAA k^'um

S thriiu
5

th)bak' jard fre aqg^qk th)wit" tluT?z

G thr^'u th)bak' jard after Eqg^qk t')tlu^z

C thrce'u th)bak' Jart WEH dh/
y)d bm e'qg^n th)wzit

mtluuz

S a'wt
r

-e)th wE^'sh'^qk &ee

G a'wf B)th wEsh'^qk d^
C awt

r

t^M^E'z' -BV ^ wEsh'^n d^<?

12. S wa*l th)t<9<? kJEt'l wi?r

G wael th) kJEt'l wer
C wail th) kJEt'l w^r

won
fer th)bagY,qk won
for th w

t^

S fdm brit'

G sw nshE'm
C fdm brzit

S sm t" nEks tharzd^.
G sm' f nEks tharzd^.
C sm f nEks tharzd?^.

af tBrnwu5

n,

af
x
tB

vrna/un,

13. S noo?

nabBr
or

i
t

bi

kood

,
won

B wik'

B wzik

G -en dw n)j^ noo? -esh sh^'u-er -BZ A'm ter,

C ran dw n)j^ noo? Bsh sho/uBr TSZ mm n^m)z :djon

S :shEpi3rt, A
G A nEver i^rd

C rshEp^rt, A nvBr gJEt t' noo

no']Wt
v

ne mu'er ^ba'wt i
t
i

na'wt' aba'^t
-e,t

sm'

mu'Br -e dhat k^nsarn te

S w p te na'w, w n A dw )nB want t' dwu5
noodlrer, nae)dhEn' !

G ^n A dw )ni3 want noodh'er, na)dhEn' !

C dhz free, 'Bn A dw )nB want noodh^r, na)dhEn' !

14. S w
G 'Bn

C Bn

A)m
na'u A)m
naa A)m wa'm te

? bag'^qk. gw d nit\

g^ d nzit\

g^ d mitx

,

S w n dw )n bi SB rad^ f kroo d^r anibod^ -BgEEn, wEn
G 'Bn dw )n^ kroo dur nw^bd^ BgJEEn, WEn
C ^n dw )nB bi SB rsd^ t' kroo dsr an^bad^ BgJE'n, WEn

S dh^)r tAk^qk -Bba'wt d^t\
G dh^ tAAk'n Bba'wt a'wt\

C dhf tAAk'n "Bbawt a'wt\
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15. S i)z nabBr B

Gr ii iz B soft

C zt)s B *wek

S dw n.

G muBr Bba'^t ;
C last ward.

tAAks

Bt

BZ

nit'.

mit\
nzit\

ba'wt SEns. SB na'w A
ba'wt SEns. A)s)sE)nB
bawt riiz'n. Bn dhat)s m^

Stalybridge cs., p. 317.

1. waw or (:tu m\ :\>iY), etc. ^A^e,

the 2nd pers. sg. is employed in the

usual way. TH. writes (dhi), but says," In this and other words in which
(i

ii) occur, the sound, when not a pure
vowel, is a slight fracture nearly = (iji) ."

This is in other cases written
(ii)

or

(z'ji) ;
hut I here retain TH.'s notation.

telling.
ll The termination (iqk) is,

in the town, restricted to elderly people.
It was generally used about 1836-46.
Mr. Marsland's father (d. 1864) in-

variably said ('qk)." He also said

(rw kh) rough, (laikh) laugh.
3. choose how, a common phrase, for

'at any rate, take it as you like.' shut

thy mouth, or (shar w p') or (shw r w p
y

)

shut up, the final (t) before a vowel

becoming (r), as very frequently here

and elsewhere, see par. 12 (nabvr v

wik) nought-but a week.
4. sure, the 6 in (oe'u

5
) merely means

"with protruded lips," as near Old-

ham, only not quite so much pro-
truded.

6. you will-en (ja)n), the will is

lost and only the you-n remains.
9. by the house or (vsdid ij)th-),

aside of the-. corner of the lane or

(loon kArngr) lane corner.

14. going to my (giri,qk)k' mi), (k')
is to, assimilated to preceding (qk).

tea, bagging. Most work-people
have tea at six, which they call

bagging, and have no supper. This
word is used also over D 31. At the

printers' of this book, in Hertford, a
similar word,packing, is used for dinner.

Notes to Glossop cs., p. 317.

1. man or Tom, Bill, etc. thee used
for thou, as at Stalybridge.

3. untilPve done, (tin) is a Ch. word.
4. certain or (shfls'uur) sure.

5. if (i.e. although) it were queer.
6. nought-but or (oonl^) only.
7. two or three or (te'uthri). wrong

or (rw qg).

8. slotch, sottish, or besotted fellow.

14. I'm going home to my supper,
the (p

(

)
is (t

1

) to, assimilated to pre-

ceding m.
15. / shall say no more, the (s) is

(sh) for shall, assimilated to the follow-

ing (s)-

Notes to Chapel-en-le-Frith cs., p. 317.

Variants for Combs Valley and Dale
of Goyt, which properly belong to D 25 :

a dtuts. b bui3dh. C UB. d mlen.

ai. 'graind. Jkutjt. k a?z. 'dain.
m tluBZ ait. n ^bait. bait rlez'n.

Variants for Edale, Hope Woodlands,
etc. :

*dm. ^d^n.
rffre

ssEn
1

. /"vo'is'.

z

Jond,
/warld.

a u w2 wi,

th)farst dhCTSEnz.

General Notes.

1. lad. The contracted Christian

name is generally used, as Tom, Tommy.

you or (dim) thee ; used as before.

3 . these are the facts of the case, or

(it WOT B dhis'n) it was of this fashion.

your, or familiarly (dhij thy.
4. from the first, or (b^grn'^n) be-

ginning.
5. youngest, or (j pqst). directly, or

(in a min^t) in a minute, or (BS so/un

BZ ii i-erd it) as soon as he heard it.

6. laugh-en, or (lafs) laughs. too,

or (ran AA) and all.

10. crying, or (rfrBr,n) roaring.
11. yard, or (jA

(

rt).

13. do you know ? pi., if sing. (dw s)t

noo) dost thou know. John or (:djak')

Jack.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1753 ] 112
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CHAPEL-EN-LE-PRITH dt.

pal. from personal knowledge by TH. 14 April, 1888, and checked on the spot
the next day with a cousin, about 60 years of age, a farmer, who has

resided in the immediate district all his life. On (^u) for (<B'U) see p. 324,
No. 1.

1. A SE\ ladz [tjaps], jo szin naa vz A)m rzit' isbawt dhat Kt'l

WEntj kam^n fn3)s')sk^i u jond.

2.
v
w u)z gu'Mi dawn th)rood dhi^r thr

v
w u th)rEd" j<?<?t, W pi3 th)h'ft

ond sdid B)th)r00d.
3. szi J^! th)tjafclt)s gA'n s^raW w p' te th)rw q dar [rw qg
4. wi^r

v
^ u)l ap'n famd dhat ^dv

rw qk'n dif w/z'nt fsle BZ

a'wd :tw m\
5. wi [wfl'J AA noon z

xm 'VEP^ will.

6. w')ni3 th)a'wd tjap' s
v
ii un tzitj)^r TIATJ fer t')dv

w u
if,

pu^r tli^qk !

7.

Notes with the pronunciation of words omitted from the dt.

1. so (s^u). mates (mets, meets). wrong. Observe (r q) before (d), and

girl (gJEl
(

),
half refined. (r^o^g before aw).

2. hand (ont) in pause. way 4. chance (tjans). shrivelled, not

<?).
used [*Ar = (sr) ; shrimp (srimp)].

3. sure (sh^wr). enough (mm f
). name

SOTJTH-EAST LA. AND NORTH-WEST DB., Cwl.

constructed from wn. by TH. in

R Rochdale (:ratjdra :ratjit) and adjacent villages, La.

Oldham, La. Ex. youth looking at a picture of a wolf pursued by dogs : (it

iz)n 13 foks, shM z a'w, A kon)t} gAAm it, wot it iz) it is not a fox, choose how

[
= at any rate,] I cannot understand it, what it is.

P Patricroft (5 W.Manchester), La. Ex. (sw m fok SE'U, dhi)n gon t
1

bak^rt rood

SB Iw qg) some folk say-en, they have-n gone the backward road so long.
H Hope Woodlands (10 ese.Glossop), Db.
E Edale (7 se.Glossop), Db.
F Peak Forest (5 ne.Buxton), Db., collected in 1865.
S Stalybridge and G Glossop are prefixed to a few words from the three inter-

linear cs. on p. 317-321. The Chapel - en - le - Frith words are given
separately in the next cwl.

The principal phonetic difference between Oldham neighbourhood and Staly-

bridge, Gorton (3 ese.Manchester), Openshaw (2 e.Manchester), consists in the

abnormal protrusion of the lips at Oldham in (6w
5
)
in bold, cold, etc., (wu

5
)
in

moon, noon, that is, in EAL and 0'- words.

i. "WESSEX AND

A- 23 s**m. Ostler [to stare]. A: 43 R a^nz [hands]. 44 F lond.

E gonur [gander]. 51 mo'n. 56 RS WE'ish, G WEsh. A: or 0: 60
P Iw qg. 64 SG rw qg, G raqk. A'- 67 R gu-in [going], F guu. 69 R
nA', nA'a, UA'O. 74 t<e'u5 . 81 EFSG loon [F giving place to leeri].

84 muer. 87 SG tluez. 89 SG buedh. A': 104 RP rood. 106 F brood.
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115 ORF wa'm, OR wA'm. 117 R wVn, t
1

toon [the one]. 118 E boon.
122 RO noon, S no, G no/u. 124 E stoon, F stuun. F rup' [ropej. 137 G
noodliBr. M- 138SGfmlhBr. P siBt [seat]. M: 154 R bak. 158 R
a'fther, tftfap. 161 F dee. 172 R graa's. 177 PE dhat ["demonstrative
pronoun final, characteristic of E, F, etc." TH.]. JE'- 187 E liiv 200 E
wiit. M'-. 218 F shtip. 224 RSG, wiBr. 226 mmst.
E- wi eet'n [we eat]. E: 261 P SEE. R bed [bed]. 265 SG

s^rE'tt. F fE'ilt [field]. 279 R wB'tnt. E'- 291 F dlus'i. 292 R mti.
301 R A JEr>r [I hear her], S JE

r

r, G lnr. E': 312 F E'tBr. 314 R JErd.
EA: 322 E lakjh [said in 1873 by an old woman]. 326 R a'd, 6^5

d,
S o>d, G a'wd. 328 F ka'wd. 330 S o>d, G aW. 332 R tou5d. 333 R
kA'f. 334 R eepni [halfpenny]. 335 RO oo. 338 RSG koo. R shaR1

it

[share it]. 345 R darnt [dare not]. EA'- 347 R JEd. EA': 360 R
tiBin. 366 R greet, F griit. El: 382 dhh?r. EO: 394 R jond. 395 R
jw qg. 399Ebn'it. EO'- 410 RF 'u [nearly (uu)]. F trii [tree].
420 four. EO': 424 E rw kh [old]. 426 R fB'it

1

. 428 S sESqk, G
SEE'iqk [seeing]. 437 S i^rzhrHh, G ^fce'uth.

I- 440 E w/ik'. 444 R stiil. 449 P gJEt, giit [got]. I: 458 R n^it,

[nearly] nit, OE m'it. 459 R rPit. 469 F wu l [will]. 479 R WAAnd. 485
HEF fis'l. 487 R su sfefnit [yesternight]. 488 R jE'tt. I'- 492 R saad,
P said. 494 R tAAm taam. R paap [pipe, normal, deviating in dir. of (pAAp),
this sound for I' occurs also in D 22, Prescot, Samlesbury, West Houghton,
Wigan, but is rare out of To.]. 498 R raat. T: 502 R fAAV faav. 505
R [between] wAAf, waaf. 510 R [between] mAAn, maan.
0- . R brok'n [broken]. H smakt [smoked, old], F smok [smoke].

518 E ambadi. 0: 525 OR A'f [off]. 527 R bVt. 528 R thA't, thous
t.

529 R brA't. 531 S dd^tXr, G da'u
ktXr * 535 P fok. 538 E wa'wld [formerly

taught by a schoolmaster]. 0'- 555 F sho/un [shoes]. 557 twu5
. 558

F las'uk. 559 R mw dhBr. 560 R skwii, skuu. 562 E mce'un. 566 P w dhBr.

0': 569 bu5
k, F ba'uk. 571 gw d. 586 R dun, du5

. 587 RSG
du n. 588 R nce'u5n. 589 spuun, spu5n. 594 E bce'uts.

U- 603 R kw m, kamin [coming], F kam. 606 OR da'r. U: E pa'w

[pull]. 612 PsM m-, F s^ m\ 6150pa'wnd. 616Ggra'wnd. R^n^dB^r^d
fhundi-ed]. 632 R w p\ 634 S thruu, G thra'u. U'- 641 SG a'. 642
aha [unemphatic]. 643 RO na'w. 652 E ka'wld [formerly taught by a school-

master]. U': 658 R da'wn daa!

n, E da^n [with elongated horizontal opening
to lips]. 659 R ta'm. 663 RS a'ws, E aws. 667 PROSG a'wt.

Y: 686 R baa [(A)st baa noon), I shaU buy none], F baz. 701 RE farst.

Y'- 706 SG wa'i.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 714 F lar [more frequent] la'r [in salutation]. HF plod [a plaid,
the same at Chapel-en-le-Frith]. 0. R dag [dog]. E tiw kh [clough,

old]. U. 804 E
td,n qk'n. 808 R pu t.

m. ROMANCE.

A-. 810 ieez. 811 E pies. 830 R threen frpeen. R van'i [from boys

reading inscription on Tim Bobbin's tomb, where it rhymes to (:maVi) Mary,
obs. reverted (R)]. E 867 OR tee, F tii. E lE^Xr [letter]. I and Y
898 nA'is. 0- 939 E tlos. 940 F kuut, SG kust. 941 S fu5

.

947 S bo\il, G bE'il. H djVrm [journey, it is (ar) in D 22, 24, and in

most of D 21]. 955 SG da'wt, R dawt. U- 965 611 [in the mill any one

saying (ail) would be charged with '

talking fine '], E ail. 969 G shce'uBr.

CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH (5 n.Buxton) cwl.

Applying also to the township of Bowden Edge, e. and n. of Chapel-en-le-
Frith. TH., who was born in Dec. 1819 at Raglow (l e. Chapel), wrote this

cwl. especially to show the peculiarities of notation which he prefers, many of
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which have already heen indicated. As one to whom I am so much indebted for

assistance in the M. counties and those bordering upon them to the South, it

seemed right for him to shew, in recording his own native pron., the full forms

that he advocates. But it would he evidently impossible for me to alter the whole

of my book in accordance with them, even if I desired to do so. I have in the

introduction to the M. div. (pp. 291-4), and especially to this district (p. 316),
indicated the reasons of my dissent. Here it is necessary that the reader should

bear in mind the following among TH.'s special habits of palaeotyping.
1. (^Ou) is written for my (ee'u). The sound intended to be conveyed is

identical in both notations, namely, (uu) commenced with too open a mouth,
which rapidly closes to the proper position. But in

( V
w

) the tongue is supposed
to be slightly more advanced than for (uu), and the mouth is supposed to be open
at first only so wide as for (o). The ultimate effect is very like (a'u). See supra

p. 292.

2.
(i,) represents (i)

with a slightly retracted tongue, and is insisted on by TH.
in all unaccented syllables where I write (i). See p. 316. I have elsewhere

sometimes written the result (ij). But in truth I do not hear this difference of

unaccented syllables from myself or any other speaker, whereas TH. hears it from
all speakers.

3. TH.'s extensive use of the notation for medial vowels I find mostly un-

necessary, and the intended effect would often be more intelligibly rendered by
long vowels. But when a writer has once got the habit of using medial vowel

signs, the long vowel mark seems to indicate for him altogether an abnormal

lengthening which he shrinks from using. At any rate I found that effect on

myself when for a time I gave in to their employment.
4. The lengthened or suspended final consonants, as (bak

1

dlad'), see p. 316.

5. The treatment of r, using (r) simply, without any indication that TH. does

not mean the genuine trill, but rather (r), see p. 293.

Bearing these points in mind, the reader will appreciate the minute care and

unceasing search after phonetic accuracy which characterise all TH.'s palaeotypic

writing, and are very conspicuous in the cwl., a work of immense labour, scrupulously
checked in every point, and hence of great value.

%* The hyphen (-) after a word, as in Nos. 4 and 5, shews that this form is

used only in connected speech when another word immediately follows.

t before a number in the cwl. shews that the word having that number is not

used in the dialect. In this case the word used is frequently added
;
and even

when a phrase would be required, it is occasionally given.

i. WESSEX AND
A- 1 s

v
w u. 3 b^k. 4 tak- tak- [generally]; tee- ie'- [sometimes]. 5

mak- mak- [generally] ;
mee- me1 -

[sometimes]. 6 meed.. 7 s^k. 8 av- av-.

9 bi,--v. 10 eeg. fll f(krop') used]. 12 SAA. 13 nAA. 14
v
d

v
rAA. f!5

[(AAfel) occ., (tEreb'l) often]. f!6 [sb. (bnsk' rc)d^) break of day, used]. 17 IAA.

18 kjeek. 19 teel. 20 leem. 21 neem. 22 teem. 23 s^m. 24 sheem. 25
meen. f26 [the moon's (past t' fu l\ gu-^n IBS') past the full, going less, used].
27 new. 28 EEr. 29 a'r. 30 kJEEr. 31 leei. 32 b^dh. 33
34 last. 35 AA!. 36 thoo. 37 tlAA.

A: 38 az, t?z. 39 k
k
w u'm. 40 kam\ 41 thaqk. 42 i3n [(d) always

itted]. 43 ont [(lift ond sid)]. 44 lond. 46 kja-nd'l. 47 wau\dtj v
r. 48

q|_g. 49 aq'Lg [to execute by hanging], iq[g [to hang, or to hang up clothes,

.].
50 tw q'z. 51 mA'n. 53 kjan

1

. 54 want. 55 ES\ 56 WEsh. 57 as\

omt
SM

etc.

A: or 0: 58 fre- [generally], fr
v
t< u [in pause]. 59 lam1

. 60 lw qLg. 61

B'm?/ q[_g. 62 s^rM qi g. 63 thr qk [adj.]. 64 ru qig [sometimes (raqk)]. 65
sw q|_g. 66 [(lE'dhw Vs, lash), leather lace, or leather lash of whip, used].

A'- 67 guu. 69 UE'U. 70 tuu. f71 [(sore, sz< fm,n) sorrow, suffering,

used]. 72 uu. 73 s^u s^ u. 74 t^u' [quite distinct from 70]. 75 s^rook.
76 tuud. 77 U'rd. 78 oon. 79 oon. 80 a-hdi,. 81 loon. 82 ww nst. 83
muun. 84 muur. 85 suerl^ [sorely]. 86 w

o
ts uts. 87 tluuz. 88 tloodh.

89 buudh. 90 bloo. 91 moo. 92 noo. 93 snoo. 94 kroo. 95 throo. 96
soo. 97 sa'wl. 98 noon. 99 throon. flOO [(sood) used].
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A': 101 ok1

. 102 aks. 103 akst. 104 rood. 105 rid. 106 brood. 107
loT. 108 dof

1

. 109 loo. 110 i. nE'wt
1

;
H. [generally (nra) unaccented, and

125 0onli/ 126 for. 127 us
1

. 128 dh^ uz' [those gen., (dWm) occ.l. 129.

goost. 130 hot
1

. 131 got
1

. 132 wat1

. 133 rzt-. 134 oth
1

. 135 tloth. 136
i. oodlrer

;
ii. OT- [generally unaccented] . 137 i. noodher

; ii. ner-.

jE- 138 ieeflaxc. f 139 [(wage n) used]. UQ eel. 141 neel. 142 sneel.

143 teel. 144 BgJE'n. f 145 [(kjtlt) used]. 146 meea. [principal adj.],
147 bran. 148 fBBr. 149 \Aeez. 150 list Hist. 152 wee. 153

JE: 154 bak'. 155 thatj. 156 dlad
1

[frequently (fern) fain]. 157 ra?v'n.

158 affor. 159 az-, az. 160 Eg
1

. 161 foe. 162 t-d?. 163 la. 164
niE- [(HIEE) in pause]. 165 SE'd. 166 meed, [meaning gen. a maid servant or

young single woman]. 167 Aeel. 168 tab. 169 wEn1

. 170 arest [old form],
arvi

(
st [modern form

;
but the forms hay-time (ee-tdim) and corn-time (kA'rn-

tiim) are gen. used]. 171 barli,. 172 grEs
1

. f!73 [(wa'r) emph., (w^r) un-

emph. both sg. and pi., used]. 174 ash. 175 fast. 176 at-, at [emph.], ^t-.

[uuemph.]. 177 dhat-, dhat [in pause]. 178 nat
1

. 179 WAt-, WA't [in pause].
180 bath. 181 path.
M'- 182 see. 183 tt'itj [(lE'rn) also used]. 184 Hid. 185 rud. 186 bratth.

187 luv. 188 [(win*,) whinney used]. 189 WE'*. 190 kjee. 191 HI w p
(

.

192 nriin. 193 tliin. 194 am_. 195 mtint,. 196 wa'r [emph.], w^r [un-

emph.]. 197 trHz. 198 lEr [gen. before : 'im=him, 'em=them, it], lE
k

t [gen.
before- 'er=her], IE- [gen. before- me]. 199 bl^t. 200 wiit. 201 /idh'n.

202 iit.

M': 203 spt'itj. 204 dzld. 205 thr/id. 206 rEd'. 207 nzild. 208 ivr.

209 nivOT. 210 ilee. 211 gr^. 212 wee. f213, f214 [the forms 136, 137

gen.]. 215
[(tz'itjt)

and sometimes (lErnt) used]. 216 diil. 217 E'itj [rare,

gen. (rapz'is',
AA on em, ivBr^ wAn on em) apiece, all of them, every one of them,

used]. 218 ship'. 219 slnp'. 220 shEptjrt. 221 fiBr. 222 rer. 223 dhier.

224 wit?r. 225 flesh. 226 must muust. 227 w/itf. 228 swat
1

[sb.]. 229
briith [occ., but (wind) wind, is gen. used]. 230 fat

1

.

E- 231 th- [gen. form; (t
1

)
as (on t

1

top
1

)
= on the top ;

also various forms of

assimilation to a following consonant, as (s

1

s^m)=the same]. 232 bmk. 233

speek. 234 nml. 235 v?eev. 236 f^v^r. f237 [(kjo'ibz) kibes, plur. used].
238 Edj. 239 seel. 240 lain. 241 r^n. 243 plee. 244 wt'll[

= 266]. 245
meel. 246 i. kwtin. 247 w<?m. 248 niEEr. 249 WEEr. 250 swEEr. 251

meet. 252 kjEt'l. 253 nEt'l. 254 lEdhtjr. 255 WEdhur.
E: 256 s^t^rEtj [also (ratj)]. 257 Edj. 259 WEdj. 260 lee. 261 SEE.

262 wee. 263 vwee. 264 eel. 265 s^t^E'it
1

. 266 wnl[ = 244]. 267 Jild riild Hid.

268 [(a'Md,st) used]. 269 [(sEl
1

) used, plur. (SB!Z)]. 270 i. bali /Z ,
H. bait,. 271

tEl- tEl
1

. 272 Elm. 273 mE'n. 274 bEntj. 1 275 [(stiqk)
= stink, used].

276 thiqk. f277 [(sook) soak, used]. 278 wEntj. 279 wEnt. 280 BlEv'n.

281 lEnqth. 282 s^rEqth. 283 mEri,. 284 thrEsh. 285 krES
(

. 286 ar.

287 buzem. 288 lEr lE^t- IE- [see 198]. SEt-, SEr- [set as sheaves of corn

into kivers of 12 sheaves or riders of 10].
E'- f289 [you 435 used] 290 ii. 291 dh/i, dhi

; [unem.]. 292 ma [un-

emph.jmzV 293 wH[em.] wi w/
y [unem.]. 294 fad. 295 brEd

1

. 296 bi.l/iv.

297 fBlu. 298 fill. 299 gr/in. 300 kjiip. 301 for. 302 mzit. 303 sw/it'.

t304 [(niEl^t), maUet, used].
E': 305 n. 306 B'tt'. 307 nil. 308 n/id. 309 sp/id. 310 ill. 311

tB'n. 312 IOT. 313 ark'n. 314 i^rd. 315 f/it
1

. 316 nEkst.

EA- 317 fl/i. 318 laft. 319 gjeep. 320 kJEEr.
EA: f321 [(s/id) used]. 322 laf

1

. 323 fa't\ 324 B
f

t'. 325 WAT.
326 a'ud. 327 ba'wd. 328 ka'wd. 329 fa'wd. 330 a'ad. 331 sa'wd. 332

ta'wd. 333 kAAv. 334 AAV. 335 AA. 336 fAA. 337 WAA. 338 kAA. 339

am [em.] )m [unem.]. 340 i. jard. 341 mare. 342 arm. 343 warm.

t344 [never used], 345 dar. 346 seet [for a garden, field, etc.].
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EA'- 347 JE'd. 348 il [pi. (/in)]. 349 f/,u [rare (t^uthrt,) toothry gen.
used as (t v

w uthri, broth) a few= some broth, too few= not enough (^n v u)].
EA': 350 diid. 351 liid. 352 rBd

1

. 353 bra'd. 354 shif . 355 dif.

356 lif. 357 dhoo [rare and half refined, gen. (fer AA) for all, (iv) if, used].
358 nil. 359 n^brjr. 360 tiim. 361 biin. f362 [(kj*l) used]. 363 t;ip\
364 trap'. 365 nar' [nearer]. 366 grE't- grEt- [often (grEd big')]. 368 dith.

369 sioo. 370 TOO. 371 sfoee.
El- 372 aa. 373 dhee [em.]dhi, [unem.]. 374 nee. 375 reez. 376 b<?.

El: 377 aieek. 378 w*k'. 379 eel. 380 dhfi'm [era.] urn [unem.]. f381
382 dhEEr [em.] dh'r [unem.].
EO- 383 SEv'n. 384 Ev'n. 385 [(w n

v
dB

vr) or (bt>o-) used]. 386 j/,u

[used e. of Chapel and in Peak Forest, but (ja'w) in Combs Valley, Dale of Goyt,

etc.]. 387 m,uu n'
7
u-.

EO: 388 milk. 389 jok
1

. 390 shw d shw d- [em.] shud sh'd [unem.]. 391

am[em.])m[unem.]. 392 jond. 393 bi^on-d. 394 jon
t
d. 395 jw q|_g. 396

wark. 397 soLtJrd. 398 starv. 399 br/it'. 400 Ernest. f401 [(Iw q' Vr) long
for, used]. 402 IE'ITI. 403 far. 404 star'. 405 aasten [hearthstone, hearth

not used without stone]. 406 jaih [old for the earth, (wald) world, gen. used,

(Ethli ; ) earthly as opposed to heavenly, half refined]. 407 fardh^n. f408

f(nood) used].
EO'- 409 b/i. 410 ^u. 411 thrii. f412 [410 alone used]. 413 div'l

dEv'l. 414 fla. 415 Ui Idi. 416 i. and ii. dit?r [adj. and *.]. 417
ti/uu. 418 br^uu. 419 JOLOT [em.] j'r [unem.]. 420 fo|_r. 421 fArti

/

fA'rti,.

EO': sik' [about or inclined to vomit, or vomiting, (badli,) is used for ill, un-

well]. 423 th/ii. 424 f. 425 I/it'. 426 fE'it'. 427 bt'i [em.] bi,- [un-

em.]. 428 s/i. 429 f/ind. 430 frEnd. 431 MOT. 432 fo|_urt. 433 brEst.

434 biit. 435 JOG [em.] JT? [unem.]. 436 ^r^ u. 437 ^rv
w uth.

EY- 438 d/i. EY: 439
V
t

t

rw st.

I- 440 w/ik1

. 441 siv' [also (sal) for milk]. 442 iv^n. 443 rfraid'i,.

444 still. 445 di, di [(di dh^) hie thee, occ., but (mak est) make haste, occ.].
446 no'm nam. 447 a'r [em.] OT [unem.]. 448 dh/iz. 449 gJE't [in pause],

gJEr gJEt. 450 t/,uzdiv
. 451 soo.

I: 452 AA, A' [em.] A [unem.]. 453 wik'. 454 witi. 455 lee [reflexive,

as, lay me, thee, him, etc., down]. 456 BV. 457 mo'it'. 458 n/it'. 459 r/it'.

460 WE'/t'. 461 Kit' [anything thrown or falling 'lights on the ground, but they
(gJEr of) get off a horse, and (gJEr awt) get out of a vehicle]. 462 s/it'. 463 ti

t
l

tip. 464 wttj. 465 srtj. 466 tjo'ilt tjMt. 467 woild watld. 468 tjil k
dB

v
r.

469 wl wil [em.], )1 [unem.]. 470 Im [em.], ^m [unem.]. 471 timber. f472

[(rw n' w p'j run up, or (rwbn' in') run in, used of flannel, etc. ; (skrindi) as from
a hot poker; to be (tErebli y

frert B) terribly afraid of]. 473 bloind bk'ind.

f474 [they use
(s<?|_i3rt) Ws. sweard, the sward of bacon; (pil') peel, of oranges,

potatoes, etc.
; (kra^st) crust of cheese, etc.]. 475 wa'ind waind. 476 boind

bind. 477 fo'ind faind. 478 gra'ind grind. 479 wo'ind wind. 480 thiqk
[gen. ; plur. (thiqz)]. 481 fiqger. 482 VL [em.] )s, )z, i

ys,
i

y
z [unem., viz. : (s)

after words ending inp, t, 1c, f; (z) after vowels and voiced consonants except z,

and zh
; (i ys) after s, z, sh, zh, z, x (gz) and before unvoiced consonants

;
and

(i (z)
after s, z, sh, zh, x, x (gz), and before vowels and voiced consonants]. 483 iz-

iz' [em.], i
(
z [unem.]. 484 dhis' dhis- dhiz- [em.], dh^s- dhi

y
z- [uuem.]. 485

.fis'l. t486 [(barm) =barm used]. 487 Jis^te^. 488 Jit'. 489 *t [em.], i,t

[unem.].
F- 490

[(tics' brfi)
= close by ; (n/i) =nigh or near

; (us' said B) =at the side

of
; by, for the instrument, is (wij with, as (kjilt wi, liit'ni.n, Et'n wi, v tigcr)

killed by lightning, eaten by a tiger; but (bi y)
used in: by daylight, by moonlight,

etc., as (dhe- dhir pleednt f
v

utbAA
bi^ m v

t unl/it') they played at football by
moonlight]. 491 sa'ik'. 492 said. said. 493 ^rE'iv. 494 ta'tm taim. f495
[a dog (wiz'nz), a man (muunz, gruunz) moans groans]. 496 E'iurn. f497
[(gJEt M p) or (gJEr w p) =get up used]. 498 rit.

F: 500 lik Idlk. 501 wid wo'M. 502 fiv fo'tv. 503 laif lo'if . 504
mnf no'if.

^505
wif waif. 506 WM men. 507 wimi;n. 508 mail mail.

509 wail wail. 510 min mam; mai ma'i [em.], mi^ [unem.]. 511 wain
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warn. 512 spaier. 513 wai^r. 514 cist. 515 wiz wdlz. 516 wizdem
[if used]. 517 v/^-^r/i.
0- 518 badi,. 519 O\OT. 520 boo. 521 fool. 522 op'n. 523 oop. 524

wald. 0: 525 i. B [gen. ;
but (on) is used in phrases like "enough of (on)

it; I heard of (on) it"]; ii. of. 526 kaf. 527 ba'wt'. 528 tha'wt'. 529
bra'ed'. f530 [(warkt) used]. 531 daw^Xr. 532 koolz, kool. 533 du l\

534 ool. 535 fok'. 536 ga'wd. 537 mawli,, mawlt [mouldy, become moulded,
said of the mould fungus on cheese, fruit, etc.]. 538 ww d [em.] )d [unem.].
539 ba'eVl. 540 oli

y
n. 541 wine. 542 ba'wt

1

. 543 on' [em.] [unem.]. 544
i. ti

y
n dlvsn [the first gen., the second occ.] ; ii. dhEn'. 545 op'. 546 fA'r

[em.], fur [unem.]. 547 buert. f548. f549 [(,d,dJ- e* p') to hoard, used].
550 wa'rd. 551 stA'rm. 552 kA'rn. 553 A'rn. 554 kros'.

0'- 555 sh f [old], sh^uu \_plur. (sb t
w iin)]. 556 t

t
w u [em.] te t

1

[unem.]. 557 t
v

u. 558 l^ uuk. 559 madlm1

. 560 sk^ uu. 561 bl
v
w uum.

562 nyyiun. 563 :mu ndi
l
. 564 s^un. 565 nooz. 566 dher. 567

t'w dlrer. 568 brw db.Br.

O': 569 b^ uk\ 570 t^uk. 571 gw d. 572 bl d. 573 fl d'. t574
[(at;) hatch, used, that is, birds hatched at once]. 575 stw d st

(
ud. 576

WEd'nzdi,. 577 b^u. 578 pl^ u, [old (plw f)]. 579 rrawjt
1

[plural

(Bn^ uu)]. 580 taf. 581
[(si'itjt)

searched used]. 582 k^ uul. 583 t
k

uul.

584 st^ u. 585 br
v
uum. 586 d^ u. 587 d\w uun. 588 n^ uun. 589

sp^ uun. 590 fl^ uer. 591 muBr. 592 swEEr SWIOT. f593 [(mw n) used,

(mw ne) must not]. 594 b
v
w ut\ 595 f

v
w ut\ 596 r

k
w ut\ 597 s^ut'.

f598
II- 599 BbM v. 600 la'v. 601 fawl fawl. 602 saw saem. 603 ka'm [em.],

kam krai [unem.]. 604 s^nrer. 605 s^ n. 606 da'r. 607 bw0>t\r.
U: 608 n g\i t [but (f&ww) foul 655 gen. used]. 609 iu L 610 wu l\ 611

bujvk. 612 s^ m. 613
td,rM qk'n. 614 awnd [this and the next four (aw) or

(aw)]. 615 pawnd. 616 grawnd. 617 sawnd. 618 wamid. 619 fw n\ 620

gr n'. 621 ww n'. 622 w n
k
dB

t
r. 623 f?< n\ 624 grz^ n\ 625 t qLg. t626

[(w qger), if used
;
but the adj. (w qgrij would gen. be made use of in the con-

struction]. 627 :s ndt,. 628 nw n(

. '629 sw n'. 630 ww
q
n\ 631 :tharzd^.

632 w p\ 633 kw p
(

. 634 thr
k
w u. 635 wath. 636 far'. 637 tw sh. f638.

639 Att st.

U'- 640 kjStwkjaw. 641 aw &u. 642 dhaa [em.] dha[unem. : affirmatively,
as (dha)rt leei) =thou art late

;
but (t) interrogatively, as (wil)t guu?)= wilt thou

go?]. 643 naa na. 644 sw k\ 645 doov. 646 ba?V. 647 aul. 648 aar ar

[unem.]. 649 tha^zent. 650 t?bawt. 651 \vi
;
dhaut. 652 kw dkw d-

I [unem.J. 653 ber [this form always used, as (AA bw im, b^r m/i) all

but me
; (na'wt her, nEbisr) nought but, the first occ., the second gen.,

in Peak Forest (nEp^r)].
U': 654 sraM sraM. 654* m f. 655 i&uu [meaning ugly, as in 608

;
not

used for dirty]. 656 rawm. 657 brawn. 658 dawn. 659 tawn. t660 - 661

shtmer. 662 u z [em.] BZ [unem.]. 663 aws'. 664 laws'. 665 maws'. 666

zbent. 667 awtf. 668 prawd. f669. 670 b
v
w udh. 671 mawth. 672 sawth.

Y- 673 mitj. 674 did did-. 675
t
d

k
rE'i. 676 Idi IdL 677 fov'L 678

dm. 679 tjartj. 680 bm,. 681 biz'nz. 682 lit'l.

Y: f683 [(naf) gnat, used]. 684 bndj. 685 rtdi. 686 WL f687. 688

bild. 689 intj. fb90 [they use (so^rt) sort; (br/ id) breed]. 691 maind. 692

ju qgipt. 693 sin'. 694 wark. 695 ark'n. 696 bEth. 697 bEri,. 698

niEth. 699 [only in composition, as (w/il-r/if) wheel-wright]. 700 was' [and]
war'. 701 fast. 702 w/i [in pause]; widh [gen. before a vowel]; wi vri,

[before a consonant]. 703 pit'. 704 vtks'n [used by a few in scolding a girl ;

perhaps half refined
; may be used for a bitch-fox].

Y'- 705 skja't ska'i. 706 wa'i. 707 thartnn. 708 E'iur.

Y': 709 fE'iur. 710 ark'n. 711 Is'is'. 712 mE'is\

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad'. 714 lad. 715 pad
1

. 716 ad'l [adj. occ. vb., to earn]. 717

djml. 718 foeed. t719 [(bw^JE'd) bullhead, used). f720. 721 fag' [to
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328 THE NORTH MIDLAND. [D 21.

weary]. 722 v
d

v
rmi [gen. (sw f) = sough]. 723 dEEri,. 724 bAAd. 725 seel.

726 tAAk. f727 [(pBzarv) preserve used; to Jam (djam')]. 728 sham'. 729 freem.

730 kjawn^r. f731. 732 ap'n. 733 [in Chapel to (fiBr) gen., (fr/it'n) occ.,

both to frighten ;
in Peak Forest (skar')J. 734 dE'rn. 735 smash. f736

[(wEntj)
=wench used]. 1 737 [(bw ti,) butty used]. 738 prM. 740 w^v.

742 \eez\ [seldom, gen. (a'id'l) idle].
E. 743 skriim [(skra'ik) shriek, often]. 744 miiz'lzmaz'lz. 745 tjit'. 746

briidh. f747 indee-vvT [half refined, usually to
( v
t

vrt, os') try, oss or offer].

t748 [fledged and unfledged not used, but stages of growth distinguished by
different words, as: 1. (oonli, doon on') only down on; 2. (fsdh^rz AAV groon)
feathers half grown ;

3. (fw l-fEdhBrt) full-feathered]. 749 lift [hand] . 750 bEg' .

I. andY. 753 tik'l. 754 pig'. 755
filbert.

756 srimp. 757 taint,. 758

gJEl' [half refined, (wEntj) gen.]. 759 fit
1

[adj. suitable]. f760 [(wiz'nt) wizened,
or (riqk'lt) wrinkled, used].

0. 761 luud. 762 ooktnn. t763 [(roov)=rove used]. 764 kod'l. 765

:djA
(

n. 766 mE'i dB
v
rt rn.EVdh.Brt. 767 UE'^Z. 768 ka^k' [gen. in pi. (ka'wks)].

f769 [(m^udi/warp) mouldy-warp used]. 770 :tw nrez. 771 fond. 772

be^rfE'rer. 773 doqkt, [(djak-as') jack-ass gen. used]. 774 poom',. 775
b

l
w ubi

/ [if used]. 776 gu a bai [now partially used for a long parting, gen.

(g d-d<?, g d-m'it') good-day and good-night, and when people take leave for a

considerable time (fBBr dhe, WE'!) fare thee well, or (fEEr JB WE'!) fare you well,

used]. 777 shop'. 778 ufo[vid. 779 A'ts. 780 djos'l. 781 bodliBr. 782

p dhBr. 783 pa'wl^ri,. 784 bawns. f785 [(lol, said'l), loll, sidle, used].
786 datiz. 787 saws'. 789 ra'w. 790 gjawn gjawn. 791 bt [half refined,

(lad) used].
U. 792 skwab'l. 793 g' [to carry with some inconvenience, to squeeze or

cuddle]. 794 djw g\ f795 [(w tj w p') hutch up the shoulders, used]. 796

bl/,uu bl^ uu. 797 skwik'in. 798 kwrer. 799 skw l'. 801 r^m'- 802
rw m'. 803 djw mp. 804

V
d

v
rw qk'n. 805 krw dz. 806 fw s'. 807 p^ s'.

808 pw t-.

m. ROMANCE.

A- 809 tftfb'l. 810 ies\ 811 pl<?s' pWs' [occ. for a situation for a servant,

etc.]. 812 !&'. 813 b^k'n. 814 m^s'n. 816 fml. 817 rEdi
vtj.

818 eedf.

f819 [(pash^n) passion gen. used]. 820 gjee [possibly, applied to dress]. f821.
822 :mee. 824 tjiw. 826 iig'l. f827. 828 eegi t

. 829 gjeen. 830
k
t

(
r^n

[of railway carriages]. 831 s^r^n [di- omitted]. 832 niEEr. 833 pEEr.
834 sh?z. 835 riiz'n. 836 siiz'n. 838 ^rit'. 839 i. b^l [if used], ii. bAA.

840 tj^mbBr. 841 tjans. 842 plaqk. 843 brantj. 844
,t vrEntj. 845

^ntpnt. 846 taltj-tjandbr [
= tallow-chandler]. 847 d^ndpr. 848 tpmdj.

849 s
v
t

tr^ndpr. 850 dans. 851 eent. 852 ap^rn. 853 barg^n. 854 bari,l.

855 kjan?t. 856 part. 857 kj^s'. 858 br^s'. 859 t^s'. 860 pest. 861
t<?st. 862 s<?f. f863. 864 bikooz. 865 fot'. 866 puer.
E- 867 tee. 868 dj^. 869 vul. 870 b^uti, [b^uti^l]. 871 Bgr/i.

872 tj/iflt, [occ.=gen., mostly]. t873. 874 r<;<?ni
/ [pi. (reeniz) reins]. 876

dmitv 877 EEr. 878 sahri^ 879 iee-meel [unfrequent] . 880 Egza-mp'l.
881 SEns. 882 panzi 7

. 883 da-nd^la'i-en. 884 prEnttz. 885 VEri
;
. 886

fra'i-tjr[if used]. f887. 888 sart^n. f889. 890 bist.
'

891 fist. 892 nEfi,.
893 flawBr. 894 di^v. 895 ri^s^v.
I- andY-- 897 d^la'it' [as (/i ieez B dijo'it' i, d^u-^n mistj/if) he takes a

delight in doing mischief]. 898 na'is'. 899 mis'. 900 pra?. 901 fatn fain.

902 mam main. 903 fi. ; ii. dinBr. 904 vaiht. f905. t906. f907.
908 advai-s'. 909 bruz. 910 djE'is'. 911 SES^rn. 912 rats'.

0-. 913 kootj. 914 brootj. 915 stM f . 916 ni,Bn. 917 roog. f918
[(w^k') weak used]. 919 F/intniBnt [or (SAAV) salve]. 920 pE'int. 921
BkwE'int [half refined]. f922 [(s^ro'ik')

= strike =4 pecks, used]. 9238^^'.
t923. f923*. 924 tp'is'. 925 VE'is'. 926 spE'il. f927. 928 aems. 929

kja' -kz^mbBr. 930 lE'm. 931 djw g'lBr. 933 frw nt. 935 k^n^ri^ 937
kok'. 938kA'rnBr. 939 i. and ii. tie's'. 940 kuut. 941 f^ uu. 942 bw tjBr.
943 tw tj. 944 [see 198]. 945 vaww [sb.] [for the vb. (swEEr) used]. f946.
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D 21, 22.] THE NORTH MIDLAND. 329

947 bE'iil. 948 bawwl. 949 ma^ld \or ?] ma'wwd m
v

M uud. 950 s# pBr. 951
k p'l. 952 i. kws

1

;
ii. kos'. 953 kw z'n. 954 kw.sliBn. 955 dawt da?t.

956 k* VBT. t959.
U-- 960 \]ee. 961 gr v

w uiL 963 kwa'rBt. 964 sh^u-^t. 965 B'!.
966 fr

t
w ut\ 967 sh^ ut' [a suit of clothes]. 968 cfister. '969 shiiuBr.

670 d^ st. 971 fl&ut' fl/.utf.

Principal Variants for Combs Valley.

Combs Valley (se. of Chapel-en-le-Frith) properly belongs to D 25, Var. iv,
where a dt. will be found in the same peculiar notation as this cwl. But as it is

in the parish of Chapel, and differs from it chiefly in three points, TH. has here
furnished a list of the principal variants. Ch. = Chapel-en-le-Frith ;

C. = Combs
Valley.

First point. Ch. (uu, u) become C. (UB), rarely permissibly (UB).
A'- 76 tfred. 86 frets. 87 tlfruz. 89 bmjdh. A': 118 buBn. 124

stuBn. 127 UBS' . M'\ 226 muBst. 0. 761 luBd. 0--940kuBt.
952 i. kuBS\

Second point. Ch. (ii, i)
become C. (IB), rarely permissibly (!B).

M- ISOliBst. M'- 184 liBd. 186 briBd. 187 HBV. 191 IB!. 192 nmm.
193 tliBn. 200 wiBt. 202 iBt. M': 216 diBl. E: 267 iBld. EA': 350
diBd. 351 liBd. 354 shiBf . 355 diuf . 356 liBf . 360 tiBm. 361 biBn.

363 tjfup'. 368 diBth. EO': 434 biBt. E. 743 skriBm. 745 tjiBt'.

746 briBdh. U. 793 [(skwiBz) used]. 797 skwiBk'^n. A-- 835 riBz'n.

836 siBz'n. 838
v
t

t
riBt\ E-- 869 VIB!. 890 biBst. 891 fiBst.

Third point. Ch. (aw, aw, aw) become C. (ai, at, ai) respectively.
U- 601 fail. 602 sat. U: 614 amd. 615 pamd. 616 gramd. 617

saind. 618 wamd. U'- 640 kjae. 641 ai &. 647 M. 649 tha<ZBnt.

650 Bbait. 651 wirdait. U': 654 sratd srittd. 656 raern. 657 bram.
658 dam. 659 tarn. 663 aV. 664 laV. 665 mats\ 667 ait'. 668 praid.
671 maith. 672 saith. A. 730 kiam^r. 0. 784 bams. 786 daw.
787 sats

1

. 0-. 928 ains. 948 ball. 955 da'et.

Also EO- 386 Ch. (j yu) is C. (ja'ti).

D 22 = w.NM. = western North Midland.

Boundaries. Begin w. at the mouth of the Bibble and go up it to the ne. as

far as its junction with the Hodder on the b. of Yo., just s. of Great Mitton.

Then proceed along the b. of La., going first e. and then s. to Todmorden. Then
turn sw. along the nw. b. of D 21, se. of Bacup, nw. of Bury and se. of Bolton,
w. of Peel and e. of Tyldesley and Astley, and then turn s. over Chat Moss to the

junction of the Irwell and Mersey. Go down the Mersey to the sea, and take the

coast round to the mouth of the Kibble.

It has been thought advisable to pursue the La. b. against Yo., but it will be

seen that the neighbouring D 24 greatly resembles D 22 on its w. side, and I

formerly attempted to include Halifax, Huddersfield, Marsden, and Saddleworth

with the e. parts of D 22. But on further examination these have been included

as a variety of D 24.

Area. The whole of s.La., s. of the Eibble, with the exception
of the se. portion in D 21.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following places, where *

means vv. per AJE., f per TH., ||
in systematic spelling, in io.

t Blackburn, f Bolton, f Burnley, fChorley, Clitheroe, fCliviger Valley,

Colne, fEarlstown, f Farrington, t Halliwell, fHaslingden, Higham,
tHoddlesden, Leigh, fLeyland, *Mellor, fNewton-le-Willows, f Ormskirk,
t Penwortham, f Prescot, Sabden, Samlesbury, f Skelmersdale, t Walton-le-

Dale, f Warrington, f Westhoughton, Whalley, f Wigan, f Worsthorn.

These notes have superseded the numerous printed books, which were neither

local enough nor precise enough for my purposes.
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Cha/racter. There is a very fair amount of uniformity, but in

such an extensive tract of country with large towns and outlying
manufacturing districts, many varieties may be expected, and I

have been induced to consider six, Yar. i. Omiskirk, Yar. ii. Bolton

and "Wigan, Yar. iii. Chorley and Leyland, Yar. iv. Blackburn,
Yar. v. Burnley, Yar. vi. Old Colne Yalley. The differences are

often very minute, and they are here illustrated by a cwl. for each

separate variety, by four interlinear versions for Yar. i, ii, iii, v, by
two interlinear dt. for Yar. iv, and by a dt. for Yar. vi.

The general character for the whole district is as follows :

A- generally (ee) as (neem) name.
A' normally (6; as (ru^d) road, occ. (00} ,

and the adv. no is often (na^).
E- often (E') as (spE'ik) speak.
E'-

(ii)
or

(/i)
and occ. (&'i}.

I generally (i),
but occ. treated as I'. In the unemphatic pronoun I the sound

is regularly (A).

I' normally (di}, usually assumed as (o'e), hut not unfrequently (aa) in Var. i,

ii, iv, and in Yar. iv. both (di} and (aa) are used.

often becomes (6i) in Var. iv, v, as in D 24.

0' seems naturally inclined to (uu) in the form ('u), hut occ. hecomes (6),

probably as a variant of (LIU) .

U is regularly (w ), see p. 291, but in a few words, as (kam) come, reaches (a),
a sound otherwise well known in the district for (dag tlag fag) dog clog fog.

U' becomes generally (aa aa1

) ;
the transitional form from (aw) in D 21 was

evidently (aa), which occurs in Var. v, vi, with the first element thinned in Var.

iv, as (a
1

at) and even (eat) out, and from Haslingden, Var. iv, I obtained (tecvn

d&en) town down. But the regular sound in this part of La. is (aa), as it is in D
24, 26, or its refinements (aa

1

, sea?). It is this sound which is meant by the La.

spelling eaw, invented by Collier (Tim Bobbin), and used by all La. dialect writers,
whatever be the pronunciation of their district. In Collier's district at Eochdale,
D 21, people now say (a'wt). The forms (a'w bu} are in D 22 reserved for EAL
and OH words, as (a'wd owld, bo?*t), old, bought, and are never confused with (aa).
In spelling, dialect writers use ow for this sound, in contradistinction to eaw.

Among consonants -^r -
t
d

v
r -

v
te

(

r -jd^r) are used as in D 21, which may be
considered as containing those legitimate forms throughout that have been degraded
and altered in D 22. Otherwise (r)

has the same values as in D 21, that is, (r),

p. 293. It decidedly affects the preceding vowel, as (dar) door. The r is also

at least occasionally reverted to (R) in the words our Mary vary cares queer
share, and even sometimes there where.

In the w. parts of D 22 (q) final becomes (qg) as (rw qg), but this seems to die

out eastwards.

The gutturals (kh kjh) were common in Var. vi. in 1840. Cases still occur in

other parts of D 22, where old people use (kh) in rough tough (rw kh t^< kh), but
as a rule it is lost, though Leigh (5 se.Wigan) is stated to be pronounced as

The definite article seems to be normally (th), but (dh) occurs before vowels,
and even (dh-e) is heard. The article is frequently assimilated, and becomes (t\
s

1

, k', p'). The form () is much more common than I had anticipated, and will

be found in all the illustrations. But it is decidedly not the normal form here as

it is in D 24. The final
(s, f, t) frequently become (z, v, d), as (dhi'z ruad, B

kAAv, nod), this road, a calf, not, but I do not know the law of change.
Medial or final

(1)
is sometimes omitted, as in (owd fo?'u skce'u) old fool school.

There is a large number of very characteristic words, which are

not within the scope of this investigation, but may be seen (mixed
with those of m. and n.La.) in Nodal and Milner's Glossary, where
also a list of numerous printed works in the dialect is given.
The speech of this district is sufficiently homogeneous to render
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it difficult to formulate the differences of pronunciation which
determine a variety. Of course those dialect-connoisseurs by whom
a man from each of the five modern varieties is immediately
distinguished, rely on much beside pron. They are guided by
intonation, and the use of certain words and peculiar constructions,
none of which can here be considered.

Var. i. Ormskirk has a fine (aa
1
, seae) for U', as (daa

Tn Asesen) down, (daan)
at Skelmersdale, and a broader sound (aa) or

occasionally (aa) for I' in (taam,

faav) time, five. The 0' words have (tin) as (dwu) do, and the
,
OU ' words

are treated in the same way.
Var. ii. Bolton and Wigan have generally only the finest (3333) for U' words as

(daeaen) down, and often the broad (aa) or broadest (AA) in the I' words, as (taam

tAAm) time. The 0' words are uncertainly treated with (uu, ce'u) as (stuu, dce'un)

stool, done, and if it has been rightly appreciated, (daarnt) don't, TH. feels

certain of the (r). The French is (UB) in (kuBt) coat.

Var. iii. Chorley and Leyland is more distinct. The U' words have the form

(a
1

^) as (da'an), which on trial will be found to be a transitional pron. from

(dsVwn) to (daa'n). The I' words have the distinct form (<u) as (ta'im) time,

continually conceived as (to'im). The 0' and Fr. words as before.

Var. iv. Blackburn. Here the U' words pass back to (aa
1

) through (a
1

^)

as (da'im daa'n), but the (di) remains or at most becomes (aa) as in (said, saad)
side. The 0' words vary as (uu, ce'u), as (skuu, ska'u) school, the French
in (kuut) remains.

Var. v. Burnley. The U' words have (a
!

a) again as (da
1

an), and the I' words

continue to have (di), as (tdim) time. The 0' words are variously treated as

(uu, uu), but also most peculiarly as (noin, spom) noon, spoon, which appears for

O: as (oil) hole, and for French as (koit, tlois) coat, close. This form seems

an alteration of (uu) through (61?).
We shall find it very distinctive in D 24.

Var. vi. The old Colne Valley pron. is mainly distinguished by the constant

use of the guttural (kh) as shewn below.

The extreme difficulty in finding phonetic differences, and the fading of the

slightly different forms into one another, shew the propriety of considering these

forms of speech as insignificant varieties of one main dialect. I have selected

above merely those forms which shew some difference, the other forms are

practically identical throughout, as the following examples and cwl. will shew.

Illustrations. Through the labours of TH., continued for many
years, I am able to give satisfactory illustrations of the first five

varieties in the following interlinear cs. and dt. Only those who
have tried to represent dialectal pron. with accuracy can sufficiently

appreciate the difficulty of procuring and writing such specimens
as are here given, and the long time and attention that they have

demanded. The interlinear representation will enable the differ-

ences in the varieties to be more easily perceived. The notes shew
variants or explain differences. For the old Colne Valley Var. vi.

I am indebted to a correspondent who himself spoke the dialect in

his youth, and witnessed the loss of (kh) and the substitution of

(6w) for (okh). The five cwl. which follow have been chiefly

drawn up from wn. by TH., without introducing words from the

cs. They are all necessarily incomplete, because they contain

words actually heard and noted at the time, and speakers frequently
did not make use of such words as it would have been desirable to

register, and constantly repeated other words, or made use of new
words comparatively unimportant for our purpose. In Var. ii. I

had valuable assistance from Bolton, and in Var. iv. from Samlesbury

by other informants, but the want of TH.'s accuracy and phonetic
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knowledge was much felt. Precise indications are given in the

heading to each cwl.

POUR INTERLINEAR cs.

Four versions of the cs. obtained and written from dictation by TH.

S. Skelmersdale (:skJE-nrerzd/l) (7 n-by-w.St. Helens, 4 ese.Ormskirk and 12

ne. Liverpool), representing Ormskirk or sw.La. speech, taken in June, 1878,
from dictation of Silvester Pye, joiner, native, b. 1823, and his wife. This
illustrates Var. i.

W. Westhoughton (4 wsw.Bolton and 11 e. Skelmersdale), and representing
that speech, except for I' Y' words taken in July, 1876, from dictation of W.
Winward, formerly a mill-hand, then a clerk, native, b. 1846, assisted by his

mother and sister. "Westhoughton is called (ra'wf 'n), the (f) replacing the old

guttural, and in refined form is (:a'wt"n). This illustrates Var. ii.

L. Leyland (5 s.Preston) written in 1887 from diet, of Miss Susan Maria Ffaring-
ton, of Worden in Leyland, born 1807, and since deceased, an extensive landed

proprietor, who took great interest in the language of the people, and endeavoured

to give the speech as she knew it in her youth. The omitted words and phrases
are given at the end of the notes. TH. subsequently read his version to natives

of Farrington (2 n. Leyland), referred to as T and E, and one who had been

long resident at Leyland, but himself a native of Ambleside, We., a working
man, b. about 1827, referred to as W. Their suggestions will appear in the

notes. This illustrates Var. iii.

B. Burnley (20 ene. Leyland), written in 1875-6 from dictation of James

Fielding, cotton operative, b. about 1845, native, speaking the dialect ordinarily.
This illustrates Var. v.

The correctness of (MU) for (te'u) in S was ascertained by TH. in special visits

in 1888. Westhoughton had both (uu, <e'u).

0. Yar. i. Skelmersdale. wdi :djA
xn EZ no daats.

Var. ii. Westhoughton. waa :djon)z noo dse'ts.

Var. iii. Leyland. wdi :djA
sn az no da^ats.

Var. v. Burnley. wa* :djon [:djA
x

n] az nuB da^ats.

1. S WEV

1, lad, dhzi Bn im me buBth laaf Bt wot
W WEX

1, :tw m, im Bn dhii me buBdh la'wf Bt dhe'z

L WEV

1, oud tjap
x

,
jd Bn im urn buBth laf Bt) t*"s

B wil, :djak
v

,
im en dim mi3 bu^dh laf rat wot

S A)m girm te tEl)jra. UB kjo
v

Rz ? dhat)s noodhrar irar nrar

"W nmz ra maan. UB kjaR'z ? dhat)s noodhrar irar nrar

L nmz 13 main. bw d dhad)z noodhrar irar nrar

B A)m b^an te see. brar A
kje'rar

nowt
v

-eba^at *t. dhat)s

S dhirar.

W dhfor.

L dhfrar.

B noodhrar frar nrar dhii?r.

2. S dhBr)z nod SB rnon* BZ diiz w* bl'tn laaft at,W dhrar)z not SB moni fok' dziz thm'u bHn la'wft at,
L van? fzu

v

fdks diin kooz dhB)r laft at,
B dhBr)z nuBn SB moni diiz b^kaz dlre)r laft at,
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S
"W
L
B

S
"W
L

3. S

L

S
"W
L
B

B

noon, ddnt wi ? wot shBd meek
noon dhat, dw nBt wi ? seae -kw d dlw dii wi bHn la'uft at ?

wot sBd m<?0k Bin ?

noon, dumnt wi na^a ? wot shw d dha dzi fA
x

r ?

it ez'nt VEM Itfo'kK ^'

't)s not B laakb' tlwqg, iz}it?

d)z nod vare laklt,
it fc'z'nt laklt, *z t?

an t WBZ B dh^'z rood,

t wur djw st B dhs'n,
dhiiz 's ffaks B)th ka^s^,

z wot A)m baxan te

djw st owd

djw st ar
iid

6M
dwst old

mAn, 'en

dh* nE^'z, mAv

n, -en

JOT dzn i3n

dh* dm', mAx

n, wi

A)V d^ n.

ten aa)v d^ n.

b* kwdivt dlren di)n dii n.

\)i kwdit til A
V

)V dt6 n.

aa
x

rk'n)dh!

ark'n.

dhwuz fook

dh^'uz fdk

dhEm
dhEm

4. S A)m sErtm a iBrd ram

W aa)m sErtan a JErd am t
v

see sw m B dh^'uz fdk oz

L di)rn sart'n di iBrd Bm see sw m
B A

V

noo var* wzil A JErd Bm see sw m

S WEnt thrwu th)wool theq^g frB)th)fost dhBrsslz dhat A
"W WEnt thro/u AA)t the'q dhBrsEl frw )t

v

L nood it oo frB)t
x

fost

B WEnt thrwu t
v wul djob frB)t

v

farst

S dM, seef Bnw f.

"W be'gm'm tB)th iind.

JLt

B

5. S BS)S) jw qgst lad essEl', B grE^'dW ^s t
v

JM qgst su n SSE!
X

,
'B graYd

L dh"Bt t
v

jw qst su n essEP, 'B b'g
B dhT3t th) jw qkst lad e'ssEl

v

,
B gart

S nood s f^^dh^rz va's m
^Y nood is f<?0dhi3rz VE'^S n
L nood es f<?edhBrz vo's Bt

B nood is f^dhBrz vois

lad ndm ter 6wd,
lad 'B naan jir a'wd,

lad ra nazn

lad nam J^r owd,

BV it ww s SB

'B mfmt, for AA BZ *t WOT SB

wonst, dhd it WBF SB

Bt wwns dho it wa v

r SB
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S kw9Q[ii Bn skwaakm, Bn a kBd
v
t

v
rw st zm tt?

"W raeaest* Bn kw99[_R,- 8n a btliiv BZ ii)d spu'ek
L k*#iBr -en skweekin, en a*) x

d
Vt,rw st Jon lad tB spE'*'k

B kwe'Br -en SB skw0k*n, Bn A kod
V
t

v
rw st im. te spE'*k

S
N
t
x

N
t

x
rwuth an* d^, dhat A k^ d.

"W
N
t

v

x
t iVuth am d0, dhat a du.

L
x
t
v

x
t rwuth on* dee.

B
x
t

x

v
t riuth. om dee, di, A *kii d dhat.

6. S
"

L
B

S
"W
L
B

S
"W"

L
B

7. S
W
L
B

S
"W
L
B

S
W
L
B

8. S
W
L
B

'on th)6wd ww mi3n isrsEl B! tEl am on ra BZ laafs,

"en tth)a'wd wWoni^n -ersEl -el tEl am on JB az *'z la'wfVn
^n dh)6i/d ww ni^n 'ersEl '1 tEl on* ^ .re

Bn th)6wd ww mBn BPSE! ^1 tsl on* B soo Bt)s laf
x

*n

'Bn s
s
t

v
rE'*t fored, ^n AA, baat imtj bodh^r, *V jo)l

SB m*tj, Bn ul tEl)jB rit TSW^ baaa
t an* bodh^r, BV JB)!

s
%
t

v
rE'*'t of, ba^at oni bodh^r, *'f JB

na^, Bn tEl JB s
x
t

v
rE'*t fored, twu5

,
ba jat on* bodh^r, *'f jo)d

bod aks BI, w^nt wu ?

djw st aks Br, a noo u wzl.

aks'n Br.

dnl* aks)Br, ww d'nt wu5
?

Itest to?id "mi wsn A aks
vt)i3 v

r oodh^r twu
ez 8eae)t z'z u ta'wd 'mil wsn a aks

N
t B

v
r tuu

djw st BZ u toiid mil tuuthri ta*mz o^r,
uu6

tfild 'mil wEn A' aks
Nt)i3 x

r B tu^thr*

'wu d*d'n out tB b* rw qg
-uu a'ut t

x

noo,
shw d'nt b* rw qg

thrii ta*mz d^r,

thrii taamz (for,

Bn
tdmiz dBr, {in6 did, Bn tin out tB noo

B s*tj B th*qg BZ dh*V, wod'n joo th*qk ?

wod'n joo th*'qk ?

th*'qk JB, Bbaa
at sw tj B th*'qg BZ dhz'z.

AX

! Bba^ it, wot th*'qks)ta
1a?

WEN

1 BZ A WBS sE
x

;*n, *wu)d
WE! BZ & WBI scejin, 'uu)l trl)jB sese

WEV

! BZ a* wBr see)in, 'uu Bd tEl)jB wiBr
WEV

! BZ A WBP see)m. t
"itu

5

)d tEl)jB Av

l

Bn WEn wu
Bn WEn u

u
wiBr uu

"W
L
B

fond
x
t

v

V
d

x
rw qk'n thiqg,

fw n
N
t

x

X
d

x
rw qk'n p*'g

x

BZ u
fw n

x
t

v

S
d

v
rw qk'n biBst BZ u

fw n dha
%
t d

x
rw kh'n bEgBr [a

!

and] Bt w

[ 1766 }
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9. S uu swo'Br uu sii im widh Br oon iin s
v
t

xrEtjt AA t
v

W u swder u siid im wi Br oon iin li;in s
x
t

NrEtjt
L u swoBr u siid im wi Br oon iin ldi;in s

v
t

vrfitjt

B uu6 swoBr uu5
szi im wi Br oon iin lai;in Iw q)

S lEqth on th)nwuBr, in iz bEst kuBt, tlds

AY Blw qk w pB t
x

graeaBnd, in iz g^ d sw ndi kuBt, tlds

L [leed] u pB th)gra
1and in iz gw d sw ndB kuBt, tlds

B leqkth on)t
v

gra^nd, in iz
gifc d sw nd

S bi t
x

door, daan Bt t
v

W bi)t th)se8ez da'r, daeaen Bt t'

L bi V duBr B)th a^s, da^ Bt t'

B tu iz oon dax

r, daTan Bt t
v

S Jon loon.

"W loon jon\

L Jon luBn.

B loin.

10. S ii WBZ rdBrin Bn bElYn

W i WBr m^kin B nE'iz on miBnin issEl, u SE
x

d, fer AA)t'
L i WBr wdz'nin BW^, u SE

V

Z, fBr oo)th
B ii WBr miBnin

S laik B grE'it soft kAAV.

W warld laak B tjalt BZ iz puBrli, Br B litl WEntj BZ iz pw t se
v

t

L wA^rld Idik B badli tjaelt, Br B litl WEnsn in B frEt
x
.

B Idik B L't'l tjdild Bt WBr puBrli, Br B b't'l laV Bt wBr

S
"W B)t

v

rood wi sw mBt.

B

11. S Bn dhat

W en AA dhat
L Bn dhat ap'nd BZ u Bn Br

B Bn AA! dhis ap'nd BZ a'r Bn Br

ap'nt B)th washVn dee, BZ uu Bn Br

ap'nt, e)t' wAHWin dee, BZ a v

r Bn Br
< T ^

S dow
x
t
x
B

vr)in)lAA kwum thr^u t
v bakv

"W d[-i'u
v
t
v
B

xr)in)lAA kuum thruu t
x bak

v
JA

x

rt, djw st BZ

L dow
x
te

x
r i loo kuum thruu t

v bak
v

foud, fre

B ladz wdif kwum thrwu t
v

bak Ja[rd TB

S dhi)d bin iqgin th)tluBz at,

TY dhi)d bin Eqgin t
x
tluBz ae't B

x
t

x

dr^'i,

L iqgin aaat t
N
wit tluBz tB drat on(f wEshVn dee,

B iqin t
N

tloiz a ]

at Bt
v

WEsh'in dee,
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12. S wail t
v

kst'l WBZ bdelen fer tee, WAvn fa'en

"W waal t
x

kEt'l wBr bE'e'len for t
v

bagm, WAVH gimll*
L wde'l [t

x

] kJEt'l WBr is bo*1m for [t
x

] tee, on a brit

B wol t
v

kfit'l WBr bozle'n for t
v

t^, won ra'e't

tharzdt.

thA'rzde.

tharzde.

S aftBrnwun e) sw mBr,
"W faan sw mBr af^Bjnuun,
L fam sw m^r af

x
te

srnuun,
B fam a^t^^r^nMun swm^r tazm, nab^t

S

oonle B wzikv
t
x
nEks

na'wbBt B wekv
sen t

x
nsks

V wV sm t
v

neks[_t
B wik sm t

x
nEks

13. S Bn, ddnt JB noo ? A ne'vBr iBrd ne muBr Bbaat it 1

W en du n joo noo ? a nEVBr lE^mt nd muBr ten dhe's

L Bn tern JB ? de nEVBr iBrd one muBr B dhez

B Bn dw n JB noo ? a nEVBr JErd nuB muBr on it frB

S dh*z d<9<9, -Bs

"W ^baeasd dbad btzntz fro dhad dee t
x

dhV, ash sho/imr BZ

L bfzn'BZ w p tu ted^^, ^sh shu^r)z
B dhat dee tv dhsN

,
Bsh sMuer BZ

S mdt n^m)z wot it iz, VD. A ddnt kje^r ^baat it,

"W maa n^^m)z :djak isliEp^rd, en a ddnt want t' d<e'u

L m* neem)z rdjA'n :wAv

t
x

'n, ^n di ddnt want noodn^r,
B TTIAA neem)z :djak, i?n A du^nt waant te diiu

S dw^)JB noo ?

"W noodn^r, sw naea3 jo an it.

L dhfer- naa !

B noodhisr, SMO naa dhen
N
.

14. S im naa A)m
a)m

woomgirm
gu*m

L ^n su dY)m gu-m u^m te me sw pi3r.

B -en na !a A)! bi pdkm of
x waxm te me sw pBr.

naese. gw d

g^ ^
sw gw d

anibode

B tjap
dw )nBt be SB ke^ek tB kroo dBr B bode

S nit, ^n ddnt be SB rEde tB kroo

W nit, an dw )nBt be SB shae'rp ot
v

kroo-in

L nit,

B nit, Bn duBnt be SB EEde BgiBn Bt taken fok of,

S BgJE
x

n, wEn ii)z tAAkeii Bbaat out.

"W t
x nEks taam BZ ez tAAken Bbaeset a'wt.

L BgJE'n, wEn i tdks B wod i nooz on.

B wEn dbB)r tAAken Bba jat out.
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15. S

W dhu)r
L d)z
B i)z

li ww d b* soft fwu -BS takt baat an r<?<?z'n.

wek f^e'uz ^s pre<?ts baeaBt sEns.

wek fuu -BS prets ba^t reez'n.

gart fiiul Bt tAAks ba:
at SEns.

S dhat)s AA T?Z A
V

EV te SEE rabaat t.

"W dhat)s AA -BZ a av for f si.

L dhad)z me last wAv

rd.

B dhat)s AA! Bt AA)V te stf<? Bba^at t.

so

sw

gw d nit.

gw d nit.

gwod nit.

gw d nit.

JVbfe* to Skelmersdale cs., p. 332.

1. &M? or (:tw m), etc.

4. s/<? or (shttuur) sure.

5. that the youngest, there is an
assimilation of (th) to (s). queer or

(k^3H|_R), observe reverted
(it)

. trust,

observe dentality.
6. without much bother or (widhaat

ani bodhm1

).

8. as I was saying, or (BZ A SE'd) as

I said. thing or fog?) hog, pig.
9. best or (sw ndB) Sunday. door or

(dAAr).

1 1 . daughter-in-law or (dliEEr rdjak's
waif) their Jack's wife. yard, possibly
with (R).

13. to this day or (sin) since. as
sure as my name's what it is, or (rash
shwuCT us tw p)s n t'n) as sure as

tup, i.e. ram, is mutton, or (esh shwuer
BZ mai neem)z :djak ishEp^rd) as sure

as my name's Jack Shepherd.
14. / am going home, or (A)! gu

woom) I'll go home.

Notes to West Houghton cs., p. 332.

0. why, at "Westhoughton (waa), but

at Bolton generally (wa'i), and so for

other long r, Y' words.

1. Tom, (:djak) Jack, etc., represent
the plainest peasant speech, (rtzyni,

:djoni) Tommy, Johnny, etc., used to

children and youths ;
adults in '

quiet
and homely

'

speech say (:tw im?z,

:wil-im, :dj^mz) Thomas, "William,
not (:wil-jCTn), James, etc. thee.

Children and young people thou each

other generally, and adults Godchildren,

parents thou their children of all ages,
husbands and wives and older people
who have been familiar from youth,
thou each other ; to thou a senior would
be an offence. This is a general custom
in the NM. group. laugh, more rudely

(lojwf). cares, or (kjeanz). TH. says
W. gave the latter and his sister the

one in the text, and that he also wrote

(kje'Rz) and found it the most difficult

word to analyse.
2. there's not so many folk dies, or

(dher)z ^ vEri tuth-ri fok' BZ d/iz) there

is a very two -three [small number of]
folk as dies. How could they die.

4. all the thing, or (th)wool thiq)
the whole thing.

5. rusty, between (raeesti) and

(raa'sti), it stands for the dialectal

form rousty.
7. as how it is hoo told, observe (u,

uu) for hoo = she.

10. he were making a noise and

moaning himself.
11. yard, also (ja^rd).
13. till this, sometimes (tEn). so

now you have-n it.

14. aught, or (anithin) anything.
15. say, here (si)

but (aee) in par. 4.

Notes to Leyland cs., p. 332.

0. doubts, (a
1

a) appears to be the

normal form for U' and ou- words, but
in L. and Farington villages TH.
observed several examples with the (a)

very faint, and in two or three heard

(aa
f
) only.

1. you, (dhi) is the ordinary form
used as in Chapel, D 21. him, Miss

Ff gave (1),
but both T and E believe

(tm) to be the normal form, and also

TH. thinks the proper form of both is

(buedh).
2. die-n, Miss Ff said (da'in) in error,

probably both (diiz, diin) are used.

laughed at, Miss Ff wrote and said

(laf'n)). what, Miss Ff had (wat).

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1769 ] 113
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make, TH. says (mak) most probably,
"W adds '

by elderly people.'
3. howsoever, Miss Ff had (a'asem-

nEvt?r) corrected by T. the facts, (th)

assimilated to (f), inserted by TH.

your, (dhi) is the ordinary form. until

I have done, for (di)n), "W would write

(i)v). Can (i)n) be an alteration of

(a'i)m), the (m) assimilated before (d) ?

* I'm done '
for ' I've done '

is not un-

frequently heard.

4. certain (sart'n), generally. /
heard, unemphatic. / is oftener (A)

thanfrfi); all "(00) certainly," TH.
;

(AA) Miss Ff. -first (fost), T.

5. fathers, (tedhwz) T., (fadherz)
Miss Ff. voice, (vais) Miss Ff. Td
better (A)d). squeaking, (skwakin) T
and W, or (skriitin) W. speak, (spE'ik)

T, (sp^k) Miss Ff .

6. if you ask-en her, or (if so aks

er), or (iv .re n6wt bed aks
v
t vf) T, if

you nought but asked her.

7. wrong, (roqg) Miss Ff, (rw qg,

raqg) W.such, TH. thinks that

probably (sitj) is the normal sound,
and says that he has heard (mitj) twice.

8. as I, or (BZ A}. beast (brest) is

sg. Miss Ff said (bres), which is

plural.
9. eyes (iin) E, (diz) Miss Ff.

stretched laid upon the ground, or (^t

fw
?
l lEqkth ont' gra'and) E. Sunday,

this is E's reading, (best sw ndra kuet)
is also used, W ; (sw ndi) Miss Ff.

close by the door, or (tlos te)t' du^r) E.

10. whining or (bEl'in) bellowing,
W. world fwi'rld) E; (warld) Miss

YL badly, E's reading; (sik) Miss Ff.

little wench in a fret, (nowti WEnsh)

naughty wench is much more idiomatic,
E.

11. happend, (ap'nd) E
; (ap'nt)

Miss Ff. her daughter-in-law, or (ar

rdjimz wif) E. came (kw m) Miss

Ff . ; (kuum) E. clothes, (tltoz) E
;

tloiz) Miss Ff, which seems impossible.

dry, (v
d

vrii) Miss Ff
; ( v

d
vrai) E,

who prefers the following rendering of

the end of this paragraph, (fro iqgin t'

tlu'ez a1at
13)
th WEsh'in dee), from

hanging the clothes out on the washing

day.
12. boiling (boilin) E; bailin Miss

Ff. tea, also (bag' in, v
d

vriqkin) used at

farms W. bright, (o v brcfit') Miss Ff
;

(on B brit') E. nobbut = on\y, (nab^t)
E

; (nobet) Miss Ff. thursday,

(thArzdi) Miss Ff
; (thVrzde) E.

13. hear-en, by elderly people. J
never, I don't, (A) is more usual than

(a'i). sure, (shwuur) W. John want,
Miss Ff. adds (tu) to, which E
excides.

14. so / am, (su (a'i)m) E, (so i)z),
Miss Ff, which is n.La. home (torn),
E. do)not, (darnd) E, where

(r)

seems an error if pronounced. quick,

(sharp, rEdi) E. again, ("egren) E,
but W confirms the text for Leyland.
E would render par. 14 thus, (im naa

A)m gwin u^m te mi sw pBr. gM d

nit, en darnd [(r) distinct] bi s^ rEdi to

kroo 6^r v bodi egi^n, WEU i toks B wod
i nooz sw m^t isba^at) .

15. it is, (it)s) Miss Ff. E would
render the paragraph thus : (id)z nowt
bd B fuu BS prets ba'at SEUS. b^d A')!
SE nout n'B rndCT. SUB g?^ d nit) .

Omitted "Words.

As will be seen in the version Miss
Ff omitted many words and phrases in

the cs. TH. questioned her and ob-

tained the following results.

1. neighbour, (nEber)
" used by

elderly people, W" or (niitor),
which TH. thinks should be (neebvr).
who cares ? (woo kjeaRZ ?),

T says

(uu).
2. men, mE

r

n. we know, don't we ?

(wi noon, dw n wi ?) .

3. hold, (6wd) Ff and W. noise,

(noiz) Ff and W. friend (frand).
4. folks (foks).
5. great boy (greet bo'i). aye, I

would (ai, di w^ t). "W corrects to

(w d).
6. 00 (tuu). only (oonli). oh!

won't she? (oo\ winet uu?). much,

(mitj) W.
7. leastways (liist weez). when I

asked her (wEn di aks
vt)'B vr). did she

(did uu). ought not (owt'nt). point

(point). what do you think? (wod)'n

joothiqk?).
8. hoiv (a*E). when (wEn').
9. at full length (t fu l lEqth),

"sometimes (lEnth)," but this TH.
doubts.

10. ^W(garl).
11. yard (jard).
12. one (wA

r

n). only, see 6. come

(k m).
13. do you know ? (dw n Ji3 noo

?)

learned (larnd). Shepherd, (:shEpurt)
Miss Ff

; (: shEperd) T . either (oodhur) .

14. this, that, t'other (dhis, dhat,

15. goodbye (gw d
ba'i),

used only for

a long leavetaking.

[ 1770 ]
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Miss Ffarington also gave the follow-

ing account of an Easter "
lifting," as

overheard by herself between 1827 and

1837 from an eyewitness, probably a

servant or labourer, speaking in the

Leyland dialect, and written down by
her at the time.

when James and Thomas and Jack and

:Elin, ti p nsht
ter came to lift Ellen, she punched

Bn u skrif vn u nipt un ti

and she shrieked and she nipped and she

skrat'
; ra ti kjtkt :dpemz, vn u

scratched ; and she kicked James, and she

basted :pii v
te

vr, Bn u Iw gd :tu muz, sn
basted Peter, and she lugged Thomas, and

h stamptwj^th'fluCT^n u skrit
she stamped upon the floor, and she shrieked

murther !

Here basted means beat violently,
lugged pulled by the hair. This speci-
men was said byW to be (greedli :mos),
that is, exactly in the Leyland Moss
dialect.

Notes to Burnley cs., p. 332.

1. Jack, thee, salutations and address

as in the other places. him and thee,

the fracture (ti) is said to be not so

marked as in Ch. D 25, (t) being nearer

(i), perhaps (i
l

i) may be meant, most

persons would hear simple (ii).
but I

care nought about it, the
(t)

of but be-

coming a
(r)

as very usual.

3. Pm boun to say, meaning am
going to say.

4. through, the sound has now been
ascertained to be (fin) not ('u). In

many words the lips are rather pouted
or projected for the (u) in this fracture,
thus (wu

5
), but not so much as at

Oldham, see par. 6, tuu, hoo (twu
8
,

wu5
)

etc.

8. beggar or hound fellow .

9. coat, close, lane, the last taken as

lone; these (6i) forms will be found

again in D 24.

10. lass that were marred, i.e. a

spoiled child.

11. and her lad's wife, or (im dhetjr

:djim waif) and their Jim's wife, the
's omitted.

13. as my name's Jack, or (ez AA)m
irar) as I'm here.

14. piking off, stealing off, going
away quietly. taking folk off, mocking
people, or in the sg. (taktn B tjap of,

WEU t)z tAAktn sba'at 6wt) taking a

chap off when he's talking about any-
thing.

Two INTERLINEAH dt.

illustrating Var. iv. Blackburn, both pal. in 1879 by TH. from dictation.

B Blackburn, from a moulder, a native, b. 1850.

H Hoddlesden (4 se.Blackburn, 2 ese. Over Darwen station), from a collier, a

native, b. 1858.

1. B sd, A SEE, ladz, jo sii naa1

A)m raYt

H SUB, A SEE, ladz, JB si na xo dli^t A)m rit

dhat h't'l

dhat lit'l

B las kw mm frBm)s skuii jond.

H las kw mm fru)t
v skwu jond.

2. B u)z gu)m daajn th) ru^d dhfer thrim)t
N

rEd gjeet on)t
v
Isft

H u)z gu)m da^njt" ru^d dhi^r thruu)t
x

rad gjeet on)t
x

lift

B and said.

H ant saad is)t

A

ru-'ed.
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v
durar 13H'

3. B sii)jB, th)tjalt)s gon [gA
N

n]
H sii)jB, th)tj&|_sld)z guim s

x
t

v
rEVt w p

v

B rw q a^s.

H raq a^as.

4. B wfer u)l ap'n fdmd dhat ,d v
rw qk'n dEf

v

fate ut)s pa'mm
H wfer u)l ap'n fa[_and dhat

V
d

x
rw qk'n dfef w^'z'nd

B
H T3Z

:tom.

i koon :tw m.

5. B wi oo noo em vEr* will.

H wi oo noon m Tare will.

6. B weent th)6wd tjap sunn tE^'tjt

H warnt dh)6wd tjap sunn
tfi'^'tj

B pum' thq !

H pm?r tn/q!

7. B SU)JB! *Vnt-t trwa?
H sii)j^ ! z'nt it ,tv

rwu wod A bm

not te du it

not te du it

YAE. vi. OLD COLNE YALLET.

Colne (:kown) (6 nne.Burnley) has now practically the same

speech as Burnley, but in 1840 it was different. The district

considered extends through Colne from Pendle Hill (rpEn'l :i\) to

Boulsworth Hill. My informant, Mr. Hartley Stuttard, was in

1878 national schoolmaster at Plympton, Dv. (4 e.Plymouth). He
was a native of Pendle Hill, and states that when a boy he had
' '

special opportunities of hearing the hand-loom weavers who lived

in the small farm cottages in the hill-side in what was known in

old times as Pendle and Trawden (2 se.Colne) Forests. During
the 20 years he had been away the dialect had completely changed
and become a bastard Yo., from the mechanics who were engaged
fitting the mill machinery and from the * hands ' who cross and
recross the Pennine chain."

The following table shews the pronunciation of a few words in

1840 when Mr. Stuttard was a child, and in 1855 when he left the

place. He says that in 1877, when he revisited the place, he was
able to speak the dialect of 1855, which his brother who had
remained there all the time hardly recognised, and also found many
words extinct which he remembered in use. I am indebted to Mr.
John Shelly of Plymouth (see D 11, p. 162) for obtaining this

interesting information from Mr. Stuttard.
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in 1840.

fot

thokht

nikjht

rEkjht
rokht

bokht

sikjh
sokht

sokh
shuukh
trowkh
rowkh
towkh

COLNE YALLEY PscmisrciATioisr.

in 1855.

fotj
th6t
niit

rE'it

ra'tkt

bowt
sdi

sout

drokh
rokh
tokh

rec. spelling,

fetch

thought
night

right
reached

bought
sigh

sought
sough
shoe

trough
rough
tough

COLIOG VALLEY dt. 1840 pron.

Mr. Stuttard wrote the following dt., in his own orthography, to represent the

1840 pron., and gave such ample explanations, that I think my interpretation

gives a very fair representation of the sounds he meant to convey.

1. su ra A SE tjaps jo si naa!
3: ^t A)m rE^kjht "eba

1^ dhat lit'l la*s

t wisr kamm fre)t
x skml jondh^r.

2. uu)z ba^sn d^an t" 16m dhfor thruu t" red jeet B)t' Left and
t

x ru^d.

3. siu^r Bnokh t
x

tja/ld)z guim rE'ikht W p te t" dar ^)t
v

raq a^s.

4. wi'^r uu)l ap^n famd dhat dhrw khim dtef w^z'nd Me kauld

nu^n duu)t 'BgiBn, puer

5. AA! on W s noon m will 'Bnokli.

6. wi^nt dh)6wd tjap sum laarn

thtq !

7. sii to ! ded'nt A tEl SUB ?

1 . *o, the vowel here written (u )
is

said to be "a cross
" between (uu) and

(u). say, with e in leg, which in these

regions I interpret as (E). mates,

recently come into use
; chaps, lads,

lasses, folk, were common. you, (soo)

plural only, (jaa) was equally common
in 1840, but was generally used for the

singular. There was the customary
use of thou and you. see, (si) "shorter
than ee but longer than i in jaiw."

now,
"
long a as in land" followed by

(a). right,
" r as in Scotch." from

the school. Mr. Stuttard writes the

equivalent of (fret' t
1

skuuil), saying" the becomes (t
(

) suspended from the

last word, but there is also added a

very slightly-sounded and almost in-

distinguishable (t) to the next word,"

Valley dt.

see p. 317. As (t
(

).represents that the

position of the tongue for
(t)

is undis-

turbed till the next word begins, I have

not written the
(t)

twice over. yonder,
the (dhrar) was possibly Mr. Stuttard' s

interpretation of dental (^r).
2. she}s, (uu) "like the oo in fool, h

is used when emphatic." In the em-

phatic form (z), similarly (A am, A

war, A EV bin, A Ed bin, A sol bi, A sol

13V bin). there,
" the-ur would rhyme

with see-ur not see-er," this distinction

I do not understand. through the red,

"with a slight aspirate before >,"
which I do not hear of elsewhere, pos-

sibly (|_rhrEd). gate, (seet) was the

common form. on the, (B)t') with the

n omitted and the (t') suspended.

hand, the aspirate generally omitted
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and rarely inserted. side, "a very

pure and fine long i, obtained by draw-

ing back the corners of the lip, not as

in Yo., where the word becomes si-id."

I have endeavoured to represent this,

probably unsuccessfully, by the form

(E'i), but elsewhere in La. it is (di) in

this word. road, with a slight sound

of w after r, possibly (r[wui3d). It

may be merely that the (u) begins before

the (r) ceases.

3. sure, (s) very sibilant, not (sh).

enough,
' ' like ou in tough, which is

pronounced toch like loch." right or

straight (sthrE'it). up,
" Lancashire

u." door, "rhyming with cur."-

wrong, "w suppressed," but he does

not hint at (raqg) or (rw qg) .

4. chance, (apn) happen is given as

the common word, but (tpns, om^r,

pon), chance, hammer, pan, as the

pron.
" on the skirts of the district

;

on the other hand, within the district

tongs, long, prong, are called" (taqz,

laq, praq). find, "like fined, p.t.

fand, pp. fun" (faind, fand, fw n).

drunken, with (kh) as in L., "drunk
is not used, but J have drunken, they
are drunken." wizzened, (sr-) not

(shr-) used, shrimps = (srimps) . called," name is a new word in the district,

pronounced" (neem).
5. him, the

(i)
never omitted (A tEld

im) sg., (A tEld i

em) pi. well enough
or very well (vari wiil) .

6. won't, (winet) is as common as

(wrent). teach is
(tE'itj), but (laarn) is

commoner. her, "r not trilled." I

write (r) final as explained on p. 294, 1. 1,

but, as there shewn, believe the sound is

at most (r) or some form of (i ). not

to do it is rendered to none do it.

7 look is (luuk) with long (uu).
isn't it true (imst it thriu

r*).

YAE. i. OEMSZIRK cwl.

constructed from wn, by TH. for

Ormskirk (7 se.Southport). In 1888 TH. found (wu) to be normal.

Ex. (it A'rez dw
9
z JMUZ ^eetin -Q dhat fipeen), it always does use waiting

of [to wait for] that train.

S Skelmersdale (7 nnw.St. Helens), see also the Interlinear cs. p. 332.

Ex. (dha mA'nt sit SB nver t' WAA ur dha)l dpu dhi JEd 'BgJEn WAA wi

pwujin et dhset tu i [tof ] b/if), thou mustn't sit so near the wall or

thou'lt jolt thy head against the wall with pulling at that tough beef.

P Prescot (4 wsw.St, Helens), (tr dr) not
(,t t

r
v
d

vr) probably through influence

of Liverpool.
Ex. (i

SEZ dha)r gujin tf }>\ee su m kkg soolz temore), he says thou-art

going to play some clogsoles [do work] to-morrow. (oo o ! kA'rn gJEr
ram strE'it vt AA), o-oh ! can t [(r) certain to TH.] get them straight
at all. (so)^n jo tu), so have-n you too.

N Newton (4 e.St. Helens), the dialect was reported by a railway porter (from
St. H.) to have altered considerably since he came there 13 or 14 years before

1874.
W "Warrington, generally (^r), but occasionally (tr). It was stated that the se.

and ne. suburb varied in speech, thus se. (dan dog
1 boon ba'el), ne. (taa

]nz
iind daa jn dag' buimbE'il) town's end down dog bone boil, confirmed in 1888.

Ex. (it wA'ks on it JEEd, un it wA'ks on it iee\, ran AA), it walks on its head,
and it walks on its tail, and all. (kscm on, dha)l stT), come along,
thou'lt see.

(i\ nEEr wil bt'i, TBZ Iw qg BZ dhaa)l kiip im for tharttiin

shilin wik), he never will be, as long as thou'lt keep him for thirteen

shillings a week.

I. "WESSEX AND !N"OBSE.

A- 19 ieel. A: 43 P onz [hands]. 55 th)ES>ol [the ash hole].
A:orO: 60 S Iw qg. 61 S s^rw qg. 64 Wrw q. A'- 67 N gu, S gut?.
69 S na'w. 72 OP ins. 74 OS twu. 76 SP tuml. 81 S loon. 84 mmjr.
87 tlutjz klfoz. A': 107 W lof. 115 worn, ON wa'm, S woom, W WA'UI.
118 S buBn. 122 S noon. 124 OSP stoon. 137 P noodher.
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^j'_ _
rE'itj [to reach]. 190 kJB'i. M: 209 nier,

213 P eedhvr. 214 P veetihxc. 224 S EniwaLR. 227 S wut.
E- 232 S brE'ik. 233 spE'ik. 235 S WE'iv. 243 P pi**. OPW

E'it [to eat], 251 OP nus'it. E: 261 P see. 262 W vee. P tw pw ns

sikspw ns [twopence sixpence, last (w ) distinct]. E'- 290 S ii. 292 P
mti. E': 305 S 1. 306 S E'it. 312 P ier.

EA- 320 OkjaR'. EA: 324 E'it. 325 wak. 326 a'wd, P 6wd.

334 pni [halfpenny]. 342 S a' LRm. 343 S wa'LRm. EA'- 347 SP
jEd. EA': 350 S dM. bhmi [a beam]. 360 OS timn. 366 S

grE'it. S da'w [dew].
El- 372 P aa 1

[inclining to (sese)]. EO: 395 P jw qg. 419 P jor

[your]. EO'- 410 W MU. 411Pthn'i. S
v
t.r/i [tree]. shwut

[to shoot]. EO': 423 S thn. 425 W lilt. 426 SPfVit'. 428 S sii.

434 bJBt. 435 P jo.

I- 442 S ivin. 444 S stiil. 446 P naan [inclining to (naan)]. I: 458
nE'it nz'it, OS mt. 459 S rit'. 461 W hst [(EV JB Isfn on im, z'i)l

stik tu
JB AA m'it) if you light on = meet with him he'll stick to you all night, that is, till

you go home]. I'- P mad [to ride], 492 P saad [inclining to (saad)].
494 OW [between] taam. taam. wp [to wipe], P thanti. I':

500 \a\i\, P laak. 502 P faa\. 508 P mail [probably refined for (maal)'].
509 wal. 510 OP maan.
0- 522 SAV op'n. 0: 550 S wA'rd. 0'- 558 P luk. 559 P

mw dhijr. 560 SPW sku. 564 P swun. 567 P t't^jdhw. 0': 569 P
bwuk. 580 S.tw f. 584 S stwu. 586 P dwu5

. 595 Stout.

U- 603 Okam,Wkw min. 606Wd*hrer. 607 WbwovtB v
r. TJ: 615 OS

pa^nd. 632 W p U'- 640 S kjaa [pi. (kjaaz)]. 643 naa1 naese. 650
OSP ubaaH. U': 658 OP daa n, S daan, N daa'n dawn [a youth said colliers and

country people at N. say (daa'n), and so for the U' words, but village people say

(dawn) ;
to TH. in 1874 the boys and youths of the village seemed generally to

use (a') or a sound between that and (au), but that (aa
1 a1

) cropped up oc-

casionally and unconsciously, and was the normal sound]. 659 tseaenz. 663

a3's [as in (wEshjae's, eeljss's) washhouse, alehouse], N aus, "W a'ws. 667 ffi't.

Y- 682 S lit [a few, a small quantity of]. Y: 691 OP ma<md. 701
fw st. Y': 709

n. ENGLISH.

0. P fag [fog]. SP dag [dog]. SP tkg [clog]. 766
- shaaH [to shout]. U. 805 S krw dz.

m.
A 830 ihreen [rather than

( t
t

vr^n)],W treen foeea. 839 P bAA [ball].
851 S ant [(eeni) old]. E 867 SP tee. S :nz'ubn?f fa LR [Newborough
fair, 2 n. S]. 890 P bitjs [cows, the sg. is (kjaa

1

)]. I- and Y- P
sari [sirrah]. P raa]nd [round]. P mu ws [money]. 947 P boil. 948

S ba'u, P bow. W kraan [a crown]. U 963 W kwaat. 965 P oil.

Yar. ii. BOLTON AND WIGAN cwl.

B Bolton (:boet'n), from the wl. in io. furnished by Mr. Charles Rothwell,

surgeon ; conjecturally pal. by AJE. with the help of Bh and W below.

The (ce'u, z'i),
if they occur, have been confounded with (uu, ii).

Bh Bolton from wn. by TH.
W Wigan (:wigin), from wn. by TH. (R) frequent and of medial length, but

not so specially marked.
Ex. (A)shi3d)T3 bin tirtoo-tel naa1

,
t;v it ad)m? bin ft?r :an, wu)z SB shVrt),

I should have been teetotal now, if it hadn't been for Ann, she's so

short [hasty-tempered] (wi)n gjEt'n B VEri g d stant), we have-n

gotten a very good start. (it faverz SM mOT wEli), it favours

[= resembles] summer well-nigh.
\Vh Westhoughton (4 wsw.Bolton), wn. by TH., see also the interlinear cs. p. 332.
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I. "WESSEX AND
A- 4 B teek, tak. 5 B meek, mak. 16 B doon. - Wh ugjcet [agate,

going on]. 20 B loom [rare]. 21 BW neem. 23 B soom. 24 B shoom.

32 B bath [same as noun]. 33 B rmlher. 36 B thoo. A: 39 B kuum.
40 BWh kom. 41 B tliEqk. 43 B ont, Wh ont ond. 44 B loud lont. 47
B wan

k
de

v
r. 50 Bh tu qz.

- Wh kA|_rnt [cannot]. 51 B mon, Mi. 54

B Wh want. 55 B th)ES. 56 B WEsh. A: or 0: 60 B Iw qg. 61 B
emw qg enm qk. 62 B s

v
t

v
rw qg. 63 BBh thr qg. 64 B rw qg. 65 B s^ qg.

A'- 67 Bh gu, B gue. 69 BW na'u. 76 B tued. 83 B mien. 84 B
muer. 86 B oots. 87 B kluez. 89 B bueth. 95 B throo. 99 B thm t.

A'- 102 B aks. 104 B rood. 106 BW brood. 108 B da'wf. Ill BWh
a'ut. 113Bww l. 115 B ww m, W wa'm woom. 122 B noon. 123 B naut,
Wh naqk [obs. expression for (nathiqk) nothing, with its correlative (aqk) any-

thing]. 124Whstoon. 128 B dhuuz. 135WhtlA'th. 136 B oodher.

JE- BBh fmlher. 140 B eel. 141 B neeL 142 B sneel. 144 B egEn.
150 B liest. 152 B wa^r. 153 B saj^rdi. M: 155 B thEti. 160 B
hEg. 161 BBh dee. 172 B graas. 174 Esh. 175 B faast. 179 wor is)t?

[what is it F]. M'- 182 B SB'*, Wh see. 183 B ts'ttj. 187 liev. 190 B
kVi. 192 B mien. 194 B oni. 195 B mom. 202 B jEt. M': 215 B tout.

216 BWh diel. Wh mE'il [a meal]. 223 B dhier ["a rarer form, used

when a job is completed satisfactorily," (dhE'ijer, -dhat)'l duu), there, that will

do, (direr) unaccented]. 224 BBh wier. 225 W finish. 226 B mfiest, W
muist. 227 Bh WEt.

E- 231 Bh tth [often, ?( ktth)]. 232 B brs'ik. 233 BWhW spE'ik. 234

B nE'id. 235 B WE'iv. 236 B ieevet. 245 Wh mE'il. 247 B ween.. Wh
s'it [eat]. 25lBmE'it. E: WE'iv [heave, raise]. 261 B aee. 262 B
wee. 266 Wh wiil. 269 WmisE-1 [myself]. 270 Wh i. baliz, ii. bali. E'-

301 BjEr)im [hear him]. E': 305 B Wi, Whii. 306 BWh E'it. 312 Bh iEr.

EA- 317 B flii. 320 B kEEr, Bh kJEEr. EA: 322 B k'wf. 323 B
fk'wt. 324 Bh E'itpras [eightpence], Wh E'it. 326 BWh a'wd. 327 Wh
ba'wd. 328 BBh ka'wd. 329 B fa'ud. 330 BBh a'd. 331 B sa'ud. 332

BW te'wd. 333 B kAAf. 334 B AAV, Bh eeyni [halfpenny]. 335 BW AA, oo.

336 BW fAA foo. 337 BW WAA woo. 338 WhBhW kAA. 340 B jard.

342 B arm [(ar) in 340, 342, 343 is conjectural, the sound is written er and

thus described "a slightly extra stress on the vowel, a prolongation of sound as

though the voice had to reach the saddle e from the horse-block a, a touch with

one boot-toe and you are on, viz. aerm, yet they are one sound," I get (ar) at

Blackburn]. 343 B warm. 345 B daar dEEr. EA'- 347 BWh JEd [the
informant at Wh noticed that there was a habit of prefixing (j) to words

beginning with a vowel in singing]. EA': 350 B died. 353 B brEd br^d.

354 B shief. 355 B dief. 356 B lief. 357 B dho dhowf. 359 B niiber.

360 BW tiem. 361 BWh Men. 366 BW grE'it. 368 B dieth. 371 B
stroo. El- 372 B aa, Wh ai. El: 378 B week. EO: 393 B buont.

dae'rk [dark]. 396 Bh waark. 399 B briit. Wh brw n [burn]. 403
Bh fa'r. 405 B aarth. 407 B faardhin. EO'- 410 B uu, Bh wu5

,
W u.

411 Bh thrii. 413 B div'l. 414 B flii. 417 B tjuu. EO': 423 B thii.

424 B ruuf. 425 B Hit. 426 B fE'it. 434 B biEt. 435 B JOG. EY-
438 B dii.

I- 440 BBhwik. Bh gjiv [give]. 444 B stiil. 446 B no'in. 449 Wh
gJEt'n [gotten]. I: 452 B A. 458 BBh niit, BhW nit mit. 459 B riit.

462 B siit. 465 B sitj. 468 B tiilder. 473 B blint. 475 B th)wnt. 487 B
JES

v
te

t
rdn I'- 492 B sa'td, Bh said, W SAAd. 493 B dre'iv. 494 B

taam, W tAAm. 496 B E'iern. I': 500 B laak, W lAAk [inclining to

(kak)]. 502 BW foov. 503 Wh laaf. 504 B naaf, Bh nAAf. 505 B wA'if

waaf, W wAAf waif . 508 B maal. 509 B waal. 511 B wo'in. 515 B wo'iz.

0- Wh o?'un [oven]. 522 B op'n. 524 B worlt. 0: Wh fag
526 B ka'wf. 527 BWh ba'wt. 528 BWh W thatrt. 529 BWh
531 B daw

vte,r. 536 B ga'z^d. W ta'w [toll]. 539 B [not used,

always basin, jug, or pot]. 542 B ba'wt. 547 B btiert. Wh A'S [horse].
0'- 555 B shuuf. 564 W so/un, B suun sanner [in sense of lief, liefer]. 566
B oodher. grtu)in [growing]. 0': 569 Bh bce'uk. 571 Bh gu d. but
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bye]. 579 B tmuuf, Bh tmoj'uf, W vmi i. 580 B ta'wf. 581 B ss'ut.
B stuu. 586 Bh daarnt [do not, distinct (r)]. 587 du n. 590 B flutter,

"VV nVuBr. 593 B [(mw n) used, occ. (m t), (mEt) might, iscommonl.
U- 599 B nbM v. 600 B IMOV. 605 B s* n. 607 B better. U: 608 B
gli. 612BsM m. 613Bdrw qk. 615 Bhpseaendpaa'nd. 617Bsteend. 618

B wa'wnd. 621 B wu n. 622 B tender: 625 B tw q. 626 B u qger. 629
B sw n. 630 B ww n. 632 B p. 633 B kw p. 634 B thruu. 639 B
d st. U'- 640 B ksete. 641 B hfese, Bh seae. 642 B dhsese. 643 BBh
nsese. 645 B dw v. Wh kjaeser [cower, (kjseeer dhi d^sen) sit thee down].
648 B sese'Br. 649 B thaeeezWL 650 Wh -ebseffit. 651 W baaH. U': 657
B Iricaeu. 658 BhB da3aen. 659 B tsea3n. 661 B shaeseur. 662 B u s. 663
BWhBh asses. 665 B mseaes. 666 B w zbnd. 667 B a3et, WhBh se't. Bh

'Bt, W aa !
t. 668 B pressed. 671 B maeseth. 672 B ssea^th.

Y- 673 B miti, Bh mw tj. 677 B drs'i. Y: 686 B bfi'i. 691 B maand.
699 B riit. Wh spai R [to speer, inquire]. Y'- Wh kiait fa kite!.

Y': 709 B

n. ENGLISH.

A. W mErkit [market]. 0. 761 B Ifod. 767 Bh nB'iz. Wh
kJB'it [quoit]. IT. 796 Wh blo?'u [old people say (bl/u)]. Wh tjoj'un

[a tune].
- W ori [hurry]. juur [hair, old hure head covering, uncertain

origin]. 808 B par it dsesen [put it down], par)im [kick him].

III. BOMANCE.

A-. Wpbm [plain]. 830 W
vt^m. Whtj'nm [chain]. 850Bdoons.

E 867 BWh tee. 874 B ns'tmnz [almost always in pi.]. 890 Wh bira [pi.
for cows]. 893 B flsea3er. ! and Y- 898 W na'ts. 901 Bh fa'm, Wh
faan. 0-- 924

tja'is, tjE'is. 925 Wh VB'S. 932 B umffiamt. 934 B
bgeajnti. 939 B kluus. 947 BWhW bE'd. 948 B ba'ulz [for the game only,
a ball is (bAA)]. Wh ra'w [a roll or pad], ra^lar [a roller]. 955 B dseaat.

U- 963 Wh kwaat. 965 BW B'*!, B [also] ail. 968 B a'ister. 971 Wh
flce'ut' [old people say (flt'ut')].

YAK. iii. CHORLET AND LEYLAND cwl.

constructed from wn. by TH. in

C Chorley (10 ne.Bolton).
L Leyland (rWlran) village. The dialect of L. Moss is said to be much 'broader,'

see also the third interlinear cs., p. 332.

F Farrington (2 n. Leyland). Differences said to exist between L and F
1. (aledt kuet, sw ndi3 kust), both at F, second only at L.
2. (^Istue'mn) hailstoning F, (eeliii)

L.

3. (A)m not BZ wos raz dhii) F, I am not as worse
(ill)

as thou, (badli) L.

4. (A)V wait it) F, (wild) L, I have wheeled it.

5. (ngiBn) F, (agjs'n) L, again.
6.

(rs'it) F, (rit) L, right.

W Higher Walton (2 se. Preston).

Ex. man (rat :daren dhw)z noodhCT mE'n n^r A'S'BZ), at Darwen there's

neither men nor horses, wife (na'z/, bur direr) s fEl^z BU tits), no,

but there's fellows and tits, a very common word for small horses,

properly small birds.

i. WESSEX AND NOHSE.

A: 54 L want. 55 W as. A'- 74 C toothri [two or three, a few]'. 76
L tired. 81 F lutm. 84 L mttor. 85 SUOT. A': 101 L ok'. 104 L
ru^d. 106 C broo^B^r [broader], L brood. 110 L n6t'. 115 F u^m. 118

L bum. 130 L btot. 131 L gust.
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JE- L starz [stairs]. 2E: 177 C edha'tnw s [in that way]. JE'-

186 F breid brE'id. 192 F mien. 193 C tliin, Ptlitm. 198 C liit. 200 F
wret. M': 211 Lgree. 216 "W diul.

E- 233 CL spE'ik. 235 C WE'VOT [weaver]. LF B't. 251 CF ms'tt.

F msnrer [mere, lake]. E: 261 C SB'. 265 F s^ns'tt.
EA: 328 L k6i<d. 336 L to. EA'- 349 L f/u. EA': 350 L deed.

TV kriism [cream]. W stiem [steam]. 365 W nar [nearer]. 366 L
grE'it grEt. 368 L d.reth. L da'w [dew, this should give (fa'w) for 349].
El- 372 C aa 1 aa'e. EO: 392 C jond, dw s)te liv Jond rood on [dost thou
live along that road?]. 394 CL jond. 399 F brit. EO': 426 C fs'tt.

I- 440 C wik. 449 F giit [got], L gJBt'n [gotten]. I: 458 L nit.

459 L rit. 466 C tja'ilt. I'- 494 F tim.
0- C brok'n [broken]. L mm [oven]. 0: 527 L b6wt. 528 C

tha'wt, L thowt. 531 F d6w t^
v
r. 544 LF dhim [for until (u livd wi w z dhen

il wEnt te rprEst'n), she lived with us till she went to Preston].
- - W tBmA'ra

[to-morrow]. 0'- 555 L shuun [shoes]. 558 L luukm. 559 L mw dlr8r.

560 L skmi. 564 L suun. 0': 569 L buk. 587 L dw n. 590 C fl^rer.

U- 599 F ubuun. 606 C da'r. U: 636 C for' [(tail mrfil for' HOT wir
AA Itv) two miles further than where I live]. U'- 650 C gha^t. XT':

655 C fe 1* [ugly]. 657 C braa>n. 658 CF daa'n. 663 L a%s. 667 L a%t.
Y- 673 L miti. 681 F bizntjz. 682 C la'itf [few]. Y: 700 L wos\

Y': 709 C fa'iOT [(A korn bit t' fo'tw) I can't beat, i.e. light, the fire, (r)"
quite prominent in (korn)],

u. ENGLISH.

A. C
798 C

strat [to start]. 0.

. CL ori [hurry].

761 L luud. F dagz [dogs]. U.

ni. EOMANCE.

A" C foeel [trail]. E- 885 L vare. 0- C srffl [soU].
C raa'nd [round]. F su^rt [sort]. 940 L ktot. 947 C ba'tl, bo^l.

C tA'rn [turn].

YAH. iv. BLACKBUEN cwl.

B Blackburnckburn (:blEgbBrn), wn. by TH. in 1878-9, see also dt., p. 339.

Ex. (it)
s sitj lit'l too, iz dhat B) :samz), it's such a little taw, is that of

Sam's. (aa, bet JB kA'rnt), aye, but you can't.
(z'i

kwum a j
t vfi

E'it't'in sandwitpz, wAn in iz and), he came out with eighteen sand-

wiches, one in his hand. (i)z smak'*in iz 1/ps at em naa1
, lad), he's

smacking his lips at them now, lad.

Bf . Blackburn, according to Fielding, given in io.

Hs. Haslingden (7 se.Blackburn), wn. by TH.
Ex. (:dJAAn B :tM mz is :diks V t' :tui3d :6il), John of Thomas's of Eichard's

of the Toad Hole farm. (gu t' ru^d -et' kroo)z fla'ukh'n), go the road

that the crow has flown.

Hd. Hoddlesden (4 sse.Blackburn), see also dt., p. 339.

S Samlesbury (:samzbm'i) (6 w-by-n. Blackburn), complete wl. in io. by "W
rm.

Harrison, Esq., F.S.A., native, which I have rendered into pal. with the

help of B. and Hd., omitting medial lengths and the use of (/i o/u) which
will be replaced by (ii, uu), and also not marking any dental

( 4
t

k
r

k
d

(r),
for

these points were of course not indicated.

"W Whalley (3 ssw.Clitheroe). A few variants for this place furnished by S.

I. WESSEX AND NOBSE.

A- 3 S b^k. 4 B teek, S tsk. 5 S mEk. 6 S mEd.
9 S bijmr. 10 S ag, h^g h^g. US mAA. 12 S

[ 1778 ]
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[common]. 14 S drAA. 17 S IAA. 19 S ieel. 20 S lean.. 21 S neem. 22
S teem. 23 S seem. 24 S sheem. 25 S meen. 26 S [(wiz'n, gsd IBS ran IBS)

used]. 27 S neev [(wastrel, pous) wastrel, pouse, used]. 28 S E'er. 31 S lat.

32 S bath [to foment]. 33 S radher [usually (liifBr)]. 34 S la^t 35 S AA!.
36 S thAA. 87 S UAA.

A: 39 S kuum. 40 S kom. 41 S thEqk. 43 S and. 44 S land. 46
S kand'l. 47 S wander [(^mb'l) ramble is most used]. 48 S [not used]. 50
S toqz. Hs kon)tB [can'st thou]. 51 S mon. 52 S [not used]. 54 BS
want. 55 S a!

s. 56 HsS wEsh. 57 S a's.

A: or 0: 58 B fer ier [from here], S free. 59 S la'm. 60 S bqg [( qg)
rather than (oqg, aqg) was expected]. 61 S Bmaqg. 62 S stroqg [(vare eeVl,
varB kant) often used]. 63 S [(thraqg, kraad) used for a throng]. 64 S raqg.
65 S soqg. 66 S thoqg [(lash) often used].

A'- 67 BS gue, Hs gu;in [going], dhi gu n [they go]. 69 B UAA, HdS
now. 70 S tue. 71 S woo, 72 BS ue. 73 S SUB. 74 S tuu. 75 S struck.

76 StuBd. 77 S lord. 79 Soon. 80 S a-lede. 81 BfS 16m. 83 S muen.
84 S muer. 85 S suer. 86 Hs UBts. 87 S HUBZ. 88 S [(dras, don iz kluBz)

used], 89 S buedh. 90 S bloo, 91 S moo. 92 S noo. 93 S snoo [(daan foo)

down fall, often used]. 94 S kroo. 95 S throo [(thr tj
often used]. 96 S

[(sEt) used]. 97 S seel. 98 S noon. 99 S threat. 100 S [(sBt) used] .

A': 101 S uBk. 103 Salks [but see speer, after 699]. 104 BS rued. 105 S
ruBd. 106 S bruBd br^d. 107 S luef. 108 S duef. 110 BS nout [nought],
S nod [not]. Ill S out. 112 S [(kant) often used]. 115 B oom, BS torn.

116 S UB. 117 B wA'n, dwOt' tuBn [do the t'one]. 118 S butm. 121 S

gUBn. 122 BSnuBn. 124 S stuen. 125 S oonli [(nobet) often used]. 127 S
UBS. 128 HdS dhuuz. 129 S guBst [(bogBrt) often used]. 130 S buBt. 131

SguBt. 132 Sot. 133SruBt. 134 S UBth. 135 S kluBth. 136 S oodhBr.

M- 138 HdS feedOhm. 139 S dree. 140 S th)d. 141 Sneel. 142 S
saeel. 143 S ieel. 144 BS egiBn. 145 S sleeu. 146 S meen. 147 Screen.
148 B fa[R- 150 BS Must. 152 B wa^r, S wetter. 153 S satBrdi.

M: 154 Bba*k',bak. 155Sthak. 157Sr^v'n. 158 S after. 160 S Eg.
161 BS dee. 163 S [(i wor krw d'ld daan) he was laid down]. 164 S mee. 165
S sEd. 166 S meed [(las) often used]. 167 S deel [(kl f) clough, often used].
leSSta^B. 169 SWEU. 170 Sa'rBst. ITlSbaarlt. 172BSgrES . 173 S

[(wor) used]. 174 S Esh. 175 S fast, 178 S nat. 179 S wod. 180 S bath

[as also 32]. 181 S pad.
M'- 182 HdSsiB. 183 S tE'itj, 184 S lied. 185 S riid. B sprE'id

[spread]. 186 S bra'td. 187 S HBV. 188 S nee [(wtni) much used]. 189 S
wee. 190SkE'i. 191 S IB! p. 192 S mien. 193 B ths'm, S kls'tn. 194
S oni. 195 B moni. 197 S tiiiz. 199 S \tleet. 200 S wist. 201 S iidh'n.

202 S iBt.

^1': 203 S spiitj. 204 S diid. 205 S thrsd, [to thread (thrfod)]. 206 S
rEd. 207 S niid'l. 209 B nEVBr. 210 S kl^. 211 S gree. 212 S WEg.
215 S twit. 217 Siitj. 218 HsS shiip. 219 S sliip. 221 S fhr. 222 S

[jiuer ? (joBr), rhymed to (oBr) over, by Waugh is used, from old hure, head-

covering, not related to hair]. 223 B dhiBr dhE'iijBr [see p. 344, No. 223],
S dhier. 224 B wa|R, HsS wiBr, 225 S flEsh. 226 S muBst. 227 S wiit.

228 S swiet. 229 S brEth. 230 S fat.

E- 232 BS brE'ik. 233 S spB'ik. 234 S nE'mi. 235 S WE'iv. 236 S
fo?ver. 238 S Edj. 239 S seel. 241 S reen. 242 S iween. 243 S plee.
244 B will. 246 i. S kwiin. 247 S ween. 248 S mfatr. 249 S wiBr. 250
8 [(kos) curse used]. 251 S mB'it. 252SkEt'l. 253 S nEt'l. 254 S IsdhBr.

255 S wEdher.
E: BHs fotj [fetch]. 258 S sEdj. 259 S WEdj. 261 S see. 362 BS wee.

264 S [(is il, is badli, van? bad) used]. 265 B s^rE'tt. 267 S [(gEV in, giv
w p) used]. 268 S [(owdest) oldest used]. 270 S i. bEles, ii. bali. 272 S Elm.

273 S niEn [(felez) much used]. 274 S bEntj. 276 S thiqk. 277 S drnmtj.
278 S wEntj. 280 S ilEv'n. 281 S lEqkth. 282 S strEqkth. 283 S niEri.

284 S thrEsh. Hs baa'rn [barn]. 285 S krES. 286 S arB. 287 S bEz'm.

E'- 289 S joo. 290 S ii. 291 S dhii. 292 B m/i, S mii. 293 Bf wet,
S wii. 294 S fiid. 296 S biHiv. 298 S fiil. 299 S griin. 300 BS kiip.
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301 S jar. 303 S swiit. E': 305 S E'i. 306 S E'it. 307 S [not used,

replaced by (naar)]. 308 S niid. 309 S spiid [(bat) much used]. 310 S ill.

311 StEn. 312 Hsiier. 314 S iurd. 315 S fiit. 316 S nnkst.

EA- 317 S nee. 318 S gAAp geep. 320 S kiw [(tBnt) much used].
EA: 321 S SAA. 322 Hd lakjh [said by a man who died about 1873],

S lakh. 325 S wAAk. 326 S 6d. 327 S bowd. 328 S kowd. 329 S [(lap)

used]. 330 BSHs owd. 331 S soud. 332 BS t6d. 333 S kAAf. 334
S AAf. 335 BS oo AA. 336 S too. 337 S woo. 338 Hd koo. 340 S jard.

343 BS warm. B shaiRp [sharp]. 345 S dar. BHs pa'rk [park].
346 S JEt.

EA'- HdHs jaa, Hd aa [yea]. 347 B B'id, S it?d. 348 S ii. 349 S fiu.

EA': 350 BS died. 351 S lied. 352 S rEd. 353 S bried. 354 S shief.

355 S dief. 356 S lief. 357 S dhoo. 359 S niiber. 360 S tiem. 361 S
bien. 362 S alee. 363 S tjiep tjBp. 365 S naar. 366 S grat. 367 S thrift.

368 S dieth. 369 S sloo. 370 S TAA. 371 S strAA.

El- 373 S dhee. 374 S nee. 375 S reez. 376 S \>eet. El: 377 S
stek. 378 Sw^k. 379 S [(hE'i) often used]. 381 S sw*m. 382 S dhar.

EO- 383 S SEv'n. 384 S Ev'n. 385 S biniith [(zander) is often used].
386 S Jiu. 387 S niu [(bran niu) often used].
EO: 388 BS milk. 389 S jfok. 390 S shw d. 393 S bijond [(fAAr) for far

often used]. 394 B jond. 396 S waark. 397 S sford. 399 B brit, S briit.

400 S iernest. 402 S laarn. 403 S for. 405 S aarth. 406 S ierth. 407
S faard'n.

EO'- 409 S bii. 410 Hs wu5
,
S uu. 411 B thrn, S thrii. 412 S shuu.

Bf kraa'd [to crowd]. 413 S dev'l [th)a'wd lad]. 414 BfS flii. 415 S Idi.

416 S dier daar. B shmrH [shoot]. 417 S tiiu. 418 S briu. 420 S
foor. 421 S foorti.

EO': 423 S thii. 424 Hd kh [said by a man who died about 1873],
S f. 425 HsS liit. 426 S fstt. 428 S sii. 429 S fund. 430 S frend.

431 S bier. 432 S foort. 433 S brEst. 434 S bEt. 435 BfS joo. 436 S
triu. 437 S triuth.

EY- 438 BfS dii. EY: 439 S tra st.

I- 440 S wik. 441 S siv [(sail) used]. 442 S o'ivi. 443 S fro'ide. 444
S stiil. 446 Bf no'in, S nain. 449 B gJEt'n [gotten], S gEd. 450 S tiuzde.

451 S [(stitj) stitch used].
I: 452 S o'i. 454 S witj. 455 S [(kaar) cower used]. 457 S nm t. 458

B nit, S niit. 459 S riit. 460 S wB'it. 461 S [(giit daan) used]. 462 HsS
siit. 464 S witj. 465 B sw tj, BS sitj. 466 Hd tjaLald, S tjoild. 467 S
wald. 468 HsS tjil v

de
k
r. 471 S timber [(ww d) often used]. 472 S shriqk

[(wiz'n, ratjin) sometimes used]. 473 S blomd. 474 S [(t
1

pil'n) the peel,

used]. 475 S t' wand. 476 S bo'ind. 477 Hd f[_and, S fdind. 478 S

gro'ind. 479 S 6ist. 481 S ftqger. 482 B z. 484 S dhis. 485 S this'l.

486 S JEst [(b<*?erm) much used]. 487 S jt^sterd^. 488 BS JEt.

I'- 490 S [(naar) used]. 492 B said, Hd saad. 493 S draav. 494 B
to'im, Bf toim, S taam. 496 S oiBrn. 497 S vrdiz [(gEd w p) used]. 498 S
rait. 499 S [(klok) used].

I': 500 S laak. 501 S waad. 502 Bf fo'iv, S faav. 503 B *ltv [alive],
S laaf. 504 Hd naaf, S naaf. 505 S waaf. 506 S ww mtm. 507 S wimin.
508 S maal. 509 S waal. 510 Bf mo'in. 511 S waan. 513 S waiur. 514
S ais. 515 S waaz. 516 S wt'zdem. 517 B jm^rii, S viu.

0- 520 S boo. 521 S foil. 522 BS op'n, Hd op'n. 523 S fop. B
efuCT [afore]. 524 S waarld.

0: 526 S kAAf. 527 S \)6ut. 528 B thowt. 529 S browt. 530 S rout.

531 B dow
vtXr t loo [daughter-in-law], HsS daXt't?r, S do^ter. 532 BS koil.

533 SdM l[(gAAmles)usedJ. 534 BS oil. 536 S gowd. 537 Smuud. 538 S

wod, B wodn't [would not]. 539 S bool. 540 S oli. 542 S bowt. 545 S op.
B skuer [a score]. 547 S buerd. 548 S f6t?rd. 549 S ford. 550 S

waard. B madhurd [murdered]. 551 S stAArm [(blw steri bh^sterds)

stormy]. 552 HsS kAArn. 553 S AArn. 554 S krAAS [for the adj. (kaqkerd)

557 Stuu
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nrn dhi2r. 561 S bluum. 562 S muun. 563 S mw nch?. 564 BHs swun, S
suun. 565 S nuraz. 566 B Bu^dh^r, S e dlrer. B groon [grown].

0': 569 S bw k. 570 S t k. 571 S gw d. 572 S bl d. 573 S flw d.

574 S bruud. 575 S stw d. 576 S wEdensd^j. 577 S buu. 578 S phm.
579 Hs imuu5

,
S rami. Hs fla'ukh'n [flown]. 580 Hd takh [said by a

man who died about 1873], S tof. 581 S s6wt. 582 S [not used]. 583 S tuul.

584 S stuu. 585 S bruum. 586 S duu. 587 S d n. 588 S nuun. 589 S

spuun. 590 S flutjr. 591 S musr. 592 S swtor. 593 S [(mon) used]. 594
B but, S buut. 595 S iu t. 596 S ruut. 597 S s t. 598 S suuth.

IT- 599 S Bbuun. 600 S lov. 601 S faal. 602 S suu. 603 B kw_m kam,
S kam. 605 S s^ n. 606 S daar dfiw. 607 S better.

U: 609 S iuQ\. 610 S wuj. 611 S bw hik. 612 S sw m. 613 S drw qk.
614 S aand. 915 S paand. 616 S graand. 617 S saand. 618 S waand.
619 Hd f n, S fw n. Hs. ba^n [boun, going]. 620 S grw n. 621 S
wu n. 622 S ndt3r. 625 S tw qg. 626 S qgur. 628 S n n. 629 S s n.

630 S wu n. 631 S thorzde. 632 BHsS p. 633 S k p. 634 S thruu.

635 S woth. 636 S AAT. 637 S tti sh. 638 S bw sk. 639 S dw st.

U'- 640 Bf kee kjaa, S kaa. 641 S aa. 642 S dhaa. 643 B naa 1

,
S naa.

644 S dim. 646 S boo. 647 S wjbst. 648 Bf aa'r, S aar. 649 S thaaztmd.

652 S kw d. 653 S b d.

U': 655 S faa. 656 S raam [following tbe regular analogy, and not (mum)].
657 S braan. 658 B daa'n, S daan. 659 Hs ta^n, S taan. 660 S baar.

661 S sbaar. 662 S z. 663 B a'as a ! s et?s, S aas. 664 S laas. 665 S

maas. 666S zbimt. 667 B aH1

. Bf. 669 S w nk th. 670 S buudb. 671
S maath. 672 S saath.

Y- 673 B m tj, S mitj. 675 S drai. 676 S Idi. 678 S din. 679
S tjo'oBrtj. 680 S biz. 681 B bz'zn^z. 682 S lit'l, smoo.

Y: 683 Sm/dj. 684 S br% 686 Sbrfi. 677 Sflaat. 689 S bild. 690
S kaand. 691 S maand. 693 S sm. 694 Bf wartj [to ache]. 696 S barth.

697 S bEn. 698 S marth. 699 S riit. S spar spirer [speer, used for ask].
700 S wor. 701 BHdS fost. 703 S pit. Y'- 705 S sW 706 S wa'i.

Y': 709 BS fE'rer. 711 S Id is [(tiks) more common]. 712 S nuns.

U. ENGLISH.

A. 713 Sbad[(n6wt)oftenused]. Hsbaqk [bank]. 733 S steer

used]. 734 Sdaarn [oftener (niEnd)]. B start [start]. 737 S m^t [(

bw t<) used]. 740 S weev. 742 S \eezi [(liiihra:) frequently used]. E. 743 S
skriim [(skra'ik) often used)]. 746 S briidh. 747 S nd^vBr. I. and Y.
757 S tiim. 758 S garl [(las) often used]. 0. 761 S Ifod. HsHd dog

[dog]. 767 Hs no'zz. 768 S ktok. 769 S [(muudt?warp), used]. 772 S b n-

faar. 778 S efuerd. B 16iz [lose]. 780 S [(djowl), jolt used]. 783 S

paaltri. 785 S laandj. 787 S saas. 788 S flaat. 790 S gaan. U. 805

S krw dz. 808 Hs pw t, S pw d.

m. ROMANCE.

A- 810 S fees, "W BBS. 811 S pbs, W plfes. 814 S m^'n, W raids'n.

816 S iee& [diklofm wz'z'n widhw]. 819 S rmlj [(tantremz) occ. used]. 824 S

tjirer. 826 S a?g'l. 827 S eegm. 834 S shee. 835 S ri^z'n. 836 S sn?z'n.

837 S liBsh. 838 S tri^t. 840 S tpmbisr [(raam) room often used], 850 S
dons. 851 S ant. 852 S [(brat) used]. B ra[_n. 853 S baargm. 859 S

tj^s, W tj'res. 860 S p^t, W p'rest. 861 S teesb, W t'rest. 863 S tjAAf

tjAAv. 864 S laikeez. 865 S fAAt. 866 S puw.
E-- 867 HdStee. 869 S vSul. 874 S reea. 878 S sabri. 881 S SEUS

[also (g?/ msht3n)]. 884 S apnsntes. 888 S saartin. 889 S [(stop) used].
890 S blest [(pi. (hies)]. 891 S fiBst. 892 S nBvt. 893 S flaar [(puus) for

posy, often used]. Bf ar [hour]. 894 S dis^v. 895 S rz's^v.

! andY- 897 S dilaat. 898 B na'is, Hd naLas, S naas. 901 S faan.

902 S maan. 904 S va'iht. 905 S raat. 906 S vaapBr. 908 S advaas. 909

briiz. 910 S djcust. 911 S SEstern.
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0-. 913 S kfiBtj. 914Sbroitj. 916 S w n.rai. 917 S ruBg. 918 S

[(week) weak used]. 919 S omtmimt [(SAAV) often used]. 920 S point. 925 Hs
vo'/s. 928 S aans. 929 S kaakumbi?r. 932 S Bmaant. 934 S baantz. 939
SkluBS. 940BHdSk<iBt. 941 S fuu. 944 S alaad [allowed]. 946 S niAAl.

948 S bool [? (ba'td)]. 949 S maald. Hs tA'rn [turn]. B djA'rnt

[journey]. 952SkuBrs. 954 Sk^sh^n. 955 B daa !

t, S daat. 956 S k?< vBr.

959 S [(tEk) take used].
IT- 963 Sktveet. 970 B djw st.

YAR. v. BURNLEY cwl.

From the following sources :

B Burnley (rbarnli), wn. by TH. especially from the family of Fielding, who
dictated the Burnley cs., p. 332.

tB gu Bn gJEt sheevd), I am boun [starting] to go and get shaved.

(A sii^B^r i)k' kroft dhis mA'rnin Bsa'id B a'r ftoks), I saw her in the

croft this morning, aside of our folks. In reply to asking the way
to a certain street, (jo)n fcfind it tf gu da^an dhis farst opnin, Bn
dhEn gu st^E'it daa'n), you will-en find it to go down this first

opening, and then go straight down. (not ka'm wail nain Btlok
1

),
not

come while [= until] nine o'clock.

B' Burnley, from a wl. in io. by Mr. Healey, native, only a few supplementary
words are given.

C Cliviger (:tlivitpr) and occ. (rtlividjBr) Valley (2 se.Burnley) and extending
to Holme (4 se. Burnley), wn. by TH.

Ex. Mother to child, (dha)d E'it 'mii BV A WBr meed B spa'is), thou wouldest
eat me if I were made of spice. (uu)z brA't BZ B sw p B)th bE

t
tB

v
r

suBrt), she's brought us a sup of the better sort. (u tlapt Br tlook

d-^an Bn u nEVBr JErd on)t frB dhad dee tB dhis), she clapped her cloak

down and she never heard of-it from that day to this.

W "Worsthorn (rwarsthA'rn) (2 e.Burnley), wn. by TH. from a native b. 1818.

Ex. (a Ed BZ vgjeet B dig
1

in), he had us agate [astir] of digging.

I. WESSEX AJTD NORSE.

A W aa1

[A letter]. 4 B teen [taken], B' tak. 8 B E'V [have, emphatic].
10 B eeg [obs. gj. 12 B' [occ.] s^g. 21 B n^m. A: 39 B kM m ktm5m.
40 B' kuBm. 50 B' taqz. 51 W ma 1

! in. 54 B want. 55 B' as. 56 B WEsh.B' taqz.
A: or 0: 63 B' thraq. 64 B' raq. A'- 67 B gut?. 69 B now. 70 B'

tutj. 73 B SUB. 76 B' tuud. 81 B loin. 83 B' mutm. 84 BW mutjr. 85
B'sut?r. 86 B'uBts. 87 BB' tloiz. 89 B' butjth. 91B'mAA. 93 B' SUAA.

94 B' nAA. 95 B' thrAA. 97 B' soul. A': 101 B' usk. 104 BB' ru^d.

106 B' bruBd. 107 B' luBf. 108 B' duBf. 113 B' wu l. 115 B' worn, W
woom. 118B'WbuBn. 121 B' gUBn. 122 B noon, B' nuBn. 124 W stuBn.

127 B' UBS. 128 B' dhuBz. 129 B' g&Bst. 130 B' buBt. 131 B' g6it. 133
B' ruBt. 136 B oodhBr. 137 B noodhBr.

JE- 144 W BgiBn. 150 B' liBst. 152 B wa^B v
r. ^: 161 B fee. 172

B gars. B lat [late]. 181 B' pad. &'- 182 BB' S'IB. 183 B' tE'itj.

184 B' liBd. 187 B' IIBV. 190 BB' kjE'i. 191 B' JE!. 192 B' miBn. 193

B' kliBn. 194 B' one. 195 B a)mm [how many?], B' mom. 200 B' wiBt.

202 B' JEt. 205 B' thriid. 216 B' did. 223 B' dhiBr. 224 B' wiBr. 226 B'

muBst. 228 B' swiBt. 229 B' briBth.

E- 231 B t'th [as] gi mi)t' th)ormdj. 232 B' brE'ik. 233 B spE'ik.
234 B' nE'id [(pod'n) kneaded]. 235 BB' wE'iv. 238 B' Edj. 247 B' w^n.
249 B' wz'Br. 250 B' sw/Br. B E'it [eat]. 251 B' mE'it. E: W
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fotj [fetch]. 265 B s^r^it. 270 B' i. baits, ii. bali. 284 B' thrash.
E'- W ii [letter E]. 290 B ii. 296 B biliiv. 300 B kiip. 301 BB' jar.

E': 305 BB' E'I. 306 B' E'it.

EA- -- B s\\eev [shave]. 317 B' flii [(fl^) means frighten, properly to put,

to flight], EA: 324 B [from elderly people] Ekht. 326 B' k6wd. 328 B'

l, old. 333 B' ICAAV. 334 B' AAV. 345 B' daar. 346 B eet330 B owl, old. 333 B' ICAAV. 334 B' AAV. 345 B' daar. 346 B gjeet

[older pron. (j^t)J,
B' wet EA'-- BW ie [yea]. 347 B n?d B'id, BB' ju'd.

EA': 350 B' d'red. 351 B' lied. 353 B' br'red. W kritjm [cream]. 360 W
t/em. 361 B'W bien. 363 B' tjsp. 365 C niur. 366 BW gart, B' grBt.
368 B' diBth. El: 378 B' week. EO- 384 B' Ev'n. EO: 389 B'

395 B jw q. 396 B' waark 397 B' suerd. 402 B' laarn. 405 B'

aarstuen [hearthstone]. EO'- 410 B' uu. 413 B' dEv'l. 414 B' flii. 420
B f6Mnr. EO': 423 B' thii. 424 B [from elderly people] rw kh. 425 B'

Hit. 437 B'
v
t

v
riuth. EY- 438 B' dii.

I- 444 B stiil. 446 B nam. 448 B' dhrez. I: 452 B A [mostly], a.

458 B' niit. 459 BB' rB'tt. 462 B sit. 475 B wmd. W nyfrsti [misty].
I'- B Itkand [liked, desired, also] Idik. 494 B tdim.

0- B uun [oven, as (mn kcfojr-6n2, pot-ownz, pot-ozmz) cinder or coke

ovens, pottery ovens]. 0: B fag [fog]. 531 B do^t\r. 534 B 6/1.

535 B fuek. 544 B dhE'm, dhEn. B A'S [horse]. 0'- 558 B luuk.

55f> BB' mw dhi3r. 560 B skwu 5
! [only half pouted] skuul. 562 B' muun.

563 B' mond/. 565 B' nuez. 0': 569 B bz/u5k. 571 B' gw d. 572 B'

bl d. 573 B' fl d. 577 B' buu. 580 B' tof. 586 B daunt [don't]. 588
B noin, B' nuun. 589 B spoin, B' spuun. 591 W mum'.
U- 603 BW kam [pp. (kam)]. 606 B' dar. 607 B' b^tther. U: 615

B psc'and, p^and. 616 B' pa'wnd, B' gra'wnd. "W ba'an [boun,
619 B' fw n. 620 B' gru n. 634 B thruu. U'- 643 B na1

,
B

650 C tM'at U': 658 B da'an. 667 B a'at' eat. 671 B ma lath.

Y- 673 B' imtj. 677 C
v
d

t
m?:. Y: 684 B' br*g. 691 B ma/nd. 694

B'wark. 700 B' waar. 701 B farst.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714WlaVd. E. 749BlEft. I. rfY. 757 B' tiim. 0. 761
B' IfiBd. - B tlag [clog]. B dag [dog]. 767 B no/z. B spuurt

[sport]. C sha at [shout]. U. 804 B ^nyjkh'n [very often with (kh)].

m. ROMANCE.

E-. 867 B tee. 885 B van. W sarmim [sermon]. W sarvtmt

[servant]. 890 B' brest [pi. (bius)]. 891 B' ffost. 893 B fla'ar. B a j ar

[hour]. 0-- 913 B'kuwtj. 914 B' bro/tj. B djE'm [join]. 935 B
k?< ntr/. B A'dh^r [order]. 939 B tlo/s. B ruust [roast]. B tu^st

[toast]. 940B'k6*t. U- 963 B' kwdit.

D 2.3 = n.!SrM. = northern North Midland.

This forms the borderland at the extreme n. of the M. div.,

adjoining the N. div. in La., but preserving much of the character

of D 22. This applies to the mainland district. But the Celtic

Isle of Man seems to have acquired its English chiefly from La.,
and hence I include it under D 23, making the mainland Yar i.

and the island Var. ii. Of course the English of the Isle of Man is

not an independent English dialect. It is entirely imported and
indeed recently acquired, the Celtic Manx not having entirely died

out. But I could find no better place for it than this.
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YAH. i. THE FYLDE, LA.

Boundaries. Begin at Cockerham (8 ene.Fleetwood) on the n. coast of La., and

go ne. and e., passing just n. of "VVyersdale (6 sse. Lancaster) and Abbeystead (2

e.Wyersdale) to the b. of La., and then follow this b. to the Hodder and pursue
that river to the Eibble, which follow to the sea, and then go n. round by
Fleetwood to Cockerham.
The n. b. from Cockerham is rather conjectural, as I have no information

immediately n. of it, but it cannot be very far from right, and it is only a little to

the n. of the boundary of Amounderness and Lonsdale hundreds. At "Wyersdale
the pron belongs rather to D 23 than D 31, that is, is rather m. than n.La. It

cannot be supposed that pron. follows the co. b. precisely, but in the absence of

direct information I am obliged to assume that it does.

Area. m.La. being the whole of the hundred of Amounderness,
with a small portion of the s. of Lonsdale s. of the Sands, and that

part of the hundred of Blackburn which lies n. of the Eibble. The
last portion is doubtful from want of information. Mr. Bellows,

writing to Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, says, on the one hand "the Pell

dialect," that is, the N. dialect, extends as far s. as Longridge Fell

(11 ne. Preston), and on the other hand that "the Fylde dialect

covers all the country between the Wyre and the Kibble, and up to

the Cocker as far e. as the railway," we shall see that it is quite
distinct at Goosenargh (6 n.Preston), which is 3 miles e. of the

railway, "and then, modified, right to the foot of Longridge Fell,

Goosenargh, and Claughton" (:tlVt"n) (8 n.Preston, and about
one mile e. of the railway). Mr. Bellows also says,

"
s. of

Chipping (10 ne. Preston) comes in the low Lancashire dialect

(Blackburn, Bolton, etc.)." This is not distinct, and in the

absence of better information, I think the area I have assigned
the most probable.

Authorities. See County List under the following names, where * means vv.

per AJE., fper TH., || systematic, informants' orthography.
La. f Abbeystead, Blackpool, t Cockerham, Fylde district, t Garstang,

t Goosenargh, f Kirkham, f Poulton, f Preston, f "Wyersdale.

Character. Yar. i. This m.La. district is a transition from the

M. to the JS". div. Much of D 22 has disappeared. The exceedingly
characteristic verbal pi. in -en is generally supposed, even by dialect

speakers, to be lost, and certainly seems to exist only in some
common phrases. But it will be found in the Poulton cs. below,

par. 2 (dw n dhra ?) do-n they, par. 7 (wot)^n 'jaa thzqk ?) what)do-n
you think ? par. 13 (dw n JB noo ?) do-n you know ? And in the

Goosenargh cs. par. 2 (w)n nu^n on)^z frcrgJEt'n) we have-n none
of us forgotten ; par. 7 (dw n JB the'qk ?) do-n you think ? par. 13

(dw n jaa noo ?) do you know ? Also in the Poulton phrases 1 7 (an
JT? bm) have-n you been, and I9a (ja noon) you know-en, with Mr.
Lawrenson's attempt to account for the double use of (noon, noo)

p. 358, ]S"o. 19. These shew that the verbal pi. in -en still exists

in an almost evanescent and not very recognisable form. TH. heard

one example from a Wyersdale farmer at Lancaster : (win dhi3 Let

dhra gu into :wai'i3rzd'l), will-en they let thee go into Wyersdale ?

The chief mark of distinction between D 23 and D 22 to the feeling of the

natives of the Fylde is the treatment of the U' words, as shewn in Poulton phrases
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5, p. 357. That is, in D 23 the normal form is (&), as in Chapel-en -le-
Frith D 21, avoiding the (aa aa1

sese aa) of D 22. But this is also the same as

about Lancaster, and characterises Lonsdale s. of the Sands. It is therefore here
a transitional form.

But TH. finds (AA
1

)
to be "a distinctive sound in the Fylde." Writing in

1876 he says : "At present I hear it as a higher position upon the normal (A)."
He states that at that time he had known the sound for 16 or 18 years from
natives of the Fylde, but had not previously analysed it. In connection with this

there is another sound he hears in this district which he writes (O L )
in the cs., in

(o\Md to^ud) old told, that is, EAL words like those in which (AA
I

)
occurs in (AA

!

!

fAA1
! kAA1

!) all fall call. The (o'jw) diphthong is also written in (o^ut do'^ti^r)
ought daughter, and the (AA

1

)
in (lAA

1

) law. Now it is difficult to conceive that

(a
1 o

:)
should differ materially from each other or from

(o), and probably I should
have appreciated both sounds as (o) and written (bud toud out d6M

l
te

(

r ool fool

kool loo). What the real sounds were which had the effect of higher (A) and
lower (o) to TH. it is impossible to say. I have, however, followed his writing.
But I would call attention to the Leyland (koo) call, (fo) fall, (kowd) cold, p. 346,
and to the Blackburn (oo), p. 348, all given on TH.'s authority in D 22, and to

a similar treatment of (AA) in Hexham, Nb. It is sometimes very difficult for

an Englishman to distinguish (oo, AA), and Prince L.-L. Bonaparte (supra Pt. IV.

p. 1303, col. 1) appreciates the Italian o aperto as (0^ when accented and (o) when
unaccented, shewing the very slight difference which he attributed to the signs.
This (0j) occurs also in D 23 in the forms (fo'^l ko'^1) foal coal, p. 359, which in

D 22, Blackburn variety, appear as (foz'l k6z'l) and similarly (oil) hole, p. 348.

These examples tend to confirm my suspicions. Prince L.-L. Bonaparte also for

a long time did not distinguish (o l o). It is much a matter of appreciation.
The fractures (ce'u) or (mi) and (?i) so common in D 21, 22, 25, are here written

simply (uu ii), though TH. is careful to say that there generally is a slight initial

fracture, see notes to Poulton cs. pars. 1 and 4, p. 356. It is to be observed that

u ii) or (wiU z'ji)
occur in the N div. D 31, and that the form of the fracture in

23 may be an intermediate one.

The (r) when not before a vowel again occasions difficulty. TH. notes that

it was decidedly
'

strong
'
at Poulton. The precise meaning he attached to this

term is not clear, but his remarks in Poulton cs. notes to par. 1, cares, shew that

it was not a degree of strength of trill, but of a buzz similar to those of
(r, R r ).

It is therefore possibly (f), p. 293.

There is a remarkable form (du d) for did, see Poulton cs. notes par. 4, p. 356,
and also (sa'uer) sure, and (da'u) dew. The guttural (kh) is still found among
old people, but is fast perishing.
The characters generally are :

A =
(ee)

as (neem seem] name same.
A' = (UB) as (tuud fok) toad oak.

JEG, EG = (ee) as (dee vree) day way.
M' = (IB) as (liBd it) to lead, heat.

E = (E) or (B't) as (spu'ik) speak.
E' =

(ii)
or nearly (ii)

as (griin) green.
EAL = (AA') or perhaps (oo).
T = (di) as (said) side, never (aa).
=

(6 li)
or perhaps (6t), a form of (6*), but O: is generally (o).

0' = (uu) or an unknown approach to (uu), written (tiju).

TJ =
( )

as in D 22.

TJ' = (tt) as (dawn) down.

This really differs from D 22 only in the treatment of U' and occ. I'. For

particulars see illustrations.

Illustrations. Mr. Bellows, the printer, of Gloucester, first wrote

out a cs. for Poulton from Mr. Lawrenson, to send to Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte, but as Mr. B. had not a sufficient knowledge of phonetic

writing, I prevailed upon TH. to see Mr. Lawrenson himself. The

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1785 ]
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result was all that could be wished, and the palaeotypie transcript
of the cs. is given below. TH. also stayed some time with the

Lawrensons, and thus obtained from them a set of phrases, see

p. 357, and words, now put into a cwl., p. 358. The same year, 1876,
he was also fortunate enough to obtain a cs. for Goosnargh, which for

easy comparison is given below in double columns with the Poulton

version. This shews that in the e. of Amounderness hundred the

dialect was identical with that in the w. Mr. Kirk (who dictated

the Goosnargh version) also furnished a considerable list of words.

These, exclusive of the cs., are recorded in the cwl. together with
some wn. by TH. at Kirkham. The hundred of Amounderness is

thus well represented, and as already stated the small portion of

the hundred of Blackburn n. of the Ribble is here assumed to be

practically the same, as an inference from Mr. Bellows' s remarks.

Two cs. IN PARALLEL COLTTOTS.

1. Poulton-in-the-Fylde (ipuX'n t)th rfa'tld) (13 wnw.Preston), pal. in 1876 by
TH. from the dictation of Mr. T. Lawrenson (:la

-

rens'n), b. in 1833, general

dealer, of that place, native, and accustomed to use the dialect daily with his

customers.

2. Goosnargh (:gwuzner) (5 nne.Preston), pal. in 1876 by TH. from the dictation of

Mr. Edward Kirk, editor of the Eccles Advertiser, Manchester, b. 1 832, native,

who spoke the dialect till 1858, 'and was closely connected with the district

till 1863. Mr. Kirk has so much altered the cs. that it was impossible
to give the two versions interlinearly, and hence they have been arranged

paragraph by paragraph in parallel columns.

On the (r) see Poulton, notes, par. 1, p. 356.

POULTON.

0. wai :djon)z n^)dawts.
1. WE!, im en dhii me bu^dh

laf i3d dhez nraz 13 mam. UB

kjferz? dhat)s no0'dhi3r rer ner

dhrer.

2. nat mom mEn dii for bijm
laft at, dw n dhi3 ? wot shed

mEk)mn ? *t)s nat vare Icwkle,

tz>'d ?

3. 'ed om reet dhe's
e's)f

fakt
i

e)th mater, su Ojwd dhe nd^z,
ra. be kwaat dhim di)v dii n.

ark'n.

GOOSNARGH.

0. wdi :djon)z no dawts.

1. woV, mA'n, dha me grm'
13Z ard 'en 'ez loq BS te la^'ks, 'en

bu^dh on)^ puu
5

.rer fes^z 'ez

loq BZ ra barn diVer Ek' et wot

di)y toiwd J13, fr)o!Mt)s di kJEEr.

lt)s AA1

nd^t te mi n^^dh-er wee
jar grtnVn.

2. dhf^r)z nab^t ^ var^

fii^k dii wi bi;m grmd at.

th^qk w)n
a*)st

-ez

wer laft at, an k'vd mone
'et af te

v

r. di^r)a mii ! wot)s
dh^r i lafYn te mEk fu^k dii

tlwqks)te? dw s)t theqk 6^ut

e)th suert)s la'klt te [_hap'n i

dhoY tdim ?

3. b^liiv im "er beliiv m nA't,

t)s 'e fakt wot ai

yv idiud j^, SUB

od dhi dm 'en be k^aaj
t tm a1

tEl)ft dhe AA1
. Iw )dh^.
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4. ae)m sart'n di iBrd)Bm see

sw m B)th fui?k BZ wEnt thru

Ar)th the'q frB)th fArst dhBrsElz

dhat di d?i d sa'wer Bnw f.

5. dhBd)th Jw qkst lad e'sssl, "8

grst lad naeh JiBr d^d, ne'u e's

f&dvirz tw q BS sunn BZ zi iBrd

em spE'e'k, dho id WBS SB kwiBr

on skwiBkYn, Bn ae')d v
t

v
re'st 2m

tB tEl)th k

t ruuth one dee, ai

6. i3n)dh djwd ww mBn
B! tEl one on JB BZ lafs, Bn tsl JB

s
fc

t rE'e't of tu,wedhawt one bodh^r,
V ra)! nab^t ash 'Br, 'dhat u wil.

7. 'Bd om reet u td^d it mi WEE.

ai ash t)B r, tut;thr tdimz u^r, u
dtl d, ^n u 6ui nat te b raq on

se'tj
^ poV'nt -BZ dh's, wot)^n 'jaa

th'qk ?

8. i?z w^s sce;m, u)d tE^j-B
bui3dh aw, wiBr im wEn u fw n)th

k'n
'

uz ^ kAAJz Br

9. u swi^r u si m wi Br oon

iin, ldi)in s^trEtjt Bt)th f^ l

Isqkth B)dh grawnd, tn ez gw d
sw ndB kuBt, tlds Bsd B)dh aws

duBr, dawn Bt)th kA^mBr B jond

luBn.

10. i WBZ wdmin uwee, u SE'Z,

fBr AA:

)th wVrld la^k B mart

tjmld, Br B lit'l las frEt'm.

11. Bn dhat ap'nd BZ A*r Bn
Br do'^ tB r i lAA1 kw m thruu)th
bak jdrd frB qm. th)wit tluBZ

awt tB
v

d rdi on B wEsh'm dee,

12. wa*'l)th kEt'l wBr
won fam sw mBr af

KtBrnuun,
nabBd B wik)s'n kw m thVrzdB.

13. Bn dw n) JB noo ? di

git tB noo one nmBr dhBn dhe's

B dhat bi'znBz w p tB tBd^^, BS

BZ ma* n^^m)z :djak

4. a/)m sartm Bn su'wBr di

iBrd Bm see dhat)s sw m B)th
fuBk, di miBn, BZ WEnt thruu

AA^th boz'lgjaq on)t dhBrsElz,
dhat a1 du d BS seef BZ Egz iz Egz.

5. Bs)th jw qkst s^ n essEi, B
'

mak BV)B IM nam JiBr

,
nm is fadh'Brz vo^s in B

krak, iv it wVr SB k^EEr Bn

skwiBk'm, Bn a1 dar
V

trw st z
xm

tB spE^'k)th 4

t ruuth one dee, -dhat
di dar.

6. Bn)th o&d ww mBn BrsEl,

uu)l tEl)jB djw st mit)th bEst on
JB BZ iz lafYn, Bn weent u tEl JB

s^TE'it Bn AA1
. dhB[r)z nd tuu

w^zBbawt'A'r: jaanabBt aks)Br,
weent u tEl JB ?

7. 'miwee u lit im EV it rit

Bnw f tu Br thrii ta/mz oBr u
dii d dhat, Bn u diWt'n)tB be far

raq B
se'tj

B pd^ht BZ ?t, dw n)jB

theqku shi> d?
8. WE! BZ oY)r seejin, -uu)d

tEl)jB, wEn Bn wiBr Bn aw Bn
AA1

,
u fw n)th d^d swalBkm the'q

BV)B w zbBn BV A
!

rz.

9. u swiBr u si em we Br oon

iin, lae';m B)th ftt l ratj B)th griin

sward, en e'z sw ndB kuBt, niBrle

oBrne'-nst th)aws duBr, dawn Bt)th
bEnd B)th luBn Jon.

10. i WBr frae'nen Bn waenen,
u SEZ, BZ n(Br BZ nd^t lae'k B

mard tjaeld BZ e'z badle B bet,

Br)B le't'l las e')th pst.
11. an AA1

dhe's ap'nd B)th
WEshYn dee BZ u Bn dhEEr :djEmz
waef WBr kw mm thru)th bak

fdxwd fre eqen th)tluBz awt,

12. wae'l)th t^kEt'l WBr bd^leh

fBr)th aftBmuunz dre'qken,

won greedli fain sw mBrz af
4

tB r-

nuun lEt)s si, e't/1 be djw st B

wik sEn B thA'rzdB.

13. en dw n jaa noo ? di nEVBr

larnt Bnw dhBrwVrd on)t fr^ dhat

dee tB dhV, BS sa'wBr BZ ma'e

:djak i
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:sbEprard, ran di dd)nt want tra

noo noodhrar, na dh.En !

14. ran su a)m gujm uram tra

nit sw prar, gw d nit, ran dd)nt
bi sra sbarp tra kroo urar ra bod*

ragje^n, wEn itAAxks ra dlws dhat

ran)dh w dhrar.

15. i)z ra wek fuul raz pr^ts
wfldbawt riraz'n. ran dhat)s m*
last wArd. gw d nit.

haqd iv a1

kJEEr 00dhrar, sra

14. <w)l bfl pcfo'km of
1

uram naw
tra m sw

pprar.
sra g^9d nit, ran

nEvrar dbii bi m ra on rage'im tra

toldrar drar ra tjap, WEn i)z tElm
*s teel.

15. ii)z nabrat ra varra shalra

fuu5
ras piwts bawt i nooz wot

fA'r. dhat)s AA1
. gw d nit\

Notes to Poulton cs.

1. well, omitting neighbour, which
Mr. L. says is not used after well in

addresses, nor, so he said, would the

Christian name or other familiar word,
as (mA'n, lad). But TH. observed

when familiar acquaintances came into

Mr. L.'s shop, he would say: (WE'!,
:tw nrez ; WE"!, rrobert), etc. thee,

there is the usual employment of thou,
as on p. 337. As to the vowel, it is

"
very nearly pure (ii)." There is

sometimes a slight fracture, but it does

not reach (ii) as in D 21. It might be

(iji) or
(ft),

but as TH. is contented with

writing (ii)
after making the above

remark, I follow him. cares, (r) gene-
rally when not before a vowel, is

" mod-

erately strong, but in cares prayer, etc.,

it is considerably stronger," says TH.,
"the end of the tongue being somewhat

retracted, and approaching, but not

reaching, the cerebral (R) of the sw. of

England." This would give (r,,
r
0/ ),

and this must be borne in mind, though
only (r) is written, see D 21.

2. not (nat), less frequently (not),
not many, or lyte (latt)

= few. die (dii)

or (d^i). do they, the (dw n) is an

example of the verbal pi. in -en, which
is nearly extinct in this district.

3. at (ed).this is the fact, (f) for

the assimilated to the following (f).

quiet, observe (aa) as in D 22, Bolton.

till (dben), possibly an alteration of

(tin) rather than of then.

4. through, TH. says that the sound
is not quite pure (uu, u), but might be

written (u^) and might reach (mi).

He, however, contents himself with this

note, and writes (uu), saying "some-
times there is a slight fracture," the

lips being "rather opener in the first

element, and closing to the normal (u) in

the second." did, the form (dw d) here,
and in Goosnargh, is remarkable, it

recalls the old lust list lest, suster sister,

gult guilt, hulles hills, put pit, etc.,

see supra Part I. p. 298. sure, the form

(sa'uer) is strange.
6. and the old, (dh) is used for the

definite article as well as (th), with the

general rule, (th) before consonants and

(dh) before vowels or silent h. But
this rule is not exact, as shewn by ('B)dh

grawnd) in par. 9, and by numerous

(th) before vowels in the G-. version.

ask, or (aks).

7. asked, or less frequently (aks^t).
onaht not to be wrong, or (o^f te bi

rit) ought to be right. what do-n you
think, another instance of the verbal

plural in -en.

8. pig, sometimes (brest). husband,
the (n) was lengthened, but is weaker
than in an accented syllable ;

this is not

written.

9. lane, (lu-en) would descend from
either Ws. form lane lone.

10. a marred child, that is, a spoiled
child.

13. do-n you know, another example
of the verbal pi. in -en. want, or

(wont) . neither or (oodber) either.

Notes to Goosnargh cs.

1. man, thou, greetings and use of

thou as on p. 337. pull, perceptibly,
but not much protruded lips. pull

your faces as long as a barn 'heck,'
1

or

weather-board at a barn door to keep
out the rain. for aught as I care all

nought, the vowels (o 1} A1

), which are

practically identical and probably = (o),

have been considered on p. 353.

neither (noodlrer) also used.

2. two or three, few. we have-n

none of us, instance of verbal pi. in -en.

Blackburn
(

:blEgbren) . afterwards,

perhaps literally that after= after that.
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3. quiet (kwaa't), obs. (aa
1

). till people. Sunday coat or
(t db.T?r kut?t)

(tin). look thou! the other coat, a workman being sup-
4. maze, or gypsy-track, see Pea- posed to have only two, working and

cock's n.Li. glossary under Boswell. bettermost.
5 . father, either (fadh' ur) or (fa

1

/T OT) . 10. frining and ivhining, whimper-
squeaking or (skw^km). ing and whining. badly, ill.

6. just meet the best of you, meet 11. their Jim's wife, Mr. Kirk says
means precisely, exactly. ask, (ash) daughter-in-law is not used, but Mr.
used by elderly people. L. at P. uses it. fold, courtyard.

7. do-n ijou think, an example of 12. gradely, very, truly, properly,
verbal plural in -en. completely.

8. I was, the (a't)r) stands for I 13. from that day to this, or (fr<?
wor (di wer). and all, too, also. db.En' te naw) from then to now.
sivallowing, the form (swarekm) seems Jack or (:djon) John. either, or oodlrer.

to preserve the original guttural ags. 14. piking off, taking myself off.

to tolder over, this word is not in the
reach (ratj), hence stretch. green glossaries, but its meaning "to crow

sward, called (griin suurd) by elderly over" is clear.

POULTON PHRASES.

from Mr. Lawrenson's family, noted by TH. ;
those marked * were taken from

the aunt, b. 1797.

1. (A do)nt fiilt g^ d fet'l), I don't feel well.

2. (uu)z varB kant), she's very well and lively, used of old people

only.
3. (ar)te gu;m te fet dh)uun ted#? ?), art thou going to heat the

oven to-day ?

4. (bre'q)th kadBr iBr), bring the cradle here [the common word,
but (krEd'l) is also used].

5. (di)m bawn dawn)th tawn, te boY -e rawnd pawnd B bw
0vter, Bn

fotj v ktt pfo B sA*t waiter), I am boun (i.e, going) down
the town to buy a round pound of butter, and fetch a cupful
of salt water. [This is a sentence concocted by Eylde (rfoYld)

people and pronounced by them as above, to laugh at the

s.La. people who come to Blackpool, and who are accused of

sayin (A)m gu)m daan t' taan, te \)di B raand paand B bw
0v
te r,

6. (i)z B gr00dK gw d mA'n, Bn dhat)s B greedli bad "en, greedli 1),

he's a really good man and that's a really bad one, really ill.

7. (dof dh* tluBz, kuBt), do-off [=take off] thy clothes, coat,

not applied to shoes.

8. (i)z gJEt'n dh)AAmz ^n dh)ormdj), he has got the alms and the

orange.
9. (zm BS kips B shop iminst mam), he that keeps a shop over-

against mine.

10. (as)te Ed dlw brs'tkfBst), hast thou had thy breakfast [for (Ed)

over the Wyre, at Pilling (6 nnw.Poulton), they use (EH)].

11. (tv)tt [?th koosB] gJEts BW^ frBm)f frw nt B)dh aws, tt)s )th

ruBd), if it [?the causeway, paved space] gets away from

the front of the house, it's [said to be] in the road.

12. *(oV)m bod mt'dltn), I'm but middling, in health.
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*(ja)r B vast grat wail BfuBr jaw ks'm), you're a vast great
while afore you come. [Observe (kam) not (kw m).]

14. *(th) kuth s
v

truBk mi), the cold struck me [the (th) not quite

certain].
15. *(t)s vast plEZBnt if fdk be wiil), it [the weather] is [vastly]

very pleasant if folk be well. [Obs. subj. mood.]
16. *(di sarft t' p'gz Bn sarft t' kAAvz), I served [regular word for

attended to, applied to domestic animals] the pigs and served
the calves.

17. (an JB bm badl* AA dee dhsn' ?), have you been ill all day then ?

[Obs. (an) verbal pi. in -enJ\
18. (wo)dBn JB want?), what do-en you want? [Obs. verbal pi.

in
-en.~]

19. a. (ja noon dh$)z dhsm w dhBr th^qz), you know-en there's

those other things [something rather remote, pointed out

by (noon), Mr. L. thinks], b. (WE! ja noo A)m lVk tB gu
tB)th tjErtj), well, you know [something present, and hence

(noo) not (noon)], I'm like [am obliged] to go to the church.

[It is not at all likely that Mr. L.'s opinion about this

distinction is well founded. The verbal pi. in -en had, he

thought, died out, and he was probably endeavouring to

account for a particular case.]

"WYERSDALE, La. (6 se.Lancaster), dt.

pal. by TH. in 1881 from diet, of Mr. Joan Gornal, Border Side Farm.

1. naw JB si, tjaps, a)m rE'it 'ebawt dhat Kt'l las k?ynm fre th

skuul.

2. shu)z gu'm dawn t' ru^d dhziBr, thrwu t' rod geet, on t' lEft

and sa/d.

3. konsam et ! *t)s gA'n s
v
t

v
rEVit W p te)t roq dwu^r.

4. wi^r sh^)l ap'n famd dhat
v
d

k

rw qk'n di^f wez'nd MB kAAd :tom.

5. wi AA1 noo m varB wzil.

6. -mai word ! b^t went th 6wd tjap suun larn Br not tB du 't

Bgjeen, puBr dhe'q'.

7. SIJB! zz'ntit^niu?

Notes to Wyersdale dt.

1. school, or (jon skuul).
3. it's gone, or (tjaild)z go'n), child has gone. wrong door, or (roq' aws).
4. happen, or (tnn te WA'n), or (var laik).

THE FYLDE (:fa*ld), La., cwl.

From the following sources.

P Poulton, wn. by TH. in 1876, from the family of Mr. T. Lawrenson, of

Poulton, and a visitor there, a working man, b. 1821. Those marked *

were from an aunt, b. 1797, and illiterate. The (uu, ii)
were not quite

pure, see notes to Poulton cs. p. 356.
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K Kirkham (:kjarkem), (8 w-by-n.Preston), wn. by TH.
G Goosnargh (5 nne. Preston), wn. by TH. from dictation of Mr. E. Kirk, see

also cs. p. 354. Garstang (:gjaa-stin) is said to nave the same pron.
"W Wyersdale, wn. by Mr. TH. in 1881 added here for comparison. The pre-

ceding dt. shews that (di)m) and not (a')z) is used, and that (th) occurs for
the def. art. These keep the dial, away from D 31.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 8 P EV. 14 G drAA1
. 18 P ponk^ks [pancakes]. 19 G teel. 21 W

neem. 23 K seem. A: 40Gkom'. 43 P and widaut dh) etj. [hand without
the H]. 44 G land. 51 P niA'n [used for husband, see 297], W man. 54 P
want, wont. - G kjat [cat]. A: or 0: 64 "W" roq raq.

A'- 67 G gu;m [going]. 69 W noo. 76 G tued. 81 W 1mm. 82 G
wonst. G suep [soap]. G ruep [rope]. 86 W ur?ts. A': 101 P

(laer LOkher) lower]. G dawl [a dole]. G furnn [foam]. 115 GW
UBHI. 117 KwA'n, G eluen [alone]. 118 G buim. 122 W nue, nuim. 124
GW stuira.

M- 138 W fadhur fa^r. G ladher [ladder]. 140 G eel. 144 *P
Bgje^n. 146 G meen [see 457]. M: 161 GW dee. 172 W gras. K
ka l

rt, kse'rt. 181 P pad. M'- 182Psie. 184 W lied. 185 P riid. 192
K mien. - mien [mean adj.]. 194 *P oni. 200 W wiet. 202 P let.

210 Gtlee. 211 G gree. 221 P fn?r. 222 G iuer [this is probably not the

same word as hair, written hure and various other ways in Prompt. Parv. p. 249
and 252, meaning 'head covering,' or 'cap,' ags. hufa, and is probably only the

hair of the head, not horsehair for ex.]. 223 K dhier, W dhner. 224 W wii?r.

E- 231 P th dh t\ G th t
1

[no (dh)]. 233 W spE'tk. P B't [eat].
E: K rE'itj [reach]. 261 W see. 262 GW wee. 270 ii P bEli. 274 G
bEnsh. 277 G ^rEnsh. 278 G [not used, replaced by (las')]. E'- 290 W
i. 297 P Mi [used also for husband, see 51], 299 G griin, W grnn. E':

P brier [briar]. 314 W ierd. G tdit [tight, (tii it tdit) tie it tight].
EA: 322 W laf. 326 K a'wd, PW owd. 328 *P th)kuth [the cold sub.].

335 PG AA1
. 336 PG fAA 1

.
- P Amest [almost]. 338 PG kAA1

. P
SA't [salt]. EA'- 347 P s'td, W B"td. liep [leap]. EA': 350 W
died. 355 P dief. 359 KG nEber. 360 P tiem. 361 P bien. 363 P tjiep.
366 P grst, W gart. da'w [dew]. 370 G TOO. El- 372 *P at.

EO- 387 Gnmu. EO: 392 K Jan. 396 GW wark [sb. see 694]. kjarv

(carve). 398 G starv. 399 G brit. 402 W larn. 403 K f^r, fa3
r

r. EO'-
G l.ri [tree]. PG tiuwk [choke]. 417 G tm'u. EO': 423 K thtii

thhi. 424 W [older speech] rz^kh. 425 G lit. 435 *P ja JSM. 437 W
^ruuth. EY- 438 W dii dn.

I- 446 G ndin. 448 P dhierz. I: P bard [bird]. 457 G mit
im meen [might and main]. 458 GW nit. 459 P rit, W rE'it. 462 G sit.

G bi;ind [behind]. 487 W ju^t/BpfiB. I'- 492 G said. 494 W tdim.

I': 501 G waYd. 506 P ww mBn. 513 G water. 517 G vum.
0- - PG smiik [smoke]. 518 G bodi. P uun [oven]. 521 P fojil.

- P efuer [afore] P kuet [a cote, as a dovecote]. 0: P frag

[frog], G frog. G fog [fog]. 529 P bro^t. 531 W &6u$vjr. 532 G
koVl. 541 W went. PW skuur [score]. 550 PG WA'rd. G mA^der
[murder].

- P temA'rn [to-morrow, TH. noticed the (r) as 'rather strong'].
0'- 555 W shziu. GW fodher [fodder]. 559 W m dher. 560 K skuu.

562 G mw nth [month]. 565 G nuez. 0': 575 K stu d. 579 W tmw f.

I puu [pool, nearly pure (uu)]. 587 GW dw n. 588 W nuun.

U- 600 G Iw v. 603 *P ka'm, K kamm, G ku min, ku m. 605 KGW
su n. 606WduOT. U: K puu

5
[pull, inclined to (piu

5
)]. 612 G sw m.

- G winder. U'- 640 W [pi.] kai. 645 *P ebuun. U': 658 P dawn.

663 W aws.
'

Y- 674 W d^ d. Y: 686 P bai. P shuf [shelf]. 694 P wark,

wartj [in sense of ache], G wark [verb, see 396]. G wari [worry].
G WA'rm [worm]. Y': 709 G fa'ier. 712 G mats.
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ii. ENGLISH.

A. 714 W lad. 718 K
v
t

(
r^d. 736 W las. I. and Y. 758 W garl.

0. 763 Groom. PG- dag [dog], G (dog). GP tkg [clog], G (tiog>.

P m^ qki [monkey]. U. P twn [a tune]. G kA'r [a cur]. G

IU. ROMANCE.

A-- 811 *P pl<?]8 [TH. asks whether the vowel were formerly deeper (e^
than now ()].

- - G yee [pay]. 824 W tjeer tjier. 830 K foeea. 841 "W

tjans. G sleet, [slate]. G pled; [plate]. P koosE [causeway] . E--
867 PK tee. 890 W MBS [pi. cows]. I andX 901 G fain.

PG must [roast]. PG tfost [toast].
- G ruuz [rose]. 940 P ktet.

941 Pfuul [nearly pure]. 947 P b^il. fA'r, AT [fur].
- P tAA^n [turn] .

954 *P ww shn. U- 965 P ojl. PG A'rt [hurt].

YAR. ii. THE ISLE or MAN.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County Lists, under the following names, where

t means obtained by TH.
Ma. fKirk Christ Lazayre, fKirk Christ Rushen, fKirk Patrick, fPeel.

Area. In March, 1879, the Rev. W. Drury, vicar of Kirk Braddan

(2 w.Douglas, Ma.), wrote to me :
" The Manx peasantry are

remarkable for their good English. Indeed, it has often been

observed by Englishmen resident in the island, that their accent is

much more correct than that of the English peasantry generally.
The Manx language is fast getting out of use, but still in many
parts it is very generally spoken. It will not be what we call

extinct, for two or three generations yet." The English, therefore,
extends over the whole Isle, but it is an English spoken by
foreigners, and, as is the case with Welsh-English, is not entirely

book-learned, but more or less tinctured with the neighbouring
dialect.

Character. The dialect is mixed. It is by no means the remark-

ably
"
good," that is, "received," speech, which Mr. Drury seems

to imagine, possibly from intercourse with the better educated.

The use of / am in the form (a)m) separates it from D 31, which
uses (a)z) / is. The use of the (dire) as the def . art. again separates
it from D 31, which uses

(t'), but also separates it from D 23, Yar.

i., which uses (th) and occasionally (dh) before a vowel. This the

is, however, almost the only important mark distinguishing Yar. ii.

from Yar. i., and the use of (dh^) is of course strictly inculcated in

the schools, so that it was to be expected. The U' words have one

of the diphthongs (Q'U, K'U, 6u, a 1

^), at any rate it varied in the

pron. of the informants examined, but there was no approach to

the (WiU) of part of D 31 lying to the n. of s. hoos line 6, and though
the small part of D 31 s. of this line uses (6u) in Lonsdale n. of

the Sands and (aw) in Lonsdale s. of the Sands, the Isle of Man, or

D 23, Yar. ii., is separated from both by / am and the for / is and
t\ Yar. i., however, has (aw), which is nearly reached in the (a%)
of Yar. ii. There is no approach to the peculiar sw.La. (aa

1

, aeae)

for TJ'. I
7 words have (di, di) in both Yars. i. and ii. The words
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with A-, A:, A', M, JE', E, E', EA, EA', EO, EO', and probably
TJ, are treated substantially alike in both varieties. TH. appreciated
and wrote ( ), but the palaeotyping was done in Manchester, where
(u )

is general, and most of the persons interviewed had been in
Manchester some time. Hence the Manx sound may be (), although
(w )

is here recorded. Hence phonetically it is impossible to regard
the speech of the Isle of Man as anything but a variety of m.La.,
having numerous points of agreement and only one point of real

diiference the treatment of the def . art. the
;

for the absence of

the verbal plural in -en, already nearly extinct in Yar. i., can

scarcely be considered in Yar. ii.

Illustrations. Mrs. Roscoe, of Kensington, a native of the Isle of

Man, having given me an introduction to Miss Cannell in Man-
chester, TH., who lives there, very carefully pal. her version of

the dt., and subsequently he discovered other natives of the island,

residing in Manchester, whose account of the pron. at home, assisted

by that of friends who came over, he was also enabled to pal. Thus
I have obtained three dt. and several wn. from the n. m. and s. of

the island, shewing slight differences, but substantial agreement.
As the speech is no true dialect, the localisation of the differences

has no dialectal value, and the interlinear presentment of the three

dt. points them out at a glance. But the occasional use of
( tt) for

(th) especially before (r) in the n. and m. of the island, and the

regular (th) in the s., should be noted. Thus in the n. and m. we
have (^troon ^tra'd v

trat
k
trii

vt^ruu) thrown thread threat three

through, and in the n.
( k

tk
vt^q vta:rtiin) thick thing thirteen.

This is in some respects comparable with Orkney and Shetland

habits.

THREE INTERLINEAR dt.

L. EirJc Christ Lazayre (2 w.Ramsey, on the ne. of the I. of Man), dictated

by Mr. T. Curphey, joiner, b. 1853, who was brought up there, but had resided

several years in Manchester, when this was pal. in 1881, and revised three times

in 1884 by TH.
P. Peel, above the middle of the island on the west coast, dictated in 1881 by

Mr. F. Kaye, joiner, native, b. 1853; having resided several years in Manchester,
he took the opportunity of having it revised by his sister, about 25, and a friend

of hers, about 19, residents in Peel, who came to Manchester for a few days in

1884, and the dt. given, as thus revised, was pal. by TH.
R. Eushen (:rw shBn), the most s. parish in Man, dictated to TH. (in Sept.

1881, and revised March, 1882) by Miss Cannell, head schoolmistress at St.

Margaret's Day School for Girls, Whalley Range, Manchester, then about 27,
and Miss Cubbin, also a schoolmistress in Manchester, then about 30, both

natives.

1 . Lazayre. na1^ di see, bos'z, ju si na1^ dh^t <um raVt
Peel. WE!, bo'z, ju si direr A)m raVt

Rushen WE 1, bo'z, JE sii direr #)m raVt HQ'U

L dhat h'l gjel komim fn3m)dlre)skuul joncter.

P dhat 1*1 gjel komim jan
v

dra
v

r frem skuul.

E dhat lt'1 gje^l jancter komim frem skuul.
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2. L shi)z goim da'W dhe)roi3d dhter
v
tnra dhB)rEd

P slii)z gden da"wn dhe)ro0d dhe^r t
v

ruu dhe)rEd
E dheter shi *s goon da'wn dhB)rood, thruu

L gje^t, on dhi3)lEf and sa*d I3:f:)dhra)r6i3d.

P gjeet, on dh^)lEf an sa'Yd Bv)dh'u)rood.
E gjet on dhB)lEf nan sa''d.

3. L luk, boe'z,

P WE! shirer vnu f
,

E

L
P

shu^r anw f

i

ez)gA
>

n raVt w p t'B)dh'B)roq
'BZ gA'n s

v

trEVt w
13 a

i

B)dliB)roq

4. L whi^r slii)l m<90bi fam dhat k^n def

P kwivr A)m th^qk^n shi)l)ap'n fdm dhat ^drWoqk^n def

E an' m<m shi)l fdm dhat def
k

drwcqkBn

L pu^r luk^n
P oul kreetvT

E bla'i ov)^ i

5. L wi AA! noo [Him vEr* WE!.
P wi AA! noo)i3m WE! Bnw
E wi AA! noo hem WE! vnu

6. L wdnt dh (

e)a
1
wl E!B suun Mrn)^r not te)dn)^t 'Bgjeen,

P wdnt dh^)6wl MB larn^r not te)du)^t ^gjeen, pu^r
E wdnt dh* o'wl fEl^ larnj'er not tB)du)^t agj^^n,

L tiq!
P tp'Vl!
E bA'kh !

7. L si ! tz'nt)Bt ra'tt wot A
P WE! na'w ! z'n)^t v

t r^'u ?

E luk
(

! 'znet .t r'u no ?

to Lazayre dt.

l

,or(i?bE'ut). ftftfeor(lit'l). 6. learn = teach, or (tsl ur) tell her.

,
sometimes (s^rE'it). door thing, or (tjM) child.

7. what Iwas saying, or (wot A)ta
!wl

(praps) perhaps. JB) what I told you.

Notes to Peel dt.

1. that, the form (dhst) converted 4. happen, or (praps, nwvi) perhaps,
into (dh^r) before a vowel. maybe.
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Notes to Eushen dt.

1 . that, see note to Peel. boys, mates not used in the dialect.

2. gone, or (gon).
4. %, a good-for-nothing, lazy, do-less, etc., creature, or (w&^rri) waistrel,

apparently a Manx word.

6. the bach, the little tiling, apparently a Manx word. bach= little in Welsh.

ISLE OF MAN cwl.

from wn. by TH. from Mr. T. Curphey, who dictated the Lazayre dt., and his

wife, who was born and lived chiefly near Peel ; from Mr. F. and Miss Kaye
and Miss Leece for Peel

;
and Miss Cannell and Miss Cubbin for Eushen,

in addition to the words in the dt.

L Lazayre (ilvzeevR). P Peel. E Eushen (:rw sh"en).

I. WESSEX AND NOBSE.

A- 21 L neem, P n^m n^m, E n^m. A: 43 P han an. 46 P
kjand'l. 51 E mse'n. A'- 73 P soo. 86 L outs. 87 L klooz. 99 P
fifoon. A': 104 L roud. 115 L fom, 117 P WA'U. 124 L stoon.

2- 138 LE faadhtjr [when used, generally (dee) dad]. 148 P fiur. -

P hEnm [herring]. 152 L waa
vt^r, P WAA^T. JE: 161 LE dee. 172

P grES. 179 P k;At. M'- 182 P see. 183 PE teetj. P stiwz [stairs].
200 L whist wheut, P wheet kweet, PE wh<?t. JE': 205 P ^ris'd. 222 P
hier. 223 P dheer. 224 P wirier, E \\hev.

E- 233 L sp^k. P eet. 252 L kJEd'l kjEt'l. E: 261 P see. 262
LP wee. 265 L s^ru'tt. P fiil [field]. E'- 290 E hi. 299 LE grin.
E': 312 P hier. 314 PE hard.

EA: 322 E laf. 326 L &'!. 328 L ka%l. 331 L a&ul. 332 LP ta^l,
P ta'wl. 334 P epni [halfpenny], 336 P fAAL EA'- 347 L [hE'd, E ned.

EA': 361 L b^nz. 364 E tjap. 366 L greut, E greet. 367 L ^nst.
EO: 394 L jon^^r, P jandh^r. 402 P larn. L sis^r, P sisthB^r.

EO'- 411 LP
(
trii. LP trii [tree], EO': 436 E

k
t

v
rce'u. 437 E

^ra'uth. EY- 438 LE di.
I- 440 L wik'. 442 P iben. I: L

t
ttk [thick]. 458 P na'tt.

464 P kwttj. 466 L tj&l, P tja"l. 480 L
vtiq, P thiq. 487 P jisthsrd*.

I'- 492 L said. 494 LPE fefcm. 498 L re'tt. I': 504 L na'if. 505
LP wa'f. 514 P dis.

0- - - P shi^f'l [shovel]. P fooat [throat]. 0: E shrw b.

531 E dAAter. 540 P hohm. 0'- 555 P shuu. 562 L muun. 568 L
brodher. 0': 571 P gw d. 584 L stuul, P stud'l [little stool]. 587 LP
dw n. 588 E nuun. 590 L flee'uer,

U- 605 LE sw n. 606 L da'uer, P duur. 607 P bwovte v
r. U: 612 E

sw m. 613 L ^rz^qkim. U'- 634 L
4
t

v
ruu. 640 L ka'w. 641 L aw. 650

LP Bba'wt. U': 654 P shra'd. 657 L bra'wn. 658 P daM
Mn. 659 L

to'ttn, P ta"wn. 663 L LHS'MS hows. 667 P Q'ut. 668 L pra'wd.
Y- 677 L ^r<zi. 682 P lil. Y: 691 L ma'md. Y'- 707 L ^^r^tiin.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714 L la^r. L prirezs, P prid^zs [potatoes]. I. and Y. P
whip kwnp\ 0. 791 LP boi boH. U. - P Iw rnp [lump] .

m. ROMANCE.
A- 811 Lpleus. 824 L tjSw, P tjiw. 830 P foeen. 841 P tjAns,

E tjans tjans. L paged [packet]. E 867 LP tee. P la'for [letter].
- P sarv [serve]. P prnktrt [petticoat]. I and Y-- 898 P na'is

na't's. 901 L fain. P
t
t

v
roon [throne]. 935 P kw n^ri. 939 L

klos. 950Ls bOT. F- 970 LP dp s.
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D 24 = e.KM.= eastern North Midland.

Boundaries. Begin on the n. at the b. of La., at a point 4 ne.Colne, La., and

following the s. tee line 5 go across the deanery of Craven, Yo., between Skipton
in Mid Craven and Keighley in South Craven, keeping nearly due e. to about

Burley (8 n. Bradford), where the n. theeth line 5 joins the s. hoose line 6. Turn
along this line 6, following the Wharfe to Harewood (7 nne. Leeds), and then

deflecting to the se. pass e. of Thorner (6 ne. Leeds), Aberford (8 ene. Leeds),
Sherburn (11 e. Leeds), and Gateford (14 e. -by-s. Leeds), where the line turns nearly
s., through Haddesley (15 ese. Leeds), w. of Snaith (11 e. Pontefract) and w. of

Thorne (8 ne. Doncaster), and e. of Doncaster to the n. point of Nt. Then follow
the b. of Yo. past Nt., Db., La., till reaching the starting-point near Colne, La.

Area. The whole of the s.Yo., comprising the great industrial

centres of Huddersfield, Halifax, Keighley, Bradford, Leeds, Dews-

bury, Barnsley, Sheffield, and Rotherham on the w. and s., with
the country towns of Wakefield, Pontefract and Doncaster on the e.

A most diversified country. The w. parts inhabited by a great

manufacturing population, rejoicing in their dialect. The e. parts

populous, but not manufacturing.
Authorities. See Alphabetical County List, under the following names, where *

means vv. per AJE., t per TH., J per JGG-., per CCR., || systematic, io.

Yo. ||Armitage Bridge, Barnborough, f Barnsley, tBirkenshaw, f Bradford,
Brotherton, fCalverley, Campsall, Dewsbury, *fDoncaster, East Hardwick,
tElland, f Halifax, fHaworth, Holmfirth, || Huddersfield, tJ Keighley,
Leeds, fManningham, fMarsden, fOsset, fRipponden, Rossington, pother-

ham, ||Roundhay, Saddleworth, |[t Sheffield, tSouth Owram, fThornton, fTick-
hill, fUpper Cumberworth, fWakefield.

Characters. In such a wide and varied region there must

necessarily be considerable differences. I have found it best to

distinguish nine varieties. The Western Group containing Yar. i.

Huddersfield, and Yar. ii. Halifax, in many respects greatly
resembles the adjoining parts of La., and has particularly the

verbal pi. in -en, mildly but clearly developed, the article (th) occ.,
and (uu) hoo=she, more or less used, (shuu) the general s.Yo.

form for she, also occurring. The North Central Group consists

of Yar. iii. Keighley, Yar. iv. Bradford, Yar. v. Leeds, Yar. vi.

Dewsbury, in which the peculiar character of the district is most

developed, but there are diversities, and Dewsbury has affinities

with Halifax as well as Keighley and Bradford. These names of

large manufacturing towns are used, but of course the real dialect

is heard in the surrounding villages. The South Central Group,
containing Yar. vii. Rotherham and Yar. viii. Sheffield, is distinctly
related to the adjacent Db., D 26, and has evident traces of the

verbal pi. in -en, of which there are none in the n. central group.
The Eastern Group consists of Yar. ix. Doncaster and the whole
e. slip, has Nt. affinities, evinced by a great absence of fractures,
the (aw) treatment of U', and the absence of (shuu) she.

The particulars of each of these groups are given further on.

The main character of the whole group centres at Leeds, and
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reducing it to the smallest and most distinctive elements, we may
take

0, 0'=;(6?, m) as in (6*1, spurn) hole, spoon.
~U'=(ev, aa) as in (ess, aas) house.

Somewhere in D 24 the use of (w ), which is a mere transitional

sound between (a) and (u) (see p. 292), ceases, and (u) alone is

used, and of course for some intermediate distance between the
borders of the (w )

and the (u) regions there is a mixed region in

which both may be heard. The difference between
( , )

has

escaped most observers, and I am obliged to take the authority of

TH. exclusively. CCR. probably was quite unaware of (w ) as

distinct from (u), and hence gives (u) only. TH. made several

journeys on purpose to discover where the change occurred and
where the mixed forms prevailed, but his observations were

necessarily incomplete, because he was able neither to examine

places enough, nor people enough in each place, to determine with

any amount of certainty what was the prevalent usage. Still his

observations, as I have stated, are my only guide, and hence the

following results obtained from his note-books are valuable. I

make 4 classes.

1. only (u} heard at Skipton, D 31, and in D 24 at Keighley, Haworth, Thornton,
Bradford, Calverley, Halifax, South Owram, Elland, Ripponden, Osset,
Sheffield.

2. prevailing (u) but some (u ]
noticed at Wakefield, Doncaster, Tickhill, Fin-

ningley, Nt. (but half in Yo.), and even in D 30 at Hull and Hornsea.
3. prevailing (w )

but some (u] at Marsden, Upper Cumberworth, and Barnsley.
4. only (u )

heard at Manningham (close by Bradford in the midst of an (u) region,
and hence possibly because too few people were observed, see p. 389, 1. 18),
and Thorne in D 30.

My own information derived from other sources gives (u) only
and entirely ignores ( ). It is as follows :

CCR. Skipton, Keighley, Bradford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Dewsbury, including

Barnsley, where TH. found prevailing (w ),
and Rotherham.

Mr. Stead, Hull and Hornsea in D 30.

Dr. J. Wright, Windhill (2 n. Bradford).
Dr. Sykes, Doncaster.

Prof. Parkes, Sheffield.

Where this information conflicts with TH.'s it only shews that both (u , u) are

heard or that my informants did not discriminate them. But the exclusive hearing
of (u )

at Manningham, almost a part of Bradford and surrounded by Shipley,

Idle, Calverley, Bradford, Thornton, where (u) alone is heard, shews that TH.
was unfortunate in the persons observed, and that at any rate his observations

were not extensive enough. Marsden (between Huddersfield and Oldham, La.,
and hence in an (u ) region), which has altogether a La. character, seemed at first

to have exclusively (u ),
but TH. on making a second special visit, found that

while (u )
was almost universally used, cases of transition from (u) to (u )

occurred

in old speakers, and occasionally (u} itself remained, shewing that (w )
was a

recent development.

Under these circumstances I shall assume that () is used in all

D 24, but that there is frequently an intrusive (u )
on the borders
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of La., Db. and Nt. This practically assumes the b. of Yo. as the

s. b. of (w), but does not assume any n. b. for (w ), that is, it assigns
no precise area to the mixed use of (w, w

). It is quite possible
that the sound of (w )

in the s., as in D 28, 29, may in future years

pass over into (a), and that the (w )
in the n., as in D 21, 22, may

spread even into Yo., preparing it for a similar change of () through
(w ) into (a). The spread of education and the (at least attempted)
inculcation of rec. pron. in schools may produce even greater changes
within a century. Here, however, we have only to discover so far

as possible existing habits, and must leave the future to take care

of itself.

Illustrations. Through the kindness of OCR., author of the Leeds

and Mid Yorkshire Glossaries, I obtained eight glossic versions of

my cs. for this neighbourhood. These when written were very
carefully considered by me, and all points of doubt were queried,

giving rise to many interesting communications from OCR. For
better comparison I give seven of these cs. interlinearly, so that

the eye can at once observe the differences. The eighth, which

gave the refined town speech of petty traders at Leeds, I have
reduced elsewhere to a comparison with received speech, but I have
added a new eighth, given me by Prof. Parkes, for Sheffield. These
interlinear versions are placed first. Afterwards I consider each

variety separately, giving first an introduction containing some dt.

which I have recently obtained and a portion of a cs. from TH.
and also a dt. from Dr. J. Wright, which are important checks on
CCR.'s work. These relate to Upper Cumberworth Yar. i., Elland

Yar. ii., Keighley Yar. iii., Windhill and Calverley Yar. iv., and

Barnsley Yar. vi. Then the notes on the corresponding cs. and

dt., and finally a cwl. made up from the Iw. and wl. that may have
been furnished me by OCR. or other informants for further illustra-

tion of the variety in the neighbourhood of the chief centre. In
the case of Leeds itself I give a remarkably complete cwl., carefully
written in glossic by OCR. himself, with some wn. by TH. from

Calverley, near Leeds. I give also an incomplete wl. compiled
from Mr. Banks's Wakefield Glossary. The last variety, Doncaster,
is illustrated by a tolerably full cwl. pal. by me from the diet, of

Dr. Sykes, of Doncaster, who paid me two visits for the purpose.
The numerous comic publications, such as the Bairnsla Foaks1 Annual

(published at Leeds) and the Sauntereds Satchel and West Hiding
Almanac (published at Bradford) are neither accurate nor local

enough to be of any service in such an investigation as the present.
But the account of the pronunciation prevalent at the borders of

these unexplored regions shews within narrow limits what the

pronunciation within them must be.
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EIGHT INTEKLINEAK cs.

These cs. have been arranged interlinearly for ready comparison, forming a

conspectus of pron. in D 24. The side numbers indicate the numbers of the
varieties already explained. The notes for each version are given subsequently.
As Mr. Robinson in his desire to record idioms has sometimes dealt very freely
with the text, the lines do not exactly correspond, but sufficiently so to make
reference from one to the other easy and rapid. The following is the meaning of

the numbers of the lines.

i Huddersfield (:wdhezfil), or, according to TH., (:w dhi3rsfild), and adjoining
villages. See also the cwl. for Var. i. including Holmfirth, Marsden, Saddle-

worth, and Upper Cumberworth.
ii Halifax (reelifeks) and adjoining villages, as Ripponden. See also the

parable of the Prodigal Son in the Halifax dialect in Part IV. p. 1400, in which
some of the palaeotype forms are now superseded by those here used, but this

will occasion no difficulty to the reader.

iii Keighley (:kiithh) or Lower Craven. Mid and Upper Craven belong to

the N. div.

iv Bradford (:bradfeth) and adjoining villages.
v Leeds and its district already described, country speech.
vi Dewsbury and its neighbourhood, excludingWakefield, but including Barnsley.
vii Rotherham.

The above seven were written by CCR in Glossic.

viii Sheffield, written in 1875 by Mr. D. Parker, formerly President of the

Literary and Philosophical Society, and Prof, of Hebrew at the Wesley College,
both of Sheffield, who had been well acquainted with the dialect for 60 years, and
had lectured upon it before his Society, in a systematic orthography, supplemented
by notes and correspondence. Nevertheless in many common unaccented words
there is an element of uncertainty in this conjectural pal. translation.

Of the Doncaster variety I can only give a cwl.

0. i Huddersfield. woe rdjone az no daats.

ii Halifax. wat for rdjone az no derats.

iii Keighley. wat for rdjiiran ez nwra daats,

iv Bradford. wat for rdjone ez nine daat.

v Leeds. wat fora rdjone ez mira daats.

vi Dewsbury. wot for rdjoni raz no'ora derats.

vii Rotherham. woe rdjonra ez nwra daats.

viii Sheffield. wo'e rdjon az)'nt nra daats.

1. i wiil, neebrar, joo ran em mra b&rath)ran)jo lef

ii wiil, neebrar, joo ran em mra b?irath ra jo leeraf

iii wiil, nerabrar, JAA ran e'm mra bwrath ran jo laaf

iv wiil, neerabrar, jii ran e'm, tzw, mra bwrath ra jra laaf

v wiil, neerabrar, jii ran e'm ra oral, je mra bwrath on jra laf

vi wiil, neebrar, joo ran e'm mra bwrath o jo leef

vii will, neebrar, jo ran mi ran ool Jon booth mra laf

viii wee, n^^brar, joo ran ii mra bwrath laf

i rat dhz's nzuz ra moe'n. w^ira keraz ? dhat dhira)z
ii rat dhe's ns'uz ra me oon. wttra keeraz ? dhet dhzra)z
iii rat dhe's nmz ra moe'n. wwra keeraz ? dhat)s
iv laek, rat dhe's neewz ra me oran. wwra keeraz ? dhat)s
v laek, rat dhe's neewz ra me oran. tiwra)s)t keera ? dhat dhzra)z
vi rat dhe's nmz ra mam. wtira keerarz ? dhet)s
vii at dhe's niuz ra moin. wiiwra keerarz ? dhat)s
viii rat dhe's muz ra mo'in. wura keerarz ? dhat)s
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i nodhBr
ii nodhisr

iii

iv

v noodhBr
vi noodhBr
vii noodhBr

viii noodhBr

ZB n8 dhzB.

km nB dh^B.
km n^ dhzB.

km n^ Shim.

km nB dlmBr.

km nB dhzB.

i
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3. i jee)a'vBr Shiz iz th)matBz B)th triuth B)th
ii aa)rvar, dhzYez iz th)matBZ B)th triuth B)th

iii amsBmrvBr, dhzYBZ *z)t' faks B)th
iv aafvcr, dhzYBZ

iz)t' reeits
-e)t'

v amsBmi'VB, dhwBz ziB)z)t' feeBr odmBnts B)t' treewth B)
vi ee^v'Br dhzYBZ iz trzwdh Bn)t' matBZ B)t'
vii oo)a'VB dhzYBZ

'z)t' matBZ B)t' trooth B)t'
viii aa'swmrvBr dhi'iBz ez)t

y

faks
B)t'

SWB djwst od JOB dm, frend,
ii kees, sine djwst dwd jor dm, frend,

iii kee^s SMB (^:wst dhii oud te dm, frend,
iv keeBs, SMB naa dhen aa)tB baan tB od dhe dm, frend,
v keeBS, SMWB djwst dhi od dh dm widh dire, if

vi keez Bn ool BbeeBt konsaa*n, thru)t' thrid tB)l)t' niid'l, SMB

vii kees, soo djwst 6ud dhB noez, frend,
viii k^s, SUB djwst dwd jBr no^'z, frend,

i Bn bi kwo/t wol o)v dwn. eBk jo na !

ii Bn bi kwaYBt wol o)v don. eeBkBn neeB !

iii Bn bi k^eBt wal o dwn. aakBn naa !

iv Bn djws w^sh tB wol o dwn. naa aakBn !

v dha kans)tB la^k, Bn wesht wa a dwn. HBZ te bwdz na !

vi djwst jo 6wd JOB nooz frend Bn wzsht neB WOB! ev dun.

neeB dhen UB jo !

vii Bn bi gwoit wol 00)v dwn. zBz)ta naa !

viii Bn bi kwoVjBt wo'^'l AA)V dwn. aark !

i o)m saatBn

ii oB)m SZUY

iii o)m szwr

iv oB)m szwr

v ae)m seewr

vi ee)m siur

vii 6e)m saaten

JZBd

Bt JZBd

Bt a

Bt a

e

o

viii AA)m saart-Bn Bt A

dhBm see swm B dhe^ fwBk Bt

Bm see swm B dhem fdwk Bt

Bm seeB swm B dhem fwweks Bt

Bm seeB swm B dheBm fdwk Bt

Bm seeB swm 8 dhem fo'wk Bt

Bm see swm B dhem ftnsks wot
Bm sen swm B dhem fiiwBks Bt

Bm see swm B dhem fuBks Bt

thrw th)wol tlu'q fro th)fast B dhBse'lnz dhat

tlu'q thro th)fast dhBse'lnz dhat

tlwq freB)t' fast B dhBrse'lnz dhat

frw)t' fast

ii went thr?^

iii went thrw)t'
iv went
v went
vi went
vii good

viii went thru 00! t' the'q thrwjt' farst

WWB!

dhuse'lnz dhat

thru)t' fast B dhBse'nz dhat

throB)f fast dhBseenz dhat

dhBsenz dhat

dhBsenz dhat
thru)t' fast

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1801 ]
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i 6* d*d seef

ii d*d o seef

iii o d*d szwr

iv * d*d, szwr

v did)i siwBrl?

vi e d*d szwr
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IV

V
vi

vii

viii

i Bn th)dwd wwmBn BSC In B! tel on* o Jon Bt lefs nm?,
ii en th)dwd wwmBn Bsein B! tel on* o joo ot leeBfs nee,

iii Bn th)dwd w*raiBn Bse'ln B! tel on* o joo Bt lafs naa,
oud. wwmBn Bse'n B! tel on* o JB Bt lafs

bud. wwmBn Bse-n B! tel on* on JB Bt lafs

6wd wwimm Bsee'n B! tel on* o jo wot lefs

dwd wwmBn Bsen B! tel onB o jo Bt lafs

dwd wwmBn Brse-n B! tel om on jo Bt laf

Bn)t'

naa,

naa,

nee,

naa,

naa,

i Bn telBn Jon stre*t of, tu, lo'iiut

ii Bn tel joo street of, tu, beeBt

iii Bn tel yo stre*t of, too, beBt

iv Bn tel)t JB re*t stre*'t of, tin, fwBr dwt)s lat baat

v Bn tel JB strett of, tiu, dhaatBn

vi Bn tel jo re*t of Bn ool, w*'dhee't

vii Bn tel jo stre*t of, Bn ool, wtdhaat
viii Bn tel jo street aat Bn ool, w*'dhaat
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i out not

ii out net

iii 6ut net

iv 6ut nut

v owchmt

vi <5wt not

vii 6ut not

yiii dwt not

te In raq
te b* req
te bi raq
te bi req
te bi req
te b* raq
te b* raq
te ba raq

B pomt
B ss'tjBn B pomt
B s*tjBn B pomt
B se'tj

B pomt
B setjBn B pomt
B s/tpm B poomt
B s^tjBn B pomt
wpB s/tj B poYnt BZ

dh?s, wat)Bn
dh/s, wat)Bn
dim, wat dB

dhzs, st)

dh's, aa)s)t

dhi's, wot dB

dh^s, wot)Bn
dlw's, wot dwn

ii jo tluqk ?

iii JOG thiqk ?

iv vii th'qk, naa?
v JB the'qk ?

vi Jo thi'qk ?

vii jo tlWqk?
viii Jo thz'qk ?

i
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ii

iii

iv

v
vi

vii

viii

u w*l, 6* bwn fo)t !

o)m bee^nd u wil !

ai)z hi bwn fe)t shu w'l.

a)l bi bwn on)t, shu wl.

aij e)m bwn >)t, shw wil.

o)m bwn fo)t sho wA !

9. i uu thrept u
ii u thrept u

iii sho thrz/rapt 'Bt

iv shu thrept 'Bt

v sho thrept 'Bn went at it, rat

vi sho thrept Bt

vii shu sweeisr rat

viii shu swdoBr

soo *m wi CT oon nn,
soo *m wi VY oon iin,

sho soo /m wi isr ooisn iin,

shu SAA mi wi Br ooisn iin,

shu sid)/m wi T?r ooBn iin,

shu siid mi, wi UY oon iin

sho siid fin wi i3r oon in

aa shu siid mi wi VY dun iin,

i 1/g/n stretjt jeeBt 'Bt wol
ii 1/g/n stretjt Bt WWB!

iii 1/g/n stretjt aat oo iz bwk
iv l*'gm stretjt slap OOB! iz

v 1/gm stretjt endleq
vi l*'gm stretjt eet)t' u^l t;n iz

vii l*'g*'n stretjt Bt wuuvl
viii 1/gm stretjt aat ist fwl

leqth, wp
leqth, wp
leqth, ^top

leqth,

-eto-p i3n)t
(

leqth, ^to-p i3)t'

leqth wp^)t
(

lentil pe)t'

B)t
(

tfjt

1

)t'

graand,

gree^nd,

grwnd,

gree'Bnd,

grwnd,

greend,

graand,

graand,

i iz go/d swnd^ ko/t, tlo/s be)th iii

111 *

iv dond *

v dond *

vi dond *

vii dond *

viii *

6*1,

*h iz go/d semdi3 ko/t, tlo/s b/)th ee^s dtbr 6/1,

iz go/d swndB ko/t, tlo/s b*)t' ee^s dii^r 6/1,

iz swnd^ ko/t, tlo/s b/)t' e^s dw^r 6/1,

iz gu/d swnd^r ko/t, tlo/z b*)t' aas dtm^r 6/1,

swnd^ koo/t, tlo/s b/)t' ee'Bs dum ste/d,iz good
iz good swnd^ kdoit, tld/s b/)t' aas

iz gwd swndB kuutjt, djwst b/)t^ aas
stzi^d,

i )th koo'en'B ra Jon leen.

ii dee'Bn
u)th koo^n^ -B Jon ln.

iii de^n
-B)ti

koo^n^r ^ jond loin.

iv daan Bt bodlmm ^ Jon 16m.
v daan

)t' koo^n^r B jon 16m.
vi deen BtH' koon^ i? jon leen.

vii daan /Bt
<

)k6o^m? -B jon leen.

viii daan Bt)t
! komBr ^ dhat leen.
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10. i ii wBr Bgee't B womm,
ii ii WBr Bgeet B warnm,
iii ii WBr gent B womm,
iv i WBr BgeeBt B wamm,
v i WBr BgeeBt B wamm,
vi i wwr Bgeet B wamm,
vii i WBr Bgeet B womm,

sez,

sez

Till 1 WBr

fur ool)th wald
fBr ool)t' wold
fur 6oB)t' wald
for 6oBl)t' wold
fBr 6oBl)t' waald
for ool wwwrld

seez, fBr ool wold
wo'mm vwee, sez shu, fBr ool wwrld

u
u
shu

shw sez,

sho sez,

seez sho,
shB

i lotk

ii laek

iii loikBn

iv

v
vi lak
vii 16/k

viii loVk

B
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12. i w6el)th ketel WB
ii wol)th ketel WOT

iii wal)th ketel wBr
iv wol ketel WOT
v wal)t' ketel WBr
vi wol)tf ketel wo
vii woil)t' ketel WB
viii wo'e'l)t' ketel WBP i

boelwi fo)th tee,
boe'lm fB)th tee,
boelm for)t' dnqkm, B

geBt B boAwi fe)t' dre'qkm, B

BgeeBt B bolm fen? dre'qkm, B

boelm fo)t' dn'qkm e

fe)t' tee dre'qkm,

fe)t' tii

i won foe'n broe't aftenden

ii won fae'n briit aftende'n i somBr
iii wun fom briit afternde'n i swniBr

iv wwn aftenden i semrer

v wun fam briit aftenwwm i swmBr,
vi wun fam briit aftendom i

vii won fom broe't aftendm i swmB,
viii won semsho'me afteno0n i semiBr,

nobBt B wiik
nobBt B wek
nobBt SB latle' B wek
tawn, B we'k

nobBd B wiik
nobBd B wik
nobBr B wik
nobBt B wik

i sen kwm)th nekst tharsdB.

ii sen kuum)th nekst thozdB.

iii sm kuum)t' nekst thwzdB.

iv sm nobBt kwm)t' nekst thwzdB.

v sm kwm)t' nekst thaazdBr.

vi sen kz<m)t' nekst thwzdB.

vii sm kwm)^ nekst thaazdB.

viii sm kwm nekst thaazdo.

13. i Bn, dwn jo noo' ?

ii Bn, doo jo noo?
iii Bn, nooBz)te nobBt?
iv Bn st)nooB naa, Bt

v Bn dws)te nooB, na ?

vi Bn dws)te noo,
vii Bn dwn jo noon ?

viii Bn dun jo noo ?

6e nevBr > laant

o m'vBr laant

o mvB IzBnd

a n'vB zeBd

o mvBr laand

o nevB laand

A nevBr laarnd

one

one

one

ndwt
nowt
nowt
onB

mwBr
m?iwBr

muBr

i Bn dhe's B

ii Bt zBd B

iii dhen dhs B

iv B dhat dhze'e

v dhen dhs B

vi Bn dhe's B

vii t?n dhe's o

dhat
dhBt bezne's

dhBt mak B

deew
dhat diu

dhet
dhat

be'zne's up tun. te dee,
te dee,

tedeeB,

tedeeB,

viii dhen dhe's Bbaat dhat

tol

Up tB

Up tBV

up tel

beznBS tel wol tedee nee,

be'zBnBS up woel tedee,

be'zne's up tB
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i BZ shuuT BZ

ii BZ se'ur BZ

iii BZ seuBr BZ

iv BZ szwBr BZ

v BZ sjwBle'nz BZ

vi 'BZ shiwr BZ

vii BZ shzwr BZ

viii BZ shmr BZ

moe neem)z :djone'

me neem)z :djom
me neeBm)z :djwBn
me neeBmjz :djone
me' neeBm)z :djone
me neeBm)z rdjone
mo neem)z :djonB

ishepBrd, Bn 61

:shepBd, Bn o

:shepBd, Bn o dw)nBt
nar

:shepBd, Bn a diiB)nt

ishepBd, Bn noBdhBr

:shepBd, Bn o dont

Bn A duBnt

ii

iii

iv

v
vi

vii

viii

want te duu oodhBr,
want te duu nodhBr

want te dzu

dzw e want,
want B te dew

duu i want te dw,
want te doo

wont
nodhBr
noodhBr

dhen, neeB.

bwdz naa !

naas te !

naa mBn !

nee dhen.

dhzB)z te dhen !

dhiBr naa !

14. i Bn sbm 6e')m
ii -Bn SWWB o)m
iii 'Bn SWWB ae')z

iv im SM'B o)mBn bi be^n
v -Bn SWWB a)m^n fw^st

vi 13 BOO o)m been
vii im soo o)m goo)m
viii 'Bn SUB A)m gu)m

Bgee'tedz ww^m te

uuvm te

Bgee^tedz urnm naa te get
#Bm naa, laek, tel

te guB uuvm
lak te

te

te

lotk.

i me swpBr.
11 me swpBr.
iii me swpBr,
iv me swpBr.
v me swpBr, naalaik.

vi me swpBr.
vii mo swpBr.
viii me swpBr.

goe'd niit,

gde'd niit,

goe'd niit te dh^,

gde'd niit te dhB,

gued niit te dhi3, V pre)dh^ maends te,

gde'd niit te .TOO,

god nit te dhi3,

gwd niit,

i 'Bn dw)n'Bt be s'B shaap te kroo OVOT 'B bode

ii 'Bn dw^)nt be SB shaap fe tB kroo ovBr B bode

iii ^n de^n-Bt be SB shaarp te kroo our B bode BgieBn,
iv Bn diiB)nt bi SB shaap te kroo dwr B bode

v Bn dwBnt be SB kin B te krooB 6wBr B bode

vi B duB)nt bi SB shaap te kroo ovBr B bode BgzeBn
vii Bn dont be SB shaap te kroo OUY B bodB Bgze'Bn

viii Bn duBnt be SB shaarp te kroo doBr B bode BgiBn

[ 1808 ]
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speech which I have collected was not to be expected. While, therefore, there is

a great practical unanimity, there is considerable diversity of opinion. On refer-

ring to the cwl., which contains details, it will be seen that from A- to EY there

is not much diversity of appreciation, and at the same time great resemblance to

D 22. The chief differences relate to I', 0', U', and the short I, 0, U, in the
cases where they are usually treated as long.

I' is always represented by (6i) in CCR.'s cs., although he admits the form

(6e), thus, (toim to^m). Now the relation between these sounds is close. In
the E. div. we found (leim) lame as a result from (leem). The Ch. (ai), D 25,
seems to be the sharper sound of (ae, aa) for (aw) in U' words. But when the

form with (v) is once reached, the way is opened for numerous other changes and

especially for its omission, thus, (torcni, toom), whence (tAAm) is an immediate
alteration involving also (taam). OCR. is, indeed, of opinion that (aa) for I' "is

foreign to the genius of town dialect," and thinks that it does not "occur at all in

(daan) dialects, but only in (duun) dialects." Of course in no dialect are we

likely to hear (daan) pure and simple, for both down and dine. There is a change
of vowel, a mere shadowing, which is sufficient in speech, (daa

!

n, da38en) for one
and (daan, dn) for the other. This we have already met with in D 22.

0' is always very variably treated. CCR. has (goid) good, which would make
his 0' and I' clash. Miss Hibbard has (guid, stuil, buit) good, stool, boot, and

agrees with Messrs. Dowce and Tomlinson in (spurn, fuit, ruit, smt) spoon, foot,

root, soot. However, for hole Miss Hibbard agrees with both OCR. and TH. at

Marsden in giving (oil, oil). But for book, took, Miss H. has simple (buuk,

tuuk), with a long or medial vowel. We shall find similar treatment of 0' in

other varieties of D 24, as we have already done in D 22.

U' is also variably treated, see notes to Huddersfield cs. par. 3. OCR.
considers (nu) to be the distinctive sound in this variety, but he also occasionally
uses (aa, ee). Miss Hibbard has generally (ee), which OCR. says he has heard

in common speech, but had been led to disregard. Now at Burnley D 22, Yar.

v., this was an alternative form to (a^a), and curiously TH. got (a
T
a, a1

^, a 1

^)

at Marsden, which would readily give (eu) or (aa), and other Marsden informa-

tion gives in fact both. Upon the whole I should say the (ee) was the most

prevalent form in this variety, that (UB) was antiquated, and (aa) occasional.

Notes to the Huddersfield cs., No. i on p. 367.

0. why (woi). OCR. says such a

word as time would be pronounced both

(toim) and (to-em) . This is instructive

as to the interchange of fractural (e)

with
(i),

as afterwards in (koil) from

(koel) coal. Of my other correspond-
ents, Mr. Dowse writes oi, woife, toim,

loike, indicating (o'i). Mr. Tomlinson
has worle, morle, lorfe, worde, while

mile, life, wide, indicating (AA), and

shewing that r was considered merely
a means of affecting the meaning of

the preceding letter, and similarly he

has skor, whor, sky, why, but suddenly

changes to au in faur, lauce, mauce,

fire, lice, mice, with no r. Miss
Hibbard indicates (aa) in all cases, in

her numbered word-list. These last

two seem to approach CCR.'s (6e). See

Var. ii. Halifax. OCR. says, "The
town of Huddersfield has progressed at

a very rapid rate, and there has been
an influx of people from neighbouring
districts. My renderings reproduce the

pronunciation of people who and whose

ancestors had always lived in the dis-

trict, and whose forms of speech never

varied." you, CCR. allows (o) gene-

rally, but finds (o) sometimes necessary,
and very prominent at Leeds. The (o)

in this cs. was specially written by him
as a correction of (o) .

1. laugh (lef). In transliterating
CCR.'s glossic, I have rendered glossic
e by (e),

which sound it was originally
meant to symbolize, while ae re-

presented (E), which CCR. uses oc-

casionally. It is most probable that

TH. would have heard (E) in all these

cases, being his usual vowel. cares

(kee'ez), that is, the r is fully vocalised.

This will be found the general writing,
but CCR. sometimes admits Glossic r,

evidently considering it more than a

mere vocalisation, perhaps as Midland

(r), and sometimes writes Glossic r\
which means decidedly trilled (r).

Curiously enough the Glossic r occurs

chiefly, not always, at the end of words.

It will be sufficient to write (r)
as in D

[ 1810
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22, bearing in mind that it is possibly

(r)
when not before a vowel. But the

(r) will be omitted or vocalised when
CCE. so writes.

2. we do know that, don't we ? (win
noon) we do-en know -en, not only the

verbal plural in -en, but the infinitive

in -en ; the last is very doubtful.

The verbal pi. in -en is much more
certain. We have it here (wi)n) for

(wi dwn) ;
in par. 7 (wat)en JOG) what

do-en you ? and CCE. says the de-

liberate form (wat dzm jo) may also be

used. This greatly increases the M.
character of Huddersfield speech.

3. how-ever, (ecu) would have been

the expected form for the first syllable,
then (jee^) with the common prefixed

(j), and finally the clipped form (jee).

The representation of U' and the cor-

responding lengthened U and French
ou seems to

var^.
We have (0. daats,

3. jee naa, 6. miBbtiet, 9. gnVendtVes),

doubts, how, now, now, without, ground,
house, and (13. mB-naa) in the re-

duplication now-now. Of my other

Huddersfield informants, Mr. Dowse is

indistinct, writing naaiv, caaw, haase,

maas, which may possibly all point to

(era) ; Mr. Tomlinson gives dance,

kaacumber, ounce, cucumber, which also

point to (ee); and Miss Hibbard has

(ja
1

,
ta1

,
nee na 1

, kee, ja^), how,
thou, now, cow, our, and (GB) in other
U' words. CCR. considers (liv) typical
of Huddersfield and (ee) of Halifax.
the matters, the use of (th) for the def .

art. as in La. seems prevalent in this

variety, though (t
1

)
is most common to

the e. hark you, now.
5. youngest, sometimes (joqis).

father's, obs. the omission of sign of

the possessive. trust, the dental
( (
t

td)
were designedly omitted by CCR., who
says

"
they are not a characteristic

feature." But TH. heard them at

Marsden, and so still in most words.

6. she, (uu) and not (shuu) as is used
further to the e.

11. yard (jard), CCR. writes glossic

yur'd, indicating a fully-trilled (r).

12. thursday, (tharsd^) or (thorsd-e).
CCR. writes the first with the same

fully-trilled r
1

as in yur'd, but the

second as untrilled aor. I cannot lay
much store by the treatment of r, find-

ing it so difficult to elicit.

14. I"
1m going agatewards home.

MARSDEN (7 sw.Huddersfield) dt.

pal. by TH. in 1888 from the diet, of Mr. John Schofield (:skut?M), b. 1804,
native and life-long resident, woollen weaver, then postman till 1888, and
then retired

;
assisted by his sister, Mrs. Hill.

1. A)SE\ ladz, so szin na1
!? st A)IH raYt -eba^t dhat Kt'l las komm

tliri3)s skw^'l jon^d^ r.

2. wu)z [u)z]" girm danm th)ru^d dhi^r thrwiUU dhat rsd jeet

on th)lEft and saad v)th ru^d.

3. szi J-B, th)tj^ld)z gu-en strE't W p te)th raq a^s [a
x

as].

4. WZBP wu)l ap'n f^nd dhat drw qk'n dtef wz'nd E!B ^t dh^

kAA1
! owd :tom.

5. wi AA1
! noon im var* wzil.

6. wil'nt owd :tom sdm Ifern ^r te maand. bEt'-e^r th)nE'*'st taam,

pu^r las !

7. Iwuk ! tt)s djw st 13Z A thowt ft WAd bzi.

Notes to Marsden dt.

1 . school, the vowel written (%) was
marked as between (u, o) .

2. down, the first element of the

diphthong in (da
11
en) was marked

as lying between (a
1

, e) or doubly
high (a).

3. wrong house or door (da'r, da^r),
where (a^ lies between (a, o) .

Omitted words: 1. so su- SUB way
~wee. 3. sure enough s/,u'ur inu

1kh,

[(*!)
between (u , o)]. 4. name neem.

6. teach tE'itj. again 'BgJE'n.
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UPPEE CTJMBERWOBTH (6 se.Huddersfield) dt.

pal. by TH. in 1881 from diet, of Mrs. Ann Littlewood, b. 1824, native, and 26

years resident
;
here (u )

and (u) were both heard.

1 . A see, ladz, JB siin na1^ A)m refc't ^ba'^t dhat b't'l las kw imn

2. shu)z gu)im da^n)^ ru^d dhiisr thruu)tf rEd' gjeei on)t' lE

and saad 13
)t' ru^d.

3. luuk ! [sii !] tjaald)z gujmi straVt w p te)t' raq ah?s,

4. wfer shu)l ap'n faand dhat druqk'n dief we'z'nd owd M -

dh<? kAAl :tom.

5. wi AA! noon zm var^ will.

6. wil'nt t
1

oud tjap sdm te/tj i3r not te du ft t?giim, pu-er tlu'q !

7. luuk ! fl'z'nt it trzuu ?

"Words omitted: 2. wa/ (w<?e). 3. door (dce'irer).

HUDDERSFIELD ANT> NEIGHBOURHOOD Cwl.

For comparison characteristic words are here given for the following forms.

R CCR.'s cs. for Huddersfield, merely a few principal words.

D "Words from the Huddersfield wl. of Mr. Dowse, who had been 10 years

acquainted with the dialect, as well as they could be interpreted.
T "Words from the Huddersfield wl. of Mr. Tomlinson.

H Words from the carefully numbered Huddersfield wl. by Miss Mercy Hibbard,
who had lived there the first 18 years of her life.

B Holmfirth (5 s. Huddersfield) numbered wl. by Mr. Beardsell, 40 years ac-

quainted with the dialect, as well as the words could be interpreted, but the

meaning of the numbers was probably not always rightly seized.

Mh Marsden (7 sw. Huddersfield) wn. by TH. in a special visit. The verbal pi. in

-en frequent, and also in a printed specimen. Here (wj was heard.

Mb Marsden words from a wl. by the vicar, assisted by the schoolmaster, Mr. R.

Bamford, here (u) is assumed.

S Saddleworth words from a wl. by Mr. G-. H. Adshead, 40 years acquainted
with the dialect, as well as they could be interpreted. As Saddleworth lies

between Marsden and La., I have assumed the use of (u ).

C Upper Cumberworth (6 se. Huddersfield) wn. by TH., here (u )
was heard.

I. WESSEX AND NOKSE.

A- 3 D beuk. 4 HT tak. 5 HT mak. 7 H sak. 10 Mb eg [this in La.].
12 B sag [this is quite La.]. 14 H droo. 16 H doon. 19 Mh teel. 20 DS
leem, Mb. leem, S loom. 21 R neem, B nemn. 23 D seBm, Mb s^m. 24
Mb sheem. 31 Mb lat. 32 Mb bad [especially in (went B badin) went a

bathing]. 35 H ool. 37 H kloo. A: 39 R kwm, T kam. 40 H kuem.
42 Mh u n [unaccented, said three times by the same informant]. 49 R aq.
51 Mh ma'n, S mon. 54 T want. 56 RTS wesh. A: or 0: 58 MhC thn?.

60 HS %. 61 TMh tmiaq, S tmm q. 62 Mh s^roq. 64 RDHT raq.
A'- 69 T noB, Mh nee, H naw. 70 H tau. 72 H woo. 73 RH sum,

T s6t?. 76 DT tued. 77 H lut?rd. 80 Mh a-h?di. 81 R leen, DHTB lo'tn,

C loin. 84 HTC muur. 85 HB SUCT. 87 R tltez, T UAAZ. 88 HT kluudh.

89 RH bwBth 92 R noo. 97 H sawl.

A': 101 HMb ut?k. 102 R aks. 104 H rtod, Mh rwud. 106 HT brood,
CbruT?d. 107 HB luef. 108 HT doof, Mb dihref . Ill H oot. 113 R wol,
Mbwal. 115 R wuBm, HT worn, C worn. 117 Mh wA'n won. 118 TMb

[ 1812 ]
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buBn. 121 T guBn. 122 TMb nfon. 129 T guBst. 130 T buBt. 131 H
guBt. 132 Mb. wat\ 135 Mb tloth. 136 D AAdhB. 137 R nodber, C
noodlrer.

JE- 138 R faadhB, T fadhBr. 144 RDT Bgwm, Mb BgE'in. 150 H 1'iBst.

152 T water, Mb wa
v
te

t
r. JE: 156 Mb dlad. 158 T efter. 161 R dee

[in a printed Marsden specimen constantly dee
(dii)]. 164 Mb mee. 172 T

gaas. JE'- 182 BMhMbC SIB. 183 H teetj, B teitj. 184 B liBd. 185 H
riBd. 187 HB 1'rev. 190 D kei, H \ee. 191 B id. 192 HB mren. 193 HB
klhra. 194 RHT oni, T oni. 195 DHTMb moni. 197 H ti'rez, Mb tiiiz

200 DH wiBt. 201 B itjdb'n. 202 HB iBt. M': 216 Mb did. 218 C
sbip. Mb Br A)m bak' [ere I'm back]. 223 RT dhnB. 224 RT wz'iB.

228 DH swiBt.

E- 231 R th, Mb th, [and assimilate (s-seem) the same, (A markt t' mijd'l)
I marked the middle, the (i^ was nearly (i), (rat t' top') at the top]. 232 T breik.

233 RHT speik. 234 T neid. 235 HTB weiv. 236 HT fem?r. 241 Mh
ieen. 244 R wiil. 247 H wiBn. 249 T wiiBr. 250 T swiiBr. 251 TBMb
meit, C mE'it. E: C rE'ik [reach]. 261 R see. 262 C wee. 269 R
-se-ln. 271 CMh tri. E'- 291 R ii. 301 HT jaa. E': 305 T hei,H hee. 306 H eei. 311 Mh ts'tn. 312 R IB. 314 T jaad.

EA- 317 Mb flii [to skin; but (nee} frighten]. 320 R keB. EA: 321
H soo. 322 R lef, D laf. 323 T tout. 326 RHT o'wd, Mh old. 328 HTMb
kowd. 332 C tEld. 333 Mb koof. 334 Mb oof. 335 HTMb ool. 336 HT
fool. 337 HT wool. 338 RH kool. 340 H JCBd, MhMb JE'rd. 342 T eBrm,
H alrm. 343 TMb waarm, H waarm. 345 HTMb daar. 346 D jat. EA'-

MhjAAfyea]. 347 HT jed. 348 Dii. 349 RHfiu, Cfa'ww. EA': 350
HT d'red, Mh d*

A

Bd. 351 T liBd. 353 HTC briBd. 355 HT diBf. 359 R
neebBr. Mh biBm [beam]. 360 Mh fiBm. 361 T biBn. 363 T tjiBp.

9, Br,366 RH gret, T gaat. 367 H thriBt. 368 HT diBth. 370 H roo, B lee.

371 B striB.

El- 372MhaLi. EO- 387Rn'm. EO: 388 C milk. 392 R jon.

394 Mh Jon^B v
r. 396 T waak. 397 T sford. 399 R broit, T briit. 402

HTB liBrn. 405 Mb aarsten [hearthstone]. EO'- 410 RS uu, D huu
shuu. 412 DH shim. 417 H tjiu. 420 H fawr, Mh forer. H foti. EO':
424 H rwf. 425 DHTB liit. 426 DTB feit. 435 RD JOG. 436 H tr'm.

EY- 438 RDH dii. EY: 439 R trust.

I- 444 HT stiil [and] steal. 446 R noin, TLnaan. C jw s' [yes] C
pE'iz [pease]. 449 Mh gJEr)w p' [get up]. 451 H sew. I: 452 D o'i, H a,

Mb A. 457 T mAAt. 458 DHTMhMb niit. 459 D raat, T rat, H reet, Mh
rB'tt. 461 Mb Hit [in the sense of meet with]. 462 TMb siit, H soot. 465 C

sttj. 466 TMb tiAAld, H tiald. 467 H wald. 468 M tjil^r. 475 T
WAAnd, H waand. 479 TMb WAAnd. Mb rw n [run]. 487 JwstedB, C
ju sfoTC&i. Mh niA'ist niA"ist? [mist, misty]. I'- Mb bAAd [bide].
492 Mh sAAd. 493 T drAAV. 494 R toim. toBm, D to'im, TMh tAAm, H team,
C taam. 495 R worn. - TAAZ [to rise]. I': 500 R 16ik, T lAAk, H laak.

501 T wAAd, H waad. 502 TMh AAV. 504 T nAAf, B no'Bf. 505 D wo' if.

506 R wMniBn. 508 T HIAA!, H maal, B mo'Bl. 509 TMb WAA!, H waal, B
WO'B!. 510 R moin, Mh niAAn. 517 H j'm.

0- 522 H op'n. 523 H wop. 0: Mh fag [fog]. 527 HB ba'wt.

,
H da'u528 H tha'wt. 529 HB bra'wt. 531 RDB dowter, H da'uter, Mh

532 H koil. 533 H &u\. 534 RH oil, Mh oil. 538 H wod. 547 H buBd,
Mh buurdz. 550 R wad. 0'- 558 H luuk. 559 H mwdBr. 562 DH
muin, Mh muin. 564 HMh suin [B, by some error probably, writes (sy'in), and
so for 571, 588, 589, etc.]. 565 H nuBZ. 566 H dhB, Mb w

cdbBr. Ox
:

569Hbuuk. 570 H tuuk. 571 R goid, Hguid. 578 H pleB. 579 R Bn^f.

581 HBsa'wt. 584 H stfiil. 586 Mh dw n [
= do-en, v. pi. in -en\. 587

RH dun. 588 DHT nuiu, C noin. 589 DHT spuin. 590 H fluBr. 593

[Mh (mw n) used]. 594 H buit. 595 DH fuit. 596 DHT ruit. 597 DH suit.

U- 599 Bbuun. 600 HB luv. 601 D f&l. 602 H SGB. 603 H kwm, Mh
kamn [past part.]. 604 R swmer. 605 RH sun. 606 RH dBr, C dte'iiBr.

607 H b,tur, C bw t'tr. U: 608 H wglt. C shuldBr [shoulder]. 612 H
8m, Mb su m. 613 H drwqk. 614 H eend. 615 H peBnd. 616 R grwmd,

[ 1813 ]
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DH gretmd. 6 1 7 H serad. Mh baan [boun = going to
; (bain) ,

a regular altera-

tion of (baan), was got from Stainland (4 s -by-w. Halifax), as also (kjai) cow].
wp, ivin w p.

639 H dst. U'- [U', C=aV]. 641 H ja 1
. 642 H ta 1

,
Mh dha. 643 R

naa m'ie, D naa nee, H nee na 1
. 645 H dwv. 648 H ja'er, Mh jaar [(t;z

619 H fwn. 622 H wnder. 629 H sun. 632 R wp, Mh w p. 634 R thro.

i3R
[(ez

neemz) our names], C Jiar. 650 Mh eba^t. 651 R b/iet, Mh ba'et. U':

655 H feel. 657 H breen. 658 R d/ien, H deen, S diun [? see 659]. 659
H teen, S tiun [? TH. heard (ta'wn), and says Saddleworth resembles Stalybridge,

p. 317]. 661 HMb sheer. 663 R wes, DH ees, Mh a'azez [houses], Mb ees

[in Mb U' is always (ee)], S eus, C Jia's. 664 H lees. 665 DH mees. 666
H wsbend. 667 H eet, Mb jeet [printed specimen has (jaat)]. 668 H preed.
671 H meeth. 672 H seeth.

Y- TO mitj. 675 R droi. 676 T lii. 677 T drAA. 679 H kaatj. 682
Mh lait [a few], C laat. Y: 685 T brig. 686 T bAA. 690 TMb kAAnd.
691 TMb mAAnd. C shu t [shut]. Y'- 705 T skAA, B sko'e. 706 R
w6i, T WAA. Y': 709 T AAT. 711 T IAAS. 712 T mAAs.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 724 H bold. 726 R took. C peteetiz [potatoes]. E. 743 H
skriem. 744 H mas'lz. 745Htiiet. I. awrfY. 756 Mh srijinp. 758 Mh
gEii [but (wEnsh) used]. 0. 761 DH lued. 785 H leendj. 790 H geen.
791 Mh boi. U. 794 H dpg. 797 skweekin. 798 R kwivr. 803 H
djwmp. 804 R dr^fen. 806 H fas. 807 H pws. 808 H pwt.

in. ROMANCE.

A- 811 Mh pies. 813 C be*k'n. 835 R reez'n. 836 Mh siezen. 840

MhtjmbOT. 864 R biko-s. 865 H folt. E-. 867 HMh tie. 885 Mh
VEri vari. 888 R saaten. 889 H sies. 890 T hies. 891 HT fiest. 892
H nefi. 894 H disiev. I- rfY 897 H dikat. 898 H naas. 901f
R fom, H faan. 902 H maan. 903 H Aaan. 905 H mat. 908 H edvaas.

909Hbriez. 912 H raaz. 0- 913 H kueti. C buf [beef]. 915 H
stwf. 917 H rueg. 920 R point. 923* Mh moist. 928 T eens. 929 HT
keek?^mber. 938 R kooene. 939 RC tlois, H klues. Mh rAAst [roast],
C rost. Mh tuest [toast]. 940 HT ko'it. 941 HR foil, DHT fuil. 943

H twtj. Mh torn tAn orn [turn]. 952 H kues. 955 R daat, H deet. 956
H kwve. I!-. 961 H griuel. 963 H kwaat. 969 H siuer. 970 H druust.

YAE. ii. HALIFAX AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.

An examination of the interlinear cs. (pp. 367-377) will shew that

the difference between Yar. i. and ii. is very small, and this difference

is rendered smaller by CCR.'s statement that there are two varieties

at Halifax, the one given in the cs. and the other with (lu) for II
7

,

as (zu, 'Bbzut, dzun, $ut, rzund, bzun, ius, fzul, flzu^z, szund, thzuz^n,

thzu, krzud), how, about, down, out, round Pr., boun= going, house,

foul, flowers Er., sound, thousand, though (EA/), crowd (EO'), and

even (kzu) cow. OCR. finds the same in Lower Mdderdale, Yo.

(N. div.), but there it does not extend to cow. Now this (zu), in

the form ($B), was taken by OCR. as the principal characteristic of

Huddersfield, where we found Miss Hibbard recognised (tre) only.
That is, the same two forms of II', (zu) with (ie), and (e^), itself a

form of (ew), occur both in Huddersfield and Halifax, and in both

places (B) or (in) is supposed to be the older, while in both places

(era) is the present dominant form. OCR., however, says he has
" often listened to the well-mouthed distinctions

"
(IB) Huddersfield,

(e*T?) Halifax,
" in the company of clothiers from the respective
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districts." TH., in the Elland dt. on p. 384, has (naa, ubaat,

daan), now, about, down, but (saad, f#<md), side, find.

In Halifax, however, this (CB) often sinks to (ee), as (been) boun,
going, a usage according to CCR. occ. at Keighley, but prevalent at

Halifax and Dewsbury, and also at Barnsley, hence it is chiefly a
difference from Huddersfield and a very slight one. On the other

hand, (era) appears in many places where it would not have been

expected, especially in I', (teemnz) times, which, however, CCR.

says varies with the Huddersfield (tomnz); but the Fr. fine becomes

(fam) apparently, and from Kipponden (5 sw.Halifax) TH. got (fv
mail) five mile. We have also EA (le^f) laugh, and (be^db')

badly, a Celtic word.

On the differences of (o, 0) it is needless to dwell, they may be

merely an accident of writing or memory. But the important point

is, according to OCR., the absence of the verbal pi. in -en, which,
however, appears, possibly in error, p. 372, 1. 2 (wat)mi), see notes.

Though the expression yau naun, you know, which occurs in the

letter of 1759 cited below, may shew that it formerly existed.

The definite article in this cs. varies as (th, t
r

),
but (f) is rare and

(th) the usual form.

The feminine she is always rendered (uu) by CCR. in Hudders-

field, where Miss Hibbard only recognises (shuu), which in Halifax

CCR. allows to alternate with (uu). The form (uu) is certainly

dying out, and (shuu), which is characteristic of D 24, is becoming
prevalent.

Mr. J. C. Clough, formerly of Aspatria, Cu., lent me some
extracts from J. Crabtree's "History of Halifax," 1836, in which
are two letters in the Halifax dialect, the first dated 14 Mar. 1759,
and the second supposed to be in answer to it. The spelling by no
means gives the sound with certainty, but from it I have made a

short cwl., giving the original spelling in italics, words in the

second letter having
*

prefixed, and then my interpretation in pal.

HALIFAX cwl. from CEABTEEE.

A'- 81 loin loin. 92 nau noo. JE- 143 toil teil. JE'- 194 onne

oni. 195 monne mom. 198 laate leet. JE': deol diel. 223 aaeto eertwr

[thereto, in addition] . E- sware sweer. E: 261 sei sei. 263 awei Bwei.

E': 316 *neist netst. EA- 317 fleid fleid [frightened], EA 366

grut grat. EO: 396 wurk wark. EO': 435 yaw JOG. I'- 440 wik
wik. 459 reiffht rett. 465 sitch sttj. 477 foend fotmd. I'- 492
besaed hiseud [heside], I': 500 laek leek. 505 woef wof. 509 whoel

woel. 0- 518 boOde})oAi. coyt k6tt [cote, shed]. 0: 538 wold wuld.

0'- 564 *soyn soin. 0': 571 gooid guid. 586 doo duu. U: 614
haaend e^nd. U'- 648 aaer eer. 650 abaet -ehe^t, *abewt ^b/ut. U':

657 braaen bre^n. 663 *hews h/us. 667 aaet e^t, *ewt int. Y- 673
mitch mitj. Y'- praed prerad [pride]. 0. - loize loiz, laaeze lees

[lose]. E-- 885 vorre vari. porson pAAs'n [parson]. aares eerz

[hours]. I-. cro kroo [cry, for (kroe)]. obleege oblii'dj. 0--

fooil fuil.

If my interpretation is correct, these letters confirm CCR.'s account of the

pronunciation with (iu) as an older form of (ee) .

[ 1815 ]
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With regard to the relationship between Halifax speech and

Friesian, as intimated in the couplet prevalent at Halifax, which
has its counterpart in the Friesian districts of Holland, see Part IV.

pp. 1397-1405, where it is fully exemplified.
It is seen that the difference "between Halifax and Huddersfield,

and between both and the e. parts of D 22, especially when the

(uu) she and verbal pi. in -en are admitted, is extremely minute.

There may be more difference in vocabulary and intonation, which
I have not investigated, and as OCR. considers Halifax to be

independent of, although much resembling Huddersfield, and to

have influenced Yar. iv. Bradford, and Var. vi. Dewsbury, it seems
better to retain it as a separate variety. But for some time I

included both Huddersfield and Halifax in the e. of D 22.

ELLAND (3 sse.Halifax) dt.

pal. 1887 by TH. from J. T. Lee, 11, Almshouses, Halifax.

1 . A' see, ladz, ra sii naa ijt A)m rfiVt ^baat dhat lit'l las komm
thrn)t skml joncbr.

2. shu)z gum daan t' rw^d, thruu t')red gee^t, on)t' Left and saad.

13 th) wee^
3. sii jond^r, t')Kt'l thjq)z gA'n streYt wp te)t' raq durar.

4. wter shu meejbi faand. dhat drwk'n dief T-thrVn fEre Bt dh0

:tom.

5. wi AA! noo im WE!.
6. wfll'nt t')6'wd man sum tsVtj er not te du)t -Bgi^n, pu^r las !

7. luuk ! z'nt it tr^uu ?

"Words omitted : 3. inwf, tjald, 6us. 4. tjans, neem.

Notes to Halifax cs., No. ii on p. 367.

. 2. should, the forms, emphatic (wwld
swld kwld) and unemphatic (wld, s^ld,

keld), are, says OCR., "mostly employed
in the populous old clothing villages
between Halifax and Keighley." is

it now ?

3. matters, when fact is used, it is

called (feeukt).
4. through from, the word (thrw,

thro) seems used in both senses
;
in par.

11 it is (th) for from ; probably the

exact vowel varies at different times,
without distinguishing the meaning
except by the context.

7. what (ot) used as relative, CCE,

supposes the common relative
(t?t)

to

be an unemphatic form of what. she,

(shuu) the common s.Yo. form, see

E.

296. about (bee^t) which is used

ar without in par. 6 and 15, pp. 371,

377.

7. I conceit, imagine. wrong, (req)
or (raq\ what do-n you think, as

this is the only instance given of the

verbal pi. in -en in this Halifax cs., it

may have been a slip of CCR.'s, who

may have intended (wat)i3 jo thiqk?)
what do you think ?

13. at (or under) the head of that

business, concerning it.

YAH. iii. KEIGHLEY.

This differs materially from the last two. She is now represented

by (shuu) emphatic, and (shu, sho, shis) unemphatic, (uu) has quite

disappeared. There is no verbal pi. in -en. The definite article

[ 1816 ]
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is still occasionally (th), which CCR. has traced even into the
N. div., but so sparingly that it is not generally acknowledged in

print. The prevailing and only recognised form is (t
1

).
Another

N. sign, if CCR. has remembered correctly, is It's, not exclusively,
but mingled with / am. I' is usually (6), but (a*) is also heard.
0' is very frequently (ui), but a sound which JOG., writing from
Mrs. Poster's dictation, records as (e'u) or (^u) in cwl. p. 388, Nos.

558, 570, may be meant for the (#'u) of D 21, 22, 25. JGG. also

occasionally hears (itiu) (ibid. No. 569), so that the representation
of 0' is uncertain. IT is chiefly (aa), but CCR. heard especially

(deim, eeus) down, house, where JGG. got (da^n, &l

us). Mr. Brigg
gives (aa) in many cases, and in others contents himself by saying
'not (uu),' thus separating it from the N. Riding of Yo. JGG.'s

(a
!

w), obtained through Mrs. Foster, a native, is distinctly an

approach to the pron. of m.Craven (Skipton, etc.), where (aw)

prevails. This is the first form in which we become independent
of La.

;
but it is not till Var. iv. is reached, that we obtain genuine

s.Yo. culminating in Yar. v. Leeds.

OCR. does not notice dental
( ktr), but JGG. heard it from Mrs.

E., who, however, might have acquired it during her n. residence,
to which also her (^, ij., %u) may be attributed. JGG. heard U:

as (o
1

),
which differs scarcely perceptibly from (wx ). As for the

differences (AA oo, o o, oo oo) I lay very little store by them. In no
case are they consistently carried out, and in no case can I feel

sure of the correctness of appreciation, which is at all times very
difficult, and which it generally requires a very careful study of

native dialect speakers to determine at all.

TH. obtained in 1887 some fragments of a cs. from a native of

Keighley, a machine fitter, b. 1859. As this is quite independent
of OCR., I annex it here inteiiinearly with CCR.'s writing of the

same passages.

TH (4) A)m s^uer rat A rB[_rd T3m see dhat A did sz
y
u^r rm'f.

OCR o)m szwr rat o jz^d em seei3 dhat o did szwr m/f.

TH (6) TBt t' dud wwimm rarsE-ln tsld JB (7) tr^tlm tdimz oirer

CCR ^t th)6wd wwrmm esEin teld Jt? twjtlm to*mz o

TH (8) Bt sh^ fan'
v

drwk'n biBst, (7) wat du JB th*qk? (9) sht?

CCR ist sho f n)t
!

drwk'n bii^s wat dB joo thiqk ? sho

TH SAA ?m w/dh -er AAn iin li'gm daan on t' grund tlo/s b*)t' aas'

CCR soo m wi ^r 6oi?n iin b'gm d4^n i

e)t
<

grund tloz's b)t' e^s

TH duur 6/1. (13) -en d^ JT? UAA? (11) dhat dhto ap'nd
CCR direr 6/1. TJU n6o^z)te nobut ? dhat dhh'^r ap^nd

TH
-Bs)t' oud wwm^n ^n vr doutvT i IAA kwm thruu)t' bak

CCR -Bz)th dowter * loo un t?rseln kuum thrwjt' bak

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1817 ]
H
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TH fre ?'qm)t' wEt tlfoz aat

OCR free eqm)t' wit tlui?z aat fe

drdi on t' wEshm. dei3. (1) UB

draa on v wEshm deeB. WUTJ

TH kJ
CCH keesz?

(14) A)KL baan ovm te nw" swp^r.

a/)z beun 'egeeutedz wircm ti3 get nu swp^r,

TH
CCR 16'k, gwd niit.

Notes to Keighley cs. on p. 367.

2. we-do-en know (wi)n n6oi?), if

tliis is correct, it implies the expiring
use of the verbal pi. in -en : it is

probably a mere slip for (wi nooe) we
know. like, the pron. (lak) is also

prevalent, and CCR. so wrote it at

first, here, but not in par. 10.

3. hold thou (owds)te), literally bold-

est thou. while, for until, as usual in

the N., though used properly in the

S. sense in par. 12.

8. as to how (s)t)aa. beast (b/res),

this is usually the plural form. I shall

be bound (ai)z hi), this is common in

the regions of JT'w, and it could not

here stand for I is, the common N.

form, but see below, par. 14.

9. threaped, CCR. in his Leeds

Glossary makes this word entirely

equivalent to swore, as in the phrase

(ii)z AA!BS thr/repin eg/en t)oon B

t)wdh.CT an em), he's always swearing
against the one or the other of them

;

but Wright gives two words, threpe, to

speak, to shout, to maintain in contra-

diction to another, and threap to urge,
to beat, to cozen or cheat. It is often

used for 'to talk down,' to asseverate.

bulk (bwjk), even in the S. (b*lk),

may be heard. good coat (goid koit),
the latter originally written (kAA'it).

house, door, hole, down, observe (eees,

dercn), where (aas daan) is given by
Mr. Brigg (see cwl.). CCR. says that

he never heard anything else but (ecus,

deen) from the lips of old clothiers, but

that these forms are not invariable.

An observant native, who is not a

dialect speaker, would, says CCR.,
from hearing, write such words as

down, town, how, house, ground,
time, no, as dahn, tahn, haa, haase,

grund, time, noa, meaning (daan, taan,

ecu, grwnd, t&im, nawe) ;
in time he

would have no appreciation of the

diphthong. CCR. thinks (eet) its most
characteristic form, and says it was in

general use at Keighley within his own

knowledge. TH. (see p. 385, 1. 6 from

bottom) heard (daan).
10. in awk,

li

peevish state of

temper," also a "maggot," in rec. sp.

maggot is used as a whim or caprice.
11. yard (jeed), CCR. says that this

(ee) in yard, day, name, prate, being
also used for U', does indeed conflict

to the eye, but nothing more. ' ' A
Keighley man could not utter the words

indicate^, bereft of his (eera, GB)." But
TH. heard (jaa[rd). to dry, this par-
ticular word as (ai) and not (6i) . CCR.
says this exceptional sound has often

arrested his attention.

12. so lately a week, for 'so lately
as a week,' a local idiom.

13. mak, make or kind there but-

as now, a peculiar local expression.
14. I is boun, I am going. The

peculiarity is in the use of / is (ai)z,

which generally occurs only and regu-

larly in the N". div. in place of I

am. CCR. here mixes / am, I is, in

the same border dialect, and he does

so likewise at Skipton, in Mid Craven,
which is quite in the N. div. He says
that he has "repeatedly heard these

forms and seen them in the dialect

tracts which some years ago were
issued by the local press," and that he
has subsequently verified their exist-

ence with an intelligent young farmer.

doest thou hear (s)t zie), a mere

colloquial contraction.

15. thou art (dha)t), contracted with

the vowel short.

[ 1818 ]
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KEIGHLEY cwl.

made up from

R CCR.'s cs., only a few words being extracted.

F Mrs. Foster's wl. as pal. from diet, by JGG. Mrs. Foster was a native who had
known the dialect 40 years, but at the time the wl. was taken down, had been

living some years in Cu. and We. She used no (h) or (wh), but her (r) was
distinct where written. There are several small niceties that OCR does not

note, such as (e^ nearly (E) for e, occasional (t\i) for
(ii) and dental

( t
t

vr,

^r). This wl. comprised only the first division or Ws. words.
B Mr. B. Septimus Brigg's wl. Mr. B. is a native, and sent me a complete wl.

in his own orthography, which I interpret as I best can. His information

applies to the town of Keighley and valley of the Aire as far as Bradford.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 B loeek besk. 4 B tak. 5 RB mak, F ma^. 7 B seek se^k. 10
F EEg, B eeg. 12 B seeg. 13 B neeg. 17 R loo, F IAA. 19 FB ieel. 20 F
lEEm, B leem.. 21 R nee^m, F neem, B neem. 24 F sh^m, B sheem. 31 B
kt. 32 B bml. 33 B rmllrer. 36 F thAA. A: 39 B kom. 49 R eq.
51 F nu^n. 54 RFB want. 56 RB wesh, F wa'sh w^sh. A: or 0: 58
R free frEE, F free, B he. 60 FB loq. 61 B urnoq. 64 R raq, F ra^, B req.
A'- 67 F goo. 69 FB now. 70 F too. 72 R wuu, F uu. 73 R sum, F
soo. 74 F t^u. 77 F lord. 79 R oo^n. 81 RB loin. 82 R w^<

1
us. 83 F

moon. 85 F sour. 86 FB 6ot?ts. 87 R tluuvz, F kloosz [B (dadz) used].
89 R bwrath, F bo'osth. 91 F moo. 92 R nooe, B UAA'B. 93 F snoo. 94
B krAA. 95 B thrAA. 98 B nAA'-en. A': 101 F ook, B ouk. 104 FB
ro'oed. 105 F r^d. 106 B broVed. 107 F loof, B lotrf. 108 doof. Ill FB
out. 112 Bool. 113 R wu^l, F om\. 115 R uuum, F oom, B oomn. 118
F boon, B bo'en. 122 F noon, B no'en [and (noon) when meaning not]. 124 F
stoon, B stoun. 127 F ooes. 130 B boVet. 131 B goVet. 137 R nuedhur,
M- 138 F fa^r, B fadhur. 140 B eel. 141 B veeil. 142 F sn^l,

B eaeeil. 143 F tee^l, B teeil. 147 B br^in. 150 B 1/rast. 152 F wa
v
te

t
r,

B water. M: 158 F af
vte^r. 160 F Eg. 161 R deei?, F dee^ 164 F

m?!. 172 F gaoaors. 174 B esh. 180 B bath [(a) very short]. 181 B path
[(a) very short]. M'- 182 F site, B siiB. 183 F tiiBtj, B teitj. 184 B
1/Bd. 185 F rVd. 187 B lt'v. 189 F viee^i. 190 F kee^, B ke^. 193 F
kl/i'tm, B kl/ra. 194 B oni. 195 FB moni. 197 F tjeiiz. 199 B biz tut.

M': 210 F kl^,, B tteev. 213 F eejShm. 216 B dfol. 223 RB dhtw.
224 RB WOT. 227 F WEt. 229 B brmth.
E- 233 R spek, F spc^tk. 235 B weiv. 236 B fem?r. 239 B aeeil.

241 B reein. 243 [B (leek) used]. 248 B mt'tBr. 249 B WMOT. 250 B
swuur. 251 B mtBt. E: 265 R streit. 284 B thresh. E': 306 B e<t.

314 R jnud, B nerd. 315 B fit.

EA- 320 F k^tjr. EA: 322 RFB laf. 323 FB fo'wt. 324 F eejt..

326 R o'd, FB 6wd. 327 F bould, B bo'wld. 328 FB kowd. 330 F od. 333
F kAAf, B kAAv. 334 F AA'f, B AAV. 335 R OOB, F AA!. 337 F WAA!.

340 R jeed, F jso'rd. 342 F aarm. 343 F waarm. 345 FB
t
daar. 346 F

iret gtfVet, B ge^t. EA'- 347 B n-ed. 348 B ii. EA': 350 B ded.
351 B It'iBd. 352 B rn^d. 353 B brmd. 355 B d/t?f. 360 B Hum. 361

B bm. 363 B tj/Bp. 366 R gaet. 367 B thnt?t. 368 B d^th. El:

377 B steuk. 378 F w^k.
EO- 387 F neuu. EO: 395 R jwq. 396 B waark. 397 F sw^rd.

399 B briit. 402 RB h'-en. 405 B aarth. EO'- 412 R shuu shu sho she

[the first emphatic, the others unemphatic], B shuu. 413 B dml. 420

B fo'wOT. EO': 423 B thii. 424 B rf. 425 F lent, B Kit. 426 F feB'rt,

B fett. 432 B fo^^rth. 433 B brist. 434 B bt. EY- 438 RFB dii.

EY: 439 R trust, F fonpt.
I- 440 B wik. 444 B stiil. 446 R nom, F naain. 451 F sac'uu.

[
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I: 452 R o, a [interchangeably]. 458 RB niit. 459 F ra'it, B reit. 461

B lit. 462 B siit. 465 R sitjra, B sitj. 473 B blind [the short (i) in these

and following words is quite N.] 474 B rind. 475 B wind. 477 B find.

479 B wind. 485 B this*?!. I'- 498 B roit. I': 500 RB loik. 501 B
woid. 508 F maail, B moil. 509 R wal, B woil. 510 R mooin.

0- 522 B op'n. 0: 527 F b6wt. 528 F thowt. 529 F br6wt. 531
R douter. 532 FB koil. 534 RB 6il. 541 R wi)nt. 553 F oortm. 0'-

555 F shuu [pi. (shuuz)], B [pi. shuun]. 558 F L?k, B Iwik. 560 F skwil.

562 FB mwin. 563 F monde. 564 FB swin. 0': 569 F bt^uk. 570
F t>k, B twik. 571 R goid, B gid. 572 FB blwid. 573 F fluid. 574 FB
braid. 575 F stt^ud. 577 F b6w, B buu. 578 B plmi. 579 RB ini-f.

580 B tof. 581 F sowt. 582 B ktiil. 583 F ttiil tuul. 584 FB stw/1. 588
R noin, FB nwin. 589 FB spwm. 590 F fl^irer. 594 FB bait. 595 FB
fwit. 596 FB rwit. 597 FB suit.

IT- 600 B luuv. 606 F cU^uvr. U: 610 B wed. 612 F su^m. 616
RB grwnd. 635 F waoaorth. U'- 641 R aa. 642 F dha'w. 643 R naa,
F na'w. 645 F dw

x
v. 648 F owr a'ur. 650 R beet. 651 R bet?t [obs. this is

the same as 650]. U': 656 B raam. 657 B braan. 658 R deen, F da^n,
B daan. 659 B taan. 663 R eet?s, F al

ws, B aas. 664 B laas. 667 RB aat.

672 F sa'wth.

Y- 673 RB mtti. 675 R draai. 682 R litel. Y: 684 B br/g. 685

B rig. 688 F bi^ld. 700 B waar. 701 F faosorst. Y'- 705 B skii, skoi.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 722 B drmn. 730 B konter. 742 B leezi. 0. 761 F Iww^d, B
loo^d. 767 [B uses (din)]. 769 B mowdiwaarp. F. 804 R drwk'n.

ni. ROMANCE.

A-- 810 Bf^s. 811 BpWs. 813Bb^k'n. 817 Bredish. 824 Btp'i^r.
838 B tmt. 841 B tpns. 847 B d^ndrer. 848 B tj^ndj. 849 B str^ndjOT.
850 B dans. 852 B apnm. 857 R keeus. 860 B pmst. 863 B tjAAf.
E-. 867 F t/i'B, B tii. 869 B vii^l. 885 R vari. I- awrfY-. 901 R
i'6in. 902 B m6in. 0-- 920 R point. 925 R vois. 939 R tlois, B
klois. 940 RB koit. 941 R foil, B Ml. 947 R boilin. 953 B kwzin. 954
Bwislren. 955 R daat. U- 963 R k*m?t.

YAE. iv. BRADFORD.

There is a decided difficulty is assigning the phonetic characteristics

of this variety, as distinct from the preceding or following. U'

according to CCR. has two distinct sounds, never confused, (aa,

ee'e), but the last in only a limited set of words, which he does not

give ;
in the cs., however, I find (daat naa daan haat), doubt Fr.

now down without, and (greeimd berai &BS), ground U, boun=
going, house.

Now B. Preston, the Bradford poet, uses daht abaht ar aght abaght doubt

about our out about, but aance baancing taan haase maase graand daan ounce

bouncing town house mouse ground down, and he makes shaat abaght shout about

rhyme, and also abaght aht aat about out. OCR. wrote to him to know if he

meant different sounds by ah agh aa. In reply, in March, 1882, he wrote :

" There are I think no rules for the guidance of dialect writers. Each one does

what seems good in his own eyes. Take for instance the two words grand and

sand" meaning (grand sand), not the London (graand ssend), "and by lengthening
the sound of the vowel as in the interjection oh ! you get the two dialect words

for ground and sound" That is (graand saand).
" This long sound of the

vowel occurs in aht and abaght, and we sometimes introduce the h and at other

times double the a, but in either case the sound is the same." In this case U' is

[ 1820 ]
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always (aa), and there is no recognition of a peculiar set of words with (ee) as

OCR. believes. But Mr. Preston sometimes uses aa for (eee), as in facts (fee^s)

face, laakin ^leeukm) playing, staat (stee^t) state, fraam (freeBm) frame, saam

(seeram) seam.

From the notes it will be seen that there are some turns of

phrase, and probably words, which are peculiar to this variety, but

phonetically I am unable to separate it from Yars. iii. and v.

Subsequently I was fortunate enough to obtain the assistance of

Dr. J. Wright (now of the Taylorian Institute, Oxford), a native

of Windhill in the township of Idle and parish of Shipley, lying
between Shipley and Bradford, who spoke the dialect in his youth
and is still remarkably well up to it, while his philological know -

ledge, acquired during a long residence in Germany, gives him

great advantages in such studies. His dialect is only a variety
of that of Bradford, but there are a few slight differences.

With regard to the vexed question of the representation of IT, he
was absolutely unacquainted with (w )

and his (w) was at times

very deep, like (wb o
1

).
He thinks there must be a mistake in

assigning to Manningham (p. 365, No. 4) any other form but ().
His short o was distinctly (o), not (o). He dictated to me a dt. and

the greater part of a cwl. The words of the latter have been

annexed to the Bradford words of B. Preston below, the dt. follows.

The vowel system which he recognised is given at the end of the

notes on his dt., p. 390.

WINDHILL (3 n.Bradford) dt.

pal. in 1888 by AJE. from the diet, of Dr. Joseph Wright, native. Windhill is

a hamlet in the township of Idle and parish of Calverley.

1. suv aV sera, meists, JB szi naa, ist e)m t)t' reYt ^baat dhat h't'l

las, kwmin fri3)t'
skral jonder.

2. shuu)z gwm daan)t' rw^d dhfor thrm)t' red ge^t )t'
left and

sa/d 13
)t' wee.

3. szM^r inii t' baarn)z 13 gwim streit wp te)t' rEq aas,

4. wfor shw)l tjons to fmd dhat drwk'n dbf w/z'nd fElt?
)t'

ne^m ^ itom^s.

5. w* 6^1 noB m var* wiil.

6. wztJnt t' oowd tjap swm teetj ^r n^t te dk)t Bgbn, pwur th^q !

7. Izwk ! tz'nt it trzw ?

Notes to Windfall dt.

1. so, in all the (B) fractures the 2. road there, the r is gentle, ap-

(u) was deep. I (ai) accented, (a, i) parently (r), but sensible even when

unaccented, the (i) considered as
(i).

final. red, I have left (e) as I could

say, in all the (era)
fractures the (e) was not hear (E) with any certainty. way,

deep, but not equal to (E), so I have might be used here,

left (e). mates, the word is common. 3. enough, 'enow' is not known.

that I'm in the right, this is the up, here, perhaps owing to the (p), the

phrase, not Pm right. Obs. the (i) () was very deep, quite (1*$). wrong,

unaccented form. coming always with here I think the (e) became quite (E) ;

() and not (a) in this word. yonder, it appears that (-oq) becomes regularly

no dental (^r). (-EOJ'

[
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4. chance, and similarly (dons) dance.

wizened, initial (shr-) is used, but
not the word '

shrivelled.'

5. all, possibly (A'B!), but I thought
(6el) was nearest, Dr. W. recognised

(o'd). know him (no)im), the (e)

omitted when the two words are spoken
close together.

6. old, possibly (6wd) only, the first

element probably lengthened in dic-

tating, Dr. "W. recognised (o'?<d), and

generally used
(o) when I thought he

said (o).

Dr. W. recognised in his dialect

6 short vowels in wick
(
= quick, alive),

g<?t, late, frozen, kiss, bwt (wik, get,

lat, froz'n, kz/s, bed), the last word

only unemphatic ;
4 long vowels in

night, ho?<se, above, grin (niit, aas,

ebuun, gaan), of these (uu) occurs only
in above, shovel, wool (ebuun, shuul,

wuul), not in '

gum
'
of the teeth see p.

393 after No. 560
;
and 12 diphthongs

including fractures in h^ad, name, eat,

mine, old, talk, home, barn, dew, do

doom, foot, coal (trad, ne^m, eit, main,
o'd, to'ek, o'-em, btten, da'w, diu diitm,

fo'it, ko'il), corresponding to "Ws. EA'-,
A-, E-, I', EAL, A', EA, EA'W, 0',

respectively. These relations are

best shewn in the following Bradford
and Windhill cwl., p. 391.

CALVERLEY r (4 ne.Bradford and 6 wnw.Leeds) dt.

pal. in 1887 by TH. from B. Hall, newsagent, b. 1845, absent from Calverley
for 4 years only. This should be specially compared with the "VVindhill dt.,

p. 389.

1. di see, ladz, JB szi naa i3t a*')m raYt i3baat dhat h't'l las kwmm
thru)t

v skml jon cte r.

2. shu)z gum daan t' rdud cOiter tliraw)f rEd gjeBt on)t' left and

3. di)l lai Eqd, t' barn)z gd^n s
v

t rE'et wp te)t' raj

q du^r [as],
4. wiBr shu)l ap'n fmd. dhat

k

drwk'n di^f Af 'Id owd tjap, t?t

:tom.

5. w^ AA! nAA 2m var wzil.

6. wi^nt [wl"Bt] t
1

owd [tjap] som tEYtj -er not te dzu it 'Bg

barn !

7. la'wk ! ezn't *t tra'w ?

1. school, but 7iofe, 0o?, coai (oil,

kod,koit), and (skoil) was also heard.

2. down, also room (raam), the U'

asserting itself. way is (wee).
through, the (a'w) inclined to (OM).

3. /'W fe hanged for swre enough,

(s/uer inif ).

Calverley dt.

4. shrivelled not used, but (shr-)

pron. as (shrimps, shroud), .the last

probably an error for (shraad) .

6. soon, at another time it was dic-

tated (sfitn), the long 0' becoming (fit),

the short becoming (6i).

7. look, the (a'w) inclined to (6u).

Notes to Bradford cs., p. 367.

0. no, two forms of the negative
(nine, now) occur systematically in this

variety, and are casually heard in the

neighbouring localities and up to Dews-

bury, Var. vi.

1. 00 (tiu). like= as it were, a

constant qualification of any statement.

news (neeez), COB,, first wrote (UE'M)

here, and in par. 2 few, and seems to

think it more correct for Bradford.

2. few, see par. 1, new. they are

grinned at, OCR. omitted (r) here.

we are not, without knowing that, a

singular phrase, us for we, with the

verb in the sing., and applied either to

sg. or pi., (-BZ m'<en)z) us none)is; (baat)

without, as usual.

3. so now then art thou bound to hold

thy din, friend, and just whish-thou
until I [have] done. CCB. says this

peculiar construction is only heard at

Bradford
;

another example is (ser)it

[ 1822 ]
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te daan), set it thou down. He also

cites (goo V te)tbaanlaik) go if thou) art

bouii [going] like, as a peculiar Brad-
ford version of '

go if you're going.'
4. am I, the unaccented pronoun,

pronounced (i).

5. great (gat) for the usual (gaat).

father' s voice, observe short vowel in

father and absence of possessive 's. /
shall trust, Dr. Gill 1621 (supra part
IV. p. 12505) interprets (a/st) as I

will and (dhowst) as thou wilt, (hiist,

joust, dheist) he you they shall, calling
it the sign of the future, but gives no

explanation ;
is to seems possible.

6. before aught is late, that is, im-

mediately ; the word (lat) is "a pe-

culiarity chiefly of the Bradford district,

as (dha)t ozrer lat te leek), thou)art
over late to play, (dha)l hi lat tev)t'
m /In) thou' It be late to the mill .

" Obs .

a manufacturing mill is always (miln).
TH. found (lat) at Marsden and else-

where.

7. how) is)
it ye think now ? This

gives my own conjectural interpretation
of the (st), which OCR. cannot explain,

though he says it is common.
8. all about, the use of (bat) with a

short vowel, and the absence of the

object of about, are, says OCR., com-
mon peculiarities. Similarly (lat) for

late, par. 6. found (fan) or (fwn).

beast, I think (b/iest) with (t) is the

usual singular form. she, unemphatic,
is (shu, shu, sho), see (shu) immediately.

9. slap, having fallen slap down,
and so stretched to the uttermost.

ground or (plat) plot, here OCR. in-

serted the phrase (m mwk en miit) in

muck and might, as he rendered it.

But he withdrew it, wishing, however,

to note the pron. (miit) in this and the

neighbouring districts among broad
dialect speakers, but the meaning of
this might is not clear in connection
with muck.

10. maiinge, a fit of ill-humour
;

'

maungy
'

is explained in the Leeds

Glossary as 'ill-natured, ill-tempered,
and peevish,' applied to children.

11. happened or (tpnst) chanced.

daughter, (dowther) also, this should

imply that the other form is (doXte^r).
yard, occ. (jeed). ;from [having]

been hanging.
12. while [the] kettle were

;
obs. the

omission of the def. art. Similarly
(aa)l set dhe ketel on if te)l stee -en ev
din driqkin), I'll set thee [the] kettle

on, if thou) It stay and have thy drink-

ing. Observe that (dire) could not be
the def. art. which is never used in this

form. Here (dhe) means thee, and the
def. art. is omitted. afternoon, a
second form (afthenom), possibly

(-nuin), probably shews that there had
been a dental

( kt).

13. dost) thou know, the s and t are

pronounced rapidly, and dost thou is

represented by a passing hiss. do or

business, the pron. (deew) is very

singular. up to today, in the rural

part of the district (tu\) is heard, but
this is impossible in the town. now
hearest thou, here (st) has another in-

terpretation, suggested by CCR.
14. good night, this (goed) seems to

be an error for (guid). again, both

(eg/mi, ege'n) are used.

15. without, here (dhaat) is used

instead of (baat), which is employed in

the next line. thoii'rt not without

gauming [understanding] that

BRADFORD AND WINDHILL cwl.

Unmarked words deduced from B. Preston's Dialect Poems, which are generally

praised for their dialectal accuracy ;
the original spelling in italics followed

by my interpretation in pal. is annexed: mere dialect words are disregarded.
Mr. Preston's orthography is on the whole very careful, and I have seldom

been at a loss for the interpretation, but see p. 388. It will be found that

this cwl. in the main agrees with CCR.'s cs.

W marks words pal. by AJE. from the diet, of Dr. J. Wright, of Windhill ;
at

the end of Preston's words,
' &W means that Wright used the same form.

C Calverley (:kAA-vele) (6 wnw.Leeds) words pal. by TH. from a newsagent,

native, b. 1845
;

< & C '

after Preston's and Wright's words means having
the same sound.

i. WESSEX AKD
A- 1 W SMB. 3 W beek.

W seeg. 17 W [not used].

4 W tak. 5 mak mak, W mak. 8 ev ev. 12

18 W keek [wheaten bread, (br/ed) being used for

[ 1823 ]
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oat bread]. 19 TV teel. 20 TV leem. 21 TV neem. 24 TV sheem. 31 lat

lat & TV. 33 rayther radher, TV reedher.

A: 39 TV kom kam. 41 TV theqk'n. 43 TV and & C. 44 TV land. 45
TV [not used]. 49 king iq, C Eq. 56 wesh wesh, TV wesh. 57 TV [not used].
-

gate gat geet [gat, got]. A: or 0: 58 TV fre, C thre. 59 TV lam. 60

TV lEq. 63 threng threq. 64 wreng req, TV rEq, C raq. 65 seng seq.
A'- 67 TV gu-en [going], C girin. 69 TV nee, adv. 70 toa tB. 72

TV MB. 73 soa sue & TV. 74 TV im. 76 W twed. 82 TV [not used]. 84

moar mwer & TV. 86 TV wets. 87 W klwez. 89 boeth bueth. 92 &w<w noo,
TV noe [may be (HA'B)], C UAA.

A': 101 TV w^k. 102 TV aks, as [pt. (ast)]. 104 TV r^ed, C roed. 105

TV reed. 106 TV breed. 108 TV d^ef. 110 nut nut, C nat. Ill owt out.

113TVel. 115 hoamfam, TV oem ^em. 118TVb,en. 119 C goen. 122

i. noan nwen, ii. noa nwe, TV n^e. 124 stoan stwjen, TV stw^n. 127 TV [not

used]. 133 W rest. 136 TV AAdlrer.

M- 138 TV faadher. 140 TV eel. 141 TV neel. 142 TV sneel. 143 TV
teel. 144 C egien. 146 TV meen. 147 TV breen. 148 TV feer [& also used

for fair = a market]. 149 bleez. 152 waiter water, TV woter. 153 TV seterde.

M: 154 TV bak. 158 TV after. 161 TV dee. 162 TV [not used]. 164

TVmee. 165 TV sed. 166 TV [not used]. dlass dlas [glass]. 177 at Bt,

C et [conjunction], dhat [pronoun],
JE'- 182 TV S/B. reycht rettjt [reached]. 183 C tB'ttj. 184 TV Ked.

187 TV I/BV. 189 TV wei. 190 TV ke/. 194 TV om [(ev om on)i om on)i ?)

have any of you any on you PI. 195 tnony mom & TV. 197 TV tjiiz. 202 TV /Bt.

M': 203 TV [not used]. 205 TV thr/ed. 208 ivver iver. 209 nivver

niver, 210 tlay ti.ee, W kleB. 211 TV gree. 223 ^Amr dh/r & TV, C dhi^r.

224 TV wiOT & C. 226 TV rnwest.

E- 231 t t
( & C. 232 brek brek & TV. 233 speyTe speik & W. 236 TV

feevtjr. 238 TV Edj [as 257]. 239 W seel. 241 TV reen. 242 TV [not used].
243 TV pleB [the regular word is (leek)].

-- beer b/Br [bear endure]. 247 TV

gaan[grin]. 248 Wm/BT. 250 sweear swirer & TV. heytin eitin [eating],

TVeit[eat]. 251 m^ meit.

E: 257 Edj [as 238]. 260 lig lg [used], TV lei? [of hens]. 261 TV see, C
see. 262 W wet?, C wet?. 263 TV twee. 265 streyt streit & TV, C s^rE'tt.
266 weel wul & TV, C w/il. 269 mn misin [myself]. 286 W aru. 287 TV
biiz'm.

E'- 289 Ji3. 290 i B. 292 mi me. 293 C wi [unaccented], we we. 294
fiid [I did not record whether

(ii)
here and below is pure, probably not]. 298

TV nil. 299 TV griin. 300 TV kiip.
E': 305 hey hei, W ei. 306 TV ett. 307 net. 308 TV niid. 311 TV ten.

312 TV IBT. 314 eard /Bid & TV. 315 fit tit & TV.
EA- shap shap [shape]. 320 TV keer.

EA: 321 TV SO'B. 322 TV laf. 323 TV feet. 324 TV E'it. 'se sh'l

[shall]. 326 owd 6ml & C, TV o'wd [I heard (6od)]. 328 cowd kowd, W koo?Yd

ko'wd. 330 /<o^od&TV. 332 TV [(tsld) used]. 333 W ko'ef . 334 awf oof, TV
o'ef. 335 C AA!, TV o'el. 336 TV fo'el. 338 C kAAl, TV ko'el. aad hard
aad [hard], 342 TV aarm [or (aaem)]. 343 TV waarm [or (waamn)]. 344 C
barn, TV baaen [occ.]. 346 C gjeet, TV g/'et.

EA'- 347 heead ied & TV. 348 ee ii. 349 TV E'M [I was not quite satisfied

with this analysis, it was often like (h'uju) ;
he considered tfete= (da u)], C fa"w.

EA': 350 deead d/ed & TV. 351 TV 1/ed. 352 TV red, C rEd. 353 breead brfed &
TV [but for oaten bread only, see No. 18]. 355 W dwrf, C dief . 357 thau dhoo [TV
not used]. 359 TV neeber. 360 TV tran. 361 W b/en. 363 TV ti/ep.
lowselbus [loose]. 366 TV gaat. 368 TV dieth. 371 TV strA'e.

EI- 372 TV ai. 373 TV dhee dhe, C dh*. 374 TV nee.

EI: 377 TVsteek. 378 wake week weik, TV week. 380 thame dh^mi dheim.

EO- 383 TV sev'n. 384 TV ev'n. 386 TV E'U [rhymes to 349, and no (j)

prefixed]. 387 TV n/w.

EO: 388 TV milk. 390 sud sud sed. 392 TV jond. 396 TV waark. 397
TV swerd [present form, an older one is (sward)]. 402 TV 1/en [no (r) heard].
406 TV foth.
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EO'- 409 Wbii. 410 W [not used]. 411 W thrii. 412 W shim. 414W flii. 420 W foW.
EG': 423 "W thii. 425 leet Kit & W. 426 feyt feit & W. 427 C b/i.

428 C s/i. 430 W frend. 433 W brest. 435 C JB [unacc.]. 436 W tn'u
EY'- 438 dee dii & W. EY: 439 trat.
I- 440 W wiik. 444 W stii-o'il [ladder-hole]. 446 W nain. 447 Wt?r [un-

acc.] & C. 449 W gut. I: 452 ah aa, W at, a, i [see dt., p. 389], C di. 453W wik. 457 w*< miit & W. 458 wc*tf niit & W. 459 m/ reit & W, C
iB'it. 465 Wsitj. 466 W [not used]. 468 W tjtldur. 472 W shriqk. 473
blynd blind. 475 "W wind. 476 W bind. 477 fynd faind [past tense fan
fan], W find & C. 479 W wind. 482 C tz. 485 W thts'l. 489 C it.

'

I'- 490 be hi. 492 W said, C sid. 494 W taim. 496 W aimi
I': W laek. 503 W laif. 504 W naif. 505 W waif. 506 W wwrnun.
511 Wwain.
0- W shuul [shovel]. 519 uvvor Up UVVT lip [over or upper lip]. 621W fo'il. 522 oppen op'n & W. 523 hoop top. a/oar tjfzhjr [afore]. 524;

uurld warld, W waald.
0: 526 coff kof. 527 bowt bowt & W. 528 thowt thowt & W. 529 iroutf

brot & W. 530 rowt rout & W. 531 W dowter. 532 /biZ ko'il & W. 534
hoil o'il & W [used for prison]. 535 fowk fouk. 536 W gowd. 541 C witmt
wihrt. 543 C on. 547 W bwerd. 548 W [not used]. 549 W [not used].
552 W koarn [or (kAA'-ern)]. 553 W ourn [or (AAOTH)]. W k<s [kiss].

'

0'- 555 W shm. 556 C te [uneraph.]. 557 W tiu. 558 lewk luke Imk
& W, C k'e*k. 560 skooil skuii & W & C. goom [Dr. Wright says that
Preston pronounces (g/wm), as also (d/wm) doom]. 562 mooin mwin & W. 564
sooin swin & W, C soin suin. 565 noas nitvz & W. 566 uther wdher.

0': 569 W b/wk. 570 tuk tuk, W tk. 571 gooid guid & W. 572 W
blwid. 579 eniff inif &W [W the form enow is not known]. 582 kd. 583 W
tail. 584 W std. 586 dew diu & W. 587 doin duin, W de^n. 588 noin
nuin. 589 W spwm. 591 W HIMOT. 593 [W (mwn mud} used]. tooith

tuith. 594 Aot< buit. 595 /ooij! fait & W. 596 rooit rait & W. 597 sooi*

suit & W.
U- 599 aboon ubuun & W. 601 W faal. 602 W saa. 603 cum kemi

& W & C. 605 W Btaa. [not distinguished from 629]. 606 doar duer, C dxhjr,W ditcer.

U: baan baan [going], pool puul [pull]. 610 W wuul [with a long

vowel]. 612 sum swm & W. 614 haand aand & W [in W not used for a dog,

except as by way of insult]. 615 paand paand &W [
=

20s.], W pemd [
= 16 oz.].

616 graand graand [CCK. has greetmd]. 619 W tun. 620 W grwn. 625

tuny twq & W. 626 W e<qur. 629 W sun. 632 W wp [almost (M,p) see dt.],
C ttp. 633 W kwp. 634 W thr/'w, C thra'u. 639 W dust.

U'- 640 W kaa. 641 hah aa & W. 642 thagh thaa dhaa. 643 nah naa.

647 W aal. 648 [emphatic] are ar aar, [unemphatic] ivur wr, wee'se hate

warsen we all wur meet wii)z eet werse'n wi ool WBr miit [we) should hate our-

selves with all our might]. 650 abaht abaght ubaat, C baat [see p. 388,
1. 2 from bottom]. 651 W baat. 653 bud bml & W, ted [unaccented] W.

U': 654 shraad shraad. 655 W faal. 656 roam raam & W & C. 658
dahn daan & W & C. 659 taan taan & W. 663 haase aas & W [OCR. has

(ens)]. 665 maas maas & W. 667 aht aat aght aat & W. 671 W maath.
Y- 673 mich mitj & W. 674 W did [never (did)]. 679 W tjaatj. 682

C lit'l. Y: 684 W brig. 685 W rig [a man's back]. 694 W wark.

697 berry beri. 699 W riit [distinct from 459]. 700 W waar. 701 W farat.

Y'- 705 W skii. 706 W wai [(wot A) more used]. Y': 709 W fair.

712 W mais.

IT. ENGLISH.
A. 714 C lad. 722 W dretm. 726 tauk took, W to'ek. 728 W sham.

732 C ap'n. E. 745 W tjiut. I. and Y. 756 W shrimp & C. 758
W [not used]. 0. 761 W lt?d. 766 W mo'idwd [much used]. 769 W
ma?/ldwarp.

--
poyt po<t [a pot, pusher, poker]. 783 W [not used]. 788 W

[not used]. 789 W [(nowwhra) used]. 790 gaan gaan. draand draand
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[drown]. U. 793 W g [to carry in the arms]. 794 W djwg. 799 W
skul. 804 C

t
d

v
iv*k'n. 807 W pws. 808 W pwt.

in. ROMANCE.

A .. 810 / i)t' fees [in the face],W fe^s. 811 W pleus. 813 W beek'n.
820 W gee. 822Wmee. 830 W treen. 835 W n'ez'n. 836 "VVs?z'n. 840

Wtjeunrer. 841 Wtpns. 842Wpbqk. 847 W detrndjer. 849 Wstreundpr.
850 W dons. 852 W apron. 860 W peest. 861 W teust. 865 faivt foot.

866 W pziBr, C p{ter. favvur favBr [favour, resemble].
E-. 867 W t/B. 869Wv/Bl. 874 W reen. 875 W feent. 877 W ew.

885 wm/ vari & W & C. earbs iurbz jaabz. 888 W saartm. 890 W
b/)3st [pi. (b/Bsts), not (b/Bs), and used for cows]. 893 "W flaar. 895 W ris/tjv.

I- and Y- 898 W nazs. 901 W fain. 903 W dmur. 910 W [not

known]. 912 W rais.

0-. W kwBtj. 916 W wnjtm. 917 roo? nfeg. 918 W fitjb'l. 920 W
p6mt. 923* W mo'tst. 924 W tp'/s. 925 vo'is. 926 W spo'tl.

- - oo^
saand [a sound]. 928 aance aans. 929 W kaakeniOT. 939 W kb'is [and also

sb.]. 940 coyt koit & W. 941 fooil fail & W. 942 W bwtpr. 943 W tzrtj.

945 W vaa [used only as threaten]. 950 W swpur. 952 i. W kaars, ii. W
kt^-ers [as a race course]. 953 W kwz'n. pesht pesht [pushed]. 954 "W
wishm. 955 daht daat & "W.

U-. 965Wo'*l. 968 W o'istur. 969 suar stwr & W.

VAR. v. LEEDS AIOD ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.

OCR. being a native of Leeds, familiar with and speaking the

dialect from infancy, his account of it is of great interest. Of
course it is in the villages and not in the town that peasant speech
is heard. In the town a peculiar attempt to speak rs. is made by
the smaller tradesmen, of which an account will be given on p. 396.

The Leeds variety, which is the most important and character-

istic, extends over all the ne. part of D 24. It reaches on the w.
to Churwell (3 ssw.Leeds) and Kirkstall (3 nw.), but not to Pudsey
(5 w-by-s. Leeds), which belongs to Bradford, but the pronuncia-
tion scarcely differs perceptibly from Leeds. On the e. it includes

Aberford (8 ene.Leeds) and Sherburn (12 e.Leeds). On the s. it

extends to Wakefield, with numerous but unimportant differences,
as is shown in a special cwl. Pontefract is similar to Wakefield,
U' being generally (aa), but often becoming (aw). In Variety ix.

Doncaster, for which a separate cwl. will be given, (aw) is the

regular form. Although Dewsbury is only 5 w.Wakefield, it

speaks differently, see Yar. vi.

This variety is well illustrated, not only by the interlinear cs.

which shew how little Leeds differs from Bradford, but by an
almost complete cwl. kindly filled in by CCR. in glossic, here

transliterated. This cwl. will have to be compared with a similarly
extensive cwl. for Mid Yorkshire, with which CCR. was equally
familiar from childhood. In transliterating CCR.'s Glossic, I have
retained u and also used (e) for the glossic [e], where probably
I should now hear (E). But CCR. occ. distinguishes gl. [e, ae]

=
(e, E), which shews his own feeling. The fractures (ee^, MB, oot?,

UWQ, uui) seem to have superfluous length in their first element,
but as CCR. sometimes distinguishes the length of their first
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element, I have felt bound to follow his indications. Here, how-
ever, in stating the characters, I shall use a short first element for

convenience. For minute particulars reference must be made to

the cwl.

A- generally (ee), as (neem) name, a following G or W induce (6s) as

A: is generally (a), in a few cases (e), as (theqk) thank. The A: or 0: words
in NG have all (eq), as (leq) long.

A'- and A': have regularly (UB), as (frets) oats, but a following G and "W induce

(6e), as (orcn) own, (kro^) to crow, and sometimes (bu), as (ou) to owe, (low) low.
JE- is generally (ee), especially where followed by G, as (sneel) snail, for which

(sniil; is also used, but in (fadhe watu) father water it becomes (a) .

JE: is generally (a), but followed by G is (ee), as (afte dee) after day.
JE'- as a rule gives (ei), as (teiti) teach, but varies as

(ITS, ii),
as (s/e) sea,

(tjiiz) cheese, and we have even (omj any.
JE': is also variable within generally the same limits.

E- is often (ei), as (neid) knead, (ee), as (reen) rain, and
(re), as (w/ie) to wear,

but sometimes remains (e), as (brek ledh^) break leather.

E: is regularly (e, E) and has few variants.

. E'-, E': are regularly (ii).

EA- has (eis).

EAL as usual has peculiar forms implying an original form AL, as (oud] old,

(oel) all.

EA' has generally (re), as (Izr-ed) lead metal, but a following W induces (OB),
as (strooe) straw.

El is generally (ee), as (ecul) to hail a person.
EO as usual varies much, but (liiun .men) learn yearn are uncommon

;
EOB,

is generally (aa).
EO' is mostly (ii, re), but varies a good deal. The form (shuu) she is said to

be derived from Ws. seo, but may after all come from Ws. heo.

I- is generally treated as I'.

I: is generally (i)
even in blind, rind, to wind, bind, find, but singularly enough

grind becomes (gnmd).
I' is regularly (ai &i], not (di).

is regularly (o), but foal, coal, hole, have (oi) ;
a following H or L induces

(6w) in (th6t) thought, (b6*lt) bolt.

0' changes regularly into (tiui) as (k?l) cool.

U becomes regularly (u) even in pound ground, but is (aa) in hound, sound =

healthy, a wound.
U' is regularly (aa), as (daan) down.
Y before R gives rise to (a, a) in (bath bari math fast) birth bury mirth first.

For consonants initial h vanishes, and r not before a vowel also generally
vanishes or can scarcely be recognised : t, d preceding a vowel and after a short

vowel becomes very vulgarly (r),
see notes to cwl., p. 400, No. 449. "With this

compare the use of (r) for (d) in (nar, Hare) hadde in Low German, see first line

of examples 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, etc., in Part IV. pp. 1378 1380, and in

numerous other places. The final -turc has its older form -tur (-ter, -te), and

not the modern S.-chur (-tre-i), as (pikter), not piktrer) picture.

On comparing the Yarieties iv. and v., Bradford and Leeds, the

differences are scarcely perceptible. The following may be noted :

B dm 6e)m smr thr/w fra dhese'lnz skwet;k trmth aks aaB

L dm ai)m siewr thrw thrw dhese-nz skweik treewth as aa

done Pm sure through from themselves squeak truth ask how

B greetmd wald do?/ter k^m eqm wiit wol f6in deew fdtl.

L gnmd waald dooBter kam iqm wit wal fam diu fail.

ground ivorU daughter came hanging wet while fine do fool.
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These differences are of no account whatever. The reasons for

separating iv. and v. must therefore be sought in the different use

they make of certain words and phrases, of which some specimens
are given in the cs., but which otherwise lie beyond the scope of

this investigation.

LEEDS REFINED FORM.

The petty shopkeepers of Leeds speak a refined form of speech,
which cannot properly be called a dialect, but is an attempt to

speak rs., continually frustrated by dialectal tendencies and youth-
ful habits. OCR. was so good as to translate the cs. into this town

speech. It is so far from being a genuine dialect that I do not

think it right to print it, but it may be worth while to note the

dialectal remnants it contains.

The U' and I' words have (aw, ai) r
the short U remains (u), the (r)

final disap-

pears, she is (she 'shaa), () remains for the, (h) disappears, (wh) becomes w.
And in addition the following pronunciations are used, each referred to its para-

graph in the cs.

0. (wat) what. 1. (both laf) both laugh, short (o) being common, (oo niBdhe)
who neither. 2. (noo o^nl* dont meetjk nui} know only don't make not. 3.

(awsMme-VB dh/uz 6ud) however these hold. 4. (ad foks thrw a) heard folks through
= from I. 5. (jwqist grlet sp/iek) youngest great speak. 6. (owd ool edhawt

oenli) old all without only. f. (liestweez toud ast twethri OBVB -shaa) leastways
told asked two or three oven-she. 8. (w/rer a)l fo)t) where I'll for't. 9. (lee;in
iuu\ koet tloBz doBsten) lying full coat close door-stone. 10. (wald, poeH) world

poorly. 11. (dooeter ketmi) daughter came. 12. (t/e) tea. 13. (lant show
dont want) learned sure don't want. 14. (took) talk. 15. (ful wad) fool [and
observe (iuul) full in 9] word.

I have received specimens of refined speech for York also, but the

above specimen is probably enough.

Notes to Leeds cs., p. 367.

1 . and all, merely equivalent to also,

or, etc. is to, seems the proper inter-

pretation of (st) here.

2. few, (ieeu neew) are used here
as at Bradford. for because theifre

grinned at. had'nt us sure of that

now, the grammar is shaky ; CCR
considers (ad'nt) to represent (art not),
but art not us seems impossible ;

and
hadn't seems inexplicable. CCR says
the phrase is more common in Bradford
than in Leeds. likely, CCR introduces

this adv. in lins several times as here,

par. 4 and 13 (s/welinz), 7 (Uwslinz).
3. oddments or items. so just thee

hold thy din with thee, if thou canst,
thou like and whiskt until I (have)
done, peculiar idiomatic phraseology
according to CCR, but not in frequent
use. hearest thou but) as now, buts

seems to be but as, and to mean only.

See cs. to Var. iii. end of par. 13,

p. 376, and note, p. 386.

4 . through used for from, the form

(fru) is considered childish at Leeds,
but is heard at Bradford, (fm) would
not be understood, but (fruum) is

possible ;
there is here an attempt to

use (thrw) for through and (thru) for

from, but (thm) is used in both senses

in par. 11, p. 374, so that this breaks

down. did I, obs. enclitic form (i) for/.

5. great, the short (gat, gat) in this

sense is not so frequent as the long

(gaat) taken as (gart) ;father voice,

the possessive father's is little used,

observe short (a).

6. without (dhaatun), the dm) as in

"Ws. wi)>utan, compare par. 7, p. 371,

(ebaaten). ask her.

7. how is it you think ?

8. at all ends, in every particular.
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9. Sunday, although final (r) is 14. and so I must forced to go, the

generally omitted in Leeds, it seems to construction is difficult, meaning
'

I

be added with a real trill to week-day must go, I am forced to go.' keen,

names, see Thursday, par. 12, p. 375. with short perhaps medial (i), or

10. tvorld, (waald wgld) are hoth (sheep) sharp.
used. maunge, see Var. iv. notes, p. 15. without reason, or, to use a
391. common expression, (bidhaat g6oBmin

13. do (d/w), business or concern. ooet) without understanding aught.

LEEDS AND WEIGHBOUEHOOD cwl.

written in glossic by OCR., transliterated by AJE.

* before any number of a word refers to a following note, pp. 400-1.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 beck. 4 tak. 5 mak. 6 meeed. 7 seeuk. 8 ev. 9 bi^eeBV. 10
OOB. 11 mooB. 12 s6oB. 13 nooB. 14 drooB. 15 6oB [awful]. 16 dooen.

17 IOOB. 18 keeBk. 19 teeul. 20 leeum. 21 neetjm. 22 teeBm. 23 seeem.
24 sheeBm. 25 meeBn. 26 weeBn. 27 neeBV. *28 eeBJ. 32 beeBdh. 33

reetrdhBi reevdvi. 34 last. 35 OOB!. 36 thow thooe. 37 tlooB.

A: 39 kam. 40 kmjm. 41 theqk. 43 and. 44 land. wand [he

wound]. 46 kanel. 47 wandu. 48 saq. 50 teqz. 51 man. 53 kan. 54

want. 55 as. 56 wesh. 57 as.

A: or 0: 58 [replaced by through (thrw), see notes to cs., p. 396]. 59 lam.

60 leq. 61 Bmeq. 62 streq. 63 threq. 64 req. 65 seq. 66 theq.
A'- 67 gum. 69 num. 70 turn. 71 WMMB. 72 WWWB. 73 SB. 74

tuu. 75 strawiik. 76 tuuvA. 77 lootxl. 78 6u. 79 6oBn. 80 alute. 81

loin. 83 mBn. 84 mwrnji. 85 SWWBI. 86 mis WMBts. 87 tlumz. 88

tlMMBdh. 89 bw?th. 90 blooB. 91 mooB. 92 nooB. 94 krooB. 95 throoB.

96 SOOB. 97 soul [SOOB! has been heard from individual old people]. 98 ndoBn.

99 thro'oBn. 100 SOOBU.

A': 101 wwBk. 102 as aks. 104 rWBd. 105 reeBd. 106 brzW. 107
\urnL 108 dwBf. 109 low. 110 nut. Ill out. 112 eeBl. 113 mml.
114 muuul. 115 uuvm. 116 umm [seldom used]. 118 bumn. 121 guuvn.
122 nuitvn. 123 n6?^t. 124 stemBn. 125 [used only in refined speech and
then called] wwBnli, [in dialect they use] nobBt. 126 MWBJ. 127 wBst MMBS

[seldom]. 128 [used only in refined speech, otherwise (dhem)]. 129 g<mBst.
130 bziMBt. 131 gumt. 132 umt. 133 reeBt. 134 wBth. 135 tlaat [used,
but this is clout, from Ws. clut]. 136 6wdhe.i oBdhBi 6?<dBJ oBdBi.

M- 138 fadhBJ fadBJ feeBdhBi feeBdBJ. 139 dreeB. 140 eeBl. 141 neeBl.

142 sniil sneeBl. 143 teeBl. 144 Bg/t'Bn BgeeBn. 145 sleeBn. 146 meeBn.

147 breeBn. 148 feeBJ. 149 bleeBz. 150 1/iBst [often without (t)]. 151

[not used]. 152 watBJ. 153 setsdB.

M: 155 thatj. 157 reeBVBn. 158 aftB. 161 deeB. 163 leeed. 164

meeB. 165 sed. 166 meeBd. 167 deeBl. 168 talB. 169 wen. 170 eBvist

aavist. 171 baali. 172 gras ges gaas. 173 woj [used, generally written

(WAJ)]. 174 esh. 175 fast. 178 nat. 179 wat. *189 beeBd. 181 path.
JE'- 182 s/iB. 183 teitj teitj. 184 1/iBd leid leid. 185 riid. 186

br/i'Bdh breed braid. 187 l/nrv [sb. (leiv)]. 188 nei. 189 wet. 190 kei.

191 iivl. 192 m/iBn. 193 tiein [vb. (tl/tra)]. 194 oni. 195 mon. 196

woj. 197 tjiiz. 199 blzBt. 200 w/Bt wfot wBt [the last rare]. 201 ziBdhen.

202 iiiet.

M': 203 spiitj. 204 did diid. 205 thriid. 206 red. 207 niid'l. 210

tleeB. 211 greeB. 212 wee. 213 eeBdhBJ eeBdBJ. 215 tout. 216
d/ipl

230 fat.

E- 232 brek. 233 speik speik. 234 neid neeid. 235 weiv. 236 fBVB.
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237 tjilbleeBn. 238 edj. 239 seeel. 240 leetm. 241 reeBn. 242 tweemi

[when read, not used]. 243 pleeB [when read, otherwise (leerck) lake used]. 246
kudin [queen], kwinen [quean]. 247 w/iBn. 248 meeB. 249 w/iB. 250 sw/iB.

251 meit meit. 252 ketel. 253 netel. 254 ledhB. 255 wedh.B.

E: 257 eg. 258 seg sedj. 259 wedj. 260 Itg. 261 seeB. 262 weeB.
264 eeBl. 265 streit. 267 jild. 268 [not used, (oBdis) oldest, said]. 270
belBS belt. 272 elm. 273 men. 274 beqk biqk. 275 [replaced by ^stiqk)].
276 thiqk. 277 drensh. 278 wensh. 280 BlevBn. 281 leqth. 282 streqth.
283 mari. 284 thresh. 285 kres. 286 an?. 287 biizem. 288 let [often

(ler?r) before a vowel].
E'- . 289 jii. 290 ii. 291 dhii. 292 mil. 293 wii. 294 fiid. 295 bred.

296 btliiv. 298 fiil. 299 griin. 300 kip kiip. 301 fm. 302 mit miit.

303 swit swiit.

E': 305 ei. 306 eit eit. 307 nii [only used by "old-charactered people"].
308 niid neid. 309 spiid. 310 il. "311 ten. 312 . 313 aakun e^kra.

314 zBd. 315 fit fiit. 316 nekst.

EA- 317 fleeB. 319 geeBp. 320 keeBi.

EA: 321 SOOB sid. 322 laf. 323 idut. 324 eit. 325 wooBk. 326 bud.

6uA. 327 boedd b6wd. 328 kowd. 329 fowld f6d. 330 od. 331 seld. 332
teld. 333 kooBf. 334 6<nf eeBf. 335 6otl. 336 IOOB!. 337 wood. 340
jeed jeeBd jaad. 342 eram eeBm. 343 waam. 345 daa. 346 geeBt.
EA'- 347 Bd. 348 ii [(iiu) pi. and also sg.]. 349 feeu.

EA': 350 d/iwd. 351 lBd. 352 red. 353 brd [(breid) is dialectally

vulgar and rare]. 354 sh/iuf sheif. 355 d/inf. 356 1/m. 357 dh?<B [rare].
359 neeebBJ. 360 tiivm teim. 361 b/tvn. 362 sleeB. 363 tjiBp tjiiBp. 365

ij/iB. 366 gat [(grBt) refined]. 367 thrii'ut. 368 dnBth. 369 S!OOB. 370
rooB. 371 strooB.

EI- 372 aai. 373 dheeB. 374 neeB. 375 reeBZ. 376 beeBt.

377 steeBk. 378 weeBk. 379 eeri. 381 sweeBn. 382 dheeBJ.

383 sevBn. 384 even. 385 bineeidh [considered affected, and

gen. used]. 386 JQU. 387 neu niu.

388 milk. 389 JwBk. 390 swl. 393 bijond. 396 waak. 397 sBd.
398 staav. 399 briit. 400 uBnist. 401 jiran. 402 1mm. 403 faaj. 405
aath [some old people (eeth)]. 406 iivth. 407 faadin. 408 neew [refined

EI:
EO-

EO:

EO'-
414 flii.

419
EO':

thong].
br/iBst.

409 bii. 411 thrii. 412 shuu shu sho shB shea. 413 divd.

415 lai. 416 d/B. 417 tjew tp'tt. 418 breew [refined (brw)].
420 f6B. 421 fotf.

423 thii. 424 n*f. 425 Ht [short (i),
not ()]. 426 fett [short diph-

427 bii. 428 sii. 429 fiind. 430 frend. 431 b/<B. 432 toMBt. 433
434 bet. 435 jii [in gen. use, (juu) refined, used in addressing

superiors]. 436 treew [refined (tm&)]. 437 treewth [refined (tmwth)].
EY- 438 dii. EY: 439 trust.

I- 440 wik [(i) not ()]. 441 stv. 442 aivin. *443 fraidB. 444 sta/1,

445 eei. 446 nam. 448 dhBz. *449 get. 450 tewzdB tiwzdB. 451 seu

s6u sou.

I: 452 aai aa;i. 454 witj. 455 lig. 457 mait [generally, (miit) by
individual old people]. 458 niit. 459 reit. 460 weit weit. 461 Hit. 462
siit. 464 witi. 465 sitj. 466 tjaild [when read, the spoken word is (baan)].
467 waild. 468 tjildrin [when read, the spoken word is (baanz)]. 471 tiniBi.

472 shriqk. 473 blind. 474 rind. 475 wind. 476 bind. 477 find. 478

grwnd. 479 wind. 481 fiqB. 484 dhis. 485 thisBl. 486 J/iBst jast. 487
jastBdB. 488 jat.

I'- 490 bai baaz. 491 sai [some old people say (sii)]. 493 draiv. 494

taim. 496 aiBi'Bn. 497 raiz. 498 rait. 499 biit'l [in fine reading, (bla-k

klok) in dialect],
I': 500 laik. 501 waid. 502 faiv. 503 laif. 504 naif. 505 waif. 506

wemnm. 507 wimin. 508 mail. 509 wal. 511 wain. 512 span? [(stiip'l)

often used]. 513 waiB. 514 ais. 515 waiz. 516 wizdBm. 517 teu.

0- 520 baa. 521 foil. 522 opBn. 523 ziwBp. 524 wal waald [both

equally used].
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0: 526 kof. 527 bowt. 528 th6wt. 529 browt browt [also (brwq braq)].
530 rout. 531 dowtBi. 532 k6tl kooil koil. 533 dwl. 534 oil. 536 gfiMd.
537 mowd maald. 538 wod. 539 hoed. 540 olin. 542 bowlt bowlt. 545

op. 547 bMBd. 548 fwmjd. 549 wwBd. 550 wad wa'd waad. 551 stooBm.
552 kooBn. 553 6oBn. 554 kros.

0'- 556 shuu [pi. (shwan)]. 556 tiiwB [but (twl) most usual]. 557 t/w.

558 1/wk. 559 mttdhgi. 561 bluum. 662 muuiu. 563 mwndB. 564 swwin.
565 JIUUTBZ. 566 tfdhtti.

0': 569 bttik. 570 ti'wk. 571 gwid. 572 blwid. 573 flwid. 574 brwid.

575 stwid. 576 wedBnzdB. 577 baa. 578 plaa. 581 sout. 582 kuuil. 583
til. 584 stil. 585 bruum [the broom brush is (biizBm), No. 287]. 587
dun. 588 nuuin. 589 spuuin. 590 SMMBJ. 591 mu^Bi. 592 sweeBi [used,
but it is a different form]. 593 mun [is the form used]. 594 bwwt. 595
iuuii. 596 ruuit. 597 suuit. 598 s<dh.
U- 599 Bbuun. 600 Iwv. 601 faal. 602 saa. 603 kmn. 605 sn. 606

dziB. 607 bwtB.

U: 608 Mglt. 609 M. 610 wwl. 611 bwlBk. 612 sum. 613 drwqk.
614 aand. 615 pirnd. 616 grwnd. 617 saand. 618 waand. 619 fun fan.

620 grw n grwnd grwndid. 622 undvi. 625 twq. 626 utye. 628 nwn. 629
sim. 630 wwn wan. 631 thazde. 632 wp. 633 k<p. 634 thruu. 635
wath. 636 faadlrai faa-d^i [but this is another word]. 637 task. 638 bwsk.

639 dusk.

U'- 640 kaa. 641 aa. 642 dhaa. 645 dwv. 646 bow [subst. (baa)]. 647
aal. 648 aa aai. 649 thaazsn. 652 kwd. 653 bwl bud bwt bwt.

U': 654 shraad. 655 faal. 656 r,wm [(raam) is less used]. 657 braan.

658 daan [and also down, the feather]. 659 taan. 660 baa^-i [r very often

dropped]. 661 shaai. 663 aas. 664 laas. 665 maas. 666 ?<zbmi. 667
aat. 668 praad. 669 wnkaa-th. 670 bwwidh bwidh. 671 maath. 672
saath.

Y- 673 mitj. 674 did. 675 drai. 676 laai. 678 din. 679 tjatj. 680
bizi [if read, but (threq) No. 63 regularly used]. 682 litel.

Y: 683 midi. 684 brig. 685 rig. 686 bai baai. 687 flaait [seldom

used,/tfc to scold, also so, but often (flit)]. 689 bild. 690 kaind. 691 maind.
693 sin. 696 bath. 697 bari. 698 math [very often short, and a mere snap],
699 riit. 700 waas. 701 fast. 703 pit. 704 viksen.

Y'- 705 skai skaai. 706 [never used, replaced by (wot foe)]. 707 thatirn.

708 aii?. Y': 709 faiu. 711 lais. 712 mais.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad. 714 lad. 715 pad. 716 ad'l. 717 djee-^d. 718 treeud.

719 tadp6wl. 720 feg. 721 feg. 722 dreera. 723 deem. 724 bootjld. 725

727 djam. 728 sham. 729 freeem. 730 kante. 731 wanten. 733

734 daan. 736 las'. 737 meeBt. 738 preeet. 739 [not used]. 740

741 meeBz. 742 leeBzi.

E. 743 skniBm. 744 mez'lz. 745 tjett tjeit. 746 brziBdh. 747 indevB

[little used]. 748 trafhgd [unfledged]. 750 beg. 751 piivt.
I. and Y. 753 tik'l. 754 pig. 755 filbBt. 756 shrimp. 757 tami. 758

[replaced by (las)]. 759 fit.

0. 761 lwBd. 762 w^BkBrn.
. 763 rwwBm. 764 kod'l. 766 moidBd. 767

noiz. 768 ko?<k. 771 fond. 772 ban-fau. 773 doqki. 774 p?<Bni. 775

buubi. 777 shop. 778 ufwtd. 779 ooBts. 780 dps'l. 781 bodliB. 782

podhB [rare]. 783 paaltri. 784 baans. 785 laandj. 786 daas. 787 saas.

788 flaat. 789 raa. 790 gaan.
U. 792 skwab'l. 793 /g. 794 dj/g. 795 shr;/g. 799 skwl. 800 skwl.

801 rum. 802 rum. 803 diwrnp. 805 krwdz. 806 fs. 807 pus. 808 pt
[varies to (pr) before a vowel].

in. ROMANCE.
A-- 809 eeBbBl. 811 pleeBS. 812 leeBS. 813 beeBkBn. 814 meeBSBn.

815 faks. 816 feeBd. 817 redish. 818 eeBdj. 819 reendj. 821 dileeB.
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855 karit. 856 peeet.
862 sdeuf. 863 tjeeof.

870 b///t.

877 eeuj.

871 sgrii.
878 saluri.

857
864

873
879

822 meet?. 823 bees. 824 tjeesi. 825 weesf. 826 usgsl. 827 z'tugiu.
828 eesgm. 829 geesn. 830 treesn. 831 distreeen. 832 meesj. 833

pees.i. 834 sheesz. 835 r/iszsn. 836 s/iszsn. 837 1/issh. 838 treit tr/it;t.

839 beesl. 840 tjeesmsr. 841 tjons. 842 pleqk. 843 bransh. 844 trensh.

845 eesnshsnt. 846 tjenls. 847 deesndjs. 848 tjeesndj. 849
850 dons. 851 ont. 852 aprsn. 853 baagrm.

"* "

keess. 858 breeds. 860 peesst. 861 teesst.

bzkos. 865 fait. 866 psj.
E 867 tiis. 868 djees. 869 v/isl veil,

frees. 874 rein. 875 feesnt. 876 deesnt*.

fiimeesl. 880 egzamp'l. 881 sens. 882 panzi. 883 dandila/sn. 884 prent/s.
886 frais. 887 klaadji. 888 saattm. 889 s/iss. 890 biiss [often so used in

the singular] b/isst. 891 f^isst. 892 nevi. 893 flaaj. 894 dis/isv. 895
ris/isv. 896 [not used].
I- anrfY- 897 dilit. 898 nais. 899 nis [short (i), not (i)]. 900 prees.

901 fain. 902 main. 903 dain [not used in conversation] . 904 vaislst. 905

raijut. 906 vaipsr. 907 [not used]. 908 advais. 909 briiz. 910 djais

dja*'sin. 911 sistren. 912 rais.

0-- 913 k/c/eti. 914 brw/retj. 915 stwf. 916 f/msn. 917 rsg. 918
fiibsl. 919 ointment. 920 point. 921 sk^eesnt. 922 bwshil. 923 moist.
924 tjois. 925 vo^s. 926 spoil. 927 trqk. 928 aans. 929 kaak^nre.
930 looin. 931 dj/^gls. 932 smaant. 933 frwnt. 934 baanti. 935 kntr.
936 faant. 937 kok. 938 koens. 939 tlois. 940 koit koit. 941 futnl.

942 btjs. 943 twtj. 944 slaa. 945 vaa. 946 mooil. 947 boil. 950

sitpu. 951 k^p'l. 952 ko/^s. 953 kwzsn. 954 k'/shin. 955 daat. 956
kvs. 957 imploi. 958 frees. 959 konvees.

U-- 960 kwees [only used in the name of the place, Bridlington Quay
(:baalintsn :kwees)]. 961 gr/tl. 962 me>z. 963 k^-aijst. 964 s/wit. 965
oil. 966 fr//<t [(fret) old people]. 967 s/t [(sewt) old people].
969 aiuv. 970 djst. 971 flt [(flewt) old people].

Notes to Leeds cwl. p. 397.

Referred to in the wl. by
* before the number of the word.

No. 28. On final r, CCR. says,

"Though permissible, yet, in all cases,

the (r) is discarded to a far greater
extent in Leeds than in the Mid Yo.
dialect." Hence in this cwl. it is

represented by (a), the permissive (r) ;

but whether when heard it is the real

trilled (r) or the M. (f), I do not

know. I suspect the latter.

180. bath is used only in fine speech ;

bath, the utensil, would not be thought
of in connection with (tu ev v bee^d) to

take a bath, but would be associated

with washing.
443. Friday, "in all the days of the

week r is often heard as an additional

letter ; some speakers habitually employ
the r in this way."

449. get, the (t)
becomes (r) before

a vowel, and the (g) is strongly post-

aspirated, as fgneeBr e/p). CCR. finds

this peculiarity in the following words :

1. in at, sat, chat, what, spat, cat,

hat [past tense of hit].
2. in et, let, get, set, met, wet, et

[past tense of eat, as, he eat it, ate it,

is called (eeet)], (i her) it).

3. in it, hit, sit, flit, split, little

(lHir'1), bit.

4. in ot, got, sot, shot, blot, spot,
slot.

5. in ut and oot, but, stut, mutty
(nrnwri) =calf, glutton (glHfcren), foot,
shut.

This change also takes place with
words in d.

6. in ad, glad, swaddy (swnari) =
soldier, bad, shadow (slmafe), dad, mad.

7.. in edj wed, led, bled, shed, fled,

sled = a slipper.
8. in id, lid, slid, bid, biddy (h/ri)

= to hide, smiddy (smiu'ri)
= a smithy,

did.

9. in od, ho'd (hor) =hold, sod, nod,

plod, shod, modern (nmoren).
10. in ud and ood, mud (mm/r) =

might vb., good (gH?/r), stood, huddle

(h^rel), budding (bHwrin), sud (sm<r),
should.

CCR. considers these forms to be
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the product of lazy, corrupt habits [the words in -tare, usually pronounced with

post-aspiration is anything but lazy]. (trei) in rs., all of which end in (-tei)

They are, he says, the vulgar of the or rather (-te) at Leeds, such as (kwlte,

vulgar who chiefly resort to them. vente, kapte, paste, djeste, f/wte), etc.,

Compare the hearing of potatoes in D culture, venture, capture, pasture,
10, p. 147, as (tetmiz). gesture, future, etc.

;
and similarly

To this list CCll. adds another of (s/iBZB seize) seizure.

WAKEFIELD cwl.

Compiled from Mr. "William Stott Banks' s List of Provincial Words in use at

Wakefield, 1865. Mr. B. uses a tolerably systematic orthography, from

which, with the help of previous investigations, I have been able to give an

approximative pal. representation of the pron. as gathered rather from his

examples than his headwords, which may be compared with the Leeds cwl.
I have retained (r)

final as it is not marked to be silent by Mr. Banks, and
TH. says that he heard it as a decided consonant in all cases, presumably (r).
Of course this cwl. is very incomplete, but it suffices to shew that, if I have

rightly interpreted, there are a number of minute differences between Leeds
and AVakefield, quite as much as between Eotherham and Sheffield, although
the general character remains identical. The author's orthography is pre-
fixed in Italics, with Roman letters to represent his Italics, as reight,

shewing generally by h a written unspoken h, by eigh (E'I), by ow (6u], etc.

H wn. by TH. from which I extract a few differences.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 baak beBk. 4 ta tee. 5 maa mak meB mak. 6 maad meed. 10 haag
ag. 13 naag neBg. 18 caake keek. 19 taale teel. gam gam [game gam

1

leg

game leg]. A: 55 ass as. A: or 0: 61 ameng BmEq. A'- 67 goa
goB. 69 noand-e, H noo. 71 [woe worth theh (WEE warth dire) woe be to thee].
74 toathre toethri [two or three], tup* nee (t?<p'ns), "we say thrip'nce,Jip'nee,
and so on"]. 76 tooadttned. 89 loath boBth. 92 knawnAA. A': 102 aks

aks. 103 akst akst. 104 rooad ruBd. 106 brooad bruBd. laady leedi

[lady]. 108 doafdovt. frowt frowt [for aught]. 115 hoam 6em, H UBHI.

121 goan gdoBn. 122 noan nooBn. 124 stoans stoBnz. 125 o'nly oonli [mean-
ing lonely, otherwise (nobBt)]. 130 bo-at booBt. 136 awther AAdher [more
frequent than 213]. 137 nawther nAAdher [more frequent than 214],

JE- \SSfa-t? ther fevdhBr, H fadlrer. 145 [alafterhahse slafter aas]. 152
waiter water. JE: 161 daah deB [daahtalwark (deVtelwaark) day-work].
174 eshesh. _ZE'- reichritj rackxak. [reach]. 183 teich teitj. lean

lira [lean]. M': 209 nivver niv^r. 213 oather eedhm [see 136]. 214
naather needier [see 137]. 223 thear dhrer. heeath ieth [heath].
E- 233 spei& speik. 237 blaan bleen. 241 raan reen. steil ste/1

[steal]. 245 meil. ei^ eit [eat]. 251 meil meit. E: 256 ratchiai^.
269 sen SEU. 285 cresh kresh. E'- 289 ye yeh jii JB ["A, this sign is to

be sounded like er in serv'd "]. 290 ii B. 291 theh thee dhB dhii. 293 weh we
WB wii [we'me bahn (wii)m baan) we are going]. E': 306 hei hE'it.

EA: 323 /ow ioui. 326 ow^ 6d. 330 hod od. 324 hawf AAf. 338

caw-el kA'Bl, H kAAl. 344 barn barn. 345 [athersaah (a)dhBr)saa) I dare

say]. 346 gaate yate geBt xeet. EA'- 347 heead iBd. 348 [pi. een iin].

349 faew fB'w. EA': 353 breead briBd. 355 deeafdiri. lowse lows

[loose]. 366 gert gart, greeat griBt.
El- 372 aye [" sounded /, yes, our commonest affirmative"] ei ai E'.

EO: 394 yonder JondBr [a word often used for a place understood, are yeh

goin up yonder ?~\.
396 wahrk waark, tvahterdehs waa-terdBz [working-days].

402 lahrn laarn [to teach]. 405 harston aar)sten [hearthstone]. 406 eearth

iBrth. EO'- 412 shoo sheh shu shB. 414 flee nii [fleas are called lops =

jumps]. 417 chavlin ti&vliu. [as horses do oats]. EO': 425 leet liit. 435

yer yahr JBI* jaar [your]. EY- 438 dee dii.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [
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I- 442 ivin aivin, H ivin [?]. 444 stee stii [ladder]. I: 452 Iaha.1 a,

[i
in pit], i. 458 neet niit. 459 reight rE'it. 461 fe ow Kit on [to meet with] .

468 tjildr. 469 witteh ? wi)te ? [wiltthou?]. 477/V find. 488 yt* Jit.

I'- 496 i-eron aieren. I': likken lik'n [liken, probably happen]. 207
haaA mow e^ muu [the pile of hay put in the hay chamber]. 509 whal wal

[until]. 510 mine main.

0- shool shuul [shovel], 519 ovver over. afoar efoer [afore].
Aroi throit [throat]. 0: 528 thovrt th6wt. 532 coi? koil. 534 hoil oil.

537 mahldy maaldi [mouldy]. 541 weeant w/ent. 0'- 555 shummakker
sh2<nraker. 559 muther mwdher. 560 schooil sktiil. 562 moo-in muin.
564 soo-in suin. smooithnin iron smuidhnin aiern [smoothing iron]. 566
uther wdher. 567 tuther tudher. 0': 578 ploo stots pluu stots [farm ser-

vants begging on Plough Monday]. 579 emf-unit [but (enwf )
more commonly ;

pi. enew (emu)]. 584 stooil stuil. 588 nooin nuin. 593 [mun (mwn) used].
594 booits buits. 595 fooit fuit. 596 ruit. 597 sooit suit.

U- 599 aboon ebuun. 602 sew sah siu saa. 606 doar doer, H direr [doar-
steid stoans (doerstE'id stdenz) doorway-stones in front]. U: baan [boun
going]. bahnd fowbaandbmi [bound], 619/wwfwn. 623/zw'fwn. U'-

641 haAaa. 6 12 thah theh dhaa dh^. 643 mwznaa, enah )naa- [the now], 647
W/o wlet [howlet]. 648 aAr wer ehz, aar w^r BZ [ehzse'nz (ezsenz) ourselves].
650 abaht tjbaat. 651 baht baat. U': 655 fahl faal [ugly]. 658 dahn
daan. 663 h^Ase aas. 665 mahs maas. 667 a/^ aat. claht klaat [clout].
668 prahde praad. 671 mahth maath.
Y- 673 mich mitj. Y: 683 midge midj [a gnat]. 684 brig brz'g. 685

rig rig [a man's back], 689 beeld bild. 694 wark waark [ache or work said of

head, belly, or tooth (tuith)]. 699 reet riit [a wheelwright only, see 459]. 700
war warse waar waars. 702 wee [emphatic, when not] wi [i as in bitf] wii wi

\_sahnt goa wee him, thah wor wi meh (saant goB wii im, dhaa *wor wi)nre) shan't

go with him, thou wast with me]. Y'- 706 wah waa [term of doubt, not

interrogative].

II. ENGLISH.

A. 729 fraame fre^m [to set about doing a thing]. E. 748 JUg'd fligd.
0. 768 covrke kowk. 769 mouldewarp mowldiwaarp. soil soil [sole of

the foot]. draand dreend [drown]. U. 793 \Mg ug [to carry]. 804
drukken drwk'n.

in. ROMANCE.
A- 810 faace fees. 812 laace lees [to beat, hide]. 840 cha'mer tjaanw.

841 chonce tpns. 850 donee dons. 852 raare reer [very much, great]. E--

yarbs jaarbz [herbs]. 890 beeas bres [pi. horned cattle]. 893 fiahv flaar.

! and^f - 910 jyst dpist. 929 cahcummer kaakwmer. rahn'd
raand [round] . 939 cloise klois [sb. field]. 944 lahnee laans [allowance] . 956
kiver [a set of corn sheaves built up in the field to dry].

VAR. vi. DEWSBUHY.

Dewsbury is only five miles w. of Wakefield, yet the dialect

differs much. Dewsbury is a manufacturing town, and has a

special trade connecting it with Halifax, Bradford, and Leeds.

Wakefield is like a county town, with no manufacture, and, as we
have seen, has practically Leeds pron. CCR. says Dewsbury is

most nearly related to Halifax, but has several distinctive elements

characteristic of Rotherham. And hence its position among the

varieties.

The main phonetic difference from Leeds is in the treatment of I' and U'. In

the cs. (main laik nain taim warn drai bai) mine, like, nine, time, whine, dry,

b'ye, are treated like as at Leeds. But CCR. says the dialect is most characterised
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in the neighbouring villages, and there I' is but 'casually' (ai), and 'commonly'
(6i), the length of the first element varying in each case. " Thus the name of

one of the chief villages, Heckmondwike, is (re-k^nwooik), or to a native with
a habit of contraction to (:e

-

kenwook), which is the form usually employed."
Hence he adds,

" It is a difficult thing for a Leeds person to follow a Heckmoud-
wike speaker, the long (oo) [almost (AA)] so transforms the words. The two
varieties v and vi are in excessive contrast to the ear, and the Leeds native is

prone to pity and be amused at the loud more uncouth speech in which the
Heckmondwike native indulges." Although OCR. generally retains Leeds (ai), in

the cs. he has (wo^l wol) while, and the personal pronoun /is sometimes (o, e) in

(o)m, e)m) I'm.

But the treatment of TJ' and its congeners is entirely different from that at

Leeds, as shewn in (deets, nee, widheet, eet, greend, eees, deen, been) doubts,

now, without, out, ground, house, down, boun (going). This deviation from the

uniform Leeds and Wakefield (aa) must needs tend to render the Heckmondwike

speaker still more unintelligible. In this respect Dewsbury resembles Halifax

and Bradford. On account of my surprise at the great difference of treatment of

U' in the contiguous towns of Wakefield and Dewsbury, CCR. wrote to a printer
at Wakefield to give him the pron. of half a dozen words at these two places.
I give the result in the printer's orthography with CCR.'s interpretation

(translated from glossic into pal.) to shew the exceeding difficulty of understanding
local spellings, which are read off at once by natives. See also Mr. Banks' s

Wakefield spellings, in the cwl. p. 401.

COMMON
SPELLING.
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Notes to Dewsbury cs. p. 367.

0. what for. There is a form why,
(wee) at Dewsbury and Halifax, (woo)
at Bradford, but generally (waa) in the

s. varieties
; this, however, is used like

well, (waa, dhaa siiz a WOT fwrcst te

gwwe), why, thou seest I was forced to

go, (wi)te k?<m ? waa)wilt thou come ?

well. The rural form is (waaira), the

(B) very distinct. doubts, see intro-

ductory remarks p. 403.

2. they are laughed at, there is no
are in the dialect. we know don't we

;

the dialect is here remarkable. should,

(shwd, swd) and other forms used.

not, both (nut, not).
3. however, (Ems^mrvgr) also used.

these are, the (dh) initial is sometimes

omitted, etc., more frequently at Leeds.

all about the concern from the thread
to the needle, a common phrase in the

neighbourhood introduced by OCR.
5. great or (gaat). father, the

possessive 's sometimes inserted.

7. two or three also (tuvthre).
8. concern also (konsaa-n). aye,

either (oo, ee). I am bound for it,

the short (a) is used for the pron. J,

but it does not extend beyond Dews-

bury. The Barnsley dialect literature

has it, but it is really quite unknown
there, says

CCE. Yet in TH.'s

Barnsley dt. p. 403 (A) occurs for I.

9. stretched or (reekt)
= reached.

ground also (grwnd), which is the

normal form. Sunday or (be-temi)
bettermost.

10. in a humour or (in B fratj

[thrati] wi usee-n) in a quarrel with
herself.

11. hanging or (iqin). to dry or

(fo drwftm).
13. until (til wol), tiU while, and

(wntel) also used.

14. f other thing, here OCR. inserts

the phrase, for which there was no
room in the 8 cs.

(tf
best kwmz lat i3t)s

nut wanted), the best, or most welcome,
come late who are not wanted [the
sense is not very clear]; obs. the last

syllable of (wanted) ;
this pron. is quite

unknown at Leeds, but becomes pro-
minent in conversation from Dewsbury
to Rotherham, remarks OCR.

YAH. vii. ROTHERHAM AND SuEHOTiNDrN'G TILLAGES.

This form differs materially from the last. The I' is generally

(6*) and the IT' (aa), while 0' is not so frequently (oi 6i ui). The

great difference consists in remnants of the verbal plural in -en and
a suspicion of the inf. in -en, see cs. notes, par. 1. The appearance
of (oo) in many words is also remarkable as (noodlrer, noo, oojv'v'U,

trooth, thro, kool, ool,toolk), neither, know, however, truth, through,

call, all, talk. It reminds one of the difference between Hexham
and Newcastle, Kb.
OCR. says he considered the Rotherham purer than the Sheffield

form of the dialect, and hence selected it.

Notes to Rotherham cs., p. 367.

1 . who cares ? this might have been
rendered (wot)s az kee^r) what does us

[
= do we] care.

2. make (meen) is also used and

(mee) before vowels
;

in this case

(meen) would be an infinitive in

-en. OCR. says, "I used frequently
to hear the infinitive in -n in the

Rotherham district. I found the

dialect, as usual, in greatest character

in outlying villages, and there I

familiarised myself with the dialect

of the inhabitants of Rawmarsh (2

n-by-e. Rotherham) . The verbal plural
in -n I often heard." I think that the

supposed hearing of the inf. in -n, of

which I have got no confirmation, may
have arisen from some confusion, see

p. 379, par. 2. The occurrence of the

verbal pi. in -en on the La. and Db.
borders is very remarkable in connection

with its practical absence elsewhere. See

introductory remarks to D 24, p. 364.

3. the matters ofthe truth, (fakt) fact

is used, but is commonly avoided in

conversation. hearest thou now ?
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4. 1'heard them say',
another instance

of the inf. in -n, and in this case any
action of the verbal pi. in -n seems out

of the question.
5. youngest, or (joqz's), according to

OCR. short (o, i) in closed accented

syllables, generally rare, not unfre-

quently occur in this variety. Perhaps,
however, they may be medial (o, i).

trust, (trost) is also used. Marry !

(mare) this is a singular usage, it is

also found at "Wakefield.

6. if you will only ask her, (jo)n)

for (jo wilim) is another instance of
the verbal plural in -n, but see par.

7. what do you think, here in (wot)ra)
for what (doon dwn) we have another
verbal plural in -n, but it is not in this
case followed by the inf. in -n.

8. the whole history as to, as (us)!)
is interpreted by OCR.

13 do you know, here (dwn) is the
verbal pi., and (noon) the inf., both in
-n. In the text (noon) is misprinted
(noou) p. 375.

YAE. viii. SHEFFIELD AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.

This is practically identical with Yar. vii. The little differences

between CCE.'s Eotherham and Prof. Parkes's Sheffield (p. 367)
probably arise from my having, in the latter case, to interpret an

orthography which, although systematic generally, left many words
in the ordinary spelling. Prof. Parkes obligingly answered numerous

questions, but unfortunately several little points were left unex-

plained, and the spelling of the unaccented and common words and

syllables and the use of the (r) is open to doubt. TH. heard " con-

sonantal r "
always.

The dialectal short a in man, Prof. Parkes stated to be "not like Fr. chatte,
but exactly like a in man," which he said "is certainly pronounced by speakers
of the Sheffield dialect as in English proper," adding that "in Db. even within a

few miles of Sheffield, man is pronounced man, the o like o in not, and cannot,
conna." It seems to me that the Sheffield sound was an error of appreciation, as

the presumed Db. sounds certainly are. Hence, on the authority of OCR., who
was often in Sheffield, I have used (a) throughout, and not (ae). TH. heard

chiefly (a), but occ. (a
1

),
and once even (ae).

Then T he heard "nearly like aw in caw, and ee in seen conjoined," and I

have therefore rendered his long i by (o'i), which is after all possibly an error for

(di) or (6i}. TH. generally heard (A', A"i).
Prof. Parkes admits the verbal pi. in -en in (wot dwn jo thiqk? dem jo noo?).

I have found this construction also in "The Sheffield Dialect in conversation,
'

uppa are hull arston
'

[upon our grinding room hearthstone, by the fire in our

grinding room], written be a Shevvild chap," 1834, as " weew bed enufE o this
;

neither Prof. Parkes nor the other writer have the inf. in

VAR. ix. DONCASTER.

On comparing the Leeds and Doncaster cwl., it will be found at

first sight that they are considerably different, although CCE. con-

sidered the Leeds dialect to stretch down as far as Doncaster with
some modification. The main distinction is in the II' words, which
have (aw) at Doncaster, and (aa) at Leeds. But CCE. admits that

at Pontefract (aw) is heard, although I obtained (aa) from East

Hardwick (2 s. Pontefract). Dr. Sykes says that the frontier of

(aa, aw) occurs about Conisbrough (5 sw.Doncaster), nearly half

way between Doncaster and Eotherham, and 14 sse.Pontefract.

[ 1837 ]
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It would appear then that this usage occurs in a narrow slip to the

e. of D 24, running 6 or 8 miles w. of its e. b. Dr. Sykes says

(aw) is heard at Arnthorpe (3 e.Doncaster), though 4 m. further to

the e. we come upon (uu). The (aw) also runs s. into the n. of

Ft., see D 27. It is very difficult to place this (aw) region, but it

is most convenient to consider it as a variety in D 24, of which it

retains some peculiarities.
For example, the words, hole, coal, are called (ho^'l, ko^l) with

a secondary, probably original form (kiml), with which (fifol) foal

may be compared. All these words have (6e, m) or thereabouts in

the other varieties. But the 0' words, which have elsewhere also

the same form, here are simple (uu) or (w), as (gwd buuk) good
book. In this respect they resemble "Nt. I) 27, from which this

variety may have sprung, but at any rate it has been long affected

by D 24, of which it is locally part.
A comparison of the D(oncaster) and L(eeds) words gives us

roughly the following results :

A- D. (ee), L. (eet?).

A: 0: D. (oq), L. (eq).
A' D. & L. gen. (UTJ).

JE D. & L. practically the same.
&' D. (ii), L. (tiB).

E- D. (ee), L. (& ei).
E' D. & L. practically the same.
EA D. & L. much the same.
EA' D.

(ii) gen. with few (*B), L.

gen. (HB).

EOR D. (aa), L. (HB), both omitting

EO' D. (shii), L. (shim). This is

a difference in a cardinal

point.
D. & L. practically the same.

D. & L. in some words (6i, ui).

I'

0'

TJ

U'

D. (uu), L itui).

D. &L. alike (u}.

D. (6*), L. (aa).

Of course there are numerous individual exceptions to these

general statements. The similarity is therefore confined to the

treatment of A', JE, E', EA, I', TJ, and part of
;
the differences

appear in A-, JE', E, EA', part, 0' arising principally from
Doncaster mostly rejecting fractures, and also especially TJ', where
the fracture is in Doncaster, while L. is simple. If we suppose
that the few existing fractures had been acquired by contact with
the other varieties, the resemblance to n.Nt., and in fact to D 27

generally, would be much closer.

DONCASTER cwl.

from a wl. pal. in 1877 by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. John Sykes, M.D., who
had been acquainted with the dialect since 1841, hut was not a native. The

aspirate is quite lost. Dr. Sykes could not be depended on to distinguish (u

u) and is credited here with (u}. He seemed to use (E) and not (e).
"When

not before a vowel, (r) is omitted very much, and here I have omitted it

regularly, but before a vowel it is
'

rough
' from Wakefield to Skipton, and

of course the omitted (r) reappears before a following vowel, as (mu^, muBr

Bv)it). This cwl. has such a refined look in many parts, that I particularly

inquired, and was assured that the pronunciation was that of the poorer

peasant people, but possibly they may have refined it in conversing with their

doctor.

i. WESSEX AND
A- 3 \)ee\a. 4 tak. 5 mak. 7 s^k. 8 av.

[ 1838 ]
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[occ.]. 15 AA. 17 IAA. 21 neem. 22 icem. 24 sham. 34 last. 35 AA!.
36 thoo. A: 39 kom. 40 kom. 43 and. 46 kan'l. 47 wandB. 50

toqz. 51 man. 54 want. 55 as. 56 WEsh. 57 as. A: or 0: 58 thru
thre. 59 lam. 60 loq. 61 Bmoq. 62 stroq. 63 throq. 64 roq. 66 saq
soq. A'- 67 guB. 70 tuB. 72 woo. 73 SUB. 74 tuu. 75 strook. 76
tuad. 78 AA. 79 AAn. 80 alidee. 84 muBr. 85 SUB. 86 wots. 89 buBth.
90 WAA. 91 mAA. 92 nAA. 93 snAA. 94 krAA. 95 thrAA. 96 SAA. 98
nAAn. 99 thrAAn. 100 SAAU. A': 101 ook. 102 aks. 105 ruBd. 106
brood. 107 luBf. 108 dof [? at Doncaster]. 110 not no ><t [nought]. Ill
out. 115 worn. 118 buBn. 122 nuBn. 124 stuBn. 125 [(nobst) used].
127 UBst. 128 dhoBZ. 130 buBt. 132 ot. 136 AAdliB.

M- 138 fmlhB. 144 BgiBn. 150 ItBst. 152 wa^r. 153 setsdB. 2E>:

158 EftB [but (at afire)]. 160 Eg. 1631^. 168 talB. 171 baali. 172 grss.
173 was. 174 Esh. 175 fsst fEs'n [fasten]. 179 wat. 181 path. JE'-
182 sii. 183 t^tj. 184 \eed. 185 riid. 186 brsdth [(d) heard]. 187 liiv.

188 [(wini) whinuey, used]. 189 wee [not (weei)]. 190 keei. 191 ill. 192
miin. 193 kliin. 194 eni one. 197 tjiiz. 200 w'ret. 202 lit. JE': 204
diid. 205 thrEd. 206 rsd. 207 niid'l. 210 klee. 211 grei. 215 toot.

216 diil. 218 shiip [not (ship)]. 221 fiiu. 222 eeB. 223 dhiiB. 224 WAA.
225 flEsh. 226 moBst. 228 swEt. 229 briBth. 230 fat.

E- 232 bok [(briik) supposed to be correct, p.p. (brak)]. 233 speek [occ.].
237 Ueen. 238 Edj. 239 seel. 240 leen. 241 reen. 243 plee. 246 Win.
247 wiin. 249 wiiB. 250 SW'UB. 252 ket'l. 254 tedhB. 255 WEdhB.
E: 257 Edj. 258 sEdj. 259 WEdj. 260 lee. 261 see. 262 vfee. 264 eel.

265 street. 268 Eldist. 270 bElas. 272 El'm. 273 niEn. 280 ibsv'n. 281
tenth. 282 stonth. 284 thrEsh. 287 biiz'm. 288 tet. E'- 289 jii

[even when addressing a single person]. 290 ii. 291 dhii. 292 mil. 293
wii. 294 fiid. 298 till. 299 griin. 300 kiip. 301 'UB. 302 miit. 303
swiit. E': 305 ai. 306 ait. 308 niid. 309 spiid. 310 iil. 312 ire.

314 iiBd. 315 fiit.

EA: 321 [(siid) used]. 322 laf. 323 tout. 326 ood. 330 od. 331

[(sEld) used]. 332 [(tsld) used]. 333 kAAf. 334 AAf AApni [halfpenny].
335 AA!. 345 daa)nt [dare not], 346 seei. EA'- 347 iBd. 348 ai.

EA': 350 dsd. 351 ted. 352 rod. 354 shiif. 356 liif. 359 neebv. 361
biBn. 363 tjiBp. 366 grat grit. 368 djeth. 369 S!AA. 370 TAA. 371
strAA. El- 372 eei. 374 neei. El: 378 w^k. 382 dhm?. EO-
386 joo. 387 niu. EO: 390 shwd. 393 bijont. 397 suBd. 399 brait.

402 laan. 403 faa. 404 staa. 406 aath. 407 faadin. 408 [(nAAd) used].
EO'- 409 bii. 411 thrii. 412 shii. 413 divil. 414 flii. 416 diiB. 417

ijou. 418 bn'u. 421 foti. EO': 423 the'i. 424 ruL 425 Hit. 426 fe/t.

427 bii. 428 sii. 430 frEnd. 431 biiB. 436 trtu. 437 trmth. EY- 438 dai.

I- 440 wiik. 442 aivin. 443 fraidB. 444 stail. 448 dhiunz [?]. 450
tiuzdB. I: 452 a, i. 454 wttj. 455 lig. 457 mait. 458 nb.it. 459
reit. 460 wmt. 462 sait. 464 witj. 465 sitj. 468 tjildB. 471 timbB

[(b) pronounced]. 472 sriqk. 475 waind. 477 faind. 481 frqgB. 486 jist.

487 JistBdB. 488 Jit. I'- 491 sai. 496 airsn [(r) distinct]. 497 vAia.
T: 500 laik. 502 faiv. 503 laif. 504 naif. 505 waif. 506 wwniBn. 507
wimin. 508 mail. 509 wail. 511 wain. 513 waiB. 514 ais. 515 waiz.

516 wizdBm.
0- 520 boo. 521 fuBl. 522 op'n. 523 UBp. 0: 526 kof. 527 b6wt.

528 thout. 529 bro?<t. 530 rout. 531 dowte. 532 kuBl k6*J. 534 oil. 536

goold. 538 wwd. 540 olin. 545 op. 550 wod. 551 stAAm. 552 kAAn.
553 AAU. 0'- 555 shuu. 557 tuu. 559 nwdliB. 563 mwndB. 565 nusz.

566 ?<dhB. 0': 569 buuk. 570 tuuk. 571 gud. 572 ble<d. 573 fluud.

575 stuud. 576 WEd'nzdB. 577 buu. 578 pliu [vb.], pluu [sb.]. 579 Bn?<f.

580 tut. 581 sout. 582 kuul. 583 tuul. 584 stuul. 585 bruum. 586 duu.

587 dim. 590 fluuB. 591 muuB. 592 SUUB. 594 buut. 595 fwt. 596 ruut.

597 sub.

U- 599 Bbwv. 600 IMV. 601 fawl. 603 kitm. 605 sun. 606 duuB. 607

b?<thB. U: 608 ugli. 609 fwl. 610 wul. 612 sum. 613 drwqk. 614

awnd. 615 pwnd. 616 grund. 617 sawnd. 618 wawnd. 619 tun. 620 grwn.

[ 1839 ]
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621 wawnd. 622 erade. 625 tuq. 626 wqgB. 628 nun. 629 s?m. 630
w/m. 631 thaazdc. 632 wp. 633 kwp. 634 thrwf. 637 t^<sk. 638 bz<sk.

639 dtfst. U'- 640 kaw. 641 aw. 642 dhaw. 643 naw. 645 dv. 647
&wl. 648 am?. 649 thawzimd. 652 kwd. 653 bwt. IT: 655 fkwl. 656
rawm. 657 brawn. 658 dum. 659 taem. 660 baz^. 661 sh&MB. 662 ecz.

663 aws. 664 laws. 665 maws. 667 awt. 668 prawd. 670 buudh. 671
mawth. 672 sawth.

Y- 673 mwtj. 676 lai. 679 tjetj. 680 bizi. Y: 683 midj. 684

brig. 685 rig. 686 b&i. 689 biild [pp. (bslt, biult)]. 690 kaind. 691

mamd. 697 bEn. 701 fost. Y'- 705 skai. 706 wai. 707 thaatirn.

708 aie. Y': 709 faie. 711 lais. 712 mais.

U. ENGLISH.

A. 724 bAAld. 733 skaat?. 737 meet. 740 weev.

746 brredh. 751 ph?t. I. and Y. 756 srimp. 0.
oktjm. 768 kowk. 769 modi. 778 irftmd. 782 pwdhi?.
799 skwl. 802 rum. 803 djwmp. 805 krwdz. 808 nut.

m. EOMANCE.

A-- 828 eegi. 840 tj<??mCT.
852 apurai. 864 kos. 865 fAAt.

891 fiust. 892 nEvi. I- a^
djaist) to put cattle out to feed].
917 ru^g. 921 ^kwent. 922 bsliil. 925 VA'S. 926 spo'tl. 929
931 djwgh. 933 frwnt. 940 ktiut. 942 bwtre. 943 twtj. 944 vldu. 947
bo'il. 950 suyur. 952 ktres. 955 dout. 956 ke<VB. 957 emplo'i. U-
961 griu-el. 963 kwait. 964 siujzt. 965 o'd. 966 friut. 967 siut. 969

slue. 970 dpst. 971 fliut.

E. 743 skrisrn.

761 limed. 762
U. 792 sk^ab'l.

845 emshrat. 846 tjanb. 847
E-- 878 saleri. 886 frii^. 890 biest.

Y 898 naist. 910 diaist [the verb (te

911 SEstren. 0-- ku^tj. 916 onjen.

D 25 = wMM. = Western Mid Midland.

Boundaries. Begin at the mouth of the Mersey, and pursue that river to just w.
of Stockport, then cross the ne. horn of Ch. to the confluence of the Etherow and
the Goyt, atnw. corner of Db., and continue along the b. of Db. to "VVhaley Bridge,
then entering Db. proceed se. over Horwich, keeping n. of Combs Edge township, and

just sw. of Chapel-en-le-Frith. Then pass along the summits of Combs Moss,

Long Hill, and Burbage Edge (lying n. and w. of Buxton, Db.) to Moss House on the

b. of Ch., and enter St. at Quarnford between Flash and Leek Frith, passing over

the hills called the Eoaches (rree'utrez), and, sweeping on the w. of Butterton

and Wetton, e. of Grindon and through Blore e. of Stanton and Ellastone, and so

pass sw. to Rocester. Then go w. along the s. teeth line 4 to the Dee, first

passing wsw. to n. of Leigh, which has (aw), and probably through Hilderstone

to Stone. Then pass just w. of Norton-in-Hales (ai) in the ne. horn of Sh., and

go nearly n. by the n. of Audlem (aw), to the b. of Ch. s. of Burley Dam (just s.

of Combermere Park). Then keep s. of Marbury, w. of Malpas, and Broxton,
and e. of Farndon to the Dee about Aldford, and follow this river and the sea

round to the mouth of the Mersey. The part of the nw. horn of Ch. which
lies n. of Bebington, Higher and Lower (3 s. Birkenhead), is affected by
Liverpool and Birkenhead influence, that is, it has no dialect proper, but is in-

cluded in D 25 for geographical reasons, just as Scilly and w.Co. in D 12 were
considered to belong to the S. div. For the whole description of this boundary I

am indebted to the personal observations of TH., confirmed in part by Mr. T.

Darlington.

Area. Nearly the whole of Ch. (except its ne. horn, and a narrow

strip at the sw.) with a small strip on the nw. of Db., and most of

St. lying n. of a line drawn nearly e. and w. through Stone,

including "the Potteries," with the exception of the narrow slip

adjoining Db.

[ 1840 ]
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Authorities. See County Lists under the following names, where * means vv.

per AJE., f per TH., || systematic orthography, io.

Ch.
|| Altrincham, f Alvanley, fAudlem, fBeeston, *Bickley, fBowdon, fBroxton,

tBuerton, fCougleton, fGreat ]S
T
eston, fHatton Heath, tHelsby, fKnutsford,

tLymm, fMalpas, fMarbury, fMiddlewich, Mobberly, fMouldsworth, tNant-
wich, fNorthenden, fNorthwich, fPott Shrigley, fSandbach, fStockport, fTar-
porley, fWaverton.
Db. fCombs Valley, fFernilee.

Sh. fNorton-in-Hales, fPipe Gate.

St. Audley, Betley, Biddulph, fBlythe Marsh, fBurslem, Cheadle, fFrog-
hall, fLeek, fLeek Frith, fLongport, fMadeley, fOakamoor, fRocester,
Shelton, f Stoke-upon-Trent, f Stake Gutter Farm, f Stone, fTunstall,
Wolstanton.

Character. The general and most striking characters to a stranger
are the treatment of

U' in (ais dam tarn) house down town.
I' in (idim) varying to (tA'im) time, and always distinct from the last, with

(E') in a few words, as (WE'I bE'il) why boil.

E', as (im'i) me, varying to (ei), especially in m.Ch., and to (s'i) in St.

A- in (till) tale, except in ne.Ch. and St., where it is (teel).

_ZEG and EG (tiil wii) tail way, becoming (teel wee) in ne.Ch. and part of St.

0', most frequently (te'u), as (mce'un), varying as (ma^m) in St.

These may be taken as the great characteristics, of which (a*)
for U' is chief.

We may consider that there are three varieties in Ch. and one in

St., but the differences are very minute. TH. draws two lines

through Ch., (1) from opposite Warrington, La., w. of Rnutsford
and e. of Northwich, just w. of Siddington (5 wsw. Macclesfield),
and e. of Lower Withington (1 sw. of Siddington) and n. of Bosley
(5 s.Macclesfield) ;

and (2) from Frodsham (4 s.Runcorn on the

Mersey) through Delamere Forest, e. of Tarporley and Calverley,
and w. of "Wettenhall, to 2 n.Nantwich, and then e. by Crewe to

Church Lawton (5 ssw. Congleton). All e. of (1) may be termed

e.Ch., and uses (dee, teel) day, tail and tale, and (mzi, n, dhziz)

me, he, these
;

all w. and s. of (2) may be termed w.Ch.
;
and

the part between (1) and (2) m.Ch. In the s. parts of w. and
m.Ch. they say (me*, e, dm%'z), and in n.St. these are (niEV, E',

dhEVz), but in the n. parts of w. and m.Ch. these become (mzi, zi,

dhziz), as in e.Ch.

TH. has made a thorough examination of the pronunciation of received long
a

(ee, ee
1

]} in these districts, and gives the words he actually heard used. These
words are very varied in origin, and it is best perhaps to leave them in TH.'s

order, marking only the Ws. or Norse forms
;
the rest, the majority, being

English or Romance.
Var. i. wCh. The following words had

(ii)
: (1) bacon, conversation, JE-

father, newspaper, relations, station, 'tatoes, M- water, Waverton ; (2) cane,

crate, escaped, estate, face, facing, female, A- game, A' lane, A- late, lately,
A- name, often (neem), place, plate, sale, mostly (seel), A same, A- take, taken,

wake, often (w^k), Wales
; (3) entertaining, explain, fail, faint, laid, ^G nail,

paint, plain, EG rain, El raise, EG sails, train, wait
; (4) EG away, JEG day,

gray, I'G hay, jay, lay, leastways, May, JNaylor, pay, EG play, EG say,

stay, EG way. TH. also remarks that tr-, dr-, or -ter, -der become (fo, k
d

tr)

or (- k
tB

tr,
-

tdOT) in e.Ch., and are ordinary English (tr-, dr-) elsewhere.

Var. ii. m.Ch. The following words were heard with (ee) : JE- father, station,

'tatoes, EA: gate, A' lane, A- make.
But all the following had

(ii)
: (1) baby, bacon, A- baking, crazy, Davenham,

[ 1841 ]
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father [which had hoth (ee) and
(ii)], grandfather, potato [also (ee}~\, Ravenscroft

(rriinzkroft), station [also (ee)'], M:. wakened, JE- water; (2) agate, Bates,
A- cake, change, crape, A- game, A'- lane [also (ee}~\,

A- late, A- made,
A- name, place, plate, platelayers, safe, A- stake, trapes ; (3) drain, EG laid,

paid, plain, EG rain, JEG tail, train, wait
; (4) EG away, JE'G clay, .2EG day,

JE'G grey, I'G hay, hayfield, JEG may, pay, platelayers, EG play, EG say,
EG way. TH. says that the words in (1) and (2) have (ee} in the s. of m. Ch. at

Congleton, Sandbach, and Lower Withington and neighbourhood.
Var. iii. e.Ch. "With very few exceptions all rec. (ee} remain

(ee), and do not

become (ee'j) or (e).
Var. iv. n.St. Here the change is slightly more considerable. A- is (ee}, A'

commonly (uu) or (00} ,
JE- (ee)

in father, water, but TEG
(ii),

JE' generally (ii),

EG is
(ii), long E'- is (E'i), apt to sound to a Londoner as his a, thus green grain

pron. (grE'in griin) sounds nearer to grain green, the words being just reversed.

This belongs also to m.Ch., but it is more marked in n.St.
; long EO'- is also

pron. (E'i) in three, tree, etc. I' becomes almost (A'I) though intended only for

('). 0' is still occasionally (os'u), but this into (m), as (dm) do, on the
one hand, and (a'), as (ma'wn) moon, on the other, shewing clearly the instability
of the combination ('u) and its aptitude to generate fy, a'u) forms, by a direct

process, which must have played a great part in the history of language. Of
course U is (w ),

but come is singularly enough (kam), elsewhere also it is often

an exception. IT' is (ai), but Y' becomes (E'i) the same as E, hence we have

mouse, mice (mats, mE'is), which has a singular effect.

In all these varieties there is a peculiar form of the negative auxiliary verb, as

(kon^, kw dne, aznu, mw ni3, shane, shatnra, wine, we< ne, wwpdne) can't, couldn't,
has' n't, mus'n't, sha'n't, shall not, won't, wouldn't, all of which receive a euphonic

(r) when a vowel follows, according to the observations of TH. He has also

pointed out the singular omission of the preposition to in Ch., which extends also

to n.St., thus in sentences actually heard, (gw bE'd) go to bed, (u)l kam ar ais)
he'll come to our house, (ev A gu":kro;'u) if I go to Crewe, (fast uz A kam wark

tier) first as I came to work here, (art dh gce'uin tier rkristis tenz'it') art thou

going to hear Christies (the Christy Minstrels) to-night ? Even in the common,
though not at present literary, form for to, the to is omitted, thus (for gu ran-) for

to go, and, (ka'rn fer kw t JEt) corn for to cut yet, (i was fer sii) he was for to

see [all over the forest, as steward of the Crown], (iv ani badi kamz fer b#i),
if anybody comes for to buy, (wi ad fer gu raind) we had for to go round.

Illustrations. First, four dt. from Bickley, w.Ch., Sandbach,

m.Ch., and Leek, St., all obtained from diet, of natives, and from
Combs and Fernilee, Db., from the personal knowledge of TH.

Next, five cs. placed interlinearly in order to make the minute
distinctions of the varieties more distinct. As they were obtained

at different times, and from different people, there are little dis-

crepancies in the versions, but there is a surprising agreement of

pronunciation. Tarporley illustrates Yar. i. w.Ch.
; Middlewich,

Yar. ii. m.Ch.
; Pott-Shrigley, Yar. iii. e.Ch.

;
while the Dale of

Goyt variants shew the very slight differences in the Db. strip

(which is also shewn in the Combs dt.), and the Burslem illustrates

Yar. iv. n.St. Also cwl. are appended from w.Ch. and n.St. The
differences in m. and e. Ch. being regular, no cwl. have been made
for them. I am also able to give a very complete cwl. for the

neighbourhood of Bickley, s.Ch., arranged from Mr. Darlington's

Folk-Speech of South Cheshire, communicated to me in MS. In

the L. div. I also give the first chapter of Ruth, written in glossic

by Mr. T. Darlington, and transliterated into pal. by AJE. It

is given there in connection with three L. and one S. version of

the same chapter. I wish here to express my obligations to Mr.

[ 1842 ]
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T. Darlington, and to refer the reader to his excellent Folk-speech
of s.Ch. printed by the English Dialect Society, with its numerous

examples in Glossic, and its prefixed essays on Grammar and
Pronunciation.

FOUR INTERLINEAR dt.

B. Var. i. Bickley township, Ch. (5 nnw.Whitchurch, Sh.), pal. in June and

July, 1886, by AJE. from the dictation of T. Darlington, Esq., native of Bur-
land (3 wnw.jSTantwich), who was perfectly familiar with Bickley sp. .

S. Var. ii. Sandbach (4 ne.Crewe), m.Ch., pal. in 1881 by TH. from diet, of

J. Capper, native, b. 1823, boot and shoemaker, his sister and her family.
L. Var. iv. Leek, St., pal. in 1880 by TH. from diet, of Mr. V. Daniels,

native, b. about 1835.

C. Var. iv. also, Combs and Fernilee, especially the Db. valley s. of Chapel-
eu-le-Frith and n. of Buxton, written 1882 in pal. by TH. from his own know-

ledge and consultation vv. with his relatives there, see also D 21, p. 321, 1.

15 from bottom. In this case I have deviated from the usual plan here pursued

(see p. 317, 1. 16), and have inserted suspended consonants, and TH.'s own form

( ( u) for my (ce'u), and retracted
(i,),

but no peculiar mark for (r), as this

specimen represents his own personal observations upon himself and relatives.

1. Bickley. sd a sii, mets, JB sem [siin] na, -ez d)m reYt [riit]

Sandbach. A sii, tjaps, jo sein naa, vz A)m reYt

Leek. A sii, tjaps, JB sein naa, A)m raYt

Combs. A)SE, ladz, jo)smi naa, EZ A)m riit
1

B isbaYt dhat lifl wEnsh kw m^n fnmi)th sk#'u jandt?Lr .

S rabazt dhat Ht'l wEntj komm frBm)s sk?#'u jonder.

L ^baz't dhat Kt'l WEntj kamm from jond^r skji'u.

C ^ba*t dhat Kt'l WEntj kamm fBr)s)skw u jond.

2. B o?'u)z gafu-in dasii th)rood dhiB|_r ,
thr^'u th)rad gwt

S ce'u)z gce'u-in. dam th)bm dhikr thra'u th)rfid atj

L arr)z gu-m dain dh)rood dhiB thra
7
?* dh)rEd jeet

C
V
w u)z gn.'ip. da*

3n th)rood dhiBr thru u th)rEd' wet

B ^)dht?)l?
r

ft and said ^)dh wii.

S on)th lift and sad i

e)dh leen.

L on dh)lft ond sA'Vd B)dh rood.

th)Kft ond sa/d -B)th rood.

3. B shtf'ur ^nw f th)tja/lt)s gon strE'et W p
S lw k)jB ! th)tjalt)s gAn straW W p
L lM k)jt3! th)tjA"a)z gAn strE^'t w p te)dh
C sH)ju ladz! th)tjaVlt)s

B

L dar.

C dar

raq<

[ 1843 ]
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4. B
S wiivr

L wfor
C wror

0/u)l

T?r)l apn
aP'n

famd dhat drw qk'n djEf dimd
famd dhat drw qk'n dfif wedhijrd

fA'Ynd dhat drw qk'n dif w^dhrcrd

s*i dhat drwk'n diT?f w^'z'nt

B u p tjiap i3)th niim

S a'wd mVn BS dh* kAAn :tw m(

.

L a'wd tjap' BZ dhe kAAn a'wd :tu m.
C

5. B wefl A noon em VEI* WE!.

S wi AA noon zm WE! imw f.

L WE^ AA noon m
C wi [w*J AA noon z'm vsr^ wzil.

6. B ww )n^ dhja'ud tjiap s^'un tzitj V[T ne)ti3

S ww n^r ei s^'un tzitj ^r not for

L wu w8 dh)a'ud tjap sa'iin sh^ft "Br ? E'*)! stop)Br frem

C w'ne th)a'wd tjap' s
k

w un tzitj)^r non)t'

B
_

S d^'u it 'BgJE'n, p^'u^r
L gu'm dhi^r BgJE'n, pu-B

C d
k

w n)^t 'BgJEn, pusr

7. B M k JB !

S Iw k JB ! mur
et tra'u ?

ii tro/uu ?

Iw k ! A ta'wd

tht'qg !

thz'qg !

the'qk !

1. mate, butty (bw ti), is frequent,
but not in addresses, (mets, mnts, miits)
are all said, the last rare, the regular
form is (laMz). about (ubae^t), is also

heard. school, the
(1)

is not always
omitted. yonder, they sometimes say

'yonder school,' but not 'yon school.'

The final
(r)

was felt by Mr. D., but

not by me. It was not at all trilled,

and I could not myself hear it. Hence
I mark it as a faint

(i_r ).

2. she, (oe'ii) hoo, is the regular
form. going, in very rapid utterance,
is heard as

(gy^'in),
not quite (y) as it

struck me
;
this change does not seem

to occur otherwise, but it points to the

origin of the change from (uu) to (y)

through (?'u). gate, for a large field

gate, hatch for a small garden gate ;

the sound of (gnt) is mostly natural at

Bickley, but at Nantwich (:na-ntwE'iti)
this and other long a are pure (ii),

as

dt.

in the phrase invented there to shew it,

(te JEt tiitez im biik'n of B blte'u Edjd

pliit) to eat potatoes and bacon off a

blue-edged plate ;
this is comparable

to Gloucester habits. hand, (bond,

hont) are 'traditional' forms, they
seem to have been used by the an-

cestors of the present generation, and
old people if asked will give them as

the sound, but Mr. D. has not observed

them in actual use
;

hand is most

commonly used at any rate, (h) is

frequently omitted. side, observe the

difference of the diphthong in (nai)

now, (said) side, which approaches

(so'id), and is often written oi. way,
this would not be used here, they would

repeat road
;
observe the sound in the

pause is (wz'i), but the
(i)

was short

and slightly touched.

3. door (dao'irj, like (hand), is a

traditional sound, no longer used.

[ 1844 ]
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wrong, (raq) is the usual, (rw q) a tra-

ditional form, Mr. D. could almost

name the few families who still use it,

(-qg) occurs in the pause.
4. where, also, hut less commonly,

(w&B|_r ). deaf (dpf), the alterations

of ea are as in Sh. shrivelled is not

used, (shr-) not used, shrub = (srw b) .

name, both (niim, nmn) are used,
but (niim) is commonest.

5. we, this is a rapid unaccented

form, the emphatic form is (w^).
know, the verbal plural in -en is used

regularly in present tenses, except in

can, may, mun (obliged to), must (which
is rare) ;

but verbs in -st, -ct, lose the

t always ;
in the past tense the -en is

only used by old people, the younger
have lost it.

6. will not, sometimes (ww ni?t), and

rarely (ww mjd), where it is affected by
Sh. teach, learn (Iaa|_r n) is also used

;

the master of a school is termed the

(skrt3'ugafi3i_r ), (tiitpLr ) may be used
for Sunday-school teacher, but it is not
common. not to (m?)te), or (na L

r )te,

na)te, nat)te). The use of to is un-

expected, see the Sandbach dt.

7. look you ! (lw k)jB) has an ex-

ceptionally short vowel, but this is only
used in this phrase, to look is (Ice'uk) .

see thee
(si l dhi) might be used, but not

in such a connection, it is rather "do
you understand,

"
or " mark my words,

' '

not "look in that direction." Thou is

always used to the very young, between
brother and sister, from parent to child

(not conversely), between husband and

wife, used from master to inferior

servants, by fellow-servants, School
Board children generally thou one

another, the usage varies in different

districts.

Notes to Sandbach dt.

1. coming, the vowel seemed to lie

between (o) and (MO).

2. through, the diphthong seemed
to lie between (a'u) and (<e'u). hatch,
a small garden gate.

Notes to Combs dt.

1. so (S^MOU) =(sce'u) omitted. lads,

mates, is not used in direct address,
workmen sometimes say 'my mate'

(mai meet), but (bw ti
y)

is generally used

in this sense. wench, usual word, girl

(gjEl
1

)
is used in half-refined speech.

road used twice, way would not be
used here, but in which way is he gone
(witj wee iz i

t gA'n?).
3. see you lads, sure enough when

used would be (sh^u^r -enuJF).
4. happen, chance would not be used

here, but they say 'a good chance'

(e)gw d tjans). wizzend, shrivelled is

not used, and shr- becomes (sr-) as

(srimps) shrimps.
Observe that generally in translitera-

ting TH.'s pal. into AJE.'s, (t, 'u)

are used for (i t , k

w u), the final lengthen-

ing of consonants, and generally of the

second element of diphthongs and
fractures are omitted, as explained on

pp. 292, 317, 324, for the reasons there

given, and they are used in this

example as a specimen only.

FOUR INTEELINEAB, cs. WITH YAEIANTS IN A. FIFTH.

T for Tarporley (9 ese. Chester), Var. i., pal. in 1877 by TEL, from the dictation of

Mr. John Clarke, b. 1848, native of Burland (3 wnw.Nantwich), whence he
removed when 13, having since lived at Tarporley, and of his wife, then 26,
a native of Tarporley.M Middlewich (9 nne.Nantwich), Var. ii., pal. in June 1878 by TH. from the

dictation of Mr. Thos. Nightingale, b. 1832, joiner, native, and (except for

2 years) constant resident
; paragraphs 1 to 9 had been first dictated by Mr.

T. "Whittaker, then 60, sawyer, and Mr. John Hutchinson, then 35, slater,

both natives, and the result supervised by Mr. Nightingale.
S Pott-Shrigley (4 nne.Macclesfield), Var. iii., pal. about 1874 by TH. from

diet, of Mr. John Jackson, native, b. 1833.

G Variants from Pott-Shrigley in the Dale of Goyt, Db.

[ 1845 ]
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B Burslem (3 nnw. Stoke-upon-Trent), Var. iv., pal. in Oct. 1877 by TH., from
the diet, of Mr. W. Latimer, b. 1831, potter, native, perused and variants

added by Mr. J. Bolland, parish clerk, resident about 40 years.

These four versions cannot be accurately compared word by word, on account

of slight differences in the rendering, but they are given interlinearly for facility
of reference, and to shew the substantial resemblance, T, M, S represent the

three principal forms of Ch. pron., the w. and s., the m., and the n. and e.,

while B represents Potteries of n. Staffordshire.

az)ni3 daYts.

az n#/u dafl'ts.

nos'u daVts.

no/u da^ts.

0. Tarparley
Middlewich wz'i :cLfAn

Shrigley WE' :cLfon)z

Goyt woY
Burslem WE'^ :djA'n)z

1. T WE!, lad, A rEk'n jii)n bo/ui3th
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3. T bBr)aY;EVBr dhes ez ai it waz, SB

M ae'jEVBr dhes iz ai it waz, su
S aavBr [Bt ani feet] dhe's iz ai it war, SB

G Bt am ieet it WBr Bdhes'n,
B ajaa'VBr dhE'ez Br th)faks B)th kjes, su

T djw st a'wd dhe ndiz B bet, Bn be kwtit til a)v ta'wd dhe
M djw st a'wd dhe ndz, Bn be k^zit tin A)V d?i n, Bn
S djw st a'wd dhe nE'ez, men, Bn be)k^E'Bt tm)A)v dii n,
G kwdiut til A)V dce'un.

B diw^s

T AA Bbait it.

M dhEn dha)l noo.

S for dlw !

G
B ark'n.

4. T A)m vEre sarte'n A iford Bm sii sw m B dhEm
M A)m sartm A ziBrd Bm sii sw m B dhEm
S A;m sartm A ford Bm SEE A)mfon sw m B dh^'uz
G A

>

)m
B A)m sarten A iBrd Bm sii sw m B th)

T $6k BZ wEnt thm'u dh)
/

uBl tli'qg frem fost

M fdks BZ WEnt thr'u AA)th kBnsarn dhBrnsriz

S f()k BZ WEnt thrce'u th)w^ l kBnsarn frB)th)fsst dhBrsElz

G fBr

B fdks BZ WEnt tnra 1
'^ th)wo01 theqg frem th)fost dhBrnsElz

T dhat EC dM sha/uer Bnw f.

M dhat A dz'd sho/uBr Biiw f.

S dhat A dzd sh^'uBr [sef ] Bnw f.

G
B dhat A did sef Bnw f.

5. T Bz)dh jw qg^st lad wnsEl', gJErm on' fBr nam, nood
M BS th)jw qg'st lad misE!', gjsrm on' fBr nam zi nood
S Bs)th jw qkst lad ^'ssEl

1

,
B b/g

1

lad nam iBr a'wd, nood
G BZ JM qg*st
B Bz)dh jw&qg'st lad imsE\\ B b'g lad ndin iBr a'wd, nood

T is firdhBrz VE^'S m B mrn^t, BV it 'war SB kwziBr Bn
M is fii'dhBrz vdis in a mm^t, BV it *waz SB k^zfor Bn
S e's)f^dhBrz va's in B immt Bv)'t 'war sB)k^for Bn
G
B is f<?0dhBrz vaes Bt ww nst fBr AA it WBS SB kwfor

[ 1847 ]
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skwakYn, Bn a)d trw st 'dhat lad t' spiik t' tra/uthT
M skmakm, Bn A)d trw st

S skwiBkYqk, Bn A)m sh#'uBr $i)d
G skwiBk'm, A)d V

trw st z'm t'

B sk*#ik*n, Bn A)d trw st 'im

fur tEl)tli tiVuth
tEl [sp<?#k] )

trce'uth

spiik)th trceutk

T an* dii, ae -dliat a w?) d.

M an* dii, 'dhat A ww d.

S an* tdim [d^] 'dhat n w?i d.

G A
an* dii, 'dhat A

'en dh)a'wd
-Bn th)a

/
/d

"Bn th)a'wd

6. T
M
S
G
B 'Bn dh)a

/wd

B!

'BISE! -B!

t-El an* on)jB BZ lafn,
tEl an* on)j^ 'BZ lafn,
tEl an* on)jB

/

Bz)lafn naa,

-BrsEl ^d [B!] tEl am on)j^ BZ lafs naa,

s
G
B

T
M
S
G
B

7. T

S
G
B

T
M
S
G
B

T
M
S
G
B

im prat* strE
;

*t forBt tce'u,

Bn strE'e't farBd toj'u,

Bn tsl JB s t rE^'tforBt tce'u,

Bn tEl)jB strE
7

*t faret taa
'w

-Bn w*dha*t mw tj bodh'Br

ba*'t mw tj bodh^r,
ba*t m*'ti bodliBr,

AA]
w*dha*t an* bodhBr,

Bn AA, BV jii)n oonl* aks)Br aa bBr ?'u wi l.

BV jo)n oom aks Br.

Bv)jo)n oonl* aks)Br, oo I w*nBt ce'u ?

w*nBt B ?

ii JB)n oon* aks)Br, ww nBr)Br?

an*a*

an*a*

Bt an* r

'

wEn a: ast Br, ice'u Br

G?'U ta'wd -me^mn] WEn A akst Br, ice'u Br

o?'u ta'wd *t 'mzi WEn A akst Br, ice'u Br

an*a* 'ar ta'wd HIE'*'

thrzi tm'mz d|_Br,_

thre* [tnrzi] td*mz d[_Br,

thrzi ta*mz

WEn A akst Br tin Br

Bn 'a?'u d*d)nB a'wt t
1

b*

Bn -ce'u a'wtnB b*

Bn)'ce'w dw z)nB a'wt)t')b*

thrE'*' ta*mz dBr, ar dzd, Bn a'r dw nBr At' t
r

b*

rw qg i s/tj B th*'qg BZ dh*'s, wot)n 'soo th*qk ?

rw qg * s*tj B tb*'qg BZ db*'s, wot)n 'too th*'qk ?

rw qg Bba*t s*'ti B)th*'qg BZ dn*'s, wod dw n JB th*qk ?

rw qg w pB stj B ps'mt BZ dh*s, wot dw n JB th*'qk ?

[ 1848 ]
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8. T WE! tor EZ A w^r sirm, 'a?'u)d tEl)jrtj bo'iiBth aY
M WE! rcz A WES sirm, -a?'u)d tEl)ji3 ba'uBth wziar
S WE! Bz)A')wt3r sEYqk, Vu)d tEl)j bimdh ai n)wfer
G sEE;m aa
B WE! EZ as WES sirm, a r)d IE!)JB buth a* wrer

T ^n wziw 'u fwnd t
1 drwk'n

M 'en wEn' a'u fw nd
S ^n WEH' cef-Q. fwn

t' drw qk'n peg' [slotj]''
slotj

WEH' ar fw nd [fw n] t
(

drw qk'n takk BZ ar

T kAAz -er w zbT?nt.

M kAAz -er w zbimt.

S kAAz <

er)w -zbBnt.

B kAAz t?r W

9. T ce'u SWO'CT a'u sHd m wdli r oon d'z.

M ce'n swd^^r 'u sad em we ar oon dz, Idrm
S ce'u swo^r ce'u szid m wi)i?r oon iiin, lareqk
G SWEET larm
B a'r swd^r ar sE'ed em wzi t?r oon d'z larm strEtjt

T AA fw l Lsqkth on)th gramd, in iz gw d sw nde

M B)th fw l rEtj on)t' gramd, m tz gw d sw nde

S A' BV)B) lEqth w p^)th)gramd, m ez gw d sw nde

G A' iz

B Bt th)fw l lEqth on)dh gramd, wdh iz bEst [sw nde]

T ke'tn?t, tl^'us' T3)sd'd ejdh. as d<e'u^r, dam
M k^'u^t, tl^'us' B)sded ^)th aes dce'uBr, dam 'et t'

S djak't [kut3t],tW b)th a's dar, dam
G ku^t te)th ae'z

B kuut on', tlds' be)dh ais du^r, dam

T kAYirer B jondt?r leen

M kA'rrmr e jond^r l^^n

S kArnur ^)jond loon

G kA'nrcr

B kA
(

rni3r ^dh leen

10. T a wt?z bEldBreii trwir, ft?r AA)th warld la/k B

M zi WBZ blaatm for AA)dh wold lae'k ^

S n wur makqk i? ns'z'z, <e'u ssd, te)AA)th)wald laek T?

G makm dz
rn for

B EV WBZ rd[_^rm 'Bwii for AA)dh wold lc?ek

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1849 ]
118
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S
G
B

11. T
M
S

B

tjd/lt.

kA'f, t?n ra'wlm 'Bbtut laek 'B p^'g' m 13 ft.

badb' tjm'lt, Br)B)Kt'l WEntj skrcwkYqk.
krarm. [ruBrm],

dh)a'wd greendj. bA l.

-en dhat ap'nt uz ar imdhEErrdjaks
Bn AA dh*s ap'nt e)dh wEshm dii, -BZ ar ran er

on dhat ap'nt, BZ ar En)

dliat ap'nd on)dh wEshm dii, BZ ar Bn OT

kam thro/u)th bak ja[rd dh)d bm
M m IAA kam thro/u th)bak' jard wEn dh)d bm
S m IAA ko?'um thro?'u th)bak Jard, wEn)dh*)d bm)aqg/qk
G jart iqgin
B fjlA/'w kam thra1^ dh)bak jard frum qgm

S
G
B

12. T

S
G
B

T

aV tn)tl'u'Bz on)th
tn jtlcK UBZ sut for drcii.

ait th)tlu^z
t' tluuz a^t) l

t
1

)drE
/

2

dh)wEt tluuz ait' for

WE'! th)kEt'l w^z bE't'lm for tii,

th)kJEt'l w^z bdilin for tii,

dii.

wVn na/s

wAn fain

'l ta)k]Et'l
wail wer
WE'*'! th)tii kEt'l WBZ

')th
i

)th

aft^rna^wn e)th sw mt?r,

for)th bag^qk [tee], won brzit

bagm [tee] fain brk't

WAn fain

aft^m^'un
oonli

ooni

V wk' sm
B wk' sm

oon

wzik
13 wik'

t' nsks tharzd/.

-B tharzdz'.

t')nEks tharzd*.

nsks tharzd^'.

13. T
M
S
G
B

im dw n)jB noo ? A nsv^r zfo^rd
Bn dw n)jB noo ? A
im dw n)j noo ? A

dw n)jB noo ? A' nivvr

[ 1850 ]
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T frem dhat dii tB dh/s, Bsh sho/uer BZ
M djob', Bn A dw nB want t

x

do?'u, esh sho?'uBr BZ
S s/n' [from dhad dee tB dh/s], Bsh shos'uBr BZ
G kBnsarn tB dnYz dee

B frem dhat dii fre dh/s, Bsh sho/uBr BZ

T ma/ niim)z wot tt zz, en A dw nB want noo
M md niim)z rdjak^ :shEp^rd.
S m.i)neem}z :djak' :shEpBrt, en)A)dw )n'B want
G A)m IOT t' d<e'u

B ma* n<9<?m)z wot tt e'z, ^n A dw ne want

T niidh^r, t3n dhat)s fE'r)j^ !

M
S needier, naa dliEn' !

G
B niidhBr, ^n joo)n got)*t djw st BZ A')V got it.

14. T -en s^ na[_e A)! gu wAm t m sw^Br.M Bn)naa A)m g^'um wA(m te m sw pr.
S 'Bnjnaa A)m gu'iqk wE^m ti3)m')sw pi3r.

G gu*m wa'm)p')m*
B ^n A')m gu'm woom moY sw p'8r)z wiitm on mi.

T gw d nzit\ i?n dw nt3 b SB sliarp for kroo dux

M gw d ne'^t\ ^n dw ne bzi SB rEde B kroo-m d^
S gw d nzit', ^n dw )n'B bi)sB)rEd* fBr)t)m(9e gjam Bba
G nE^'t' t' mag)gjam B

B gw d nE^V Bn dw nB bE^' SB sliarp Bt kroo-m dBr

T B bod BgJE'n, wEn dhi tAAk'n B dh's dhat Bn dh)w dhBr.

M B bode BgJE^n, WEn i tA'ks Bbae't a'ut.

wo'n BgJE'n, WEn dh*')tein Bba/t amfhiqk.
G an/ bad/ BgJEn, tAAk'n a'wt.

B am bod/ BgjVn, WEn E'/)Z tAAk/n Bba/t an/th/qk.

15. T /t)s B p^uBr fa'u BS taks w/dha/t sEns.

M zi)z B kriiz/ fa'^ BZ tVks ba/t SEns.

S /t)s B)soft fce'u Bz)tAAks bazt SEns.

G prets riBz'n.

B /t)s B wik
1

[soft] fwu BS tAks [prets] w/dha/t sens.

T dhat)s wot -A' th/qk Bba/t tt.

1VI Bn dhat)s AA BZ A')V g'JEt'n V sii Bba/t tt.

S Bn)dhat)s AA BZ)A)V gJEt'n t' SEE.

G av [(gjat'n) omitted].
B Bn dhat)s wot A')V got [got'n] fur sii Bba/t it na/.

[ 1851 ]
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T si? gw d nzit.

M gw d ne'ft [nut].
S gw d nzit.

G 1M.
B su gw d nEYt to soo fooks.

Notes to Tar. i. Tarporley cs., p. 414.

1. you will-en, (jii)n) or (jii)n.

going to say, the to idiomatically omitted.

but, in all M.English there is a great

tendency to alter t into (r) under such

circumstances, as (gJErin on) getting

on, par. 5, p. 415.

2. they, shortened to (dhi) unac-

cented, in the same way as thee is thus

shortened in par 3, p. 415.

4. from thefirst, the def . art. omitted.

that I did, the unaccented / hecomes

(a) or (o) uncertain, here and often.

5. though it were, the (BY) is in-

tended for if.

6. and all= &\80 or too, a common
addition in several dialects.

7. any how she, for she, hoo is em-

ployed, which always hecomes (ee'u) in

this dialect. what do-en you think,

only the n of do-en remains.

8. found the drunken, the the assimi-

lated to suspended (t'), only the silent

position being suspended and not the

voiced (<T) continued, although it occurs

between two (d). Hence the (-d t' d-)
shew a continuous position, first with

voice, secondly without, and thirdly
with voice again, and the effect of the

() is very clear.

9. good Sunday coat or (bEstko/uet).

close, with initial (tl) for (kl) as usual.

lane, although this word is A'- it

generally follows the analogy of A-, and
hence we should have expected (liin)

instead of (leeri),
which is found in T,

M, B. S has (loon) from the ags. lone,

another form of lane.

10. beldering or (wiznm) whizzening,
seem to be local words. Holland's Ch.

Glossary has bedderin, bellowing, heard

at Macclesfield, Darlington has belder.

12. while, boiling, observe the (E'I)

and compare (VE'V), par. 5, p. 415, and

(wE'i), par. 0, p. 414; in the case of

while, (wail) would have been antici-

14. for to crow with the to omitted

as usual.

Notes to Var. ii. Middlewich cs., p. 414.

3. tin, a regular Ch. form of till.

thou wilt, here (dha) where (dhai)
would have been expected.

5. any day that I would, or (AA noo)
I know with I emphatic, given as a

variant.

6. if you will-en only ask her, the
informant gave as a variant (en rav JB

[jo] WWOUB bileiv mei [bilziv m/i], gu
En aks -a'r), and if you won't believe

me, go and ask -her. The double
forms

(t'i, ei} are both in use, and the

former often becoming (iji) at Bickley,

is then difficult to distinguish from the

latter.

7. ought not to be wrong with the

to suppressed.
9. retch, reach or stretch, dialect

word.
11. for dry, that is, to dry, Ch.

idiom.

12. a week since on Thursday, or

(e wik sin
1

t' nsks tharzdi), a week
since the next Thursday, to express
future time definitely.

14. night or (nzit).

Notes to Var. iii. Pott-Shrigley cs., p. 414.

1. lad or
(:te^ niBZ, :tw m, sari)

Thomas, Tom, Sirrah. thee, the em-

phatic form of you is (joo, jo), whether
used as singular or plural. Children
and young people generally thou each
other whether familiar or not

;
older

people only when familiar from youth ;

but adults thou children, and parents
their own children of all ages ;

husbands
and wives generally thou each other.

To thou a senior is an offence.

5. in a minute, or (es) so/un)ez

t)rerd)it) as soon as he heard it.

7. two or three, or (tce'uthri) two-

three.

14. home, the words (wE'm, kE'm)
home come, are peculiar, they approxi-
mate at first to (wE'm kE'm) "the

vowel, however," says TH., "is slightly

on the way from (E
1

)
to (9'),

and these

words have the same pron. at Poynton,

Norbury, and Disley, Ch."
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Tar. iv. Burslem cs., p. 414.

2. because or (bikowz, bikAS, btkos). is explained by Darlington as "a good-
do not, the

(r) euphonic. is not, or for-nothing idle person, a ragamuffin."
(izne). likely or (lA"ikli), and gene- 10. world, (warld) new form. the

rally the diphthong printed (di) shades old Grange bull, refers to a local history
into (A

M
i),

and would be so heard by of a dangerous bull kept at the Grange
many. farm near Burslem.

4. through, the form assigned is 11. daughter, the form here given
probably a mere individuality for the must be individual. dry, here and in

usual (thra'w). safe or (shoj'uer) . many other cases not noted (di), as

6. too, or (to/u), the other must have already stated, par. 2, shades into (A
M
i).

been an individuality. ask, (sks) newer 12. fine, or (brE'it) bright.
form. 13. you, or (joo). <M

7. asked, (Ekst) newer form. two got it just as I've got it.

or (ta'w). 14. home. my supper's waiting on
8. beast, or (bist), the word (talek) [/or] me.

WEST AND SOUTH CHESHIRE cwl.

from wn. by TH. from Alvanley (:AAv'nli), Ashton, Beeston, Broxton, Churton,
Great Neston, Hatton Heath, Helsby, Nantwich, Tarporley, Waverton.
The places are not distinguished. See also the cwl. for Bickley on next page.

i. WESSEX AISTD NORSE.

A- letter A (aa). tiin [ta'en, taken]. 21 niim. 23 siim. giim
[game]. 31 liitli [lately]. A: 54 want. 56 WEsh. A: or 0: 64 rw qg.
A'- 67 goz gA'z gce'uin. 72 o/u ce'ws. 74 te'u. 76 to/uud. 81 Lem. 84
mce'uvr. 86 ww ts. 87 tlce'uuz. 89 baj'uuth. 92 noo. A': 105 rod. 113
aj'uel. 115 WA'm. 118 boon. 122 na?'u. 124 stoon. 125 oonlt.

M- 138 fiidhur. 152 wiiter. ^E: 161 dii. M'~ 194 ant. 197

tjiiz. M': 214 niidhur. 216 d/ral. 223 dht'iur. 224 wuur.
E- letter E

(ii).
232 briik. 233 spiik. E: 261 sii. 262 wii. 263

Bwii. 265 strE'it. ft'ild [field]. 269 -SB!. E'- 290 t'i E'i. 292 mE'i.

293 wn. 301 *'rer. E': 305 A"i di. 312 6m. 316 nEks+t [in pause].
EA- 320 kjEEr. EA: 326 a'wd. 330 a'd. 332 ta'wd. 334 iiv. 338

kAA. EA'- 348 iz. 349 fta'fi: EA': 359 niibt?r. El- 373 dht

[unemphatic]. EO: 399 brait brat. EO'- 411 thra. 412 [boo (a'u)

used]. EO': 425 lat. 426 fE'it. 427 ba. 428 szln [seen]. 435 joo.

437 trce'uth. EY- 438 da- in [dying]. EY: 439 trw st.

I- 446 ndin. I: 458 niit m'it nit. 459 rzit. 465 sitj. 466 tjailt.

480 thiqg. I'- 494 tdimz. boit bA'it [bite]. I': 500 latk. 502
fc/iv. 505 WE'if. 506 wu mun. 510 mA'in main. swE'in [swine].

0: 528 tha'wt. 535 fok. mA'MBrnin [morning, from Huxley Green].
0'- 557 te'u. 558 la'uk. 559 mM dhBr. 560 sk/u sk'u. 0': k'uk
[cook]. 579 enM f. 586 dce'u. 588 na'wn. 594 bo?'ut.

U- 603 ka'm. 604 sw mer. 606 d'uer. II: 609 fw l. 616 graind.
619 fw nd. 634 thr^'ti. U'- 641 ai. 643 naa nai. 650 bait. 651

widhait. U': 658 dain. 663 ais. 666 w zhent.

Y- 673 mw tj. Y: 701 fost fast. Y'- 706 WE'i.

n. ENGLISH.

0. 761 luud. 767 naiz. U. 797

m. E-OMANCE.

A-. 810 fiis. 811 pliia. 813 biik'n. siidj [sage]. titiw [clear].

kiin [cane]. sliit [slate]. pliit [plate]. stiishim [at Mouldsworth].
reliishen. 866 pos'um. E-- 867 tii. 890 bunst. I- andY - 898

ndis. 0-. biif [beef]. 925 VB'S. 938 kVrnBr. 939 tlos. 940

kee'uBt. 941 fte'u. 947 bB'tl. 950 sw per. 955 daits. U-
[truant]. 963 kwiit. 969 sho?'uBr.
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NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE cwl.

from wn. by TH. from Burslem, Froghall, Leek, Leek Frith, Longport, Rocester,
Tunstall. The places are not distinguished.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 5 m^k. 17 IA'W. 21 neem. 22 t^m. 23 seem. A: 40 kom.
56 WEsh. A: or 0: 60 Iw qg. 64 rw qg. A'- 70 tuu. 72 uu. 73
suu. 74 t/u. 81 leen. 82 wM nst. 84 mut?r ma'OT. 87 tluuz. 89 buth.

92 noo. A': 104 rood. Ill A(

t. 113 wool. 115 woom wA'm wa'm. 117
WAn- [connected], WA'U [in pause]. 122 no?'u. 124 stuun.

JE- 138 ieedhvr. 152 w^w. ^E: 161 dii. M'- 183 ts'ttj. 195

mEni. 197 tjB'z'z [(tjtiz) at Leek Frith]. 200 wiit. -S7: 210 tlii. 214
niidhnr. 223 dhivr. 224 wrer.

E- 233 spiik. 241 riin. 244 WE'!. 251 miit. E: 261 sii. 262 wii.

263 Bwii. 265 strE'tt. fE-ild [field]. 287 Wizvmz. E'- 290 E'.

291 dhE'i. 292 mB'i. 293 WE'*. 299 gra'in. E': 312 iw.
EA- shiik [shake]. EA: 326 a'wd. 328 kja'wd. 331 sa'wd. 332

ta'ud. 334 AApeth [halfp'orth old, new (^pt?th)]. 338 kAA. 346 jeet.

EA'- 347 JE
r

d. 348 diz. EA': 350 diE
y

d. 359 niiber. - i^r [year].
366 griit. 371 strAA. EO: bre^ nt [burnt]. EO'- 411 thrs'i. 412

[(a'r) her used]. EO': 426 fn'tt. 427 ba't. 428 SE'id [see'd=saw]. 437
tra'uth. EY- 438 dE'ii. EY: 439 trM st.

I- letter I (Vi). 440 wik. 446 ndin. 448 dhE'iz. I: 452 di, A-.

brid [bird]. 458 nE'/t. 459 na'tt. 467 Wild. 480 thiqg. I'- 492
BA'id. I': 500 lik. 505 ws'tf. 509 WE'*!. 513 WE'OT. WE'it

[white],
0- 524 wold. 0: srw b [shrub]. 531 dVwtV [Burslem], da'wter

[Leek], da'wtV [Froghall]. 535 foks. 537 mos'ud. 552 kAAn. 0'- 555

sho/u. 558 la'wk. 559 madber [Leek Frith], modh^r [Rocester], mA'dhw

[Longton]. 560 ska'wl skta'wl skz'uu. 562 ma'un [Rocester]. 0': 569

bV'wk. ka'wk [cook]. 579 *mw f. 583 ta^ul. 586 dm. 587 dw n. 588

na l'wn na'wn. 591 muBr [by Mr. Daniels, of Leek, who called more (ma'urar)].
U- 603 kam. 604 seJ mer. 605 sw n. 606 daar, da'r [an old form at

Leek]. U: 616 graind. b?/ n [bound, as a book]. 623 fw nd. 634

thra 1 '^. U'- 640 kjai. 641 at. 643 naa nai. 650 ebait. 651 widhait.

U': 658 dain. 663 feis. 665 mais. 667 ait.

Y- 674 did. 675 drai. Y'- 706 ws'i. Y': 712 nua'ts.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714 lad. I. andY. 756 srimp.
797 skwikin. 798 k^i^r. ori [hurry].

0. 761 luud. 767 naiz. TJ.

ni. KOMAKCE.
A" 811 pk0z'n [places]. 824 tjrer.

851 ant aant. 857 kj<?s. 862 sef. E
I- and^f" mishE'in [= machine],
tlos. 940 kuut. 947 bE'ilm. 955 daits.

963 kweit. 964 sha'u-it. 965 E'il. 969 shce'wjr.

tiilOT [tailor]. griin [grain].
867 tii. 890 bis [beasts

= cows].
920 pB'fnt. 925 vats. 939

U .. wiit [wait, at Burslem].

SOUTH CHESHIRE OR BICKLEY cwl.

by Mr. Darlington, of Bickley, written in glossic for his Folkspeech of s.Ch.,

pp. 15-29, and here transliterated and rearranged by permission.

A- 3 biik. 4 iaktee. wak'n [to make awake, get up]. 5 making. 14

drAA. 15 AA. 20 liim. 21 niim. skrAAp [scrape]. 28 eer. skifrer

[scatter]. 33 riidhw rEEdher. 35 UAA!. 36 foo. A: om [ham]. 39

koj'um. 41 thsqk. 43 out Eqkitj [handkerchief]. 44 land. stond [stand].
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46 kand'l. gander [gander]. 47 wander. 48 s q. 49 Eq. 50 tw qz.
kan [can]. 51 mon. 52 ween. pan [a pan]. 54 want. 55 ES. 56

wEsh. A: or 0: 58 from. 59 lam. 60 Iw q. 61 tmi q. 62 strw q. 64
rang r q. 65 sw q. 66 thw qk. A'- 69 na'w. 70 too. 72 a'iro. 76
tce'ued. 81 liin. 83 moon. 84 m/e'uer. 80 soor. 87 klte'uBZ. 89 bce'ueth.
91 moo. A': 101 ook. 104 rood. 106 brood. 108 dof. Ill a'ut. 112
o?'ul. AA [an oaf]. 115 worn. 117 rioi'iron [alone]. 122 nce'u. 124
ston. 134 lath [loath]. 135 kloth.

JE- 138 fiidhur fmlher. 141 niil. 143 till. 146 miin. tE'tem [teem,
pour out, empty]. 150 IE' rest. 152 wiiter water [as a vb.] waater [as a sb.]
weefar. 153 SEterdi. prati [pretty]. JE: 154 bak. 155 thEtj.

atjern [acorn]. shml [a shade]. 156 Edher [an adder]. gEdher [gather].
161 dii. 163 lE't. 166 miid'n. baarfet [barefoot]. ^waa-r [aware].
172 grES. rat [a rat]. 180 bath. JE'- 184 lE'ied. 185 rE'id.

spriid [spread]. 187 IE'^BV. 188 nil. 189 WE'i. 192 mE'iim. 194 ani.

195 meni. 196 wan [
=

(war-en)]. 199 blaat. 202 JEt. JE': 204 dE'id.

205 thnd. 207 nB'td'l. 210 klii. 212 wii. 216 dsl djel dE'iel. 217 E'itj.
218 shE'ip. 219 sls'tp. 221 ix'im. 222 jo/uer [see No. 222, p. 347]. 223
dhE'ier. 224 WE'ier. 226 nue'uest. ras'l [wrestle]. 228 swat swz'it.

jEth [heath]. shEth [sheath]. 230 fat.

E- 232 briik. 234 need. triid [tread]. sttd [stead]. 235 WE'HJV.

237 bliin. 239 siil. 247 ween. Et'n [eaten]. fidher [feather]. E:
-

fatj [fetch]. 260 lii. 261 sii. 262 wii. 264 iil. 265 strs'it. 267 Jtld.

269 SE!. 270, ii, bali. 278 wEnsh. 284 thrEsh. 287 bE'izem. E'- 289
see. 290 E'I. 291 dhE'i. 294 ffi'id. stE'il [steel]. 299 grE'in. 300

kiip.
-- shB'it [sheet]. E': 305 ha'i. 306 B'it. 307 ndi. 308 nE'id.

310 B'l. 312 E'ZOT.

EA- 317 nVi. 319 gAAp. EA: 323 fst'n fa'wt'n. 324 E'it. 328
ka'd. 330 a'd. 331 sa'wd. 332 ta'wd. 333 kAAf. 334 eei iif. 335 AA.

336 fAA. 337 WAA. a'wp [holp= helped]. 340 joord. soord [sward,

rind]. 343 waarm. 345 daar. joorn [yarn]. 346 giit. EA'-
shad'n [past part., shed], shE'zd. 347 JEd. 348 di [pi. (B't'n)]. lE'eep

[leap].
- ja'u [hew]. 349 fia'w. EA': 350 djEd. 354 shof. 355 djEf.

356 lE'ef. 359 niibOT. shErn [seam]. 360 tjEm tE'im. bE'tern. 361
bE'i^n. 363 tjEp. stEVp [steep]. loos [loose]. 365 naar. 366 griit.
368 djEth. dja'w [dew]. 371 strii. El- 374 nii. 375 riiz. 376 biit.

El: 379 iil. EO- 386 sx'u. 387 ni#'u. EO: 390 shw d. 394 jandtjr.

395 JM q. 399 brE'tt. - bAArm [barm, yeast]. 402 laarn. EO'- 409
bE'i 410 ce'n. 411 thrEV. 413 dtv'l. 414 fla't. 415 Kg. Ep [hip berry].
416 dE'z'ur. 417 tja'u. 418 bros'u. 419 joor. EO': 423 tMi. 425 lE'it.

426 fB'tt. 427 bE'i. 431 bE'^r. 434 bEt. 435 100 joor [your]. 436 tr?'u.

437 tr'uth. EY- 438 ds't. EY: 439 trw st.

I- 440 wik. 442 iv. 443 hdidi. 444 stB'il. 446 na'm. SEUB

[sinew]. 447 or. sh^^r. 448 dhE'zz. I: 452 di. 453 skwatj [cowitch

grass], 454 witj. 455 Idi. 458 nB'it. 459 ns'tt. 460 WE' it. 462 sB'it.

465
sttj. 466 tjatlt. 467 ws'tld. 469 willan [to will], w l. 473 bla'md.

475 WE'md. 477 fa'md. b;hmt [behind]. 478 gra'ind. 485 fis'l. 487
J'-sterdii. 488 jat. I'- 491 saik. 494 ta'/m. 498 rait. 499 bEt'L

I': dE'itj [ditch]. 500 lzk. WE'% [-wich in names of towns, as Nant-

wich]. 501 WE'zd. 502 f'tv. 503 latf. 505 WB'I. 507 w mra. 508
mail. 509 WE'*!. 510 main. 511 WE'm. 512 spu'/er. 513 w^^r. 514 aVs.

515 WE'?'Z.

0- [Here Ch. almost universally follows the standard English and only

exceptions are marked.] brak [broke]. sha'<v [shove]. sta'em

stce'ul'n stoon [stolen]. 0: [Only exceptional pronunciations noted.] kraft

[croft]. 526 [(te'ws) is used, Ws. hwosta]. 528 tha'wt. 529 brs'wt. 531

da'uter. 536 go/uld. 538 w d. 539 ba'w. swos'ul'n [swollen].

a'wp'n [holpen, helped]. 542 ba'wt. krap [crop]. 546 far. 547 bos'uurd.

- tharn [thorn]. as [horse]. grssflat [grassplot]. gth [girth].
0'- 555 shorn. 559 mM dhBr. 560 skce'u. ga'wm [gum of a tooth]. 563

mw ndi. 566 M dher. 0': 569 bo?'uk. 570 te'uk. 571 g d- 572 bl d.
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675 stu d. 577 bce'u ba'u. 578 pke'u. 579 enoj'u. pce'u [pool]. 584
sto?'u [stool]. 587 d n. 595 fa'ut. 596 rae'ut. 597 sw t.

U- 599 t?bw v. 600 l v- 601 fa'wl. 602 sai. thorn [thumb]. 603
kw m. 606 dar doj'uur. 607 bw ter. U: 609 iu l. po?'u [pull, same as

for pool, top line above]. 614 aind. 616 graind. 617 saind. 619 f nd. 620

grw n. 621 ww n. condor [undern]. bore [borough]. 634 thrte'u. -

kos [curse]. 635 woth. rfc/st, ra'wst [rust]. 639 dw st. U'- 640 ka?'.

642 dha?. 644 su k [suck]. 645 d?< v. 646 ba'w. stoj'up [stoop]. 648 aar.

650 tjbaet Bba'wt. U': ba'wk [bucket]. 655 fai, fa'w [ugly]. 656 ra'um.

657 brain bra'wn. 658 da/n. 661 shawer. 662 u z. 663 a<s. 665 mais
ma' MS. klaz't [a clout]. 671 maith ma'wth.
Y- 676 \di Kg. 677 drat. 680 bizi. du zi [dizzy]. Y: 686 bae.

688 sitj. shilf [shelf]. 690 kE'ind. 691 ma'ind. dEnt [dint or blow] .

700 wos. 701 fast. Y'- kjVi [ky, kine = cows]. 705 skdi, 706 WE'i.

707 thartE'm. 708 am-. Y': 709 fa'iur. pismawer [pismire]. 711
IE'IS. 712

n. ENGLISH.
A. mee-get [maggot]. 723 dim. 733 skjaarkroo [scarecrow]. sks'it

[skate]. 741 mAAzi. E. 743 skr/i-em. taligraft [telegraph]. I.

andY. skraik [shriek]. lEmb^r [limber, limp?]. splsnt [splint].
757 tiim. stErep. 0. 761 ke'uud. 7fc3 rAAm. - sw k [sock, a

ploughshare; either Fr. soc. or Welsh swch]. nw d[nod]. 766 niE'idlrerd.

ra'wl [to roll]. 771 fand'l [fondle]. la'wp [loop]. flw p [flop].
looz [lose]. gEslin [gosling]. natj [notch, a cog].

- -
pawnr pa'ucr

[pour]. 790 bEdgin [bedgown]. U. da'uk [to duck, bend down]. 797
skwaak [squeak]. trind'l [trundle]. pAAnsh [paunch]. AAnsh, AAnzh

[hunch]. 805 krw dz. ori [hurry]. skori. is'l [to move along the

ground, to hustle ?].

in. ROMANCE.

Generally only irregular words are given.
A" kEtj [catch]. 824 tjE'ier tjiier. DIAA [a mall]. mEster

[master]. 852 ap^rn. 866 pog'uBr. E- 868 djii. pil [peel].

ipEns [recompense]. 871 ^grE'i. 878 sahjri. jaarb [herb].
'

[refer]. 887 klaardji. jaarn [heron]. im'zur [measure]. 893 fl

I- and^f 898 nE'is. SEqg'l [single]. TEUS [to rinse]. 909 brE'iz.

911 SEstern. pE'wtj [to poach]. 920 pEint. 921 BkwE'int. 924

tjE'ts. 926 spB'tl. kawmfert. 929 kai'kw mbOT. koord [cord]. 939
klos'us. 940 k^'u^t. 941 foAi. a'w [a hoe]. 944 tilai. 945 va'u. 949
ma'wld. 952 kce'uBrs. 9-35 da.it. rait [route, which many people call (ra'ut)
in rec. sp.]. U-. 963 kwee-et, kweei. 966 frce'ut. pilpet [pulpit].
skwEril [squirrel]. tikweet [a squire].

D 26 = e.MM. = eastern Mid Midland.

Boundaries. Begin on Combs Moss, opposite Black Edge (1A n.Buxton, Db.),
and pass s. along the summits of Long HOI and Burbage Edge to Moss House
on b. of Ch. Here go ssw., taking in a small strip of Ch., and enter St. about

Quarnford between Flash and Leek Frith. Pass over the hills called the Eoaches

(:ro?'utpz), and sweep se. on w. of Butterton, e. of Grindon, and through Blore.

Then turn s. to the e. of Stanton and Ellastone, and proceed sw. to Rocester

(:rooster), through St. : this is the e. b. of D 25. Then follow the Db. b.

along the Trent to Eepton, just s. of the river, and then probably (but not with
absolute certainty) across the s. peninsula of Db. to the Trent again, where it

forms the b. of Db., and pursue this border e. and n. round to Stanedge. Then
turn w. passing over Bamford Edge, s. of Hope, but n. of Castleton, and by
Back Tor to Mam Tor [misprinted Man Tor on p. 315], where turn s. along the

e. b. of Peak Forest Liberty to Hay Dale, and then to the starting-point. From
Stanedge this is the s. b. of D 21. This minute description is due to TH.
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The s. part of this b. from Repton across the Db. peninsula is uncertain, the

country not having been well explored. But the dialect has a s.Db. or Le.
character.

Area. This district comprises all Db. s. of the line which divides

the North from the South Peak, with the exception of the peninsula
between St. and Le., and contains also a narrow slip to the e. of St.

Authorities. See County Lists under the following names, where * means vv.

per AJE., t per TH., || so., io.

Db. fAlvaston, fAshbourne, fAshford and Bakewell, fAshover, fBamford,
t Barlborough, fBelper, fBolsover, f Bradwell, fBrailsford, fBrampton,
fCastleton, fChellaston, fChesterfield, Codnor, fCodnor Park, fCombs Valley,
fCrich, fCromford, *fDerby, fDoe Hill, tDronfield, fEckington, fEyam,
fFoolow, fGreat Hucklow, fHathersage, f||Heanor, fHigham, fldridgehay,
fllkeston, tLittle Hucklow, fMatlock Bath, fMiddleton by Wirksworth,
tMiddleton by Youlgrave, fMilford, fMorton, Norton, fQuarndon, fRepton,
fRipley, fSandiacre, fSouth Wingfield, fStenson, fStretton, t Button, fTadding-
ton, fTideswell, fTwyford, fUnstone, fWest Hallam, fWhittington, tWinster,
tWirksworth.
St. tAlstonefield, fFlash, tRocester, tStake Gutter Farm.
It will be seen that the whole of my information for this district comes through

TH., who is a native of Db., and has frequently travelled over the country on
foot and by rail during many years for the purpose of examining the dialect. In
fact I am able to give only a very small part of his collections.

Character. As a whole the character of this dialect may he given
as : A- (ee\ A'

(1113, uu, 00), E' (E'e), I' (a&), 0' (K'U) most distinctive,
and TJ' (aa

1

, aa). But there are many slight differences. It seems

best to distinguish at least four varieties, though the distinctions

are neither strong nor always consistently marked, Var. i. northern,
or the South Peak, Yar. ii. western, Yar. iii. eastern, and Yar. iv.

southern.

Var. i. The Northern, or the South Peak form (the n. Peak is part of D 21),

generally has (dii) and not (d^) day. 0' is regularly (a'w), though (te'u), which

probably generated (a'w), is still heard. TJ' is occ. (du), but regularly (aa
1

). This

dialect extends over all the s. and sw. slopes of the Peak as far s. as Winster.

Var. ii. The Western has regularly (dii, sii) day, say. 0' is regularly (a'w),

but occ. (CB'U). TJ' is regularly (aa
1

),
but occ. (aw) in Db., and regularly (aw)

in St.

The (kh) was heard here from the fathers and grandfathers of living people.
The dental

( 4

t
vr-, v

d
tr) has also been heard here sporadically. This variety

extends from Winster to Ashbourne, and over the small slip of St.

Var. iii. The Eastern shades off to D 24 and 27. In the n. part (dee) is

regular, though (dii) is found, but at Ashover and further s. (dii) becomes

regular. I' seems to be regularly (o'i), a degeneration of (di). Singularly

enough TJ' becomes (ai) in a few places, as in D 25, and (a'a) has been heard,
which is intermediate between (ai, a), and is found also in D 27. But (aw, ai)

are exceptions, and (aa) is the general form. This variety extends from the n. b.

on the e. of the ridge of hills which runs down the middle of Db., as far s. as

Ilkeston, but the separation of (dee, dii) indicates a difference at a few miles s.

of Chesterfield. There is another ridge passing n. to s. through Bolsover, and

to the e. of this the verbal pi. in -en does not extend. It is doubtful whether

that portion of D b. should not rather be included in'Nt. D 27, as the

configuration of the country also suggests, but in the absence of sufficient

information the county b. has been followed. Northward, Chesterfield, Unstone,

Dronfield, and Norton approach very closely to D 24, which at Rotherham and

Sheffield has the verbal pi. in -en. The chief distinction is therefore in the

treatment of 0' as
(o'i)

in D 24, and its treatment as (a'w) in D 26. Though in

deference to the feeling of the inhabitants that their speech differs materially
from ^o., I now include the whole of this region in D 26, I at one time included

[ 1857 ]
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Dronfield and Chesterfield in the same district with Rotherham and Sheffield.

As far as pron. and grammar are concerned, the distinction seems to he very
slight.

Var. iv. Southern. There are only two points in which this variety is clearly

distinguished from the others. 0' is regularly (m, ^u), and U' regularly (aw,
t&u}, a triphthong arising out of (aw), according to TH.'s observations, by
lengthening the transverse opening of the mouth, which action in my own speech
leads rather to (a%, E'U). The triphthong is very neatly uttered, the" first element

being remarkably short, so that (dcawn) down approaches (djawn). The (z'u) is

another derivative from (ce'u), such as we have in D 19, and hence can only be

regarded as a variety like (a') itself, neither (/u) nor (a'w), having entirely dis-

placed (ce'u). But for some time I was inclined to make the part of Db. s. of

Quarndon (3 nnw.Derby), at which the s. character seems to commence, a part of

what is now D 29.

Throughout all these varieties, except perhaps to the e. of

Bolsover, the verbal pi. in -en is heard, the definite article is (th),
sometimes (dh) before vowels and voiced consonants and (s, f, t')

by assimilation, but in the n. parts of Yar. iii. (f) seems to be used

exclusively, as it is in most of D 24.

Illustrations. TH. had with great pains and trouble obtained for

me eight cs. and six dt. to illustrate this s. and m. part of his

native county, as a contrast to his native region Chapel-en-le-Frith,
in the North Peak, D 21. These I give first, arranged so as to bring
their resemblances and differences prominently forward. And I

adopt for this purpose most of TH.'s minute distinctions. These

shew the relations of the four varieties very clearly. But I have
added also seven dt. similarly arranged bringing out the character

of Yar. iii. in especial. Then follow some specimens chiefly for

Yar. ii. and the Bolsover form of Yar. iii. Finally I add a cwl.

for each variety arranged from the wn. by TH. at the places men-
tioned.

EIGHT INTERLINEAR DERBYSHIRE cs.

The following eight cs. were written in pal. by TH., mostly from direct

dictation. In conjunction with the following dt. they illustrate the principal
varieties of Db. pron.

Var. i. SOUTH PEAK.

1. Bradwell (:brade) (9 ne.Buxton), lying almost immediately south of the n.

b. of D 26. This was pal. in 1876 from the diet, of S. Dakin, b. 1831, assisted

by his father and brother, all shoemakers, natives and residents. This is the

only place in the district which calls wait day pay (weet dee -pee]
in place of (wiit

dii pii), etc.

2. Taddington (:tad'nten) (6 ese.Buxton), pal. by TH. from his own know-

ledge, but corrected by Mr. T. Oldfield, native, resident in Manchester.

3. Ashford (:ashfert, :ashfed) (9 ese.Buxton), pal. in 1874 5 from dictation of

Mr. Joshua Birley of that place.
4. Winster (4 nw.Matlock Bath), pal. in 1874 from his own knowledge by

TH., and submitted twice to Mr. Win. Rains, native, resident in Manchester
25 years, his cousin, Mr. W. Foxlow, grocer, b. 1830, and Foxlow's assistant,

b. 1850, the last two of whom had only just moved from Winster to Manchester,
and spoke the dialect purely.

Var. ii. WESTERN DB.

5. Ashbourn (rashbtjrn, rashbtm) (10 sw.Matlock Bath), first version pal. in

1874, from diet, of B. Plant, sexton and native.

[ 1858 ]
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6. Ashbourn, second version pal. in 1876 from diet, of J. Coxon, b. 1800,
then a farm-labourer, and his wife, b. 1819, both natives and constant residents.

Var. iii. EASTERN DB.

7. Brampton (Old 3 w., New \\ sw. Chesterfield), pal. 1873 from diet, of Mrs.

Bennett, b. about 1825, and her husband, b. 1823, both natives of New
Brampton, who resided there and spoke the dialect till 1848, visiting the place

frequently afterwards. The dt. was subsequently corrected where necessary from

inquiries made by TH. at New Brampton in 1873. This specimen is peculiar in

using (ai) for IT, found in very few places. But TH. informs me that in 1883

he found (ai, ai) for U' at Dore (3 nw.Dronfield), Totley (3 wnw.Dronfield),

Holmsfield(2wsw.Dronfield), Dronfield Woodhouse (6 nw.Chesterfield), Chester-

field (from an elderly man), Old Brampton, and Brampton Moor, and also,

together with (aa, aa1

),
at Ashover. This shows a small district near Chesterfield

in which this peculiarity occurs.

Var. iv. SOUTHERN DB.

8. Repton (:rsp'n) (7 ssw.Db.), pal. in 1876 by TH. from dictation of Mr. G.

Smedley, native, once overseer and relieving officer, and always a constant resident,

b. 1808. Smedley gave the refined form (aw) to U', but TH. has used (&<), the

common form in the neighbourhood.

*** To shew the great resemblance between the several cs. here considered,

when a word is exactly repeated in a following line, it is represented by (,,) only.
Hence whenever the reader sees (,,), he must take the next printed word above it.

Sometimes the passage has been altered, so that there are no corresponding words,
and some lines or parts of lines are therefore entirely blank. But this will occa-

sion no difficulty. The seven dt. which follow are treated in the same way. In

these two sets of illustrations all TH.'s suspended final consonants are inserted,

and the (,,) is not used if two words differ in this respect.

0. 1

2
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1 dhat)s noodlrer E'iBr nBr
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1 weet
t*'l)e')v da'un
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1 is f<90dhi3r tw qg in B minit,
2
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1 thtqk?
2

3 thtqk'n
4 thtqk ?

5

6

7

8

8. 1 WA' BZ A' WOT tElm JB, a'w)d tEl JB wrer
2 WE! A si;m, ,, ,, buudh aw Bn ,,

3 a aa1

4 ,, ,, A
,, siijt'n ,, ,, ,, ,, aa

5 ,, ar)d aa1

6 >,
^

,

,
r>

7 ,, ,, ,, ,, EW)m, 'u)d ,, ,, buBdh aa ,, ,,

8 ,, ,, at WBS ,, a
v

r)d ,, JBr a,u ,,

1 a'w fw n
x

tin drw qk
2 Bn wEn" ,, fw nd t

v

drw qk'n slotj
3 ,, ,, ,, fuQTL ,, ,, bist

4 ,, ,, ,, bust

5 ,, ,, a'r fw nd) ,, ,, ,,

6 n n
^ P^g

8 ,, ,, ar fw n)th ,, bist

mw k\
B kAAZ Br

kooz

ar

1
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1 AA 13V

2 A
3 AA
4 A"

5

6 strEtjt AA)Z
7 oo

8 strEtjt AA!

iz Isqkth e)th rood,

,,
w pi3)th grawnd,

,, ,, on)th graa
jnd

,, ,, on)t" graand
,, w pT?)th graand

onHh ,,

gramd

tn. iz

>>
_

we
tn

w
)th gr^awnd tn

>)

)

)

z

bEst

1 kuut
2

3 on'

4
,,

5 tluuz,
6 kuut,
7 ku-et on

8 kuut,

tluS Bt)t*

tlus' B)s)s<td 13)
th ariz

tlus)tu 'Br oon

tlus" te)th

,, te)th

BgJEn)dh

b)dh

aaz

aa!
s

Bt)tf

,,;th

da'r, daan

, ,
darin

du^r stuun, daaan

du^r, daan ,, ,,

dder, daa:n
,, ,,

a^' du^r, ,, ,, ,,

a*V doer, daz'n ,,)t'

^aws
v

du'er, d^awn ,,)th

1 botem
2 korniir

3

4
5 botem ,,)th
6 kA'rn^r ,,)th
7 korn^r

,, jond
8 bot'm ,,)th

fch loon,

jondrar leen.
>>

,, jonz

?>

10. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7 a
8 EV

wt?r ru^nn

,, makm
,, frEtYn

makm

t?n bElVn
13 ndiz, 's.'u SE

r

d,

gruunen
makm

,

wamm

AA

BWll,
nozz

nE'e'z

Bwii

SEZ,

SE'd,

sw tj

th)
wn

AAl)th

2 war-Id ,,

3 djw st Mzk
4 warld latk
5

6 n n >

7 wald lo'ek ,,

8 laek
,

lae'k -8 griit soft

badle tjdt'lt,

>

i >

,, , ,
DUOL.

kAf.
^r B ltt'1 WEntj

>> >> >

j> i> n

[swazn],
badle tjo'eld,

skriimm

las' kroY;m.

wentj in

E.E. Pron. Part V. [
1865 ]
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1 gl

2

3 fe)t sii naa1
. su

4
5

6 su

7

8

ta'd ah*,

lad.

ndit\

0. wo doubts, the forms here are

regular.
1. lad, and similarly but, par. 3,

with (t) changed into (r). mind,

(di] or (Vi) is the regular long I' form,
and hence form of short I Y before (nd) .

2. through, although not a 0' word,
is treated as such, and becomes regu-

larly (a'w), but see par. 4 in Nos. 2, 6,

7, 8, p. 429.

4. say, and subsequently day, have

(0), but the regular form would be

(ii). sure, this word is the only word
in the cs. which retains ('u) instead of

using (a'w). wick = quick, alive.

5. that, either (-et) or (BS). in a

minute, or (BS sa'wn BZ ivur i rerd

im) as soon as ever he heard him.
Pm sure he'd speak the truth any

day, 'that he would, or ("en A)m sha'uBr

E'i)l nA'n tnl -Q \dl, -dhat i ww )n) and
I'm sure he'll not tell a lie, 'that he

will)not.

Notes to No. 1, Bradwell cs., p. 426.

7. two or three, or (sh^v weyist sr

twfifis') above once or twice.

8. she found him drunk as muck, or

(en E'i WOT BZ drw qk ez mM k!

)
and he

was as drunk as muck.
9. declared (dt)tlmBrt).
10. crying and bellowing, the par.

was translated at Eyam, (E'i WCT ruerin
en bEldmn laek u griit soft kA(

f
), he

was roaring and bellowing like a great
soft calf.

12. drinking or (tii) tea.

13. as my name 1

s what it is, or (BZ
tVBr A wr bA'rn) as ever I were born.

14. I'm going home to my supper,
the (p

y

) represents a (t) for to, assimi-

lated to the two (m) between Avhich it

stands
;
the sound is the same as in

'

thump me '

(thamp' mi) ;
there is no

voicelessness of the first (m) . A variant

is (A)m baan t
1 mi s^pBr) I'm going to

my supper. makegame, or (mee gjam') .

15. that, (BS) as also used.

Notes to No. 2, Taddington cs., p. 426.

0. no (nee'u) should probably be

(na'u). doubts, etc., 9. ground house

down, etc. The diphthong (a&) for (aa)

having created suspicion, TH. especially
visited Taddington in Dec. 1875, "and
after conversing with and making in-

quiries from several natives, found that

the sound was (aw, a) ; among the

persons interviewed three were of 50,

70, and 80 years of age." This, there-

fore, is a similar peculiarity to Chapel-
en-le-Frith, D 21, which is only 9

nw.Taddington, but on the other side

of the Peak, and differing in many
respects. Adjoining Chapel, the Vale

of Goyt had (ai), and we shall meet
this again in No. 7, Brampton cs. The
forms (aa, &., ai) are strangely mixed
in these regions.

1. Thomas, the usual address is by
name, or lad.

2. is not, observe the (r) added, al-

though not before a vowel
;

"
euphonic

(r) is much used at Taddington, Flag,

etc.," TH.
4. through, sure, these are not 0'

words, and apparently for this reason

have not (s.'u),
but (os'iO, but from the

analogy of other words this itself should

give (a'w).

Notes to No. 3, Ashford cs., p. 426.

1. thee or (soo] you.
2. don't we or (dw )ne wi?). is it

or
(is)t).

3. of this way (& dhis'n) thy or

(JOT) your. done or (da'wn). thee or

(JTJ) you.
5. any day, or (BS sa'wn BZ onibodi)

as soon as anybody.

6. right out or (stra'it of) straight

off. ado, this (isdaa) should analogic-

ally be (eda'w), as do, done, are properly

(da'w, da'wn), but (daa) is used again,

par. 13, p. 435.

8. both how and where and when she

found, or (AA ubaa't aa1 a'w fyi') all

about how she found.

[ 1869 ]
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Notes to No. 4, Winster cs., p. 426.

0. doubts, (daats) with, distinct (aa) following word. anybody, (w bdi) seems
and not (aa

1

), and so elsewhere.

3. hearken, a before r = (d) as in

yard are part barn garden etc. here,
and at Middleton-by-Youlgrave.

4. say or (si suu) say so.

7. what do-en, the remarkable pron.

(wM t)'n) was originally dictated, and
was confirmed by Mr. Eains, p. 426,
No. 4, in Sept. 1888.

10. like a badly child or a little

wench crying, the simple (lo'tk e tjailt

skriimin) like a child screaming, would
be much more common.

14. make game, the (k) of (mak) is

altered to (g) by the attraction of the

to have been coined from (nw bdi) no-

body, by omitting the n.

15. chap or (fa'wl) fool. With
regard to this diphthong, Foxlow and

Salt, who were fresh from the spot,
said (a'w) distinctly in hold, old, told,

no, done, too, two, etc., but Rains,
who had been absent 25 years, used

another form, which TH. first re-

presented by (6w) and afterwards by
(6-^u). As we find (a'w) cs., Nos. 2,

3, 6, this (6-^u} is evidently not the

present pron. ;
whether it was an older

one, or a mere individuality, must
remain uncertain.

Notes to No. 5, Ashbourne cs., p. 426.

0. doubts, for F, OTT- etc., the

regular form is (aa
1

)
or (aah), as TH.

wrote it, or as I appreciated his own

pron. (sea3) . In one case at Ashbourne
he heard (aw) as (brawn) brown, but

(braan) also occurred.

6. any of you as laughs, the
(.TB)

for

you has the euphonic (r) before the

following vowel (JOT BZ), and this is

regular in the district. The (r) not

before a vowel is constantly marked,
and has the usual M. sound, probably (r) .

, ,
.

. Barlborough (7 ne. Chesterfield), pal. 1880 by TH. from diet, of A. Cooper,
er at iron-works, b. 1832, and his elder brother, both natives. This is

SEVEN INTERLINEAR DERBYSHIRE dt.

These were all pal. from diet, by TH. The first five specially illustrate Var.

iii, e.Db., which is not adequately represented in the eight cs., by No. 7,

Brampton, for it has the peculiarity found only in a few places near Brampton of

(ai) for U'.

Var. iii.

1. Eckington (6 nne. Chesterfield), pal. 1880 by TH. from diet, of J. Antcliffe,

b. 1805, native, wheelwright.
2.

fitter

almost identical with the preceding.
3. Bolsover (:ba'wzr) (6 e. Chesterfield, on high ground), pal. 1880 by TH.

from G-. Shacklock, b. 1820, native. This scarcely differs from the preceding,
but has (daan), which approaches D 27. The absence of the v. pi. in -en is

remarkable in these three.

4. South Wingjield (5 nne.Belper), pal. 1883 by TH. from diet, of G. Hawks-

ley, b. 1810, native, parish clerk. The v. pi. in -en appears in this and the two

following.
5. West Hallam (6 ne.Derby), pal. 1880 by TH. from another Thomas

Hallam, b. 1809, native, collier. There is rather a remarkable coincidence of

names here.

Var. iv.

6. Erailsford (7 nw.Derby), pal. 1880 by TH. from J. Hancock, b. 1835,

native, small grocer and letter-carrier, assisted by another native, a farm-labourer.

Var. ii.

7. Flash (:flas') (7 nne.Leek, St.), pal. 1880 by TH. from the diet, of J. S. Coates,
b. 1843, native, small farmer, who used

( v
t

tr-, v
d

kr-), which was not heard from
others in the same place, and hence is omitted in this transcript. As this is the

only St. specimen, it has been placed last, although belonging to Var. ii
;

it also

bears a very close resemblance to No. 6, Brailsford.

*
#
* The (,,) shews that the word is the same as in the preceding line.

[ 1870 ]
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1. 1 Eckington.
2 Bwlborougli.
3 Bolsover.

4 South Wit
5 West Hallam.

6 Brailsford.
7

A.)see, meets, jB)sii naa
didn't A tEl)ju soo? jo)sl

A.)see, tjaps, [ladz] ,,),, naa

,,)sii, ladz, ,, )SE'*II naa [naw]
,,) ,, tjaps stfssfi na^a

,,) ,, ,, JO)SE'II naa1

) ,, ,, )

dhat Kt'l las' frBm)s'

ii ii ?j jj

i) ii
tre ,,

WEntj karmn frum)t'
ish

, V
komm

1 skuul

3

4 ,,

5 ska'wl

6 skja'wl ,,

7 ska'wl ,,

2. 1 shB)z)girm daan

2 sh*

thruu t')rad gjeet on)t
!

77 7 /

3 shu,, ,,
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1

2
3

4 du.
5 ax

as

6 dde.

7 daft.

durar
i3)t' raq as.

rw q aas.

4. 1 wier shu)l ap'n foVnd dhat drw qk'n dlraf wez'nd tjap
2 wira sh)l ,, ,, ,, dcf ,, MB
3 wira shu)l ,, fA'Ynd ,, ,, diraf

4 wfor a'w)! ,, famd ,, ,, dif

5 wlrar ,,

6 wirar ra")!

7 whim- a'w)l

2 raz

3

4
5

6 ,,

7

dh^

>>

))
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(A. ee, :par, aa1 dw st da'w, en aa1 &u z dh)a^d mA'n da'e^ ? B. ee, wai E'i)z

djE'd. A. djE'd ! im przdlu aa1 Iu qg az bin djE'd ? B. wo'i, if E'i)d
livd til temo-re mVrnin, E'i)d v bin djEd B fartnit. A. vn pridhi wot

djEth did i ds'i? B. wi, E'i stt)tm daa !n i)th t'u armt tjinr, un E!

fast BslE'ip, un WEU i wak'nt, E'i WOT stuun dpi'd. A. :lard WES BS !

WE'i)Br E'ra1

tedii ran gA'n jisterdii.) A. Eh, Poll, now dost do, and
how does the old man do ? B. Eh, why, he's dead. A. Dead ! and

prithee how long has he been dead ? B. "Why, if he'd lived till to-

morrow morning, he'd have been dead a fortnight. A. And prithee,
what death did he die ? B. Why, he sit him down in the two-armed
chair and fell fast asleep, and when he wakened, he was stone dead.

A. Lord, bless us ! we are here to-day and gone yesterday.

Yar. iii.

7. Bolsover. (aat i)t' eevr), out in the air.
(i)t' markit AA!), in the market hall.

(gu bi)t' kjarier), go by the carrier, (r/id t^ p^ur), read the paper.

(raand t' taan), round the town,
(t'i
ww d)nt gJEt it wail dhiz mo'rnin), he

would not get it till this morning, (stop et waam) , stop at home, (dhe
wer tElin JB, lo'ik), they were telling you, like = so to speak, (a do)nt

kJEEr, as te gJEtin it?), I don't care, hast thou gotten it ?

VAE. i. NOETHERN SOUTH PEAK cwl.

compiled from wn. by TH. from South Peak, exclusive of those marked in the cs.

B Bradwell (:bradu) (9 ne.Buxton), pal. 1876.

Bd Bamford (rbAAmfert) (12 ne.Buxton), pal. 1876.

C Castleton (10 ne.Buxton), pal. 1873-9.
H Hathersage (:adhersiti) (12 ne.Buxton), pal. in 1876, mostly from very old

people, b. about 1810, 1794, 1793, and 1782.
E Eyam (rii-im) (10 ene.Buxton), pal. 1876.

T Tideswell (.-tidzu) (6 ene. Buxton), where the dialect has altered within

twenty years, pal. 1865-77.

Notes. (djaverer) jabberer, (v) for (b) by a man b. 1810 at Hathersage.
's possessive usually omitted. (kh) strongly pron. by grandfather of the Castleton

informant, and lightly by his father.

i. "WESSEX AOT) NORSE.

A- 4 E tak, tml [took]. 5 B mak, mag, mee, E')Z na'wtf t')m<?0 na'wt' on
1

[he's nought to make nought on]. 6 CH mml. 20 B leem. 21 C n^m.
A: 39 B ka^m. 43 B ont and. B sond [sand]. 51 C mA'n. - - B pon

[pan]. 54 B want. 55 B as. A: or 0: 58 B fra'w. 60 H Iw qg. 64 C

raqg, E rw qg. A'- 67 E guu. 69 HCET na'w. 70 C tuu. 73 BT sa'w.

74 HE te'u [from man b. 1782]. 76 BE tuud. 81 BH loon l^n, C loon, E km.
82 B A wanst [at once]. 84 B mum-. 86 C uuts tits. 87 T tluuz. 89 B
buudh. 97 C sa'wl. A': 101 H uk [man of 66]. 104 B ruud [old],
T rood. 106 C brud'. 107 C luf [pi. (luuvz)]. 108 C duf. 115 B wa'm,
WA'm, H wa'm, E worn. 118 B buun. 122 B nVn [

=
not]. 124 BHC stuun.

C ruup riip [rope]. 132 B wat, C wot. 137 B noodher.

-2E- 138 C tedhur. 144 H BgJE'n. 152 BCT verier water. J: 161

BH foe, CE dii. 172 B grES. 2E'- 182 B sii. 192 E miin. 197 BE
tjE'iz. 200 C wiit. M': 207 E nE'id'l. 212 E ws'i. 214 B niidhur.

218 E shE'ip. 224 H W'IOT. 225 H flEsh. 228 E swiit.

E- 231 th [generally]. 233 C speek.. 241 E riin. 243 ET pl^.
eet [eat]. 251 B meet, H miit. E: 260 B Iii. 261 C see, E sii. 262 C
wii. 263 H ewii. BC fs'ilt [field]. 270 E baliz [bellows]. E'- 290

BH E'i ei ii. 291 B dhEE, C dhz't. 292 B mEE, C mE'i. 293 E wE'i. 299

CT grE'in. E': 305 B di. 312 BE E'iur. 314 C ierd.

[ 1874 ]
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EA: 322 C laf. 326 B a'wd. 328 BET kja'wd. 330 H a'wd [the noun is

in T (a'wt) a hold]. 333 B kA'f. 334 C AAV, A'pni [halfpenny]. 337 E WA'U.
341 Bd mare [in the sense of match, fellow]. EA'- 347 B JE'd. EA':
350 B dE'd, C did\ 353 CbrE'd. 355 E diif . 360 H tiim. 366 C griit.
EO- 387 B n/u i-ez dee [New Year's day]. EO: B a'm [hem = them].

394 B jonder jond. 395 H jw qg. 399 ET brB'it. 402 C Irirn. EO'-
410 BEH a'w, H ce'u [man of 82]. 411 BH thrE'i. B trEE [tree]. EO':

E krawd [crowd]. 425 BT hs'tt, H bit [man of 94]. 427 H bs't. 428 E
SEE SB', H SB', B SE'id [see'd, saw]. 437 C trzuth. EY- 438 BC da't.

I- 440 BH wB'tk. gji [give]. 444 B stfil. I: 458 BCT ns'tt.

459 H r/it [man of 66], rB't't [man of 82]. 462 T ss'tt. 468 B tyktor. 469
E WMO! w tst [wiU wilt]. 475Bwa'ind I'- 492 H s/d. 494 B trftm. I':

C da'itj [ditch]. 500 H la'ik. 505 B watf. BE ee [hay].

n T?r, maar. saw. mami, maun man o

], nme'un [man of 66]. 564 B sa'wn, E san^r [sooner]. 0': 569 E ba'wk.

C ta'wk. 571 H g^ d. 579 BE inw f. 580 C to[kh [old], tokh [older].
2 E kjaal. 586 BHC da'w. 587 C da'wn. 588 BCT na'tm, H n^'un [man

kiln,

523
531 H da'wt'OT. 537 B ma'wd. B naw [knoll]. 54l"CIfwi_)lk. 544 Bd
kam dEn [come then, speaking to children]. 0'- 555 C shos'u shw f, T
sha'un [shoes]. 556 B ta'w. 557 H ta'w [man of 66]. 558 BC la'wk. 559
B n dhT?r, C madhar. 560 BTE skja'wl. 562 BC ma'mi, H ma'un [man of

94

57
582 E kjaal. 586 B
of 66]. 591 H muer. T gja'ws
F- 603 BC kann. 606 BC da'r^, E dfiw [at E. (ddBr) is gen., (da'r) rare].

607 B bwolt'B,r [the dentals heard from several old people, but they have gen. died

out], U: H bawn, E baan. 615 BH paand. 619 T f n. 632 B w p.
634 H thrte'u [man of 82]. C rawsti [rusty]. U'- 641 E a. 643 B naa, H
na^ [men of 66 and 82], E in)naw [e'en now, directly]. 650 E ^baat. 651 C
b&ttt. U': H tlawd [cloud]. 655 C faw [ugly]. 658 BHE daan,
CHE daun. 659 BE taan. H doon [down feathers]. 663 HC aws [from
men of 66 and 82]. 667 B at. 671 B maath.
Y- 673 B imti. 679 H tjarty. Y: 686 H bcf. E spard [speered,

inquired after, here meaning asked in church by banns]. 702 BT WE'I, widh.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714 C lar. C baqk, baqz [bank, banks]. I. and Y. E eelvk

[lilac, not (kdBk), a common older form]. 0. 761 Hluud, Eluud'n [loaded].
B dag [dog], C dog.

m. ROMANCE.

A 811 H pl^s'Bz [places, man of 82]. T kJEtj [in the sentence (dhr)z v

trap
1

dp st -effor, b^r soo kon)^ kJEtj it, JB noon) there's a trap just before, but you

can)not catch it, you know-en]. 822 E mil. CE pii [pay]. 824 T tjiw.
830 T triin. C tliur tlBOT [clear]. 833 E p&r.

-- B groon gran [grand,
in grandsire (groonser), etc.]. 851 B eent [formerly (noont)]. C soos^r [saucer].
864 T bikooz. B A'S [false]. H

,t t
ravilm [travelling, the old dental

heard from a man of 94]. E 867 BHC tii. Bd fEEr [a fair]. I

and Y-. 898 B na'ist. 913 C kw tjmBn [coachman]. BC bEx
if

[beef]. H sail, E sail [soil]. 925 C vats. B start [sort]. 939 H tlus.

C tuust [toast]. 940BTkuut. 947 B ba'il, E bail. 955 Bd daa't. U--
E wiit [wait]. 965 B a'il, E ail. 969 E shos'uijr. H J'ust [used], E

dhi juz'u [they use, man of 84].

[ 1875 ]
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YAE. ii. WESTERN DERBYSHIRE AND EAST STAFFORDSHIRE cwl.

from wn. by TH. at

(1.) w.Db.
Mb Matlock Bath.
C Cromford (1 s.Matlock Bath).M Middleton-by-Wirksworth (2 sw. Matlock Bath).W Wirksworth (3 ssw.Matlock Bath).W That part of W. taken in 1876 from S. Simpson, b. 1800.
I Idridgehay (:tdridj0) (6 ssw.Matlock Bath).

(2.) e.St.

F Flash (7 nne.Leek), wn. 1880 by TH. from Pickford, b. 1835, and family,
and Coates, b. 1843, natives.

A Alstonefield (rA'rsfild) (9 e.Leek).
E Eocester (:rooster) (15 ese. Stoke).

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 F tee tak. 8 F ee. 19 F teel. 21 F neem. W gjam [game]. A:
50 7Ftw qz. 51 F mVn. 54 JFwant. 56 TFFwBsh. A: or 0: 64 FI
rw qg. A'- 69 F na'w nce'u now. 74 WA. ta'w. 76 F tuud. 82 W ww ns.

Fgruun [groan]. 84 MbF mum". 86 F uts. 87 Itluuz. 89Wbuudh. 92
F noo. 93 W snoo, F sn/u [old people formerly]. A': 102 E Eks. 104
F rood. 115 W woom, F wa'm ^wha'm [at home] worn. 117 M won, F t)A'n

[the one], 118 JFF buun. 119 C gun. 122 I (non). 123 E nw tluqk. 124
MF stuun. WY rop [rope]. 131 IT got.
M- 138 WY feedhOT. 143 WF till. 144 W egJEn. 152 F weetsr.

JE: 161 MbF dii. 172 MbF grns. 173 Mb wo'r. M'- 189 W w/i.

195 Mb mE'?m, WY mom. 197 MbFE tiEVz. 200 F wiit. &': 207
F nMd. 210 JFtlii. 214 WE niidhur. 218 W shE'ip. 222 F bier. 223
W dhitjr. 224 M witjr, F whier.

E- 233 F spiik. 241 F riin. 243 W plii. F bEEr [to bear]. W
iit [eat]. 251 JFmiit. E: MF fatj [fetch]. 261 W sii. 262 F wii.

265 W strB'it. 270 F bait. 287 F bE'tzraiz. E'- 290 MFE B'. 291
WE dhE't. 292 WFE mE'. 299 F grB'm. 300 WF kjVsp, W kB'tp'n.
E': 312 W B'tw. 314 F iB Lrd. W tE'/th [teeth].
EA- W eel [ale]. EA: 322 JFlof

,
F laf [(lakh) mother and grand-

father of Coates]. 328 F ka'wd. 330 WE a'wd [sb. (a'wt)]. 333 F kx'f.

334 F AAf. 338 W kAA, F kJBl (dhi wA'nkJEln BV enM dhBr) they [the children]
one call-en of=on another]. F SA't [salt]. 340 M jard jArd. EA'-
347 Mb jB'd, F [(b'it jhEded) light-headed]. EA': 350 F djE

(

d. 355 F
dtf. 359 W niibw. 366 F griit. El- 375 MbA riiz.

EO: 388 W milk. 399 F hns't't. W ban [burn], F brw nt [burned].
EG7 - 410 F at'u, a'w. F nhe [knee]. F flEkh

[flea,
mother and grand-

father of Coates]. 411 WE inns'/. 412 I [(a'r) used]. 415 M Idi [a lie].

EO': 424 F rw kh [mother and grandfather of Coates]. 425 F hs'it. 426 F
fB'it. 428 MbFE SB'I. 437 F tra'wth. EY- 438 F da't.

I- Fwi'k'. Wgjt [give]. 442 F tvtz. 446 E ndin. I: 452
Ma. F br.d. 458 MF ms'i't, E nA"tt. 459 FE ns'tt. 461 F aw lei'tj dha
kon^ [how lights-it, happens it, thou cannot]. 487 F Jt'sterdii. W dat

[dirt]. T- 494Mt/m. I': 500 F latk. 504 F nha'if . 505 F wE'if .

F hii [hay]. 508 ME mail. 509 F whB'tl.

0- W smook [smoke, v~\.
0: 526 F kokh [mother and grandfather of

Coates]. 527 Fba'wt. 528 F tha'wt. 531 F da'wter. 532 F kool. 535 Wfok.
M ta'wl [toll]. 541 C wwjn^. 544 F ten [(jM qger tm dhat) younger than

that].
- - TFskuCT [score]. T^A'S [horse more used than (tit) tit]. 0'-

555 F shoAm [shoon pi.]. 558 I Iw k, F Ice'uk la'wk. 559 WJTFE modhw.
560 W ska'wl, F ska'wl. 562 ?TE ma'wn, F ma'wn. 564 F sa'wn. 567 F
t)w dht?r. 0': 570 F tce'uk. 584 Wsba.'ul. 586 F dte'u da'u. 587 F da'em.

588 MEna'wn. 591 A ma'i?r. TTta'wth [tooth]. 594 TTba'wt, Fba'wt.

[ 1876 ]
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U- 603 WTT kam, F kom'n. 605 F s n. 606 MI duer, F da'r. TJ:

612 F SM m. 614 7F aa'nd, [but] t? pak' v awnz [a pack of hounds]. 615 M
paa

Tnd. 616 W graa
!nd. 632 W u p. W far [a fir]. U'- 640 Mb

kjaw. 642 W dha. 643 WR naa 1

,
R naa. 648 R aa^. 650 MI T?baa t, W

ubaat. 653 F bur. U': 654 F srawd. 655 F faw. 658 MJFdaaX WR
[between] daa !n daan, FA dawn, AR daa'n. 663 TP as, IR a's, F aws. 667
WIR aH, F awt. 671 F mawth.
Y- 677 F dm*. 679 W tjartj. Y: 700 Fwas'. JFshatf [shirt].

702 M WE';. Y'- 707 JFthattE'm. Y': 709 F frfiw.

n. ENGLISH.

A. F boqk [bank]. E. 749 F lift ont [left hand]. I. and Y. 756
F srimps. 0. 761 W luud. - W dog. 767 W natz. U. 805 F
krw d [cheese curd]. JFkal [curl].

in. ROMANCE.
A- 810Wf<?s. SISFmlj. F pii [pay]. 824 W tiitjr. F tjiin

[chain]. 851 W mit. M stii [stay]. E- 867 MbF tii. F sar-

vrat sarv?Lzs [servant service], R sarvis. 890 W bis [pi. cows]. F lE
(t\r

[letter, Coates, Pickford had no dental]. F aw?r [hoar]. 894 A d/szft

[deceived], ! and 901 F idm. M san' [sirrah, not a term of

contempt]. 0-- TT sail [soH]. R bs'if [beef]. A maa'nt [to

mount], 939 W tlus. 940 TT kut. M paa'du [powder]. U--
WF wiit [wait]. 966 W fr/ut'. 969 F sha'uur.

YAE. iii. EASTERN DERBYSHIRE cwl.

wn. by TH. except when otherwise stated, exclusive of Brampton, which has a cs.

The places are arranged in order from n. to s.

N Norton (7 nnw. Chesterfield), from the Vicar.

D Dronfield (5 nnw. Chesterfield).
U Tinstone (4 nnw. Chesterfield).W Whittington (2 n. Chesterfield).
B Bolsover (:ba'uzr) (3 e. Chesterfield), no verbal plural in -en.

Su Sutton (4 ese. Chesterfield).
St Stretton (6 s. Chesterfield).
A Ashover (rashur) (5 ssw. Chesterfield). Beardow, about 55, parish clerk, native,

gave (ai) in down town, and
(tiu)

in round house, but his son gave (aa
1

)
in

rownd bozm down, this is therefore a later form.

M Morton (8 nne.Belper).
Hi Higham (7 s. Chesterfield).
Dh Doehill (7 se. Chesterfield, close to Doehill).
C Codnor (5 ene.Belper), and Cv from the Vicar.

Cp Codnor Park (5 ene.Belper).
R Ripley (3 ne. Helper).

Bp Belper (:bilp).
Mi Milford (2 s. Belper).
H Heanor (5 ese. Belper), dt. from Mrs. Parker.

I Ilkeston (8 ne.Derby) (:*ls"n), by most working people.

Only a very few words were obtained from each place.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 8 BI E'V. 19 A ieel. 33 A rEEdlver. A: or 0: 60 I l qg. A'-

67 N guu, B gujin [going]. 70 A tuuz [toes]. 72 N woo. 74 A te'u, I ta'w.

84 BR muBr. 86 N w ts. 93 I snoo. A': 104 DU rfod. 115 N uem, BA
waam, I warn. 117 N won. 118 DU buen, Rbuun. 122 R non [in the sense

of not]. 124 D stura, R stuun. A rup [rope],
JEi- 138 Ifmlher. 143 A tul. 152 Cp water. JE: 161 NDB dee,

ACCpRI dii, Dh dii [and (ii)
for &G in several words]. D kjart. JEf-

182 DR sii, Cv SB' [or (s^)]. 193 I tliin. 194 BR om. 197 D tjuz, I tp'tz.

[ 1877 ]
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JE': 210 MoCp tlii. 214 A niidher. 223200 ND wtet, Cv w^t, R wiit.

A dhter, Bp dhie-r.

E- 231 NDUAB t' [always], Mi th. 233 N spE'ik. 241 N reen, A run.

243 CpMil plii, I plE'e [both (ii, E') several times]. A bEEr [a bear],
Su E^tjeat]. 251 Su mE'it. E: 263 Cp ewii. 265 Cp strB'it.

"c"E'-

290 BplVi." 292 IBp mE'i. 294 Cv fied, R'fm'id. E': 312 Cp in.

328 DEAR ka'wd. 331 A sa'wd. 332 B tald.EA: 326 DCpR a't/d.

333 N koof. 335 Cp AA. 338
348 A tin [eyes]. N dew [dew

El-

488
502

N

kAA. 343 A warm. 346 Cp gJB't. EA'-
EA': 360 Cv tiem. 361 Cv bienz, R

biinz. El- 376 A bit. EO: 392 Cp jonz. B dark [dark]. 396

Cpwak. 399 N bro'it, A brail EO'- 410 Mi p'u. 411 CpR thra'*. -

C tns'i:

[tree]. 412 N shu. CvR wE'fd. 416Nlo'. 416 R dew. EO':
425 N liit ? li'it, A Ifit. 426 fo'it. 428 RI sii. 431 A bier.

I- 446 N no'm, Dh nWn. NDCv ps'tz [pease], R piiz. I: 455 N"

1/g. 458 A nz'it. N niit, ? nz'it, no'tt, HDh ms'it, R [between] ndii nV'it. 462
N so'tt. 466 N tjo'ild. 473 N Wind. 477 N fo'md. 487 A Jtsterdii.

B Jit. I'- 492 Hi sVVd. 496 TT o'tran. I': 500 NB b'tk, R k'ik.

N fo'iv, A foiv. 508 U mo"il. 509 B wo"tl wdil. 510 DW mo" in.

0- A smook [smoke]. 519 R aver. 0: DR frag [frog].

fag [fog, between u and oj. 528 B tha'wt. 529 B bra'wt. - B mo'rnm

[morning]. 0'- 555 B shce'u. 556 R t* [for the inf. not (t')], I te'u. 559
B niM dhBr, I madher. 560 R skja'wl, Mi ska'wl. 562 N muun [that is, as

being rec. pr. no mark was put against, but (mce'un) would have been treated in

the same way], D ma'tin, Cv miun, RI ma'wn, etc. 564 Mi sa'wn. 0':

579 IS" imw f. 586 CpR da'w. 588 ACpI na'wn, Cv niun, D na'tm.

U- 603 B kw min [coming], Cp. kap [come up, to a cow]. 605 A sw n.

606 Cp. due. U: D bawn [boun going, see 658]. 615 N pawnd, Cp
paa

]

nd, U paind. 616 A graind. A winder [wonder]. 632 Bp w p. 634

Cp thras'u. U'- [R (aa) normal (aa
1

)]. 640 N kaw. 643 NB naa, CpBp
naa1

. 648 B aar. 650 B eba^t, A ebait [see 616, only two instances heard],

HCpI vbaa ]
t. U': [MoDh rather (aa

1

)
than

aa)].
658 D dawn [from people

of good education], BW daan, StACpRI daaT

n, I da' on, UA dain. 659 D tawn

[see 658], BW taan, U tarn. 663 N aws, H aV, BBp aa^. 667 B aat, HiBpI
a't, U ait. 671 I maHh.
Y- 679 Cp tjatj. Y: 690 N ko'ind. 691 N mo'ind, I maind. 694

Bp wark.

U.

0.

ENGLISH.

D dag [dog]. 767 I na'iz, D noiz.

m.
A-

pue.

EOMANCE.
A t^b'l [table]. 811 A plea. DB pee [pay], ACvR pii. 866 R

E- 867 Cvt^, Itii. 890 N biest. 891 N fiest, A fist. Cp
pE'ip'l [people]. 893 Cp flam?, flaae. I- am^Y- 900 N" kro'i [cry].

D b/if [beef], Mi bs'if. 920 Cp pa'int.
-- B ekaant [account].

-

B raand [round], I raa'nd. NCv ruest [roast], AR rust. NC tust

[toast], AR tust. 940 A kuut. 947 R boil. B kraan [crown]. U-
965 DR oil, I a'il. 969 B shce'uer.

YAH. iv. SOUTHERN DERBYSHIRE cwl.

wn. by TH.
Q, Quarndon (3 nnw.Derby).
A Alvaston (:AAvesten) (3 ese.Derby), said to be under refining influence of Derby.
C CheUaston (:tjBlsten) (4 sse.Derby).
S Stenson (4 ssw.Derby).
R Repton (insp'n) (7 sw.Derby), just s. of the Trent.

i. "WESSEX A^D N"OESE.

A- 8 R e. A'- 76 R tuud. A': 118 S buun. 124 S stuun.

[ 1878 ]
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JE- 138 S ieettm. 152 SR wetw. -E: 161 A dee [refined], CSR dii [not
refined]. M'- 182 S sii. 200 S wiit. M': 218 Q sheip, R ship'.

R strE'it [street].
E- Q, th, A th dh, S th dh [the latter before vowels and perhaps voiced

consonants]. 232 R bra?k. E'- 290 R E'i. 292 R mE'i. 294 S fVid.
299 S grE'in. 300 S kJE'ip. EA- 317 R flii. EA: 322 R lof. 326
S a'wd. 328 S ka'wd. 330 R [sub. (a'wt)]. 331 S sa'wd. 332 SR ta'wd.

333 S kA'f. EA': 350 R djE'd. 360 R tiira. 361 S biinz. R dmu [dew].
EO: S daa'rk [dark]. 399 S bra'tt. EO'- S trE'i [tree]. S
WE'id [weed]. 417 R tjmu. EO': 425 R Idit. 426 S fE'tt. 428 R BE'*.

I: 458 S nut, R nrftt, R ns'it. 462 S s/it. I'- [A o'i]. 492 S so'id.

I': 503 Rlaif.

0- S smok smuk [smoke]. 0'- 556 R ttu. R f/ud [food, from

incumbent]. 559 R rnadhur. 562 SR mmn. 564 S smn. 0': 578 S

pla'u plow. 586 R dm. 588 S nmn. 589 R spmn. 594 R bmt [from
incumbent].

U: 615 R peaand. U'- 640 Q kjauz. 643 R ne&u [see p. 426].
U': [at A (&')]. 658 SR dla^n, R daa'n. 659 Q tawn, S ta^n
R taa Ln. 663 S rft

l
i*s. 667

n. ENGLISH.

I. and Y. S kiln [they kiU-en for meat]. 0. SR dog [dog].
U. S ta'wn [tune].

in. ROMANCE.

A- R pii [pay]. E-- 867 A tii. Q betf [beef], S
bE'tf. 921 R BkM?dint. 939 AS tluus. R tust [toast]. R rust [roast].
941 Sfa'wl. R trw b'l [trouble]. 947 S bo'il. U- 965 R cU 969
S shaker. S ma'wzik [music], R m/uzik. 971 S fla'wt [flute].

D 27 = EM. = East Midland.

Boundaries. Those of "Nt. Sufficient is not known to assume

any other boundaries, and pronunciation is tolerably homogeneous
throughout the county, quite distinct from D 20 to the e., and
D 26 to the w., but not sufficiently distinct from D 24 at its

extreme n., or from D 29 at its extreme s., to mark a line of

separation with any confidence. The resemblance to D 26 was

apparently much greater in 1844 than at present. But no other

boundaries could be safely assumed.
Area. That of Nt.

Authorities. See County List under the following names in N't., where * means
vv. per AJE., f per TH., || so., in io.

Beckingham, *tBingham, Blyth, fBulweU, fEast Retford, f Eastwood,
t Finningley, Gringley, f Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Laxton, t Mansfield, f Mansfield

Woodhouse, Mattersey, Misson, Misterton, fNewark, tNorth Carlton, North

Wheatley, fNottingham, Radcliffe, Rempstone, fSouthwell, Sutton, Walesby,

fWorksop.

Characters. The present pron. must be very modern, and due to

education, because it agrees so much with rs. TH. was, however,
fortunate enough to find from two families at Bulwell (4 nnw.

Nottingham) a direct proof of the change since 1844. He learned

that the words keen, feet, rain, lane, night, which are now there

called (kiin, fiit, hen, leen, ndit), that is, practically, in rp., were in

[ 1879 ]
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1844 called (kjVm, feYt, riin, lE'm, nsW), of which the first three

really agree with D 26. It is principally for this reason that I have
considered it proper to group this district with D 25, 26. In the

same place he also found an instance of the verbal plural in -en, (if

we wBrn tAAkm tu 13 shep^rd dag'), if we were-n talking to a

shepherd dog. The speaker was a labourer born in 1801 in the

house where he resided in 1879. This was, however, the only
instance that TH. heard.

The characteristic pron. is that the U' words s. of "Worksop and
East Retford have (as), varying occasionally to (aw, ayo,) and
even (aa), but the first element is enunciated in a particular way.
According to TH.'s observations, the vertical opening of the lips
remains as for (a), but the horizontal length is abnormally in-

creased, and the teeth are quite free from the side walls of the

mouth. The effect of this is, he says, to introduce a faint
([_e)

before the (a), thus (d|_eaan) down, and this was probably the

sound intended when I appreciated (dE'wn) in Mr. E. Miles' pron.
from Bingham. Generally, I apprehend that it is not so much the

shape as the area of the opening of the mouth which affects the

vowel sound, and I regard TH.'s description as rather that of his

own organs when attempting to imitate the sound, than the

practice of natives themselves. The effect can certainly be pro-
duced without this peculiar mouth opening. North of Worksop
and East Retford, II' seems to be generally (aw).

Nt. also lies in the teeth region, that is, where the def. art. appears as (dhra, t',

th), and the (th) is sometimes assimilated to a following (s). The regular usage
is (dht?), then (th) and its

(s) form, and finally (t
1

). Thus TH. heard at "Worksop

('e)th rw q aas) of the wrong house, at Buiwell (A)m th)last aat ^)th market) I'm

the last out of the market, and at Kirkhy (Int mi idi th)at on) let me tie the hat

on, but (dh) is used occ. hefore a vowel, as (dhjaa^as) the house, heard at Mans-
field. Examples of the assimilated (s) form are, from Mansfield and Worksop
(frem)s)skuul) from the school, from Buiwell (te^s)skuul) to the school, from

Mansfield and Worksop (dent tEk)s)st?/ nt) don't take the stunt, don't be sulky,

from Newark (i)z pw Nn)s signal) he's pulling the signal. Examples of () are

from Mansfield Woodhouse (f tjatld, te)tf dire) the child, to the door, (EV t'

Iw qgist dee) have the longest day.
The r not hefore a vowel is practically lost, as TH. was told at Bingham, or

vocalised, hut TH. very frequently writes it in. Such an (r) is, however, nearly

(r )
or (r).

The h generally disappears.
There are very few peculiar words or expressions, as (-SEU) for -self and. it falls,

probably. Boys (jo) you, i.e. use you in speaking to each other.

The sp. is therefore like rs. without the vanishes and with
( ?)

for (a). It is almost entirely free from fractures, which abound in

the adjoining D 20.

NOTTINGHAMSHIKE dt.

from Mansfield Woodhouse (2 n.Mansfield), pal. in 1879 by TH. from diet, of a

labourer, native, 59, and in all cases of different usage compared with others,

also pal. by TH. from diet, of other natives from

B Bulwell (4 nnw.Nottingham), retired labourer, 78.

M Mansfield, patten-maker, 58 to 60.

[ 1880 ]
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N Newark, from a butcher.

E East Retford (7 e-by-n."Worksop), from the lock-keeper, 71.W Worksop (:wasi3p), from a porter at the canal wharf, 56.

1. [WE! 1ST, naw E] A see, tjaps [ladz E,, meets M], jo [JB B] si

naa dh^t A)m ra'it hprftt BMNE] Bbaat [abawt E] dhat lft'1 gjsl

[gJErl MNW, gje'l B, las E] kw mm frem jon skuul [frBm)s skuul
JondBr N].

2. shi)z gu-m daan [dawn E"j dhB rood dhiB [dheBr E, dheB "W]
thruu dhB rEd gjM on dhB lEit and sdd

13)
dh rood [BV dhB rood

BM, N and E omit the words BV dh.B waY "WI.

3. luuk! [A)m shiiBr N, shuB Bnw f E] f [din? BWM] tjde'ld)z

gA
Nn strEVt [strd*t E] w p te)t

x

[tB dh^ BMN, te)th Y/J du^ BV
din; [ddB B)th W] roq [rw q BW] aas [inclined to

(&s;j.
4. wi^ shi)l ap'n [mE)bi B] fdmd dhat drw qk'n dsf [dif B]
z'nd [sloqk* N] E!B kAv

ld :tom.wz
5. wi AA! noo em YEr* WEV

!.

6. wE'mt [wdai ME] dhi a'wd [a'wld BW] tjap sunn titj [laan

N] ^r not te du t 'Bgjsn, pirn th'q !

7. luuk [Iw k JB N, djw st luuk W] ! e'z'nt tt triu [tro/u BM,
truu E] ? B towd JT? shi w^r rw q N],
A few insignificant variants have been omitted.

This gives a practical uniformity with only an occasional variety of (aw) for

(aa)=U'.

OTHER EXAMPLES DICTATED TO TH.

1. At Bingham, being an old woman's account of what she said

to a clergyman who asked her for subscriptions [(ju sii, sEr, SEZ di,

d)v i?nw f te du wdh wot b't'l di E
X

V te gjV BW^, Bn A hwk te gi
ft msE'n, T?n dhsn A noo dh^)l gjst ft), you see, sir, says I, I've

enough to do with what little I have to give away, and I like to

give it myself, and then I know they'll get it.

2. At Mansfield (i)z got ft on mi tBnA'Vt), he's got it on him is

tipsy to-night.

BINGHAM (7 e.Nottingham).

fragments of the cs. (1) as pal. by AJE. from diet, of Mr. Frank Miles, artist,

son of the former rector, marked M, and (2) as pal. in 1879 by TH. from
diet, of Mr. Henry Doncaster, a native and retired tradesman, marked D.
The numbers in

( )
shew the paragraphs of the cs. where the passages occur.

M (4) a')m saatm ai hfred Bm see dhaet aY dd seef Bnw f

D d*)m saatm shuB[r di iBd Bm see dhat di did sef
x Bnw f

M (6) dhaet dh)ood ww mBn BSE'lf (8) found dhB drwqk'n biis.

D - dhct dh)a'wd ww nnm BrsEn fa^ond dhB drw qk'n biis.

M (7) wot d)juu thqk ? (9) shi siid sin wi hBr oon oVz lo'f
'f'q

D WAr)B)jB ihiqk ? shi siid ^'m wi Br oon diz, dE
v

d

M dEun on)th grp/wnd, tloos bo'i dhB dtmsr BA B IIEUS. (13) Bn
D drw qk on dhB gra'ond, BgJE^n iz oon a^s due. Bn

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1881 ]
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D

D

noo? (11) dhat hapt on 13 woshm dee "ez shii 'en vr

dhat ap'nd on dh)wEshm dee, BS shii tm ur

M da'wter m IAA ksm thrim dh^ bsek jaad frem qm E'wt dht?

D da'wter m IAA kam thruu dhB bak
N
jaad frem qm aa

at dhe WEt

M tlooz te drii. (1) uu krez [kee^z] ? (14) aY)m B go0-m hoom
D tluuz tc dra. uu ke^^rz 'Bba^at JOG ? A)m girm 6m)

gwd noYt.

gw d iiA'Yt [nm't].

This shews a few points of difference, principally in the U' and I' words. I

am not certain if I appreciated Mr. Miles correctly as (E'W) in place of (a
!

a) for

the first, and for the second, which varied from (ai) to (o'i), the (ai) of Doncaster
was probably more correct. But under these circumstances I do not consider it

advisable to give more of Mr. Miles' version and words, with which he so

obligingly furnished me. Transcripts from natural dialect speakers are always
more satisfactory than from gentlemen who can only speak from memory, based

possibly upon an originally incorrect appreciation.

159
209

E':

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE cwl.

Containing the principal wn. by TH. from natives at Bingham, Nottingham,
Bulwell, Mansfield, Mansfield Woodhouse, Newark, Southwell (:s dhtl),

"Worksop, and East Retford. The general sameness, as shewn by the dt.,

renders it unnecessary to distinguish the places.

i. "WESSEX AND NOB.SE.

A- 4 tak. 8 B'V. 18 kj^k. 21 nmn. A: kjat [cat, observe

(kat) cart]. A: or 0: 60 lw
pq.

64 rw q. A'- 67 goo, gu, gu-in. 69

noo noo. 73 soo. 81 Imi. 86 ots, uts. A': 104 rood. 115 oom 6m a'm
umn. 117 WAU won. 118 b<ren. 123 nw thiqk. 124 stoon sto'^n.

M- 138 faadlve fmllre. lEdh [ladder] . ste^z [stairs]. JE:

E'Z. 161 dee. kat [cart]. M'- 193 tliin. 197 tjiiz. M':
nivB. 212 wee. 224 wie.

E- 231 th, dhB, dh, tf. 233 spiik sp^k. 243 ylee ple'i. 251 miit.

E: 262 wee. 265 stra'it strait. 278 wEnsh. E'- 299 griin.
312 IB. 314 iBLrd.

EA: 324 B'tt. 326 a'd. 328 ka'wd. 330 owd. 332 ta'ud [usually (tdd)].
334 ^peth [halfpenny worth]. 335 AA!. 340 jaad. 346 gjeet. EA'- 347
E'd. EA': 355 disf. 360 tiBm. 361 biin, biun. 366 greet grEt [usually

(big)]. El- 372 aa. El: 377 steik. EO: -- jalu [yellow]. 396

wak. 402 laan. EO'- - tri [tree]. EO': 426 fB'it. 435 jo joo.

436 trm, trwu. 437 trwuth. EY- 438 di dA".
I: bad [bird]. 458 na'it. 459 refit rE'it. 465 sitj. 466 [between]

tjo'ild tja'tld. 487 Jtstvrdee. T- 492 [between] sA'id said.

0- 519 OVB. 0: - traf [water trough]. 528 tha'wt. 531 dAAt.
541 wont w<?nt WE'int. 550 wa'i_rd. 0'- "555 shuu. 558 luuk. 559

fodht? [fodder]. 560 skuul. 564 suun. 567 t
1

tw dhOT. 0':
578^pla'z<

[with laterally elongated mouth opening, see p. 448]. 579 Bnw f. 587 d^ n.

U- 606 due. 607 bw te. U: 612 su met [somewhat]. 616 gr|_eand.
629 su n. 632 w p. U'- 643 naa, [between] naa na ! o [at Bingham], nau

naa na l
. 650 ebaat. U': 658 da'wn [mouth as for 578], daaan d[eaan

daan. 663 aas [as for 578], aws. 667 aat [as for 578], aat a ] at at.

Y- 679 tjatj. Y: 694 [between] wokin wakm [working]. Y'- 706 wdi.

[ 1882 ]
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u. ENGLISH.

I. and Y. 758 gJEl [uncommon]. 0. 767 n6iz. 789 raw. U. 796
bh'u. 805 kardz krw dz.

m. BOMANCE.

A- 810 tea. E-. 888 saatin. 890 bies [pi. cows]. I- and Y
898 [between] na'ist no'ist. 901 [between] fain fo'in. sare sari [sirrah].
0- 947 boil. 948 baal. tan [turn]. U- 965 oil. 970 djw s.

D 28 = w.SM. = western South Midland.

Boundaries. Begin between Flint and Connah's Quay in main Fl., n.Wales, on
the river Dee, and follow the CB to Chirk, Dn., on the b. of Sh., and hence pass
in Fl. southwards, leaving Northop and Mold on the w. and Hope on the e.

Entering Dn., deflect slightly to the se., then, passing through Wrexham, go s.

to the e. of Euabon and w. of Chirk to the b. of Sh. Enter Sh. on the n. sum
line 1, and go se. between Oswestry on the s. and Ellesmere on the n. Pass

through Hordley and w. of Upton Magna till you strike the Severn by Atcham

(4se. Shrewsbury). Then probably go n., passing e. of Upton Magna, "Wem,
Whixall, and Frees, but w. of Hodnet, to Whitchurch, Sh., and Wirwall, Ch.

(2 n."Whitchurch). Enter the s. b. of D 25, and proceed along it sw. of Malpas
and e. of Farndon to Aldford and Eccleston, and then, avoiding Chester, to the

Dee, which pursue till the starting-point is reached nw. of Connah's Quay.

Area. This small district comprises the se. of main or Welsh
Fl. and ne. of Dn., with the whole of detached or English FL, a

small portion of the n. of Sh. and a still smaller slip to the w. of

Ch. It is a district not well known phonetically, but, thanks to the

exertions of TH., some very fair conception of its character may be

formed.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County List under the following names, where *

means w. per AJE., f per TH., || so., io.

Wales, Dn. Chirk, tHolt, tWrexham.
England, Ch. tChurton, fEccleston, fFarndon, fShocklach.

Wales, Fl. (detached). fBettisfield, fHanmer.
Wales, FL (main). fBretton, fHawarden, Hope, Northop.
England, Sh. fEllesmere, fHadnall, Hordley, Loppington, Frees, fUpton

Magna, fWelsh Frankton, fWem, fWhitchurch, fWhixall, fYorton.

Characters. This small district, composed of five distinct con-

stituents Sh., det. FL, Ch., Dn., main FL, is not at all homo-

geneous ;
even each constituent is not so. But it is chiefly under

the domination of Ch. A comparison of all the information obtained

leads to the following as the general characters.

A-
(ii ee], as (niim neem) name.

A' (oo uu), as (stoon stuun) stone.

E'
(ii), as (griin) green, slight leaning to

(z'i ei).
IH

(ii E'i), as (niit nE'it) night, the last chiefly in good-night.
I'

(a'i a'i di A'i), say about (at).
0'

(OB'VL iu), as (n'un niun) noon, the former observed by TH., the latter is

felt by others.

U (w )
this is regular.

U' (d'u a'w aw 6w), say (aw).

The whole of these characters together mark the dialectal pron. The U =
( )

distinguishes it from Sh. on the one hand, the U' = (aw) connects it with s.Ch. on

the other, and the U' = (a'u) connects it with Sh. A- =
(ii)

is a Ch. form. The

[ 1883 ]
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IH = (ii)
is singular, but occurs in w.Ch. There is most schism ahout 0', TH.

having almost invariably observed (ce'u), as Mr. Darlington does in s.Ch., whereas
other informants give (iu), a form we know in s. D 26 and D 29. But (ce'u) is a

remarkably unstable combination, as we already know.
The r has become Midland, say (r), instead of Welsh, except in most of the Sh.

portion. The "Welsh rising inflexion is uncertain. As a rule the Midland
character prevails. The detached Flint is called English Flint by the Welsh,
and, although the names of places are still Welsh, the language has been English
for nearly a thousand years.

Varieties. There is so much, uncertainty of speech everywhere,
that it is not possible to define any particular varieties. It has

therefore seemed best to make the varieties purely geographical,
Yar. i. containing the parts of Sh. involved, Yar. ii. detached Flint,
Yar. iii. the small part of w.Ch., and Yar. iv. parts of the Welsh
counties of Dn. and main PL These are easily delimited. The

phonetic limits may be taken as TJ=(z )
from the U=(a) of Sh.,

and U'=(au a'u) from the U'= (b') of Ch., and English as against
Welsh in Dn. and FL But the distinctions between the varieties

are difficult to seize, if only because of the non-homogeneity of

each variety. The e. b. as already mentioned is not certain.

Illustrations. The forms of speech in this district are illustrated

by four dialect tests, of which two were from dictation. The other

two are rather uncertain, though one was written by a native,
because of the difficulty in understanding the notation of the

writers without personal interviews. These represent varieties i.,

ii., iii., and are arranged interlinearly. It will be seen that the

Ellesmere and Hanmer forms are almost identical. Besides these

there are 4 cwl., arranged almost entirely from wn. by TH. from

trustworthy sources. So far as they go, they give the best in-

formation possible ;
but they are necessarily defective, because as

a general rule the information was obtained as it was offered, and

there was no opportunity for systematic investigation. We must
rather be surprised at the amount of information obtained, than

disappointed by its paucity.

FOUR, INTERLINEAR DIALECT TESTS.

These illustrate three out of the four varieties. I was unfortunately unable to

interpret the dt. sent me from Hawarden, Fl. Two of these were written from
dictation of natives by TH. The other two are my own interpretations of io.

Yar. i. NORTH SHROPSHIRE.

E. Ellesmere, Sh., pal. in 1882 by TH. from the diet, of the town-crier,

Davenport, b. 1809, native, and son and grandson of natives. See also cwl.

W. Whixall, Sh., written in 1879 by the Rev. J. Evans, vicar, not a native,

but resident from 1844 (he was still so in 1886), who had much examined the

dialect and gave full details respecting the pron., by which the dt. has been pal.

by AJE.

Yar. ii. DETACHED OR ENGLISH FLINT.

H. Hanmer, written in 1882 by TH. from the diet, of Mr. John Heatley,
b. about 1828, bricklayer, of the Arowry, a hamlet of Hanmer. Another

dt. given me by Mr. Bateman, of the same place, could not be interpreted.
See also cwl.

Var. iii. SOUTH CHESHIRE.

F. Farndon, written in 1879 by Mr. E. French, native, and pal. by AJE.

[ 1884 ]
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from his indications and the wl. I have retained his (in), although he says the

sound is not that of u in mute, and TH. heard (os'u). Mr. F. says that Farndon
is not in the slightest degree affected by Dn., but rather the contrary, and thinks

that "the first effect that the Welsh influence has on English is to destroy all

provincial pron." The pron. of Farndon is perhaps more correctly given in the

following cwl.

Var. iv. WELSH FLINT and DENBIGH is illustrated only by the cwl. formed
from TH.'s wn.

1. Ellesmere. d'i see, ladz, JB sii na'w dhBt o'^m rit

WhixalL suue di SEZ, tjaps, JB sin n2au BZ au d)m riit

Sanmer. s'i sii, ladz, JB siin na'w BZ 8'*)in rit

Farndon suu Kr

i sii, miits, JB se'i naw dhBt A*)m riit

E Bba'ut dhat U't'l wEnsh
"W Bbawt dhat Ht'l wsnsh
H Bba'wt dhat lit'l wEnsh

dhat lit'l WEnsh

E
"W
H

kumm frBm dhB skuul

iz Bkw mm frB dhB skzul

kw mm frem) s) skuul

kw mm frem dhB skml

2.
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5. E wi AA! noo im vEri WE!.

"W as AA! noon im vare WE!.

H wi A A! noon zm VEri WEV

!.

F wi AA nuu im VEri WE!.

6. E wu nu dins a'wd tjap sunn tetj OT nod te du)it
"W wu nBd dh)a'Md tjap smn lam -er nod to doo it

H ww nB dhi3 a'wd tjap sce'wn. larn isr bster tzl doj'u it

F ww n dhi3 a'wd tjap smn ieei$ isr not te dm it

E
W
H
F

vg]E
x

n,
nod no morar

puBr thiq !

piter thin !

po/uer thiq !

pmr thiq !

7. E Ink JTB ! in"ed it truu ?

W Imk, in"Bd it drm ?

H luk re ! in"et it tro/n ?

F Imk, izn't it trm?

Notes to Ellesmere dt.

2. wicket or (atjrat) hatch -et, little

hatch, common low garden gate.
3. child or (jw q im) young one.

door or (a'ws) house.

5. we a^ know him very well, or

(Amest EVBri bodi nooz im) almost

everybody knows him.

shr- initial, is replaced by (sr-), as

(srimps srw bz) shrimps shrubs.

Notes to Whixall dt.

1. chaps, (ladz), or (jo felez), not

mates. a coming, with either (MO)
or (a).

2. left or (laft).
3. enough, probably (ran^f). child

or (brat), which means pinafore, and
hence one who wears a pinafore. right

up to, occ. (strict w p til). house, the

aspirate was especially said to be used.

4. may hap to find, to omitted.

deaf or (djEf). shrivelled, this word
was noted to have been heard. name

5. tis, this looks like an error.

6. learn or (ieety, the (ran) for (rar)

seems to be a mistake. do, as (doo),
was marked occ., perhaps (diu) is the

usual word. thing, possibly (thin) is

an error for (thiq) .

7. true, here (driu) looks like an error.

Notes to Hanmer dt.

1. lads or (tjaps) chaps. school or

(skce'ul). wicket or (atj) hatch.

3. door or (a'ws) house. may be,

perhaps.
6. learn or (Utj) teach.

Notes to Farndon dt.

The U' words are altered from (eu)
to (a). TH. heard (aw) generally, and
sometimes (a'w a'w), but with no ap-

proach to (eu E'W), unlikely sounds in

this part of the country. The (iu) was
almost constantly heard by TH. as

(o?'u), but the two forms are often con-

fused), see 0' words in D 26, s.Db.,
and I) 29, Le. Mr. French was very

positive of the (m), though he said it

was not u in mute, and repudiated what
he understood by (ee'u). The

(A')
was

heard by TH. as
(o'i) ;

the confusion is

common among (di A.'i o'i 6i).

1. say, see, Mr. F. wrote (s/i s<?i),

TH. (sii s/i) respectively. right, TH.
(rat). coming, TH. (kamin) the (a )

in this is always uncertain in this neigh-
bourhood. yonder should probably be

(jandur) .

2. she's (t'u)z) should probably be

(ar)z), the customary form, but TH.
heard ('u) once. road, TH. (rood).

gate, TH. (gJE
(

t). way, TH. had

(wii), and F. had (w/i).

4. name, TH. heard (neem) twice,

and (niim) once ;
there is much un-

certainty of usage here, just as there

was a fight between (ee ii)
in the E, E-,

E' words in received English in the

xvi th and xvnth centuries.

5. know, probably (noon) would be

more correct.

[ 1886 ]
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VAR. i. NORTH SHROPSHIRE cwl.

E Ellesmere, wn. by TH. Said to have no verbal pi. in -en, but (noo dhis kw ntri

dw n JB ?) know this country, do-en you ? was heard. No Welsh r
;
that is

to say, (r), and not (r), was used when not before a vowel. Negatives,
[sham?, him?, WUJO.T&] shan't, ben't, won't.

F Welsh Frankton (3 w. Ellesmere), wn. by TH.
Y Yorton (7 n. Shrewsbury), wn. by TH.W Wem, wn. by TH. and t from Miss Jackson's Wood-Book.
L Loppington, wl. io. by Eev. J. W. Davis, Vicar.

H Hordley (13 nw. Shrewsbury), wl. io. by Rev. J. W. Moore, Rector.
U Upton Magna (4 e. Shrewsbury), wn. by TH.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 21 EU ueem. 25 H mAAn. 28 ELH aar. 31 IT led, 33 L radhvr.
A: 50 H te qz. 51 EU mVn, L mon. 56 W wAsh, L wash, H WEsh. A:
or 0: 58 F frem. 61 L unm qst. 64 E raq, U rw q' [occ.] raq. A'- 67
F goo, U gwiin. 84 E muer. 86 L ww ts. 90 L blaw. 91 L maw. A':

104 YU rood, Wf r t}d. 108 H dw f. 113 E mil. 115 E oom worn wa'm,
EFUwa'm. 118 U boon. 124 U stoon.

JE- 138 UE faadhCT, [occ.] feedhur, UFYL fmlhtjr. 144 L egsn. E
staarz [stairs], F sts'rz. 152 E WAAter, wee-, L weetur. M: 158 L aater.

161 E dee1
dee. 172 E gras, EL grEs. E rot [rat]. 179 W wod.

M'- 183 F
t<?tj.

190 E kee, U kjee. 194 L eeni, U ani. 195 L meeni.

196 H waar. 197 H tj^z, U tjiiz. 200 UE weet, Wf w^t, H wist. Wf
jeth [heath]. M': 216 E deeL 218 L she'p. 219 F sliip. 222 L Jeer.

223 EU dhiw, H dhaar. 224 EU wier, H waar. 228 H sw^t.
E- 232 F br^k. 233 EU sp^k. 248 L maar. 251 U meet. E: 261

E see 1

see, U see. 262 E wee 1

wee, U wee. 265 W strE'it. 270 L bali. 272
L El'm. 278 U wEnsh. E'- 290 U i. 297 W fElu. 299 EU griin. 300
U kiip. E': 312 W ier. 314 E ierd.

EA- 320 WLH kaar. EA: 322 UY laf. 326 EU a'wd, L awld. 327
L bE'?4d. 328 EU ka'wd. 333 L kAAf. 334 L EEf. 345 L darst [did dare].
346 E gjeei. EA'- 347 UEY JE'd. EA': 350 E [between] dEM ded,
LHU dpd. 355 L diif, U djEf. 356 Wf lief. 360 L tjEm. 366 E gr^, U
gr^t. EO- 385 L bin^h. EO: 388 U milk. 395 E joqg, U q.
402 EYLHU larn. 404 E staar. 407 L f^dhiq. EO'- 413 H div'l.

EO': 437 U truth. EY- 438 E ddi.

I- 442 LH ivi. 449 F gJEt. I: 458 E nE'tt, FU na'it, W nit. 459

E ra'it, W [between] ra'it ra'it, Wf rit. 478 E gra'ind.
- - E r?^ n [run].

487 H istmdi. T- E [between] a'i ei [or] a'i E'] di, W & l ai. 494 U
[between] te'im tdim. I': da'itj [ditch]. 500 H lA'ik. 506 H wanren.
- E ee [hay].
0: 526 H ksuth. 527 E bs'wt. 531 EU dAAter. 552 U kA'rn. E A'rs,

EU A'S [horse]. 0'- 555 E sho?'u, U shuu. 558 E luk luk Iw k. 559 E
nw dher ma- ma-, F ma-. 563 E nm ndi. 564 E so?'un, U suun. 566 F
w dhur. 568 E b dht?r. 0': 569 E buk buk bw k. 570 E tuk. 571 F
g d. 573 U flw d. 577 H biu. 579 U inw f. 587 EU dw n. 588 E
noi'un, U nuun.
U- 603 E kam, U kanun. 604 U su mur. FYW tlm nder [thunder].

605 E son, U s^ n. 606 EU duw, F do^r. U: 612 EU su m. - - Y
t?/ mb'l [tumble]. 622 U ?^nder. 625 U tu q. 629 U s^ n. 632 EFW ujp.
633 EYW k^ p, F kop. 636 H fardher. 639 U d^ st, U'- 641 EU d'u.

643 E na'u. 645 E ^ba'ut. 647 E w/.* let. U': 658 EU dawn, F dawn.

659 EU ta'un. 663 F d'us. 665 E ma'us. 666 U M zbend. 667 E a'wt.

Y- 673 EY mu ti. 679 E tiarti. Y: 700 L warser, U warst. Y':

709 E fa'ier.

n. ENGLISH.

A. - - Y baqk. E. 744 H m^z'lz. 745 H iyei. 751 H part. I.

[ 1887 ]
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and Y. 758 H gal. 0. 766 H mo'idtered. 767 H na'iz, U [between]
nA'iz. 769 L ma'wl. U. - E tw b [tub]. 794 YW dj g. 803

YW dp mp. 804 WU dr qk'n. 805 H kra dz. 807 W pw s. 808 F pat,
E pw t, [between] pw t pat.

ni. ROMANCE.

A- 811 IT pl*s. 817 H radish. 824 E tjier. 835 H ra>z'n. 836 H
seez'n. 838 H tied. 841 U tja'ns. 845 H anshent. 850 E d^ns. 851
F nnt [old form], H aant. 852 H ap^rn.
E - 867 UY tee. 868 L djii. 869 UEH \ee\. 877 L aar. 878 H salm.

887 H klaardii. 888 LH sartin. 889 H sees. 890 E best, H beest. 891 H
fast. 894 H diseev. 895 H riseev.

0-- Ebif[beef]. 916 H w njtm. 918 H fab'l. 922 H bash'l. 923
H ma'ist. 924 H tja'is. 926 H spa'il. 929 H ka'ukembtjr. 942 H batjtjr.

947 H ba'il. Y koh?r [colour], W kw br. 950 F swjmr. 954 H kw sh*n.

U- 965 H a'U. 968 H a'ister. 969 F

YAE.. ii. DETACHED FLINT cwl.

H Hanmer, wn. by TH. from several natives.

B Bettisfield (2^ s.Hanmer), wn. by TH. from a native workman.

Notes.

Construction. H and B both have verbal pi. in -en. B (dh<? milk'n, dh<?

kiip'n ;
an JB dw n ? ww n JB dce'u it ? dw n sis noo ? a'u bin JB ?), they

milk-en, they keep-en ;
have-n you done ? will-en you do it ? do-en

you know ? how be-n you ? H (wi)m ju)m) we am, you am.

Negatives. (ww ne kone didn-e shane bine d.u we) won't can't didn't sha'nt

ben't don't.

Letter Names. Old A (aa), E (ii).

Intonation. No final rising inflexion.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- B w<?k [wake, feast]. 21 H neem n^m, B nee\wm. 33 H r^dh^r.
A: H gondur [gander]. A: or 0: 60 H Iw q. 64 H roq, B rw qg.
A'- 67 [" (gA^z) goes, is a characteristic form in w. and sw.Ch., and in this

district." TH.] H gujm. 72 H u^. 73 H so. 81 H leen. A': 104 HB
rood, H ro'd. 115 H [between] wa'm worn, HB worn, H WA'UI.

M- 138 HB focdhOT, [many others said] H faadhtjr fiidhw. H stEErz, B
staarz [stairs]. 152 H wiiter. M\ 161 H dii, B dee tvdee. 172 H grES.
M'- 183 H tetj. 187 H leev. 200 H wit, B weet. JET: 216 H dp'1.
223 HB dhiOT. 224 HB WIOT.
E- 231 HB dh^. 233 HB sp^k. 235 H weev. 241 B Teen. 248 H

B maar. H eet [eat]. E: B fatj [fetch]. 261 H sii see. 262 HB
vee, H wee1

. 265 HB strB'it. E'- 295 B brad. 299 HB griin. 300 H
kip kiip. E': 307 B ndi. 312 HB SOT. 314 B turd. 315 B lit.

EA: 322 HB laf. 326 H a'ud, B a'ud. 328 H ka'wd. 332 H ta'wd. 346
H giit gjeet. EA'- 347 H jE'd. EA': 350 HB dpi'd. 355 H djEf. 360
H tjEm. 361 H b/iimz. 363 H

tj<?p. 366 H gr^t, B greet. EO: 394
H jandtjr. 395 H Jw qg. 398 H starvd. 402 HB larn. 404 B starz.

EO': 428 H sii. 437 HB trw'uth. EY- 488 HB ddi.

I- 440 Hwik. 447 H ar [
=
she]. I: 458 HB nit nut [but in the

farewell] gw d nB'tt. 459 H rit. 466 B tja'ild. 469 H ww l [will]. 477 H
fa'ind. I'- 492 H sa'id. 494 H tdim tdim ta'im, B [between] ta'im taim
ta^rn. I': 509 Hwail.

0: 531 HB dAAter. H kraps [crops]. H os os^z, B A'S [horse].
554 H kras. 0'- 555 B sh'u. 559 H mw dher. 560 H skuul skce'ul. 562
B mos'un. 0': 579 H *m?/ f. 586 HB do/u. 587 HB du n. 588 HB nce'un.

U- 603 H k^ min kw mBn [pres. p.], HB kamin. - B thz^nder [thunder].
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605 HB sw n. 606 HB dour. U: 634 H thr'u. IT'- 640

[cowhouse], B kjawz [cows]. 641 H aw, B Q'U. 643 H na'w. 650 HB
U': 658 HB da'wn, H da^n. 663 HB a'ws. Y: B shw t [shut].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 H meet [occ.]. E. 749 H lift. I. and Y. 756 H srfmp.
758 B garld, H gJE'rl [when used]. 0. B frok [frock, a woman's gown].
790 B ga'und. U. 804 B drw qk'n. H bu ti [butty, mate].

in. ROMANCE.
A-- 811 H pies. 841 B tjans. B sleet [slate]. E- 867 H tee.

885 H VEri. B far [fair for cattle]. B bif [beef]. 947 H ba'il.

950 B sw pBr.

YAR. iii. SOUTH CHESHIRE owl.

S Shocklach (4 wnw.Malpas), wn. by TH.
Construction. (kos

(

)
canst thou.

Negatives. (ww ne shane kone dw ne) won't shan't can't don't.

F Farndon (7s. Chester) (:farn), wn. by TH., f from "W. Gronnow, a native, b.

1797-8, Jfrom the same and others also.

Constructions, (am JB) am you? verbal pi. in -en (an JB got'n B baskit
lEnd uz

?).
have you got a basket to lend us ? Omission of to (as in

last sentence).

Negatives, (ane shanu dw ne ww nu kone) haven't shan't don't won't can't.

Letter Name. J (djei djaa) .

Vocabulary. No thou, no (wEli) well-nigh.
C Churton (1 n.Farndon), wn. by TH.
E Eccleston (:Eklisten) (2 s Chester), wn. by TH. The Duke of Westminster's

Eaton Hall is called (:eefn).
Constructions. Verbal pi. in -en.

Negatives, (kone) can't, (ku dne) couldn't.

Letter Names. A (aa) originally, altered when the Bishop of St. Asaph's
daughters came.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.
A- 4 F tak. 5 S miik, F meek. 21 SF niim, Ft ^eem. A: or 0: 64

F rw q roqLg. FJ raq'. A'- 67 FJ gujin. 69 FJ noo. 74 E te'u. 80 S
olBdt. S sup [soap]. 86 F wets, Ft w t+miil [oatmeal]. A': 102 S
aks. 104 SF rood, C ruud. 115 S wA'm, F ooni wArm worn [and between the

two last]. 124 S stuun. S rup [rope].
M- 138 SF faadhur, FtE ieetomc. 152 F wiiter. M: E gJEdhwrd

[gathered]. 161 SF dii. 164 FJ mil. 166 S miid. JEt- 183 SF
tt'itj,

E
%. 193 E klt'iira. 194 E am. 197 S tj^tz. 200 SF w/iut, F wiet. Ft
wiitwM. -- S JEth [heath]. JS': 213 Ft niidher. 216 E dis'l. 223 F
dhiur, E dhtier.

E- 233 FtE speekin. 241 S riin. 243 S plii. E: E retj [reach].
261 F sii. 262 SF|C wii. E: 278 Ft WEnsh. E'- 290 E ii. 299
S grem, FJ gr/in. 300 FJ kiip. E': 312 E /iur. 314 SFJ iurd.

EA: 322 S laf. 325 F wA'k. 326 SFE a'ud [they divide (B na'ud) an old].
328 S ka'wd. 332 E ta'ud. 334 S if. 343 FE warm. 346 F gjet. EA'-
347 SF jB'd, Ft ed. 348 FJ diz. EA': 355 F dzf. 359 Ft niibw. 361
SF bt'iBn, F biin [refined]. 364 F tjap. 366 S griit, FJ greet. EO: 390

Ft sha'uld. 394 SFJ jondwr, E jan-. 399 F br/it. 402 SF+E larn, F IB'IH.

EO'- 410 SE ce'u. EO': 425 F I/it. 428 F sii. 437 Ft Wuth. EY-
438 F+ ddi.

I: 452 FJ di. 458 S neit, [between] na'it nA'it, F nit n/it, Ft nit, E m'it.

459 F riit. I'- 490 E ba'i. 494 Ft tdim. I': 505 E wB'tf. 508 F
moil. 509 E WE'^.

0- 522 F oop'n. 0: F sm b [shrub]. 531 SFt dAAter. 538 Ft
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wa'uld. E A1

a [horse]. 0'- 555 Ftsho/u. 559 Ft madhur. 560
F skce'u ska'ul. 564 F sce'un. 0': E brw k [brook]. 586 SFt d'u.
587 SFt d^ n. 588 Ft noArn. 594 Ft ba'ut.

U- 603 FJ kam. 605 SFJ sw n. 606 S duer, FE da'uer. U: F
dw m [dumb]. 615 FJ pawnd. 636 E fsrdw. U'- 640 F kawz. 643 F+
nau. 652 Ft ka'wld. U': 654 F srawd. 658 FJ dawn, C dawn. 662 Ft
w z. 663 Ft aws' a'us' E aws\

n. ENGLISH.

A. - S biibi [baby]. 726 FE tAAk. S boqk [bank]. C atjiz

[hatches, applied to the small gates themselves, and on this occasion to the valves

of double iron gates 4 feet wide each]. S tiitez [potatoes]. E. E eez

[ease]. I. and Y. 756 F srimp. 0. 767 Ft naiz. 770 F :tw im?z.

U. 798

m. ROMANCE.
A- 811 S plis. C wiidjiz [wages]. S niitiv [native].

stiislmi [station]. E 867 F tee. E pretj [preach]. FJ piin [pain].
E sarvizs [service]. I and Y 898 FJ ndis. S beif [beef].
E djE'imjr [joiner]. 928 FJ aems. E rawnd [round]. 939 FJ tloos.

S tost [toast]. 940 F kfot. 943 F t
tj.

VAK. iv. WELSH FLINT AND DENBIGH cwl.

H Holt (:a't'), Dn., separated from Farndon, Ch., only by a bridge over the

Dee, wn. Dec. 1882 by TH. chiefly from Parish Clerk, 58, and wife, 57,
both natives.

Negative. (wwjre) won't.

Peculiar (qg). (siqgin) singing.W Wrexham (:nksem), Dn., wn. Dec. 1882 by TH.
B Bretton (:brEt"n), FL, wn. Jan. 1883 by TH. from S. Mitchell, native.

Constructions. Verbal pi. in -en (an je gat it ?) have-n you got it ?

Hw Hawarden (:ardm), FL (5 w-by-s. Chester), wn. Jan. 1883 by TH. The

schoolmaster, Mr. Spencer, at the request of Rev. S. Gladstone, wrote a

dt., but I have not succeeded in interpreting it, even with the help of this

cwl., and a few words given to TH. by Mr. Spencer, t marks words for

Buckley [:bz^ kli] (2 wsw.Hw.). Most of the Hw. words were from two old

men, b. 1798 and 1802, cutting fire-wood at Hw. Castle, who had been on
the estate many years.

Constructions, (dhi an ad it) they have-n had it.

Negative. Hw (wont) won't, t (wu m konu shanB m ne dw nu) won't
can't shan't mustn't don't.

Letter name. A (aa) .

I. WESSEX AND NOESE.
A- 3 H biik. 21 B niim. Hw giim [game]. A: B pon [pan].

44 B land. 51 B mVn. A: or 0: 64 H raq, B m qg. A'- 67 H
gu;in, B guu. 69 B noo. 72 H wu^+r. 74 Hw te'u. 86 W ww ts. A':

102 W aks. 115 H wa'm, B worn, Hw com. 118 B boon. 122 B no. 124
B stoon.

M- 138 HB faadher, HwB feedlrer. 152 HB wiiter. M: 161 HBHw
dii. 172 HB grES. M'- 193 B kliin. 194 Hw ani. 200 H wuut, B
w/iet, Hw w^t wn?t. M': 216 Hw dEl deel. 223 W dhrer, B dh/rer. 224
HWHw WIOT, B w/rer.

241 HBHw riin. 243 H plii. 251 B meet. E:

278 H WEntj, B wEnsh. E'- 290 H /i, BHw ei.

E': 312 H z'rer. 314 HBHw ird.
EA: "322 HB laf . 324 Hw B'/t. 326 BHw a'?/d. 328 B ka'wd. 332

Hw td'ud. 333 Hw kA'f. BHw fiam [a fern]. 346 B git, Hw giit.
EA'- 347 H JE'd, BHw E'd. EA': 350 Hwt djE'd. 355 Hw dif. 360 H
tiim tjB'm. 361 H bz'renz, B b/i^n. 366 H greet, B griit. EG: 395 Hw
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j q. 402HBlarn. EO'- 410 HHw 'u. 41-6 H d/rer. 420Hwfoitjr.
EO': 437 B tra'uth. EY- 438 HB Adi.

I- 449 HHw gJBt. I: 465 B
sitj. 466 Hw tja'tld. 469 H wu l.

Hw run. [run]. I'- [W (o'i a'i) from various people!. I': W da'iti

[ditch]. 509 ft wail.

0: BHw kraft [croft, field]. 531 H dAAter do'wt'OT, B dAAter. B
krap [crop]. 552 B ka'rn. 0'- 555 H shuu, B sho/u [pi. (shee'un)]. 560
BHw skce'u, Hw skiu. 564 H s#'un. 566 W eylher. 568 H brw dhtjr, W
bradhw. 0': 569 H b#'uk. W brak [brook]. 571 Hw gw d. 578 W
[between] pla'u pk'u. 586 Hw d#'u. 587 HHw du n. 588 HB nVun.
U- 603 H kam. 604 H seiner [summer]. HB thw ndr [thunder].

605 HBHw sw n. 606 HB da?'ut?r, Hw duer. 607 W bate b^ter. U:

[W, both (Q ) used, but mostly ( )] 612 W su m. Hw 8mnt [some-
what]. 616 Hw gra'wnd. 629 H su n. 632 H p. 633 H kw p, W kap
kop. U'- 640 B

kjau [pi. (kJB'i) kine]. 641 B aw. 643 Hw naw. U':
658 HBHw dawn, W down [various speakers]. 659 H tawn, W town [various

speakers]. 662 Hw z. 663 HB aws. b67 H a'wt. Y- 682 B lit'l.

Y: 701 Hwfost.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714 B ladz [often, (tjaps) occ.] W baqk. 738 H teetvz, W tttfcz,

B ptjtii-tez. 0. H dag [dog]. U. W tob [tub]. 794 W dpg
dj g. 803 W dpmp.

m. ROMANCE.

A.. B t^b'l. 811 H plis. 835 Hw mz'n. 848 H tjiindj. E
867 Hw tee. B piin [pain]. I and Y "W la'inz [lines].

-

B pw mp [pump]. W kowd [cord]. W soop [a sup]. H mw t'n

[mutton].

D 29 = e.SM. = eastern South Midland.

Boundaries. Start from near Atcham on the Severn (4 se. Shrewsbury), and

proceed northwards to e. of Upton Magna, of "Wem, of Whixall, and of Frees,
but w. of Hodnet and just e. of Whitchurch, to the b. of Sh. near Marbury, Ch.

(7 sw.Nantwich). Then turn e. and se. along the b. of Sh. to Burley Dam, and,

following the s. teeth line 4, proceed ne. to n. of Audlem, Ch., round which turn

suddenly, re-entering Sh. near Adderley. Cut across the ne. horn of Sh., passing
s. of Norton-in-Hales and going ese. by Mucklestone, St., and s. of Ashley and
Standon to Stone, and then ene. to Rocester, on b. of Db. Follow the b. of Db.
to the s. and e. till just s. of Repton. Cut across the s. tail of Db. to the Trent
on the b. of Db. and Le. From this point circumambulate Le., following its

b. to the b. of "VVa., which pursue till you strike the n. sum line 1, where it coin-

cides with the reverted ur line 3, and follow it to the w. and sw., passing through
"VVa. s. of Southam and Warwick, e. of Henley-in-Arden, w. of Solihull. Enter

Wo., passing n. of King's Norton and s. of Hales Owen and Stourbridge, but n.

of Kidderminster to the Severn, where quit the reverted ur line 3, but continue

the n. mm line 1 and go up the Severn to the starting-point, Atcham.

Area. Sh. e. of Wem and the Severn
;

St. s. of Stone, a slip on

n. of Wo., the greater part of Wa., the s. tail of Db., and all Le.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County Lists under the following names, where
* means w. per AJE., f per TH., || so., io.

Db. No authority, but this narrow peninsula is assumed to belong to th.e same
district as m.St. on its w. and Le. on its e., and from the analogy of Repton,
Db., D 26, it, as well as the outlying parts of Db., probably resemble Le. more
than St., but this little peninsula has not been explored phonetically.

Le. tAnsty, fBarlestone, Barwell, ||Belgrave, Birstall, fBlaby, Cottesbach,
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*fEnderby, fGlenfield, Harby, tlllston-on-the-Hill, *f|| Leicester, fLough-
borough, fMarket Harborougli, fMount Sorrel, Nonnanton, *Syston, fThur-
caston, *Waltham.

Sh. fBolas Magna, f Coalbrookdale, f Crudgington, fEdgmond, fHodnet,
flronbridge, fMadeley, fMarket Drayton, Newport (also TH. in Miss Jackson's

Sh. Wordbook), fShifnal, fWellington.
St. *Barton-under-Needwood, Bradley, *fBurton-on-Trent, fCannock

Chase, tCannock Town, Codsall, fDarlaston, tEcclesball, tEnville, fHan-
bury, fHaughton, fHopwas, fLeigb, fLichfield, Newborough, f Stafford,

Stretton, fTamworth, fTutbury, Upper (or Over) Arley, fUttoxeter, fWalsall,

fWednesbury, tWest Bromwich, fWillenhall, fWolverhampton, fWootton,
fYoxall.

Wa. fAllesley Gate, *fAtherstone, fBedworth, Birmingham, fBrandon,
tBulkington, tCoventry, Curdworth, Elmdon, fLeamington, fNuneaton,
fPolesworth, fSaltley, Sherborne, tWarwick.

Wo. fCradley, Dudley (locally in St.), fHagley, *fSelly Oak, t Stourbridge.

Notwithstanding this large number of authorities, there is a deficiency of exact

information in the outskirts, which has rendered much of the boundary conjectural,
as through "Wa., and has obliged me frequently to take refuge in county
boundaries, a confession of ignorance in itself.

Character. Although the speech of this district is at once recog-
nised in contrast with its immediate neighbours, it is difficult to

find one determinative character on which reliance can he placed.
The speech is on the whole very homogeneous, and I have found it

impossible to maintain a division into three parts, which I at one

time tried. But I have noted four so-called varieties, the first

three with several subforms. These are, however, scarcely more
than geographical, and hence I append to each a list of some of the

places from which information has been obtained.

Var. i. ne. Shropshire and nm. Stafford.

ia in Sh., Edgmond, Hodnet, Market Drayton, Newport ;
in St.,

Eccleshall, Wootton.
ib wm.St., n. of Watling Street.

Bradley, Cannock, Haughton, Stretton.

ic em. St.

Barton-under-Needwood, Burton-upon-Trent, Hanbury, Hopwas,
Lichfield, Tamworth, Tutbury, YoxaU.

Var. ii. ne. and se. Shropshire, s. Stafford, and n.Worcester.

iia me. and se.Sh., Ironbridge, Madeley, Shifnal, Wellington.
ii* s. St., Codsall, Darlaston, Dudley, Walsall, Wednesbury, West Brom-

wich, Willenhall, Wolverhampton.
iic n. Wo., Cradley, Hagley, Selly Oak, Stourbridge.

Var. iii. Warwickshire.

iiia e.Wa., Allesley Gate, Atherstone, Bedworth, Brandon, Bulkington,

Coventry, Nuneaton, Polesworth.
nib w.Wa., Birmingham, Curdworth, Elmdon, Knowle, Leamington,

Warwick.

Var. iv. Leicestershire.

Belgrave, Birstall, Cottesbach, Leicester, Loughborough, Syston,
Waltham.

The main points to which attention has to be directed are the

treatments of A in open syllables, of AEG in both open and close

syllables, of EG, E', EO', I', 0', TJ, IT'. Now my information is
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not complete enough to furnish an example of each of these cases

for each variety and shade of variety, but the following table

(p. 462) will show the general character and the extremes of

divergence.
In all these, A- = (6-0) is the older form; (ee eY) are modern

variants. AEG=(ii) and EG=(ii) seem also to be the older form

(how old, of course, cannot be said), of which
(e'B et) are variants;

the (at) form found at Selly Oak in (naVl snaYl) nail snail, seems
to be an importation from the S. div. But observe the change in

Yar. iib., s.St., where (et) is regular. In Var. iii. the (reen wet)
seems to have been quite recent

; E', EO' are more commonly (et*).

In the S. div. we say with our mouths and see with our eyes. It

might be pretty well said to be reversed in the M. div. The (et)
form is particularly strong in Var. ic, em. St. The 0' (fu) has
become the regular form for 0', as in s.Db., D 26, but it is only a

variant or development of (ce'n), which also occurs, and the other

development (a'w) is likewise found, as in m.Db., D 26. The II'

is not very certain, but any form except (aw) is merely local.

In addition to this the omission of (h) is universal, and even

pervades the better-educated classes. In Le. it is sometimes

wrongly inserted. The (r) before a vowel is mild, and probably
Midland (r). Whether it is really trilled or not I am not prepared
to say, but, following TH., who considers it to be " the common
English r," as it is his natural r, I use (r) for it, wrongly as I

believe. When not before a vowel, I consider it as the Midland

(r), which is readily slightly trilled and as readily produces an
effect like (B), although by a different collocation of the organ.
The definite article is always (dhe), I believe, though TH. gives
some cases of (th t

v

)
in the neighbourhood of Cannock, m.St. See

notes on the Cannock cs., par. 3, p. 470.

In s.St., Yar. iiJ., but apparently not in Yar. iia., occurs a

very peculiar way of marking the negative in conjunction with

auxiliary verbs, tantamount to rec. / don't, etc. We generally
omit the vowel of not and alter the preceding vowel; they generally
omit the n and also alter the preceding vowel. This occurs, like-

wise, in Cradley, Wo. The following were heard by TH. at

Darlaston, Walsall, West Bromwich, Wednesbury, Willenhall,

Wolverhampton, and Cradley.
1. / a' n't (di ent). 2. I haven't (di et). 3. it isn't (ii et, eint).

4. isn't it (it tt ?). 5. I ben't (di bit betnt). 6. I don't (di dut).
7. Ishan't (di shee, sheet, shet, shAA.). 8. I won't (di woo wou wou

wut). 9. I can't (di koo koot, kAA kAv

t). 10. I wouldn't (ai w d'n).
In the Dudley cs. we also find I don't care (di doo keeur), that

doesn't matter (dhat doo mater), won't she (woo Br?), 1 don't want

(di doo want), don't you be (doo JB bt). This has not been noticed

in the Black Country district of se.Sh.

The verbal plural in -en is quite distinct in Sh. and St. It is very little heard
in Wa., and it is now almost lost in Le., but was not so in the lifetime of the

late Dr. Arthur B. Evans, who in his Leicester Words, Phrases, and Proverbs,

1848, art. sen, p. 80, says: "A shepherd said of some sheep, which did not
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fatten so well as was expected :

' Lord bless ye, they worrin their sens to death
with warmint, and I han baccared 'em, but its no use at all,' i.e.

'

They tease'

(present tense)
' and torment themselves with vermin, and I have washed them

with tobacco-water
;
but it is of no use.' The present tense is formed in this

way 'They worrin,
1

i.e. 'They worry.' 'They pushing i.e. 'They push.'
'

They pullin 'em up,' i.e.
'

They pull them up.'
Dr. Sebastian Evans, in re-editing the work, with additions, for the E.D.S. in

1881, omits this article, but in his preface, p. 27, inserts :

" A number of monosyllabic verbs have an alternative form ending in 'en' in
the present and past tenses indicative, and sometimes in the infinitive. 'Pushen,'
'pullen,' 'looken,' 'gotten,' 'patten,' for 'push,' 'pull,' 'look,' 'got,' 'put,'
are of very common occurrence, but most common on the Wa. borders. " An'
somehow ye looken sorry, too

" Adam ede, "I allays putten a sprig o' mint in

mysen." Ib. 'What d'ye goo fur to pushen a thatns fur?' 'Known, seen,

gi'n, done, ta'en,' are always used instead of 'knew, saw, gave, did, took,' and
sometimes even stand as the presents of these verbs."

Neither of the two Dr. Evanses seem to have properly appreciated the

grammar, and both write apparently in ignorance of the usage of La., Db., Ch.,

)rge Eliot refused to be considered an authority on dialect, and quotationsSt. George
from her are far from being conclusive in Le. grammar. Here ye looken is right

enough, but I putten could hardly have been said. I should have been glad to

see Dr. S. Evans's authority for 'to pushen,' the inf. in -en (on which see D 24.

p. 404) ; known, seen, gVn, are probably never used except in the verbal pi. in

-en in the present tense, in the past they use (nood, smd, gd) know'd, see'd,

give'd, 'done ta'en' lend themselves to either use. Again, it is quite wrong to

suggest that dialect speakers have ' an alternative form ending in en
'

in verbs,
for this is the original form which rs. has omitted, and when dialect speakers omit
it also, they blindly imitate rs^ Dialects are not arbitrary monstrosities, they are

really living growths, and the deformative agencies are the results of an incursion

of
' received speech

'

by education and intercommunication.

I think that Dr. S. Evans's statement that ' en or un is a very general sub-

stitute for him,'' must be an error. I have never found en=Ws. hine out of the

S div. When given me from elsewhere, it has disappeared on inquiry. Of
course un ("en) for one is common everywhere.

There is a common use of (tu)n d n) for I have done, see above, p. 338, col. 1,

1. 8. Dr. S. Evans considers it to be Pn for I han, and gives also he han, he^n.

We han, we'n, is of course quite right, but / han, he han, seem to be mistakes

somewhere or another.

FIVE INTEKLINEAE cs.

Var. \b. west mid Staffordshire.

C. Cannock Chase, n. side
; pal. in 1877 by TH. from diet, of Mr. Thomas

Rowley, b. 1823, many years storekeeper to a colliery company, born near

Eugeley (:ridjli) (8 ese. Stafford). In the form of the definite article the Mr.

Eowley was not consistent, using (th, dh, dive), which are preserved as he dictated.

Til. considered that (th) was the normal form, and wished to use it throughout,
but I have thought it best to preserve Mr. R.'s mixed usage, which probably

prevails near the s. teeth line 4, p. 18. See further in note to Cannock Chase,

par. 3, p. 470, where the results of TH.'s examination of this region are given.

Var. ii. The ' Black Country
'

of South Staffordshire.

D. Dudley, locally in s.St., practically in n.Wo., may be considered the centre

of the Black Country, or coal and iron districts. This cs. was sent by Richard

Woof, Exchange Chambers, Worcester, to LLB. in 1875. It is not known who
made the version. The cs. was first transcribed in received spelling, and then

certain parts were struck out and re-written dialectally in red ink, after which they
were revised by another person who used purple ink. The version is careful, but

entirely in " io." I have attempted to pal. it by help of the wn. by TH. in the

neighbourhood, and I think that it gives a good conception of the Black Country

speech. The peculiar form of the negative is well brought out.

[ 1895 ]
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Var. iiia. e."Warwickshire.

A. Atherstone (8 se.Tarnworth). This version was written in 1875 by Mr. R.
S. Knight, F.R.S.L., then residing at Atherstone, with the dialect of which he
had been 14 years acquainted, and in 1876 he read it to me. He wrote whoy,
daowts, with a

"
extending over the aow, and it was difficult from his pron. to be

quite sure how I should represent them. But in some wn. from natives by TH.
at Atherstone in 1886, which did not reach me till this page was in type, I find

long i and ou represented by (A'\ aw), and hence I have adopted these forms.
The long i varied within the limits (di, An i), the ou remained invariably (aw).
See the cwl. p. 487.

Var. iv. Leicestershire.

It was intended to insert a cs. for Leicester, which had been written by the late

Mr. Findley, a second-hand bookseller of that town, in Glossic, and then read to

me. After much correspondence TH. went to Leicester to examine some of the

sounds, and his correction of Mr. Findley's writing made it so little different from
that of "Waltham, while it still left some points in doubt, that I have unwillingly
omitted it. The cwl. for Le. contains Mr. F.'s words as heard by TH., marked
Lr. They were essentially town and modern pronunciations.

"W. Waltham (16 ene.Loughborough), in the n. of Le., just at the base of the

e. horn of Le., was written for me by Miss H. Ball, then a student at White -

lands Training College, a native of Waltham, and subsequently read to me by
her, in 1877, when I noted the principal points in pal.

E. Euderby (4 sW.Leicester). Miss E. Hirst, of Enderby, was present when
Miss Ball read her version, and gave the variants inserted in the last line. Where
no words are found in the line E, it must be understood that the words above in

W are to be substituted. In the notes are several remarks obtained by ques-

tioning these students. These last three versions should be compared together
and with the cwl. for Syston, given and read to me by Miss Adcock, a native, and
one of the teachers at Whitelands Training College.

0. Cannock Chase. wdi :dpn)z nd dawts.

Dudley. woY rdjon EZ noo dawts.

Atherstone. WA'Y :djon EZ noo dawts.

Waltham. waY :djon ez now dauts.

Enderly variants.

\. C WE!, :djak, dhl Bn 2m me bdth lof t?t wot
D wel, neeb^T, joo En m ken buEth lof Et wot
A WE!, niEbEr, JOG kon booth on re laf Et dhs
"W" WE!, neebE, jau im ii me booth laef Et dh^'s

E J0o ee

C
D
A
"W
E

A)m gujm te tEl JE. uu kJEErz ? dhat)s niidhEr

dY)m tElm re.
mdi doo keeEr ! bw t dhat doo

dhat)s na'dhErniuz

niuz

mmz

o mA n.

B mo'm.
mam.

uu
uu

kferz ?

kaaz ?

keeez ?

dhat)s niidlmr

iEr nEr dhiEr.

mater.

iEr nEr dhiEr.

[
1896 ]
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2. C vsri fm mE'n Adi bekAAz dhB)r loft at, wi
D dliBr eent mom mEn ddiz kos dhp/)rri laft at, wi
A direr eent mone BZ dA'V koz dheB)r laaft Bt, wi
W fm mEn da* koz dhB)r laeft rat, wi
E we

C noon, dw )nB wi ? wot Bd meek Bm ? t eent

D noon, dw n wi ? wot sired mak Bin ? it 0<?nt

A noo, duB)nt es ? wot sh^d mak ^m ? tjeent
"W ndw, doent wi ? wot shw d mak em ? t;^nt
E mek

C Idikli, iz it?

D Idikli, wot)s dli BE'*?

A lA'YkK, ez tt ?

W lotklt, ts)t ?

E li'tkli,

3. C awjrv^r, dhiiz CT dhB faks, SB

D ausBmEvisr, dhiiz bm dhe rats B dire ke^s, soo joo

A &ttjtYBT dlis ez dhi wii on it, soo joo

"W au;vB, dhiiz B dhe faeks B dhe kees, so

E

C 6wd dhe naz, men, Bn be kwdivt til aiv fen*sht,
D djw st shw t w p, frEnd, Bn bi kt^d^Bt te'l d)n d^ n.

A djast oold .rer nA/(

iz, Bn bi k^A'Y^t ttl A')n dw n.

W dp'st a'wd JB ra'u, frEnd, Bn bi k^aiBt tel ae)v dw n.

E

C ark dhi!
D aarkBn !

A aarki.

W
E

C ')m sho/uBr A iBrd Bm sii soo sw m Bn Bm
D ae')m shuuBr di iBrd Bm see sw m B dhEm fooks

A A'Y)m sarten BZ A'e iBrd Bm see sw m o dhEm fooks

W a)m seaten a iBd Bm see sw m B dhEm fooks

E

C BZ WEnt thrce'u it AA! dhBmsEnz
D wot noon dhB ww l theq frem dhB YEre fast

A BZ wEnt thrww dhB hoi on e't from dhB farst dhemsEnz
"W BZ WEnt thrm dh)ol the'q from dhB fast dhBsa'nz -

E

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1897 ]
121
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Bnw f.C 'dhat di ch
v

d,

D di iBrd Bin sei dhis :

A dhat A' i did, siBf inw f.

"W dhat a did, seef

E
Bnw f.

5. C BS dhB JW qgist lad imsEri, B big lad B na'i'n

D dhBt dhB jw qgist sw n iz SElf, B big tjap
A
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7. C am'wii, a'r towd it -mii WEn oY Ekst Br, tm Br
D awsBniEVBr, Br tood -mii wEn di akst Br, mom B
A liistwiiz, shi too'ld -mil WEII A.'i akst Br, tw thriW Em'ja'w shi ta'wd -miiEt WEU a sekst Br, tuu Br
E -mee ts'u

C thrii tdimz oBr, a'r did, Bn -a'r A't te noo AA!
D tam, er d^d, im -a'r AAt te noo
A tA'Ymz d^r, dd shi, im -shii Ed'nt AAt te bi rw qW thrii to'^'mz, OVTJ, dd shi, T]n -shii hsd'nt AAt te bi roq
E taYmz

C t?bawt ft, wot)n -joo th'qk ?

D wot i3r)z tAAkm i3bawt, wot dw n jo th^qk?
A d^r se'tj

B th^'q BZ dhz's, wot du -joo the'qk?
"W on stj -e pamt t?z dh*s, hsd shi, wa)r ja'u thf'qk?
E wo)da jo

8. C WE!, BZ

D WEl, BZ

A WEl, BZ

W WEl, BZ

E

sE'd djwq
st

gu;m

WBI B seejm,

nau, -E r)d
tB se, ar)d

shii)d
shii

tsl JT?

ww d tEl

JO

C
D au

A au

E

wiBr BH WEH a'r fw nd dhB drw qk'n as BZ
wiBr Bn WEn BP fawnd dhB drw qk'n b^st BV

au Bn wiBr Bn wsn shi fw n dhB drw qk'n biist BZ

a'u WIBP Bn WEn shi fa'wnd dhB drw qk'n biest BZ

C ar kAAlz Br w zbBnd.

D B mon BV 'am.
A shi kAAlz Br w zbBn.

W shi kAAlz Br w zbBn.

E

9. C a
v

r swoBr a'r

D Br swdoBr Br

A shi swdoBr BZ shi sid m w^
W shi swdoBr BZ a'u shi siid mi w*
E

siid m w/dh Br oon diz, ldi)in
sin m widh Br oon diz \di)in

Br oon Az B

Br oon oYz

aiz
lee;Bn

la'jBn

C AA! iz Isqth on th) grawnd, Bn t^mEnd t')matBr i)d
D AA! Blw q on dhB grawnd,
A strEtjt AA! iz lEqth o) dhB grawnd,
"W sprAAld Bt fw l lEqth on dhB gra'wnd
E

[ 1899 ]
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C got) s bEst

D in iz

koot on, tlds

i kurat, kloos

tu iz oon doer,
idi dhra durar

A w *z god sw ndfl kiirat on, kluuras tu dhra durar

W m *z gw d sw nd/ koot, tlos b* dhra doorar

C dawn rat thJkA^rnrar ra)th leen jondrar.

D V dhra aws, dawn rat dhra kArnrar ra)dhra leen dlii^r.

A B dh^ aws, dawn et dhi? komt?r o Jon le^n.

"W B)dh)a
/

ws, da'wn -et dhra kAAnrar B Jon leen.

E leran.

10. C * wraz groonm for AA! dlira wald laYk

D e WBZ blaatm rawe/, SEZ -ar, for AA! dhra wald laek

A ii WBZ wA'V'nm rawii, shi SEZ, for AA! dhra warld Li'^'k

"W ii wAAr ra wo'mm rawee, shi SEZ, frar AA! dhra wald lak
E wamin

C sw m owd pg.
D a babe.

A a s*k tjA'Vld, rar ra b't'l gEl m ra frEt.

W a badh' tja^'ld m ra frEt.

E

11. C ran tt ap'nd djw st raz a^r ran rar dAAtrar i IAA wras

D wiil, dhat ap'nd raz *ar ran rar dAAtrar ra IAA

A ran dhat ap'nd raz shiiran rar dAAtrar in IAA wraz

W ran dhaet aap'nd raz shiiran rar dAAtrar ra IAA

E

C ksrmn thra?'u th)bak jard frram qgn th)
D kam thru dhra bak jard frram aqm awt dhra

A rakomm thrww dhra bak jseserd from iqin awt dhra

W kam thriuu dhra beek Jsea3d throm e'qm a'wt dhra

E

C tluuz awt on th)wAshm dii.

D kluuz on ra wEshm de.
A kluuraz tu drA^f rav ra wEshm dii.

W tlooz tra dra on ra WEshm dee.

E

12. C wail th)tii kEt'l wraz

D wdl dhra tee kEt'l wraz

A WA'YI dhra k^t'l wraz

W waYl dhra

E

ba'elm, wAvn fain

baelm frar tee, won fain

Me1m frar tti won fA^m
ktt'l WAAr a bo'tlm frar tii ww n fo'm

tee fam

[ 1900
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C sw mrarz aftrarno/un, 'en 't)'l

D br<n't sw mrar aftrarmun, djw^stA brA'Ytsw mrar aatrarnuun, oom
W broYt sw mrar aatranuun

E braz't niun

ra wek t'

ra wiik raguu kam
ra w*k raguu kom
B wiirak s*n kw m

C nEks tharzd*.

D nEkst than-zde.

A lax
st tliazde.

"W nEks tliazd*.

E thaazda'.

13 C i?n dw n joo noo? di n^'ver ferd noo mo^r 'ebawt et

D im wot)s thqk? d* nErer iBrd on* mu^r B dh*s

A ^n duu JT? noo ? vz A.'i mver larnd noo mdoer ni?r dhs
AY im djjB now ? a m'vB laant En* moor ne dhi's

E-

C
D
A
"W B dhaeoe

E

frBm dhat dii te dhts, 'Bsh shce'irer BZ md*
W p te tedee, 'BZ shuu^r 13Z

dhat b'zms -w p te tedii "Bz shuu^r "BZ

tel tedee BZ see^f BZ moV nee^m)z

C wot it zz, ^n d* dw )n^ want te noo niidh^r.

D :djak :shEp^d, -Bn di doo want te noo ne'^dh-Br, dhiur

A :dpn :slip
i

Brd, 'Bn A" ddoBnt want tu nA'^'dhsr, dhicr

W rdjaek :shEpBd, "Bn a dooimB wont te iidh^, dhiti

E nat'dlre dheB

14.

C
D
A
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C agJE
Nn WEn i tA'ks -ebawt a'wt.

D T?gm, WEn i tAAks 13 dhe's dhat rar tw dhi3r.

A isgEn, WEn i tAA^ks o dhe's dhat OT dhe todlmr.

"W ragEn, WEn B tAAks 13 dhs dhat rar dhi3 t)w dhB.

E

15. C
D
A

E

i ww d b* 13

it iz

foe'ul raz tA'kt wedhawt an* sEns.

8*1*' fzul -ez rat'lz wi)&wt on* reez'n.

we*k fewl 13Z piwts w/jawt re*z'n.

wfek fuul vz pr^ts wija'wt ri'z'n.

wiik nul riiz'n.

i3n

i3n

dhat)s AA!

dhat)s AA!

di got tf

di)v got

sii i3bawt *t.

s*.

A dhat)s mA'V laast ward.
"W dhat)s mi
E

laast wee^d.
waad.

sw gw d na*t.

gw d ba*.

god bA^t.

g* bba*.

e Cannock Chase cs. p. 464.

2. know-en, the v. pi. in -0w is well

marked in this form.

3. are thefacts. TH. wrote (th) here

and in some other places, where the in-

formant dictated (ahe), and that form is

here restored
; similarly in par. 5, speak

the truth
;

and par. 8, found the

drunken, TH. changed the informant's

(dh) into (t
1

), which in these cases he

considered to be ''the normal form un-

doubtedly," and which was dictated in

par. 12, the next. In order to arrive

at some conclusion as to the usage,
TH. examined the whole of his notes

respecting m.St. for places a few miles

on either side of the s. teeth line 4, p. 18.

On the n. of this line the places were

Hough Close near Longton, Barlaston,

Stone, Leigh, Uttoxeter, Oakamoor,
Rocester, and Alton. In these places,
out of 13 definite articles observed,
TH. found 7 (th) and 6 (dh), but no

(dbe). On the s. of the line in Eccles-

hall, Wootton, Haughton, Hanhury,
Tuthury, Burton-on-Trent, Cannock

Town, Littleworth, Bony Hay (n. side

of Cannock Chase), Lichfield, and

Tamworth, TH. observed 65 instances

of this use of the definite article. Of
these there were 10 (th), 17 (dh), 35

(dire), and 3 assimilations to (s) and (t).

This shows a mixed region, hut a pre-

vailing (dhi?) on the s., and a balance

between (th, dh) on the north. It was
not to be expected that there would be
a perfectly sharp delimitation of usage,
and mixed regions were to be looked for.

It is satisfactory to find that the mixed

region is so narrrow in the present case.

This is another result due to TH.'s ex-

ceptional diligence and untiring powers
of collation, to which I already owe so

much.
3. quiet, either (kuxfrvt) or (ktPA"ivt).

finished or (dw n) .

9. best coat or (sw ndi koot, bEst

djakit, sw ndi djakit).
12. fine or (brait) bright.
14. make game or (gjam).
15. he would be a fool as talked

without any sense, or (it)s oonli fte'ulz

BS tx'ks widhawt snns) it's only fools

as talk without sense.

Notes to Dudley cs. p. 464.

1. I don't care, that don't matter,
see p. 461, and the Darlaston note 7,

p. 475, and example p. 477, for the

peculiar method of expressing the nega-
tive in conjunction with auxiliary verbs.

I have not met with it elsewhere, but

Mr. Elworthy says he has met with it in

Sm.
;

it is, however, so far as I know,
unrecorded.

2. they are, represented by (dhei)m)

they am, is suspicious. what)is it thou

say'st, (dhi) is unaccented (dhei) thee.

8. a man of hers.

Notes to Atherstone cs. p. 464.

0. why (wA"i). The exact sound was

not determinable. TH. found that it

lay between (A"!, di} in this neighbour-

hood, and gave (A
M

*)
from the pron. of a

[ 1902 ]
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native, which perhaps agrees with Mr.

Knight's oy, but Mr. K. did not

say (o'i) except in a very few cases,
as (no'idher). doubts (dawts), this

diphthong was also quite uncertain.

Mr. K. had no clear idea of the sound,
and varied it. TH. finds (tatm) at

Nuneaton, and (awt) at Polesworth,
and Mr. K. said (da^n aeae'et) which
shews a mixture of both. I have
therefore selected the neutral (aw)

throughout, which, indeed, I now find

that TH. heard at Atherstone.

1. neighbour, the final r seemed to

have the usual M. character, and as

Mr. K. always felt it I have left (r),

as in TH.'s notes, to be pronounced
probably (r), but very faintly. Indeed
as informants in this district constantly
wrote corfe to indicate (kAAf) they
could not have much notion of a final

(r), unless indeed they meant (kAff).

laugh, the miners say (lof).

2. don't us, this is a S. form widely
diffused, but here (duuent wi) is also

used. it is not, (t)mit) is a very
common form, as in many places {beent

btent) are not used.

3. / have, (di)n) is very common all

about, even when it might not stand
for ('i)m) as here, seep. 338, col. 1, 1. 8,

and p. 463, for Dr. Evans's opinion.
4. certain, not (saartin). say (sii,

see, sei) are all heard. laugh, (lasaef)

as pron., but compare par. 1
(laf) and

(lof) in note and par. 2 (laaft) .

6. without, here Mr. K. said (wi)aaet)
which is like Nuneaton.

7. she, it is very probable that (shi)

she, should be (ar) her, throughout.
wrong, (roq) was also said. I continu-

ally found it difficult to distinguish (o, )

in Mr. K.'s pron. of closed syllables.
8. saying, in such cases (sii)in) would

be used. beast, Mr. K. has heard

(beist, threi), the two sounds
(ii, ei)

are not kept well apart, probably
through an intermediate

(t'i).

13. do you know. Mr. K. had never
heard (dw n JB), but he had heard (EU
jo) have-n you? and also (wii)n bin
aarat twdii) we have-n been out to-day,
but as a general rule the verbal plural
in -en is not used. It is, however,
used commonly at Baddesley-Ensor
(3 n.w. Atherstone), a mining village.
The Atherstone farmers regard a

(:badjlt mon) Baddesley man as a

'foreigner,' and declare they cannot
tell what he says.

Notes to the Waltham and Enderby cs.

p. 464.

0. has, the villages use (a
j

z), (a
1
)

is

about the pron. of the unlettered. no
inclined to (nou).

1. he, me. W has
(ii mii), E (ee

mee} or (eei meet), (sniil) snail, is

recognised in E, not in W. may em-

phatic is (meei) at E. neighbour, r

final is not pron. except before a vowel,
but becomes a vowel (B) as in London.

2. row, noise, (ra'u) approached (TE'U).
3. friend (meet, tj m) mate, chum,

would be used rather than ' friend.'

till Vve done (wail ai)v d n) is more
common.

8. beast (blest), pi. (biisez). The

plurals (a'uz'n pleez'n) houses places,
are found at both W and E, but (nsst

nEz'n) nest nests, at "W only. door

(dooBstEd) is used in W for threshold.

yon (dhon) has been heard among
little children.

10. whining, squealing (wo'inm

wz'iBltn) are both used. fret used

in W, not in E, (bAAlin) was suggested.
12. boil, (bo'il) bothW and E (paint

ail djain), etc., point oil join, etc.,

used at W, not at E. ago is seldom

used for (sin) .

15. goodbye, made into one word

(gu bbai), is used on all occasions, even

when the parting is but for a short

time.

EIGHT INTERLINEAR dt.

Var. ia.

1. Edgmond, Sh.
(1J w.Newport), pal. by TH. in 1885 from the diet, of D.

Pigott, shoemaker, native, b. 1818.

Var. ia.

2. Eccleshall, St. (7 n.w. Stafford), pal. by TH. in 1885 from diet, of T. Key,

native, formerly workman, b. 1807.

Var. ic.

3. Burton-on- Trent, St., pal. by TH. in 1879 from diet, of J. Hill, tailor,

b. 1820, native, ''as spoken when he was young."

[ 1903 ]
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Var. ic.

4. Lichfield, St., pal. by TH. in 1885 from diet, of E. Tredgold, labourer and

native, b. about 1840.

Var. ii.

5. Wellington, Sh., pal. by TH. in 1881 from diet, of W. Griffitbs, working
man and native, b. about 1850.

Var. ii#.

6. Coalbrookdale, St., pal. by AJE. from the writing in io. with full indica-

tions by Rev. F. "W. Ragg, since 1880 vicar of Marsworth (15 wnw.St. Albans
and 2 n.Tring, Ht.), formerly of Ratling, Ke., see p. 142.

Var. ii*.

7. Darlaston, St. (4 ese. Wolverhampton), pal. by TH. in 1879 from the diet,

of H. Blackhouse, foreman ironroller, native, b. 1833.

Var. iv.

8. Belgrave, Le. (2 ne. Leicester), pal. by AJE. from the writing of Miss
C. S. Ellis (no connection of the author), of Belgrave, in io. with very full

indications and numbered wl.

Notes upon these tests are given immediately after the interlinear arrangement.

1 Edgmond.
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2.

2 ar)z
3 ar)z

5 ar)z
6 ar)z
7 ar)z

gjVirm dawn dhB)rood dhiBr

gu-m dawn dhB)rood dhiBr

dawn)dh rood

dawn dim rood

do'wn dhB rood

down dhB rdwd

dh.B rowd

gu-en

gu-m
ed-in

gu-m

dhiB

dhiB

dhiBr

dhiBr

dhiBr

thruu

dhB)rEd gjtftft

gj^t
gj0<?t

thru

thrzu

wtktt

dhB)rEd geBt
dhat rEd

8 shei)z Bgo)m da^wn dhB rood dhiiBr thrzu dhB rEd giit

1 ondhB)bft
2 on dhB)bft
3 on)dh bit

4 on dhB bft and said.

5 on dhB left and sa'/d

6 B)dh b'ft ond said.

7 on dhB b'ft and sA'Vc

8 on dhB Left and SA'd

and sdid Bv)dhB)rood.
and said Bv)dhB)rood.
and said B)dh rood.

B)dhe)wii.

B)dhB)rood.

B)dhB)we?.

B)dhB)rowd.

B)dhB wii.

3.

2 wail
3 Wuk dhiB ! dhat

Iw k JB

5 luk ! dhB
6 shuBr Bnw f

,
dhB

7 Iw k JB !

8 shhiBr dhB

gAn
ld)z gon

ar)z gA'n
BZ gon

strE^'t W p tB)dhB)rw qg
gAn strE^'t w p tB)dhB)rw qg
gAn strE'tt W p tB)dh rw qg

strE'et W p tB)dhB rw q
street w p tB)dhB rw qg
striit w p tB)dh doBr B)dh
strE'et w p tB dhB rw q
striit w p tB dhB doBf B dhB

1 aws.
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wwUiBrd BZ dh/ kAAln :twm.

draV-skjmd a'ud :toim.
kAAn)mi :tw m.

w p mA'n BZ dhi kAAl :tw m.

1 drw qk'n
2 drw qk'n dsf

3 drw qk'n dif

4 drw qk'n dEf

5 drw qk'n ard iBrm re'v'ld E!B Bz)dh0 kAAn a'wd :tw m.
6 drw qk'n djeBf smVlm
7 form skini drw qk'n :tw im.

8 drw qk'n diif sr/v'ld E!B.C B dhB niim

wdh ne^m 13 :tw mi3s.

:tw m.

5. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Notes on No. 1, Edgmond, Sh., dt.

1. coming, marked as between

(kaimn, komin).
2. road or (leen) lane, both here and

at end of par.
3. wrong house, or (rw q dos'urar)

wrong door.

5. him, (im) or (mi).
7. isnot (ent).
Sentences. (A am)ne klEmd), I am

not starved. (A ww sh JB ad'n), I wish

you had
-en . (pikt in iEd fast) , pitched

in head first.

Notes to No. 2, Eccleshall, St., dt.

2. road or (leen), sometimes (loon)
old.

3. up ( p), but (rq, drwqk'n, :twm,
w*J ne), considering this inconsistency
to be an accident of transcribing, I

have used (w ) throughout. wrong
house or (r q duer), wrong door.

7. true, marked as between (tra'w,

trce'u) .

Notes to No. 3, urton-r>n- Trent, St.,

dt., with omitted words.

1. so, if used, would be (suu), as in

( tomi, di ta'wd dhi suu), Tommy, I

told you so. girl, when used, called

(gJEl). way would be (wii).
3. sure (shce'ue). enough (i3nw f).

4. chance (tjans). shrivelled not

used, but shr- initial becomes (sr-), as

(srimp, srazid) shrimp, shroud. name

(utfim). old Tommy, because they know
him well

;
if they did not, they would

use some such phrase as (a'wd niA
(n uz

dta kAAl :tomi) old man as they call

Tommy.
5. very well, the very (vEri) seldom

used.

6. fellow (fish).

7. true (tros'u).

Notes to No. 4, Lichfield, St., dt.

1. so, (dhB SEn su)im)suu, i?t sw tj B

pies), they say-en so-and-so at such a

place. right (i)z reit, t)niir) ?), he's

right, is'nt he ? (so noon it)s mt) you
know-en it's right. now (naw).

3. child, between (tjaild tjA
n
ild).

icrong house, or (r qdfre), wrong door.

4. chance (tjans). shrivelled, not

used, but shr- initial becomes (sr-), as

(srw bz srMjbm) shrubs shrubbery.
(pfiBr widhtjdn p fal^r, E)nw)i?), poor
withered up fellow, isn't he ? they
call (dhi) or (dhe kAAl), no verbal pi.

in -en here, possibly a slip, see (noon) =
know-en, par. 5.

6. teach, or (laan laan), learn.

7. fr-M*A, between (tra'wth trce'uth).

Notes to No. 5, Wellington, Sh., dt.

2. wicket (wikit) is in common use
for a small gate. road, way is used in

(dhat)s dhe wee ar)z gA'n).
3. sure enough (sho-er vnu f).

wrong house (rw qg d'us) or (r q' ddr)
wrong door.

4. rivelled= wrinkled or shrivelled,
it occurs both in Chaucer and Gower,
and is referred to Ws. ge-rifian, or ge-
rijlian, to wrinkle, as a diminutive of
to rive, to tear, to split, shr- initial

becomes (sr-), as (srimps sra'ud) shrimps
shroud.

7. snapped= snubbed, or has spoken
snappishly to. To snap a person up or
short is a common phrase. TH. con-
siders it a form of snape, or sneap,
which is widely diffused.

Notes to No. 6, Coalbrookdale, Sh., dt.

4. snivelling, my informant had
snivelled, which must be wrong.

6. the, the original has (f), which
also must be wrong, hence I have
written (dh), as in No. 4. There is

no tendency to (f) in these regions.
Mr. Ragg was not always quite certain.

We can really only trust uneducated
natives.

Notes to No. 7, Darlaston dt.

The text has been rather freely
treated by the translator. The (A")
throughout approaches (di).

3. wrong house, observe the diph-
thong (a

1

^) for U' : (r q duur) wrong
door, may also be used.

6. will not, (wu)t) that is (ww l not).

bolt, run away.
7. did not (di)t)

=
(did not), the

second (d) elided with the (n). This
is the peculiar Black Country negative
form. For (di)t di tEl JB) it was sug-

gested to use (i)tar boutin na lr

e), is)n't

she (the little girl) bolting (running

away) now.

Notes to No. 8, Belgrave, Le., dt.

1. o (soo, SB). I (6i, oi, B). say

(seei see E'M), (SEZ 6i, SBZ
iij

common.

now, Miss Ellis says, "a in pt, re-

ceived English, and do, is, I should

say, the most common form amongst

[ 1907 ]
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the working people of my district of

Le." I conjecture that she means my
(&

l

u) rather than my (s&'u), and have
therefore so written it. you (soo), em-

phatic. that as (BZ) almost universally.
I am (a)m) or (A)m). right, 'r just

trilled with the tip of the tongue,' in

the wl. she refers to the ' uvula rise
'

(r ),
but I suppose she means the

Midland (f) even before a vowel.

that (dha't), 'a in pass,' constantly
followed by (dhibr) there. girl,

(wEntj) is more common, (la^) lass

less so. coming, Miss E. thinks the

verbal noun -ing is distinguished from
the participle, but does not say how.

from (threm, thrEm), regular. school,
"

skee)ool or F. eul," this would give

(skiul skaal), I have used (in), TH.
writes (y'n), that is, nearly (^u), but I

translate him also by (in) . yonder was
not given in the dt. or wl., but I have
added (jonder), which TH. heard at

Loughborough.
2. she, (shi, shm, shee) are given by

Miss E., for which (shei) is a compro-
mise

;
TH. at Loughborough heard

(shE'i). is, (h) often inserted when

emphatic, as (shi hiz A tEl .re) she is

I tell, you. going (gojin, gu;tn). on,
'o in homme,' giving (on) not (on),

constantly (e) unaccented.

3. enough, 'now as in allow,' which
must be taken as now in par. 1, (inuir)

often, and also (wmj) . has, emphatic
(EZ), as (shi Ez'nt got won) she -has'nt

got -one. gone, 'been and went are

commoner than gone, "the child has

been" would be most normal.' to,

emphatic (tm). door, Miss E. * thinks

dour as our (da
1

MOT) is used, but dower
as ower in mower is perhaps most
common.' wrong, the (g) is added

only before a following vowel as (vEri

raqg BY tm) very wrong of him.

house, 'home is (com) and often

(warn).'
4. will, Miss E. has heard (ww l).

shrivelled,
' wizened is used often of an

apple, and also (snveld),' (sril sriqk
stu \>), Midland (t). name (niim

nirem), but (nmn) was to be expected,
see cwl. ' The people here often say in

the name, for of the name,' both in

and of become (v) when unemphatic.
Thomas, as the name was not supplied,
I have inserted (:tw m) as in the other

versions.

5. we, at times (vreei wee), and with
less emphasis (wi) . all, constantly

(hAAl).
" We knows, they knows

present, I we they known in the past
tense

;
I known 'im years ago, I seen

'im yesterday, I or we (dan noou)
don't know." That is, Miss Ellis was

entirely unacquainted with the verbal

plural in -en in Le. very sometimes

(VBTB).
6. won't, sometimes (uunt). old

'owed as in cow,
1 which she called

(ka'w), but I think (a'wd) as TH. heard
at Loughborough was meant. The
EAL is never treated in the same way
as the U'. teach may also be used,
but (lam) is more common, (e) slightly
marked. do it, it is co'mmonly used

for its to a child or animal, as it head,
it feet.

7. look (luuk) also used. isn't (eent)

is the usual word.

ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

YAH. i, Market Drayton, Sh., noted by TH. in 1882.

(an JB (M n) have you done ? (!E)$ gB skjzu) let's go [to]
school. (dhB iimer wii) the earner [shorter] way.

Edgmond, Sh., noted by TH.

(ar)z gA'n) she's gone. (aw btn p ?) how are you ? (OT tw q)z
w q *)dhe im'd'l, -en wagz i3t ee'tj End) her tongue's hung in the

middle, and wags at each end.

EcclesMl, St., noted by TH.

('BZ tf dhzi kosnB star) as if thou could' st or canst not stir. (wi
men av raz tii) we must have us [

=
our] tea. (A si, sar/, u dw s

th'qk A sE^'d last nE;

*t ^z spok t'u m ?) I say, sirrah, who dost

think I seed [=saw] last night as [
=
dhat] spoke to me ?

[ 1908 ]
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YAH. ib, Haughton, noted by TH. in 1882.

(tek it e)dh)aws
v

) take it in the house. (an JB d^ n ?) have you
done ? (dhe im'lk'n, JB noon) they milk-en, you know-n.

(13
s p

muCT *weetvY on for bA'l) a sup [drop] more water on for [to,

omitted] boil. * Not recorded, but supplied.

YAR. 10, Burton-on-Trent, noted by TH. and*Mrs. WilloughbyWood.

(wiT3[_r)z J13r niodh-e ? d noo dhB)s)sw m^t w p, rar a'r ww dnra

br/e Bwii : ran dh^)s sw met u p wi joo, for jd kon^r iit rer diiie).
Father at dinner to daughter, "Where's your mother? I know
there's something up, or she wouldn't be away : and there's some-

thing up with you, for you cannot eat your dinner," the girl had
lost 2, and the mother had gone to look for it. (jo)n bm B fA'Yn

WA'Yl) or between that and (fain wdil), you have-n been a fine

while. (E'*)Z gu;m i3)dh aws) he's going into the house. (E' l*vz

BgJE'n dhfor m djEueK) he lives against (opposite) there in general.

(t'z'nt E'* gujm te da'w it ?) isn't he going to do it. (jo)n brook B

winds, jo)n fffi pii f
Ayr)t) you have-n broke a window, you will-en

have to pay for it. (it inv J(fen, gi)t
v

m.E') it is not yours, give
it me. (g]Er)w p" ! jd)n gAr)it) get up ! you've got it. (not ot je

now) not hot you know. *(eef paest iit) half-past eight. *(o
/

*)l

duu)t 'B dhatenz) I'll do it in that way.

YAH. \c, Barton-under-Needwood.

Carol as dictated by the late Mrs. "Willoughby Wood, of Hollyhurst.

(az o'f sat on B sw n* loaqk As I sat on a sunny bank

on -.kras^nnjs dii t)dh mAAnfn, T
On Christmas day in the morning,

,. ,, , . , .
,

J
..-, -, ,

. I saw three ships come sailing by.
o' saa thre* shps ku m snlm bo'f, On Christma^ day in the morning.

on ikrasBnms dn i)dh mAAnm. And who should be in these three ships
en iu sw d be* in dhez thre* sh'ps But Joseph and his fair lady,

but :diooz^f Bn iz fee^ lEd,
And he^ whistle and she did sing

PTI Vi dt(\ w?Vl vn s"hp/ did sin
And a11 the bells on earth^ rm^'

A. j ^
q

-' For joy that the Saviour He was bora
im aal dhi3 bfilz on eet?th dd r^q, On Christmas day in the morning.
fA do'* dhet dh

TH. thinks (saa, Indi, aal) should

on ikras^m-BS dii )dh mAAnm). have been (seid, l^di, AA!.)

YAR. iib, Darlaston. Sentences noted by TH.

(di koot dzu it, ^n di bit 12 gu)m te dm it, nor ae sh^t, bikAAz di

du)t
v

now wot it iz) I can't do it, and I be not a going to do it, nor

I shan't, because I don't know what it is. (dhi shwdst tEl dh^

trzuth) thou shouldest tell the truth. (l)z a^t B wa^k, ^n i koo

gJEt nAn) he's out of work, and he can't get none. (w*)m of dh^'s

afturnmn) we am= are off this afternoon. (wi)in gu;m worn tzu i3r

sw pBrz) we am=are going home to our suppers. (i'-Br)z kowk-e

nu t wot JB)V throwd Bwet) here's cocoa nut what (=that) you've
throwed= thrown away.

[ 1909 ]
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Dialogue on the Darlaston u Wake Beef
" between H. Blackhouse and

J. Reynolds, a fellow-workman, on 22 August, 1879, related by
himself on 29 August, and pal. by TH. The " Wake "

is an
annual feast and occurred that year on Sunday, 24 August.
Printed afterwards in the Wolverhampton Magpie, 20 Sept. 1879.

B. :las frVYda nA'Yt, WEn ml B. Last Friday night [(A" ^approach-
ing (di}~\

when me and our Tom were-n

going up the street to have a look at

the Wake Beef, we went as far as the
White Lion, and turned again ;

and

coming through the Alley there was
three or four sitting at the door collier

fashion, little Jacky Eeynolds, Joe

Careless, and two more of his palz

[companions], dog-runners.
E. Where hast been, Harry ?

B. To have a look at the Beef.

E. We have-n been to have a look

at it, and that's our share, is it thine?
B. Ay, I reckon it is. Good-night.

Bn a'wBr :tw m WBn
dhB strit t)av B luk Bt dhe
:weBk :bif, wi WEnt BS far BZ
dhB :wA'Yt :lA'YBn

;
Bn tarrnd

BgjVn, Bn kamm bak thru dhB
:a'b' dh& WBS thrii Br fowBr sitin

Bt dhB diiBr koKBr fashBn, Kt'l

rdjake :ranBlz, :djow rkJEYb's, Bn
tzu muBr BV iz palz, dog-rw nBrz.

B,. wiBr TBS bz'n, :ar^?

B. t)av ^ luk t dh :bif.

E. wi)n bz'n t)av "Q luk at tt,

n dhat)s a^^r she^r, iz it

dhA/rm ?

B. AA, di rEk'n it iz. gw d

XUL^ft.

VAE. iiJ. Walsall.

A servant girl's account of how her brother Jim's leg was hurt, pal. at Cannock
from her diet. 1877, by TH. and two other sentences

(aar :djm WA' kw mm bak frem sijm iz ant :sal*, im i kw m
hB filz, Bn gJEtm 0vi3r dh^ staz'l, ^n i art)s lEg, ^n it WAA

bad Ev^r SB loq^g, Bn shi got sw m powlt/s tce'u it, ran it WAA Ever SB

mw tj bEter), our Jim was coming back from seeing his aunt Sally,
and he came across the fields, and getting over the stile, and he
hurt his leg, and it was bad ever so long, and she got some poultice
to it, and it was ever so much better. (je's, s^r, dlws iz it, djw st

6wBr dhB bn'dj for), yes, sir, this is it, just over the bridge here.

(aY ww d'nt gi thri 0<?pims foo JB), I wouldn't give three half-

pence for you.
YAH. ia.

NOETH-EAST SHROPSHIRE AND ^N"ORTH-WEST STAFFORDSHIRE Cwl.

N Newport, all the words referred to Newport (rnuup^rt) in Miss Jackson's

account of Sh. pron. as prepared by TH.
B preceding a word from Newport shews that it was sent by Mrs. Burne ;

following a word, that Mrs. Burne gave the same sound as Miss Jackson.

The following are from wn. by TH. :

E Edgmond, Sh. (1| w.Newport).
Nh Newport in 1885 [as distinguished from Miss Jackson].M Market Drayton, Sh.

H Hodnet, Sh. (5 sw.Market Drayton) in 1881.

EC Eccleshall, St. (7 nw. Stafford), including words given by Miss Burne, and
wn. at Wootton (1| ssw.Ec.)

The line separating Yar. ia, b from Yar. ii#, seems to pass s. of Bolas Magna,
Edgmond, Newport, Sh., and n. of Crudgington, Wellington, Sh., and s. of

Cannock, St., but n. of Wolverhampton and Walsall, St.

[ 1910 ]
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i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 N tsk B [before vowels], tee B [before consonants]. 5 N niEk B
[before vowels], mee B [before consonants], M miik. M griiv [grave]. 19
B till. 20 B leem. 21 M niim, EC neem. 23 B seem. 31 B liit. 33 E rEdher.
A: 39 BE kam. 41 B thEqk. 43 B ond, EC and. 51 B mon, MEc mA'n.
54 EM want. 55 B ES. 56 NM wEsh B.

A: or 0: 60 B l q. 61 B emw q. 64 BNhEc r q, EM r qg.
A'- 67 N gu-in [going] B, E gjujin goj'u/n, EC gu, H guu. 69 M noo.

70 EC tuu. 72 B uu. 73 B soo se. 74 EC tee'u. 76 B toed. 81 Nh IEEU.

82 NhEc w?^ nst. 84 EcN muuer B. 86 BNhEEc ww ts, M ots. 87 M
tluuz. 89 B bueth. 92 EEcU noo.

A': 102 B aks. 104 N rood, E rood, B roed. 106 EC brood. 110 N noti

[naughty], B kane. 113 EC oolsem [wholesome]. 115 B o'em [?], EcNhE
worn, EC [occ.] oom, M wa'm. 118 B bora, E bo/uen, EC buun. 120 E egoo.
123 N nw thin. B 124 N stoon [accented], -sten [in composition and un-

accented], E ste'uen, M stVn, EC stuun.

M- 138 BNhEMEc f^dher, M fiidher. E gJEdher. 140 E iil. 141
B niil. 143 B till. 144 B egen. 148 B fiir. N lez-er [aleasow, pasture].
152 Nh weetvr, M writer. M\ 155 NM thBtj. N gJEdher. 158 B
aater. 161 NNhEMHEc dii B. 169 E WEU. 171 EC barli. 172 NEM
grES B. 179 wot. M'- 185 EC rE'id. 187 E liiv. 193 B Ween.
194 N senithin [anything]. 195 B mom. 197 M triiz, tjiiz tjE'iz, EC tp'/'z.
200 N weevb, B, Nh w/iet, ME wiet, EC wiit. 202 B jst. M': 207 B nml'l.

209 E niver. 213 N" mlher B, aidher, B iidher. 216 N diE'l B. 217 B eet$,

E eiti. 218 E ship. 223 BMEc dhier, EC dhi'iur. 224 BMEc wi^r.

226 EC must muest. 228 B swat.

E- 232 N briik B, B brazk. 233 B speek spiik, MEc spiik. 241 N" rin

riien B, NhEMHEc riin. 243 BEEc plii. N bier
[to bear]. 248 N miier B.

249 N wler. 251 B meet, EEc miit. N fidher [feather]. E: 260 B
lee. 261 B sez, Nh dhe)sEEn [they say], MEEc sii. 262 MEHEc wii. 264
B iil. 265 EC stra'tt. 266 H WE!. N ieeld [field occ.], EC fE'tld. 270

bEli, B bali. 287 B biizem. E'- 290 M ii, EC E'i. 291 N dhee. 292
N mee, EC HIE'I. 296 N laileev B, N bil^f [belief], EC btl&v. 299 M gn'in,
MEc grE'm. 300 M kiip. 302 E miit. E': 305 EC di. 306 EcN ait.

312 EcM tier. 314 M ierd. EC gJE'is [geese].
EA- - N jfol il [ale]. 320 B kier. EA: 321 N siid [used]. 322

N lof B, M laf . 324 E B'tt. 326 B 6d, EcM a'd. 328 N kod, B kowd,
EC kja'wd. 329 N fod. 331 N sod, B sowd. 335 B AA, AA!, EC AAvis [always].
336 N IAA, fAAn [faUen or we fall, less usual than (fEl'n)]. 337 B WAA.
338 NE kAA. -- N shirer [share, portion]. 343 B waarm. 345 B daar.

346 B giBt, M giit, EC gjeet. EA'- 347 BEM js'd, M E'd. 349 N fzoe

[nearly]. EA': 350 N diE'd B, EMEc dp'd, EC dE'd [of a person liked (i)z

gA'n dE'd) he's gone dead, of a person disliked (i)z djsd en a'wd div'l) he's

dead, an old devil]. 356 BEc diif, E djEf [Ec says (d m en diif) in this

order]. 356 N leei. 359 N niiber. 360 EC tiim. 361 Nh b/ienz, EcM biinz.

363 N trip, B tjeep. EC far [year]. 366 NEMEcNh griit B, Nh griid

big thi'q [great big thing]. 368 N d'th. N duu [dew].
El- 372 NEc di dai, EMEc aa. 376 N bit, B biit. El: 377 B stiik.

EO- 387 N :nuupert, E :no?'upert [Newport], E nce'u. EO: 388 M milk.
390 N shad. 394 NEEc jander. 402 M lam &|_rn. 405 B aarth. 406 B
aarth. EO'- 409 B \>ee. 411 B t\aee. N tree [tree], EC tret. 413
Bdtv'l. 414Bfli. 4l5Bk'i. 417 N tiAA, B tjiu. EO': 425 B Hit.

426 B fait. 428 EC SE'insE'i. 431 Mbeier. - EC na'i [knee]. 436 N truu.

437 M tra/uth, EC [between] tra'wth trmth. EY- 438 BNhMEc dai, M
dAM i.

I- - N s/ner [sinew]. N JES [yes]. 450 N tuuzd?. I: 458 N
no'it ndait [I take B.'s oi to mean (di)'],

Nh nit', M nE'it na'it, EC nait

[approaching (nA
M
it)]. 459 N refit rdait, EC rE'it. 460 N wrf/t B.

f

467 M wB'tld.

1'- 490 N bo'i bi. EC stra'ik [(er ken rimEmber wiit bt'Hn e paund e

stra'ik), she can remember wheat being a pound a strike = bushel, i.e. 8 a
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quarter]. 494 M tim. 498 N idait. T: 500 NEc laik laaik. EEc ii

[hay]. 505 B waif
,
EM WE'if. 507 EC ww nren. 511 B wain.

0- 519 EC oovtjr oer. 522 B AAp'n. 0: - N" trujL [trough]. 526
B kaf. 527 N ba'ut [coarse rough speaking], bot [fine]. 528 N thaut thot [as
in 527]. 531 N daater B, EcNhEM dAAter. 533 B dw l. 536 N ga"d B.
538 N wad. EEc os [horse]. N gath [girth].

0'- 555 B shm, M shce'u. 556 E tce'u. 557 B ttu, M tce'u. 558 EC
lo?'uk. 559 B ratt dhOT, MEc madhw. 560 N skM, M skjte'u skja'w, EC

skja'wl skj<?l skzwl. 562 Nh [between] mce'un ma'wn, M muun, EC ma'wn

[at "Wootton between (mz'wn ma'un)]. 567 B tw dhBr.

0': 569 B buuk. N shuk [accented], shak [unaccented]. E b k

[brook]. 570 N tuk tak [as in shook]. 572 B blw d. 575 B stad. 578 B
plwu, EC plaw. 579 B unuu
586 B dm, E do?'u. 587
between (ni'wn na'n)]. 589 M spa'wn. 590 N fluwr, B flnrer. 591 B moer.
N gus [goose emphatic], guzbn'z [gooseberries]. 595 B fat. 597 B sat.

N tw th [tooth].
TJ- 600 N Iw v B. 603 B kw m, Nh kamm, M kw min, E kamz. 604 E

s nrer. 605 B sw n, MEc su n. 606 N duuBr B, M dfrer da/uur, EC dfrer

[formerly often (da'r)]. 607 BEEc bw ter.

U: 608 B w gli. N sha'wdw sha'wld^r. 609 B fal. N pal [pull],
610 B wal. 611 B barek. 612 B sw m. 615 B pan, EC paund. 622 B
w nder. 629 B EC sw n. 632 BNhEc t< p. 633 BH kw p. 639 B dw st.

U'- 640 EEc kjau. 641 B a'w [marked as received pron., I have given (a'w)
as gen. Sh., it might be (Q'U &)], EM few, H a'w. 642 B dha'u. 643 B na'w,
EC nau. 652 B k d. 653 M bw t.

U': 658 NhEc da^n [at Wootton (1| s.Eccleshall) (dain) was heard twice],M da'un. 659 E tawn, M ta'un. 663 B a'ws, EEc aws, EC awz'n. 667 MEc awt.

Y- 673 B mw tj. Y: 697 N bEEri. 700 H was. N shw t [shut].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 B bod. 714 B lod. MH riil [rail]. 722 N drin drmrn B.

723 B diiri. 742 B laazi [?]. E. 744 B nwz'lz. 749 NhEc lift.

I. and Y. 757 B ta'ini. 761 N lood. 766 B [also] midlrerd. U. N
dw k [duck]. 794 BEH dp g. 796 N blu. 802 B rw m. 803 BH djw mp.
805 B kradz. 807 B pas. 808 B pat.

TTT.

A-. M tiib'l [table]. 810 B fees. 811 EC pWn. 813 B beek'n.

822 BEc mii. 824 EC tiiier B, E tjter. 829 M giin. EC pliin [plain].
830 H triin. 833 B p'rer. 835 B r^z'n. 836 B s<^z'n. - N master

[master, refined], mEster [usual]. EC d^m [dame]. 841 BEc tjans. 842
B ploqk. 850 B dans. 851 B ant. 852 apmi. M sliit [slate].

-- M
pliit [plate]. 862 H siif. E 867 BM tee, EEc tii. 869 E vi^l, EC viil.

874 N riiraz. N firer. EC ps'ip'l [people] 893 M fla'MBr. I and
Y-. 898 B no'is, M nx'ts. 901 B fdin, M fA"in. 904 B va'ihrt. - 915
B stw f. EC bE'if [beef]. 920 B paint. N stuuri [story].

924 B tja'is.

926 N spoil B. 929 B kuukumbur. 930 B lain. 933 EC fm nt. 940 B kuuet.
941 N fml B. 942 B batpr.

- N 00 [hoe]. 947 B bail. 954 B kashim.
U-. N du [due]. N duuk [duke]. N muuzik [music]. 963 B
kw-oit. 965 B ail. 969 EC shuur. N kuur [cure], N kuuries [curious].

N just'n [we used, were accustomed]. 970 NE dp st.

YAE. \b. WEST MID STAFFORDSHIRE cwl.

B Bradley (:brmlli), (4 sw. Stafford), sent in io. by Rev. R. L. Lowe, vicar.

Hn Haughton (:AAt
(

'n), (4 wsw. Stafford), wn. by TH. in 1882 from T. Powell,

native, b. 1798.
C Cannock and neighbourhood, wn. by TH. in 1877.
S Stretton (8 ssw. Stafford), wl. and dt. by Rev. J. W. Napier, vicar.

[ 1912 ]
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i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 Hn \*eekvr. 4 C tak, Hn tek. 5 C meek. 19 S till. 21 S niira.

31 C leet. A: 51 BS mon, C mAy

n. 55 B ES. 56 C WASH, Hn wEshin.
A: or 0: 60 C l q|_g. 62 S strw q. A'- 67 Hn gu,in. 74 BHn t/u,
C tce'u, C t/uthri 76 C toed, S. tuud. 86 BS wats. 89 C both. 92 C noo.

A': lOlSuuk. 102 C Eks. 104 S ruud. 107 S luuf, Hn lof. 108 S d f.

110 C koner ww ner shonrar [can't won't shan't], di ee %nt [I am not], shant

[shall not]. Ill C AAt. 115 B ooem, HnC wa'm, S 6m. 124 BS sttien.

131 S guut.
M- 138 CHn feedber. 141 S niil. 142 S sniil. 143 S till. 147 B

hriin. 152 B w^ter. JE: 161 BSC dii. 172 B grES. JET- 193
C tliin. 194 B oni, C ani. 197 B tjeiz, C tjiiz. M': 209 C never.

210 C tlii, [occ.] tlee, S klii. 214 C niidhtjr. 218 BSHn ship. 223 C dhitjr.

E- 241 BSHn riin. 243 BS plii. 248 B mirer. Hn lit. E: 260
S lii. 261 CSHn sii. 262 Hn wii. 270, ii. B bali. E'- 290 C ii. 291 B
dhei. 300 CHn kiip. E': 314 C it?rd.

EA- 318 C loft, laft [refined]. EA: 322 C lof, Hn laf. 326 C awd,
owd. 328 C kowd. 330 C 6ml. 333 BS kAAf. 334 C eL 335 C AA!.

EA'- 347 B jEd. EA': 350 BS dpd. 355 S diif. 359 CS niibtjr. 353

Btjip. 366 C grit. 368 S diith. -- C dim [dew]. El- 372 Hn aa.

EO- 386 B ja'w. 394 C jonder. 402 Hn brn. EO'- 409 B bei. 410
Hn ce'u [?].

- C trz'i [tree]. 414 B flii. EO': 424 S rw f. 428 C si.

435 C 300 [youths said you and not thou to each other]. 437 C tnuth. EY-
438 CHnd.

I- 440 C wik. 442 S vi. 444 B sto'tl, C stail. 448 C dhiiz dhnz
dhm. I: 452 B o't, C di. 458 B noit, C nrftt, S niit? 459 S riit? 464
Hn witj. 469 C wu L 485 BC fts'l. I'- 492 S said. 494 C tdim.

I': 500 CSHn la'tk. C ii, [occ.] ee, [hay]. 508 B moil. 511 S womd.
514 S o'ist. 517 C jm.
0- 524 C wald [often]. 0: 526 S brf. 529 Hn brAAt. 531 Hn

dAAte. 550 B wad. 0'- 556 C tt'u. 558 C Iw k. 559 BHn modher,
C madhtjr. 560 C skos'ul, S skml. 562 B mmn, C mwun. 563 C mw ndi.

0': 569 B biuk. 586 C dm [often]. 587 Hn dw n. 589 B spiun. 597
Hn 8M t' .

U- 603 C kam. 606 C doer, Hn dut?. 607 C bz< ter. U: 612 C sw m.
619 C fw nd. 620 S grw nd. 624 B grand? 632 CHn w p. 634 C thr/u

thro/u. U'- 640 Hn kjawz. 643 C nau, Hn naw. Hn bro/u [brow]
648 C aw

LOTn. U': 658 C diaun dawn, Hn dawn. 663 C taws, Hn aws.

667 C awt e&ut.

Y- 673 C m/
tj. 679 tjatj. Y: 691 SC maind. 692 C jw qgist.

701 C fast [often]. Y'- 705 B sko't. Y': 709 B fo'zBr, Hn fai^r.

712 Bmo'ts.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 713 B bod. 722 BS driin. E. 744 B mEz'lz. 0. 761 S hrad.

C dog' [dog]. 767 B naiz. 774 pmmi. U. 804 S drw qk'n. 805
B krEdz.

in. ROMANCE.
A-. 813 C b^k'n. 822 C mil. C pii [pay]. 824 Hn tjuw. 852

S apren. 865 B fAAt. E-- 867 C tii. 894 C d/siiv. C bif

[beef]. 925 C vats. 940. C koot. 941 B fiul. 947 C 'bail. 950 C
sw pur.

- C krTaun [crown]. 955 C dawt. U-- 969 C shos'wjr.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [
1913 ]
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YAR. \c. EAST MID STAFFORDSHIRE cwl.

Bn Barton-under-Needwood, words communicated by the late Mrs. Willoughby
Wood.

The following were from wn. by TH.
Bt Burton-on-Trent.
Ha Hanbury (6 nw. Burton-on-Trent) in 1880.

Ho Hopwas (:opez) (2 nw.Tamworth) in 1879.

L Lichfield.

Ta Tamworth (:tanreth) in 1879.
T Tutbury (rttdburi) (4 nw.Burton-on-Trent) in 1874.

Y Yoxall (6 nne. Lichfield), wn. in 1879 by TH. from a native, b. 1805, and then

living at Tamworth.

i. WESSEX AKD NORSE.

A- 18 Ha kj^k. 21 Bn niim, HaYTaHo neem, Bt n<?m neem. A:
39 Bn kam. 55 Bt ES. 56 Bt wEsh, T wosh [?]. A: or 0: 58 Bt throm
thrum. 62 BtL strw qg. 64 Bt roqg, LBtTa r qg, TaHo roqg. A'- 67
BtL guu. 69 BtYHo noo, Ha na'w. 72 Bn in. 74 BtY t/u. 84 Ta muw.
85 Ta sue. 86 BtHa uts, L outs. A': 105 Ho rood. 106 Y brood. 110
shw dni3r ww nB worns shana kan kone [shouldn't won't sha'nt can't, these were
from several places in this variety]. Ta di eint wont shnt kjant [not so often]
kant. Ho wont wA'nt WHJO.V kant dont dw ner [by a few] shaner [by a few].
113 Bt mil. 115 L wa'm, Bt [between] wa'm worn, Ha wA'm, YTa 6m. 118
L boon. 123 Bt nM thiqk. 124 Bt stuun, L stoon. L roYwp.
M- 138 BtHaHoY fmllver. TaL fgidlrer, TaLHo faadher. 152 Bt weeto,

Ta wAAter. M: 161 BtHaTTaLY dii, Ta dee dei, Ho dee dii. 164 Bn mii.

172 L grES. Bt kjaat, L kaat [cart]. 177 Ta udhat'n [of that kind],
M'- 197 Bt tjezz, Ha tjE'iz. 200 BtYTaL wit wiit, Ha wE'it, Ho wiit

[a few say (w'ret)]. 2E': 218 LY ship'. 223 BtYHo dhiBr, Ho dheer.
224 BtHoYTa wiT?r, Ho wEEr.
E- 231 T th)wosh

1m dii [the washing day, (th) ?]. 233 BtHaHoTa spiik

[Ha p.t. (spok)]. 241 BtHaL riin, Ta riin, [occ.] reen. 243 Bt plii.
- Ho

eei [eat], 251 Ta miit. E: 261 BtY sii, Ta see, Ho see [and occ.
(sii)],

Bt SB*. 262 BtHaYL wii, Ta wei wee wii. 265 Ta strB'tt'. - L fiild

[field]. 284 L thrEsh. E'- 290 BtL B', Y ez, Ho ei, L t'i. 292 Y mB't.

293 Y wei. 294 Ta fiid. 299 BnY grein, BtHa grE'in, BtHo grein griin, Ta
griin. 300 Bt kJE'ip'n, Y kiip'n [both with verbal pi. in -en]. 302 Y mE'e't.

E': 314 B it?d, Ho im-d 9\rd, Y aad, aLrd.
EA: 322 BtHaL lof, Ta lof, [occ.] laf. 325 Y dh^ wAAkn [they walk-en].

326 Bt [between] owd a'wd, Ha a'wd. 328 Bn ka'wd, Ho kould, Bt [between]
ka'ud koud. 334 Ta eipni [halfpenny]. 336 Ta AA!. EA'- 347 BtHoTa
jB'd, Y E'd. EA': Bt lB'tk [a leek]. 350 Ha dpM. 355 Ho dif dsf.

366 Bt griit, HaTa gr^t, Y grit, Ho griit, L greet. 371 L strAA.

EO- 387 Ta no?'u [the first element was between (ce)
and

(i t),
the transitional

form to (mu)]. EO: 394 Ta jander. 399 Bt brA'it. 402 BtY laau la|_rn,

TaHo ban, Ta le'rn. Ta shAAt [short]. EO'- 411 Y this'*, Ta thrii.

- Bt trei [tree], Ta trt'i [tree]. EO': 425 Bt hut. 426 Bt fs'tt. 437
BtY trce'uth, Ha tra'wth, Ho tr^'uth [and nearly] truuth. EY- 438 Bt

dai, HaHo dz't, YHoTa Adi.

I- 444 L [between] stil stVil. 447 BtY a'r [used for she]. Bt piiz

[pease]. I: 458 Bt neit nEVt, na'it, Ha nE'it, Ho neit nA'it, L naii nAM
it.

462 Bn sat. 469 Bt w?^ l, Ho wel [and by a few (WMO!)]. 484 Ta Bdhis'n [of
this kind]. I'- 494 BtL tA"im, HaL tdim. I';' 504 Ta nA'if. 508
TaniA'il. 509 Bt wAM

il.

0- 519 Ta OOVOT. 0: Bt kroft kraft [croft]. 531 BtHoL dAAter,
Ha da'wtB. - Bt krop krap [crop]. 551 Ta stAAm. 552 L kAAn. --BtL
os [horse]. 0'- 555 BtYTaHo shee'u, Bt sha'w shuQu shce\u, [the first

element very peculiar, it evidently varied towards shou) see 562, 588], Ha sha'^.

[ 1914 ]
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557 Bn tm. 558 Ta los'uk, L luk. 559 Ho madtiBr, BtTaHo modhBr, BnLTa
modhBr. 560 Bt skta'ul, Ho sk/ul, Ta skce'u skuu. 562 Bt mown, Ha ma'em,
TaL muun. 564 Ta s'un 568 Bt b dliB. 0': 569 Bn bmk. 579 TaL
enw f. 586 Y dm, Bt da'w. 587 BtHaHo dw n. 588 Bt nce'un non, Ha
na'em, TaHo nce'un, Ho u/un, L [between] na'wn nce'un. 595 Bn fat.

U- 603 LHo kam, L k^^ min. 604 L sttjwe. 605 BtTa sit n. 606 Bt
do'BLr duB, HaY doB, Ta doBr, Ho duBr. U: 611 Bn bah?k. 615 Ta
[between] pa

1and pa'wnd. 632 LBt ttjp.
. Bt [between] kas kos [curse].

U'- 640 Bn kjau. 643 Ta na'a. 650 Ha Bba'at [with elongated lip opening],
YBbawt, Ta [between] Bba'wt Bba'at. U'; 654 Ta srawd. 658 TaL dawn.
661 Ta sho/UBr. 663 BtYTaHoL aws, Ha aW [with elongated lip opening], Ho
[pi.] awziz az'n. 667 Ta [between] a'wt awt, a^t, L awt. Y: 701 Ta fast.

n. ENGLISH.

I. and Y. 756 BtTa srimp. 758 Ta [occ.] gJEl [which is (muB pBlA'i'tB)
more politer than (wEnsh)]. 0. 761 BtL luud. 791 Btbai.

in. ROMANCE.

A-- - Bt pii [pay].
- Bn griinz [grains]. Ta pliin [plain], 830

Tatrein. E-- 867 Bt tii, Ha tB't. BnL piin [pain]. I- andY-.
898 Ta nVis. 901 Ta fain. 0-- 916 L M irtBnz. 940 BtTa kuut
U -. - Bt wit [wait]. Ta aat [hurt].

YAR. ii#. MID EAST AND SOTJTH EAST SHROPSHIRE cwl.

All from wn. by TH.

W Wellington (rwElttra), Sh., in Dec. 1881.

S Shifnal, Sh. (7 ese. Wellington), in Jan. 1882, with verbal pi. in -en (an JB?
z'tt bin JB ?) .

M
Madeley,

Sh. (6 sse.Wellington) (:nwdli), in Jan. 1882.

I Ironbridge (6 sse.Wellington), Sh. (shanB, kons, WMOUB) shan't, can't, won't.

i. WESSEX AJSTD NORSE.

A- 4 W tak. 21 W neem [(naam) at Ketley, (1 se.W).], S neim. A: or

0: 60 M Iu qg. 64 W rw qg, S. roqg rw q, I roqg. A'- 67 W gA'z go-in,M gu. 69 AYS noo. 73 W soo. 74 W tm. 82 W ww nst. A': 104
WSI rood, S rowd [also, a modernism ?]. 115 W WM m oom, S Ojwm, SI wa'm.
117WSwAr

n. 121 WS gA'n. 124 S stoon, I ste'im? 130 I bot.

M- 138 W feedhvr, S faadhBr, I fEEdhBr. M: 161 WSI dee. 179 W
wod [wod)z JBr veem?'], S wot. M'- 182 WS see. 197 I tjiiz. 200 W
wiBt, SI wit. M': 223 W dhiBr. 224 WSM wiBr.

E- 233 W sp^k, S spiik. 235 W w^v. 241 S rein, I reen. E: 261W see. 262 WI wee. 265 W strE'it. E'- 290 W i. 297 W fEh?. 299
W gi-iin, S grt'in. 300 I kiip. E': 312 I iur. 314 WS iBrd, I ard.

EA: 322 WSI laf. 326 W 9'd, S 6wld. 328 S [betw.] ks'wd ka'wd. 332
W te'ud. 335 W AA!. 338 W kAA. 346 S gjeet. EA'- 347 WSI JE

(

d,
S E'd. EA': 350 WI diE'd. 351 I Isd. 352 W rEd. 355 I daf. 365
S niBr. 366 W greet, S greit. EO: 388 I milk. 395 SMI jw q, I joqg.
396 S wark. 402 W larn, S b'rn, I la'rn. EO': 428 W sii. 437 W truth,
I tra'uth, S truth. EY- 438 W da'i.

I: 452 W a'i a'i. 458 W na'it, S [betw.] noit nVtt. 466 W tp'tld, I

[betw.] tja'tld, t;'tld. 469 W ww n [will-en]. 477 Wfa'ind. I'- 492 W
sa'td. 494 W ta'im, S tatm, I ta'im. I': 500 W la'ik b'ikli.

0; --Wsr bBri [shrubbery]. 531 WSI dAAtBr. S A'S' [horse]. 0'-
555 WSI sha'uz. 559 W madhBr modhBr, S madhBr. 562 SI muun. 564
W so>'un. 566 M * dhBr. 568 WM bre^ dhBr. 0': 569 S buk. 571 W
g d- 572 W bl d. 579 W Bn f. 586 W dce'u dm. 587 WS d^ n. 588
W no3'un, SI nuun.
U- 599MBb* v. 603 WS kam. 601 I sujavr. 605 WS s^ n. 606 WSI

[ 1915 ]
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dot?r. 607 W\>u tvr. SI n t [nut]. U: W p?< l [pull] . 622 W
w nder. 632 WSM e* p. 633 WS kwop. 634Wthr'u. 636 M fa'r. U'-

640 W ka'w, S kja'w. 641 W aw, SI a'w. 643 W na'w. 650 I ba'ut. U':

654 W sra'<d. 658 W da'wn. 659 I ta'wn. 663 W e'z'n, S a'ws. 667 M
e'wt. Y- 673 I m tj. Y: 701 W fast.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. W baqk, [at Ketley (baqk), bank]. 737 W mets. E. 749 W lift.

I. and Y. 756 W srimps. 0. S dog [dog]. U. S da'wk [to

duck]. 794 WS dj^. 803 WSMI djeynp. 804 W drwcqk'n.

m. KOMANCE.

A.. 830 W item. 841 W tjans. 866 W puur. E.. 867 WSI tee,

I tii. 885 WvEri. I., and?.. 901 S fain. 0.. 915 W stwJ. 920

Wpa'int. 947 W bail. U.. 969 W show.

YAE. iii. SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE cwl.

This is the Black Country proper.

Cs Codsall (5 nw.Wolverhampton), per E. Viles, Esq.
D Darlaston (:darlis'n) (3 wsw.Walsall), per TH., 1879, chiefly from Henry

Blackhouse, b. 1833, foreman ironroller, and his wife, both natives.

Wa Walsall (:WAAS'!), per TH., 1877 and 1879.

Wb West Bromwich (5 s.Walsall), per TH., 1877, with verbal pi. in -en seldom

used.

We Wednesbury (:wEdjbt?ri) (3 sw.Walsall), per TH., 1879.

Wi Willenhall (3 e.Wolverhampton), perTH., 1879, from G. Dyke, keystamper,
b. 1825, and his family.

Wo Wolverhampton, by TH., 1879.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A'- 4 CsD tak, Wi teik. 5 Wo mEk, Cs mak. 8 Wo av JB, an JB [have

you? have-n you?]. 21 D neem, WaWe neim, Wi neem [old], neim [new].
23 Wo seirn. A: 39 D korn, Wb k^m. 43 Wb and ond, Wi ond [obe.J.
51 WbWi mVn. 56 Wa wEsh, Wb wEsh wAsh. A: or 0: 60 Wa loqg.
64 D roq rw q rw qg, Wi rw qg.

A'- 67 D go, Wo gow, Wi gu. 69 Wa nau, We nou. 73 D su. 74 Wa
tm. 76 Wb tood. 86 DWa uts, Cs ts. 87 Wb tluus. 92 Wo now. A':

102 Wi aks [old], ask [new]. 104 DWi roud. 106 Cs brood. **; Wi leidi

Eady].

108 Cs daf. 110 [negative, see p. 461], D di et [have not], WOM

von't], shee sheet [shan't], too koot [can't], bit [be not], di du)t' no?/ [I don)t

now], it it [isn't it], ei [isn't], Wa di shant, shAA, kant, kAA, w6wnt, woo,
We wou kAA shet [won't can't shan't], Wb sh^ [shan't], Wi emt [is not],
Wi beint, Wo di ent [am not], kAA [can't], downt [don't]. 115 DWb worn,
We oum, CsWb wa'm. 117 Wo WA'U. 118 WbCs buun. 122 Wa nott,

Csnon. 123 DWb m< thiqk. 124 Cs stuun.

JE- 138 D faadhtjr feedhw, We faadhw, Wb fmlhCT, Wi feadhw [old].
M: 161 DWaWeWbWo dei. 164 Wa mee. 172 Wi gras. D ka^rt

[cart]. M'- 183 Wa titj, Cs tmtj. 190 Wo kjei. 193 Wo tliin. 194

Wo Eni. 200 WaWeWi wiit, WiCs wiet [occ.]. 201 Cs mlh'n. M':
209 Wo nivur. 216 Cs Aeel [? deil], Wi djE^. 217 Cs eeitj. 223 D dhiur.

224 D W'IOT. 227 Wa wEt.
E- 232 Cs bra;k [?ei]. 233 DWeWi speik, We spiik [first form occ. Wei.

236 CsfarvBr [Pet]. 241 Wi rein. 243 We plei. We eit [eat]. 251 D
meit. E: 260 Wo !E

M
i. 261 DWaWeWiWo sei. 262 DWaWi wei,

WiWo uwei. 265 Wa strB'tt. 270 Cs bali. 278 DWe wEnsh. E'- 290
D i, ii. 293 Wb wi. 299 DWe griin, Wa gran. 300 WaWb kiip. E':

306 Cs aith. 314 DWe ierd.

[ 1916 ]
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EA: 322 D lof. 326 DWa 6wd, Wi 6wd, Cs ood. 328 D k6wd, Ca kood.
331 Cs sood. 333 Cs kAAf. 334 Wo eipeth [halfpenny worth], Cs AAf. 345
Wi dar [obs.], dEEr [new]. 346 Wa gjeit, Wi gjeet [obs.l gl'eit [new].
EA'- 347 DWe rfd, DWa jrfd. 348 Wo A". EA': 350 Wb dEd [coarse
form (djE'd)], WoCs djE'd [occ.]. 355 Wa dif en dw m [deaf and dumb], Cs diif.

WbWi krE'm [cream]. 360 Wi trem. 366 DWeWi greit. 369 Wo slow.
EO- 387Wino;'u. EO: 394 DWiWojander. 402 D la' rn, We [between]

lEEn ban. 404 Wo star. DWa shot [short]. EO'- 419 D ja'wen

[yourn = yours]. 420 Wa fower [approaching] fa'wer. EO': 425 We 1A" it

435 Wa JS'M. 437 WeWi truth. EY- 438 D Adi, WeWo dA"i.
I- 442Csivi. 444 Wa sU"tl. 447 WiWo ar[ = she, frequent]. I: 458

We [between] HA' it nait, Wi nc'it. 459 WaWo rA
M
it. 466 D tjA

M
ild. 469 Wo

ww l. 487 DWa jisterdi. I'- 492 Wo [between] sA"id, said. 494 DWi tdim

[at D approaching (tA
M
im)], Wi ta'im. I': 502 WaWo iA

n
iv. 504 WonAM

if.

0- 519Wooew?r. 522 DWa 6*q)'n. 0: Wb k/uk [cook]. 527 Dbowt,
Wb bA't. 528 Wb thx't. 531 D dAAter dooter. 532 Wa koul koal, Wi
kowl, Wb k6l ka'wl. 552 D korn [with a pursed rounding]. 0'- Wo
OB [name of letter 0]. 555 D shoAi, WaWe shuu, Wi [old] shce'u, [new]
shuu. 556 DWo tm. 558 WoCs luuk. 559 DWo madhw, Wb mM dhr.
562 Wb mmn. 564 DWi smn. 0': 569 Wo ba'uk, Cs buuk. 570 Cs
tuuk. 582 D ktul. 586 DWbWi dm, Wo da'u. 587 DWo dw

c
n. 588 D

nt'un, WaWi nuun, Wi [old] nte'un. 594 Wi be'ut [by a few].
U- 603 D kam kom, Wi ka'm. 605 DWe s^ n. 606 We doe, Cs due.

U: _ Wo sha'wldwz. 615 Wo pa^nd. 625 Cs toqg. 632 Cs w p. U'-
640 Wa kja^z, Wo kja'a [see 663]. 641 Wo &. 643 DWo na^ [see

663], We na'a, Wb maw. 648 D awern [ourn = ours, similarly (dhe^rn, iz'n

a'rn) theirn hissen hern]. 650 WaWiWo Bba>at [see 663], Wb BbTawt. TJ':

654 D sra^d. 658 Wo da^n. 659 Wa ta^n ta'wn. 663 DWaWo a'as

[with elongated lip opening], Wi awz'n [houses, by many], Wo aj ws. 667 Wa
t&ut dTawt [do-out = put out], a ] at [see 663], Wb iawt, Wi a'at.

Y- 673 D mw
tj. Y: 697 Cs bEri. 700 Cs was. 701 Cs fast.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 Wa meit. E. 749 Wo lift. I. and Y. 756 DWb srimp.
0. 766 Wi midherd, dont maidh^r, i)z moidhurin imsElf. U. Wb
tjos'un [old form], t/un [new, for tune]. 806 Wa fw s.

in. ROMANCE.
A- 809 Wi eab'l e/b'l. 811 Wb pl^z'n [places]. 822 Wb mei. Wo

pei [pay]. 830 Wo trem. D tjeinz [chains]. Wo mEster master.

841 D tjaa
lns. E- 867 D tet, We tii. WbWo bif. D

ra ]and [round, see 663], Wa reand [and approaching (rewnd), see 663]. 940
Wa koat. U- 969 Wo shte'uBr. 970 Wa djw st.

YAH. iic. NORTH WORCESTERSHIRE cwl.

Near Black Country proper.

C Cradley (:kr^dli), (3 e.Stourbridge), per TH. in 1880.

H Hagley (6 ene. Kidderminster), per TH. in 1880, and especially in 1882 from
G. Nock, workman, b. 1815, and his wife, b. 1814, both natives. TH. notes

"speech quite Mid., (ua) common, verbal pi. in -en, (ee) in rec. sp. (ei), no
reverted (K) ; medial and final r more strongly trilled than usual Midland r,"
which to AJE.'s ears is not really trilled at all.

St Stourbridge (:staLRbridj), per TH., "no reverted (B), speech quite Mid."
S Selly Oak (9 e.Stourbridge), pal. by AJE. from diet, of Miss Sadler, native,

then student at Whitelands, who knew not (R) .

So Selly Oak, wn. by TH., 1885.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 17 S IAA. 20 S lernn. 21 S netmi. 22 S teem. 23 S seem. 24 S
sheem. 31 C leit. 36 S thAA, thAArin [euphonic (r)]. A: 43 S and.

[ 1917 ]
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54 S wont. A: or 0: 58 S from. 60 H l q, S loq. 61 S tmioq. 62 S

stroq. 64 So rw q. A'- 67 C gou, HS guu. 69 S noo fPndf*]. 70 S too. 73

Ss00[?s6]. 74 S tuu. 76 S t6ot?d. 79 S 6mm. 84 S musr. 86 S costs.

87 S tlooz. 91 S mou. 94 S krow. A': 101 S oot?k. 102 S alks. 108

S ckf. 110 [negatives] C kA't [can't, said to be different 2 miles distant, but

not stated in what direction], H kA'nt [can't]. Ill S AAt. 115 C ww m.
123 So n thin. 125 S ooni. 130 S boot. 131 S goot.
M- 138 CHS fcfcdhw, H faadtor, S fewta. 140 S eil. 141 S nail. 142

S snail. 152 S weetvr welter. 153 S SEdurdi. JE: 155 S thatj. 161

CHS dei. 166 S [little used, (gnl) not so common, (la
]

s) somewhat used, (wEnti)

common]. St glas' [glass]. M'- 183 S tetj. 185 S reed. 190 S kee.

192Snwn. 194 S Eni. 197 H tjiiz, S iyez. 199SbWt. 200HSw^t. M':
207 S nml'l. 213 S iidhw. 217 S Mj. 223 HS dhiw. 224 HS wrer.

E- 233 S speek. 234 S niid. 235 S weev. 236 S feeder. 241 S rera.

243 Splew. 251 HS meet. 252 S kit'l. E: 261 HC sei, S see. 262 S
wai. E'- 294 S ieed. 296 S bilecv. 299 S green, H griin. E': 308
S need. 314 HS iurd. 315 S fot [same as singular].
EA: 324 S eet. 326 H 6ud, S ood. 330 ood. 333 S kaaf . 334 S aaf . 346

S geut. EA'- 347 H JE'd, S id. 349 S fiu. EA': 350 C djed, S diid.

353 S briud. 354 S sheet 355 S dif. 356 S leei. 371 S straa.

El- 373 C dhei. EO- 386 S joo. 387 S nuu. EO: 395 H jw q.
399 S brait. EO'- 409 S \>ee. 411 C thri, S i\aee. 413 S d/v'l. 414 S
flii [(flw)

=
flea]. EO': 435 S jau. EY- 438 H drfi, S da1

*.

I- 440 S wik. 442 S ivi. 446 S naitm. 449 S git. 450 S tuuzdi.

I: 452 S ai, So di. 458 S nait?t. 459 S r&iitt. 462 S saiet. 465 S sitj.

466 S tjaild. 468 S tjildr^n. 472 S sriqk [always (sr-) for (shr-) initial].
I'- 494 H ta'im, S taim. I': 504 S naif. 506 C w nrai. S ai [hay].
513 C wa'itjr. 515 S waiz.

0: 527 S ba't. 528 S thawt. 529 S
532 S k6nl. 533 S du l. 536 S guuld.

559 H madhBr, S nm dhOT. 562 S m< n.

570 S tw k. 571 S gu d. 572 S blw d.

573 S flw d. 574 S bru^d. 579 So vnu f, S [enow not known]. 586 S duu.

587 H du n. 588 HC nuun, S nmn. 589 S sp/un. 595 S fot [see 315,
where (fot) is the form used]. 597 S sat.

U- C u d [wood]. 600 S Iw v. 606 S duw. 607 St bw ter. U: 609
Sfol. 610 S uj. eilSbohk. 612 StSo sw m. 614 S w nd. 615 S p^ nd.

618 S waund. 622 S e^nder. 625 S t q. 626 S u qgur. 628 S ne^ n.

629 S su n. 631 S thazdi. 632 HStS w p. 633 HS kw p. 635 S wath. 637
S tw sk. 639 S dw st. U'- 640 S kE'u. 641 S B'M. 642 S dhE'w [not

used], 643 So naw. 644 S dw v. 645 S ubu v. 648 S E'UOT. 653 S b?* t.

Ux
: 655 S fE'ul. 658 StH dawn, S dv'un. 659 St tawn, S tB'wn. 663 H

Q'US a'wz'n, S E^S. 666 C M zbBnd, S ['old man' common]. 671 S mE'uth.

672SsE'uth. Y: 700 S was. 701 S fast. Y': 711 S lais. 712Smais.

n. ENGLISH.
I. Y. 753 S kit'l. 756 S srimp [see 472]. 0. 761 S 16or?d. 772 S

buunfatsr. 773 S deyjki. 778 S Tjfu^rd. U. 794 H dp g. 795 S sr g.
799 S skw l. 801 S rw m. C tun [nearly, tune].

in. EOMAISTCE.

A: 810 S feus. 811 S pleus. 813 S beek'n. C pei [pay]. 824 S tjiw.
827 S eegpr. 835 S mz'n. 836 S aeez'n. 840 S tjaambOT. 852 S apt?n.
S maav'lz [marbles]. 865 S fAAt. 866 S po^r. E 867 S tii. 869 S veel.

871 S Bgrii. 878 S salm. 879 S feemeel. 887 S tlaadji. 888 S saatin.

890 S b^st [regular pi.]. 894 S Aiaeev. 895 S riaeev. I-andY- 899
S nees. 904 S voMet. 913 S koBtj. 915 S st f. 916 S amjBn.
918 S fiib'l f^b'l. 920 S paint [

=
pint measure]. 924 S tjais. 925 S vats.

926 S spatl. 928 S ns. 930 S lain. StSo nm> [money]. 935 SoS
kw ntri. 942 S batpr. 943 S t tj. 947 S bail. 948 S baul. 953 S
kw z'n. 955Sda'w. U-. 965 S ail. 970 S djEst.

[ 1918 ]

0- 521 S ffol. 522 S oop'n.
bra'wt. 531 H dAAter, S daater.

550 S wod. 0'- 558 S Iw k.

564 S sw n. 0': 569 S bw^k.
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YAH. iiia. EAST WARWICKSHIRE cwl.

A Atherstone (8 se.Tamworth), wn. in 1886 by TH. chiefly from J. Holland,
hatter, about 40, native.

Ag Allesley Gate (4 w. Coventry), wn. in 1880 by TH.
B Bedworth (:be

-

dBth), (5 nne. Coventry), wn. in 1880 by TH., chiefly from
"W. Jaques, b. 1808, living in an almshouse.

Br Brandon ,5 ese. Coventry), wn. 1880 by TH.
Bu Bulkington (6 ne. Coventry), wn. in 1880 by TH., chiefly from H. Smith, a

platelayer, b. 1850, native, and his mother
; also (marked f), two servants

there, natives, who spoke rather refined
;
verbal pi. in -en nearly extinct,

(aujE duje), used, no h.

Co Coventry, a town refined speech, heard from Mrs. Cole, a tailor's widow, by
TH., having a few dialectal forms, as (B-) before present participle, trilled

(r) after draw, law, etc.

N Nuneaton (9 nne. Coventry), wn. 1880 by TH., chiefly from a native labourer
of 18

; (:nw nii't'n) general local pron.
P Polesworth (4 ese.Tamworth, St.), wn. by TH., 1879.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 Bu teek. But weik [a wake, feast] . 8 AP B' v, P an jo [have, have-n

you ?]. 12 CosAAr. 14 CodrAAr. 17 Co IAAT. 20 Bu lernn. 21 APN neem,
B n*Bm, ABuf neim. 22 But terni. 23 B scum. BBu omt?r [hammer]. 33
P rE'dhOT, But rEEdhur. A: 39 Bu kam. 49 A t'qtn. 56 AN WEsh. A:
or 0: 58 P thnmi. 60 BuN Iw q. 64 APN r q, Br roq. A'- 67 N gu,
Bu goo. 69 A noo, P now. 72 A uu. 84 Bu muer. 86 N ots, Br outs. 87 A
kluez. 92 AN noo. A': 104 N rood, B roed. 110 N [negative] it <mt [it is

not], A shant kant wont [shan't can't won't], Bu kaaTnt shaa'ntwont dont [can't
shan't won't don't], Co cent [is not]. 115 PBuom, AN worn, B wa'm. 122 A
no, Bu nVn. 123 A n4 thiqk. 124 N stoon, B stuen, A stuun.

M- 138 A fminer, P granfeedher [grandfather], N faadhw feedher, B
f/edher, Bu faadher [new], fmlher [old], Br fmlher. But ladher [ladder].
152 N winter . M: 158 N atenuun [afternoon, generally] afternuun [rare],
A atimo/un. 160 P Eg 161 APNBBu dii, N dee, BuBr dei [new form]. 177
B edha-t'n [in that way]. IE'- 200 B wret, Bu wiit. J&': 208 P ivvr.

209 BP niver. 211 Bu grii [most speakers] gree [some speakers]. 216 Bu dil.

223 A dhee, N dhie, B dhier-ie [there-here, with euphonic (r)]. 224 AN wira.

E- 233 ANB spiik. 241 A rim, But reen. 243 NBu pi**. Bu it' [eat].
E: 260 Bu Hi. 261 N SEE, NB see. 262 APN wii, Bu wii [old], wei w^
[new]. 263 Bu vwee. P feild [field], 278 A WEntj, B wensh. 285 Co kris.

E'- 290 A a, Bui. 292Bumu. 293 Pweijn [we have-n]. 297CofEhr. 299
NBBu griin, A gr/in. 300 But kiip. E': 314 A led [occ.] aad, N ierd, Br a

r

rd.

EA: 322 A lof, N IA'. Bu laf laaf. 326 ANBu 6ld. EA'- 347 BrP
B'd, ANB jB'd, Bu jEd [a few], B'd [most], Co eed. 348 AN A't. EA':
NBu kriim, B krE'm [cream], 360 N tiim. 361 But bren. 366 A gr^t [occ.]

grBt, N greet, Bu gritt. 368 AN dEth. El- 372 AB AA. EO: 394 PN
jander, N jondtjr. 395 ABu jw q. 402 P la'rn, N lasm ban. EO'- 411

Buthrii. - Bu trii [tree]. 412 Bu shi. EO': 427 N Jt? noo wot dhee

bii [ye know what they be], Br di bi gujin [I be going]. 428 Bu si sii. 436
Bu trce'u. 437 NB truth, ABu tro/uth. EY- 438 AB dA", Bu i mw st

doi tedii [he must die to-day (tedii) old form],
I- 447 P ar [

=
she].

-- Bu j/s [yes]. I: 452 Bu at. 458 A mit
njt,N nA.

n
it, B ndit. 459 N rAM *t. 462 N SA

n
it. 465 ABu sitj. 469 P wuJL

[will].
-- P winder [window]. 477 B fa'ind. I'- 494NButAM

im. I':

500 Bu Idtk. 507 B w? niBn. 509 Bu wAMil.

0: 531 BBr dAAter. 532 Co koul. 552 N kAAn. N os'iz [horses].
Bu nAAth [north], 0'- 555 N shuu. 558 P la'uk, N luk. 559 N
m.M dhi3r. 562 A mee'un. N mw nth [month], Ag m/ ns [months]. 564 P
so3'un. 566 Co tm dher. 0': 569 Bu bwk. 587 B du n [in (a'i)n du n]

probably (a'i)m) I have done, see notes, p. 471, col. 1, par. 3]. 594 A bo?'uts.

[ 1919 ]
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TT- 603 N kam, B kw mtn. 605 ABN su n. 606 PN duer, B due [except
before vowel, then (duer)], Bu dura [old], doe [new]. U: 612 N su m. 616

gr&wnd. 632 AP w p. 633 BBr kw p. IT'- 641 N aw. 643 N naa 1

, ABuf
naw. 650 A [between] eba^t ebaat. 651 P wMhawt. U': 658 N darm,
ABuf da>m. 659 N taen, Bu tawn. 663 N aes awz'n [houses], AB aws.

Y- 673 N m* tj. 682 AB Bu lit'l.

n. ENGLISH.

A. - B boqk [bank]. 737 Bu meit [a fellow-workman on railway,
in collieries]. I. and Y. 758 ABBu gjEl [used at Bu]. 0. -
[dog]. 767 N nAn t'z. 789 N" rae. Co drawnded. 791 Bu f ba'i.

m. ROMANCE.

A 811 P pWn [places]. 824 A tjier. 851 N aa'nt. 862 A set.

867 BrBu tii. Bu piip'l [people]. I-. and Y-- 901 PNB
0-. B [between] ra'wnd r#und [round, with elongated lip opening].
BufbA"il. U- 963 P kwA'iBt. 965 But A"*!. 970 B dp s.

w tt)

E
in.

947

YAH. iiii. WEST WARWICKSHIRE cwl.

C Curdworth (7 ne.Birmingham), wl. and dt. in io. by J. Montague Dormer,
Esq., almost all the words in the old wl. besides those here cited were
asserted to be rec. pron.

Bi Birmingham. The wl. sent by Samuel Timmins, Esq., J.P., F.S.A., indicated

simply rec. pron., which he stated was "probably often modified by s.St. and
e.Wo." It probably gave town pron. and hence is not here cited. Called

(:b imdrem) at Leamington.
E Elmdon (7 ese. Birmingham), wl. in io. by F. J. Mylins, Esq., apparently

son or brother of the Rector, who had then been 14 years there.

K Knowle (10 nnw.Warwick), wl. in io. by Rev. J. Howe, M.A., Vicar since

1855.

L Leamington, a very few wn. in 1880 by TH. from a mason, native, who
observed with respect to the dialect, "we find it different all the while."

The general sound of the speech was quite Mid.
"W "Warwick, wn. by TH. in 1880, but no reverted (B), and sound quite Midland.

I be used.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.
A- 3 E beek. 4 E teek. 5 E meek, K miek. 8 L EV. 10 C AA. 12

C sAAr. 14 C drAAr. 17 C IAAT. 18 E keek. 20 C leem, K liem. 21 CE
neem, K niem. 23 CE seem, K slum. 24 E sheem. 25 CE meen. 26 C
ween. 31 K lint. 33 K riedher. A: 39 K keem. 43 K ond. 44 K
bnd. 50 K tw qz. 51 K man. A: or 0: 60 W [between] loq l q. 61

K em^ q. 62 K strw q. 66 K thw q. A'- 67 C guu, LW gu,in. 69 C
n6e. 76 K tued. 81 C leen. 86 C wats, K woets. 87 C klooz. 98 C nood.

99 C throod. 100 C sood. A': 104 C roed, K rued. 106 L brAAd. 107
E loef. 108 C daf [occ.]. 113 C wal. 115 K woem, L 6m, i)z gA'n oom

[he's gone home]. 118 C bo'en. 124 CK stoen. 125 W onli. 134 C o'eth.

JE- 138 E fmlher, K fiedher. 141 C neel, K niel. 142 C sneel, K suiel.

143 C teel, K tiel. 144 C egEn. 152 E waater. JE: 155 C thak.

M'- 183 K teetj. 190 E \ee [? ei]. 193 K kln. 195 E mom. 197 E
ijeez. 201 K^dh'n. M': 218 CW ship. 223 LW dhier. 224 C wier.

E- 232 C briik. 236 C f^ver. 251 EK meet [?ei]. E: 262 C wei [?].

280 K lEb'n. 284 E thrEsh. 287 K bizem. EA- 319 C geep. EA:
322 L laf. 323 K fa'wt. 325 E waak. 326 E a'wld. 333 C kaaf, CK kAAf.

346 C geet, K giet. EA'- 347 K JEd. EA': 359 K nieber. 363 EK
tpp. 368 E dieth, W djEth. El: 377 C stiik. 378 C w^k. 382 C dhier.

EO- 386 K 300. 387 C nuu. EO: 394 C jander. 399 C brait. 402
C laan. 403 W far. EO'- 414 K flo't. EO': 423 K tho't. 428 W si.

[ 1920 ]
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I- 440 E wik. 442 C ivi. 446 E no'm. 447 L a'r [=she]. 450 C
toozdi. I: 452 C di ['inclined to (o'i), but not quite equal to it'), EK o'i [no
modifying- statement], W a1

*. 455 C lee. 4o8 C nrftt, E no'it, AV [between]
nA"itnet. 462 E so' it. 465 C sitj. 466 C tyfcld. 467 C wa'ild. 477 CLfaind.
I'- 496 C a'nsrn. I' [From E all I' words are written with oi, which may
be (o'i, di)']. 500 EK lo'ik, L la'/k. 503 C laif, E lo'if [possibly the same
sound]. 505 E wo'if. 506 E eynim. 509 L wail. 510 W ma'i 514 E o'is

0- 521 C foold. 0: 526 K kaf. ()'- 556 C tin. 559 E mu direr.

560 C sk/ul, W skuul. 562 K m/uen. 0': 587 L d^ n. 589 K sp/utm.
590 E flmer.

U- 603 L k im'n, W kamin. 606 K duer. U: 618 C wawnd. 622W M ndw. 625 C toq. 632 W p. 633 L kw p\ 636 E fardtjr U'-
641 W &M. 643 W naw. U': 658 AY d&i. 663 W aws. 667 L e'wt.

Y- 676 E lo'i. 677 E dro'i. Y: 690 E ko'znd. 691 E mo'ind. 700
C was. 701 E fast.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 C meet, K m'ret. E. 744 E nwz'lz. 749 C lift, W luft. I
and Y. 753 C tig'l. 757 E tiini. 758 E garl. 0. 761 EK loed. 763
C rAAin. 772 C barnfijiOT. U. L tw b [tub].

III. ROMANCE.
A- 810 E fees. 811 W pl^zez. 813 CEK beWn. 817 C radish, K

rod/sh. 824 tjiier. 837 C liis. 852 K apen. E-- 887 E klaadji. !

andY- 904 C va'ielet. 911 C SEstern. 0-- 919 C aintmnnt. 920 C
paint. 925 C vais. 926 C spaJ. 929 CE kuuk^mbBr. 930 C lain. 933

Lfr^nt. 947 C bail. W kra"wn [crown]. U 965 Gail.

YAR. iv. LEICESTER owl.

L Loughborough (l:t< fb^rB) (10 nnw. Leicester), wn. by TH. 1878-9. Verbal pi.
in -en recently extinct.

Lr Leicester, wn. in 1884 by TH., see p. 464.

S Syston (:soistim) (5 nne. Leicester), wl. written by Miss M. A. Adcock, native,
teacher at Whitelands Training College, and read by her to AJE., who

palaeotyped it. Even before a vowel r is very weakly trilled or buzzed

(l_r, LI,., r).

B Birstall (rbastel) (3 nne. Leicester), Miss Allen, of St. Mark's Girls' School, a

friend of the above Miss Adcock, who had known the dialect all her life,

gave a few words in io.

E Miss C. Ellis (no connection of the author), residing in Belgrave, (2 ne.

Leicester), and purposing to give the pron. at Leicester and 8 miles round,
wrote me a numbered wl. For brevity, only the vowel of the word when it

differs from S and B is assigned.
G Glenfield (3 wnw. Leicester;, wn. by TH., 1884, from Orme, the carrier, a

trustworthy informant.

C Cottesbach (;kotesbatj) (14 ssw. Leicester), a wl. by Rev. J. S. Watson,

rector, native. Only such words as differ from the above four are given, and

then generally only the vowel is written in.

M Market Harbro' (14 se. Leicester), wn. in 1882 by TH.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 S bak;w s [bakehouse]. 4 SE tEk. 5 LSE mEk. 6 S meed. 8

L ee, G E, S EV. 9 S laijeev. 10 S AA. 12 SE sAA+r. 13 E nAA. 14 SE
drAAOT. 15 S AA. 17 SE IAA [+r before a vowel]. SE kmk. 19 LS tee\.

20 SE leem. 21 LG n^m, LrM neim. 22 SE teem. 23 S seem. 24 S
sh^m. 25 S meen, E ii. 26 S w^n. 27 S n^v. 28 S ee|_r [slightly trilled].

31 S leet. 32 S bmlh. 33 S rmllrer, E E, C a, o. 34 SE last. 36 S thAA.

[ 1921 ]
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41 S thaaqk. 43 L and, E o. 44 S land,
50 S toqz, E a. - L kjan [can]. 51 L

A: 39 S k?/ md. 40 S kam.
E o. 46 S kand'l. 48 S s?< qe. ,

.
-

man, S man. 54 LE want, S wAAnt. 56 LSE WEsh. 57 SE as.

A: or 0: [C (q), never qg)]. 58 M fran. 59 S lam. 60 LEGLr l^ q, S

loq, Lr loq. 61 SE
S soq, Lr soq.

umw q. 62 S stroq, E . 64 LLr roq, MS roq. 65

SE lord. 78 SE oo. 79 SE oon. 80 S oledii. 81 SG leen. 83 S moon. 84
S muer ner jau [more than you], G muer, E moor. 85 S soor. 86 S oots.

87 SE tlooz. 89 S booth. 90 SE bloo. 91 S moo. 92 L na'u, LE noo.

93 SE snoo. 94 S kroo. 95 S [(al), hurl, used]. 96 S soo. 97 SE sool. 98

S nood. 99 S [see 95]. 100 S sood.

A': 101 SE ook. 102 SE aks. 104 S rood, C ro'oed rimed, MLr rowd. 106
S brood. 107 S lof, E oo. 108 SE doo. 109 SE loo. 110 S not. Ill S AAt.

113 SE al [gen.] WE!, [occ.], G ool. 115 L a'm oom 6m, SG om, E o', a, Lr bum,
M Sum. 117 LE WA'U. 118 S booon. 121 S gon. 122 S nu n, E non, M now,
nVn. 123 LG nw thiqk, S noot [nought], E nothiqk. 124 S stw n. 125 S oom.
126 S oor. 127 S o'oes, E o'ost. 128 S [(dhEm) used]. 129 SE goost. 130

E boot, Lr boe^t. 131 E goot. 133 S roited [used], E root. 134 SE ooth.

135 SEkloth.
M- 138 LSG fmlher, E a1

,
M faadhe. 139 SE drii. 140 LS iil. 141

SELr niil. 142 SE sniil. 143 LSE tiil. 144 SE egen, C egin [adv.] egen
[prep.]. 146 E miin. 147 S briin. 148 S feer. 149 S blm'z. 150 S leest.

152 SE weter, Lr WEte. 153 LS SEterde, L SEtde.

M: 155 SEE thak. 158 S aafter, E after. 160 SE Eg. 161 LSE dii,

G dii [old], Lr dEM
i, M dei. 163 SE liid. 164 SGE m*, [emphatic] mii, Lr

mee. 165 S szid, E sEd. 166 S meed. 168 SE tare. 169 SE WEU. 170
S m-ist, E a, i. 171 SE baaaa'rli. 172 SG grEs, E a. 173 SE woz, SB wAA'e.

174 S aash. 175 SE fast. 178 S nat. 179 S WOR [but (d) assimilated]. 180
E b^th. 181 S pad, E a 1

.

M'- 182 S seei, E sii. 183 LE tiitj, S tmtj. 184 S Imd. 185 S rmd,
E riid, Lr rt'id. 187 S Im'v. 188 S nii. 189 S wii. 190 S km. 191 S

ml, E iil. 192 S mmn. 193 S tlm'n, EM tliin. 194 S oni, E E, C a.

195 S moni, BC mani, E E. 197 L-tjB'tz, S tjm'z, E ii. 199 S blmt. 200
LSEGM wiit, G wiet [old]. 201 S m'dh'n. 202 SE iit.

JE': 203 S spm'ch. 204 S dm'd. 205 S thrid. 206 SE rad. 207 E
niid'l. 208 Give. 209 G nive. 210 SE tlii. 211 S grii, E ee. 212 S wii,
E wee. 213 SC eedhvr, E ii. 215 S teetjt. 216 S dm'l, E diil. 217 S mtj.
218 S shm'p, E ship. 219 S simp. 221 E fiir. 223 S dhir?, M dhee, E dheer.

224 LSLr wie, M wee. 225 SE flEsh. 226 E moost. 227 SE wEt. 228
S sweeit, E E. 229 S braath, E E. 230 S fat.

E- 231 L dhe [rarely by assimilation (t')]. 232 S breek. 233 LGMLr
spiik, S speek. 234 S nml. 235 S weev. 236 S f^ver, E ii. 237 S bliin.

238 E Edj. 239 S seel. 240 E liin. 241 SEG riin, Lr rein.

Lr plE
M
i. 246 SE kweein. 247 SE ween.

SE sweer. 251 SE meet. 252 SE kst'l.

255 S wedher.
E: 257 S Edi. 259SwEdj. 260 SEG Hi. 261 LM sei, L see, S seei. 262

L wei wE'i wii, SE wii, Lr WE 1, M wei. 263 M ewE'i. 264 S iil, E eel. 265
LLr strE'it, S strm't. 267 S jeeld. - - L fetid [field] fiild, G feilz f/ilz. 268
S ooldist [used], E hald/st. 270 S bEles, SE bid*. 272 SE Elm. 273 SE mEn.
276 SE thiqk. 277 S sook [used]. 278 LSE wEnsh. 280 S IEV'U. 281 S

lEqkth, E tenth. 282 S strEqkth, E strEnth. 283 SE meri. 284 SE thrash,
B thrish. '285 S krEs. 286 S are. 287 S b?z'm, E E, C ii. 288 E tet.

E'- 290 L E'i, S eei, E ii. 291 S dhm, E dhii. 292 L mei niE'i, S meei,
E mee. 293 S wm, E wee. 294 L fs'id, SE fmd. 296 S bilm'v. 297 L
fele [(tjap) not so common], 298 SE fm'l. 299 L grein, SE grm'n, G grem griin

griin, M griin. 300 S km'p, E k^p, G kjeip, M kiip. 301 S ier. 302 S mm't.
E': 305 S 6i. 306 E a'it. 307 SE noi. 308 L ms'td, S nmd. 309 S

[ 1922 ]
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248 S meer. 249 SE weer. 250
253 SE nist'l. 254 SE ledher.
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spm'd. 310 S ml. 311 E tEn. 312 S iBr, G IB. 314 LGLr iBd, M aad
aad. 315 S feeit. 316 E nEkst.

EA- 317 S
[(tB skin) used]. 319 S g^p. 320 SE keer.

EA: 321 S [(sEEd) used]. 322 LGM laf
,
B laaf. 323 SE [(fit)] used.

324 LG E'it', S ait, E lit. 325 S waak, E AA. 326 LG a'e<d, S ood, E oold,M ould. 327 SE boold. 328 L ka'wd, LrSE koold. 329 SE foold. 330 S
ood, [sb] tak ood on)t [take hold of it], C oot [noun]. 331 SE soold. 332 L
ta'wd. 333 SB kAAf [both spelled it corf, shewing that they did not feel the r~\.

334 S eei. 335 S ol on Bm [all of them]. 336 SE fAAl. 337 SE WAA!. 338
L kAAl. 340 SE jsesed. 342 S eerm, E aa1

. 343 S WAAUI, E aa 1

,
sess. 345

L dEE|_r, S dos'nt [dare not]. 346 L gjeet, S gee;Bt.
EA'- 347 LSEG E'd, M ed. 348 SE 6i, E ai. 349 S fuu

t [fine, E (flu)].
EA': 350 SEG ds'd. 351 SE bsd. 352 LSG rsd. 353 SE brsd. 354

S sh*ef. 355 L dBf, S deev. 356 S \eei, E ii. 357 S [(for ol dhat) for all that,

used], E dhoo. 359 SE niibBr, B neebur. 360 S teem, E ii, C lie, G tirnn

[old], tiim [new]. 361 S bem. 362 S slii. 363 S tpep, E E. - G iBr

[year]. 365 S neer, E ii. 366 L gm?t, SE grEt, M grett. 367 SE thrEt.

368 SE dEth. 369 SE sloo. 370 S rAA'Br, E TAA. 371 S strAA'er, E strAA.

El- 372 S [unused]- 374 S nee. 375 S riiz. 376 S beit.

El: 377 C stiiuk. 378 S week. 380 S dhEm. 382 S dher, E ii.

EO- 383 E SEv'n. 384 S Ev'n. 385 S bim^th. 386 E JOG. 387 S niu

[modern], nuu [gen.], E nuu.
EO: 388 SE milk. 389 S jook. 390 SE shw d. 393 S bBJond. 394 L

JondBr. 396 SE wak. 397 S so'oBrd, C sward. 398 SE sttBgerv. 399 L
brait, S broit. 400 S arnest. 402 LE ban, S laarn, GM laan. 403 SE far.

404 SE steers [also for stairs]. 405 S aarth, E BE. 406 SE arth. 407 S

fadj [used], E fardh'n. 408 E niu.

EO'- 409 S bm, E bee. 411 S thrm, E three, G threi. 412 L [between]
shE'i shei, S shm, E ee. 413 S divil dEVBl, E dEvil. 414 S flai. L WE'id

[weed]. 415 S loi. 416 SE drer. 417 SE tjiu. 418 S briu. 420 S foot?.

421 S fooBti.

EO': 423 SE thoi. 424 SEC n* f. 425 L la'it, SE loit. 426 LG fE'it,

S feet [no (i)
after

(<?*)], G fait. 427 L bE'i, S bm, G bei. 428 S seei,

E see, G aei. 430 E frEnd. 431 SE biBr. 433 SE brEst, Lr brEsizs [breasts].
434 LrS loeet. 435 SE JOG. 436 L tr/u, SE triu. 437 L troj'uth, SE triuth.

EY- 438 GLS ddi, E do'. EY: 439 SE trw st.

I- 440 S week [used for a feast, wake]. 441 S siv. 442 S ivi, B oivi.

443 E fr6tdi. 444 SE stoil. 446 SE noin. 448 S dlwz, E ii. 449 S gar
[certainly before vowels, ? before consonants, E git]. 450 SBE tuuzdee.

I: 452 SE 6i. 454 S witj. 455 S 16* daan [written aarn\. S bad

[bird].
-- Lrthaad

[third].
457 S moit. 458 LM na/t, SE noit, G nzt.

459 LM ro'it rA'it [almost impossible to decide between them), SB ro*'t. 460
L wE'it', S weeit, E wiit. 461 S Bloit. 462 SE soit. 464 E witj. 465 SEG
sitj. 466 L tjdild, SE tpild. 467 S wo/d. 468 SE tjildBn [commonly
called (kidz)]. 471 S timbBr. 472 S shriqk, E sriqk. 473 S blo/nd. 474
S ptl [used]. 475 S wind, E a'i. 476 S boind. 477 L fain', SE foind. 478
S groind. 479 S woind. 481 SE fiqgBr. 484 E dhis. 485 LB this'l. 486
S baam [barm, used]. 487 SE jistBrdii. 488 SE jit. Lr [betw.] dat,
dot [dirt].

I'- [(6i) was the nearest approach I could make to Miss Adcock's diphthong,
which she identified with my (o'i). Miss Ellis writes (A'i), but I use (6i, for both,
TH once heard (o'i) Lr]. 490 SE boi. 491 SE soi. 492 L sid. 493 S
dioiv. 494 LM tdim, SBE toim. 496 SE 6iBn. 498 SE roit.

I': 500 SBE loik. 501 SE woid. 502 SBE f6tv. 503 SBE loif. 504
SE noif. 505 SE woif. 506 S ww nren, E wamBn. 507 SE w/mt'n. L
ii [hay]. 508 G radii, SE moil. 509 SE woil. 511 L wain, SB worn. 512

SE spoiBr. 513 S w6iBr. 514 S 6is. 515 S wois. G wdit [white].
517 L jm, E j'm.

0- 519 G OVB. 521 SE fool. 522 S ap'n, Lr op'n. 523 S ap, 6i ap JB

mi gar it [I hope you may get it, (r) for (t),
as frequently]. 524 S wald.

0: M sr^ b [shrub]. L kt'uk' [cook]. L [between] fagi fogi [foggy].

[ 1923 ]
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526 SE kaf, C kof, Lrkof . 527 SE bAAt. 528 S thtqkt [used], E thAAt. 529

S briqd [used], E brAAt. 531 S daater, MEG dAAter. 532 SE kool. 533 SE
dw l. 534 S 6o-e\ [pitch rises at end], E ool. 536 SE goold [not (used)]. 538

SE ww d. 539 SE bool. 540 S oh. 542 SE boolt. G krap' [crop]. 547

SE booBrd. 549 S 00ml. 650 S wad, EC ar. 551 S storem, E stAAm.

552 LE kAAn, S konra. 553 S onm, E AAn. 554 SE kros, C AA.

0'- 555 L sho/w, SE sb/u, M shuu. 556 SE tin, S [omitted before the name
of a place, Pm going church']. 557 SE t'm. 558 L Ituk ke'uk, SE luuk Imk.

559 L madhBr, S modhtjr, E mw dhBr, GM madhu. 560 L sk/ul, M skuul.

561 S blosBm [used]. 562 LG ma'un, SEE mmn, Enderby muun. 563 SEE
mw ndi. 564 LSE s/un. 565 SE ncz, E nooz. 566 LSEG w dhBr. 568

GLr brw dhBr.

0': 669 LSE brak, E buuk. 570 SE tuuk t/uk. 571 SE gw d, E gad?
572 SE blw d. 573 SE flw d. 574 S brmt. 575 SE stw d. 576 S wEnzdi.

577 S ba'w, E bse'w. 578 S plau, E se'w. 579 LSE unu i, S Bnm. 580 SE tw f .

581 S stjt, E SAAt, 1/wkt. 582 SE kt'ul. 583 S ttul. 584 SE stud. 585

S br/um. 586 L da'w dce'u, SE dm. 587 SE dw n, GM dw n. 588 L 119 'em nzun

nce'un, S mun. 589 SE sp/un. 590 S flooBr. 591 C muBr. 593 S mw n [used],
E mw st. 594 SE bmt. 595 SE fw t, C fat. 596 SE n'ut. 597 SE sw t.

U- 599 SE Bbw v. 600 SEE Iw v. 601 S faul, E E'W. 602 ES SB'W.

603 LM kam kw m. 605 SE sw n, LGM sw n, Lr swn. 606 LGM d0B, S

dAA'Br, E doBr. 607 S bw tBr, G bw tBkwp.
U: 608 SE w gli. 609 S fw l, EC fal. 610 SE w l. 611 S bw hk,

EC a. 612 LSE sw m. 613 SE dm qk. 614 S a'wn. 615 S paund, E E'W.

616 L greawnd, E grE'wnd. 617 E sE'wnd. 618 S ww nd, E E'M. 619 S
fw nd, E B'. . 620 S graundBd. 621 S wt^ n. 622 SEG w ndBr. 625 SE
toq. 626 L w qgri, SE w qgBr. 627 G sw ndi. 628 S nw n. 629 SEG sti n,

Lr swn [no difference between son, sun}. 630 S ww n. 631 S thazdi, E ar.

632 SEGLr w p. 633 SEMLr kw p, Lr kop. 634 L tlme'u, S thriu. 635

SE wath. 636 SE faadB. 637 S tw sb. 638 S bw sk. 639 SE dw st.

U'- 640 S ka'w, E ka'w, C law. 641 S a'w, E E'W, C i&u. 642 S dba'w,
C law. 643 S na'j^, E UEW, G nau, C Taw. 645 S dw v. 646 [S (kr/uk) used],
E })8d'u. 647 S a'wl, E E'M. 648 L ar, S aarn [ours], C WBr [unemphatic].
652 SE keyl [used thus,

' I used to couldn't']. 653 SE b t.

U': [Miss Adcock said (a'u) throughout, Miss Ellis gives the numbers for

(E'U) throughout, but very possibly she meant (aw), which was accidentally
omitted from the numbered lists, and it is most likely that the actual sounds used

by both ladies were identical. In her dt., E gives naoo,
' a in pat, 66' which

should be ('), but may be (aw). The actual diphthong meant is therefore

uncertain
;

see 663 L. The C wl. gives the triphthong (law, jaw, aw) ;
see

D 26, p. 426, 1. 9.] 654 E sraVwd. 655 E fse'wl. 656 S r/um. 657 S
bra'wn E E'W. 658 LGMLr dawn [(eau) not used at L], C iaw, S da'un [see

659], E dE'em. 659 LM tawn, S ta'un [with raised voice at end], E E'WU, C law.

661 S [rarely used, generally a (pa'ur), meaning a pouring down of rain],
E shae'wr. 662 SE w z. 663 L a<s, [between] aas, SMS

; aas, S a'ws a'wz'n,
E E'WS, G aws awz'n, M aws. 665 E IUE'WS, C miaws. 666 SE w zbBn, man,
Lr w zbBnd. 667 S a'wt, E E'wt, MLr awt. 668 S pra'wd, E E'W. 670 S bt'udh.

671 S ma'uth, E E'W. 672 S sa'uth, E E'W.

Y- 673 S mw tj. 674 S ded, E L 676 SEE 16i. 677 SE dr6i. 678
S dm. 679 L tjatj, Lr [betw.] tjatj, tjotj, SE tjartj. 680 SE bizi. 682

SE h't'l.

Y: 684 S br'g. 685 S radj [common], rig, G ridjBZ.
difference from 490], E b6i. 687 S fl6it. 688 .

690 SE komd. 691 SE moind. 693 SE sin. 694 L wak, Lr wok. 695 S
serk. 696 E barth [? 99]. 697 E bEri. 699 S roit. 700 LSE was, Lr

[between] was, wos. 701 CSE fast. L shw t. 703 SE pit.

705 SE skoi. 706 SE wot. 707 SE thartmn, G thartem. 708 SE
Y': 709 SEfoiBr. 711 S lois [usually (dtks)]. 712 S mois.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 E bad. 714 E laM. 716 E ad'l. 717 S djmd. 718 S triid.

[ 1924 ]
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722 S driin. 723 E direri. 725 S seeil, Lr seil [country] seel [with depressed

intonation]. 729 E friim. 733 S 6i wor Amos skeeerd tin deth [I was almost
scared to death]. 734 S daesen, E EE. 737 S meet. - G teetv [potato].
740 S w&t'v. 742 S liizi.

E. 743 E skriim. 744 S nwz'lz, E E. 745 S tjmt. 746 S brmdh, E ii.

747 S tndtvOT. 748 S fligd. 749 L haft. 750 E bEg.
I. and Y. 753 S tit'l [more usual], E tik'l. 754 E pig. 756 LSEM

srimp. 757 S tini. 758 SE gEl. 759 E fit.

0. 761 SE lood, C OOTB. L dog, Lr dog dog [dog], L tlogz [clogs].
767 S noiz, EC ai. 768 S koek. 771 SE fond. 773 S d

cqk, E a. 774 E
poem. 775 S btubt, E uu. 777 SE shop. 779 E orts. 781 S bodher. 782
SE p?< dhe m?/ k [? a powder of muck, very dusty]. 783 S poowltri. 784
S ba'wns, bE'wns. 789 E ns'w. 790 S ga'wn. 791 GLr bo/.

U. 792 S skwob'l. 793 SE wcg. 794 LrM d;^ g. 795 S srw g. 796
L blos'u. 799 SE sb/ l. 801 SE rw m. 803 SELr djw mp. GLr gu n

[gun]. 804 LS dm qk'n [S 'very broad']. 805 SE kardz, kadz. 806 SE
f s. 807 SE p s. 808 LS pw t [S fine, E (pat)].

HI.

A-- 809 E m'b'l. 810 SE feeis [rising pitch], [country about Lr] fees.

811 SE pirns [rising pitch], M ples
v

,
E [pi. pl^z'nj. 812 S 1ms. 813

L b^k'n, S bmk'n, E ii. 814 SE mees'n [usuaUy (brik-lirer)]. 816 S fm'd.

817 SE radish. 818 E hm'dj [often]. 819 SE rmdj. 821 S dilii. 822 SE
mii. - - LG pii [pay]. 824 SE tjiiw. 827 S ^ger. 828 SE eegv. 830
L trein, SE triin. 832 S miier, E ee. 833 S pleur. 835 S rmz'n, E ii.

836 S seeiz'n, E ii. 838 S trm't, E ii. 839 S bml. 840 S tjeeimbm, E 83.

841 S tjaezens, EE? 842 S plaqk. 845 S ^nshen, E h-. 846 C tjaandlw.
847 E demdjBr. 848 SE tj^ndj. 849 SE stwendjOT. 850 S da3S3ns, E aa.

851 SE aant, E E. 852 SE Epen. 853 S baargin, E asr. 854 SE barel.

855 SE karets. 856 S pa'rt, E *. 857 S kms. 858 S brm's. 859 E tyees.

860 SE pmst. 861 S ieeist. 863 S tjBBf. 864 SE bekoz. 865 S fAAt.

866 L PUB.
E-- 867 S tm, E tii. 868 E djii. 869 S vml [but vail and veil (veel)].

870 S biuti buuti. 871 S ugreei. 872 S tjmf, E ii. 874 S riin. 875 S fiint.

877 S eer?r, E h-. 878 SE saluri. 879 [S never used by dialect-speakers, only

(wEntj)], E ieemeeL 880 S Egza38empl. 881 SE SEUS. 882 S paim. 884 S

eprEntis. 887 S tlaardji. 888 S saartm, E aa. 890 S beest b^sts, E ii. 891
E fiist. 892 S nEfo UEVB, E nEvi. 893 S flE'ur. 894 S dism'v. 895 S
riseeiv.

I- andX- 897 SE dnloit. 898 SE nois. 899 S neeis, E ii. 900 S

pree. 901 SE foin, Lr fain. 902 S moin. 903 S [uses only (te EV jer diner)
to have your dinner], E ddm. 904 SE voilet. 908 SE ^dvois. 909 S brmz.
910 E djE'ist. 911 SEsEstern. 912 SE rois.

913 SE kootj. 914 E brootj. L bE'if [? (beif) beef]. 915 S st f.

916 S M njt?n, E a. 917 SE roog. 918 S feeb'l. 919 E a'intment. 920 E
pa'int. 921 E skoint. 922 S b s'l, E bash'l. 923 EC ma'ist. 924 EC
tja'is. 925 S vos, E a'i. 926 SG spoil, EC a'i. 927 S trw qk. 928 SE
nawns, E E'wns. 929 S ka'kw mber, E kE'u-. 930 SE 16m. 931 S dp gli3r.

932 C Bmlawnt. 933 SE frw nt. 934 S ba'wnti. 935 SE kw ntri. 937 E
kok. 938 S kaarner. 939 tlos bi, SE tlas, S [close the door (pa

]r dht? doer t/u)

put the door to]. 940 SE koot. 941 SE f/ul. 942 S b tjw, E batjw.
943 SE tu

t$. 947 S boil, E a'i. 948 S ba'wl [this is also used for a hoop,
to trundle a hoop, is to (ba'wl e ba'wl)]. GM ku h [colour]. 950 E s?/ per.
951Ekz^ p'l.

-- Lkreawn [crown]. Lr nas [nurse]. 952 S kwz'n. 954
E kash'n. 955 E dE'wt. 956 S kiver it p [cover it up, as frequent as

(ktt vur)]. 957 E empla'i.
U-. 961 SE griuuil. L weitin [waiting]. 963 SE kwriiut. 964 S

suutjt siuBt. 965 S 6tl, EC a'il. 966 SE frmt. 967 S smt, E suut. 968 S

6ister, E a'i. 969 L shce'.ue, SE shiuur [never used alone, but always after

(saattn)]. 970 S dj/st na'u [but] e djw st man, E u . 971 SE flmt.

[ 1925 ]



494 THE NORTHERN DIVISION. [INTROD.

Y.

NOBTHEKN DIVISION OF ENGLISH
DIALECT DISTRICTS.

This comprises D 30, 31 and 32. It is bounded on the s. by
the n. theeth line 5 (p. 18), and on the n. by the L. line 10

(p. 21) ;
and on e. and w. by the sea.

Area. The entire North and East Ridings with some of the West
Riding of Yo.

; n.La., most of Cu. and Nb., all We. and Du.
Districts. Only three districts have been formed, with rather

numerous varieties, which, however, do not show any very important
differences.

Characters. In the greater part of the division TJ' is represented

by (uu), which in n.La. and Craven becomes (6u, au). But

through Cu. and We. at least if not in Du. and Nb., TJ' becomes

(MIU) leading on to (6u). In the whole s. part, up to the n. tee

line 7, p. 20, the def . art. is simple suspended (t

v

),
but beyond that line

(dire). / is or (a)z) is the regular form in the s. part and even
in the n. part is more frequent than / am (a)m), which however
is there heard. The verbal pi. in -en is quite unknown. The

pron. in Cu. and We. seems to retain more of its original form
than on the e. coast, although the use of English in those counties

is certainly more recent than on the e. This is partly due no
doubt to the mountainous formation of the w. regions.

Phonetically (wiu), which forms the transition from (uu) to (a'u),
is most important, and is highly developed on the w. and in the

n. It consists essentially in beginning the (uu) with a sound
much more closely resembling (00) than (uu), and gradually sinking
to (uu), which is sustained. Thus JGGr. observes that soup in

Cu. and We. sounds to a southerner almost like soap. Of course

this is an exaggeration. The native hears (suup), and hence
writes soop, the fact being that he associates the conception of oo

with (M XU) and not (mi). But (MIU, ^i) are strictly analogous, and
are the means, or one of the means, by which (uu, ii) become

(a'u, a'i), see p. 293. Although my information on the e. side

gives me (uu, ii), it is very possible that (wiU, ^i) are said in many
places. In the M. div. (z :i) occurs freely, especially in the milder
form

(zi), but (i/iu) only occurs in the milder form (MU), and that

unfrequently. The variation of the (uu) sound we find there is

chiefly (0/u), arising from beginning the sound of (uu) with the

mouth open, producing (o?), which resembles (a). In reality how-
ever the sound may be and is generally produced with the lips

considerably closed through an effort of will (see p. 292). But
in (?iiu) the sound of (uu) begins, as has been said, with a sound

closely approaching (oo). There is therefore an essential difference
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of origin between (a?'u, UjU), though both are varieties of (uu).
The first (os'n) arises from 0', which is quite differently treated

in the K". div. The second (t^u) arises directly from IT'. It is

quite true that (a/u) extends to a few words which do not contain

0', and that in all cases 0' must have sunk to (uu) before the

change ('u) occurred. It is also true that (Vu) as well as (MIU)

generates (a'w), but that is^ by direct confusion of (?) with (a, a) ;

whereas (i^u) passes through (oV). The treatment of 0' in the

N. div. is not at all (?'u), but rather (iu, 'v&\ which may have had
a different origin.
The letter r occasions considerable difficulty. On the e. as far

as the two Shields Kb. and Du. it practically disappears when not

preceding a vowel. Even on the w. its power is very small.

The difficulty of ascertaining the fact is very great, because

the speaker, feeling the effect of the written r in modifying
the preceding vowel, insists on its presence. In the same

way in London people will assert that they pronounce r in part,

sort, which they call (paat, sAAt), because had there been no
r written, they would have said (poet, sot). (See pp. 189, 234 and

247.) But they will admit that they do not "rattle the r" as

in Scotland. In the n. part of M). and adjacent to Scotland,
the peculiar uvular (r) prevails, and it will be specially discussed

hereafter; but it seems to be rather a defective utterance than

a distinctive dialectal pronunciation.
The guttural (kh), which was sporadically heard even in the

M. div., has practically vanished from the N"., though on passing
the L. line 10, (kh) as well as (r) is strong.
The fact that a small portion of n.Cu. and n.Nb. belongs to the

L. division must be particularly noted. The whole of the n. part
of the N. div. was for long renowned for its "Border" warfare,
but this portion has now quietly settled into possession of L. speech,
and mostly L. people, although politically a part of England.

D 30 = EN. = East Northern.

Boundary. Beginning at Middlesborough, To., at the mouth of the Tees,

proceed along the border of Yo. and Du. as far as Croft (14 sw. Middlesborough).
Then go sw. from Croft to Middleham (8 s-by-w.Richmond), passing e. of

Richmond and Leyburn. Turn s. and enter the West Riding just e. of

Middlesmoor (13 w-by-n.Ripon), when turn slightly se. and go direct to Burley

(7 n. Bradford), about where strike the s. hoose line 6 (p. 19). Follow this

line, passing along the Wharfe by Otley, to about Arthington (17 s-by-w.

Ripon), when quit the Wharfe, but pursue the s. hoose line to the s. of Tadcaster

(9 sw. York), w. of Selby and Snaith, (passing 8 w.Goole) across Hatfield

Chase, se. to the n. part of Nt., and then by the b. of Li. to the Humber, at the

mouth of the Trent, and crossing the Ouse opposite Blacktoft (6 e.Goole), go by
the Humber and coast round to the Tees mouth and Middlesborough again.

It must be understood that this line from Croft to Burley, separating EN. =D 30

from WN". =D 31, is merely approximative. The upper part of Swaledale,

Wensleydale, and Mdderdale belong certainly to D 31, which, as we shall see,

differs distinctly in character from D 30, but whether the boundary lies slightly
e. or w. of that assigned has not been ascertained. Probably no definite line

could be drawn. The one proposed is very nearly the w. b. of the great plain of
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Yo., and while it satisfies JGG., my authority for the adjacent part of D 31,
does not interfere with any of CCR.'s indications.

Area. This district comprises the greater part of the North

Riding, omitting the nw. horn of Yo., all the East Riding and a

small portion of the West Riding, a very large extent of country,
which has not been completely explored, although there can be but
little doubt of the general character of the parts from which no
information has been received.

This large area I have found it convenient to divide into four

main varieties, which are themselves divided into subvarieties as

follows :

VAR. i. The Great Plain of York.

(a) Mid Yo., (b} York Ainsty, (e)
North Mid Yo., (d} New Malton,

(e) Pateley Bridge and Lower Nidderdale, (/) Washburn Eiver.

VAR. ii. The North East Moors.

(a] South Cleveland, North Cleveland being spoiled for dialect by the

iron works, (b] North East Coast and Whitby.
VAR. iii. The Wolds and South East Coast.

(a] Market Weighton, (b) Holdernesa.

VAR. iv. The Marshes.

Goole, and Marshland.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County Lists for Yo. under the following names,
where * indicates vv. per AJE., f per TH., ||

in so., principally CCR.'s Glossic,
in io.

Var. i. (a] ||Mid Yo., Ripon to Thirsk. (b) ||York Ainsty, ||York city,

(c) ||
North Mid Yo., Thirsk. (d} \\

New Malton.
(e) || Pateley Bridge.

(/) ||
Washburn River.

Var. ii. (a) || Stokesley for South Cleveland, Skelton, Danby-in- Cleveland.

(b} ||
North East Coast, Hackness, Whitby.

Var. iii. (a) *Market Weighton, Pocklington. (b) *fHolderness, tBurton

Constable, fHornsea, fHull, tLeven, Skeffling, || Button, f Swine, Waghen.
Var. iv. Drax, East Haddlesley, *Goole, Hatfield, Selby, Snaith.

Character. Throughout this large extent of country, it is sur-

prising what small varieties exist. Although following principally
the lead of OCR., who was my first and has been my chief

authority for the central parts of this region, I have laid down
11 forms, it is very difficult if not impossible to say with even
moderate certainty (so far as the information I have obtained

extends) what are the characteristics of each, and to discover any
but a geographical test to distinguish them.

The great uncertainty commences with the chief characteristic, the peculiar
mode of fracturing the vowels in the A-, A', JE, E-, EA', 0' words by prefixing
an accented (ee) or (ii} and reducing the vowel itself to indistinct (B) : thus A-

(neeBm) (mi^m) name, A' (tweera, tw/i^) two, JEi (deera, diiv) day, and so on.

All we can say is, that (eera) is more affected in the s. and (UTS) in the n., but

both occur everywhere. In case of A', 0', this is further confused with (UWB).
Numerous instances will be seen in the subjoined cwl. for Vars. i, ii, iii.

The next great peculiarity is the treatment of I' as (aa) . This also pervades
all the varieties, although it is certainly modified in Var. iii, especially in form b.

In this form (aa) occurs principally before voiced consonants, as (waad) wide,
but even in this case frequently becomes (ai) as (waid) wide. Before voiceless

consonants, and even in other cases, the sound is
(ei) or possibly (E') as (neif

naivz) knife knives. CCR. cannot prevail on himself to believe in these (ei)

forms, but the testimony of so many observers is overwhelming in their favour.

The treatment of the vowel in the IT words as (uu) is by no means peculiar
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to D 30
;
we have already met with it in the n. of D 20, but it is characteristic in

conjunction with the other marks. In D 31 we shall find it somewhat modified.

Here, however, it forms a strong contrast to the (aa) treatment of the same U'
in the adjoining D 24, and the whole course of the s. hoose line 6 should he

carefully observed. The vowel in the U words is (u) apparently, and not (u ).

But my vv. authority for Market Weighton, Rev. Jackson Wray, seemed to

incline to an (u^ sound, and (u^ certainly occurs in D 31. See introd. to M. div,

p. 291.

The r before a vowel seems to be gently trilled, and when not before a vowel,
either to be entirely vocalised or reduced to a species of faint unflapped (r) of

some kind, but the special kind has not been determined, and hence
(r) simply is

sometimes written, the value of which must be thus determined.

The definite article is generally reduced to the suspended (f), and in Holder-
ness is, according to its glossarists, reduced to nothing at all. Mr. Stead,
however, one of the glossarists, admits the occasional use of (). Much more
remarkable is its transformation into (th), which OCR. finds in the Washburn
River form / of Var. i, and which he has traced sporadically as far as Harrogate.
If this is confirmed by other observers, the n. theeth line (5) would have to be
modified at the point where it at present unites with the s. hoose line (6), say at

Burley (26 w-by-s.York), and would proceed n. for about 6 miles to Blubber-

houses, go round by Harrogate, and join line 6 again about Arthington (20

w-by-s.York). But at present it seems best to preserve the line 5 with this

provisional statement.

A further characteristic which separates D 30 from D 24, and from the n. of

D 20, is the universal use of I is (aa)z) for I am. But this is common also to

D 31, and may even be heard occasionally in Dumfries.

Var. i and ii I cannot separate at all, so far as pronunciation is concerned.

But there may be many differences in idiom and vocabulary, with which I am
not concerned, and as we have for Var. i CCR.'s Mid Yo. Glossary, for Var. ii

Rev. J. C. Atkinson's Cleveland Glossary for form a, and Mr. F. K. Robinson's

Whitby Glossary for form b, all highly elaborated, I have been induced to make the

distinction, which, so far as pron. is concerned, seems to me to consist principally
in the preference of (UTS) to (ee), compare the cwl. below.

Var. iii is characterised by the threefold treatment of I' (taam, neii, naivz)

time, knife, knives, the absence of the def. art. and the use of (thr-, dhr-) for

(^r-, v
d

vr-), although TH. found only the latter form, and Mr. Stead admits

that on his last visit to Holderness, he found those dentals coming into use

among the younger people.
Var. iv is still less easy to separate than the others. It gives me the im-

pression of an immigrant form from m.Yo. In the cwl. for Var. iii form b, I

have marked all those words which were given me at H [Holderness] in a full

wl., differently from those at S [Snaith]. They are certainly very few. In A-,
made cake tale lame same mane wane, S used (eee) for H.'s (lie). In A:
S (kee^m), H (kom). In A' S (gAA nAA tuu kluuus) for H (guue nire twire

tliivs) go no two clothes, and bone none stone oar had also (AA), and so on. The

principal variants were: JE'- S (meni), H (mom) many. E: S (seg), H (sedj)

sedge ;
EA'- S (fee*), H (flu) few; EA'; S (shiref), H (shaf) sheaf, S (neet?bt?r),

H (neibur) neighbour. EO S (breit), H (briit) bright, I- S (stii), H (stfcil) stile.

I: S (neit eleit), H (niit liit) night alight, S (grind), H (grwnd) ;
the last was

the most considerable difference observed. For I', S has (aa) in place of (ei),

and for 0', S (spuuin bwmt), H (spmn b/iBt) spoon boot, are decidedly singular,
and approach D 24.

MARKET "WEIGHTON AND MARSHLAND.

The following contrast of W [Market Weighton] and M [Marshland] was given

[received speech].

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1929 ] 123
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No. 1.

R Good night, Tom, I'll go home at once, and get into hed and

"W gwd niit, :tom, aa)l gan jam Bt Jans, mi git inti bed -en

M gwd niit, :tom, aa)il giiwn wwBm rat wons, ran get ti bed, -en

R rest my old hones, for I am vastly afraid I shall never getW list m AAd bhimz, for aa)z weeot Bn Reed, aa sal mver getM rest ma ood bwwBnz, for aa)z friit'nd aa shel ju'vur get

R to Londeshorough Park to-morrow.

"W to rlondesbro :p<9<?k t mAAn.
M ti rusfb't ipasther ti more.

Notes to No. 1.

Vastly afraid, the (w^nt un) used

for (wmitli) ;
and whent in Mr. F

commonly used for frightened.

Londesborough* s Park is 2 n.Market

"Weighton. Ousefleet Pasture, Ouse-
fleet is 6 e.Goole, on the Ouse, theRohinson's Whitby Glossary is ex- e.irooie, on T ise, v

plained as 'vast'; (flml) flayed, is places are vaned to suit the speakers.

No. 2.

R Dr. Patrick, you've got upon a bonny-ish horse there.

"W rdokte rpatlmk, Jim geten pon B bo'ne'jtsh os dheeB.

M oo idoktB ipathertk dhat's ^ na'st oas JUU)BP

R What's he gotten with ? How old will he he ? I don't know
W wat)s i getim wav ? uu AAd WilJJbf ? a dz^nt TIAA

M uu owd wl)s)b?

R that I've [or, I haven't] seen such a pretty horse [of a very long while].W ^t a)v siin sak B prat* os.

M a* ^nt siin stj n^ prati aas I

BV)B vart loq wat'l.

2.

"W. Dr. Patrick, he was a general

practitioner of course, hut in To. they

style these doctors, and speak of the

physicians as Mr., which is supposed
to imply a higher rank. He never had
his full name of JTir^patrick given
him. What's he gotten with? what
were his sire and dam? seen should

probably be seed.

M. nice horse, the pron. (ass),
written hirse for horse, is Li., Marsh-
land rather affects the adjoining Isle

of Axholme in Li.

Mr. K. said that the dialect of

Howden (of which he is a native) and

Blacktoft, both just opposite Marsh-
land on the other (or north) side of the

Ouse, is rather that of Marshland.
The speech of Goole and Snaith are

illustrated below.

Illustrations. (1) OCR. and other informants have kindly fur-

nished me with 10 cs. illustrating 10 out of the 11 forms previously
mentioned. These I have arranged interlinearly, by which means
their relations and differences are readily seen. The form not

here contained is Yar. iv, Goole. As I had been so much de-

pendent on OCR. for Yo., it seemed advisable to check his pron.

by other information
;
hence I give (2) a set of 4 dt. interlinearly

for Yar. ii,
and (3) a set of 3 dt. interlinearly, two for Yar. iii,
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and one for Yar. iv, written by different hands. I conclude my
illustrations by 4 very full word-lists, illustrating (4) Mid Yo.
Yar. i, (5) n.e.Yo. Yar. ii, (6) Market Weighton, Yar. iii, (7)

Holderness, Yar. iii. To the last the differences from Yar. iv

have been added. These taken together give the completest accounts
of the pron. of this district which I have been able to procure. For
transliteration of CCR.'s Glossic see p. 394, 1. 6 from bottom.

(1) TEX INTERLINEAE cs.

illustrating D 30, Yar. i, ii, iii, to shew the small extent of their differences.

1. Mid Yo. Yar. la. The typical form with which the others have to be
contrasted

; embracing the area defined by lines joining the towns of Eipon,
Eipley (7 s-by-w.Ripon), Wetherby (15 sse.Bipon), York, Easingwold (12 nnw.

York) and Kipon again, and extending slightly beyond this limit in every direc-

tion. This is the district to which CCR.'s Mid Yorkshire Glossary refers. The
cs. was pal. by AJE. from CCR.'s glossic, after a full discussion. See also the

cwl. which follows, and which is likewise due to him. CCR.'s familiarity with this

speech was principally with the neighbourhood of Wetherby. He considered

that York Ainsty was also involved, but probably only the nw.Ainsty was meant,
and it and York City should be omitted, see No. 2.

2. South Ainsty, Var. \b. The Ainsty of York is an irregular quadrilateral,
of which York City, the junction of the Wharfe and Ouse (8 s-by-w.York),
Wetherby (12 w-by-s.York), and the junction of the Nidd and the Ouse, are the

angular points. A line from Wetherby to Easingwold would therefore just avoid

the Ainsty, and Mr. Stead, headmaster of Folkestone Grammar School, a native

of the Ainsty and for 20 years there resident, thinks that CCR.'s Var. i, cs.

No. 1, must have just avoided the Ainsty. The following cs. written by Mr.
Stead in gl. and pal. by AJE. refers to the undernamed villages in the Ainsty, all

less than 6 m. from York : to the s., Bishopthorpe, Naburn, Acaster, and

Appleton ;
to the sw., Dringhouses, both Askhams, Copmanthorpe, and Bill-

brough ;
to the w., Acomb, and to the nw., Poppleton. The differences between

this version and CCR.'s No. 1, which will be seen at a glance from the inter-

linear arrangement, formed the subject of an inquiry by me, the results of which
are given in notes to this version No. 2. Mr. Stead says that the forms in the s.

and e. part of the Ainsty differ in many points from those in the n. and w. villages
of the same district, as Nun Monkton (7 nw.York), Tollerton (10 nw.York), Alne

(4 s\v.Easingwold, 11 nw.York), which lie beyond the Ainsty. After the full

exposition in the notes to this version, I do not reproduce the complete wl. for

s.Ainsty with which Mr. Stead kindly furnished me. The whole district is

influenced by the refined speech of York City on one side, and the ordinary

speech of the East Riding, as at Market Weighton, cs. No. 9, on the other.

Both CCR. and Mr. Stead gave me a cs. for the refined petty tradesman's speech
of York City, differing in minute particulars, and CCR. gave me a cs. for the

refined peasant speech of the whole country from Wetherby to Northallerton and

Stokesley, ranging therefore over cs. Nos. 1, 3, and 7 ;
but although these are

interesting, they are such manifestly modern interferences with hereditary dialect

through education and received speech, that I considered they lay beyond the

scope of these inquiries.
3. North Mid Yo. Var. ic. This represents CCR.'s "Near North," that is,

the district lying immediately north of his Mid Yo. Draw lines connecting

Northallerton, Kirkby Moorside (20 ese.Northallerton), Thirsk, Middleham

(19 w-by-n.Thirsk), and thence to Northallerton. This gives a flat quadri-

lateral, beyond which the region is supposed to extend in all directions. To the

n. of this region up to Du. I have almost no information. Nor have I any
means of checking the present. But as it lay beyond CCR.'s immediate

observation, and depends upon memories many years back, some errors are

unavoidable. The notes are almost entirely due to CCR.
4. New Malton, Var. id. This version for New Malton was written to shew
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how (aa) prevailed in many words in this part of Yo. The dialect, so far as

I know, was not very familiar to CCR., but he endeavoured to convey the

impression he had received. It cannot be considered to be a particular study
of purely local Malton speech, but merely an exemplification of the use of (aa) .

In other respects it agrees closely with cs. Nos. 1 or 3. The following is a

list of all the words in which (aa) occurs either in cs. No. 1 or No. 4, with the

corresponding sound in the other, arranged in the order of the cwl. The figures
1 and 4 refer to these versions.

A- 1 leeu 4 laa law, 1 feee 4 faa I-

fare. I:

A: 1 geeuth 4 gaath garth. I'-

A'- 1 noo 4 naa know, 1 kree'ek 4

kraa to crow. I':

A': 1 teeen 4 taan the one.

JE: 1, 4 waai3, wor was. 0-
JE': 1 dhz're 4 dhaae there, 1 wirer Y-

4 waau where.
EA- 1 keercz 4 kaaz cares. A.
EA: 1 soo 4 saa saw, 1 oo^d 4 aad old, I

1 6ET}1 4 aal all, 1 kooul 4 kaal -

call, 1 and 4 shaap sharp. TJ--

1 and 4 naan nine.

1 saak'n 4 saik'n such.

1 biv 4 baa by, 1 and 4 taam time,
1 and 4 waan to whine.

1 and 4 laak like, 1 and 4 waal

while, 1 maan 4 main mim?.
1 and 4 waald world.

1
(
d

v
raa 4

(
d

k
rai to ^y, 1 and 4

laal ttttfe.

1 t6oek 4 taak to?*.

1 and 4 faan^/m*?.
1 n/e'ek 4 kaan corner.

1 wisht 4 kwaat gwetf.

There is certainly a singular preponderance of (aa) if all has been correctly

remembered, but there is no evident reason for it, and possibly the change is

modern.
5. Lower Nidderdale, Var. \e. The lower portion of the valley of the Nidd,

including Pateley Bridge and Greenhow Hill, both 11 nw.Harrogate. The

pron. here, and in cs. No. 6, is transitional to D 31, Yar. iii. The district of

Lower Nidderdale is not uniform, Lofthouses at the n., Eamsgill a little s. of it,

but still n. of Pateley Bridge, and Dacre 4, se. of it, have apparently slight
differences in the pronunciation of the long 0' words, soon noon done enough
plough, and the Fr. U- word sure, which have (iu) in the first, (UTS) in the

second, and (in) in the last, supposing Dacre and Pateley Bridge to have the

same diphthong.
6. Washburn River district, Yar. if. This extends from Blubberhouses and

Fewston (6 wsw.Harrogate), to Otley (9 nw. Leeds), just on the border of D 24.

This dialect approaches to that of Skipton, D 31, Yar. iii, and is the extreme
w. form of D 30, Yar. i. It is peculiar as having (th) for the def. art. the,

although lying in the midst of a
(tf) speaking population, and n. of the n. theeth

line 5. See p. 497. Otley, too, which is here included, seems geographically to

belong to D 24. The exact position of the line 5 and part of line 6 along this

part has not been perfectly traced for want of such a precise phonetic survey as

TH. has made for lines 1 and 2. CCR. considers the northern district about

Fewston, Thruscross, and Blubberhouses, on the e. bank of Washburn River, and
the southern by Otley, to form two subvarieties, but he has not given me the

points of difference.

7. South Cleveland, Yar. iia. This may be taken as slightly exceeding the

triangular area of which Stokesley (8 s.Middlesborough), Egton (20 se.Middles-

borough), and Pickering (20 w-by-n.Filey), are the points. North of Stokesley
the dialect has been corrupted by the development of the ironworks, of which

Middlesborough is the head. The line of railway from Stokesley to Egton may
be considered to form the n. base of this triangle. The east coast, giving form b,

is closely connected with this, which includes the Moors of Yorkshire, and has

been especially illustrated in the Rev. J. C. Atkinson's 'Cleveland Glossary,' 1868,
where he endeavours to trace a connection between these forms and the

Scandinavian. The difference as regards pron. between cs. Nos. 1 to 6, and cs.

Nos. 7 and 8, is very slight indeed. This cs. is also by OCR.
8. North-East Coast, Yar. iii. This extends "from Guisborough (8 se.Mid-

dlesborough) eastwards and from Tees mouth southwards to s. of Filey," as

defined by CCR. This is especially the district illustrated by Mr. F. K.
Robinson's Whitby Glossary. What facilities CCR. had for investigating this
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dialect I do not know, but there is a great peculiarity in this version, of which
I find no indication in the Cleveland or "Whitby glossaries, namely, the use of

(ei) for the vowel in ye, here, there, we, themselves, himself, great, sickan= such,

herself, eyes, me, did, she, well, beast, will, washing, tea, week, deed. This
affects only cs. No. 8. In other respects this v. agrees well with the preceding.
See ne.Yo. cwl. and dt. below, Illustrations (5) and (2).

9. Market Weighton (:wiit'n), Yar. iiia. This cs. was written in io. by Mr.
J. W. Kirkpatrick, of Market Weighton, a native of Howden (16 sse.York and
II sw.Market Weighton, which is 10 w-by-n.Beverley), and may be considered
to represent the triangular area of which Pocklington (12 e-by-s.York), Beverley,
and Howden are the vertices, or the w. side of the East Riding. It was then
revised by Mr. H. Dove, of Market Weighton, and translated into glossic by
CCB.., and finally, in 1877, it was gone over with the Rev. Jackson Wray (author

characteristic." Mr. K. also gave me a number of notes respecting this dialect,

especially as contrasted with that of Marshland, Var. iv (see p. 497).
10. Holderness, Yar. mb. This is the district on the se. coast of Yo. from say

Bridlington southwards to Spurnhead, the extreme se. point of Yo., and eastwards

through Driffield, Beverley, and Hull, the b. following the line of railway from
Hull to Bridlington (:bo-litBn) . The authors of the Holderness Glossary divide this

region roughly into three, termed n., w. and e. Ho., by straight lines connecting
Hornsea with Driffield (12 nw.Hornsea) on the one hand and Hull on the other.

The following cs. specimen was pal. by AJE. in Dec. 1873 from the dictation of

the Rev. Henry Ward, who had then been well acquainted with the country for

thirty years or more. His information referred especially to n. Holderness, but
Mr. Stead, who is responsible for the e.Holderness part of the Glossary, gave me
the variants for that region. This version was also submitted to OCR., who
considered it in many respects refined

;
some of his observations are given in the

notes. To examine the peculiar use of (thr- dhr-) TH. visited Hornsea, Burton
Constable (7 ssw.Hornsea), Leven (7 wsw.Hornsea), Swine (5 nne.Hull), and
Hull. From the last, being thoroughly refined, he obtained (tr-, dr-), and from
the other places he got ( v

t
tr-, v

d
kr-), which Mr. Stead on a subsequent visit found

that it was the tendency of younger people to use in place of (thr-, dhr-), the

form he found to prevail among the peasantry. As in Market Weighton (thr-) is

constantly written when (^r-) is said, it is the most natural substitute. But
Mr. Stead is quite familiar with both

( v
t

kr-, thr-), and knows the difference in

their character, and can pronounce both, as I know by a personal interview.

He has also visited every village in e. Holderness. Hence I have no hesitation in

accepting his conclusion, written to TH. on 20 Feb. 1878, namely, "Amongst
persons of somewhat superior education or position there is a modification or

sliding towards
( kt, vd), and the same is almost invariably the case where the

rustics address strangers of presumably superior position and education
;
but

where a free and unembarrassed utterance by a genuine native can be obtained,
we get decided (th, dh). And yet after all it is only in this latter case that we

get the true Holderness sounds at all."

Another point is the regular and total omission of the def. art. the, which is

queried by CCR. In the Holderness Glossary it is much insisted on for n. and

e.Holderness, but the admittedly occurs (1) as () before vowels, as
(tf egz), and

(2) as (d) added to prepositions, as (i)d uus, wpe)d grwnd) in the house, upon the

ground. In the Glossary Mr. Stead says,
" The peculiar effect on the pronuncia-

tion of the omission of the definite article can scarcely be conceived by one who
has not heard the dialect spoken." And it must be recollected that Mr. Stead is

from birth familiar with suspended (tf)
for the def. art.

CCR. is also sceptical as to the separation of (ei) before voiceless consonants

from (ai) before vowels and voiced consonants, the latter of which, and not the

former, has a tendency to fall into (aa), and he thinks it must be a refinement
;

but it seems to be generally admitted by natives of se.Yo.

Much information respecting pron. is given in the Introduction to the

Holderness Glossary.

[ 1933 ]
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Arrangement. In order to make evident the coincidences and differences of

these ten versions in the clearest possible manner, they have been arranged
interlinearly, and when a word in one line is exactly repeated in the next

following line, it is not rewritten, but its place is supplied by (,,). It must be

remembered that (,,) means "the same word exactly as in the next preceding
line." "When a word in one line has no corresponding word in one or more of

the next following, ( )
is inserted when it seemed advisable for clearness

;
other-

wise the space has been left blank. Hence
( )

means ' ' No word corresponding
to that in any preceding line." Thus in par. 1. (teg^du) occurs only in cs.

No. 6, and blanks are left in the other numbers. But nothing answering to (o JB)

occurs in cs. Nos. 2, 9 and 10. Hence (o JB) have to be rewritten in cs. No. 3,

but they are replaced by (,, ,,) being two words in cs. No. 4, then (on) supersedes

(o) in cs. No. 5, but (JB) remaining is represented by (,,). In cs. No. 6 (o)

recurs, and (o JB) remain through Nos. 7 and 8, as shewn by (,,,,). On the

other hand, there is nothing corresponding to them in cs. Nos. 9 and 10. See

also the 8 interlinear cs. in D 26, p. 427%*.
Very minute differences are thus pointed out, much more minute than perhaps

the versions were intended to imply. It would be incorrect, especially in the

seven cs. Nos. 1 and 3 to 8, which are all due to CCE,., to suppose that any
slightly different form was always heard in the places named, to the exclusion of

that in a neighbouring district. But they were certainly his impressions, and he

carefully corrected his versions, after many written questions from me.

0. 1

2
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1
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3. 1 usBmrva

3 uusBmrvB
4 ,,

5

6

7

8

9 uu)rvB
10 uV'VB

dhmjz
)z

t'z)t'

uuswmvB
USBUU'VB

dhBr

ifB

>,t'

>
tzt'

ts)t'

iz

fakts

t*lmz

matBz
tilinz

matBz
telmz
faks

B)t' v
treeBth

>> n

[D30.

)

,,)th

B)t'

o)t
1

1

2

3

4
5

6

8 ,? ,,

9 kfos, SZ*B

10 keBs, soo

seeB dp'st ganz tB B

sum djwst
SZB ,,

seeB dhu

dj/st

6oBd dhB dhuu dhi

od JB

ooBdz tB dhuu dha

dhuu dhe*

jii JB

dhuu dha*- dhu
jBr

dm,
noez,

dm,

ood
od
od

od
ood

twq,
noiz,

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

frmd, Bn })i wisht nu waBl aa)z

frend, ,, b kw;eiBt ttl aa)v

,, ,, w*sht dhB nuu waal a)v
frmd, ,, b* kwaat nu ,, a

frend, ,, w*'sh tB nuu wal a)v
frmd, ,, tak ood Bn w^'sht ,, waal a

,, ,, w^'sh tB ,, aa)v

frend, ,, b* kwaat wal a

. , ,, , , st^l --
> ajv

dmn.

d?Bn.

1 09k tB bwdz nu !

2 b'sBn!

3 nuu dhen, aaks

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

leis)tn dhen !

nuu den, aakBn !

aakBn nuu I

aak nu !

aaak JB dheB nuu !

aak, nu!

4. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

aa) z

>>

)) 5>

a) z

sur

Bt a zled Bm seeB, swm B dhnn fooBk Bt

a
,, ,, see,

et a jh'Bd ,, SZB,
a zBd

Bt a

,, ,,

saatBn

Bt a iivd.

a

10 aa) z saaten ai

dhem fwwBks

fwwBk
fooBks

seeB,

,,
dhoz fooks

[ 1936 ]
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

THE EAST NORTHERN.

wmt
went

) J

wmt
went

^truf) t' jal

thrwf) ,, wol
thq frE)

frE)

t
N

fost

505

"dhat

went

eenl

throw) zM
thrwf) ,, jal

^trwf) t
1

wuml
thrwf) ,, wol

iml

frev)
TBE

/

),,

fre-e) th

frEE) t
N

fre) t
r

free^) d
fra

dh^se-nz,

dh^selvz,

dh^seiz,

dhBseAz,

dhBse-nz,
dhat

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

did, seef enwBf.

seeBf ,,

SZBf

eai-f.

a,

did,

did,

5. 1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Bt t
v

juuqz's swn e'zse'l, B

juqist))

th

Bt juuqis
dhBt juqis
Bt juqist

zse'n,

zse'l,

tse'l,

tzse'l,

t'zsel
t

gaqm

goat

grh'Bt

gaat

lad B naan

, , , ,
nam

,, ,, niin

,, naan

,, niin

,, ,, naan

,, ,, nam
,, ,,

naan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

,
kend i.

nhi

aad niu

VZBS
fadhB vois

fadB

jans, dhwf

fadhB

fadB

JMBr 6oBd, nood
,,

voo^s

vozs

feeBdha ,,

ft

dhhirf

dhwf
dhoBf
dhwf
dhof

dhhf
dhof

fBr ool ,,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

skweeBkm jan laak, Bn

was SB

waa saakBn

waaB saakBn

waa saz'kBn

waaB
, ,

saakBn

waz
WBZ

an
jan

skweBkm

,, skwiikm

[ 1937 ]
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N
trwst

N
tr*'st

t rwst

sph'^k

[D 30.

x
t

x
reeeth -ev on*

trimth

tV
t

x

.t rauth

5>

55

>5

ooBnt

7

8

9

10
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1 e'v Br, oo ! we')net shB ?

2 --
,, AA! wze)Bnt ,,

3 ,, OOB ! we)nBt ,,

4 ,, ,,

5 we'l)Bt
6 ,, OOB ! wie)Bnt ,,

7 oo ! we)net ,,

8 ww)nB
9 ,, wze')Bnt ,,

10 on t
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1 wiil, BZ aa WB seejen, *slm)d tel

Z W Ulj , ,
a WTH

3 wiil, ,, ,, WB
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1 le'gin stretjt Bt laq lenth Btop B)t' grwnd
2 ,, stretjt ,, fwl lenth on

)t' ,,

3 ,, ,, laq s^tretj Btop B)t' ,,

4 ,, stretjt ,, eeBl lenth wpB )t' ,,

5 ,, laq. strfekt ,, ,, dond
6 ,, stretjt ,, leqth Btop B)th ,,

7 stretjt ,, ,, ,, Bt t'
,,

8 s
ktretjt B )f

9 ,, fttl lenth wpB )d ,,

10 sthretjt ool e'z ,, wpo ,, ,,

1 ev e'z gze'Bd semdB kwwBt, tleeBs
be'v)t' us

2 ,, gwd ,, tluuBs tB uus
3 en ,, gze'Bd ,, ,, tlzYes be

,, us
4 e'v ,, tleeBs baa,, uus
5 i ,, gud. ,, tlwBs bee',, ,,

6 e'v ,, ,, ,, ,, tlze'BS be )th ,,

it

1 t i J }

9 ,, ,, gwd ,, ,, tlwBs be )d dz/Br B)t' uus
10 ,, ,, gud ,, koBt, kloos be'v uus

1 dze'B, duun Btt' nze'Bk B Jon Ion.

2 dze'^r, ,, ,, kAAUBr ,, ,, leeBn.

3 dz/B, dzzBn ,, nzeBk

4 ,, duun B) ,, kaanBr
5 dzur, dzun Bt nzuk

,, jondhB IwwBn
6 dzBr, Bwze'Bz duun B) th nze'Bk ,, Jon ,,

7 dze'Br, Bt

8 dze'B, B) t
(

IwBne'n.

9 ,, Bt kooBnBr ,, ,, MwBn.
10 cl?eB.

, , BL KAAnBr .
, , ,

IMBU.

10. 1 i wBr Bgzeet B waanen sez shB fBr

2 WBZ wae'nen BWCCB ,,
shii ,,

3 ,, waar BgzeBt ,, wze'Bneh ,, shB fB

4
,, wBr ,, ,, waanen ,, sez fBr

5 ,, waar ,, ,, wze'Bnin sez sheV ,,

6 ,, WBr wae'nen shB fB

7 ii ,, ,, ,, waanen ,, ,, ,,

8 ,, ,, BgeeBt ,, ,, ,, ,, fBr

9 i, WBZ plzBnen BweeB
, ,

10 ,, ,, greBne'n shB sez ,,

1 eWl t' waald laak tBv B sze'Bk beeBn Br B

2 aal
,, wold leek ,, badle ,, ,, ,,

3 jal ,, waald laak ,, sze'Bk bzYBn ,, ,,

4 aal ,,
beeBn

5 OOB! ,, wold leek ,, ,, baan ,, ,,

6 jal th waald sze'Bm BZ ,, ,, beBn ,, ,,

7 ,, t' ,,
laak siik beeBn ,,

8 AA'B! ,, ,, ,,
sz/Bk beeBn ,, ,,

9 OOB! wold leek ,,
badle ,, ,, els ,,

10 ool woold le'e'k ,, ,, ,, ,,

[ 1941 ]
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1 laal las f'v B

2 b't'l

3 laal

4 ,, Bt) s

5 latl ,, * B tjoBfm.
6 laal ,, ,, JiumB.

7 lal ,, ,, ,, puuk.
8 liivl miiBndj.
9 laat'l ,, wmiprm.

10
,, gjel fretm.

11. 1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Bn 'dhat ap'nd BZ she Bn t' d6tt
t
tt

t
r leeB kam

,, shii ,, B dowter ,,
IAA kom

,, shaa ,, t' dow
k
tB

k

r ,, IWB kam
>. ^IlL'C 1

. * 1(1(1

,, shea ,, th

t
1

she*

16OB kom
IOB

16OB kam
Ieei3 ,,

kom
,, dowth^r ,, loo

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

eqm
aqm

>

ktrwf) t' bak geeBth frev aqm t'

jaad

geeBth

gaath
frE

fre th

gaath frev 'qm t
r

jed aqm
jaad fxee 'qm uut t'

,, frev aqm

thrwf

4

trwf

thrdw

trwf

wet
tlee^z

tluWBZ

tliivz

tlee^z

,, wet
tlMBZ

,, ,,

thrwf

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

uut te
v
draa

on
weshm
weshm dee^.

ut ,, v

draY
uut

v

draY

ii dhra^'

we'shm
jaa weshm
^ )>

,, we*'shm

,, weshm
we^'shm dee.

12. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

waal)t' ket'l

ket'l

ket'l

wal ,, ket'l

th

t'

waalt'

r> >>

wal ket'l

boo^lm fe) t'

boelm ,, ,,

wa
boe'lm

j> j?

boBlm
WB boo;lm fo

,,

,, bw^'lm fB

WBZ
5J

[ 1942 ]

teeB

tlVB

tii

jan

jaa

jan

jaa

jan

jaa
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1 faan briit *'f
v
tBnz*Bn i swmB, nwbBt B wiik

2 fam breet swmBr ef tenh'Bn nobBt
U -UUU1 Uiloli

) }

4 briit ,,
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1 tslupBd, Bn aa d's)'nt want tB

2 :shepBd ,, a dAA)nt ,,

3 ishzVpBd ,, ,, dw)net ,, tB

4 ishtpud ,, d'z)'nt ,,

5 :shepBd ,, ,, dw)nwt ,, ,,
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1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
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be whisht now, while [i.e. until] I is

[i.e. am, i.e. have] done." "hark thou,
hut now." CCE. says the addition of

s to but is "very common elsewhere, as

at Leeds." I suppose it means,
' ' hark

only now."
4. Meaning "Some of them (

=
those)

folk (=folks) that went through the

whole thing from the first their
( =them)

selves."

5. youngest, CCE,. says that young
has four sounds (jwq suuq, juq juuq),
the last two being uncommon, but gives
no law regulating their use. " a great
lad of nine year old." father, the

dental (fa td) are preserved before any
place where (r) stood, even after the

(r) has been lost, as in the present case.

voice, the common form. marry !

this asseveration is said to be still

common.
6. woman, (d/i^m) dame, is also

common. -and tell all of you straight

of an end, too, without much bother,
an ye* II be- at asking of her, here (OB)
is all, (^dmrt) is one of the numerous
forms for without given by CCR. in

his glossary, of which he says "the
dental d

( vd) forms
(i3 v

duut wi
vduut)

are especially employed by those who
speak the dialect broadly." Obs. that

this
( (d) is a descendant of (dh), and

is not superinduced by a following (r).

much, (mikelz) is also used over a

great portion of the north, but here

(mitj) would be used.

7. leastly, at least
;

this genitive
form of adverb is said by CCE. to be
common in -lins, -wards, compare
(jalrrdiz, tedt'iirz, sliimvdz, wf'nz,
meeestlmz meeestliz, simsliz, aadliz

eedliz, wilinz, bilaa-ks) etc., already,

to-day, soonward, often, mostly, surely,

hardly, willingly, belike, etc. she had

(the) telling of it to me. a two (or)
three times over had she. moot matter,
if this is the dialectal use of moot, it is

hardly correct. how)is}it you think ?

8. how-gates, in what manner.
that she has to call her husband of, and
the whole story. CCE. says : "paddy
was a name given to the almanacks,
and hence note books, as (aa)l set dhat
duun i ma padi) I'll make a note of it,

and hence came to mean the note made
or any story. The word is very com-

mon, always on the tongue." The full

word is (pa-dmo-de), see cs. Nos. 3
and 5. In this form it is given in

the Cleveland, Craven, Whitby, and
Holderness Glossaries. Hence it is

widely distributed. Mr. Atkinson (Cl.

Gl.) suggests its derivation from pali-

node, or saying back, but this is not

a common word, and I would rather

suppose pater-noster to be the origin,

alluding to long mumbling of prayers.
This would agree with CCE.'s (mart),
Nos. 1, 3, 6, par. 5, also found
in the Cleveland and Whitby Glos-

saries.

9. she strongly asserted, this is,

however, hardly the general use of

threap, which is not in CCE.'s

Glossary, though Mr. F. K. Eobinson
in his Whitby Glossary has ' '

threeap,
to assert positively, 'he threeap' d me
wi' liquor,' protested that I was
drunk." Halliwell has "obstinately
to maintain or insist upon a thing in

contradiction to another, e.g. 'he

threaped me down it was so,' Li.

'I threpe a matter upon one, I bear

one in hand that he hath doone or

said a thing amysse.' Palsgrave."
The Ws. breapian is usually explained
as 'reprobare, compere,' and Strat-

mann gives 'arguere,' citing Orrmin
and several old works. Coleridge
translates '

convict, refute.' In Li.

Mr. Peacock has : "to argue, to

asseverate, to insist upon, 'he's alus

threapin' about summats.' ' She

threap' d me down Sam was dead, but

I seed him last setterda.'
' I wen't

be threp by a bairn like thoo.'
"

house door, the short (u) is often used

in this word.

10. That is, "he was agate, [going

on], a whining, says she, for all the

world like to [or use (swam ez)] same

as] a sick bairn, or a lile [little] lass

of [in] a tiff."

11. daughter-in-law, came their

ways through the back garth, from
hanging the wet clothes out.

13. meaning "and know you, bairn ?

that I ne'er learned nought no more
than this of that deed up till to-day,
I swear, as sure as my name's John

Shepherd, and I doesn't want to do,

there, now thens."

15. gaffer, properly grandfather, a

common word of familiar address, like

'old fellow,' or 'governor'; gaffer is

used for the master also.

Notes to No. 2, South Ainsty cs. p. 502.

In these notes to No. 2, for brevity
S. means Mr. Stead, E. Mr. C. C.

Eobinson, and G. the latter' s Mid
Yorkshire Glossary. Unsigned pas-

[ 1946 ]
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sages in inverted commas refer to S.'s

statements.

1. neighbour, S. (nei-), R. (neee-),
G. (n/ie-). 'The sound varies con-

siderably, but (nei-) is correct for the

villages named in p. 499, No. 2
; (mira-)

is very uncommon even in R.'s district.'

both,
'

(bwMeth) is universal in this

district.' news, 'R.'s (n/'ez) almost

unknown.' R. has certainly frequently
used uncommon forms and phrases, "to

register their existence," which rather

defeats my object, but I believe he

gave no pronunciation, however rare,

which he did not remember to have

heard, but of course his memory may
have been occasionally at fault.

2. few, 'R.'s(feew) almost unknown.'
don't ive, 'R.'s (dnret) unknown in

s.Ainsty, but right for Boroughbridge
(9 ne.H arrogate) ; R.'s (BZ) 'unknown
in m.Yo.' likely, R. (laaklins), S.
' thinks R. must have been thinking of

villages more to the w. as "Wetherby ;

and that (leek) is universal in m.Yo.'
G. (laaks, lahik, leik), the last refined.

See notes to p. 513, pars. 1, 2.

3. just, 'R.'s (dpst) never heard in

thedistrict.' friend,
' R.'s (frind) heard

more to the n. ande.' till or (waal) S.

4. folks, 'We always say (fwwjks),
and (fwM^k) without the (s)

is de-

cidedly refined.' R. had written

(iuuvk.) first, and corrected it to

(fooek). whole, R.'s (jal) 'is known,
but is extremely rare in the district.'

themselves,
'

(-sen) is the only form
known to us, (-sel) or (-sil) would
create roars of laughter.' G. p. xxv

gives both (-sel, -sen) but not (-sil).

5. knew,
'

(nAAd) is used occ.'

voice,
' R.'s (viiisa) astonished me,

I never heard it in my life.' R. says
it's common. trust, 'occ. (^rttst).'

truth, 'R.'s (tree^th) I never heard
in my life

; (^ruuth) is said and occ.

(^ruuth), which is used over a very

large area in m., e., and se.Yo. In
some of R.'s villages (Nun Monkton (7

nw.York) and Easingwold), as I can
attest having stayed there, ( V

t
4riuth) is

all but universal.'

6. straight. G. (s^reit, s^riit),
and occ. (s^met). 'I never heard
the last even in R.'s district.' bother,
in such words as bother father, ( vd)
would be very uncommon indeed.'

7. me,
' with us (mei) is never used,

our emphatic forms are invariably (mii
dhii shii) .' two or three,

' our numerals
are (jan, tuu, thrii, fowyur, faiv, siks,

sev'n, eit, nain, ten, islev'n, twelv),
etc.'

8. found or (fm). beast, 'with us

(bz'i'st) is singular and (b/'ies) plural.'
9. sivore.

' Of course we have

threaped here also, but it means more
like maintained persistently ,

said again
and again, than said emphatically and
solemnly.' See note on cs. No. 1,

par. 9, p. 514. eyes, 'we have no
other form but

(iiz), but (ee^n iivn)
are right for R.'s district.

'

good, 'R.'s

(g/id) unknown, (guud) general,' but
S. wrote (gwd). lane 'or (luuen),'
which is more regular.

10. whining, 'R.'s (waanin) is right
for R.'s district, and similarly in s.

Ainsty and e. or s. Holderness we have

(fa/n, nain, wain, lain, kaind), but in

n. Ainsty and n. and w. Holderness

(faan, naan, waan, laan, kaand).'
world, R.'s (waald),

' we use (waak)
subs., and (work) vb.' little,

'
s. Ainsty

hardly ever uses (laat'l), I never heard
it till I went to Easingwold when

young.'
11. through, or (thruu), S. hang-

ing,
' R.'s (aqin) is quite York city.'

clothes, G. (th'it?z, tleetjz, tlumz,

tl6ot?z), second most used, 'with us

(tliiuvz) is the only form.' day,
' R.'s

(diie) for the e. and s. Ainsty (dees) is

the proper form for his district.'

12. one, or (jaa), S. only, G. (nobet,

nwbet), nought but. The second was
unknown to S., who, however, uses

(nut) for not.

13. more, 'we in s. Ainsty have
almost dropped R.'s (mee^r).' sure,
or (shwMBr), S. name '

(nee^m) is

more common than R.'s (nirem) s. of

York.'

14. I'm going, (aa)z gwjin) also

used, S. home or (umm), S.

Notes to No. 3, North Mid To. cs.,

p. 502.

2. that, CCR. at first wrote (wat)
at full, considering (rat)

to represent

what, which he says is commonly
employed for that in Yo., but usually
contracted to (st). us, 'never (MZ) in

the pause, it here means we,' R.

is not (biimit, b/BZ, biiz) is not, is,
'

common, also at AVhitby.'
3. these (dhoer, dho'^r) occ. used.

hold thee thou thy din,
' not frequently

employed, but curious enough to record,

I thought,' R.
5. walking lad,

' one that can stride
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his way anywhere,' E. knew, casually

pronounced (ni).

6. quean, woman, without disrespect

by old people, with the initial (k)

omitted, like Yo. (wik) quick. See also

wecan in "Whitby Glossary. fleers.

without, the vowel is often taken short.

7. how should you 'think ?
' This is

the manner the emphatic clause would

he rendered, with the weight on think.

8. where, this (WMMOT) is a singular
form for (wt'irar),

hut both it and (UUVT)
are given in CCE.'s Glossary. was

(waar) or (war) either might be used.

husband with short (u) not
(it),

also

used in Mid Yo. and Malton way.
paddynoddy, long and tedious narration,
see notes on cs. No. 1, par. 8, p. 514.

9. house door, (us) with a short

vowel. lane or (laimm).
10. little, 'both forms (laal, laat'l)

are common all over Yo.,' CCE.
13. nows thou thens or (nuuz to

nobet) nows thou only. CCE. says
' not

knows thou thenz, for (nou] for know
is not heard in peasant speech any-
where

;
it is a purely idiomatic phrase ;

'

but his translation conveys no meaning.
The (te) might stand for to, and

perhaps nows to thens, nows to only

might be strained to have a meaning.
He says the second phrase is common.

Notes to No. 4, New Malton cs., p. 502.

5. youngist, OCR. says :

' there are

four pronunciations of young in the

rural varieties, and I distinguish each

readily, with (u uu, u uu) where the

last two forms are not much heard.

Thus (u) is looked upon as an old-

fashioned pron., and when a youthful
dialect speaker imitates the speech of

any person accustomed to speak the

vernacular at its broadest, you fail not
to hear this (uu) drawled and lengthened
in an exaggerated manner. In house

the vowel is either (u) or (uu) . I have
the greatest hesitation in deciding on
the quantity, the long and short are

so common in interchange.'

Notes to No. 5, Lower Nidderdale cs.,

p. 502.

4. I is or I am (:aa)m). whole

thing, both ivhole and all appear as

(tiBl) in par. 8, but all is given as

(OOB!) in par. 10.

6. of-wards. will not, the n of not

omitted, CCR. says 'singularly at all

times.'

10. chafing, a heat, passion.
13. to-day, here (dens), but (dee)

in par. 5.

Notes to No. 6, Washburn River cs.,

p. 502.

1. together, CCE. marks (d)not( ld),
but in neither he has marked

( 4d).

like, mine, are heard with both (at)
and (OB), see (laiklinz), par. 2.

2. because (koz), not (koz). CCE.
says : "I use (o) in this district, but

both in this and the m.Yo. cs. No. 1,

(o) finds place in as sharply short a

character as possible, as (ma -wod,

a)l)ev od o dhe !) my word, I'll have
hold of thee! In post, word, hold,

first, burst, hurt, host, stir, her, (post,

wod, od, fost, host, ot, ost, stor, or) [the
last two I suppose before vowels], and
in other words there is an undoubted
and a most frequent interchange of (o,

o). grinned, laughed, jeered. don't,

it seems as if (d/ient, diimnt dw)nrat)
were used rather promiscuously, see

par. 13.

3. of the case, throughout this dis-

trict (th, t
y

) interchange for the def.

art. And take hold and whisht now
until I [have] done, "a colloquial

phrase, but not of any account." CCE.
8. and all about on it, the on seems

superfluous.
10. in [a] humour, "fretis only used

as a verb
;

as a noun, it is here and

elsewhere unknown," CCE.
11. dry, or (^rwft) drought, 'a

term I might also have used in cs.

Nos. 1 and 3, and, using (dr) for (^r),
in the Leeds cs.' D 24, var. v. p. 374.

13. don't or (d?j)net).

Notes to No. 7, South Cleveland cs.,

p. 502.

4. Us, or lam (aa)m). -from, CCE.

says
'

(frEB) is correct. There is a

wide difference between (ee, BE) which

are nearest allied. The (EE) seems to

be associated with few words from,

to, no, etc. and but casually.'
5. / swear (aa siirar) ;

if it were I'm

sure, it would be (a)zz'ze).

8. beast, CCE. says: "I see that

Mr. Atkinson in his ' Cleveland Glos-

sary
' has a note on this word, saying

that (bras) is the form the plural takes.

This must be merely a local usage.
In South Cleveland (bz*Bs) is exceed-

ingly common as the emphatic form.

It has seemed to me sometimes that
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people everywhere had a habit of saying

(b/Bs) on occasions, when the singular
number was intended, and (bties) when
more than one was meant. Anyhow
(b/m) is the commoner pronunciation,
both as a singular and plural form."
Out of Yo., except in sw.England,
(b/ii3s), or some form without the

(t),
is

commonly used for the plural, the
(t)

being added for the singular. See p.

515, par. 8.

9. by the or (ba)t').
10. '

pook and (pA'^k) in town dialect,

but they can't be rendered by one

spelling. I should write (1) pouk, and

(2) paivk. They are both used as verbs

to fret,
1 OCR.

15. my or (ma).

Notes to No. 8, North-East Coast cs.

10. maunge is explained in CCR.'s

Glossary as '

untoward, confused, acci-

dent,
'

perhaps
'

mishap
' would be best

here.

Notes to No. 9, Market Weighton cs.

For abbreviation I use D. Dove, K.

Kirkpatrick, R. Robinson, W. Wray.
0. for. W. insisted on trilling the

(r), but this is contrary to the general
habit of e.Yo., and although the final

(r) was always clearly pronounced by
Mr. Wray, I retain the vocal forms

usually heard. has no doubts, or (diz'nt

dwt). W. used (uj rather than (u), but
he also used

(i t )
rather than (t). Hence

I consider these to be individualities.

The (e) may be (E) throughout, but I

retain R.'s vowel, and he distinguished

(e, E).
1. well or (wai). you, R. signals

this as a refinement for (dhuu). care,
K. wrote

(kiitj), which W. asserted

could never have been heard. there,
old people say (dli/ira), younger (dheeu).

2. know, K. wrote (mra), which both
R. and W. corrected to (nooe). likely,
R. considers it should be (laakli), saying
that if one long I becomes (aa), all

must, and we have (taam). Neverthe-

less, W. says he has not heard (laakli)
half a dozen times, and K. writes

leikly, D. likely.
3. however, W. seemed to say

(a^i-ver), almost but not quite (aw),
but in the wl. he said (*,), hence I

retain (uu), which is most natural.

tongue, is what K. substituted for

noise, but W. said (no*'z) is right.

friend, W. never heard the (d) omitted,
both (frind) and (frend) are used.

while for till, but (til) is also used.

hark, K. wrote hack, shewing the
shortness of the vowel.

4. Vm sure, K. wrote a sear, which
should be / swore, but probably the

(z) was omitted by accident, the cor-

rection is W.'s. through, W. says
(thruu) is also used by the broadest

speakers. through the whole from the

first, the first the is (), the second

(d), but also, I think, suspended (d').
W. endeavoured to find a reason for

the difference, and thought (t') was
initial and (d

1

)
final. But in looking

through Mr. Wray's tale of Nestlelon

Magna, I find plenty of
(t'), but no

(d
1

). R. says, however, that the (d) is
"
nicely correct," but that it is "far

more of an habitual than a customary
sound."

5. nine, (naan) has been heard from
older people. K. wrote nane, which
R. interpreted (neen), and D. wrote

nine', W. read nain. knew, so K.

wrote, and R. interpreted (n/u) ;
I owe

(nood) to W. father, or (fadlrw)
says K., but W. did not allow it

; the

'* of the possessive is never omitted

according to W., but Mrs. Wray said

it was never inserted, thus (:dpn weif)
has been often heard. though, W.
said (dhof) was not much used, and

(dhoo) more common. was (waz) ex-

presses emphatic certainty. .so queer,
K. gives also (siv). trust, K. writes

thrust, W. gave (^r-) ;
K. gave the

variant (a)l wp)od- im) I'll uphold
him. truth, K. wrote ftrewth, W.
pron. what seemed to me as some
variation of (^ryyth), but the mouth
was open for the vowel, and there was
no projection of the lips. aye, the

pron. (s'i) is due to W. enough, W.
observed that the verb to plough was

(pl/u), the subs, (pl/u) or (plnsf), and

observed that enow is not known.

7. however. See note, par. 3.

8. how and where and when, K. says
the expression would not be used in this

neighbourhood. drunken, K. wrote

(dhr-), R. corrected and W. confirmed

(fa-). beast, W. stated that (b/js)
was pi. husband, W. says (ma ma'n)
is common for 'my husband.'

9. eyes, both (iin iiz), equally

common, and (it iin, it iiz) would be

used for (its iin, iiz), W. length,

similarly (s^renth) W. ground, X.

omitted (d), W. restored it; K. says

that in Marshland, Var. iv, they would

say (?/pB dh gruund). by the, K.
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omitted the, W. restored it as (d).

lane, K. also gives (leetm), "W. says

(1/ien) is used, R. prefers (luuun). This

word is never treated as having A', but
as having 0-, A-.

10. plaining, i.e. complaining, suffer-

ing, suggested by W., K said (waanin)
would not be used, and suggested

(gr/imiin). whimpering, suggested by
W. as fretting, was not dialectal.

11. her, the pron. (oer) was given

by W., who constantly uses hor in

Nestleton Magna. through back yard,
R. says "there is no real omission of

(t

(

)
here. The tongue moves for it,

however it may be lost to the ear. In

nearly every variety of Yo. dialect it

is lost when in this position followed

by (b) ." It would probably be the same
before any mute or sonant. But the

tongue being first put in the (t) position
and dwelt on, the effect on the ear is

different from that of an entire absence

of any (t) .clothes, W. had (kluss)
in par. 9, R. says that the present is

the refined and general form.

12. one, K. (wn), D. and W. (jaa).

fine, W. has heard (faan), but gave
(fern). since, D.and K. (sen),~W. (sin).

13. do you know, K. says this phrase
would not be used, R. thinks he would
not have objected to (-en noo .re, beera).

learned, K. had (laand), D.
(!<?<?nt),

W. says (leeent) is the common form.

until, D. and K. had awhahl, (waal)
is "W.'s correction.

15. weak fool, K. wake fool, which
R. says is very refined. I adopt R.'s

(weeiak) and W.'s
(ffcl) . prates, W.

said 'not (pmts).' without, K. wrote
wid-doot or bid-doot (wi,duut bi^duut),

observing that they seem old, but are

still heard
;
W. said (widhuut b?dhuut)

were more commonamongthe peasantry.
good-night, R. says good bye (bai) is

seldom heard, W. gives (g/i-nit, tataa-)
as common forms, the last being used
even among men.

Notes to No. 10, Holdernesscs., p. 502.
1. Variants by Mr. Stead for e. Holder-

ness. These are placed first for

facility of reference, the others

follow.

1. well, WE!, argumentative. neigh-
bour, neeber. both, b/uth. neither,
niidlrer.

2. folks, fwwuks. of being, ^t biin.

not, nut. likely, Is'ikli.

3. these, dhiiz. of the case, -Q keez

no article. quiet, kwE'i^t. I have

done, a)v dm.
4. folks, fiiuieks. through the ivhole,

thrwf wol.

5. great, grwt, n.H. grnut. nine,
nain. squeaking, sku?/?/Bkin n.H.
trust and truth. Mr. Ward insists on

(thr-), but here and in other cases I

seemed to hear
( vt^r-).

6. straight, sthreet. without,

widhuu-t, wivuut not heard.

7. I (ai) is e.H., (a) would be n.H.

times, taimz. you, STB.

8. well, wel. found, fand n.H.,
ftme.H.

9. sware, swoou. with her own

eyes, w/dh TST AAU iiz, iin also used but

not so frequently. upn the ground,

upu grtmd. coat, kwet. close, tl/ius.

corner, kAAnB. lane, liivn.

10. groaning, gmnin. world, wold.

like, leik. girl, las. fretting,

11. clothes, tl/fez. washing day,
weshm deee.

12. while, Bwal peculiar to e.H.

tea, tiiTS n.H., tii e.~H..Jine, faan n.H.

afternoon eftenen was written.

since, sin.

13. matter, mathrar. my, mai e.H.,
maa n.H. name, n/iem. neither,

niidhu, both e. and n.H.
14. so, si. going home to supper,

gaijin, buun worn ti ee mi supv.
15. fond fool, wee^k bree^nd fiul.

chatters, tjathez. without, widhuut.

reason, rnsz'n n.H., riiz'n e.H.

2. Notes other than variants.

1. you, refined, vulgar form (jii),

OCR. that's neither here nor there,

a common phrase, but (noedliBr) be-

longs rather to Mid Yo., Var. i, also

(dheee) is refined form of (dhz'iT?), CCR.
2. likely, CCR. again thinks it ought

to be (laakli) . This is not the case in

the East Riding, see p. 517, par. 2.

3. of the case, the insertion of the

article here was probably a slip. I've

done, (aa) always in n.H., (a*) before

a vowel in e.H.
4. those very refined, (dhem) is the

characteristic word, CCR.
8. found has (d) in n. but not in

e.H. beast, S. made (b^s) pi. only,
which surprises CCR.

9. upon the ground, CCR. says that

this (-d) for the definite article is heard

as a casual form in all the other

varieties, and in D 24. coat, CCR.

says (korat) is thoroughly refined, and
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(kwMet) the peasant form. close (kloos),
CCR. says is also refined, but very
much used

;
and ' ' the refined phase is

really the dominant one over that section

of the East Riding nearest the coast,

with its important market towns."

10. was, CCR. finds the constant

use of was a sure mark of the refined

form
;
and that the characteristic rural

types are (war wa war wo) long or

short according to circumstances.

fretting, OCR. considers to be quite
non- dialectal.

11. yard, OCR. says this is refined :

" when a rural liver uses yard alone of

an enclosure, his thoughts run on the

flagged and walled courts he sees in

town. There are no yards in the

country according to his idea, and even

in such compounds as stable -yard,

church-yard, his tongue is far more

ready to say (st/ub'1-geeBth, kork-

geeeth)."
13. Jack, OCR. says that he did not

use this in his cs. Nos. 1 and 3 to 8,
because even among the humblest
classes it savours of vulgarity, except
when used for children only.

14. to supper, CCR. objects to the
omission of the personal pronoun my as

being refined. In his own versions cs.

Nos. 1 and 3 to 8, he has always in-

serted my ;
in cs. No. 2, York Ainsty,

Mr. Stead has also omitted it.

15. fond, CCR. thinks this common
word would convey a wrong notion,
and prefers weak, which he would
write

(2) FOUR INTERLINEAR dt. TOR NORTH-EAST YORKSHIRE.

As the cs. for Var. ii were both written by CCR., and I have been fortunate

enough to get four dt. from other writers, although in io., which I have been

obliged to pal. from indications, or conjecturally, or by the aid of CCR.'s cs., and
in one instance by the reading of another native, it seems advisable to give them
also in an interlinear arrangement, as a contrast.

1. Danby -in- Cleveland (12 wsw.Whitby), written by the Rev. J. C. Atkinson,
author of the Cleveland Glossary, with many notes and indications.

2. Skelton-in- Cleveland (10 e-by-s.Middlesborough), by Mr. Isaac Wilkinson, of

Lingdale, Marske-by-the-Sea, with very full notes. Much of the neighbourhood
is like it for ten miles. This specimen was subsequently read to me in Feb. 1887,

by Mr. J. W. Langstaff, of Stanghow (:staq') (3 sse. Skelton, and 12 ese.

Middlesborough), a friend of Mr. Wilkinson, and at that time a student in the

Wesleyan Training College, Westminster, and that is the pronunciation which I

have used. I subsequently referred the chief points to Mr. T. D. Ridley, who
resides at Coatham, Redcar, and he agreed with Mr. Langstaff. Mr. Wilkinson

was, however, not quite satisfied with the result, but as I have not had an oppor-

tunity of hearing him pronounce, I have let my transcript of Mr. Langstaff's

stand, and only regret that I am not able to do justice to Mr. W.'s views, which
he was at great pains to particularise.

3. Whitby, by the late Mr. F. K. Robinson, author of the Whitby Glossary,
the second edition of which was published by the English Dialect Society.

4. Whitby, Malton, Pickering, and the Moors, by Rev. John Thornton, Vicar

of Aston Abbott, Aylesbury ;
this is also in io. and with no indications, but by

the help of the others there is very little difficulty in interpreting it.

1. 1 Danby. SMB a sez, im? ladz, siiz te nuu at a)z riit

2 Skelton. s*i a SEE, ladz, JB sii nuu dln?t aa)z rut

3 Whitby. siiv a sez, nmets, JB sii nuu dhet a bi riit

4 Moors. ladz, JB sii nuu a)m riit

1 ^buut Jon laat'l las kwmm fre)t' skzM ?

2 sb^t dhat liet'l las kwmm fre)t' sktel jondlm

3 tjbuut dhat laat'l beeim kwmm fre)t' skz^l
4 ubuut t' laat'l las kwmm fre)t'
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2. 1 shii)z ganBn duun t' ruuvd. dh?iB ^trwf t
N
rid jat o)t' left

2 sh^BZ gain dwwn)t' rooBd dheeB thrww t
v

rz^d jat o)t' left

3 sliii)z gai;in duun t' ruwed dheeB thrwf t' mud jat o)t' left

4 shii)z gai;in duun t' rwwBd dhfo'B thrwf t' jat o)t'

1 ond saad o)t' wzie.

2 and saad o)t' wee.

3 and said o)t' ruw^d.

4 O)t'

t' bee^n ev gand riit wp t)t* dii-er o)t'

t' bee^n)z giiVD. s
v

trat wp t/)t' dh\Br B)t'

t' bee^n BZ giran s
t

trM wp tu)t
x

dh'^r o)t
(

t' bee'en)z gh'^n s
v
tr^t wp ti)t

N

dz*Br o)t

3. 1 Biivr

2 szwsr

3 slier

4 sziisr

1 raq uus,
2 raq iis,

3 raq uus,
4 raq uus,

4. 1 wSB shB)l hap'n find dhat
v

drwk'n dztBf whz'nd tjap
2 weeB shi^Bl mebi fin'd dhat

v

drwk'n d^raf w^z'nd felB

3 WMWB slre)l tjans ti find dhat
k

drwkim dzi^f dwiz'nd kaal

4 wiie shii)l mebi find dhat drwqk'n diief wiz'nd tjap

1 Bt dhB kAA
2 bi t' n^Bm B rtomi.

3 dh0 kAAl itoniBS.

4 o t' niiBm o :twmBs.

5. 1 wi AA! kenz'm vari will.

2 wii AA'! ken im varii witil.

3 wi AA! ken im vari wiil.

4 ken [UAA] vari wiil.

6. 1 wzient t' AAd tjap szimi laan B nwt tB dii)t nB me
2 wzi^nt t' AAd tjap sziBn l^Bn B nwt ti d$iB)t BgziBn,
3 wziBnt t

1

AAd tjap siiBn tziBtj B nwt ti dii)t Bgz/Bn,
4 wziBnt t' AAd tjap sziBn laan B nat ti d&s)t

'

th'q !

the'q!

thiq.

7. 1 lwks)tB ! iz'nt it triu ?

2 Iz^k! iz'nt it ^tr^u?
3 h'uk ! iz'nt it ^riu ?

4 IziBk! Ariu ^
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Notes to Danby dt. No. 1.

1. /, (ai) emphatic, (a) unemphatic.
2. there. Mr. A. having given no

sound, I follow OCR. gate (jat) or

(jet). left side, no sound given, I

have used (saad) therefore, as given for

other words.

3. enough. Mr. A. having written

eneugh without explanation, I follow

OCR. gone (gand) or (geed).
4. where, no sound assigned. that

they call more usual than, of the name

of (o t' mmn BV), as a rule of is (BV)
before vowels, and (o, B) before con-

sonants.

6. old (ood) is also heard.

There was a schoolmaster at Castle -

ton, a hamlet of Danby parish, named

Bull, who was constantly called (:bal),

and the same sound occurs in other

words, as bushel (bashel) or (bishel).

Notes to Skelton dt. No. 2.

1. so, also (SOB, siiTs], the (e) was
lost before the following (a). lads, or

(tjaps), commoner than (mEEts), which
however is used, (bwtiz) is not used.

little, (laat'l) not usual. lass, also

(gel) very short, but (las) most common.

-from the, (fre)d') was also used.

yonder, or (jondlrer), r not before a

vowel very faint, but perceptible.
2. going, a distinct diphthong, not

(gajm). road, or (lonen), Mr. JWL.
used (o) distinctly, not (o), and in

ordinary speech he used (oo) in place
of (oo). there, the (r) was not heard

except as (B). through is (^ruf) on
the sea-coast between Lofthouse (rloftus)

(12 nw.Whitby) and Whitby. gate,

(jat) usual, (geet) also heard, (-git)
unaccented as the name of a street.

way, rather (roo^d, lonen) road, lane.

3. gone, (gon) also used.

4. may be, or (ap'n) happen ; (tjans

te) chance to, scarcely used. wizzened

used,
' shrivelled

'

not used
; (shr-)

initial, used as (shn'^b) shrub. by the

name of, a common expression, but
oftener (wt'j) BZ m'^md), who is named,
the (vfii) is suspicious, perhaps I did

not hear right, (az)tz) seems more

probable. Tommy, certainly not Tom
nor Thomas.

5. ken and know (noora) are dis-

tinguished as connaitre and savoir.

very, (vare) sounded Scotch to Mr. L.

6. soon learn, these two words really
rhymed by the omission of the (r).

(ti^tre), teacher, is used at school.
The

(r) was scarcely audible when not
before a vowel. The regular sound of

0; was foB) with the deep (i t). This
Mr. L. pron. in '

moon, soon, book,
look, blood, stood, plough sb. (pl/^f),
tough (ti'jBf), cool, tool, stool [he stole

a stool
(i st^al u st^t?!) the fracture

differing, stolen (stown)], broom [the
plant], do, done, noon, spoon, floor,

boot, foot, root, soot,' but 'mother,
bloom, nose, brother, good, plough vb.,

sought, moor,' were (mwdhar, bluum,
noBz, brwdhar, gwd, pluu, sout, muer),
'sought' was evidently assimilated to

'bought, thought, brought, wrought,
daughter,' all of which had (6w),

'

coal,
hole' were (kiel, MB!).

7. look, the forms
(h' 1Bks)tB, lw)dlrB,

\u) JB) lookest thou, look thou, look you,
all occur. All the (u) were very deep,
as well as all the

(i], and perhaps (wj
like (ij) should be used generally.

Notes to Whitby dt. No. 3.

1 . I be right for I is right, is strange,
and doubtful. Unfortunately there is

no grammar given with the Whitby
Glossary, which only contains be in the

imperative mood.
2. going. In his Glossary Mr. FKR.

gives 'gangin, gannin, gying.' The

pron. here assigned to the last word is

quite conjectural, but reminds one of

the S. (gwa'in). side. Mr. FKR.
writes (said) here and in his glossary,
but (saad) is more regular.

3. straight. Mr. FKR. uses the

ordinary spelling both here and in his

glossary, hence I write (sfipeet), the

dental
( tt, vd) is not marked, but must

be assumed.
4. where, the pron. (ww'wBr) is not

given in the Glossary.
5. carl, explained in the Glossary as

"a coarse old man." Carhn is the

fern., and is used for a witch.

Notes to the Moors dt. No. 4.

2. going, spelled gaing, pron. assimi-

lated to No. 3
;

blanks are left in

many places where the sound was not

given.
6. not, "u as in smut," but perhaps

after all the Yo. pron. (smwt) may be

meant.

[ 1953 ]
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(3) THEEE INTERLINEAR dt. FOR SOUTH-EAST YORKSHIRE.

In order to shew the close connection between the Var. iii and iv, I here

give 3 dt.

1. Var. iii, East Holderness, pal. by AJE. from dictation of Mr. Stead, see

pp. 499, No. 2, 501, No. 10, and Holderness cwl. infra.

2. Var. iii, Sutton (3 ne.Hull), on the borders of E. and W. Holderness,
written in glossic by Mr. Edward French, of the Lead Works, Hull, long resident,

native of Farndon (see D 28, p. 452, last line), and pal. by AJE.
3. Var. iv, Goole and Marshland, Avritten by the late Eev. Dr. W. H.

Thompson, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, formerly curate in that neigh-

bourhood, and corrected in pal. from his dictation by AJE.

1. 1 East Holderness. su'v a seeB, mi'iists, ju sii nuu Bt aa)z
2 Sutton. su aa SEE, mEEts, JB sii nuu dhat aa)z
3 Goole. SAA a SEE, meeBts, ji sii nuu Bt aa)z

1 reYt Bbuu't dhat laat'l las kwmm fre skiM JondhBr.

2 riit Bbuu't dhat laat'l las kwmm fre skwBl JondhBr.

3 riit Bbuut dhat laat'l gol kwimn free t
1

skuul jondB.

2. 1 S!IB)Z bwn duun rwwBd dheeB thruuf rsd jat A left

2 sh^)z ganm duun t' rAAd dhewsr thrwf rEd jat on tB left

3 sh)z go-m duun t' rAA'Bd dlmB, thrwf t
v
rEd jat o)t

x
left

1 and sa/d B wee.
2 ond saz'd B)t

N
WEE.

3 and sad B)t
v

wee.

3. 1 snBr Bn^Bf beeBn)z gMBn sthreet wp tt dw^r B

2 suvr Bniu 1

t
v

tjaald ez gan sthreet wp tB dh'Br B t'

3 siuBr Bniu' t
A

beeBn)z gon street wp tB(t
v
dwwBr B)t*

1 raq uus.

2 raq uus.

3 raq uus.

4. 1 WMB she)! me)b* fmd dhat dhrwqk'n diif shr/v'ld

2 we^'Br shB)l tjons famd dhat drwqk'n dz/Bf slmV'ld

3 wh'B shi)l mE)be fmd dhat drwqk'n diref w'z'nd

1 B nk'Bm B ttomBs.

2 B t' nin B :twmBS.

3 B)t' neeBm B :tomBs.

5. 1 wi AA! nAA *m van will.

2 wi AA! nAA im var*' wiil.

3 wi AA! nAA em. var* wiil.

6. 1 w^Bnt AAd tjap szBn tiitj B nwt
2 wfoimt t

v
AAd tjap snn th'Btj B nat

3 wo)nt' owd tjap sz/Bn tz/Btj B not

[ 1954 ]
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2 puzm- th/q!
3 pum tlu'q!

7. 1 liivk ez)'nt it thrau?
2 Ih'uk z)'nt it thriu?
3 Iztek *z)'nt it triu?

Holderness dt. No. 1.

1. mates, (m/eets) is refined. right,
also (riit). 0M, (gjel) often used.

2. going, (bun) boun, and (gat; in)
are used. ^afe, or (g/iet). sife, (saad)
in n. Holderness.

4. ?#?/ fo, more usual than chance to

(tjans ti).

Notes to Button dt. No. 2.

4. drunken, probably a slip

(dhrwqk'n), compare (thriu) true.

for

Notes to Goole dt. No. 3.

1. right or (rait), which should

probably be (reit). girl, this (gel) has
not been given me elsewhere. scAoo/

(skuul) is probably an erroneous remi-
niscence

;
Dr. Thompson had not been

at the place for many years.
2. gate or (giit).

3. straight, here (street), sometimes

(strait), as well as (drwqk'n, triu), are

probably errors, the dentah'ty of (tr,

dr) not having been noticed.

(4) YAK. i, MID Yo. cwl.

Complete wl. for D 30, Var. i a, or Mid Yorkshire, written in Glossic by
OCR., pal. and arranged as a cwl. by A. J. Ellis. "The rule is very

general that when a word has (His) for vowel, the refined form is (eee), and
the latter is at least in equal and very often in most use." At the end
of a word the letters (-d, -r) are heard only before a following vowel.

OCR. says the intonation is "a drawl in individual instances, but by rule

easy and deliberate, full of body, slow going, firm and clear in enunciation
;

sentences run short, and the way in which words are mouthed is pregnant
with meaning to an accustomed ear. There is hesitancy at times, but it is

associated with purpose, and cannot be regarded as a defect. The frequent
use of the dental

( tt, kd), as it were, thickens the speech in a very striking

way."

i. "WESSEX AND XORSE.

A- 3 beeek biek. 4 tak. 5 mak. 6 meeed mied. 7 siek seeek. 8 ev.

9 bijeev bijiev. 10 6e. 11 moe. 12 sooe. 13 noe. 14
V
d

v
r6o. 15 OOB.

16 dora. nio^luB. 18 k/uk keesk. 19 t/tol. 20 le'imi [often (h'iBm)]. 21

nreni. 22 teei?m. 23 seem. 24 sham. 25 meim. 26 weeen. 27 nluv. 28

eeu+r. 31 l/*t. 32 beesd -re-. 33 reeB
k
de-r -le-. 34 last. 35 6<nl. 36

thooB thou. 37 tlooB.

A: 39 kam. 40 keem kfom. 41 theqk. 43 an-d. 44 land. 46 kam?l.

47 wan^de-r. 48 saq. 50 taqz. 51 man. 52 wan. 53 kan. 54 want.

55 as. 56 WEsh weish. 57 as.

A: or 0: 58 free [(fre) before a vowel]. 59 lam. 60 laq. 61 tmiaq. 63

v
t

kraq. 64 raq. 65 saq. 66 thaq.
A'- 67 gaq gan geee. 69 neee n/e nue. 70 tee. 71 weee. 72 wee.

73 seee. 74 tweee tw/e. 75 s
t

t
v

reeek s^r/ek s
(
t

v
n<ek. 76 teeed. 77 laad.

78 6oe. 79 ooen ooend. 80 alide. 81 lmm Izit^enin. 83 mwwen. 84

meee-r. 85 seee-r. 86 eets wots. 87 tleetjz tliez. 88 tleeeth. 89 beeeth

bieth. 90 blooe. 91 mooe. 92 nooe. 93 snooe. 94 krooe. 95 throoe.

96 sooe. 97 sooel. 98 nooen. 99 throoen. 100 sooen.

[
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149 blzVez. 150 Kust. 151 let [not much

A': 101 jak. 102 as aks. 104 reeud. 105 reeed. 106 breeud. 107

leuf leeef luttvL 108 dtiBf. 109 IOOB.
^

110 nut nit. Ill out. 112 eesl.

113jalwol. 114 mwtjl. 115 eeBm jam Bm j/iBm. H6weeBm. 118 beeen.

121 geeen. 122 neeBn. 123 nowt [used]. 124 steetm. 125 umnli. 126

ititv-r. 127 eeBS eeBst. 128 [use] dhem dhim Bin. 129 geest. 130 bwz^t.

131 gziMBt. 132 jat. 133 reeut. 134 eeth. 135 tleeeth, tlut [rag].
2- 138 iiivflv-p -aa-. 139 foil. 140 eeel agdsteBn [hailstone]. 141

neeBl. 142 smul sneeBl sniil. 143 tfol teed. 144 vgiwn. 145 sl-Bn. 146

meeBn. 147 breeBn. 148 feeu-r.

used]. 152 wa^B-^r. 153 se^ted^
M: 155 thak. 157 reeBv'n riBv'n. 158 ef tu-r. 160 ig. 161 din. 163

h'Bd. 164 HUB. 165 s/Bd sed. 166 mred meWd. 167 dM deed. 168 ta-h?.

169 WEU wein. 170 aavist. 171 baali. 172 gres ges gas gras. 173 waa.

174 Esh esh. 175 fast. 178 nit nat. 179 wat. 180 bath. 181 path.
M'- 182 s/iB. 183 t/tutj. 184 1/iBd. 185 r/i^d. 186 bridth bmndth

briid. 187 lm?v. 188 niiv neei. 189 wei. 190 k/iB. 191 JUB!. 192 miiun.

193 th'i^n. 194 uni oni. 195 muni moni. 196 waa-r. 197 tjiiz tj/ez.
199 bliiet blee^t. 200 wnt. 201 jziedhtm. 202 Hvt jiivb.

M': 203 sp'njtj sp/ietj. 204 d/Bd diid. 205 thr/itjd. 206 rid. 207
nraM n/wdBl. 210 tlee^. 211 greeu. 212 wei. 213 ee^dt?-^. 215 tout.

216 d/l. 217 wstj. 218 shiep sheip. 219 sli^p sle/p. 221 fm-r. 222
eeu-r. 223 dhnB-r. 224 wwwu-r w/i^-r. 225 flish flesh. 226 mee^st. 227
wit wnjt. 228 smiut. 229 brith br/Bth. 230 fat.

E- 232 brek. 233 spuuk. 234 n/id. 235 w/iuv. 236 ftitjvOT. 237

tjilbl/i?n. 238 idj. 239 seed sfal. 240 leetm livn. 241 reeen n'ra. 242
twee^ntw/Bn. 243 plee^ pl/iB [only in ref. sp., colloquially (1/^k) laik]. 246 k;iin

[queen], kw/en [quean]. 247 vriivn. 248 im're-r. 249 wn^-r. 250 swuu-r.
251 muBt. 252 kitel. 253 nitel. 254 le^-^r. 255 ithe-r.

E: 257 idj. 258 sig seg. 259 widj. 260 leeu I/B lig [last much used in

pres. t.]. 262 wfo. 264 jeed j/d. 265 s^reit. 267 J/dd. 268 i^dist.
270 bibs belus, bili beli. 272 elm. 273 min. 274 biqk. 275 [(stiqk) only

used]. 276 thiqk. 277 ^rintj. 278 wentj wintj. 280 vlnvYBn -iv-. 281
lenth [often (leqth)]. 282 s^renth [often (s^reqth)]. 283 mari mwri. 284
thresh. 285 kris. 286 are. 287 bwszem. 288 lit.

E'- 289 jei jii. 290 ei ii. 291 dhei dhii. 292 mei mii. 293 wei wii.

294 fiid. 295 br/tjd brid. 296 bib'tjv biliiv. 298 fill fid. 299 griin. 300

k/T?p kiip. 301 jfiB-r. 302 mid; miit. 303 sw/et.

E': 305 ii ei. 306 iit eit. 307 nii nei naa. 308 n/ud. 309 sp/^d. 310
z'd ill. 311 tin. 312 t'iu-r. 313 aak^n. 314 J/ied. 315 ftiet [with long
initial sound to the fracture, see 595]. 316 niist nz'mt nzBst.

EA- 317 flees. 319 giBp. 320 keeu-r.

EA: 321 SOOB siid. 322 laf. 323 f6wt feeBt. 324 iBt. 325 wtisk wooBk.
326 ooBd wwBd. 327 bdwld boBld. 328 kooBd. 329 fooBld fooBd. 330 6oBd
od. 331 [form used] seld sild [sometimes with final

(tj. 332 [form used] teld

tild. 333 k^Bf koBf. 334 forf oBf. 335 jal ml. 336 iitwel. 337 wfal.
340 jeeBd. 342 eeBm. 343 waam. 345

(

daa-
v
r. 346 g/Bt.

EA'- 347 J?'iBd. 348 ii
[(iin) gen. pi., but often sg.]. 349 ft'z'B.

EA': 350 dBd [ref. (did)]. 351 Ifod [ref. (ltd)]. 352 rid. 353 brBd
[ref. (brid)]. 354 sh/isf shaav shaft. 355 dwf. 356 liivL 357 dhwf. 359

n/iBbB-r, neebB-r. 360 tn'Bm. 361 b/iBn beeBn. 362 sl/B. 363 tj/iBp tjtBp.
365 n/iB-r. 366 griivt. 367 thr/Bt [ref. (thrit)]. 368 dwth. 369 sleeB

sl/B slooB. 370 rooB. 371 s
v
t

t
reeB s

v
trB s

vt^z<B.
EI- 372 E i EE'i eei ei [very much used]. 373 dheeB. 374 n/iB neeB. 375

reeBz reBZ. 376 beeBt.

EI: 377 steeBk. 378 weeBk. 379 eeBl. 381 sweet?n swiBn. 382 dheeB-r.

EO- 383 sivBn SUBYBU. 384 ivBn IBYBU. 385 bin/iBdh an/iBdh. 386
iou. 387 ntB.

EO: 388 milk miBlk mElk [all very short]. 389 jook. 390 s?^d s/Bd.

393 bijwnd Bjwnd. 396 waak work [? (r)]. 397 sword sward sa'rd [? (r)]. 398
steBv staav. 399 brit. 400 j/iBnest. 401 j/iBn. 402 laan. 403 faa-r. 404

sjaa-r. 405 eeBth. 406 j/tBth. 407 faadin [the (d) never dental].
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EO'- 411 thn'B foiv. 412 shtB shei. 413 dil divBl. 414 flii. 415 Hi.

416 d/iB-r. 417 tjwt? tjaw. 418 bn'iB. 420 foB-r. 421 foti.

EO': 423 thii. 424 rtf. 425 lit.
. 426 feit. 427 bet. 428 sei S/B.

430 frind. 431 b/tB-r. 432 fderat. 433 brist br/Bst. 434 bet bit. 435 sou.
436

v
t

v
rn-B. 437 ^ritBth.

EY- 438 dii. EY: 439 ^rwst.
I- 440 wik. 441 S/BV. 442 aavin. 443 fraa

v
dB. 444 s^taal. 445 aa

aan [latter commoner]. 446 nin naan. 448 dh/iBz. 449 git.' 450 tiBzdB
451 sow.

I: 452 aa. 454 w/tj. 455 Kg. 457 mit. 458 nit nfct. 459 rit. 460
weit. 461 lit. 462 sit s/Bt. 464 witj. 465

sitj [but (saak saik) are more
used]. 466 tjaald [when read, (beeBn) used in speaking]. 467 waald. 468

tjil^rin [when read, (beeraz) used in speaking]. 471 timB-r. 472 shriqk
sr/qk. 473 blind [ref. (blaand)]. 474 raand [spoken of as peel (piBl)]. 475
wind. 476 bind [ref. (baand)j. 477 fin. 478 grwnd [ref. (graand)]. 479
wind [ref. (waand)]. 481 fiqgB. 484 dhis. 485 thisel. 486 jist. 487

SjtB k
dB j?4s

k
tB

v
dB. 488 jit.

I'- 490 baa. 491 saa see. 493 draav. 494 taam. 496 aaren. 497
raaz. 498 raat. 499 bletel [when read, otherwise (tlok, blak'tlok) clock,
black clock].

I': 500 laak. 501 waad. 502 faav. 503 laaf. 504 naaf. 505 waaf.
506 -wunven. 507 wimin. 508 maal. 509 waal. 511 waan. 512 spaa-r
[ref. (speiB-r)]. 513 waa-r. 514 aas. 515 waaz. 516 wizd^m. 517 Jz'tB.

0- 520 buu. 521 ftM. 522 open wp-Bn. 523 eep. 524 wold.
0: 526 kwf km?f. 527 b6wt. 528 thout. 529 browt. 530 rowt. 531

d6w,tB-,r deeB
v
tB-

v

r. 532 k-uuvl. 533 dl. 534 Atml. 536 gowd gooBd. 537
muuld muud. 538 wad. 539 bowl. 540 olin. 542 bolt. 545 op p. 547 bzmed.
548 ford [ref. (faad)]. 549 um&. 550 wod. 551 storm [ref. (steam)]. 552
koo^n kut^Bn. 553 OOBU uuvn. 554 kros krws.

0'- 555 shn'B shuun [the last both sg. and pi.]. 556 iuv. 557 tiira. 558
l*Bk. 559 mu^B-^r. 561 bl/iBm. 562 m/zBn. 563 nmn

v
di3. 564 s/i^u.

565 neeEz. 566 ujbs-f.
0': 569 brek. 570 tBk. 571 g/iBd [Mr. Stead says he has never heard

(g/i^d) in Mid Yo. OCR. gives it in 30 i c, 30 ii a, b, in 30 iii a, see p. 496.
Mr. Jackson Wray knew it, but as very rare]. 572 hl/ied. 573 flmjd. 574
br/ied. 575 stti^d. 576 widBnzdB. 577 S/tvf b/iB. 578 pl/iBf plwf plif

pl/uf plezrf. 579 Bn/iBf. 580 tui iiivi. 581 sowt. 582 k/<Bl. 583 tBl.
584 st/iBl. 585 bn'iBm [when read, otherwise 287, meaning a sweeping broom].
586 d/iu. 587 duBn. 588 n/iBn. 589 sp/iBn. 590 fliiB-r [casually (flmB-r)J.
591 mihtTB-r. 592 sweeB-r. 593 [(mwn) used]. 594 b/iBt. 595 fz'Bt [with
short initial vowel to the fracture, see 315]. 596 r/iBt. 597 s/iBt. 598 s/iBdh.

U- 599 Bb/iBn Bb^Bn. 600 IUBV IMV. 601 fuul. 602 suu. 603 ktim.

605 swn S/BU. 606 d/'iB-r [casually d/UB-r]. 607 bwtB-r.

U: 608 glt. 609 fwl. 610 wwl. 611 bwlBk. 612 sum. 613 ^rwqk.
614 uund. 615 pwnd. 616 grwnd. 617 suund. 618 wuund. 619 fwn.

620 gruund. 621 wwn. 622 ndB-r. 625 tuq. 626 wqB-r. 628 nun. 629
sun. 630 wn. 631 thorzdB. 632 wp. 633 kwp. 634 thrwf thriiBf. 635
woth. 636 fo^r. 637 tusk. 638 busk. 639 dust.

U'- 640 kuu. 641 uu. 642 dhuu. 643 nuu. 645 dzBV duv. 646 buu.

647 6ul [occ. (uul)]. 648 mre-r. 649 thuuzBn. 653 b?^t bwd.

U': 654 shruud. 655 fuul. 656 reeBni r/iBm. 657 bruun. 658 duun.
659 tuun. 660 buuB-r. 661 shuuB-r. 662 uz. 663 uus. 664 luus. 665
muus. 666 uzbBn. 667 uut. 668 pruud. 669 wnkuuth. 672 suuth.

Y- 673 mttj mikBl. 674 did [initial (d) slightly dental]. 676 Iii laa.

677
v
d

(
raa. 678

v
din. 679 kork [? (r), ref. (tjoti)]. 680 bizi [when read,

elthrong in speech]. 682 laatel laal.

Y: 683 mtdj. 684 brig. 685 rig. 686 baa. 687 flaat flit. 688 bild.

690 kaand. 691 maand. 693 sin. 696 both. 697 bori. 698 morth [? (r)].

699 riit. 700 waas [ref. (wos)]. 701 fost. 703 pit. 704 vikstm.

Y'- 705 skaa. 706 waa [but never as an interrogative, for which (wat far)

what for is used
; (WEU'B) whya, is a form of assent mostly, but is also used
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interrogatively]. 707 thott'iBn, thrit-, ihrut-. 708 aar [meaning perhaps

(aaB-r)].
Y': 709 faar [see 708]. 711 laas. 712 maas.

II. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad. 714 lad. 715 pad. 716 adBl. 717 djeeBd. 718
v
t

v
reeBd

foiivd. 719 tadpdtd. 721 fag. 722 ^n'iBn. 723 d/iBri. 724 booBld.

725 seeBl S/B!. 727 djam. 728 sham. 729 freeBm fmrn. 730 kan^B-jr.
731 wantBn. 733 skaa-r. 734 daan. 735 smash. 736 las. 737 mest.

738 preeBt pr/iBt. 740 weeBV w/iBV. 741 m/tBZ. 742 1/iBzi.

E. 743 skr/iBtn. 744 m/tBZBlz. 745 tj/iBt. 746 br/iBdh. 747 indivB-r.

748 wnfligd. 750 beg. 751 port [? (pooBt)].
I. andY. 753 tikBl. 754 pig. 755 filbBt. 756 shrimp [casually (srimp)].

757 taani. 758 gol [rarely used, replaced by 736]. 759 fit.

0. 761 leBd. 762 eeBkBm. 763 reeBm. 764 kodBl. 766 moi^Bd [more
used in the n. and sw. of Yo.]. 767 nois nwis. 768 kowk. 769 mdttdiwaap

moBdiweBp mdwdiweBp. 771 fond. 772 berfaa-r bon-faa-r. 773 ,doqki [(rf)

slightly dental]. 774 pw?<Bni. 775 buubi. 777 shop. 778 Bfa'd BfoBd. 779
6Bts. 780 djMSBl. 781 bwdhB-r, bo-. 782 pwlhB-r. 783 puul v

t
(
ri. 784

buuns. 785 loondi. 786 dims. 787 suus. 788 fluut. 789 ro?<. 790 guun.
U. 792 skwabBl. 793 wg. 794 djwg. 795 shrwg. 799 skM. 800 [not

used, but the part, skulling is (skiHn)]. 802 reon. 803 djwmp. 805 krwdz.

807 pws. 808 put.

in. ROMANCE.
A-- 809 jabBl jiBbBl. 810 ffos. 811 pltBS. 812 leeBS IIBS. 813 b/iBkBn.

814 mfBSBn. 815 faks. 816 f/iBd. 817 radish. 818 z'sdj. 819 mdj. 821
dilees-. 822 meeB. 823 beeB. 824 tjeeB-r. 825 weeBf. 826 z'tBgBl. 827

z'tBgB-r. 828 eeB-gz'B. 829 geeBn. 830
4t^

A
Bn

v
t

t
reeBn. 831 dis^r/iBn. 832

meeB-r. 833 peeB-r. 834 sheeB sheeBz. 835 r/iBZBn. 836 SBZBU. 837
UBS. 838 ^rz'tBt. 839 beeBl b/Bl. 840 tjeeBmBr. 841 tjans. 842

843 bransh. 844 ^rmsh. 845 eeunshBnt. 846 tjanlB-r. 847

ife-r d/Bndp-r. 848 tjeeBndj. 849 s^reeBndjB-r -ziB- [vowel occ.

inordinately long]. 850 dans. 851 aan
v
t [( tt) distinct]. 852 japrBn. 853

baagBn. 854 baril. 855 karit. 856 peeBt. 857 kz'es. 858 bms. 859

tji'BS. 860 ptBst. 861 tzBst. 862 siivi seeBf. 863 tjeeBf tj/iBf. 864 bikos

Bkos. 865 fooBt. 866 pwMB-r.
E" 867 teiB tziB. 868 djeeB. 869 V/B!. 870 b//Bt/. 871 Bgrii Bgrfe.

872 tjz'Bf tjiif. 873 fr/B. 874 r^'Bn. 875 feeBnt. 876 d/Bnti. 877 eeB-r.

878 sahri. 879 f/BmeeBl. 880 igzanrpBl. 881 sins. 882 panzi. 883

^daa-ndilaa-n. 884 printis. 886 fr/iB-r. 887 tlaadji. 888 saatBn. 889
s/iBS. 890 b/iBS [said of cattle]. 891 f/iBst [(t) often omitted, especially in

the first part of a compound]. 892 nivi. 893 fluuB-r. 894 dis/iBV. 895
lisitiev. 896 [not used].

! and\-- 897 dilit. 898 naas. 899 nz'BS. 900 preeB. 901 faan.

902 maan. 903 daan [not used in common talk]. 904 vaaht. 905 raa^Bt.
906 vaapB-r. 907 ^t^aas. 908 advaa-s. 909 br/iBZ. 910 dja s, djaisin [last
both sg. and pi.]. 911 sis$ pen. 912 raas.

0-- 913 kwBtj. 914 brziBtj. 915 st/Bf stwf. 916 wnjBn. 917 rwwBg.
918 f/BbBl. 919 uintmint. 920 point puint. 921 Bk.wiiva.t. 922 bwshtl.

923 m6is-t. 924 tpo/s. 925 vois vziis. 926 spoil spwil. 927 ^rwqk. 928
uuns. 929 kuu-k?miB-r. 930 looin luuin. 931 d^uglv-r. 932 Bmuu-nt.
933 frnt. 934 buunti. 935 kwn^ri. 936 fuunt [same as fount]. 937 kok.

938 kooBnB. 939 tlBS. 940 kuuvt. 941 iim\. 942 bwtp-r. 943 twtj.
944 Bluu. 945 vuu. 946 moil. 947 bo<l bwil. 948 buul. 950 swpB-r.
951 kwpBl. 952 kwwBS. 953 kwzBn. 954 kwshin. 955 duut. 956 kwvB-r.

957 implooB. 959 konveeB.
U-- 960 ki'tB. 961 griijil gr/u;tl. 962 mi'uz. 963 k^aajBt. 964 siu;it.

965 oil itl. 966 frivt friivt. 967 sivt aiivb. 968 ooz's^tB-^r. 969 sB-r.
970 djwst djj'st. 971 fl/Bt fli'iBt.
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(5) VAR. ii, NORTH-EAST Yo. cwl.

D Danby, Var. ii#, from a wl. in io. written by Rev. J. C. Atkinson, of Danby
Parsonage, Yarm, author of the Cleveland Glossary, pal. conjecturally by AJE.

"W "Whitby, Var. iib, from a wl. in io. written by the late Mr. F. K. Robinson,
author of the Whitby Glossary, pal. conjecturally by AJE.

It will be evident from this wl. that the two forms of D 30, Var. iia and b,

are practically identical, and that the two lists really supplement each other.

And again comparing this double list with the cwl. for Var. ia, Mid Yo.,
pp. 523-6, and remembering that in that dialect (BCB) had a corresponding form

(ite), we see that the only real difference of that from this, is that this has
(ite)

without in general any alternative form as (eeB, ee-} .

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 W bmjk. 4 DW tak. 5 DW mak. 6 DW miivd. 7 W sk.
8 DW ev, W ee. 9 D biimv. 10 D oo. 18 W km*. 19 DW t/tl. 20
DW lurnn. 21 "W niiBm. 22 W tiivm. 23 DW s/nnn. 24 W sham. 25
W nmtrn. 27 W nT?v. 28 D in. 31 W l/rt. 32 D bath. 33 DW
ra?dhi3r, W reetjdh^. 36 D [(gi Bgen) used], W thoo. A: 39 W kam.
40 DW kiivm. 41 W thEqk. 46 W kan'l. 50 DW teqz. 54 D want.
55 DW as. 56 DW WEsh. 57 D as. A: or 0: 58 D fre frev. 59 D
lam. 60 DW laq. 61 W T?maq. 62 W s^raq. 63 W thraq. 64 W raq.
65 DW saq. 66 D waq.

A'- 67 W gan. 69 DW nm?. 70 W tite. 71 W wite. 72 DW wire.

73 DW site. 74 DW tww. 76 W tted. 78 DW AA. 79 W AAU. 80 W
aKde. 81 D lonin loonin, W luuvnin. 84 DW meee. 85 DW seet?. 86 D
wots, W wots. 87 DW kl/iez. 88 W kh'iedh. 89 DW bmjth, D b^th.
90 DW WAA. 91 W mAA. 92 W nAA. 93 DW SUAA. 94 W krAA. 96
W SAA. 98 W nAAn. 99 W thrAAn. 100 W SAAU.

A': 101 DW jak. 102 DW aks. 104 W rumd. 105 DW reed, [written

rdde], 106 D brml, W br/ied. 107 W Iwrf. 108 DW daf. 110 W nut.

Ill D but. 113 D wlmel ['(wh) whistled'], W inl. 115 DW Hum jam,
D eem. 118 DW bzien. 121 W giivn. 122 D neen, W nz'ttm. 124 DW
stwm. 125 D onli. 126 W tiuv+r. 127 W uuus. 128 D dhtwez, W dhoe.

129 W gtiuust. 130 W bwwBt. 131 W gumt. 132 D Et, W net. 133 DW
leei. 135 W klmjth. 136 DAV 6dh*+r.
M- 138 W faadhe+r. 140 D ag'l. 142 D snail [spelled snaihf], W snaal.

144Wt?gmm. 145 D a\inn. 147 [ham used]. 149DVVbliiz. 150 WleeBst
liiTBst. 152 D wo^ta, W wa

kte-f-r [written wat-ther, and said to be 'as near

the pron. as one can come ']. M: 155 DW thak. 157 W r/iBv'm. 158 D
ef

4te+r, W eftlre+r. 163 W [ligg'd used]. 167 DW dz'tBl. 172 W gres.
174 DW esh. M'- 186 W t'Jbriid. 187 W liiBV. 188 W nei. 191 W
[wAcfeused]. 194DWoni. 195 mom. 200 W w/iet. 203 W sp/wtj. 205
W thriid. 206 D reed, W red. 215 W tout. 218 D shtp. 224 W tiuu+r
WOB. 226 D meest, W miivsb. 228 W sw/nrt. 229 W brMBth.

E- 232 D briik, W britBk. 233 W spnuk. 234 W niiud. 235 W WBV.
236 W fztBVB+r. 240 W [%^'rf used]. 242 W twite. 246 W kwi'tra [also
without (k), (wutm) a quean or female, inoffensive]. 248 DW nme-f r. 249
W wwj+r. 250 DW swt?-(-r. 251 W m/iet. E: 258 D seg. 268 W
[audest Boldest used]. 270 W belusiz [belloAVs]. 272 W AAm. 280 W
il/B-v'n. 284 DW thresh. 286 D ar. 287 D biizmn. E': 313 W
aatom. 314 DW ned. 316 D neksra, W [neist uncertain, possibly (nist)].

EA- 319 DWg/ira. EA: 322 D laf. 323 DW fowt. 326 DW AAd.

328 DW kAAd. 329 D fod. 330 DW od. 331 DW [selled used], 332 W
[feVused]. 333DWkAAf. 334 DW AA. 335 D AA. 337 D WAA. 340

D \_garth used]. 342 D eem., W eetmi. 343 D waam. 345 W daa. 346

DW gnet, D jat Jet. EA'- 347 DW ited. 348 W [eyen? (ain)]. EA':

350 W diivd. 351 W lued. 352 W rM. 353 DW br/ml. 354 D shaf.
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355 DW dm?f. 356 W Uivf. 357 Wdhof. 360 W tiium. 363 W tjiiup.
365 W naa. 366 D gr/ivt. 367 D thriit, W thriiBt. 368 "W dzreth. 370
DW r/iB [D written raw]. 371 W s^r/tB.
El- 372 D ai. 374 D nB. El: 377 D stiik, W stztBk. 378 W

w/iBk. EO- 383 W s/tBv'n. 384 W m?v'n. 385 W binztBdh. 386 W
j6w. EO: 393 W bijont. 397 W sumd. 399 W briit. 400 W jenest.

401 W jen. 402 W laan. 406 W jeth. EO'- 412 W shB. 413 D
diiv'l, W diiBv'l. 414 DW flii. 415 DW Hi. 417 [D chig used, W chow

(tj6w)]. 420 D fowjB-f r. EO': 423 DW thii. 425 DW Hit. 430 DW
frind. 433 D britBst, W briist. 434 DW bet. 435 D sou. 436 D iTiu.

EY- 438 DW dii. EY: 439 W fansb.
I- 442 W aivin. 448 W dhiivz. 449 W git. I: 455 W Kg. 458

DW niit. 459 DW riit, W reit. 464 W wilk. 465 DW saik, D sikBn.

468 DW tjildB+r. 471 W timB+r. 475 D waind. 476 DW bind. 477
D find. 478 W gremd. 479 D wind. 481 W fiqu+r. 486 W jest. 487
W jestlredB. 488 jit. I'- 494 W taam. 496 D ainm. I': 505 D
waaf . 508 D maal.

0- 521 W ffoiBl. 522 DW op'n. 0: 527 W bowt. 528 DW th6vt.

529 DW browt. 530 DW rout. 531 D dafte+r [so also (slaftB-f r) slaughter],W dothB+r. 532 W kwl. 533 D dwl. 534 W uu-el. 540 D ohm. 547W bwwBd. 548 W itiuvd. 549 W ww?d. 550 D wod. 552 DW kwwm.
553 W umn. 0'- 555 W shfom [shoes]. 558 D liiuk, W lluk. 559 D
mwdhB+r. 562 W miivn. 564 W s/iun. 0': 569 DW biuk. 570 W
tiuk. 572 D bld, W blziBd. 575 DW stiiBd. 577 D bziBf. 578 D pl/njf,DW pliuf. 579 DW unfivi raiu. 580 D tiref. 582 W k/*d. 584 W stee^l

[Pst/tBl]. 585 W brmmi. 586 DW diiu. 587 W dmm. 588 W nz'nm.

689 DW spiivn. 590 D flm?+r. 592 DW [(swee^) used]. 593 D must.

594 W bitBt. 595 W Hint. 596 DW rnt. 597 W sii-et.

U- 600 D luv. 602 W sin. 606 DW du+r. 607 DW bw
vte+r [W.

writes ' butther pron. Hke th in thus,' all an error]. U: 608 D glt. 615
DW pwnd. 616 DW grwnd. 618 D wownd. 619 W fnd. 620 W gnmded.
622 W ondB+r. 626 DW wqBr. 631 D thozde [see 679]. 632 D p. 633
D kwp. 634 DW thrwf. U'- 640 W kuu. 643 W nuu. 648 W UUV+T.
U': 657 W bruun. 658 D duun. 659 DW tuun. 660 W btwB+r. 661
W shwwB+r. 662 D ws, W uz. 663 DW uus. 664 W luus. 666 D wzbund.

667 DW uut. 668 DW pruud. 669 D wnkuu-th, DW z/qkBd.
Y- 673 DW mt'ti. 676 DW Hi. 679 D tptj [o as in botch with a suspicion

of r after it, here and in 631, 696, 698, 701, 707]. 682 DW laat'l. Y: 684
DW brig. 685 W rig. 690 D kaand, W km. 691 D m/nd. 695 W aak'n.

696 D both [see 679]. 697 D bEri. 698 W moth [see 679]. 699 DW riit.

700 DW wars. 701 DW fost [see 679]. Y'- 707 D thottiin [see 679].
Y': 711 D His. 712 D miis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 W nm'Bt. E. 744 W mez'lz. 746 W brzYudh. 747 W mdMj+r.
748 DW fl/gd. 0. 761 W lud. 769 D moudwaap. 790 W guun.
U. 805 W krwdz. 808 D pwt.

m. ROMANCE.

A- 809DWjab'l. 810 DW Una. 811DWplBS. 812 W Una. 813
D bak'n. 838 W tm'Bt. 840 D tjAAmB+r, W tj^niB+r. 845 D AAnslrent.

847 D dandjB+r. 849 D s^randre+r. 851 W nAAnt. 852 W apren. 854
W bar/1. 855 W karit. 856 W paat. 857 W k*<us. 859 DW tjas. 860
W pi'iBst. 861 W tBst. E-. 876 W dent/. 884 W prent/s. 890 W
"beea ['pi. beasts of the ox kind']. 891 W fzVrat. 892 W nevi. 913
W kwz<Btj. 914 W brwBtj. 919 D aintm^nt, W nointniBnt. 921 W Bktrent.

922 D b/shBl. 928 W uuns. 929 W kuu-ktmiB+r. 938 W kiiumm+r. 941
W ffol. 942 D batjB+r. 954 D kashun.
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(6) YAK. iiia, MAEKET WEIGHTON (:wiit'n) (10 w.Beverley) owl.

W Rev. Jackson "Wray, see 10 cs., No. 9, Introduction, p. 501, pal. by
AJE. from diet. 17 Dec. 1877. The (a) was very fine, rather (a

1

). Mr.

Wray made all the (u, uu) into (u lt uu^ . He also really trilled (r) in all

cases, but deeming that an individuality, I have treated the r as elsewhere.

F Eev. J. Foxley, in 1877, of Market "Weighton, and 20 years acquainted with
the dialect, io., conjecturally pal. by AJE. F makes his final -er = -uor,
meant for (-UT) apparently, but this is so clearly a misapprehension, that I
have substituted (-Br) throughout. Thus -thuor was probably really (-^r).

In both W and F the (e) may possibly have been (E) .

i. WESSEX AND IS"OKSE.

A- 3 WF b/Bk. 4 WF tak. 5 WF mak. 6 WF m/Bd. 7 F sfek. 8 F
ev. 11 W mAA. 12 W SAA. 13 W nAA. 14 W drAA. 15 W oo. 16 W
dAAn. 17 W IAA. 18 W kfrk. 19 F tftl. 20 WF I/em. 21 WF ntem.
23 WF s/em. 24 WF sham. 25 F im'Bn. 27 W n/BV. 31 F Ifet. 32 F
baath. 33 F reeedht?. 34 F last. 36 W thow, F tha'w.

A: 39 F kom. 41 F theqk. 46 F kam?l. 48 F swq. 50 F teqz. 51
F man. 53 W kan. 54 W want. 55 F as. 56 F wesh. 57 WF as.

A: or 0: 58 WF free. 60 WF laq. 61 WF Bmaq. 62 W s^raq, F
sthraq. 63 WF thraq. 64 F raq. 65 WF saq.

A'- 67 WF gan. 69 W me [adj.] noo [adj.], F nooB. 70 W tfe. 71W woo. 72 W W/B, F WAA. 73 W s/e, F soou. 74 W twtB. 75 W strook,
F sthrm?k. 76 W ited tfed. 77 W 16ad. 78 F AA [p.t. (j/ud)]. 79 WF
oon [(wi oonz dhe) who owns thee, whose child art thou?]. 80 W aledB, F
al/de. 81 F \uwsn. 83 W moen, WF muen. 84 WF meeB. 85 W sees.

86 WF wots. 87 F klm?z. 89 WF b/Bth. 91 W moo. 92 W noo. 93 W
snoo, F SIIAA'B. 94 W kroo. 95 W throo. 96 F SOOB. 97 W soul. 98
W noon. 99 W throon. 100 W soon.

A': 101 WF jak. 102 F aks. 104 WF rwud. 105 W reed. 106 W
breeBd. 107 W 1/ef, F ltf. 108 W d/t?f [also called (pftst) paste]. 110 W
nut. Ill W out, F Q'ut. 122 W eel. 113 WF wol, F jal. 115 WF jam,
F worn. 116 W [not used], F W/B. 118 F bfon. 121 WF g/tm. 122 WF
n/tm. 123 [W (nowt), F na'wt used]. 124 WF st/Bn. 125 WF [(nobut) used].
126 W OOB. 127 W oost os, F tims. 128 [F (dhem) used]. 129 W givst

[(goost) common]. 130 W bBt. 131 WF gfot. 132 F jat. 133 WF reet.

134 W ooth. 135 F kla'ut.

JE- 138 F feedher fadht?r. 139 F dreeB. 140 W eel, F agBlz. 141 WF
neel. 142 W sniil, F sniivl. 143 W teel. 144 WF Bg/un. 147 W breBn.
149 WbKBZ. 150 Fb'Bst. 152 Wwa

k
tB+

tr, F wathBr. Io3 F sethBrde.

M: 155 F thiBk. 158 F efthBr. 160 W eg. 161 WF deB. 163 F
[(leeBd) used]. 164 F [(mwd) used]. 165 F sed. 166 W [rare, (las) used, also

(wentj) in a good sense], F meeBd. 169 F wen. 171 W baali. 172 WF ges.
173 F waz. 174 WF esh.

M'- 182 W sii [always], F seeB. 183 W teeBtj. 184 W Hid. 185 W
riid, F med. 186 W bndth, F briid. 187 W KBV. 188 W nei. 189 W
wet. 190 Wkei, F keeB. 191 W z'iel. 192 Wm/sn. 193 WF kb'Bn. 194
F am. 195 F mane. 196 W war [(WOOB+T) emphatic]. 197 W tjiiz. 199
W bl/Bt [never with final (k)]. 200 W wiBt. 201 W i'dh'n. 202 Witt.Mf

: 203 W sp/Btj. 204 W diid. 205 W thrfed, F thriid. 206 W red.

207 W niid'l. 210 W tlEE. 21lWgree. 212 W wei. 213 F eeBdliBr.

215 W tout, F ta'wt. 216 WF duel. 217 W frrtj,
/BdhB. 218 W shiip, F

shBp. 219 W sliip. 221 W f/itj+r [(fl^d), frightened]. 224 W wnB+r.
225 W flesh. 226 F m/Bst. 227 W wet. 228 W sw/wt. 229 W br?Bth.

E- 232 W brEk [common]. 233 W spfek. 234 W nz'Bd. 235 W WBBV.
236 Wf/BVB + r. 237 W bleerm, F bl/iBn. 238 W edj. 239 W seeel. 241
W reeBn. 242 W tw^n. 243 W pleeB. 246 W kwiin [queen],

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 1961 ]
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[quean]. 247 W w/Bn [F (sp/Bn) spoon, used, ? from spoon meat] . 248 WF
m/iB+r. 249WFw/iB+r. 250 WF swB+r. 251 W meet, F nm?t. 252
W ket'l. 254 W ledhB+r. 255 W wedhB+r.

E: 257 W edj. 258 W sedj. 259 W wedj. 260 W [(%) used for both
He and lay], F leet?. 261 F seeB. 262 W weeB. 264 W eel, F eeel. 265
W s^rt. 267 W jiUd. 268 W [(oodest) oldest used]. 270 WF beles, W
beli. 272 W oom, F el'm. 273 W men. 274 WF b<qk. 275 WF [(stiqk)

used]. 278 W wentj. 280 W BlEv'n, F lev'n. 281 WF lenth. 282 W
s^renth, F strenth. 283 W men. 284 WF thresh. 285 F kriis. 286 WF
are. 287 WF biizBm. 288 W let.

E'- 289 W Jii, F juu. 290 W ii. 291 W dhii, F dhuu. 292 W mil.

293 W wii. 294 W fiid. 296 WF bil/BV. 298 W nil. 299 W griin. 300
W kiip [p.t. (kEp)]. 301 W /iB+r. 302 W miit. 303 Wswiit, F swBt,
304 W [not in use for a hammer].

E': 305 Wai. 306 Watt. 307 W na/st [used]. 308 W niid. 309 W
spiid. 310 Wiil. 312 W ziB+r. 314 WF n^d. 316 W nekst. EA-
317 W fleeB. 319 WF g^p.
EA: 321 W [(siid) used]. 323 W fowt, F fa'wt. 324 W eeit, F azt.

W sal [shall]. 325 W woo|_Bk. 326 W ood, F AA't?d. 327 W boold. 328
W kod, F kAAd. 329 W [(lap) used], F food. 330 WF od. 331 WF [(seld)

used]. 332 WF [(teld) used]. 333 WF koof. 334 WF oof. 335 W AA!.

340 W jaad. 342 WF emn. 343 WF waam. 345 WF daar. 346 WF
jat.

EA'- 347 WF z'iBd. 348 WF ii. 349 W fiu.

EA': 350 WF dBd [(diid) means died]. 351 W li'd, F led. 352 W rzd.

353 WF bn'Bd. 354 W shz'Bf, F shaaf [pi. (shaavz)]. 355 W Mi-eL 356
W ln?f. 357 W dhoo. 3o9 W neibBr. 360 W tivm. 361 W bnm. 362
W sleeB, [F (slafthw) slaughter], 363 WF tjiiBp. 365 W nfe+r. 366 WF
grz'Bt. 367 W thrz'Bt. 368 W dz'Bth. 369 W sloo. 370 W roo. 371 W
stpfe, F sthr?B.

El- 374 WF neeB. El: 377 WF stink. 378 W week, F w^k.
EO- 383 W SEv'n. 384 W Ev'n. 385 W bin/Bth. 386 W sou, F JQ'U.

387 W niu.

EO: 389 W jook, F jooi?k. 390 W shwd. 392 W jon. 394 W jond^+r.
396 WF waak. 397 W awud. 398 W staav. 399 WF briit. 400 W anist,

WF janist. 402 WF lee-en [most common]. 405 W aath. 406 WF aath,W jaath. 407 WF faadm. 408 W [(nAAd) used].
EO'- 409 W bii. 411 F trii. 413 W div'l. 414 WF flii [a/m is called

(e lop)]. 415 WF Iii. 416 W dm?+r. 417 W tjou, F tp'u. 418 W bryy^
420 F fa'wj+r. 421 WF foti.

EO': 423 WF thii. 424 W f. 425 WF Hit. 426 W feit. 429 W
it-end. 430 W frend, frind. 431 W b'm?+r. 432 W fo^t. 433 WF
briist. 434 W b/ut. 436 W tryy^ F triu. 437 W tryy^h. EY- 438
WF dii. EY: 439 F thmst.

I- 440 W wik. 441 W siv. 442 W am. 443 W fraade. 444 WF
stiil. 446 W nain. 448 F dh/iez. 449 W get [(ger uut) get out]. 451
W sou.

I: 452 WF aa. 454 W witj. 455 WF Kg. 457 W meit (mud) v.].
458 WF niit. 459 WF riit. 460 W weit. 461 W Hit. 462 WF siit.

464 W witj. 465 W
sz'tj,

F sa'tk. 466 W [(beera) used]. 467 W waald.

468 W tjil/te-Kr, F tyld^r [(dh) slight]. 471 WF timv+r. 472 W slmqk.
473 WF blend. 474 W [(pee^nn) paring, used]. 475 WF wmd. 476 WF
bind. 477 W find. 478 WF grwnd. 479 WF wind. 481 WF ftqu+r. 485
W thts'l. 486 W jest, F riist. 487 W jisi^de, F jtsthwdB [(th) faint].
488 W Jit.

I'- 490 W by. 491 W sai. 493 W draav. 494 W taam. 496 W airen.

497 Wraaz. 498 W reit.

I': 500 W leek. 501 W waad. 502 W faav. 503 W leii. 504 W neif.

505 W weif. 506 WF w^imm. 507 WF wim^n. 508 W maal mad. 509

Wwaalwail. 511 W wain. 512 W spetu+r. 513 W wetB+r. 514 W eis.

515 W waiz.
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0- 520 W bow. 521 WF iuuvl. 522 WF op'n. 523 W wop, F WOOBD.
524 WF woBld.

0: 526 W kof. 527 W b6wt, F ba'wt. 528 W thowt, F tha'wt. 529 W
browt, F bra'wt. 530 W r6wt. 531 W dow^r, F da'wthB-f-r. 532 W kwwBl.
533 W dwl. 534 WF MMB!. 536 W gowd, F ga'wd. 537 W mowld. 538
WF wad. 539 W bowl. 540 W ohm [known]. 542 W b6wt. 545 W op.
547 W bwwBd. 548 W fooBd. 549 W 6ot?d. 550 WF wod. 551 W storm

[(r) trilled, but I think only as an individuality]. 552 W kooen. 553 W ooBn.
554 Wkros.

0'- 555 W shwn [pi. shoes]. 556 W tiv, F ti [before a consonant, (tv)
before a vowel]. 557 W |>n AA!) used]. 558 WF Iftk. 559 WF mwdhB+r.
562 WF mi-en. 563 W mwndB. 564 WF s^n. 565 W nwBZ. 566 WF
wdhB-fr.

0': 569 WF bfck. 570 WF tfek. 571 W gwd [(gmd) known, but very

rare]. 572 W blwd, F bl/ed. 573 W nud. 574 W bruud. 575 WF stfed.

577 W bow [generally, not (b/uf)], F bm. 578 WF pl/Bf, F pliu [also]. 579
WF Bn/Bf. 580 WF ii-ei. 581 W so<t, F sa'ut. 582 WF kfrl. 583 WF
t/Bl. 584 WF st/Bl. 586 WF d/B. 587 WF diBn. 588 WF nfen. 589
WF sp/ra. 590 WF fl/iBr. 591 W mwB+r. 592 W sweee, F swztBd. 593

[WF (mwn) used]. 594 WF bz'Bt. 595 W fit, F ffot. 596 WF riBt. 597W swt, F sBt.

U- 599 W Bbim. 600 WF Iwv. 601 W fowl, F fool. 602 W sou, F siu.

603 WF kwm. 605 W swn. 606 WF dz're+r. 607 W bwjB+.r, F bwthB+r.
TJ: 608 WF wgli. 609 W fl. 610 W wwl. 611 W bwhk. 612 W

sum. 613 W ^rwqk, F dhrwqk. 614 WF uund. 615 WF pwnd. 616 WF
grwnd. 617 WF suund. 618 W wuund, F wa'wnd. 619 WF fwn. 621
F wwn. 622 W wn^B+^r. 625 W twq. 626 WF qB+r. 628 W nun.
629 W swn. 630 W wwn, F wan. 631 W thozdB, F thazdB. 632 W p.
633 W kwp. 634 WF thrwf, W thruu. 635 WF woth. 636 W fodlre+r,
F fadhB+r. 637 W twsk. 638 W bwsk. 639 W dust.

U'- 640 WF kuu. 641 WF uu. 642 WF dhuu. 643 WF nuu. 645 W
Auv. 646 W bow. 647 W owl jwlet, F djint let. 648 WF wwB+r, W WB+r
[quite unemphatic]. 649 thuuzBnd. 652 W kwd. 653 WF bwd.

U': 654 W shruud. 655 W fowl. 656 W rwm, F ram [?]. 657 WF
2bruun. 658 W duun. 659 WF tuun. 661 WF shwwB+r. 662 W wz. 663

W uus. 664 W luus. 665 W muus. 666 W wzbin. 667 W uut. 668 W
pruud. 670 W buudh. 671 W muuth. 672 W smith.

Y- 673 WF mttj. 676 WF Iii. 679 W tjoti, F [between] tptj tjetj.

680 F [(thraq) used]. 682 WF laat'l.

Y: 683 W midj. 684 W bridj, F brig. 685 W rig. 686 W[not used].
687 W fleit. 688 F biild. 690 W kaand, F kund [short]. 691 W maand, F
mamd [short]. 694 W wwBk. 695 W AAk'n. 696 W both, F bath. 698
WF moth. 699 WF nit. 700 W wos, F waas. 701 F fost. Y'- 705
W skei. 706 W we*. 707 W thottiin, F thwttiin. Y': 709 W feiB-f r.

711 W leis. 712 W meis.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 713 W bad. 714 W lad. 715 W pad. 716 W ad'l. 718 W treeBd.

719 [W (bwljBd) used]. 721 W fag. 722 W
t
d

k
rzBn. 723 W deeBn. 725

WS/B!. 728 Wsham. 729 W freeBm. 730 Wkan^B+^r. 731 W wantBn.

733 W skz'B+r. 734 W daan. 735 W smesh. 736 W las. 737 W meBt.

738 W prfBt [but in No. 9 cs. par. 15 note, p. 518, W said especially not

(pr/Bt)]. 740 W weeBV. 741 m*Bz. 742 W leeze.

E. 743 W skr/Bm. 744 W m/Bz'lz. 745 W tjz'Bt. 746 W breth. 747

Wmdi-VB-fr. 748 WF fligd. 750 W beg. 751 W piBt.
I. and Y. 753 W [(kit'l) used]. 754 W pig. 756 W shremp. 757 W

taini. 758 W gEl [not -much used, where '
fine talk' is not used]. 759 W fit.

0. 761 W 16/,Bd [v.], WF Imd [sb.]. 763 W room. 764 W kod'l. 766
W moi^d [very common]. 767 W noiz. 769 W m6wthBd. 771 W fond.

772 W bwBnfeiB+r. 773 W doqki [used]. 774 W pooni. 775 W buubi.
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777 W shop. 778 W Tjfo-d. 780 W djos'l. 781 W bodhtj+r. 784 W
buuns. 785 W luundj. 786 W duus. 787 W sows. 789 W row. 790 W
guun.

IT. 792 W skwAb'l. 793 W wg. 794 W djwg. 795 W shrug. 799 W
skwl. 801 W rum. 802 W rum. 803 W djwmp. 805 WF krwdz. 806 W
fws. 807 Wpws.

m. ROMANCE.

A-- 809 W jab'l. 810 W ffrs. 811 W plres. 813 W beuk'n. 815 W
faks. 816 W feed. 817 W radish. 818 W eudi. 819 W reudi. 821 W
dilee. 822 W mee. 823 W bee. 824 W tiee^+r. 825 W wee^f. 826 W
eeg'l. 827 W eege+r. 828 W eegi. 829 W geetm. 830 W

v
t

v
ree*m. 831

W dts^reera. 832 W meeu+r. 833 W peee+r. 834 W shee. 835 W
rten. 836 "W SZBZBII. 837 W I/us. 838 W trt'trt [very short ()]. 840 W
tjeemu-f r. 841 W tjaans. 842 W plaqk. 843 W braantj. 844 W trentj.
845 W eeimshirat. 846 "Wtjanhs+r. 847 W deeradra+r. 848 Wta&BndJ.
849 W s^reeBndjB+r. 850 W daans. 851 W ant [the insect on* is called

(pism&B+r)]. 852 W apnm. 854 W baril. 855 W kartt. 856 W peetjt.

857 W ke'Bs. 858 W brees. 860 W pftst. 861 W tfost. 862 W s/Bf. 863

Wtjz'Bf. 864Wkoos. 865WfAAt. 866 W pwwB+ jr.

E-. 867 W ti/B. 868 W djee. 869 W vftl. 870 W biutt. 871 W
Bgrii. 872 W tjiif. 873 W free. 874 F rton. 875 feerat. 876 W dee^nti.

877 eee+r. 878 W sah?ri. 879 W fzraneBl. 880 W egzamp'l. 881 W
sens. 882 W panzt. 887 W tlaadji. 888 W saatin. 889 W B/BS. 890 W
bz'Bst. 891 W fz'Bst. 892 WF nevi. 893 W Muv+r. 894 W dis/BV. 895

W risz'Bv.

! <m^ T 897 W dileit. 898 W nets. 899 W niis. 900 W pree.
901 W fern faan. 902 W maan. 904 W veilet. 905 W re^t. 906 W
veip^+r. 908 W adveVs. 909 W briiz. 910 W djeist. 911 W sistren.

912 Wre's.
913 W kBti. 914 W br6oBtj. 915 W stui. 916 W t/nj^n. 917

W rog. 918 W fzBb'l. 919 W 6mtmtmt. 920 W point. 921 W BkweeBnt.

922 W bushel, btshtjl. 923 W moist. 924 W tj6ts. 926 W spoil. 927 W
^rqk. 928 W tins. 929 W kuukunnj+r. 930 W 16m. 931 W djwglB+r.
932 W umunt. 933 W front. 934 W buunt/. 935 W kuun^ri. 936 W
femt. 937 W kok. 938 W komre+r. 939 W tites. 940 W kwBt. 941

W fid. 942 W bwtiB+r. 943 W twtj. 944 W B!UU. 945 W vuu. 946
W m6il. 947 W bod. 948 W bwwl. 950 W swp^-fr. 951 W kwp'l. 952
"W kwwjs. 953 W kwzim. 954 W kwshm. 955 W dirat. 956 W kwv^+r.
957 W impl6t.

IT- 960Wkii. 961 W gryy^l. 963 W kwez>t. 964 W siu;*t. 965
"W 6il. 968 "W 6istB+r. 969 W SMB+P. 970 W dji<st.

(7) YAE,. iiiJ, HOLDEKNESS, AND YAK. iv, SNAITH, joint cwl.

N n.Holderness (:oMdhrnes), by T. Holderness, editor of the " Driffield

Observer," 50 years acquainted with the dialect.

"W w. Holderness, by F. Eoss, lived there to 21 years old, but not since.

E e. Holderness, by E. Stead, Head Master of Folkestone Grammar School,
visited every village of the region.

These are the three authors of the Holderness Glossary of the EDS. N and "W
were sent me in MS. in io., with long explanations, and palaeotyped by me

;
E

was sent me as a numbered wl., but Mr. Stead subsequently visited me, and the

whole was revised by him with me w. Probably all short accented (e)
should

be (E).

Words to which no initial is prefixed are common to all three forms of

Holderness speech ; when, in addition, some other initialled sound is annexed,
it means that it is also that sound in the district named. When only some initials

are given, the word was unknown for the others.
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The pains taken by these three gentlemen to make me correct is most heartily

acknowledged .

S Snaith (18 s-by-e.York), from a full wl. in io. by Rev. T. W. Norwood, now
vicar of Wrenbury (5 sw.Nantwich, Ch.), but 40 years acquainted with the
dialect. As the Snaith forms generally agree with one of those given from

Holderness, I have not added them, except where they differed. Differences

of
( v
t

vr, k

d
kr) for (thr, dhr) are not noted, but Mr. N. always writes simply

tr, dr, and hence probably used
( t
t

(r, k
d

tr).

i. "WESSEX Am) NORSE.

A- 3 EN bfiBk, W bak. 4 tak. 5 mak. 6 mBd, S meeBd. 7 EN snuk,W sak. 8 S av, NW ev, N e, ez. 9 be,eeBv [N with (h) if emphatic]. 10
AA [N (kat) used]. 11 EW UIAA, N [not used]. 12 SAA. 13 EW UAA, N
[quite unknown], 14 dhrAA. 15 S AA. 16 E dAAn. 17 IAA. 18 k^Bk, S
keeBk. 19 tiisl, S teeBl. 20 InBm, S leeBm. 21 n/iBm. 22 tBm. 23 s/iBm,
S seeBm. 24 sham. 25 nmBn, S meeBn. 26 N wz'mi, S weeBn. 27 neeBV,W [not used], N [hardly used]. 28 eeBr, N [(h) emphatic]. 31 liivt. 32 E
beeBdh, WN b^dh. 33 E reeBdhBr, W r/iBdhBr, N rmHrer. 34 last [N often

omits final (t)]. 35 AA!. 36 NE thow, W thAA. 37 WAA.
A: 39 kom, S keeBm. 40 NE k/m, W kumm. 41 theqk. 43 and, H

hand [emphatic]. 44 land. 46 kan'L 47 wandhBr. 48 saq, N swq. 50

teqz. 51 man. 52 EW wan. 53 kan. 54 want. 55 ash, WN as. 56 wesh.

57 as.

A: or 0: 58 frE [N final before a vowel (frev), before a consonant (fre)]. 59
lam. 60 laq. 61 maq. 62 sthraq. 63 thrang. 64 raq. 66 EN [not used],W thoq.

A'- 67 E gum, NW gan, S gAA. 69 EW nnB, W naa, N noo, S nAA. 70
NE tB, W tAA. 71 E WAA, W woo, S wee. 72 wziu, S WAA. 73 SB, N se

si, S sum. 74 tw/z'B, S tuu. 75 EW sthrwz/Bk, N sthrook. 76 tumd. 77
EW looBd, N l&md. 78 AA. 79 NW AAU, E OOBU. 80 a-li'd*. 81 lumn,W b'iBn. 83 m<wBn. 84 E mwrnj, NW meeBr, S mAAr. 85 E sumr, NW
seeBr, S SAAT. 86 wots. 87 tl/BZ, S kluwes. 88 NE tle'reda. 89 b^Bth.

90 blAA. 91 mAA. 92 UAA. 93 SUAA. 94 krAA. 95 thrAA. 96 SAAU, E
SOOBU. 97 soul. 98 nAAn, E nooBn. 99 thrAAn, E throoBn. 100 SAAU, E s6oBn.

A': 101 NE jak, W wk. 102 EW ask, N aks. 104 rumd. 105 reed.

106 E brooBd brAAd, W brwwBd, N bra?d. 107 EW luuvf, N hnjf, S lAAf.

108 N dui [if used at all, (pziBst) used]. 109 IAA. 110 NE nut, W not.

Ill out 112 [unknown], S eeBl. 113 E wool, W wal, N Ami. 115 E worn,
N z'mn, W jam. 116 [not used]. 118 bi/ra, EW Uwu, S bAAn. 119 E
goon, NW g/ren. 121 S gand ginen. 122 n^*Bn, S nAAn numn. 123 [(no^t)

used]. 124 sti'/Bii, S stAAn. 125 NE oonli, W [(nobBt) used]. 126 NW ooBr,
S AAr. 127 NE urns, W uuvst. 128 dhaz, NW dhoz [usual term (dhem)],
S dhAAS. 129 gMMBst, S gAAst. 130 biittBt. 131 NE gumt, W goot. 132
E jat, NW ot. 133 E reeBt, NW reet. 134 E 6oBth, NW umth. 135

W tlowt, E tlooth, N tb'/Bth.

M- 138 fadhBr, W feeflm. 139 E dhreeB, WN dhr^. 140 E eeBl, W eel,

N ag'l. 141 E need, N neel, W niil. 142 sniil. 143 E teeBl, N t/wl, W tiil.

144 Bg/Bn. 145 E sleeBn, NW sl/iBn [rarely used]. 146 E meeBn, N meen.

147 E breeBn, NW bwm. 148 feet?. 149 E bleeBZ, NW bl^Bz. 150 E Hist,

NW Iff'Bst. 152 wathBr. 153 sethadB.

JE: 155 thak [sb.] thmjk [v.]. 157 E reeBv'n, N rn'Bv'n, W reetfn. 158

E afthBr, WN efthBr. 160 eg. 161 E deeB, WN dee. 163 [forms used], W
UiBd, N leed. 164 E meeB, WN mee. 165 WN sed, N [occ.] seed. 166 E
meeBd. 167 NE dBl, S deeBl. 168 tah?. 169 wen. 170 aavist. 171 baaR
172 gas, NW ges, N gres. 173 waz. 174 E ash, NW esh. 175 fast. 178

EWnat. 179 wat. 180 NE bath. 181 NE path.
M'- 182 E sii, NW siiv. 184 E liid, NW KiBd. 185 E riid, NW ruBd.

186 E bredth, NW briid, brfod. 187 E liiv, NW IMBV. 188 E n&, W nee,

N [(w/n) used]. 189 wet. 190 keV. 191 E ill, NW Ml. 192 E miin,

NW mBn. 193 E tliin, NW th'/vn. 194 ont. 195 mont S ment. 196 E
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war, W was, N war WB, S w/iBr. 197 tjiiz. 199 W bb'/Bt, E [not used],
N \>lee, S bleeBt. 200 NW wBt. 201 E iidh'n, NW itBdh'n. 202 E iit,

NW itBt.

M'\ 203 S spBtj. 204 diid. 205 EN thriid, W tbritBd. 206 red. 207
EW niid'l, N nBd'l. 210 E tlEE tleeB, NW i\ee. 211 NW gree, E greeB.
212 E wet, NW vee. 213 E iidhBr, KW z'ndliBr. 215 tout. 216 E diil, NW
dz'i'Bl. 217 E iitj,

NW z'Btj. 218 shiip. 219 sliip. 221 Him. 222 eeBr.

223 dheeBr, S dheeBr dhitBr. 224 NE wiim, W wetBr. 225 flesh. 226

mtost, W meesi, S mAAst. 227 wet, N [occ.] wiit. 228 E [pr. t. and sb.],NW sw*JBt, E [past t.] swet. 229 EW breth, N bri/Bth. 230 fat.

E- 232 E breeBk, W brz'tBk, N br^k. 233 E spiik, NW spz'tBk. 234 E
niid, NW niivd. 235 E wiiv, NW WBV. 236 E fiivBr, NW Hiwm. 237
W bkn, E bleeBn, N Wz'tBn. 238 edj. 239 E seeBl, NW seel. 240 [laid

used, WE lBd, N 1ml]. 241 E reeBn, NW ram. 242 NE tw/tra, S teeBn.

243 E pleeB, NW plee. 246 NE kwnBn, W kwiin [in sense of queen ; quean
not used]. 247 wiin, S wiiBn. 248 mit'Br. 249 wiim. 250 switBr. 251
E miit, NW mitBt. 252 ket'l. 253 net'l. 254 EW ledhBr, N IidhBr.
255 wedhBr.

E: 257 edj. 258 EW sedj, S seg. 259 wedj. 261 E seeB, NW see.

262 E weeB, NW wee. 264 S eeBh 265 sthret. 267 jiild. 268 [oldest

used]. 270 EW beh?z, N behsiz bellows, belli belly. 272 E aim, W elm,
N oum com. 273 men. 274 E beqk, WN b/qk. 275 [stink used]. 276

thtqk. 278 EW wentj, N wensh. 280 EW lev'n Bltv'n, N b'/Bv'n. 281
lenth. 282 strenth. 283 men. 284 E thrash, NW thresh. 285 EW kres,
N wathBrkrashez, S krit'BS. 286 arB. 287 biiz'm.

E'- 290 ii i, SB. 291 E dhii, N dhuu [emphatic]. 292 S mi me. 293
wii wt, N WB. 296 E btliiv, NW bil/tBv. 298 fill. 299 griin. 300 EW
kiip, N kz'tBp. 301 JIBT. 302 miit. 303 swiit.

E': 305 EW at, N aa. 306 ett. 307 EW nai. 308 nud. 309 spiid, N
spM [vb.]. 310 ul. 311 ten. 312 BT. 313 oak'n. 314 ind. 315 fiit

EA- 317 [unknown]. 319 gz'tBp, S geeBp. 320 keeBr. EA: 321 E
SAA [NW (siid) used]. 322 laf. 323 f6t. 324 ett. 325 E wooBk, NW
WAAk. 326 E ooBd, NW AAd. 327 bowd. 328 E kooBd, NW kAAd. 329 E
fooBld, [N (dwb'l wp)]. 330 EN od, W AAd. 331 [(seld) used]. 332 [(teld)

used]. 334 AA [E oldest (6oBf)]. 335 AA!. 336 AA!. 337 WAA!. 342 N
eem, E eeBm, W eem. 343 waam. 345 daar, S deeBr. 346 E gziBt, NW jat,

S geeBt.
EA'- 347 E iid, NW Bd. 348 EW at, N ii. 349 fiu, S feeB. EA':

350 dt'/Bd, E diid. 351 W led, NE l//Bd. 352 EW red, N riiBd. 353 brz'/Bd.

354 shaf shav, S shz'^f. 355 E diif, NW d/iBf. 356 E liif, NW h'Bf. 357
E dhAA, W dhoo, N dhof. 359 neibsr, S neeBbBr. 360 E tiim, NW tiima.

361 E biin, NW, b/iBn. 362 E sleeB, NW [not used]. 363 E tjiip, NW tjt'tBp.

365 E nztB [N and W (naa) nigh, used]. 366 E gmt, NW gvftBt. 367 W
thret, N thrz'tBt, E [not used]. 368 E diith, N d/iBth, W deth. 369 S!AA,
E slooB. 370 TAA, rooB. 371 sthrAA, E sthr6oB.

El- 372 EW e, N ee, S aa. 373 E dheeB, NW Shee. 374 E neeB, NW
nee. 376 E beeBt, NW b^t. El: 377 S steeBk. 378 E weeBk, W wmk,
N w^k. 382 S dheeB.

EO- 383 W sev'n, E siv'n, N sBv'n. 384 EW ev'n, N t'tBv'n. 385
bim'/Bth. 386 E ju, NW sou. 387 niu.

EO: 388 milk. 389 NE jook, EW jAAk, S jMW?k. 390 EW sliwd, N sud.

393 bijont. 396 waak. 397 E sooBd, NW sawed. 398 staav. 399 briit, S
breit. 400 E wn/st, NW aanist. 401 N jaan. 402 EW loan, E It'tBn, N
leen. 403 faa, N far. 404 staa. 405 E oath, NW aath. 406 E ath, W jath,
N ath [after consonants], S Bth, jath [after vowels]. 407 faadin. 408 EW
niu, N [(nAAd) used].
EO'- 411 EW thru, N thn'tB. 412 [weak], shB [strong] sbB. 413 dtvBl.

414 flii [N flea is (lop)]. 415 Hi. 416 dt'tw. 417 tj6w. 418 EW bruu, N
briu. 420 f6Br. 421 fotti.

EO': 423 thii. 424 rwf. 425 Hit. 426 feit. 427 bii bi. 428 EW sii,
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N SMB. 429 [not used]. 430 frind. 431 biit?r. 432 foz^th. 433 briist.

434 EW biit, N bet. 435 juu JB. 436 EW tbruu, N thriu. 437 EW thruuth,
N thriuth.

EY- 438 dii. EY: 439 E thrtst, NW thrust.

I- 440 wiik, S wik. 441 stv. 442 EW am, N aavi. 443 EW friudt,
N fraadB. 444 EW stail, N steal, S stii. 445 [not used]. 446 EW nain, N
naan. 448 NW dhztvz, E dhiiz. 449 get, N ger [before vowels]. 450 tiuzdtj.

451 sou.

1: 452 a [W (at) is used only before is, isn't]. 454 witj. 455 EN lig [WN
(lee) used]. 457 meit. 458 niit, S niit nett. 459 riit, E rett. 460 weit. 461

liit, S Bleit. 462 S se/t siit. 464 wttj. 465 E sitj, W saik, N stk. 466 W
tjald, [N (been) used]. 467 WE waild, N waald. 468 EWtjtldhw, [N (b*mz)
used]. 471 timBr [N gave (wwd)]. 472 shr/qk, S shreqk. 473 blmd. 474W rmd, E ra/nd, [N (sk/n) used]. 475 wmd. 476 bind. 477 f/nd. 478
NE grwnd, W gramd, S grind. 479 w/nd. 481 frqBr. 484 dhzs. 485 this'l.

486 S jest. 487 jtsthvdB. 488 Jit.

I'- 490 ba/, EN bi, N ba. 491 EW sat, N saa. 493 EW dhraev, N dbraav,
S draav. 494 EW taim, N taam. 496 e/BrBn. 497 E Brtuz, N Braaz. 498

re/t, S raat. 499 EW biit'l, N U/ut'l [but generally called clocks].
I': 500 le/k, S la/k. 501 EW wad, N waad. 502 WE fsuv, N faav. 503

le/f, S laaf. 504 ne<f, S naaf. 505 we/f, S waaf. 506 WWHIBU. 507 wim/n.
508 EW mazl, EN maal. 509 EW wal, EN waal. 511 EW wa/n, N waan.
512 spemr. 513 wezer. 514 e?s, S aas. 515 EW waiz, N waaz. 516
wz'zdmn. 517 Jiu.

0- 520 bow. 521 fwrnjl. 522 op'n. 523 EW wop, N wwnsp, S wwep.
524 wold. 0: 526 E koof, NW kof. 527 b6wt. 528 th6t. 529 S browt.

530 rout. 531 dowthur. 532 S ktiuul. 533 dul, N douli. 534 uml. 536 gowd,
N guuld. 537 m6l, S mowd. 539 E b6^a, W bool. 540 olen, N prik olvn.

542 b6wlt, S b6wt. 545 op. 547 EN bwwud. 548 EN fumd, W food. 549
NE umd. 550 wod. 551 E stooi?rm, WN stotjrm. 552 E kAAn, W koon,
N kuuun. 5'i3 E AAU, W oon, N timn. 554 kros.

0'- 555 shuu. 556 ti [before cons.], tiv [before vowels]. 557 ti/B. 558

1/itjk, N 1/uk. 559 mwdhur. 561 EAV bluum, N [not used]. 562 m/ren.

563 mundv. 564 stnsn. 565 nuuvz. 566 wdhw.
0': 569 bk, N b/rak, S buuuk. 570 t/k, N tftik. 571 gwd. 572

blwd. 573 flwd. 574 bruud. 575 stM, N std. 576 wed^nzde. 577 buu

biu, NW bfof. 578 pl/Bf pliu [subs.], pliu pluu [verb]. 579 S mmf. 580
EW tui, N tfof. 581 sowt. 582 ki/Bl. 583 t/iBl. 584 st/'Bl. 585 EW bruura.

586 d/*B, N div [before vowels], diz [dost], d* [pi.], S duu. 587 E dun, NW
d/' t?n. 588 niton. 589 spz'jBn, S spw//in. 590 fl/'/Br, S flm<Br. 591 mwe^Br.

592 E swooBr, NW sweeBr. 593 EW mws, [N (mn) used]. 594 buBt, S
bwuit. 595 NEfi'iBt [see 315], W fwt. 596 rt'iBt. 597 st'iwt, NE swt. 598

[not used].
U- 599 EWBbwv, N Bbuun. 600 lv. 601 fo/J [N little used]. 602 siu.

603 k?<m. 605 swn. 606 d^Br, S duuvr. 607 b^thBr.

U: 608 wgli. 609 fl. 610 E wwl, NW wuul. 611 bwlBk [N seldom

used]. 612 sm. 613 dhrwqk. 614 uund. 615 S pwnd. 616 NE grwnd, W
grwn. 617 suund. 618 wuund. 619 fwn. 621 wwn, W won, N wan [did

wind]. 622 wndhBr. 625 t<q. 626 ?<qBr. 628 S nun. 630 wn, N wan

[did win]. 631 thozdB. 632 up. 633 kwp. 634 E thruuf, NW thrwf, S
tliruu. 635 woth. 636 fodhBr. 637 NE twsk. 638 N bwsk [means a bush

only]. 639 NE dst.
U'- 640 kuu. 641 uu. 642 dhuu, dhB [weak]. 643 nuu. 645 EW d?/v,

N duu. 646 W buu, NE bow. 647 EW owl, N uul. 648 um. 649

thruuzBnd. 652 kwd. 653 S bt.
U': 654 shruud. 655 fuul. 656 rz/m. 657 bruun. 658 duun. 659

tuun. 660 bw<Br. 661 shwwBr. 662 us. 663 uus. 664 S luus. 665 muus.

666 wzbsn. 667 uut. 668 pruud. 670 E buudh, W buBdh. 671 muuth.

672 smith.

Y- 673 miti. 674 did. 676 Hi. 677 dhrai. 678 dm. 679 tjotj,
W tjetj.

680 WE bizi [N uses (thraq)]. 682 laat'l.
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Y- 683 midi. 684 brig. 685 rig. 686 bii, N [occ.] baa. 687 EW
fleit, N fliit. 688 E bild, NW biild. 690 EW kaind, N kaand. 691 EW
maind, N maand. 693 sin. 696 both, S baath. 697 beri. 698 N moth, S

maath. 699 riit. 700 E was, NW wos, S waas. 701 fost. 703 pit. 704

E viks'n.

Y'- 705 skai, N [also] skaa. 706 [not used]. 707 thottiin. 708 eier.

Y': 709 feier. 711 lez's. 712 me's.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad. 714 lad. 715 pad. 716 ad'l. 717 E dieeed, NW d$eed.

718 thrtYed. 719 E tadpowl, W tadptwel, [N (bwltiwl) used]. 720 fag. 722
E dhriin, NW dhrtYen. 723 EW deeen, N di.vri. 724 EW bAAld, N boold.

725 st el, S seeel. 727 E djam, N [(pezaa-v) used]. 728 sham. 729 N ireem,
EW frnem, S freeem. 730 N kanter. 733 skaae. 734 daan. 735 smash.

737 NE m/ret, W meet, S meeet. 738 E preeet, NW preet. 740 E weeev,
NW weev. 741 E meeez. 742 E leeez/.

E. 743 skwem. 744 EW imYez'lz, N mez'lz. 745 tjiiet. 746 S bnVedh.

747 E endever, N mdzver. 748 fl/gd. 750 beg. 751 pinrt.
I. and Y. 753 [(kit'l) used]. 754 pig. 755 E f/lbut, NW [not used]. 756

NW shremp, E semp. 757 Wtan, Ntaan/. 758 gel [N usually (las)]. 759 f-t.

0. 761 l<d, S Imied. 762 EW wwakem, E AAkem, N okem. 763 NE
ruuvm., E rAAm. 764 kod'l. 766 NE m6idhed, W [not used]. 767 no/z.

768 EN kwKBk, E kAAk, W kook 769 E m6l, NW moudhed, S mAAl. 771
fond. 772 bwenfe'er. 773 NW doqki. 774 E puum, W poem, N pwwem.
775 buub/. 777 shop. 778 efod. 779 [not used]. 780 N dps'l. 781 NW
bodher, E [not used]. 782 SW pother, E [not used], 783 pwlthri. 784
buuns. 785 N luundj. 786 duus. 787 S suus. 788 NW fluut, E [not used].
789 row. 790 E gun, NW guun.
U. 792 skwab'l. 793 wg. 794 djwg. 799 skwl. 800 skwl. 801 rwm.

802 rwm. 803 djwmp. 805 krwdz. 806 fws. 807 pws. 808 pwt, S pat.

m. ROMANCE.
A- 809 E neb'l eeeb'l, N jab'l, W eetfl. 810 f/ies, S feees. 811 pities, S

pieces. 812 E leees, NW hVes. 813 NE bz'ieken, W b^k'n, S beeek'n. 814
NE im'/es'n, Wm^s'n. 815 E faks. 816 E feeed, NE ft/Bd, W feed. 817
radish. 818 E eeedj, EEdj, W eedj, N tYudj. 819 E reeedj, W Teed}, N rdj,
821 E dileee. 822 E meee, NW mee. 823 E beee, NW \>ee. 824 tjeeer.
826 ztBg'l. 827 i/eger. 828 E eeeg? [N shaking]. 829 E geeen, N g/'en,W geen. 830 thr^/en, S treeen. 831 W disthrtien. 832 meeer. 833 peeer.
834 E tjeeez, N sh^z shee. 835 E riiz'n, N rt'/ez'n. 836 E siiz'n, N snez'n.

838 thr/iet. 839 E beeel, NW b*l. 840 NW turner, E t;aamer, S tjamer.
841 tjans. 842 plaqk. 843 brantj. 844 threntj. 845 ^nshent. 846

tjanler. 847 d^ndjer. 848 tj^ndj. 849 sthr^ndjer. 850 dans. 851 ant.

852 apren. 853 baagin. 854 baril. 855 kar/t. 856 E peeet, NW p^t.
857 kz'ies, S keees. 858 E breees, N brwes, W brees. 859 W tjees, NE
tp'ies. 860 pnest, S peeest. 861 t//est. 862 NE stief, S seeef. 864 E
btko-z, NW bikwwez, -s. 865 NE fAAt, E fooet. 866 pmie.

E-. 867 S tm*. 868 E djeee, W dye. 869 NE vtVel. 871 E egrii, N
egrt/e. 872 tjtYuf. 873 E frEE, S freee. 875 E feeent, N f^ent, W ieent.

876 S decent;. 878 NE saleri. 879 E fiimeeel, W ifivmeel. 880 W zamp'l.
881 sens. 882 panzz. 883 WE dandelaren. 884 prent?'s. 886 E fra/er,
NE fnYer. 887 NE tlaadp. 888 NE saaten. 889 S sires. 890 E biist,

N bz'rBst. 891 E fiist, N fe/est. 892 neve. 893 Mum. 894 E d/siiv, N
d/stYev. 89 o E r/'siiv, N ris?ev.

I- and Y- 997 W diliit, NE dilert. 898 nets. 899 NE niis. 900 E
prEE, W pra?. 901 E fain, W fein, faan. 902 EW main, N maan. 903
EW dain, N daan. 904 EW vailet, N vaalet. 905 razet. 906 vesper. 907

[not used]. 908 advers. 909 EW briiz, N bn'iez. 910 EW djeis, N dj6ist,
S djaist. 911 EWsiisthren, N snestherm. 912 reis.
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0-- 913 kMutj. 914 brwmjtj. 915 siuf, 916 wn'itm. 917 niwg. 918
E fiib'l, NW f/nib'l. 919 omtnrent. 920 point. 921 E ukiveeunt. 922
bwstul. 923* NE moist, W mois. 924 tjois. 925 vois. 926 spoil. 928
turns. 929 kuukunrer. 930 loin. 932 Bimrant. 933 frwnt. 935 kwnthrt.
936 EW font, N fwnt. 937 kok. 938 E kAAner, NE kBmr, W keener.
939 Hums. 940 km?t. 941 fziul, S frfwil. 942 S batrer. 943 t?4j. 944
Bluir. 945 vuu. 946 [not used]. 947 boil. 948 Nw ML 950 s?<pt?r.
951 kwp'l. 952 ktoes. 953 kuzun. 954 k^shtm. 955 duut. 956 kwvtjr.

957 E emplot, N imploi. 959 E konveeir, N ktmv^r.
U-- 960 E kii, W kirn, N kei. 961 griu;il. 962 [N (miu) is a pile of

corn in a barn], 963 kivaivt. 964 s'nrit. 965 oil. 966 friut. 967 siut.

969 SHOT, S shiner. 970 djwst. 971 fl'mt.

D 31 = WIST. = West Northern.

Boundaries. Begin on the Solway Fritb at the coast near Newton Arlosh, Cu.

(13 w.Carlisle), and follow the tortuous n. tee line 7 already described, p. 20,

through Cu. and Du. to Sunderland, then follow the coast of Du. to the Tees

mouth, and go up the Tees to Croft, Yo. Here turn along w. b. of D 30, going
sw. to Middleham, and s. to Burley (7 n. Bradford). After which turn w. and

pass upon the n. theeth line 5 (p. 18) to the b. of La. near Colne, about 16 wnw.
Bradford, and go nw. along the b. of La. to 13 ese. Lancaster, where enter La.
and sweep round n. of Wyersdale (6 se. Lancaster) to Cockerham (8 ene. Fleet-

wood, La.). Then go n. and follow the w. and s. coast of La. and Cu., passing
n. to the point of starting in Morecambe Bay, Solway Frith.

Area. This large tract of country comprises s.Du., w. and m.Cu.,
all We., the hundred of Lonsdale n. and s. of the Sands in n.La.,
and the hilly part of w.Yo. It is traversed by the s. hoose line 6

(p. 19) dividing it into two distinct parts. Of these the n. portion
treats the U' words as having simple (uu), or rather a peculiar
modification of it, beginning deeper but ending with (u), either

(wju) or (EUU), where (B) is very brief and uncertain, but both

fractures are conceived by the natives as simple (uu). The s. part
transforms these inchoant diphthongal forms into the complete

diphthongs (6u, 6w, a). This however does not affect the other

dialectal relations. In fact the s. hoose line 6 only shews where
the old traditional pron. (uu) has completely changed. The prepara-
tion for the change has been made in the n. portion, while probably
in the E1N", D 30, and certainly still further n. in the L. div., the

pure old (uu) form is retained See (#'u) p. 292, and (a'u) p. 293.

Varieties. This area I find it best to divide into several Varieties,

which will be considered presently as to their nature, and will here

be merely localised.

Var. i. Extreme w. of Yo., embraces Upper Swaledale, Upper Wensleydale,
the nw. horn of Yo., and n. and m. Craven.

Var. ii. Lonsdale, or n.La., including extreme s.Cu., embraces Lancaster,

Cartmel, Furness, and the region about Bootle, Cu.
Var. iii. We. s. of the watershed, with a part of extreme w.Yo., embraces

Dent and Sedberg in Yo., and Kendal, Long Sleddale, and Orton, in We.
Var. iv. Edenside, or the basin of the Eiver Eden, includes We., n. of the

watershed, and m.Cu., and contains Kirkby Stephen, Temple Sowerby, Milburn,

Langwathby, Ellonby, etc

Var. v. or w.Cu. contains Keswick, Clifton, and Abbey Holme or Holme Cultram.

Var. vi., s.Du., contains Weardale and Teesdale.
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Authorities. See Alphabetical County Lists under the following names, where
* means vv. per AJE., f per TH., J per JGG., || so., and io.

Cu. *
Abbey Holme, Borrowdale,

*
Clifton, J Ellonby, Hale, J Keswick,

1 Langwathby,
*
Penrith, Ravenglass, Workington.

Du. Aycliffe, Bishop Auckland, Bishopton, Easington, Greatham,
Hart, Hartlepool, Heathery Cleugh,

* Lower Teesdale, Middleton-in-

Teesdale, Monk Hesledon, Ryhope, } St. John's Weardale, Seaham,
Sedgefield, Stanhope, Witton-le-Wear, Wolsingham.
La. f Broughton-in-Furness, f Cark-in-Cartmel, f Caton, f Coniston,

Dalton-in-Furness, Heysham, f High Nibthwaite, f Hornby, f Lancaster,

fLower-Holker-in-Cartmel, Newton-in-Cartmel, f Skerton, t Ulverston.

We. Appleby, J Casterton, J Crosby Ravensworth, J Kendal, J Kirkby
Stephen, J Long Sleddale, J Milburn, J Orton, J Shap, J Temple Sowerby.

Yo. J Black Burton, or Burton-in-Lonsdale, J Cautley by Sedberg, J Chapel-
le-Dale, J Dent, J Horton-in-Ribblesdale, J Howgill, J Hkley, Laithkirk,

|| Middlesmoor, ||
North of Richmond, *

Richmond, || Skipton, J Upper Swaledale

or Muker, J Upper Wensleydale or Hawes.

The extreme care and conscientious anxiety to phonograph the pronunciation of

his informants, shewn by repeated revisions, which mark JGG.'s contributions to

the phonology of this district, require particular notice, and I cannot but repeat

my warmest thanks for the labour which he has bestowed during many prolonged

personal interviews in making me fully acquainted with his results, and preparing
them for publication here. He has also revised the proofs of D 31.

Character. Although D 31 is so large, and mostly very hilly,
there is a remarkable uniformity in its mode of speech. The e. b.

towards D 30 is not particularly well defined, and probably a very
accurate survey, such as TH. has accomplished in the M. div.,

would shew a gradual melting of D 31 into D 30. But the real

boundary is geographical, the subsidence of the hilly districts of

the nw. and w. of Yo. into the plain which occupies its centre.

Referring to the list of Edenside speech-sounds (p. 539) for

phonetic details, the general character is shewn most distinctly in

Yar. i, and may be roughly stated as follows :

A-, A'= (?!&!), as (m'^m, kh'^z, h^ajin) name, clothes, home, as distinguished
from the adjoining D 30, Var. i. (ni^m, tlrez, iem) ;

that is, the fracture consists

of two nearly equally strong elements, each distinct, the first being a low form of

(i} approaching to
(e),

and the second a low form of (a) approaching in JGG.'s

opinion to (a), and lying between (a, a) ;
whereas in D 30 the first element is

generally not quite so low, though it varies among (i, , e), and the second element
is weak and indistinct. The younger generation, however, even in D 31, inclines

to (IB). JGG.'s researches were among old people, many of whom have since

died.

E' = (0i), this is another peculiar fracture, with both elements distinct and

accented, the first short, and the second more prolonged, as (m^i, gmn, meit) me,
green, meet. These are appreciated by natives, as

(ii). In D 30 they vary as

(ei)
accented fully on the first element, or

(ITS, ii),
as (me, griin, miBt miit) me,

green, meet.

r = (a), as (team) time, occasionally, but rarely, and never characteristically,

varying as (E') in Var. vi, but always quite distinct from D 30 (taam).
0'= probably normally (iu) derived from (ce'u). This (iu) is perhaps the

foundation of the prevailing D 30 form
(z'iu),

but for some reason, which I

cannot assign, it varies, as (z^u), thus D 31 (kwjul kml), D 30 (k^i^l) cool.

U' = (Mju) u. of line 6, but s. of it approaching (6u) and varying, as (6u, a?/),

whereas in D 30 it is regularly (uu), thus D 31 (d^un, down, dawn), D 30

(duun) down. In the nw. horn of Yo this U' further varies as a sound which
JGG. writes (euu), which is parallel to (eii) for E'. Rev. W. R. Bell wrote the

sound as ew, with a
*

over, and compared it to the mew of a cat, apparently
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meaning (niE-JE'u). JGG. said Mr. Bell recognised London (a
!
w). In both

(e\\ euu) the final element predominates. OCR. heard from the n. of Richmond,
Yo., a sound he wrote erw in his Leeds Glossary, p. xiii, in derwn, therw, nerw,
down, thou, now, the r only serving to alter the sound of the preceding vowel.
This notation may have been meant to indicate this (euu) sound, but more closely
resembles ice'u). Here I can merely note that the subject requires investigation,
but the region is so difficult of access that I have not been able to get proper
information.

These are the great vowel differences, and possibly only indicate

a preservation of old forms in the hills, which have been softened

down in the plains. In construction Us (a)z), and tf' =
(t')

for the,

prevail over both hill and plain.

THE EDENSIDE SPEECH-SOUNDS.

Edenside is the name of Yar. iv of this district, occupying
n.We. and that part of Cu. about the River Eden. The sounds

there found prevail more or less over the whole district, and I

avail myself of this opportunity of giving the list of sounds as

drawn up by JGG. in his paper on the "Traditional Names of

Places in Edenside," read before the Cu. and We. Antiquarian
and Archaeological Society at Penrith, Jan. 1881. The traditional

names themselves will be given subsequently. The words in

square brackets [ ] are AJE.'s, the others JGG.'s.

Simple Vowels.

(a, aa) Nearly as the English vowels in "
Papa asked Grant to pas* half the staff

to aunt," but the tongue is somewhat more advanced as it is in the true

Italian
( ta). Edenside examples: Short lass, glass, pass, castle, what, water,

father. Long Farm, cart, harvest, garden, dark.

(aj) [In the paper cited JGG. used (JE) in place of the present (a x).] General

continental so-called short (aa). Quite distinct from the short sound
of the last, but often confounded with it. Frequently heard as (9) the

sound in "one sz^ch wgly cwt's enowgh to dwll one's cowrage" by people
from the south. [I could not hear any similarity between the two sounds.]
Edenside examples : Man, cat, bag, pan, ^nnie, J/aggie, etc. Compare
lassie -lad (lasi-lajd), brass pan (bras pajn), laugh at (laf a^), he sang
a song (i sajq e saq). [When I heard JGG. pronounce these words, they
sounded to me rather like (la

1

si lad, bra's pan, la'f at) ;
but as he repudiated

(a
1

)
and was very anxious that (a^ should be kept distinct from (a), and con-

sidered (aa) to be the true sound of (a) in father, and (a x )
to be deeper, lying

in the series, (a a
x a), I have followed his wishes. To my ear however he pro-

nounced (aa) long, but (a
1

, a) short, and I should have so written the sounds.

He sometimes indicates 'advanced' (^a, taa), which I cannot at all distinguish
from (a

1

,
aa 1

).
See notes to No. 19 in the 22 interlinear cs. for this district,

given below.

(AA) English vowel in "^411 Pawl's daughters ought to talk small," but shorter

in quantity, and more like the Italian o aperto. Edenside examples : Calf,

halfpenny, fall, wall, talk, hall, etc. [This may be same sound as TH.'s

(A
I
)
in D 23, Var. i, p. 353, but I could not distinguish it from (oo) Italian

o aperto, open (o)].

(BE) Italian e aperto [open (E)], and Scotch and general continental short e.

Edenside examples : Hare, pair, Mary, day, hay, gay. [As JGG. pron. the

words the sound was considerably deeper than in the Southern (heej, peej,

meeari, dee, hee, gee) which also occurs.]

(e) Received Southern English short e in " seven times eleven are seventy seven,

eleven times seven are seventy seven, s*ven into seventy seven eleven, eleven into
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seventy-seven seven." Edenside examples : bed, set, men, step, egg, etc.

[Kept quite separate from (bsd, SEt, msn, stEp, Eg) etc., JGG. adds] It is as

well to realize the difference between this and the last, because in the only
scientific description of Edenside speech yet given [Dr. Murray's], this vowel is

said to be represented by the one last described (EE) . [Probably because (E) was
native and (e) foreign to Dr. Murray, who confuses (e) with Scotch i in fill, pit,
DSS. p. 107.]

(e)
True Italian e chiuso [shut or close

(e}~\
and "

general" Scotch and conti-

nental sound of "long a." Edenside examples occur only in the pairs of

confluent [or fractured] vowels described below. [The true
(e) does not occur

in the fractures
(t'ji, t^) to which he refers, but only its forms (e

1
} or (i^.]

(i)
Received English in "in this little village lived Kitty's sister Minnie." The

Edenside vowel is formed with the tongue nearer the palate than is usual in the

South of England ; with us [in this paper "we" always means people of Cu.
and We.] the sound is nearer the short sound of

(ii)
as in the n. of Germany,

etc. Edenside examples : bit, lig, in, kittle, big, get, etc. [It should there-

fore be written (i
1

)
as (bi't, li'g), etc., but I cannot differentiate this from pure

short
(i) ; following JGG., however, I generally write (bit, lig), etc., simply.]

(ii) English vowel in "see me lead these three sweetly bleating sheep." Edenside

examples are rare, the sound being generally represented by the pairs (ei
l

, ^i).

(y) By this symbol I [that is, JGG.] propose to denote a peculiar vowel common
to nw.England. It sounds between the Scotch vowel in "him, pit, still,

milk," etc., and the unaccented vowel (B) used in "idea, canary, America,
motion, conscience," etc. Dr. Murray considers that it is allied to the Scotch
vowel in gwid, b?/ik,' schm'n, gwis, etc. [which again he identifies with (0)],

and it does sometimes remind me [JGG.] of that too. Edenside examples
heard from old people : rest, dress, rent, pr/nce, friend, rich, rut, br/ck, yes,

yesterday, etc. [Observe that it is due in all these cases to a preceding (r) or

following (s). I have found it necessary to> mark a variety of it as (y t)
occ.

See Introd. to No. 10 of the 22 cs. given below, p. 559, and Ab. () in D 39.]

(o, oo) Short, and long, of the general continental short o. Identical with the

Italian o aperto [open (o)]. It lies between English short o in not and true

long o in note [between (o) and (oo)]. Edenside examples: short off, Tom,
bob, clog, for, short, George : long no, show, grow, low [of, Tom, bob, clog,
for

, short, :djordj : noo, shoo, groo, loo]. [As far as I could hear (o)

does not occur; educated informants usually give (o), and in the same way
I think true (AA) though given above does not occur, and that (o) or Italian

o aperto supersedes both.]

(o) Italian o chiuso [shut (o)]. General Scotch and continental longo. Differs

from the corresponding vowel in received English in being uttered with the

tongue in one position, instead of beginning with the tongue lower and ending
with it higher than this position, as is usual in ordinary English utterance. [The
true sound does not occur in D 31. The Italian o chiuso is perhaps more like

(u) than simple (oo), and I used to think it properly (uh}. The form under
which it occurs in D 31 is (u^ as in the next article.]

(wj) [or as JGG. originally wrote (o
1

), considering it a higher form of (o)]. This
is the vowel that, in the n. of England, usually replaces the peculiar (a) in

received English in ' ' some one' s hwsband, son or brother comes ttp once a

month to hwnt," which vowel is too frequently confounded with the (u) in

canary, idea, etc., referred to lower down. Our Edenside vowel is nearly the

same as the received English vowel in foot, good, hull, etc., but it is formed
with the tongue more obliquely retracted from the palate. [The effect is that

of a very
' thick

'

(u) approaching (o) ; see p. 291.] Edenside examples : twb,

come, love, son, sun, etc., pwrse, murder, etc. [as appears by the next article

both (u, u^ occur].

(u) Received English short oo in foot, good, book, bwll, stood, etc. Edenside

examples : good, bwll, food, shoot, bwtcher, etc.

(uu) Italian and general Continental sound
;
but it is never used pure in Eden-

side, except in the confluents [diphthongs] as in new, iew, iruit, etc. [niuu,
fiuu, friuut). See under (d'u, Mju) on the next page.

(e) Received English unaccented vowel in the words America, idea, canary,
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motion, consciows
; long it is the received English in the "early, bird deserves

the c?*rly worm
' '

[this vowel is variously represented as (aa, aa, eoao, ar ar
OTO), but JGG. considers it as (BB)]. In Edenside it remains pure under strong
accent. Edenside examples : (-rat dw^i) that did I, biscwit, pocket, window,
barrow, pillow, etc., and in a host of other words. It is one of the most

important elements in Edenside speech.

(99) In pal. the short form of this vowel represents the first three or four vowels,
and the sixth in the deliberate utterance of "

que je me repente!" [Volney's
example] ;

and it occurs in many other combinations in French. Our
Edenside equivalent of the English vowel in "the early bird deserves the cwrly
worm," is sufficiently different from the received form to constitute one of the

chief difficulties encountered by strangers attempting to speak our dialects.

Our vowel lies between () and (ao) or (BB), the English vowels referred to.

The French vowel is nearer to it than any that I am practically acquainted with.

[As, however, it did not strike my ear as identical with the French sound,
I have generally used (9-^ by way of indicating a difference.]

(oe) The last simple vowel is identical or nearly so with the German o, and I

believe also with the French en. In Edenside it occurs in the words swore,

form, moor, poor, and a few similar forms. In place names it used to be
common in compounds with the word moor. [In the 22 cs. which follow

par. 9, the word swore occurs, but in the Edenside examples we never find

(swoeoer )
but

(swyy^r ). The sound is very uncertain, and seems mainly due
to (rj. Swore is often rendered by sware, and is then treated differently.]

Confluent Vowels [Fractures, Diphthongs}.

In our Northern English compounds there is a clearer utterance of each com-

ponent, and a partial cessation of voice between the two vowels. Our practice

agrees almost exactly with that of the Italians. [JGG. says that I call these

"confluent vowels." I do not recollect ever having used this term in print.
The Italian diphthongs have a "slurred glide," the two vowels being pronounced
with scarcely any glide, or rather with such a diminution of force during the

glide as would make it almost inaudible, but would not occasion any real silence

or total separation. The glide is always marked by an acute accent on the

element having the stress, and sometimes with a double accent where both

elements are very distinctly pronounced.]

(aai, ai, ai) Identical with German ey, ai, ei, Italian ai, Welsh ai, French a'i,

etc. Upper Edenside examples : wide, b/de, bz'te, mile, pie, f/ne, tidy.

(e
l
i
l

, iji
1

, t^) [The last form is usually adopted.] These pairs represent
archaic forms of long ee as pronounced all over the nw. of England, and in

the adjoining parts of Scotland. The voice begins with the tongue retracted

obliquely more or less below the normal position of the vowel in pin, fit, with,
and goes on to a position somewhat higher, so as almost to reach the position
where true

(ii)
is formed. Great diversity of utterance exists

; many people

using a sound identical with the Scotch vowel in wife, time, etc., (ei), while

others constantly use the pair represented in the second symbol (v
1

),
which

is so much like true
(ii)

that the difference passes unnoticed. True
(ii)

is

quite unknown here as a dialect utterance. Edenside examples : ieet, read,

red, leaf, \>eef, seed, green.

(o
l
u, ju) [The second symbol here adopted after much discussion with JGG.]
North-western English representative of received English, general Scotch and
continental "long oo." It commences with the vocal organs nearly in the

position for the Italian o chiuso and ends with pure (uu) . [Its effect is quite
different from that of Midland (MU)]. Great variety exists in the pron. of

this and the last pairs of vowels. In the wilds and amongst people remote

from the influence of town-life the forms here given are the common ones
;

but there is every gradation from these into the pure (ii)
and (uu) of received

English among younger folk and town dwellers. Edenside examples : cow,

bowse, moe<se, brow, etc.

(6u) Italian o aperto [open (o)] followed by pure (). Edenside examples : pony,

hoe, daughter, thought, wrought, cowlrake.
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(O&D w^) Italian o-chiuso followed by Italian short a [but this would be ( ta),

whereas JGG. uses the sign for (a^, which often passes into the obscure vowels

(B, a)]. Edenside examples : coal, foal, notice, George, John, Joseph, hole,

coat, road, etc.

(^RU /^i) [the second form adopted] Italian e chiuso [shut (<?)]
followed by a

more or less distinctly pronounced Italian short a [but JGG. uses the symbol
for (aj)]. The (e) graduates into

(i)
in some mouths, and the (EJ) into obscure

vowels more or less allied to (9, u) . Edenside examples : stable, cake, toad,

gate, soap, name, grave.

(i
l

y) used in a few names, and also in such words as n<?a, sea, tea, wm = nay in

dialectal assent to a negative, so, toe, woe. [This is given by JGG. on the

authority of Mr. William Atkinson.]

(iu). Short i in fit, pin, lip, jig, &c., followed by a more or less distinctly pro-
nounced short oo in foot, good, bwll, etc. Many speakers seem unable to pron.
this quite distinctly ; but most of the older people agree in doing so. [The
result must be distinguished from (iu, iu).] Edenside examples : foot, school,

look, book, spoon, smoke, crook.

Consonants.

[(b p, d t, dh th, v f, g k, m n q, s z, sh zh) call for no remark.]

( v
d

vt) dental [or rather alveolar] d t uttered with the tongue [on the gums], near

the back of the upper incisor teeth. [This is only in conjunction with a

following (/>).]

(dj tj) rec. English edge, judge, /ew, James, /am, and etch, clutch, chew, chain,
vfatch. Where (dj tj) occur before a vowel, the (d) or the

(t)
is doubled thus :

(ed'di/z, ma^'tjiz) edges, matches, and the first of the doubled consonants is

held just as it is in Italian pron.

(nh) [which, except in this list, is written with simple (h)], jerked aspirate,

.ZTenry, his, home, her, beAoved. Though the aspirate has almost entirely
vanished in the dialects of the townsfolk, it is yet employed with much

uniformity by the people in the country part.

(kjh) palatal guttural, as in the German siech
;
Scotch nicht, richt, sicht. Now

nearly obsolete. [Used only by very old people.]

(kwh) labial guttural ;
Germ, auch

;
Scotch loch, wheat, ivhat. Now nearly

obsolete.

(j)
Eec. English in yon, you, ye, yes. Palatal aperture contracted more with

the middle of the tongue than during the formation of (ii). [Nevertheless
JGG. considers that there is more

(ii)
than (j) in the sound, the buzz being

absent, and hence it is generally represented by (i) or very short
(ii) gliding

on at once to the following vowel. See under (w) at end.]

(jh) voiceless and jerked form of the last as in Hughes, huge, hew, humilitj.

[I find no jerk, (jh) is related to (j) as (zh) to (sh), that is, French/ to Fr. ch.~]

(1)
The same in all positions as the

(1)
used before a vowel in rec. English,

general continental I, [but this is rather
( vl)]. This I is often held briefly (!'),

but it is quite distinct from the London and general Southern I in mill, milk,

nil, ell, law, Hit, lip. [I am not sure to what I JGG. is alluding, perhaps (L).]

(Ih) The voiceless [or rather hissed] form of the last frequently used before

a voiceless palatal consonant as (mzlhk, lilht, bilht) for milk, lift, buift. [The
hiss of the (Ih) was very marked in JGG.'s pron. of these words.]

(nh) The voiceless [or flated] form of (n), employed where an original initial

Jc was once used, see the next symbol. This identical sound is in constant use

in Icelandic [see Part II. p. 546]. Edenside examples : knit, knock, know,
knife, etc.

(tnh) The same sound preceded by (t)
which represents the original k. [See

Lediard's pron. in Part IV. p. 1046, under K, see also Cooper, Part I. p. 208,

and Part II. p. 544, n. 2.] Miss Powley, of Langwathby, and [her sister]

Mrs. Atkinson, of Winderwath, state that this was a common sound here many
years ago. [See below cs. No. 16, in the 22 cs., introd. and notes.]

(r) This is a Duzzed r, [by which is meant an unflapped r, see p. 294 on r

generally, although flapped r's are' necessarily buzzed, but the flapping renders
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the buzz intermittent, whereas here it meant a continuous buzz as in (z)], that
is to say, r produced by driving the voiced breath over the curved tip of the

tongue, which is turned up to the front palate in a spoon-shaped form, and
remains rigid, instead of vibrating [napping], as it does in the Scotch and Italian
r. This consonant is a retracted form of (dh), and should be distinguished
from ordinary r in some way. [I use

( I
r ) for Mr. Melville Bell's untrilled r,

which is in fact an imperfect alveolar
( vd), "the point of the tongue contracting

the oral passage between it and the upper gum
"

( Visible Speech, p. 52). And
I use (rq)

where the contraction of the passage between tongue and hard palate
is more in the place of (d), for the London sound, which is an imperfect (KO),
to which JGG. objects that my (r )

is "little else than a vowel." Hence, with
his consent, I have introduced the new sign (r), shewing the absence of trill

by putting the () above instead of below
( )

. That there is much essential

difference in the sounds (r r r) I do not suppose, and generally I shall use

(r)
for each of them with a previous explanation. But in the following 22

cs., as some of JGG-.'s informants used the trilled (r), and others the untrilled

continuous buzz (r), I have been obliged to make the distinction.] Old

people rarely ever drop this consonant, but it is going out of use, when not
before a vowel, among the younger folk. Examples : ray, hurry, rare.
After d, t, the r is invariably dental [alveolar], and is then denoted by ( vr).
[But then d, t are also alveolar, so we have

( v
d

tr, v
t

vr).]
(rh) The voiceless form is rarely used and may be passed over here.

(w) is (uu) with the labial orifice contracted so as to impart somewhat of a

buzzing effect to the sound
;
but the buzz is not as marked as it is in the South,

and it seems here to be often replaced by simple (11)
or (u) . [Hence I write

(ii) ,

which represents this form of (w) just as (i) represents a similar form of (j).]

(wh) This is the voiceless and jerked form of the last, and it often seems to be
uttered as if the back of the tongue were raised as it is in the Scotch (kwh).
We use the sound quite consistently yet, and rarely or never is it replaced by
simple (w) except by townsfolk [as is also too much the custom with even the
best educated people in London]. Examples: which, whether, wheat, what.

(wr) This pair of consonants yet survives in the pron. of very old people, and
it is said to enter into the pron. of some of the place names, but I have not

yet detected it for certain. Examples : wrong, wren, write, written. [JGG-.
interposed no vowel, however faint, between (w) and (r) as (w'r). I some-
times think this sound should be labialised r as (rw), but so few people use

it, and those so difficult of access, that it is impossible to study it at first hand
;

at second hand we have only imitations counterfeits, not the genuine article.]

Varieties.

It is very difficult to draw the boundaries of the six varieties

which I have been induced to make in D 31. To a native no
doubt the differences are very prominent, and he is generally
able after hearing a few sentences to localise the speaker. This

happens in all extensive dialect regions. But often, on examina-

tion, here and elsewhere, these distinctions, on which so much
stress is laid, resolve themselves into slight varieties of intonation,
a little change of construction, a few words and phrases habitual

in one locality and scarcely heard in another, and perhaps slight

changes of vowels, raising or depressing them, especially (V, a),

which scarcely strike a stranger at all, and which he finds it

difficult to formulate. Possibly many natives may object to the

localisation and characterisation of varieties here given, but it

is the best which the information at my command enables me to

furnish. My many attempts to draw boundaries have failed so

completely that I have altogether abandoned them.
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VAR. i. CRAVEN, etc.

This consists of at least two distinct parts, n. and s. of the s.

hoose line 6. The n. part has U/=
(MIU) as (h^us, dwjun) house,

down, and the s. part has U'=(aM) as (haws, dawn). But consider-

ing that the s. part had merely developed the (u^u) of the n. part
into (aw), I have not hesitated to consider these two parts as

forming one variety. The best marked form of this dialect is in

Upper Swaledale, which, from the information given me by Mr. G.

Bell, the publisher, of 4, York Street, Covent Garden, native of

Richmond, I consider to extend a little to the e. of Richmond,
about Catterick. It is found to the s. without any change in

Upper Wensleydale, probably as far down as Middleham. It is

also certain that, with the changes of (%u) into (aw) and various

insignificant changes, it appears among the hills and dales of

n. Craven, in Chapel-le-Dale (between Whernside and Ingleborough

hills), in Horton-in-Ribblesdale (between Ingleborough and Peny-
ghent hills), and at Burton-in-Lonsdale (at the foot of Ingleborough
hill, on the b. of We.), and hence most probably prevails all over

m.Craven down to the n. theeth line 5. For the last three places

named, compared with Upper Swaledale, I give a full cwl., which
shews the remarkable uniformity, except as regards U'-words,
between the two parts of Var. i. And for Burton-in-Lonsdale

separately, I give below quite a unique specimen.
In addition to JGG-.'s papers, OCR. gave me specimens of the nw. Mining

Districts, including Swaledale and Arkengarthdale, but they were reminiscences

of many years standing, and differed so materially, in the direction of D 30,
from JGG.'s recent and most careful work from actual dictation many times

revised with the informants themselves, that I have been obliged to omit them from
the 22 interlinear cs. below. Similarly CCR. gave me a specimen for "Upper
Craven, Upper Ribblesdale with Ingleton, Clapham, etc., Upper "Wharfedale
with Kettlewell, etc., Upper Nidderdale with Middlesmoor, Langstrothdale,

etc.," which very materially differs from the cwl. and the Burton-in-Lonsdale

specimen, both belonging to this region, furnished by JGG. As before, I

consider the latter work, made direct from dictation, preferable to reminiscences

of long standing. Finally, OCR,, gave me a specimen for Mid Craven with

Skipton, which I am unable to contrast with any work by JGG., but which
bears a close resemblance to the former versions. All of these seem to have
been modified by memory in the course of years in the direction of the much
more familiar m.Yo. forms. But I think it due to such an excellent worker as

CCR., who, in his youth, had many opportunities of becoming acquainted with
the speech of old people in these regions (people who were old more than 50

years ago), to shew the impressions which he retains. I therefore give paragraphs
and extracts of paragraphs from the cs. in all three of these versions by CCR.,
and prefix to them JGG.'s version from Upper Swaledale (given in full as No. 2
in the 22 interlinear cs. below), for the sake of easy comparison. And, as will

be seen by the Burton-in-Lonsdale specimen, this holds good for n.Craven as

respects the U'- words.

COMPARISON or CCR.'s AND JGG.'s VERSIONS.

what for
c

for

0. 1 JGG.'s Upper Swaledale or Mulder.

2 CCR.'s Upper Mining Dales. wat
3 CCR.'s Upper Craven with Upper Nidderdale. wat for

c

4 CCR.'s Skipton and Mid Craven. wat for
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hEz m^ d^uts.
2 :djwBni ez nziB duuts.

3 :djwwBn ez neeB duuts.

4 :djwBn ez neB dawts.

6. 1 d' aTd bode
2 t' aat wwwmBn
3 t' 6ud wwmBn
4 th owd wwmBn

se-l '1 tel a^i o re Bt lajfs

Bsel* '1 til oni jan o re rat lafs

Bsel' '1 tel oni

Bsel' '1 tel om
o re Bt lafs

o voo ^t lafs

,
su wa:d'nt

2 nuu, 6013 wwn^t
3 nuu, uu \ wm^t sho ?

4 naw, oo ! wmrat

7. 1 a^i we^ sli^! tel'd me'ii s^a^ twzi ax threl ta/mz
2 onerh'^dz she* t*lt "meet it twiiv

t

t ri taaimz
3 onewh'Bz sho teld 'mee t tiiwB thrt taiimz dwB
4 on'gee^ts ehu towd 'mil it 13 tuBthrt tamz 6m,

d*d

3 sho)dd
4 d*d she.

8. 1 shu wad 'tel dh^
2 sheei)d t*l JB oo ^bi'ut Bz)t
3 shuu)d tel JB OB Bbawt it, bee^th uu

whaar -en

4 'shuu)d tel

1 when sh^ fa^'d)^ ^

2 -wen t)waar shei fan)t'
3 wen it war ^t sho fant)t' v

drwk^n bh'^s

4 wen it wor Bt shw fan)t' drwk^n bzi^s

waar ^n
bee^th aw 'on wzier -en

bii^st

wzbmi.

shei kooi3z

sho ko^z
shu

9. 1 shi swaar Bd sh^i saa im wiv &iT aan &in, ligBn
2 shei swaar she saa im wei Br OOBU in, ligin
3 sho swaar Bt shuu saa im wiv Br OOBU iin, lig/n
4 shu thrh'Bpt Bt shw SAA im wi)t' OBn iin,

Btop B)d grM :nd, iv iz gwd sw:ndi

2 laq s
v

trekt Btop B)t' grwnt, iv iz gmd swndB

3 s^tretjt Bt laq leqth wpB)t' grwnd, iv iz gi'ud swndra

4 laq strh'Bkt Btop B)t' grwnd, dond i iz gwd swndB
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b*')(T dy^r BV iz aan hi^us, diijun i)d'

3 kwuuvt, tleeBS

4 kooit, tleeBS
bi)t'

b*)t'

diur
c

diur
c

aws duB

us

us

1 nzwk B jon

2 nzwk B JondhB Iwumn.
3 kaanBr B jon IWWBU.

4 kooi?n^r B jon Iwwim.

duun
)t'

duun Bt t'

stziBd dawn H'

11. 1 Bn 'dhaxt ha^'mpt BZ

2 Bn dhat ap'nt BZ

3 Bn dhat ap'nt Bz)t'
4 Bn dhat apBnd BZ

waif kw:

dorter i IOOB kom
i loo Bn ar kom

shuu Bn)t' ddwter i IOOB kom

-en t'

sheet im)t

v

saad fre h'qm)d' wet kl^axZ wxut
2

t

t rdu)t' bak gi^th frev aqm t' wMvt tliiuz ut

3 thruu)^ bak ga^th frev *qm t' wet tleeraz uut fB

4 thru)t
(

bak j^d fre f'qs'n t' wet tlee^z

ts

1
v

d
v
raat B)d'

2
v
draai -BV "B we'shm deera.

3 dr&i 'BV B weshm dee^.

4 dra on 12 weshm deei3.

12. 1 wh&tl)t' ket'l WBZ boil^n f^r t^ii, jaa faam
2 waal)t

(

ket'l wa bot'Kn fer
)t' (dr/qkm jaa fern

3 wdl)f ket'l WB geest 'B boilen fo)t' ^drz'qkm jan fam
4 wail th ket'l wor boilin fo)th driqkin je^ fain

14.

1 bre'iit

2 briit ef tenh'en i swmBr .

3 briit extern/Jim i swm^.
4 briit efter neim i swm^r .

13. 1 im ai nyv^r hei^rd nowt ni rnaar 'B dh's whel
2 im a niv^r laant om maar BU dhis wp tev

3 isn ai niv^ . laant oni meeB dhen dh's wp t/vte

4 BU ai nivBr laant oni meeBr Bn dhis

1 tedee, BZ siuu^r BZ mai ni'1a 1m)zs :djajk.
2 tedeeB, BZ si'uBr BZ mi nziBm)z :djiii3ni.

3 tedeeB, BZ surer BZ mi neeBm)z :djwwBn.
4 tedeeB, BZ sfur BZ mi neeBm)z :djwBn.

1 Bn s^a,! ai mBn bi gaaBn h^a^m te mi s^p^^ .

2 Bn sziB aa)z gaqen ziBm te git mi swpBr .

3 Bn seeB ai)z gaain eeBm te git mi swpB.
4 Bn sziB ai)z gaqin eeBm te mi suBpBr.
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The complete comparison of JGG.'s Upper Swaledale with CCR.'s Mid Yo.
is given in the 22 interlinear cs. below. The characters that I gave for this

district were taken from JGG.'s versions, and it will be seen that they agree with
No. 1 above, which is considerably different from No. 2. In No. 3, which
are reminiscences of a much older pronunciation than that heard by JGG.,
CCll. is inconsistent about the U' and French OU . Thus taking the complete
cs., of which only parts are given above, I find (nuu, wivuut, duun, us, uu, duuts)
now, without, down, house, how, doubts, but (bawt, awsemi'Yer) about, how-
ever. If these were rightly remembered, it would imply that early in the
xix th century only a few tr words in n. Craven had (aw), whereas in 1876,
when JGG. tried the region, all of them had it. On the other hand, CCR. in

his Skipton or m.Craven cs. has (naw, dawn, aws, aw, awsemrvOT, awt, dhaw)
now, down, house, how, however, out, thou, and no (uu), as was to be expected.
Mr. Carr, in the introduction to his 'Craven Glossary,' says (1828) : "At the
distance of 5 or 6 miles from the e. b. of the parish of Skipton, the pronuncia-
tion is entirely changed ;

thus house is pron. hoose, and mouse moose, cow coo, as

in the n. and e. Riding of Yo." As the distance is reckoned from the e. b. of

the parish, it is presumably to be measured towards the e., and in that case it

confirms the position here assigned to the s. hoose line 6. In the examples cited

in his glossary which relates to Mid Craven, Mr. Carr adopts rec. spelling for

'how, cow, sour, out, mouth, hour, thou, down, gown,' etc., evidently indicating
the sound (&u).
CCR. occasionally uses (th) for the definite art. for Skipton (and Mr. Carr uses

th'), as well as by Washburn River (pp. 500, 502, 516, No. 6), which is adjacent.
If this were adopted, it would be necessary to change the position of the n. the

teeth line 5, and carry it from Colne, La., n. of Skipton, and Blubberhouses,
and even Harrogate, but as the information is not complete, as the position of

the line past Harrogate is quite unknown, and as the usage, if it occurs, must
be rare, and is not generally acknowledged, I leave the line unaltered, with this

remark. TH., see next page, heard only (t

1

)
at Skipton.

As Mr. Carr points out, Chaucer, in the Reeve's Tale, makes
his two frolicksome students come from "

Strothir, fer in the

north, I cannot telle where." Mr. Carr identifies this with Lang-
strothdale (28 ne.Lancaster, 4 n.Penyghent Hill) in n.Craven,
and just s. of the s. hoose line 6. Chaucer would of course be no

authority whatever for the pron. of such a place, the very locality
of which he could not assign. In the speeches of these students

the only marked northernism is the use of / is for / am, which
still exists.

The whole of this extreme w. of Yo. is a rather wild and not

very populous region, but exactly on that account the more in-

teresting for our purpose, because there must have been fewer

instrumentalities at work for effecting great changes. Prom the

upper mining dales down s. to Sedberg, Dent, Burton-in-Lonsdale,
and Horton-in-Eibblesdale, it is well represented. I am less sure

of the n.w. horn of Yo. by Laithkirk, Mickleton, Eomaldkirk,

etc., on the borders of the Tees. The vicar of Laithkirk, Eev.

"W. R. Bell, supplied me with a wl. and a cs., but I did not feel

any confidence in my interpretation of his orthography. JGGr.

however had an opportunity of hearing him read the wl., and I

give the result in the cwl. for Var. i, form #, below. The only

point of interest is the treatment of the II'- words, which become

(euu), as already observed (p. 538, line 3 from bottom).

TH. in 1887 had accidentally an opportunity of hearing speech from a native

of Hurst in Upper Swaledale and Clapham (6 nw.Settle and 4 sw.Horton-in-
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Eibblesdale), both of them in JGG.'s territory. The Clapham ex. consisting
of extracts from the cs. was quite like JGG.'s, and hence need not be cited.

TH. got a dt. from Hurst, another from Giggleswick by Settle, and a third

from Skipton. These three I annex interlinearly. Their variations from JGG.'s
are very slight, the principal being at Hurst, where TH. heard JGG.'s (/^u) as

(ow, 6), which is not surprising, for the ear requires long usage to distinguish

(UIVL)
from (6u], to which it certainly leads.

THREE INTERLINEAR dt.

H Hurst (8 w.Eichmond, Yo.), within the limits of the Muker cs., No. 2 of the

22 interlinear cs. below, pal. in 1887 by TH., from the dictation of a native

then living near Keighley.
G Giggleswick ( w.Settle), pal. in 1887 by TH., from a farm servant b. 1811.

This represents w. Craven.

S Skipton (39 w.York), pal. 1887, by TH., from a native shoemaker, b. 1817,
who had lived there all his life.

The (r) is left unmarked, and is uncertain, TH. having probably identified it

with his own (f).

1. H Hurst. A sera, ladz, jra szi n6u rat di)m rzit rabdwt

G Giggleswick. di see, tjaps, Ji szi naw rat A)m rE^'t rabawt

S Skipton. A sera, tjaps, jra szi naw rat A)m raVt rabawt

H dhat Idil las kwmm frra)t
v

skiul jon^drar.
G dhat Idil las kwmm fr<9)t' skwul jon

v
dra

v
r.

S dhat Idil las kwmm thrra)t
v

skoil jon
v
dra r.

2. H shra)z ga;m ddwn)t' rdrad dhdr, thrihi)t' red geet.

G shi)z gajm dawn)t' rurad dhirar, thrdw)t' rEd gJEEt on)tf Isft

S shra)z gujm dawn)t
r

rurad dhirar thra'w)^ rEd gjerat on)t' Mt

H
G and said

ra)t'
rurad.

S and said
ra)t'

rurad.

3. H si jra, shi)z gje'ran tra)f raq dzwrar [dws].
G Muk jra ! t' b^,rn)z gan s^trE'it wp tra)t' raq durar [aws].
S liiuk jra ! t' tja*'ld)z gan s

t

t rE'*t wp tra)t' raq durar.

4. H war sh*)l me)b fmd dhat drwqk diraf thm
G wi'rar shra mee fmd dhat

v

d
v
rwk'n diraf nqk'ld

S wirar shra)l ap'n fmd dhat
v

dWk'n [drwf'n] diraf w^dhrard

H spEEre man rat dhra kAAl :tom.

G owd ffilra, raz dh^ kAA :tom.

S thm fElra, raz dh^ kAAl :tom.

5. H w* AA! nAA1 im varra wzil.

G wi AA! naa z'm varra wzil.

S wi AA! nAA z'm varra wzll.

6. H wirant t')AA
:d man szun liran rar nw :t tra dzu it ragJEEn,

G we[rant t')6wd tjap sown lam rar not tra dwu it ragEEn,
S wirant t

y

)6wd tjap som larn rar nat tra du it ragJEEn,
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H pomr
G PUOT thq !

S p{n?r barn !

7. H liuk ! z'nt *t reit ?

G lowk! *z'nt *t
v
tra'w?

S Muk ! ez'nt *t tra'w ?

YAK. ii. LONSDALE.

It is with some hesitation that I write the two Lonsdales,
n. and s. of the Sands, as one variety, with two forms, Yar. ii0,

and Yar. lib. The two together, as TH. points out, form an area
of transition for the A-, A' words from (fa) through (k) to the
Craven form (ii&i). Thus in Yar. iia, s. of the Sands, TH. heard
77 forms ending in (B) as against 20 ending in (a). But in Yar.

iib, n. of the Sands, he heard only 45 ending in (B) as against 25

ending in (a). For the U' words in Yar. iia, s. of the Sands, we
find (aw) as in Craven, but in Yar. iib, n. of the Sands, we have

(ou), a descendant of (r^u). These are considerable differences.

A greater one is that Y iia uses to and YaiJ generally at before the

infinitive. Still as to and at are both heard, notwithstanding the

prevalence of at, through Y iii, and as to is not unfrequently heard
in Y iib, although at prevails, or at least used to prevail, it is

difficult to insist upon this as a mark of distinction.

Rev. T. Ellwood, Rector of Torver, near Coniston, procured me
in 1873 a cs. from TJlverston by Mr. R. Pearson, accountant, then
40 years acquainted with the dialect, and another from Mr. Roger
Bowness, postmaster and native of Coniston, generally considered

a great authority on the dialect, b. about 1803. Owing to the

sparing manner in which pron. was indicated in these cs., I have
not felt justified in attempting to pal. them. But the last has been
read to me by Miss M. A. Bell, and is given on p. 563, as No. 5

in the 22 interlinear cs. Four cases of to or at before the infinitive

occur in these two cs. Mr. Pearson writes, 1)1 wod trest em et

speeak trewth, par. 5
; 2) hingin out t' wet claeas ta dry, par. 1 1

;

3) I doant want ta kna, par. 13; 4) sa sharp ta kra, par. 14.

Mr. Bowness has ta in all four cases. In " Three Furness Dialect

Stories by a Native" (Coward, Carlisle, 1867), given me by Mr.

Ellwood, td or to occurs before the infinitive 22 times, and at never.

In Roger Piketah's Forness Folk (Coward, Carlisle, 1870), an

examination of the first tale, 'Amang t' Rowndheeads,' gives 18

to and 9 at before the infinitive, the latter being 1
)
a bit furder

et gang ; 2) them at knaas how et dew it
; 3) I cuddent bide et

see 'em; 4) I ext 'em what was et dew wi' him; 5) we were

fooarst et part company; 6) he'd hed nowt et itt o' t' day; 7)

meadd me summat et itt
; 8) I'se fain et see ye ; 9) I heddent

mich time et spar.

Noticing these discrepancies, I wrote to Mr. Ellwood, and he

replied as follows on 2 Jan. 1874, the passages in [ ] being my
interpolations.
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" Ut (t) as the sign of the infinitive is used in Furness, as Mrs. Ellwood

[native] and I can abundantly confirm. To and ta (te) for the infinitive is found,

however, quite as commonly, and the tendency in the case of ut is rather to

become obsolete. [Miss M. A. Bell, who belongs to the younger generation,
could not remember having heard it.] Not that it is obsolete, or anything like it

as yet, for you may hear tit do, ut go, etc., every day here in the mouths of the

dalesmen as commonly as possible. It is also to be found, I believe, in s.Cu. as

far as that term is used as comprehending Millom [13 ssw.Coniston] and
"Whitbeck [15 sw.Coniston, both on the sw. promontory of Cu.]. I took the

printed specimen [of my cs.] you inclosed to the Coniston postmaster [Mr. R.

Bowness], and he said, after carefully thinking the matter over, that ut might be

used for to in the case of two of the infinitives you had marked in it, viz.
'
to

speak the truth '

[par. 5], which might be put
' ut speak t' truth,' and '

to dry
'

[par. 11], which might be 'ut dry.' In the other two cases [to know, par. 13,

and to crow, p. 14] he thought, on account of euphonic reasons, which he could

not very well explain, to or ta (te) ought to be retained. When he first gave the

written specimen to me which I sent you before, I mentioned this very thing to

him, and suggested that in the case of the infinitive he should put ut, but he said

that one form was just as commonly used as the others, and it was therefore

indifferent. So I let it remain to as he had put it. There is one thing which I

think deserves to be noticed in regard to the testimony in favour of ta and ut in

their Furness usage, and that is, that those who have given ta or to, viz. Mr.
Morris [author of the ' Three Furness Stories'], the Coniston Postmaster, and I

believe Mr. R. Pearson, are all natives of the district, and have never been
much out of it

; while those who give ut and et invariably are, I think, com-

paratively strangers, Mr. Gibson [referring to four High Furness tales in his
'

Folk-speech of Cumberland,' etc.] having only been about eight or nine years
in practice as a surgeon at Coniston, which was, I believe, the whole length of

his sojourn in Furness [he was a Scotchman
;
his Furness tales occupy about

twelve small pages, and contain ut thirty-seven times, and to three times, these

three cases being possibly oversights], while Roger Piketah, who is in truth Dr.

Barber, formerly of Ulverston, lived in Furness just about the same length of

time as Mr. Gibson, and is really a Nottinghamshire man, knowing very little

indeed about this dialect. ... It is easy enough, however, to assign a reason

why the natives should not dwell so much upon ut as those who are comparative

strangers. A stranger is more struck by peculiarities, as ut certainly is, and,

therefore, he, when Avriting in the dialect, gives them in every case, while the

native accustomed to them in their proper order gives them only as they occur."

The fact about to and at seems to be that the people were Saxon

naturally using to, that the at was a Scandinavian invasion which

only partially ousted to, and that hence both are used with equal
correctness. It is to be observed also that though the two parts
of Lonsdale are separated by the estuary of the Gilpin running
into Morecamb Bay, from We., yet s.Lonsdale adjoins We., in the

s. of which both (aw) and
('et) are used. But I have found it best

to separate We., which I place under Yar. iii; and to distinguish
two forms a and I of Yar. ii. Except as regards the TJ' and A-
words and the use of to, at, these a and b forms of Yar. ii are

almost identical, as the following comparison will shew.

SONG OF SOLOMON, Chap. ii.

The late Mr. R. B. Peacock wrote Chap. ii. of Solomon's Song of Songs for

the dialect of Lonsdale s. of the Sands, and Mr. J. Stockdale for the form of

Lonsdale n. of the Sands, both in a partially systematic orthography, as printed
on p. 31 of Mr. Peacock's pamphlet on the ' Six Northern Counties of England,'
Berlin, 1863, subjoined to his Glossary of Lonsdale, Trans. Philological Soc .
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Supplement to part ii. 1867. I have here pal. these two versions hy means of

his Key (ibid. p. 11), assisted by the two cwl. for these regions given below from
TH.'s observations, but the () is uncertain (see p. 554), and

( vt^r, t
d

vr) was not

recognised, and the aspirate was retained.

1. S Lonsdale South of the Sands. di)z)t' T{HBZ ra :sheerran, ran)tf

JS" Lonsdale North of the Sands. ai)z)t' rttraz is :sheerran, ran)t
x

S lili B
)t'

valiz.

N lili
ra)

t
r

valiz.

2. S ramaq)tf lasraz mi lwv)z Mik ra lili ramaq)tf wikwwdz.
N ras)t lili ramaq)t' thArnz, sura iz mi Iwv ramaq)t' dow

v
tra

v
rz.

3. S maq)t' ladz, mt blwvd)z lak ran ap'l ramaq)t
r

kom-ran

K" Bs)t' ap'l trii ramaq)t' triiz ra)t

r

wwd, sura iz mi be'lwvd

triiz; di sat mra datoi wndrar lii'z sliadra w gart
IN" ramaq)t

r

swnz
;
a sat mra down wndrar hz shadra w* gait

S plezrar, ran h'z frmt wraz swiit tra m tiast.

W djo, ran h'z frmt wraz swiit tra nw teast.

4. S he' browt mra tra)t" fzrastm haws, ran'h^z kwlrar owrar mra

jN" h^' browt mra tra)t' fzrastran hows, ran Iw'z kwlrar owrar mra

S wraz Iwv.

!N" wraz Iwv.

5. S g*)mB ra stirap ra swmrat tra swp, tra kwmfrart mra, ran di swd

"N frEsh'n mra wp wi ra swp ra swmrat rat ^Lr/qk, ge')mra

S la*k swm ap'lz tra t; frar di)z dlrad siik ra Iwv.

N" swm ap'lz rat it; frar di]z feer siik ra Iwv.

6. S h/z Ifift hand)z wndrar mi hzrad, ran hiz reit hand
IS" h^'z lEft hand)z wndrar mi hzrad, ran hiz riit hand dwz

S kwd'lz mra.

N kod'l mra.

7. S ran maind Jra dhis, jra idjrarzwzlram lasraz, bi)t' vali ra o)t
!N" di warn jra, oo jra dowt

vra^rz
ra :djrarzwzralram, bi)t'

S kai ran ship i)t' fiildz, raz jra doont star wp, nrar wak'n
N" bias ran bi)t' Jowz i)t' fiild, rat jra star nrat wp, nrar wak'n

S mi Iwv, tral)ra laiks.

K" mi Iwv tral hi plirazraz.

8. S t' vois ra mi bilwvd ! Iwk jra hi kwmz lowpin 6wrar)t
v

fslz,

N t' vois ra mi bilwvd! Iwk jra hi kwmz lowpran on)t
v

Mz,
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S skElpm Btop)i3)t' howz.

on)f howz.

9. S m* blwvd)z loYk B roo rar ra jwq bwk
;
Iwk JE, hz)z standm

N m* b'lwvd)z loYk ra roo rar B jwq bwk
; Iwk, h* standz

S bt'hmt awr woo, h2)z gluurm awt
i3)t' wmd^, ran shoo-m

N b^'hmt owr woo, h*) Ihks awt ^;t' wmd^z,

S hizsEl thru)f lat)wark.
N he'zsEl thru)t' lat't's.

10. S m b^'lwvd spak en SEd tw)m^, naw, liwn/, gt wp, dhat)s
K" mt btlwvd speak 'Bn SEd te m^, ra/z wp, m IMV, m

S 'B bon* las, 'en kww dh* weez.

"N feer)^n, "en kwm hr weez.

11. S fer dws)te sii, t
v

w*ni?8r)z past, tf reen)z ow^r 'en gmn.
!N" fer)t' wntBr)z past, for SE'U^P, t'rn)z dw^r ^n gon.

12. S flawrarz z btgm*m to blaa
; parm idim B)t

r

bardz z kwm,
N" t

r

flow^rz kwmz wp i?)t' arth, t' bardz iz b'gm"cn 'ut s'q,

S ^n jan m'B hiwsr)^ stok dwv kuirm )t
x

wwdz.
N (

en)t kwshet kuu 'z hard owr land.

13. S t
r

bET triiz iz i blos"Bm, Bn) swiit brii^r)z btgm'fn te

N t
x

fEg trii pwts out it griin fEgs, Bn)t' vamz -w*)t' tEndi?r

S sEnd awt ^ ret nai's smEl. dim git wp we dhB, djo, kw
N greap gtvz ra gwd smEl. get wp, mi Iwv, m*

S dhe weez di see, ^n lEt urn Iwk tit dhi kone [= pretty] fks.

K" feer)Bn, 'e

14. S oo im djo, 13Z z e)t' nks ^Jt' krag, t)t' larkm himlz

!N oo im dwv, -Bt)s )t' kh'qks Bjf kragz, i)t
x

hatd^n pleas^z.

S I

e)t
x

steerz, kwm awt wi dhat swiit fias B dh* aan, 1st HIB

N
) steerz, 1st m'B sii dh* feas, lEt mi}

S hfrer dhi Idil klap^r gaq, for dhi voe's iz miuzik VtsEl,

N hii^r dhV vos, fer swiit z dh vos,

S ^n dhaw)z riit gwd Iwkm.
N ^n dhi feas iz riit bom.

15. S tEk wz)t' foks^z, t' lal foks^z, BZ spo/lz t' vamz
;
fur war

N tak wz) foksBz, t
x

1ml foks^z, rat sp6*'lz t
1 vamz

J
for owr
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S vamz hBz vast tsnd^r grfaps.
IS" vmnz hEV tsnd^r greaps.

16. S mi b^lwvd)z mam, ^n di)z *hiz
;
h fiidz ^m^q)t' Khz.

K" im b*lwvd)z mam, ran di)z hz; hz fiidz BmBq)t
(

Khz.

17. S tBl)t
N

d<9<? brek,
<

Bn)t
1

shad^z fliiz 'Bwtftf torn dh^, -mi

N tel d<?0brak, -en tel)t
(

shad^z fliiz vwee torn dhe, m

S hwn, -en bi la'k ^ TOO w B jwq hart ra tbEdh^r fslz.

N" b^'lwvd, im bi la^'k "B roo Br B jwq bwk on :bEdh^r Mz.

To tnese may be added the following for Lonsdale n. of the

Sands, which has the advantage of having been taken direct from
dictation.

dt.

(:bra'wt"n i fVrnijs) pal. 1881 by TH. from dictation of Mr. E. N. Woodend, b.

about 1846, native, then residing at Barrow-in-Furness, who stated that no

change had taken place in dialectal speech during the previous twenty years.

1 . di see, ladz, ju si now dh^t oY)m rit rcbowt dhat loYl las komm
frB t

v
skuul jon di3 r.

2. shi)z ga^n down t' rui?d dhi^r, thruu t' rsd JEt [gj^^t] on t
x

lEft and said ^t t
1

ru^d.

3. l^ k JTJ ! t
1

i}dild)z [las BZ] gaan s
(

trEYt w
qp te t' raq ous diuvY.

4. war sh)l ap'n fmd dhat d rw qk'n diraf widh^rd aad fEl^ [fuul

tjap], *')t

v

neem -B :tom.

5. wi oo naa)mi varB wiil.

6. went t
v

aad tjap s^n tEl ^r te m?t dm)t ^gjeen, pu-Br
7. Iw k JB ! t)s kwdit

v
t

v
rmu.

BEOTJGHTO^-IN-FTJRNESS PHRASES noted by TH.

1. (went dhB bEger katj it WEn iz fad'^r naaz i)z pl<?<9d

won't the [emphatic] beggar catch it when his father knows
he's played truant.

2. (woY, wot)s)te gJEt'n frEsh td^?), well, what)hast)thou gotten
fresh to-day ?

3. (shi)l varB Idikli dii temAVn), she'll very likely die to-morrow.

[not this morning, for to-morrow was given to translate.]
4. (war)s)ti3 gaan dhis af^tejrniBn ? di)z gaan jaam), where is (art)

thou going this afternoon ? I is (am) going home. The

conjugation is with is throughout (a*)z, dhii)z, ii)z, wii)z,

ju)z, dhe)z).

For Lonsdale n. of the Sands see also the Lower-Holker-in

Cartmel cs., the fourth of the 22 interlinear cs. pp. 558, 563
;
and

the cwl. for Var. ii, both form a and form J.
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THE TRANSITION FROM (u )
TO (u).

On p. 292 it was stated that TH. considered that a mixed region
existed where both (u, u } were heard to the south of a line drawn
from Gainsborough in Li. to Ulverston (which he would now
correct to Coniston) in Lonsdale n. of the Sands, n.La. This was

promised to be considered in D 24 and D 31. For D 24, see p. 365.

We have now to look at D 31. According to the information sent

to me by TH., who in 1888 revisited the country on purpose, the

whole of both Lonsdales is a mixed region, where not only ( )
is

in most places, at least occasionally, and even frequently, used in

the cases he heard, but (u) is likewise to be heard, and with this

also frequently a pure (u). It is almost needless to say that this

depends entirely on TH.'s appreciation, which I have been entirely
unable to check by the appreciation of other observers, who were

capable of distinguishing (u, u, u
}. Certainly beyond Lonsdale

in Cu., We. and Yo. this
( ) was not heard by my authority,

JGG., to whom TH.'s vowel was a novelty, p. 291, 1. 8 from
bottom. On the other hand, the tapering of (i) into (i

l

t i) was
well known to him.

The places which TH. has visited for this purpose, and the number of words

containing an (u) sound which he has examined in each, are as follows :

Over Wyersdale 14, Lancaster 45, Caton (4 ne.Lancaster) 42, Hornby (8
ne. Lancaster) 40, Carnforth 45, Cark-in-Cartmel (5 e-by-s. Ulverston) 55,
Lower Holker (5 e. Ulverston) 56, Ulverston 32, Broughton-in-Furness 9,

Coniston 17, Higher Nibthwaite 9, total 364 cases.

The sounds heard in these examples, without specifying the particular cases,
are marked by him thus : (u) 83, (u^ 39, (w

1

) 8, between (u
1

)
and (u) 1, (u) 131,

between
(it)

and (wj 3, between (wj) and (o) 1, (u^ 24, (u ) 61, variants between
the last and (u, u, o), or (u) and (u) 10, (a) 1, (o) 2. The running lies there-

fore with (u, Uj, u, u ). With regard to (uc), which is the main point to be

considered, the numbers of cases recorded were, Over Wyersdale 10, Lancaster

11, Caton 11, Hornby 5, Carnforth 0, total 37 cases (all s. of the Sands, and
hence under Midland influence), Cark 1, Lower Holker 13, Broughton-in-
Furness 6, Coniston 2, Higher Nibthwaite 2, total 24, of which the greater
number is found at Lower Holker, and the others are so very sparse that they
can hardly be regarded,

Hence we may say that Lonsdale s. of the Sands is a decidedly
mixed region, more than half the cases of (w ) observed by TH.
having there occurred, but that Lonsdale n. of the Sands (with
the exception of Lower Holker, which against 13 (u )

had 12 (u),
22 (Ui) and 4 (u

1

),
is almost entirely free of (w ).

It would require
a very long and extended observation, which we cannot expect

any one to undertake, to get more precise and definite results, and
we are greatly indebted to TH. for the great labour and pains
he has taken in obtaining, recording, and analysing his observa-

tions.

TH. has also analysed the transition from (i) through (i1? e'
1

)
to

(*) in this same region, and in 174 cases finds
(i) 8, (ij) 5, (f

1
) 4,

(') 157, which last must therefore be considered as the normal

pron.
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YAR. iii. WESTMORLAND s. OF THE WATERSHED.

This watershed, starting from Helvellyn, runs nearly e. over

Bydal Heafl, High Street, Harter or Carter Fell, n. of Crow Brow,
over Shap Pell to Orton Scar, and then runs nearly s. to Langdale
Pells, where it turns e. and enters Yo. by Howgill Pells. The

very names indicate a barrier, but in point of fact Yar. iv, just n.

of this watershed, differs very slightly from Yar. iii. The most

prominent difference is, that in Yar. iii the use of at for to before

the infinitive is very general, but in Yar. iv to prevails. This

Yariety also includes that w. horn of Yo., w. of Bow Pell and

Whernside, containing Dent and Sedberg, as distinct from Craven,
Yar. i, which borders on it.

This Var. iii, like Var. i, is traversed by the s. hoose line 6, which passes from
the mouth of the "Winster, on the b. of La. and We., in an ene. direction, to pass
between Dent on the s., and Sedberg on the n., then running se. through
Garsdale. Hence the small s. portion of this variety uses (aw), and the large n.

portion uses (W TU) for U'. This (wju) as I hear it is quite distinct from (ce'u),

but is so like (6u) that I have often found a difficulty in distinguishing it. Both
the (aw, f^u) agree with the sounds in the corresponding parts of Var. i, which,

except from the use of to for at, is barely separable from it. This dialect is well

illustrated by Nos. 6 to 11 of the 22 interlinear cs., and a close examination will

shew how very slight the differences are of one from the other, and all from
Yar. i, Nos. 2 and J3, Var. ii, Nos. 4 and 5, Var. iv, Nos. 12 to 17, with the exception
of the at and to. In No. 11, from Orton, "VVe., there are some peculiar insertions

of (ij) in a number of words marked f, which JGG-. had not observed in the

neighbourhood. The words are : he, this, who, certain, did, themselves, kent,

herself, lying, length, said, bairn, happened, son, yard, day, kettle, tea, since,

week, next, does, never, more, till, shepherd, night, be, t'other. The same
informant dictated No. 13, which has no trace of such an insertion. This

variety is further illustrated by the cwl. from Dent and Howgill, the last of

which I was able to verify by a personal interview.

YAR. iv. EDENSIDE.

The basin of the Biver Eden includes We. n. of the Watershed
and central Cu. This scarcely differs from the n. part of the last

except in the universal use of to (te) before the infinitive. It is

carefully illustrated by Nos. 12 to 17 of the 22 interlinear cs.,

and belongs entirely to the (wju) region. Two of these cs., Nos.

14 and 16, are valuable from the care taken by the informants,

two old ladies, Mrs. Atkinson and Miss Powley, since deceased,

who had had a life's knowledge of the dialect, and the diligence

with which they were revised by JGG. from their dictation. This

variety extends northward to the n. tee line 7. It is to be observed

that this line makes almost a cusp about Kirk Oswald (15

nnw.Appleby), where, according to JGG., the change from ~WN.

to NN. is strongly marked. He observed that s. of Kirk Oswald

they called a ' stone dyke
' a (stz^n daak) genuine WK, and

a few miles to the n. a (stmi de/k) genuine "O". The w. b. of

this variety is not well defined, but may be regarded as running
to the n. from Helvellyn, and e. of Skiddaw. The e.b. may be

taken as the b. of Du. The change of pron. in passing into Du.
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is very slight, and is said to occur about Harwood, Du. (11

nne.Appleby, "We., and close to the b.).

Some interest attaches to the slight differences between Var. iiLand iv. The
words JE day, E say way have (ee) and (ee) in iii, and (EE) in iv. EA' in iii is (HE)
but (e\) in iv. Generally the close sounds (noo dee] no day, belong together in iii,

and the open (noo dEE) in iv. 0' words have (iu) in iii and (iu) in iv. The

aspirate in iii is a mild jerk (|_H), and in iv a strong jerk (.H), the voiceless

jerk (Hjh) does not occur. These are only rough indications. Generally, iii

represents the s. parts of the district, and iv the n. portions. Most of the other

points are the same. See the Edenside speech-sounds, p. 539.

VAR. v, WEST CUMBERLAND.

So far as pron. is concerned, Var. v is very slightly different

from Var. iv, but comprises what is usually known as Cu. on
account of Mr. Dickinson's Glossary. This author, whom I never

saw, kindly gave me a version of my cs., but it was superseded

by a vv. cs. by Mr. Hetherington for Clifton, close by Workington,
where Mr. Dickinson lived. This forms No. 19 of the 22 inter-

linear cs. The s. parts are illustrated by a cs. dictated to JGG.
from Keswick, No. 18. The n. part, which is important as

forming a transition to NN., shewn by the frequent use of the

diphthong (e), for the (a*) of the other parts, was diet, to me
by Rev. T. Ellwood, No. 20. The slight differences which exist

are best appreciated by inspecting Nos. 18, 19, 20, in the 22 inter-

linear cs. already referred to, p. 563.

VAR. vi, SOUTH DURHAM.

This comprises that part of Du. which is s. of the n. tee line 7,

and differs but slightly from Var. iv. The main difference seems
to be in the treatment of the TJ' words, and here I am unable to

give anything very satisfactory. They are generally assumed to

have (uu), but there is so much confusion between this and some
form roughly like (a'uu, BUU) that JGG. felt unable to decide what
the sound really was, but generally assumed (BUU) as an approxi-

mation, using (a'uu), however, in some cases. Compare the

Laithkirk (euu) in Var. i, p. 538. See the dt. and cwl. for Var.

vi, Weardale and Teesdale, given below. The Cu. (^aO forms have
been worn down to (z^, ITS).

This form is well illustrated by a

full word list for St. John's, Weardale, and Middleton-in-Teesdale,
and by a dt. for Stanhope, with full notes comparing three others

which I had received.

TWENTY-TWO INTERLINEAR cs.

In order to shew the relations, similarity, aad differences of these Varieties,
and to compare them with the neighbouring D 30 and D 32, the following 22

interlinear versions have been inserted, chiefly from the remarkable phonetic

transcripts made by JGG., for the following places :

D 30, Var. i. D 31, Var. ii.

1. Mid Yorkshire. 4. Lower-Holker-in-Cartmel, La.

D 31, Var. i. 5. Coniston, La.

2. Muker or Upper Swaledale. D 31, Var. iii.

3. Hawes or Upper Wensleydale. 6. CastertonforKirkbyLonsdale,"\Ve.
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7. Dent, Yo. 16. Langwathby, Cu.
8. Sedberg, Yo. 17. Ellonby, Cu.
9. Kendal, We.

10. Long Sleddale, We. D 31, Var. v.

11. Orton, We. 18. Keswick, Cu.
19. Clifton, Workington, Cu.

D 31 Var. iv.
^* Abbey Holme, or Holme Cul-

tram, Cu.
12. Kirkby Stephen, We.
13. Crosby Ravensworth, We. D 32, Var. i.

14. Temple Sowerby, We. 21. Carlisle, Cu.
15. Milburn, We. 22. Knaresdale, Nb.

Introductions.

No. 1. Mid Yorkshire, D 30, Var. i, form a. This is repeated from D 30,

p. 502, where it heads the 10 cs. there given, and is placed at the head of these

also, as a standard of comparison to shew the difference between the eastern and
western forms of the N. div.

No. 2. Muker or Upper Swaledale (rswAAdT), on the (rswz'^l), (16 w-by-s.
Richmond), D 31, Var. i, form a. This was written in 1876 by JGG. from his

own observations when employed in the Government Geological Survey of the

neighbourhood for some years. He was assisted by Mr. Edward Alderson (b.

1831), of Keld (16 w.Richmond) ; George Calvert, of Muker (16 w-by-s.Richmond),
then old and since dead; James Clarkson, of Reeth (8 w.Richmond), then old

and since dead
;
James Broderick, of Summer Lodge (13 wsw.Richmond) ;

Mrs.
Clarkson (then aged and now dead) and her family, of Satron (2 e.Muker) ; Mr.
James Kearton (b. 1808, and since dead) and family, of Muker; Mr. Enoch
Atkinson and family, of Arkendale Head (16 wnw.Richmond) ;

Mr. Willey and

family, of Arkendale
;
Mr. Liddle, and many other natives. The cs. has been

compared with the living speech, as used by old people in Swaledale generally,
and by those above mentioned in particular, at least 20 times, and in Oct. 1877,
JGG. considered it to be a fair representative of the dialectal pron. current

among the older inhabitants. That of the younger people differs so little from
that of the old that it did not seem to require a separate version. The chief

difference lies in the use of (/B, UTB) for (iu, iuu) as (sieger )
for (s/ger), but

this avowed modernism is found only among the younger inhabitants of the lower

parts of the dale, when the speech merges into that of D 30. The wording here

given has been generally accepted as the best rendering of the sense that it is

possible to make without departing considerably from the original text. Some
variants are given in the subsequent notes. In the autumn of 1882 JGG., in

many visits to me of several hours each, went over all his versions given among
these 22, especially Nos. 2, 3, 6 to 17, and we then settled the best palaeotypic
forms to be used. These versions therefore, and especially the present No. 2,

are, probably, the most exact representations of genuine old peasant pron. in

secluded spots that have as yet been obtained. The only versions comparable to

them are those due to TH. in the Midland div., but, through circumstances,
these had not been so frequently revised and compared with native speakers
as JGG.'s. In the notes which follow the 22 interlinear cs. will be found

many remarks upon the sounds represented and their notation. See also the cwl.

written from the dictation of Mr. E. Alderson, of Keld, mentioned above, given

below, Var. i, letter M. JGG. also wrote a translation into this form of speech
of the scene between Lance and Speed from Shakspere in the notice prefixed to

Shaw

(b. about 1820), Registrar of Births' for the district, educated, and many years a

schoolmaster there. His (r, h) did not fairly represent the well-marked forms of

the outlying parts, but in other respects his pronunciation was identical with that

of an old dalesman, who, on the same day that this cs. was dictated, drove JGG.
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a long distance, and conversed with him all the time. All the ^u) of this cs.

were reported hy Mr. Shaw to have been (aw) some thirty years previously, or

about 1846, as they now are in Dent, No. 6, below. Revised with JGG. in

Nov. 1882, by AJE.
The resemblance between the Upper Swaledale and "Wensleydale cs. amounts

to a practical identity. In order to shew it strongly whenever the word in the

second is the same as in the first, I put (,,) in No. 3 instead of rewriting the

word, but I insert the word if even the difference is minute, as with a long
instead of a medial vowel, and write

( )
when there is no equivalent in No. 3 to

the word in No. 2.

No. 3 is connected with No. 4 by Upper Craven, and n.La. of which I have
no cs., and hence I must refer to the cwl. for Var. i, North Craven, given below.

Without this explanation the skip of 31 miles, from Hawes to Cartmel, appears
tremendous, but practically, as we shall see, pron. remains the same as at Muker
and Hawes throughout.
No. 4. Lower-Holker-in- Cartmel, Lonsdalen. of the Sands, n.La., D 31, Var.

ii#, 12 nw.Lancaster, pal. in May, 1877, by TH., from the dictation of Thomas
Thornhill, of Lower Holker, assistant gardener at Holker Hall, b. 1819, native.

This was an early attempt at writing this dialect, and TH. did not properly
observe the curious (/a) forms, which struck him as

(Z'B).
In later notes (1881),

from the same informant, he writes the equivalents of (mtVk, b/aHh, br/a'd,

mia'st, spia
1^ skia's, sl/a't) make, both, broad, most, speak, scarce, slate, which

approach to JGG.'s forms. Also at Coniston in (1881) he records (nea, st?'an) no,
stone. So that (/a) must be taken as the normal form, though often mixed up
with (iv) (see p. 549). Allowing this I find practically the same pron. all over

Furness and Cartmel. TH. had examined Cark (where he was fortunate enough
to find an old woman b. in 1797), Ulverston, Coniston, and Broughton. The

great feature of this variety is the conversion of (uu) through (t^u) into (6w), a

remarkably slight change in reality, and it was through this, I think, that the

form
(a?j) was subsequently obtained, see the following cs.

No. 5. Coniston. This cs. written in io. by Mr. Roger Bowness, postmaster
of Coniston, b. ca. 1807, was obtained for me by Rev. T. Ellwood, rector of

Torver, p. 549, but it was . not possible for me to interpret the spelling satis-

factorily. After nearly ten years Miss M. A. Bell, a native, at Mr. Ellwood's

request, read me the cs. from the original orthography for me to pal. Miss Bell

also read to me Mr. Ellwood's wl. See the Furness cwl. Var. ii#, below. She

belonged to the younger generation of dialect speakers, as Mr. Bowness did to

the older. I did not recognise (/ji) in her pron., but only (ii}.
I did not hear

(aj), but only (a). Miss B. could not recollect having heard at before the infin.,

on this usage see intro. to D 31, Var. iii, p. 550. Her r was nearly vocalised

when before a consonant or final, but I write (r). -I assume her e, u to be

(E, Wj), but the difference from
(e, u] was not certain. In the fractures I heard

(/a) or (ia), not (ifa). I assume also that her ou was (6w), but the difference

from (a'w) was not well marked. This represents the same Var. \\b as No. 4.

No. 6. Casterton (2 ne.Kirkby Lonsdale, 10 se.Kendal, We.), representing

Kirkby Lonsdale, D 31, Var. iii, form a. Pal. in 1875 by JGG. from the

dictation of Mrs. Wilson, b. about 1825, native, who had lived most of her
life at Casterton, but had a few years previously removed to Penrith, Cu., where
she was keeper of the Castle Bar Tollgate. She spoke most of her home words
in this form. She then used (te) to, before the infinitive, but in her younger
days she had used

(t?t). The participial termination -ing, here written (OTL),
is in

JGG.'s opinion more nearly (-an), but not at all (-an). The U' is completely

(aw). The (ej differs scarcely at all from (E).
No. 7. Dent, Yo. (12 ese.Kendal, We.), D 31, Var. iii, form b. Dent, or

Dentdale, is the district, Dent's Town. is the town. This cs. was pal. May, 1876,

by JGG. from the diet, of Mr. Parrington, a native of Dent's Town, close to the

late Prof. Adam Sedgwick's birthplace (see Part I. p. 289, note 4, and p. 311,
note 1), a shoemaker by trade, and then living at Keld in Upper Swaledale (see
No. 2, p. 557), where he had kept a small inn for 10 years, and he had with him
at the time a young man fresh from Dent. He is not an educated man, and
continued to speak much of the Dent dialect at Keld. He still used (t) at,
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for to, before the infinitive in ordinary conversation at times
;

his (E) is lower
than the normal, his (r) distinctly trilled, and not buzzed, he employed (nh)
initial for kn- in ordinary conversation, and he remembers (w'r-), but not the

gutturals, as Prof. Sedgwick did. The participial ending -ing is perhaps most

intelligibly represented by (ran), but there is a sound of
(a) running through it

as if from the old form in -ande, so that it might be written
(ra

1

),
thus (-^n).

No. 8. Sedberg (isEb^r), Yo. (9 e-by-n.Kendal, We.),and Cautley (3 n. Sedberg).
D 31, Var. iii, form c. Sedberg and Dent lie on a peninsula of Yo., which runs
into We., and the speech is strictly the same as "We., but the s. hoose line 6 runs

in Part I. p. 289, note 4), Dent (where his father was minister), Garsdale,

Howgill (from which JGG-. procured a word list, given below, Var. iii), Cautley
(from which JGG. obtained a cs., see note to this No. 8), and Dowbiggin.
Although so close to one another, there is not much communication between

Cautley and Sedberg. One member of a family in Cautley goes to Sedberg on
market days, seldom oftener. Yet the dialects are as nearly as possible identical.

Hence only the Sedberg version is here given, which JGG. prefers, and the

Cautley variants are subjoined in the notes. The Sedberg version was pal. by
JGG. in Sept. 1876, from the diet, of Mr. Foster, b. about 1811, an uneducated
native of Sedberg, where he lived 35 to 40 years, afterwards passing a few years
in Keighley (Lower Craven, Yo., see D 24), and then at Askrigg, Upper
Wens!eydale, Yo. (5 e.Hawes), and finally had charge of the tollgate s. of

Penrith, Cu. His (r)
is trilled, and (nh) distinct. He uses at dry, at crow,

pars. 11 and 14. The Cautley version was pal. by JGG. in Dec. 1876, from the

diet, of Mr. Gibson, a farmer, who had picked up learning enough to qualify
himself as a National Schoolmaster in Cautley, but who was certainly not an
educated man. He was b. near Sedberg, and had lived 18 years at Cautley.
JGG. was four to six weeks at Cautley at different times, and can vouch for the

general accuracy of the version, but thinks that in cases of difference preference
should be given to the Sedberg version as dictated by an older man.
As the Sedberg and Dent versions are so much alike, almost the only real

difference being the treatment of the U' words, all words in the Sedberg identical

with those in the Dent version will be merely represented by (,,), and words
omitted by ( ).

No. 9. Kendal, "We., Var. iii, form d. Mr. Joseph Brown, of the Grammar
School, Kendal, in 1874, sent me a version of this cs. in systematic orthography,
which I then transliterated to the best of my ability, aided by long explanations

given me by Mr. Brown in answers to questions. In 1876 JGG. was fortunately
enabled to pal. Mr. Brown's version from his own dictation, and I can thus

present it in the same orthography as the other "We. versions. Mr. Brown also

gave me a complete wl. in Glossic, but not to confuse the two methods of

appreciation I do not give it. Mr. B., as most speakers there, considered his

(uu, ii)
to be quite pure, and JGG. considered them to be nearly so. Mr. B.

writes the glossic equivalent to (liijam, hii;al, fader, dee, teel, riit, faiv, spii^k,

gra?, kei, diij^d, threi, grein, huus, spawn, nii^n) for lame, whole, father, day,

tail, right, five, speak, grey, key, dead, three, green, house, spoon, noon. The

aspirate is very light (in). Mr. Brown used (o) in speech, but he meant (o) as

here written. The (r) is always trilled, though very lightly when final. The
use of (wr-) as (w'r-) is remembered, but is no longer heard. JGG. was

generally content with writing (ee), but sometimes used (ee^, intermediate

between (ee, EE) . Many of these little differences may be mere individualities.

No. 10. Long Sleddale, We., Var. iii, form e. Long Sleddale is hardly a

village, it is a straggling parish, about 6 m. long and 1^ m. wide, on the River

Sprint, pop. 173, the southernmost point being about 6 n.Kendal. It must not

be confounded with Wet Sleddale (3 ne.Shap FeUs) on a branch of the Eiver

Lowther, so that the watershed lies between them. Long Sleddale was the

native place of Rev. Thomas Clarke, from 1856 Rector of Ormside (2 se.Appleby),
who wrote me a version in it, which was subsequently pal. from his dictation by
JGG., and revised in October, 1875. All the

(r)
are trilled. The (t xi)

is nearer
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(ii)
than in Eden Valley, Var. iv. Mr. Clarke insisted on pure (ii, uu), but I

have used (^i, u^) as agreeing better with the actual peasant pron. of the

neighbourhood. Of Mr. Clarke's pron. of friend, Dr. Murray says: "Mr.
Clarke's vowel, instead of seeming to me something between my (a) and southern

(a), was something on the other side of (a), more forward and higher between

(frynd

fr^nd

frand frend)

There was to me a decided suggestion of (y) in it, but no visible rounding." I

have used (fr^nd), and readers will not be far wrong in saying (fn/nd) or
(friend).

Mr. C. used (te) to before the infinitive, but
(rat)

at is the ordinary preposition
used in the district, and (te) to is refined. Though (suv) is not as usual as

(ste), this pron. is not unfrequent, but they differ in meaning in adjoining districts.

Initial (w'r-) seems to exist, Mr. C. gave (w'ra tq, wra^), and even (iira^).
No. 11. Orton, We. D 31, Var. iii, form /. Orton is 11 ne.Kendal, and 8

sw.Appleby on the s. side of the watershed, a large parish of 24,430 acres and
with only 1449 inhabitants, the town having 558. This version was pal. about

1876 by JGG., from the dictation of Mr. James Dover, of Woodfoot, Crosby
Ravensworth (6 sw.Appleby), a corndealer, or 'badger,' who has known the

dialect from his youth, and has places of business in each of the principal towns

around; he is a very observant and intelligent man. This version is believed

to be in many respects very accurate, but JGG. heard it only once, revising
his writing the next day. The words marked f have the pronunciation indicated

by Mr. Dover, with an inserted (i } ), see p. 555, but these pronunciations have
not been confirmed by other observations made by JGG.

No. 12. Kirkby Stephen, We. (9 sse.Appleby), D 31, Var. iv, form a. Pal.

in Oct. 1876, by JGG. from the dictation of Mr. Joseph Steel, better known
as "Joe" Steel, b. 1811, a mason, a native of Kirkby Stephen, where he had
lived nearly all his life, a self-educated man, fairly well read in all matters

relating to the antiquities and folklore of his district, and well known as a verse

writer. From nearly a three years' acquaintance with the Kirkby Stephen
dialect, JGG. considers this cs. to be a fair representation of the speech of the

older people of that neighbourhood. Mr. Steel does not recognize (nh, kh, kjh,

kwh) as occurring in the speech of any old person he can remember.
No. 13. Crosby Ravensworth, We. (6 sw.Appleby), representing the country

districts s. of Appleby. D 31, Var. iv, form #, pal. 1876-8 by JGG. from the

dictation of Mr. James Dover (see No. 11, above, corndealer, of Woodfoot (1 s.

Crosby Ravensworth), where he has lived all his life. He uses much the same

speech as in this version when dealing with the country people. He received

a good local education, and was said at that time to write verses. JGG. says he
has heard more antiquated forms from old folk that come from the same part,
such as initial (wh), and even (mh) after suspended (f), as

(tf mhmwm) the moon.
In the preface to the Westmoreland version of the Song of Solomon, by the Rev.

John Richardson (:rits^n), Head Master of Appleby School, written for Prince

L.-L. Bonaparte, he says,
"
ebm-dipt= evenly-clipped. The bm sound is very

peculiar ; confined, perhaps, to our dialect. To give b its due power we must
close the lips. Well, keep them closed

;
then carry m half-way through the nose,

[meaning ?] and you will get the exact value of bm in ebm . . .
;
bm and mb seem

to be both simple sounds. We have the bm sound in sebm, elebm, priest-ebm (a

young student on the eve of holy orders), and in many other words, of which
ibm-in^ for evening is one of the most noteworthy. Itfn-it, past participle and

imperative of the verb eat ; tn is a simple sound partaking of t and n in the same
manner that bm is a simple sound partaking of b and m." On this Prince

LLB. remarks in pencil in my copy: "Je suis certain que le bm de Westm.
est un son simple, mais je ne crois pas avec le traducteur, au tn simple."

Although Mr. Richardson's explanations are not very lucid, his story of a

hackney coachman with a cold in his head, saying mbove, leads one to suppose
that he meant (b 4 , dj or (b, d] with an imperfect nasal resonance. But JGG.
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could not hear any difference between this b and his own (b). Mr. Dover did
not remember (w'r-), but an old lady with whom JGG. lodged at Hilton (3 e.

Appleby), and who could not read, b. about 1816, remembered it well enough;
she, however, had never heard (kh kjh kwh). Old people of good memories have
denied the use of (kh) in their time, in Var. iv, and JGG. does not believe in its

present existence.

No. 14. Temple Soiverby, "We. (6 nw -by-w.Appleby). D 31, Var. iv, form c,

pal. 1876-8, by JGG., from the dictation of the late Mrs. Atkinson, of Winderwath
(the name of her house, standing 1 nw.Temple Sowerby) on the Eden. This was
taken down and revised, indeed, rewritten six times, after consultation with Mrs.
A. She had lived in this neighbourhood 50 years, and had had abundant opportunity
of acquiring a complete knowledge of the dialect. She was the wife of a
former High Sheriff of Westmorland. She herself used pure (ii, uu), and
insisted on JGG. so writing the sounds. But this was a purism on her part, the

neighbouring peasantry using only (t^i, u^), which have therefore been here
substituted. She also used the finals (-th^r , -dh^r ),

for which the peasantry
say (-t^jr , -d^r ),

which are here restored. In other respects her pronuncia-
tion has been scrupulously followed.

No. 15. Milburn, We. (6 nw.Appleby). D 31, Var. iv, form d. JGG. resided

a considerable time in Milburn from 1876 onwards, making it his headquarters.
The present is the result of two years' observations, and he has been assisted by
Mrs. Howe and family, Mrs. Robinson and family, and Mr. Lowis, all life-long
residents at Milburn. He believes that this version fairly represents the speech
of the folk about Milburn. He considers that pure (uu, ii)

are quite unknown in

the Eden Valley speech, their places being taken by (M^, *,i), and quite as often

by (o'u, eT
i). Mrs. Robinson volunteered the remark that JGG. said (kuu) in place

of (Lpu) or (kwju) at a dialect reading there. He has occasionally heard (nh-, w'r -),

as in (nhok, w'r/jit) knock, wright. The distinction between the verbal noun
and present participle is frequently lost, but JGG. thinks they would say (wi)v

f^ri-v^r ra wEshm tra &iu ti WEshran dEE), we have forever washing an endless

quantity of washing (verbal noun) to do this washing day (treated as present

participle, though also a verbal noun) . The present participle invariably ends in

(ran), the
(ra) approaching (aj ;

the adj. form ends in (m) and sometimes in
(ran) ;

the verbal noun almost always ends in (in). The (^r , 9-^ are frequently used

theoretically in this and preceding versions, that is, when their presence has once

been clearly perceived in one or two words more distinctly pronounced for the

unaccented syllables, they are assumed to exist in other unaccented syllables
where they had not been uttered with sufficient clearness to be identified. When
(^d^r )

ends a word and is preceded by a short vowel, it is usually preceded by a

non-dental (d), as (fad/fo^r ), and the tongue may be felt to glide along the hard

palate from the (d) to the
( (d) position.

No. 16. Langwathby (rla^ranbi), e.Cu. (4 ne.Penrith), D 31, Var. iv, form e.

The late Miss Mary Powley (rp^uli, :pce'uli, rpuuli), the Cumberland poetess,
sister of Mrs. Atkinson (see No. 14, above), when very old sent me this version

in her own orthography. She died 23 Dec. 1882, but in 1876-7 JGG. had

opportunities kindly given him by her of palaeotyping it from her dictation, and
he compared his transcription four times with her. She considered that she gave
the proii. of 40 or 50 years previously, or about 1820-30, and says that some old

people still speak so, in se.Cu. and n.We., her father's locality, not n.Cu., which

belongs to D 32, and is more like Lowland Scotch. Miss Powley, like Mrs.

Anderson, dictated pure (uu, ii), but these have been altered to (a^u, t\i),
as

generally heard. She also did not nasalise (aai) into (&B,)J as llsual in the

neighbourhood, but this has been left. She remembered (w'r-, kh-), also (nh-)
or (tn-, tnh-) for initial kn. Some of the words, as door, too, ground, few,

washing, etc., have been carefully examined with Miss P. not less than 7 or 8

times. The representative of English ur, er is decidedly (^ 1r, ^r ),
but

Thursday, hurt, worm, word, and a few others may be normally (uu^ ,
oo'r

).

Custom, however, varies, and (^r )
is certainly the common old form. Miss P.

abridged some passages of the cs., saying in her letter to me 23 Oct. 1873,

sending the cs., that there were "many more words in the example than an old

Cumbrian would have thought of to express his meaning. People who speak
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such language are mostly too positive to ask what others think. Why is not

a Curab. rustic word, nor notwithstanding, nor though, but ' what for, for aw*

that? Fact, case, point, straight off, and want are unheard of by old rural

people. Prate, and to sup, and quick in this sense would require a dictionary or

be reckoned proper to that alone." Hence the interlinear comparison is often

deficient, though it is fuller than Miss P. at first wrote.

No. 17. Ellonby (6 nw.Penrith, Cu.), a hamlet in the parish of Skelton,
D 31, Var. iv, form/. Pal. in 1875-6, and twice re-audited, by JGG. from the

diet, of Mr. Bainbridge, occasionally called (:bEEnbreg), b. about 1845, a linen-

draper at Penrith, but a native of Ellonby. He had himself used most of the

following expressions, and distinctly remembers hearing the remainder from the

old people there. JGG., from his knowledge of the Skelton district, considers

this to be a fair representation of the older forms of the home speech of those

parts at that time.

No. 18. Keswick, Cu., D 31, Var. v, form a. "Written in systematic ortho-

graphy, with great care, in 1873, by Mr. William Postlethwaite, then master of

the Church of England schools at Wreay (rrfe), (5 se. Carlisle), but knowing the

Keswick speech from childhood. He could not send me the speech of Scotch

Cumberland, on the borders of which he lived. Fortunately JGG. was able to

pal. his cs. from his diet, in Nov. 1875, and from this the present copy is taken.

JGG. says he is afraid that it does not adequately represent the old folk speech
of 30 years previously, that is, 1845, but it was the oldest that Mr. P. could

remember with any approach to certainty. Mr. P. said that pure (uu, ii)
were

used, but he himself in speaking to the children employed (z^u, t'ji),
which forms

are therefore here written.

No. 19. Clifton, Cu. (2 e.Workington). D 31, Var. v, form b. Originally
written Oct. 1873, in Glossic, by Mr. J. N. Hetherington, son of the late Vicar

of Clifton. He had known the dialect for 25 years. This was pal. by AJE., and
corrected from dictation in Nov. 1875.
No. 20. Abbey Holme or Holme Cultram, Cu. (14 wsw. Carlisle), on the

"Waver, which runs into the Solway Frith. This version was originally written

in Dec. 1873, in his own orthography, by Rev. T. Ellwood, Rector of Torver

(2 ssw.Coniston-in-Furness), n.La., author of 'Welcome into Cumberland,' and
other Cumberland poems, native, and acquainted with the dialect all his life.

The same month it was read to me by Mr. Harkness, of Aspatria (:spia-tri) (12

ne.Workington, and 6 s-by-w. Holme Cultram), who, however, had not been in

the district itself. But in July, 1884, I had the advantage of correcting my
transcript, although somewhat hastily, from the dictation of Mr. Ellwood himself.

Hence this version cannot compare for minute accuracy with those of JGG. The
dialect was first recommended to my notice by Mr. Hetherington (see No. 19,

above) as a transitional form between central and north Cu. The use of () for

the, and (a)z) for / am, however, keeps this quite distinct from D 32, Carlisle.

This is said by Mr. Ellwood to be the language of Dandie Dinmont in Guy
Mannering. This gives D 31, Var. v, form c.

No. 21. Carlisle, Cu. D 32, Var. i, form a. Although Carlisle lies n. of

the n. tee line 7, and hence belongs to the North Northern or D 32, yet on

account of its close connection with the other Cu. varieties (all of which have ()
the), and the general resemblance of the vowel system, which approximates to

the Abbey Holme form, No. 20, it seems best to place it here. It is sharply

distinguished from the L. form by the use of (u, MJ) for U in place of the L. (a),

without any transitional form. Of this region I had an example written from
the dictation of a maidservant fresh from Dalston (4 ssw. Carlisle), whose father

was from Wreay (rrtjB) (5 sse. Carlisle), and mother from Southwaite (7 sse.

Carlisle). But it was one of my earliest attempts to write down dialect from dic-

tation, and I was from the first not satisfied with the result. I had also had no

opportunity of revising it. I was therefore glad to have a version from the

practised hand and ear of JGG., to whom it was first written, and then dictated

by the late Mrs. Atkinson, of Winderwath (see No. 14, p. 561). Her family was
of Scotch extraction, and her parents had always servants from Scotland or the

neighbourhood of Carlisle. From these Mrs. A. learned her Carlisle speech,
which JGG., from his knowledge of Carlisle, considers to be very fairly repre-

[ 1994 ]



D 31.] THE WEST NORTHERN. 563

sented in this version. Mrs. A. left
(ii, uu) pure as in Scotland, but as JGG.

always heard
(tji, a^u) from old people, I have introduced these forms as in

Nos. 14 and 16. It is most probable that they should also be used in No. 20,
but I had no authority to make the change. Mrs. Atkinson wrote out this

version twice in her own orthography, and frequently revised it with JGG. The
final form resulted from a conference between him and me in 1882.
No. 22. Knaresdale, Nb. (17 e. Carlisle, Cu.), just beyond the n. tee line 7.

D. 32, Var. i, form b. This is the connecting link between Cu. and Nb., but is still

decidedly Cu. in character. Pal. in Oct. 1876, by JGG., from the diet, of Mr.
Jacob Bell, b. about 1826 at Knaresdale, where he lived till he was 18; since

then he has lived as a miller in the valley of the Eden, Cu., and mainly at

Blencarn, a hamlet of the parish of Kirkland, Cu. (8 n-by-e. Penrith), at the

foot of Cross Fell. He was not an educated man, but spoke a mixture of the

Knaresdale and Eden Valley forms of speech, though at home he generally used
his native speech. His

(t'ji)
is hardly distinguishable from JGG.'s own (ii),

his

(!!!) resembles that in the Eden Valley, No. 12 to 17. His
(r)

is gently trilled,

and is not (r). He says (fiuu, biz'nws, rt\iz'n) few, business, reason. He does

not remember (nh-, wr-, kjh, kw?h).

*** In arranging these 22 cs. interlinear]y, care has been taken by leads and
rules to indicate the grouping. Tbe complete sets of 22 cs., of which two occur

on a page, are separated by rules. The No. 1, which does not belong to this

district, and is only placed here for comparison, is separated by a thick lead, from
Nos. 2 and 3, which forms Var. i. Then another lead separates these two from
Nos. 4 and 5, constituting Var. ii. The other groups are Nos. 6 to 1 1 or Var. iii,

Nos. 12 to 17 or Var. iv, Nos. 18 to 20 or Var. v, and Nos. 21, 22, which

belong to the next district. These groups are shewn especially well in the first

set immediately below.

TEXT.

0. ID 30, Y. i. Mid Yorkshire, pp. 502 and 557. wat ft?

2 D 31, Y. i. Muker, Yo. p. 557. wha^ for

3 D 31, Y. i. Hawes, Yo. p. 557. hwiut)'zBt

4 D 31, Y. iii. Lower-Holker-in-Cartmel,~L&.j).558. wdi
5 D 31, Y. iii. Coniston, La. p. 558. wat for

6 D 31, Y. iii. Kirkly Lonsdale, We. p. 558. whaxt for

7 D 31, Y. iii. Dent, Yo. p. 558. what fAAr

8 D 31, Y. iii. Sedberg, Yo. p. 559.

9 D 31, Y. iii. Kendal, We. p. 559. wha xt

10 D 31, Y. iii. Long Sleddale, We. p. 559. wha
11 D 31, Y. iii. Orton, We. p. 560. what for

12 D 31, Y. iv. Kirkby Stephen, We. p. 560. what for

13 D 31, Y. iv. Crosby Ravensworth, We., p. 560. what for

14 D 31, Y. iv. Temple Sowerly, We. p. 561. what for

15 D 31, Y. iv. Milburn, We. p. 561. what for

16 D 31, Y. iv. Langwathly, Cu. p. 561. wha:t for

17 D 31, Y. iv. Ellonby, Cu. p. 562. whaxt for

18 D 31, Y. v. Keswick, Cu. p. 562. h^u
19 D 31, Y. v. Clifton, Cu. p. 562. what for

20 D 31, Y. v. Holme Cultram, Cu. p. 562. what for

21 D 32, Y. i. Carlisle, Cu. p. 562. weer for

22 D 32, Y. i. Knaresdale, M>. p. 563. what for

[
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1 :djwran ez

2 icLfw^ran IIEZ

** >) >>

4 :djuran)z
5 :djon EZ

6 idj^n
7 :djom
8 rdjtti'en

9 :djom
10 rdjom
11 rdjwwn

12 :djwwi
13 :djon
14 :djon
15 :dj?iiBii

16 :djon
17 :dw!ai

18

19 :djwon
20 :djon

21 :djon
22

KEZ

,,

hsz
hez
IIEZ

hEZ
IIEZ

hEZ
IIEZ

hsz
hEz

neera

nzra

nia

nira

hez
hez

hEZ
hEZ

duuts.

di^uts.

dowts.

dowts.

dawts.

dawts.

d^uts.
dwjuts

d^iits.

dttiUts.

dii^ts.

dw^ts.
dttjuts.

dwjuts.

dt^uts.

diixuts.

mra dwwts.

:shiprard hez nil

nee d^uts.
nii ditiuts.

m
nz xa

fo[_r.

duts.

1. 1 will,

2 waai
3

4 wai,
5 wiil nebrar,

jii ran im mra beerath

je'ii ran hzm mra bz^th
dheii ,, ,, ,, ,,

be'rath zm ran dhii mra

jii ran him mra bfath

6

7

8 waira,

'

9 wel, wel,
10

11

12

13 waa^/B,
14

15

16

17

18 wel
19 wml
20 wet,

21

22

ran mm mra

dhtf

dhU

neebdj: ,

ran htm mra bz^tt
ran htm me b^rath
ran fh^ira mra

Jz\i ran him mra

dh^i ran him mra

ji ran him mra

ji ran him mra

jz xi ran him mra

jz\i ran hin mE
ran him mra b^a^t'
ran hz

ti mra bzath

ran him mra

ran him m0
ran him ni#

JUU

dhii

o jra laf

o)jra la^

o)jra

o)jra

o)jra

o)jra

o)jra

ra jra

O)JB

biEth

laf

laf

laf

laf

iaf

i&f

laf

laf

laf

laf

laf

laf

laf

laf

laf

laf
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1 leik, Bt dim niBZ B maan,

2 Bt dim niuuz B maam,

keeB?

kaarz ?

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Bt dim tzBl

Bt dim nzuz

Bt dim niuuz

niuuz

Bt

Bt im" niuuz
Bt dim niuz

nmz
Bt dim nzuuz
Bt dim niuuz

Bt

Bt t' niuuz

Bt

Bt dim niuuz
Bt dim tziBl

Bt dim m'muz
Bt dim niuuz

B mam,
B mam,
B mam,
B maam,
mam,

DBt waa
if ji lae'k, waa

kfBrz ?

kiaarz ?

kjee|_rz ?

kEErz ?

keeBrz ?

whaa
whooB maam,

B maa^'n,

B ma
(m,

B maam,
Bt BV gztBn tB tel JB, whi
B maam,
B maa

tm,

B maam,

o mem,
whEB
wlm 1

ki^rz ?

kelErz ?

keeBrz ?

kEErz
kEErz
kEErz
kEEIZ ?

whoo
whoo keerz ?

keeBrz

keeBrz ?

1

2 fB

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 &!
15 hj,

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

-dhait?

dhat)s neeBdher ZB nB dhiiB.

dha^s nmlh^r hezi^ir nB dhaa^ .

dhat)s needhvr iBr nBr

dhat)s niadBr nBr nB dhzBr.

dhajt)s

dhat)s

need^r

dhait)s

dha!t)s now^^:

dha!t)s nawd^r

dhat)s nowdBrc

nB

HP

nowdhBr

nBr
Br

nB
Br
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2. 1 Jan kenz e't)s
nwbed B fee B mm Bt gaqz Bn

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15
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3. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

16
17

18
19

20

21

22

wurvur

THE WEST NORTHERN.

dhiBz)hj)z tlmz B)

j >>

t)8 B

dhor

dh^iz st)t'

a)z gaan tB tel

Irewrv^r dhor wBr)t'
dhitiU naa^z,

dhooz 0iT}V

[D31.

fakt wat ai )s

faks o)t
v

matBr

fajks

faks

?)

;' ^riuuth
fajks

fajks

fajks

fa,ks

aa)l tel dhB t
1

r!iits on)t,
>

a)l tel dhB) t
1

r^its on)t,

dhw!r)z)t
v

r Z!its on)t,

dii^^jr jzs jt jt^iiiis

eniwee dh*s s)t' wee it waz,

huiiV^ir dhis iz dhB triiuuth B dliB

dhw^z dhB faiks B

1 BH
2 B)d' kz^iS,
3

T?)t'

4 tulm a dh,
5

6 B)t
r

7 BH'

9

10

12 )

13
)t'

14 BH'

15 B)t'

16
17

18
19 B)t'

20

21

22

seeB djest ganz tB BH ooBd

&i diWist nod

dhuu

SUB

SUB

preJdhB

od
od

hod
hod

hod

kz^s,

djob [b/zny^]

sza,! djwst
SOOB pre)dhB
SB hod)t

^st hod dh*

u mBd BZ wz\l hod dh*

ufit hod)t*

MjSt hod)dh*

A^)! hod)t*

dh)'l hod dht

dj^st hod dh*

djw^t hod t*

hod JBP

djy^t hod JB

diw,st hod dhi

w
si

if

a

SWMB

SZiB

s
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

dhi dm, fr/nd, w/sht

55 55 55

dhi noi'z,

j^r nai'z, mon,

dhf

55

dhi
55 55 55 55

'Bn

whi'sht, fr^nd, m
noi'z -B dhB, Bn

noi'z, fi^^nd, i3n

noiz, 'Bn

noi'z, mm, Bn

noi'z, mi lajd, im

noiz, mi lajd, 'Bn

noiz, mi la^d, 'Bn

noe'z, mi frend, un

m^n, Bn.

noiz, mi ma^n, 'Bn

noi'z, friend, im
bi

bi

nu waal aa)z

whel aai')v
t'l ai>

bi waY^t,

bi whaai^t,

i whaaijBt,

whi'sht,

4 whaa
tiBt,

bi whaai'^t,

bi whaai^t,

bi

i whai^t,
whisht

tel aa)v

whael ai)v
whaail aa[_i')v

whal aa)v
t'l aa)v

a)v

t'l aa)v
whel a)v
whel a)v
whel a)v
whel ajv
whel aa)v

t'l a)v
tel a)z
til a)z

til ai)v
til ai bi

1 dziim.

2 git'n dmn.
3 diuun.

4 tElt dht?.

6 duun.

8 duun.
9 dw

:
n.

10 diXn.
11 dfon.

12 dmn.
13 dmn.
14 dmn.
15 git'n dmn.
16 dmn.
17 dzun.

aak

18

19

20 d^an.

21 diiiin.

22 dV JEn

t^ bwdz nu !

55 55

hs'n !

IfVn !

haarks)tB !

le's'n naw !

haarks)te !

Ks'n

Ks'n

li's'n.

li's'n niihu.

[
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4. 1 aa)z

2

3

aa z

)

4 WE! a/)s
5 a)z vare

7 aa*)z

8

9 aa)z
10 aaa>
1 1 aa)m
12 aa)z
13 aa^z
14 a)z
15 a)z
16 aa)z
17 aa)z

18 aa)z
19 aax)z
20 a)z

21 a*)z
22 a)z

szBr

sart'n
si'uuBr

sart'n

saart'n

saart'n

siunBr

saart'n

saart'n

fszBrt'n

saart'n

saart'n

saart'n
saart'n

saart'n

saart'n

sart'n,
saart'n

saart'n

saart'n

saart'n

Bt a

Bt>'

di

a

aa

aa

am

se

Erd

WBrd dhBm

haar^am

seeB

see

SEE

haard

haard)Bm
haard tBm
telt mB S^B,

haard
haard
haard

see,

see

Bt

Bt B haard tBm se)s$A
Bt B hz^i^d)^ f^MW^k SEE,

a)v haard)tBm SEE

Bt aa)v haard)tBm tel BbuiUt it

Bt B hard dhBm SEE

a haard dhBm SEE

B haard dhBm see

&i h^i^j^d tBm see

aajv iw^Brd dhBm SEE

1 sum B

2 st^m B

3

4

dh/m

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

dhem
dhor

dhooz

fooBk

fwwiBk

t' seBm foak

dhor, iook

dhoor fook

dhem

them
fwt^Bk

fw?6Bk

fe^ook

fowk

Bt wmt
Bd went
t

see BZ na'w it AA1
.

Bt WEnt thruu

Bt we xnt

Bt WEnt

jal the'q

Bt went thr^ii it

Bt went thrill) t*

Bt niuu)t
v

Bt went
Bt went
Bt went
Bt went
Bt went
Bt kent)t'

Bt went thrB'u)tf
Bt went thrw!ut)t

v

Bt n^u AA Bbut

Bt went thr

Bt kent dht

o)t
l

tWq

iAl djob

djob

hzk
1

thtq

h^ajl tl^'q

hzjGjl djob

la.1^1 th?'q

hiAl the'q

h^ajl th'q
hiEl djob

W^J th*q
h*al th'q
it

iEl djob
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2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

frE)t
v

)fost

fre)d
v

dh^srlz,

fre)t'

dlw
1
ise I

l
l

z fr ei

dh^rsETz frE)t'

fre)t'

fre)t'

frE)t'

tomsaarn dhorserz

dh^selz fre)tf

fre)t'

fre)t'
fretf

'

frE)t'

free)t'

free)t'

fr dlu

fre cLh.B

rst,

fe^rst dhBrselz,

f^rst,

f^rst,

fujTBt

fejrst dhBrselX

1 'dhat a d'd

2 dha^ dd)i.
3 aai ded dha^
4

5 ES a dw^
6 dha^ d*d)
7 -dhat dd>'
Q

, ".
' ' ' '

9 eei,

10 dha
xt a dM

xd,

seef

siaf

Bni'uuf.

,
aa 'd*cL

siuu^r

12 dlia^ d'd)
13 'dha^t dw

Ld)i

15 a dwd -dhajt nw^, si^
16 -Bt dwjd)i, s^a,
17 Bt dw^i, s^a,

18 dha
xt d^d)!, s^aj

19 Bt d^dja! smf
20 Bt *did)f !

21 -dliajt d/d)i sy/uu^r Bnzwf.

22 aai d*d

anzwf.

Bn/wf.
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JuqBst lad

5. 1 Bt tf

2 Bt tf

3 ,,

4 Bt

5 at tf

6 Bt tf

7 Bt tf

8
,, ,,

9 Bt tf

10 Bt tf JWjqest
11 Bt tf JwqBst

12 Bt tf

13 Bt tf

14 Bt tf

15 Bt tf

16 Bt tf

17 Bt tf

18 Bt tf

19 Bt tf

20 Bt tf

21 Bt dhB
22 Bt dhB

sun

SMjn
baar n

izse'l B

he'zsel, B

la
:
d hf'esET, B

baarn ht'zsET, B

htzseT, B

baarn hzsel\ B

baarn hezsel', B

baarn hezsel\ B

baarn hizsel', B

hzser, B

griiBt

gart

[gr^t,

s B

s^n hfzser, B

baarn h/zseV, B gr^it

sw
:
n htzsEr B griit

s^n h*zsel
v

,
B

sw^ hizseY
9

B

1 lad B

2 la
:
d B

3 ,,

lad B

lad B

lad

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 la
t
d

11 Kd B

12 la
:
d BV

13 laxd
14 la

:
d

15 lajd 13

16 kjd B

17 lad -B

naan

neiin

nam,
nam
nam
naam

nam
naam

18 la
t
d -8

19 laid B

20 lad

21 la
x
d B

22 laxd B

naa^'n,

naa
(
m

naa
(
'n

naam
nam
nem

do^d,

aad,

aald,

aald,

aad,

aald,

aald,

ool'd

AAld,

AAl'd,

oold,

ool,

AAl,

AAld,

kend iz fzzBdB

fa^d'B^rz voii

fadBrz twq

zd^r \6is

5)

fad^
t
r

na u ^s

niuu iz

kent iz

kent iz

nheuu)tf

kent
kent iz fadd^

lv
r voi

kent iz

kent iz

kent tf

kent tf

niMiti z

kent t'

nm z

kent z

kent iz

fadd^r voe's

fa dB r vois

'

vo^'s

fadBr vozs

[
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1 Bt Jans, dhwf it *waaB se^kBn B kwzYB

2 Bd ja^s, fo^r AA! it -waz si kwii^r )' laak
3 Bt

,, ,, AA
,, WBZ ,,

4 BS simi BZ i ard it, BV it wos SB

5 Bt jans, fBr o)t^ *wos sua

6 Bt ja^s, fd^Y AA it waz SB

7 Bt jans, for AA it WBZ SB

8
,,

9 Bt ja^s, i spaYt Bn it bz^Bn SB

10 Bt jans, f^r oo t)wBz SB

11 Bt jajns, fo
x
r aa

12 Bt jans, fo^ AA t)wBZ SB

13 Bt Ja^S, fo^ AA t)wBZ SB

14 Bt ja
xns, for AA it waz si kwz^r

15 Bt ja^s, fojr AA it waz si kw^i^r la*k

16 Bt ja^s, f^r AA t)wBz SB

17 Bt ja^s, f^r AA t)waz SB

18 Bt ja^s, f^r 'oo t)wBz SB

19 Bt jans, fBr oo it -wa^ SZB

20 fBr AA it waz SZB

21 Bt Jens, fo^ AA it WBZ *
SB w

xqkBt
22 Bt Jens, fBr AA t)wBz SB

1 skweeBkm jan laak, Bn -a)d v

trwst 'im

2 Bn sk^ei'iki, Bn B WBd tjPy^t im
3 Bn skw;iiBk'n, aa*)d .

4 Bn sk^iikm, Bn m)d _
5 Bn skwiak/n lak, Bn a wod bak 'am

6 Bn sk^^ikm, Bn
7 Bn sk^z^BkBn, Bn aa

o Sli^^ZilJi.'^Il. * "^El^ ji.
'OT)0"Cl J^ITL. JQ-ZilH

9 Bn skwz^BkBn lak, Bn a)d Bpo-d it h^ii
10 Bn skw^Bki, Bn a)l Bpo'd m, h^i)]
11 h^i sk^z^kt sZjE. aa WBd ti'^k Bm

12 Bn skw^iki, Bn aa)l Bpo'd Bm, h^i)-
13 Bn sk^^iki, Bn aa)l Bpo-d im
14 Bn sk^^iki, Bn a)wBd fijPujBt 'him

15 Bn skw^iki, Bn B wad ^t^^st Bm
16 Bn skw^iken, Bn B wad ^r^st Bm
17 Bn skw^ik^n, Bn aa wax

d '^iPUjSt Bm

18 Bn skw^ikm, Bn a wad ^tr^st '"him

19 Bn skw^z^ikBn, Bn a)d ^rWiSt 'hz'm

20 Bn skwiikBn, Bn aa wad
v

trwxst hm
21 Bn skwikBn, Bn a)l Bpo-d im
22 -

sktt^ikm, Bn a\_i 'wad tryjSt)Bm
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1 sin??

2 sh?! ?

3

4
5

6 sh^?
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1 aks^t

2 ajst)
3

4
5 Ekst

6

Br

twz
1
a

1
threl

twii&i thryi
tuu Br thrii

tin. Br thrii

tw^ B thr^i

tt^u B thr^i

taamz

taaemz

jj

taemz
taimz

tae'mz

taae'mz

uBr dhat shi

dha:t

10 taaemz

11

12

13 as'tXr ,

14 as
vtXr,

15

16

17

18 as
vtXr,

19 akst)B vr,

20 as
vt)Br,

21 ajks^Xj"
99 ft 1^|-^^J r& a, Ivh Lit!!

when

thrzi

tw^iB

iwi{&

tB'u

iwi^Q
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-m^t, Bn dwnBt

n^iit, Bn de^nel

n^it, Bn de^net

n^it, Bn demBt

nzjit tB dhB, an maa
(
e'nd Bt

n^it, Bn

gwd
gwd

Bn

n^iit Bn dwBnt

nz^jit Bn dwwBnt

ne'et, Bn de'v'nt

nit Bn de'v'n

n^it, Bn de'nBt

be

bf

b
dhu
bf

be

be

bi

bii

be

be

SB

SI

SB

SB

SUV

SB

SB

se

SB

sa

SB

SB

se

Bf

1 shaap tB

2 shaarp tB

3

4 mitj gam
5 sharp t*

6 shaa^rp tB

7 shaarp Bt

8

9 shaarp Bt

10 shaarp tB

11 shaarp tB

12 fast BZ tB

13 shaarp tB

14 whe'k tB

15 r^di Bn^d
16 ket'l tB

17 rwide tB

18 shaarp tB

19 re^de' tB

20 rW!de tB

21 whe'k tB

22 shaarp Bt

kreeBk

kraa

kraa'm

kraa

kraaBn
kraa

kraaeii

kraa

kraa

kroo
kroo
kroo

?i r taa^
kroo
kroo

kroo
kroo

kroo

krAA

kroo)en

B bode ageeBn, wen e

B bode Bg00*n, whBn B

BV

OUT
OUT

B

B

t
r B

kroo c

r B
T*^ 'P

OUT

duuT

B bode,
B - bode Bgi'an, WEn e

B bode' Bgeein, whexn e*

B bode BgEE 1^ whEn B

55

B

11

5? )) 55 ))

bode Bgeen, when
bode Bgen, when i

bode

bode

bode

6w?r
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B bode Bgean, when)e
B bode Bgzan, wen)e
jen Bg^Bn, whEn

B bode* Bg^Bn, when
B bode Bgze
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Bn, when)e
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 JEn

22

jEn)z

tooBks

tAAks

5)

trim
tooks

tAAks B

tAAks Bbawt
B

tAAks B

tooks B

taaks

tAAks B

tAAks B

tAAks B

telz dhB
tAAks B

tooks B

tAAks B

tooks B

tookBn Bbut

tA'ks B

tAAks Bbw.i;

teeBn Bn

t dhts

tlieq.

is tml BnudhBr tdim.

dlws dhat Bn tinder.

dhis dha,t <?,r

dhfl's

fdhzBS

dhis

dhi's'n

dim

dim

dim

6t.

dim
dim

dha^

dhait B

dha^'n B

B

dhait

Br

dhait ^ xr'

dlia^ Bn

15. 1
*fc)s

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

i ^z

*t)s

heii)z

it)s

ht>

lt)8

t)s nobB.t

t)s

*t)s nobBt

it) s nobBt

hf)z

it)s but

B

nobBt B

B

B

nobBt B

nobBt B

llobBt B

nobut B

weeBk

week
w^^k

weejk

Bt prak

tBz

iiul Bd pra!t
JL

fiuul at praats

fuul Bt tbks

Bt praats

Bt tAAks

Bt tAAks

fiuul

week fwwBl Bt

maifh'n Bt tooks

w^Bk swuiist BV B bod Bt taaks

fzwl Bt prait'lz Bwee!
fhil Bt tAAks

s'li [wEEk] fzwl Bt raxm'lz Bn tAAks

WEEk fzwl Bt pra^'lz t sek B WEE
WEEk
silt

week.

week
week

P7i*i r(

WEEk

fiwl

mi

sz'li

Bt

Bt

Bt

Bt

Bt

Bt

Bt

tAAks

tAks

bragz

tAAks

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2025 ]
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1 Bdhnirt one

2 without
3 wedhiiiUt

4 we';6wt
5

seeB nun, dhen, dhat)s ma last

6

7 wi
8

9

10 goomtyiS
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 we
k

duut

21

22

r

sens,

SEns.

rfoz'n

se xns,

SEns.

en

en

en

,, maae last

SUB ja kBn mak
dhat)s me last

dhat)s

gt'n

last W0r d.

maapmBnt.

sens.

Bn
Bn

raa/m

oud^r raa,e'i

nhooBn

AA aae

me last wu^d.
dha tt)s AA aa)v

SZB dha^Js aa Bt aa
4
e

dha1t)s AA a)v

dba!t)s t
v
en

v

d on)t.
s r^iz'n. Bn dha!t)s AA B)V

i. Bn dhait)s )t
v

for . Bn dha^s me last

sens, Bn dha^s oo BbWiUt e't [mi last wwird].

sens, Bn dhB^s me last wu^d.
rziiiz'n. Bn dhat)s mae last w00i?d.
SEns. Bn dhat)s oo a)z gan tB see.

sens. Bn dha^s me last

wod.

see.

1

2

3 --
4 on)t.
5

6

7 Bt SEE1
.

8 --
9 ^t see.

10

1 1 13t SEE

12 te seei.

13

14 gfl't'n te SEE.

15 end on)t.
16 w^ird.
17

18

19

20

21 vairB last ww
22

JB wil, gafB.

gwd nefit tB dhi3.

gw d nit.

nwt.

gwd n^it.

siia gwd neiit.

gud n^it.

it. SIB gwd fnbt.

sziiB gwd n^iit.

SZB gud nziiit tB dhs.

gud nzjit.

gwd n^it tB dhB.

gud
gud

gud n^iit.

guLd boe.

niit.

S^B gwd dee.

gwd nl,it.

[ 2026 ]
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Notes to No. 2, Muker, Yo. D 3 1
,
V i,

p. 563.

0. what, the (a^ represents a sound
between (a, a) ;

see p. 539. The (wh)
is fully sounded. -for, the (r) is a
' '

sti ff -tongued
' ' and hence ' ' un -

trilled" (r) ; see p. 542. John, the

(dj) is labialised in anticipation of the

following (u^, for which see p. 291
and p. 540. has, the aspirate distinct,

fully (iqh), the vowel certainly (E), not

(e). no, the great peculiarity of the

fractured vowels is the distinctness

with which each element of the fracture

is pron., and the evenness of the stress

upon each, though both seem to be

short, as the (i^ is one of the series

(i,
i
1?

e 1

, e}, its sound is so intermediate

in character, that JGG. often wrote

(e, e 1

)
for it, and it was only after many

trials that I decided to use
(ij)

to shew
that the sound gave me more the feel-

ing of
(i}

than of (e) ;
the last vowel

(a x )
is another intermediate for which

see p. 539, and for a long time I wrote
it as (JE). This fracture there-(i l

fore seems comparable to the Ags. EA.
doubts, the (M XU) is a fracture quite

like some of the fractures of
(i) ;

it

begins with (u^ which has the stress,

and glides quickly on to fine (u), the

latter being often lengthened ; hence
it tends to sound as (o'u) as JGG. often

wrote it, and this rapidly passes into

(6u), and is therefore the precursor of

the (6u, &'u, &u) forms of U. The

speakers of (z^u) believe that they say

(uu), a sound which in fact is extremely
difficult for their organs. To my ears

(ttju) is totally different from
(<K'U),

which begins with a higher and not
a deeper sound, though, as we have

seen, that also leads to (a'w), but it has

likewise a tendency to (iu, y^, which
is not the case at all with (wju). The
distinction between

(ti^e, w^u) must be
noted. It will be hopeless for any
one who does not hear (ju) constantly
from native organs to acquire its ac-

curate use from mere indications like

this
;
even JGG. did not always quite

satisfy native ears.

1. well, argumentative, in two dis-

tinct syllables indicated by the long first

vowel to the diphthong. JGG. got the

variant (m*iU dhan) now then. neigh-
bour, the (eei) has a distinct (i),

not
like London (ee'j), where

(i)
is not dis-

tinctly reached, the vowel (9^ is very
difficult, see p. 541. JGG. appreciated

it differently at different times, but

finally as (9}
or French eu in pen,

which is of constant use in the Icelandic

final -ur (see Part II. p. 548*). But
as I heard a decided leaning from (9}

to (u), I use (9^ to shew a difference

from the true French sound. This

sign (;?i)
is used on p. 146 for one of

the peculiar w.Sm. forms of 0'. There
is probably a difference which I cannot

formulate. JGG. says he regards the

sound as being intermediate between

(e) and (u) Those who find a difficulty
in conceiving (-^r )

final may content

themselves with (-r )
or (-). Thus

few Londoners, even after many hear-

ings, would distinguish this word neigh-
hour from their own (n^'jb^). ye, the

diphthong (eii)
or (e\) differs in two

particulars from (eei) in the preceding
word. In the first place the lengths of

the elements are reversed, and in the

second the last element is pure (i)
and

not
(i).

Natives think they say (jii).

This shortening of the first and

lengthening of the second element

leaves the impression of the second

vowel in the mind. him, (h) always
well sounded. laugh, the vowel is as

deep as in (whajt), but much shorter.

This very short (a^
is the sound given

in Swaledale to a in all such words as

staff, ask, lath, chance, which have

(aa) in London, but see for Edenside,

p. 539. at this news of mine, variant

(et t' niuuz ut a)v giten), at the news

that I've got.
2. if sfew of, variants (net, nyt si

ma^i), not so many. -that, (rad) for

(et) =that, by attraction of the following

(d). because, variant (biko-z). we,

(wi) weak, (-weii) strong. know, the

initial voiceless (nh-) for kn- is very

strong. none (nyn), the exact value of

this (y) is difficult to determine, see

p. 540. I leave (y}, which Mr. Melville

Bell identifies with e in houses, but

what that is when accented it is difficult

to say. likely, JGG. finds the final

vowel to lie between (i, i),
and it might

be written (i
1

),
but it is so near

(i)
that

with this caution (i)
is used.

3. these, etc., variant (it)s dj^st

hm^r n^u), it's just here now.

friend, here the (y.) signifies a slight

variant of (y}, which I cannot precisely

define. while, variants (whil, whel,

t'l) ;
this use of while for until,

occurs in many other specimens, but is

strange to s. ears. A schoolmaster is

reported to have said to a noisy class

[ 2027 ]
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(ai kan)ut bigin whail Jt^r whaij-et),

which sounds like ' I can't begin while

you're quiet,' but meaning was until

you are quiet. hear' st thou, meaning
listen, as we often say 'do you hear?' an

interrogative for imperative. Variants

(la)dhB nwju) , probably
' look thou now,

'

and (laaist)'e) listest thou, the (t)
of

the second word being lost after the

preceding one.

4. Tm certain, etc., variant, thought
to be better (ai)z siuu^r d)i hii*

1rd)
tern tel tel on ebwjut it), I am sure

that I heard them tell tell on about

it. say, here (se) is quite unaccented,
the stress falling on the following

(st !&!). that did I, variants (dhat ed

ai did, dhat 13d did)i), where the mean-

ing of (ed), which should be unaccented

that, is not clear, see also the end of

par. 5. Observe
(i)

JGG.'s (i
1

)
for

unaccented /, several times in this

par.
5. great, var. (griret). father's,

observe the absence of the possessive 's

in the dialect. squeaky, var. (skwiieki) .

and I would trust, etc., var. (BU ai)l

epo-d)im, hi)!
1

net leu.}, and I '11 uphold

[
= warrant] him, he'll not lie. any,

var. (ani). that would I, the meaning
of (d) is not apparent, see par. 4.

var. (eu wil -dha
xt nt^u), I will that

now.
6. body, var. (wwmen). any, var.

(ani). without, var. (widhwjut).
much, var. (mitj). if you'll, etc., var.

(^n fls^r )
an [one] ask her, where an

=
if, is supposed to represent 'an one,'

that is,
'
if one '

;
this is a peculiar

idiom of the district, and being in-

definite, would be preferred.
7. any, var. (ani). she shouldn't,

this was meant to be emphatic (shm),
but the courtesy of the district finds

the emphasizing of a personal pronoun
invidious. People will even avoid thou
in speaking, as too personal. A mother
will prefer saying she (shi) unemphatic
even when addressing her daughter.
wrong, var. (w'ra^) among the older

nle,
(ra xq) among the younger, the

(q) often prolonged emphatically.
8. she would, the vowel in the word

(shw) is due to the attraction of the

following (w), the people themselves
feel this effect. -found the drunken,
observe

(d') coronal suspended before

( kd) alveolar, the tongue is felt to slip
forward in passing from the first to the
second. The Dale form is

( Vd/Xqk'n),
at Barnard Castle (12 nw. Richmond)

they say (/^r^k'n). least, var.
(fell}).

husband, var. (he^zben'd).
9. coat, var. (kh'^z) clothes. close

by the, var. (haard bisaaidjd'), hard
beside the. door, the sound of (y t )

differs very slightly if at all from
French (y), but the real sounds heard
for this word were difficult to appre-
ciate, and were in fact differently ap-

preciated by JGG. at different times

and from different speakers. He has

lately heard the Swedish y, and thinks

this nearly identical with it. Whether
the sound was exactly the same as the

(y t )
of D 10, 11, 19, is not quite certain.

10. roaring, var. (whfndren) whinge-
ing, compare Salesbury's vvynge (supra,
Part III. p. 763a), also heard at Roth-

bury, Nb. away, in Cu. and We.
(BWEE-), with a much deeper sound.

world, distinctly in two syllables. that

had got sadly frightened, there is no

dialect phrase equivalent to 'fretting.'
11. son's ivife, omitting the posses-

sive 's, var. (do'w kteir )i)l
aa

)> daughter-
in-law.

13. business, var. (djob). Jack,
var. (:djw?oen). don't, the (n) omitted,

compare D 29, var. ii, p. 461
;

this

word sounded to me more like (doot),

and JGG. said that it forcibly reminded

him also of (doot) at first hearing,

especially when lengthened in singing.
Observe that doubt would have been

(dz^ut), and hence quite distinct.

14. home, the aspirate sounded here

to me as (jh) . think on is always used

in the north-west for
' remember ' and

'remind,' as
' I can't think on, you must

think me on't.' that thou art not, var.

(duuit bi), don't be.

15. without reason, var. (widh^ut)
and var. (wi m'^ sens), with no sense.

all I've got to say, var. (mi last

wwwjrd), my last word.

Notes to No. 3, Haices, Yo. D 31
,
V i,

p. 563.

2. nobody, variant (fiuu iwu^&} few

folk.

4. sure, var. (saart'n), certain.

5. bairn, var. (s^n).
9. saw him, var. (seiid}im}, see'd

him.
1 1 . hanging ottt, old people say (a.ut}

.

Notes to No. 4, Lower-Holker-in-

Cartmel, La. D 31, V iii, p. 563,

0. John or (:dj#k').
1. Jim or (lad). thee, used as in

[ 2028 ]
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s.La., as explained in Notes to West

Houghton, p. 337. cares, TH. leaves

the (r) unmarked throughout.
2 . because they

'

re, variant (wi hi; in) .

3. however, TH. writes (wui'ver),
but we should have expected (howi-ver).

4. I heard the same folk say as knew
it all, a various reading by the inform-

ant who has generally abridged the text.

all (AA) or (oo).
5. rate, var. (ttm), time.

7. in a thing of this sort, var. (ebowt
er aan uzben), about her own husband.

8. drunken beast, possibly (blast) or

(sl6wk, sbsmp). TH. uses (u )
for U

partially throughout this region, see

p. 554.

9. saw or (slid). lying atfull reach,

(s^rEtjt out tu l lEnth), stretched out

full length. best or (sw ndB) Sunday.
10. for all, (AA) or (oo).
13. and so then, or (no^ dhEnr

)
now

then.

15. he is a fool, etc., or (EH* jan)z
B feiuul te tAAk [took] wi)6ut rtez'nz),

any one's a fool to talk without reasons.

Notes to No. 5, Coniston, La. D 31,

Y Jib, p. 563.

3. matter, or (kias) case. quiet,

Miss Bell had heard only one old man
use this form, gen. (k;aiet). done,
Mr. Bowness wrote deun, implying

(d/un), which Miss Bell did not know.
Mr. Ellwood thought deedn (d/en).
better.

4. I is, Mr. Bowness wrote Pm.
which Mr. E. says is not known as

part of dialect. -folk, Mr. B. wrote

ftvoke, which older form (fz^ook) Miss
B. did not recognise. enough, no form
of enow known to Miss B.

5. father tongue, Mr. Ellwood says
the possessive 's is not usually omitted.

to speak, so written, and so Miss

Bell, see Intro, to V iii, p. 550. that

I would, Mr. B. added (dhat wod)?),
which Miss B. did not know.

6. now, Mr. B. wrote noo, which
was repudiated both by Mr. E. and
Miss B., but as Coniston is so near

the s. hoose line 6, no doubt many
(n^u) speakers are heard there. too,

this is generally replaced by (en oo),
and all. ivon't she, (weent sh^i at full

contracted into (w^tre) according to

Miss BeU.
7. over, this was Miss B.'s pron.
8. beast or (r^bish, t^strel) rubbish,

taistril, the last a n. country word for

a scoundrel. calls, Mr. B. wrote

cooas, cwooas, which both Mr. E. and
Miss B. repudiated. husband, (man)
more usual.

9. eyes, Mr. B. wrote een ees, but
Miss B. only knew (aiz). ground,
Mr. B. wrote simply grund, the sound
was difficult to catch, but it came to

me from Miss B. like (gr^nd), the (^)
is frequent before (r) according to JGG.
in D 31, and I seemed to recognise it

in Miss B.'s (n^t, gr^nd) not, ground.
It is probably the same sound which
occurs in No. 10, and there marked

(yi), see Intro, to No. 10, p. 560.

door stone, or threshold, Mr. B. wrote

duer, and Mr. E. preferred dewer,
hence probably (diuer) or (diuur) may
be heard from older people, as in Nos.

6, 7, 10. down, here again Mr. B.
\vrote doon.

10. bairn, Mr. E. and Miss B. re-

pudiated the form (beern). frightened,

suggested by Miss B., Mr. B. wrote in

afreedt (in u frt'at).

11. out, Mr. B. wrote oot. to dry,
see Intro, to V iii, p. 555. washing,
Mr. E. gave (weishin), it will be seen

that this does not occur in D 31, but

is found in D 30.

12. afternoon, Mr. B. wrote efter-

neun, Mr. E. preferred efternean, Miss

B. gave (nuun) here, but (ntim) in

the cwl.

13. more than, Mr. E. preferred

(meer dhen) . John, in this place Miss

B. admitted (:djuen), but not in the

title. either, Mr. E. admitted dental

or rather alveolar
( td^r), Miss B. did

not employ them, but TH. says their

use is quite prominent.
14. I is going home, Mr. B. wrote

Pin gaen heam, I follow Miss B. at

crowing, written fcraairf
'

,
with variant

ta craa, it seems as if Mr. B. used at

crowing to escape at crow, see Intro, to

V iii, p. 555.

15. poor fool, Mr. B. gave as a

variant full. Mr. E. says that peeur

feeul are not heard here.

Notes to No. 6, Casterton for Kirkby
Lonsdale, We. D 31, V iii, p. 563.

5. Pd trust him at speak, observe

at for to. Var. (aai)l t?po-d)/m ht\i)l

sp^ik), I'll uphold him, he'll speak.

any (e xni) is an older form than

(oni) .

7. wrong, Mrs. Wilson could not

remember (w'ra^). thing or (point).

[ 2029 ]
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8. telling thee, or (see^n) saying.
man or (Iwzbimd).

13. until to do, the hiss of (wh) in

while is weak.
14. so sharp to crow, so sharp at

crow, would be more natural, but the

dialect is rather mixed at Casterton,

see par. 11 at dry, and par. 15 note

at say ;
also p. 550.

15. that's my last word or (dha^s
AA ai)v giten ut see^ that's all I've

got to say.

Notes to No. 7, Dent, Yo. D 31,

V iii, p. 563.

0. for, the (r) was fully trilled.

3. is the (ist), the German form, is

occasionally used for is, without any
contraction of is it. In this case it

was perhaps due to the following (t

1

),

and perhaps (is)t' faks) would be more
correct.

7. shouldn't, observe the unusual

form (sad'nt), comparable with (wad'nt)
would not. wrong, remembered

(w'raq), but ('raq) given as a variant.

what dost thou, and then Mr. Par-

rington added (Bbawt it dhisEl
1

?), about

it thyself, which was not in the original.
14. at crowing, this must be the

sense as it stands, but it looks as if it

were meant for (rat kraa) at crow.

Notes to No. 8, Sedberg, Yo. D 31,
V iii, p. 563.

In these notes the variants of the

Cautley version are referred to by C.

prefixed ;
the text gives only the Sed-

berg version.

0. John, C.
(idjwwWjBn).

1. thee, C.
(jz'ii).

at this news of
mine, C. (et t' niuuz rat ai)v giten te

tEl JB), at the news that I've got to

tell you. cares, C. (kt'^z fu -dhat),
cares for that, obs. omitted (r).

neither, C. (nEEdh^r). there, the
form (dh/jajr), like (im'^r), par. 13, is

peculiar to the s. side of the rocky
backbone of the Lake District. JGG.
says

' ' the geological formation of the

country in part determines the dialect by
determining the kind of pasturage which
the various kinds of people followed."

2. feiv, or (fiuw men), C
(*'t)s fiuu

f-MM
1
k i3t dwjz'nt 1/jiv laq Bt Ef

(

tehr

dlw,)r laft at) it's few folk that does
not live long at-after they're laughed
at. "At-after" is a regular s.We.
and n.La. phrase. Mr. Peacock in his

Lonsdale Glossary compares Danish

efterat. we know that, C adds (wt^il

emtjf) well enough. make, or (nu^ajk),
C (mak em d/

ti). it is'nt, C (it)s

nyjt) it's not is it, JGG. writes

(ijzs)t) here, and C (nzs)t).
3. these are the facts of the case,

var. (aaj)l tEl dhu AA! ub^ut it) I'll

tell thee all about it. prithee, C
(djw^t) just. my lad, C (fr^nd).
while = until, C (whail). done, C
(dwjn). hark thou, C (lis'n nz^u),
listen now.

4. / am certain, C (aai)z siuur) I

am sure. heard, C (hii^rd). say so,

C (tEl vbtiiUt it). job, C (thiq) -from
the first, C inserts (vare) . that did I
safe enough, C (ai iz 'dhat siuur 'en^f)
I am that sure enough.

5. youngest lad, C (jurist baarn).

nine, C (nain). old C (AAld).

tongue, C (vois). all, C (AA!). squeak-

ing, C (akttn'jiki). and P II uphold it,

he's a lad, etc., C (^n ai)d epo-d)^,

Ht^i)! ny t
t

It'ji)
and I'll uphold it, he'll

not lie, or C (ai,d ^ry^tjim et sptVk)
t' ^riuuth Eni dEE, az'ji wad -dhat

nw^), I'd trust him at (=to) speak the

truth any day, aye, I would that now.
6. woman, also C (bodi) = person,

singular of folk or people. straight,
C (s^rEk). any, C (mitj). any
bother, Sedberg inserted here (what-

*iv^ir)> which it was not convenient to

insert in the text. I'm sure, this em-

phatic pron. of ' sure
'

is stated to be

common among old people all over the

country, but chiefly in Swaledale, We.
and e.Cu., the first (si) is very short,
and is followed by the

(;)
check closure

of the vocal chords, which explode

suddenly on an intensified (*uu). This
is not given in the C version, which has

C (alji wad'nt sh^ ?) , aye, wouldn' t she ?

7. she told, C (sh?! tBld). /, C (i).

times, C (taimz) without nasality. did

she, C (-dhat did she?,). shouldn't,

Sedberg, or (wad'nt) wouldn't.

wrong, S with ('r), C (faar raq) far

wrong, with inserted far and (TO).

this, C (dhis'n). ivhat dost thou think

about it, C (what dujJB -tluqk?).
8. very well, C (waaiji?). then, C

(dhEn). as I was telling, C (vz)i WEZ

SEE^n). would tell thee the same, C
(w^d tel dhe), with 'the same.' she,

C (shaj). drunken, C (/l^k'n).
husband, C or (ma'n).

9. she, C (sh^.with, C (wi).

lying, C inserts (laq s^ra'^kt) long
stretched. atop the ground, C restores

(top B)t' gn^n'd) atop of the ground.
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best, C (gwd). coat, C
close beside, etc., C reads

bisaidjt
1

), or (klww^BS tB;tf diuuBr BV
iz aan LHt^us) hard beside, or close to

the door of his own house. in the, C
(Bt t

1

). lane, C (Iwuu^Bnin) .

10. says she, C (sh^ sEd) she said.

little petted lass, C (lail ls Bt WBZ
sadl* fr/jit'nd), little lass that was sadly

frightened.
11. her daughter-in-law, C (!AA),

or (f s^n waif), the son's wife. side,

C (said) without nasality. dry, C
either (Bt) or (te ^rai). OH<?, C (BV B).

12. wAite, C (whail). -for the, C

(fBr). one bright, C inserts (fain).

come, C (k^), and omits next.

Thursday, C (thw^zd^).
13. dost, C (dBs) weak. never

learned, C (n^v^r Lnaard) never heard.

more, C (mEE^r) certainly more
modern than (im ^ar) . job, C (bizn^s)
business. while, C (whail). swrg, C

(siuu^r), see par. 6. John or (:djoni),C

(Ajwuutfn) Shepherd, C (rs

BUJI). 0<w, etc.,

, mainds)tB 'dhat nz^u), want

neither, mindst thou that now? the

interrogation form of imperative, see

p. 596, 1. 4.

14. I will away, C (ai;z gaaen).
to the, C (tB m/). night, C (n/jit).

so, C (si). at crow, C (et kraain)

evidently a ' correction
'

by the in-

formant. again, S or (i3g/ 1
a

1n).

t'other, C (t^dh^r).
15. ifs, C ([H^ijz). fool, (fiuul) is

the pron. of the old, ^f^ul) of the

younger men, C (f,ul). my last word,
C also (AA! aijv git'n rat SEE), all I've

got at (=to) say. night, C (nt^it).

Notes to No. 12, KirJcby Stephen, We.
D 31, V iv, p. 563.

3. those are the facts of the case. It

would come more natural to a speaker
to say (hodj)i ! it)s djz^st ht'^r nt^u !)

hold ye, it's just here now.
6. she would (do) that, or (wad'nt

sh^! ?) wouldn't she ?

7. what dost thou think? or (what
de 'j/ji think), what do -ye think ?

11. back yard, or (ba L
k saaid) back

part or side.

13. job or (bizny^) business.

Notes to No. 13, Crosby Ravensivorth,
We. D 31, V iv, p. 563.

9. good Sunday coat, or

kh'Z better-more clothes.

13. and I do not care, or (tm)i

kae^), with
(i)

for (a) I, and

(M tt) for don't. either, more usually

(6^do>ur).
14. sharp, or (r^di) ready. when

he (when)'e), or (when)i).
15. only a weak fool, or (nobrat v

daft un) only a daft one.

Notes to No. 14, Temple Sowerby, We.
D 31, V iv, p. 563.

1. neighbour or (nEEb^r ).
tale or

(niuuz) news.
2. fewfolk die or (fww^k d%z't dt^i),

folk don't die. we know that, here
Mrs. A. inserts gaily well

;
such as we

die indeed ! (gEElt wt^il, sek vz -hwjZ

d^i
iend'

1
id

!),
where observe (ht^z)

emphatic for MS, the s. Scotch say (haz),
the only word to which they prefix an
unauthorised (h). 'that is it not, but
the 'that' has the weak form (et)

strengthened.
3. man, (min) is a diminutive, and

is used in a depreciatory or familiar

manner, (hy Lri(l)
is much more digni-

fied.

4. say so, either (SB 'stiGj) with the

emphasis on the second word, or (-SEE

s/jCj) with emphasis on the first.

whole thing or (bizn^z) business.

5. nine, both (m^in, naain) are used.

7. ought not or (swd'nt) should not.

wrong (w'raq) with old people still.

9. see'd him or (SAA) im) saw him.

10. says she, (she sh^i) so dictated,

the s of say becoming assimilated to

the following (sh). world, the form

(waard'l), which was so dictated,

reminds one of the Dv. (waRd'l), but

I have not met with it elsewhere.

1 1 . and that or (dhis AA) this all.

son wife or (dowt^r i IAA) daughter-
in-law.

12. come next or
(ki^mji?)

come the.

13. know or (tnhAA) ,
this was perhaps

more exactly Mrs. A.'s pron.

Notes to No. 15, Milburn, We. D 31,

V iv, p. 563.

2. gaily well, introduced apparently
from Mrs. Atkinson. that do we,

the (-Bt) emphatic, but retaining the

(B) sound, or else (dmiBt WB ?)
don't

we . what should make them die? or

(whajt /z)tB in la^in tB majk B bodi

d/,i?) what is there in laughing to

make a body die ? The (iz)ts) stands

for (iz dh*,r), the (dh) changed to (t)

by the influence of the preceding (z),
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the (r) omitted and consequently the

(9^ falling into the usual (B).

3. however or (Bwwv^r ). case or

(mat^r )
matter. AoW % or (nad

tt) which dh assimilated. my lad or

(frtn'd) Avith () and not (y^.got
done or (d/^n) done, or (gt'n mi
niuuz telt, mi kraks de'^n wi), got my
news told, my cracks talk done with.

list ye, or (las)te m^u, la^dlve nw^u),
list thou now.

4. heard the folk or (haar d dhem)
heard them. enough or (im&jf).

5. wii? years old or (n/jin j^r ool'd) .

and I would, etc., or (f?n)i3
wad

,t/X8t
'nim te sp/jik)t' v

t
k

rmiith eni

dEE, EE'i ma^i wad)i), and I would
trust -him to speak the truth any day,

aye, marry, would I.

6. old either (AAl'd) or (ool'd). too

or (t/e). mickle bother or (mitj rad^u)
much ado.

7. she telt me so (sz^e, st^i, sa^aj)

fltt^ I'm swre A she, etc., or
('sh/ji)

emphatic. wrong or (i3r aq' w'raq').
what do -you think or (what dra JB

thiqk ebe^ut it?), what do you think

about it ?

8. saying or (telun O)JB) telling of

you. too or (tre). oWor (ool'd).
9. with her or (wi vd)<^r ). long

stretched, or (AA iz laq lenth) all his

long length. in his best Sunday coat

or (ev iz bet^^me kl/^z), in his

better-more, i.e. better clothes.

11. sow wife or (d6^t<?ur i IAA)

daughter-in-law. back side or (fool'd)
fold. hanging or (hiq^n). washing
or (wEsh-Bn).

12. of Thursday or (ku nekst

thmi^zdv), come next Thursday.
13. know, (nhoo) is used by old

people.^job or (bizn^s) business.

until (whel, tel, t'l). John or
(rdja^).

do not (dwjVBnt) does not occur in

any other example I have obtained.

Compare Nb. (dv'nt).
14. tells thee or (tAAks).
15. fool or

(ffc^l). prattles or

(tja1t.fe?i vrz) chatters. without or

(wi kdut).

Notes to No. 16, Langwathby, Cu.
D 31, V iv, p. 563.

2. wo, sometimes (ny^), but (nw^)
was adopted as general. know, (nhoo)
was usually dictated (tnhoo), as in Mrs.
Atkinson's case, JNo. 14, merely an
emphatic utterance of (nhoo).

3. my lad or (fr^nd) friend. done
or (dt>,n).

4. thing or (biz'n^s) business.

enough or (em'^f).
5. him or (-him).
6. too (iiu) or

(t*i*i).

9. swore, but (swt^a'r )
as in No. 15,

is the common form of the district.

nook or (m'^k) nook.

10. says she, see No. 14, and note

on par. 10, p. 599.

11. daughter-in-laiv, (f s?^n waaif),
the son's wife, the 's regularly omitted.

washing, with either (-ran) or (-in),
the two forms of participle and verbal

noun are therefore confused.

1 2 . Thursday, JGG . thought he heard
Miss Powley once say (thww^zdra), and
believes that both forms are used.

14. so, both forms (st^, si v} are

used.

Notes to No. 17, Ellonby, Cu. D 31,

V iv, p. 563.

4. tell about it, the usual expression,
but sometimes (SEE) say.

5. I ivould trust him, in such a case

as this the emphasis would most likely
be laid on the verb

;
if laid on the

pronoun, it becomes (-him). aye I
would, old people would say ('i3t

wa xd)i).

6. that will she, my blood ! but icon t

she !
'

my sang
'

is my blood, a mild

form of swearing; or (wil sb?! nist)

^will she not ?

7. when I, (when)e) marked how-
ever as (when)a), where (a) is an

obscure sound, reminding the hearer

of (a) without quite reaching it, and

again (dhisan SEEan) and in all

participles, for which (a
c

)
I write (u)

simply, as the sound was by no means
certain.

8. man or (hw^b'nd).
9. loning or (lonin) =lane.

13. job or (bizm/s) business.

Notes to No. 18, Keswick, Cu. D 31,

V v, p. 563.

1. who, this (whoo) is a mere town
form.

2. know, the form (nhoo) not re-

membered, (naa) is used in Borrowdale,
the long narrow valley running s. from

Derwentwater, from 4 to 7 s. Keswick.

3. so, the (a) marks a faintly indicated

sound of (aj), (soa) in Borrowdale ;
it

would be difficult to distinguish (a, B),

and (a) may be only a personal peculi-

arity. friend, in the same way (e)
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represents a sound of (e) rendered in-

distinct.

4. through, this (e'u) may have been

really (ee'u).

5. for all it was so, or with a dif-

ferent emphasis (fw^ oo -t)waz SB) for

all it -was so.

6. old, Borrowdale (aald). much,
also (mikel).

7. two or three (tw/^thr /^) with-

out 'or,' Borrowdale. wrong, almost

-),
old people said (w'r^q).

Notes to No. 19, Clifton, Cu. D 31,
Y v, p. 563.

0. what, the (wh, w) vary from

person to person, (w) is more common
near the Solway Frith, the (a) was

distinctly not (a^, indeed, had I not

throughout these cs. adopted JGG.'s

conception (p. 539) that (aa, a) are

always fine, I should have written it

(a
1

),
but as here (a,) is used as the

deep sound in German mann, which
must be written (majn), although I

should generally write (man) simply,
the use of (a

1

)
would be too great a

contrast to (a^. Perhaps JGG. would
have written the sound

( va) as an ad-

vanced (a). On the whole, I consider

it safer to use (a) only. /or, the (r)

was trilled by Mr. Hetherington very

distinctly when final or before conso-

nants
;
whether this is a general habit,

I cannot say ; very possibly not so.

John, the (dj) was distinctly labialised

even to the eye. doubts was (duuts),
and neither (dw^ts) nor (d^uts). But

(wjU) occurs as in now, par. 2.

1. neighbour, the broad (EE) is used

here and elsewhere by the older people

only, the younger use (ee). neither,

distinctly (du), not at all labialised fro

(6u) ;
in the last syllable, and generally,

I could not detect any difference from
the common final (OT).

2. know, not with (nh) or (tn).

should, (swd) is becoming gradually re-

placed by (shttd)
.

3. however, this form is common and
not exceptional, (he^wi'v^r, hswt'VBr)
are both new forms. hold thy, (ti) is

the older and rarer form, (dhi) newer.

done or (diw^n).
4. rs, (aa) is used only when em-

phatic, otherwise (a). those folk, here

I heard what seemed like (^j), and in

(ft^-ook) the
(f)

was distinctly labialised,

the inflation of the upper lip, which is

characteristic of (w), being clearly seen,
as Mr. H. pronounced the word.

5. knew, (ken) when there's re-

cognition, Fr. connaitre
; (noo) when

there's knowledge, Fr. savoir ;
thus (a

ken im) I know him, but (a
1 noo et

h?)z gaan hid'm) I know that he's gone
home.

7. told me it, the older construction

is (telt it nu,i) told it me. when, Mr.
H. says he never heard (wh) in when,
but always in who, wh\c\\, where.

wrong, if (w) precede, it is not distinct,
at most (raq, 'raq).

8. found, usually (fz/jnd) not (fand),
and the (dj is heard, as also in .(gr^nd)
ground. husband, (man) is common.

9. eyes, both (t'^in) and (aiz) are

used by the same people. coat (kh'az)

clothes, would be better.

10. ivhindging, (w) here more com-
mon than

(AV!I) ; (j^iil) yowl is used
for either an adult or a child.

11. the daughter-in-law, her would
not be used, only the, similarly

' he and
the son-wife,' not 'he and his son's

wife.'

14. home, this (jam) is the commonest

form, but (hra.m) is also used.

15. good Vye seldom used, and so is

also (farwe-1). I doubt the form (bo*),

although Mr. H. wrote it distinctly in

glossic [baoy].

Notes to No. 20, Abbey Holme or Holme

Cultram, Cu. D 31, V v, p. 563.

0. for, the (r)
is very faint, no

proper trill, very different from the

Scotch, although Mr. Ellwood con-

sidered it to be the same. I could not

identify it with the London (r ),
and

hence I adopt (r), which I have used

in so many previous versions.

1. that, I did not notice (a^ here

or elsewhere, but I cannot be certain.

here there, I did not notice (^i), only

.(ti). Mr. E. wrote simply ee = (ii).

2. know, Mr. E. considered it was

(tnoo), but, as I heard him, he said

simply (noo).
6. much, (mik'l) also used, not

(mitj).
10. crooning, Mr. E. says "it is

usually used in the dialect for the

whining noise made by a cow, also by
a drunkard, or any whining sound. It

is much more expressive for the sound

of a drunkard than our word whine."

pet, a common word.

1 1 . her, it is possible that the sound

was really meant for (h^r), but it came

to my ear exactly like a broad (har),
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and Mr. E. compared it to the pron.
of the biblical name Hur. son's wife,

much commoner than (dow^r in IAA)

daughter-in-law, which is also used.

Notes to No. 21, Carlisle, Cu. D 32,

Y i, p. 563.

5. Jcent or (ken'd) knew.
6. ivoman or (bodi) body.
7. wrong, with a slight vowel initial

or (w'raq).
8. goodman or (hwjzbWd).
9. sware, the (y^ represents (y)

spoken with a peculiar widening of the

pharynx, which makes the sound some-

what different from any form of (y t).

The sound noted may, however, have

been only Mrs. A.'s attempt to imitate

the true sound, and even that may have

been an individuality ;
but JGG. states

that he has heard it from other old

people. lying or (lar-en). on the

or (etop B dhe) atop of the. good

Sunday coal or (bet^^m^r kh'^z)
bettermore clothes.

10. in a fright, not 'in a fret' as

was intended, but the word does not

seem to be used in the dialect.

11. son's wife or (d&w^r zn IAA).
13. job or (ma^r , bizny^) matter,

business.

14. going or (ga^n) ganging.
night, Mrs. Anderson remembered

(nE'/kjht). quick crow, or (kroo).
15. poor, similarly (dy^r , sy^r ,

myi*ir > flyi9 i
r

) door, sure, moor,
floor

; but a ' form '

to sit on is (foorm)
with o in sivore, but (fo^j^i^m) at Mil-

burn, We. wisdom, or (r%iz'n)
reason. word or

Notes to No. 22, Knaresdale, Kb.
D 32, V i, p. 563.

I. both (bi^Eth), misprinted with

(it,) on p. 564, last line. JGG.
writes (n

l

)
in place of

(ii), as a

general rule. I do not distinguish
these two sounds, but of course

(i x i, i
}

ij, i i
1

)
form a series for ears

capable of distinguishing the sounds,
and probably the difference is very
perceptible from native speakers in

conversation, though it evades analysis.
However I retain JGG.'s symbol. The

(E) is quite distinct.

3. till I be done, the use of this be

is very suspicious.
10. world, JGG. wrote (waar'ld), as

in par. 3 he wrote (faarst). In re-

vising with me he introduced the sign

(a ),
this like (au )

was one of the signs
for this vowel affected by (r) which we

agreed afterwards to write (9^, which
is the symbol I retain. He says that

with regard to all these sounds ' ' there

seems to be a gradual glide from ()
with an

(i) tongue point through pure

(u) to (t?). That is to say, the (u)

position is held from first to last, but

at first the point of the tongue is raised

to the
(i) position, and afterwards the

natural vowel (B) is sounded through
the same position on to the buzzed (r) .

This remark applies, I think, to all

the queer anomalous group with altered

(y, d) that I have come across in nw.

Yo., inCu., and We."
II. day (dEE'ij), a trace of this form

is heard in Cu., producing a kind of

tired effect ;
it is not the rule in Cu.,

and is only found in the pause.

TRADITIONAL NAMES OF PLACES IN EDENSIDE.

The above is the title of a paper read before the Cu. and ~\Ve.

Antiquarian and Archasological Society by Mr. J. G. Goodchild, at

Penrith, in January, 1881, which with his permission I reproduce
from the Transactions of the above Society almost at length, but

differently arranged. Owing to his connection with the Government

Geological Survey, JGG. had to spend many years in this neigh-
bourhood in the most out-of-the-way places, and amidst the rocks and
hills that there abound, all of which have traditional names, which the

orthography generally used fails to convey. JGG., who commonly
used palaeotype to express sounds, employed it in this paper to

represent these names as spoken, and this gives an additional reason,
if one were wanted, for introducing it in this book, for which pal.
has been mainly invented, extended, and familiarly used. JGG.

says :
" The researches of philologists have made it clear that it is
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unsafe to hazard an opinion upon the etymology of these place-
names. Within the hydrographical basin of the Eden, or what,
for convenience sake, it would be well to call by the name
EDENSLDE [D 31, Yar. iv, p. 555], we have evidence that there
have been in use an unknown form of Iberian speech ;

the form, or

forms, of Celtic current in the old kingdom of Strathclyde, also

practically unknown; the various dialects of the Angles, which
were probably as diverse in their day as are the dialects of the

parts the Angles came from, at the present day ;
unknown forms

and dialects of a more decidedly Scandinavian character
; and, lastly,

superposed upon the foundation formed by these diverse elements,
forms of the literary English of every period from the earliest

times to the present day. Under these circumstances it becomes
difficult for any man to decide, in the present state of philological

knowledge, what words are corruptions of words of known
meaning, and what are veritable relics of former speech, now all

but lost. I am not so sanguine as to believe that the view that the

traditional names of places are the original forms and their literary
forms their corruptions will meet with general acceptance. . . .

Acting on this principle I have thought it best to lay before the

Society simply a collection of facts, just as they were received from
the dialect-speakers themselves. The plan I have adopted is to

place on record the pronunciation of eveiy place-name, where this

differs in any way from its literary form as expressed on the

Ordnance Maps, and to record all names not on the maps that are

spelled with approximate correctness, when these names serve the

purpose of shewing that a particular termination exists in various

names throughout the length and breadth of Edenside. A large

proportion of the names in the list is from my own notebook, but I

have gladly availed myself of the aid of others. Amongst these

are the late talented Mrs. Atkinson, of Winderwath [see p. 561],
who collected many words with a view of bringing out a list

jointly with myself ;
Miss Powley, of Langwathby, Mr. J. Bain-

bridge [see p. 562], Mrs. Graham, and Mr. Wm. Birket, of Penrith
;

Mr. Dover, of Woodfoot [see p. 560], Mr. John Eobinson, of

Milburn, and lastly, Mr. William Atkinson, [then] of the Science

Schools, South Kensington, who has placed his knowledge of the

subject entirely at my disposal. Other helpers, too numerous to

particularize, have taken more or less interest in the subject."

Localities and Arrangement.

JGG. has generally, not always, assigned a "locality" as he terms it, to the

name, and has also generally, not always, given the usual spellings of the names
of the places mentioned. In order to save space I here give a list of these

localities in alphabetical order and numbered, and subsequently I refer to them

by these numbers.
JGG.'s arrangement is generally (there are a few exceptions) by the sound in

which the names end, and these form the "
original categories," which have been

left undisturbed, and numbered i. to xl. But the names in each category have

been re-arranged according to the number of the locality in which it occurs.
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"When several names are referred to the same locality, the number is repeated
before each one. The order is always : first, the number of the locality ; next,

the name of the place in pal. ;
and then in the ordinary spelling in italics when

given by JGG., and if not so given, by a dash . Sometimes the localities are

very vague, as simply 21 Cu. and 74 We. Sometimes two or more localities are

assigned to the same name. In this case generally the number of the other

locality is added in [ ] to each, and the name is given under each locality. The
reader will thus be able to find the pron. of all the names here given for any
locality. But very frequently no locality is named, generally, says JGG., because

the name referred to is not recorded on the Ordnance Maps, and then the number
is used. Sometimes "various localities" are assigned to a name, but not

written. In this case they are numbered 00. Sometimes one locality is given,
and others unnamed are said to occur. In this case -f- is added to the number of

the locality actually given.
The particular form of pal. used after discussion with JGG. is given on p. 539,

as explained by himself in this paper.
No locality assigned. 1 Ainstable. 2 Appleby. 3 Ash Fell, We. 4 Bampton.

5 (given in error). 6 Barton. 7 Bewcastle. 8 Blencarn. 9 Blenco. 10 Broad-

field. 11 Brougham. 12 Caldbeck. 13 Calthwaite. 14 Carlisle. 15 Carrath.

16 Carrick. 17 Colby. 18 Croglin. 19 Crossfell. 20 Crosby Ravensworth.

21 Cumberland. 22 Dacre. 23 Dent. 24 Dufton. 25 Edenhall. 26 R.
Glenderaterra. 27 R. Glenderamackin. 28 Greygarth Fell. 29 Greystoke.
30 Hawes Water. 31 Hesket Newmarket. 32 Howgill Fells. 33 Ivegill.
34 Kaber. 35 Kendal. 36 Keswick. 37 King's Meaburn. 38 Kirkby
Stephen. 39 Kirkby Thore. 40 Kirklaud. 41 Knock. 42 Langwathby. 43
Lowther. 44 Mallerstang. 45 Mardale. 46 Martindale. 47 Melmerby. 48
Mickel Fell. 49 Milburn. 50 Milburn Grange. 51 Morland. 52 Mungrise-
dale. 53 Orton, We. 54 Ousby. 55 Penrith. 56 Penrith side of Eamont

Bridge. 57 Penruddock. 58 Plumpton. 59 Pooley. 60 Rose Castle. 61

Saddleback. 62 Shap. 63 Skelton. 64 Skiddaw. 65 Skirwith. 66 Sowerby
Row. 67 Stainmoor. 68 Stenkrith. 69 Temple Sowerby. 70 Thirlmere.

71 Tirril. 72 Troutbeck. 73 Ullswater. 74 Westmorland. 75 Whinfell,
76 Wilbert Fell, We. 77 Winskill. 78 Yorkshire. 00 various unnamed
localities

;
a -f- added to the number shews that other localities are mentioned

but not named.

List of Names.

1. Names ending in (e). 8 st?^rbB m'wk Sturla Nook. 12 whelps Whelpa.
21 skidtj Skiddaw. 21 kAAdu Caldew. 21 torpeni3 Torpenhow. 22 Wjlkite
Ulcat Bow. 39 loo a^B Low Abbey. 41 bw^mj Journey Hill. 41 flegdu

Flagdaw. 46 bei'dra Beda Fell. 49 wh'aaite . 55 baarke Barcoc. 55

thajkB bek Thaclcay Seek. 55 wwftj Wolfa. 57 steady Stoddah. 64 -f kAAve
Calva. 67 dw

t
mt! krajg Dummah Cr.ag. 67 pl^ke Plucka Tarn. 67 wwjufu

Woufa. 69 Hhf^utsu Houtsay. 70 sta^-e Stanah. 74 ryd'lst? Riddlesay. 74
rodhi3 Rawthay. 74 teibu Tebay. 00 paaike . 00 grans kr^g . 00

. 00 risps .

32+ HhEE^slre Hareshaiv. 32 bwjshe Biishaw.

00 wetshe . 00 lofsliB .

1 ska^u Skarrow Hill. 8 mu^v Moray Hill.

Skarrowmanwick. 49 silv^r ^ ba
t
nd Silver

a^s Arey Force. 73 shajr ^ bee Sharrow Bay. 74
74 baB Barrow Moor. 00 dokrB . 00 seto l re

Setterah.

iv. Names ending in (ske). 2 [with 17] minsk^ . 17 minske . 21

nhajskt? Harescengh. 21 [with 72] Lske . 21 [with 72] flw^kt? Fluskew.
21 norskB Northsceugh. 21 ba^ke Barco Dyke. 37 baarnsk Barnskew. ;->8

gr^jmske . 41 kosks Cosca. 47 [with 54] mw^ke Muska. 49 thr/?/ske
. 54 [with 47] nw,ske Muska. 55 sk^j^mskB Scumsceuah. 71 uhiusku

Heughscar. 72 [with 21] lisku . 72 [with 21] flasks Fluskew. 00
Fiasco Flaskew Fluskew, etc.

[ 2036 ]

ii. Names ending in (shs).
49 Hhiq/shi? Hanging Shaw.

iii. Names ending in ri3.
18 daairB . 21

Band. 73 EEre

Musgrave.
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v. Names ending in (!B). br^dlu Bradley. 8 gr'XmplB Grumpley Hill.

21 rosh Eosley. 30 [with 36] wall? Wallow Crag. 31 HhAAtls Haltdiff.

0]32 kAAtlu Gautley. 36 [with 30] wait? TTaWow Cray. 41 [between this and

50] kouzlu . 47 melke bek . 48 finlu kas'l . 49 kaarhj ba,nd .

49 kaarle . 50 [between this and 41] kowzlt? . 51 Hhezle Hesley. 54
kokle Cocklock Scar. 54 Hlw^slu maai^r Hustley Mire. 56 kemple Kempley.
73 pwjuh? Pooley. 74 bain .Beto. 74 Hhaartb, Hhaarkli? Hartley. 00 seib .

vi. Names ending in (rath). krt'z<geth Crewgarth. sihjth Silloth. 36

a^mbBth Armboth. 69 skaa/geth Skygarth.
vii. Names ending in (wyth). Compare xi (weth) . sajndwyth .

12 laainwyth Linewath. 57 skitwyth bek Skitwath. 74 [above 41]
nhelwyth .

viii. Names ending in (ryth). 21 [or 55] pt'Vryth Penrith. 21+ sk*
1
r yth

Skirrfith. 74 stenkryth steqkryth Stenkreth. 74 ka^yth Carrath. 78

grgryth Greygarth Fell. [With the (r).] 12 [a mine] >d v
r igyth .

ix. Names ending in (-em) . Usually spelled with either final holme o. .

but many of the names are applied to places that never can have had any
claim to either of these terminations. brigBm ba^k Brigham Bank. 7

sp/ydtydBin Spadeadam. 21 nfwsem Newsham. 21 sebXr^m Sebergham. 26

br'Xndem bek . 38 a^gr^m Angerholme. 43 bwjkem Buckholme. 74

a^kem Askham. 74 br^uBm Brougham. 74 flitem Flitholme.

x. Names ending in (n). bekfeHken Beckfellican. 9 tzmp^ 1
r 'cn . 21

[with 7^ifiimvnbi't-gllamont Bridge. 21 lajqunbt Langwathby. 21 k^j^og-l^n
Croglin. 29 gilkAA-mtjn Gilcambon Beck. 36

sefrenebajn-iim
. 38 mAAsten

Mallerstang. 45 mz^izBU bek Measand Beck. 49 lei^^r^n h'zdj . 53

SMjnbf'g'Bn Sunbiggin. 55 seL^im Celleron. 62 kaa^Hhj^l'tjn . 67
owsBnthet Oxenthwaite, 69 owsenstaind Oxenstand. 73 Hhajl^n krajg Hallin

Crag. 73 glenrid-^n Glenridding. 73 dz^nmAA'lim Dunmallet. 74 [with 21]

li&jinmbrig Eamont Bridge. 74 k^i^bi steb^n Kirkby Stephen. 74 ajk?|r en

ba^k Acorn Bank. 74 gaar^h^r^n Gaythorn. 00 nibik^n Newbiggtn [3 or

more places].
xi. Names ending in (weth). Compare with the names given under vii (wyth).
waaidweth Widewath. 12 laaiiiweth Linewath. [above 41] nhelweth

gil . 57 skitwBth Skitwath Beck.

xii. Names ending in (ten). These are commonly regarded as mere mis-

pronunciations of the final syllable -ton
;
but I have thought it safer to record

the facts, be their significance what it may. baarten Barton. AAsten
Alston. mAAsten Mallerstang. i^usten Ulverston. 2 nhelten Hilton.

2 niMj^ten Murton. 2 d^ften Dufton. 2 bo?ten Bolton. 21 raakwhten
h^id Eaugliton Head. 21 plw^ten Plumpton. 21 br^nton Brampton. 55
steuten Stainton. 62 batten Bampton. 74 worten Orton.

xiii. Names ending in (ttmt). ^Wjunthet Rounthwaite. krostht;t

Crossthwaite. skAAtliBt rig . k^^th^t Curthivaite. bajs'nth^t
Bassenthwaite. a^Tthet Applethwaite. thAArnthet Thornthwaite.

wanthut Wantliwaite. sh6wlthi{t . oe^th^t . nh/^tliBt kasT

High Head Castle. 21 [with 74] lownth^t Loivnthwaite. 21

Calthwaite. 21 s^uttot Southwaite. 24 blwdh^t Bluethwaite. 33

Smallthwaite. 33 brEEtht Braithwaite. 36 omth^t Ormathwaite. 36

Loivthwaite. 74 [with 21] lowntlret Lownthwaite. 74 6ws^nthBt Oxenthwaitc.

See xxvii.

xiv. Names ending in (fet). wor^-et Overthivaite. 2 sajnfet Sandford. 34

dozwsimfet Dolphin Seat. 38 la^t Ladthwaite. See also
( 1dnfwt, griz'ltet,

setefet).
xv. JVam^s m?w<7 1 (b^tm). This ending is exceedingly common in many

parts of the north-west of England ;
and it is applied occasionally to the heaps of

loose stones cleared off the surface of the land. 17 b^r^nz nhil . 20

Hhaarb^ren Harberwain. 20 im^b^r^n mab^r^n Meaburn. 36 waaib^r^n
Wythburn. 39 b^jr^nz . 49 bc^r^n . 55 siuubor^nz Sewborwens. 62

waaebi^en Wyeburne. 74 klib^irtn Cliburn.

xvi. Names ending in (bi?r ij).
kelbBr t; . thornbi3r i3 Thornbarrow.

6 k^1rkbrB Kirkbarrow. 9 whitber B . 57 k^^bBr ^ Kirkbarrow.
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xvii. Names ending in (1, yl). pe k
to

lk
rBl River PetteriL 55 te^ul Tirril.

00 Hh^qrBl Hh^q^n/1 Hunger Hill.

xviii. Names ending in (sk/l). winskyl [more often] winsksl Winskitt.

lonskyl Lonscale Fell. 21 enskyl . 21 Hhwjdskylz Hudscales. 55 sk^skyl
Skirsgill. 57 swaamskylz Swinescales. 60 gEEtskyl Gaitsgill. 61 bowskyl
Bowscale. 62 roskyl Rosgill. 73 bonskyl . 74 Hha1Y01rskylz . 74

gajskyl tarn . 74 gEEtsk?/! Gaitsgill. 74 thr^^kyl Thrushgill.
The principal vowel (B) in the terminations given above is usually regarded as

a slovenly substitute for one or other of the better recognised sounds. The group
of place-names given next below will suffice to prove that the (B) in the words

given below is not due to careless utterance. The same speakers that employ this

(B) use also the " clear" vowels, and sound them, if anything, more distinctly
than one is accustomed to hear in ordinary received English.

xix. Names ending in (hi). Uniformly sounded (bi) as (a^Pbi, kjrbt,
krosbi), etc. [So written but probably (hi

1

)
or (bi) was meant, see p. 540.]

xx. Names containing or ending in (iq). liqstt^bz Ling Stubbs.

lajmbekiq- Lambecking. liqkrawel . 44 iq^hil Ing Hill. 49 daarl/q .

58 piq'l
1

Plumpton.
xxi. Names ending in (sit, sid). nhaaks/d Hawkshead. ajinTs/d

Ambleside. % ree&ii Rayseat. 16 swAamsit . 17 swaainsit . 21 nEEpst
Knapside Fell. 41 swaaz'sit. 44 swaainsit. 45 selsit Selside. 67 leisit

Ley Seat. 74 ormsit Ormside. 74 krosbi ri^jv'nsit Crosby Ravensworth. 74
leisit Ley Seat. 74 t^usit Toivcet. 74+ selsit Selside. 74 a^Bsit rEEk
Annaside Rake. 75 leisit Ley Seat. 00 jaarlsit Yarlside.

xxii. Names ending in (saaid). 42 skaarsaa/d . 47 Hhaartsaaid . 55
ket'lsaaid . 00 felsaaid .

xxiii. Names ending in (rik, ryk). kalr ^k Carrock Fell. 11 we^^iks
Weatherriggs. 12 kBBlbryk Calebrack. 21 Hhzrk How Rigg (School}. 21

Hh/wrik Hung Rigg (Quarries]. 45 Au
l ^d9 l

rik . 54 b^
Il
te 1rik grEEnz .

62 bt^te^ik Butterwick. 73 nhw^yk wwd .

xxiv. Names ending in (ik) . kezik Keswick. ska^Bmajmk Scarrowmanwick.

grEEstik Greystoke. mwiU^ji^divik Moor Divock. ku^mdivik Cumdivock.
21 wa^r milik Water Millock. 21 penr'Xd'tk Penruddock. 61 dodik

Doddick. 73 nholik nho^ . 73 sa :nik Sandwick. 73 bloerek . 74

spjdk Spurrig End.
xxv. Names ending in (m). sokm)ber . brekm)sla]k Brackenslack.

la
dq maartin Long Marion. tAAkin tarn Talkin Tarn. 2 krekm)throp

Crackenthorpe. 13 b^eki^brwjf . 41 skajbm de^b .

xxvi. Names ending in (i
1

)
or (i). maiUBsti Manesty. 2 kasli Keisley.

58 brokli mziiUr . 74 rezli Reasley. 74 es^i .

xxvii. Names ending in (whit, whEEt, wh^t). brekBnwhit, Brackenthivaite.

aarmwhit Armathwaite. 29 gr/ iinwhEEt Greenthwaite Hall. 36 walwhEEt
Walthwaite.

xxviii. Names ending in (kyt) . threlbyt Threlkeld. 73 spaarkyt Sparkhead
and Sparket. 00 b^r^h/t ^r^ Jftre.

xxix. JN^mes ending in (lyk. lik). 67 gEElyk . 67 m^iUdhlyk Mouthlock.
xxx. Names ending in (throp). nhajkthi^op Hackthorpe. melkmthrop

Melkinthorpe. 2 krekinthrop Crackenthorpe. 23 and 35 nwlthrBp Milnthorpe.
xxxi. Names having distinct (iu) in combination. sk/wf nh/^d Sceugh Head.
sk/wf daaik Sceugh Dyke. laiinsk/Mf Lambsceugh. mid'lskmf Middle-

sceugh. hhu,d'lsk/Mf [older pron. -(skz'wkwh)] Huddlesceugh. k^j^bi
f/'^ir Kirkby Thore. krmgeth Crewgarth. nheg'l fwt Heggle Foot.

ka
t
n^,r Hhmf [older pron. -hwkwh] . 12 nlmjt'n sk/?f Hutton Sceugh. 21

[with 74] Hhwjt'n rmf SMO Roof. 24 blmthBt Bluethwaite. 25 sk*'f .

47 fml ptel Fairy Pool. 49 krwktwaaiz. 55 1/wrn T/ze Luham. 73 glenkw-n
Glencoin. 73 krzkidaatk . 74 [with 78] Imn Zwwe. 74 d/wkBd'l Ducker-
dale. 74 [with 21] Hhw^'n rmf Hutton Roof. 78 Imn im^.

xxxii. Names having distinct (z^a,) iw combination. kz^ajb^r Kaber.

^a^Bn .Kiwr Eamont. sk/,a,lz-HhAA /Smfe* _ffa#. ne^^r^k^a^z
Netherscales. st/iajngilz Stonegill. 19 laal d/ja^ Little Dale. 21 br/^df^iTd
Broadfield. 21 l

i
a

idhz Laiths. 22 dj'^^^ Dacre. 38 n^a^bi Nateby.
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49 j^ud'l d/^1 . 55 di
l
a,

l
lm.i

i
a,

i
n Dalemain. 62 t^a^te^t Tailbert.

66 wh^ajl gil Whale Gill. 74 t' ishifal Hale Field. 74 sl/^ks Sfofo*.

74 wh^aj Whale. 74 krosbi r^'^v'nsit CVosfo/ Ravensworth. 78 ti\a zd'l

xxxiii. JV#w<9 ending in (/IB) or (/JE). 14 -f- r^'jiE Wreay.
xxxiv. Names having a distinct (^a,) in combination.

. nheg'l iM^nin Heggle Lane. 14 kw^jt nhil Cbfe J2#. 16

jzd'l . 22 djw^nbi Johnby. 29 aaik'l lu^mn. 41 klw^jS nh^us
House. 41 kw^t saaik Coatsike. 55 kw^jt klw^s CWtf C7o.%?.

xxxv. Names having a distinct (6u) in combination. bowgajp Hutton

Grange. 21 6wzbi Ousby. 55 f6wr-es Fowrass. 55 b6^ skaar jftow tfmr. 74
bowt'n Bolton. 74 kodbi Colby.

xxxvi. Names having distinct (iuu) iw combination. kwjmriuu Cumreiv.
niuuten Newton Reigny. 2 biuuli kas'l Bewley Castle. 55 siuuborBHZ A&W-
borwens. 73 fiuuzd'l . 73 biuuli

(
or (lu)] Beulah House.

xxxvii. JV^rn^ m^i^ iw (b^j^t). 45 ti'
1
a

1
ll

1
r t Tailbert. 55 sokb^t /S'oc/t-

74 wilb^r ! fel Wildboar Fell.

xxxviii. Names ending in (m^^ ). r^ajgm^r mos Wragmire Moss.

sta^m^ii- . se'im^r taarn . d/^dm^r Dudmire. 36

Thirlmere. 41 ka^'lm^r taarn (7afe Jfir^. 49 oom^r . 52
. 67 blajkm^r . 67 winner Windmoor End.
xxxix. Names ending in (wath). 21 stog'lwath StocMaleivath. 74 windcn-

wath Winderwath.
xl. Addenda and Miscellaneous Names not reducible to any of the above

categories. Hhw,lzw 4
a

v
t<?

lv
r Ullswater. dof'nbi Dovenby. dofenbi

Dolphinby. enstebT Ainstable. su
L
dhd^vnbi Southernby. wesp^i^lrand

Westmorland. k^jm^^l^nd Cumberland. maikwhenbi Maughanby.
ba^Bst Bannest Hill. b^askedfi'lk Bascodyke. ba.rik Barrock

Park. kas'l ka^ik (7s^fe Carrock. nh^i br
b
ig ZfiyA J?ri^tf. st/jil

jet Steelgate. EEket Jet ^ii^^ G^afe. k^ur^g. g^j^sn^p Grass

Knop. 1 bra
1
m3

1
r'

J
i . 2 brekinbc?^ Brackenber. 6 tb.oorp . 10

aa/t'nf^iTd . 13 EEkba^k Oakbank. 14 warik Warwick. 21 Wjk'lb^r
skaar Oglebird Scar, Temple Sou-erby. 21 wtli bwjii^r skaar Wildboar Scar.

21 wilbeimfk Willybower Nook. 21 mel^^bi Melmerby. 21 gajm^xbi
Gamblesby. 21 lal sa^T ii^^fo Salkeld. 21 g^t sa^T (7r^^ Salkeld. 21

la^Bnbi Langwathby. 21 bz^ste bek . 21 roo bek Tfoe ^c/;. 21 blenkaa-rn
Blencairn. 21 k^k^zTd Kirkoswald. 21 [and 74] kodbek CfaWfocA Caldbeck.

21 bh'.izf 1 ^toe JfeW. 21 mngr aai-zd'l Mungrisedale. 21 waanf'l TT^w Jfe.
21 skiprig . 24 nhAAst^idz Hallsteads. 27 graaizdTbek . 36 [with

67+] borBd'l Borrowdale. 36 fornsyt . 38 skelsiz Skelcies. 40 aar'l

Hb,id Ardale Head. 41 Hh^w^jr ^ bek part of Swindale Beck. 43 whip^st/jidz

Whitby Steads. 47 shil grm Shield Green. 51 lEEdh^ . 52 Hhez'liih^st
. 54 HhaaikBp High Cap. 55 AAlbi Aldby. 55 lajq^shiz Milestone House.

55 nbEEmz The Queen's Haims. 55 bra^^r ^ . 55 lajnfwts Landsfoot. 55

nh/jirSg Highrigg. 57 ber^r nit'lz Eycott Hill. 57 beksj'z Beckcies. 57
wahwe Walaway. 58 sk/^z Skeels. 58 skr^^jmu skaar Scratch Mitt Scar.

58 broz^ni^rS . 59 walnhWiUs . 61 ba^BdBl Bannerdale. 63 regdE'ik

Rigdyke. 67 4- [witb 36] bored'l Borrowdale. 67 ba^s Station. 67

b^jr ^ pas (

b
lv
r . 72 a^kr^g . 72 SM,utliBt'l . 72 ba

;
iredel Bannerdale

Fell. 73 beiret nh/jid Bennethead. 73 floshgEEt . 73 thoorp . 74

djeli^n b^jiw^ Julian Bower. 74 r^s'nd^l Ravenstonedale. 74 nhaaikebT

-ffi^A Gup Gill. 74 skAA fel Scald Fell, Dufton. 74 nhelbek Hillbeck, Brough.
74 mM

1
iw

1
rlra. Morland. 74 kryn'l daaik Cringle Dyke. 74 nhok paaik

Knock. 74 nhEEra kroft . 74 EEkK bek Milburn. 74 losk^z Loscars.

74 b^onwjr * Bramery. 76 dolfin staai Dolphin Sty. 77 robebi Roberby,
00 H!IAAS Aor*^, hause, etc.

[Names of places are always more altered than other words. We have

abundant examples of such alterations in received speech. Heuce such changes
cannot be relied 'upon for general dialect pronunciation. But the above list is

the most complete of its kind that has been drawn up, and I feel much indebted

to JGG. for this opportunity of presenting it to my readers.]
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SEWAKD'S DIALOGUE FOE BURTON-nr-LoNSDALE, Yo.,

otherwise called Black Burton, nearly on the border of La. (13 ne. Lancaster,
3 w.Ingleton). The stalactite Yordas Cave (as the name is usually written) is

near Inglehorough Hill, 56 yards long, 13 wide, and 16 high, Thornton Force or

waterfall is also close hy. There is a rare book, of which Prince L.-L. Bonaparte
possesses a copy, that he allowed me to inspect and partly copy, entitled :

"A Tour
to Yordes Cave, by William Seward, Burton-in-Lonsdale, accompanied by a

Shepherd from Thornton Force, Price one Shilling to Subscribers, Kirkby
Lonsdale, printed by A. Foster for the Author, 1801," 8vo. in half-sheets. The
Visit occupies pp. iv. 1-30. Then follows on half -sheet E. second leaf, "An
attempt to illustrate the Dialect spoken in Burton-in-Lonsdale and its Vicinity
in a familiar dialogue." When JGG. was in this neighbourhood on Geological

Survey Duty, in 1876, he made the acquaintance of Mr. John Powley (rpt^ulij)
of the post office, Burton-in-Lonsdale, a contemporary and fellow-townsman of

the author, William Seward, and from his dictation pal. a translation of this

dialogue, which JGG. considers to be "one of the best specimens [of dialect]
within his knowledge, and to present more than any other a

nearly complete
conspectus of the structure and phonology of the dialect of that part of Craven."
I have therefore taken great pains to give JGG.'s writing with accuracy, and
we have gone over the whole together viva voce. The cwl. which follow will

be a further guarantee of the faithfulness of this representation of the speech
current in these primitive rural districts. For the convenience of comparison I

give the original orthography and the phonetic translation interlinearly. The

original is an excellent specimen of dialectal spelling as usually found. It would
have been totally impossible for a stranger to guess at the sounds used. Hence
I put the translation first, which ought to be legible enough to those who have
read so far, and add the original verbatim and literatim, with all its strange

punctuation, use of capitals, and misprints, in the next line. The speeches are

numbered as separate paragraphs for ease of reference, and a few notes are

added at the end. As to the custom of sweethearts visiting at night, it must
be remembered that it is thoroughly established, and suggests no impropriety.

"A Dialogue between Harre and Matte. Miter Harre"

1. ~NLa-J,i. naw, [la.au \z)te trnieit?

1. Matte. Naw haw iz ta tanete?

2. Ha^i. geelil} |_haw)z 'taw time it ?

2. Harre. Gaily, haws taw ta nete ?

3. M. &i nha)iTet 'et ut). . & naiTe |_awz. a sa
x u{$ SB #q lesrncee u

3. M. I knannat haw e iz. I sat up sa lang yesternete at

a)ken \ haardl^ L^od m^ e'in op'n.
I can hardly hod my ene oppen.

4. H. wat d^d)tB s\t w xp -ebawt, m^ las?
4. H. what didta sit up abaut, my lass?

5. M. k^
5. M. Cum,

,
s

1t)tB dawn, rai)(U')z tel)dhB. m^ mw
1
d^ 1 r)z)/i)bed

sit ta dawn an iz tell tha, mi mudder's e bed,

en -hEz b^n dh^s Lliof aw^r.
aur.
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koovm, tm a* sa^ b^rn^sel' onmst A' ne'it.

covein, an I sat be me sel oramast o nete.

6. JI. (Ihaw)dez -we'll tB)see -onmst. aY k^m bib' la^r dm^r
6. H. Thau duz weel ta say ommast. I com by yaur dure

^ T3)klok, an aa sa 13 tjap TS sa^m majk s^trni imenstjti).
abaut yan a Clock, an I sa a chap a sum mack sittan anenst ta.

7. M. oo, dhat wez nobst :tom, t$t k.\Ad te Imk Bt)t'
7. -$f. Ho, that waz nobet Tom at code ta luke at cofe, an

t kAAvd, En S^E ^kla^t)/^ dawn
)t' stzwl, n fcl

it wazzent cov'd, an sea he clap'd him dawn ath stule an fell

osle'ip. En S^E Ef t^j r i? wha/1 ^ wajk'nt, -en

a sleep, an sea efter a while he wackened an began a tellin ma,

Bt)',)d)bn driemtjn.
at e ad been dreaman.

8. H. wat dz'd)^ drzem ^bawt, pre)dh^) na?
8. II. what did e dream abaut pray tha naw ?

9. If. t\ driemd s*\k B
v
drieni vz mon^ fook n^v^r 'hard.

9. M. E dream' d sic a Dream az monny foke niver hard,

vt aw^r ka
t
t WT?Z bawnd tu iplee

i

e)t' bajgpa/ps, ^n)^
thaut at our Cat waz bawn ta play ath Bagpipes, an at

]t'n r? par)^ sbw^n, t?n ?t stwd strek Wjp 'en

aw at it ad gitten a par a shoon, an it stud streck up and

shawt^d: "nu^k rwjum f<?r)t' ra^'nz !" im Eft^^r ^ wha^'l T?

shauted mack roum for Rattans, an efterawhile a

drov k^
1ra, nn shE ww

1
r/

1d)t;ni -AA, ^n 'et;^m
girt drove com an sha worry'd am an it am shank

an rank.

10. JI. aY ni^ff^ set s^k ^ driem BZ tat ! bt?t
\ hEz)t' ka'w kAAvd ?

10. ^f. I never sa sick a Dream az tat, bat hezt Caw cov'd?

11. J/. nee, bnt)t' ka
tt)s 'k^tTd.

11. M. Nay bat Cit kittled.

12. II.
Lhaw mom*! k^tl^nz d?'

t
d sh k\t'l ?

12. II. Haw many kitlins did sha kittle ?

13. M. bajii, she'^d nobt?t tw^E, T7n dh^)r z lak)t' aal'd kaat

13. M. Barn shead nobbat two an theare az like thauld cat

E.E. Pron. Part V. [
2041 ]
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az tw^aj brMjd^rz, -en dhe bz^th sawk.

az two Brudders an they beath sauk.

14. II. t'^s weil Bt)te)z si*! geeh'i tene'it. a^')! s^t B b*\t

14. H. Its weel as tas sea galley ta nete, lie sit a bit

nar tha.

15. M. lei mi3 B*\t BZ niier T?Z u\ "w^l, 'en j-e wt\l b^t [hod 'of

15. M. Ye ma sit az near as ya will, an ya will but hod of

nie.

ma.

16. H. what? w\l)te t%k> k*>?
16. ". What willta tack a kis?

17. M. a.i la^k nowt ^)t' majk. ri1a1k)t
1

barz, i?n ma^ t? leit.

17. ^f. I like nout ath mack reak bars, an mack a lete.

18. IT.

18. H. He
ma^ IIB leit. wt?)kmi) tAAk ij)t

(

dark, bet /

en)te)l
mack na lete we can toke ith dark, but an tie

gimma a kis, ile githa a Bibbin at Burton Fair.

19. M. aa*')l gz^d
19. M. I le githa bat thau ma tack yan an ta will.

[Salutes her.

20. H. dhaw nhaaz &i la'k dhrc ^z weil BZ)! -ka^ dm. 'Bn)te
20. ". Thau knaes I like tha az weel az e can du anta

hEd'nt ^ fard^n, &i wed bE)dhB 'ofu^r on\ ^t -^v^r)!
hedent a fardin I wad hetha afoar onny at iver e

8aa)t'1)m 1 laf.
sa emy life.

21. M. fook swd lak ia1n)Bnw1
d^ 1 r re'it weil wen)dh0)r gaan to

21. Jf. Foke sud like yananudder reight weel when thar gangan ta

wed, fer)^ de'il V fook fA-A awt "et E t^ur.

wed, for a dele a foke foes aut at efter.

22. If.

22. If. I wonder
dh<? IAA awt 'ebaut !

what tha fo aut abaut !

23. M. at

23. Jf. I wadent wish

te nbaa. a*

ta kna I hoap wees be thick az

laq)t?z WB baaM teg^d^r. t?n dbaw ne'id g^t nowt
lang as wa bide tagidder, an thau need git nout again
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l_hawske'ipm. mi
l

~mu
l d^r 'B! g^1)mt? 'B de'il 'BV odmimts, t?n

hausekeepin mi Mudder
'

al gimma a dele af odments, an

AA inajks)^ stWjf iLz so dzm- et WB)mim sz^v AA)^ bras we
macks a stuf's sooa dear at we man seave oth brass we

k^n. ?a
x
n nbaaz nowt wat WB)Z wa

xnt, Bn dhaw swd b^g^n
can. yan knaes nout what wez want, an thau sud begin

sum trade wit bit a munny at wa hev.

24. IT. [haw m^tj bras |_hEz)tB s^a^vd, rmaj ?

24. ^f. Haw mitch brass hez ta seav'd Mai ?

25. Jf. aY)v nob^t -ebawt ia
1n)Bn)twent 1 paund ;

-baw me'tj 13Z *taw ?

25. Jf. I ev nobbut abaut yan and twenty pound ; baw mitcb az taw ?

26. IT. &i |_hEv'nt BZ m^tj. ai nob^t 'Bbawt ten -ei^lev'n, wen)/
26. H. I av not az mitcb I nobbut abaut ten ar aleven, when e

r, b^t dbaw nbaaz t^t)! bt'^B g<9<9 deil

paid Shoomacker, but thou knaes ittle be a gay dele

s AA pw x

when its put tagidber.

27. Jf. 'ma^/!, n^t '^t. wat
$>
reed t?l)tB b^g^n ? a tb^qk B

27. Jf. Marry nat it, what trade al ta begin? I think a

^rjz best.

Badger's best.

28. H. ai wad'nt b* 'B ba^-dpir, 'Bn)ta)w^d gi^m^Jt
1

best st^aj
28. H. I wodent be a badger an ta wad gimmatb best steate

*! rbw^'ten ! a)d lee d&
1
r b\ 13

e Burton, I ed raader
*

be a Colyard er a Chimley sweeper.

lajn nTB)s/ fook kw!rsm)t' bad-dj^irz iiwrii dee, -en soov dha)z
Yan ma se foke cursant Badgers iverey day, an soa thaus

i3t dh<9 kaant diu we'll -laq\ b^d'd^irz wants
sure at tha can't du wele lang, Badgers wants ta mack

krop V :ql^nd, b^t ai nhaa
az believe at wead a falean crop iv Ingland, but I kna

Bt)*'it)s nowt -Bt)AA. bBt shk d^^t vz)-tem vt kla^z AA)t'
at its nout at bat sick dirt az tern at clams oth

'x : stu^vd b^ laa i^uj., i3n w\ hEd'nt s^k swaarmz

countrey ;
stuff wad be law enuf an wa hedent sich swarms
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612 THE WEST NORTHERN. [D 31.

on)^m. bet, *kom, fotj)i3z s^mist to d n\qk, ima^'i I

on em, bat cum, fetch az summat ta drink Malle.

29. M. mil mwj d0
lvr)z wak'n a* deer see, bwxt a*)l' fotj IB)B

29. Jf. Me Mudders wacken I dar say, bat ile fotch ya a sup a

ti^rn im'llbk.

Chirn Milk.

30. -BT. &*)!' [
IIEV ni^i s^k bla^bnrsnt ! ^t maxks mt bel^

30. H. Ile her nea sick blashment, it macks me belle wark.

31. M. men)* maik)ii3 v sww^p ra tei ?

31. Jf. mun. e mack ya a sup a Te ?

32. H. w^aar im w
vaar, f\t)s nout bt slaa pw^'m. let m

32. ^T. war an war, its nout but slaw Puzzum, let me hev

13 g^rt pwidm, 'Bt)s m^ad \n)B pwe^k, -Bn top fwl 'B siuj^t.
a girt puddin ats mead in a Poak, and top full a suit.

33. M. t\t)s gwd im^f i

et)B n^un, b^t ^n hw tz

33. M. Its good anuf at a nune, but an huz wimmen muddent

I hEv B sdjVip t? te'l, w\ m^d b
nev a sup a Te we mud be hungard.

34. H. waae'j bWit 'en)!^ w^d'nt
vdr^qk su m/tj on)t, IB tje'iks

34. JT. Wia bat an ya wadent drink sa miteh ont yer cheeks

wed bei ^ de'il ryd v

d^
lkr, i3n)iB)wBd le'iv B de'il

l^

wad be a dele redder an ya wad leve a dele langer, bat

wtps en s^aas^xiz for)dliB, dh^)l di'u

1 a gitten sum cups and sacers for tha theel du aganet

wed^n. dhaw nbaaz ^t)s nob^t ^bawt ^ mwinth twxl naw.

weddin, thau knaes its nobbat abaut a mtmth tull naw,

\ b\ Ekst "Bt ks^rk, *1r)w 1)mBn wed 'tw
lk
d^

lk
r wee?

mun we be ext ith Kirk ar we mun wed tudder way,

35. M. w^)l tAAk rabawt 'dba^ sMjin neit els, w#t sez)t^
35. M. Weel toke abaut that sum nete else, what sez te Fadder

n mWid^r -ebawt e\t?
an Mudder abaut it?

36. H. m*! fad^
1(r)z pl^Ezd, ^n sez ^t ^)1 -g^m

36. H. Me Fadder's rarely pleas'd, an sez at heel gimma

tbrei kaa, -en aa*')z git -AA Eft^jr)?! 'deiz. En m^ mw^d^
three Ky, an iz git efter

'

he dees an me Mudder
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8ez: "Kuk TBt JT? bz^th p^u t)^ wee, t?n k^p dh^sel'
sez luke at ya beath poo tea way, an keep thesel

fre)ti lEta, im -dhen
it?)!' -dm." wat sez)fo\ mWjd^r?

fraith Eales, an then yeel du; what sez ty Mudder?

37. M. sh*)wi3z n^n m wel pl^Ezd -et aY)z gaan te l^Ev^r
37. M. Shoes nin sa weel pleas'd at iz gangan ta leave er,

dhaw se'iz aV)z AA)t' baarnz sh^ -hEz b^a^h rw
x
f ran smi/iudh

thau siz iz oth Barn sha hez beath ruf an smooth
;

muia. she leiv w/O'BS ?

mun sha leve with az ?

38. H.
38. H. Eigh sure as lang az sha will, we man gith favver ath

aal' fook, 9$ w*\)z git -nowt. en a*)
aid foke er wese git nout, an ile tell tha what I waz

th^qkun te m/isel' vi a.i w^d ta^Jti luimp is

thinkan ta me sel at I wad tack a lump a land sum

weer obawt -.b^rtim, im g^t suim biiEs, BH sel t\t AA. \ niu
whare abaut Burtan, an git sum Beas an sel it E new

im'illhk, I3ii)wi3)kim paart wi WHY bw^te^r et on^ pra's.

milk, an we can part we wer Butter at onny price.

39. M. wat ? m'en)we 1
sel AA)t

r niu millhk, ^n tpd^rn. tiu ? fook
39. Jf. what mun wa sell oth new Milk, an chirn tu, foke

si'un see i3t WB sel'd m^lllik ra

wad sune say at wa seld milk an watter. I wad selth

bi'iEs vfuu^-r ai w^d HEV s^k^ n^am.
Beas afoar I wad hev sic a neam.

40. H. i swd'nt ItU'k fook te tAAk b^h^nt mi ba:k, bw^ B 'de'i

40. H. I suddent like foke ta toke behint me back, bat a dele

B fook 'keerz)ni3t, T?n)dh^^ diii)bBt 'g^t bras, haw e\t kujm
a foke caresent an tha du bat git munne haw it come.

41. M. i rek'n nout V be'i;n r^tj. \t nob^t majks
41. M. I reckon nout a bein rich it nobbat macks yan greede

nhaaz nout Lbaw lq la^ |_hEz te stee wi^t^t. fook

an yan knaes nout haw lang yan ez ta stay wete foke

de'iz ftfst t\ z

dees fast e Burtan naw.
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42. H. hod)t^ 't^q pre)dht? nau ! dhaw fteez me w* tAAkm Bbawt

42. H. Hod te tung preathanaw, thau flays ma we tokin abaut

d^t)tn. wi swd ^hEv 13 deil ^ baarnz 'ofiiw^r w^ th^qk -B dei;m.
dein we sud hev a dele a barns afoar we think a dein.

43. M. "sufi WB ? *dha
1t)s AA)tf felBZ -th^qks on, g^t^n ^

43. M. sud wa ? that's at Fellas thinks on gittin a

hawsfwl 13 baarnz fe w^m^n fook te taik \.eei on ! "Bn dhaw)!'
hauseful a Barns fort wimmen ta tack cear on, an theyl

ppen

r^n te)t'

run tath ealas

^n baarnz
ant barns roarin

Bn skrz
1'enn3n

an screamon

iiji te br^st.
fit ta brist.

44. H. dw
xst)te b^leiv -et aY)l dm s^A

44. ^. Dusta believe at ile du sea?

45. Jf. n^<9 aV ^ g^ x
rt epm^n i

45. Jf. Nay I ev a girt apinyan at taul

dhen baarnz)'! dm -BZ ni^ hw^t. la^ 'ed bet
v

t^>
lk
r ^ tw^

than Barns al du az na hurt, yan ad better a two

dm i

ez)te *swd di'u, -en

du az ta sud du, an

baarnz im taa
k

drw
x
k'n fel^ \)t Lliaws.

Barns an ya drucken Fella ith hause.ya

46. H. l

i)i, mi a)l tel dhB wat)$ -cz ba
x
d tiu ^ gosispim

46. H. Eigh an ile tel tha what's as bad az tern a

'f,
i3t ga :qz t^tT ta^'l he i haws te |_haws "w*

1
12 ljul baarn

wife, at gangs tittle tattle fray hause te hause with a lile Barn,

en nhaaz AA)t' ni'uz \)t tawn, en I^EVZ V [haws laz'k i?

an knaes oth news ith Tawn an leaves a hause like a

swaam
swinecoat.

47. Jf.

47. M. wia
dhaw ne'id'nt iiw$ vt &i)V bi ia^B dhem. a*

thau needent fear at ile be yan a them, ile

ke'ip m^sel' tiu m^sel, -en dhen ni^odi^V f>d faat

keep me sel ta me sel, an then neabody al find fate

48. H. ai Mw^p dhaw)V b 'B gwd)cn, b^t at m^n vwee te -bed.
48. If. I hooap thaul be a gud an, bat I man away ta bed.
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49. M. wen)T
49. M. Wh'enalta cum again?

50. H. te)mww 1
T3rri ^t neit.

50. JT. Ta morn at nete.

51. M. maamd tn dm. gwd ne'it te)dhi3 !

51. Jf. Mind ta diu. gud nete to tha.

52. H. gwd ne'it t)dhB, djo* !

52. JET. Gud nete to tha, joy !

Notes to Seward's Dialogue for Burton-in-Lonsdale.

1 . Molly. Final y, or <? as Seward
writes it, is here always (i^ with the

deeper variety of
(i)

used for the simple
(i)

in all cases. JGG. had sometimes
written simple (i), but as he thinks it

was an inadvertence, I have written

(i,) everywhere. now, how, although
Burton-in-Lonsdale is essentially the

same variety of D 31 as Upper Swale-
dale and "Wensleydale, yet it lies s. of

the s. hoose line 6, and the primitive

(uu) which there was (ziju), has passed
into (a) here. This Seward repre-
sents by aiv, and hence has no sign but
for (AA), see par. 7. how, the aspi-

rate is always very faint. art thou,
the (dh) of (dhaw), when the word is

unaccented as (dhe), becomes usually

(t) after (z) as here, and (d) as in par.
4, and

(t) par. 5. 'I is, thou is, he is,'

are the regular constructions. to-night,
the regular form of long (ii)

is (i) be-

ginning with short (e) and ending with
medial

(i), both with stress. JGG.
had sometimes written (ei, en), but he
considers that this was mere hesitation,
and that the vowel was always of

medial length. The people themselves
consider that they say pure (ii), hence
the original spelling nete, but this is

a sound they have much difficulty in

pronouncing.
3. know not, with initial (nh). how

1 am, I enclitic becomes
(i),

but he
becomes

(i,) or (&). yesternight, JGG.
says that initial (j) is usually replaced

by a brief vowel, here written
(I)

throughout, the accent on the follow-

ing vowel being then omitted, as (i)

sufficiently indicates both glide and sub-

sequent stress. The vowel (e) varied

much as (E) in JGG.'s writing, and he
thinks there must have been a reason

for it in Mr. P.'s ron. In some

words, as (!IEZ, Ef
k
to

tr), the use of (E)

JGG.'is regular. Hence 's writing is

followed for (e, e, E) ;
the last syllable

(na3'it) for (neit) is quite abnormal,
why Mr. P. here used (nse'it) is un-

known, it may have been an inad-
vertence.

5. I shall, 'I is' not only represents
the present, but ' I shall or will

'

in

the immediate future, here ' come sit

thou down and I will tell thee directly.'

mother, the dental
( td, vt) before

( tr)

are never represented by Seward. e for

in, Seward was apparently afraid of

using i lest it should be taken as (ai).

half, calving, all, and calf, in par. 7,

observe Seward' s helpless use of o in

these words, see par. 1, now. fared or

went, began. almost, becomes (omest)

by mere absorption of
(1).

6. come for came, regular. of some

make, of some kind. anenst, opposite
to.

7. so (s/iE), this form is used again

immediately, but (s^a) or (se^) is the

regular form.

9. boun, the translation (bawnd)
seems to be an error for (bawn) boun
or going. and that how that it had

got a pair of shoes, the first
' that

'

depends upon 'dreamed,' the second
' that

'

depends upon
'

how,' and would

not be used in rec. sp. rats, 'ratten'

or 'raton' is the regular word for 'rat'

in the singular. an ate them, possibly

(et) is an error for
(i-Lt).

13. two, first (twijE) as (st'.E), par.

7, and then (twt'.a,), which looks as if

the first form had been an inadvertence.

14. nearer, (nar) is the comparative
of (niier) in par. 15.

15. hold of me, keep from touching
me.

21. at after, the Danish efterat

thereafter.

23. we shall, immediate future.

thick, close friends, undivided. odd-

ments, odds and ends, the French
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termination ment has been quite incor-

porated in the dialect. all makes of

stuff, all kinds of food. we shall want

immediate future.

26. / nobbut about, I have only

about, the have omitted idiomatically,

so immediately
' when I paid

'

for when
I have paid. JGG. says that this

omission is general in the north of

England. together, clearly 'tagidber'
was a misprint in the original for

'tagidder.'
27. badger, travelling cornfactor,

see introduction to Orton cs., D 31,

No. 11. These men are constantly
held in disrepute, and are actually

charged with increasing the price of

corn, see par. 28, where Harry repre-
sents a very general feeling.

28. state, estate or farm holding,
a ' statesman

'
is a yeoman possessing

the land he farms. a collier or a

chimney sweeper, as symbolising dirty
trades. us, here Mr. P. has used

(hw z) the emphatic form, but as the

original has ta mack az, it is evident

that Mr. Seward meant (te mak BZ)

unemphatic, as indeed the whole con-

text shews it should be. The aspirate
to us in emphatic form'; as (haz) is

found in D 33. stuff, corn; in rec.

sp. we talk of 'bread stuffs,' i.e. bread

materials, and here 'bread' is simply
omitted. clam starve, and fetch (foti),

these two words extend as far as

Cautley-by-Sedberg (for Cautley, see

introd. to cs. No. 8, p. 559), and are

not used further north, where clam
becomes hunger as in par. 33. On the

range of clam see TH.'s Four Dialect

Words, published by the E. D. Society.
29. my mother shall (i.e. will) wake,

probably meaning that she would have
to go through her mother's room and
waken her. churn milk, buttermilk

;

observe the introduced (Ih).
30. blashment, to blash is to splash

or paint, hence applied as a substantive
to rubbish or weak liquor, blashy and
blashment are both used; observe the
-ment as in oddment, par. 23. work,
simply ache, applied also to teeth.

31. sup was (su p) in par. 29.

32. worse and worse
;

it's nought but
slow poison, to which JGG. thought
that isn't tea (iz'nt tei) should be
added. a poke, a bag or tied-up cloth.

33. a noon or midday meal, dinner,

Mittagsessen, might be.

34. / have got, in the original
' I

'

is misprinted '!.' they'll do for the

wedding, the '

they
'
is Mr. P.'s word,

the original has theel, i.e. thee will, or

thou wilt ; the against must then mean
'until,' that is, you'll do as you are

till the wedding ;
but the passage is

obscure and possibly faulty. a month
from then till now.

36. kine, cows, of which ky (ags.

cy'} is the proper plural, kine being
formed by adding the plural n to the

pi. inflection. / shall get certain

future. Alehouse with (I) prefixed as

frequently occurs.

37. She was is Mr. P.'s alteration, to

make (shw), as usual, result from the

attraction of (w) ;
but Mr. S. wrote

shoes (shi^z), she is, using the shoo,
which is frequent enough in m. and s.

Craven, and s.Yo. This is then a

pure shoo (shwju) as in Horton-in-
Eibblesdale (see cwl.), uninfluenced by
a following w. going; here again Mr.
P. has (gaan) and Mr. S. (gaqsn) ;

both
are used. all the bairns, Mr. P.'s word
for all the bairn which last is better.

both rough and smooth, probably
bearded and non-bearded, that is, male
or female.

38. get favour with the, this is Mr.
P.'s version, the original spelling
shews that Mr. S. meant (gi^t'fav^r
e

v

t
(

) get the favour of the, with a

different pron. of favour. some beasts,

that is, cows.

40. brass, the original has (mujii^
money.

43. that's all the fellows think on,
but the original has ' that's all that

fellows thinks on,' meaning all that

men (not the men) think about. /or
womenfolk to take care of, the original
has 'for the women to take care of,'

the being used before women, implying

(f^r)^) ;
care should be (kz'.ar) accord-

ing to the spelling. thou' It perhaps
run to the ale-hottse, here Mr. P. has

made a serious change of (dh^)l) they
will, into (dhau)l) thou wilt, which is

certainly a mistake, as the whole con-

text and next two paragraphs shew.

45. at thou' I, should be (t taw)l)
as shewn by the originnl.

46. as bad too, the original has (BZ
bad BZ tern) as bad as them = they are.

47. myself 'to myself is, in the

original, myself to (te) myself, with

unaccented to. nobody will Jind fault,
JGG. thinks should be '

nobody will

flnd no fault
'

(ui x
faat) .
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WEAKDALE AND TEESDALE dt.

Of the 4 dt. which I have received for this region, all in io., it seems best to

give only one, with such variants in the notes as seem of importance. They all

point to a practically identical pron., but as regards the U' words there is the
same trouble as for the St. John's Weardale cwl. The exact value of it cannot
be determined, but it cannot be widely diiferent from (o?'u). The 4 dt. were :

1. Heathery Cleugh (kk'^f), nearly at the head of Weardale, the last houses

passed on going from Weardale to Allendale, Nb. (9 w. Stanhope), written in

1879 by Mr. Dalton, the schoolmaster, at the request of E-ev. W. Featherstone-

haugh (-haf), Rector of Edmondbyers (16 nw.Durham).
2. Stanhope (13 w-by-s. Durham), written io. in 1879 by Mr. W. M. Eggle-

stone, bookseller, of Stanhope, but a native of Upper Weardale, author of those
excellent dialect books, Betty Podkins' Visit to Auckland Flower Show, and her
Letter to the Queen on Cleopatra

1

s Needle. This was accompanied with very full

notes and explanations, and is therefore here adopted as the most trustworthy.
It uses, however, pure (ii, uu) and not (i^, -BUU).

3. Bishop Auckland (9 ssw. Durham), written in 1879 at the request of the

then vicar, Rev. R. Long, by Mr. John Wild, master of the Union Workhouse
at Bishop Auckland, described by the vicar as " a man of considerable knowledge
of the dialects of the district, and one who has made language his study."

4. Easington (9 e. Durham), written io. in 1879 by Miss E. P. Harrison,

daughter of the Rector, who had lived chiefly at Hart (4 w.Hartlepool), where
the proii. seems to be the same.

These dt. cover the whole ground of Weardale in s.Du., the Wear itself

passing into n.Du. just w. of Bishop Auckland and going to Durham and

Sunderland, which belong to D 32.

For Lower Teesdale, Mrs. Alfred Hunt, novelist and wife of the artist, b. in

the neighbourhood of Durham, who had, however, acquired her knowledge of the

dialect in Lower Teesdale, in Jan. 1876 kindly dictated to me a cs., and gave me
a Iw. for that district, but her recollections were not precise enough for me to

print it at length. Her version adopted pure (ii, uu), and was very like the

Middleton-in-Teesdale cwl. with, however, an occasional tendency to an (BU) form.

STANHOPE dt.

1. waV a see, lads, ;TB sii mm ed aa)z riit ^buut Jon lit'l las

kwirmn fre Jon skrel.

2. shi)z ganen duun)d' lon^n dhzer, thruu)d' riid jit on)t' left

hand saYd ^d' rood.

3. sMur anzBf, t' beern)z gzun straYt wp t*')d'
duu^r )<T raq

huus,
4. weer slu)l meb* fmd dhat

k

drwk'n diif shrwqk'n fel^, B)d'
nhm B :tom*.

5 wi AA! naa)m vars will.

6. wmut t'AAd felt? sbn Izern t3r nwt te d/)d vgfon, puuur th/q !

7. Ifek ! z'nt tt
v
t riu ?

Notes.

The references to Nos. 1, 3, 4 are to the Heathery Cleugh, Bishop Auckland,
and Easington versions respectively, see above.

1. well, the so would not be used in (a, aa), No. 4 writes oi. lads, mates

this place, the (wai) answers to our is imported (given in No. 4, marrows

well; so would be (sii) or (si)
as in in ]S"o. 1), fellow-workers in lead mines

(nwt si gz<d) not so good. I is always are (shuudher fellraz)
shoulder fellows,
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but speak to one another as 'lads.'

ye, superiors and elderly people are

generally so addressed. now, especially

said to rhyme to too, do, loo. The

following are all the words of this kind
in the specimen, with their mode of

treatment in Nos. 1, 3, 4.

1. now
about

down
2. through
3. sure

door

5. poor

No. 1.

noo, rh. boot

aboot

doon
throo

seer

door, rh. boor
hooss

power, poor

No. 3.

now
about

doivn

through
sure

dooer

potter

No. 4.

noo

aboot

doon
throw
shower
dower

power

All written with oo in No. 2.

Mrs. Hunt also dictated to me (puur) =
power, and (powr) =poor. It is evident

therefore that the general s.Du. pron.
cannot be pure (uu), and probably not

pure (iu), but has some sound which

suggests (ou), for which JGG. in despair
wrote (B'UU) in St. John's. See also

D 32, the dt. from near Lanchester and
notes. that, there is a fondness for a

f termination, (ijd)
for (st). / is,

are, he be, we'm, you'm, we you
they is, do not occur

;
am is not used.

right,
" r trilled as in Scotch," this

(ii)
is against the St. John's cwl., said

to rhyme fleet , meet, beet ; probably
the

(ii)
is not quite pure ;

written reet

in Nos. 1, 2, 3, but left as right in

No. 4. yon used for something at a

distance. little, probably bit would be

added, or else used alone, as '
little bit

lass
'

or '
bit lass

'

;
No. 1 has smaw,

bit, wee. coming, the part, and vb.

noun are not distinguished. the, (,
d

(

)
are both used, see rule at end of

these notes. school, I believe (sktel,

skt'jBl) was intended
;
Mr. E. writes

skeail, is inclined to skeal, but used

'pli'ace fi'ace mi' ad hi'am,' etc., in

Betty Podkins, and says that 'moon
bone again done gone tune' have all

the same vowel, and adds that '
-liet

in Juliet is very near our leait late,'

No. 1 skeeool, No. 3 skule skyul, No. 4
skule. yonder is used in the form

(jondhBr) ;
but (indur, dhondhrar) are

both unknown.
2. down, rhymes to soon. through

rhymes to 'too.' red, rh. weed need

creed, Nos. 1, 2, 3 have reed, No. 4
red. gate, both (jit, jet) used, (op'n)d'

sit, t' jet)s op'n) open the gate, the

gate's open; No. 1 yet, No. 3 gate,
No. 4, aeate. left hand side, No. 1 has

left neaf side, rh. leaf, meaning
'
left

Jist side,' and says it is common, but
not particularly so. road and lane and
also way are used with a difference, as

in the examples (hi)z djwst gren duun)d'
lonen

;
maind Bnd kiip B)d

(

rood, what
wee is)te gan^n ? a thiqk a)'l gan tf

hii wee, or riit duun)d' rood), he's just

gone down the lane
;
mind and keep on

the road
;
what way art thou going ?

I think I'll go the high way, or right
down the road

;
No. 1 writes wad,

No. 4 way, Nos. 2 and 3 change the

word.
3. enough (mini) is sometimes used;

Nos. 1 and 4 have neugh, No. 2 eneuf,
No. 3 eenyuff. has, here contracted

to (z), he has it (hi hes)t) ; conjugation
affirmative (a 1n.ee, hev, wi Ji dhe hee,

dhuu hi hez), negative (a hev'nt henet

henra, wi ji dhe henrat
;
dhu hi hez'nt).

straight, No. 1 streight, No. 2

stryte, No. 3 sthrite, No. 4 straight.

house, aspirated.
4. drunken, No. 1 drookn, Nos. 2

and 4 drucken, No. 3 dhrucken.

name, No. 1 nay-um, No. 2 neaim,
No. 3 n'yam, No. 4 neeam.

5. all, No. 1 a, owe, No. 2 awll,

No. 3 all, No. 4 aril, the last explained
as (aal). know, No. 1 ken. No. 2

knaw, No. 3 ken nau, No. 4 knowse.

6. won't, No. 1 won-et wun as won,
Nos. 2, 3, and 4 winner. old, No. 1

od, rh. toad, Nos. 2 and 3 awd, No. 4

ard, explained as (aad). to do it,

No. 1 f d"
1

ad, (dee]ad, No. 2 te did,

No. 3 te di'd, No. 4 fdeet; on the

contraction (di)d) see note, p. 619, on
the '

Differences, etc.'

7. look, No. 1 leeook, No. 2 leuik,

No. 3 leuk, No. 4 luksthoo.
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Differences between Stanhope and St. John's.

Mr. Egglestone recognises only the following :

all know won't old, too, do

Stanhope. (aa'l naa winei aad, ti, di).
' '

St. John's, (oo noo wwnst ood tz'e

In Mr. Moore's version of the Song of Solomon into St. John's Chapel dialect

made for Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, he says : "At East Gate [2 w. Stanhope] and

Stanhope the words didst thou do it and wilt thou do it are pronounced did te did
and will te did, while at St. John's Chapel they are dud tu dud and wull tu dud."
Mr. Egglestone says he has often heard (dwd te d)d, ur dhu dd'nt dw)d ?) at
St. John's, but more for the sake of the sound or repetition of (dwd) than general
usage. Do at St. John's is (d/) sometimes (dwv), do it is (di)'d) or (dn)d), the
it becoming (d), and the (i) being lengthened (dwd te d)d) is used, but the
others are more common at St. John's. Also (tu)d) is used for 'to it,' as (hrer,

:djak, gan ti)d
(

hors ! ai, a'l gan tu)d), here, Jack, go to the horse ! aye, I'll

go to it.

The definite article (<T, t').

I. In commencing a sentence and after all breaks, (t')
is used.

II. If the preceding verb end in a voiced consonant, (d
1

)
is used

;
if in a voice-

less one (t

1

). But verbs ending in (d) require the art. (t

1

).

III. Verbs ending in
(1, m, n, r) may be followed by either (t

1

or d
1

).

The pronoun it is governed by the same laws. Examples :

(whii)l rwb)d' hors. a)l rwb)d. [I will rub it].

shuu)d' shuu-)d [shoe it].

gagd' ,, gag)d.

(le )s galepjt' horse. a)l galup)t.

tak)t' ,, tak t.

jook)t' ,, jook)t.
trot t' ,, ,, trot it.

fiid
1

t' fiid it).

Var. i, form a. NORTH CRAYEN cwl.

This should be compared with Dent and Howgill, Var. iii.

B Burton-in-Lonsdale or Black Burton (13 ne. Lancaster), see introduction to

separate specimen, p. 607. Pal. in 1876-7 by JGG. from the diet, of Mr.
John Powley, there mentioned as having diet, the specimen. The slight
differences between this cwl. and that spec, are probably all due to double

uses, pronunciations, or appreciations.
C Chapel-le-dale (19 ne. Lancaster), between Ingleborough and Whernside

Hills, through which runs Dalebeck, which flows into the Greta by Ingleton,
and thence into the Lune, which passes by Lancaster. Pal. in 1876-7 by
JGG. from the diet, of Win. Metcalfe, Esq., of Weathercote (1 nne. of

Chapel), who had been acquainted with the dialect all his life (different from

the Mr. Metcalfe, of Dent).
H Horton-in-Upper-Bibblesdale (21 ene. Lancaster), between Ingleborough and

Penyghent Hills. Pal. in 1877, by JGG. from the diet, of Mr. John

Jackson, of Studfold (istw.dferd) (a hamlet 2 s.Horton), b. about 1800,
and acquainted with the dialect all his life.

M Muker, etc., see p. 557, introduction to No. 2. This was pal. by JGG. from

the diet, of E. Alderson and James Kearton, two of those from whom the cs.

was obtained, and the words are added here for comparison. The principal

difference is the treatment of the U' words.

When no initial is prefixed, the pron. refers to all fonr places ;
when subse-

quently an initial is prefixed to a pron., it implies that this is a second pron. heard
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620 THE WEST NORTHERN. [D 31, V i.

in this place. Often only the points of difference are noted. Where only some

initials are given, there is no information from the missing places.

Throughout (r)=(r).

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 bt a k. 4 ta^. 5 ma.k. 6 mt^d. 7 st^k. 8 hEv, M \ue. 9

C btht'^v, BHM -eev. 10 had. 12 BHM saa, C SAA. 13 [M (nhaar'l) used].
14 M

v
d

traa, v
d

trAA, 15 M aa. 17 BH laa, C IAA. 18 k^ajk. 19 it^l.
20 lt',am. 21 m'^m. 22 t/.a^n. 23 M stj^m. 24 sha^m. 25 im/a^n-
27 BHM nht'^iV, C n-. 28 BH h/.a^r, CH tvem, M haar. 30 BH kt'.a.r, C
Iwer. 31 It'a.t. 33 ree^r. 34 last. 35 [M (elsun) used]. 36 BC thaar,
M thaw. 37 klaa.

A: 39 [(kw m) used. 40 B kuu^m, C kw^m, H koom [honeycomb, M
(h^ni-k^a.m)]. 41 BM theqk, C e

t ,
H E, M a,. 43 ha^'d. 44 la.rid. 46

kanT. 47 M wa,n
t

d;?nr. B s
vaq, BCHM a,. 50 ta^'z, M teqzs. 51 ma

x
n.

53 BHM ka^n. 54 want. 55 as, M as. 56 WEsh. 57 s, Mas.
A: or 0: ^58 BM free, C E, H frem, M frev. 59 la,m. 60 CM la^, BH a.

61 trnia,q\ 62 BH s^aq', CH a^ 63 C thraq
1

,
H a

T ,
M ^ra^. 64 CM

ra,q, B 'ra^q', M w'ra^. 65 BH saq, CM a
:

. 66 C waq, BHM wh.
A'- 67 Mgaa, [& M (ga,q) used)]. 69 noo, M nt'a

t
. 70 !>,. 71 BCM

wt a, C woo. 72 C wt'.a,, B |_wh, H whu^, M wht'aj, whe. 73 BC st^a-,

CH soo. 74 BM tw/^, H tup, C 6u. 75 s^rt'^k, M afowovls.. 76 tt'&d.
77 CM lord, H 6, B up. 78 M aa [awt, aadl. 79 aan, M aan'd. 80 ha.ltdB, M -di.

81 lu^n, M l^-otjmn. 83 m* a,n. 84 BC mifar, II ee, M aa. 85 BC s a^, H
ee, M aa. 86 BCM w^ts [H (kAArn) used, M (ha^r ) used]. 87 kk',a lZ . 88

klt'.aidh. 89 b/^th. 90 blaa [pt. bliu]. 91 maa [pt. miu]. 92 nhaa. 93
snaa [pt. sniu]. 94 M kraa. 95 thraa, M ^raa. 96 saa [pt. siu], M soo.

97 sod, M sa^l. 98 nhaan. 99 thraan. 100 saa.

A': 101 iajk. 102 CH Eks, BM as. 104 rw,Bd, M rwtfed. 105 ri^jd.
106 bn'ia ,d. 107 !/!&,, C loof. 108 CH do?<f, C df^jf [B (pt'^st) used].
109 laa, H low. 110 M nwjt. Ill M 6wt. 113 BCM h^aj, H whu.Bl. 115

hi'i^m. 118 Mb^M. 121 BCM gifon, H gon, M gaan. 122 CBM n^^n
ni,u, H mn [the two last as in 'none so bad']. 123 [M (nawt) used]. 124

st/^n. 125 [(nobwt) used]. 127 CH hw^rs. 128 [(dhem) used], 129 C

goost, H g^st [B (bog^jrt) used], M gi^eb. 130 H bw^t. 131 M goot. 132
let. 133 B vrifat, CM r^a^, H rt'^t. 134 BCM t^a^h, H ooth. 135

kl/i^th.
M- 138 fa

t
d*ur, M faddh^r. 140 h^l. 141 M neel. 142 CM sneil, BH

ee. 143Mt^l. 144 vgeen. 146 meen. 147 br^n. 148 CHM feer, B few?.
149 B blt,Bz, Hee. 150 CH KiEst, B'tB. 152 w

ta^ lv
r. 153 SE^urde.

M: 155 tha.k. 157 ri^jv'n, B ee. 158 xffar. 160 eg. 161 dee, M dee.

164 mee. 165 ssd. 166 CH meed, M [(las) used]. 167 dt'.M. 168 tale,

M a,. 169 BC wen, H when, 170 HM haarvist, C barest, B t?. 171 CH
baarli, B ij. 172 CHM g^,rs, B ga^s. 173 M waz. 174 C EE'sh, BHM E.

175 fast. 179 BC wat, HM wh. 181 [M (^rod) used].
M'- 182 BH sei. 183 C tiiBtj, B t^etj, H t^itj [hardly distinguishable].

184 BC liiEd, H ee, M leid. 185 md red. 186 brsdih. 187 KIEV. 188 H
nE'i [C (wini), B (whini) used], M DBB'. 189 M wmi. 190 CM kEE'i, B
kE'ii, H kE'i. 191 BH h^'il. 192 B mz'B'n, CH miiEn, M mem. 193 CH
kliis'n, B khVn, M Idem. 194 CH oni, B on/!, M a

x
ni ani. 195 B mon^,

CH mom, M majni mani. 196 BC war, H woor. 197 tjeiz. 199 bleet, B
bliE't. 200 C wiiEt, H wh/Bt, 11 IB, M wheit. 202 C heit.

M'-. 203 BHM sp^it;. 204 dd. 205 threid. 207 neid'l. 210 Idee.

211 gree. 212 B wee, CH wh, M vrbee. 218 CM eefap, B eed^^r. 216
BH dell, C diiEl. 218 sh^ip. 219 sleep. 221 CH firer. 222 B he'ear, H
beer, C hifar, M haar. 223 H dh/^r, C ee lt B /E, M dhaar. 224 BCH
waar, M wh-. 225 M flesh. 226 m/.a.st. 227 WEt. 228 CH swiiEt, B is.

229 BHM breth, C bn/th. 230 fat, M fa,t.
E- 232 CM briiE'k, B B', H ei. 233 CHM spiiE'k, B /B', M spk. 234

CHM niiE'd, B /E'. 235 CH W'UE'V, B m. 236 C fEv^r, HM fa-. 237 M
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tjil'bkm. 238 hsdj. 241 reen. 242 H whiin, M tw/,^. 243 [(leek) used].
246 ktt-tfin [queen], M wh/im [quean]. 248 B meer, CHM mii^r. 249
250 sw/^r. 251 CHM miiE't, B Z'E. 252 kst'l. 253 nEtT. 254
M leddhc^r. 255 wE^ur.

E: 257 Edj [pi. (Eddjiz)]. 259 wEdj [pi. WEddjiz]. 261 see. 262 wee.
264 eel. 265 BCH s^rE'it, M st

v
mt. 270 CHM bBlis, B -TO, CHM bsli,

B -i,. 272 HM Elem [CB (boom) used]. 273 men. 274 BHM biqk, CH E.

276 CHM thiqk, B i,. 278 M wentj. 280 BliWn. 281 lEqth, M lenth.

282 s^raqth, M s^renth. 283 CHM myri, B i
x

. 284 tbresh. 285 kresh.
286 hajnj. 287 beiz'm. 288 let.

E'- 289 iei li IB. 290 h*i hi t B. 291 dhi dhi dhe. 292 mei mi me.
293 wei wi, B w. 294 f<?id. 296 bileiv. 298 f<?il. ^99 gmn. 300 k^ip.
301 hii* r. 302 meit. 303 sweit.

E': 305 BH hei, C Ins'i. 306 be'it. 307 M naai. 308 neid. 309 spe'id.
310 h<?il. 311 tEn. 312 Iwi^r. 314 BH h^aard, C h^rd, M huml. 315
ieli. 316 nekst.

EA- 319 g/.&ip. 320 M kaar. EA: 321 saa. 322 lf. 323 foert.

324 E'tt, M ech. 325 wAAk. 326 CB aal'd, C 6wl'd, H 6wd, M aad. 327
CH b6ttl'd. 328 CB kaal'd, H kowd, M kaad. 329 C fowl'd, H f6d. 330
bod. 331 [(sETt) used]. 332 [(tEl't) used]. 333 kAAf. 334 hAAf. 335 CB
AA, HM AA!. 336 CB fAA, HM AA!. 337 WAA, M WAA!. 340 to.rd, M
39 rd. 342 aar'm, M aarm. 343 waar'm, M waarm. 345 BC daar, H deer,
M daar. 346 B iBt, C \yt, H i^t, M la^ ["distinctly difi'erent from (ja.t),

(g/.a,t), a road"].
EA'- 347 CHM hnE'd, B IE [here in 350-6, 360, 361, etc., the (E) is not

certain in M, but becomes indistinct]. 348 el [pi. (am) C]. 349 H fiu, BC E'U.

EA': 350 CHM diisd, B diE'd. 351 CHM liiEd, B liE'd. 352 CH red,
B ryd. 353 CHM briiEd, B brEd. 354 CHM shiisf, B IE. 355 CHM diiaf,

B *'B'. 356 CH liisf, B tV. 357 [(BT AA) for all, used]. 359 C neb^r, BH
E'i, M nEE'ib^ir. 360 CHM tiiEm, B 'E. 361 CHM biiEn, B IB. 363 CHM
tjiiEp, B tB. 365 nii? r. 366 g^rt, M griiEt. 367 CHM thriiEt, B B.

368 CM diiEth, B tV, H deth. 369 CBM slaa, H S!AA. 370 CB raa, H TAA.

371 s^rfa.
El- 372 BM aiji, C '*, H ss'i^ 373 dh.ee. 374 nee. 375 Mreez. 376

}>eet. El: 377 st. 378 week. 382 CHM dhm-, B dhe^r.
EO- 383 C SEb'n, BH v, M siiev'n. 384 hEv'n, M hiiev'n. 385 H

biniiEth. 386 Tou. 387 BC niu, H niiU.
EO: 388 CHM imllhk, B v 389 took. 390 swd, H shwd. 393 BHM

bijiont, C buon'd. 396 waark. 397 BC sw^rd, HM sw^^d. 398 staarv,
M ai)z naai hu q^rd te diiEth n feer staarvd wi)t' kaad [I am nearly hungered
to death and fairly starved with the cold]. 399 bre'it. 400 M nnjrmst. 402
CH Lw,rn, B aa, M It'^rn. 403 f

k

aar. 404 st
v
aar. 405 C haasttm, BH asten,M astin [= hearthstone, hearth not being used separately]. 406 M fourth.

407 faardin.

EO'- 409 BH b*'i hi, C hi. 411 BCH thm, M ^rei. 412 sbJi shi sh^,
HM shtt sht^u. 413 C div'l, B dev'l, HM d^v'l. 414 BCM M. 415 lei.

416 dii^r. 417 C tjtg, BH tje'uu, M tj6w. 418 briu. 420 BHM fo^r,
C fAA*r. 421 CM fArti, B fort^, H fort.

EO': 423 thfl. 424 rwjf. 425 leit. 426 BHM fE'it, B faj'tt, C feit.

427 M \)e\ bi. 428 sel. 430 fr^nd. 431 bm,r. 432 HM f6wrt, B f6Bt,
C foo5

x
rt. 433 bry^t, M bmst. 434 B bet. 435 iz^u, M Jou su JB. 436

^riu. 437
v
t

v
riuth.

EY- 438 CM dei, BH d^J. EY: 439 B ^st. CHM .t^st.
I- 440 HM Wik, BC t',1. 441 CHM sv, B ^ [M has (siiBv) a rush,

(s^v) to save]. 442 CH aivin, B -ijn, M haivin. 443 M Midi. 444 HM
steil, BC {. 446 BCH nain, M nem. 448 M dh^r. 449 CHM git [gat

git'n], B i lP 450 BCH tiuzde. 451 CH SE'UU, B sa?'u, M siu.

I: 452 C aai, BHM ai [enclitic, B (i)].
454 CHM witj, B i

x
. 455 CH

lig, B i,. 457 CHM mait, B melt. 458 BM neit, C m'.it, H nait. 459 CB
rte'it, H rait, M wit. 460 M weit. 462 BHM sett, C st.it. 464 HM whiti,
C w, B wi. 465 CH sitj,

C sik, B siik, M saik. 466 [(baarn) used]. 467
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waaild. 468 f(baarnz) used]. 471 CHM tim^r, B ij. 473 C blin'd, BH i .

475 CHM win'd, B t
x

. 476 CHM bind [ban'd bw.n], B i lm 477 CHM fin'd

[fan'd fw.nl B ,. 478 CH grw,nd [gran'd gr,n], B i-, M gr^nd. 479 B
wi,n'd [wan'd ww,n], CHM i. 481 CH fiq^r, B i,. 485 CHM this'l, B i

A
.

486 C iiBst, M test, H test [B (baarm) used]. 487 C UBS fords, B les^t-,

H test-, M jtiS-. 488 CH ly^, B i^t, M jijt.

I'- 490 C bi, baai, H bi, B bi,. 493 C ^raiv [^n'^v ,d,rov'n]. 494
taim. 496 air'n. 498 C raait, H rait, BM wait \vrifai wijt'n].

I': 500 laik. 501 waid. 502 faiv. 503 laif. 504 nhaif. 505 waif.

506 wwmim. 507 CH wimin, B i lt M wwmin. 508 mail. 509 wail, B wel.

511 wain. 513 wai^r. 514 ais. 515 waiz. 516 wizdem. 517 BC iuu,
H 2uu.

0- 520 BHM bow, C b^u. 521 BOH f^ul, M iw-. 522 op'n. 523 H
hoop, C ,*, B OB, M whw^p. 524 BHM wor'l'd, C w^r'l'd.

0: 526 kof. 527 BCH bowt, M aw. 528 BCH thowt, Maw. 529 BCH
browt, Maw. 530 M v&ut w'rawt. 531 BCH dowt^r, M daw-. 532 BCH
k,Bl, M kw-. 533 dw,l\ 534 BCH h^tjl, M wh-. 536 BCH gowd, M
gowTd. 537 mowd. 538 BHM wad, C wwd. 539 botd. 540 CHM holin,
B ij. 542 bowt, M bolt. 545 hop. 547 bw^rd. 549 hw^rd. 550 BHM
WMjrd, C w^^d. 551 C stor'm, BH stAArm, M storm. 552 C kor'n, B
kAArn, M kwM,^,rn. 553 C hor'n, B hAArn, M horn. 554 CHM kros.

0'- 555 BCH shw,u, M shiu. 556 te [at is not used for to in Var. i, only
in Var. iii.]. 557 BCH tu^, M tiu. 558 B liuk, C lk, H lw.uk, M liuk.

559 m?/
lv
d^ur. 561 BH blwjUm, M blmm. 562 CH niMjiin, B miun, M mtitn.

563 BCH mwjndt?, M -di. 564 B siun, M siun, CH s^un. 565 BCH nw^z,
M nw-. 566 M, d^t+ t

r.

0': 569 H b^uk, C buk, B biuk, M bouk. 570 H tA.uk, C tuk, B tiuk,
M ttuk. 571 gMid. 572 BCH bb/jd, M blwd. 573 BCH flw.d, M Mud.
574 BCH brw ud, M briud. 575 BCH stw.d, M stiud. 576 BCH wed'nzde,
M -di. 577 BCH bw,u, M biu. 578 BCH plw,u, M pliu. 579 BH vnuf,
C inw.u, M Bniuf. 580 BCH tw,f, M tt'wf. 581 M &ut. 582 CH kw^l, B
kul, M kll. 583 CH tw.ul, B tiul, M itul. 584 CH stw.ul, M stiul. 585 B
br/^um, M brium. 586 C diu, H dwjU, M diu. 587 dw.n, B diun, M diun.

588 CH n un, B niun, M niun. 589 spM,un, B spiun, M spfan. 590 CH
M^j, B iu, M fly'^<r. 591 m&i^ir. 592 [BCH sw/,a,r, M swaar sware,

used]. 594 M b$wt [also (te bt) to boot]. 595 CH f^ut, B fiut, M imt.

596 M itut. 597 CH SM,ut, B siut, M siut.

U- 599 BCH sbz^v, M Mjn tjbmn. 600 l%v. 601 BH fowl, M f^ul.
602 BCH SMJU, M siu. 603 k^im. 605 sup. 606 CH du^^, B iu, M
y"u, iu. 607 bwjt^^r.

U: 608 CH w,gli, B i
t
. 609 fwl'. 610 wAjul. 611 bwhk. 612 s^m.

613
v
d

vrw,qk. 614 M hz<,n
(

d. 615 M p^n'cL 616 gr^nd. 617 M swjun'd.
618 BCH wawnd, M w^un'd. 620 grw,n. 622 Mjn k

d9
lt
r. 625 tu^. 626

\M
} qtir. 629 se^n. 631 th^,rzd^, M the^rzdi. 632 e,p. 633 kwjp. 634

BCH thrw,u, M ^trziiU. 635 M wwjrth. 637 te^sk. 639 d^st.
U'- 640 BCH kaw, M kiijU. 641 BCH haw, M hzijU. 642 BCH dhae<,

M dhw^. 643 BCH n&w, M nMjii. 644 sawk. 645 dwjV. 646 BCH bau,
M bw,u. 647 CB &wl, H ht^lurt, M hiulBrt. 648 BCH ^r, MwiU?^. 649
BCH th^mmd, M tM,uz'nd. 652 kw,d. 653 bt^t.

U': 654 BCH sh^rawd, M -Wjud [the only word in which shr- =(shBr-)].
655 BCH fawl, M fw.til. 656 rzijuni. 657 BCH brawn, M br^un. 658
BCH dazm, M d^un. 659 M twjun. 661 BCH sbA*,r, M shwiU^jr. 662

hw,z [emphatic]. 663 BCH haws, M hz^us. 664 BCH laws, M Iz^us. 665
BCH maws, M mwjus. 666 hw zbrad. 667 BCH awt, M ^nt. 668 BCH
prawd, M prw.ud. 671 BCH mawth, M mz/jU. 672 BCH s^<th, M sw,uth.
Y- 673 HM mitj, BC i,, M mikT. 674 M did. 676 lei. 677 ^raai.

678 CHM din, B ij. . 679 BCM k^rk, H tp^rtj, M tiWjrtj. 680 CH bizi, B
bijz/j, M bi/.i. 682 lail.

Y: 683 CH middi, B i l5 M midj. 684 CHM brig, B i
t

. 685 M rig. 686
baai. 689 CH bild, B

, [M pp. (billht]. 690 kaaind. 691 maaind. 693
CHM sm, B ij. 694 ww^k. 696 b^rth. 697 \>y$i}

M beri. 699 mt, M
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melt u'r-. 700 waars, B waar. 701 ferret. 703 CHM pit, B
x

. 704 H
viks'n.

Y'- 705 skaai. 707 th^rtein. 708 haai^r. Y': 709 faat^r. 711
laais. 712 maais.

re. ENGLISH.

[No words were given in this division from Chapel -le-dale except 737, 744,

746, 761, 767, 769, 778, 808.]

A. 713 ba^. 714 la,d [compare M (lasi) not (la, si)]. 715 M pa (
d. 716

M ajdT [to earn]. 717 BCH djml, M .rood [an old horse]. 718 M fareeft.

722 BM fifeen. 723 B dee*,rt,, H deeri, M deeri. 724 bAAld. 725 st'^,1.

728 shajm. 729 fr^m. 730 HM ka^t^r. 733 [M (free) v., (fteet)
sb. used].

734 daarn. 735 ma,sh. 737 meet. 740 M vreev. 742 BCH km,, M -i.

E. 743 HM skriiEm, B t>. 744 mezTz. 745 M tyiet. 746 B bmdh,
CH briiEdh. 748 M fl/gd.

I. and Y. 753 [(HM kit'l, B ^ used]. 754 M pig. 757 M teini. 759
H fit, B !.

0. 751 lifaA. 767 no'iz. 769 CHM motdiwarp, B v 771 fon'd. 772

b/.^nfaai^r. 774 BCH powni,, M -i. 777 shop. 778 BCH Bft^rd, M
ulw-. 783 B pau^rt!, H pu^tfi. 785 B latradj. 789 row [but (B loun i?n

row ne'it) a calm, quiet, still night]. 790 H gawn, B gown, M gw,un.
U. 793 hw,g. 794 djWjg. 799 H ske^l. 801 r^m. 803 fyujap. 805

kn^dz. 808 p^t.

in. ROMANCE.

[No words marked in this division for Chapel-le-dale.]

A-. 809 BM ia,b'l, H eeVl. 810 fya.s. 811 plt^s. 812 lias. 813
M b^k'n. 814 m^ajs'n. 815 M faj ks. 816 M feed. 817 B ra^sh, H i.

818 eefy. 819 reefy. 821 B dij^, HM i. 822 mee. 824 tjeer. 825 HM
veei. 826 M eigT. 827 lEg^jr. 828 H eeg*. 829 M geeu. 830 HM
foeen. 833 B pee3,r, M peer. 835 M nWn. 836 M stWn. 838 M tmt.
840 M tja,m5jr. 841 BCH tjons, M a. 842 pkjqk. 843 BCH brantj [M
(biu) bough used]. 844 ^rensh. 845 M ^msheut. 847 Aeeafyy^. 848

tjeeofy. 849 s^r^ndp^. 850 BCH dans, M a. 851 BCH ant, M ant. 852

ap^ren, M ta,p'r'n. 8i3 HM baargin, B i
:

. 854 ba^el. 855 ka,rt. 856.

pa^t. 857 k/!a,s. 858 M br^s. 8o9 tjajS. 860 p^a^st. 861 t/.a^t. 862

st'.aif. 864 B bikAZ, M bika-s. 865 faat. 866 pM^r.
E-. 867 tei. 869 HM viiEl. 871 H vgrei, BM grei. 874 HM riiEn,

B *'B. 875 BCH feent, M fent [as a vb. pres. (fant) gen. in the N]. 877 H eer.

880 egzamp'l. 881 sens. 883 dand^laaien. 886 M frii^r. 887 H kl^jrdji.
888 sart'n. 890 biiEst, B IE [M pi. (be'is)]. 891 fuEst, B IE. 892 M nevi.

893 B flaw^r, H 6w. 894 H diseeiv, B i 1} M dis^iv. 895 H riseeiv, B ilt M
riseiv.

I .. and Y - 897 H dilait. 898 HM naais. 899 HM neis. 900 pree. 901

faain. 902 BM maain, H at. 903 B daain, H at. 904 B vaai^ht. 908 M
wlva/s. 909 HM bmz. 910 B djaaist, H ai, M dja'is.

911 H siiest^rn.
912 BM rais.

.- 913 BCH k^Btj, M kw-. 914 B br,t?tj, M brw-, H oo. 915 st,f.
916 HM M.ntra, B i,. 917 roog. 918 H feib'l. 919 ointment. 920 M
point. 921 M ukwent. 922 BCH l>u shel, M bishT. 924 tpis. 925 vd?s.

926 spoil. 927
v

tr^
1 qk. 928 BCH awns, M 1

uns. 930 loin. 931 B djWjg^r.
933 fn^nt. 935 kMntri^ 936 H font. 937 M kok. 938 BM korn^r, H

939 BCH klw^s, M klw-. 940 BCH kw^t, M kw-. 941 BCH
fM,ul, M fiul\ 942 bwjttpjr. 943 t

xtj. 944 B Blaw, H 16. 945 B vaw,
Hv6w. 947 boil. 948 [(bAA, bAAl) used], M bzijiil. 950 sw^r. 951 kwip'l.
952 B kw^rs, H a^j, M kw-. 953 BM k^zijn, H -m. 954 B wh^shtm,
ku sht?n, HW whishin. 955 BCH dawt, M dw.ut. 956 bu^r.

U-. 961 BCH griuTjl, M -el [final (e) distinct, and so (kriuel) cruel, but

(kriul) crewel]. 963 BCH k^-aai^t, M wh-. 964 H siiujt, B -vt. 965 oil.

966 friut. 967 siut. 968 o'ist^r. 969 siu^ir. 970 dj^st. 971 fliut.
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(5) Yar. i, form 1. N.W. HORN OF Yo. cwl.

Written in io. by the Rev. W. R. Bell, Vicar of Laithkirk (20 nw. Richmond,

Yo.), who gave himself much trouble to explain his symbolisation, but, as already

remarked, p. 547, I was unable to interpret it satisfactorily. Fortunately JGG.
had been able to see him personally, and had written the pron. of most of the

words in the Wessex section of my cwl. from his dictation, assisted by an old

parishioner. On comparing this with Mr. Bell's descriptions, JGG. and I felt

that they agreed. Under these circumstances, considering the peculiarities of the

style of speech, I give JGG.'s appreciation of the pron. The (r), as usual, must
be considered as (r) .

i. WESSEX NORSE.

A'-

tw*>i.

A- 3 bi^k. 4 tiajk. 5 majk. 6 miajd. 7 siajk. 8 hsv. 9 biliEE-v.

10 haa. 12 saa. 13 naa. 14 ^raa. 15 aa. 16 daan. 17 laa. 19 tiajl.

20 ITa^. 21 niajm. 22 tiajin. 23 smjin. 24 sha^. 25 mia^. 27 nia^.
28 hEEr. 31 liait. 32 bEEdh. 33 raa^r. 34 la^t. 35 aal. 36 thaa.

37 klaa.

A: 39 [(k) for come used]. 40 k^em. 41 thajqk. 43 ha^'d. 44

46 kajnT. 47 wan
t
de

v
r. 48 sa,q. 60 tEEqz. 51 ma^. 54 want.

57 a^. A: or 0: 58 I*EE. 59 la^. 60 laiq. 61 ema^
63 thrajq. 64 rajq. 65 sajq. 66 thoq [(whiajq) commoner].

67 gajn. 69 ni^. 70 t^a,. 71 waa. 72 wh/ja^ 73 sia^
75 strook. 76 ti^d. 77 Lwrd [see 85]. 78 aa. 79 aan.

81 ii. lon^n. 83 i

by JGG as o in konig~\. 86

91 maa. 92 naa. 93 snaa.

thraan. 100 saan.

A': 101 *ja k. 102 a^s. 104 rood. 105 r^a.d. 106 bn.a.d. 107 It^f.
110 i. n&ifrt, ii. no't. Ill '^ui. 113 jhiajl. 115 jln^m. 118 lli^n.
121 gt a,n. 122 n^ajn. 124 stt^n. 125 [(nobnt) used]. 127 h^rs [? see

85]. 129 goost. 131 goot. 132 h.Et. 133 r^a.t. 134 ooth. 135 klt^th.
jE- 138 fa,dhOT. 139 drEE. 140 hEEl. 141 nEEl. 142 snajil

1

. 143

tEEl. 144 BgTa.n. 145 slEEn. 146 niEEn.

lii,st. 152 wa
lv
te

v
r. 153 SE

l
te

l
rd'e.

155 thii
a
k. 157 naiv'n. 158

56
62

74
80

^ moon. 84 m^r [see 85]. 85 s^r [described
ts oots. 87 klt^s. 88 kl(?iid. 89 bt^a^h.

94 kraa. 95 thraa. 96 saa. 97 sVl. 99

147 brEEn. 148 fEEr. 150

JE: 160 ^g. 161 dEE. 163 [(wuz
was lying, used]. 164 mEE. 165 sEd. 167 da^. 168 ta^g. 169

when. 170 haarijst. 171 bEErb. 172 gaooors. 173 wajS. 174 Esh. 175

fa^t. 179 wha,t. 180 baa^h. 181 pEEth [(jt^rod) common].
&'- 182 se'ii. 184 laid. 185 rtt^. 186 bmid. 187 laiv. 189 w^i.

190 k^i ka^kaai. 191 heiil. 192 meiin. 193 klmn. 194 oni. 195 moni.
196 waaron. 197 tje'iiz. 200 whe'iit. 201 heiidh'n. 202 hit.
M': 203 spmtj. 204 dmd. 205 thrnjd. 206 red. 207 neiid'l.

MEE. 211 grEE. 212 WEE. 215 taat ta^t. 216 dml. 218 she'iip.

sleiip. 221 ftf'iiOT. 222 hEEr. 223 dhEEr. 224 whaar. 225 flesh.

mt^st. 227 wet. 228 swoit. 229 breiith. 230 fa,t.

E- 232 bre'iik brik. 233 speiik. 235 weiiv. 236 feiiver. 238
239 SEE!. 241 rEEn. 243 plEE [(lEEk) also used]. 246 i. kwoin.

[(sptnajn) used]. 248 mmBr. 249 we'iiw. 250 sweiier. 251 mmt.
ket'l. 253 net'l. 254 ledht?r. 255 wedhtjr.

E: 257 ed'di. 259 weddj. 260 laai. 261 SEE. 262 WEE. 264 EE!.

267 jeiil'd. 268 eldtst. 270 i. beles, ii. beli. 272 er'm. 273 men. 274
b^nsh. 276 thi'qk. 280 doiv'n. 281 lenth. 282 strenth. 283 mri. 284

thrEsh, 286 ha,re. 287 bwzBm. 288 let.

h?i, B. 292 men mi niB. 293 we'ii w* WB.
ba^iiv. 298 fil. 299 gre'iin. 300 ke'iip.
305 he'ii. 306 he'iit. 307 naaz. 308 neiid.

ten. 312 heiir. 314 haard. 315 feiit.

210
219
226

247
252

E'- "289 se'u i JB. 290 he'ii

294 faid. 295 bre'iid. 296

202 me'iit. 303 swit. E':

309 speiid. 310 he'iil. 311
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EA- 319 gfejp. 320 kaar. EA: 321 saa. 022 la^. 323 fa,wt. 324
eejk. 325 waak. 326 aad. 327 ba^l'd. 328 kaad. 329 faad. 330 haad.
331 .[(selt) used]. 332 [(telt) used]. 333 kAAf. 334 haaf. 335 aal. 336
faal. 337 waal, waa. 340 i. JEErd. 342 EErm. 343 wEErm. 345 daar.
346 jajt. EA'- 347 heiid. 348 e\\ [pi. (elin)]. 349 iww. EA': 350
did. 351 Imd. 352 re'iid. 353 bre'iid. 354 shaaf. 355 de'iif dii,f. 356
le'iif. 357 dhoo. 359 naib^r. 360 teiim. 361 be'iin. 363 tp'iip. 365
nmer. 366 gritjt. 367 thxeiit. 368 dith, di^th. 369 slaa. 370 raa.

371 straa.

El- 372 eejt. 373 dhEE. 374 UEE. 376 hBBt. El: 377 stia k.

378 wE'ik. 382 dhEEr. EO- 383 smv'n. 364 he'iiv'n. 385 rounder.
386 ja'%. 387 niuu. EO: 388 milk. 390 swd. 393 wont. 396 waark.
397 swaord. 398 staarv. 399 bmit. 400 jooaormst. 402 laarn. 403 faa r.

404 staa^. 405 haairth. 406 jgoGorth. 407 faa,rd'n. 408 num. EO'-
409 beii. 411 thmi. 412 shi^ shi sire. 413 de'iiv'l. 414 flc'ii. 415 le'ii.

416 de'liur. 417 tp'u^ 418 bnuu. 420 fo^er. EO': 423 the'ii. 424
rwif. 425 leiit. 426 fa'it. 427 beii. 428 seii. 430 frin'd. 431 be'irer.

432 f6|_rt. 433 briijst. 434 bet belit. 435 ji^ JB. 436 triuu. 437

ftriuth. EY- 438 del. EY: 439 tr^st.
I- 440 we'iik. 441 suv. 442 haaivin. 443 fra'ide. 444 ste'iil. 446

na'm. 448 dhoocoz. 449 git. 450 tiuuzd^. 551 siuu. I: 452 aa a v.

454 witj. 455 lig. 457 me'iit. 458 ne'iit. 459 re'iit. 462 se'iit. 464
whtlk. 465 skaik. 466 [(baarn) used]. 467 waa^l'd. 468 tjild^d. 472

skriqk [(r^n ii
} p) used of woollen cloth]. 473 blind. 474 ra'm'd. 475 waind

wind. 476 bind [pp. (b^nd)]. 477 find [pt. (fa^d), pp. (f,d)]. 478

gra'ind. 479 wm [pt. (wa^) pp. (w^n)]. 481 fiqer. 484 dhis. 485 tnrisT.
486 Jiist. 487 Jzsterd^. 488 jit. I'- 490 baai bi. 493 draaiv. 494
ta'im. 496 aainm. 498 ra'it. I': 500 la'ik. 501 wa'id. 502 faaiv. 503
la'if. 504 na'if. 505 wa'if. 506 w^jm^n. 507 wwiinin. 508 maa^il.
509 whaa^il. 511 wa'in. 513 waair. 514 a'j's. 515 aa'z. 516 wizd^m.
517 Jee*.

0- 520 beuu. 521 fool. 522 op'n. 523 ha'wp. 524 waorTd. 0:

526 kAAf ka'u. 527 bawt. 528 tha'wt. 529 bra^<t. 530 wrawt. 531
darter. 532 kool. 533 did [not (d^l)]. 534 hool. 536 ga'wl'd. 537
538 wad. 539 ba'wl. 540 bolin. 542 ba'wlt. 545 hop. 547 bsoaord.

feoaord [(wath) common]. 549 haoaord. 5oO waDaord. 552 kaDaorn.

ha333rn. 554 kros. 0'- 555 sha'uu sh^'uu. 556 te [unacc.].
561 blwum. 562 mziun. 563 mMinde.

0': 569 bTak. 570 tTak. 571 gud.
575 stiad. 576 wed'nzde. 577 beuu.

581 sa'wt. 582 ktwl. 583 tiuL 584
588 mun. 589 spTan. 591 ma'uBr.

mun) used]. 594 bt'wt. 595 tut. 596 rt'wt.

548
553

557
558 1/wk. 559
565 nooz. 566
573 fl/wd. 574 bniad.

580 tuf.
587 diun.

564 sian.

572 blwj

578 ph'wf. 579 em'wf.

stTar. 586 di^ dt'i^.
592 swe'iitjr. 593 [(mw
597 st'wt.

U- 599 Tjbta^. 600
606 de'uBr. 607 b^ter.
613 dr^qk. 614 h^n'
we'uiin'd. 619 fwjn'd.
629 st^n. 631 thaorzdi

637 twjsk tiSh. 638
641 heuu. 642 dheuu.

601 fe'ul. 602 se'u. 603 k^m. 605 seijn.

U: 608 ugl*. 609 fed'. 610 w^u. 612 s^m.
. 615 p?^n'd. 616 gru^A. 617 smun'd. 618

620 gr^n'd. 622 u^faf. 625 tuq. 626 h^q^r.
632 u

{ p. 633 k,p. 634 thrWiU. 635 waDajrth.

639 dwjst [(stwuer) used]. U'- 640 keuu.

643 neuu. 645 d^v. 646 beuu. 647 euul. 6-18

euur [also (z) enclitic]. 649 theuuzimd. 652 kud. 653 be^t. U': 654

shreuud. 656 reuum. 657 breuun. 658 deuun. 659 teuun. 661 sheuur.

662 hw.z. 663 heuus. 664 leuus. 665 meuus. 666 hw^btjnd. 667 euut.

668 preuud. 671 meuuth. 672 seuuth SMJU.
Y- 673 mikT. 674-diddwd. 676 le'ii. 677 draai. 678 din. 679

kjaoaork. 680 bizi. 682 litT. Y: 683 midj. 684 brig. 685 rig. 686

baai. 687 fle'ii. 689 hil'd. 690 ka'ind. 691 ma'ind. . 693 sin. 694

waoaork. 696 baDoorth. 697 beri. 699 re'iit. 700 waoaars. 701 fa)a)rst.

703 pit. Y'- 705 skaai. 706 ['what for,' used]. 707 thtjte'iin. 708

711 la'is. 712 ma'is.haaiw. Y': 709 faait?r.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2057 ]
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n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 mEEt. E. 746 bre'iidh. 748 fligd. 0. 761 1/^d. 770

[(majMdi-waarp) used].

m. ROMANCE.

E-- 874 rein. 948 beuul.

YAH. ii, NORTH LA. cwl.

Lonsdale south of the Sands.

This is made up from the following sources :

Unmarked words. Heysham (riismn), (4 W.Lancaster), from a partial wl. in

io. by the Rector, Rev. C. T. Royds, who when sending it had had 12 years'

acquaintance with the speech, conjecturally pal. by AJE. The (ij, z^u, ee, EE,

er, 9$} are uncertain in many words.

H wn. by TH., Lancaster, Cockerham (6 s-by-w. Lancaster), Hornby (8 ne.

Lancaster), and Caton (4 ene. Lancaster).

The words from these several places not being enough to distinguish local

forms, they are here collected in one list without any separation. It may be

assumed that the whole of this ne.La., or Lonsdale s. of the Sands, has a

similar pron.
The (r)

is probably (r) throughout. TH.'s medial second elements of diph-

thongs and suspended final consonants, although constantly marked by him, have,
in accordance with my general rule, not been indicated, either here, or in the

next cwl., see pp. 316, 317.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 tek, H tak. 12 soo. 14
4
d

t

roo. 20 leem, H leem. 21 neem. 24

sham. 31 H leut. A: 46 kan'l. 56 wesh, H wash. A: or 0: 60 H
laq. 61 emaq. 62 H s^raq. 63 thraq. 64 mq, H raq. A'- 67 gee,
H gu guB. 76 tued. 87 klee^z. 89 bieth. 91 maa. 92 naa. 93 snaa.

94 kraa. A': 101 jek. 106 H brAAd. 115 H u^m, uem. 117 Jan,
H wAn. 121 g'ren, H gVn. 123 [H (nowt) used].
M- 138 fa^r, H fadlrer. 152 H wa

v
tB

k
r. M: 155 thak. 167 did.

172 gres. M'- 182 H sre. 190 H kjVi. 194 oni. 195 mom. M': 218

sht,ip. 224 H wier.

E- 232 brek. H B'it [to eat]. 251 H mB'it. 255 we^r. E: 262
H wee. -

ft'iilz [fields]. 284 thresh. E'- 290 t'ji, H n. 292 m^i.
E': 305 H E'i. 312 H iur. 315 H fit.

EA: 326 H owd. 328 H kowd. 330 hAAd hod, H od. 333 kAAf . 334

hAAf. 336 laa. 337 woo waa. 346 H gJB'at. EA'- 347 hihd. EA':
350 H died. EO- 386 haw. EO: 395 jq. 402 H larn. EO'-
417 tjig. 420 H fo'tjr fowjr. EO': 422 stk. 424 H rw f r?< kh. 425 Hit.

I- 440Hwnk. I: 458 niit. 459 re'tt riit. 468 H tjil^^r. 477
find. 478 grind. 484 H dhis. I'- 492 H said. I': 502 H fa'iv. 508
H moil.

0- 519 6m?r, H OVOT. 521 fooil. 522 H op'n. 0: 529 browt. 532
kooil. 534 hooil. 0'- 558 H Ice'uk Iwk. 559 H nm dhi?r modht?r. 560
II skuul. 0': 571 gwd, H gw d. 577 buu. 578 pluu. 579 H enw f. 586
H dce'u du. 588 H nuun.
U- 600 IMOV. 603 kujw&n, H kM m. 605 sun. 606 H duer dwuCT. 607

bw^ vr, H bMovtB v
r. U: 608 wgli. 612 H sw m. 613 H

Vd,rw qk. 622
H w n

k
dB

k
r. 626 wqger, H w qer. 629 sun. 632 H w p. 633 k/p. 639

dw'st. U'- 641 H &M. 642 dhaw. 643 H na?. 648 wur [unaccented].
650 H t?bawt. U': 658 H dawn. 663 h&ws, II aws.

Y- 682 lail lit'l. Y: 684 H brig. 702 H widh.
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YAR. iib, FTJRNESS AND CARTMEL cwl.

Lonsdale north of the Sands.

This district I divide into three groups, C, U, and B. The information is

derived from wn. by TH. in 1877 and 1881.

C Lower Holker (:6<fa?r), and Cark (5 e-hy-s.Ulverston), see also p. 558,
No. 4. I reject the words of Mrs. Betty Butler, b. in 1797, near Grasmere,
who had come to Cartmel at 6 years old, because the pron. seemed to be a
mixture of Grasmere and Cartmel.

U Ulverston.

B Broughton-in-Furness (7 nw. Ulverston), see also p. 553, for a dt. from

Broughton. The pron. here had not altered from 1861 to 1881. Together
with High Nibthwaite (7 n -by-e. Ulverston), at the s. part of Coniston

Water, and Coniston, from TH.'s wn.
E This belongs to the preceding group, but is taken from Mr. Ellwood's wl. for

Coniston, Hawkshead (3 e.Con.), Seathwaite (5 w-by-s.Con.), Torver

(2 ssw.Con.), Ulpha (7 sw.Con.), Broughton-in-Furness, Kirby Lowick

(7 ssw.Con.), and the higher parts of Colton (7 s.Con.), as read to me by
Miss M. A. Bell, native of Coniston, introduced by Mr. Ellwood. The r
final or before consonants is uncertain, probably (r). The dentality of tr-,
dr- was so uncertain, and, if it really occurred, slight, that I do not mark it.

The (ia) did not sound to me like (iaj. Miss Bell belonged to the younger
generation in pron. The vowel in 172 girse= grass, seemed to be

(;?,), but
it was difficult to identify. I seemed generally to hear (ee) rather than

(ee) .

No aspirate heard. The diphthongs (a'i, a'u) sounded to me most like (ai,

OK), and the former seemed to become (di) before voiced consonants, see No.
502 and 505, but Miss B. did not acknowledge any difference. The (6u)
sounded at first like (a'u), but I found it difficult to determine, and have
therefore used (6u).

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 E bt'ak. 4 E tak. 5 C mfa'k. 6 E m/ad. 7 E st'ak. 8 E hEV.
10 E haa. 12 E saa. 14 B ^roo, E draa. 17 B loo, E laa. 19 E tt'&l. 20
C lernn, E Kem [? (leem) leaam], 21 C nernn, B ne'a'm n^m, E mam [? (neem)

neaam"]. 22 E t^am, written teaam. 23 E s/am. 24 E sham. 25 E im'an.

27 E mav. 28 E jaar. 31 CB lerat, E h'at. 33 E wedur. 35 E AA!. 36 E
thaa th6w [both used]. 37 E klaa.

A: 39 E kom. 40 E kwmn. 46 E kan'l. 47 E wandur. 50 E taqz. 56

CE wEsh.
A: or 0: 58 E fre. 59 E lam. 60 C Uq, BE laq. 61 E smaq. 62 E

s^raq. 63 E thraq. 64 B roq, BE ra^q, 65 E saq.
A'- 67 C gajin, UB gaan [going], E gaa. 69 ma. 70 E t/u. 72 E waa.

73 CB SUB, E sia [and (site)]. 74 C twu, E tuu [must be modern]. 78 E aa.

79 BE aan. 80 E alidt?. 81 E lian lonin [but (Iwim) as in Mr. E's looan was

known]. 82 CB jans. 84 B meur, E nuar. 85 E s/ar. 86 C 6ets [E (aver)

used]. 87 C tlt'ez, E kliaz. 89 C betjth biaHh, E biath. 90 E blaa. 92 C
naa. 93 E naa [(kBn) in sense of connaitre]. 94 E kraa. 95 E thraa. 96 E
saa. 97 E soul. 98 E naan. 99 E thraan. 100 E saan.

A': 101 E jak. 102 E Eks. 104 CE rut?d. 105 E riad. 106 E br/ad.

107 Eliaf [(U.f) more common]. 108 [E paste (pt'&st) used], 109 laa. 110

E n<?,t [Mr. E. had written nirf]. 113 C uel, E jal. 114 E mool. 115 CUB
jam, E j/am. 117 C t)ee [the one], ja ee, B Jan. 118 b/an. 121 E gan
[(gaan) going]. 122 CB n<fe[n], C nie, B nre, Enin. 123 [E (nowt) used]. 124

B st^a'n stam, E stian. 125 E [(nobbut) used]. 127 E oos [so Miss Bell, but

Mr. E. wrote /worse]. 128 E dhoor [used]. 129 E goost. 130 E bwut. 131

E gt. 132 j/at. 133 BE r/a't. 134 E ooth. 135 E [(klowt) used].
M- 138 CU fadh'ur, CE fa

vd^r. 141 E m't?l. 142 E sm'al. 143 E teel

[obs. these last three forms]. 144 E Bgeen. 148 E feer. 149 E bliez. 150
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E liest. 152 CBE wa^r [( vt) uncertain from Miss Bell]. 153 CUBE
sEtBrde, [the (t,r) uncertain from Miss B.].

33:
'

158 BE Ef^r. 161 CUB dee, BE dee. 164 E mee. 166 [E lass used].

167 B deul, E d/al 169 E WEn. 170 E barest [Miss Bell had heard this only
from an old farmer, generally (aavest)]. 172 CBE gars', E g^rs. 173 C
waz wez, E woz. 174 E Esh. 179 E wat.

JE'- 182Esii. 183 Etietj. 184 E 1'red. 187 E liev. 188 E nee. 189

Ewei. 190 Ekei. 191 E rel. 193 CBE tliin. 195 E niEni [Miss B. did not

know (mam)}. 197 E tjiiz. 199 E bliut, blink. 200 UBE w'ret. 201 E
eedh'n. 205 E thr'red. 209 C niver. 210 E klee. 211 E %ree. 213 E
eedm. 215 [E (laarnt) used]. 222 E jaar. 223 E dhrer. 224 UBE war. 225

CE flEsh [Mr. E. writes fleyah, fleigsK\. 226 C mia^t, E miast. 227 E WEt.

228 E swiBt. 230 C fa
tt\r [fatter].

E- 232 E brik [brak brok'n]. 233 C spiak B sphsk. 234 E nit?d.

B we
td\r [weather]. 235 E w'rev. 236 Efeevt?r. 237 E bleen. 238 [E (daft)

used]. 239 E seel. 241 BE reen. 243 [E (leek) used]. 247 E wian [(spian)
also used]. 248 E mrer. 249 E wiar. 250 E swiur. 251 CU miBt, E miet

[probably (miat) was meant]. 252 E kEt'l.

E: 260 E lig. 261 CE see. 262 U wee, E wee. 265 E street. 268 E
eldst, aaldst [used indifferently]. 270 E bEres. 272 E El'm. 278 E [not

used]. 280 E ulE'b'n. 281 E lEnth. 282 E strEnth. 284 E thrEsh threesh

[both common]. 287 E biiz'm.

E'- 290 BE L 294 CU fiid. 299 B griin. 301 E SOT. 302 E miit. 303
E swiit. 304 E biit'l. E': 305 C B', E ei. 306 E ait. 312 E far.

314 BN ard ierd, E aad. 315 E fiit.

EA- 317 [E used only in the sense of frighten as a (flee-kraa), a scarecrow].
319 E giap. 320 E k*ar. EA: 321 BE saa. 322 BE laf. 323 E iout.

324 E eit. 326 CNB aad, CB aid, E aald aid. 327 E b6wld. 328 C kaad

kaad, E kaald. 329 E faald. 330 E od. 331 E SElt. 332 B t6wd, E tBlt.

333 C kof, E koof. 334 C AAV af
,
E oof. 335 CBE oo. 336 E foo. 337

E woo. 342 E aarm. 343 CE warm. 345 C a dar see [I dare say], E daar.

346 B gjeet, EjiEt.
EA'- 347 CUBE iud. 348 E ai aiz [Miss B. did not recollect hearing (iin)l.

349 E fiu. EA': 350 UE died. 351 E 1/ed. 352 E rEd. 353 E bried.

354 E shief. 355 E diuf. 356 E livi. 357 [E (for oo) for all, used]. 359

5 C
368 E d?th. C da'u [dew]. 369 E

E nEber. 360 E tzrai. 361 E b/ra. 365 C nar' niurdhBr [nearer]. 366

383

CB gart, E ^it. 367 E thrEt.

slaa. 370 E raa. 371 E stm?.

EI- 372 C ai a1
*, E EE. EI: 377 E stSak. 378 E week. EO-

E sEb'n. 386 E you. 387 CBE m'u. EO: 388 E milk. 393 E
buont. 396 E waark. 397 E suerd. 399 E brtt. 402 CUBE larn. 405
Eaarth. 406 E aarth [probably]. 411 CBE thrii. 413 E divil. 414 E flii.

415 E Hi. 417 E tjew. 420 BE fower. EO': 423 E thii. 424 E rwjf.

425 E lit. 426 C fs'tt, E feet [no (i) heard, but Mr. E. mote feiffJit]. 428
CE sii. 430 E frind. 432 E f6wrt. 433 E hnsst. 434 E bi^t [also (breet)

brayed used]. 435 B ju. 436 B
4
t

vr/u, E tr/u. EY- 438 CUBE dii

[Miss B. inclined to (d'i), but in other words I did not hear
(t'i),

and hence
leave (ii)].

I- 440 E wik. 442 E am. 444 E stii [Miss B, Mr. E. added (-1)].

446 E nain. 449 E git. 451 E soo. I: 452 E at a. 455 E lig. 458
CB nit', E nit. 459 B reit', E ret [so* Miss B., written reef]. 460 E weit. 462
E sit. 464 E witj. 465 CE sik [Mr. E. (sEk)]. 466 [E (barn) used]. 471
E timer. 472 E shriqk. 475 CE wind [Miss B. added (-d), Mr. E. omitted it].

477 E find [as 675], 478 E gr^n. 481 E ftqur. 485 E this'l. 486 E jEst.

487 B j/s.tn^dB, E jEsterde. 488 C jit, E JEt.

I'- 491 E sci. 492 C said. 493 E dra'iv. 494 E taim. 496 E aim.
499 E biit'l. I': 500 E Isuk. 501 E waid. 502 C fa'tv. 503 E laif.

.504 E naif. 505 E waif [but (wo'ivz) nearly, and so for five, knives]. 508 E
moil. 509 B wail, E wail. 511 E wain. 513 E wair. 514 E ais. 515 E
wa'iz. 517 E jiu.

0- 519CEuBr. 520 E bow. 521 E fuel. 522 C op'n, E op'n. 523 Et^ap.
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0: 526 E k6wf. 527 CUBE bowt. 528 CE fhbut. 529 E browt. 530 U
ra'wt, E rout. 531 CUB dbuflvf, E d6?4er. 532 CUE kuel. 533 E d,l.
534 E uel. 536 E gowld. 537 E mould. 539 E b6l. 540 E olm. 542
E bout. 544 C dhEn. 547 E buerd. 548 E fuerd. 549 E tied. 552 E
korn [(kuurn) old-fashioned].

0'- 555 CBE shim. 556 E dfu. 557 C tiu [Miss B. said too was replaced
by [en oo] and all]. 558 E link. 559 C mudher, B mu

td\r nwovd\r, E m^der.
561 E bluum. 562 C mwun, BE imrau, E m/en. 563 C monde. 564 CUE
st'en. 565 BE nuez. 566 C en^dej

1

,
B enud'er, E <!

(
der. 567 C tu dher.

0': 569Ebw,k. 570 E tiak. 57lBEgw d. 572 E bltad. 577 E buu.
578 C plwu, E pluu. 579 E em^f [pi. (warnr) known]. 580 E towf . 581
E sowt. 583 E tiel. 584 E stiel. 585 E briem. 586 CB d^u. 587 BE
dun. 588 BE nien. 589 E spien [but (te spian) to spoon-feed or wean].
590 E fluer. 592 [E (swiar) is for 8ware]. 593 [E (m^n) used]. 594 E
buut. 595 E fw,t. 596 E r/at. 597 E siBt.

U- 599 E ebran ebuun. 600 E lw,v. 601 E fowl. 602 E suu. 603 B
kom kura, E k^m. 605 C sun, B sw n sun, E s^n [the same as 629, no
difference felt]. 606 C duuer, BE drier. 607 C b^tej.

U: 609 E fwjl. 610 E wuu. 612 C sw m, B sum, E SM,m. 614 E ownd.
615 C p6wnd, B pw nd, E p^nd. 616 E gr^nd. 617 E sownd. 618 E wownd.
620 E gr^nd. 622 E e^nder. 625 E tiq. 626 B uqer [? t* qer], E u^r. 629
E su

}
n [the same as 605, Miss B. felt no difference]. 631 CU thA'rzde, E

thorzde. 632 B w p, up. 634 E thruu.

U'- 640 CBE kou [B (kow)es') cowhouse]. 641 CE 6w. 642 E dhdw.
613 C n^B, BE nou. 646 E bow. 647 E Mjlet. 648 E our. 649 B thowzen.

652 E kw,d. 653 E b^t.
U': 654 BE shrowd. 655 E fowl. 656 E rowm [old-fashioned]. 657 E

brown. 658 E down. 659 E town. 661 E sho?^r. 662 E %z. 663 C 6us

CMS, UB ous, E 6m. 666 [E (man) used]. 667 CE out.

Y- 673 E mM[tj [but in asking the price, (6u mit$ how much ?]. 674 E dzd'.

677 E drai. 679 E tp,rtj [kirk not used]. 681 [E (thraq) used]. 682 CB
Irftl, E latl. Y: 684 E brig. 685 [E (rigin) roofing used]. 687 E fliit.

689 E btld. 690 E kaind. 691 E matnd. 694 CBE wark. 697 E bEri.

699 E riit. 700 E waars. 701 C fast, E f^rst. Y'- 705 E sky. 706
E wai [

= well, but in asking a question always (wat for)]. Y': 712
E mais.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 733 E skaar. 736 CB las. 740 E w^v. E. 743 E skmm. 744
E niEz'lz. 745 E tjtat. I. and Y. 753 [E (kt't'l) used]. 754 C peg. 756
B shrimp. 0. 761 E Had. 766 E moiderd [occasionally used]. 767 E
noiz. 769 E mowdiwaarp. 772 E bt'enfair. 774 E powni. 778 E efuurd.

790 E gozm. U. 804 E dr^k'n. 805 E kr^dz.

nr. ROMANCE.

A-- 809 E jab'l JEb'l. 810 E f/as. 811 E pitas. 813 E bEkin. 818

[Mr. E. wrote yege (jiidj) apparently, but Miss B. did not know it]. 822 E
mee. 824 E tjeer. 830 E tra?n. 832 E meer. 833 CBE par. 835 E mz'n.
836 E st'ez'n. C skia's [scarce]. 845 E ^nshent. 847 E dmidrer. 849

E strarcdjer. 852 E eeprvn. 857 E kt'&s. -- C slt'at [slate]. 860 E pzast.

861 E tt'ast. 862 E staf. 864 E kos. 865 E faat. 866 E per.
E-. 867 CE tii. 869 E vM. 874 E rt'tm. 875 E fEnt. 879 E fiinwd.

885 CUB vare. 887 E klaardji. 888 E saartm. 890 C bies [pi.]. 892 E
nEfi. 894 E disiiv. 805 E r/siiv.

I- and Y-. 901 C fain. 903 E dam. 904 E vaiulet. 910 E djaist.

911 E sistern.

0-. 913 E kwBti. 914 E brootj. 918 E f^Vl. 919 E ointment. 920

E point. 924 E tiois. 925 E vois. 926 E spoil. 928 E 6ns. 929 E
kowkemer. 939 E kKes. 940 E kihst. 941 E fuul. 947 E boil. 948 E
bowl. 952 E kuers. 957 E empldi.

U-- 960 E kee. 963 E k^aiet. 965 E 6il. 968 E oistsr. 970 E dj^st.
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YAK. iii, DENT AND HOWGILL cwl.

D Dent, Yo., Var. iii, form b, see 22 interlinear cs. No. 7, p. 558, pal. by JGG.
from the dictation of Messrs. Parrington and Metcalf, respectively 35 and
22 years acquainted with the dialect. This form has U' = (aw) .

H Howgill (rhowgil) (3 nnw.Sedberg), Yo., Var. iii, form e, p. 559, No. 8, pal. by
JGG. from the dictation of Mr. Best, then of Kirkby Thore (ik^rbi

1
r

(4 nw.Appleby, We.), who had previously lived 50 years in Howgill. Mr.

Best, in January, 1878, read some of the principal words of this list to

AJE., who was thus able to verify JGG.'s appreciation. The (r) was trilled

slightly, it was more than (r) . This form has U' = (z^u) .

No initial prefixed indicates that the pron. is the same in both cases. The
vowel (i

1

)
is not distinguished from

(i). The fractures
(e'ii, z^ii) are usually

written
(e'i, z'ji),

the second element being taken medial instead of long, and so in

other cases.

i. "WESSEX AND NORSE.

4 ta^. 5 rna^. 6 mz'^d.
10 haa. 12 saa.

17 laa.

7 s/^k. 8 D hev, H hmv.
13 H naa. 14 H draa. 15

A- 3 b/^k.
9 D bijh/iav, H .

D laa, H aa. 16 H daan. 17 laa. 18 kt'^k. 19 tt'^l. 20 It^m. 21

m'^m. 22 iifam. 23 H s^m. 24 shajm. 25 im'.an. 26 H [(les'n)

used]. 27 D nh^ajV, H m'
aa,v. 28 D hiia,r, H hirer. 30 I) kifar, H kirer.

31 Mjait. 32 H beedh. 33 D reefa?, H rmlher. 34 lost. 35 D AA!,

H MII. 36 D thaa, H thow. 37 klaa.

A: 40 D kt'i&m, H k^am. 41 theqk. 43 |>an'd. 44 lan'd. 46 ka^T.
48 saq\ 50 taq'z. 51 majn. 53 kan\ 54 want. 55 as. 57 as.

A: or 0: 58 free. 59 L^m. 60 la^'. 61 H tjma,q. 62 s^ra^.
64 raq era'q, D w'raq. 65 saq. 66 D waq, H whaq.
67 [(gaq) used]. 69 jufa. 70 tifa. 71 w*'^. 72 D wifa
whaa. 73 st',^. 74 D tuu, H tw^a, tewjU. 75 D s

v
t

vrook, H s^r
- 77 D lord, H lord. 79 aan. 80 Lhalid^. 81 D M&n, H I

m^ajn, H mt>n. 84 D mt'^r, H m^r. 85 D siwji, H s/^r.

thraq.
A'

76 tii

83 D
Bts.

63

H

86

87 klt'iM. 88 klt>!dh. 89 bt'^jth. 90 blaa. 91 maa. 92 D
nhaa, H naa. 93 snaa. 94 kraa. 95 thraa. 96 saa. 97 soul. 98 D
nhaan, H naan. 100 sown.

A': 101 tajk. 102 Eks. 104 D rww^d, H rzi^d. 106 br^ad. 107 l^af.
108 [(pt^Mt) used]. 109 laa. Ill out. 113 h^a^. 115 ht^m. 118

H bfi^n. 122 D n^a^, H nu
}
n. 123 [(n6wt) used]. 124 aitfan. 127 H

hors. 128 [(dhem) used]. 129 D gt^st, H gw^st. 130 bw^t. 133 D
,
H rffat. 134 i^th [also H (ooth)]. 135 kli^^h.

- 138 1) faddh^jr. 140 D hel, H Lhe^l. 142 D sneil,

147 br^n. 148 feer.

H sn^el. 144

149 D bliiEZ, H Ueez.D vgeen, H Bg^an. 146 m^n.
150 liiEst. 152 wa^ur. 153
JE: 155 thajk. 157 n^v'n. 158 Ef^ur. 160 eg. 161 dee. 164 mee.

165 sed. 167 dt'^1. 168 ta^B. 169 D wen, H when [almost (wen)]. 170
harvist [(hartst) about Kirkby Thore]. 171 baarli. 172 g^rs. 173 waz

[emph.]. 174 Esh. 175 fast. 179 D wat, H what. 181 [( v
t

trod) used].
M'- 183 tiiEtj. 184 liiEd. 185 D reld, H r/,id. 186 bredth. 187

liiEV. 188 [D wmi), H (nini) used]. 189 H wee
{
i. 190 D kEE'i. 191

Lhiiel. 192 D me in, H miien. 193 D kl#n, H kliien. 194 Eni. 195 D
raani, H meni. 196 waar. 197 D tieiz. 199 DblEEt, H bWt. 200 D wiiEt,
H whiiet. 202 ihifat.
M': 203 D speiti, H ^i. 204 D deid, H di,id. 205 D threid, H t^i.

207 DneidT, H t^i. 210 klee. 211 gree. 212 D w^, H wh^. 213 D
eefap, H eedhm. 215 H tii^t. 216 diiel. 217 [not used]. 218 D she'ip,
II f,i. 219 D sleip, H t^i. 221 fii^r. 222 D hifar, H MOT. 223 D
dh/!a,r, H -er. 224 D waar, H whaar. 226 mifast. 227 WEt. 228 swiiist.

229 D breth, H bryth. 230 fa;t.
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E- 232 D br^k, H (briik) occ.]. 233 spiiEk. 234 niiEd. 235 wiiEV.
236 few?. 237 loleen. 238 [hedj. 241 reen. 243 plee [on a fiddle, but

(leek) at cards]. 246 ii. whiiEn [quean, female]. 248 mii^r. 249 wii^r.
250 swii^r. 251 miiEt. 252 kstT. 253 mst'l'. 254 D hsddh^r, H le dX r.

255 D weddh^r, H we
vdV-

E: 257 edj [pi. (ed'djiz)]. 259 wedj [pi. wed'djiz]. 261 see. 262 D
WEE 1

, H wee. 264 eel. 265 s^re^it. 268 [al'dist) used]. 270 belus beli.

272 el"m. 273 men. 274 D biqk. H bentj. 276 thiqk. 281 D leqtb, H
lenth. 282 D s

v
t

vreqth, H -nth. 283 im^ri. 284 thresh. 285 kresh. 286

[hare. 287 D be'iz'm, H t^i. 288 let.

E'- 289 D ie'i, H ji',i. 290 D i hei, H h,t. 291 D dhe'i. H dh/,1. 292
D me'i, H m^i. 293 D wei, H w^i. 300 D ke'ip, H t',1. 301 D hii^r, H
h/ji^r. 302 D me'it, H m/,it. 303 D swe'it, H z'ji. E': 305 hei, 306
D bait, H h/,it. 308 D ne'id, H ',i. 309 D spe'id, H ^i. 310 D heil, H ,i.

311 tEn. 312 D he'i^r, H t,i. 314 D haard, H hiierd. 315 f/it. 316 nskst.

EA- 319 g/^p. 320 H kti^r. EA: 321 saa. 322 D laf, H laf. 323
fowt. 324 ee

L
it. 325 wAAk. 326 aal'd. 327 bowl'd. 328 kal'd. 329 D

fowl'd, H fal'd. 330 Lbod. 331 [(sBl't) used]. 332 [(tuTt) used]. 333 kAAf.
334 LhAAf. 335 AA. 336 AA. 340 i^rd. 342 ar'm. 343 war'm. 345
D dtVj H daar. 346 D geet, H iEt.

EA'- 347 ihiiEd. 348 D e'i, H t, ii. 349 fm.
EA': 350 diiEd. 351 liiEd. 352 D rEd, H riiEd. 353 briiEd. 354 shiiEf.

3-55 diiEf. 356 liiEf. 357 D dhoo [H replaced by (far AA)]. 359 n^b^r. 360
tiiEm. 361 biiEn. 363 tjiisp. 365 nii^ir. 366 D ga^rt, H griiEt. 367
thriiEt. 368 diiEth. 369 slaa. 370 raa. 371 D s^n'^, H s

kt/iie [this final

(e) is very short, and seems suddenly checked].
El- 372 aiji. 373 dh**. 374 nee. 376 \>eei.

El: 377 stfa,k. 378 w^k. 382 D dht'^jr, H dheer. EO- 383 sev'n.

384 Lhev'n. 386 IOM. EO: 388 m/llhk [I did not hear the (Ih) from Mr.
Best myself]. 389 D look, H iw^k. 390 sud. 393 biiont. 396 waark. 397

sw^^d. 398 staarv. 402 D liiErn, H laar'n. 403 faar. 404 staar. 40 > D
ihaa)stBn, H iha)sten [hearthstone, without which suffix hearth is never used].
407 D faard'n, H fad'n. 408 D niu. EO'- 409 D Mi, H b^i. 411 D
threi, H n. 412 D she'i, H t'ji. 413 D dtvT, H d^vT. 414 D flei, H ^i.
315 D lei, H It i. 416 dii*^. 417 D tjtg, H tpw. 418 briu. 420 f6?<Br.

421 forti. EO': 423 D the>'i, H th^i. 424 n^f. 425 D leit, H ^i. 426

fE'it. 427 D bei, H b^i. 428 D sei, H st',1. 429 H f^ind. 430 fry.nd.
431 bii^r. 432 fowrt. 433 D bn/,st, H briiEst. 434 bet. 435 izijU. 436

^riu. 437 ,t t
riuth. EY- 438 D del, H d.i. EY: 439 fou t

Bt.

I- 440 D welk, H wt ik. 441 D siiv, H s/,v. 442 D aivin, H aivi. 444

D ste'il, H statl. 446 nkin. 448 [H (dhMlr) used]. 449 git. 450 tiuzdi.

451 D soo, H siu.

I: 452 ai [emphatic], -i [enclitic], a- [proclitic]. 454 witj. 455 lig. 457
mait. 458 D neit, II n^it. 459 D relt, H ^i 460 D *weeit, H w?it. 462 D
seit, H t',i. 464 whiti. 465 D saik, H stk. 466 [(baarn) used]. 467 waild.

471 tim* r. 473 blm.d. 475 D waind, H win'd. 476 bin'd. 477 fm'd. 478

gry.nd [Nos. 475-8 make past tense in (-an'd), and past participle in (-w,n)].

479 II win'd. 481 li^r. 485 thts'l. 486 lest. 487 D tyjS^rde, H ie-.

488 D tyt, H iet.

I'- 490 bai bi. 491 H sai. 493 draiv. 494 taim. 496 airen. 498 rait.

499 H bt id'l.

I': 500 laik. 501 waid. 502 faiv. 503 laif. 504 D nhaif, Hn-. 505 H
waif. 506 wemren. 507 wimiii. 508 mail. 509 D wail, H wh-. 511 wain.

513 wai^r. 514 ais. 515 wa/z. 516 wizdum. 517 D m, H j^u.
0- 520 bow. 521 D fw&isl, H iu^L 522 D op'n, H op'n. 523 D Lhoop,

H I hzi^p. 524 worTd.
O: 526 D kAf, H kof. 527 b6wt. 528 ihout. 529 br6w't. 530 H rout.

531 d6wteur. 632 D kwu^t, H kw t. 533 du
t
l. 534 D whw^l, H LhM,Bl.

536 gowl'd. 537 mot^d. 538 wad [emphatic]. 539 bowl'. 540 D holin. 542

bo?/t. 545 Lbop. 547 bu^rd. 548 fw^^d. 550 ww^d. 551 D stor'm, H
starm. 552 D kor'n, H karn. 553 D Lhor'n, H Lharn. 554 kros.
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0'- 555 shM,u. 556 te. 557 D t,u, H tiu. 558 liuk. 559 D im^ddh^r,
H mwijde^r. 561 bl^um. 562 mw,un. 563 mwjndB. 564 D siun. 565 D
nwo'BZ, H nw,Bz. 566 D w,ddh0,r, H wud^ lv

r.

0': 569 b,uk. 570 tiuk. 571 gM, H giud. 572 blw.d, H blind. 573

fliud, H fl,ud. 574 briud. 575 D stt'^jd, H stiud. 576 wed'nzdu. 577

bw,u. 578 pl,u. 579 D tm?/,f, H inuf [sg. (inwju) pi.]. 580 D tof, H tw
t
f.

581 H s6t. 583 D ta^ul, H tiul. 584 D st,ul, II stiul. 585 D br^um.
586 diu, H dajU, 587 diun. 588 niun. 589 D sp^im, H spiun. 590

fliu^r. 591 D m-wii^r. 593 [(me^n) used]. 594 bwjut. 595 D fiut, H f**t.

596 H riut. 597 H stilt.

U- 599 D ebwiv. 600 IM,V. 601 H fi^ul. 602 szijU [approaching (sow)].
600 k^m. 605 SMjn. 606 diu*,r. 607 b^f^r.

U: 608 Wjgli. 609 ft^l
1

. 610 D wwjn, H wo?'u"u [tbis after flatus was

nearly (wh) as I heard Mr. Best
; but possibly tbis, as also (o?'u), was an

individuality]. 611 bu^tjk. 612 swjin. 613 ^r^qk. 614 H hwjun'd [I heard
almost (hdwnd), and pronunciation varied as (|_h%n'd)]. 615 H pwjn'd. 616

grwjrid. 619 fwjun'd. 622 D ^nd^r. 625 t^^q. 626 \\MWP. 629 se^n.
631 th^,rzdB. 632 w,p. 633 kwjp. 634 D thr^u, H thrce'u [perhaps an

individuality]. 637 t^sk. 639 dw.st.

U'- D has (&M), H (w,u)]. 640 D kaw, H k^u. 641 D Lhaw, H LbM,u.
643 D naw, H n^ti.
648 D bwp, H

645 dt^v. 646 D baw, H bow.

649 D thawz^nd, H thj^u-.

642 D dhaw, H dh^u.
647 D Mjlet, H wjul-

652 kwjd. 653 bwjt.
U': [D 3M, H M,U]. 654 D sh^rawd, H shi3r/.jud [(shr) becomes (sher-) in

this word only]. 655 D fawl. 656 DH r^um. 657 D braem, H brwjun. 658
D dawn, H dzijun. 661 D shaw^r, H sh^u^r. 662 hwjZ [emphatic form].
663 D h^s, H hwjus [approaching (hows)]. 664 D hus, H Iwjus. 665 D
maws, H niMjUS. 666 h?^,zbBnd. 667 D awt, H WjUt. 668 D pra?<d, H
prw^d. 669 H Wjuk^utht (probably an individuaHty] . 671 D m&ut\i, H
mwjuth. 672 D sat<th, H 8M,uth.
Y- 673 mitj. 676 D lei, H li^. 677 drai. 678 din. 679 D k^rk,

H tjM,rtj. 680 bizi. 682 lail'. Y: 683 midj. 684 brig. 685 H rig.
686 bai. 687 H flijit. 688 btl'd [(billht), p.p.]. 690 kaind. 691

maind. 693 sin. 694 ww,rk. 696 D b^^th, H bt/,rth. 697 bT/jri. 699
D re'it, H rt'jit. 700 waars. 701 fc^rst. 703 pit. 704 viks'n. Y'- 705
skai. 706 [what for, used]. 708 hai^r. Y': 709 fai^r. 711 lais.

712 mais.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bajd. 714 kjd. 715 D pajd. 716 D M'l. 722 foeen. 723
d^ri. 724 D bAAld, H bAA. 725 B?|fc,L 728 shajm. 729 D fi-tj^m, H
treem. 730 kant^jr. 734 daar'n. 735 mash. 737 meek. 740 weev. 742 leezi.

E. 744 mEzTzs. 746 H brt^edh. 748 D fligd, H fledjd. I. and Y.
753 [(kttT) used]. 754 H pig. 759 fit. 0. 761 l^'M- 767 D nois.

769 mowdiwaarp. 771 fon'd. 772 bija^fa^jr. 774 D pooni, H pdzmi. 777
D shop. 778 D uf^VM H Bfwr . 783 D p&wtrij, H pw^^ri. 789 D row.

790 D garni, H gzijun. U. 793 D hwjg. 794 dj,g. 799 sb^l
1

. 801
803 D dj^mp [also (lo'wp)]. 805 krwjdz. 808 pt*^.

ftjM. 811 ph'^s. 8121/^8. 813 H b^k'n.
819 r^di. 822 mee. 824 tjeer. 825 D w^f,

,
H lag^jr. 828 H eegs. 830 foeen.. 833 paar.
840 D tjamb^r. 841 tjons. 842 plaqk. 843

845 H eenshunt. 847 dmidpjr. 848 tj^ndj. 849
851 nt. 852 ajp^nm. 853 D barg'n, H bargin.
856 part. 857 ki^s. 858 H bn',^8- 859 ^i8 -

862 s/ja,f. 864 biko-s. 865 faat. 866 pw.u^r.
t'ii. 871 D gre'J, H gn,i. 874 riiEn. 875 fmt.
. 883 dandilai;Bn. 884 H Bpr^jntis. 886 H frii^r.
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HI.

A- 809 labT. 810
814 mt'jVn. 818 eefy.H wt,&if. 827 D iBg^
835 riiez'n. 836 siiez'n.

brantj. 844 D ^rensh.
Btfeeafyil. 850 dns.
854 barer. 855 karet.
860 p^a.st. 861 ttja.st.

E-. 867 D tei, H t

877 eer. 880 D egzomp'l
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888 sart'n. 890 buBst. 891 fiiEst. 892 nefi. 893 D flaw^r, H fl^u. 894
D diseiv, H ^i. 895 D rise'iv, H *',i.

! and Y-- 897 dila/t. 899 D ne'is. 900 pra;. 901 fain. 902 main;
904 D vaieret. 908 isdvais. 909 D bre'iz, H br^iz. 910 djaist. 911 D
siiest^rn. 912 rais.

913 D k^MiBtj, H k!-. 914 D brootj, H br^etj. 915 stuj. 916
Wjni^n. 917 roog. 918 D fe'ib'l, H ^i. 919 D ointment, H 6/n-. 920 D
po-nt, H 6i. 922 bw.sh'l. 924 tjot's. 925 D vdis, H 6i. 926 D spoil, H
6i. 927 ^r^qk. 928 D fewns, H ^uns. 929 H k^uk^m^r. 930 D loin,H 6i. 931 D AfUigbf. 933 fr^nt. 935 kwjn^ri. 938 korn^r. 939 klu^s.
940 kww^t. 941 fi^uT. 942 D b^ttj^r, H b^tj^r. 943 tMjtj. 944 D
tuaw. 945 D vaw. 947 D boil, H 6i. 948 D b^ul, H bowl. 950 sw^r.
951 kwjp'l. 952 D kau^rs, H ku^ra [coarse]. 953 k^zin. 954 D wiston,H whi-. 955 D dawt, H djut. 956 k^

1
Vc?

l
r.

U-. 961 griuel. 963 D waiet, H kw-. 964 s/ui^. 965 D oil, H o'i.

986 friut. 967 siut. 968 D ois^r. 969 sii^^. 970 djw.st. 971 fliut.

VAR. iv, EDEKSIBE cwl.

Some of the most important words from the 22 cs. Nos. 12 to 17, p. 563, as

a help to the student.

S from Kirkby Stephen, No. 12. M from Milburn, No. 15.

C from Crosby Kavensworth, No. 13. L from Langwathby, No. 16.

T from Temple Sowerby, No. 14. E from Ellonby, No. 17.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 5 SOME ma^, L mak, T mek. '21 SMLE m'^m, CT nAejin.
A: orO: 64 SE t?ra,q, C raq, T raq, M w'ra^. A'- 84 S mee^r ,

C mee^ ,
MLE niEEr

,
T rnaar . 87 SMLE kh'^jZ, CT klt'^z. 89 SMLE

bf a
; th, CT bt'^th. 92 SCE noo M nhoo, L tnhoo, T nAA. 93 T nhaa, M

nhoo, L tnhoo, SE noo, C no. A': 102 SCTM as, LE a,ks. 110 ii. CTL
nM.t, S ny,t. 113 SML ht'^jl, CT h^e.l, E hM. 115 SML h^ajm, TE
hia,m, C hi^m. 122 ii. S ntV*, ML m'^, T n'^e,, CE ni. 137 CTMLE

138 SCT fad^ lvr, M fad
v
d?hr, L fa^^r ,

E fa/kur. JE: 161
S dee!, CTMLE dEE. M'- 194 S ani, CL oni, TM eni, E Eni. M':
214 S nee^T . 223 SCTMLE dh/ji^r . 224 SM whoor

,
TL whAAr

,

CE whEEr .

E- 233 SCTLE sptjik. E: 261 SC see,, ML see, T st'^. 265 CE
s.t^ek, S strak, M s.t.r6ett. E'- 292 SCTMLE m^i. E': 312
SCTMLE lu>,r. 314 SCTLE haard, M h^i^^d.
EA- 320 C keeir, S keeer

,
TMLE kEEr. EA: 326 C ool'd, E oold,

T AAld AAd, M AAl'd. 330 SCTMLE hod. 338 STML kAA, CE koo.

EA': 359 T n^b^r ,
S nee-, C ne-, MLE HEB-. 366 SC gr^it, TE g^rt,

ML gj^!r t. EO'- 412 SCMLE slm [before w], T sh^,. 0': 430
S frynd. 437 S ^r^.uth, CTMLE ^riuuth. KY- 438 SCTMLE dt'i.

I: 452 STL wad)i, [but E aa wajd, the pron. differing according to position].
1'- 494 STL taaim, CME taa

4
im. I': STL laaik, C Ia

4ik, M laa
t
ik.

510 TL maain, SE maa in, C ma
t
in.

0- 519 SCTMLK ow^r . 524 SCM w^^Bl'd, TL waar^ld, E w^rld.
0: 531 SCLE ddwtej.r . 535 SCT twii&k, M f^iiu^k, L fte-^Bk, E iii^k.
0'- 557 SCTML t'w. 567 SCTMLE tt^dfar . 0': 579 SCTMLE imt'wf.

587 SCTMLE dtwn. 592 SM swifar ,
S swee^VT swyyirt, L swyy^^ .

U: 612 SCTMLE swjm. 616 S grw,nd, TL gr^n'd, E gr^jn, CT grw.un'd.
631 SthK^zdB, CL th^rzdB, TK tiw^zdu. 634 SCTMLE tlir/^u, SCTML
thr,u. U'- 641 SC \\u u, H huu. 643 SCTMLE ni^ii. 651 SC widu^t,
LE wid,ut, TM wt?dhu,ut! U': 663 SCTMLE hz^us.

Y: 701 SCTMLE f^r^t.
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m. ROMANCE.

A- 862 T s/jejf, MLE at^f. E-. 885 SCTL va.rV 888 SCTMLE
saart'n. 940 T kwoot, CM kwu^t, L kwufat, E k^t. 941

SCTMLE ffwl. 955 SCTMLE d^uts. TJ- 969 STML siuu^r ,
E

, C sh^u^r . 970 STM djw.st.

VAR v, WEST CUMBERLAND cwl.

The same words as in Var. iv. collected from Nos. 18 to 20 in the 22 cs. p. 563.

K from Keswick, No. 18.

C from Clifton, No. 19.

H from Holme Cultram, No. 20.

I. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 5 CH mak, K majk. 21 K n/^m, C n/am, H m'^m. A: or 0:

64 K raiq, CH raq. A'- 84 K m^r, C meer. H meet?r. 87 K kK,a z,

C kl&iZ, H klmjz. 89 KC b^ajth H bz>th. 92 KCH noo. A': 102 K
as, H as, C aks. 113 K h^aj. C hial. 115 K h^m, C jam, H JEm. 122

ii. K m>. H m>, C mV 137 KH now
vd^r ,

C n^de v
r. M- 138 K

fa
vd^r, CH fa

t
dt?

v
r. M: 161 KC dEE, H dee. M'- 194 KC eni, H

ani. M': 223 KC dh,ic?,r ,
H dhBr. 224 KC whoor

,
H whoour .

E- 233 K sp/.ik, C spfyik. E: 261 KC SEE, H see. 265 K s
v
t rmt.sp.

C s^rujit. E'- 292 K m/ji C m/i i, H mii. E': 312 KC h^w.r . H
ImiBr . 314 K hard, CH haard. EA: 320 K km

,
C keer, H keeer .

EA: 326 H ool, K oold, C dud. 330 KCH hod. 338 KCH koo. EA':
359 KH nEb^r , H nsbBr . C nEEber . 367 K gr^it C g^rt, H griit. EO'-
412 [emphatic] KC sht'i, H shit. EO': 430 K frend. 437 K ^luth,
C tpiuuth, H ^rwjth. EY- 438 KC d^i, H dii.

I: 452 KC a wad, H wad)i [I would, would I]. I'- 494 K taarai,
C taim, H teim. I': 500 K laik, C laik, leikli. 510 K maa

4m, C mk.tn,
H mem.

0- 519 K 6wr, C O'WOT, H 6m?r. 524 K waar Bld, C warld, H waarld.
0: 531 K doute ur, C do^

v
ter. 535 K fw'M,Bk, C f^-ook, H fowk. 0'-

557 K t/. 567 K twhd^r ,
C t^^

lv
dtJ

v
r. 0': 579 K Bn/f, C un^f. 587

KC dwjn, C d/wen, H di^n. 592 K swyy,art, C swoort, H swt'i^r.
U: 612 KCH sw^m. 616 K gry,nd, C grw.nd H grw n. 634 K thrVut,

C thrw.ut. H threm. U'- 641 KC h^u. 643 KC n^u. H nuu. 651 K
w^dziiUt. C B^WjUt, H ^duut. U': 663 KC h^us, H huuz.

Y: 701 K fw^st, C f^rst, H f^rst.

m. ROMANCE.
A- 862 Ks^ajf, C s/af. E-- 885 K va,r, CH van?. 888 K sart'n,

CH saart'n. - 940 kww.Bt, C kwot, H kiioout. 941 K f/wl, C fi^l, H
f*>l. 955 K d/ijuts, C duuts, H dwts. U-- 969 K sheur

,
C shm^r, H

st>er. 970 KC dj^st.

(9) YAR. vi, WEARDALE AND TEESDALE cwl.

St. John's, Weardale (:waard'l), Du., head of the dale, about 12 e-by-n. Cross

Fell, Cu., and 24 w-by-s.Durham, wl. pal. in 1878 by JGG. from diet, of

Mr. and Miss Harrison, natives, who had lived there 40 years from birth.

All words unmarked refer to this.

M Middleton-in-Teesdale (22^ sw. Durham), wl. io. by Rev. John Milner,

Rector, in 1878, who had then been there only ^ years. Only such words
in this list as are re-spelled are here given, pal. conjecturally by AJE. M
after an unmarked word shews that this agrees with the former, and in
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estimating this agreement, as M is very imperfectly known, I disregard any
apparent differences where the M may possibly represent the finer analysis
given hy JGG, for St. John's.

The
(r) is (r), hut is left unmarked.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 b>k M. 4 ta
x
k. 5 ma

;
k. 6 mt ud M. 7 st>k M. 8 IIEV. 9

bih^y.
12 SAA. 17 IAA. 19 tt>l M. 20 h>m M. 21 m>m M. 22 teem.

M, tt>m. 23 s/,m M. 24 sha^m. 25 mi ira M. 27 M nt>v. 28 heeur.
31 lt>t M. 32 Mbt'jUth. 33 reedhvr M. 34 last. 35 AA!

(

. 36 thow M.
A: 39 kom. 40 keem. 41 thEqk. 43 ha,nd. 44 la,nd. 46 ka^'l M.

48 saq. 50 tEqz M. 51 ma,n. 54 want. 55 as. 56 wEsh M. 57 a,s.
A: or 0: 58 free M. 59 lam. GO la^. 61 Bma^. 62 s^ra^ M. 63

thrajq M. 64 ra,q M. 65 M sajq. 66 whajq.
A'- 67 ga,n, M ga gang. 69 nt^l, M nt,B, 70 tt.i, M U>. 71 wt,i, M

wt>. 72 wht',1, M whtit?. 73 si, I. 74 twt'ji, M twit?. 75 s^rook, M s
v
t
vn>k.

76 tt>d M. 78 oo, M 6u. 80 hElidi, M hajidi. 81 lontm. 84 rneer M.
85 seer M. 86 JEts [(hAVBr) gen.]. 87 klt>z M. 88 kit' will M. 89 b*>th
M. 91 moo. 92 M naa. 93 snoo, M snaa. 94 kroo, M kraa. 95 throo.

96 soo. 97 s6l. 98 noon, M naan. 99 throon. 100 soon.

A': 101 ja.k M. 102 ajS . 104 rotjd. 105 rt>d M. 106brt>dM. 107
ItBf M. 108 dw,f, M [(pt.Bst) more usual]. 109 loo. 110 not, M m^t. Ill
out M. 112 lu>l M. 115 hvem M. 118 bt>n M. 121 gt>n M. 122
m'nM. 123 [(nout) used, M]. 124 st>n M. 125 [(nobst) used]. 127 M
h',BS. 128 dhem. 129 gost. 130 M Im-o'ut. 131 gt>t. 132 het M. 133

rt'iBt M. 134 o,th. 135 [(klo'wt) used M]. 136 ow^r, M [spelt oudther}.
M- 138 fa^hr M. 140 h^l M. 141 neel. 142 saeel. 143 teel. 144

Bg m. 146 mt'.ra. 147 bwn. 148 fewp. 152 wat
v
b

lv
r M. 153 ss^.rdi M.

^: 155 M tha^. 158 Ef^te^r M. 160 Eg. 161 dee. 164 mee. 165
sed M. 166 nwd. 167 d/,ul M. 168 tab. 169 when. 170 haarvi st.

171 baarli. 172 g^rs M. 173 wa.z. 174 Esh M. 175 fast. 179 whait.

181 [(^rod) used]'".

M'- 182 st'.i. 183 ttjitj. 184 l^id. 185 rz^id. 186 brt ith [used].
187 1/iiv. 188 nB't [(nilwjr) more used]. 189 WE'*'. 190 krft M. 191 h/ il.

192 m/jin. 193 kl/jin. 194 oni M. 195 moni M. 197 tj^iz. 199 lllee.

200 wh/,it. 201 h/jidh'n. 202 h/,it.

2E': 203 sp/jitj. 204 dt'.id. 205 thr^id, M thriid. 206 red. 207 n/jid'l.

210 ]dee. 211 gree. 212 wbee. 215 tdwt M. 216 d^U. 217 i,itj. 218

sh/.ip. 219 sl/.ip. 221 ii^r. 222 he'^r. 223 dhi,?^. 225 flesh. 226

im>st M. 227 wet. 228 swi it. 229 br^ith. 230 fa t.

E- 232 bri ik, M briik [(bra.k brok'n)]. 233 spt'.ik [(spEk spok'n)]. 235

w/,iv. 236 fi.ivOT. 237 M tjtlbh'.ra. 238 hedj. 241 retn. 243 pW [(Wk)
used]. 246 kw/jin [queen and quean]. 247 [(sp/jBn) used, M]. 248 m/,^,^
M miir. 249 w*>,r M, wiir. 250 swt'iii,r, M swiir. 251 m^it. 252 ket'l.

253 net'l. 254 led^r, M -dh-. 255 wed
vd<?,r, M -dh-.

E: 257 edj. 259 wEdj. 260 lai [evidently a confusion with lie] 261

see. 262 vee. 264 eel. 268 [(oodtst) used M]. 270 beli, belts/z, M behs.

272 el'm, M AAm. 273 men. 274 b<?qk bensh. 275 [(stiqk) used]. 276

thtqk. 277 ^rensh. 278 wensh. 280 Bh'xib'n. 281 lenth. 282 s
v
t

v
renth.

283 meri. 284 thresh M. 285 kresh. 286 h^n?. 287 bwz'm [this is

right for a besom]. 288 let.

E'- 289 at i JB ji. 290 ht,i, B, t. 292 mt'.i m^ mi. 293 wt,i vu we.

294 ft id. 295 brt>d. 296 btltjiv. 298 ft'.id. 299 grt'.in.
300 kt'Jp.

301 b.tjw,r. 302 mt it. 303 swt it.

E': 305 he'i. M hVt. 306 he'it. 307 n/,i. 308 n/,id. 309 sp/jid. 310

ht'.iBl. 311 ten. 312 ht'^r. 314 hii^ird. 315 ft^it. 316 nEkst, M
[occ.] neist.

EA- 319 gt'.Bp M. 320 bur, M kt *,!. EA: 321 [(st, id) used]. 322

laf. 323 fl,Bt, M fowt. 324 EE'tt. 325 WAAk. 326 od M [and (AAd)j. 327

M bowld. 328 kod M. 329 M fod fAAd. 330 hod M. 331 [(seTd sel Llht)
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used] M. 332 [(tel'd, tel Llht) used] M. 333 kAAf M. 334 hAAf M. 335

AA M. 336 fAA M. 337 WAA M. 340 JErd M. 342 Er'm. 343 waar'm.

345 daar M. 346 ja,t, M gt>t.
EA'- 347 h^id, M hiid. 348 ei, M ii. 349 fiu. EA': 350 d/,id,

M diid. 351 li^id, M liid. 352 r/jid, M riid. 353 bi^id, M briid. 354

sh/,iv, M shiif. 355 d^ii, M diif. 356 l^if. 357 dhoo M. 359 nE'^ib^r M.
361 b^in. 365 m'^r. 366 g^rt, M griit. 367 thn',it, M tbriit. 368

d/jith, M diith. 369 sloo, M slaa. 370 TOO. 371 s^re'i, M stn>.
EI- 372 ai,i, Me*. 373 dh^. 374 nm, M m>. 376 b^t. EI: 377

stjtBk M. 378 w^k M. 382 dh^r. EO- 383 s^ib'n. 384 hev'n. 385

bm^ith. 386 ja'u M. 387 niuu.

EO: 388 mililhk. 390 su,d. 393 buont M. 396 wark. 397 sw^rd,
M sw^rd. 399 br^it, M briit. 401 J^rnist M. 402 lii^rn. 403 faar. 404

407 fard'n, M -in.

412 shei sbt? shu. 413 d^i'l, M diiv'l. 414
416 dt'^r. 417 tja'w M. 418 briu. 420

406 jErtb.

411 thre'i.

i M Hi.

staar. 405 haarth.

EO'- 409 be'i bi.

fle'i, M nil. 415 l

fa'u<?,r. 421 forti.

EO': 423 the'i, M thii. 424 r%f. l^iit, M Hit. 426 fE'it M. 427 be'i

bi. 428 se'i. 429 M ft',Bnd. 431 biji^r. 432 iouri M. 433 br/,ist. M
briist. 434

1b/1it. 435 iei jt? ji. 436 ^riu M. 437 ^riuth M. EY- '438

dt'jii, M dii. EY: 439 ^r^st.
I- 440 w^ik. 441 s^iv, M siiv. 443 Midi, M freidi. 444 stE'il M. 445

M be'i. 446 nE'in. 448 dhV- 449 git M. 450 tiuzdi. 451 siuu, M sou.

I: 452 ai, Ma. 454 witj. 455 lai, M lig. 457 mait, M meit. 458

m',it, M niit. 459 n'jiit, M riit. 460 WE'it. 462 s^it, M siit. 464 Avh/lLlhk,M wbilk. 465 sek, M sawk. 466 [(beern) used]. 467 WE'il
(

d. 471 tim^r M.
472 [(te rujn u,p) used]. 473 blin'd M. 474 [(swa^rd) used]. 475 wain'd
wind. 476 bind M. 477 find M. 478 ground, M gr^nd. 479 win'd. 481

fiq^ir M. 484 dbis. 485 tbis'l. 486 'jest, M jiist. 487 jis
v
terdi. 488 jijt.

I'- 420 bt,i b!. 491 sai. 493
k
draiv. 494 tE'im. 496 air'n. 498 rE'it M.

I': 500 lE'ik. 501 WE'id M. 502 faiv. 503 hs'if M. 504 nE'if M. 505
WE'if M. 506 wwjnrni. 507 ww^in M. 508 mp/il. 509 wbE'il. 511
WE'in M. 513 wa/^r. 514 E'is M. 515 waiz. 516 wizdem.

0- 520 ba'uu, M b6w. 521 fw^l, M fwu&l. 522 op'n M. 523 ba'uup.
524 w^rTd. 0: 525 kof. 527 bowt M. 528 thowt M. 529 brot M.
530 lout. 531 tioufar, M douthvT. 532 kw^l, M kw^l. 533 Au,l, 534

hw^l M [apparently, written whoat}. 536 ga'u'l'd. 537 ma'uud, M muuld.
538 ww

t
d wad. 540 holim M. 542 bout M. 545 hop. 548 ford. 549 hErd.

550 wwjrd. 551 storm. 552 kwjrn. 553 bwjrn.
0'- 555 sh^uu [see 640]. 556 ti^. 558 liuk M. 559 mu

l
d?

lvr, M -dh-
561 bhiium, M bKjBm. 562 mt'^n M. 563 mWindB. 564 s^un M. 565

nzij'BZ, M nwu^z [written nwoas\. 567 t)id kd'0i k
r.

0': 569 b,Bk M. 570 tz^k M. 571 g^^. 572 bl%d, M bk>d. 573
flfed. 574 br^uud. 575 st^ed M. 576 wed'nzdB. 577 ba'uu. 578 pliu M.
579 eni^f. 580 t>f. 581 sout. 582 ki^l M. 583 teuul, M t*>l. 584
ste

A

jBl M. 585 VI bn>m. 586 ditf. 587 dt>n M. 588 m'jBn M. 589 spt>n
M. 590 flBuu^^, M nz'^r. 591 niBuiiBr. 592 [(sweerd) swear'd, usedj, M
sw^ar. 593 [(rn^n) used] M. 594 bt>t M. 595 ft>t M. 596 rt^t M. 597

st'^t M. 598 sBuutb.
U- 599 Bbtjtm M. 600 IM,V. 601 feuul, M fml. 602 SBUU, M suu. 603

kw,m. 605 s^n. 606 da^w^r [? Bfiu], M duwr [see 640]. 607 bwjt^^r,
M[says 'h sounded,' ? meaning that ter = -ther, or simply that the t is dentalised] .

U: 608 w.gli. 609 fMjl*. 610 wa'uu. 612 s,m. 613 ^^qk. 614hzjndM.
615 p?*,nd M. 616 grw,nd M. 617 sa'uun'd, M suund. 618 wa'wn'd. 619

fwjnd M. 620 gn^nd M. 622 u&fop M ['with a slight (h)' that is slightly
dentalised

( t

d<?ur)]. 625 t^q. 626 h^
1 q^> 1

r. 629 sz^n. 631 thwjrste. 634
thra'uu. 635 w^rth. 636 [(faardh^^) used, Ml. 639 d^^st [(staoor )

also

used].
U'- 640 kuuu, M kuu [JGG. is not quite satisfied with this symbol, which,

however, is different from the (a'uu) of 520, 606, 610, 617, 618, which has more
of an (a') effect. Neither of them is supposed to be (a'u). The present sounds
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in 640, 641, 642, 643, etc., are (uu) sounds, as shewn by the M appreciation, but

begin with some undefined sound which JGG. could not appreciate after some

days of observation. The result is like (u } u, ce'u), transitional from (uu) to (a'u)].
641 hi3uu, M him. 642 dh.Buu, M dhuu. 643 ntmu, M nuu. 646 b^uu, M
buu [compare 577 (bguu)]. 647 is'uul. 648 tj'uur, M uur. 649 thauuzend.
652 k^d- 653 b

A
t.

U': 654 sh'rauud, M shruud. 655 ftmul. 656 raum. 657 bn?dun, M
bruun. 658 deuun, M duun. 659 teuun, M tuun. 660 heuur. 661 shsuur,M shuur. 662 hz^z. 663 heuus, M huus. 664 IBUUS, M luus. 665 nreuus,
M muus. 666 hz^zbtrnd. 667 uuut, M uut. 668 pruuud, M pruud. 671

meuuth, M muuth. 672 sBuuth, M suuth.

Y- 673 mik'l, M mitj. 674 d^d. 676 lei, M Hi. 677 ^rai. 678 dm.
679 tjw,rtj. 680 bizi. 682 lit'l. Y: 683 midj.. 684 brig M. 685 rig
M. 686 bai. 687 flE'it. 689 bil'd. 690 kE'in'd M. 691 mE'in'd M. 693
sin. 694 w^rk, -B gMjd w^rtor ev iz waark [a good worker of his work],
696 b^rth. 697 bBri. 698 m^rth. 699 re'iit, M riit. 700 wars M. 701

f%rst M. 703 pit. Y- 705 skai. 706 wins'*. 707 th^rt^in. 708 hai^r.
Y': 709 fai^r. 711 M IE' is. 712 mE'is M.

ii. ENGLISH.

[Such words as are entered here all came from M.]
A. 725 stiri. 730 kan^r [or (-th-) as it is stated that h is sounded].

733 sk/jTjr. E. 743 skn'^m. 744 mez'lz. 745 tjt>t. 0. 761 It'^d.

764 kj^d'l. 766 moidh^ird. 769 nKwdiwarp. 774 powni. 780 dj^s'l. 784
buuns. 786 duus. 787 suus. 790 guim. U. 805 krWidz. 808

m. ROMANCE.

[Such words as are entered here all came from M.]
A- 809 jab'l. 810 ft>s. 811 pl/^s. 812 h>s. 817 redish. 852

apr'n. 857 k>s. 859 tjas. 860 pt>st. 861 tt>st. 862 s/^f. 865 fAAt.

E- 874 riin. 875 fent. 884 prentis. 887 klarji. 892 nevi. I-. and
Y-. 910 djiist. 0-. 913 k^tjtj. 921 ekwent. 927 trijqk [said to be

"as in We."]. 928 uuns. 929 kmrki?mb^r. 930 luundj. 940 kwu^t. 941

f*',l. 952 kuurs. 955 duut. U- 961 grt>ul. 963 waiet. 966 frwt.

969 SWOT. 971 flwt.

D 32 = ]SnSr. = north Northern.

Boundaries. On the n. the L. line 10. On the s. the n. tee line 7. On the

e. and w. the sea.

Area. A small portion of n.Cu., about Carlisle and Brampton,

avoiding the northernmost parts about Longtown and Bewcastle.

The n. of Du. The whole of Nb. except the n. slopes of the

Cheviot Hills.

Varieties. This area is again divided into six Yarieties : Yar. i,

n.Cu.
;

Yar. ii, n.Du.
;

Yar. iii, Hexham or sw.Nb.
;

Yar. iv,
' the Pitmen '

or se.Nb.
;
Yar. v, m.Nb.

;
Yar. vi, n.Nb.

Authorities. See Alphabetical County Lists under the following names, where
* means vv. per AJE., J per JGG., || so., and io.

Cit. I Brampton, J Carlisle, *Dalston.
Du. *Bishop Micldleham, *Clickeminn, near Lanchester, Collierly, Dalton-

le-Dale, Edmundbyers, *Kelloe, Lanchester, Shincliffe,
* South Shields,

*
Sunderland, Tyneside.
Nb. Acklington, Alnwick, Ancroft,

*
Berwick-upon-Tweed, Birtley,

Doddington, Embleton, Haltwhistle, Harbottle, *Hexham, JKnaresdale,
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638 THE NORTH NORTHERN. [D 32.

*Morpeth, *Newcastle-on-Tyne,
*North Shields, *Kothbury, Stamfordham,

Tyne to Wansbeck,
*

Warkworth, Whalton, Whittingham, Woodhorn,
Wooler.
See also the notice of the Burr on p 641.

General Character. The essential character of D 32 at present is

that of a transition from D 30 and 31 to D 33, from E. and WN.
to L. Historically, of course, this must be an incorrect conception.
But with historical derivation we have here nothing to do. The
L. like the S. has entirely abandoned the () sound of II and

replaced it by (a), while the (u, u^ are retained in D 30 and 31,

and the great peculiarity of D 32 is the gradual dying out of this

(u) into (a). In D 32, Yar. i, the () sound remains, in D 32,
Yar. vi, it has been quite replaced by (a). Between varieties

i and vi the () very frequently occurs, but is also very frequently

replaced by a bad imitation of (a), which I represent by (oej.
I was altogether unprepared for this sound when I reached

Newcastle in 1879, and was much puzzled by it. I had
considered that the u used by my correspondents represented

(M, w
:)

alone as throughout Yo. and (except about Longtown and

Bewcastle) Cu. The first dt. I attempted to write at Newcastle
in February, 1879, disillusioned me. I noted that the new sound

was not (03, a, w), but lay among them. When in February, 1883,
I wrote to Rev. Gr. Rome Hall, of Birtley (9 nnw.Hexham, Nb.),
to point out in his wl. which of his ti words had (w), and which (a),

he observed : "in all these # sounds there is a slight approach to

the German o and the French eu in beuf, flew, etc. Also it is not

so quickly and crisply uttered as in the rec. pron. It is slightly

prolonged in the folk-speech of Hexham and w.Nb. district."

This quite agrees with my own observations. The sound is of

medial length in general, which it is needless to notice, and
adumbrates (oe). To indicate all this I annex an inferior (J to

(03), thus (o3j), but I was unable strictly to analyse the sound when
I heard it, and I cannot venture to do so from memory. There
is no labialisation as for (OB), and it will be quite sufficient to use

(a )
in speech. No doubt in a generation or two (cej will have

quite given place to (a). In the mean time it is characteristic of

the mixed region in n.Du. and Nb
, just as (som) is characteristic

of the region between lines 1 and 2, and as (u )
is transitional

from (a) to (u) throughout the M. counties. See the obs. on (u )

on p. 291, and note especially the relation of (u ) to (c9j). The two
transitions are obviously closely allied. This (oeO is not found in

Cu., but it is very prevalent in Hexham, Yar. iii, and is said to

have become general in Alnwick, but it is not till about Wooler,
as far as I have been able to ascertain, that (a) becomes per-

manently installed for the whole of L. The use of (a) in Sunder-
land is probably due to Scotch influence. See 22 dt., No. 6, Introd.

The fractures (^i, ^ju), the former from E' sinking to (eei),

and the latter from U' rising to (oV), or nearly so, probably occur

through D 32. But where I possess written accounts only, these

sounds are not distinguished from
(ii, uu), in fact the natives
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consider them as such. In (t^u) the (t^) approaches at times very
close to (0), and hence the resemblance which induced me to write

(6u) from dictation in several cases, where I think (wju) was meant.
See now in par. 1 of 22 dt., Kos. 2, 4, 5, 8, 13, 15. In Nos. 12,
14 and 171 have (MIU). No. 17 was indeed very carefully dictated
to me by Mr. Ridley to bring out the sound. I have thought it

best, however, to retain the signs in each case which I first wrote
from dictation. The case where the vowel II' was open, as at the
end of a word, e.g. in now just considered, is different from that in
which II' occurs before a consonant, as we shall see especially in
D 33. Hence about, down, house, in the 22 dt. have more frequently
(uu) than (Aju) or (6u). But still there is the same tendency, which

completely disappears in L., where (uu) or (u) is universal before
a consonant.

The I' generates a diphthong, generally taken as (eV, E'), but
which I heard as (a'i, a 1

*), practically the same as in my own
speech. But I think that when it occurs in open syllables it may
be (a*). The two sounds of this representative of I

7

are discrimi-

nated in L., and in the Brampton wl. below (a) occurs in drive,

wide, Jive, and (a
1

*) otherwise, but there is no consistent usage. In
the English pron. of Greek it is customary to speak the diphthong
ei as

(a'*')
or (a

1

*) and ai as (at), and hence among the clergymen
whom I have had to consult so much, ei ai have been considered

the proper signs to represent the difference. This is of course

rather embarrassing to a Londoner, who has only one long z, in-

tentionally, though it varies individually, as (a*, oY, a1

!, ae'i). But
the difference, as we shall see, is highly developed in L, and we
already found it in D 31, Yar. v.

The treatment of 0' varies as (iu, ire, ice^. Compare school,

soon, look, in the 22 dt. It is curiously enough written ui in the
Pitman's Pay, as suin for (szzm, sice^).

The treatment of A-, A' forms a difference between Yar. iii and

iv, as will be seen presently.
The guttural (kh, kjh) has practically disappeared even on the

very verge of L., but Rev. G. Rome Hall, of Birtley (9 nnw.

Hexham, and 8 e. L. border), admits it faintly in Yar. iii in night,

right, sight, bought, thought, brought, wrought, daughter, sought, etc.,

see the s.Nb. cwl. No other authority gives it, so it is probably

very local. But in the greater part of D 32 the r is pronounced
gutturally. This pron. does not even determine varieties, and

being very peculiar and local, will be considered separately.
The definite article is always (dire). 1 am (a)m) is quite as

often Us (a)z).
The classical work in the se.Nb. or Pitman's dialect is Thomas

Wilson's Pitman's Pay, a cheap edition of which, with other

poems, was published in 1872 by Routledge, London. It has set

the norm for spelling, which, however, is rather confusing to a

Southerner. Thus 0;=(aa
l

)
or

( taa) of JGG., p. 539, the very
fine (aa) which prevails over the n. of England, and not (AA) as it

suggests. Again ow=(w 1u) or (uu), not (6w), which is written ow,
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and m is generally (m, icej, as (sioetn, kicejl) suin, cuil=soon, cool
;

and never (yyO or any approach to French u, as the orthography

suggests. Also no distinction is made between (u^ oe^, but u is

used for both indifferently. On this point some detailed information

will be seen in the s.Nb. cwl. which contrasts sw. and se.Nb.

Characters of Varieties. These are not particularly well marked,
but I have endeavoured to make them clear by interlinear illustra-

tions.

Var. i, in n.Cu., is so like D 31, except in the use of (dire), that I have

thought it best to put the two cs., one for Carlisle, Cu., and one for Knaresdale,

Nb., among the 22 cs. illustrating D 31, pp. 562, No. 21, and 563, No. 22.

This Var. is distinguished by an absence of (cej, so that the (u } )
of Cu. suddenly

becomes the (a) of D 33 without passing through any intermediate form. I'

becomes (E'i) as appreciated by JGG. In Carlisle (m,ram, h/iram) name, home,
occur, but in Knaresdale (nn'Em, Im'Em), with a distinct (E). At Brampton
there was the intermediate (n/iem, h/iem) with an indistinct (e), which was not

yet (ra),
as shewn by (), the symbol of indistinctness. See the Brampton cwl.,

p. 669. There is no Nb. burr.

Var. ii, in n.Du., see 22 dt., Nos. 1 to 6. The (o3j) begins to assert itself,

but (u) is more general, the (wju) greatly resembles (6u), both (neeram) and

(njEm) = (niEm) are employed. The resemblance is rather to Var. iv, the

Pitmen's, than to Var. iii the Hexham form. There is not much burr even

near Newcastle. Sunderland can hardly be said to be a dialect on account of the

mixed population and influence of Scotch and Irish. South Shields has the great

peculiarity of losing its r altogether except before a vowel, and even then it is

much debased.

Var. iii, the sw.Nb., extends e. to about 1 w.Stamfordham, and includes

Bellingham (:bE-l/ndrem) on the nw., and Ovingham (;o-vind.rem) on the se.

This is recognised by the Newcastle people as a distinct variety. Their favourite

example is the speech of a woman to her daughter as she gives her a penny to

buy
' ' a halfpennyworth of salt, and bring a halfpenny back, taking a saucer to

put it in." This becomes
(ra hoo'porth o sorat, ran is hoo*pni ba'k, ran hiior)z dire

soo-sor te poejt it m), which in Var. iv is
(ra haa'porth o saa't, ran e haa ]

pni ba%
en hiiorjz dire saa'sor te p%t it in). A similar sentence was concocted about the

beginning of the century at a school a little n. of Birtley, as related to the Vicar,
Rev. G. Rome Hall, by the old churchwarden, Mr. Percy Robson. The sentence

was " I went to serve [
=
feed] the calves, and it snowed and it blowed, and my

feet balled [with snow sticking to the soles of the boots], and ah ! it was cold."

At Woodburn, 4 ne. Bellingham, and in the Redesdale district varieties, and the

same would be the case in Var. iv, they said

(a
1 wEnt te saVa 1 dire kaa'z, ran it'snaa'd ran it blaaM, ran ma' nit baaM, ran

EE'i ! it -wa'z kaa'd).
But at Birtley and s. of the Rede in the valley of the North Tyne, they said

(a
1 WEnt te saVa 1 dhra kooz, ran it snood ran it blood, ran ma 1 nit bood, ran, EE'i,

it -wa ] z kood).
Another point of difference which is not brought out in these sentences is well

shewn in the s.Nb. cwl. All Avords having (lira) in Var. iii have (IE) or (io3])

in Var. iv, thus name, home, soon are in Var. iii (nirem, hirem, siiran), and in

Var. v (niEm, hiEm, si 03^).
Var. iii also has a great predilection for (ce,). This is remarkable at Halt-

whistle (14 w.Hexham), bacause it is close to Var. i, from which (03,) is absent.

To this var. belong two entertaining but unfinished little stories by Thomas
Bewick, the celebrated Newcastle wood engraver (born at Ovingham), called
" The Howdy

" and " The Upgetting," of which 60 copies were printed in 1850
for Mr. John Gray Bell. I had hoped to give them in a phonetic form, but
while I was at Newcastle I could find no one who was able to read them to me,
and there are so many curious words in them, that I was unable to pal. them

conjecturally. The original MSS. were said to be in possession of Mr. John
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Bell, of Gateshead, but I failed to discover him, or the printer or publisher. I owe

my transcript to the kindness of Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, who possesses a copy.
Var. iv, se.Nb. The distinctions between this and Var. iii have just been

pointed out. This variety contains the speech of the Pitmen, and is most cha-
racteristic of Nb. But the mere writing of this speech conveys very little notion
of its peculiarities of intonation, which are different for pitmen, keelmen

[= boatmen], and ploughmen. The singsong and musical drawl of the pitmen
must be heard to be understood. It is this variety to which the numerous
dialectal books, annuals, comic stories, and songs usually refer. But their

spelling was intended only for those familiar with the speech, and is scientifically
valueless.

Var. v, mid Nb., occupies the county from the "Wansbeck to line 9, and is

scarcely different in pron. from Var. iv, see 22 dt., Nos. 14 to 21, p. 656. The
town of Alnwick seems to have adopted (a), or perhaps (ce^ exclusively, but
that is not yet the habit of the peasantry.

Just before reaching line 9 are the toAvns of Chillingham and Chatton, which
are credited with pronouncing ch as (sh). Mr. Allen, of Snitter, dictated the

following sentence (dhi shiiz B :shEt'n is nEE meer la'ik dhi shiiz v, ishi-liqum,
nor shaak)s la'ik shiiz)

= the cheese of Chatton is no more like the cheese of

Chillingham, nor (than) chalk's like cheese. Chillingham is famous for its wild

white cattle, but is also noteworthy phonetically as being the only Nb. name in

-ingham, which is pron. with (-^qrai), all the others having (-indrem). Mr.

Ridley dictated the same sentence the other way over, thus (dire sht'jiz B rshiliqum
iz nii meer la'ik dhe sb^iz V :sha lt'n nor shaa'k)s la^k sht^iz). This sentence

reminds us naturally of Dr. Murray's for Chirnside (9 nw.Berwick-on-Tweed),
(dheer)z BZ g^d shiiz i rshirset v,z wez ev^r sh^d wi shafts) there's as good cheese

in Chiruside as was ever chewed with chafts, i.e. jaws, Chirnside (:shirset) being
celebrated for the same change of (tj) into (sh), as has taken place regularly in

French (Dialect of S. Scotl. p. 85).
Var. vi, taking the extreme n. of Nb. and Berwick-upon-Tweed, has adopted

(a) throughout, and in other respects much resembles D 33, but differs from it,

as will be seen among other things in the absence of (kh) and inability to produce
a trilled (r), see the Berwick cs., p. 645, and notes, p. 652.

THE BURR.

In describing and distinguishing the above six varieties I

have barely alluded to the Burr, which is commonly looked upon
as the characteristic of Nb. speech. This is because I consider it

a modern accidental growth very conspicuous to a Lowlander or a

Southerner, though quite inessential to the dialect. But it requires

special consideration, and hence has been placed last.

The Nb. Burr or (krw xp) is a peculiar pronunciation of the letter

r in which the interruptions of voice sound, that in my opinion
form the essence of the r, are made by the napping of the uvula

(instead of the tip of the tongue), as set in motion by the voiced or

flated stream of air itself, and not by a voluntary muscular effort.

It is really a defect of articulation which tends to become epidemic.
As such it exists vigorously in the n. of Germany and n. of France,
and especially at Paris. But it is also a peculiarity of individuals

that reside in other districts. The Nb. burr is complicated by
some labialisation, and by being influenced by some vowels more
than others, especially the labial series (A, o, u). It varies much
in different parts of Nb. according to accounts wMch I have

received, but I am not able to state what the differences are, as

it would require residence for some time in different parts of the

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2073 ]
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county, and intercourse in each place with a considerable number
of natives, to obtain anything like satisfactory results. The burr

is said to be "rougher" in se.Nb. than at Alnwick, where it is

credited with perfection. Mr. Robson (in the notices to his trans-

lations of the Song of Solomon for Prince L.-L. Bonaparte) attempts
to write the Newcastle burr as " urroond the urrugged urrocks,"
and the n.Nb. burr as " errooeend th' erruggeed errocks" for

round the rugged rocks. The Vicar of Embleton for the peasantry
there wrote "

oowit, thwoo, oowed," his curate for the fishing

population used "
'rite, thr'oo, rred," both for right, through, red,

and these symbols represented to them distinct differences, but

certainly neither these nor Mr. Robson's avail for an outsider.

It is easy to produce great varieties of burr, by varying the form
of the tongue on which the uvula seems to lie, to agree with the

position for different vowels, and by increasing or diminishing the

closure of the lips, as well as the degree of force in the emission of

breath. The sharpness of the rattle heard from a young Parisian

lad calling
" L'Entracte ! Programme des spectacles, prix trois

sous," is something remarkable, and this r well replaces the Italian

tip-tongue trilled r. The German uvular r is often indistinguish-
able from a guttural (gh) initial and medial, and (kh) final. Both
are combined, at least occasionally, in the Dutch ch, g, and Arabic

The modern Greek 7 is very mild. The extent of excursion

of the flapping uvula makes a great difference in the effect pro-
duced. But there is much difficulty in ascertaining what practice

actually prevails in any given place. And, after all, the practice

may really vary from speaker to speaker at the same place. As
a general rule I shall represent the burr by (r) simply, by (rw)
when the labial element is conspicuous, by (r , rw^ when in

either case the uvula is so stiffened that it serves only to impede
the passage of air without definite interruptions. Thus the words
to marry a very merry lass sounded to me, as pronounced by a Nb.

pitman, as (to maV * TJ vaV t maV * h^s), merry and marry being

pronounced identically and rhyming with each other and with

very, while the (r )
was so inconspicuous that much attention was

required to discover the differences of (maW, vaV *) from the

Italian mai, vai (maH, va ]

i), with which indeed Mr. Swinburne,
the poet, a native, identifies them. But the habit is so local,

and probably in Europe so modern, that it does not affect general
relations of dialect, as the reverted (R) of the S. div. certainly seems
to do. The actual usage and its variety in different places is there-

fore comparatively unimportant, although striking to a stranger.
It is much more important to determine the limits of country

over which the Burr extends. I was recommended for information

to Mr. Peter Mouatt, 8, Shield Field, Newcastle, as having travelled

much about the border, but he could not tell me himself, and when
he tried his commercial travellers he found that they all had the

burr without knowing it, and were hence unable to detect its

presence or absence. At last he found one, Mr. J. R. Dickson, who
was a Scotchman, and hence fully aware of the defective uvular
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trill. From his notes, assisted by Mr. Gunn of Berwick-on-Tweed,
Mr. Lees of Edinburgh, Mr. J. G. Goodchild, who has had experience
on the n. slopes of the Cheviots, Mr. Laurence Goodchild, a blind

traveller (no relation to the last-named), Mr. Proctor of the North

of England Review, Mr. Jas. Mearns, son of the minister of Cold-

stream, some notes and correspondence on the subject by Prince
L.-L. Bonaparte, Dr. J". A. H. Murray's notes, etc., I obtained
sufficient information to draw up the following table.

The places in
( ) have not been identified, those marked * are

on the Maps of the Dialect Districts, the others are referred to

them.

BURR STRONG.
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Gunn and others suppose that the burr dies out suddenly at the

b. of the Berwick Liberties, Mr. Lees thinks it only dies rapidly.

In the "New Statistical Account of Scotland by the Ministers of

the respective parishes, etc.," 1845, vol. ii. p. 154, as Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte pointed out to me, the then Minister of Hutton-on-the-

Tweed, adjoining the Liberties of Berwick, says: "The language

spoken is the Berwickshire dialect of the Scots, intermixed with

the Nb. burr." In January, 1876, the then Minister of Hutton,
Dr. R. Kirke, wrote to the Prince :

" The Nb. burr is not natural to

the natives of this parish, and is never known except in the speech
of persons who have been born and brought up in Nb. and in the

Liberties of Berwick," and that this applies also to the adjoining

parish of Mordlington. But as a defect of speech I myself in

1854 heard it very strong indeed from the young son of a Scotch

gentleman in Edinburgh. Again the n. slopes of the Cheviots are

decidedly Scotch, but a strong burr has been heard at Kielder (Mr.

Dickson) and Falstone (JGG.). On the south, Mr. Laurence

Goodchild considers that the burr stops at Gateshead. But I

myself heard it from a native of Kelloe (18 s-by-e.Gateshead).
From Bishopton (5 nw.Stockton, Du.) the Yicar in 1879, Rev.

C. H. Ford, who I was told had a strong burr himself, reported
its existence there. Finally, at North Shields, Nb., and South

Shields, Du., in the midst of a burr country, the entire burr has

vanished. But the pitmen just beyond the town burr vigorously.
Hence the burr, like the change of (u) into (a), or of (uu) into

(a'u), cannot be regarded as disrupting a phonetic dialect district.

D 32 is therefore held to extend to parts of Cu. and Du. which
have no burr. The burr cannot even be regarded as the mark of

a variety. The same thing occurs in France and Germany.
Illustrations. For Carlisle and Knaresdale I give cs. pal. from

diet, by JGG. as Nos. 21 and 22 among the 22 interlinear cs. of

D 31, pp. 562, 563.

For South Shields, Newcastle, and Berwick I give also inter-

linear cs. all pal. from diet, by myself. They are in themselves

a good epitome of the whole of Nb. pron.
But I have been enabled to give 22 dt., interlinearly arranged

for Yar. ii to vi, eleven of which were pal. by me from diet.

These serve very well to shew the slight differences and general
resemblances and the transition to L.

Finally, there are four cwl. For Yar. i a valuable one from

Brampton, written from diet, by JGG. For Yar. ii a cwl. for

South Shields, by Rev. C. Y. Potts, which I had to pal. from
an original glossic, by the help of the vivd wee rendering of the

cs. for the same place. For Yar. iii and iv, contrasting the

Hexham and Pitmen usages, two important lists are here thrown

together for ease of comparison by Rev. G. R. Hall and Rev.

Hugh Taylor, which I have had to pal. from their spellings and

indications, and from personal knowledge of these varieties obtained

at Newcastle in 1879. For Yar. v I give a valuable cwl. settled

from the dictation of Mr. Ridley of Warksworth.
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THREE INTERLINEAR cs.

1. South Shields, Var. ii, n.Du., at the mouth of the Tyne. The original
was written in glossic by Rev. C. Y. Potts, then of Ledbury, but born and bred
at South Shields. Mr. Potts, who gave himself much trouble to inform me,
also sent a Iw. given hereafter as a cwl. I transliterated the cs. into pal., and
then corrected it in Jan. 1879, from the diet, of Mr. Thomas Pyke, Ocean
Terrace, South Shields, to whom I was introduced by Mr. Lyell, cousin of the
Sec. of the Lit. and Phil. Soc. of Newcastle. The following is from that
corrected version, Mr. Potts's principal variants are given in the notes, p. 649.
There are, as both Mr. Potts and Mr. Pyke stated, three pron. prevalent at South

Shields, viz. those of the Pilots, Middle Town Folk, and Pitmen. The version

gives the second, as Mr. Pyke was only partially acquainted with the others,
and Mr. Potts considered them "vulgar," but they will be occasionally
referred to in the notes.

2. Newcastle-on-Tyne, Nb., Var. iv. Great pains have been taken to make
this cs. as correct as possible. It was originally written in Dec. 1873 by Mr.
"William Henderson Dawson, 50 years acquainted with the dialect, then writer

of the " Lokil Letter
"

[local letter] in the North of England Advertiser, under
the signature of "a Retiort Keelmin" [a retired boatman]. It was afterwards

read to me by Mr. T. Mitcheson, a native of Rothbury, who had lived long at

Cramlington (8 n-by-e.Newcastle, and 5 sw.Blyth), where he had become ac-

quainted with pitmen at Blyth (:bleidh) and Bebside (2 w.Blyth). As he had been
in London 10 years, during which he had tried to forget his dialectal habits, and
had conquered the burr, he was afraid that he might not correctly recollect the

pron., and in Jan. 1876, he procured me an interview with two pitmen, John

Bryson, of Bebside Colliery, and Ralph Young, of Newcastle, native of Bebside.

With them I went over the cs. as written phonetically from Mr. Mitcheson' s

diet. In Feb. 1876, I had an opportunity of going over the same with Mrs.

Ferschel, a native of Newcastle, who had married a German and lived in London.
I was very desirous to hear Mr. Dawson read it, and, having to go to Newcastle
in 1879, I had arranged to see him, but unfortunately he was taken ill a few
weeks previously, and died the day that I arrived, 27th Jan. Tinder these

circumstances I went over the phonetic transcript I had made for Mr. Dawson,
after correcting as above, with Mr. T. P. Barkas, of Newcastle, and the follow-

ing is written from the copy thus corrected. But I have thought it best to give
in the notes such variations and information as I received from the sources

above named. Probably my (a
1

, a) would have been heard by JGG. as (a, a,)

respectively, and this makes the usage agree with that of D 31, see (aj), p. 539.

Observe that natives say Newcas'tle, not Newcas:tle.

3. Berwick-upon- Tweed, Var. vi, is now quite included in Nb., giving its name
to one of the parliamentary divisions which extends to s. of Alnwick, the old

borough having been abolished in 1886. But the town and liberties, which
extend into Bw., have their own peculiar character, quite distinct from L., though
on L. soil on the n. side of the Tweed. The cs. was pal. by AJE. in Feb. 1876,
from the diet, of Mr. G. M. Gunn, a native, who lived there the first 20 years of

his life, and has since visited it annually. The roughest part for the dialect and

for social position is in the place called Greenses (:grins?z), where the fishermen

live outside the walls. The next are Shaw's Lane and Walkergate Lane.

0. S South Shields, Du. whs'*' :djak IIEZ nn\ duuts.

N" Newcastle, Nb. hrtjU rdjon IIEZ ni duts.

B Berwick-upon-Tweed. whtw :dj00n hEz noo duts.

1. S wiil na'e'bt?, j)el biEth laf at moe'e nmuz.
N wiil niEbo[_rwvjii im h/m me bzEth la*f ^t dho(_r nmuz
B weel nebe, Jim tm hii me booth \aai vt dhi's nmuz
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S
K v raaVn.

B e mom.

wii ks'z?

whi keerz?

whee keeez?

S lme HA. dhEE'e.

"N hiir nor dheeo|_r.
B hiie ne dheee.

it)s D.M! mate it)s

dha^s nowdhor

dh#t)s nedhe

2. S im'ibodfc d^iz b/kaaz dh)a laft et, wi naa dVnt w?
!N~ fiuu mEn dz

x
i kaxz dho)r la^ft et, wi naa1

de'v'nt WB?
B fmw mEn da b^'koz dhe)i? laaH at, wi ksn dV'nt WB ?

's)t?

z)*t?

S what wwd rniEk dhmi? it

N" whaj
t sh^d rniEk dhem ? tt)s not va'r

B what shed meek dhem? it e'z'nt

3. S om'how aa)l tsl J^ dh* faks on)t, so dj^st haad
N huusrvor dhor)z dh^ fa!ks uv dhB k^s, si dj^^iSt ha !d
B IIUE-VB dhiiz 'z dhB faks a? dhi3 kees, BOO djzst hawld

S J^ djaa t?n see nowt til aa)v djoe^. dj\st hit-p.

"N Jor wh^'st, "Bn bi kwai^t t*v aj

)z dioe^. b'z'n.

B j^ noz, frznd, 'Bn bi kwa/Bt til <?)m dan. lizin.

4. S aa}m saat'n a haad dh^m see su^m o dhsm fooks

IS" aax

)z saa^rt'ii a1 hiiord dh^m SEE s^m ov dhor fooks

B )m saat'n a hii^d dhom se sam ^ dhem fook

S dhat wEnt th^tm dh^ hool theq fLro)dhi foo^st dhE/(

BSElz,

N dh^t WEnt thniu dhz hirl th/q fre dhra fo^rst dhorsElz,
B at WEnt thru dh'B hool thq fre dhra forest dha;SElz,

S dhat a dz\d, SIE!

K" dhat a d'd, siEf

B dhat d*d a, seef imaf .

5. S dhat dh* jw^est sw^ h/zsEl, a gLriit lad na'm Jii^z
~N dlret dht? jurist sw^ *ZSE!, B griit lad -B na'm
B dh^t d^ jaqest san SSSE!, 13 b'g la&i v ndijin

S aad niuu hz feedh^ VA^'S at JEns fe[_r aal it wiz sii

]ST niuu h*z fEdhorz vo's 'Bt wons, thoo it 'waTz si

B kEnd iz fedhe)z voois 'Bt wons, ^Ithoo it *woz se

S k^ii^Lr an skwiik/, an aa wad t[_rwist *h/ni te tEl dh
N kwn'ior -en sk^'iik*', -Bn ad tn^st h?'m te sp^ik dhe
B k^fie en skw;iikm, en a wad trast em te spiik dhe

S tLruuth on* dee, aV, -dhat a wad.
N truuth one dEE, ee, a1 wa!d\
B truth on* dee, se&'i, a wad.
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6. S an dhi aad w^man IIBSE! i\ tnl on/ oo JB dhat lafs

]S" Bn dhB a*d wo'/f horsEl' B! tsl on/ o JB dhut la'f

B Bn dliB awld waniBn BSE! B! IE! on* on JB at laaf

S mm, an tEl j/ stiLra'/t of, tii, widhuut on/ bodliB,
N ni^u, Bn tsl JB stra'/t of, tii, widhuut m^tf bodhor,
B naw, en tEl JB Bt wons im AA, Bdhut matj

S ii j)el oon/ ask B, oo ! wmt sh/ ?

IS" *'f J)B! oon/ a^s or, oo ! winit sins ?

B *f j)^l dnli aks
-B,

oo ! wad shi noo ?

7. S om'how sh/ tsld 'mii on)t whEn 'aa akst B,

IS" Bt l^ist ski tEld -mii wEn a1 a!kst or, twjU or

B ^t 6m reet shi tawld 'mii whEn ar akst B, tuu 12

S ta'/mz owe, se'i, did shi, an 'shii owt'nt te bi ^raq
N" thri^ toYmz ow^r, d/d shi, ^n shii owt'nt ti bi

ra'(j[

B thrii tamz awe, ded sh, -sn 'shii awt'nt te bi rooq

S r?buut stj 13 matBLr az dhz's, what d* 'Jii th'qk?
"N on sek ^ pomt BZ dhe's, whax

t d/ jii th?qk ?

B on sit} 13 pomt BZ dh/s, whot d)j^ the'qk?

8. S wel, BZ aa WBZ see;m, *shii wi3d tEl JE how
~N wiil, raz a1 WBZ sEE^n, 'shii w^d tEl JB hw

r
u wheor im

B WE 1

!, BZ ai WBZ seejin, shii w^d tEl JB huu whee^ i?n

S whEn shi fwjnd dhi dLroBxk'n biist shi kaalz hu

]N" whsn shi fM Lnd dh^ dn^qk'n biist dh^t shi kaaj
lz or

B whEn shi fand dhe drak'n biist ut shi kAAZ 13

1ST

B hazb^nd.

9. S shi SWOOB shi saa Bm wedh t?r aan aez
lai^'n

aal iz

N shi swor shi siid m w/dh or aajn Q'iz \Q'i)in str'tjt t?t

B shi SWUUB shi sid em wi or awn aez Idijin str/tjt at

S laq lEnth on dhe gLroe^d m hiiz s^nde kleez, kloos

IS" fwj Isnth on dhe grwx
nd m iz soSinde kttut, kloos

B fal lEnth on dht? grand tn iz gad sandz koot, kloos

S bi dhi dAA^r * dh^ huus duun at dhi

!N" bi dhi? dor iv dh^ hiijus, dw^n Bt dhB kornor

B bae dhB door B dhB haws, duun Bt dhs ko'oBnBr

S dhon leen.

"N Jon liEn.

B jon leen.
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10. S hii WBZ who'e'nen on, SEZ shii, fu|_r aal dhe

~N hii WBZ whendjBn Bwee, sez shii, for aa1 dhB woorld

B hi WBZ krde;e'n Bwee, seshir, fBr A dhi worBld

S la'ek a PUUB bEE'Bn, Bj_r
a le't'l las fLrEten.

]S" la'ek a s^ik beorn, or B bz't la^e m B pEt.
B Itt^'k B beorn Bt woz'nt WE!\ or B b't'l las* ut 13

11. S an dhat hap'nd az shii an B &mttu[T m laa kom
N T?n dhax

t hax

p'nt iz sh^i Bn or dowtor m laa 1 kom
B Bn dhat hap'nt, az shii Bn B gad dawtBr keem

S th^ruu dhi bak JEE'Bd J^TE h'qBn nut dhi wEt kleez

N thr^iU dh' ba^ jaaLrd fre hi'qm w^t dhB wet kleez

B thruu dhB bak jeeBd free hqm ut dhB wst kleez

S te d[ra'i on B wEshm dee,

N ti dra'* on B wEshBn dEE,
B tB drdi on B WEshm dee,

12. S wa'/l dhB kEt'l WBZ bo^Bn B tii, won bom
!N" who'll dhB kst'l WBZ boelBn for tzji, won fa'n

B whEn dhB kEt'l WBZ bot'lm fB tii, woon fd;in bra/t

S

B samBZ

n, ooni B wik sms kw^ nEkst

aftornioexn, ooni B wiik BgiEn nikst

Eftenuun, oonli B wiik Bgoo kam n/kst

K" thorzdB kw^z.
B tharezde.

13. S Bn df)jB naa ? a m'vB leeBnd one meeB nA dhi's Bbuut
N Bn di ji naa 1

? a1 nevor leornd one meor nor dhVs v

B Bn d)jB kEn ? a nevBr leornd one KLOB nB dhes Bbut

S dhat matB[_r w,p tB dhe's dee, BZ shiiuB)z ma niEm)z
N dha:

t be'zni's osjp tB dhB dEE, BZ shuur BZ ma1

niEm)z
B dhat bi'zm's tel dhB dee BZ shiiuB)z mB neem)z

S rdjak :shEpBcl, Bn a dmBt want iidhB. dheeB
"N rdja'k rshepord, Bn a1 dene wa ]nt owdhor, dheor
B :djAk :she'pBd, Bn a dev'nt wont tB kEn nedhB. dheeB

S nuu !

B naw.

14. S Bn nuu aa)m gaan JEHI tB hee me SW^B.
N Bn soo ax

)z ga'n hiEm tB hee me s^por.
B Bn soo a)m goon hoom tB ma sapB.
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S Bn dme't bi si kw*k tB k[jraa 6w)B[_r
"N Bn dmB bi si kwk te kraa1

B Bn dev'nt bi SB kw*k te kroo

bod* BgiEn whEn
our B bod* BglEn, whEn
aujBr B bod* Bgeen, wbfin

S bi taaks rabuut db's A db* ti^dbs.
"N bi taa*ks iv dh/s dhaa

t or dhti t^dbor.
B bi tAAks i3but dh*'s dbat TJ dbt? adbe tba'q.

15. S bii)z 'B PUITB fioa^ dbat bladhraz wwlbuut [_riizm.
IN" bii)z nob^t B wiik fiul db^t ba'b'lz w/dhuut r^iz'n.
B *t)s t? wiik fuV J3t gab'lz ^dbut riiz'n.

S t?n dbat)s mi last waad. gw:d ba?'.

]^ EH dhaa
t iz ma1 la ]

st word. gw,d lod'i.

B ^n dhat)s ma last wored. gad ba*.

Notes to the South Shields cs., p. 645.

In giving the variants, the name of Rev. C. Y. Potts will be contracted into

Po., of Mr. Pyke into Py.

0. ivhy, Po. (wai). Jack, Po.

(:djAn).- no, Po. (nii).

1. neighbour, Po. (ei), but I heard

(a'i), and possibly this sound was meant

by Po., no final r, but Py. said that he
"felt it," that is, he felt his equivalent
for (r), just as Londoners do. Po.

says
"

it is lost in mere vocal breath "

(') or (B), when not preceding a vowel.

When it does precede a vowel, it is

apparently a very mild (r, r ), written

|_r ;
it is not burred, except by the

pitmen, who burr strongly. my, Po.

(maa), Py. also gave (ma'i). cares,
Po. (keVez). matter, Po. (m^te),
which Py. says is Pilot talk

;
this

variant will not be given again. it's

neither here nor there was a variant

by Po
,
not corrected by Py.

2. nobody, Po. (niibadi), the (a) was
I think a mistake for (B), which I shall

use without further notice. dies, Po.

(diiz). we, Po. (js).
3. anyhow, Po. (huuz^ve), this (6)

pron. of U' final seemed peculiar to a
few words, they also say (dho?) thou,

though they retain (huus). This re-

sembles Rx. usage, D 33. It will not
be noticed hereafter.;just, Po. (djw.st).

hold, the pitmen say (had), the pilots

(ho?dd on). done, Po. (diun). All the

(OB,) are due to Py.'s dictation, Po.
allowed only (wj).

4. whole, town (hool), pit (JE!),
which Po. gave. / did safe enough,
Po. (aa did sjEf enj^f).

5. himself, Po. (hiissEl). years, Po.

(irez). Jcneio, Po. (naad). father,
town (feedhe), pit. and Po. (f/^dhB).

any day, Po. (Ani dee} and often. aye,
Po. (ei).

6. without, Po. (wivuut) and after-

wards. Py. was strongly against this.

ask, Po. (aks).

7. anyhow, Po. (Amhuu). two or

three times over, Po. (twii B tliLriite/mz

oujTB) or (OUJTBIT un ou^r egiEn) over

and over again. aye, Po. (ei). such,
PO. (SK.tj).

8. well, Po. (wiil). would, Po.

(wad). how, Po. (huu). drunken,
Po. (d[rMiqk'n), Py. 'the women say
this.' beast, makes the pi. (biists).

husband, Po. (he^zbunt).
9. lying all his long length, Po.

(laijm stLritjt at f?^l lEnth) lying
stretched at full length ;

to this Py.
objected that when a man is dead he
is said to be (st|_rtjt uut) stretched out.

Po. also gave as an alternative (laijin

aal hiz f^l lEnth) lying all his full

length. ground, Po. (gn^nd). he's

Po. (iz), which seems more usual.

Sunday, Po. (s^ndu), and so at the

termination of all the weekday names.

the, Po. (dhi). yon, Po. (dhAn),

Py. admitted both (dhon, dhondi?) yon,

yonder ;
it is a Scotticism I think.

lane, town (leen), country (lomn),

pilot (liEn).
10. whining, Po. (wetm'n), Py. pre-

ferred (whtndpn). poor, Po. (puutjli).

fretting, Po. (in a frEt).

11. she, Po. (hAA'B), meaning (hoe)

[
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I think, Aorfor her. daughter-in-laiv,
the phrase (s^.n wa'if) son wife is not

used. hanging, Po. (haqin) . dry,

Po. (drii).

12. bonny, Po. (swn-sheini) sunshiny.
13. Shepherd, town (:sheped), pilots

(rshipBd'
1

. don1

1, Po. (dmnt) . either,

Po. (owdlre).

14. home, I think (MEm) is more
correct. have, Po. (ha). quick, Po.

(fast).

15. fool, Po. (fie^l). blethers, Po.

(taaks on). my, Po. (maa). word,
Po. (wAA'^d). goodbye, Po. (g?^d bA'i),

Py. said that (SB laq') so long was also

used.

Notes to Newcastle cs., p. 645.

The following was general information gleaned from my informants, whose

names will be abbreviated thus, M. =Mitcheson, P. =the two pitmen, Bryson and

Young, F. =Ferschell, B. = Barkas.

are distinct.

(r) scarcely

M. Initial (h, wh)
Master (meestor), the

audible and probably (rw], at any rate

the labialisation attacked the preceding

vowel, and converted it into (o) or (o) .

The agriculturists are broader in speech,
but not so vulgar as the pitmen. There
is a countrified speech about them.

There is a rising inflexion in speech,

higher for questions than for simple
affirmation. The (r) in (rat) had very
few beats, but had a suspicion of (g)

about it. The fracture
(t'^i)

is distinct,

but there are words in which (ii)
occurs

as (tjiik) cheek, Ws. ceace. In the

same way (MJU) was distinct, as in

(nziiU, sa,u) now, a sow, (sz^um) swim,
that is, float, but (swim) is used for

men swimming. Found, ground, had

(wj), but round, about, house, had (uu),
which did not to me appear to be

(M,U). The long i is (a'i) or (a
1

/),
not

(ai). Short a is rather (a
1

)
than any-

thing else. There was a tendency in

M. to run into (oe), possibly, I thought,
from London habits. The long vowel
is (aa). Conjugation of verb substan-
tive (a^m, dhw.ujz, hii)z, wii)r, jo)r,

dheo)r), here
(ii)

should probably be

(*ji). M. pronounced the words for

8, 18, 80 with
(a'it), and called alehouse

(jElyhus).
P. The French (r) is general, but is

lost when no vowel follows. Thus

they told me that in county (:dooBm)
Durham, they say (rdaam). About

(rbaaik) Berwick, they would say (liEn).

Through (thrzi.u) was almost (throu).

(hz^u d)jB dii) how do you do, is not
much used in the district, the phrase is

(hzijU aa ji) how are you, or at full

(hwjU aa ji gitin on dire dei ?) how are

you getting on to-day. / am (a^m)
is pretty frequent, but I iz (a')z) is

the regular expression. They never
use I be, I beant, we'm. In (j) the

lips are very open, almost as much as

for (a) [yet the sound was not at all

(w- )
or (02)]. The (oo) is sometimes

spoken with lips as close as for (u)

[but remains distinctly (oo)]. Thou in

addresses is used in anger, it is dis-

respectful, but may be used from a

mother to a child or a father to a baby,
he would not use it when the child was
ten or twelve years old. Goodbye is

not used, they say (gud dee) good day,
when parting, and (g^d momrBn) good
morning in meeting. To children

principally (ta
1 ta 1

)
is said in parting,

but it is also used by men, who are

beginning to say (sa
l

la'q) so long

[a salutation which I have heard of

in the colonies]. There is a slight
difference between the farming and

mining people. The former have a

more sluggish way of speaking with
a drawl. [As these men spoke very
well, with the exception of (aa) for er

in certain, etc., I asked if they spoke
so in the pit. They said] "Oh no !

in the pit you must speak as they

speak or you will be laughed at. We
are allowed to speak properly at the

weekly meetings of the Trades Union."

[They had come to London in con-

nection with that Union.]
F. If you say (div'nt wi) don't we,

the we refers only to the speaker and

person addressed, if you say (dinit wi),
the we is the speaker and any others.

(a
j

)z) is more frequent than (a')m).

(weif) is a woman, wench not used,

(la^) not (la^i) even for a little girl,

(bodhor) is much used, (didn't out ti

ev d/em) didn't ought to have done =
ought not to have done, (ma

1

^ is

generally employed for husband, which,

however, is used. In (ma
1

su^nz waif,
mi dowtorz ma'n), my son's wife, my
daughter's husband, observe the (ma

1

)

masculine (mi) feminine. Mrs. Fer-
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schell's father, William Carr, then at

Glass House Hill Works, Southwick,
Sunderland, in 1876 sent me this

analysis of the burr : "If you let your
tongue lie in your mouth quite still,

with the tip just touching your teeth,
and make a noise from the throat (not

by the nose at all), and your mouth

moderately open, you will produce the

burr just as we Newcastle folk have."
He was sixty, a native, and natural

dialect speaker, (gwd bai) is not general,

(ta
1 ta 1

)
is much used both among men

and women
; they also say (si? loq),

which F. had chiefly heard in Sunder-
land. (su) is weak, (jii) is strong.

quarrel (kaa^rl). They say (h'.it

m'jit bra'it fa 1

it) light night bright

fight.
B. To Mr. Barkas I owe almost all

the (oSi) [the others, except M. at

times, gave (u^ only], and also nearly
all the final (-or). He also confirmed

the very common use of (ta
1 ta 1

) among
grown-up people.

The following are the special notes to the cs. distinguishing the variants of my
different informants by the same initials as before.

drunken, P. (dr^k'n), B. (drce.k'n)

sometimes, but more often (dr^qk'n).
good man, that is, husband, so in

original.
9. stretched, P. with

(ii)
or

(i), F.
B. with

(i}. Sunday, B. with (cej).

coat, M. (koot), F. (kwut) with a very
faint indication of a fracture like (kwjut) .

lane, P. (leen), objecting to (liEn), B.

(lonen) ;
F. (lonen) is used in Durham,

Gateshead, etc.

10. whindging, this was the P.'s

word, F. says it's the cry of a sick

fretful child, B. says (wha'inim) whin-

ing is quite as common, F. says it is

used for children crying and differs

from ivhindging ; (bleenm) is also cry-

ing as a child. world, B. with (oo),

the rest with (o). bit inserted by B.

11. day, B. (dEE), the rest (dee).
12. afternoon, B. (-nicejn), the rest

(-niun). only a week against next

Thursday comes, P. put a week since

(sins) next Thursday,
13. more than this, I seemed to hear

only (meo no dhis) from P. do not

want, M. had (wa'nt fre),
but this to

was not in the original and was struck

out by B. there now, F. says the

phrase is very common at Newcastle.

14. so, M. (sii), original and P.

(soo). going, P. (ga'n), original and

F. (ga'nen). to have my supper, so

P. F., original (ti sz^p). quick, P.

(shaa
j

p).

0. no, P. (nee), F. (ni). doubts,
F. (duuts), ?(dw 1uts).

1. neighbour, P. (na'i- nee-), F.

(nai-). this, P. (dhis), F. (dhor).

mine, P. almost (nue'in). who, F.

(w/ i)
. cares, P. (keeuz) . neither,

P. (n6lhor, na'idhor).
2. they are, M. F. (dhor), P. (dhei,e).

don't, B. (div'nt) or (dm't) both

used, see F.'s preliminary observations.

very, P. F. (vaVi).
3. of the, F. (i &\w).till, P. (tiv),

B. (til)
is better. done, M. F. (diwn),

P. B. (dTcBin).
4. I am, B. (a

T
m, aT

z) equally often,
P. (a'z). certain, M. and P. no (r),

B. (r). heard, B. (hiiord), and most
of the (-or) are due to B.

^folks, P.

(fook). tbat did I, B. put / did.

safe, P. (seef), saying (siEf) was used

further north. enough, P. (Bniwf).
5. that, F. (dhit). nine, F. (na'in).

though, P. F. (thoo), B. says (dhoo)
is equally usual. was, F. (wez) unem-

phatic. trust, F. inclined to (^n^st).

aye, P. (ee), F. (eei), B. or (a'i).

I would, P. (a
1 waa'd1

, waM'), mere

emphasis.
6. straight, F. (strait). without,

M. (wiv-), F. B. (widh-).
7. oughtn't, B. seemed to say

(awt'nt), but (6?^-) was heard from the

others and is most likely. such, M.
(sik), F. B. (sek).

8. how, where, and when, F. (M X
U

weer BU WEU), h inserted by B.
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Notes to Benvick-upon- Tweed cs., p. 645.

0. no, 3 3 miles beyond they say

(nee). doubts, the (u) quite short;
when (uu) is said, Berwickers think the

speaker comes from Yo. or Cu., of

which (uu) is a mark to them.

1. neighbour, there was no (r), but

it seemed as if the speaker opened his

mouth at the end
;

this loss of (r} is

a marked feature. he, the
(ii) very

sharp, not at all the (ii) or (/,i).

both, the (00} inclined towards (u).

laugh, Berwickers never use (kh) at

all, they have the greatest difficulty
in pronouncing it, notwithstanding
their uvular (r) .

2. few, the mouth seemed to close

up to a (w), but I am not certain

that it was intentional. die, I have

generally written
(o'i),

which is, I

believe, the regular form of the diph-

thong. In a few cases, which I

shall note, I wrote (o'i),
but I have

given (di) in the text uniformly.
^ve ken, in B. they use ken for savoir,
and know, which is rather refined, for

connaitre. them, they never drop the

(dh), or rather never use the form
hem with omitted aspirate. what

should, even emphatically, a boy would

say (shad^u noo) should I not? very,
this (r) was light, but still marked, and
the trill of the uvula had much the

effect of a tongue trill.

3. these is, they never think of

saying (aa) are, but this is a peculiar
case. friend, (m'i man) is more
common. / am, they never use J is

(a)z) in B., they will say (wi wi) with

us, and never use (naz) for us.

4. certain, this is refined, (shire) is

the common word. say, no inclining
to (i) at the end. that, (at) is the

regular form. first, this inserted ()
is regular, as (woreld, tharezdee).

enough, the form enow is not known.
5. nine, pron. as a dissyllable.

squeaking, the distinction between the

participle and gerund is not known at

B., nor apparently in Nb. generally.

aye, this one word (&se i)
is the mark

of a Berwicker.
6. now, they say (nuu) at B. The

final U' and its congeners are only
partially treated as in D 33, L. now,
thou, to bow, a barley mow, the prow
of a ship, a row (noise), avow, have

(aw), but how however cow brow
shower sow s. coward cower power have

(uu, tO. at once, the usual phrase,

straight is (strait). and all, regularly
used for too, a word unknown to the
lower classes. bother, the word is

much used.

7. / asked (ar akst), observe the

euphonic (r) after (a)
= I. two or

three, so at Spittal (1 se. Berwick), on
s. of the Tweed, but in the Liberties of

B., they say (taw B thrai) ;
a few miles

n. of the Liberties they used a strongly
trilled (.r), and cannot pronounce (r).

wrong, the (r) was good and strong
with no trace of (w). Observe the

(oo), which I seemed to hear, not (00} .

Mr. G. said that (oo), or, as he con-

ceived it, (oo), long, is heard in broad,

God, cod, on, among, along, strong ;

but road has (o), so that a broad road

becomes (B brood rod), or, as Mr. G.
conceived it, (B brood rod), while a

fishing rod is (rood) .

8. husband, this is a polite usage,

(B' mra) her man is the regular

expression.
9. eyes, lying, by, were noted as

(o'i) in place of (a'i), which I think

was intended. -full, so also (pal) pull.

coat, rather between (koot, kuut).

by (bofi), meaning near, (bi) applied to

the instrument. yon, much used, never

becomes (dhon).
10. crying, this is the word almost

invariably used for making a noise of

weeping, (whimpurin) is also used for

a fretting child. says she, contracted

into sayshe.
11. dry, this was noted drai (dro'i).

12. when, the word while is abso-

lutely never used. tea, at Spittal and

Tweedmouth, s. of the Tweed, but

within the Liberties they use (idi) for

tea, and (moi) for me, and (ju<) for

you. In both B. and Spittal, especially
the latter, (hini) honey is a common
term of endearment. -fine, dissyllable,
as nine (na'ijin), par. 5. bright,

similarly night, sight, light, fight, have

(a'i)
with a sharp glide on to the t.

13. business, (meete) matter is the

common word. the day, that is, to-day,
and so the morn, the night, as in L.

15. without, (widhut) with a short

vowel, could also be used. good-bye,
here also (bo'i) was noted, the phrase
is common

; (ta taa') is used among
men, but not much, so long un-

known.
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TWENTY-TWO INTEKLINEAR dt.

Var. i, n.Cu., is illustrated in Nos. 21 and 22, pp. 562, 563, 602. We begin
therefore here with

Var. ii, n.Du., Nos. 1 to 6.

1. Edmundbyers (17 wnw.Durham). In io. but with full explanations by
the Rector, Rev. W. Featherstonehaugh (-haf), who came there in 1856, and
was still there in 1886. He states that this district is bounded by three water-

sheds, and includes the villages of Cold Dowley, Castleside, Muggleswick,
Daskerby, Edmundbyers, Ruffside, and Hunstanworth in Du. and Blanchland
in Nb., and that communication tended rather towards Upper Weardale and
Allendale than eastwards. The boundaries of his district are Allansford on
the e., Upper Allendale w., and Weardale s., and not further than Minster
Acres n., beyond that the influence of Tyneside begins to be felt.

2. Manchester (7 nw.Durham). The place was really a farm house, called

(:klik"emin-), or something like it, 10 nw.Durham. The informant, Mr. Robson,
was a bailiff or overseer, whose assistance was obtained for me in Feb. 1879,

by Rev. Canon Greenwell of Durham (who befriended me dialectally in many
ways), but as he did not arrive till late in the evening, and as I had to return

to Newcastle that night, I was much hurried. Particularly the diphthong here

and at the time written as (6u) was not clear to me, and may have been (M XU) or

(BUU) as in St. John's Weardale. Also (lErn, niEEr) were not approved of

either by Canon Greenwell or Robson, and I inclined to (Iar n, maarj at the

time. Perhaps indistinct (lern, meer
) might be better. Pal. from diet, by

AJE.
3. Annfield Plain, near Linz Green (12 nw.Durham), Vic. of Collierly-under

-

Lanchester, St. Thomas's Vicarage. It is an extensive parish, chiefly of" colliers,

and the vicarage was so difficult of access (when I was at Newcastle in January,
1879, snow was on the ground, and the vicarage lay four miles from a station,

road uphill, with no conveyance), that I was obliged to renounce seeing the old

learned vicar, Dr. Blythe Hurst, since deceased, to whom I am indebted for two
dt. practically identical (one by H. Leslie, teacher at the National School), and
a wl. with a glossary of Tyneside. He had spoken the dialect himself for the

first 36 years of his life.

4. Bishop Middleham (8 sse.Durham). Through the kindness of the vicar,

Rev. C. A. Cartledge, I was taken to see two natives, George Lazenby and
William Greenwell, from whose dictation I pal. this dt. They told me that the

talk used to be much broader than it is now, and that the school had knocked up
the dialect.

5. Kelloe (7 se.Durham), pal. by AJE. from the diet, of R. Heightley, a

tailor, then living at Bishop Middleham, the vicar of which, Rev. C. A. Cartledge,
introduced me to him. Heightley had a decided burr (r), but it was very faint.

6. Sunderland, pal. Jan. ^1879, by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. Taylor Potts,

17, Derwent Street, Bishop Wearmouth. Sunderland contains Bishop and Monk
Wearmouth. Mr. Potts informed me that I need not pay any attention to

Sunderland as furnishing dialectal information, for it was a Scotch colony about

the time of the Commonwealth, when it became a port, and most of the people
are descended from the Scotch. Most of the queer pronunciations are not native.

The Irish are also numerous and mixed up with the 120,000 people that live

within the bounds of the union. Hence we have the Scotch element, the Irish

element, and the sailor element. But Bishop Wearmouth is ancient, and there

are descendants of the old families there. Mr. Brockie (22, Olive Street, an

antiquary, to whom I had an introduction) said that Mr. Taylor Potts was a

representative of these old settlers. Mr. Taylor Potts rather unceremoniously

rejected a wl. given me by the late Mr. Tom Taylor (editor of Punch], who told me
he ' ' was born there, and lived and was educated there till he went to Glasgow
University," saying that Mr. T. Taylor had left young, and that his memory had
deceived him, thus Mr. T. T. gave na-am = (o.ecvm), and Mr. T. P. (niam) for

name. As a specimen of genuine Sunderland Mr. T. P. gave me as the cry of a

woman watching two other women lighting : (deg;ur in )dliB niEl)Br)iin, :bEt),

dig = hit her in the mid of her eyes, Bet.
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Var. iii, sw.Nb., Nos. 7 to 9.

7. Hexham 1, pal. Jan. 1879, by AJE. from diet, of Mr. Joseph Wright,
Keeper of the Natural History Museum at Newcastle, a native.

8. Hexham 2, pal. Jan. 1879, by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. Dobson,
native of Hexham, but Master of the Marine School at North Shields. Although
the burr is strong at Hexham, Mr. D. could not pronounce it; hence I have

supplied the (r) from No. 7.

9. Haltwhistle, the town, 14 w.Hexham, and hence near to the Cu. b.,

written in io. with explanations by Bev. W. Howchin, conjecturally pah by
AJE. from these explanations and Nos. 7 and 8. It is apparently a town speech,
and hence, perhaps, the predominance of (ce,). Mr. H. says communication,
education, etc., have caused great diversity in the pron.

Var. iv, se.Nb., Nos. 10 to 13.

10. Stamfordham, formerly called and still known to the peasantry as

only
which are thus fixed.

11. Whalton, with Belsay and Bolani (5, 8, and 7 sw. and wsw.Morpeth),
pal. conj. by AJE. from the io. by Eev. J. Walker, rector, made from notes by
Mr. Bobert Bewick, of Whalton, Avith long explanations.

12. Newcastle, pal. in Feb. 1879 by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. William

Lyell, secretary of the Literary and Philosophical Society.
13. North Shields (8 ne.Newcastle), at the mouth of the Tyne, on the n or

Nb. side the river, pal. in Feb. 1879 by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. J. Edington,

secretary to the Free Library there.

Var. v, mid Nb., Nos. 14 to 21.

14. Eothbury (13 nw.Morpeth), pal. by AJE. Feb. 1879 from the diet, of

Mr. Andrew Scott of Debdon farm, 2 m. off, a natural dialect speaker, procured
for me by the late Eev. Dr. G. H. Ainger, then rector.

15. Snifter (3 w-by-n.Bothbury), serving also for Whittingham (8 w.Alnwick),
pal. Feb. 1879 by AJE. from the diet, of Mr. Thomas Allen of Whittingham,
a remarkably intelligent man.

16. Harbottle (17 wsw.Alnwick), on the w. b. of Nb., written in io. by Dr. F.
Eichardson there resident, and conj. pal. by AJE. Dr. E. says:

" This village
is situated at the base of the Cheviots. The inhabitants of those hills to the

w. are L. Scotch, and of course from their proximity for a lengthened period
it is difficult to distinguish in many words whether or not the pron. has been
modified by the intercourse. I have endeavoured to eliminate this element, and

hope I have succeeded."

17. Warkworth (b se.Alnwick), representing e.Nb. from Morpeth to Alnwick,

pal. in Apr. 1879, and corrected in May, 1887, by AJE. from diet, of Mr. T.
Dawson Eidley, engineer, native, but resident generally at Coatham (21

mv.Whitby, Yo., on the coast), accompanied by a wl.

18. Alnwick
; written, March, 1879, in io. by Mr. Eobert Middlemas, solicitor,

Alnwick, and by him taken to represent not only Alnwick, but Felton (8 s.

Alnwick), Eothbury (10 sw.A.), Wooler (15 nw.A.), Belford (13 nnw.A ),

Ellingham (7 n.A.), and Bamborough (14 n-by-e.A.). This seems rather too

wide a range. Certainly all these places do not use (a) for U. Wooler and
Belford do, Eothbury uses (ce,, u-^. But probably the town of Alnwick uses (a),

for Mr. M., president of a Young Men's Society at Alnwick, sent me a paper
read by Mr. George Thompson before it, on the ' ' Northumbrian Vowel Sounds

(applicable solely to Alnwick)," of which I give the substance in the notes, p. 668.

It must be recollected that Alnwick is a town of 20,000 inhabitants, and hence

speaks "fine." Eev. James Blythe, Greenville, Alnwick, also gave me a cs. in

io., said to represent n.Nb. The variants are very slight, and are given in the

notes. Both conj. pal. by AJE.
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19. Whittingham (:whitmdrem) (6 w.Alnwick), conj. pal. by AJE. from the
version written in io. by Mr. William Dixon, draper, of W hittingham, whom I

heard read out a dialect story at an entertainment at Rothbury.
20. Embleton 1 (6 ne Alnwick), representing the peasant as distinct from the

fishing population, written, 1879, in io. by Rev. M. Creighton, then vicar, and

conj. pal. by AJE. Mr. C. had the greatest difficulty with the (r), which he
describes as " a guttural oo prolonged ; during the prolongation the tip of the

tongue is turned up towards the palate, and is drawn along from the front of

the mouth to the uvula." Hence he writes oowlt, rwooud, thwoo, oowed, right,

road, through, red. As (rw) is the regular sign for the labialised uvular r,

I indicate this variety, which I have not heard, by (rw } ). If the description is

correct, it is complicated with (RW) . Embleton is the head of a scattered district,
where many families have lived for generations. The agricultural population of

Nb. is shifting and constantly reinforced by Scotch. My pal. is merely the best

I could do from the indications given.
21. Embleton 2, the fishing population, see No. 20, written in io. by Rev. C. E.

Green, in 1879, then curate, conj. pal. by AJE. This place has had a steady

population, subject to very little change. The vicar considered that the r was

ordinary (r), and not the (rw } ) quasi (RW) of the land peasantry. Mr. Green has
also a difficulty with this sound, writing 'rrlte, gurrl, yondo'rr, 'rrode, ttfroo,

rred, ''rrong, drr'ucken, sh? rrivulV d, vaK'e, poo
1

or, tr'oo, right, girl, yonder, road,

through, red, wrong, drunken, shrivelled, very, poor, true.

Yar. vi, n.Nb., No. 22.

22. Wooler (:u l
l

r

er) (15 nw.Alnwick), written 1879 in io. with many ex-

planations, by Matthew T. Culley, Esq., of Coupland Castle, "Wooler, and pal.

conj. therefrom by AJE. Mr. C. says, "The u is pronounced as in cut or bertter,

the other pron. ending somewhat n. of Newcastle. The dialect bears a strong
resemblance to the Scotch of Bw. and Ex., but with a strong guttural accent

entirely different to the thrilling sound of the Scotch, and the R is pron. with a

guttural difficult or impossible to describe on paper barrel would become barl

(baarl), baron barn (baarn), but the sound of the letter it is impossible to give.
H strongly pron. A very broad like aw (a). I as the personal pronoun, aw
(a), and elided [F] before a vowel or before will, as aw' II (aa)l). Do pron. dee

(dii). I say beginning a sentence would be awsa (at SB) accent on the penultim.
U has the sound of French u in syllables like soon, but not in moon [? ml an].
Scotch [i.e. L.] is spoken as soon as the border is crossed, and there is a slight
admixture of it here." On this I found my n. soom line 9. Mr. Culley was
mistaken as to the use of (u^ . We find it at Embleton, and hence I draw the

line between Embleton and Wooler. In another letter Mr. C . adds :

' ' The guttural

gh is very mildly pron. compared to what it is on the Scotch side of the border.

The sharp u in soon, etc. [? his French u\ is more Scotch than Northumbrian,
but the two dialects are somewhat mixed. U is pron. as in but, cut, in bull, pull,

full (bal, pal, fal)." In May, 1883, Mr. Kirkup, who had been pupil teacher

at Yetholm, Rx., only 1 m. from the Nb. border, read me this dt., but seemingly
had mixed up Nb. and Rx. I give his variants in the notes.

As, unfortunately, interviews with all my viva voce informants were short and

hurried, and as I had no opportunities for revision, while the speech was entirely

strange to me, and therefore liable to be misheard at first, and as I had in the

majority of cases to puzzle out the pronunciation from a great variety of ortho-

graphies by the aid of what I had been really able to hear, I must ask indulgence
if my palaeotypic rendering is not quite so 'perfect as could be desired, and con-

trasts unfavourably with the minute accuracy of JGG.'s and TH.'s contributions.
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2. road, the other version has (lonim)
lane. gate, the other version has (geet) .

3. enough, written ^nyuff, the (03,) is

conjectural. straight, written streight
and stright, and also

(riit) given.
door, one version writes dor, meaning
not clear.

4. have a chance to find, or (mEbiz
find) perhaps find. wizened, the

school-teacher gives (shmid) also.

fellow or (tjEp). of the name of, or

(kaald) called.

5. learn, written Idurn, (tiitj) also

given.

Notes to No. 4, Bishop Middleham dt., pp. 653, 656.

2. red, I feel a doubt as to whether
this (reed) and (weel), par. 5, are

correct, they may have been (reiid),

(we'iil) meaning (riid, wiil), they may
have been wrongly written (reed, weel)
from a habit of using glossic. Similarly
in par. 5, same words, and par. 7

(troo) may be (truu). But as 1. say

(see) cannot be a mistake, except for

(sei), I leave all standing as in my
notes. gate, the form, (g^rat) was
written twice, possibly it was only an

individuality. of the way, omitted,

because the informant said "way is

not used in the sense of road, but only
of manner."

4. door (doo^r) also used. house, all

these (6u) are liable to the doubt ex-

pressed in No. 2, p. 662, but they
sounded thus to me.

4. deaf 0? (deif). wizened, (shr-) is

rightly pron. name or (ne'mn), see

gate, par. 2.

5. well, see red, par. 2.

6. teach, rather (larn). not, etc., or

(not te dei)t oni maa[_r).

Notes to No. 5, Kelloe dt., pp. 653, 656.

1. lass, also (gifel). yonder, (dh- 4. wizened, initial (shr-) pron.
most usual, perhaps (-or) would be correctly. name or (neam). Kelloe,
more correct

;
the late Vicar of Kelloe, the name of the village, or (:koksu)

Eev. W. L. Kay, wrote "they sound Coxhoe (2 wsw.Kelloe).
r as aw."

2. gate or (gje't).
3. gone or (gia'n). door or (dduvr).

5. (weel), 7. (troo), see notes to No.

4, par. 2.

Notes to No. 6, Sunderland dt., pp. 653, 656.

1. so, omitted as not used in this

Position.

mates similarly omitted, but

mEn, ladz) might be used. now, in

this word I heard (a'w), but it was

certainly the same sound that I wrote

(6u) elsewhere. See note on No. 2,

par. 7. Otherwise this was a s. Scotch-

ism. thing or (las), (wentj) is seldom
used. coming, this (a) anticipates Var.

v, but it may have been (ce^. school,

possibly (sk'rel) was said. yonder,

(jonder, dhonder) might either be

added, but it would not be native
;

it

is, however, heard all over this region.

2. going or (gn). lane, (lonin) is

the usual word for road in this neigh-
bourhood

; way would not be used.

3. well, like the Cu. (waie), not for

why, and was preferred to (shiuer enwf).

up, this is merely (u } p) up, spoken
with much emphasis. door of the

(do'our B dhu) would not be inserted.

4. maybe, chance (tjans) would not

be used here. devil or (fEloo).

6. learn, I am not certain that I

wrote the sound correctly, see introd.

to No. 2, p. 653. try it on again or

(di)d) do it, as in the other versions.

Notes to No. 7, Hexham 1 dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. mates, omitted as not used, and 4. wizened, (shr-) correctly pro-
Mr. Wright could not think of the nounced.

proper substitute. 5. ken, more used than know.

2. way, this word is in Hexham
used for road.

Notes to No. 8, Hexham 2 dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. say, the
(sii)

was probably an error of the speaker for (see).
school or (skiiul).
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Notes to No. 9, Haltwhistle dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. now, Mr. Howchin writes noo,

and says German 6 or French eu comes

nearest to it
;

hence I recognise the

sound I have previously written (03,),

here and in "
coming through drunken

all know," in all of which he uses o,

though in the last two (00} was to be

expected. The second element of the

diphthong do he admits to he (u).

right, Mr. H. says "the r has no trill

in its sound, hut is given with the

tongue raised and the mouth nearly
closed." Hence I write (r ). Mr. H.

adds that "the guttural sound," that

is (r), "is often heard among elder

people, hut is disappearing among the

younger.
2. hand, (h) pretty well pron., (d)

dropped.
3. up, Mr. H. wrote oup, hut sub-

sequently explained it as o (oej.

house, home is (hirem).
4. kizzened, (shr-) initial correct

except in shriek (skrik).

6. do it, the it would be dropped in

this connection.

Notes to No. 10, Stamfordham, dt., pp. 654 656.

1. so, at the end of a sentence (sii),

as (a
1 see sii). bit, commoner than

little. girl, they would say
' lass

'
in

speaking to each other. school, Mr.

Bigge said,
' ' I think skuil better than

skule
;
there's a symptom of i in the way

[it is] pron .about here ." I have indicated

this by (B), but I think the Pitman's Pay
orthography deceived the informant,

and that (skice^) would best represent
the sound. Mr. B. also writes suin,

luik, soon, look. yonder is not used,

but yon might be put before school.

2. gate or (geei).

3. gone, possibly gyen, nyem, may
have been conventional spellings, from

the Pitman's Pay, observe No. 11,

notes, par. 2.

Notes to No. 11, Whalton dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. now, written nou, but explained
"sound like in you short." coming,
with " u intwb," as Mr. G. Rome Hall
said in giving me a list of such words :

"in all these u sounds there is a

slight approach to the German o and
the French eu in bceuf, fleur, etc.

;

also it is not so quickly and crisply
uttered as in the received pron."
yonder, often, not always, without d;
and seldom, but occasionally, (dhonder) .

2. gate (jet), "with old people, the

younger adopt (g#?t)." hand, h always
sounded except in the personal pro-
nouns him, her; d lost. side, New-
castle people always write ey, which I

am bound to render
(ei), but I heard

(a't, a
1

;), see Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, p. 658.
Its use here in (gein neim ugein) going

name again, and also (heim) home,
Hexham (hirem), Newcastle (hiem), is

peculiar.
3. up,

" u as in dwll," that is (ce^.

door, "oo very broad, full oo or ou,"
see now, par. 1.

4. she'll, emphatic (shi WOB,!).

maybe, occ. (mebiz). wizened or

(woeiz'nd) for shrivelled, not used.

6. learn, "the r not definite"

(? distinct). not, "by old people the

t is omitted, but a faint a is added."

thing, but (nce^hm s^mthm) with

(n) not (q).

7. look !, when used as an exclama-

tion subjoins (13).
isn't it true, \vords

written isn tit trou, and the ou ex-

plained by you.

Notes to No. 12, Newcastle dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. gate, (giEt) is gate in the sense noted "this (oe,) puzzles me a good
deal; it is not quite (03) nor (a) nor

(MI), but lies in among all these," see

p. 638. wizened, (shr-) proper]

chap, commoner than fellow.

of road

4. maybe, both (mEbt, niEv) are

used, but the latter is commoner.

drunken, when taking this down I

Notes to No. 13, North Shields dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. right. Both n. and s. Shields entirely vocalised in n. Shields when
are celebrated for not pronouncing the not preceding a vowel, and when pre-
letter (r). To me it seemed to be ceding a vowel, as here, to become that
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stiff lip trill which I now write (w), a
turned M, in preference to (ui) or turned

m, at first proposed. It is different

from (brh), and naturally confounded
with (w) by ordinary ears, but the

speaker always feels the difference be-
tween (w, w), for the sides of the upper
lip are inflated for (w), but not at all

for (w). Here I heard (niit). lass,

sometimes but rarely (wentj).
4. maybe, the word chance is used

in such a phrase as (hii; z got uii tjans)
he's got no chance.

6. learn, or (teitj) teach.

7. look, I heard (lak) and not (loe^) ;

in the pit districts
(1'rek).

Notes to No. 14, Rothbury dt., pp. 654, 656.

1 . from, the (rw) shews a decidedly
labial form of the burr as observed in

the particular words where it is written.

2. red, they also call 'read, head'

(riid, hiid).
3. enow, Mr. Scott did not know the

two uses of enough sg., and enow pi.,

but when asked if he knew enough,

Notes to No. 15, Snifter, and No. 19,

1. now, the words 'now, through'
seem more liable to pass into (6u) than

any other. I am and / is constantly
alternate. coming, observe the forms

(o
1

, UL) in Nos. 14, 15, both written at

the time, and the use of (ce^ a) . school,

"ten or fifteen miles further nw. to-

wards the Cheviot range, (skiel) is

used."

2. road, 'way' would not be used

said (eniiuf ! aa)z heordit ofxm) enough !

I has heard it often.

4. fellow or (fere).
6. learn or (larn), and I noted that

Mr. S. called both (bref), and bullocks

heifers (boUisks, Ef^rz), and used the

phrase (ai, a see it) aye, I say it.

Whittingham dt., pp. 654, 655, 656.

here, but it is called (weei) when
used.

3. up, and 4. drunken, an unmistak-

able (ap), at first however I wrote (op) ;

I had to correct it.

6. wouldn't,
" we don't use won't."

man, (tjap) is common by Wooler.

learn, where they use teach they call it

(tiitj) not (teetj'. Mr. A. also called

our, always (wor, Elw^z).

Notes to No. 16, Harbottle dt., pp. 654, 656.

1 . coming,
' ' the first syllable rhymes

to hum," when I have not heard the

sound myself, I always suppose that

in Var. iv (03]) was meant, because it

was that I generally heard.

4. she will, (she wcejl) emphatic
form, otherwise (shi)l). -fellow, written

falla with note, "both the a's very

broad, probably Scotch," that might
be (fala), as however I got (fa3le) w.
in No. 15, I have interpreted this to

mean the same.

5. very, written varra, with the note,
" the r's very guttural, and, though

very difficult of pronunciation, in very
common use indeed by the natives."

Notes to No. 17, WarJcworth dt., pp. 654, 656.

1. so, (sii) rather than (sii), but the

latter was intended. see now, the

(t'ji, i^ii) were carefully explained and
read to me slowly. riffh t, the (r)

was gentle and never labialised, (ii)

intended for
(ii)

was given here, not

(t'ji)
. about, the vowel being shortened

only, (wj) not (ju) was heard.

little, not (lail). lass, wench is

hardly ever used. coming seemed
the first time to have (u^, but the

second time (oei). school, in w.Nb.

(skirel). yonder, (dhondcr) is heard.

2. red, also (rid). of the way, the

phrase is used.

3. door, also (d^r). house, with

medial vowel as in about, par. 1.

4. where, the (wh) distinct. may
be's or (niEbi), they also say (ma'rvBlz)
for marbles, that is, they habitually
confused (b, v) in some words.

wizened, they pron. (shr-) initially.

of the name of Thomas, better (dha
!
t

dhee ka'l :tomt?s) that they call Thomas.

5. know, (kEn, naa 1

)
are used indif-

ferently.
6. do it, they also say (ha'd) for

have if f poor, the vowel very short.

7. look or (link). isn't it true,

(didn't a 1 see si)
would be more used.

%* See specimen on next page.
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WHITE, A YARN, IN WARKWOKTH SPEECH.

The following specimen, cut from a newspaper, was read to me by Mr. Ridley
at the same time as he gave me the above dt. There is a wonderful con-

fusion of the Peninsular "War with the Battle of Waterloo, but that is

a trifle ;
the point is the pron., which must here be attributed to "Warkworth.

I put a translation interlinearly.

ma1

!!, a1 fsl m wi :nEd :whB'*t dh ufihur dee. j* naa1

Man, I fell in with Ned White the other day. You know

:ned un wilier twvnti four i3v ihaa^s tjEps, wEnt nut ti dhi
Ned and other twenty four of Hawkes's chaps went out to the

tpmmsiulw :wor, whor :wElmten wa^, JB naa1
. sn, t?z w*

Peninsular War, where Wellington was, you know. So, as we

wor hEvm ^ gel tegedlmr, a1 SEZ ti hein, :nEd djj^ mE'md
were having a gill together, I says to him, Ned d'you mind

whEn ji wi3r in dhi3 :pmmshilBr :wor? a1 shw
t
d theqk a1

dii,
when you were in the Peninsular War ? I should think I do,

SEZ h^i. de'd xe ivor fa 1
! m wi :wElmt'n ? SEZ a1

. :wElmt'n !

says he. Did you ever fall in with Wellington ? says I. Wellington!

SEZ h^i, WE'/, raa^, a1 na !d hem. WE'!, djw^t dh/ dee Bfoor

says he, why, man, I knowed him. Why, just the day afore the

ba1
!'! 'B iwa^rlnu, hi sent for mi. :nEd, h SEZ, tfok jor

battle of Waterloo, he sent for me. Ned, he says, take your

twEnt/ four mEn, hi SEZ, im g^n 03^ i?n sh/ft thEm :frEntjmen
twentyfour men, he says, and go up and dislodge those Frenchmen

of dhB top 13 jon h/1. :aax
l riit SEZ aa1

, b^t it winit
off the top of yon hill. All right, says I, but it will not take

aa1
! dhi twEnt* four, a1

SEZ. aa1
! bw

:t tt;s :m?pooKimz kra!k
all the twenty four, I says. Ah ! but its Napoleon's crack

ncLpmmt, he SEZ, je)d bEter tzEk plEnte. aa1
! riit, a 1

SEZ,

regiment, he says, you better take plenty. All right, I says,

wzi)l sum sheft dhurn. sii diijun a1 koe^ ti dhra la'dz, ^n
we'll soon shift them. So down I come to the lads, and

a1 SEZ nM,n, rni laMz, :wE!mten wajnts u^ ti shift Jon
I says Now, my lads, Wellington wants us to dislodge yon

:frEntjnnm of dhi top ^v Jon h*l. aa1
! riit, dhe SEZ. hior,

Frenchmen off the top of yon hill. All right, they says. Here,
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:bob :skot, a1

SEZ, ht^u mom :frEntjmen ar dhor ce^ jondor?
Bob Scott, I says, how many Frenchmen are there up yonder ?

Tsbu^t four hoe^dord, i SEZ. h^u mom on ^s wil it

About four hundred, he says. How many of us will it take

ti shift them ? a1 a^ses. oo, tsn, SEZ :bob. wee, w^i)!
to dislodge them? I axes. Oh, ten, says Bob. Well, we'll take

ftftlVn, djXst ti hmmor dhe aa*d mahi. aa1
! m't, dhe SEZ. see'

fifteen just to humour the old man. All right, they says. So

of wi sEt a't dhe' dwxb'l loq' dh^ lonim
;
bwxt dj^st az wi tornd

off we set at the double along the lane, but just as we turned

dhe kom^r a!
t dire fu^t BV dhe hel, wheY shz^d we miit huit

the corner at the foot of the hill, who should we meet but

on -e ltl*wh.E
/
it hors, w B kokt ha^ on.

Bonaparte himself on a lily white horse, with a cocked hat on.

whor aV ji of t/, :nEd ? SEZ h^i. WE'*, ti shift Jon rfrEntjmen
Where are you off to, Ned ? says he. Why, to dislodge yon Frenchmen

of Jon h'l ? whaaM; ! he SEZ, WE' dha1

t)s me kra:k
off yon hill? What! he says, why that's my crack regiment,

hi SEZ. mvw mE'md dha]

t, a1

SEZ, :wElmten SEZ wi hEv t*

he says. Never mind that, I says, Wellington says we have to

shift them, ajnd shifted dhe)l bij, nwjU. Jn)r kodm, SEZ

dislodge them, and dislodged they'll be, now. You are jesting, says

h^i. ni kodm -eh^t it, a1

SEZ, wzii)l smn shift dh'em of, a1

he. No jesting about it, I says, we'll soon dislodge them off, I

SEZ, ko3!m bEY! haxd on, he SEZ, en hi ga^irps riit osip dh^

says, come by ! Hold on, he says, and he gallops right up the

hil ti dhEm, an shuuts uut ga
:n ba]

k, m^ la^z, ga
xn ba ]k !

hill to them, and shouts out. Go back, my lads, go back !

hi'or)z :nEd :whE
;

t frem :haa1
ksf'z

}
a!nd hiz t^ente fottr ladz

here's Ned White from Hawks' s, and his twenty four lads

ko3imm oe^ ti shift ji. ji hEv'nt 'B haa

porth 'BV tja'ns !

coming up to dislodge you. You haven't a ha'p'orth of chance !

tm ba xk dhe wsnt. did a 1 evor s^i rwElmten ? WE'Z, maa

n,
And back they went. Did I ever see Wellington? Why, man,

[
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Notes to No. 18, Alnwick dt., pp. 654, 656.

Variants in Rev. J. Blythe's version.

1. so (sii). mates (marez) marrows.

now (nuu) . girl (last) . school

(skiul) . yonder (joner) .

2. going (ganin).
3. gone (geen).
4. she will (shii)l). chance

shrunken (wcejz'nd) wizened.

5. all (aal).

6. soon (siun). teach (larn). not

(n^t). again (^gein).
7. look (luuk).

Substance of Mr. G. Thompson's paper
on the Nb. Vowel Sounds.

a = "a in fat, fn, very general,"

probably (a
1

),
used in father, law

(&
ldhw, la 1

).

a, ai = "a in fair fare, unaltered."

? (ee), and often in gate (geet),
sometimes pron. as g prefixed to yet

(glEt).

o, "correct" as in no (noo). "Some
s. country people pronounce it a-oo,
a in fan and oo in root, (a'w).

ou, ow in throz^gh is
' '

adequately

represented by o-oo pronounced
rapidly so as to make one sound,

thus thro-oo. So with ow in now,
brow, which would be no-oo, bro-oo

(one syllable in each case)," this

must mean (6u) as I frequently

appreciated it.

e, ordinary as in feat feet, pet hen, and
also ei as in height ;

but he probably
meant (ei).

1. In Alnwick it is made up of eh and

ee, thus fight is feh-eet (fE'it),

similarly (strE'it) straight.
u. "We sound in the usual way in

such words as emcle
;
but we sound

it the same way in bwll pwll, which
is a departure from the classical

standard." This should mean (bal,

psl).
ue in true rhymes to through now, see

ou, that is, they say (trou). blue is

(bliu) not (bluu).
oo in soot is (103^, explained "as one

syllable sy-eut, taking eu according
to the French."

ou in you unemphatic is the same as

e in the
(STB, dire), emphatic (ii).

h. The Northumbrians never misplace
the aspirate, but omit it in unaccented

pronouns, accented us is (haz) .

Notes to No. 20, Embleton 1 dt., pp. 655, 656.

1 . now, written nuoo and explained
the u was that in full. right, on

(rw^, see Introduction, p. 655. com-

ing, spelled cumin, and stated to have
the vowel in hum.

2. red, the vowel here, and in No.

21, seems doubtful.

3. sure, spelled sheuwo, and eu said

to be French. enough, vowel con-

jectural, written u. child, I question
the use of child here and in No. 21.

bairn is admitted to be also used. up,
the u in fll accepted.

4. find, the use of (fa'ind) here and
in No. 21 is quite unexpected.

5. know, Mr. C. wrote hn, and
considered that h was decidedly but

slightly pronounced.

6. the old, the use of (f) here and
in No. 21 is remarkable, and I

inquired about it particularly. Mr. C.

says,
' ' The use of ? for the is by no

means uncommon. It is not always
used, but often, and apparently in an

arbitrary way, f or the is used. T*
is also sometimes used for that (con-

junction, not pronoun). ... I am
quite clear of its use in this part of

Nb." I have not had it given me
from any other place in Nb. In the

present case it may arise from assimi-

lation to the preceding (t)
in (wount).

7. look, written leuk.

For a comparison of the peasant
and fishing speech see end of notes to

No. 21 on next page.

Notes to No. 21, Embleton 2 dt., pp. 655, 656.

3. the child, Mr. Green says, "The
f in such expressions as f child is of

frequent use. In ordinary conversation
the word 'the' is generally shortened
into *', th\ ti. I may mention that

the expression th' day, th? night is

often used instead of to-day, to-night"
This is of course L. The th1 can

scarcely differ from (dire) except in

extreme shortness of the (B) .
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Differences in the original spelling of Nos. 20 and 21, which were recognised

by Mr. Creighton as representing "real differences of pronunciation." The
words are arranged in the order of a cwl., and to the original spellings in italics

are added my pal. interpretations. 1. refers to the peasants; 2. to the fishing

population.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 21 1. neaym, 2. naiim; 1. niem, 2. neeem. A: 43 1. haand, 2. hond
or haand; I. hand, 2. hond. A: or 0: 58 1. fwom, 2. fro? fro' ;

1. frwjom,
2. free. 64 1. owong, 2. "rong or wrang ;

1. rw^aq, 2. raq. A'- 67 1.

goun, 2. ga'in; 1. gooim, 2. gaain. 92 1. Jcno, 2. knotf
;

1. 2. nhoo. A':

104 1. rwooud, 2. 'rrode; 1. rz^uuud, 2. rood. 110 1. nut, 2. wo; 1. nwjt,
2. not. JE: 177 1. thaat, 2. *Atf; 1. dhat, 2. dhet. E: 262 1. wy,
2. w' ;

1. wiee, 2. weeu. E'- 297 1. fello, 2. fello' r, 1. 2. fere. EA:
326 1. *'aw<, 2. t'o'd; 1. t'aad, 2. t'oed. 346 1. 0wiyf, 2. #<tf ;

1. gleet,
2. geet. EO: 394 1. yondow, 2. yondo'rr; 1. 2. jondor. I: 459 1. oowlt

2. Vrt; 1. rwd'it, 2. ra'tt. 466 1. the child, 2. *' cA*#; 1. dire tja'tld, 2. t'

tja'il.
0'- 558 1. leuk, 2. look; 1. lo^k, 2. luuk. 560 1. afaxwJ, 2. s/bwZ;

1. skuu^l, 2. skiul. 564 1. seun, 2. soow
;

1. siun, 2. suun. 0': 579 1.

eneuff, 2. eneugh; 1. race^, 2. eniuf. U- 606 1. dowa, 2. ^oo^r; 1. duuor,
2. duirer. U: 632 1. oop, 2. wp ;

1. 2. Wjp. U'- 643 1. nuoo, 2. woo;
1. nw^, 2. nuu.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 737 1. meayts, 2. maets; 1. mieets, 2. me'^ets.

geawl, 2. gurrl] 1. giorl, 2. garl.

Y. 758 1.

ni. RoMAisrcE.

E.. 885 1. vawy, 2. vah'e ;

2. shuor; 1. shce^rw^, 2. shuuor.

2. vai. U-- 969 1. sheuwo,

Notes to No. 22, Wooler dt., pp. 655, 656.

1. so I see, K. [.. Mr. Kirkup]
gave (see a 1

see). you see now, K.

(i sei na'u), this is quite Ex. right,
K. (r<Lit).that, K. (dhaH) . from, K.

(thre), this is also Ex. at a distance,

out-by, while (m-bE'i) in by, means
close at hand. K. pron. (utbai), and
said it meant at a considerable distance,
and so preferred (jon skyyjl) yon
school, which Mr. C. gave as an
alternative.

2. she's going, K. (slre)z gan).
road, K. (rood). through, K. (thra'w)

apparently Ex. gate, K. (geet).

side, K. (se*d).

3. enough, K. (eniuf). going, K.

(gan). straight, K. (strait).til the,

K. (te dire). door, K. (door).
4. ftn?, grey-haired, grisled, properly

a grey horse, Scotch. fellow, K. (fale).

called, K. gave (ntem) for name.
5. we, K. (wei), which is Ex. all,

K. (ty.very, K. (vert).
6. soon, K. (sren). feam, K.

(lem).
7. Zoo/, K. QuJQ.trtte, K. (trE'u).

Altogether Mr. Kirkup's pron. is

hardly safe.

cwl.

VAR. i. BRAMPTOIS', CF., cwl.

(9 ene. Carlisle), just where the Scotch-Cu. dialect begins. This

of Mr. Spottiswood, Hale Grange, Kirkby
rgrEEndj, rk^rbu :fiur), who had been 40

as pal. by JGG. from the diet, of Mr. Spottiswood, Hale Grange, Kirkby
Thore, We. (4 w.Appleby),
years acquainted with the dialect.

The
(r) is trilled in all positions, medial and final, as well as before a vowel,

as in L.

The (a, ax)
are here used as on p. 539, for which I should probably have
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670 THE NORTH NORTHERN. [D 32.

written (a
1
, a) respectively, as there noted. They certainly correspond with my

(a
1

, a) in what I wrote from Mr. Ridley, No. 17, pp. 656, 666, 678. The (e)
is an indistinct attempt at (e), which is hardly separable from (B), and seems

to represent an individuality. The (e^ is also scarcely separable from (e) or

even (E).

i. "WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 bek. 4 ta^. 5 ma^. 6 nrned. 7 sftek. 8 hEV. 9 bih^v.
10 hAA. 12 SAA. 17 IAA. 18 kek. 19 tuel. 20 l/Vem. 21 m'*em.
22 tz/em 23 s/iem. 24 sh/iem. 25 mnen. 27 nev. 28 he^r. 30

k^r. 31 let. 32 bedh [(duk) used]. 33 reefer. 34 last.

[(Els'n) used]. 36 thow. 37 klAA.

A: 39 knem. 41 thsqk. 43 hajn'd. 44 la^d.

[pret.], hi sajq v saq [he sang a song]. 53 kajn.
A:orO: 59 la^af. 60 la^. 61 emaq'. 62 s^raq\
raq\ 65 saq\ 66 wlmeq\
A'- 67 te gan, ga :

n. 69 noo. 70 tz't'e . 71 wee. 72 white . 73 se.
74 twiie . 76 ti*ed. 77 IwwjBrd. 78 AA. 80 hElide . 83 muen. 84

meep. 85 seep. 86 [(kww^rn) corn, used]. 87 klez. 88 klid. 89 bz'eth.

90 bloo [bliu bloon]. 91 moo [miu moon]. 92 noo [niu, noon]. 93 snoo

[sniu]. 94 kroo [kriu, kroon]. 95 throo. 96 soo [siu, soon]. 97 soul.

A': 101 fek. 102 as. 104 rw^d. 105 med. 106 bred. 107 lef.
108 [(pnest) paste, used]. 109 loo. Ill out. 113 hel. 115 hnem. 118

bf/en. 119 g//en. 122 nen. 123 [(n6wt) used]. 124 st/ien. 128 dhoz.

129 goost. 132 hEt. 133 [(rit) used]. 134 ooth. 135 klmjth [klut]. 136

35 AA!

46 kajn'l- 48 sa
tq

55 a^. 56 WEsh.
63 thraq'. 64 w'raq

JE- 138 fadher. 140 h^l'. 142 sn^l'. 144 t?giien. 146 m^n. 147

br^cn. 148 fee*. 149 bb'iez. 150 liist. 152 wa
(
te

k
r. 153 SE

t
tB

k

rde .

M\ 155 tha
;
k. 157 r^

t
v'n. 158 Ef^tB^r. 160 E'g. 161 d^

x . 164 mee^
165 sed. 167 del. 168 ta^B. 169 whEn. 170 ha^vist [(i) distinct].

171 baarH. 172 gE'rs. 173 waz. 174 E'sh. 175 fast. 179 what. 181

, fdi-rwti^d) tread, foot-road, used].
'- 182 sm. 183 titj. 184 lid. 185 riid. 186 brEnth [assimilated to

length]. 187 liv. 188 [^m^Br) .used]. 189 w^i. 190 k^i. 191 Ml. 192

min. 193 klin'. 194 oni. 195 moni. 197 tjiiz. 199 blit. 200 whit.

202 hit.

M': 203 spiitj. 204 diid. 205 thrid. 206 rsd. 207 niidT. 210 klee,.

211 gree^ 212 wh^. 216 dil. 218 ship. 219 slip. 221 fiir. 222 h^
t
r.

223 dh^r. 224 wh^r. 226 mest. 227 wEt. 228 swit. 229 brEth

bri\th. 230 fa,t.

E- 232 brEk. 233 spiik [pure (ii)]. 234 [(we^rk Wjp) used]. 235 w/iev

wiiv. 236 fiivOT. 238 [(da^k) dyke, used], 241 reen [(riaiii), grass left beyond
the furrows in ploughed land]. 243 pl? [\eeY\. 246 kzdn. 247 [(sp/ien)

52 kEtT.used]. 248 mer. 249 wer.
253 nEtT. 2o4 lEdhw. 255
E: 257 Edtj. 259 WEdtj. 261

270 i. bEliz, ii. buN. 272 Ehm.

250 swyy/e^. 251 mit. 252

262 264 eej.. 265

273 mEn. 274 bBnttj. 276 thiqk. 280
elii-v'n. 281 lEnth. 282 s

t
t

v
rEnth. 283 niEri. 284 thrEsh. 285 kras. 286

ha,rB. 287 bz^z'm [bosom is (booz'm), see No. 287 on p. 635]. 288 lEt.

E'- 289 je. 290 he'ii
[(e) distinct in this and the three following words].

291 dhm. 292 mm. 293 we'ii. 294 fid. 295 brad. 296 biliiv. 298 fiil.

299 griin. 300 kip. 301 hner. 302 mit. 303 swit.

E': 305 hm [the same as 290]. 306 he'iit. 308 nid. 309 spid. 310
hiil\ 311 tEn. 312 h/er. 314 lmerd. 315 fit. 316 nEkst.

EA- 319 g/tep. 320 \eet. EA: 321 SAA. 322 lakwh. 323 fowk^-ht

[also (fit)]. 324 eeiit. 325 wAy

k. 326 old. 327 bowl'd. 328 kool
y

. 329
fool'd. 330 hod. 331 [(sElt) used]. 332 [(tBlt) used]. 333 kAAf. 334
hAAf. 335 AA. 336 fAA'B. 337 WAA'B. 340 j^rd. 342 Erem. 343 war^m.
345 dar. 346 jEt.

EA'- 347 Md. 348 ai. 349 fiuu. EA': 350 did. 351 lid. 352 rid.
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D 32.] THE NORTH NORTHERN. 671

353 brid. 354 shnef. 355 dif. 356 lif. 357 .[(fur AA) for all, used]. 359

ntfjiber. 360 tim. 361 bin. 363 tjip. 365 naer. 366 grit. 367 thrit.

368 dith. 369 aloo. 370 TAA. 371 sortie .

El- 372 E"i [with a long glide from (E) through () to (i)]. 373 dh^.
374 nee,. 376 beetjt. El: 377 stek. 378 week. 382 dliEEr.

EO- 383 swv'n. 384 hEv'n. 385 [(mui&flvp) on under, used]. 386 JOM.

EO: 388 raillhk [" (llh) very distinct as a glide from the vowels to the voice-

less (k)." JGG.]. 389 jok. 390 sud [not (swd)]. 393 bijont. 396 w^rk.
397 sMOTd. 398 staarv. 399 brse'it. 402 laanm. 403 faar. 405 haarthstuen

[not used without stone]. 406 erth. 407 fardin. 408 niu.

EO'- 409 bm. 411 thrai. 419 sheii [emph.], she shu shu [unemph.]
413 div'l. 414 fle'ii. 415 leii. 416 diier. 417 tjow. 420 fowt?r. 421
forti.

EO': 423 IMi. 424 ruf. 425 hs'iit. 426 fa'it. 427 bm. 428 sen.

430 fr/X. 431 b/iur. 432 tout. 433 briist. 434 bet. 435 juu. 436 triu.

437 triuth. EY- 438 d^ii. EY: 439
v
t

v

rw!
st [see 701].

I- [There are two (a'i) diphthongs, fine and broad, JGG. wrote the first as

(E'ii)
= (E"i) with a long glide from (E) to (i\ and also as

(se'i), and as he thinks

the latter form preferable, although he is not perfectly satisfied with the analysis,
it is here adopted. This n. diphthong is usually taken as (E'i, ei), but in Nb.
I heard (a'i) or (aH), I could not determine which. The broad form is always

(ai) or (ai), and JGG. prefers the first form, here written.] 440 wik. 441 siiv

[not (siiv)]. 442 haivin. 444 stse'il. 446 nae'in. 448 [(dhooz, dhoor) used].
449 git. 450 tiuzdu . 451 sou [sowd].

I: [see note after I-]. 452 a, aa [(a)z) I is, is used in all the district]. 454

witj. 457 ime'it. 458 na?'it. 459 raa'it. 460 we^t. 462 sse'it. 464 whitr.

465 SEk. 466 [(b*mm) used]. 467 wse'tld. 471 turner. 472 [(rw,n w,p)

used]. 473 blin'. 475 win1

. 476 bind [ba^'d, bz^n]. 477 ftn'd [fa ;
n(

d,

iu
t nf\. 478 grin' [grajn'd, gr^n']. 479 win' [wa^'d, w^n']. 481 fijqer.

485 this'l. 486 iEst. 487 iBs^rde . 488 li.t.

I'- [see note after I-]. 491 sse'ikjh sai. 493 draiv. 494 tse'tm. 496
air^n. 498 ra3'it.

I': [see note after I-]. 500 Ife'ik. 501 wse'id. 502 faiv. 503 Ia3'if. 504
nee'ii. 505 wse'if. 506 wwm^n. 507 wtonen [the (u) remaining from the sg.].
508 mse'il. 509 whae'il. 511 waB'in. 513 waiBr. 514 aa'is. 515 waiz. 516
wizdmn. 517 Juu.

0- 520 \>(M. 521 iwu^l. 522 op'n. 523 hoop. 524 ww^l'd word'l.

0: 526 kok^-h. 527 bowt. 528 tho?<t. 529 browt. 530 rout. 531 do^tej.
532 kwtitfl. 533 duj. 534 whi^e !' [JGG. preferred writing (hwu^Y), but

I did not hear his (hw) as different from my (wh)]. 536 guld. 537 mowd.
538 wad. 539 b6wl. 540 holin. 542 bowt. 545 hop. 547 by^rd. 548

fwu.erd, fy,"erd. 549 hored. 550 we^rd. 551 storem. 552 kivmin. 553

whw^rn [(h^-) see 534]. 554 kros.

0'- 555 shwjU. 557 ty/'u. 558 luk. 559 m?^dhT?r. 561 bly/e^m. 562
mnm. 563 monde . 564 stun. 565 nwu^uz. 566 u^Ahm.

0': 569 by,'k. 570 ty/wk. 571 gud. gJd. 572 bly!^^d. 573 fly/wd.
574 bry/wd. 575 sty/Md. 576 WEd'nzde . 577 buu. 578 plfw. 579 enitd

[and (eniuu), but doubtful whether sg. or pi.] 580 tiukwh. 581 s6wt. 582

tr/id. 583 ty/wl. 584 sty/wl. 585 bry^fon. 586 dy/'w. 587 Mun. 588

niun. 589 spiun. 590 flyi"er. 591 my,"e<r. 592 swy/'tjr. 593 [(mM^)
used]. 594 by,"t. 595 fy/'wt. 596 ry/'wt. 597 sy/'wt.
U- 599 rab/wn Bby/wn. 600 lu^. 601 fowl. 602 sow [older form (siuu)].

603 k^m. 605 su^. 606 dy,"wr. 607 'bu^^f.
U: 608wgli. 609 ful'. 610 wuu. 611 b^hk. 612 s^m. 613 /V^qk.

614 hu^. 615 p?^n. 616 gru^. 617 swjun'. 618 w^n'- 619 f^jn'. 625

twjq. 626 h^qur. 629 s*in. 631 the^rzde. 632 utf. 633 k^p. 634

thruu. 637 ti^sk. 639 d?/,st.

U'- 640 kj/nim. 641 hw.uu. 642 dhw.uu. 645 d?^v. 646 buu. 647

huuht. 648 w.uur. 649 th^uz'n. 652 kwd. 653 b^t [unemph.].
U': 654 sh*r6ud. 656 rum. 657 brun. 658 dun. 661 shMjUur. 662

hz^z [emphatic, also (hi xt)=it emph.]. 663 bus. 665 mus. 666 he^zbend.
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672 THE NORTH NORTHERN. [D 32.

667 ut. 668 prud. 669 a^qke w^qketh [(^qkut) at Temple Sowerby, We.].
671 mwth. 672 sixth.

Y- 673 m^tj m^k'l. 675 ^rai. 676 l^ii. 678 din. 679 tjw,rtj kerk.

680 b/jzi. 682 lit'l [obs. neither (laa/1) nor (laal)]. Y: 684 brig. 685

r/g. 686 bai. 687 flffl'et. 689 bi.l'd. 690 kse'iri. 691 main'. 693 sin.

696 bsrth. 697 bErz. 699 r^it. 700 w^rs. 701 fw'rst [for (w
l

)
the

tongue is advanced midway between
(i)

and (u) positions]. 703 pit. Y'- 705
skai. 706 ['what for,' used]. 707 tha^iin. 708 hanjr. Y': 709 fai^r.

712 mae'is.

u. ENGLISH.

A. 713 ba,d. 714 la
a
d. 723 d^ri. 724 baTd. 725 snel. 730 ka^t^r.

734 darn. 735 majsh. 737 meefi. 740 weVev. 742 leezi. E. 744 mez'l'z.

745 tiit. 746 briidh. 750 bBg. I.andY. 753 [(kit' 1) used]. 754 pig.
759 fit. 761 lz/ed. 767 noiz. 769 mozdiwarp. 771 fon'd. 772 bz'ienfair.

774 powni. m'fck [nook], 777 shop. 778 tftit^vrd. 783 pt/jl^ri. 789
row. 790 gun. U. 793 ht< g. 794 djw,g. 799 ske^l. 801 r^m. 802

803 djw.mp. 805 krM
x
dz. 808

m. EOMANCE.

A- 809 iBbT. 810 f/ies. 811 pl/ies. 812 llie8. 813 b^k'n. 814

mz'ieVn. 818 lE'dj. 819
r<?edj. 824 iyep. 825 w/ief. 830

v

t
t

reen. 833

veej. 835 riz'n. 836 siz'n. 838 ^t^rit. 852 ^p^r'n. 853 bargin. 854
ba.rT bajril. 855 ka^t. 8'6partpErt. 857 knes. 858 "breea. 859 tpies.
860 p/est. 861 t*/est. 862 s/*'ef. 865 fAAt. 866 py,r.

E-- 867 te'ii. 871 gre'ii. 874 rE'in rse'in. 875 tB"nt. 877 ee T. 881

SEUS. 888 sart'n. 890 bist. 891 fist. 892 nEvi. 893 fluur. 894 d/siiv.

895 risiiv.

! andY- 897 d/lse'it. 898 need's. 899 nis. 900 ^ree. 901 fa'in.

902 mse'in. 908 t?dvse'is. 909 briiz. 910 djiis. 912 rse'is.

0-- 913 ktt-M^tj. 914 brootj. 915 stw/. 916 Wjnijim [not (M^jra), and
so (ril/djijtm) religion]. 917 roog. 919 6/ntment. 920 point. 921 gk^-Ent.

922 b^sh'l. 924 tpis. 925 vois. 926 spoil. 933 frw^t. 935 kw^ri.
939 klti/6^8. 940 kwu^t. 941 f///l. 942 butpr [not (bw^j-)]. 943 tMjtj.

947 boil. 948 bul'. 950 sw,p [the last syllable of supper being omitted].
951 kwpT. 952 kww.Brs. 954 kwjshim. 955 dut. 956 kM^Br.

U-- 960 kee. 961 gr^uT. 963 kwaij-gt. 964 siuujBt. 965 oil. 966

friuut. 967 siuut. 969 syy^r. 970 djw.st. 971 fliuut.

YAK. ii. SOUTH SHIELDS, Dr., cwl.,

formed from the Iw. given me by Rev. C. Y. Potts, native, and constantly
corrected and augmented from 1868 to 1883, written in glossic and pal. by
AJE., see the cs., pp. 645, 649.

i. WESSEX AND NOESE.

A- 4 tiEk'n [taken]. 5 miEk. 6 miEd. 7 niEm siEk [namesake].
krEd'l [cradle]. 8 IIEV. 17 laa. 18 kisk. 21 niEm. 23 SIEUI. 24 shEm
shiEm. 28 heee. 30 keet?. 34 last.

A: 39 kom. 43 [pi.] hanz. 44 land [pi.] lanz. 46 kan'l. 49 hiq. 50

tiEqz. 51 man. 54 want. 55 as. 56 wEsh. A: or 0: 58 frEin. 59

lam. 60 laq. 61 imiaq. 62 straq. 63 thraq. 64 raq. 65 saq.
A'- 67 gan. 69 na l

[in answer to a question]. 72 wii woo. 73 sii. 75
strook. 76 ttEd. 77 lAA'-ed. 79 aan 6n. 81 Iran. 87 kWz. 89 biEth.

90 blaa. 91 maaw mown [p.p. mown]. 92 naa.' 93 snaa snow. 94 kraa.

95 thraa. 97 sowl. 100 saan sotm.
A': 102 aks. 104 rood. 113 hool wool. 115 hiEm. 117 won. 118 biEn.
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121 giEn. 122 niEn [none], nii [no]. 123 nothm. 124 stiEn. 125 ooni.

132 hEt. 134 ooth. 136 dwdhu.
M- 138 fadhe [best], iecdlvs [intermediate], f/dht? [worst]. lEdlve

[ladder].
- - blEdhe [bladder]. 140 heel. 144 BgiEn. 148 fee*. 149 bliiz.

150 Hist. 152 wate waate. whEdhu [whether]. JE: WEk'n [waken].
- stidi [steady]. tegide [together]. 161 dee. 164 mee. - sleit

[sleight]. empi [empty]. 169 whsn. - -
glas [glass]. keetjt [cart].

179 what. M'- -
ritj [to reach]. 184 Hid lid. ridi [ready]. 187

liiv. 189 wei. 190 kii. 191 hiil. 192 miin. 194 oni. 195 moni. JE':
205 thriid thrid. 206 rEd. 208 ivB. 209 ni\v. 210 \Hee. 215 tout. 216
diil. miil [meal]. 222 heee. 227 wiit. hilth [health].
E- 232 brik. 233 spiik. 234 msd. - triid [to tread]. stiid stid

[stead]. WEdhu [weather]. 235 wiiv. - hEvi [heavy]. 239 seel. 243

plee. 244 wiil. tire [to tear].
- hire [to bear].

-

pire [a pear]. 248
mire. 249 wire. 250 swiiu. iit [to eat]. fEdhe [feather]. 254

E: - hiiv [to heave]. 258 sEg. 260 lee. 261 see. biid [a

bead], 262 wee. 266 wiil. fiild [field]. 267 iild. WE! [a well]. 272
Elem. 281 lEnth. 282 stranth. 284 thrEsh. br^st brw s'u [burst, pres.
and p. part.]. E'- 301 hire. E': 305 hai. 306* heit. bits

[bless].
EA- - - haak [hawk].

-- JE! [ale]. EA: 322 laf. 323 f6wt fit. 324
eit. 325 waak. 327 bowld. 328 kould. 329 fowld. 330 had [occ.] howld

[gen.]. 331 sowld. 332 tottld. b.EltB [halter]. 337 waal. 338 kaal.

emiEst [almost]. hired [beard]. 340 jee^d. haad [hard]. 342
eeem. haam [harm]. 343 waam. waan [warn]. 345 dAA'ra.

jeercn [yarn].
EA'- 347 hiid. 348 ii [Newcastle]. 349 fift. EA': 350 diid. 351

Hid. 352 riid. 353 briid brid. 355 diif. 356 liif. tai [tie]. 359 neibi?.

hiip [a heap], iiu [year]. tiie [a tear]. I6us [loose]. 366 griit.

367 thriit. 368 diith dith. 369 slaa slou.

El- 372 eei. 373 dhee. 375 leez. 376 beet. El: 378 wiik. 382

EO- 384 hiv'n. 386 wu. 387 niu. EO: 389 sook. 390 shuud.

daak [dark] 397 SWAA'W! suuud. kaav [carve]. i98 staav. 399 briit.

eecl [eel]. faam [farm]. brw^t [burnt]. 402 leeun laan. 404 staa.
- smaat [smart]. 406 eeeth [earth]. 407 faadun. EO'- 413 dml. 414

flii. 416 diiB. 417 tjou. 420 foB. EO': 425 Hit. 426 fe/t. whiil

[wheel], 430 frind. -
dipnis [Ws. deopnyss, for depth]. 432 fow?th. 433

briistbrtst. 434 bst. 437 truuth. EY- 438 dii.

I- 447 hA'u. sis [yes]. 449 gEt'n [gotten]. 451 s6u. I: 452

[tha aa. 453 wik [alive], k^'ik [rapid'. thAA'ed [third]. bAA'ed [bird].
458 niit [in fortnight often (fA'trtntth) . see Part II. p. 4770]. 459 riit. 462
siit. 464 wh/tj. 465 sik. 466 tjMd. 473 blmd. 476 bind. 477 find.

- bihind [behind]. 478 grind ['very low'], grz^ndsim [grindstone]. 479
wind. 481 f/qe [and genei-ally as in (s/q'l, straqe, lAq^), ng is (q) not (qg)].
485 this'l. 488 j/t. dAA'eti [dirty].

I'- [(ei) may be (E'i)]. 490 bai. 492 se?'d. 498 re/t. thAA'ut/.

I': 500 leik. 502 faiv. 504 nezf neivz. 505 weif. 506 WM,mra. 508

meil. 510 mein. 511 wr
ein.

0- - - brok'n [broken].
- sh^v'l sh?*^ [shovel]. j^v'n [oven].

519 6ujv. 520 bow. 523 hoop. fAA'u [fore]. 525 wAA'cld. 0: 527

bowt. 528 th6'/t. 529 bvout. 531 do^te. 532 kool. 533 d/^1. 536 gould,

gowlsmith. 538 wad. 539 bbiil. 542 b6wlt. skAA'u [score]. 550 wAA'ed.

552 kAA'en. 553 hAA'un.
0'- 556 tiv [(t/)d) to it]. 558 li,k. fodh^ [fodder]. 559 mu.dlvs.

560 skiM,l. 562 mlM n. 566 w,dhB. 568 brw,dhB. 0': 569 biw.k. 570

ti^k. 572 blw.d. 578 plnu. 579 eniuf [pi. and sg.]. 584 sti^l. 586 div,

div'nt [don't], ei div)t3 [yes do I], ei t? dii [yes I do]. . 587 di^n di)d [do it].

bM^Bm [bosom].
TJ- wu

L
d [wood]. 599 ub^v. 600 l^^v. 602 suu. thz^m [thumb],

E.E. Pron. Part V. [
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[thunder]. him [honey as a term of endearment]. 605 si^n.

nMit [nut].
TJ: - p^l [pull]. 610 w^l. 612 s^m. 615 puund [refined], p^nd

[vulgar]. 616 gruund [ref.], grc^nd [vulgar]. 618 wuund. 619 fuund [ref.],

fw,nd [vulgar]. 620 gruund [ref.], grt^nd [vulgar]. 621 wuund [ref.], ww xnd

[vulgar]. 625 tu^. fAA'u [fir].

U'- 640 kuu. 641 huu. 644 SM
t
k. 646 buu. 648 UUB WAA'T?. 650

ebuut. 652 kuud. 653 bw,t. U': 657 bruun. 658 duun. 659 tuun.

SUUB [sour]. 662 hw z. 664 luus [but loose is lows]. 667 uut.

Y- 675 drcii [in N. Shields]. 676 Iii. 679 tjAAutj. Y: 685 rig. [occ.].
689 biild. 690 keind. 691 meind. 694 waa^k. WAA'um [worm]. 700
WAABS. 701 fAA't?st. shAA'^t shaa^t [shirt]. tjist k?st. 702 wiv

[often]. Y': 709 fei. 712 meis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 726 taak. 734 daan. E. - WElth [wealth]. 747 indrvi?. 748

fligd. 0. 774 p6wni. pwltis [poultice]. 783 pz^ltri. puur [to

pour]. U. 794 dp,g. 796 bluu. b^lk [bulk]!
- tiun [tune].

808 pw.t.

m. ROMANCE.
A- 810 flES. 813 biEk'n. 822 mee. ieel

[fail].
-- ecu [air].

-

[chain]. pliiz [please]. plizhe [pleasure]. m^ste [master].
840 tjEnre. leeedj [large]. tjee^dj [charge]. niEri [marry].

-

waand [warrant]. kEri [carry]. 854 barel. eeemi [army].
- - baa

[bar], skeeBS [scarce]. 856 peeet. gee^te [garter]. mas [mass].
pas [pass]. 860 piEst. mite [matter]. 862 SIEI. 865 fait. -- fals

E-~ kriite [creature, and so -ture gen.]. pmi [pain]. str^n

[strain].
-- trim'l [tremble]. hee^l haal. 886 frire. 887 klaadji.

-

peeel paal [pearl], tr^k'l [treacle]. hiies [hearse], tr/zh^ [treasure].
-

pr/z/ns [presence]. niit [neat]. niEzhe [measure]. 890 biist. 893

fluuB. UUB [hour]. 894 disiiv. 895 risiiv. I and Y 898 neis.

914 brootj. f^th [faith]. 922 bushel. 928 iins. 935 k^ntri.

[scourge]. 239 kloos. roost [roast]. toost [toast]. 940
941 fiwjl. 942 bw^B. 943 tw,tj. 947 bA'tl. - faa'B [fur].

[turn]. 953 k^iZin. pw,sh [push]. 954 kz^sh'n.
U" diu [due]. truun [truant]. shz^ge [sugar].

[judge]. waa [war]. pulpit [pulpit]. 969 shuue!" 970 djt^st.

koot.

SOUTH NORTHUMBERLAND, cwl.,

Embracing and contrasting Var. iii and iv.

H. Var. iii, wl. by Rev. George Rome Hall, Birtley Vicarage, Wark-on-Tyne
(9 nnw.Hexham). District bounded by the river Rede to n., by Watling St.

to e., by North Tyne river to w., and by Barrasford Crags (6 n.Hexham)
to s.

; applying to most of the district of North Tynedale from Bellingham
to Hexham, written in 1877, after 17 years' acquaintance with the dialect,
with numerous explanations in io. and conjecturally pal. by AJE.

P. Var. iv, Pitmen's speech in se.Nb., between rivers Tyne and Wansbeck, for

about 10 miles from the coast, written in 1877, with numerous explanations
in io. by Rev. Hugh Taylor, of Humshaugh (5 nnw.Hexham), who had been

acquainted with the dialect 40 years, and revised by Mr. John Taylor, of

Earsdon (7 ne.Newcastle, Nb.), and Mr. Gr. B. Forster of Backworth, in

the same parish, both mining engineers, and in constant communication with
the pitmen. Pal. conjecturally by AJE.

Where no letter is prefixed, the pron. is common to both H and P.
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D 32.] THE NORTH NORTHERN. 675

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 H biiek, P biEk. 4 H tiiek, P tiEk. 5 H miiek, P miEk. 6 miied,
P miEd. 7 H siiek, P siEk. 8 HEV. 9 H biheeev, P b/hiE-v. 10 H hoc, P
haa. 11 H moo. 12 H soo, P saa. 13 H noo, P naa. H H droo, P draa.
16 H [brik e dee) used], P daan. 17 H loo laa, P laa. 18 H kiiek, P kiEk.
19 H tiiel, P tiEl. 20 II liiem, P liEra. 21 H niiem, P niEm. 22 H tiiem,
P tiEm. 23 H siiem, P SIEHI. 24 H shiiem, P shEra. 25 H miien, P miEn.
26 H weVen. 27 H niiev. 28 H he'eor. 31 II liiet, P liEt. 32 H bmlh.
33 H rmlhor, P rEdhor. 34 H last. 35 H [(iilsm, Elsm) used], P aal. 36
H thoo, P thaa. 37 H kloo, P klaa.

A: 39 H kom, Pkam. 40 H kiiem [" as in real," but also said to be distinct

(kiiam), but I take real to be the proper type, see (niem) p. 660, Nos. 7 and 8].
41 H thaqk, P thEqk. 43 H ban. 44 H Ian. 46 kan'l. 47 H wander,
48 saq. 50 H tEqz, P tiEqz. 51 H man, P men. 52 H waan. 54 want.
55 H as [pi. and sg.]. 56 wEsh. 57 H [(kcejdi) used].

A: or 0: 58 ire. 59 H lam. 60 laq. 61 emaq. 62 straq. 63 tbraq.
64 raq. 65 saq. 66 H thaq, P thaq thEq.

A'- 67 gan, P gii [(gii jor vreez te skice^) go your ways to school]. 69 nii.

70 Htii. 71 Hwoo. 72 whii. 73 sii. 74 twii. 75 H strook. 76 H
tiied, P tiEd. 78 H oo, P aa. 79 H own, P aan, 80 halid*. 81 [(lonin)

used]. 83 H miien. 84 meer. 85 seer. 86 JEts [H occ. (havor)]. 87 H
kliiez, P kleez. 88 H kliieth klsd, P klmlh. 89 H biieth, P biEth. 90 H
bloo, P blaa. 91 H moo, P maa. 92 [H ken used], P naa. 93 H snoo,
HP snaa. 94 H kroo, P kraa. 95 H throo, P thraa. 96 H soo, P saa.

97 soul. 98 [H (kEnd) used], P naan. 99 H throon, P thraan. 100 H soon,
P saan.

A': 101 H JEk. 102 aks [H axe = (^ks)]. 104 H rood. 105 rid. 106
briied. 107 H liief, liEf. 108 H doo, P dim. 109 H loo, P laa. Ill 6ut

[H with slight (kwht)]. 113 H hiiel, P hiEl. 115 H hiiem, P hiEm. 116
H hiiem. 118 H biien, P biEn. 121 H giien, P giEn. 122 H niren,.P niEn.

123 [(nout) used]. 124 H stiien, P stiEn. 125 onli. 126 H oor, P or. 127
hiirs. 128 H dhooz, dhii, P dhor. 129 H giiest, P geest. 130 H buuet.
131 H goot. 132 hEt. 133 rit [used]. 134 eetb. 135 H kliiet, HP kluut.

136 6?dhor.
M- 138 H feedhor, P fEdhor [but chUdren say (H dad/, P dsdi)]. 139 H

dm?. 140 H he'^el. 141 H neevil, P niEl. 142 H Bused. 143 H tiiel [as

real}. 144 H egiien, P egiEn. 145 H sl^en. 147 H bm?n. 148 H feer.

149 H bWz. 150 H Hist. 152 wEtor. 153 SEtord*.

^E: 155 thak. 157 H r^v'n. 158 Eftor. 160 H Eg. 161 H dee. 164

H Taee. 165 seed. 166 H mml. 168 H tale. 169 H whEn. 170 H haarvest.

172 H gras gars. 173 H [(waar) used)], P was [with (s)]. 174 Esh. 175 H
fast. 178 [(imdi) used]. 179 what. 180 [not used). 181 H pEth.
&'- 182 H sii. 183 H tiitj. 184 H liid. 185 H riid. 186 H briidth,

P bridth. 187 H liiv. 188 H [(ntkor) used]. 189 H we/|_kh, P wii. 190

H kii. 191 H hiil. 192 H miin. 193 H kliin. 194 oni. 195 moni. 196

H oor, P wer. 197 H tjiiz. 199 H bliit [occ. (bleer), but that gen. applies
to cattle]. 200 whiit [(wh) fully heard]. 201 H hiidh'n. 202 H hiit.

JE': 203 spiitj. 204 diid. 205 H thriid, P thrid. 206 ml. 207 niid'l.

210 HkW. 211 Hgree. 215 H toot [and (tiitjt)], P t6ut. 216 diil. 217
H

iitj. 218 H shiip. 219 H sliip. 222 he'or. 223 dh^or. 225 H flEsh.

226 H meest, P miEst. 227 wiit. 228 swiit. 230 H fat.

E- 232 brik [brak]. 233 H spik [spak]. 235 H wiiv. 236 H fiivor.

237 H tjilbhm. 238 H hEdj. 239 seel. 240 H \eed, P ton. 241 reen.

242 H tween. 243 plee. 246 kwiin. 247 H spiien. 248 miir. 249 wiir.

250 swiir. 251 H miit. 252 H kEt'l. 253 H nEt'l. 254 lEdhor. 255

AVEdor.

E: 257 H Edj. 258 H SEg. 259 H wEdj. 260 H lee. 261 H see.

262 w^. 264 H eel. 265 street. '268 [H oodest, P aadest]. 270 i. bElesis,

ii. bEli. 272 H Elm. 273 H niEn. 274 H bsntj. 276 II thtqk. 277 II

drEntj. 278 H wEntj. 280 ili-v'n. 281 H Isnth. 283 marz. 284 thnssb.
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676 THE NORTH NORTHERN. [D 32.

[H to berry is most usual, see Brocketfs Glossary]. 285 krES. 286 hare.

*>S7 boo z'm [or possibly (bM,z'm)].
E'- 289 Jt?. 290 hi. 291 dire. 292 nve. 293 wi. 294 H fiid. 295 H

brad. 296 H biliiv. 298 H fill. 299 H grim. 300 H kiip. 301 hior.

303 H swiit. E': 305 II hii. 306 H hei|_kjht. 307 ne. 308 H niid.

310 H hiil. 311 H tun. 314 H hiiord, P hord. 315 H ftit. 316 H nskst,

P nkst.
EA- 317 \Jlay not used except in sense of frighten]. 319 H giiup. 320

keer.

EA: 321 H soo, P saa. 322 H laf. 323 f6wt [fit'n], [H slight
>4 a 1

it [II slight (kjht)]. 325 H wook, IIP waak. 326 H ood, P
327 bowld. 328 H kood, P kaad kad. 329 H food. 330 H hood, P had.

331 P sowld, H [(sEld sidt)] used. 332 [(H teld, HP trit) used]. 333 H koof.

334 H hoof [or (hoo) in (hoopni) halfpenny], P beet. 335 H oo [and (aa)], P aal.

336 H foo [and (faal,], P faal. 337 H woo [and (waal)], P waal. 340 jeerd.

342 eerm. 343 waarm. 345 H deer, P daar. 346 H giret, P giEt.
EA'- 347 hiid. 348 ii. 349 H fiu. EA': 350 diid. 351 liid. 352

riid. 353 briid. 354 shEf. 355 diif. 356 H liif. 357 H thoo. 359 H
neibor, P niibor. 360 H tiim. 361 H biin. 362 H slee. 363 H tjiip.

365 H niir, P [(nei) used]. 366 H griiut, P griit. 367 H thriit. 368 diith.

369 H sloo, P slaa. 370 H roo, P ma. 371 H stree, P straa.

El- 372 B' [P "half a dozen accents and tones according to meaning"].
373 H dbee. 374 H we, P naa. 375 H raz. 376 H beet. El: 377 H
stirek, P. stfcsk. 378 week. 382 H dbeeor.

EO- 383 siv'n. 384 hiv'n. 385 uniith. 386 sou. 387 H niu. EO:
381 H milk. 389 H joe^k. 390 H sh^d su d. 393 iwont. 396 waark.

397 H suurd, P sword. 398 B staarv, P steerv. 399 H bre\kjht. 400
aamest. 402 H laam, P \eern. 403 H faar. 404 H staar. 405 H harth,
P heerth. 406 H JErth, P earth. 407 faard'n.

EG'- 409 Hbii. 411Hthrii. 412 shii sire. 413 H divil diil, P diivil.

414 flii. 415 lii. 416 diior. 417 tj6w. 418 bruu. 420 iomr. EO':
423 thii. 424 H ro^f. 425 H lei|>jht, P Hit. 426 H fei

Lkjht, P feit [lit].

427 H bii. 428 H sii. 429 fund. 430 friind. 431 biior. 432 fourth.
433 briist. 434 bEt. 435 JB. 436 truu. 437 truuth. EY- 438 dii.

EY: 439 H trce^t.
I- 440 H wiik. 441 H siiv. 442 H atvi. 443 H freide. 444 steil.

445 H hii. 446 H nem. 448 H dhii, P dhor. 449 H git. 450 H tiuzde.

451 siu.

I: 454 H witj. . 455 [to lay used]. 457 P miit. 458 H nei|_kjht, P niit.

459 nit [H slight (-kjht)]. 460 H wei|_kjht, P weit. 461 H uliit [slight

(-kjht)]. 462 H seii_kjht, P siit. 464 H whitj. 465 stk. 466 [bairn used].
468 [bairns used occ.], P tiildor. 471 timor. 472 H shriqk. 473 blind.

475 wind. 476 bind. 477 find. 478 grind. 479 wo^nd. 481 fiqor. 484
H dhis. 485 H thris'l. 486 H JEst, P jist. 487 Jistorde. 488 jit.

I'- [instead of (ei) I heard
(a'i) or (a

!

i.] 490 bei [H (uutbe^) at a distance,

(inbei) near]. 491 sei. 493 dreiv. 494 teim. 496 eiren. 498 reit [H
used generally (a)m rEten) I'm writing]. I': [instead of (ei) I heard (a'i)

or

(a'i).] 500 leik. 501 weid. 502 feiv. 503 leif. 504 neif. 505 weif.

SOeHwoe.niBn. 507 H wce^moe^n. 508 meil. 509 wheil. 511 wein. 513
we<>. 514 eis. 517 Jiu.

0- 520 bou. 521 fuuel. 522 op'n. 523 hoop. 524 world. 0: 526
H kof . 527 H b6w|_kht, P bout. 528 H th6| kht, P tbbut. 529 H br6M|_kht,
Pbro^t. 530 Hr6M[kht, P rout. 531 H dowi khtor, P d6wtor. 532 kmrel.
f-33 dec 1. 534 H huurel. 536 H gowd, P gowld. 537 H mould. 538 H
ww.d, P wad. 539 bdti\. 542 H boolt. 545 hop. 547 II buurd. 549 H
hoord. 550 word. 551 H storm. 552 H korn. 553 H horn. 5-54 H kros.
0'- 557 tii. 558 H lirek, P lice k. 559 P midhor [a child says mammy,
H P]. 562 H miien, P mioe,n. 564 H siren, P sice.n. 565 H nooz. 566
H Wjdhor.

0': 569 H biiuk, P bice^. 570 H tirok, P tice.k. 571 II gii^d, P gioe d.

572Pblto3 1d. 573 H flce^, ?flWld. 574 H bruud. 575 H stce.d, ?i- 576
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wEdinzde. 577 buu. 578 H pliref, P pluu. 579 H traifef, P tmice,f. 580
H tifef, P ticBif. 581 H s6|_kht, P sout. 582 II kind. 583 H tifel. 584
H stifel, P stiM,!. 586 dii, H [also] div. 587 H dihm, P dice.n. 588 H niren.

589 H spifen, P spice n. 590 H fluur. 591 H moor. 592 H swor. 593

[(moojii men men) used]. 594 biret bice t. 595 H f03 1 ft. 596 H roe t.

597 H sifet, P sToejt.

U- 599 H t?biitm. 600 H loe^, P liuv. 601 fuul. 602 suu. 603 H
kc3,m. 605 H sce.n. 606 duuor. 607 H boe.tor bi^tor. U: 608 H
cegli. 609 H fce.l. 610 uu. 611 H bce^k [also (stiir, nowt)]. 612 H
so3,m. 613 H dro^qk. 614 huund, H hce^d ("also especially (gr^hoejnd) grey-

hound]. 615 poe.nd. 616 H ground, P gr^nd. 617 suund. 618 uund.
619 fcejnd. 620 H grce^d, P grz^nd. 622 race ndor. 625 H tce^. 626

hflc,qor. 628 H vcep. 629 H so3,n. 631 thorzde. 632 H ce^ ,p. 633
H koe,p kwjp. 634 H tbruu [occ. thrce^]. 636 worth. 636 fordhor. 638
H boe,sk. 639 H dce,st.

U'-' 640 kuu. 641 huu. 642 dhuu. 643 nuu. 645 H doe^. 646 buu.

647 uul [nearly always (djmi huulet) Jenny howlet]. 648 wor. 649 thuuzun.
652 H k?^d. 653 H bce,t b^t. U': 654 shmud. 655 fuul. 656 ruum.
657 bruun. 658 duun. 659 tuun. 661 shuuor. 662 hoe^. 663 huus. 664
luus. 665 minis. 667 uut. 668 pruud. 671 muuth. 672 suuth.

Y- 673 Hmoetjmoe.k'l. 674 H did. 676 Hi. 677 H drei. 679 tjortj

[H (karkfiild) field next the church]. 680 H bm. 682 H lit'l. Y: 683
H m/dj. 684 H brig. 685 H rig. 686 H bei. 687 H flet|_kht. 689 biUd.

690 Hkeiud. 691 H memd. 693 H sin. 696 borth. 697 H bfiri, P ban.
698 P morth. 699 H red. 700 H wars, P wors. 701 forst. 703 H pit.

704 H viiks'n. Y'- 705 skei. 706 whet. 707 thortiin. 708 heir.

Y': 709 feir. 711 leis. 712 meis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. 724 baald. 725 H siiul. 733 H skar, P skiir. 737 H [occ. (mart?)

marrow]. 740 H wmr. E. 744 niEz'lz. 746 briidh. 747 indi-vor. 748
H flEgd, P fligd. 751 piirt [

= bright looking]. I. and Y. 753 H [usually

(kit'l)]. 758 geerl. 0. 761 H liied, P lusd. 762 H m6wdirat. 774

po?mi. 783 H pee Itri, P pu Itri. 784 buuns. 785 luundj. 786 duus. 787
suus. 790 guun. IT. 799 P skioe,!. 803 H [usually (16p)]. 804 H
drce^'n. 805 kroe^z. 807 H poa^, P p^s. 808 H poB x

t p^t, P p^^.

in. EOMANCE.
A- 809 jEb'l. 810 H fifes, P fins. 811 H plifes. 812 H lifes. 815

faks. 816 H fired, P fifod. 817 rBdish. 824 P tjiir. 828 H eegi. 832
miior. 838 P trEt. 840 H tjambor tjamor, P tjEmor. 843 H brEntj. 845
H tfmshtm. 846 H tjaanelor. 847 H daandpr [so also (aandjel) angel].
853 P beergin. 854 P barl. 856 peert. 857 H kiies. 859 H tjires. 860
H pifest, P piEst. 861 H tiiBst, P tiEst. 862 H sifef, P SIB!. 863 tjaf. 864
H bikoo-z, P bika-z. 865 H fdot, P fait. 866 H piior.

E-- 874 H reen. 878 safari. 879 P fEm'l. 883 dandileira. 884 P
prEntis. 887 klardji. 888 sart/n. 892 nEV^. 893 fluuor.

I - and Y 897 H dilei
Lkjht. 898 H neis. 906 H veipor. 907 H treis.

908 H adveis. 910 H djiist, P djeist. 912 H reis.

0-- 921 uk^Ent. 922 H bcejsh'l. 928 uuns. 929 k6wkmor. 932
rnnuunt. 934 buunti. 941 H fifel, P fioeil. 942 H boe.tjor. 944 t?luu. 945

vim. 948 H buul. 949 H muuld, P mould [? confusion with 537]. 952

kuuors. 954 H kce^h'n. 955 duut. U-- 969 siior.
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YAH. v, WAKKWOETH (5 se.Alnwick), NB., c\vl.

representing m.Nb. from Morpeth to Alnwick ;
from a wl. written 1877 in

io. by Mr. Th. D. Ridley, of Coutham, Redcar, native of Warkworth, and

gone over viva voce with AJE. in 1879 and 1887, whence it was pal.
I am not quite sure whether some of the sounds marked (ii, uu, MJ)

should not be (t^i, up, ce^ ;
those marked in this latter way are,

however, correct.

Note. (a^m a l

)z) are both common, but the first is rather educated, after

a plural pronoun the pi. form of the verb is used, but after a pi. noun
the sg, as "the men is come, they are come."

R A few words marked R were pal. viva voce by AJE. from John Ramsay,
a labourer at Rothbury, and belong to the same variety.

The (a
1

, a) here correspond to JGG.'s (a, a a) respectively.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 b/Ek. 4 t/Ek. 5 m/Ek. 6 imsd. 7 s/Ek. 8 hEv, hE [more

commonly]. 9 bih^ev. 10 haa 1
. 11 maa 1

. 12 saa1
. 13 naa 1

. 14 draa 1
.

15 aa1
. 16 daa'n. 17 laa 1

. 18 k/Ek. 19 tfel. 20 KEHI. 21 ntEm. 22

tiEm. 23 stEm. 24 shEm. 25 mtEn. 27 n/EV. 28 heer. 33 rmlher. 34

la st. 35 aa'l. 36 tho. 37 klaa 1
.

A: 39 ka'm. 40 k^'Em [(kiium) at Hexham)]. 43 ha'nd. 44 laand. 46
ka1

n'l, ka'nd'l. 47 wa !nd^r. 50 t/Eqz. 51 ma1^ 54 wa !nt. 55 a's. 56
wEsh. 57 a^.
A: or 0: 58 from, fre. 59 L^m. 60 la'q. 61 vma'q. 62 stra'q. 63

thra'q. 64 ra'q [(w'ra'q), heard years ago, in w.Nb. not in "Warkworth].
65 sa q. 66 thoq.

A'- 67 gan [going, R (gootm)]. 69 noo. 70 Hi. 71 wu. 72 wlm.
73 sii. 74 twu. 76 ttEd. 77 If^rd [(leerd) small landed proprietor]. 78
aa1

[(own) to own, possess]. 79 a'n. 80 ha'lidis. 81 lonen. 83 moon

[evidently a modern form for (m/En)]. 84 meer. 85 seer. 86 JEt, oots. 87
88 kind. 89 b/Eth. 90 bla 1

[(bl^u) pt.] 91 ma1

[(n&'d) pt.].
92 nal

[(niu) pt.]. 93 sna1

[(sniu) not so common as (sna'd) snowed]. 94
kra 1

. 95 thra1
. 96 soo. 97 soul. 98 na'n. 99 thra !n. 100 sa'n.

A': 101 JEk, ook. 102 a'ks, a'sk. 104 rood, R roosd. 105 rid. 106
brood. 107 l*Bf, loof. 108 d^jU. 109 laa 1

. 110 i. nout, ii. not. Ill out.

113 h/El. 115 h/Em, h^m. 118 b/En. 121 g/En. 122 i. n/En, ii. nii.

124 st/En. 126 oor. 127 hi^rs. 128 [(dhor) used]. 129 gEst. 130 boot.

131 goot. 132 hEt. 13,'i root. 134 ooth. 136 6wdhur.
J&- 138 fa^dh^r, fee&uar. 139 dree. 140 heel. 141 neel. 142 sneel.

143 teel. 144 Bg/En. 145 sleen. 146 meen. 147 breen. 148 feer. 149
bliiz. 150 lust. 152 waa'ter, w^ter.

JE: 155 thajk. 157 reev'n. 158 Efter [no dental (^r)]. 160 Eg. 161
dee. 163 lee. 164 mee. 165 seed. 167 d/El, R deel [wh. Mr. R. said is

not used]. 168 ta 1^. 170 harvest. 171 barli. 172 gaVs [(r) distinct].
173 w^s. 174 Esh. 175 fa'st. 178 naH. 179 wax

t. 180 ba ! th. 181 pEth.
IE'- 182 su. 183 tnti. 184 litd. 185 riid. 186 briith. 187 liiv.

188 [(nikur) used. 189 wii WE'i. 190 kii. 191 hul. 192 mim. 193 kliin.

194 oni. 195 moni. 196 weer [(wa z) gen. used for pi.]. 197 tjz. 199
bliit. 200 whiit. 201 hiidh'n. 202 hiit.

M': 203 spiitj. 204 diid. 205 thrnd. 206 rEd. 207 nnd'l. 210 kW.
211 gree. 216 d*l. 217 [not used]. 218 simp. 219 slitp. 221 iiir. 222
heer. 223 dheer. 224 wheer. 225 flEsh. 226 mtEst. 227 wEt. 228 swEt.
229 brizth. 230 faH.
E- 232 brik [(brce.k, brce k'n) broke, broken]. 233 sptik. 234 mid.

235 wiiv. 236 fiivor. 237 bleen. 238 hEdj. 239 seel. 241 reen. 242
tween. 243 plee. 246 kj^in. 247 wiin [but (spiun) is more used, and
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D 32.] THE NORTH NORTHERN. 679

always for lambs]. 248 meer. 249 weer. 250 sweer. 251 miit. 252 kEt'l.

253 nBt'l. 254 lEdher. 255 WEdher.
E: 257 Edj. 259 wsdj. 260 lee. 261 see. 262 wee. 26 i eel. 265

strE'it. 268 Eldest [occ. both forms used]. 270 i. bEhsez, ii. bEli. 272 Elm.
273 niEn. 274 bEntj. 275 stBntj. 276 thEqk. 277 drEntj. 278 WEnti.
280 eluVn. 281 lEnth. 282 strEnth. 283 ma'ri [the refined sound is (mori)J.
284 thrEsh. 285 kra!

s kaVs. 286 haVe. 287 bw^'m. 288 hst.

E'- 289 j^i. 290 h^i. 291 dh/,i. 293 w/ji. 296 b/l^iv. 298 f$' il.

299 gr,in. 300 k*Vp. 301 hiir. 302 mt.it. 304 [(klok) always used].
E': 305 hz'ji. 306 hE'it. 307 nat. 308 m',id. 309 sp/ xid. 310 h^il.
311 tEn. 312 hnr. 314 hard. 315 frit. 316 nEkst.
EA- 317 [(flee) to frighten only]! 319 g/Ep. 320 keer. EA: 321 sa1

.

322 la'f. 323 iout. 324 E'it. 325 wa'k. 326 a'd, cold. 327 b6wld. 328

ka'd, R kowld. 330 ha'd, R o^ld. 331 [(sEld) used]. 332 [(tald) used]. 333
ka l

f. 334 ha'f. 335 a 1
!, aa l

,
R aal. 336 fa l

l faa 1
. 337 wa 1

! waa1
. 340

jard. 342 eerm. 343 wArm. 345 dar. 346 gist, JEt, R geeet.
EA'- 347 hud. 348 a*. 349 fiu. EA': 350 dad. 351 li?d. 352

riid. 353 briid. 355 diif. 356 Hit, 357 dhoo. 359 nE'iber. 360 turn.

361 biin. 363 tjiip. 366 griit, R greet. 367 thriit. 368 diith. 369 slaa 1
.

370 raa>. 371 straa1
. El- 372 E'i. 373 dhee. 374 nee. 375 reez.

376 beet. El: 377 stiEk. 378 week. 379 heel. 382 dheer.

EO- 383 siv'n. 384 hiv'n. 385 binudh. 386 JQU. 387 niu. EO:
388 milk. 389 jook. 390 shz^d. 393 bujont. 396 wark. 397 sword [occ.].
398 starv. 399 bns'it. 401 arnest. 402 larn, leom. 403 far. 404 star.

405 harth. 406 arth. 407 fard'n. 408 nm. EG'- 409 b/,i. 411 thr/,.
412 sh/,1. 413 div'l, dttv'l. 414 flu. 415 In. 416 diir. 417 tjou. 420
four. 421 forti. EO': 423 th,i. 424 ro3

(
f. 425 iB'it. 426 fE'it. 427

b/ji. 428 s/ji. 430 frind. 431 biir. 432 fourth. 433 britst. 434 bEt.

435 JM
4
u. 436 trw. 437 truth, trtimth. EY- 438 d^i. EY: 439

tro^st.
I- 440 wiik. 441 sie'v. 442 aivin. 443 frEVdu. 444 stE'il. 446 nE'm.

448 [(dhor) used, for both these and those]. 449 gat. 450 tiuzdt?. 451 siu

[and (soo), the last probably modern], I: 452 ai [but generally (a
1

)]. 454

Witj. 457 mE'^t. 458 nE'it. 459 rut. 460 wE'it. 462 sB'tt. 464 whitj.
465 SEk. 466 tja'ild. 467 wB*/ld. 468 tjtldur [and (tjildrsn)]. 471 timer.

472 shriqk. 473 blind. 475 wind. 476 bind. 477 find. 478 grind. 479
waind. 481 fiqtjr. 484 dhis. 485 this'l. 486 JEst. 487 Jisterde. 488
jit. I'- 490 bE'i. 491 sai. 493 draiv. 494 tE'im. 496 E'iren. 497
Braiz. 498 n&'it. I': 500 la'ik. 501 WE'id. 502 faiv. 503 la'if. 504
nE'if. 505 wE'if. 506 wMimen. 507 wu^Tgn [sg. and pi. alike]. 508 niE'il.

509 whEil. 511 WE'm. 513 WE'ir. 514 E'is. 515 wa/z. 516 wizdmn.
0- 520 bow. 521 fool. 522 open. 523 hoop. 524 world. 0: 526

kof. 527 bowt. 528 thowt. 529 browt. 530 rout. 531 dowter. 532 kool,

kwol. 533 doe,!. 534 hool. 536 gould, guuld. 537 mould. 538 w^ d.

539 bo*l. 540 hohn. 542 bowlt. 545 hop. 548 ford. 550 word. 551

storm. 552 korn. 553 horn. 554 kros. 0'- 555 sh^u. 557 t^u.
558 liuk. 559 moe.dher. 561 bh^rn. 562 rniun. 564 siun. 565 nooz.

566 M,dhBr. 0': 569 biuk. 570 tiuk. 571 gM. 572 bl^id. 573 fl^d.

574 brw.d. 575 stw.d. 579 tmo3 f. 580 toe.f. 581 sout. 582 kiul. 584 stiul

[(stiel)
in Hexham)]. 585 br^ m. 586 dw,u. 587 diun. 589 spiun. 590

floor. 591 moor. 592 swoor. 593 [(nv^n) used]. 594 biut. 595 fu Lt. 596

ro3,t. 597 sw.t.

U- 599 eb?^v. 601 fwjul. 602 s]U. 605 soe^. 606 door. 607 better.

U: 608 oejgli. 609 fcej. 610 wul. 611 boe>k. 612 si^m. 613 droBjqk.

614 h^ind. 615 p^jnd. 616 grw^nd. 617 supd. 618 upd. 619 iu&d.
620 gr^nd. 622 ce^der. 625 tuft. 626 hz^qer. 628 noa^. 629 soe^.

631 dliorzde. 632 ce
1p. 633 koe^. 634 thrwjU. 635 worth. 636 fordher.

637 tu^k. 638 bw,sk. 639 du^t.
U'- 640 k^u, [R (kuuz ko'uz), probably (kw.nz)]. 641 hwjU. 642 dh^u.

643 nt^u. 646 bz/^. 647 hu^et. 648 wor [both accented and unaccented].

649 thuuzend, R thowzen. 652 kw,d. 653 bz^t.
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680 THE NORTH NORTHERN. [D 32.

U': 654 shruud. 655 fuul. 656 mum. 657 bruun. 658 dw,un dw,n.

659 twjun t^n. 660 b^ur. 661 sh,ur. 662 w,z. 663 httjS. 665 muus.

666 hw^bcnd. 667 uut, R w,ut. 668 pruud. 669 [(o^nkut used]. 671

muuth. 672 suuth.

Y- 673 moejtj raufo, R mcejk'l. 674 did. 675 drai. 676 Kji. 678 din.

679 tjorti. 680 biz. 682 lit'l. Y: 683 midj. 684 brig bridj. 685

rig [gen.]. .686 b&*. 687 flB'it. 689 biild. 690 kE'ind. 691 mE'md. 693

sin. 694 wark. 696 bortb. 697 ba'rt. 698 mortb. 699 rv'it. 700 wars.

701 forst. 703 pit. Y'- 705 skE'i, R skd'i. 706 WE'i. 707 thortiin.

708 hE'ir. Y': 709 ts'ir. 711 IE'IS. 712 mE'is.

u. ENGLISH.

A. 716 eed'l. 724 ba!ld. 737 meet. 740 weev. E. 744 mEz'lz.

746 briidh. 747 indiver. 748 fligd. 751 piirt. I. and Y. 758 gorl

[gen. (la's)]. 0. 761 ItEd lood. 769 [(mowdimH) used]. 772 boonfE'ir.

774 powni. 784 buuns. 787 suus. 789 row. 790 guun.

m. ROMANCE.

A-- 809 JEb'l/ 810 fE8. 812 I/ES. 814 miEs'n. 817 rEdish. 818

jed|. 843 brEntj. 846 tjanhr. 854 barl. 856 peert. 860 p/Est. 861
t/Est. 864 bika!s. 865 fa'lt. E- 867 ti\L 874 riinz [always in pi.].
879 fiiim?!. 884 prEntis. 887 klardji. 888 sartin 892 nevi. 893 flw,ur.
! and Y- 898 nE'is. 901 fE'in. 902 niE'in. 903 dE'in. 904 vailst.

906 VE'ipur. 908 a'dvE'is. 910 diist. 912 rE'is. 0-- 921 Bkt^Ent. 922
bishel. 926 spoil. 928 uuns. 929 k^ttkwjmbBr. 930 luundj. 932 ^muunt.
934 buuntz. 935 kuuntri. 942 fiul. 944 BlfijU. 945 vzijU. 947 boil. 948
buul. 952 i. kuurs. 955 duut [? (dw^t)]. U-- 960 kii. 965 oil.
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INTROD.] THE LOWLAND DIVISION. 681

YI.

THE LOWLAND DIVISION OF ENGLISH
DIALECT DISTRICTS, BEING CHIEFLY
THOSE LYING IN SCOTLAND.

The Lowland Dialects are commonly called Scotch, because they
are spoken in a country which has acquired the name of Scotland,
from the Scots, an Irish Gaelic tribe which gradually acquired
the ascendancy. In the Highlands, as the Celtic Border shews

[suprd p. 14], Gaelic is still spoken; but in the Lowlands, English
imported from England is the sole speech, and it was called Inglis

up to the time of Barbour 1513. Dr. Murray (Dialect of the

Southern Counties of Scotland, 1873, henceforth cited as DSS),
p. 50, says: "The tongues of the Highlands and Lowlands were

distinguished down to the xivth century as Scottish and English
during the xvth century as Yrisch or Ersch and English and

during the xvi th century by some as Ersch and Inglisch ; by
others probably as Ersch and Scots." But although a mere off-

shoot of the language of Northymbria, which had its domain in

e.Yo. and Nb., the language at the present day is remarkably
different in pronunciation and intonation from that spoken s. of

the L. line 10 (p. 21), so that even an educated Lowlander, who
thinks he speaks English only, and certainly does not speak dialect,
is as a general rule instantly detected among Southrons. As there-

fore I have, for convenience, denominated the first five Divisions S.,

W., E., M., IS". English, as spoken in England, I call the present L.

or Lowland, that is, English as spoken in the Lowlands of Scotland.

Of the intonation, with a rising inflection at the end of affirma-

tive sentences, and a remarkable sing-song, I am, as usual, unable
to give any proper explanation, and hence I pass it over. As to

the pronunciation, of which details follow, the general characters

are IT= (a) and some (sum) ; U'=(uu) quite pure with no tendency
towards (Aiii), the change in Cu. being quite sharp and sudden;
vowels generally of medial length, and when prolonged much

longer than in England, with little or no tendency to fractures;
a strongly trilled tip-tongue r, even when not preceding a vowel,

forming a most marked feature even in educated speech; and

a constant use of (kh), sometimes in the forms (kjh, kwh). These

are however only some of the most marked features, which dis-

tinguish the L. from the other five divisions.

There are four distinct groups of pronunciation, SL. = South

Lowland in D 33, ML. = Mid Lowland in D 34 to 37, KL.=
North Lowland in D 38 to 40, and IL. = Insular Lowland in
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D 41, 42. The first is the subject of Dr. Murray's book, which

furnishes mere indications of the next two, but not of the last. It

must be remembered that I have taken all I possibly could from

Dr. Murray's treatise, without which, and his personal kind

assistance, I could not have attempted to give an account of L.

My original intention was merely to supplement Dr. Murray's
account of the other dialect districts by a few illustrations. I

have been able to accomplish a little more than this, and to

introduce the Orkneys and Shetlands, D 41, 42, which Dr. M. had
omitted. But the supplementary character of my illustrations

remains. With a very slight exception I have adopted Dr.

Murray's Districts, merely changing their names and numbering
them in sequence to my dialect districts in England, and this at

once marks the subordination of this part of my work to Dr.

Murray's. Taking his bounding lines, I had no occasion to examine

changes of pron. with such care as in England, nor, as a general

rule, to enter upon a consideration of varieties. I hope that this

may be accomplished by some well-qualified Lowlander, taking
Dr. Murray, who is now absorbed by his New English Dictionary,
as dux et auspex.

In order to obtain a bird's-eye view of the various L. pronuncia-
tions, and their difference from English, I place first eight inter-

linear comparative specimens, from different parts of Scotland, and

Shetland, and five versions of the first chapter of Ruth, the first

three of these being taken from Dr. Murray, the other two from
the English M. and S. Div. in Cheshire, D 25, and West Somerset,
D 10. These illustrate all the districts except D 37 and 41, and
hence shew the nature of their difference from each other and the
forms used in England in a most striking manner.

EIGHT INTEELINEAR cs.

1. D 33, V i, Newcastle (16 ne. Carlisle, Cu.) to Longtown (8 n. Carlisle,

Cu.). This specimen was pal. by JGG. from the diet, of Mr. Sinclair, of

Keilder, Nb. He resided in the Bewcastle district for the first 20 years of his

life, and then 10 years in n.Tynedale. He says this mode of speech extends sw.
to Longtown, but that se. of a line nearly passing through Bewcastle the dialect

is somewhat different. He considers the Brampton dialect (D 32, V i)
different.

The Rev. E,. D. Hope gave me a Longtown cs. in io., and where this spelling
seems to confirm or oppose this version, attention is drawn to the fact in the notes.

2. D 33, V ii, Hau-ick. pal. by Dr. Murray from personal knowledge, about
5T /? rp_ ji i _ !_ T ,1 f n .

J
, i i t r> ,

considered.
"

1. All the short vowels [that is, the vowels written as short] are medial in

quantity, [hence they have, in this example only, been printed with the grave
accent].

"2. What I have marked () seems to be really (o) with the lip closure for

(u), [that is, (ou), for which I have here, as usual, written (,)].
"3. As to i I am not satisfied yet ; it is something between (i, e), an attempt

to say (e)
in the

(i) position or to say (i) in the
(e) position, but the former by

preference, [hence I have written (n,, *,)].
"4. All the

(ee) are low, tending towards (BE), query (<?<?=)? [These I have
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INTROD.] THE LOWLAND DIVISION. 683

written (ee^, and they may be (ee), at any rate an Englishman will hardly get

nearer].
"5. All the (e) in accented syllables are high, tending towards (i), query (<*')?

[These are written (e
1

).]
"6. I cannot distinguish unaccented (e, a), and so have made all (e), it seemed

to me on the whole better, but I have written (a, B) over those that are specially
obscure." [I should prefer using (TB)

in all these cases, but as in the Teviotdale

sentences, see D 33, (a) was used, and as Dr. Murray very rarely superscribed (B),

I have adopted (a) throughout all the last 7 of these 8 cs., without at all implying
that I heard (a) as distinct from (B), for in unaccented syllables this would be
difficult and uncertain, but the sound was clearly not (e) to southern ears. The
other special signs apply only to No. 2.]

3. D 34, Edinburgh, pal. by Dr. A. H. Murray from the dictation of his

sister-in-law, Mrs. Charles A. Murray, native. Dr. Murray notes :

"1. (ee, 00} are very high [hence I have used (e
1
,

o 1

)]. There is a great
difference between Teviotdale (d^E)

and Lothian (<***) [for which I write

(d^, dee 1

) respectively].
"

(E) is also high= (E*) [for which then I write (e^ as higher than (E)]. till

is almost (tel), but very unlike (tel) as distinctly non-wide [I write (t^l) as

distinct from (tel)].

"3. I take Melville Bell's authority for a in twaa, blaa, etc., being (AA), for

myself I am not clear about it."

The difficulty Dr. Murray has felt in giving D 34, which is usually considered

typical of Lowland Scotch, shews how much remained to be done in the minute

analysis of L. pron. beyond D 33.

4. D 36, Stranraer, Wg., pal. in 1874 by AJE. from the diet, of Messrs.

Boyd of Stranraer, Armstrong from near Dumfries, and Caddow from near to

Kirkcudbright. As this was taken at an early period of my investigations, and

by a Southron, and was also written rapidly, the Wick version, No. 7, having
been taken down the same evening, and as I had no opportunity for revision, I am
afraid it cannot be relied upon for very fine distinctions. The three gentlemen
were collected by the Rev. R. Macbeth at Hammersmith, and the dictation was

joint, each approving or suggesting differences, but the agreement was very close.

I transcribe my notes literally without attempting to improve them conjecturally.
5. D 38, Arbroath, Fo. This was written in io. by Mr. "W. J. Anderson

of Arbroath, acquainted with the dialect from childhood, from which it was pal.

by Dr. Murray, with considerable difficulty, as he was not personally acquainted
with the pron.

6. D 39, Keith (:kith), Ba., written in Oct. 1873 by Rev. Walter Gregor,
of Pitsligo (rpitslii-go) (34 ne. Keith, 5 wsw. Fraserburgh, Ab.), native of

Keith, and at that time 14 years at Pitsligo, author of the Banfshire Glossary ;

pal. from io. by Dr. Murray in 1875, and corrected by a cwl. pal. by AJE. in

Feb. 1878 from Mr. W. Gregor's diet., which will be given under D 39. See

also Buchan in the translations of Ruth chap. i. immediately following.
7. D 40, Wick, Cs., pal. in Feb. 1874 by AJE. from the dictation of

Mr. A. Meiklejohn, who was 30 before he left Cs., Rev. J. Sinclair, who lived

there till he was 20, and has been there since, and Rev. R. Macbeth of Wick,
then at Hammersmith, who collected the others, and also those that gave me
the Stranraer version, No. 4. In consequence of my taking down two cs. in

one evening, I was rather hurried, and as it was also an early attempt, some
of the finer shades probably escaped me.

8. D 42, Dunrossness, Sd. This parish, about 20 s-by-w. of Lerwick.

includes Cunningsburg, Sandwick, and Fair Isle. This version was written io.

in Nov. 1877 by Robert Cogle, an intelligent fisherman of Cunniugsburg, Sd.,
from whom it was procured by Mr. W. C. Smith, advocate, Edinburgh. Although
it was carefully written, and although RC. was kind enough to answer numerous

questions, I should not have been able to make use of it, had not Miss A. B.

Malcolmson, of Lerwick, Sd., a friend of Mr. Laurenson, of whom more under

D 42, carefully read it to me, with other specimens, in Oct. 1878, and allowed

me to pal. it from her dictation.

%* The notes to the eight cs. follow them immediately.
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0. 1 Bewcastle, D 33, Y i, pp. 682, 693

2 Hawick, D 33, V ii, pp. 682, 694.

3 Edinburgh, D 34, pp. 683, 695.

4 Stranraer, D 36, pp. 683, 695.

5 Arlroath, D 38, pp. 683, 695.

for :dwwan
kwhat foor :d w/n
dhy W001

at :dj0
Jk

huu it iz idjon

6

7

8
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1 ksn dha:t d\v)'nt wv ? [_k^ht)s ^B

2 kaa'n, dev)'n wei? kw?hat)s to

3 AA k^n dhat, ji k^n. kwlmt shad

4 kEn, doo)nt wi? what)l
5 kEn, de)na wi? fat sad

6 ken, de)ny wy ? fat far sad

7 ken, d')na wi ? fat shed

8 ken, doe)na wi? what sud
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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le*p'n h^m
3 trast he 1

]!!

4 trast hem
5 trast ham
6 trast h^m
7 trast he'm
8 trast

te spik dhi3 tryVth oni dee
1

,
a1

*,

t& spik dha tre/th oni deev ,
at

te toil dha tryth oni dee, sese\

ta tel dhe tr<?th oni dee, did,
t'l spik dha truth oni dee, aa*

ty speik dhy trowth oni dee, aa*

ta speek e
l tra'uth oni dee, ai,

tu spEk da tTdath oni dee, 'dat

1 a -wad.

2 wil wad) a.

4 wwd)a.
5 wad)a

l
.

7 at a wad.
8 a 1

* w*\d.

6. 1 BO.

2 en
3 an
4 an

5 an

6 yn
7 an
8 an

dha
dha
dhi

dha

dhy
1

da

aal

aald

AAld

al

aald

aal

aald

wumen wal tEl

wa'if

weif

waman
aman

g*d waif

waHf

hersa3l

hars^J
harsEl

harsEl

harsEl

hersEl

ta3l)i, oni o)i

y\ te^ oni O
NJUU

wal tfil oni o)i
'1 tEl on* a)ja
'1 tel oni y j*

al tEl on* o)ii
al tEl juu or on* o

1

2

3 jenz

4

5

6

7

8 Juu

lak^hs
at

aj

t)s

dhat
a ]

t

yt
at

at

laakh'n

lakh

laakhs

lakhs

lakh

Ijaakhs

dha na'u,

nuu,

nuu,

nuu,

nuu,

nuu,

nuu,

im
an
an

an
an

a

an

feel)i

tEl)i

tEl)ja

td)j*

tel>*
tel juu

of

stra3'kjht of

re'kht af

street of,

str^kht

a]

t

streekht af

streekjht af

af

<?ns

1 t&i

2 t99,

3 tyy,
4 ti,

5 tyy,
6 tii,

7

8 t

w*\dhut
athirt

wathu't
adhu-t

wathu't

yn nee

widhuu't
athuu't

makT
mak'l
mak'l
mak'l
mak'l

mak'l
mak'l

bodher
bbdhar

Myy,
bodhar,

badhar,
abu*t yt,

bodhar,

bodar,

tf
e
r
f

gen
ef

ef

gen

je)l nobet

j

}e"r,
onli spiir

onb' aks)ar,
oni* aks)ar,
oni* spiir

spiir
oni* aks

onli aks

a!

t)ar,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 har,

oo!

ee'i,
/,!

a!

t)ar, oo,

har,

aa 7

o,

shyyi?
wal)sh* ?

wal shy noo ?

wud)'nt shi?

wal)shi noo ?

w*)na shi ?

wal shi no ?

w*l)na sh^ ?
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1

2 oni we sh0

3 at oni ret sha

4 liistw^z shi

5 oni waai sh*

6 a*t oni ret sha

7 at Em reet shi

tElt

tteld

tlt
tElt

tEld)/t mil,

tal) ty mil,

tElt ii mil

men s

mei

mii,
mi sii

iii& |_k^'hEn)a ast er
k^han a kst)ar
kzdian aa spiird aj

t)ar

,

whan a akst)or
fan a1

spiird aj

t)ar

fyn a1

spiirt)a
j

t)yr,
fan a asket

8 at lEst sha taald -mil at wh/xn akst her

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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2 sh0

3 sha

4 shi

5 shi

6 sha

7 shi

8 sb.0

kaz)er 'h

k#z ar man.
kAAz ar man.
kaaz bar g0d man.
ktftfz ar man.
kaaz ar man.
kaaz ar man.

har niE
(

n.

9. 1 shyj
2 sha

3 shi

4 shi

5 shi

6 sha

7 shi

8 shg

swce^ snyj
sw<?<?r sha

tuk ar ee
lth at sha

suur shi

swoor shi

swiir sha

swoor shi

sha

saa^m w'dh

sAA)em
sa)m

saa)ym
sa)m
SEE

w

w

d-p aan

er)n)een
ee

ln
een
een

een

een
EE'U

ar

her
ar

yin

har

iin,

in,

in,

in,

in,

in,

in,

in,

1 laran strikt ut vt iz L' lEnth on
2 laran
3

4 laran
5 laran
6 laran
7 lai-an

8 laVan

utstrikit

strikat ut

striikit at

strikyt at

streikyt ut

streetjt
s

vtretjt at

ez fal Ise'nth ona dha

yr "hee
1
! l^nth on dha

fuu lEnth on dha
fal lEnth on dha

aa)z 10nth oo

aa iz lEnth on
dhy

hiz lEnt apa da

gra'n

grand
gran,

gran

grand
gran
gran
grand

1 -BV)BZ
2 e

!n az

3 yn yz
4 m h^'z

5 en az

6 wii)z
7 m z

gyi'd

8 antrl he'z gyjd

gjyd
ggd

gjyd snnde

gwid
g/d

sdbdhadez kw/t
sand<sz

s^bith

kliiz. klw^s b\ dh^

sa-bith

sande

kl^'s

b^^t, djy^t
kleez, dpst
kot, klos

kot klos

kleez klooz

kot, klos

bi dha

farn^n't dha
\)i dha
bi dha
ax
t dhy

at e
1

da

bus
door

door

door

door

door

door

1 6)dh'6 bus,
2 door

3 o dha bus,
4 o dha huus,
5 a dha bus,

duun -et dh\ korner B Jon lon^n.
dun at dha korner a Jon [dhon] b\'n.

dun .dha kids jdndar a!
t dha ko^nar.

6 y dhy bus,

huus,

huus,

7

8 o da

duun at dhi korner

dun ax
t dha korner

dun yi dhy kornar

duun at a kornar

duun at da kornar

a dhe
a jon l^n.

a jon leen.

a jen rod*,

o jon rod.

loonin.

10. 1

2

3 an hi

h\ W13Z

hei waz
wyz

vwee SEZ

hii

hi

hi

hii

bi

kwhinzhan

whamp'rn
whandjan
wba'inan

E.E. Pron. Part V.

waz
waz

wyz
waz kownan an wheinan

whmdjan
[ 2121 ]

aawaa !

,
sha

awAA, sed

aw$$. sez

awaa,

awaa,

awaa,

sez

sez

shii,

shii,

sha,

shii,

135
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12. 1

2 az

3 an
4 whan
5 fan

6 fyn
7 fan

dire kEt'l wez boilen for teii

dha kseVl waz boilan for dha tei

dha
dha

dhy

k^t'l wyz ba'il'n far tii

ket'l waz boilan far tii'

kEt'l wyz bail'n far dha tii

ket'l wyz beilyn far dhy tee

ket'l wez boilan fa tii

an et wyz

8 i da taVm at da teeket'l waz boilan

1 iEn

2 jee fein

3 a1 brAA
4 jee fein

5 ee fa'in

6 ee fein

7 ei

8 ii

fain

fa'in

braYt sa
1mer a1

f
v
te

xrnyy1n, onl^

brekjht se'mar aeftaiWn, m*V meeT dhan
'n brekht semar eftarnyn, an nee1 far'r

brekht samar Eftarnm, djest
brekht semar <?eftarnyn, onl*

brekht semar eftarnin, 0nl*

brekht semar eftarnin, onl*

samarz eftarnin, onli

1

2 [ner ez]
3

4

5

6

13 wik kam
a wik our gh'n kam nist f^rzda.

g<?
ln dhyn last tharzde 1

.

a wik kam ferst dharzdee.

a wik sa'in kam nikst fyyrzd^.
a wik sa'in kam fiirzdy
a wik sm sem kam farsht fiurzdee.

wik wh^n da nist f^rzda

ferst.

kamz.

13, 1 vt-n

2 an
3 an
4 an
5 an
6 yn
7 an
8 an

kEn? a lEErnd on* meVr

de)i kae'n ? aa)v ne,
lvar hard niii meer

d)i

di)ja

d)i
do ji

k^n ? a1

kEn ? a

kEn ? ae

ken ? a

kEn? a

kEn ? a1
:

hard
nevar hard on* meer
nevar l^rnt on* meex
n*var kent on* meelr

nevar hard en* meer
kEnt oni meer

dhan

dhyn

dhan
nar
dhan
as

1

2 dhe^s

3 dhat
4

5 dhes
6 dhes

7 ts

8 das

a dha
a dhy
o dhi

af dhat
a dhat
o at

o dat

b/jzntjs

be xznas

b^znas
b*zn*s

beznes

beznys
meta

v

r

wark

t'l

t'l

ap tel

ap t'l

ap ty

ap ta

ta

dh^s

dhy
dha
dha
dhes

tfi

da

vEra

dee1

,

dee,

dee,

dee,

dee,

as

az

az

az

as

az

taMm at)s kam, az

1 soeoeir ^z m*j
2 s^^r az ma
3 shyyr az dh6

4 sh^r az ma
5 syyr)z
6 shimr)z
7 shuur)z
8 sn^r az

nzi'mz

n*Vin)z
kAA mii

neem)z
ma
my
ma
ma1

*

neem)z
nEm az :djoni

[ 2123 ]

:djww^n :sheperd ran) 13

rdj^'n rshe'pard, an

:djok :she'pard, an

:shipard, an

rshepard, an

:shepart, yn
:shipard, an

rshEperd, an

:djon

a

a1

a

a1

fat)s
a

a 1
*
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1 d*>'nt
2 de*)na
3 de)na
4 da)na
5 da)na
6

7

8 do)na

d*)na

wnt te ksn awdher, dheer na'u !

want ta nejdhar, dhii^r na !

want ty neeMhar, sa dheejr !

wont ta edhar, dheer na !

want t'l eedhar, dheer nu !

a1

da)na went ty ken.

want ta hiir meer edhar, mm dhen !

want ta d0& it nE dar, deer nuu !

14. 1 i3n sz*i

2 na'u dhe

3 will

4 an see

5 an see

6 yn see

7 an
8 an

see

see

a)z

a)m
a')m

a)m
am

gaan
gaan
gAAn
gan
gee'n

djaain

gjaan
gEEan

awa'

hie 1
!!!

h^m
hem

Qwaa heem
heem

te in*;

ta ma
ty ray
ta ma
ta ma
ta ma
ta ma
ta m*

sapar.

sapar.

sapar.

sapar.

sapar.

sapar.

sapar.

g^d

gyd
g0d

gjyd
g^id
gid

nE't,

n^kjht,
ne^ht,
nekht,

nekht,

nekht,

nekht,

naVkjht

an
an
an
an

yn
an
an

d^)nB
wejt

de)na

d)na
da)na

de)ny

d*')na

do)na

be* i3ts^ sharp
a wii afwwx'r i

bi yn se :k a1 har* ty krAA
bii djast se fast ta kraa
bi Be kwek ta \raa
bi see krus ty "kraa

bi in set a hari ta kraa

bi SEE reedi ta kraa

se
1

kriis

krus

owe r

our

a'ur

our

a'ur

our
our

our

bodi

bw/di ag*Vn,
|_

k^han
bod* a^e'n, whan
bodi agen, wan
badi agen,
bad* agen,
bodi age'n,

oni iin agEn,

fan

fyn
fan

hei

hii)z
hi

i

i

hi

hii)z

taks

kraks

spik'n

tElz)i
kraks

speiks

speeks

spEkan

dh*,

or

bu-t dhes,
dh*'s

dhes

dhes

ar

dhdt,

dhat,
dhat

dhat

dhat
at.

dat

or

or

ar

or

or

dha

<%

dha

dhy

ta'dhe^.

t)adhar
adhar
adhar.

*dhar.

t)*dhar

or da da

the!

q.

theq.

theq.

thaq.

its

hei)z

hii)z

et)s

et)s

et)s

15. 1

2

3

4
5

6

7 hed)z a

8

week
se'l*

seli

silt

week
weik
week

fyyii Bt klait
v
te

v
rz

et blse'dharz

ga'uk yt ble^harz
fol dhat klatarz

et)s

fyi
nil

fil

M

at blEdharz

yt gandjez
at kla

v
tarz

at shEErks

[ 2124 1

w^dhut riiz'n.

wathu-t m/z'n,

wythu't se^s.
adhu-t rez'n.

wathu't rez'n.

want'n rez'n.

withut a reez'n.

adhu-t reez'n.
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considers the omissions to be due to

Mr. Sinclair's residence in Nb. Observe

that '* of the possessive is used, it is

omitted in D 31. queer, the (ii)
is

quite pure throughout, never (t^i).

truth, LT. truth, JGG. wrote (tr^th),
see par. 3. I is done.

6. old, LT. dl.will, LT. wull

now, LT. now, this (a'u) for (uu)

occurs only in an open syllable, before

a consonant it remains (uu, u), as in

Ex. too, LT. too, with a 'guttural
sound.' JGG. has attempted several

ways of noting the sound, which in

Ex. Dr. Murray assumes to be the

French (*)=< in yeu. JGG. says it

is not labialised, but may lie between

(9, u), or among (ao, i, u) or (u l}
i

} ],
but

consents to writing (9^ frequently in

D 31, p. 541, as a variant of (0) pro-
duced without rounding the lips.

without, LT. withoot muckle bodder.

won't she, LT. wunnet shoo. JGG.
writes (shyyj) here, describing it as " low

(]), high-rounded," but writes (sh v
wl

)

in par. 7. See note, par. 3, I is done.

7. she, LT. shoo, see par. 6, won't
she. me, LT. mee, just as dialect

writers use 'mee' in Cu. and Yo.

when, LT. whone, on which Eev. Mr.

Elwood, of Torver, Coniston, n.La.,

says in a letter of 20 March, 1874,
"There is one word ivhone, the word
for when, which occurs in his [Mr.
Hope's] version, the sound of which

(though I understood what sound he
meant to convey the moment I saw it)

I fear neither he nor I will be able to

convey to you in the compass of a
letter. It is pronounced something
like whdun, with a deep inflection."

This may be (whoo-.-n) with a fall of

pitch on (oo) and then a rise. Mr.
Sinclair seems to have used an alto-

gether different sound. two, etc., LT.
tivo or three teymes our, dud she, and
shoo. wrong, etc., LT. rang on sic a.

dost thou think, LT. dee yah think.
8. she would, LT. shoo wad. JGG.

says the (u) was distinct in both words,
we have seen in other parts, p. 596,

par. 8, that she becomes (shu) before

(wud). how, etc., LT. how, where,
and whone shoo fun the drucken. she

calls, LT. she cds.

9. she swore, etc., LT. shoo swore
she saw him, with her dan e'en, lying

streakit, at full length on the grun in

his gud Sunday coodt clods by the dur

(guttural sound) o> the hoose doon at

the coorner o
1

yon lonning (or loo-ning],

lying, observe not (lgan). good,
JGG. wrote (g^'d), see note, par. 3,

done. door, JGG. considers this a

variant of the French ceu in sceur.

house down, observe (bus, duun), not

(ha'ws da'un), because the word is

followed by a consonant.

10. whingeing, LT. wheyning.
she, etc., LT. shoo, for a 1

the woorld.

sick, LT. seek cheyld. Observe (sik)

with short
(i), not (si tk, sik). fright,

liT.fret, which is perhaps not dialectal,
but Hawick (fri/t) is

' fret.'

11. her, LT. shoo. daughter-in-
law came, LT. doughter-in-law cam 1

,

fold, LT. yaird. clothes out, LT.
cles oot. washing, LT. weshiag.

12. while, LT. wheyle. one bright,

etc., LT. yin feyne breet simmer

efternun. Thursday, LT. inserts

neistnext before Thursday.
13. and do you ken, etc., LT. a and

de ye ken ? a niver lairned ony mair.

till to-day, LT. up too (guttural sound).
as sure, LT. as sur as my nedme.

and I don't want, etc., LT. and a

div'nt want too ader, theer now.
14. and so I is going, LT. and se

a'm gan hedme ta sup. Gude neet and
div'nt be se quick to-o (guttural sound)
craw our a body again whone he taks

o' this that or t"
1

other.

15. weak fool, LT. weak ful, JGG.
writes (f^w

1

!),
see note, par. 3, done,

that clatters, LT. that prates withoot

reason. my last word, LT. my last

word, gud Voy.

Notes to No. 2, Haivick, cs., pp. 682, 684.

2. likely, (leikli) is also used, I

have however heard
(le'kli) from

Lowlanders myself.
3. just, Dr. M. says "commonly

(d^st) when unemphatic and gen. even
if emphatic, though (dpst) may then
be heard from some. The vowel is

the ordinary Scotch u, currently as-
sumed = French u. When I learnt
French at school, I was taught to

pronounce French juste with the same
vowel." call canny, that is, drive

gently (or be still).

4. first of it, the (oo) was marked

long by Dr. M.
5. that well would I.

8. aweel, (awil, awil) both given.
9. Sabbath day's.
13. than, (dhira, t?z, ner, bi) all used

after the comparative.
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Notes to No. 3, Edinburgh cs., pp. 683, 684.

0. the, Dr. M. uses (y} rather

vaguely where I should put (t)
or (i^,

but I leave it. at, I have changed Dr.
M.'s (ah) into (a

1

)
as more suggestive.

who cares, etc., or better (whAA
ma'indz dhat ? dhatjs a 1

sniAAm^ter)."
2. because, I rather doubt the ap-

preciation (bika-z).
3. just, the shade of (y) in (djyst)

is doubtful here and elsewhere.

4. sure enough, or (nee
1 dut Bbut yi]

no doubt about it.

6. you yons, apparently, you that

are yonder. ask, both (aks, ask) are

used.

8. when, (kwhan) or (whan). where

(kwhee'r) or (wh^r).
10. no-well

y
that is, unwell, or

sick.

13. the day, that is, to-day.

Notes to No. 4, Stranraer, cs., pp. 683, 684.

5. big, (greet) is also used deed

would 1= indeed I would, as a variant

(ai, wed 9) aye, would I.

6. now, (nii) is used at Kirkcudbright.
7. leastways or (oni wez) any ways.

wrong, the w is not heard.

8. found (fan) or (fan). beast

(be'st) in Wigton.

9. lane, yonder (jonar) might be
added.

10 pet or (tef) tiff.

14. do not be I had transcribed

(did)na), a manifest error, and hence
1 adopt the reading of No. 7.

15. silly or (wik) weak.

Notes to No. 5, Arbroath, cs., pp. 683, 684.

Mr. Anderson is referred to as A.

1. you and him, A. wrote you an 1

he.

both, A. baith with the sound ae,

explained as " somewhat like English
ay in say, but has a more shut sound,"

probably (e
l

)
is meant, but Dr. M.

uses (ee) throughout. The words which
A. specifies as having this ae or say

(00
l

)
sound are in his spelling : baith,

nather, haill, ance, straicht, lane,

bairn, yaird, fae, afternune, mair,

aither, wake : both, neither, whole,

once, straight, lane, bairn, yard, from,

afternoon, more, either, weak. He
also uses ea to express a sound "some-
what similar to ae or French de pro-

longed," which is a very different

sound from (ee
1

},
and assigns it to :

learned, name, hame. laugh. A writes

lauch. it, this use of (e) for
(i)

is

not recognised by A.
5. laddy, Dr. Murray notes the

pron. (ladhi) as "authentic," A.

merely writes laddie.

7. wrong, A writes simply wrang,
the (vraq) is M.'s insertion.

10. tig, "a pet, a fit of sullen

humour," Jamieson's Dictionary.
12. when, A. has fan. boiling, A.

has boilin
1

not biliri
1

.

13. don't, A. has dinna not (dana) .

Notes to No. 6, Keith, cs., pp. 683, 684.

Rev. "Walter Gregor's spelling is cited as G
;
Dr. Murray's as M

;
w. the viva

voce cwl. as heard by AJE.

2. likely, G. li'ckly. The i of Ab.
writers and that neighbourhood is used

in at least three manners, which will

be discussed under D 39. Dr. M. has

apparently in despair used (y) where
Mr. Gregor wrote i, with the following

explanation, which neither Dr. M. nor

I succeeded in understanding: "i has

several sounds, one sound in Jill, mill,

another in wint (wont), and a third in

Jin (when) hinmist. The sound in Jill,

will, him, comes nearest to the sound
of yes, yet ; the sound in wint may be

represented by the sound of the t in

window. In Jin the sound comes
nearest the sound in pin."" In English
the last two are identical. In all cases

Mr. Gregor probably refers to the

pron. in more southern parts of

Scotland. M (lakly), vv. (leikli).

3. quiet, G. quai
e
t, M. (kwaa-'t),

w. (kwe-et). done, G. deen, M. (din

dyyn), vv. (diin).

4. enough, G. anyuch, M. (ynjEkh),
vv. (iniukh).

5. son, G. sin, M. (see'n), vv.

(se'n), and sun was absolutely the same.

loun, "a boy," Jam. Diet. word,
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G. wird, M. (wyrd), w. (ward), this

is one of the three pron. of i in D 39,

which sounds to me like (a). was, G.

u-iz, M. (wyz), w. (wez), this is another

of the three pron. of * in D 39. truth,

G. trauth, M (tra'uth), w. (trowth).

would, G. wid, M (wyd), vv. (wad).
7. told it, G. tef<, M. (tol)t),

vv. (tal)t).

8. /0wu? that, G. / Atf or te*,

this is a case of assimilation of (dh) to

(t)
after (n), found elsewhere.

9. her own eyes, G. ir nain een, M.

(t/r-n- een in), I should have probably
heard (ar ne'nin).

9. in his good Sunday coat, close at

the door, G. in's gweed Sunday quite
close at tha door, M. (wii)z gwid sandz/

kwe/t, klos alt dht/ door). Unfortu-

nately the word coat was skipped in my
vv. wl., but in a num. wl. which G.
had previously sent me it was marked

(kot), which I have adopted. But in

Johnny Gibb, quite is used for coat.

10. little one, G. littlon, as well as

I could read it, but the writing was in-

distinct, and M. gave it up.

11. as her and her, G. iz Mr an hir,

M (yz beer 'n yr), probably (az bar an

bar) would be more correct, and I have

introduced it.

14. going, G. djahin, M. (djaan,

dzshaan), vv. the word to go was
written both (giaq, djan), hence I

adopt (djaa-m) as most probably what
was intended

;
of course it is an altera-

tion of (gjaan) heard at Wick, Cs.

don't, G. dinna, which M. here repre-
sents by (deny), but just at end of par.
13 by (dana). The sound is perhaps

(da
T

na) . crouse,
' '

brisk, apparently
brave," Jam. Diet.

15. ganjis, as G. writes it here, is

in his Dialect of Banffshire, with a,

Glossary of Words not in Jamieson's

Scottish Dictionary, "GANNYIE, n. (1)

much pert foolish talking, (2) a pert
talker. GANNYIE, v.n. to talk much
in a foolish, pert fashion (Gandy
is the form given by Jamieson).

GANNYIEIN', a. given to pert, silly talk-

ing (Jamieson gives the noun, ganien] ."

reason, G.rizzin, M. (rizyn), vv.

(rez'n).

Notes to No. 7, Wick, cs., pp. 683, 684.

0. John, (rtjon) is remarkable, because

initial
(tj) generally becomes (sh). no

doubts, (nee duuts) more common in

"Wick, according to Micklejohn and
Sinclair.

1. mine, the form (mainz) is only
occ. used, (ma

1

in) is most frequent.
2. should, (sed) is an older form.

it is, observe the retention of the aspi-
rate in it, Ws. hit.

3. how and ever, for howsoever, (fuu)
is the regular form for how and why.

these is the, observe omission of (dh)
in these, the, which is regular in Cs.

till (fel) is not a form of till, but of

while, commonlyused in the N. for until.

4. some of the, (sim) also used.

that, (fa) who, also used. -from, (fre)
also used. enough, (aniokh) also used.

5. voice, the form (wais) is archaic.

6. straight off or (at eins) at once.

if or (ge'n) given. ask, (aks) is

common among the older people in Cs.

7. any or (on/). felled or (towld)

told. ought or (shwd) should. matter

or (point), the
( t
t

vr) occurs in this dis-

trict. as this, what, obs. (dh) omitted

in this, and (f)
used for (wh).

8. tell you, never (tEl)i), the (j)

always inserted. how, the (huu) is

possibly an error for (fuu), as in No. 5.

9. swore, (sweerd) is rarely used.

Sabbath (sanda) is used, instead of

Sabbath clothes they also say (hzz hee
!nd

koot) his hind or spare coat. close or

(djest). yon little road, (dhon) is

heard in Fi. and Ab.
10. cowning and whining, I don't

find to cown in glossaries, (fimpar)

whimper means to cry. or a little wee

lassie, (pin) is an old word for small,

and occurs in D 42, (an el-ne
v
ta

v
r

v
d

lassigi) an ill-natured small lass, is also

used.

11. from the back of the house, or

(thr6w el

jeerd) through the yard.
13. more than this, or (nar) may be

used for than.

Notes to No. 8, Dunrossness, cs., pp. 683, 684.

1. why, the (wh) is forcibly uttered, might be almost written ('*).
but the sound is not quite (ku?h) ;

the Johnny, the (6) medial, as the vowels

(a 4) is fine, very far from (ai) and generally are, but the (n) not doubled;
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final
(i) pure, not

(/'). has, on account

of the want of emphasis both (h) and

(E) were rather indistinct, and (ez)
would perhaps be nearer, not (BZ, az).

doubts, the vowel medial in length ;

in many cases where I have used short

or long vowels from the feeling of the

moment, probably medial vowels would
have been more correct.

1. both, the (th) quite distinct, not

(t, d, dh), but occasionally (dhth) in

the pause. this, the (das) was very
distinct, though all Shetland writers

use dis
;
this is probably the i of D 39,

there explained. cares, there, with

distinct (ee) not (BE), no insertion of

(B) before (r), which was quite trilled,

though not so strongly trilled as before

vowels, or as in L. speech.
2. they are, this is a common con-

traction. do not ? For the distinctions

(9, ce, y :)
which Shetlanders generally

write as u, I give whatever struck my
ear at the time, but of course I may
have often been wrong.

3. facts, case, neither word is in

gen. use, hence Miss M.'s own pron.
was conjectural. till I am done, (til)

almost (tel) ; (am 'gm) unemphatic for

I am; (dy^), with a deeper (y),

almost
(<?),

but with a difference difficult

to determine.

4. sure, the vowel is very long.

whole, though not very long the vowel
was not so short as medial. safe, the

fracture was very slight, but certain.

enough, the vowels were both marked
and distinct, but the first is shorter

and has the stress.

5. father's, the vowel might have
been written (ee^, it seemed to lie be-

tween (ee, EE). queer, obs. the change
of qu into (wh). skirling, "crying
with a shrill voice," Jam. Diet. R.

Cogle also suggested (pesterm). him,
the aspirate never seems to disappear
even in unemphatic syllables.

7. two or three, in the sense of a

few, if strictly two or else three were
meant an (or) would be inserted, thus

(twartri) a few, (twaa or
trii) two or

else three. over, ought, in these two
words I recognised (QU}, otherwise I

generally heard (aw, a'u). ivrong, the
w with a distinct syllabic value, and
the (ae) fully as fine as in S.England.

8. how, as far as I could ascertain

this was the only word in which (h)
was replaced by (f), and I do not under-

stand why (fuu) should have been used

here and in No. 5, and not in No. 6

and No. 7. It is evident that (f) must
arise from the older form hwi, which
also = why, in which sense also (fuu) is

used. calls, Miss M. knew (kEEz) best,
Mr. Laurenson (kaaz). man, obs.

(mE'n) sg. and (niEn) pi., the word
husband is not used.

9. own, a slight fracture as in safe,

par. 4. eyes, (in) not (in), vowel
short. stretched, this was the only
word in which I observed dental

( k
t

kr).

road, the vowel decidedly short
;
lane

is not used in the country, in towns it

is called a (klo's) close.

10. in the dorts, in the dumps ;"
DORT, s. pet, commonly in pi." Jam.

Diet. Miss M. considered this para-
graph the best Shetlandish of the
whole version as far as words go.

11. daughter, those who affect

English say (dakhter). they were been

washing for they had been, this is

regular, the compound past tenses of

to be are formed with be and not have,

similarly Iam done (am dy tn) par. 3.

12. Jcettle or (boih?r) boiler. one,

(ii), RC. wrote ae, implying (ee) ;
obs.

also (iin) in par. 14. The numerals
are : (iin, twa, tri, fowr, fa^v, sa?ks,

siiv'n, akht, na^n, tE
(

n, Bliiv'n, twEl,

twsnti, hander, thuuz'n). Thursday,
this seems to be the only word in which
th becomes (f), compare Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7,

which make the same change.
13. the time that) is come, the present

time. do not, (dona) here and in

par. 14, but (dcena) in par. 2. These
variations depend upon the position of

the words in a sentence, but no rule

could be given.
14. night (naHkjht), obs. both the

diphthong and the palatal, which I do

not recollect elsewhere. thing, this is

one of the words which generally
retains (th), but in pitying a child

people will often say (p??r tEq) poor

thing with a (t).

15. sharffs, so Miss M. gave the

word, saying that the g is generally

preserved ; here, however, she pron.

(shEErks), and interpreted : scold,

prattle, chatter. I cannot find the

word in glossaries. hindmost, (hin-

mest) is also said. good-bye is only
said when parting for some time on a

journey, but (SB laeq) so long is a very
usual farewell expression.
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FIVE INTERLINEAR VERSIONS OF CHAP. i. OF THE BOOK OF RUTH.

Arranged to compare three characteristic Lowland Scotch with two characteristic

English dialects, one M. and the other S.

1. D 33, Teviotdale, from the pal. version in Dr. Murray's Dialects of 8. of

Scotland, p. 241, written hy him from personal knowledge as a native. In this

pal. Dr. M. introduces e e, e e in a sense different from that which I assign to

these symbols, I have therefore replaced them hy (e
1 e

l}
e 1

Cj). The notation is

however still slightly different from that adopted in the Hawick cs., supra,

pp. 682, 684, which was written subsequently hy Dr. Murray. The medial

vowels are here written short for convenience.

2. D 35, Ayr, pal. hy Dr. Murray from the diet, of Messrs. Heron Duncan
and W. Duncan, and revised hy Mr. Giffen, of whom more under D 35, printed
in Dr. M.'s DSS., p. 240, intended to represent the Central Group, D 34 to 37.

3. D 39, Buchan, ne.Ab., now called Deer and Ellon, beyond the rivers

Dovern and Ythan, once a county by itself, pal. by Dr. Murray from the diet, of

Mr. Thomas Forrest, and revised by his brother Mr. W. Forrest, with the

assistance of Mr. Alexander Melville Bell, by whom the sounds were written in

Visible Speech characters. For further remarks on Buchan speech see under
D39.

4. D 25, s.Ch., written in glossic by Mr. T. Darlington from personal

knowledge as an illustration of his Folk- Speech of South Cheshire, and here

transliterated into pal. from p. 97 of that work. For the characters of D 25, see

p. 409, and Beckley dt., p. 411. The
(r)

was probably (f), although (r) was
written.

5. D 10, w.Sm., written in glossic by Mr. F. T. Elworthy from personal

knowledge for the purpose of comparison with Nos. 1, 2, 3, printed in his

Grammar of the Dialect of West Somerset, p. 105, whence it was pal. by AJE.,
and finally corrected from Mr. Elworthy's dictation. See pp. 146 to 153.

1 Teviotdale, D 33.

2 Ayr, D 35.

3 uchan, D 39.

4 s.Cheshire, D 25.

5 w.Somerset, D 10.
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1 e)dhe)k0n"tri a :moob, he1

]!!,

2 y)dhe)kyntrah a :m0ob, hem,
3 ^dhe^kwmtre

1 a :mo0b, hee'm
4 e')th

kw ntn B :mo0Bb, em
5 in dhB kantid B imoo-ab, ii dsd,

en)ez)we'1if, en)ez)twee'

en)ez)wa'if an)ez)twAA

e'z weef en iz tce'u

waH'f, en BZ tyyx

1 sanz.

2 sanz.

3 see^z.

4 sw nz vlu q
5 za^z lAAq)w0)im.

em.

1 en dhe m^nz m'm waz reli'melek, en)dlie)k^d
2 an dhe n<9m i? dhe m#n waz :ila-melek, en ez gjyd
3 yn dhe manz n^m wyz :di-melek, yn dhe k0#d
4 i?n th)mon)z niim wez telrm^lek, -en ez weifs

5 im dhe'ki mEW WBZ iskjaal ^lahn^lik, ^n a jz wa^V

1 dhe g^d w^iif :noo*mi
2 wa'ifs n^m waz :naoo-m^

3 yz weif meoo'rni,
4 niim w^z :nee)00

-

5 an W13Z -ckjaal

en dhe tweV kalants

en dhe kAAd ez ladez

yn dhe twaa ladiz

-en ez toj'u ladz w^n kAAd
^n BZ tyjx be^oe'z w^z

1 :maake#hlen en :kilen,
2 rm^khlan an :kil'n

3 :m^len yn :kiben

4 rmaal^n -en itje'lj'Bn, 'en dhe wim AA on

dh<? AA! o)'m

in'frethe^its
:E'fratha'its

:^'fretha'its

riifr^thae'ts

:djg>'uda.

:djuuda.

1 thrae rbaethlem

2 a rbEthlam

3 fe :b^thlem

4 ae't 'B :be-thle^m

5 E'ut o ibsethle'^m :djyydi3

en dhe km enta dhe
an dhe k<nn ant'l dhe

yn dhe kam ent'l dhe
en dhi k#'mn ente)th
en dhe kAmd inte dhB

dhe'e'r.1 k^ntri a :moob, en b<?d

2 kyntrah a :moob, en sta'et

3 kwmtr^1 a :moob, yn ~be
l
d.

4 kw ntre 13 imooTsb, tan dhfi^r dhe m^^d'n dh^r worn.

5 kantsi B :moo'ab T?n dheBE dhe baVd.

3. 1 en
2 an
3 yn
4 v.n

5 mi

ralrmelek,

rila-melek,

:<?lrmelek,

rele'm'Blek,

:noo*mz
maoo-m^z
ineoo'miz

em 13Z WBZ

dhat)s dh)azbBn

g^dm^n deid, ^n sha waz

gje/dman diit, 0n shy waz
man diit, yn shi wyz
e/zbBnd te :jiee)oo"mdi deed,

zo te
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1 l&ft w? dhe twn' laadz.

2 lEft har'n ar twAA kal'nz.

3 bit yn er twaa see'nz.

4 Bn soo cen WBZ left b* Brse'l, ar Bn Br to/u ladz.

5 sp^k ii daVd; im as WBZ Bla*f, an WAAZ,

tyji za'nz lAAq)w0)BR.

BR

4. 1 en dh^ t?k dherselz we^ivz thrse nmq dhe w^min
2 an dh^e1 tak dharselz wa'ivz e)dhe w^'men

3 yn dh^ m^r^t wymen bilaqen iy dhe kwmtre1

4 ^n dlo.ee t^'uk'n e'tj Bn Bm V imoovb ww m^n f-er dh^r

5 BN dh^ t^ x
kt dh^Rzalz B wa^V B piis, r/wt B dh^ wwmin

1 a rmoob, dhe ne'm a)dhe)te'n waz :orpa, en dhe

2 a rmoob, dhe new. a)dhe)jen waz :orpo, an dhe

3 a :mo0b, dhe nelm a)dhe)tin wyz rorp*?
1

,
en dhe n<?

]

ni

4 we*f
; t)onz niim WBZ :AArpB Bn t)w dhurz WBZ :iVwth

;

5 B :mo0-ab, WAAII B dh^ WBZ ekjaa'l :ARpB, Bn dhu t)adhBR

1 a)dhe)tadher :r0th, en dhe bed dhii'r dhe

2 a)dhe ydhar :ruth; on dh0 staVt dh^r dhe fEEk B

3 a)dhe tedher wyz :ruth, en dh<? dwalt 6ihee
l
r niir abut

4 Bn dh* bvd i dhat kw ntr BbaYt ten ziBr.

5 0)'m WBZ Bkjaa 1 iR^th, Bn dh<? liivd in dhaki plEBs

1 taen iir.

2 tEn iir.

3 ten iir.

4

5 bE'wd B teen jar.

5. 1

2 an
3 yn
4 Bn
5 Bn

inmkhlan
:m.601en

:maalBn

an

en

yn
Bn
Bn

:kil/en

rkil'n

:kilen

deid

diit

b^dh
deid

dhee

tee
1

,

diit

BZ

daVd

be'th

b^'th

tii',

wel,

dhe

dhB

a dhem
;
en

2 a dhem
;
an

3 yn
4 bo/UBth on BUI

;

5 bwBdh o)'m ;
Bn so dh')amBn

dhe wamen
dhe waman
dhe wa'fl'f

waz laeft er K'n,
waz lEft al<?-n,

wyz left er lii'n,

soo dhB ww m.Bn WBZ left AA

WBZ Bla'f

1 W9 n^dher b^rn ner man bil*qen er.

2 wy n^^'dher man nor w^n.
3 wythut ^'dher be'rn or man.
4 ndi Br tce'n sw nz Bn Br o'wd mon wBn gon djed.
5 adBr wAn BY BR tjj1

za xnz BR it BR azbBn.
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6. 1 dhan sh? lee^z ap, her en er twV g<?d dokwhterz,
2 dhEn shy ree

lz wy or twAA gjyd dookhterz,
3 dh^n shi got ap wii er gwid dAAtherz,
4 dhen o/u got w p w r do'wter in IAAZ

5 dhan EE gAAt Ap we VR daaETBElAAz

1 te gaq hiem oge'n three dhe laand
2 far te gjseq OWAA h<?m fe dhe kyntrah
3 ty gJEq h^m ogj^n fi dhe "kwintre1

4 for goo bak aYt B)th kwontn
5 in)s aE mo'd g&l bak i3gimi VEBUI dh^ki kantei

1 9 :moob,
2 o rmoob,
3 o :moob,

5 ^ :moo-ob, VBB aE)d

for sh? ed hard
far shyy)d hard
far shii)d hard

e dhe k^ntri o :moob,
tEl y dhe kyntrah o :moob,
tfil y dhe kwintr^1 o :moob,
wel ce'u WBZ dhzi^r, i3t

1 haii ot dhe :loord hed bkit sefter ez

2 dha't dhe rloord had tee
ln thookht te ez

3 et dhe :loord hyd luket rftr)yz
4 aY dh^ :lAArd ^d t<9^n ed -en iz oon

5 E'W dhT?T dh^ ilA^Rd "BD teed 'Bma 1inded o'z oon

1 fw'k, en gin dhem brid.

2 fok, on gin dhem brid.

3 fok, yn gin dhem brid.

4 fooks, im 13d gjim -Bin bred.

5 voks, in gi)in 0)'m

7. 1 siV sh^ g*'d <dwe
l

2 see
1

shy gj^d OWAA
3 yn shii gjed

ut time dhe pb''s
ie

ut o

4 -en soo CB'U staartd of aYt v)th
5 zo aR w^^n VM^th E'wt B dhiki

sho

dhe pb's kwhAAr shy
dhe pl^s faar shi

pliis weBr o/u

waR aE

1 waz at, on dhe twn'
2 waz stop'n, wy or twAA
3 wyz, her 'n er

4 woz, ^n ^r

5 WAZ, im aE ^JJi

g#d dok^hterz

gjyd dookhterz

gwid dAAtherz

do'wtsr in IAAZ ^1

daaETBBLAAZ

r;

wii)er;

BE

1 en dhe t^k dhe g't te

2 on dhe tak dhe wa'i te

3 yn dh0 tuk dhe gj#
:
t

4 ^n dhi got'n isp^th rood for

bak te dhe
OWAA b#k hem te dhe

bak EgjVn t'l dhe

kw^m bak t^Hh
5 ^n dh0 weent AAn p^n dh^ shooed VBE bak
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1 laand a
rdp'uda.

2 laand a rdjuude.
3 laan a idjuude

1
.

4 land B :dj'udB.
5 laen

8. 1 dh<m kwa :noo-mi t&9 er twn' g0d dokwhterz :

2 dhsn :na00'm0 sed te ar TWAA gjyd dookhterz :

3 yn :n0ocrm& sed t'l er twaa gwid dAAtherz :

4 un :n0<9;0#'ma sed te "er tce'u da'wter-m-lAAZ

5 ran :n<?00'maV ZED Tyx BE

1
"

2 "
gjaBq awAAi

elk jen o)i
elk en 0j

te ir

te jar

3 "gjeq Qwaal en gje bak b^dh a)j ty jir

4 "kw m, goo J^r wiiz bak, bo/ueth on)j* te JBr

5 "
g^, ! S9, bak ^t o)i te Jan

1 madherz bns! dhe :loord bei

2 mydherz hus ! an dhe :loord bi

3 imdherz hus ! dhe :loord bi

4 mw dherz ais, dhra :lAArd de/Bl

5 niAdh^EZ E'UZ ! dhB rLi'-BBd ds'-el

g^d te)i ez ii)v

t^)ja az jr h^

gwid ty)j^ az si he

kemdb' w* J ^z j^)n
ka^'nli

1 bin g^d te mei, en te dh^m et)s g/'n.

2 bin gjyd te mii, an t<s dh^m dhaht)s awAA.

3 bin ty mii, yn ty dh(9 lm et)s Qvraa.

4 delt w* dhem EZ bm djed, ijn w* me.
5 sE

/

'em)s Jyy^v BdE^l^d Liq we dhee dh^t bi d^d,

n o)i1 dhe :loord grnt et ii mse fend raest, elk

2 dhe :loord gii ja te fan rEst

3 dhe :10ord grant JB, at si me fen rEst, elk0 in y)j^
4 dh^ :lAArd grant si te famd rest bo/Treth on si

5 dhe :lA
!(eEd gEant)i, in)s i ma'd va^'n E,as, eetj. wAn)o)i

1 e ir ee^a. hus, w^
2 wy a hus an
3 wy a man yn
4 * j^r Wjzb^ndz a/s."

5 in dh)E
x

wz -e JSE azten."

e mon a ir e^n." dhn
a man a jar AAU." dhEn
a hus y six ee

ln." sa'm

dhen
dhsen

1 sb? kest dhem, en dh^ big^'d a-gri-tin lud en see^r.

2 shy kest dhyrn, an dh0 bigu'd a-gri'tin an gr<?t see?

3 shi kest dhem, yn dh<? roort yn grat.
4 o?'u kst Bm, BU dhi oop'nt at Bn skraikt.

5 an kiisT Bn ^n dhe Mted

seer.

Ap dh^r VA w
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10. 1 en dhe s#d tel)er:
2 an dh<9 sed. t<?)er :

3 yn dhe sed. t'l)er:
4 Bn dh0<? sed'n,

5 Bn dh<9 ZEd tB aR:

"
aj-bat,

4 ' naa ! naa !

wei)l g#q hiem

wi)l gjasq
u
^'byt ! wii)l g] E(l h^m

"
we')n saartmk' goo W)JB bak

''shwBRLa1
* wi wwl g^, bak

w^ Ja'u te ir ^n fw'k !

"

w<3 ja bk t^ jar frinz !
"

wy JB ty juur fok !
"

voks !

11. 1 bat :n#o(rmi s<?d :

u
ta:rn ag^'n ma: dokz^literz !

2 an :nao0'im sed : "j mAn tarn ma dookhterz !

3 yn :n<?oo'mi s<?d :

"
gJEq bak agj^n my dakhterz !

4 im meejoo'mdi sed: u tarn J bak 'Bgjen m da'wterz, im
5 'en ineoo'mi ZEd: " taRN JBRzalz bak -egi^n, mi daaRTBRz

;

2

3

4 goo
5

wz

wad ii g#q w^ mei for?

kwhat far wad j gjseq wy mil?
fat wyd j* dii', gjaan wy mii?

wot)'n J want goo I3lw qg w mee fer ?

WA)d)i wish v^R g&l lAq)o)mii VAR?

1 em aa gaan ta haeae oni nw' b^rnz te bei maen
2 dyy ja theqk aa)'l ln.ee one meelY wee lnz te bii lAAdz

3 ym aa^ gjaan ty hee 1 oni mee^r b^rnz ty bi msn
4 iz dhBr ane m'u^r sw nz i)mi ww m jet te be* JBr

5 QIZ i3R a
1^. intei za'nz in ma1

* ^m nE'w in)s dh^ maad

1 for i ?

2 tt? ja?
3 t'l JB ?

4

5 kAAm VUR te bi JBR azb^nz ?

12. 1 tarn b#k, ma dokwhterz, g^q ir

2 gja3q awAA, ma dookhterz, gja3q jar AAn
3 gJEq bak, my dakhterz, gJEq j/r

4 tarn j&* bak Bgjan, mi d^'wterz, goo J^r

5 taR^ jaRzalz bak ugiim, ma1
* daaRTURz, g& l

JBR

te ha383 B

t<? h^ anydher gjyd
ty \\.ee

l an^dher

a'wd t^ av 'B

ji ool VBR t)ee
1B 'B

^^z, for aa)m our aald.

2 gjet, far aa)m fAAr a'r AA!

3 waa'z, far aa)m a'ur aal

4 wiiz, for a/)m
5 wtftfz VBR a*' bi
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14. 1 en dh0 kraid lit lud, en grat 9gt'n, an
2 sa'in dhe bigird a-grit'n Qgj^n, sn
3 yn dh0 bigird B-grit'n agj^n, yn
4 Bn dht Kftt'd w p dhBr vdis Bn skraskt Bgen, Bn
5 Bn dh<? IfiftBd Ap dhBR vA't's, Bn w<?<?pBd BgiBn, Bn

1 :orpa kest er g^d madher,
2 :orpa kest ar gjyd mydhBr,
3 :orpe kest ar gwid im'dher,
4 :AArpB kst Br mw dhBr-m-lAA,
5 :ARpB kiisT BR

bat
an gj^d awAA, bat

bet

hq bei)er.
2 :ruth haq t^)ar.
3 rruth

4 ir^'uth W q t^e'u

5

fV)ar.

15.

16.

goodz ;

goodz,

1 en sh0 s^d :
"

sei, ir g^d sester)z g^'n aw^
2 an shy sed : "lak-sii, jar gjyd syster hyz gjen awAA
3 yn shi s^d :

u
luk, jn* gwid sester bys gj^'n

4 Bn 'u sed: "
sf)dh, dh se'stBr-in-lAA)z gon

5 Bn aR ZES: "l^k)!, zii, E'W dhi za x

stBRLAA)z Bg^

1 biem t^)er ee^n fw'k, en t^)er
2 b^k fe)er fok, an t*)er
3 bak t'l)er ee

ln fok, yn t'l er

4 bak tB Br oon kw ntn fooks Bn Br oon godz;
5 bak tyx

BR voks, Bn tji BR gAdz ;

1 g' wee
t

ja'u t^s aefter)ir ggd sester."

2 gjaeq juu awAA ^:ftr)ar.
3 gJEq ii bak eftr)er.
4 goo dhe wiiz bak Bgen af tBr dbe s'stBr-m-lAA."

5

1
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ever 'ii gtfq aa)\ gq, en

2 kwhar yver juu gjseq aa)l gjaeq, on kwh^r juu

3 faar ii gjsq aa)l gJEq tii', yn faar ii

4 wziw Joo gon a*)l goo, en wzier joo

5 wira;a'vBR Jji dB gwj aa)L g^ tyy^ ^n waR jyx
de

Juur fw'k)'l bei m0 fw'k en

Jimr fok al bii maa' fok an

Juur fok)'l bii maa* fok yn
Joor fooks)s'n be mdi fooks, n

00)1
2 ba'id aa)l ba'id;

3 baVd aa')l ba''d
;

4 lodj'n, ai lodj ;

aa)L lAdi tjjl ;
J^BR voksjsh^l bii ma1

! voks,
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1 w00)r, sha gae our spi'kin tel)er.
2 wyy ar, shy Isft af spik'n tee)er.

3 wii)er, dhen shi g]e aVa'r spi-k'n t'l er abut et.

4 wedh Br, dhen ce'n gen oor tAAken tce'n Br.

5 g?! lAA.q)w00)BE, dhoo BE Lsef oof sp<?0kin ty:
BE

19. 1 see'' dhe twe'e'sam ge'd, t'l dhe k<nn te ibaethlem,
2 S00 1 dhe twAA gj^d on, tEl dhe km te :bEthlam,
3 s^ 1

dh<? gj*?^ on dhege'dher, t'l dh0 kam iy :bd;hlem,
4 soo dhe went'n b^'u^th on Bin tBgjedher ten dhe ko?'umin

5 zoo dhe tyj^ w^nt BLAAq, gm dh^ kAAm te :bsethleBm,

1 en k^'han dhe wan te rbaethlem, kw;ht bat
2 an kwhan dhe wan te :bEthlam,
3 yn fyn dhe kam ty :bethlem,
4 te :bethb*Bm. Bn soo it ko/um Bba'wt BZ wen dh*

5 Bn Bt apt in)s dh^ WBZ BkAAm te :baethleB-m, dhBt

1 dhe hiel tun waz en)e stiir abut dhem
;
en kwa

2 dhe h^1
! tun waz en)a stiir abut dhem; en dhe sed te

3 dhe h^ 1
! tun wyz yn)a stiir abut dhem; yn dhe sed

4 kw m'n te :bethlBm, dhBr WBZ B star e')dh tain BbaYt

5 dhB wool sa'ti WBZ BZAAt Ap BbE'wd)Bm, Bn dh0

1 "ez dhes m^oo'mi, theqk we? n

2 jen anydher,
u es dh^t :naoo-m<??"

3 "kyn dhes bi :n^o'o-mi?"

4 Bm, Bn fooks WBn siijen :

il
iz dhs

5 "a !z dha^hja'E

20. 1 en
2 an
3 yn shi

4 Bn ce'n

5 Bn

s0z te dhem :

"
de)na kaa mei :

s0d ty dhem: u
de)na kAA mii :

sed ty dhem: "de)n<9 kaa mii :

sed . tce'n Bm :

" dw )nB kAA me
aE ZED ty)Bm

u
doo)n)i kjaal mi :n<9oo-maV,

2 byt kAA)me
3 k)my
4 kAA me
5 kjaal mi :niE

/

BrB,

for dhe :alme*kjhti hez

far dhe :alme'khte has

far wil^wa'e't dhe :alme'khte* hyz
fer :god :AAmaete BZ

kaz dh) l

1 de'lt w^)me vaere beterle.

2 delt we)me ga'e an beterle.

3 dclt wy)my beterle ynjukh.
4 delt vere' beter we* me*.

5 BdE'Bled taEBb'l ba^B

[
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21. 1 aa g^d ut fa'u en dlie :loord hez *brokwht

2 aa gjed ut fuu, en dhe iloord hez braq
3 aa g]Vd ut fuu, yn dhe :loord)z brokht

4 a went aYt fw l, vn. dh-e :lAArd)z bro'ut

5 a4 w0<?nt E'wt v^l Bn wool VIL dhB ilA'-BEC^dh 'Bbraat

1 me hiem t0m : ha'u wad i

2 mi h0m egj^n tym : kwhat wa'i wad j

3 my helm tyym : fuu kaa m
4 im worn 'Bgen emp*. wot)n si kAA m
5 mi A'm giBn ^mpti eend^d : waV)d)i kjaal mi

1 :noo'mi,
2 naoo'me dhyn,
3 :n<9oo-me,

4 m^joo'ma* for, k'Bnsrd'crm

5 in^oo-ma 1

* dha3n? VAAE, i

sen dhe rloord hez

syn dhe rloord hyz
sen dhe :loord)z

:lAArd)z genai dh^
zii E'W dh^

1 watnest
2 tEstifwt

3 watnest
4 wt'ns
5 BtaBstifaVd

og/'n me, en dhe

ogj^nst nw, en dhe

my, yn dhe

mf, Bn

:almekjhti hez gin
:alme'kht hoz bin

:alme -khti hyz bin

:god

mi, ran dh) ;AALmaH'ti)th

1 me s^r trab'l."

2 s^'r on m?*'
3 S0

1 s^r apo-)m*?"
4 a-meld [=' ill-treated, abused, overworked,' Glossary'] mi.
5 -enE-ktBd mi.

22. 1 s*Y'

2 s^1

3 s^e
1

4 ran soo

5 zoo

\neoo-mi

'.Tteejoo'mdi

hiem,

kam h0'm,
k^'um bak,

bak,

en
on

-en

dhe
:ruth dhe
:ruth dhe

1 imooabe'iites, her g^d dok^hter
2 imooaba'ites, or gjyd dookhter ol*q
3 :mooob la's, her gwid dAAther wii)er,
4 rmoo-eb ww

pm^n, i?r da'uter-m-lAA wt'dh ^
5 rmoo'^ba^'-tis, aE DaaETBELAA lAq w^eE,

1 *her et

2 -h
v
or ot

3 -her yt
4 ar wot
5 WAt

kam

kam

ut e dhe k^ntri o :moob;
ut a dhe kyntrah o :moob

;

fi dhe kwmtr^ 1

y :moob;
bak ait B)th
bak' E7

wt o dhB
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1 en kwhsn. dhe k#m te ibsethlem, et waz rabut

2 on kwhan dh.0 k#m te :bEthlom et waz niir baa'

3 yn dhe kam t'l :b0thlem 'n

4 ran dhfl ka'um te :bethl^m d_p st i3t)th fost

5 BH dhe kAm te rbaethleVm ds te

1 dhe fww'r send o dhe b#0rli hasrst.

2 dhe foor EEn a dhe baarb h^rst.
3 dhe bige-nen Q dhe baarb' h^'rst.
4 staart e)th baarh' aarvest.

5 dho bigii-nin 13 baaBii

D 33. = SL. = South Lowland = Dr. Murray's Southern

Counties.

Boundary, Begin on the Tweed by Carham near Coldstream on the nw. angle
of Nb. Follow the Tweed by Kelso, Ex., and Melrose, to a spot about 2 s.

Inverleithen, Pb. Then turn sw. along Quair Water to n. of St. Mary's
Loch, Se. Continue along the border of Pb. and Lk. to Queensberry Hill, Df.,
at the s. of Lk. Then go s. and se. to e. of Dumfries, to Caerlaverock on the

Solway Frith. Continue along the s. coast of Df., to join the s.L. line 10

(p. 21), and continue along that line to the starting-place, Carham.
The s. boundary here differs from that assigned by Dr. Murray, which at

Gretna, Df., turns n., and goes w. of Langholm, Df., when it turns e. along
the Cheviots to Peel Fell, and then crosses into Nb. almost as far as Otterburn,
Nb., whence it turns n. to the Cheviot Hill itself, and then follows the Nb. b.

to Carham. The part of D 33 which is thus excluded by Dr. M. as part of

England lying between his s. b. and mine, I will distinguish as Var. i, the rest

of the district being Var. ii. Dr. Murray's exclusion of V. i makes Canobie

(6 s. Langholm), and Liddesdale, together with Bewcastle to Longtown, Cu.,

English and not L. It seems that the inhabitants regard these s. parts as

English in character, just as the speech about Carlisle and Brampton, Cu., is

called Scotch by the natives. Both conceptions are incorrect as will be seen.

To keep my division distinct from Dr. M.'s, I have, as just stated, erected two

varieties, his English L. being V. i, and his Scotch L. being V. ii. But so

far as I have been able to obtain information, there seems to be no real difference

in speech between these two varieties.

Area. In England a strip of the n. of Cu. and the n. slopes of

the Cheviots. In Scotland, Ex., Se. and e. and m. Df. Or, as

Dr. M. expresses it (DSS. p. 80),
" the dales of the Teviot, the

Esk, and the Anna, the Ettrick and the Yarrow," to which I add
that of the Liddle, which he excludes. The n. b. separating D 33
from D 34 is indistinct. The w. b. dividing Df. is very sharp.

Authorities. Dr. J. A. H. Murray's "The Dialect of the Southern Counties
of Scotland," 1873 (abbreviated to DSS.), with the pron. in systematic spelling
or palaeotype, is the principal authority, and he has given me much additional

information by word of mouth. This is one of the very few books which conveys
trustworthy accounts of pron.

Mr. A. Melville Bell's Visible Speech contains several sentences in this dialect,
dictated by Dr. M., and afterwards transliterated into pal. by me, and corrected

for this work by Mr. A. Melville Bell, his son, Prof. A. Graham Bell (now of

telephonic celebrity), and Dr. Murray, by word of mouth in conclave, 13 June,
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710 THE SOUTH LOWLAND. [D 33.

1868. Similar sentences from other dialects inserted in Visible Speech were

corrected in the same way by the same persons, at the same time, and will be

referred to hereafter.

See also the Alphabetical County Lists for Scotland, under the following

names, where * means w. per AJE., } per JGG., || per Dr. Murray, io.

Cu. % Bewcastle to Longtown, Longtown.
8e. J Selkirk town.

Rx.
|| Hawick, J Liddlesdale Head, J Eoxburgh town, J Teviotdale Head,

* Yetholm.

Characters. The vowel system is described by Dr. M. in DSS.

pp. 103-117. See Introd. to Hawick cs., p. 682. He considers it

to be (li, 2f, 3', 4e, 5e, 6ae, 7 a, 83:, 90, 10w', llu, 120), and

those are the vowel signs which are used in his Hawick cs.

[except that in the cs. (i\, u\) are used for (&', ')], the Ruth

chap, i., and the cwl., p. 716. In unaccented syllables, however, he

employs (a), for which in the cwl. (13)
has been used. This analysis

is rather rough, and he has supplemented it by additional observa-

tions, here abstracted. The vowels are generally medial in length,
and should therefore be written (i

i
z") etc., as in the Hawick cs.,

but this grave accent is generally dispensed with. Occasionally

they are long, and are then much longer than in English, and

should be written (ii, ti) etc., but this grave accent indicating
the drawl is also usually omitted.

1.
(i),

the pure Fr. and It. sound, even when short (medial) in closed syllables,
in which case it sounds as

(ii)
to an English ear. Stopped and medial in length

(sik, fit, dip, lin, fist) seek, feet, deep, lean, feast, before voiceless consonants

and
(1, m, n). Brief, and generally really short, in prefixes, as (biltrq, dimrn,

rige'rd) belong, demean, regard. Long, when final accented, as (wii, ii) wee,

ye, or before (r, z, dh, v), as (wiir, liiz, miidhz, diiv, weir, leeze, meethes, deeve

(in Dr. M.'s spelling). The medial
(i)

case is the only one which offers difficulty
to an Englishman. It seems also to occur final, see

(i)
.

2. (), Dr. M., in deference to the opinions of Mr. Melville Bell and myself,
admits

(i)
in final accented syllables, but Dr. M. himself inclines to (i)

in such

cases. I think in my own case the
(i)

arose from a misapprehension, and a

confusion of D 33 with D 34. JGG. used (i
1

)
in such cases for D 33, which is

practically not easily separable from
(i). If this latter view is correct, (i}

does

not exist in D 33, except as part of the next vowel.
3. ('), this is a decided fracture, the same as (m) in D 30, but the second

element is far more fugitive in D 33, and hence I reduce it to (')
in writing.

The fracture is so rapidly pron. that the
(')

is scarcely heard in closed syllables
as beat (bi't), so that the effect is almost like

(
el

)
At Liddlesdale Head JGG,

used
(nty,

eel

v, ,), and finally (^e )
for this fracture. I had often great

difficulty in separating the sound from (ii lt
eel

)
in Dr. M.'s own pron. At the

beginning of a word the
(i') develops into (iv, ?e, ia'), the latter being more

recent forms, as (i'n, jen) one, written ane. D 33 differentiates many words as

(i, i'), thus (mil, mi'l) meal flour, and meal repast ; (sin, si'n) seen, scene, (hil,

hil) heel, heal, (bit, bt't) beet, beat, (fit, ft't) feet, feat.

4.
(e), this is rather (e) to my ear, Dr. M. considers it an opener sound than

Fr. e. It is perfectly simple and has no tendency to fall into (ee
1

]}
with a vanish,

as in English. It occurs both long and stopped (medial) in D 33, as (weer, bmlh,
vree

; w<?t, t<?l) were, bathe, way ;
wait tail, these last two words being quite

different from Engl. wet, tell.

5. (e). Here there is considerable difficulty. The sound is not (E), but
Dr. M. considers it to be the received (e) as used in London (net, men) as

distinguished from (nut, niEn). It is at any rate a degradation of
(i), passing

to
(i, i

lf e 1

), and as I heard it in L. fill pit was rather (fe
1
! pe>t) than (fel pet).

But then Dr. M. identifies it when final unaccented with (B) ;
"in emphasizing
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D 33.] THE SOUTH LOWLAND. 711

and prolonging the final vowel in such words as America, dynna, weido"
America, do not, widow, "the sound I hear," says he, "is the same as that in

hyll, bynd," where he uses y for this sound. I must own that his pron. did not

strike my ear in the same way. To Dr. M. also the (a, ah) or (a
1

)
are all

' ' so

near when brief and unaccented that it is difficult to distinguish them." This
vowel replaces written i frequently, written y in old books, and it seems the

beginning of an obscuration of i which is more developed in D 39, where it will

be specially considered; it occasionally sounded to me as
(i, e, a, a). After

(w) this sound regularly develops (a), as (wal, wat, wan, kwhan) will, wit, win,
whin.

6. (se),
here again when I heard Dr. M. pron. I did not recognise my own (93),

or any trace of that quality. I rather heard (E, EJ), or a very deep form of (E).
The quality of sound seems to belong to my men as different from my man. But
I have judged it right to retain Dr. M.'s (ae).

7. (a) is the deeper French form of a, it is decidedly broader than (a), and is

sometimes identified with German (a) in Mann. It is constantly confused with

(o) by Londoners, who hear (man) as (mon) and write it mon, which conveys the

very different sound (mon) to L. ears.

8. (a). This occurs only as a stopped vowel, it is the deep form common in

England, but sometimes appears to be somewhat higher (a
1

)
.

9. (o). This is fully identified with Italian o aperto by Dr. Murray; it is

always pure, and never vanished into (oo\v).
10. (u

1

}. This is another- fracture, of which the first element seems to be

rather (u^, while the second is as hurried and obscure, as in the third vowel

(i'). The result is very like Italian o chiuso, a sort of (oo
1

)
or (uuh). It dis-

tinguishes pairs of words in L., as (boor, b^'r), boar, bore, (room, rrw'm)

roam, Rome.
11. (u). The long and short (medial) forms have the same quality in L., where

(u) is never heard. Compare English pool, Fr. powle, Eng. pwll (puul, pul, pwl),
but as the L. makes the vowel rather medial in length, it seems to an Englishman
to have no short (u) at all. And certainly Scotch writers on English pron. (as

the late Prof. Clarke, of Aberdeen) do not use a mark to differentiate either the

length or quality of the vowels in foot, food (iut, fuud).
12. (9}. This identification did not seem quite correct to my ears, and (yj) or

(<?')
seemed nearer, but

(<?)
will be retained. This replacement of 0' in L. varies

much in the different dialects, ranging from
(i) to (oe) or deeper.

The diphthongs in D 33 are heard by Dr. M. with final
(i, u) and not

(i, u) as

in England, doubtless from the absence of these vowels. He recognises the

following forms.

The
(i)

series: 1. (ei) nearly (e'i), and hence resembling the vanishing
received a. 2. (ei) having the vowel No. 5 for the first element, so that the

distinction
(ei, ei) is delicate

;
this is however common. 3.

(ae'i)
is rare except

in contractions (hae'i, mse'i) have you, may you. 4. (i), the regular "broad ,"
as distinguished from (ei), the "thin i." 6. (6i), distinct from Engl. (o', A'i).

The (u) series: 1. (6u). 2. (a'u). 3. (u). 4. (ae'u) occurring in (mae'u) to

mew. 5. (*'u).

Of the consonants only h, ch, r need be noticed. The aspirate is never omitted,

except, as almost universally, in it, but even here it is found occasionally in

D 39, 40, aud regularly in D 41. In one word us, when emphatic, it is inserted

as (haz). This also happens in the N. div.

The guttural (kh) appears in three forms (kh, kjh, kwh), but does not follow

the usual German rule. Thus :

1. faugh ! ugh ! = (fikh, hukh).
2. high, eight =(hekjh, aekjht).
3. laugh, lock, rough, laughed, low, dough = (\dkivh, lokwh, rakish, bkwh,

lii'ktdi, du'kwh).
and (ku?h) frequently occurs initial. In ML. dialects, D 34 to 37, (kjh, kwh)

pear not to occur.

The .trill of r is always strong, whether before or not before a vowel, but

a sound of (B) is generally developed before the (r) in the latter case, which,

however, Dr. M. does not write in.
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The general characters of the D 33 are these :

A- = (') as (m'm, t*'l) name, tale, as in D 30, p. 496.

A: = (a) as (land) land, peculiar.

A' frequently
= (') as (t*

7

, t*'d) toe, toad, as in D 30.

E'-, EO'- = (ei), this is also frequent in N. div.

I generally (i), or at most
(*'

!

).

I
7 =

(di) when open accented, or before voiced consonants, otherwise

generally (ei) or perhaps (E'I).

=
(w') frequently, especially before (r), the (') being slightly

heard, but also often (o).

0' frequently (0),
occ. (oo).

U: regularly (a), even in cases when (u) is heard in rec. sp. as

(M) full.

TJ' when final and open is regularly (s'u), which is a special

feature in D 33
;

it is occ. met with in D 32, Y vi
;
but

when a consonant follows, it is (u), as a brown cow=(i3
brun ka'u), and never (VO-

It is by all these characters together that D 33 must be defined,

and comparing the subsequent Liddlesdale Head cwl. with Dr.

Murray's, it will be found that they both agree in these characters.

The essential characters which distinguish the L. from K are

the regular use of (a) for II, the regular use of (uu, u) for II'

before a consonant, and absence of (i^u, ehi) from TJ' words, the

regular use of the guttural (kh), the strong trill of the (r).

The difference of D 33 from D 34 is shewn by the fractures

(*'', w')> the e of (ei), which JGG. writes (eii), for E' EO', and

of (a'u) for TJ' when final, and the three forms of the guttural

(kh, kjh,

TREATMENT OF UNACCENTED SYLLABLES.

The examples given by Dr. M., DSS. p. 135, are here transcribed in his order

and groups without comment.

1. (viizeb'l, fii'z'eb'l) visible, feasible; (^bHeti) ability.
2. (stamek, m^zik) stomach, music.
3. (peres, ;forbi3s, notis, hagis) palace, Forbes, notice, haggis ; (paltes) poultice.
4. (prii'l^si, poresi, fraresi) prelacy, policy, phrenesy.
5. (manidj, mmj, kolidj) manage, marriage, college ; (kabitj, poriti) cabbage,

porridge ; (bondidpr) bondager.
6. (lurren, saertim, b0aren, gerten, rletin, s^qin, berin) hallan [a screen],

certain, baron, garter, Latin, singing, being [as verbal noun] ; (h^me-n^ti,

devinijti) humanity, divinity ; (nw-tuni, h<rrmBni) mutiny, harmony ; (gerdin,

tjeldrin, lenin, ulin, flanin) garden, children, linen, woollen, flannel
; (seten,

b'eren, kam^n) sitting, being, coming [as participle] ; (w'ret'n, sfed'n, had'n,

op'n, w^k'n, kwheit'n) written, stooden, holden, open, weaken, whiten.
7. (ourans, empidcns, sapiens) owerance [

=
superiority], impudence, sapience.

8.
(kalent, paarsnt) callant, parent.

9. (-ur) -ar, -yr; (m) -ary, -ery, -ory; (hesteri) history.
10. (ka'uurd, geizBrt) coward, guisart.
11. old (im'rit, idjak^bit) merit, Jacobite; new (pupet, vomet, rabtjt, hserm^t)

pulpit, vomit, rabbit, hermit.
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12. (fedliBr, ralliBr, kuntBs, w^kBst) father, rather, countess, weakest.

13. (muthfB, thokwhtfB) mouthful, thoughtful.
14. old (taerufi), new (taerifei) or (-fei) terrify.
15. old (man;hid, mmlenjhid) manhood, maidenhead; new often (-h<?d).

16. older (rapid) rapid; newer (viivud, tipBd) vivid, tepid.
17. (ws'krif, kaaldrif) wakerife [= watchful], cauldrife [

= causing the sensation

of cold, cool = indifferent].
18. (konwniBn) communion.
19. (perish, finish) parish, finish.

20. (ol'iv) olive.

21. accented (baptii'z, siivBlirz, eksersirz) haptise, civilise, to exercise; un-
accented (rksBrsiz) an exercise sb.

22. new (tetfb'l, han'l, mor'l, bar'l, diiv'l dil) table, handle, moral, barrel,
devil deil; old with (-!).

23. (thoulBs) thowless [= inactive].
24. (fe-tlenth) foot-length.
25. purposely accented (tr<?'u-li) truly; unaccented (-li).

26. (-men) both -man and -men.

27. (dpdjniBnt) judgment.
28. (herniBni, #-grima-ni) harmony, agrimony.
29. (hmmrast, hennrest) boonmost [

= above most, uppermost], hindmost.

30. (switnBs) sweetness.

31. (aarwss) almous = alms; (-IBS) -ious, -eous gen. but (rekjhtwBS, pituBS

pitwBs) righteous, piteous.
32. (frindshBp) friendship ;

old retained (ha-ziskep, eerskeip) housewifeship,

heirship.
33. (disii-ziv) decisive, and so often (-ziv) for -swe.

34. (ti?iBrsam, -s^m) tiresome.

35. old (:gala<rsb.Bnz) Galatians; new (neeshun, neesbvmel) nation, national;

(-ffsheii, -iizhen, -oozh^n, ^zh^n) -assion, -ession, -ition, -otion, -ution, but

(ok^sh^n, tranzishsn) occasion, transition
; (peeshisnz) patience.

36. (prashiBS, glooriBs) precious, glorious ; (-tres, -dji^s) -teous, -geous,

-gious, as (plmtiBS, prodidjiBs) plenteous, prodigious.
37. (ofishiBl, parshia-lBti) official, partiality.
38. (kanti, kantBli) canty [= cheerful], cantily ;

old remaining (buntBth,

p^rtBth, d^ntBth) bounty, poverty, dainty.
39. (n^tBr, leezvr, mezBr) nature, leisure, measure.

40. (dunwBrt) downward.
41. (le'ikwBZ lekwBZ, seidwBz) likewise, sidewise.

Illustrations.

1. Newcastle cs., in the 8 interlinear cs. in the introduction to

the L. div., No. 1, pp. 682, 684.

2. Hawick cs., in the same 8 cs., No. 2, pp. 682, 684.

3. Teviotdale version of Ruth, chap, i., in the 5 versions of this

chap, in the introduction to L. div., No. 1, p. 698.

4. Mr. A. Melville Bell's sentences as written in his Visible

Speech, and corrected in the manner already detailed, see bottom
of p. 709. These sentences are given on the next page.

5. Dr. Murray's arrangement of the Scotch Hundredth Psalm,

p. 715.

6. Dr. Murray's wl. from his DSS. rearranged as a cwl. and

augmented by many new words supplied by himself, p. 716.

7. JGG.'s Liddlesdale cwl., shewing the essential similarity
between V i and Y ii, p. 721.
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MELVILLE BELL'S TEVIOTDALE SENTENCES AS CORRECTED,

p. 713, No. 4.

1. dhis beernz waz laakwhan
an skraakwhan a ma'q dh^ saakwhs
dun e)dhe haakwh.

2. dhe)r tekwh saakwhs grouan

3. whet er i oond am ? ejm
oond am nokwht.

4. hei \&kwh ut dhi? In'kwh door-

hid.

5. hae i en^kwh V dVke#h.
6. 00 whou, beernz, et)s a1

rakwh nekjht. ha'u dhe wand)z
sa'ukwlian e)dhB tpmle hid.

7. hei)l bei our dhB now na'u

8. ja'u ^n meijl gq our dire

deik TSIL pa'u ^ pei.
9. kam ta mei a)dh^ manth is

10. pa'u ir tjei'r foret te dh^
fei'r.

11. az ir feedlrer i?t Mem dh^

hield^loq?
12. hei g*'d te dhs w'ra]

q seid

B dh^ ge't fer dhu w'rekjht's
shop.

13. elka bl'd ^ gaers kee^s
ats ee'n drop ^ d?'u.

14. mii' beernz ^n m^r te gii

15. ii)v en/u a putjez, ef ii)d
te fel dh^m.

16. dhi? waekjht garz dh^ streq
heq straskjht.

17. dh^ kat mae'wz Bn dhB ketlen
wae'wz.

18. uur :kerst wvz waeslren t?t

dhr? waeshm B dire blaqkets.

19. kw?h<?^r)i gacm. ?

20. v d?l mark nekjht im nn'

1. The bairns were laughing
and scratching among the willows
down in the haugh [=meadow].

2. There are tough willows grow-
ing in the Reugh Heugh Haugh
[name of a meadow near Hawick].

3. "What are you owing him ? I'm

owing him nought.

4. He laughed at the low door-
head [= lintel].

5. Have you enough of dough ?

6. Ah woe ! bairns, it is a

rough night. How the wind is

soughing in the chimney head [=top].

7. He will be over the knoll now.

8. You and me [I] will go over the

dyke [wall] and pull a pea.

9. Come to me in the month of

May.
10. Pull your chair forward to the

fire.

11. Is your father at home the

whole day long ?

12. He went to the wrong side

of the gate [street] for the wright's

[carpenter's] shop.

13. Each blade of grass keeps

[
=
catches] its own drop of dew.

14. Mo [more pi.] bairns and more

[sg.] to give them.

15. You have enow [pi.] of

pouches if you'd enough [sg.] to

fill them.
16. The weight gars [makes] the

string hang straight.

17. The cat mews and the kitten

wews.

18. Our Christie was washing

[participle] at the washing [verbal

noun] of the blankets.

19. Where are you going ?

20. A sad \deuil, Fr.] mirky night
and no moon.
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THE SCOTCH HUNDREDTH PSALM

in Liturgical or Scotch English, Genuine SL., pron., and Vernacular SL.
From Dr. Murray's DSS., pp. 138-140.

This Scotch-English is mainly liturgical, or used for the language of the

Bible: "It is English read with a northern [or L.] conception of the southern

or received] vowels. As a specimen I [Dr. M.] give the Hundredth Psalm as

it was read in school and from the pulpit, within my own recollection, and may
still [1873] be heard in any cottage in Teviotdale." The versions are here

printed interlinearly, omitting the received English pron.

1. Liturgical Scotch-English.
2. SL. pron. of the word, leaving the English idioms.

3. Idiomatic SL. rendering, from DSS. p. 140, transliterated from Dr.

Murray's peculiar spelling.

1. 1 Liturgical. aa\ piip'l dh#t on aerth du dwael,
2 Local Pron. aa fw'k at on jerth dez dw#l,
3 Idiomatic. aa fw'k ot liivz [dw#lz, wonz] one dhB jerth,

1 siq tu dhra rloord with tjiirful vois
;

2 seq te dhG rlww'rd w& tjiirfe vois;
3 seq id dhB :lw'rd w? B tjiirfe vois

;

1 him sserv with merth, hiz pr^z forth tael,

2 hem saeaer w0 merth, hez pr^z farth tael,

3 sser em w0 merth, tael farth ez

1 kam ii bifoor him and ridjois.
2 kam ii Bfww'r em un ridjois.
3 kam ii efw'r em en ridjois.

2. 1 noo dhtft dh'B :loord is :good indi-d,

2 kaen 'Bt dh^ :lww'rd vz :good ^ndi'd,

3 keen ii dhB :lw'rd oz :good en trouth,

1 witha'ut a'ur &d hi d^d as

2 w^thnu't uur haelp hei dud BS mzuk;
3 hei nu'd as wathuu't ooni haelp o uurz

;

1 wi aai hiz flok, hi doth as fid,

2 wei er hez hers'l, hei dez BS fid,

3 wei)r hez hers'l, -Bt hei fidz,

1 aend foor hiz ship hi doth as

2 t?n foor hez ship hei dez 13 s tank.

3 en hei ti'ks i3s for ez ship.

3. 1 oo ! aenter dhaen hiz geets with pr^z,
2 oo ! kam en dh^n et 13Z jaeaets w& pr?<?z,

3 oo ! kam en, dh^n, at ez jaeaets
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1 t?pro-tj with djoi hiz korts antuu- !

2 g#q foret w0 djoi hBz kurts t9,

3 g#c[ fornt i9 ez koorts w0 djoi,

1 pr<?0z, laad, end bles hiz nem aalwee-z,

2 pr^z, laud, un bles vz nran
e'i,

3 e'i pra?z wa laud T?n bles ez nz'm,

1 for it iz simli soo tu duu.

2 for et ez f^nmt s*V te d0?.

3 for et)s farent ta d<?0 sb.

4. 1 for whai? dire :loord a'ur :good iz gud,
2 for kwhai ? dire :lww'rd uur :good ez g<>d,

3 kwhtft for? dhe :lw'rd uur rgood'z

1 hiz gudires iz for evrcr sh/ur,
2 Irez g^drres ez for evrar s>0r,

3 hez g^dnes ez s^^r for e'i,

1 hiz tr/uth at aal timz fermli stud,

2 hez tr^th 'et aa te'imz fermli sted,

3 hez tr^th st^d sekr?r Bt aa temz,

1 send shtfl from edj tu 0dj 'end^'ur !

2 'Bn s$l irse ii3uj vs

3 im et)'l laest frae i'dj t&

SOUTH LOWLAND cwl.

Hawick, Ex. This contains the words excerpted from Dr. Murray's Dialects

of S. Scotland, pp. 142-149, being the wl. there given, rearranged and placed in

order of the cwl., with many additions given to me by Dr. Murray. All words

in Dr. Murray's list belonging to "Central Scotch" are given in a separate cwl.

under D 34. All Dr. M.'s indications of pron. are transliterated into pal. As
this was not constructed from my original wl., many words are omitted, and large
additions are made, especially in the English and Romance sections. In this list

I have used (B) instead of (a) for the unaccented "obscure" vowel. The medial

length has not generally been marked, all vowels marked short should probably
be read as medial.

i. WESSEX AND NOBSE.

A- -- tt'n [taken].
-- krasd'l [cradle]. wd'l [saddle]. 8 luev. 10

haakw-h [a haugh or low lying enclosure], \llaa. 19 tz'l. 25 im'n. /up

Tep [old people, (p) ape]. kepim [capon]. 28 her. fer [fare]. W(?r

[ware]. 32 b*dh. 33 rcdlrer [emphatic (ree-)]. 34 last.

A: krn [crane]. baand [band]. 43 hand. 44 laand. strand

[stand]. geewsr [gander]. 50 taqz [old], teqz [new]. maq^r [monger]
51 man. erk [an ark]. 55 as. 56 waesh.

A: or 0: 60 kq. 61 amaq. 62 straq. 63 thraq. 65 saq. 66 thw^q,
whq [old], wlu?q wheeq wheiq [new].

A'- 67 gi'.
-- sit' [a sloe]. 70 ti'. 71 wi'. 72 k^-hi'. 73 si'. 74

tw*'. krook [croak]. 75 strook. 76 ti'd. 77 Iw'rd. 78 a'uun. 79
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dann aan [later (een)~\. poop [pope], 84 meer. 85 seer. son' [sorry].
roor [roar]. uuz [ooze]. 92 k'naa. 93 snaa. 94 kraa. 95 thraa.

96 saa. blaa'n [blown]. maa'n [mown]. 100 saa'n. l^vrek

[the lark, bird].
A': 104 rood. 105 red. 106 bri'd. laedi [lady]. groov [grove].
dnw'v [a drove]. 108 deekjh di'kwh. 109 laa leekh li'kwh. 113 hi'l.

pol [pole]. fi'm [foam]. loom [loam]. 117 i'n jEn. 118 bi'n.

hw'n [hone]. 122 i. m'n, ii. nf . shen [shone]. 124 sti'n. 126 oor.

boor [a boar]. garUk [garlic]. 129 gi'st. reez [rose, pt.].
blaster [bluster], 135 kli'th. - raa rou [a row or rank]. 136 ii. or.

M- 138 fedhw. -- IffidhOT [ladder],
-- blaedher [bladder]. 144 agi'n.

148 for. ant [an ant]. 149 bliiz. 150 list. 152 w<?ter.

-33: wi'k'n we 1 - waa- [waken], 156 glaeaed. aedher [adder].
haed [had],

-

gaedher [gather]. 168 sefter. 159 ha3z. 160 seg. 161 dee.

slekjht [sleight]. haelth [health]. 169 kwhan. -

ep'l [apple]. 171
barli. 172 gaers graes. list [lest]. 174 aesh. laes [less]. glass

[glass]. fees'n [fasten]. kert
[cart].

M'- 182 sei [(sii-shoor) sea-shore]. blitj [bleach]. 185 rid. 187
liiv. 189 wei. 191 ht'l. 192 min. lin [lean]. wapen [weapon],

tiiz [tease], tiiz'l [teasle].
M': spraed [spread, pt.]. 206 raed. 210 klei. 211 gree. 213 ^dhw.

214 nedher. fo'ud [feud], 216 di'l. im'l [meal, food], 222 her.

223 dhii'r. 224 kwheer. - Ia3st [to last], 227 wit [v. and sb.], wot [adj],
229 breth. slooth [sloth]. w'reethTwrath].
E- 232 brek. 233 spik. brsekfest [breakfast], 234 naad, [older form

(k'nsed)].
- traad [to tread], wadh^r [weather]. 235 wttv. hevi

[heavy], 239 sel, 243 plee. 244 wil. 245 mil. 247 wi'n. biir [to

bear], piir [a pear]. tiir [to tear]. 248 mir. 249 wiir. *weezel

[weasel].
- it [to eat]. bit [beet]. fasdhw [feather]. 254 Letter.

E: -
w'ratj [wretch]. wab wob [web]. 256 strik [stretch]. hiiv

[to heave]. 259 wadi. 260 lee. 261 see. baad [bed]. bid [a bead].- wad wadin [to wed, a wedding]. 262 wei. w^lkum [welcome]. fild

E

field], sffil [to sell],
wal [a well] hgem [a hem]. w'rensh

wrench]. kwmsh [quench]. 278 wensh. seend [send], paan [a

pen]. 284 thrash. - wast [west]. sset'l [settle]. 288 last. ba3st

[best]. E'- 290 hei. 292 mei. 293 wei. sik [to seek]. 301 Mir.

E': 305 heikjh hei ha'i, [(hii) in (hiilant) highland], 306 heikjht. sin

[seen, pp.], 312 hiir. - - briir [a briar], 313 haerk. 316 nikst nist.

EA- - - haak [hawk]. 320 k?r. nene [narrow]. EA: dj6wl

[jowl]. 322 lak^h. 324 ffikjht. lakwhter [laughter]. 325 waak. 327
bald. 328 kaald. 329 faald. 330 haald. 331 saald [(weld) selled], 332
taald [(tseld) telledl. -

hapni [halfpenny], 337 wa. 338 kaa. maat

Smalt].

saat [salt], b/erd [beard], maerk [mark]. spasrk

spark], 340 j^rd. hard [hard]. werd [a ward]. 342 erm. herni

harm]. 343 warm. swerm [swarm], fern [fern], sherp [sharp].
-

w<?rp [warp].
- sera. [yarn]. w<?rn [warn]. 345 daar. p^rk

[park], shaa [to shew]. eks [an axe].
EA'- 347 hid. 348 ei. Adi [to dye]. daiur [dyer], 349 fo'u.

EA': 350 did. 351 lid. 352 rid. 355 dif. 356 lif. -- tea. [tie]. 357
thoo. --

hip [heap]. lous [loose]. 366 gret. 367 thri't. 368 di'th.

369 slaa. EI- 372 83'i. 375 rez. 376 bet. EI: 378 w^k. 379 hd.
380 dhem. 382 dhm-.
EO- -- taer [tar], 387 n^'u. EO: jook [yoke], wik [candle

wick], 389 J6uk. 390 s*d. 395 jaq. daerk [dark], 396 wark. baerk

[to bark]. 397 sw'rd. kaarv [carve], 398 staerv. faerm [farm],
tur'l [earl], kerl [churl]. 402 hern. 403 faer. 404 staer. shw'rt

[short]. haert [heart]. snwert [to smart], 405 haerth. 406 m-th.

407 f3rdin. straa [to strew],
EO'- 409 bei. k'nei [knee], frei [free], trei [tree], flei

[to flee and fly], 415 lei. j<?l [yule]. 416 i. ii. diir. tjoiz [to choose],- friiz [to freeze]. siidh [to seethe]. r*'u [to rue]. 420 four.
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EO': 422 sik [sick].
-- krud [crowd]. thif [thief]. 423 thei. 426

fsekjht. 427 bei. 429 fint. 430 frind. 432 f6urt. 433 brist. 434 bi't.

435 ja'u. trou [to trow]. 437 teAith. EY- 438 dei.

I. sta3rn [stern]. 447 her [neither (hBr) nor (har)]. jes [yes].

449getgi't. 1: 455 la'i. -- rned'l [middle], 458 neikjht. 459 reikjht.

460 wa3kjht. skil [skill].
-

geld [to guild]. 469 wal [to will].

suum [to swim] steqk [stink]. sweqk [swink]. 473 blend. 475

wand. wand [window]. 476 bend. 477 fend. 478 grend. hent

[hind]. a-hent [behind]. kern [to churn]. ren [run], raesh

[a rush, plant]. 485 thres'l. 488 jet. br<? [bree broth].
- set [sit].

wat [wit]. watnes [witness].
I'- 490 bai [of place], bei [of agency]. 491 seikjh sai. sta'i [sty].

pap. 497 mz. 498 w'mt. I': 500 lek [(lekli) likely]. 502 Mv.
505 waf wavz. 506 waman. hei [hay]. 508 mal. mm. 511

wan. bladh. 517 Ja'u.

0- brok'n [broken]. 518 bw'di [(b^'dis) bodice, properly pi.]. m
[oven]. 520 b6u. stt'l [sole of foot]. 522 w'p'n. 523 hw'p.

-
papi

[poppy]. fWr [fore]. bzm'r [to bore]. tw'rn [torn]. sm^'r

[to snore]. b rn [bom]. shw'rn [shorn]. forlw'rn [forlorn].
524 wor'ld warld. hooz [hose]. kVt [cot]. rot'n [rotten].

smc?r [smother].
0: trokwh [trough]. 527 bokwt. 528 thokwht. 529 broktdit. 531

dokt^hter. 532 kuu'L 533 dal. 535 fVk. 536 guuld. 538 wald wad.
k'n6u [knoll]. tol [toll]. 542 bolt. kout [colt]. 544 dhan.

sw'p [sop]. 546 for. goor [gore]. 548 ford. 549 h^rd. 550 ward.

bore [borrow], sore [sorrow]. 551 stw'rm. 552 ki^'rn. 553 hw'rn.

nm'rn [morn]. thw'rn [thorn]. pw'rt [port]. nw'rth [north].
frw'st [forst]. boks [box]. foks [fox]. post [post]. bodem

[bottom].
0'- 555 sh^. 556 to. fod^r [fodder]. 559 madber. uu [to woo].

ge>m [gum of teeth]. 562 m^n. manth [month]. 564 s^n. 566 adhw.
568 bradlrer. ^lou [to glow]. glour [to glower]. groun [groan].

fek. 571 g^d. 572 bbd. 573 fl^d. 575 sted.

i
[^

L [doom], buun [boon]
bw's'm [bosom]. 595 fet [in

569 tek. 570
koov fa cove of the sea|. 578 pkkwh [sb.], pb'u [vb.]. 579 amkwh [sg.],

584 stel. d<?m [doom]. buun
[boon].

an^'u [pi.]. floun [flown].
586 du. 587 d?n. 590 fkr. 592
some dialects (fat)]. stou [a stow or store place].
U- 599 ab?-n. wad [wood]. kam.600 bv. 602 sa'u. 603

maqk [monk]. heni [honey]. 605 san. 606 for. net [nut].
U: snEb [to snub]. waf ulf [wolf]. 609 fal fa'u. pal [to pull].

610 ul. furer [a fuller], 612 sam. 612 hand hund. 615 pand. 616

grand. 617 sund. 618 wund. ban [bound]. 619 fand [pp.], fand [pt.].
620 gran [ground, pt.]. 621 wan. wander [wonder]. 625 taq.

- tan

[ton], 630 wan. brakwh [broch brough borough]. fer [fir]. 634
thrau thruu. marn [mourn],

U'- 640 ka'u. 643 na'u. 644 suk [to suck]. 646 ba'u. - thum

[thumb], 648 uur. plum [plum], 650 abut. 652 k?d. 653 bat.

U': klad [cloud], 657 brun. 660 buur. 663 bus. 665 mus. 667 ut.

Y- 673 mak'l. Y: 686 ba'i. r*th [ruth]. 688 b?ld [(b*lt) built].

gelt [guilt]. hel [hill]. kamli [comely]. 695 hserk'n. wari

[worry]. warm [worm]. 700 wars [(worst) worst]. 701 ferst. wart

[wort], kest [a chest]. Y'- 705 ska'i. - - held [hide],

[fourteen]. drip [drip]. Y': 709 fr. 712 mas.
fourtin

n. ENGLISH.

A. :izaa-k [Isaac]. :bel<m-m [Balaam]. :kenaa-n [Canaan], bab [babe],
rbab'l [Babel], k^bin [cabin]. d*b'l [dabble], ba-bi [baby], h^k [hack].
ka3a3k'l [cackle]. ieeVl tak'l [tackle],

' n r 41 ** * Vn_,i_-, ^,1

[daddle, a pinafore], p^d'l [paddle].

.

d^d'l

,

:i'dm [Adam], d^di [daddy]
[daddle, a pinafore]. p<?d'l [paddle], 717 djd. 718 trsed. IM'l [ladle].

n^g [a nag]. kra?g [a crag], d^g'l [daggle], h^g'l [haggle], weg'l [waggle].
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maak [maggot], plml [plaid], dreg'1 [draggle], vi'grait vagrant [vagrant]
rabrehaa'm [Abraham], bseld [bald]. :pad'n-:araa

-m [Padan-Aramj. glsen

ice], waand [wand]. mem^r [manure, formerly spelled 'mainer']. rpi'

Easter]. b^rd [bard], skser [scare], sserk [sark]. snarl [snarl].

[darn], nesti [nasty]. rsat'n ;saathim [Satan], pBta-tez [potatoes].
raiv'l [ravel], si'vin [savin or willow], km?z [craze].

E. trsed'1 [a treadle], waelth [wealth], pit [peat], brmlth [breathe].
heedhur [heather], endrver [endeavour], wait [welt]. ja?rk [yerk, jerk].
bles [bless], pset [pet].

I. and Y. varel [phial]. tra'rel [trial], weked [wicket], pai [pie], va'i

[vz'e]. wheg [whig], rig [rig], kwhim [whim], whan [whin], prin [pin],

weq [wing], whap [whip], kwhisht [whisht], wasp [wisp], dril [to drill].

split [split], spo'i [spy], pro'i [pry], troi [try], w'ra'i [wry].
0. ad^- [ado]. 761 la'd. sook [soak], room [roam], roon [roan], host

[boast], not [float], tokwher [tocher, dower], klok [clock], kod [cod].
sw'd [sod], socb [soda], sofe [sofa], bw'g [bog], kw'g [cog], flog [flog],

bw'g'l buug'l [bogle]. kok [coke]. b6u [boll of a plant], skoold [scold].
d*lft [doleful], gouf [golf], dol [doU]. pol [poll], strol [stroll], kw'lier

[collier], kron [crone], dra'n [drone], maqrel [mongrel], maqki [monkey].
want [wont], poum [pony], luup [loop], gruuv [groove]. kop [cope].

skop [scope], kw'rd [cord], bw'rdw [border]. kork[cork]. warn [worn].
warset [worsted], snort [snort]. spl^'rt [sport], pw'rtli [portly]. toori

[tory]. tos [toss]. Iw'st Rost]. pw'si [posy], troth [troth], bodh^r bod^r

[bother]. SEkwh [to sough], paltes [poultice], flans fla'uns [flounce], pans
pa'uns [pounce], buundm [boundary], ma-ntibaqk [mountebank], sprat

[sprout], roov [rove], sla'u-mi [sloven], tou [tow], droun [drown], groul

[growl], proul [prowl], boi bwi [boy].
U. rsbish [rubbish], d^k [duck]. b?d [cud], padin [pudding], h^d'l

[huddle], bb'u [blue], gi-ni [guinea], buk [bulk], buldj [bulge] . balwark

[bulwark], top [tup], bloor [blur], karl [curl]. bEsh [bush], pusi [pussy].
fluster [fluster]. 808 pet. stet [stutter], bez [buzz].

in. ROMANCE.
A-- ebi [abbey]. Lzber lebvr [labour], labrer kbrer [labourer], ist^'blish

establish]. Mmk [fabric], vi'k^nz vi'gBnz [vacance]. pltkerd [placard], sa383k

sack]. 810 fi's. s^gaa'shiBS [sagacious]. rdja^'kebit [Jacobite], s^krfis

sacrifice], vi'geb^n^
Spaniard], dragon
24 tjeir tj^'ir [chair]

[air], kliir [clear]

pleasure], dt'z^rt [desert]!" 835 ri'z'n. "836 siVn. fi't Tfe*t]7 fi'ter

feature], pis [pease], pi'lin [paling]. b [ball], aam. [alum], veli

B [halo].valley], halu [halo], velv [value], demish [damage of fruit, other damage
da-midi)]. kambrik [cambric], k^m'l [camel], fan'li [family]. f<?^min

famine], famish [famish]. enfkrmBb'l [inflammable], damson [damson],
jaamrar [chamber], h^nsh [haunch, to jerk from the hanch]. br^nsh [branch].
m<?ndrer [manger], tensh [tench] . stensh [to staunch], enzh'l [angel], graand
[grand], demaand [demand]. kom<wrad [command]. 847 dmdpr. 848 tjmdi.

rendj [range], mm^r [manner]. 851 ant. tjant [chant], dant [daunt],

draper [draper], tpplet [chaplet]. mm [marry]. hant [haunt]. vnt
[vaunt], tj^p'l [chapel], sapient [sapient], km [to carry]. 852 epmn. bar

[bar], par [par], fars [farce], ertj [arch]. g?rdin [garden], dert [dart],

me-rtjant [merchant], market [market], krdj [large], waran [warrant]. 854
barel. marl [marl]. :tprh' [Charley], alerm [alarm], hermvm [harmony],
ermi [army], skw'rn [scorn], perish [parish], n9TBtiv [narrative], skersh

E

scarce], gertun [garter], k^rd [card], ert [art], p^rt [part], tarter

charter], :m^rtmmes [Martinmas], mses [mass], pas [pass], past [past],
sti't [state], bat'l [battle], pi'st [paste], kas'l [castle], straate [strata],
fat'l [fatal], :ktin [Latin], s^tin [satin], n^sh^n [nation],

[national], raash^n^l [rational], raashranz [rations], la'and [land]
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[laudanum], o'udiens [audience], p#triark [patriarch], maatrvn [matron].

paatren [patron], m<?tt?r [matter], steetv [statue], stater [stature], si v

[save],
hakwhti [haughty], st<?i [stay], pauper [pauper]. 'utograf [auto-

graph], graa'vut [cravat], teevren [tavern], hezerd [hazard].
E i- di- pri- ri- si- [e- de- pre- re- se- unaccented], i'- ri'- pri'- [e- re-

pre- accented], di'- [de- accented, except when followed by two consonants,

when it is (cue)], si'- [se- accented], idiie [idea], irel [real], djo'reut

""giant].
th/eter [theatre], krz'eter [creature], sil [seal], pilfpeelj. ri'konsiil

"reconcile], preshies [precious]. d?'sent [decent], si'kent [second], si'kret

'secret], deras-k [direct], pen [pain]. 872 tjif. 874 rin. ven [vein], strind

strained]. 877 eev. dirist [deist], plast [plait], di'eti [deity], i'ligent

elegant], i'limeut [element], i'lifent. pselaet [pellet], skfm [scheme],
ttu'm [theme], kontrn [contain], mention [maintain], fi'menin [feminine],
darns' 1 [damsel], maend [mend], si'n [scene], aviendj [avenge], vmdrens

[vengeance], dji'nes [genius], i'fi'-mere [ephemera], ssent [scent], vamt

[vent]. t*nt [tent], pknti [plenty], vamter [venture], server [survey].
ditarr [deter]. :vi'nes [Venus], ^'rb [herb], pi'rtj [perch], si'rtj [search].

rsi
' '- '

mercy], pi'trik [partridge], revi'-r [revere], friir [friar], senst'r

[sincere"], p^'rs [pierce], prifaBT [prefer], erber [arbour]. na3rv [nerve],

si'rdjent [sergeant], traik'l [treacle], pi'ried [period], klerk [clerk], maerl

[merle, blackbird], pi'er'l [pearl], term [firm], konzse'rn [concern]. saBrpent

[serpent],
a3r [err], hi'rs [hearse], sserten [certain], ale-rt [alert], dizi'-rt

[to desert], ensi'-rt [to insert], asi'rt [assert], deskonsi'-rt [disconcert].
oivaB'rt [divert]. ensi'-rshen [insertion]. saBr [serve], pri'

-zent [a present],

darsperet [desperate]. aBm [aim], rw'set [resin], traB-zer [treasure]. pa?st

[pest], mezer [measure], rist [to rest = be restive], raBst [to rest = be quiet],
krist [crest], taBst [test], rasstles [restless], net [neat], djit [jet of water].

komplit [complete], bist [beast], fist [feast], di'zert [desert], deskreshen

[discretion].
daB-stitot [destitute], arrst

[arrest].
893 fluur [flower and flour],

flarish [flourish], r/urop [Europe], konsi'-v [conceive], konsi'-t [conceit].
894disi'-v. 895 risi'-v. laBv'n [leaven], taekst [text].

! and Y-- dinaiel [denial], poli-t [polite], libreri [library], fizi-shen

[physician, and so on for -ition, -ician], benefit [benefit], difaient [defiant],

pla'ient [pliant], plo'i [ply], spo'i [spy], kra'i [to cry], kraier [a crier].

griiv [grieve], oblidj [oblidge]. konde-q [condign], fi'rs [fierce], piir [pier].

^Pg [jig]- pil [pi^J- pin'i^n [pinion], finish [finish], laien [lion], raiet

Eriot].

tip [type], frcfi [fry], si-lender [cylinder], mele-q [malign], bine-q

benign], saspi-shies [suspicious, and so generally for final -icious, -itious].
seiv'l [civil], kritik [critic], saiz [size]. tpstii'z [chastise], advertirz

[advertise], beptii-z [baptise], siiveliiz [civilise],
advertii zment [advertise-

ment], miizer [miser], siti [city], sit [cite], envi't [invite], piti [pity].

posi-shen [position, and so for all -ition].
0" rab [rob], raber [robber], proob [probe], goblet [goblet], kootj

[coach], krokes [crocus], brw'tj [brooch], ood [ode], kod [code], modern

[modem], ladj [lodge], koor [core]. 916 eqen. 917 roog. droog [drug"
f'eth [faith], stw'ik [stoic], buund [to bound]. 920 point, djook [joke^
stw'ri [story], leezer [leisure], 922 bashel. sw'djer [soldier], koloni [colony"
dramederi [dromedary], pamel [pommel], kampeni [company], toon [tone'
ans [ounce]. fuund [to found], koon [cone]. dipoon [depone]. spandj

t

sponge]. oner [Tionour]. mani [money]. bw'ni [bonny]. mant mount

mount], frant [front], bmtri [country], fanten founten [fountain]. 936
fant fount, me^'niment [monument]. stoor [store]. fw'rs [force]. order

[order], stork [stork], skardj [scourge], soor [soar], fw'rdj [forge], barn

[bourn] . 938 korner. kornet [cornet], skorpien [scorpion], korps [corpse].
horid [horrid], ripw'rt [report], sw'rt [sort], pw'rtent [portent], pw'rter

[porter], pw'rshen [portion], brrel [coral], farm [form, seat], form [form,

shape], fe^'rtin [fortune], dww'z [a dose], klw's [close, adj.]. klwe?z [to

close], prooz [prose]. kompew'-z [compose], sepzm'-z [suppose], rww'z

[rose, flower], klw'set [closet], pw'setiv [positive], krw'zier [crozier]. koot

[quote], kost [coast], host [host], osier [ostler] . nw't [note], rw'st [roast],
tw'st [toast], kw't [coat], vu't [vote], kloov [clove], tau-el [towel].
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ka'uerd [coward]. trab'l [trouble]. 942 butpr. ku-kuu [cuckoo]. tatj

[touch], souder [solder], hou [hoe], fo'u-el [fuel]. 947 boil. 948 boul.

rou [roll], kaler [colour], truup [troop], sup [soup]. 951 kap'l. faridj

[forage], torment [torment], djarnel [journal], far[l'ur], narish [nourish],
tuur [tower], pash [push]. g;?shet [gusset]. 953 k^zin. 954 kashen. bot'l

[bottle], k^thr [cutler], kw'st [cost], g^ter [gutter], kw'vi [covey], m<?v

[move], puur [power], prav [prove], kever [cover], kovet [covet], dezen

[dozen], dja'u-el [jewel], emploi [employ], baVel [bowel], free [to fray],
TJ" d^'u [due], tra'u'an-d [truant, the (d) sometimes added], gra'u'el

wig [wig], ski'liten [skeleton], da'u-el [duel], kra'u-el [cruel]

],
'

tra'u-el [trowel], embr^'u- [imbrue], vfet [wait], kwestin [question],

[quest], 965 oil. ku'el [quill], bra?z [bruise], 966 frvt. dpdj [judge],
m^l [mule], kum [culm], kons^m [consume], fen [tune], pupet [pulpitJ.

skr>p'l [scruple]. k^r [cure], en^r [endure], 969 war. djois [juice].
90s [the use], <*?z [to use]. ref<?<rz [refuse]. dj^st [just], f^sti [fusty].
rikwt [recruit], bt [lute].

LlDDESDALE HEAD Cwl.

Near Thorlishope (12 sse.Hawick), pal. by JGG. from the diet, of Mr.

Jackson, of Catcleugh, Keilder (27 nw.Hexham, Nb.), then 75 years acquainted
with the dialect. This was gone over by AJE. with JGG. It was not originally
intended for publication. It is here reproduced to shew that Liddesdale is

distinctly L. and not N. Only the Wessex and Norse section was written.

To facilitate comparison with Dr. Murray's cwl. several of his pal. signs have
been adopted, but JGG. analysed the sounds differently. Thus

(i') became to

JGG. (*ie), which was very closely compressed so as to feel like a single vowel,
the glide being extremely short, the

(i x) being a deep form of (i), and (e) being
some indistinct form of (e) not sensibly different from

(')
or (e). The

(<?),
which

I retain, JGG. preferred to write
(<?')

between (,) and (e
1

)
or (j), but "distinctly

not rounded." There was a variety of this which was a 'rounded' form of (e
1

)

or (ij), which I write (03^ ;
it seemed to be due to the influence of

(r), see !Nos.

547, 590. The (w'), also retained, was written (uu t o) very close, and resembling
(oo), the last element "brief, but very distinct (a)." These are all clearly slight
varieties of Dr. Murray's sounds, (e

1

)
is used for Dr. M.'s (e)

or y as he writes it.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 bi'k. 4 t'k. 5 mi'k. 6 mi'd. 7 st'k. 8 asocv. 9 bihi'v. 10

ha [() very slightly broader than (aa) throughout]. 12 saa. 15 aa^ [inter-
mediate between (aa, AA)]. 16 dn. 19 ti'l. 20 li'm. 21 ni'm. 23 smn.
24 shi'm. 25 mi'n. 26 wi'n. 27 ni'v. 28 h^r. 30 k^r. 33 r^dhOT.
34 last. 35 [(Elsyn) used], 36 thow. 37 kk.

A: 39 kam. 40 ki'm. 41 tha'qk. 43 haan. 44 laan. 46 kn'l. 48

saaq. 50 ti'qz. 51 man. 55 as. 56 wsesh 57 as. A: or 0: 58 throe'.

59 lm. 60 laq. 61 emaq. 62 s^raq [this ( k
t

vr) was not acknowledged by
Dr. Murray], 64 wraq. 65 saq. 66 kwhi'q.

A'- 67 gq. 70 tt'. 71 woo. 72 whi'. 73 soo. 74 twt'. 75 s^rook.
76 ti'd. 77 iM^rd. 78 aan. 80 ho,lyd. 81 loonyn 83 mi'n. 84 nwr.
85 seer. 86 iEts. 87 kli'z. 88 kli'dh. 89 bi'th. 90 Uaa [(bliuu) pt ].

91 maa [(miuu) pt.]. 92 [(ksn) used], 93 tmaa [(sniuu) pt.]. 94 kra
[(kriuu) pt.]. 95 thnw [(thriuu) pt.]. 96 saa [(siuu) pt.]. 97 sool.

A': 101 i'k. 104 rod. 105 ri'd. 106 bri'd. 107 li'f. 108 dt'wktrli.

109 ItMkwh. Ill oojkwTnit. 112 hi'l. 115 hi'm. 118 bi'n. 121 gt'n.
122 ni'n, 124 sti'n. 125 onR 127 hi'rsh. 129 goost. 130 bo'et. 132
hEt. 133 wn't. 134 ooth. 135 klfth.

M- 138 fB'dhOT. 140 hcl. 142 snel. 144 egm. 145 slm. 146 men.
147 br<?n. 148 ieer. 150 list. 152 w^tcj. M: 155 tha'k. 157 rev'n.

158 aef^^r. 160 seasg. 161 d^. 164 mee. 165 sed. 166 mM. 167 dt'l.

168 tab. 169 k^han. 170 ha 1 rat. 171 baarle 1
. 172 gajrs. 173 wz. 174

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2153 ] 137
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jest bath. JE'-175 fst. 178 nat. 179 kwhat.

fc.i. 183 tltj.
184 lid. 185 rid. 186 breith. 187 liiv. 190 ke^i. 191

ht'l 192 min. 193 klin. 194 oni. 195 mopi. 196 war war. 197 tjiz.

199 [(him-) used]. 200 kwhit. 201 hi'dh'n. 202 hit.

JE?\ 203 spitj. 204 did. 205 thrid. 206 rsd. 207 nid'l. 210 kk'^i.

211 gree. 213 <?dher. 215 takwht. 216 di'l. 217 [not used]. 218 ship.

219 slip. 221 fi'r. 222 hr. 223 dhi'r. 224 iLwheer wh#r. 226 mi'st.

228 swi't. 229 breth. 230 fa!
t.

E- 232 bi-Ek. 233 spik. 234 nE
t
d. 235 weev witv. 236 fever. 237

bWn. 238 haesedj. 239 s*l. 241 reen. 243 pW. 246 ktiin. 248 mt'r.

249 wi'r. 250 swi'r. 251 mit. 252 kE^'l [almost (kaet'l)]. 253 nset'l.

254 lEdlrer. 255 wadher.

E: 257 iedj. 259 wadj. 261 see. 262 wee. 263 eel. 267 iild. 268

[(aalde
1

st)= oldest, used]. 270 i. bEl^z, ii. bEle1
. 272 seFm. 273 msen.

274 bensh. 276 the'qk. 277 dr<msh. 278 wmsh. 280 eli-v'n. 281 lEnth.

282 s^nsnth. 283 msre 1
. 284 thrsesh. 285 krEsh. 286 hare. 287 bazem.

288 1st.

E'- 289 ii. 290 heii. 292 meii. 293 weii. 294 fid. 296 beliiv. 299

grin. 300 kip. 301 hi'r. 302 rait. 303 swit. 304 bit'l. E': 306

hE'tkh. 308 nid. 309 spid. 310 Ml. 311 team. 312 hii;er. 314 hseserd.

315 fit. 316 nEkst.

EA- 319 gi'p. 320 \eet. EA: 322 lakwh. 323 fkf0ht. 324 aekjht.
325 w<mk. 326 ald. 327 bo^d. 328 kaal'd. 329 iaaYd. 330 hod. 331

[(sEl'd) selled, used]. 332 [(tel'd) telled, used]. 333 kaf. 334 haf. 335 aa.

336 iaa. 337 w. 340 lEErd. 342 ^rm. 345 daar. 346 iffit.

EA'- 347 hid. 348 E'i. 349 fiuu. EA': 350 did. 351 lid. 352

rid. 353 brid. 354 shi'f. 355 dif. 356 lif. 357 thoo. 359 niter. 360

t-m. 361 bin. 363 tiip. 365 ni'r. 366 greet. 367 thri't. 368 di'th.

369 slaa. 379 raa. 371 stri'.

El- 372 sejB'i. 373 dhee. 375 nz. 376 b^t. El: 377 sti'k. 378
week. 382 dh^r. EO- 383 siv'n. 384 hEv'n. 385 enEE th. 386 iou.

EO: 388 meUk. 389 look. 390 shud. 393 iont. 396 woe^k. 397 sw'rd.

398 stsesBrv. 402 la'rn. 403 feeder. 404 stsern. 405 haarth. 406 lErth.

407 faOTdijn. 408 niuu. EO'- 409 beii. 411 threii. 412 sheii. 413
div'l. 414 flE'i. 415 lE'i. 417 tjow. 418 briuu. 420 foor. 421 forte 1

.

EO': 423 theii. 424 rakwh. 425 tekjht. 426 fsekjht. 427 beii. 428
seii. 430 frin'd 431 bii^r. 432 foith. 433 bree'st. 434 bset. 435 izu.

436 ^riuu. 437 ^riuuth. EY- 438 dE'i. EY: 439 ^rast.
I- 440 wik. 441 siiv. 442 aive1

. 446 nE'in. 448 dhi'. 449 gst. 450
tiuuzde 1

. 451 siuu. I: 452 dai. 454 watj. 455 ItU. 457 msekjht.
458 nsekjht. 459 ra?kjht. 460 waekjht. 462 ssekjht 464 kwhatj. 465
sek. 466 [(b^rn) used]. 467 wE'il'd. 471 te'raw. 472 shre^k. 473 ble^'d.

474 rEin'd. 475 wan. 476 JeVd. 477 fe'n'd. 478 gre
T n'd. 479 wan'd.

481 fe'qar. 485 thre's'l. 486 iEst. 487 iES
v
te

v
rde'. 488 iEt.

I'- 490 bo'ai. 491 saikjh. 493 driv. 494 tE'im. 496 seren. 497 erE'iz.

498 wrE'it. 499 bit'l. I': 500 hs'tk. 501 wE'id. 502 faiv. 503 lE'if.

504 nE'if. 505 WE'/! 506 women. 507 wime'n. 508 niE'il. 509 ktt?hE
;

il.

511 WE'in. 513 w'ier. 514 E'is. 515 WE'is. 516 we'sdem. 517 iuu.

0- 520 b6w. 521 fw'l. 522 oop'n. 523 hoop. 524 warTd. 0: 526
kok^-h. 527 bok^'ht. 528 thokwht. 530 wrok^ht. 531 doktditer. 532
kw'l. 533 dal. 534 lm'1. 536 gool'd. 538 ud wad. 539 \>ou\. 540 hole1

.

542 bolt. 545 hop. 547 brace^d. 548 10303^. 550 ward. 551 stw'rm.
552 kw'rn. 553 hw'rn. 554 kros. 0'- 555 sh^. 557 \*9. 558 l^k luk.

559 madher. 561 bbm. 562 m^n. 563 mande 1
. 564 s<m. 566 adher.

0': 569 b?k. 570 fek. 571 g^d. 572 bbd. 573 fl^d. 574 br?d. 575
stsd. 576 WEd'nzde 1

. 577 b6z<. 578 plmkwht. 579 En/ukwh. 580 tiukwh.
581 sokw,-ht. 582 kuul. 584 sM. 585 brorn. 586 d^. 587 cbn. 588
n^n. 689 sp^n. 590 floeoejr. 591 moeoSir. 592 swoeoa^. 593 mast. 594

t. 595 fet. 596 ret. 597
U- 599 eb^-n. 600 lav.

606 door. 607 batr. U:
601 fuul.

608 agle'.
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612 sam. 613 draqk. 614 hand. 615 pan. 616 gran. 617 sa'wnd [Dr.

Murray gives (sund), but JGG. got (swjund) from Selkirk town, and (sa2'un'd)
from Roxburgh town, where (a2)

is nearly (a), but these seem town pron.].
618 uund. 622 andtjr. 625 taq. 626 haqur. 629 san. 630 wan. 631
tharzde 1

. 632 ap. 633 dap. 634 thra'w. 636 [(feeserBr) is used for both
farther and further]. 637 task. 639 dast.

U'- 640 ka'w. 641 ha'w. 642 dha'w. 643 na'w. 645 da'w. 648 uur.

649 thuzimt. 652 kud. 653 bat. U': 654 sh'rud. 656 rum. 657 brun.
658 dim. 661 shuur. 662 az [never (haz) as in Dr. Murray's DSS., p. 188,
but this may have been an individuality]. 663 hus. 664 lus. 665 mus.
666 hazbent. 667 ut. 668 prut. 669 a-nkuuth. 670 buth.
Y- 673 mak'l. 674 IE';. 675 flpdai. 678 de'n. 679 kark. 680 be'ze 1

.

682 leHT. Y: 683 me'dj. 684 bre'g. 685 re'g. 686 boat. 687

flaekjht. 689 b<?l
r

d. 690 kE'in'd. 691 mE'm'd. 693 86%. 696 bErth.

697 b^re1
. 698 mErth. 699 wrakjht. 700 waar. 701 fErst. 703 pe't.

Y'- 705 skrfat. 706 [replaced by (kwhat fser) what for]. 707 thErtin. 708
'

Y': 709 foaiur. 711 lis'ta. 712

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 737 meet. E. 746 brmlh. 750 bseseg. 0. 761 li'd. 769
moz<de l

. U. 808 pat.

m. ROMANCE.

E-- 874 rin.

D 34 = e.ML. = eastern Mid Lowland = Dr. Murray's
Lothian and Fife.

Boundary. Begin just n. of the Liberties of the town of Berwick, and,

joining the Tweed, follow it to a spot about 2 s.Inverleithen, Pb., then turn

along Quair Water to n. of St. Mary's Loch, and continue along first the

e. b. of Pb. and then the e.b. of Lk. to Kirkintillock, Dm. (18 e. Dumbarton),
and to the head of Carron Water. Then suddenly back to ne. and pass just
s. of Stirling and n. of Allod, Cc., and Kinross and w. of Cupar, Fi., to fall

into the Firth of Tay a little w. of Newport, Fi. (opposite Dundee, Fo.). Of
course this boundary is merely approximative, and means that the ne. part divides

Sg. and Fi., so that the whole country for some miles on each side of the Firth

of Forth is included.

Area. Most of Bw., Co., Ed., Hd., Kr., LL, and Pb., or in

Scotch parlance the Lothians (LL, Ed., Hd.) and Fife, whence
Dr. Murray's name Lothian and Fife. The country included was
the seat of government under the Scotch Kings, and was hence

the centre of its English Literature.

Authorities. Dr. M.'s DSS. is very scanty on this dialect, because it furnishes
" received Scotch," and is hence as well known to a Lowlander as "received

English" to an Englishman. But I have made the best use I could of his

scattered hints. Next I had 18 sentences for the Lothians and 4 for Fife from
Melville Bell's Visible Speech, corrected as in D 33, p. 709, at bottom. For
the rest see Alphabetical County List under.

Bw. c
Chirnside.

Ed.
|| Edinburgh.

Hd. Haddington.

Illustrations.

1. The cs. for Edinburgh pal. by JAHM. from dictation of Mrs. C. Murray,
a native, p. 683, No. 3. The Hd. cs., which was in io., is almost exactly the

same word for word as the Ed. cs., and hence is not given.
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2. Melville Bell's Lothian and Fife sentences.

3. The numerals 1 to 12 with 20 from Pb., Ed
, Fi., compared with those

from Rx. and Ab. from Melville Bell's Visible Speech.

4. The Chirnside dt.

5. A cwl. made up of the words thus obtained, and a wl. from Chirnside.

Characters. From these illustrations, especially the last, the

following have been deduced.

A- generally (e, e, ee) or according to JAHM. (e
}

)
as (ie

}

\, n^m) tale, name.

This is quite distinct from the (t) of D 33. There is no fracture in D 34.

A: regularly (a, aj
and not (a) as in D 33, nor (AA).

A' regularly (e, ee] the same as A-, though (a, AA, o) are also heard, as (wh#,

whAA, tood, rod) who, toad, road.

M- tends the same way as A-, as (falhEr, w^^ter dee1

} father, water day.
JE' is usually (ii), but there are many exceptions.

E' is normally (ii),
as he, me, and not (ei) as in D 33.

EAL is usually (AA) as (AA, AAld, BAAt) all, old, salt.

EA', EO' normally (ii)
with a few exceptions.

I' has two sounds (ai, ei) or (a'i, E't), informants differ,
(ei) or (E'i) is

used before voiceless consonants and mutes.

0' is regularly (yy) inclining to (yu <?),
and varying as (iu, i)

as (sb?l, sy^,
tmiukh, fit) school, soon, enough, foot.

TJ: closed, is regularly (a) as (gran, ap) ground, up.
U' is always (uu, fc)

even in open syllables, and at the end of a word as (kuu,

hus) cow, house, thus differing from D 33.

Among the consonants there is only one form of (kh) used in

all positions, (kjh, kwh) are unknown. At Chirnside initial ch

is pron. (sh), as (dher;z ez gy^ shiiz i :shirset az waz evrcr shoud
wi shafts) there is as good cheese in Chirnside as ever was chewed
with jawbones. We have a similar usage at Chillingham, M).,
D 32, Y v, p. 641.

Mr. Collette, a Fifeman, in Oct. 1880, informed me that he had
often heard (aa)z) for / am from Fife lads. But possibly it was

only for / shall, which is common. It has however been heard
as far north as Dumfries.

LOTHIAN SENTENCES PROM MELVILLE BELL'S VISIBLE SPEECH,
CORRECTED AS THOSE IN D 33, p. 709.

Here (tj, a1
, B) are used for (y, ah) and unaccented (a).

LOTHIAN. TRANSLATION.

1. hers'l \n ba1 '

rer kripi
! Hustle in by [push forward]

rirvii~l 4' n "HfWl Tt?r f/>/7 4* f r]>ii y ur creepy [stool] and warm yourKriip* ,
?iii utJis i j tr \j6vz v\\j uni *

. 11 S r^> TL n
r J toes at the ingle [fire].

2. ee fikh ! kle-pshiirz 'n 2 -

.
Ah

:
fau^ ! earwigs and clocka

golakhs !

3. djast a1
rek'l B stmz.

4. hooht, m'Bn ! wh(Em'l)t (Ep !

5. sek neeri
l
li

1 ne'p^tn^s bets

AA dh^t iiVBT ^ hard o !

6. nvBr kylji)z n^<3 kenni^.
7. sho)z noo skremejt o kynzi

[kym] b*\t kana
1 bi fasht !

[ 2156 ]

[beetles].

3. Just a loose heap of stones.

4. Hout, man ! turn) it up !

5 . Such narrowly niggardness beats

all that ever I heard of ?

6. Never coax is no kindness.

7 . She) s not stingy of coin [money] ,

but cannot be bothered.
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8.
13)!

noo fskht ji b^th t?t Jens,

a)l tak

9. whAr i i
l gAAn ?

10. shi3)z 13 siv'l wide wamim.
11. eel sek a1

pite ! t^ sii dhe\
wii be\t laami steket.

12. fr0 :d0mideks, dhi e'dh^r dee,

ti
1 rdjim rdiinz 13 bEn't mi wei,

bat dil)hed kwhd a l
i dw, ohr see,

bat whEs'l a'ur dhi leev oh~)t.

13. k^nte karl [k*rl] kam prii

m^ muu.
14. hee, mt?n ! kAA dh^ ja'uz

ti-i dhij na'uz.

15. wh# wha^t dh^ laadhe ?

hiz f0dbi3r did woz)d, tB mak e^ni

gaq te'j dh^ sk^l.

16. huu)z AA wi i i3t

ge'ib'z\ thaqk je for spiir'n.

17. gaq -BW^^', lad,

hohrs, see
2,

1
L,

shuu bak

18. B brAA shart-gun AA dj(E
7

upet
wi glAAr.

8 . I' 11 not fight you both at once, but

I'll take you by onces [one at a time].

9. Where are you going ?

10. She's a civil widow woman.

11. Ah ! such a pity! to see the

wee bit lambkin stuck.

12. From Dumbiedykes the other

day
To Jeanie Dean's I bent my way,
But devil)head [devil a bit] could

I do or say,
But whistle over the leave [re-

mainder] of it.

13. Lively fellow, come prove

[make trial of] my mouth [
= kiss me].

14. Heh, man ! call thy ewes to

the knolls.

15. Who whipped the laddy ? His
father indeed was) it, to make him

go to the school.

16. How is all with you at home ?

Gaily [very well], thank you for

speering [asking].
17. Go away, laddy, go to the

horse, say, cl'ck, cl'ck ! and shoo

[scare] him back again.

18. A brave [smart] shirt-gown
[bodice] all besprinkled with mud.

FIFE SENTENCES FROM MELVILLE BELL'S VISIBLE SPEECH, CORRECTED

AS THOSE IN D 33.

1. od, dlu'^z twAA :wak'

rwalis'nz, im IWAA irobi irob^s'nz,
en twAA idjinu :djiim's'nz, -en

tWAA koEt 103gBt SUUZ.

2. OBT ji en, :djim iwil'ms'n ?

wht i3r zi wan;'n ? di i no kEn
et's db\ sAAb^th dee ?

i

e)m
wan;'n a1 bAAbi warth B sAAt im
a1

pEniwarth. -B mastarbt, a1 Isn i

VT [JBF] kEt'l, ^n a1 blAA i Br

[j^rj bElt?s, Bn biir)z m^ m^dh^rz

matj t'l man^nd^e !

3. dh^)r kmtr* kaz'nz JT? k^n.

4. 0d)V)&')k<9
blEEdher'n tjil !

sek

1. 'Od, there's two Willy Willi-

and two Robby Eobisons,
and two Jamie Jamiesons, and two
cut-lugged [crop-eared] sows.

2. Are you in, Jeanie Williamson ?

What are you wanting ? do you not

know it)s the sabbath day? I'm

wanting a bawbeeworth of salt, and
a pennyworth of mustard, a loan of

your kettle, and a blow of your
bellows, and here's my mother's cap
till Monday.

3. They are country cousins you
know.

5. 'Od-have-a-care-of-me ! such

a blethering chiel [fellow].
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NUMERALS.

Mid L. compared with south and north L. numerals from Melville Bell's

Visible Speech, where they had heen written from the dictation of natives,

1, Peebles, D 34, from Mr. G. Elphinstone ; 2, Midlothian, D 34, from Mr.

Archibald Bell ; 3, Fife, D 34, from Eev. D. S. Drysdale ; 4, Teviotdale,

D 33, from Dr. Murray ; 5, Aberdeen, D 39, from Mr. J. Forrest.
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M Words marked Central Scottish in Dr. Murray's wl., in his DSS., of which
the parts for D 33 are given on p. 716. Possibly many of these words

belong properly to D 35. Probably all the words in Dr. M.'s D 33 list, not
here specially marked as different, have the same sound in D 33 and D 34.

The pron. of all these places is presumed to be practically identical, and as

I have no means of discriminating them, I put them all together in one list,

distinguishing the sources.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 L tak. 5 LE mak. M te^n [taken]. 19 M t^l. 21 C neem.
25 M m l n. -- C geet [roadway]. A: 39 E kam. 41 L thaqk.

-- C
fan [fand, pt. of find]. 49 E heq'n [hanging]. L kana 1

[can't]. 51 E
man. 54 E want, F wan;in [wanting]. 56 C WAAsh, E wash'n [washing].
A: or 0: 58 E ie, C thre ie. 59 L laami. 60 M laq. 61 M ama-q.

62 M.straq. 63 M thraq. 64 E raq, MC w'raq. 65 M saq.
A'- 67 L gaq, [(gee) imper.], LE gAAn, C gaq'n [going]. 70 LC tee. 72

E whAA, L wha. 73 EC Bee, C soo. 74 EF twAA, C twee. 76 C tood. 77
M leerd [lord of the soil]. 79 E eeln. 82 E jens. 86 C jits. 87 EC kleez.

88 C kliid. 89 E b^th, L heeth. 90 FC WAA. A': 102 E aks, C AAsk.
104 C rod. 110 E noo 1

. Ill C ookht. 113 E heel. 115 EL heem. 122
ii. E nee, L noo. 124 L stm. 125 E onli. 133 M w'ret. 134 E ee !th.

M- 138 ELC fdhOT. 144 L vgyn. 152 C weetm. JE: 154 E bak.
160 M Eg. 161 E dee\ FC dee. 164 E me. M slekht [sleight]. 169
EC whan, E kalian, C whan. 173 E wyz. 174 C eesh. M les [less].
177 E dhat, L dhyt. 179 E ktchut. JE!- 182 M sii. 187 L leev. 189
C wii. 194 E oni. 195 E moni, C mani. 197 C shiiz. 200 C whiit.

JE': 204 L did [indeed]. 205 C thrid. 208 L VOT. 214 E n^'dlrar.
- F lEn [a loan]. 223 E dheeh, C $heer. 224 E kwheer, EC wheel,
L whAr. 227 C wa't. 228 C swiit.

E- 232 C brik. 233 C spik, E spik'n [speaking]. 234 m'd. 235 wiiv.

244 E wii. 248 E meel

T, C miir. 252 EF kst'l. M sst'l [settle].
E: 256 strikut [stretcht]. 261 E see\ LC Bee. M bEd [bed]. 262 E
wee 1

,
C wei. 263 L tiwaa-, C aHvAA. 265 C strekht. 270 F i. balus.

- M SB! [sell]. 271 E tsl. M tiEm [hem]. 276 E the'qk. 278 C
wansh. M SEnd [send]. 281 E tenth. 287 C biz'm. 288 M tet.

- M bEst [best]. E'- 289 C ii. 290 M hii. 292 EM mii. 293 EM
wii, C uu. E': 305 C hai, M hekh hii [M (Milan) highland]. 306 hekht.

312 E hiir, F hir. 314 EL hard.
EA- - - L neeryly [narrowly]. 320 E k^V. EA: 321 E SAA. 322

EM laakh, C lAAkh. 324 M sekht. 326 EC AAld. 330 E had. 335 L AA.

338 ELC kAA. F sAAt. 340 E jeehd. 345 C dAAr. 346 C jst Jeet.

EA'- 347 C hiid. 348 M ii, E in [eyes]. L het. EA': 350 C diid.

352 C rid. 355 C diif. 357 C thoo. 359 E niber. 364 C shA'p. 366
C grit. 367 C thrEt. 368 C dEEth. El- 372 E eea3. El: 378
C week.

EO- 386 L ja'u, C Jau. 387 E niuu. EO: 390 shad. 394 E jondw,
C dhonBr. 395 E jaq. 399 E brekht. 402 C lern. 409 M bii. M
frii [free].

- M k'nii. 411 E khrii [in the phrase (twAAkhrii) two or three,
i.e. a few], C thrii. M trii [tree]. 412 C shii shy x ,

L sire. 413 L dil.

414 M flii. M flii [to flee]. 415 M lii. EO': 423 MC thii. 424 C
rakh. 425 C h'kht. 426 MLC fakht. 427 M bii. 428 C sii. 435 EM
juu [E (jir) your]. 436 C truu. 437 EC try'th. EY- 438 MEC dii.

EY: 439 E trast.

I- 446Ena'm. I: 452 E a1
,
C a. 454 C watj. L widi [widow].

458 E ne^ht, M nekht. 459 C rikht, M rekht. 460 C WEkht, M wsekht.

465 E sek'n, L sek. 466 C sheild. L yn, F en [in]. 477 C find. 480
EC theq. 482 E e's. 484 E dhe's. L whas'l [whistle].

I'- 490 L ba". M bii [by, agent]. 491 M sa'ikh sat. 492 C seal. 494
E ta'im. M pE'ip [pipe]. 497 M ra'iz. 498 M w'ra'it. M bla'idh

[blithe]. I': M da'ik. 500 E la'ikli. 502 C faiv. 503 leif. 505
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[M (wa'tvz) wives]. 506 LC wanren. 508 M ma'tl. M ra'im [rhyme].

510 ii. ma 1
. 511 M wa'm.

0- 519 E a'ur. 520 C ba'u. 524 C warldt, E warld. 0: 531 C

dokhter, E dookhter. 535 E fa'wk. 536 M goud. 538 E wad wed. - M
hou [hollow]. L na'uz [knolls].

L hohrs [horse]. 0'- 555 C shy.

557 E tyy. 559 E mJdht*r. 560 L sb?l, C skyl. 563 L msmyndw. 564

C syn. 566 E adlrer, L idher. 0': 570 C tyk. 571 E gjyd, EC gyd.

577 C buu. 578 C plakh. 579 E emakh, C eniukh. 580 C tiukh. 586

EF di, L fog, [C (dy)d) do it]. 587 E dyn. 588 E efternyn. 594 C

byt. 595 C fit.

U- 602 MFC suu. 603 L kam. 604 E se'mer. 605 C san. 606 EC
door. U: 616 E gran. 629 E san. 631 E tharzde 1

. 632 C ap. 634

EC thruu. 635 F warth. U'- 640 MC kuu. 641 EL huu. 643 ME
650 E a l

bu-t, C Bbut. 651 E wathut.

U': 658 EC dun. 663 EC hus. 667
nuu. 645 C duu. 646 M buu.

652 L kwhd, C kyd. 653 C bzt.

E ut. 671 Lmuu.
Y- 673 E mak'l. 674 E ded.

L kenm/s [kindness]. 697

Y'- 705 C skai. M ha*d.

C meis.

681 E be^nes. 682 C lit'l kt'l. Y:
C byri. 700 C waar. 701 C farst ferst.

Y': 709 M fa'ir, C feir. 712 M ma'is,

n. ENGLISH.

A. 714Llaadhi. 736 M las. E. M pst [pet], I. and Y. L

eql' [ingle, fire] L wha'pat [whipped]._ 0. - M pou [poll, head].

790 L gun.
hari [hurry].

U. 797 E sbweekin. 798 E kwdir. 804 EC drak'n. E

in. ROMANCE.

A- 810 M feis. 815 E faks. 820 [L (galiz) gaily]. M peUm
[paling]. 857 E keel

s. 860 M pe'st. r<?'t [rate], 862 M s^f. 864 E
bika-z. M haakhti. 866 C pyyr. E-- 867 E tii. - M derzk

[direct]. M pslet [pellet].
- M pEn [pen]. M niEnd [mend].

M SEnt [scent]. M tsnt [tent]. M VEnt [vent]. M VEntvr

[venture]. 885 E v
t
r. pEst [pest]. M tEst [test]. M rEstles

[restless]. M tEkst [text] I- and Y-- - L sivl' [civil]. 0--

920 E pa'int, M pE'/nt. 925 E va'is. 935 M kyntw. 938 E kornw. - - M
kuuBrd [coward]. 947 M bE'il. 950 E sapw. 953 F kaz'n. F mastarht

[mustard]. 955 E dut. L priiv [prove, try]. M buuel [bowel].
M tuuel [towel]. U-- 961 M gruuel. M truuel [trowel]. 963 E

969 EC shyyr. 970 E djyst, L djast. E bry't [brute].

D 35 = wML. = western Mid Lowland = Dr. Murray's

Clydesdale.

Boundaries. Begin at the s. extremity of the CB. or Celtic Border in Scotland,
and proceed along it as far as Glendouglas, between Lochs Long and Lomond.
Then skirting first the w. and then the se. side of Loch Lomond to the b. of

Sg., run e. across Sg. over the Campsie Hills to join the sharp angle at the

w. of D 34, about 12 w. of the se. angle of Loch Lomond. Then go sse. to

b of Lk. near Kirkintillock, Sg. Pursue the border of Lk. till it reaches Ay.,
and then cross Ay. to the w., s. of Muirkirk, Mauchline, and Ayr to the sea,

separating the Ayrshire district of Kyle on the n. from that of Carrick in the s.

Then by the sea coast to Bute again. Of course the b. across Ay. is not very
distinct, and the pron. of the n. of this extensive district may be in several

respects different from that in the s., which has most literary interest as the land
of Burns.
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Area. A narrow slip to se. of Ar., the s. of Bt., the n. of Ay.,
the e. and s. of Dm., Lk. and Rf.

Authorities. Mr. Melville Bell's Clydesdale sentences in his Visible Speech,
corrected as for D 33 and 34, p. 709. Dr. Murray's notes and Ayrshire Ruth,

p. 698, No. 2. Account of pron. in Kyle by Wm. Simson, schoolmaster

in Cumnock, given on pp. 681-693 of Wm. Alton's "General View of the

Agriculture of the County of Air," Glasgow, 1811. The above are from

printed books. The following are special communications. See Alphabetical

County Index under the following names, where
||

indicates systematic and
informants' orthography.

Ay. Coylton, | Kilmarnock, 0chiltree.

Lk. Glasgow.
Ef. Lochwinnoch.

Characters. Dr. Murray (DSS. p. 238) says : "1. The Clydesdale
dialect [D 35] is distinguished from that of Lothian [D 34] chiefly

by its broader vowels. 2. The long (aa) especially is almost, if

not quite, (AA) in (twAA, awAA, wAAk) two, away, wake. 3. It

is heard also in the combination -and, where the d is regularly

dropped, as (lAAn, hAAn) land, hand; so 4. (een, mem, fen) end,

mind, find. 5. Long i becomes broad (aft), (wa'ivz, bald, sta'i)

wives, bide, stay. 6. The (yy, 99] is scarcely labial (d<?0, tw, w<?0),

etc., being undistinguishable from (dee, tee, wee') or (dVt, tii, wn).
7. Short o before a consonant has a tendency to be replaced by
(a, a), as in (pat, tap, step, p<m'tj, dr#p, bnet, f, aft, hap, w^rlt)

pot, top, stop, porridge, drop, bonnet, off, oft, hop, world. This

change does not appear in the Early or Middle Scotch, and is

probably of Celtic origin. In modern times it has gained a wide

currency from being used by Burns in this dialect."

These characters shew the salient points of difference between
the n. forms of D 35 and those of D 34. But a comparison of the

cwl. already given for D 34 with that given below for D 35 will

shew that they do not quite agree for the s. parts of D 35. To
take each point separately, as I have numbered them, we find 1.

that it is not quite possible to attach a meaning to
' broader vowels '

generally ;
2. that in the particular instances given, although they

all occur in Dr. M.'s Ruth, yet at any rate (twa) is repudiated at

Ochiltree (11 e.Ayr), where (twee) is used, and that this form is

also found at Coylton (5 e.Ayr), though (twaa) seems to have been

also heard, as well as at Glasgow. I think the (AA) was due to

Mr. Giffen, who represents s.Rf. The (wAAk) wake was heard by
Dr. M. (DSS. p. 77, note) from some "Wast Cuintrie folk," when

travelling, but the precise locality of the speaker is not given, and

was probably not known. 3. (lAAn, hAAn) land, hand, occur at

Coylton and Ochiltree, but Dr. M. gives \laan, baau} in D 33, which
is nearly the same. I have not got the words for D 34, nor can I

compare for end, mind, but find has the d at Chirnside, Bw. The
omission of d after n, as in the pp., is so common that it scarcely
becomes a character 5. Long * = (a'i) I have continually as
" central Scottish" from Dr. M.'s lw., but perhaps he meant
D 35 rather than D 34. My own accounts from s.D 35, as Coylton
and Ochiltree, give (ei) or (EI) generally, and (ai) before voiced
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consonants, in fact the prevalence of (ei) is very conspicuous ; my
examples of (s'i)

are from Dr. M. 6. As to the pron. of (yy, 99}

as (M, ee], this seems to belong to w.Lk. or Hf., that is, to Mr.

Giffen, see notes to Tarn o' Shanter below, especially v. 89, 122,

143, 183, but on the contrary (yy, &&} are constantly given from

Coylton and Ochiltree. 7. Here I have from Simson, quite in-

dependently of Dr. M. or Mr. Giffen, (drap, hap, stap, lapster)

drop, hop, stop, lobster, but this use of (a) for 0: does not seem to

be the rule, on the contrary (o) is more frequent, as (hdl, fok, bolt,

storm, korn, horn, kros) hole, folk, bolt, storm, corn, horn, cross. And
Simson gives (a'u) which I cannot further analyse, but which may
be (6u, a'u) in (ha'up, fa'uk, ga'ud, ta'ul, ba'ul, ha'u, ha'um, ka'ult)

hope, folk, gold, toll, bowl, hollow, holm, colt, where the diph-

thong is mainly due to a suppressed (1). For myself, I have not

been able to ascertain any certain characters by which D 35 as a

whole can be separated from D 34 as a whole. But then in these

extensive districts there must be much local variety, some notion

of which may be obtained from Mr. D. Patrick's Lochwinnoch,
Rf., below, and also from the differences given in the cwl. below
for the places there named.

Illustrations.

1. Dr. Murray's Ruth, chap, i., for Ay., has been already given in Introduction

to Lowland, p. 698
2 Mr. Melville Bell's few Clydesdale sentences, immediately below.

3. Rev. Neil Livingston's dialect test from Coylton (5 e.Ayr) on next page.
4. Tarn o' Shanter, from several sources, see the Introduction to it on next

5. Cwl. for all D 35, compiled from Dr. Murray's Ruth, and notes, Rev. Neil

Livingston's Coylton wl., Mr. J. Alexander's Glasgow wl., Simson's Kyle, and
Mr. David Patrick's valuable and complete wl. for Ochiltree.

6. Mr. D. Patrick's notes on Lochwinnoch, Rf.

The three principal wl. by Messrs. Livingston, Alexander, and Patrick, have
been of great service to me. Mr. Patrick, who had special opportunities
when young of becoming perfectly familiar with the dialects of Ochiltree and

Lochwinnoch, took the greatest pains, by long notes and illustrations, to convey
the sounds to me. The version of Tarn o' Shanter has been executed with much
care from several sources, and probably represents Burns's district as well as can
be hoped. The notes explain the varieties.

MR. A. MELVILLE BELL'S CLYDESDALE SENTENCES, CORRECTED AS IN
D 33, p. 709, at bottom.

CLYDESDALE. TRANSLATION.

1. a)m gun up dhe\ igal'Vgtjt 1. I am going up the Gallowgate
tB koo tfp^n :sam :makf0Ts'n * cal1 uPon Sandy (Alexander)

2. WB)! ei wBr bred 'n bajw
d dJ

3. maa' konshims! haq u bfi'ili! 3. My conscience ! hang aBaillie !
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DISTRICT OF KYLE, AYRSHIRE, dt.,

Written in io. by Rev. Neil Livingston, Free Church Manse, Coylton (5 e.Ayr),
pal. by AJE. from the indications furnished.

1. see a see, meets, ji sii mm dhat a)m r^kht 'Bbu't dhat wii

ge
l
rl ksmirn fre dhe1

skyyl jonisr.

2. shii)z gAAn dun dh^1 rood dh^r thruu dhe1 rid JEt on dh^1

Isft hAAn seid o dh^1 wei.

3. shyyr imiskh [isnskh] dh* 1 ween helz geen strakht ap te

dhi?
1 door o dhe1

raq bus.

4. whAAr shi)l me)bi f^n dhat drak'n diif w^z'nt falo o dhe1

neem o :tamBS.

5. wi AA kEn)mn vera wil.

6. WH)HB dhe 1 AA! tjap shyyn Imn Br noo to dee)t vgeen,

pyyr th^q !

7. lak, ^z)nB tt truu?

TAM o' SHANTER.

In this land of Burns (b. 25 January, 1759, in a small cottage near Ayr,
d. 21 July, 1796), an attempt must be made to give the pron. of one of Burns's

poems. But Burns is a very difficult writer to deal with. He is the typical
modern Scotch poet, yet his writings are generally much more than half ordinary
English. Dr. Murray (DSS. p. 76) gives the following figures:

has different words, of which the un-English are only
1. A man's a man for a' that 115 18

2. Duncan Gray 117 30
3. Auld Lang Syne 80 24
4. Scots wha hae 100 9

5. The Death of Poor Mailie 461 71

873 152 = 17-88 p. cent.

"And yet," says Dr. M., "if a countryman of the poet were to recite these poems
to a Southern audience, it is not too much to say that not more than three words
in a hundred would be heard as the same as the English words with which they
are identified in spelling."
And not only are the words chiefly English, but the construction is often merely

English.
" Scots wha hae," remarks Dr. Murray (DSS. p. 71 note), "is fancy

Scotch that is, it is merely the English
' Scots who have

'

spelled as Scotch.

Barbour (1489) would have written '
Scottis at hes,' Dunbar (1475) or Douglas

(1474-1522)
' Scottis quhilkis hes,' and even Henry Chatteris, in the end of the

xvi th century,
' Scottis quha hes.' . . . The vernacular is still 'Scots at hees,'

which Burns apparently considered ungrammatical, and therefore shaped the

words after an English model. Much of the contemporary Scotch is of this

character ; it is Scotch in spelling, English in everything else."

Now what was to be done with this English, in the disguise of Scotch or L.

In 1848 Mr. Thomas Lang, now of Melbourne, Australia, but then resident at

Kilmarnock, where Burns's poems were first published in 1786, and in a house

built by one of Burns's heroes, Tom Samson, in sending me a phonetic transcript
in the alphabet I then used (explained above in Part IV. p. 1183), adopted the

principle of giving the English words in English Scotch (see D 33, p. 715), and
the L. words in the local pron. Subsequently on the suggestion of the late
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Mr. Carstairs Douglas (then a student at Glasgow, and subsequently a missionary in

China), who, with a committee of six other Ayrshire students, carefully reviewed the

version, he adopted local pronunciation throughout. The version was published by
me in the Phonetic Journal for 1848, with a glossary and observations on pron. (pp.

145-152, and 227-229). It was submitted to several other Scotch gentlemen, and

finally was pal. with corrections. Afterwards, in November, 1883, Mr. R. Giifen (the

well-known statistician), a native of Strathavon (:streeth'n), Avondale (12 w.Lanark),
who had revised Dr. Murray's Ayrshire Ruth, chap. i. DSS. p. 239, note 1, had the

kindness to go over the whole with me, though he feared that long residence in the

s. of England had taken off the edge of his memory of the pron. As thus revised and

corrected I now present it as the best I have been able to accomplish. But I am still

not satisfied, especially with the treatment of the English portion of the poem. In
fact the poem would have to be rewritten to reduce it to vernacular L. of D 35. I

have considered it best to follow "the original MS., reproduced by the Photo-Chromolith

Process, with an Introduction by Moy Thomas, Esq.," and published by Adams &
Francis, 59, Fleet Street, no date (but the MS. was written in 1790), with the

exception of four lines following v. 142, here and usually omitted, and not given by
Mr. Lang. This original has been printed by side of the pronunciation in smaller type,

following its usage of spelling, capitals, and punctuation. The small capitals represent

larger handwriting. The words in [] are alternatives written over the preceding word
in the MS. The italic o', verse 55, was accidentally omitted in the MS., when making
an alteration of laden wV into into wi lades o

1

. In the following notes referring to the
numbers of the lines, I have endeavoured to explain the varieties of pron. and the

difficulties of meaning.

:tam o rshanter.

wh^n tjaprmm btlez liiv dhra strit,

en druthe nib^rz nib^rz mit.

az market deez er wiijren let

Bn fok bigm to tak dht? g?t :

wheil wi sit buuztm at dim nape,
en geten fuu im aqkt? hape,
wi th/qk)ni3 on dhi3 laq :skots meilz,
dhu mose'z, waterz, slaps, -en steilz,

dhit lai bitwin BS an ur n^m,
whAr sets ur salke salen dem,
gedhrim hi3r brtmz leik gedhren storm,
narsim hsr rath te kip it warm.

dh^s truth fan onest :tam o :shanter
az hii fre :eer tee n^kht dd kanter,

(AA! :eer wham niir ^ tun s^rpa's^z.
fAr onest mEn, en bdne la's^z).
o :tam ! hadst dhuu bat bin se weis
az teen dhai een weif :k00ts adveis !

shi tAAl dhi wil dhu waz a skE'tam
a blEdhron, blastren, drak'n blE'lmn,
dhut free :novEmbBr t/1 :octoobBr
Jee market dee dhu waz)m? soober;
dh^t elk'B mEldi3r wit dh^ mtlBr,
dhu sat az laq az dhuu had ssrer

;

dh^t GVTI neg wuz kAAd a shyy on,
dbe smith ^n dhii gat roorm fuu on

;

dlret at dh^ tloordz hus in on :sand0,
dhu draqk wi :kert'n :d^in til mand^.

TAM o' SHANTER A tale.

WHEN chapmen billies leave the street,
And drouthy neebors, neebors meet

;
2

As market-days are wearing late,
And folk begin to take the gate ;

4

"While we sit bowsing at the nappy,
And getting fou, & unco happy, 6

"We think na on the lang Scots miles,
The mosses, waters, slaps & styles, 8

That lie between us & our hame,
"Where sits our sulky, sullen dame, 10

Gathering her brows like gathering storm,

Nursing her wrath to keep it warm. 12

This truth fand honest TAM o' SHANTER,
As he frae Ayr ae night did canter : 14

(Auld Ayr whom ne'er a town surpasses,
For honest Men, & bonnie lasses). 16

Tarn ! hadst thou but been sae wise,
As taen thy ain wife KATE'S advice 18

She tauld thee weel thou was a skellum
;

A bletherin, blusterin, drunken blellum : 20

That frae November till October,
Ae market day thou was na sober : 22

That ilka melder, wi' the Miller

Thou sat as lang as thou had siller : 24

That every naig was ca'd a shoe on,
The Smith & thee gat roarin fou on 26

That at the L d's house, even on Sunday,
Thou drank wi' Kirkton Jean till Monday.
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shi pro*fesaid, divot \eet or shyn
dhu wad bi fan dip drund in :dyn,
AT katjt wi wAArreks ii dhe merk
b* :aiow^z AA! hante'd kerk.

aa ! djEnt'l demz ! it garz mi grit
IB ihiqk hu mam kuns'lz swit,
huu man* lEnth'nd s<90dj adverse
dire hazbi3n fre dire weif despaizcz !

bat tjji WBP teel : jee market

n^kht,
:tam had got planted ank^ r^kht,
fast bai an *'q'l, bliizm feinl^
wi riimim swats, dhat draqk diveinb'

;

and at h*z ElbB, suter :djom,
hez anslrent, trast, druthi kroni :

:tam lyyd hzm leik a vara bn'dtmr
;

dhee had bm fuu fAr wiks dhigrdher !

dire n^kht dreev on wi saqz an

Water,
im ei dh* jel woz gra'iren bater :

dhi la'nlad* -on :tam gru gr^shas,
wi siikret f^verz, swit Bn prEshas,
dire suter tAAld hiz kwiirest storuz,
dht? lanrerdz lakh w^z rEdi kores :

dh^ storm ^dhu't me^ht r^r ^n ras'l

:tam d^djn^ mein dh^ storm a whas'l.

:k^r mad tu sii a man se hap/,
in drund h/msE'l ama'q dh^ nape !

az biiz fli h^m wi leedz o trEzh^r,
dire mim'ts wiqd dher wei wi plEzlrur.

k'qz me bi blest, bet :tam WBZ gld'rias
or AA dhi *lz o leif vektd'rias.

bat plEzh^rz ar leik popiz sprsd,
ju siiz dh^ fluur, its bluum iz shEd

;

Ar leik dh'e snAA, fA'z m dh^ riv^r,
a mdmtmt wheit dhEn mElts fAr

Ar leik dh'e boria/h's fees

dhat fl*'t iir juu kan peint dh^r pies,
Ar leik dire reenbooz lavb' form,
iva-n'shin amrd dh^ storm.

n<9 man kan tEdh-er teim Ar teid.

dht3 uur aprotjez :tam m^n reid.

dhat uur, o n^khts blak ^^rtj dh^ kii-

dhat driijre uur hi mants hz biist m.
an sk a n(?

Jkht hi tuk dhe rood in.

az niir pyya
r sm^r WBZ abrood in.

dh^ wan bluu az t)w^d blA^n its last
;

dhi3 ratlm shuurz rooz on dhi? blast
;

She prophesied, that, late or soon,
Thou wad be found, deep drown'd in Doon

;
30

Or catch'd wi' warlocks in the mirk,
By Aloway's auld, haunted Kirk. 32

Ah, gentle dames ! it gars me greet,
To think how mony counsels sweet, 34

How mony lengthen' d, sage advices,
The husband frae the wife despises ! 36

But to our Tale : ae market night,
Tarn had got planted unco right ; 38

Fast by an ingle, bleezin finely,
Wi' reaming swats that drank divinely: 40

And at his elbow, Souter Johnie,
His ancient, trusty, drouthy crony ; 42

Tarn lo'ed him like a very brither,

They had been fou for weeks thegither. 44

The night drave on wi' sangs & clatter,
And ay the ale was growing better : 46

The landlady & Tarn grew gracious,
Wi' secret favors, sweet & precious : 48

The Souter tauld his queerest stories
;

The Landlord's laugh was ready chorus 50

The storm without might rair & rustle,
Tarn didna mind the storm a whistle. 52

Care, mad to see a man sae happy,
E'en drown'd himsel amaug the nappy : 54

As bees flee hame, wi' lades o' treasure,
The minutes wing'd their way wi' pleasure :

Kings may be blest, but Tarn was glorious,
O'er a' the ills o' life victorious ! 58

But Pleasures are like poppies spread,
You sieze the flower, its bloom is shed

;
60

Or like the snow, falls in the river,
A moment white, then melts for ever

;
62

Or like the Borealis' race,
That flit ere you can point their place ;

64

Or like the rainbow's lovely form,

Evanishing amid the storm : 66

Nae man can tether Time or Tide,
The hour approaches Tarn maun ride

;
68

That hour, o' Night's black arch the key-
stane,

That dreary hour Tarn mounts his beast in
;

And sic a night he took the road in,

As ne'er poor Sinner was abroad in. 72

The wind blew as 'twould blawn its last,

The rattling showers rose on the blast, 74
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dire spidi glimz dire daarknes swAred,

luud, dip, an lA
(

q dhe thaner bEred.

dhat n^kht a tjeild m^kht an^rstAAn

dhB dil had bzznes on hez hAAn !

wil manted on biz gree miir, :niEg,

B bfiter nEv^r lifted lEg,

:tam skslp/t on thruu dab an mair,

dispai'Z'en wan, an r^n, an fair,

wheilz hAdm fast ha'z gyd bluu banet,

wheilz kryynm a
7
ur i?n AA! :skots

sonet
;

wheilz gla'urm run wi aqshes k^rz.

lest bog'lz katj hmi anaw(9^rz
;

:k?
!rk ralowra w^z drAAm nai,

whAr geesta an hulets n^khtb* krai.

bai dh^s teim hii WBZ kros dire

whAAr m dire snAA dhs tjapmrni

smyyrd ;

an past dhe b^rks an mik'l st<?^n,

whAAr drak'n ttj^rl* brak)s nEk b^n;
an thruu dh^ whanz, an bai dire ke^rn,
whAAr banters fan dh^ mard^rd \^eern

;

an niir dh^ thorn abyn dbB wsel,
whAAr :ma*q^z rmdh^r haqd hersE'l.

bifoor hem :dyn poorz AA hiz fladz,
dire dabl'en storm roorz thruu dhe

wadz;
dh'e lekhtninz flash fre pool te pool,
niir an moor niir dhi? than^rz rool,

whan glmi*en thruu dh^ groon^n triiz

rk^'rk ralowe simd in a bliiz,

thru 'lke boor dh'e bimz w^r glansi?n,
an lud risirm't melrth an dansim !

inspai-rm bAAl :djon :barh'korn !

what d^^ndprz dhuu kanst mak 13s

skorn !

wt tipent wi fiir nee iivl,
w a'skwib^^ wi)l fees dh'e diivil !

dhi swats se riimd in :tanuz nod'l,
f^r plee, hi k^rd)n^ dilz a bod'l.

bat :mag styd r^'kht seer asto'nisht,
tel bai dhe hiil an hAAn admo-ne'sht
sM vEnterd fArwerd on dh^ l^kht :

an, wa'u ! :tam SAA an aqk^ se'kht !

WAArkks an watje'z in a dans
ne kotiljo-n brant niuu fre :frans,
bat hAArnpeips, dp'gz, straspei'z an

riilz,

pat leif an mEt'l in dh^r hiilz.

The speedy gleams the darkness swallowed,
Loud, deep, & lang, the thunder bellowed: 76

That night a child might understand
The deil had business on his hand. 78

Weel mounted on his grey meare, Meg,A better never lifted leg, 80

Tarn skelpit on thro' dub and mire,

Despising wind, & rain, & fire
; 82

Whiles holding fast his gude blue bonnet
;

Whiles crooning o'er an auld Scots sonnet, 84

Whiles glowring round wi' anxious cares,
Lest bogles catch him unawares : 86

Kirk-Aloway was drawing nigh,
Where ghaists & houlets nightly cry. 88

By this time he was cross the ford,
Where in the snaw the chapman smoor'd; 90

And past the birks, & meikle stane,
Where drunken Charlie braks neck-bane, 92

And thro' the whins, & by the cairn,
Where hunters fand the murder' d bairn; 94

And near the thorn, aboon the well,
Where Mungo's mither hang'd hersel. 96

Before him Boon pours all his floods
;

The doubling storm roars thro' the woods
;
98

The lightenings flash frae pole to pole ;

Near, & more near, the thunders roll : 100

When, glimmering thro' the groaning trees,

Kirk-Aloway seem'd in a bleeze, 102

Thro' ilka bore the beams were glancing,
And loud resounded mirth and dancing. 104

Inspiring, bold John Barleycorn !

What dangers thou canst make us scorn ! 106

Wi' tippeny, we fear nae evil
;

Wi' usquabae, we'll face the devil ! 108

The swats sae ream'd in Tammie's noddle,
Fair play, he car'd na deils a boddle

;
110

But Maggy stood, right sair astonish' d,

Till, by the heel & hand admonish' d, 112

She ventur'd forward on the light,

And, wow ! Tarn saw an unco sight. 114

Warlocks & witches in a dance,
Nae cotillon brent new frae France, 116

But hornpipes, jigs, strathspeys, & reels,

Put life and mettle in their heels. 118
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a wanak baqker in dhi ist

dhe l
T sat AA! :nik, in sheep o bist;

a tuuzi teik, blak, grim ran l^rdj,
tB gii dhem myyzik waz hiz tj00rdj,
hi skruud dhu peips "en gert dhram

til ryf ^n rafters AA deld del
rl.

kofinz styd run, leik op'n pr<?siz,

dhat shAAd dh^ did in dh^r last dresiz.

an bai sam diivlish kantrip sl^kht,

itj in its kAAld hAAn hAAd a l^kht.

bai whatj hiroo'ik :tam waz 00b'l

te noot apo'n dhe h001i t^b'l,
a mardrerz b<9<mz in dfibet eexnz

;

tw0* span-laq, wii, ankris'nd heernz
;

a thif niu-katid fre a Teep,

wii hiz last gasp hiz gab d^d geep ;

faiv tomahAA'ks, wi bly:d rid rastid,

faiv simitarz, wi msn-d^r krastid
;

a garter whatj a b^^b had straq'lt ;

a naif, a f<90dhi3rz throot had maq'lt,
wham hiz een san o leif birE'ft,

dhu gr<?^ heerz jet stak tyy dhu hsft,
wi TReer o horib'l an AAf^,

whatj In te neem wad bii anlAA-fe.

az :tami gla'urd ameezd an kyyrit?s,
dht? m<9

!rth an fan gru fast an fyyrius :

dhu peipi3r lud an lud^r bluu,
dhu dansurz kwik an k^^ikBr fluu,
dh^ riilt, dh<? set, dh<? krost, dh<? klikit,
til ilk^ k^erlin swat an rikz't,

an kyst h^r dadiz on dh^ wark !

an liqkit at it in her s0<?rk !

nu :tam, oo :tam ! had dh^ bin

k^inz,
AA plamp an strapin in dh^r tinz,
dhe^r s^erks, instid o kriishi flan'n

bin snAA-wheit siiv'ntin hanrar lin'n !

dhe xr briks o mein, mai onli peer,
dhat jins w^r plash, o gyd bin h^r,
ai wad he gin dhimi af mai hardiz,
fAr see bh'qk o dh^ bdni bard/z !

bat widh^rd bEkbmz, AA! an drol,

rigwa-di hagz, wad sp^n a M,
la'up^n an fliq^n on a kramek
ai wan^r, d 1

d)nB tarn dhai stam^k.

bat :tam kEnt what waz what fu

brAAli,

waz jee wansom wEnsh an

WAAli,

A winnock-bunker in the east,

There sat auld Nick in shape o' beast : 120

A towzie tyke, black, grim, & large,
To give them music was his charge : 122

He screw'd the pipes & gart them skirl,

Till roof & rafters a' did dirl. 124

Coffins stood round, like open presses,
That shaw'd the Dead in their last dresses

;

And by some devilish cantraip sligut,
Each in its cauld hand held a light. 128

By which heroic Tarn was ahle

To note upon the haly table
; 130

A murderer's banes, in gibbet-aims ;

Twa span-lang, wee, unchirsten' d bairns
;

1 3 2

A thief, new-cutted frae a rape,
Wi' his last gasp his gab did gape ; 134

Five tomahawks wi' blude red-rusted
;

Five scymitars wi' murder crusted
; 136

A garter which a babe had strangled ;

A knife a father's throat had mangled, 138

Whom his ain son of life bereft,
The gray-hairs yet stack to the liel't : 140

Wi' mair of horrible & awfu',
Which even to name wad beunlawfu'. 142

As Tammie glowr'd, amaz'd & curious,
The mirth & fun grew fast & furious

;
144

The Piper loud & louder blew,
The Dancers quick, & quicker flew, 146

They reel' d,they set,they cross' d, they cleekit,

Till ilka Carlin swat & reekit, 148

And coost her duddies on the wark,
And linket at it in her sark. 150

Now Tarn ! Tarn ! had thae been queans,
A' plump & strappin in their teens ! 152

Their sarks, instead o' creeshie flainen,

Been snaw-white, seventeen-hunder linen
;

Thir breeks o' mine, my only pair,
That ance were plush o' gude blue hair, 156

I wad hae gien them off my hurdies,
For ae blink o' the bonie burdies, 158

But wither'd beldams, auld & droll,

Eigwoodie hags, wad spean a foal, 160

Loupin & flingin on a crummock,
I wonder did na turn thy stomach. 162

But Tarn kend what was what fu' brawlie ;

There was ae winsome wench & walie, 164
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(Uiat iw'kht enli-sted in dire koor,

(laq Eftur kEiit on :karik shoor !

AT mani a biist tt? did shi shot,

an pEn'sht mani a boni bot,

an shuk b^th mik'l korn an biir,

an kEpt dim kintra seid in fiir).

her kat* sm'k, o ipeeali harn,

dhat wheil a las* shii had worn,
in londjityd thoo seexli skanti,

it waz her bast, an shii waz vanti.

aa ! let'l thokht dhai r^vrund grani,

dhat seerk shi koft fAr her wii mani,

wi twee pan :skots (t-waz AA her

ritjiz)

shud evBr greest a dans o watjiz !

bat hiir mai myyz her wiq mAn
kuur,

sik fl^khts ar far bijont her puur,
tra s'q huu mani lap an flaq

(a sup'l djAAd shi waz an straq),

an huu :tam styd, leik Jen biwatjt
an thokht hiz vari in enri'tjt,

in :sAAtan gla'urd an fidjd fu feen,

an hotjt an blyy wi m^kht an meen,
til farst zee keqxor, sein anrdh^r,
:tam tint hiz riiz'n AA dhigi'dlmr,
an roorz ut :

" wil dyn, ikate : seexk I

' '

an in. an mstent AA woz daark :

an sk^rsh' had hi :magi ral/d,

wh^n ut dhB hEh'sh liidren salid.

az biiz l>e
lz ut wi aqri feik,

whan planren herdz aseel dh^r beik,
az op'n pusiz mortal fooz

whan, pop ! shi ste^rts bifoor dh^1
!'

nooz,
az iiger rmz dh'e market krud
whan "katj dh^ thif

" risuunz alu'd
;

see :mag* rmz, dh'e watp'z fain

we mani an Eldritj skriitj an hol^.

aa :tam ! aa :tam ! dhuu)l get dhai
feerin \

'in hsl dhe^)l rost dhii leik a h^rm !

mv^n dhai :k^t aw^ts dhai kam^n!
:keet shyn wil bii a weeiv wamun !

nuu, dy dhai spidi atmast, :mEg,
an wan dhis kii-sten o dhB ~bre

l

g ;

dhe^r at dhrcm dhuu dhai t^<?l mee tos,
a rmin striim dhe daar)ni3 kros !

Lat iir dh^ kii-st^n shii kad mak,
dhB fiint a tee\ shi had te

That night enlisted in the core,

(Lang after kend on Carrick-shore, 166

For mony a beast to dead she shot,
And perish'd mony a bonie boat, 168

And shook baith meikle corn & bear,
And kept [held] the Country-side in fear

:)

Her cutty-sark o' Paisly harn,
That while a lassie she had worn, 172

In longitude tho' sorely scanty,
It was her best, & she was vaunty. 174

Ah, little thought thy reverend grannie,
That sark she coft for her wee Nannie, 176

Wi' twa pund Scots, ('twas a' her riches,)
Should ever grac'd a dance o' witches ! 178

But here my Muse her wing maun cour,
Sic flights are far beyond her power ;

180

To sing, how Nannie lap & flang,

(A souple jad she was, & strang ;)
182

And how Tarn stood, like ane bewitch' d,

And thought his very een enrich'd
;

184

Even Satan glowr'd, & fidg'd fu' fain,

And hotch'd, & blew wi' might & main : 186

Till, first ae caper, syne anither,
Tarn lost his reason a' thegither, 188

And roars out " Weel done, Cutty-sark !

"

And in an instant all was dark : 190

And scarcely had he Maggie rallied,

When out the hellish legion sallied. 192

As bees bizz out, wi' angry fyke,
When plundering herds assail their byke ;

194

As open Pussie's mortal foes,

When, pop, she starts before their nose
;
196

As eager runs the market-croud,

When, "catch the thief !

" resounds aloud
;

So Maggy runs, the witches follow,

Wi' mony an eldritch skriech & hollo. 200

Ah, Tarn! Ah, Tarn! thou'll get thy
fairin !

In hell they'll roast thee like a' herrin ! 202

In vain, thy Kate awaits thy comin !

Kate soon will be a woefu' woman ! 204

Now, do thy speedy utmost, Meg,
And win the key-stane o' the brig ;

206

There, at them thou thy tail may toss,

A running stream they dare na cross
;

208

But ere the key-stane she could make,
The fient a tail she had to shake ! 210
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AI :nan/, far bifoor dhi rEst,
hard ap^ noob'l :mag prEst,
an flu at :tam wi fyyrios Kt'l,

bat Kt'l wast shi imae'z mEt'l

see sprq brokht af her master

heel,

bat lEft bih?*-nt her een gree teel I

dhi keerlin klAAkht h^r bai dhi?

ramp,
an Inft pyyr rraage sk#<?rs a stamp.

nuu, whee dhe l

s teel o tryth sh^l

rid,

ilk man an nucUrerz san, tak hid :

whanii-r te dr"qk ji er mklernt,
Ar kat/-s<90rks rm m juur mein,

tiu'qk, ji me bai dh^ djdiz u'lir

diir

rimE-mbur :tam o :shanterz miir!

For Nannie, far before the rest,

Hard upon noble Maggie prest, 212

And flew at Tarn wi' furious ettle,

But little kend [wist] she Maggie's
mettle

; 214
Ae spring brought off her master hale,
But left behind her ain grey tail : 216

The Carlin claught her by the rump,
And left poor Maggie scarce a stump.

Now, wha this Tale o' truth shall

read,
Each Man, and Mother's son take

heed. 220

Whene'er to Drink you are inclin'd

Or Cutty-sarks rin in your mind, 222

Think, ve may buy the joys o'er dear,
Remember Tam-o'-Shanter's meare.

Notes to Tarn o
1

Shanter.

The references are to the lines. For brevity TL means Mr. T. Lang, and
RG Mr. R. Giffen.

1. when (whan) ace., (whan) unacc.

EG. chapman billies, pedlars; 'chap-
man' is like the German Kaufmans,
a trader of any sort,

'
billies

' used for

young fellows, in a good sense. RG.
pron. all his close a as (a

1

)
or even (ae).

This was probably due to English
habits, and I have not followed it.

street, RG. pron. (strit) quite short,
not medial, and this was his general
habit before voiceless consonants, and
as this could not be an English
infection, I follow it.

2. droughty, thirsty, neighbours,
RG. pron. something like (dry^thi),
but I leave the (u) .

3. wearing, RG. kept (ii, r) quite

pure, with no glide between. The
-ing of the part, and vb. noun he did

not distinguish, but made (-im) in

both cases, compare 103-104 (glansen,

dansun), the first a part., the second a

verbal noun. It will be observed that

Burns himself constantly wrote -ing
for both participle and noun.

4. take the gate, that is, take the

street, or leave their shops, gate as a

doorway is (jEt).
5. while, RG. objected that this is

not L., though whiles 83, 84, 85, is

so, perhaps (BZ) as would be L.

drinking or tippling at the ale, 'nappy'
is said to be ale with a head, nap.

6. unco, very, according to Jamieson,

properly 'uncouth,' i.e. unknown.
7. Scots always, not (rskotj). miles,

RG. did not pron. (ei), but rather (a'i,

o'i), and, except in the one word knife,
which he called (naif), always used
this sound even before voiced letters, as

mjive. This may have been acquired
in England. On the other hand TL.

always distinguished (ei, ai) as he wrote
them

; just as in English Greek we

distinguish e<, ot, the first as the

London i long, and the second as the

Midland or German ei.

8. slap, a narrow pass between two
hills. stile, which RG. did not know,
is used as a gap or gangway between
walls in the n. of England.

10. gathering, or knitting, her brows,
RG. thought that the original was

(m'fren Irer bry,z), but it is not so in

the facsimile of the MS.; as to (bry,)
as in (dry^h) v. 2, I may have mis-
taken RG.'s intention, as he did not
use (y) where it was expressed, see

v. 29
;
and here (y,) seems improbable,

so that I have preserved TL.'s (uu).
12. wrath is a school or Bible word

only.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [
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13. this, EG. said (dhi's),
not (dhe's),

see cwl. p. 744, No. 484, but I retain

(e
1

)
here and elsewhere. truth, I think

EG. said (try,th), but it may have been

(trith),
see cwl. p. 744, No. 437.

14. night, TL. wrote (neikht) in all

these words, but I think he merely

implied, with Mr. Carstairs Douglas,
that the vowel was between (e)

and

(i)
as in Mr. Patrick's (e

1

)
in the cwl.

p. 744, No. 458, which I retain.

15. whom, an Anglicism, the (wham)

being like (wha) in Scots wha hae;

(dh^t, BZ) would be vernacular, p. 7310.

16 bonny, EG. used full medial (o),

almost long (oo),
TL. wrote and said

(booni) like our English bony, which

however would have been (b^ni) to a

Lowlander.
17. hadst thou, this was a mere

poetic fancy, thou is not used at all in

the district, and EG. corrected to (had

juu), but as thou occurs in the MS.
I keep it here and elsewhere ;

it must

however be remembered that it was

not vernacular. wise, observe final

(s), not (z),
see p. 744, No. 515.

19. well (wil) as the adv. in both

senses, (weel) as the noun. skellum,
a worthless fellow.

20. a blethering, boasting, blustering,
drunken idler.

22. one, thou wast not sober a single
market day.

23. each. melder, properly the

quantity of corn sent at one time for

grinding, here used for the grinding
time.

25. every nag that was driven a shoe

on, that had a shoe driven (kAAd) on
it. shoe is so written by Burns, who
makes it rhyme with fou, and hence
meant it for (shuu), and so Mr. Living-
ston gives it at Coylton, but Mr.
Patrick at Ochiltree has (sh^, sh<?*),

the latter being common and given by
EG, see p. 744, No. 555.

26. roaring, (rooT^n) is more com-

mon, but (ra?ren) was known to EG.
Burns writes roarin here, but rair v.

51. -fou, spelled fow in Jamieson,
=

full, drunk, not connected with Fr.

fou, mad.
28. Kirkton Jane is supposed to be

the landlady Jane of Kirkton, the
church town, name of a village in

parish of Kilmaurs, near Kilmarnock.

Monday, EG. had heard (manendis),
but it was not common.

29. soon, Burns evidently meant (sun

:dun), as he writes soon, Doon, but

TL. and others gave (shyn). EG. had

(sin), Ochiltree gave (sh<?'n), but often

(shin), and Coylton had (syyn), see

p. 745, No. 564. EG. continually uses

(i, ee) for (y, yy) or (9, 99) of others,

apparently a local peculiarity, seeDSS.

p 239, 1. 5.

30. The Doon rises in Loch Enoch,
Kb., and passes thirty miles to nw.

through Loch Doon, Ay., then along the

Carrick b. by Dalmellington, Alloway
Kirk, the Old Bridge, and Burns' s

Monument to the sea, 2 s.Ayr.
31. warlocks, wizards or male

witches. mirk, darkness. TL. used

(er) in this and similar words, C.

Douglas used (ir), perhaps (e
1

)
is best.

33. it makes me weep.
35. lengthened, TL. (lEqth'nd), all

the rest (lEnth'nd).
36. husband, without the (d) if used

at all, but EG. had not heard it.

37. but to our tale, EG. as usual

said (tee), but (tyy, i&, tuu) may be
heard

; (WOT) our, is used only when
unaccented.

39. ingle, the fire itself, ingle nook
is the fireside.

40. reaming, creaming, frothy, Ws.
ream, cream. swats, newly-brewed
ale.

41. souter, cobbler, Latin sutor.

42. ancient, TL. wrote (^nshent).
46. ale, the (j) is not prefixed to

Ailsa Craig. better, (bE;ur), with the

catch (;) for (t),
is also heard. Com-

pare (wan;'n) wanting, p. 725, No. 2,

and (ba;OT) butter, p. 730, No. 2, also

p. 743, Nos. 152, 154.

47. landlady, though (!AAU) land, is

said, in landlord, landlady, which are

not L. words, (Ian) is used.

49. told, (d) not to be omitted, EG.
51. storm, generally applied to a

snow storm, hence EG. thinks (wan)

wind, here and in 52, would be better.

without, not (widhu t), but (edhu-t),
EG. roar, here Burns wrote rair, and

TL. (ra?r), but none of the C. Douglas
committee had heard anything but

(roor), and oar, "VVs. dr, is called (oor).

The storm without might roar and
rustle.

52. Tom didn't mind the storm a

farthing; a quhissel, whissle, wissel,

German Wechsel, change, small change,

any coin, however small; 'gone to pigs
and whistles' means gone to potsherds
and small change, pig being the com-
mon word for an earthen pot.

54. among, EG. says (rama-q) is
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emphatic, and (Bina'q) would be used
here.

55. As bees fly home with loads of
treasure

; the of was accidentally
omitted in the MS. when the first

writing laden wi"
1

treasure was in-

tended to he altered to wi' lades o
1

treasure. The (trEzhnr, plEzh^r) are

suspicious to me, but EG. was certain

the last was right, and thought the
first was also, and none of the others

objected, though the forms must be

very modern, compare (plizrar, trsezur)
in D 33, pp. 7l9c, 7206. The whole

passage 53-66 is quite English.
54, 55. glorious victorious, English

words, the vowel modern.
56. way, TL. (wee), in Dr. M.'s Euth

(wa'i), in the cwl. (wei), p. 743, No. 262.

60. flower, TL. gave (fla'ur), the
cwl. has (fluur), p. 746, No. 893.

6 1 . river as a foreign word is apt to

be quite (rirvm
1

).

62. or like the snow, [which] falls
in the river, a moment white, then
melts for ever. The editions read :

Or like the snow-falls in the river

A moment white, then melts for ever,

in which case the plural subject snow-

falls relates to the singular verb melts,
which cannot be right. Also if the

snow-falls were already in the river,

they would not be white at all. In
the MS. a comma, not a hyphen, is

placed between snow and falls. The
sense is then perfect, though the

construction is rather harsh
; compare

a similar one in v. 160.

64. point, like my pint, never like

point.
66. evanishing, an ultra-foreignword.
68. the hour approaches Tom must

ride, (niAAn) emphatic.
70. mounts, TL. wrote (ma'unts),

C. Douglas corrected.

72. poor sinner, EG. pron. (peer

sener). Ochiltree gave (p^r), Coylton
(pyyr), and both had (sin), p. 746,
No. 866.

73. The wind blew as [if] it would

[have] blown its last, see v. 178.

77. child, as this is not L., EG.
suggested (ween) wean.

79. grey mare, (miir) is regular N.
and L. form, the (ee) in the s. seems
to be a remnant of "YVs. mere.

81. Tom jogged on at a shaking

pace through pool (dab) and mire.

83. holding.
84. an old Scotch sonnet, so the MS.,

the editions read some, etc., perhaps
a later correction

; crooning is singing
over in a low humming tone, properly

applied to the hollow moaning of a bull.

85. anxious, so the MS., the editions

have prudent.
88. howlet for owlet, this is also

found in English, the (h) is adven-
titious.

88, 90. ford smored, TL. gave
(fyyrd smyyrd), and the cwl. agrees,
but EG. read (feerd. smeerd) as he

generally replaces (99, yy) by (ee).
This seems to be peculiar to his own
locality, 10 w.Lanark, see note on
v. 29. smored is smothered.

93. whins, greenstones, the name
given to trap, etc., ragstones or toad-
stones. cairn, heap of stones.

95. thorn, 'tree' simply was first

written. above the well.

96. Mungo, a common Scotch first

name, after St. Mungo. Compare the

living of St. Mungo at Glasgow, and

Mungo Park, the African traveller.

97. before, EG. prefers afore.

floods, so EG., the cwl. p. 745, No.

573, has (flyyd).
98. woods, TL. had fwudz), which

can hardly be right. Dr. Murray's
cwl. p. 718, after No. 599, has (wadz),
which is true to analogy.

102. seemed is not Scotch, EG.

preferred looked (lakt) .

103. bore, hole, crack.

104. loud, resounded, that is, if the

words follow analogy.
105. bold, without the (d).

106. twopenny, ale at 2d. a pint.
civil and devil have the last

(i) distinct.

107. usquebaugh or whiskey (whaske),
from Gaelic uis ge-beathar (ushge-

bi*a) water of life, eau de vie, distilled

from malt, and hence one of the

products of John Barleycorn.
110. devil a farthing, the boddle

was a Scotch coin value Id. Scotch, or

%d. English, and is said to derive its

name from a mintmaster called Both-
well (:bodh'l). EG. said (nod'l bod'l),
which are English corruptions.

113. forward, EG. said (forit).

114. wow ! in the MS., an exclama-

tion, not related to vow, which I find

in the printed copies.
117. strathspeys, quick highland

dances. I take TL.'s pronunciation,
EG. had not heard the word in L.

119. windowseat, (wanokh) window,

(baqker) large box used for a seat in

the window.
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121 . towzie tyke, a shaggytousled dog.

122. music, EG. says (m^zik), using

(ee)
for (yy) as before.

123. he screwed the pipes and made

them scream', skirl "to cry with a

shrill voice" (Jamieson) is usually ap-

plied to the scream of the bagpipe.
124. roof and rafters all did dirl,

tingle, vibrate, thrill. roof, EG. pron.

(rtf). Here was inserted originally in

the MS. :

The torches climb around the wa',

Infernal fires, blue bleezing a',

but these were struck out and the four

lines 125-128 written in the margin to

be inserted in their place.
125. like open presses or cupboards,

a very common word in Scotland.

127. cantraip, cantrap, juggle,

charm, spell. sleight, trick, by some

magical trick.

128. each in its cold hand held a light.

1 29 . which, heroic, neither word is L.

130. holy table, communion table,

altar.

131. a murderer's bones in gibbet
irons.

132. two, EG. (twAA), see cwl.

p. 742, No. 74.

133. a thief newly cut down from
a rope.

134. gab, mouth.
135. with blood red rusted.

136. Here Burns had originally in-

serted the lines

Seven gallows pins three hangman's
whi ....

A raw of weel seal'd Doctors' bottles,

which are scratched out in the MS.
The word whi . . . was left incomplete.

1 37. which and babe not being Scotch,
EG. read that and wean (dhat, wiin) .

138. knife, here EG. said (naif)

contrary to analogy.
139. wham., a Scottishly written

Anglicism.
140. to, EG. reads (tee}.

142. which, not L. After this line,

which appropriately ends the par., the

original MS. contains the following
lines which have been cut out in the

printed copies, and hence were not

phonetically transcribed by TL. :

Three Lawyers' tongues, turn'd inside

out,
"WT lies seam'd like a beggar's clout,
Three Priests' hearts, rotten black as

muck,
Lay stinking vile, in every neuk.

143, 144. curious, furious, EG. pron.

(km-res, fm-res), see v. 29.

145, 146. blew, flew, EG. pron.

(bluu, fluu), and said he remembered
these words by a rhyme on the Glasgow
coat of arms, which apparently has a

bird sitting on a tree (a trii dh^t nev^r

gruu, en B bard dhet nevw fluu). TL.

gives the same pron., but it looks as if

it should be (blyy, flyy). Instead of

'loud and louder,' Burns first wrote
'

quick and quicker.'
147. they reeled, they set, they

crossed, they caught hold of each other;

to cleik, clek, cleek (te klik), is to catch

or lay hold of, after the manner of a

hook.

148-150. till every old woman sweated

and reeked= smoked, and cast off her

duds ragged clothes, on the work,
and linked= tripped at it in her sark =
shift. EG. felt quite sure of the pron.

(seerk} . The editions read to the wark.

149. cast, EG. (kist).

151. now, so MS. and printed copies.
EG. reads (00} .

153. greasy flannel, the original
Welsh is gwlanen, made of gwlan wool,
so the L. form is more correct than the

received.

154. snow white 1700 linen, linen

with 1700 threads to a yard, and hence

very fine.

155-158:

these breeches of mine, my only pair,
that once were plush ofgood blue hair,

Iwould have given them off my buttocks,

for one blink of the bonny birds.

159-160 :

but withered beldames, old and droll,

shaft-horsey hags, would wean a foal,

rigwoodie. According to Jamieson

rigwoodie (which he considers to be a

wrong spelling for rigwiddie, both

would be pronounced in the same way),

literally ridge or back withy or willow,
meant originally the rope made of

willow withs crossing the back of the

horse to keep up the shafts ;
the word

was then applied to the horse itself,

which was necessarily thick-set, strong,
"one of a durable frame, that can

bear much fatigue," also used meta-

phorically for one of a stubborn dis-

position as a "rigwiddie body" or

person. Also widdie was used as a

halter, and hence for the gallows, so

that "a rigwiddie carlin" is stated to

be used in Ab. as "an old wife who
deserves to be hanged." Here, how-
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ever, it seems to be "possessed of

shafthorse properties," as opposite to

the light figures of Burns' s queans,
v. 151, and the following phrase, would

spean or wean a foal, seems to carry
on the metaphor. The glossary to the
Globe edition of Burns explains the
word as "withered, sapless," for which
there is no authority in Jamieson.

161. leaping andflinging (as in the

Highland fling) on a crook-stick; the
MS. has mmmock, some printed copies

cummock, Jamieson gives both forms.
162. I wonder didn't turn thy

stomach, make you sick.

163. bravely = well.

164. there was one winsom = comely
wench, not Scotch, and handsome.
(t
walie, excellent, large, ample; awaly

bairn, a fine child," Jamieson.
165. corps, which Burns spells core.

166. long after known on Carrick
shore ; popularly the n. of Ay. is called

Cunningham, the middle Kyle, and the
s. Carrick.

167-169:

for many a beast to death she shot

and perished= wrecked many a bonny
boat,

and shook (the grains from) both much
corn = wheat and barley.

TL.'s (shuk) seems an Anglicism, but
see cwl. p. 745, Nos. 569, 570.

171. Paisley harden, the refuse of

the coarser parts of flax and hemp.
172-3. scanty, vaunty = fond of

shew. TL. had (skanti, vAAnti), and

perhaps on the analogy of (hAAn, IAAU)
hand, land, (AA) would be used in

both words, but neither of them is L.
while is here English, RG. read (whan).

175. thought, so in the MS., usually
have kent.

176. coft bought, or coped.
177. two, RG. says (twAA), see cwl.

p. 742, No. 74 ;
two pounds Scotch are

two shillings English.
178. should, so the MS., wad is

usual, the have is omitted before

graced, as in v. 73.

179. muse, not L., pron. uncertain,
RG. (miuz) ;

her wing must droop, cower
not L.

180. RG. reads (ajont), but beyond
is in MS.

181. leapt andJiang, as in v. 161.

182. supple jade, TL. (sup'l djAAd),
RG. (sup'l dj^d), (sup'l) follows the

French, and (sap'l) is English ;
on

jade, see cwl. p. 745, No. 717.
183. stood, RG. (stid).

184. very, the last vowel doubtful,
TL. (vsra), RG. (VE).

185-7. Satan, RG. (:seetan), glowered
and fidgetted full fain=very pleased,
and hitched his body from side to side, .

and blew with might and main, tillfirst
one caper, then = afterwards another.

188. tint = \ost, from tine to lose.

189. done, RG. (din).
191. rallied, recovered.

193. buzz, RG. (biz).-^te, restless-

ness
; bike, hive.

196-197. before, RG. (afoor).

eager, RG. (iiger), Coylton gives (eegvT),
see cwl. p. 746, No. 827.

199-200. follow, RG.
(fait?), TL.

(Mo}. eldritch, so MS., TL. had

(Eldritj) at first, and then accepted
Carstairs Douglas's (Eldrikh). Jamie-
son says :

' '

elrishe, elriche, elraige,

elrick, alrisch, airy, expressing relation

to evil spirits, preternatural, as regard-

ing sound ; hideous, respecting appear-
ance

; frightful, respecting place ;
un-

couth, in relation to dress
; surly,

austere, fretted applied to a sore."

201. fairing, properly, a present
from a fair or market

; here, rewarded
for your doings after the market.

204. Kate soon will be a woeful
woman = a widow. RG. reads (sin)

and (wumran), yet (wamen) occurs in

Ruth, see cwl. p. 744, No. 506.

205. do, RG. (dee}.

206. win or gain; bridge, RG. (brig) .

210. the devil a tail she had to shake.

Burns rhymes as if make had its English

pron.
213. furious, RG. (teenies) ; ettle,

aim, purpose, design, intention.

214. knew she, the MS. has kend

with wist written over, printed copies
have wist.

215-216. whole, safe, untouched;
RG. (ahin-t), her own gray tail.

217-218. the carlin = witch, clutched,

compare v. 147 (klikit) ;
RG. (peer), see

cwl. p. 746, No. 866.

219. who, RG. (whAA), which Mr.

Patrick, of Ochiltree, especially pro-
hibits.

221-222. you are inclined, RG. uses

(jri er), and puts (t)
at end of (inkleint),

and omits (d) in (meind), though it

spoils the rhyme.
223-224. over dear, mare.
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MID LOWLAND cwl.

Compiled from

A Dr. Murray's first chapter of Kuth, given above in Introduction to L.,

5 versions, No. 2, p. 698.

C Coylton (5 e.Ayr),
Rev. Neil Livingston's wl. and dt.

Cl Clydesdale, Mr. A. Melville Bell's sentences from his Visible Speech,
corrected as in D 33, p. 714.

G Glasgow, Mr. John Alexander's wl., omitting those words said to have rec.

pron. as shown in C. and 0.

K Kyle, words from W. Simson, schoolmaster, of Cumnock, Kyle (15 e.Ayr),

given in W. Aiton's "General View of the Agriculture of the County of

Ayr," Glasgow, 1811, pp. 681-693.

M Dr. Murray's DSS., p. 239.

Ochiltree (11 e.Ayr), Mr. David Patrick's wl.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 CO bek. 4 CO tak. A tee 1* [taken]. 5 CO mak. 6 med,
A m<?d. 7 CO sek [ace.], sik [unacc.]. M wAAk [wake]. 8 A he,

C heev hiv, he hi. 9 CO hiheev. K graf [to gravel. 10 CO hAA.

11 C mAA. 12 CO SAA. 13 C nAA. 14 CO drAA. 15 C AA [0 (AAfu)

awful]. 16 C dAAn. 17 CO IAA. 18 CO k^k [applied to oat-cake]. 19 C
teel. 20 CO L?m. 21 A nem, CO n<?m. 22 CO tern. 23 CO sem. 24 CO
shem. 25 mm. 26 C ween. 27 C ne\. 28 CO heer, G her. A gjet

[gate=road]. 31 CO let. 32 C [often] heeth. 33 CO ledhvr. 35 C AA!.

36 C thaa, KGO tha'u. 37 C klAA.

A: 39 A km, CGO kam. 40 CGO k<?m. K weem [womb]. 41 CO
thaqk. 43 CO hAAn. 44 AGO IAAU. wan [did wind]. 46 C kAn'l,

GO kan'l. 47 C WAUOT, waner. 48 CO saq. 49 CO haq. 50 CGKO
taqz. 51 AC man, man. 52 CO wan [adj.], wan [did win]. 54 GO
want, C want. 56 CGO wash. 57 AAZ, C ashez.

A: or 0: 58 A ie, CG free, free fri. 59 CO lam. 60 CKO laq, G lAAq,

[A (ralaq) along]. bila-q [belong]. 61 CO amaq. 62 CO stroq, [occ.]

straq. 63 CGKO thraq. 64 CGO raq. 65 CO saq. 66 CO whaq.
A'- 67 A gjceq, CO gaq [not (gjaq)] gee, [Cl (gun) going, A

. 70 CGKO tee. 71 CKO wee.went]. K sleez [sloes]. 70 CGKO tee. 71 CK 72 C whAA, K
[not (wha)]. 73 A see*, CG [often], see, CO soo. 74 CKtwie twaa, Gtwaa,
iwee [not (twa)], A twAA twaa. 75 C strook, [rare] street. 76 CGO teed..

77 ACO loord. 78 CGO AA, C oo. 79 A AAn, CO een. K h^li [holy].
80 C holidrj. 81 C leen. 83 CGO meen. 84 A meel

r, CGO meet. 85 A 8eel

r,

CO aeer. 86 CO eets, [occ.] oots. 87 CGO kleez. 88 CO kliid. 89 A b^'th,
CGO b*Hh. 90 CGKO blxA. 91 CGKO mAA, G maw. 93 CGKO SUAA.
94 CGKO krAA. 95 CO throo, C thraa. 96 CGKO SAA. 97 K BAA!, sool

[rarely (BAA!)], CG saul. 99 thrAA, C thraan, [occ.] throon. 100 GO
8AAn.

A': 101 CGO ee\. [oftener (ook)]. 102 A aash, K aks. 104 CO rood.

105 CO reed. 106 CGO bra-d. 107 CO loof, G leef. 108 CGO deelsh, C doo.

109 GO l^kh, C loo. K fee [foe]. 110 m? ni, C [oftenest] nat. Ill
CGO okht [if used, rather (sad)]. 112 C heel. 113 A h^'l, CGO h<?l.

115 A hem, CGKO Ineem. 116 C huum. 117 Jin aee [not (een, ee)~\,

[(A Bkn, K vlem) alone]. 118 CKO heen. 121 CGKO geen. 122 i. CGKO
neen, ii. A naa, CKO nee. 123 CGKO n^hen. 124 CGKO steen. 125 CO
oonli [if used].

- - K reep [rope]. 126 CO oor. 127 CGO hm-s. - ree*z

[rose, did rise]. 128 [CGO (dhee) used]. 129 CO geest. 130 CO boot. 131

goot, C [often] geet. 132 CGO hut. 133 CO reet. 134 CO eeth. 135
CGO kleeth.

M- 138 CGO fodhw. 141 CO n^l. 142 CO sneel. 143 CO teel. 144

A*Bgjen, C ugen, agin. 145 C sleen. 146 C meen. 147 C ^gen, agin
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[again]. A feerli. 149 bliiz, C \Aeez. 150 CO lust. 152 CGO water,
Cl wa;i3r. 153 CGO se;rdi [very common].
&: 154 A bk. 155 CGO thak thik. K rak [wreck]. 158 CGO efter.

K haft [haft, handle]. 161 A dee1
,
CO tee. 163 CO lee. 165 A sed, CO

seed, sid. 166 C meed. 167 C teel. K SHIAA [small]. 168 C tali?. 169 A
kwhan, CGKO whan [interrog.], whan [relative]. 170 CO herst, heerst, G
hervest. 171 A baark, CG -i. 172 GO gress, CO [occ.] gers. 173 A waz,

w*z, C [often] waz. 174 CO esh. 175 CO fast. 176 a hmn [at home].
177 A dha't, [as a conjunction only, never as a relative], at, et. 178 C nat.

K rat'n. 179 CG what, whit. 180 C bath. 181 C path, pEth.
M'- 182 CO sii. 183 CO tiitj. 184 CO Hid. 186 CGO briidth. 187

C liiv, Hi. 188 [CO (n^lrer) used]. 189 CGO wii. 190 kee, C kii.

191 CO heel. 192 CO miin. 193 CO Him. 194 CKO oni. 195 K moni,
CO mani. 196 CO war WOT, C veer. 197 CO tjiiz. 199 C bHit. 200 CO
whiit. 201 CO h^dh'n. 202 CO hiit.

M': 203 CO spiitj. 204 CO diid. 205 CGO thrid. 206 CO rEd. 207
COniid'l. 210 CGO'klei. 211 CO gree. 212 CGO whei. 213 CGO eedhvr.
214 A nee'dher. 215 tokht [in school reading only], C takht. 216 CO
deel, [A (deli) dealedl. 217 A elk, C iitj. 218 CO shup. 219 CO sHip.
221 CO fiir. 222 CO heer, G her. 223 A dh^r dher. 224 A kwhAAr,
whAAr, C wheer. 225 CO flEsh. 226 CGO m^st. -- K wars' 1 [wrestle].
227 CGKO wat. 228 CGO swiit. 229 CO br^th. 230 CGO fat.

E- 232 CGO brEk. 233 CO spiik, A spik. 234 CG n^d. K wadhw
[weather]. 235 CO wiiv. 236 CGO fiver. 237 C tjilbleen. 238 C hEdj.
239 CKO aeel. 240 leen, G lein. 241 CO reen. 242 C tweea. 243

plee.
- - K wal [a well]. 246 i. H. CO kwiin. 247 CO ween. 248 CGO

miir. 249 CGO wiir. 250 CGO swiir. Cl et feat]. 251 CO miit.

252 CO kEt'l. 253 CO nEt'l. 254 CO lEdher. 255 wadhur, C WEdht?r.

be;er [better].
E: - - K wab [web]. 257 C Edj, mlj. 258 C SEdj. 260 CO lee. 261

CO see. - K wadin [wedding]. 262 A wa'i, CGO wei. 263 A BWAA. 264
CO eel. 265 CO stra?kt, GO strakht, straakht. 267 C iild, il. K
twal [twelve]. 270 i. CO belts, ii. bull. 272 CO sl'm. K whalp
[whelp]. 273 AGO mEn. 274 binsh, C bintj. 276 A theqk, C thiqk,

theiqk. 277 C drintj. 278 C wintj. A EEn. 280 CKO eluv'n. 281
CGO lEnth. 282 CGO strEnth. K pen^rth [pennyworth]. K ran

[a wren]. ksn [ken, know]. K girn [grin]. 283 CO mEn. 284
GO thrEsh, C thrash. 285 C [often] kras kars. 286 hero here, C haro.

287 C b^z'm, GO biz'm. K wast [west]. K whatsten [whetstone].
E'- 289 A

,
CO jii. 290 hii hi. 292 AGO mii. 293 CO wu [0

never (u)]. 294 CO fiid. 295 CO bred. 296 CO biHiv. 297 K falo. 298
fiil [but gen. (fin) find], C fill. 299 CO griin. 300 A kip, CO kiip.

301 CO hiir. 302 CO nuit. 303 CO swiit.

E': 305 CO hiikh. 306 CGO h^kht. 308 CO niid. 309 CO spiid. 310
CO Mil. 311 AC tEn. 312 CO hiir. 313 CO hark'n. 314 A hrd, CO
hard. 315 C flit. 316 CO nEkst, [rarely] niist.

EA- 317 C flai. 319 CO g^p. 320 CO keer, G ker. K shAA [to

shew],
EA: 321 A saa, SAA. 322 CO lakh. 323 CGO fokht. 324 eekht

ikht [never (akht)], C akht, G eekU. K kAAk [chalk]. 325 CO wAAk.
326 AC AA!, C AAld, AAd. 327 CO bAAld, C bAAl. 328 C kaald kAAl,

kAAd. 329 CG fAAld IAA!, fAAd. 330 CO hAAd. 331 K sAAld, CO [use

(sBlt) selled]. 332 CGO [use (tslt) telled], [rarely] tAAl. 333 CGO kAAf.

334 CGO hAAf. 335 CGO AA. 336 CGKO IAA. 337 CGO WAA. 338 Cl

kao, AK kAA. K sa'ut [salt]. 340 CO j^rd. 342 CO eerm, G erm.

343 CGO warm. 345 CO dAAr, G der. w'rAAt [a wart]. 346 jEt

[not (J^t)], C geet.
EA'- 347 CO hiid. 348 CGO ii. 349 C fiuu. skruumus [shrew-

mouse]. EA': K rak [rick], relk. 350 CGO diid. 351 CO Hid.

352 C riid, rid. 353 A brid, CO briid, Cl bred. 354 CO sheet 355 CGO
diif. 356 CO liif. 357 CO thoo [not (dhoo)], thtj. 359 CGO miter.
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360 C tiira. 361 CO biin. A ugjmst [against]. 362 C dee. 363 CO

fortm A iir [year]. 365 AC niir, ner\ - K na'ut [neat cattle].

366 CO greet. 367 thr^t. 368 A deth, CGO d^th. 369 CO sloo. 370

CO TAA. 371 CO stree.

El- 372 G ei. 373 AGO dhee. 374 C nee, na. 375 C reez, reiz.

376 CO heet. EI: 377 CGO steek. 378 CGO week. 379 C heel. 381

C Bween. 382 CO Sheer, dhar, G dhEr.

EO- 383 CGO siiv'n. 384 CGO hiiv'n, C hiv'n. 385 C biniith bineHh,

imooth. 386 CGO ja'u. 387 CO niu. EO: 388 C meUk, [rarely]

malk 389 CO jok. K siler [silver]. 393 CO T?jont. 396 K wark. 397

C swoord, sward soord. 398 CGO stsrv. 399 CGO br?kht. -- CO fardter

[farther]. 400 CO earnest. 402 CO leern. 403 CGO fAAr. 404 CGO stAAr.

405 CO hErth [only in (tiErthst^n) hearthstone], 406 A jarth, j^rth je j

rd,

C eerth. A sister [sister]. 407 CGO fAArd'n.

EO'- 409 CO bii. 411 CO thrii. 412 A shii,, CO shii. 413 CO diiv'l

diil, G diivil. 414 CG flii. 415 CGO lii. 416 CO diir. 417 CGO tja'u.

418 CO brim. 420 CO fa'ur. 421 CO forti.

EO'' 422 sik [only feverish, not ill in general, nor nauseated]. 423 CGO
thii. 424 CGO ra'ukh. 425 CGO le'kht. 426 CGO fEkht. 427 CO bii bi. 4'28

CO sii. 429 fiint [only in such phrases as (fmt e h^t) devil a bit, hait=a.toni].

430 CGO friin, frend [A (frinz) friends]. 431 CO biir [when used, generally

(JE!) ale]. 432 CO fort. 433 CGO briist. 434 CGO b^t [meaning excelled,

only]. 435 CO juu ji [not (jo)]. 436 CO truu. 437 tarth [often nearly
or precisely (trith)], C [often] tryyth.
EY- 438 CGO dii [A (diit) died]. EY: 439 CO trast [0 gen. (lip'n)].

I- 440 CO wik. 441 C siiv, si [in composition as (m^lsi) milksieve].
A gin [given]. 442 C em. 443 freidi. 446 nain. 448 C th<r.

449 CO gEt. 450 [old] teezdi [giving way to (tiuzdi)]. 451 CGO shuu.

I: 452 C1KO a, C ai. 454 CO watj. 455 C lai, lei. 457 CGO me'kht.

4o8 A nekht, CGO n^kht. 459 CGO w'kht. 460 wEkht. 462 CGO s^kht.

463 A tri. 465 CO sik, CG sitj. 467 CO weil. 468 CO tjilder [but rare

now]. 470 A hem, him. sklim [climb]. 471 CGO timer. 472 C

shriqk. 473 CO blin. 476 CO bin. 477 A fan, CGKO fin. 478 CO gran.
479 CO wan, G win, C waind. 480 theiq.

-
reiq [ring]. breiq

[bring]. seiq [sing]. OK rin [run]. le'p [lip]. K kirn

[churn]. 484 CO dh^s, G dhee. A kest [kissed]. K rashez [rushes

sb.]. 485 G this'l, thras'l. K girs'l [gristle]. 487 C j^sterdi,

jesterdi. 488 CO jet. 489 A et. wat [wit].
I'- 490 bei [ace.], hi [unacc. of place], baa [of agent]. 491 CGO s^kh.

A ba'id [abide]. 492 A sa'id. 493 CO dreiv. 494 CO teim. 496 CO eern

era, G era. 498 CO reit.

I': 500 CO leik [like]. 501 CO weid. 502 CO faiv. 503 CO leif. 504

CO neif. 505 A wa'if, CO weif. 506 A wamun, CGO womim. 507 CO
winren. 509 A kwhE'il, CO wheil. 510 ii. maa'. 511 CO wein. 513 CO
w^r, G wer. 514 CO eis. 515 CO weis [not (weiz), see Tarn o

1

Shanter,
v. 17]. 516 wheit. 517 C jiuu.

0- 519 A a'ur. 520 CGO ba'u. 521 CO fol. K stAA [stolen]. 522
CO op'n, K **?p'n. 523 A hoop, ha'up. K smoor [smother], 524 CGO
worl [occ. (warlt)], M warlt.

0: 526 CG kokh. 527 CGO bokht. 528 CGO thokht, A thookht. 529
CGO brokht. 531 A dookhter, CGO dokhter, K dokhter. 532 CO kol. 533
CO dal. 534 CO hoi. 535 A fok, K fa'uk. 536 CGO guuld, K ga'ud. 537

mulz mAAlz [earth, especially grave], C ma'uld. 538 wad wid, C wud,
A wad. K ta'ul [told]. K ha'u [hollow], 539 CGO ba'ul. 540 C holi.

K ha'um [holm]. 542 CO bolt. - K ka'ult [colt]. 544 A dhEn, K dhan.
KM drap [drop], M krap [crop],

- M tap [top], 545 MO hap,
C hop.

-- A stop, KM stap. K lapster [lobster]. 547 tward, C byyrd
buurd. 548 f^rd, C fyyrd. 549 C herd. 550 ward. 551 CGO storm.

552 CGO korn. 553 CGO horn. 554 C kros.

0'- 555 sha? [often nearly (sh^)], C shuu shee. 557 tw, C tuu, A tee1
.

558 CO lak. 559 A m^dher, CO midh^r. 561 bb'm, C blyym. 562
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min, C myyn. 563 CO mandi, [rarely] mamindi. 564 sh^n [often]

0': 569 buk biak. 570 AC tak, tuk, [very rarely] tiak. 571 A
G g'd, gid, C gyyd. 572 OG bb'd, KO blid, C blyyd. 573 C

574 C bryyd. 575 ste'd, C styyd. 576 KO wanzdi, C WEnzdi, G wenzde.
577 C ba'u bakh. 578 C pla'u plakh, pluu piu piakh. 579 CO tmjakh,
C enokh. 580 CO tiakh, CG takh. 581 CGO sokht. 582 OG te'l, [often
nearly (kil)], C kyyl. 583 te'l [often nearly (til)], C tyyl. 584 GO start,
C styyl. 585 bra'm, C bryym. 586 GO &><> [and when emphatic (d/v)],
C duu. 587 d*'n din, C dan. 588 C nyyn, K nin. 589 sps>'n spin,
C spyyn. 590 GO ftwr, C flyyr. 591 GO nuwr, C myyr. 592 sw^r, C
swoor. 594 GO b^t, C byyt. 595 GO ie\ C fit fat. 596 GO rct, C ryyt.
597 GO w\ C syyt.
U- 599 -eb^n rabin, C ubyyn. 600 O :b'v [as a family name, otherwise

(lav)]. 601 CG fuul. 602 su, CG suu. 603 CO kam. 604 K sinrer.
- K hini [honey]. 605 AO san. 606 CO door. 607 CO hater, OC1

[slovenly] ba;r. K nit [a nut].
U: 608 agli. 609 fu, C fuu. 610 u [w sometimes sounded].

611 C balsk. 612 CO sam. 613 draqk. 614 CO ha'un. 615 CO pan,
G pand. 616 CO gran, G grand. 617 CGO sun. 618 C wuund. 619 CO
fan, G fand. 620 CO gran. 621 wan. 622 anur, C [often] mrer.
625 taq. 626 ha'uqer [not (huqw)]. 628 nan. 629 san, K sin.

631 CO thazdi, [formerly (foarzdi)]. 632 CC10 ap. ape [upon]. 633
CO kap, K kap. 634 CO thruu. 635 CO wsrth. 637 C task. 638 CO
bask [applied to fish-hooks]. 639 C dast.

U'- 640 CGO kuu. 641 CGO huu. 642 CO dhuu [seldom used]. 643
ACGO nuu. 644 CO duu. 646 CGO buu. 647 CG uul. - huulet

[owlet]. 648 OC1 wur, CGO uur. 649 CGO thuuzen. 650 A ubirt. 652
CO kud. 653 ACO bat.

U': 654 skruud. 655 OC ful. 656 OC ruum. 657 CGO brun. 658
CC1GO dun. 659 CGO tun. 660 CGO buur bur. 661 CGO shuur shur.

662 AO as, C [often] az. 663 CGO hus. 664 CGO lus. 665 CGO mus.
666 C [often] hazbtmt. 667 CGO ut. 668 CGO prud. 669 a'uqkn, C
ankuuth. 670 [rare] b^th, C buudh. 671 CGO muuth. 672 CGO suuth.

Y- 673 ACO mak'l, C mik'l. 674 did. 676 CGO Hi. 677 CO drai.

678 CO din. kiq [not (kiq keiq)]. 679 CO ke ]

rk, K kirk. 680 C bizi,

[(thraq) used]. 681 biznes. 682 CGO l^t.

Y: 683 CO midj. 684 GO br*l

g, C bridj. 685 CO wl

g. 686 CO bai.

CO b^g [to big = buildj. 687 CGO fl^kht. 690 kin. 691 CO mein,
A ma'in. 693 CO sin. 694 CO wark. 696 C barth. 697 biri, C byri.
698 C marth. 699 CGO re'kht. 700 CGO wAAr. 701 CO farst. 702 A wy.
703 CO pe

l
t. 704 C viks'n.

Y'- 705 CO skai. 706 whei [when used, but ordinarily (whit wei) what

way]. 707 thErtiin. 708 CO hair. Y': 709 CO fair. 711 CO leis.

712 CO meis.

n. ENGLISH.

A. skreib [crab apple]. K krabit [crabbed]. K sabuth

[sabbath]. 713 CO bad. 714 CO IVd, A lad lAAd. 715 C pad. 716 C ad'l.

717 CO djAAd. 718 CO twd. 719 C tadpol. 720 C fag. 722 CO drmi.

723 deiri, C deeri. 724 belt [in (belt-hiidit) bald-headed], C bAAl. 725
C seel. 727 CO djam. 728 C sham. 729 CO frmn. 730 CO kanter. 731
CG wanton. 733 C skeer. 734 CGO dern. - bore [barrow].
sklaash [clash]. 735 CO smash. 737 C met. A grat [did greet, wept].
738 C preet. 740 CO w^v. K bAA [bawl]. 741 C nwz. 742 CO leezi.

E. 743 C skriim. A -ween [a wean, child]. A deeith [dearth].
744 CO miiz'lz. 745 CO tjiit. 746 CO br^th. 747 endm^r [but

consciously a '

lang-nebbit
'

word, if used]. A gritin [greeting, weeping].
749 A Mt. 750 CO bEg. 751 C pErt.

I. and Y. -
pe'k [pick]. 754 CO p^g.

- whap [whip]. 756 C
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shrimp pin, K prin [pin].
-

reiqk [rink for curling].
- K

tiqldm [tinker]. 758 C gerl. p*shmol [pismii-e]. 759 CO fe't.

0. 761 CO leeA. 762 CO ooktrni. 763 C room. K lokh [loch=lake].

767 'CO neiz. 769 ma'udi! ma'udiwarp, C modiwert. K pa'u [poll, head]._ K skra'u [scroll]. 771 CO fond. 772 CO bEnfeir. 773 C daqki.
- - M

banet [bonnet]. 774 CGO pa'uni. 775 C buubi. mak [not (niuk)

nook]. 777 CO shop. 778 G af^rd, C afyyrd. M paritj [porridge].

KM pat [pot]. 781 CO bodher. -- kliakh [not (kliukh) clough].
-

K ma'ult [moult]. 783 C puultri. 784 CO ba'uns. 785 C luundj. 786 C

duus. 787 C suus. 789 C ra'u. 790 CGO gimn.
U. 792 C skwab'l. C kwei, G kei [quey, quy, quoy, quyach, quoyach,

quevek, quyok, a cow 2 years old]. 793 hag. 794 djag, G djug.
-

L1
! [bull]. 799 skal. 803 CO djamp. 805 CO kradz. 806 C fas. 807

CG pus. 808 ACGO pat, CK pit.

m. ROMANCE.

A-- 809CO^b'l. 810 CO fees. 811 A pl^s, CO pleea. 81201*03.

K klAAt [caught]. 813 CO b^k'n [rare]. 814 CO mees'n. 815 CO faks.

816 COM. 817 C radish. CO peel [pail]. 818 CO ^dj. 819 CO r^dj.

821 C dibi. 822 CO mei. 823 C bee, G bei. 824 tjeir, CG tjeer. 825

C waf. 826 CO iig'l. 827 C eegvr. 828 C eege. Cl bE'ili [baillie].

829 C seen. 830 CO treen. 831 C distram. 832 C [rare] meer. 833 CGO
peer. 834 C sheez. 835 CGO reez'n. 836 CO seez'n. 837 C lash. 838

CGO ireei. 839 C \>eel. K hAAt [halt]. 840 CO [rare] tjAAmw, G tjaimjr.

841 CO tjans. 842 C plaqk. 843 breinsh, CG bremsh. 844 trensh,

C trEntj. 845 AAnshrant, C onshisnt. 847 deindpr, C d^ndpr. 848

CGO tp'indj. 849 streindj. 850 CO dans. 851 C aant aanti. - K
kabten [captain]. 852 eeprvn [not (^prn)]. K babtist [baptist], 853

bargin, C -en. 854 CO barl. 855 CGO kan?t. 856 CO peert, G part.

857 CO Isees. 859 CO tpes. 860 CO peest. 861 CO ieest. 862 CO seef.

863 C tjeef. 864 C bikAAZ. 865 CO fAAt. 866 GO p^r, C pyyr.
E-. 867 CO tii. 868 C dj^. 869 CO viil. 870 CO biuti [0 said only

of a handsome woman]. 871 CO Bgrii. 872 CO tjiif. 874 rein, C reen.

875 GO fent, C feent. 876 CGO dEnti. 877 CO eer. 878 C sBlBri. 879

feemel. 880 CO eksamp'l. Cl konshras [conscience]. 881 CO sens. 882

CO panzi. 883 CO dandilai-en. 884 prantis. 886 C freir. 887 C

klErdji. CO feer [a fair]. 888 AC sart'n. 889 C siis. 890 CO biist.

891 CO fist. 892 CO neefv. 893 CGO fluur. 894 CO [rare] dis^v. 895

CO [rare] ris^v.

I and Y 898 nais. 899 CO niis. 900 CO pree. pil [not (pil)

pill]. 901 fain fein. 902 main, C mein. 903 dain dein. - K
opanv^n. 904 varolet. 906 viiper veipOT. 907 C treis. 910 CGO
djist. 912 rais.

0- 913 CO kootj. 914 CO brootj, G broti. 915 CO staf. 916 iq'n.

917 CO roog. 918 C fiib'l. 919 CGO eintnvent. 920 CGO peint. 921 GO
akwa-nt, C akwernt. 922 CGO bash'l [not (bwsh'1)]. 923 moist. 924

tjeis. 925 CO veis. 926 CGO speil. 927 CO traqk. 928 CGO ans.

929 C kiukBmbtn-. 930 CO lein [if used]. 931 djagltjr, CG djughr.
932 C Bma'unt. 933 CO frant. 934 C buunti. 935 A k^ntra

1

,
CO kintn?

kintra. 936 C font. 937 CO kok. 938 CO kormjr. 939 CO kloos. 940
CO koot. 941 GO fo*l, C fyyl. K stib'l [stubble]. 942 CO batpr [not

(bwtpr), usually iflEslver)]. 943 tatj, C tttj. 944 CGO t?luu-. 945 CO
vuu. 946 C meil. 947 CGO beil. 948 CGO bul [in case of carpet balls in

use at teaparties, but (ba'ul) for a bowl at a (ba'ulen grin) bowling green],
950 CO sapin-. 951 CO kap'l. A tarn [turn]. 952 i. CGO kuurs. 953
CO kizin. 954 CGO kashtm. 955 CGO duut. K va'ut [vault], 956 CO
kavur. 957 emploi. 958 C fm. 959 kemw kenw'i.

U-- 960 CO kii. 961 grmrel. 962 C miuuz. A wet [wait], A
djadj [judge], 963 kweet. 964 CGO shmret. 965 CGO eil. 966 fr*t

frt, C fryyt, 967 sh^t shit, C shyyt. 968 CGO eister. A mult [ruled].
969 GO sh^r, C shyyr. 970 dpst djist, C djyst. 971 fl*t flit, C flyyt.
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LOCHWINNOCH (rlokh-eniakh), 6 sw.Benfrew, Rf.

From Mr. David Patrick, old spelling Lochquhinzeoch.

The whole intonation is different from 30 miles s., but agrees with adjoining
n.Ay. parishes. "More modulation passing from high to low, tone stronger,
sounder, coarser, more vulgar, yet fuller and pithier than in Ochiltree. Pron.
broader."

Vocabulary different from Ochiltree :

(bEnfeir), L (tAAn'l) bonfire.

(mingnz), L (gatiz) minnows.

(gad'l), L (gin'l) dip for trout with the hands below stones and cavities

of rock.

(huusifs, deikis), L (spiagz, spragz) house and hedge sparrow.
(kokwiid), L (kaluuri) a kind of weed.

(piin), L (loz'n) pane or lozenge of glass.

(seiboz), L (iqunz) onions.

(loupit), L [flap] leaped.

Old forms used at L (hant'l, laqsum, tAAl, kAA), many, late, told, quoth. Use
of (tuu, dhw) thou in L, unknown, at 0. L (what)s at?) what's that, L (duiin
i geet) down the street. L (enoth athoort), (abloo, ekros) below, across.

L (hAAf thrii) half-past two o'clock, etc. L (twal, twad uurz) twelve o'clock,
German usage. L (dh.B SB! o)t, dhe hid o er, dhe b^mz o)m), the self of it, the

head of her, the bones of him. L (, Jen) one, never (ee, en). They find the

e. dialect strange.
A few words follow.

i. WESSEX AND NOBSE.

A: 43 hAAn. 44 IAAU. A'- 72 whAA. 74 twAA [tendency to OHOAA)].
JE: 179 what. E: ttval [tendency to (k?al) twelve]. EO': 435

IB, ja [not (ji), as (h^st JB, bigAAn) haste you, begone]. I: saks [six].
0: 538 wad.

D 36 = s.ML. = southern Mid Lowland = Dr. Murray's

Galloway and CarricJc.

Boundary. On the n. the s. b. of D 35, on the e. the w. b. of D 33,
elsewhere the sea-coast.

Area. The s. of Ay. or Carrick, w.Df., Kb., and Wg. or Galloway.
Authorities. Dr. Murray's brief note (DSS. p. 239) and Alphabetical County

List under * vv. AJE., || systematic, informants' orthography.

Ay. New Cumnock.

Df. Tynron.
Kb. Kirkpatrick Durham.

Wg.
*

Stranraer, ||
Glenluce.

Characters. Dr. Murray (DSS. p. 239) mentions that the is

contracted into (ii) especially after (Y) for in, as (Y;ii) in the, as

in Cs. Also that final consonants are lengthened, or doubled

"even more strikingly than in Cs.," so that gang becomes (gan),
and that his, her are contracted to simple s, r, as (hi kan gan

1

teljz f^^dh^r) he can go to his father. In taking down the cs.
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from Stranraer, already given (No. 4, p. 684), I observed none

of these points. Having been hurried, I might easily have failed

to observe all but the omission of th in the. This, however, was
not the case, and as I had my Cs. specimen the same evening,
I think I should have been struck by this similarity.

I have been able to get a tolerably extensive wl. from Glenluce,

"Wg., and Kirkpatrick Durham, Kb., but I find that there is no

decided point in which D 36 differs from D 35 and D 34. While
therefore accepting Dr. M.'s district, I must express my own

feeling that D 36 is a mere variety of D 34, closer indeed than

D 35. In fact this district was conquered by the English language
at a much later period than the others. The names of places in

Df., where the b. of D 33 and D 36 occurs, are sharply Gaelic on

the w. and English on the e. Hence it was to be expected that

the mode of speech adopted would be in fact the language of the

L. literature.

Under these circumstances I do not draw up a brief set of

characters for D 36, but refer to the following wl. as containing,
however defectively, all that I have been able to collect.

Illustrations.

1. The cs. from Stranraer already given, supra, p. 684, No. 4.

2. The pronunciation of Burns' s Duncan Grey as taken from the lips of a

New Cumnock man, but it is perhaps not a characteristic specimen of Carrick,
D 36, as distinct from Kyle, D 35.

3. Two wl. from Glenluce and Kirkpatrick Durham, which however I have
had to interpret with considerable difficulty at times, and the words extracted

from No. 1, above.

BURNS' s SONG OF DUNCAN GREY,

written by AJE. in his extended Phonotypic Alphabet of 1847, from the dictation

of John Love, of New Cumnock, Ay. (18 ese.Ayr), and published in the

Essentials of Phonetics that year, pp. 171-177, and now transcribed in

palaeotype. This was my first attempt to write dialect from dictation,

long before this book was thought of
;
the first for this book are given on

pp. 275, 276, 277. It can certainly be only approximatively correct, but I

leave it unaltered. I have been told Ailsa should be (rel-s^) without

prefixed (j).

rdaqkan igree kam hiir ta wuu
on blaith jyl nekht when wii

wer fuu.

:mag kjcest her hid fu hikh,
Iwkt asklent an aqke skjikh,

gert pceosr idaqkan stAAn abikh.

idaqkan flitjt an :daqkan prEEd,
:meg waz dif az :jelza :

:deqkan s^kht bEEth uut an

graat h^z iin bEEth bliirt an blm,
spaak o loopm awr a ln.

Duncan Grey came here to woo,
On blythe yule night when we were 2

fou,

Maggie coost her head fu' high,
Look'd asklent and unco skeigh,
Gart poor Duncan stand abeigh. 5

Duncan fleech'd, and Duncan pray'd ;

Meg was deaf as Ailsa Craig,
Duncan sigh'd baith out and in,

Grat his een baith bleer't and blin',

Spak a lowpin o'er a linn. 10
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ta'im an tjaans aar bat a ta'id,

sbkhted lav 0z see? ta ba'id.

shal ai, la'ik a fyl, kwo hii,

for a hAAkhto' hezi dii ?

shii mee gee ta :fraans far mil !

huu et kamz let doktarz tel,

:meg gre'uu sik az hii gre'uu 'heel

samthtfq en her booz'm r<?qz,
for riliif a s<?kh shii br^qz,
and 00, her iin, dhee spaak s0k

th^qz !

:daqkan waz a lAAd o

:magiz waz a pitas k

rdaqkan kwd na bii her deeih,
swelin pit smoeoerd hez Teeth

nuu dhee)r kruus an kanti bEEth.

Time and chance are but a tide,

Slighted love is sair to bide, 12
Shall I, like a fool, quoth he,
For a haughty hizzie die ?

She may gae to France for me ! 15

How it comes let doctors tell,

Meg grew sick as he grew well, 1 7

Something in her bosom wrings,
For relief a sigh she brings ;

And 0, her een, they spak sic things ! 20

Duncan was a lad o' grse,

Maggie's was a piteous case, 22
Duncan could na be her death,

Swelling pity smoor'd his wrath
;

Now they're crouse and canty baith ! 25

Notes to Duncan Grey.

1. (wuu) should, I think, be (uu),

compare (uu) for wool.

2. fou were full, had had our supper,
not drunk, see Tarn o* Shunter, p. 732,
v. 6 and note.

4. looked askant and very shy.
5. made poor Duncan stand aside.

6.
(flitjt) begged in a flattering

cajoling manner.
7. Ailsa Crag, a basalt rock in the

Firth of Clyde, 10 w.Girvan, Ay.,
1098 ft. high, 2 m. in circuit, inac-

cessible except on w. side, abounds in

sea -fowl, goats, and rabbits, has a

ruined castle at the top. This should
not have prefixed (j) I believe, see

D 35, but be pron. (relsu).

8. Duncan sighed both out aloud
and silently,

wept his eyes both bleared and blind,

spoke of leaping over a waterfall.
17. hale, spelled heal, in the copy I

then used, the Globe ed. of Burns,

printed in the right hand col., has well,
which comes to the same thing.

24. smothered his wrath
now they are brisk andjolly both.

SOUTHERN MID LOWLAND cwl.

From the following sources.

G Glenluce (iglEnlyyjs) (15 w.Wg.), from the numbered wl. by Rev. G. "Wilson,
for Glenluce and the Rhinns, or Rhynns, of Galloway, the long and narrow

peninsula w. of Luce Bay, Wx.
K ne.Kb., by Rev. W. A. Stark, Kirkpatrick Durham (4 n.Castle Durham),

numbered wl.

S Stranraer, "Wg., words from the cs. pal. by AJE. from diet., printed on p. 684.
T Tynron, Df. (5 wsw.Thornhill), notes and Iw. by Mr. James Shaw, school-

master, Aug. 1868, but the words he principally gave belong to Lk., Rf.,

Ay., and Df., that is, principally D 35, where they agree with what is there

said.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.
A- 3 Gbeek. 4 GK tak. 5 S maak, GK mak. 17 G laa. 21 S neem.

34 S last. 36 G tha'u. A: 39 G ka'm, K koan. 40 G k^m. 41 G
thanqk, K thsqk. 43 G han, K hAAn. 44 G Ian, K IAAU. 49 S haq. 54
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S want [?(want)J. 56 GK \VEsh. A: or 0: 58 GKS free. 60 S laq.

64 S raq, K wiraq raq. 65 GK saq. A'- 67 S gan [going]. 72 S whee.

73 K see, GS see. 74 S twaa, K twee twAA, G twaa tiu. 78 SK mi,
G AAn. 79 G een. 81 ii. S loonin. 82 jens. 84 S meer. 85 GK seer.

87 SGK klees. 88 GK kliid. 89 S beeth. 94 S kraa. 97 GK SAA!.

A': 101 GK eek. 102 S aks. 106 GK brml. 109 GK l^kh. 110 ii. S
noo. Ill S okht, GK akht. 113 GKS heel. 115 S hem, GK hmn. 117

Sjee. 118 GKbmi. 122 ii. S nee. 124 GK stem.

M- 138 S fadht?r, G fedhur, K fmllnjr. 141 GK neel. 144 S T?ge'n.

150 S liist. 152 GK water. M'. 154 S bak. 158 S efter. 161 GKS
dee. 165 S sed. 169 GKS whan. 170 GK hm-st. 172 G grEs gErs [with

strong (s)l K grEs. 173 G waz, K waz. 175 S fast. 177 S dhat. 179 S what.

M 1 - 182 G sii. 186 G briith. 187 G leev lee. 191 G heel. 192 G miin.

193 G kl^n. 194 S oni. 200 G whit. 202 G hEEt. M': 204 S did

[indeed]. 205 GK thriid. 209 S never. 212 GK whei. 213 S edher. 214
S needhtjr. 215 GK takht. 218 GK shiip. 223 S dheer. 224 GS whar,
K whAAr. 226 GK meest. 227 GKS wat. 228 G swit. 230 G fat.

E- 236 GK fiver. 240 G lain leen, K lein. 243 G plee. 244 S wil.

248 GK miir. 249 GK wiir. 250 GK swiir. 251 G miit, K [occ.]
meet. 252 S ket'l. E: 256 S strikyt [stretched], 261 SGK see. 262
GK wei. 263 S BWAA. 265 G strAAkht, K straakht, S stra?t. 271 S tBl.

276 S theqk. 278 S wmsh. 281 GKS lEnth. 282 GK strEnth. 283 K
miri. E'- 290 G hii, K he. 292 G mii, K me. 293 SG wii. 301 S
hiir. E': 312 S hiir. 314 S hard. 316 G nikst, K nist.

EA- 317 GT flei [frighten]. 320 S keer. EA: 321 S sa. 322 S lakh.

326 S al. 330 SG had, K had. 333 GK kaf. 335 GS aa, K AA. 337 G
waa, K WAA. 338 S kaa. 340 S jard. 342 GK Er'm. 343 GK war'm. 345
GK dar. EA'- 347 G h^d, K hid. 348 GK ii, GS iin [eyes]. 349 S fiu.

EA': 350 G diid, K did. 352 G riid, K rid. 355 G diif, K dif. 357 S

thoo, G thoo. 359 S niter. 368 GK deeih. 371 GK stree. El- 372 G
E;i, K ei. 373 S dhee. EO- 383 G s^v'n, K siiv'n. 384 GK hiiv'n.

386 GK ja'u. 387 S niu. EO: 388 G m^lk, K malk. 394 S joner.

395 S Jaq. 396 GK wark. 398 G stEErv, K stErv. 399 S brekht. 402
406 GK Erth, G j^'rth. EO'- 411 GS
413 G diivil, K diiv'l. 414 G fiii. 415 GK
422 S sik. 423 G thii. 424 G rakh. 425

G l^kht, K lekht. 426 GK fekht. 428 GK sii. 430 S frin, G friin,

K friind. 433 G briist, K brist. 434 S bet. 435 S juu. 437 S tr<?th.

EY- 438 GKS dii. EY: 439 S trast.

I- 440 S wik. 443 GK freid*. 446 S nein. 448 [(G dh^r, K dhee)

used]. 450 GK [occ.] teizd*. I: 452 ST a. 454 G watj. 455 ST
lai. 457 S nekht. 459 G rikht, K rekht. 460 GK WEkht. 465 S sefom.

467 GK weil. 469 S wal. 475 GK wand. 477 GK fin. 480 S thiq theq.
481 GK fiqtjr. 484 [S (dhe) used]. 485 G this'l, K thras'l. I'- 490 GK
bai. 494 S teim. 496 G Er'n, K eer'n. 498 G [gen.] w'reit, K vreit.

I': 500 S leik. 502 G faiv. 504 GK neif. 505 GKS weif. 506 GK
wamim. 507 GK wiiimm. 510 ST mein. SllTwein. 515 GK weis.

0- 519 S our. 520 GK ba'u. 524 S warl. 0: - T la'u [low, a

flame]. 529 G broukht, K brAAkht. 531 S dokhter. 535 S fook. 536 G
guuld, K ga'uld. 537 G ma'ul. 538 S wud wed. 550 S word. T ta'u

[tow from hemp]. 0'- 557 S ti. 559 GK midht?r. 562 GK myn [the
(y). was probably not pure here and elsewhere, but rather (y^]. 563 GK
mammd*. 564 GK syn. 566 S edhsr. - - T grou [to grow]. 0': 571
S g*d gad, GK gyd. 572 GK blyd. 578 GK pliuu. 579 S eniukh, G tmja'ukh,
K tmiuukh. 580 GK tiuukh. 581 G soukht, K sAAkht. 582 G kyyl. 583
G tyyl. 586 S doo)nt [don't]. 587 S din. 588 S nin. 589 GK spyn.
590 G flyyr, K fluur. 592 GKS suur. 594 G byt, K bit. 595 GK i'<t.

596 G ryt. 597 G syt, K sat.

U- 601 G fiuul. 602 GK suu. 604 S samur. 605 S san. 606 S door.

U: 609 S fuu, G fu, K fal. 610 G uu. 612 S sam. 614 G ha'und. 616
S gran. 617 GK suun. 619 S fan [pt. (fan)]. 625 S taq. 626 GK haqw.

[ 2182 ]
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G a'un [to own= grant, confess]. 631 S dharzde. 632 Sap. 634 S thruu.
IT- 640 GK kuu. 641 GKS him. 643 GK nuu. 646 G buu, K ba'u.

651 S tjdhu-t 652 GK kad. U': 658 S dun. 659 GK tun. 663 S bus.

667 S uut. 671 GK muth.
Y- 673 S mak'l. 674 S did, G d*'d. 677 S drai. 679 GK kirk. 680

K ba. Y: 684 G brig. 686 G bai. GK big [to big, build]. 687
GK flikht. 690 GK keind. 691 GK meind. 694 GK wark. 701 S ferst.

ii. ENGLISH.

A. 714 GK lad. 717 G djAAd. 724 G beld, K bAAl. 727 G djAAm.
736 S lasi. E. S pat [pet]. I. and Y. S tef [tiff]. S beg
[big]. S whandj [whinge]. 0. 778 G afyyrd, K afuurd. 781 S
bodhur. 783 G pa'ultri, K puutri. 790 GK gun. 791 S boi. U. 798
S ku;iir. 804 S drak'n. 805 GK kradz. 808 GK pit.

in. ROMANCE.

A- 815 S faks. 822 K mei. 823 K bei. 835 S rez'n. 845 G AAnshunt,
K ansh'nt. 848 G tjeindj. 857 S k^s. 864 S bikA-z. E-- 867 S tii.

874 G rE'in, K rein. 885 S vera. 887 G klErdji, K kleerdji. 890 S biist

be'st, G b^st, K bist. 895 GK ris^v. ! andY- T krai [to cry].
901 ST fein. 910 G dj^st, K djiist. 916 GK iqin. 926 G
spoil, K speil. 928 GK ans. 939 GK klos. 941 S M, G fyl, K fil. 942
G botpr, K batpr. 947 SG boil, K beil. 950 S sapur. 952 i. GK kuurs.

953 G kyzin, K kiz'n. 954 GK kasbin. 955 S duut, GK dut. TJ-- 960
K kii. 963 S kweit, G kweejit. 965 G oil, K eil. 966 GK fryt. 968 G
oister, K eister. 969 S sh^r sht^uur, G syyr. 970 S diist dpst, GK diyst.
971 GK flyt.

D 37 = n.ML. = northern Mid Lowland = Dr. Murray's

Highland Border.

Boundaries. On tbe w. and nw. tbe CB. or Celtic Border, on the s. the n. b.

of D 35 and D 34, to the Firth of Tay. Afterwards through Fo. to the

Grampians. In his Map Dr. Murray took the b. to lie to the w. of Dundee, and
e. of Forfar, and afterwards to be indeterminate to the Grampians. But he

subsequently informed me that he considered the line to lie too much to the e.,

and that the town of Forfar properly belongs to the NL. or D 38. I therefore

draw the b. between D 37 and D 38 from just a little w. of Dundee northward,

just e. of Glammis and Kirriemuir, and w. of Clova, by the valley of the Esk to

where the CB. strikes the s. b. of Ab. To determine the b. accurately would

require much more examination than has hitherto been made, or is likely to

be made.

A.rea. A small portion of nw. Fi., of w. Fo. and of w. Sg., and
a strip on the e. and se. of Pr. It is a district in which English
is asserting itself against Gaelic to such an extent that the CB.
has receded westward within living memory.

Authorities. Dr. Murray's DSS. p. 239; Dr. Alexander Laing's dt. for

Newburgh-on-Tay, a viva voce dt. from three students of "Whitelands from
the neighbourhood of Perth, and a wl. written from their pron. of words in

the novel Enga, constitute all I could collect.

Characters. The small amount of information which I have
obtained is clearly insufficient to determine the characters of this

extensive region, which would require minute examination. Dr.

Murray merely says (DSS. p. 239) : "In the Highland border,
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along the se. of Pr., we find (1) I regularly pron. as (a) in (hal,

mal, malk, salk) hill, mill, milk, silk. (2) Ea, which in more

Southern dialects is (i),
here remains (ee) as (breed, h0<?d, meel)

for (brid, hid, mil) bread, head, meal. (3) The article the is

commonly contracted into (ii), especially after in, as in (;ii) in

the." I presume (1) relates to these particular words only, and
as such they were confirmed, see following cwl. No. 469, by
the "Whitelands students, but kill is not (kal), and silk, milk are

EO words, while hill, mill are Y words. Of course after w we
get (wal, whap) will, whip, but that is general. As regards (2)
there is also a mixture of classes, bread and head being EA' words,
the first was not given by my students, and the second, though
they pron. it (hed), was written heid= (hid) in Enga. Meal, when
it means an '

eating time,' is an JE' word, and when it means

'flour,' an E word, and I have not the pron. of these words in

other districts, nor do I know which of the two is here meant.

(3) The Whitelands students and Dr. Laing did not leave out ih

in the.

The cwl. I am able to give is so brief and imperfect, and relates

to such a small e. portion of the whole district, that I do not

feel justified in drawing any conclusions from it as to the

characters of the whole district, and refer to the wl. itself.

Illustrations. Dr. Laing' s and the Whitelands students dt., and
the cwl. from Enga.

PIFESHTRE dt.

Test by Rev. Dr. Alexander Laing, Newburg-on-Tay (8 wnw.Cupar), FL, in io.,

pal. from his notes by AJE.

1. soo -e saV, lA^dz, i sii nuu dhet a)m likht nbut dhat lasi

kamm fe dire sky 1 dhonder.
2. shy)z gA'n dheer thruu dire rd get on dire left hA'nd seYd

o)dhe rood.

3. shyyr enakh dire beern)z gen strekht ap te dire door e)dhe
raq hus,

4. whaar shi)l leekK fmd dhat drak'n def wez'nd feb' ^)dhe
niim e :tames.

5. wi A ken)'m vera' wil.

6. wa)ne dhe AAld tjap shy'n leern)er noo te dyy ii egen, pyyr
thtq!

7. luk, i sii t)s truu!

Notes.

1. say, especially marked as Greek 3. straight, the alveolar (^r) were
at, English aye. specially noted, but it seemed to me

2. way, called (wei), implies di- that there was a misconception, so I
rection only. merely note the fact here.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD or PERTH dt.

palaeotyped 21, 22, 23 June, 1881, by AJE., from the diet, of Miss Miles, native

of Manchester, but 13 years in Perth, Miss Pollar, of town of Perth, and
Miss Kidd, native of Crieff, who had lived 18 years at Errol, all three

students at Whitelands Training College.

1. soo ai sei, men, Jim sii mm dhat a)m r<?kht abuu't dhat wii
lasi kamen fee dbs shy^l dhond^r.

2. shii)z gee
jen [gAAn K.] dun dhB rood dheer thru dhB rEd

girat [jEt] on dhi3 Left hnd seid o dhi3 we*.

3. sh00r imnkh [-enokh, K.] dhi beern hez gen [geen Kj strEkht

arp ti)dhi3 doour o dire raq hus,
4. whAAr shi)l mE)bi fend dhat drak'n def we'z'nd fEli o dho

nem o :tomi3S.

5. wi AA ken)^m vere wil.

6. wal dhu AAld)'n noo sj^n. leem er noo to dV)t BgE'n, pyyir

theq!
7. luk iz]t no truu?

Notes to Perth dt.

1. so (soo) in this sense, but (see 2. red (rEd) has a tendency towards

mEk'l) so much. I (hai teid) high (a) ,
almost (rad) ,

but not (rad) . hand,

tide, distinguished as in Edinburgh. the (d) remains in the sg., but is lost in

say, way, and side in (2) seem to the pi. (hanz). side, see say, par. 1.

have the same diphthong differing very way, see say, par. 1.

slightly from received i in wide, but 3. enough (snakh, niu) are used as sg.

shading more towards (ei). Never and pi. bairn, (wi'n) is also used for

heard marrow or mate
;

but (man, little child. wrong, (w'r-) has been

niE'n) man, men, are used. thou for heard from old people, but not (vr-) in

you is never used. that (at) is never write, wright, wrong. This makes a

used for (dhat). wee, when (Jittle) decided difference between D 37 and
is used, it is called (lat'l). lass, but D 39, if not D 38. home, (h) is never

(kwmi) is still used for woman in a omitted; (haz, hEz) are both used for us.

good sense, heard at Methven (5 wnw. 4. where, (wh) always clear, not

Perth). coming, the participle ends in (kwh) ;
and still less (f), and this is

(-en), verbal sb. (-^n), (woshen on B another difference between D 37 and
woshim dei), thus (loupen) leaping is D39. ^w^(fend, fand),pr.andpvet.
used. from, a grandfather of Miss dm/ sounded very like (d^f). wizened,
K. used (free), not (three) for from. although shrivelled is not used, (shrab)
school (skilt) is a slate pencil. yonder, shrub is said, so there's no difficulty
but they say (jondurz dhe man, jon about (shr-). name, (nem,neem, ni'm)
man ourar dh^r). all used.

NEIGHBOURHOOD or PERTH cwl.,

from "
Enga, a Novel," by the author of Harbour Bar, 1880, in which the scene

is apparently laid at Essie, Essey, or Eassie, Fo. (7 wsw. Forfar), just
Avithin the b. of D 37. I extracted the following words, and then got the

three students of Whitelands (see Perth dt. above) to pronounce them to

me. The writer was evidently well acquainted with the dialect, and I have

thought it best to give the words first as printed in the novel, but in italics,

and then as pronounced by the students, prefixing a f to the latter when it

apparently differed considerably in pron. These words from Enga are not

otherwise marked.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2185 ] 139
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P words from the Perth dt.

N words from the Newburgh dt. introduced for comparison.

S words given hy the students, but not found in '

Enga.'

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 4 ta&tak. 5 mak mak. 21 neme, fneem, P nem, N niim. A:

fund fand [pt. of find]. 43 hans hanz [pi.], P hand, N hVnd. A or 0: 58

frae, ffee, PN free. 60 lang laq. 64 wrung vrang, PN [w'] raq. A'- 67

gane gen, gyaun gieng, hi gaqz hiz leen [he goes alone], P gee
1

en, PN gAAn,
PN gen, P geen [gone]. 73 PN soo. 74 two, twaa. 79 ain een. 82 anes,

f jens ens. 84 mair meer. 85 sair seer. 86 aits eets. 87 S kl#?z. 88 claidh

klEd. 89 baith beeth. 93 maw snaa. 97 sowl soo'l. A': 104 PN rood.

Ill ocht okht [owned], ood [owed]. 113 hale heel. 115 hame heem. 117

[(jen) is not used, only (en), see No. 82]. alane ralE-n [alone]. 122 i. none,

tnEn [none has not been heard], ii. nae nee. 134 aith eeth.

M- 138/ay*Arfeedhr. M: I56gbdg\tid. gither gedher [gather].

158 after eefter. 161 day dei. 169 fan fan [vulgar but common], whan. 170

Aa'* hee'st. 173 wast wast [wast]. 177 that dhat, PN dhat. M'- 194

ony oni. 200 Jite, fwheit. JE': 209 niver niv^r neer. 221 afeerd feerd

[afraid]. 224 P whAAr, N whaar. 226 maist meest.

E- 244 weelvril. E: 261 P sei, N sai. 263 awa rawa- [compare P (wei)].

265 P strEkht, N s
v
t

(
rekht [? dentals]. twal twEl. 273 P niEn. 280 elieven

felEv'n. E'- kep kEp [used for catch, or catch in the hands, applied in

Enga to a catch water among rocks], E': 305 haich hai hilondz [highlands].
306 heicht kikht hskht. 314 heerd, fhard, fhE'rd. 315 jit fit.

EA: 322 lach lakh. 326 PN AAld. 328 cauld kAAld. 330 hoald hand

had hAad. 335 PN AA. 336 fa' AA. 341 marrow mari. 342 airm eerm.

hairm heerm [harm]. 345 daur dAAr. 346 gate, tgi^t, P JEt, N get.

EA'- 347 heid [implying (hid)], fhed. EA': 352 P rEd, N rid. 355 PN
def. 359 neebor niibw. lose 16s [loose]. naut [cattle, not heard], 368

deith [implying (dith)], fdeth. EO- 383 sieben [implying (siv'n)], fsev'n.

384 hieven [implying (hiv'n)], fhev'n [(hiv'n) not common, but heard]. EO:
394 PN dhond^r. 396 wark wark. fermer feernrer [farmer]. hert

hErt [heart]. EO'- 415 lee lii. EO': 425 Ucht lekht. 426 fecht fecht

[pt. (fokhtH. 428 PN sii. 4&$fient fint. 430 freend frind. 435 P juu, N i.

I: 462 P ai. weedow widi [widow]. dicht dekht [dight, common in

the sense of wiped up, cleaned up]. 458 nicht nekht. 459 P rekht, N rikht.

460 wecht wekht. 462 sicht sekht. 469 ull al [il is generally (al), as (salk
malk msd) silk milk mill, of which the first two belong to EO and the last to Y].
471 timmertuned tmrijrty'nd ["having a harsh, unmusical voice," Jamieson,

(tinverjerd) is also used]. 477 P fend, N find. 487 yestreen dhestrin [yesterday

evening]. I'- forbye forba!
i. 492 PN seid. wite [to blame, ? (wait)

not heard]. 498 vritin' raiten. I': 500 licly, flaikli. 506 wumman
wam^n. 507 S wimBn.

0- 519 ower OUOT. thole thool [suffer, endure, a common word]. 523

houp houp [has been heard, but (hop) is more common]. 0: 528 thocht

thokht. 535 fouk fouk fok. 538 wud wad [not (wad)]. 541 S wani [and

similarly] shani dani [won't shan't don't]. 550 woord tward. 0'- 555
S shy

1

[pi. (shyjn)]. 557 tae tee tii. 559 mither midhw. 560 PN sky^l.
564 sum shy,n, P sy^, N shyT

n. 0': 571 gude gy^. 572 S blyjd. 574
S bryid. 578 pleugh plakh [sb.], plu [vb.]. 579 P tmokh, N nakh. 586 P
dii [div ye ken (di i ken)]. 587 done dun fdy^. 591 muir myy^. 595 fut
fat [not a Jit further (noo 13 fat far)]. 596 S ry a

t. 597 S syjt.
U- wud wad [wood]. 603 P kamran, N kamin [coming], 605 son

tsan. 606 P duu^r, N door. U: 614 hound hound. 619 S fand.

wunner twy^dtjr. 629 S san. 632 PN ap. U'- 640 coo ku [pi. (kai)].
643 noo, PN nuu. 645 doo duu. 648 oor uur. 650 aboot ebu't. U': 658

doon, PN dun. 659 toun tun. 663 hoose, PN bus. 667 oot ut.

Y- 673 muckU mak'l. 679 kirkyerd kerkrerd [churchyard]. 682 P lat'l.

Y: freit [implying (fret)], ffrekht. 699 vrieht rekht [(w) old]. speer

spiir [to inquire]. 700 waur WAAT. Y': 709 feier fair [(feir) highland].
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ii. ENGLISH.

A. 714 N lA'd. caller kahr [fresh, applied to fish, vegetables, and the

morning air]. saumon samen [salmon]. hantle hant'l [many, applied to

peas, called (piiz) from the garden, and (peez) from the field]. ger gert

gar gard [make made]. shawlie shAAli [meaning not noted]. dawtie
dAAti [dearie]. E. 749 PN left. 0. 774 powney pouni. dowie
doui [dull]. cknowledge fnoledi [(kn) occurs as an old form in (kneif)

knife]. 804 PN drak'n.

m. ROMANCE.

A-- 820 gey gei [in the sense of rather considerably]. 833 pairt peert
[paired]. maister mE'ster. me 1em n^m [ma'am]. dambrod
dambrod [draught board, dames draughts] . marry meri [marry] . gyarden
gjeerd'n. heeste hist [haste, vb.]. 866 puir pyxr.

-- ill-famed el-fAArd

[HI-favoured, bad-looking]. E trevel trEv'l [meaning only to walk, not
to go on a journey]. tremmle ftram'l. 885 verra fvEri. hoor ur [hour].
! and Y-- envy envar [vb. but (en-vi) sb.]. 903 dinner dener.
minute minit [minute of time, old]. speetitless spiritles. roond
rund [round]. bonnie boni [bonny]. coont kunt [count]. 935 S kantri

[students]. positeef positive. coort kurt [court]. 952 i. ii. coorse kurs.
II - 9G3 quetekweet. 969 P sh^r, N shyyr.

D 38, 39, 40 = NL.= north Lowland,

constituting Dr. Murray's North-Eastern Group (DSS. p. 237).

The peculiarities are most fully developed in D 39. The one
character of (f) for (wh), runs with more or less completeness
through all of them. They form the whole mainland of Scotland

that lies e. of the CB., and from the e. b. of D 37, already
discussed, to Cs.

D 38 = s.NL. = southern North Lowland, = Dr.

Murray's Angus.

Boundaries. On the w. the e. b. of D 37, already discussed, p. 751. For the

n. b. begin where the CB. intersects the Grampians and go e. along the b. of

Fo. and Ab. to Mt. Battock on the w. b. of Kc. (19 w.Stonehaven), and then

sweep to the e. to about Skateraw on the coast (5 ne.Stonehaven), running from
4 to 6 m. south of the Dee. This line I take from Dr. M.'s map, and I have
had no means of verifying it.

Area. The greater part of Fo. to the e., and of Kc. to the sw.,
from the Porth of Tay to the Grampians, the ancient Angus and

Mearns, the ancient names for Po. and Kc.

Authorities. Dr. Murray's DSS. p. 238, and see Alphabetical County List

under
Fo. Arbroath, Brechin,

* Dundee.
Ke. Glenfarquhar.

Characters. Dr. Murray (DSS. p. 238) says with regard to D 38 :

" In the dialect of Angus, s. of the Grampians, (1) the consonantal peculiarities
of the North-Eastern group are still found, but (2) the vowel system is more
like that of the Central Scottish (D 34-37), English oo being (y) as in good (gyd).
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(3) The * or y (i, e) of other dialects is often widened into u (a) as (ham, tal,

har, malk), etc., for him, till, her, milk. (4) D between vowels is sometimes

softened into (dh) as (ladhiz) laddies."

This is all the information he gives. On this we may observe :

1. That the great consonantal peculiarity of (f) for (wh) is,

according to Mr. Ross, native of Glenfarquhar, confined to the

following words : who, when, where, what, whose, which, whether,

how used for why, (fa, fe
a

n, faar, fat, fus, fed, fodh^r, fuu), with

the substantives
' weasel wheel,' or rather <

quhitred or -et, whorl '

(fateret, foorl), and, so far as Mr. Ross knows, in no other sb. or

in any vb. Hence the dialect is distinctly separable from D 39,

where no such limitation occurs.

2. That good according to Mr. Ross is not (gyid), but (gad gjad),

as in (blad, flad, stad, stal, flar) blood, flood, stood, stool, floor,

but that the D 39 (gwid) is also heard. These (a) were very

distinctly given in two different manners, and I get (flad) from Ba.

3. Seems to be the appreciation of the (%) as (a), and the people
in D 38 distinguish the two sounds, or believe they do so

;
thus in

the Grlenfarquhar wl. we have (m%lk), but the Brechin wl. has

(malk) ; they are no doubt identical sounds, of which more here-

after.

4. Of this I have no other example.
The phonesis of this D 38, which is certainly transitional between

D 34 and 39, presents some peculiar points of difficulty. Mr. Ross,

who has taken great pains to indoctrinate me with them, uses

a vowel triangle, which I give as a trigram and represent thus :

He says that (e) "is the English long a in same only without the

vanish
; (e

1

}
is nearer (i) in quality ; (e) as in there, (E) a shade

broader." One of the most peculiar vowels is here not placed, he

says of it,
"

t is my mark for sit, fit, pin, etc., an ugly thick sound

compared with the English, but very extensively used in Scotland,"
that is, in NL. only. "An Englishman says sut, fut, pun (sat,

fat, pan) as his nearest approximation, a on the other hand I

must have used for an obscure unaccented vowel, I should think,
as in aliven eleven. Perhaps the difference is more in accent

than in quality,'
1 '' This vowel in transliterating Mr. Ross's wl.

I shall represent by ( n )
to distinguish it from (i^), and to retain

the ]STL. appreciation of it, as a kind of (i). Mr. Ross says it is

nearly the English u in pun, but, and "lies between i in p^'ty,

a in gnat, and u in nut," by which he probably means (*, a, a),

"and there is a sort of jerked drop of the jaw in producing it."

Dr. M. in transliterating Mr. Anderson's Arbroath cs., p. 684, has

generally represented this sound by (e), which he also uses for his

own y in D 33, but occ. by (E, y, a). In the two dt. given below
I find I use (e) in r/ght, coimiig, going, (fe)=from, fmd, thmg,
is, but (e') which cannot be right, as fractures do not seem to be
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recognised in gate, and used
(13)

in enough, him, but I have (t)
in wfl'zent. I cannot think that the vowel is the same in all

positions, and when unaccented as in (w^ra'q), it is rather (B).
More upon this difficult vowel in D 39, p. 767.

Another difficulty arises for (e
1
e e). Mr. Ross was kind enough

to classify a number of words, and I give the classification.

1. (e) English th^re, "only it seems to me that an Englishman begins his
there with a slender sound, and then makes a broad vanish towards r. In Scotch
the sound is uniform from beginning to end." I add the numbers in the cwl.

Long in 3 bake, 7 sake, 8 have, 9 behave, 23 same, 32 rather, 108 dough=
daigh, 140 hail, 146 main, 163 lay, 166 maid, 170 harvest = hairst, 210 clay,
222 hair, 243 play, 248 mare, 260 lay, 722 drain, 729 frame.

2. (e
1

)

" The sound is slenderer than the English a and shorter with no
vanish." In 19 tale, 40 comb=kaim, 73 so, 115 home=hame, 121 gone =
gane, after 151 seat, after 348 beat, 500 like, 838 treat, etc.

3. (ee
1

}
"Same sound as 2, but long." In 71 wae, 161 day, 211 gray,

221 feard= afraid, 261 say, before 340 beard, 402 learn, after 825 pay, etc.
" But in Arbroath day, say, are pron. even broader than No. 1

"
(dEE, SEE).

4.
(i)

" The sound is ee short." In 118 bone, 315 feet, 571 good = gweed.
5. (a) "Sound of in bwt." In 464 which = ful, 571 good=gyud, flood,

616 ground, 805 curds = cruds, 928 ounce, 935 country, 954 cushion, 956 cover.

6.
(<?)

"
Sound, the well-known Scotch sound, nearly <? in the French peu"

Although to my ear it is more like (y^, I give (<?)
as in D 33. In 594 boot,

596 root, 597 soot, 966 fruit, 970 just.
7. (M>)

" Same sound, but long." In 557 too, 586 do, 591 muir, 969 sure =
sheur, before 969 cure.

8. (ei)
" almost as in English, but it does not please a fastidious English ear

;

it seems to be ay, a being as in man," this would make it (ae'i)
or (E'i), but

I retain the (ei) to harmonise with Mr. Clarke's indications, below. In 246 ii.

quean, 690 kind, 691 mind.
9. (ai) "The sound is ay where a is the short of a in father." In 677 dry,

686 buy, 705 sky, after 760 try, before 900 cry, etc.

10. (aai)
" The sound, very long, is ay, a as in father, not as in fall as you

will sometimes hear it elsewhere." In 212 whey, 262 way, 502 five, after 505

thrive, after 911 strive.

11. (ei) "This is an Aberdeen sound, found with us in a few words. It

seems to be ey, e as in met or slenderer. It is likest the English a in wave, etc.,

when there is a vanishing glide (ee']}, but is not the same." Hence I use (ei}
as

in D 33. In 235 weave, 450 Tuesday, 708 hire, 709 fire.
" The series of sounds I [Mr. Eoss] think is this :

ee"
1

]} wave, same, etc., as in English with vanish.

ei) weave, fire, tire, see No. 11 ) p . , G
ei) kind, mind, No. 8 }

F
4. (ai) sky. dry, No. 9 ) , r
5. (aai) five, whey, etc., No. 10 J

Second GroUP'

I have left the second element of these diphthongs as pure (i)
as in D 33, but

Mr. lloss says,
' ' The second component of the diphthong is not so clear in Scotch

as in English. It is a duller sound, except in [the last] No. 3, of which we
have only a few words." If this is correct, we should read (ei, ei, ai, aai), or

something like it. These four (a'i) sounds are very curious and peculiar. But
the marked features are (e

1
,

in),
the former being heard by Englishmen as (i),

and the latter often as (e, a) . The absence of (AA) in contrast with ML. usage
is also conspicuous. The Brechin wl. apparently gave (AA) in some cases,

writing aw, but this seems to be only the NL. fashion of symbolising (baa).

For the consonants both (kh, kjh) occur according to the preceding vowel,
but I do not find (kwh) except as an occasional initial. Mr. Ross indicates

(^r, ^r) in some cases, and says that
( kt, kd) also occur independently of

( vr),
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but he gives no instances. As regards the use of (f) for (wh) in provincial words,

Mr. Melville Bell thinks that the real sound is (fh), that is, (f) complicated by
the raising of the back of the tongue nearly into the position for (kh). In that

case the difference between (wh, fh) or (kwh, fh) would be slight, consisting

almost entirely in interposing the action of the teeth. The initial (wr-) is used

with the help of an auxiliary vowel written (in], but sounding (B). But in the

Arbroath cs. it is (vr-).

Illustrations.

1. Arbroath. A cs. written by Mr. Anderson and pal. with some hesitation

by Dr. Murray, given in the Introduction to L., No. 5, p. 684.

2. Dundee. A dt. written from diet, by AJE.
3. Glenfarquhar. A dt. pal. by AJE. from the indications furnished by

Mr. Ross.

4. A wl. chiefly from Mr. Ross, of Glenfarquhar, with some words by Mr.
Guthrie of Brechin, and, for comparison, the words from the Arbroath cs. as

interpreted by Dr. Murray.

Two INTERLINEAR dt.

D Dundee, pal. June, 1881, by AJE. from diet, of Miss Begge, student at

"Whitelands Training College, but 16 years (almost all her life) at Dundee.

G Glenfarquhar pal. by AJE. from the writing and description of John Ross,

Esq., native, who gave the following wl. for the same place.
These are placed in juxtaposition to shew how the indications agree with the

vv. Observe particularly the different appreciations of (in )
in (1) right coming

from, (2) going gate, (3) enough to, (4) find wizened, (5) him, (6) will her,

(7) is.

1. Dundee. soo 13 see, nibrarz, ji sii nu dhaat a)m rekht

Glenfarquhar. soo 13 see
1

,
s/nrs, JB sii nuii i3t ai)m r%kjlit

D Bbuut dha't wi lasi kamen fe dhi skyj dhonder.

G Bbut dhat l%t'l lasi karmun f n)dlrB skj001 jander.

2. D shi)z ge-en diin dln3 rod Sheer thru dins rid ge't on dh^

G slre)z gEVnn dun dire wai dheer thrau dire rid Jfl'nt o)dlrB

D lEft han seid dire wai.

G left haand sE'e'd %)dlrB rod.

3. sh^r 'enukh dire bern)z g0n strEkht srp ti dim dor
sh^r eunjukli dire Kutl) un)z gee^ strakht ap t'n)dlrB door

D B dh'B raq hus,
G u)dh^ w nra'q hus,

4. D far shi)l 16ikli fen dhaa
t drak'n dif wiz'nd fEli

G faar sh^)l me)b^ f*und dhat drak'q de l
f w%z'nt fel^
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5. D wi a kEn)Bm re^el wil.

G we aa ken h'um vera wil.

6. D wal)ni dh)ald tjap syxn lErn)i3r noo ti di)t
G WII)ITB dhis aald tjap sh#0n le'm)tnr nee 1 te dii)d

D per theq!
G

7. D luk, es)t no truu?
G luk, *uz)'n)t truu ?

Dundee Miscellaneous Notes and Phrases by Miss Begge.

1. (ju dh'Bt kenz) you that know, always so used as in Dr. Murray's
DSS. p. 212 and p. 71, note 1.

2. (ai)v dmd) I have done, never heard done, thou not used, (a;m
hi;z wi;r jijr dh0<?;r).

3. (ajz dheer) never used.

4. (lai) not (lig), fowls (lee), but fowls are called (hEnz) of both

sexes, (pat dhi3 hEnz, tjik'nz, dun pliiz) put the hens,

chickens, down please.
5. (gi;t ti hez), not (haz), give it to us.

6. (aid -en leem) old and lame.

7. (tak)s heem wi ji) take us home with you.
8. (ai see, ladiz, ran Bwa 'Bn pie JBrsElz) I say, lads, run away

and play yourselves, reflective verb.

9. (wi ha)nB oni B dhem) we have not any of them. (wi)v te gaq)
we have to go.

10. Yerbal noun and participle, are not distinguished (-en) is used

in both.

11. (a)m den, dy^) I have done.

12. (shan)t) not much used, (shanra) might be used, but is not so

generally, (da)n^ meind) don't mind= remember.
13. (hi)z te dii dh^ dee) he's to die to-day, (dhe nuu) just now,

(dhis dee, dh^ morning) this day, this morning.
14. (get) gate not heard.

15. (fan far) when where, commonly used even by children.

16. find is sometimes heard without (d), as (ai fan) or (fand), but

(ai)v fand).
17. sTir- initial presents no difficulty, (slmmps) is said.

18. (vEri) not (vEra) very.

Notes by Mr. Ross to the Glenfarquhar dt.

1. sirs, final
(s) not (z). you (juu) 2. she is emphatic ; conjugation of the

emphatic. lassy, wench is (wiuntj). vb. to be, (ai am, JB ar, el
iz, WB ar,

from, (fee
1
,

hee1

) emphatic, (bi,) JB ar, dh^ ar). going, pres. (g^
1

),

unemphatic. school, some old people inf. (geq), pret. (ged), pp. (g^n), go
said (skwiil). yonder is not (dhond^r), away (ge

l

waa). hand, the (d) pro-

though yon is (dhon) . nounced, but not towards Aberdeen.
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side, the I in fire is (), slenderer than

in side.
" I have heard (s^id) for

scythe" road, "we have just one

sound of o long and short, intermediate

hetween English o in toll and a in

toff."

3. sure, this is referred to French

eu, and I merely conjecture that it is

(33}
rather than (cere), but it is perhaps

more prohably fo), compare D 33.

enough, plural (enjuir). little one has;
usual conjugation of have, (ai)v, JB)V,

hii)z, WB)V, JB)V, dhe)v), emphasised

(B hiuv, JB hinv, e1 hiuz, WB JB dhB
hinv), negative (B hiu)nB, e 1 hinz)na,
WB hiu )me), etc.

4. *A0' W, emphatic (B winl, B win)ne) .

maybe, the word chance is not used
;

they call lance (l^ns).Jlnd pp. (fan)
without d. drunken, this assimilation

of final -en to the preceding consonant

is also found in (oop'm, Iz'jp'm,

Notes by Mr. G. Clarke, M.A., of

June,

i not before a consonant is (ai) as

(ai mai), before a consonant is (ei) as

(mein) ;
five (faiv) is an exception,

but (nem) is correct; bible (beib'l)
confirms the rule, though the con-
sonant is not in the same syllable.
Observe Aw?=(heir), but higher =
(hai-Br).
Dundee school boys have a lazy

negative formed by an inspired f, as

(if), but sometimes the tongue is raised

:eek'qhid)
= open, lippen, Aikenhead,

etc. wizened, no words beginning
with shr- exist in the locality, shriek,

shred, shrill become (skritj, skrid,
skiarl).

5. we, they say (tut)s mii, t ut)s JOG,
int)s hinm, int)s hiu z) or (int)s os),
but this " I think was an attempt at

fine speaking. When a Scotchman
wants to be emphatic, or gets angry,
he tries to speak English." ken, (k)
is pronounced before (n) sometimes
with the interposition of

(in)
as

(kinneif), and sometimes with a change
of (n) to (q) as (kqok).

6. won't, (B diu)nB, B cU'nv, dii B
ken dhat? eei dinv)B; fat)s B
= 1 don't, I do, do I know that?

aye, do I; what) shall I do? learn

they use teacher (tiitjiur), but master,
domine (me'stinr, domiani) are the L.
words.

the West End Academy, Dundee, in

1876.

into the position of an imperfect n or

(t), that is, about (rh ),
and the suction

takes place through the whole passage,

quasi (;r hf).
The region of (f) for (wh) begins in

the country region about Dundee, and
extends beyond the town of Aberdeen.

[He should say beyond the county of

Ah., for I have it in Arbroath, Fo.,
and Wick, Ct.]

GLENFABQTTHAE cwl.

(11 w-by-s.Stonehaven, Kc.), from wl. by John Ross, Esq., M.A., Rector of the

High School, Arbroath, Fo., native. "The inhabitants have till lately

(1877) been subject to very little change and intermixture. My (Mr. Ross's)
own ancestors had been in the glen for 300 years at least. The glen is

divided from Deeside, Ab., by a mountain range taking 3 or 4 hours to
cross. The language in the main, both in words and pron., is the same as

prevails both in Angus and Mearns," old names for Fo. and Kc. Thus
the Angus and Mearns Synod contains the presbyteries of Meigle (e.Pr.,
5 ne.Cupar Angus), Forfar, Dundee, Brechin (all three Fo.), and Fordoun
(10 sw.Stonehaven, m.Kc.). Mr. Ross has taken great pains with this wl.
and with the explanations appended and the correspondence which ensued.
He considers the difference between Glenfarquhar and Errol (e.Pe.) less

than between the former and Deeside.
B is prefixed to a few words given by Mr. James Guthrie, of Brechin (ne.Fo.),

and added to words pron. in the same way as at Glenfarquhar.A is prefixed to words from the Arbroath cs., and added to words in the other
lists which have the same pron.

i. WESSEX AND NOKSE.
A- 3 beek. 4 tak. 5 mak A. 7 seek. 8 heev [or (htj) when written

3 biheev. 10 haa. 12 saa. 13 gnaa [(g) pronounced]. 15 aa [the
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vowel (AA) is not used]. 16 daan. 17 laa. 18 keek. 19 te l
l. 20 l^m.

21 ne ]

m, A neem.. 22 t^m. 23 seem. 24 sh^m. 25 mEn. 28 heer. 30 keer.

31 l* l t. 32 beedh, B baadh. 33 reedtjr ree-. 35 aal. 36 thaa. 37 klaa.

A: 39 kam. 40 ke'm. 41 thaqk. 43 haand. 44 laand. 46 kan'l.

48 saq. 49 heq. 50 teqz. 51 man A. 53 kan. 54 winnt, A want. 55

e'sh. 56 w^sh, AB wash. 57 as. A: or 0: 58 foo fiu ,
A fre fe. 59 lam.

60 laq. 61 ramo-n. 62 straq. 63 thraq. 64 winra-q, A vraq. 65 saq.
A'- 67 ga ge

l

[A (gjeed) goed, went; (gee'n) going]. 69 naa. 70 taa iel .

71 vree }

. 72 faa, A faa. 73 soo siu s<?
1

SB, A see. 74 twaa A. 75 strook.

76 ted. 77 leerd [as owner of the soil]. 78 en, A een. 80 hool^di. 81

l^n, A leen. 82 A ens. 83 meen min. 84 moor, A meer. 85 soor. 86 eel
ts.

87 kl^z, A tteez. 88 kliid. 89 b^th, A b^th. 90 blaa. 91 man. 92

[(ken) used]. 93 snaa. 94 kraa A. 95 thraa. 96 saa. 97 saul. 98 knoon

[(k) pron.]. 99 throon. 100 saan.

A': lOleekook. 104 rood. 105 red. 106 bred. 107 loof. 108 deekh.
109 leekh. 110 A noo. Ill okht, A okht. 112 heel

l. 113 hool, A heel.

114 mool. 115 h^m, A heem. 118 bin. 121 g^n. 122 i. niin. 123

nothiq neHhiq. 124 stiin. 125 onli, A onli. 126 oor. 127 h^rs. 128
dtuf's. 129 ge'st. 130 bot. 132 het. 133 wtnro-t [(wBrd-t) would perhaps
better convey the sound to an Englishman]. 134 oth e lth. 135 kloth kk'th.
M- 138 faadtnr faadlrer, A fadhar. 140 heel. 142 sneel. 144 uge

l
n,

A Qgen. 146 meen. 147 [(harnz) used]. 148 feer. 149 \)\ee
l
z. 150 best.

se ] t [seat]. 152 wa^r. 153 seterde 1
.

M: 154 A bak. 155 thak, B thik. 157 [(korbi) used]. 158 efter, A
eeitdr. 160 eg. 161 dee 1

[(dsE) in Arbroath], A dee. 163 lee. 164 mee1
,

A m*. 165 sed. 166 meed. 167 dee 1
!. 168 tali?. 169 kwhinn [''the (kh)

quite marked," yet in a later list (f un) and afterwards (fen) was admitted with

(i)], A fan fan. 170 heerst. 171 b^r. 172 g*urs. 173 winz, A wt/z.

174 ash. 175 fest. 177'Adhat a>t. 179 fat A. 180 baath.

IE!- 182 sii. 184 led. 187 lee^. 188 [(ninkjhOT) nicker, used]. 189
wei. 190 kei. 191 he 1

!. 192 miin. 193 kliin. 194 oni, A cm. 195 mani.
196 winr. 197 tjiiz. 200 kwheit. 201 heedh'n. 202 h^t.

^1': 203 spiik. 204 did. 205 thrid. 207 nid'l. 210 klee. 211 gree
1

.

212 k^-haai, B whei. 213 A ^dhar. 214 A nmlhar. 215 takht. 218 shiip.
219 sliip. 220 A shepard. 221 f^r [(f^'rd) feared afraid]. 222 heer.

223 dheer, A dh^r. 224 faar A. 226 m^st. 227 wat, A wit. 228 sweit.

229 br^th. 230 fat.

E- 232 brak. 233 spiik, A spik. 235 w&v. 236 finvur. 238 hEdi.

239 SE'l. 241 rE'n. 243 plee. 244 A wil. 246 i. kwiin, ii. k^ein. 248
mee l

r. 249 w^'f. 250 sw^r. 251 miit. 252 ket'l, A kEt'l. 253 niut'l.

254 ledhw. 255 wedhw.
E: 256 A strikyt [stretched]. 257 Edj. 258 seg. 259 wadj. 260 lee.

261 see1
[in Arbroath SEE, A (see'n) saying], A see. 262 waai. 263 A aw.

264 E'l. 265 strakht, B streekht, A strekht. 267 iild. 270 i. behs, ii. beli.

271 A tEl. 272 elm. 273 men, A niEn. 274 b^ntj. 275 [(st uqk) used].
276 thin qk, A theqk. 277 [(druk) used]. 280 tjleWn. 281 liunth, A lEnth.

282 strinnth. 283 mtnri. 284 thrash. 286 hare. 287 binz'm. 288 lat.

E'- 289 i. 290 hii. 292 mii. 293 wii, A wi. 294 fiid. 296 biliiv.

298 nil. 299 griin. 300 kiip. 301 hiir. 302 miit. 303 swiit.

E': 305 hiikjh. 306 hinkjht. 308 niid. 309 spiid. 310 hiil. 311 ten.

312 hiir A. 314 hard A. 315 fit [pi., for sg. see 595]. 315 niist, A nikst.

EA- 319 [(gaaf) used]. 320 keer, A keer. EA: 321 saa, A saa. 322

lakh, A laakh. 323 fokht. 324 akht. 325 waak. 326 aid, A aald. 327
baald. 328 kaald. 329 faald. 330 had A. 331 sat. 332 taald. 333 kaaf.

334 haf. 335 aa [very long], A aa. 336 faa. 337 waa. 338 k.
b^'rd [beard]. 340 jeerd, A j^rd. 342 eerm. 343 waarm. 345 daar.

346 gint.

EA'- 347 hiid. 348 ii A. b* lt [to beat]. 349 fiau A. EA': 350
diid. 351 led. 352 red. 353 briid. 354 sh^f. 355 d*'f. 356 l^f. 357

thoo, A thoo. 359 niipur, A nibar. 361 biin. 363 tj^p. 365 niir naar.

366 greit. 367 thre't. 368 d<e'th. 369 sloo. 370 raa. 371 stree1
.
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EI- 372 ei, A aai. 373 dire. 375 reez r^'z. 376 bs't. EI: 378

WE'k, A week. 380 A dham.

EO- 383 seVn. 384 h*Vn. tar [to tire]. 385 Tmeth. 386 jau B.

387 A nun. EO: 388 minlk, B malk. 390 sad A. 392 A Jon. 393

Tjja-nt. 395 A jaq. 396 wiurk. 397 suurd. 398 sterv. 399 A brekht.

402 l^rn, A l*rn. 403 far. 404 star. 405 berth B. 406 jerd. 407

fardi un. 408 niu.

EO'- 409 bii. 411 thrii A.

416 diir. 417 tjau. 418 bruu.

EO': 422 A sik. 424 rokh.

412 shii A. 413 diiv'l. 414 flii. 415 Hi.

420 faur. 421 forti.

425 linkjht. 426 fekjht. 428 sii. 429
434 bet.

EY:
fund. 430 friind, A frind. 431 biir. 432" foort. 433 briist B.

435 juu A. 436 truu. 437 truuth, A truth. EY- 438 dii A.

439 ^rast, A trast.

I- 440 wiik, A wik. 441 sinv. 442 eivi. 444 steil. 446 nein, A na'in.

448 [(dhee
1

) used]. 449 gint. 450 tazde1
. 451 shuu.

I: 452 ei. 453 A kwek. 454 wintj, B watj. 455 lei, A lai. 457
miukjht. 458 niukjht, A nekht. 459 riukjht. 462 siukjht. 463 A tal.

464 fal [which, as an interrogative only]. 465 sink, A sek. 467 weild. 470
A ham. 471 tinmer. 473 blinnd. 474 rand. 475 winnd. 476 binnd.
477 finnd. 478 grinnd. 479 weind. 480 A theq. 481 fiuqer. 484 A
dhes. 485 thias'l. 487 Jinsterde

J
. 488 jijt. 489 A et.

I'- [for the 4 sets of sounds here concerned, see Introduction to D 38,

p. 757]. 491 sinkjh. 492 seid. 493 draiv. 494 taim, A ta'im. 495 A
wha'inan. 496 eiren. 498 wiurert [the (win )

strikes an EngHshman as (WB)].
499 biit'l.

I': 500 l^k, A lek. 501 weid. 502 faaiv. 503 leif. 504 kneif [(k)

sounded]. 505 weif. thraaiv [thrive]. 506 a -men. 507 wiimen, B
wamen. 508 meil. 510 A mein. 511 wein. 514 eis. 615 weiz. 516

0- 519 A a'ur. 521 fool. 522 oop'n. 523 haup. 524 waarld.

0: 527 bokht. 628 thokht B. 530 wiur6kht. 531 dokhter, A daakhtar.

532 kool. 533 dal. 534 hoi. 535 A fa'uk. 536 gauld. 537 muuld.
538 A wad wad. 539 baul. 541 A wol noo. 542 bolt. 545 hap. 548
ford. 550 winrd, A ward. 551 storm. 552 korn. 553 hoorn. 554 kros.

0'- 555 she??. 556 te. 557 to, A tyy. 558 luk. 559 mindhBr. 561
bbm. 562 m^n. 563 manende1

. 564 sh^n. 565 nooz. 566 A idhar.

0': 569 buk. 570 tuk. 571 gadgjadgwid, Agjyd. 572 bled. 573 flad.

575 stad. 577 buu. 578 plu plukh. 579 enjukh A [sg.], emu- [pi.]. 580
tiukh B. 581 sokht. 583 tul. 584 stal. 585 brcm. 586 699, A dena

[don't]. 587 d^n, A dyn. 588 n<m, A nyn. 589 spc?n. 590 flar. 591 nwr,
B miur. 592 A swoor. 594 b<?t. 595 fint [sg., for pi. see 315]. 596 rat.

597 s*t, B sat.

U- 601 ful. 602 suu B. 603 kam A. 604 A semar. 605 son [distinctly
stated to have (o)], A san. 606 door, A door. 607 ba

4
te

k
r.

U: 601 agli. 609 fuu, A fal. 610 uu. 612 sam, BA. 615 B pand.
616 grand, A gran. 617 suund. 618 uund. 619 A fand. 622 ander. 625

taq. 627 A sand*. 629 san [and hence differing from 605].

'

630 wan.
631 tharzde 1

,
A fyyrzd*. 632 ap A. 633 kap. 634 thrau, A thruu. 637

task. 639 din st.

'

U'- 640 kuu B. 641 fuu [used also for why] A. 642 [not used]. 643
nuu A. 646 B buu. 647 ul. 648 uur. 651 A wathuut. 652 kad.

U': 655 ful. 656 rum. 657 brun. 658 dun A. 660 buur. 661 shuur
B. 662 B hijs. 663 bus BA. 664 lus. 665 mus. 667 ut A. 668 prud.
669 anku-thi. 671 muu. 672 suth.
Y- 673 mak'l [(a) but with Hps more protruding, not (in )

as in some

parts] A. 674 A ded. 676 Hi. 677 drai, A draai. 678 diun. 679 kin rk.
681 A beznes. 682 l ut'l. Y: 683 min dj. 684 bri^g. 685 rin g.
686 bai. 687 fli^kjht. 689 [(big) used]. 690 keind. 691 meind. 693
stnn. 695 hark'n A. 693 binrth. 697 bm. 698 minrth. 699 wturinkjht.

spiir [speer]. 700 waar. 701 finrst, A ferst. 703 piut. Y'- 705
skai. 707 thertii-n. 708 heir. Y': 709 far. 711 leis. 712 meis.
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n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad. 714 lad, B lAAd, A ladhi. 715 pad. 717 djad B. 719

[(pauijt) pow-head, used]. 720 fag. 722 dreen. 723 deiri B. 724 bald.

725 s*'l. 727 djam. 728 sham. 729 freem. 730 kanter. 731 wanten B.

734 daarn. 735 smash. 737 m^t. 740 weev. 741 meez. 742 B IEZ!.

E. 743 B skrmn. vreen [wean, little one]. 744 [(n^rlz) used]. 745

tj^t. 746 br^th. 747 end^vur. 750 beg. I. and Y. 754 ping. 759
fiut. trai [try]. 0. 761 lood. 764 B kad'l. 767 n6is A. 771
foond. 772 B boonfeir. 774 pauni B. 777 shop. 778 af^rd. 780 B
djois'l. 781 AB badher. 783 puultri B. 785 B luundj. 789 rau. 790 gun.
IT. 792 skwab'l. 793 hag. 794 djag. 797 A skwiik'n. 798 A k^iir.

bal [bull]. 800 skal. 801 ram. 803 djamp. 804 A drak'n. 805
kradz B. 806 fas. 807 pus. 808 pet, B piut.

ni. ROMANCE.

A- 809 e'b'l. 810 fe's. 811 pl^s. 812 le's. 814 me's'n. 815 BA
faks. 816 fed. 818 eedj. 819 reedj. 821 dilei. 822 mei B. 823 bei.

826 Eg'l B. 827 e'ger.
835 rijjz'n, A rez'n.

841 tjans, B tjAAns.
842 pla'qk. 843 brantj, B brentj. 844 trin ntj." 845 anshtmt, B AAnstont.

847 deendjOT. 848 B tjiindj. 849 streendjer B. 850 dans, B dAAns. 851
B anti. 852 apren. 853 barginn. 855 kan,,t. 856 peert B. 857 k^s,
A k*s. 859 tje's. 860 B pest. 861 test. 862 sef, A set 864 bika-s B,
A bikaz. 865 faat B. 866 p^r, B peer.

E-- 867 tii BA. 869 ve 1

!, B veel. 870 biauti. 871 t?grii. 872 tjiif.

874 rE'n. 875 finnt fant, B fent. 876 dinnti. 877 eer. 879 B feemeel.

880 eksamp'l, B eksAAmpl. 881 s uns. 882 B pAAnsi. 883 B dandilaira.

885 A vsra. 888 A SErt'n. 890 b^st, A b^st. 891 fe^t, B feest. 892

niifo, B nev<?. 893 fluur B. 894 disee-v. 895 risee-v.

I- andY- 897 dilinkjht B. 898 neis. 899 nils. krai [cry]. 900

pree. 901 fein, A fa'in. 902 mein. 903 dein. 904 veilet. 905 rei-^t.

906 veipsr B. 910 dpist, B dja'ist. straaiv [strive]. 912 reis.

0-- 913 kotj. 914 brotj. 916 iuqinn B. 917 roog. 918 fiib'l. 919
6intmiunt, B eint-. 920 B peint point, A pa'int. 921 akwa-ntB. 922 bash'l.

923 moist. 924 tj6is, B tjeis. 925 vois, B veis. 926 spoil, B speil. 927

traqk. 928 ans B. 930 B lein. 932 ^muu-nt. 933 frant. 934 buunti.

935 kantr* 1
. 938 A korner. 939 klos, A klos. 940 kot, A kot. 941 f^l,

B ful, A fyl. 942 bautrer. 943 tatj. 944 B!UU-. 945 vuu. 946 moil.

947 boil, B beil, A ba'il. 948 bul. 949 muuld. 950 sapt?r A. 951 kap'l.
952 i. kurs B. 953 kaziun, B kyzinn. 954 kashinn, B kiushinn. 955 dut.

956 kaver. 957 emplooi. 959 konvoi.

U" 961 gruu-^1, B gruul. 963 kweit, A kwa-iat. 964 s^t, B shuutjt.

965 oil, B eil. 966 fwt. 967 B shuut. 968 6istinr, B eister. k^r [cure],
969 sh^r, A syyr. 970 dpst, A djyst. 971 M.

D 39 = m.NL. = mid North Lowland= Dr. Murray's
and Aberdeen.

Boundaries. On the s., the n. b. of D 38. On the w., the CB. or Celtic

border as far as the town of Cromarty. On the e. and n. the sea-coast.

Area. All Ab., Ba., El. (or Moray) and Na. except the sw.

portions (which are w. of the CB.), with the extreme e. of Cr.

Authorities. Printed sources : Dr. Murray's DSS. p. 237 and 241, Eev.
Walter Gregor's Glossary to Ba. in Trans, of Philol. Soc. 1866, Mr. Melville

Bell's sentences from Visible Speech, the novel Johnny Gibb of Gashetneuk, and
the same author's Sketches of Life among my ain Folk. The last two are
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of dialect writing, and should be read by every one who
wishes to understand the nature of the dialect and its speakers. Cheap editions
admirable specimens

are published by Edmonston and Douglas, Edinburgh. The site of Gashetneuk

is in the fictitious parish of Pyketillim, but we find that it was only half a day's

journey from Turriff on the Doveran; that Culsalmond, m.Ab. (8 se.Huntly),
was familiar to the characters, as also the Strathbogie district containing

Huntly, and that it was about halfway between Marnock, Ba. (on the Doveran,
11 e.Keith), and Kintore, Ab., which would bring it near to Rayne (12 se.Huntly),
At any rate the dialect perfectly corresponds to this neighbourhood.

In Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. viii. pp. 396-7,
art. Parish of Duffus, county of Moray (otherwise Elgin), "by a friend to

statistical inquiries," there is an account of the pron. of the east coast of Moray,
shewing that, except in intonation, it is the same as that of Ab.

Manuscript sources: Keith, Ba., the Rev. W. Gregor' s cs. as pal. by Dr.

Murray, and his wl. with notes and phrases as pal. by AJE. from his diet.

Buchan, Ab., or the district n. of the Ythan and e. of the Doveran, a complete
num. wl. by Dr. Findlater, formerly editor of Chambers's Cyclopaedia, native,
where he lived to 20 years old, and which he has frequently visited since.

Cromar, or the low part of the Marr district, containing Coull, Migvie, Logie,

Coldstone, Tarland (5 nw.Aboyne, 30 w.Aberdeen), and part of Tulloch, about
12 m. long and 4 m. wide. A careful alphabet of sounds by the late Mr. Innes, of

Tarland, who was acquainted with phonetics, and wrote the pron. in a modification

of my Ethnical Alphabet (read before the British Association in 1849), with

explanations written according to the 9th ed. of Mr. Isaac Pitman's Phonography',

with which I am familiar, was accompanied by very carefully written examples.
The MS. was kindly given me by Mr. T. H. Ridge, for whom it had been

written about 1864, as a contribution to a phonographic magazine, to give an
idea of the language and pron. of that district. The whole of the examples
are given and fully considered below, together with Mr. Innes' s explanation of

his alphabet. I had also the advantage of hearing a great part of this read

to me in 1883 by Jane Morrison (a servant of Sir Peter Lumsden, mentioned
to me by Mr. E. L. Brandreth, brother-in-law to Sir P. L.), who had arrived

four
days previously from her native place, Tarland, never having been previously

in London.
For such an extensive and remarkable district these sources of information are

very few, but so far as they go they are first-rate. No doubt there are many
varieties, some of which are pointed out by Rev. "W. Gregor in the preface to

his Ba. Glossary, and I have no information for EL, Na., and Cr., but the

examples and cwl. given must convey a tolerably complete idea of the dialect.

Characters. The following is Dr. Murray's account (DSS. p. 237) :

"
(1) The most prominent distinction of the North-eastern dialects [my NL.]

is the use of / for wh, and of vr for wr, as in "fat's vrang," what's wrong?
(2) This peculiarity is current from the Pentland Firth [n. of Cs.] to the Firth
of Tay, and the dialect is most typically represented in Ab. and the district to

the nw. toward the Murray Firth. (3) Here the 12th vowel (9, y} of the
Central and Southern dialects [p. 711] loses its labialisation, so that long English
oo (in centre and s. of Scotland ui) is represented by ee, as in do, boot, roof,
here dee, beet, reef; short oo by i, or the high mixed wide vowels (Y, y) moon,
stool (min, myn, stil, st/l). (4) The back consonants k, g, affect a preceding
or following oo, changing koo, ook into kwee kwi, and yook, as in good, coal,

school, book, general Scottish guid, cuil, scuil, buik, here gweed, queel, squeal,

byook. (5) The sound of co, in the s. cuo (ku"
1

},
is often changed to cwey

(kwa'i) as cweijte, cweyle (ktca'it, kwe'il) for coat, cool. (6) As the ai (ee) of the
other dialects corresponding to Eng. 5, also often sinks into ee, thus bone, stone,
Central Sc. baene, staene (been, sieen), here been, steen (biin, stiin), the long
ee is a prominent feature of the dialect. (7) But this latter change is not found
all over the district

; and the Rev. Walter Gregor, in the preface to his ' ' Dialect
of Ba.," distinguishes three dialectal varieties within the area, in the lower or

coast variety of which stone and bone are steen, been, while in the middle they
are stghn, behn (sten, bm) and meal, peats, fear, bear, etc., mail, paits, fehr,
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behr (m<?l, pets, ieer, beer). (8) The short u (a) of the other dialects often

becomes i (e, y) as in mother, son, bull, full, here myther, syn, byll, fyll, often

with the vowel long. (9) The long aa (aa) of the South of Scotland is often

replaced by ai as gayn, aicht for gaan, aawcht (gaan, aakwht) going, ought.
(10) The hard g is strongly palatalised, so much so that I have often found it

difficult to distinguish the pronunciation of ^eng or gyang, go (gjEq, djEq) from

jeng (djEq). (11) In the coast districts there is also a strong tendency to

substitute d for th infadder, mudder, widder, etc., for father, mother, weather."

On this we may remark :

(1, 2) That the use of (f) for (wh) is limited in D 38, and
that in D 38, wrong is rather (w'raq), while in D 40 it sounded
to me like (rwaq) or labialised (r), and in neither as (vraq).

(3) In moon, stool, the oo is not short, and I do not find the

peculiar (T, y) referred to in any of my authorities. Also, it

is not absolutely correct to consider (ii) as merely delabialised L.

(&, y} ) ;
it is something different, and it is doubtful whether the

sound was thus obtained. (4) The (k0, gw>) certainly occur, and
so does (biuk, tmk, biukh, tiukh) book, took, bough, tough, but
the phenomena seem to be entirely different. (6) These refer to

the treatment of A':, the corresponding treatment of A- has been

overlooked, and the reduction to (biin, stiin) is by no means

general, although it is an old joke to say that in Aberdeen people
fall on the steens and break their beens. (7) The last words, meal,

etc., are none of them of the same category as stone, bone; Mr. G.'s

words are, "meal becomes melil; peat, peht', beast, bekst; beat, beht,

etc., in the middle district [of Ba.], while these words retain their

English pron. in the lower. The inhabitants of the lower district

[or coast of Ba.] twit those of the middle on their pron., and throw
in their teeth the words meal, peats, and kail, as if pron. maile,

paites, and kaile" The last word seems to be a mistake, it is

(kjel) in Cromar. But taking Dr. M.'s words meal, flour, is Ws.
melu, peat is of unknown origin, fear is Ws. f&'r, and to bear is

"Ws. beran, so that they have no connection with stone, bone, "Ws.

stun, ban. (8) Here again the analogy is imperfect, mother is an
0' word, son an U- word, bull unknown, and full an TJ: word

;
I also

do not understand the long vowel. (9) These indications are

imperfect, see Nos. 67 and 78 in the following cwl. (10) I found

(djan) going was admitted by Mr. G. (11) Observe that (d) is the

original letter in all these words, Ws. feeder, modor, weder. Hence
it is the ordinary pron. which has substituted (dh) for (d), and not

the dialectal, which has replaced (dh) by (d).
The most striking points to a stranger in the vowels are, the

absence of (AA), which is familiar in ML., so that Dr. M.'s

(dAAtherz) p. 701, 1. 3, is an error; the use of (ii, i) for 0'; the

strange way in which (e
l

, e, a) are treated and written as one

vowel i, fully considered below, p. 767
;
and the singular substitu-

tion of (ai) where we use (ee) in many words without perceptible
rule or principle. As this seems to have escaped Dr. Murray, I

give all the instances I have found referring them to the original
vowels. The italics indicate words from Johnny Gill in the original

spelling.
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PECULIAR USE OF (ai, aH, E'i).

A: wyme, wame, womb, (wa'it) I wot.

JE: (dei) day.
JE' (kei) key, (taitrer) teacher, who however does not 'teach' hut (liirnz).

(whait) wheat, with an exceptional use of (wh) ahout Keith, but some say (fait) .

(swait) sweat, (wai, wait) weigh, weighed.
E. (spaik) speak, but JE! (spitj) speech, (waiv) weave, (plai) play, as used

by old people, (kwain) quean, used for a woman without offensiveness. (sei)

say, old people, (wai) way, the usual pron. (a^Lryr) a church elder, of which

(eljer) is the more common pron.
EA' gryte (greit) great.
El (waik) wykness, weak, weakness.

EO' (thai] thigh, rec. pron., but many dialects have the more regular (thii).

I (steil) stile, for which several other dialects have the more regular (stiil).

(ta'izdu) Tuesday, (aivi, grandirvi) ivy, ground-ivy, but JM. used (6.4) in both

cases.

guile, coal.

0' hive, hoof.

ENGLISH swye, sway.
ROMANCE chyne, chain. (tjaindj) cheenffe, change. (konvar) convey,

(gj^ili) gaily, quite, (wa'it) wyte, wait, viakle, vehicle, (rain) ryne, the

rein of a horse, kwite, coat, jilein, sending to gaol.

To these I have not added Johnny Gibb's deykn, seyvn, deacon,

seven, because JM. pronounced them with (deek'n, sev'n), but

perhaps (deik'n, seiv'n) may also be said.

Among consonants the use of (f, vr-) for (wh-, wr-), and the

variation of the guttural, as (kh, kjh), according to the preceding

vowel, are most striking.

PRONUNCIATION IN CROMAR.

As the pron. in Ab. is very peculiar, and Mr. Innes has analysed
it with great care, I give his elements numbered, and with brief

observations, or none when my transcription from his characters to

pal. appears certain, as confirmed vv. by Rev. Walter Gregor and
Jane Morrison, reserving the observations on Nos. 19 and 20 till

the end.

VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS. 1, 2
(ii, i). 3, 4 (ee

l
,
e1

). 5, 6 (ee, e). 7, 8

(aa
1
,

a1

). No. 7 heard only from old people, No. 8 always before (q), and

generally, not always, before (b, d, g). 9, 10 (aa, a). 11, 12 (oo, o) "between

English au in caught, and o in note." 13, 14 (oo
1

,
ol

)
"it lies as to quality

between English goat or good" 15, 16 (uu, u). 17 (a). 18 (vj) seems to be

deeper than (y). 19, 20
(tn , y] considered hereafter. 21 (ai) in sighed, tied,

the second element in these L. diphthongs appears to be
(i, u) rather than

(i, u),
which do not occur. 22 (aH) side, tide, generally conceived as (ei, E'i). 23 (ae)

"deep open diphthong, composed of Nos. 9 and 5, used in aye yes, and I pro-
noun." 24 (in, iuu). 25 (a

!

u) "composed of Nos. 8 and 16, or perhaps in

some people's mouths of Nos. 8 and 18," (a^), which would resemble the Dv.

(ao'yj) in its second element.

CONSONANTS. 26 (j). 27 (w). 28 (h) "before w, as in when=(hwen), it is

almost the same as the guttural No. 37," but in fact (wh) does not occur in the
dialect. 29, 30 (p, b). 31, 32

(t, d). 33, 34
(tj, dj) assumed as =(tsh, dzh).

35, 36 (k, g). 37 (kh), "when it takes the higher sharp palatal sound in the

y position, (j) is attached (kjh)." The voiced (gh) is not heard. 38, 39
(f, v).
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40, 41 (th, dh). 42, 43 (s, z). 44, 45 (sh, zh). 46
(1). 47 (r) "always

trilled, whether initial or final." 48, 49 (ra, n), which when vocal are marked

('m, 'n). 50 (q). After (k) Mr. Innes always writes (q) in place of (n), a8

(kqif) for kneef= active, alert. 51 (j), in
(tj dj, kj gj, Ij nj). ''The

(Ij) is

now very rare, and (tj, dj) I have heard only from people who themselves or their

parents have come from Gaelic-speaking districts. The pron. of this district has

nothing of the Gaelic intonation, but 15 miles west of us, about Balmoral,"
which is 16 sw. Tarland, and 18 wsw.Aboyne, "Gaelic is still spoken by old

people, and the English spoken is very different from ours," i.e. rec. sp.

The crux of the D 39 pron. consists in Nos. 19, 20, here
transcribed

( n , y) and both usually written i. We have already
encountered the difficulty in D 38, but there they had not been

distinguished as they are by Mr. Innes. The following are his ex-

planations: 19.
( u )

"Obscure sound in sir, her, fit, not the English
t in fit, but a deader sound, something between net and nut. It

is the vocal heard in button prolonged into a vowel." 20. (y)
"This is near to but distinct from No. 19. The final a in idea

is this sound in careless colloquial conversation. The English
i in ft is the best substitute for this sound. It has as nearly
as may be the value attached to e in the Ethnical Alphabet," which
I there denned as " the natural vowel, an obscure murmur," and
would be most like (). Mr. M. Bell used the equivalent for

(y) considered as the sound in houses, goodness, in his writing of

the Buchan Ruth, chap, i., given in the introduction to L., p. 698.

I have therefore used (y) for No. 20 in this transliteration, but
I have used the new symbol (*n ),

a doubly deepened ('), for No. 19,

to keep it separate, and in the Cromar example by Mr. Innes
I have carefully distinguished (tn , y) as he did. But he is not

quite consistent, as will appear by the subsequent examination.

1. The following words have both (in )
and (y) ; there, dhinr dhyr; of, a,

have (in , y) ;
the (dhi : dhy) ;

so (siu , sy) ; no, do not (mu ,
cUuiUn ,

diuny) ;

ye (jin> Jy) and (inn, /n) ;
was (win z, wyz, wez), but (biut, byt).

2. The following unaccented initials are spelled both ways, a in assure, about,

among (inssirr, iubut, ybut, iumoo*, ymoo-) ;
a in again, amends has only

y (ygj^n, t/ma'nz).
3. In the termination -er I find (in )

in better, younger, father, mother (betin r,

jaqin r, faadinr, mydiur), but on the other hand (yr) in gathering, ever, older,

tother, cankered (gaaMyryn, yvyr, aalyr, tydyr, kaqkyrt), which I find accented

in (sznr, thyrd, wyrd, Jyrd) sir, third, word, yard.
4. The following have generally unaccented (in ), but sometimes (y], as

(makinn, moormun, stopiut, partiut, Ij^mynz, stockyt, ynta^yt) making,
morning, stopped, parted, limbs, stocked, intended.

5. In accented syllables the following have
(^n ) (liu t'l, riu st, mnkjht, bi^t,

w'un, int, wintj, piuth, rinp, linkjht, skrinmt, :\)inlinz, Jinstyrde, iul,

rinpint, la-keeminnee, dinst, tiul, shinnz, fint, lint, hiup, dhtu8) little, rest,

night, light, bit, win, it, witch, pith, reap, light, scrimpt, Billies, yesterday,

ill, rippit=row, confusion, luckie-minnie, dust, till, shins, fit, let, hip, this.

And the following have (y} ; (ylkji, kjyb'l, gyn, snybyt, dhygydhyr, dyd, nyv,

dryqkj, myd nr, hyd he'd, ydyr, fyn) ilka, kibble, gin = if, snubbed, together,

did, neave, drink, mother, had, other, when.

This analysis shews that the separation is not complete. We
must therefore have recourse to vv. which is rather hazardous,
because such complex diiferences generally require a very long
while to hear with certainty, and my opportunities of hearing
natives were necessarily few and short, in fact I heard only two,
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Rev. W. Gregor, of Keith, and Jane Morrison of Tarland, and

perhaps Mr. Innes might have objected that both were much
more modern than the time he aimed at illustrating, 1780.

Now, first, Rev. W. Gregor sent a cs. in writing, which was

transliterated by Dr. Murray, and has been given among the cs.

in the introduction to L., p. 684, No. 6. To this Mr. G. added

the note (p. 695d) : "t has several sounds, one sound
infill, mill,

another in wint (want), and a third in Jin (when) hmmist. The
sound infill, mill, him comes nearest to the sound of yes, yet=
*
e

;
the sound in wint may be represented by the sound of * in

window. In fin the sound comes nearest to the sound in pin."
Dr. Murray conjectured that (fee'l, mee'l, hee'm, want, fyn) might
be meant. In actually hearing Mr. G. read his wl. I wrote

(r^kjht, m^lk, we1

!, dh^s, s^v, f^q^r, f^n, s^k, w^k, f^lk) for

right, milk, wild, this, sieve, finger, find, such, week, which;
but (want, thras'l, waif) want, thistle, witch, where (a) ought

possibly to be (a), though I distinctly heard (a). The author

of Johnny Grill has also wunt. This implies two sounds (e
1

)

answering to Mr. G.'s i
&
,
and (a), but leaves the third sound un-

explained, which may be (y}, and this does not very perceptibly
differ from (e

1

).

In observing Jane Morrison, when only four days from Tarland,
Mr. Innes' s (in , y) seemed to be identical, but I was unable to

analyse the sound I heard from her. It struck me occasionally as

(i, i
s

, e, e
3

, 13, a), but most frequently as (e, a). This would seem

to imply that there are at least two accented sounds approaching,
if not coinciding with, (e, a), and an unaccented sound (B), which
cannot be considered generically distinct from unaccented (a).

Now I think that if an Englishman were hearing for the first

time the "Welsh words dyn, dynion, man, men, pronounced in North

Wales, he would hear (dnn, danjon), instead of Dr. Sweet's (dYYn,

dahnion). Of these vowels Dr. S. says : (T) "is the most difficult

of the North "Welsh vowels for South Welshmen as well as English-
men. It is advanced from the normal high mixed position towards

(i), with which it is confused farther south;" and (ah) "occurs

long only as the name of the letter y, in which it sounds deeper
than the E. vowel in sir, being apparently more retracted, but the

difference is very slight. Quite distinct from our vowel in but," by
which he means (a) (Trans. Philol. Soc. 1882-3-4, 'On Spoken
North Welsh,' p. 415). The phenomena in Ab. and North Wales
seem to me entirely similar, though far from being identical. In
both we have an

(ii) vowel verging to an (a) vowel. And in South
Wales this verging is neglected. In North Wales the same letter

y is employed for two sounds decidedly resembling the two we get
in D 39. In D 39 there is a persistence of the use of i to represent
two or three different sounds, which are considered as varieties of

the same. And it may possibly happen somewhere in D 39 that,
as in South Wales, they really form but one sound. As Mr.
Melville Bell heard the Buchan Ruth, he only distinguished one
sound (y).
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Illustrations.

1. Keith cs., by Rev. W. Gregor, pal. by Dr. M., above, in the

Introduction to L., No. 6 of the 8 cs., pp. 683, 684, 695.

2. Buchan, Ruth, Chap, i., from Dr. Murray, after Mr. Melville

Bell, above, in the Introduction to L., No. 3, p. 698.

3. Cromar, three examples by Mr. Innes, the first pal. from the

diet, of Jane Morrison only, the second and third transliterated

from Mr. Innes' s spelling, and the second also pal. from diet, of

Jane Morrison.

4. Ab. sentences from Mr. Melville Bell's Visible Speech,
corrected as in D 33, p. 709^.

5. Notes and phrases obtained and pal. from Rev. W. Gregor,
while dictating his cwl. No. 6.

6. General cwl. from Rev. "W. Gregor, Dr. Findlater, Buchan,

Cromar, and Bell, Jane Morrison, and Johnny Gibb.

CROM!R EXAMPLES

written by Mr. Innes in his variation of my Ethnical Alphabet, p. 764J, and
transliterated in the way explained on p. 766d. The first short example written

by Mr. Innes before he had completed his alphabet is given only as read to

me by Jane Morrison. The second longer example is given interlinearly (1) as

transliterated from Mr. Innes, (2) as read to me by Jane Morrison, (3) in Mr.
Innes' s translation. Jane Morrison read to me from the ordinary spelling, not

from my transliteration of Mr. Innes, which she could not have understood, hence

where she agrees with Mr. Innes she confirms him
;
where she disagrees it may

example is the continuation of the second
;
but as it was not read to me by Jane

Morrison, I give it only in my transliteration of Mr. Innes' s spelling, in parallel

columns, with Mr. Innes' s own translation.

FIRST EXAMPLE. The Meeting.

"
Suppose that two men meet in a fair, who have not seen each other since

they left an Aberdeenshire parish school, say 50 years ago [that is, about 1816].
"We shall name them John and Thomas," /. and T. in the headings.

FROM JANE MORRISON'S DICTATION. TRANSLATION.

J. wil, :tam, fat wai ar je? J- Well, Tom, what way [=how]
an fuu hee ri bin dhes laq ta'im ?

f
re ? ? and how have 3 been tnis

long time r

T. a, nee dhat el, :djok, fat T. Ah, not that ill [=very well]

wai ar ri jersei? en fuu)z Jer Jack, what way are you yourself? and

wa'if en dhe let'l enz ?
llow

'

s y ur ^ife and the little ones '

J. dhe wer aa brali fen ai kam /. They were all gaily [bravely]
when x came v. I haven't seent?waa. ai h^ne sin je dhes laq
when x came vf. avent seen

ta'im. di je maX men, fan wi ^ thl9 lon^ time ' Do you mind

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2201 ]
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[
= remember], man, when we used to

fight coming from the school ? and
how the master heat us the next day ?

T. Bravely do I remember that,

Jack. And I heard that the master

died a twelvemonth since past in

spring, and was not very well off ere

he did die.

1st te fekjht kamen fe dhe skwil?

en fuu dhe me'ster skelpet)s dhe

nisht dee ?

T. braali di)i ma'in dhat,

:djok. enaihaardet dheme'ster

diit a twalvmanth sa'in past en

lent'n,
1 en wez ne vere wil of or

hi ded dii.

Note. l Mr. Innes wrote lentren, which JM. did not know, but Jamieson has
"

lentryne, lentyre, Lent, still used to denote Spring," the original meaning
of Lent.

SECOND EXAMPLE. Yule-tide.

"A piece in the conversational dialect of the end of the last century as

I [Mr. Innes] had it from an old person. The names are fictitious, but the

circumstances are such as frequently happen on such occasions.
"
Dialogue between a Laird [

= proprietor] and his Tenant Farmer, illustrative

of the Dialect, Manners and Customs of the Eural Districts of Aberdeenshire,

about 1780." The Laird calls upon his tenant about New Year's day [old

Christmas and old style New Year's Day are still celebrated here] and salutes

him, saying [not in the dialect], "A happy new year to you, John. What sort

of a Christmas have you had? The whole of the second and third examples
is a reply to this question, so that there is no proper dialogue.

C. Transliteration of Mr. Innes's writing.

J. Jane Morrison's pron.
T. Translation by Mr. Innes, on which a few notes are given, p.

referring to the paragraphs into which I have broken it.

775,

1. C Mr. Innes. y will, s nr, Knt'l oo)t. dh%r)z
J Jane Morrison. a wil, mester, let'l o)t. dheer)z
T Mr. Innes

1

Translation. Oh well, sir, little of it. There's

C Hnt'l wyrd y jil biiz dhyr is)ty bii.

J let'l werd o jiil bisaHd dh^r ist te bii.

T little word of Christmas besides there used to be.

2. C aae)v siin dim ta'im fyn wii wyd)y had'n fo'rtin

J aai)v siin dhe taim fen wii wed 13 had'n fo
!rtin

T I-ve seen the time when we would have holden fourteen

C deez oo)t. naa, naa! dhy
J deelz o)t.
T days of it.

na
No

naa
no !

s nee s u herte

dim fos nee si herte es dhe
the folk's not so hearty as they

C is)ty bii.

J ist te bii.

T used to be.

3. C t'u maae jaq/nr deez dhyr wyz Kut'l renst dh*'u n nkht
J en maai joqrar deez dher wez let'l rest dhB nekjht
T in my younger days there was little rest, the night
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C yfoo
lr jil, b nt ylkp bo!

di traait faa wyd win
J isfoo^ jil, bet elki bodi traait faa wed wen
T before Christmas, but every person tried who would get

C first ty d% wal y dhy moorm'nn. aae kjen n u
J ferst te dire wa1

! en dhe moornen ai kjen ne
T first to the well in the morning. I know not

C gyn)t ma^ oone o
l

dz, b*nt dh% mest y fo !k thokht
J gen)t me^ oni odz, bet dhe me !

st B fo*k thokht
T if it made any difference, but the most of folk thought

C tnt gjaH yn lake.

J et gjai en lake.

T it rather fortunate.

4. C yn sa'in dhyr wyd y bin dhy ter nbKust
J en saHn dher w^d 'B bin dh^ tereblest gedh^rsn
T And then there would have been the terriblest gathering

C y dhy moorn/nn ty dhy soo
l

ynz yi yvy? jy saa. en
J en dhe moonren te dh^ soo^nz dhet ev^r JB saa. -en

T in the morning to the sowans that ever you saw. And

C dhem nt d?/d ny dryqkj ut dhyr sootynz wyz shnur ty
iqk ut dher soo^nz WBZ shuur teJ dhem et did ne driq]

T them that did not drink

C hee baHlz e heerst.

J hee ba !
ilz en heerst.

T have boils in harvest.

out their sowans was sure to

5. C aae)z tnsirr dhy aa got e gwid brakf nst

J aai)z enshuur Je dhe aa got B gwid brakfest en
T I shall assure you they all got a good breakfast of

C dryqkjen sootynz yn y faq af in dh% jil

J drfqk-Bii soo^nz -en 13 faq of 13 dhe jil kjabisk.
T drinking sowans and a slice off of the Christmas cheese.

6. C yn ylkji \)ee
l
st ybu't dhy tun got y r np in koorn, y

J en elki bist abut dhe tun got e rep o koorn, im
T And every beast about the farm got a reap of corn, and

C dhy waHner ajus got dh% gla^iek shef.

J dhe wainer dks got dhe glaiuk shef.

T the wainer ox got the glyack sheaf.

7. C yn gyn deeb'nkjht aa dh*u jaq tjiilz ga^yrt ty
J" en gen deelekjht aa dhe Joq tjilz g^dh^rd te dhe
T And by daylight all the young lads gathered to the
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C la
1
! y :maamooar ty dhy baa, yn aae kan tel j n dhee

J la
1
! v dht? park ti? dire baal, -en aai kan tel je dire

T lea of mamore to the foot-ball, and I can tell you they

C skrt'umt int ap. dhyr wyd ny bin y dra'i heer

J skrempt et ap. dher wisd ne bin e dra 1
! st*k

T scrimpt it up. There would not [have] been a dry hair

C t'npo-n)z.

J i3po-n)z.
T upon us.

8. C yn faHlz dhyr wyz l^kj ty by dushts y dhy tel y dhy
J ^n fa'ilz dher wez l^kj te bi dushts et dhe tel en dhe
T An whiles there was like to be blows in the tail of the

C tulri, fen twaa met yt %d one gram'l at

J bam'l, f^n twaa met i3t ned one gram'l.
T struggle when two met that had any ill will at each other.

9. C aae maHn az wil)z thoo t)wyr j nstyrde, tupoo*
J aai maHnd ez wil az thoo et wez jesterde epo-n
T I mind as well as though it were yesterday upon

C dh*n r/np ut int laq rdjo'n :shaa

qks 'en '.dj^mi :bris

J dhe repet dhet laa

q :djok isha^ks en :djemi :bris

T the row that long John Shanks and James Bruce

C reezt at dh% :baa jil moornin ekhty twaa.

J reezt et dhe :baal Jil moornen akhte twaa.
T got up at the Football Christmas morning, 1782.

10. C dhat wyz dhy jiir y)dhy let heerst, fyn wi wez
J dhat wez dhe jiir

13)
dhe let heerst, fen wi wez

T That was the year of the late harvest, when we was

C sh^ryn ymoo* dh/u snaa eft^r t)wez niir jil

J sheeren amoq dhe snaa efter et wez niir jil

T cutting the corn among the snow after it was near Christmas

C yn dhy mel
l wyz as blak)s cU*ust.

J en dhe mii'l wez ez blak)s dest.

T and the meal was as black as dust.
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THIRD EXAMPLE. The Fight.

ORIGINAL.

11. yz aae wyz see nn idjo^
: sharks wyz on uur saHd, yn
:djymi :bris wyz ypo-)dhy tydyr
sa'id.

12. wii hydkaat dhem twaaiz,
yn dhy baa wyz niir ut dhy
thyrd ta'im, fyn rdj^mi :bris

kjep*nt : sharks, yn gjaa h um
n fyzlyt yn dhy sh unz wii)z

f*ut, t ul dh u blid kam thra^z
hoo'z.

13. sa'in isha'qks hii ap wii)z
hand tnn gjaa :bris y sklaf?'urt

yn dhy kg wii)z st^kjyt nyv,
t nl)t ra'q ygjVn.

14. :bris hii seez t*ul *um :

" aae wyd le
l

kj iy kjen fat j n
min by Jon, jy y^li ^l-ynta^nyt
sklaa

ip, for a)m nee ty bii

a^urg^n wy Juu, nar one fuul

ha^pyl l^
1

^' jy. a)l mee)be gar
Jtn w ns nt j u ha!d ny kam
s?'n faar fee jyr niyd/nrz h up
dhfll8 moorn*nn."

15. rsha^ks spakap baal, y
sa^: "JB shaa:

rger le
1

^", tnl-

dyzaHnt vratj, jy hee nid ty by
snybyt, jy bin styqkjyn for jyr
Knkjs dhens fa 1

!!, fat dyd jy
min by tak un ap jyr feut *nn
gjii-yn mii y dhy shjnnz ? a)l
le^^Ti jy fa ty tyg wii : gjyn jy
plee as mak'l, a)l tarn jyr
IjWmynz ty dhy min, yn mee)be
gjii jy jyr haarnz h^m wii)jy
ty kreesh jyr broogz."

16. :bris hii wyz y kjyb'l
stamp oo *u tjili, yn wii hert nt,

yn hii seez :
"
dhyr)z meer wyn

ii jyr tjikjs nor dhyr)z p uth ii

jyr brikjs ! tra1
! jyrsei."

17. dhy baa wyz stop nt nuu,
yn wii aa ga

:dert run dh^ twaa

rampeedjys rask/nlz, yn rsane

:fo.
l
it gee*z yn-ba

1

!, yn seez ty

TRANSLATION.

11. As I was saying, John Shanks
was on our side, and James Bruce was

upon the t'other side.

12. We had driven them twice, and
the football was nearly out the third

time, when James Bruce met Shanks
and gave him a smart blow along the
shin bone, with his foot, till theJblood
came through his hose.

13. Then Shanks he up with his

hand and gave Bruce a sclafferd along
the ear with his clenched fist, till it

rang again.

14. Bruce he says to him : "I would
like to know what you mean by yon,
you unseemly ill-intended slype, for

I'm not to be insulted with you, nor

any foul hanger on like you. I'll

perhaps make you wish that you had
not come so far from your mother's

hip this morning."

15. Shanks stuck up ball and said:

"You lean undergrown like, ill-

designed wretch, you have need to

be checked, you (have) been ripe for

your punishment this while. What
did you mean by taking up your foot

and giving me in the shins? I will

learn you who(m) to meddle with, if

you do as much, I will turn your legs
to the moon, and perhaps give you
your brains home with you to grease

your shoes."

16. Bruce he was a well-built

stump of a little man, and well hearted,
and he says: "There's more wind in

your cheeks than there's ability in

your breeches ! try yourself."

17. The football was given up now,
and we all gathered round the two

quarrelsome rascals, and Alexander
White goes in about, and says to

them, says he,
" What's all this
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dhym, seez hii, "fat)s aa dh%s
eubirt :\)inlinz ? jy)i spa'ilyn

dhy plee aadhygydyr, yn meer
nor dhat jy)r mak%n % belbaHz-

inynt y dhy leev oo)z, yn farba1
!

aa dhat, dheer)z :tybi :blak, dhy
aHljyrz wa^if

, y dhy door a^urba 1
!

dheer Ijy^yn at)s, yn gjyn jy
d*u n% drop nt wii)l by aa t^n

ty dhy :seshYun n sandin, ylkji
b^n (b^n) oo)z."

18. :bris wyz y pakhte tjape,

yn ybite gwid wyd oo)z saHz, en

seez hii :

" d n mn jii barn jyr
muu f'ninoo' ydyr fo^s kjel ar

dhans j)il mee be get dire raudyn
streekj jyrsei. had ut baa

i yn
lat mii at turn, for a)l hee yma

jnz
oo tum yfoo

lr ii by twaa uurz

aalyr. a)l faal nm ap le^j ra
'

19. dhys het -.sharks blid aH

war, yn hii Ij^ust on inm wii)z
taq, yn hii seez: "tra1

! dhat,

jy ultaqt ka'qkyrt shaard. a)l
leern jy ty kjer e befo'nr haq taq
ii jer he !

d. jyr faad ur wyz y
ryglyn, yn jyr mydyr wyz y
w'ntj, yn jyr lakkee-mennee

wyz y thif."

20. s^in uur best baam*'nn

gj^z yn baH, yn seez :
u
dhyr)z

nee is tra4yn ty peert dlun twaa
fash ns kqeevz, for dh*n)r beedh

gjaant'u :w nlee :an*nrsennz jil

dhe n nkjht, y dhy wyd by siir

to faHl dhe fe ]
st. dhy wyd bu

fest y ydhi3r as siir)z taatez. lat

dhym dant ut ut irnira- djy^t
y feer shak yn dhy best man
ii-myst, yn my^ynykh ty dhy
njoo^est."

21. wiil fyn dhy saa tnt dhy
wyr ty win t^'nl ydyr, dhy wyr
ny sy kqif on)t, byt fytyvyr dhy
gyd tt'nl)t wy v*ur yn dhy f/nrst
wal np *ut :bris gjaa : sharks,
gart *uin dyrd ty dhy gran t nl)z
hed pleet kqip on % ron, yn)z
a]

lbyk jarkeut on fu kqoorlf\k

about, lads ? you're spoiling the play
altogether, and more than that you're

making a world's wonder of the rest

of us, and besides all that, there's

Elizabeth Black, the elder's wife, in

the door across there looking at us,
and if you don't drop it we'll be all

taken to the Session on Sunday, every
bone of us."

18. Bruce was a spirited little man,
and a bitty good wood of his size, and

says he :
" Don't ye burn your mouth

among other folks greens (or soup),
or else you'll perhaps get the ridding

-

stroke yourself. Hold off and let me
at him, for I'll have amends of him
before he be two hours older. I'll

fold him up like a big spring knife."

19. This heated Shank's blood al-

ways worse and he loos' d upon him
with his tongue, and he says: "Try
that, you ill-tongued, ill-tempered

scrophulous dwarf. I'll learn you to

carry a better [hung] tongue in your
head. Your father was a riglan and

your mother was a witch, and your

grandmother was a thief."

20. Then our best ballman goes in

about, and says: "There's no use

trying to part the two quarrelsome
knaves, for they're both going to

William Anderson's Christmas feast

to-night, and they would be sure to

foul (or spoil) the feast. They would
be fixed in each other as sure as

potatoes. Let them fight it out just

now, just a fair wrestle, and the best

man uppermost, and fudgy or beaten

to the lowermost."

21. Well, when they saw that they
were to win to (or at) each other, they
were not so keen on it, but, however,

they went to it with activity, and the

first swinging throw that Bruce gave
Shanks made him dash to the ground
till his head played knock on a piece
of ice, and his elbow struck till it

rebounded on a rough knob of frosted

earth. I am sure they both must have
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tn frost*ut jyrd. a)m siir dhy
beeth bii)ty by dinrh'un, kas fyn
dhy glaHd reez, hi h^d yn
alegruugys Lrjik.

22. it wyz ny aft nt wii striiv

at dh% baa, thoo dhyr wyz y
P7ilgjyfe y dhy tel y dhy tuulii

dhat dee, b*nt wii griit faHn
eft*nr)t, yn gyn rsha'qks haxd ny
bin y fmrzynlys stram, hi wyd
ny lat'n :bris skr%ni turn dhat
dee.

23. aae unersti'd eft*nr hyn
tut dhyr wyz samth2nq meer

ytwin dhym; for jy sii idjo^i

(:djok) : sharks ha jd t^n :bete

:gree ty dhy :hal niiv'n bal yfoor

dhat, en :bris stak ap iy\ *nr
aae d umn thyqkj hii wyz one

*iil *iibut tnr, b*ut djyjst ty

piyvo-k isha'qks for fan t*nl

nmse'l, yn dhy wa1
! k^'tee wez

sam ty blem tii.

24. shfc'n promist f nrst ty ^n,
yn sa^n t*n l *nnydyr ty lat dhym
p^it *nr hem, en fen waa'gjaan
ta^m kam : sharks had *ur at

dhy door set*un ut, b*nt rbris

wyz s/ut nn dheer, yn dhy sla
1
!

katee tyx
k iu tit oo)z hw usk/urz

y dhy ba'igjaan, en hi got ap

t^lz f nt, en dhe 1

djaMi swax

q
h*nrse*l ut y :sha!

qks feekj, en

klykjyt :bris by dhy gaa-rdee,
en gyd af wii ym, en feerie

lant'nt : sharks, en hii a x
i ha!d

y gruuqji ef^ur)t at :bris.

been pained to quivering, because when
the actionless fellow rose, he had a
sour woe-begone look.

22. It was not often that we strove

at the football, though there was a

fight in the tail [end] of the ball-

match that day, but we agreed fine

after it, and if Shanks had not been
a weak nerveless tripe of a lad, he
would not (have) let Bruce thoroughly
beat him that day.

23. I understood afterwards that
there was something more between

them, for you see John (Jock) Shanks
had taken Miss Elizabeth Gray to

the Hallowe'en ball before that, and
Bruce made rival suit to her I don't
think he was any in love [lit. ill] with

her, but just to provoke Shanks, for

fun to himself, and the wild coquette
was partly to blame too.

24. She promised first to one, and
then to another, to allow them to

accompany her home, and when away-
going time came Shanks had her at

the door setting out, but Bruce was

sitting there, and the sly (faithless)

coquette took a nip of his whiskers
on the going past, and he got up to

his feet, and the loving little girl

swung herself out of Shanks' plaid,
and clutched Bruce by the arm, and
went off with him, and fairly gave
the slip to Shanks, and he always had
a deep revengeful feeling after it at

Bruce.

Notes to the Second and Third Cromdr Examples.

The figures refer to the paragraphs.

3. folk "or people." rather fortu-
nate, literally fine and lucky.

4. terrib?est, i.e. largest. gathering
(gaa

1

-) or (ga
1

-). sowans, usually

(SOO-BUZ), oatmeal porridge. them

that, etc., those that did not drink up
their porridge. boils "or open sores."

5. slice, "a large slice" or cut.

Jamieson gives the forms "cabback,
kebbuck, keback," and refers to the

Gaelic cabag, a cheese.

6. town, farm. reap,
" a small

bundle," apparently as much as was
cut with one stroke of the sickle.

the wainer ox,
' ' the ox who led the

others in the plough." glyak sheaf,
" the last sheaf cut in harvest."

7. gathered "or collected." ma-
more "or big field," evidently of Gaelic

origin, unknown to JM. scrimped it

up, to scrimp is to make narrow, to

straighten, here it must mean, kept
it up, or something equivalent. dry
hair, "from sweat."
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8. whiles "or sometimes." tail

"or end." struggle, Jamieson, toolye,

a broil, tuilyie, tulye, toolyie, a quarrel
or broil

;
the word was not known to

JM., who proposed "bundle"; the

meaning is
"
scrimmage."

10. we was, "we were." meal or

(mee
1

!),
flour. dust, "oatmeal bran."

12. driven, (kaa) is to 'drive' as

well as to 'call,' compare Tarn o'

Shanter, supra, p. 732, v. 25, it has

nothing to do with 'caught.' met,

Jamieson,
"

Jeep, kepp, keip, to inter-

cept, to meet in a hostile way," or

friendly or accidental way. gave,

(gjaa, gjaa). smart blow, not in

Jamieson, but Mr. Gregor's Glossary
has "fussle, a sharp blow," and "to
beat sharply," "up is often added as

'fussle up, the ill-getit slype.'
"

hose, "stockings."
13. sclafferd, "a swinging blow,"

Jamieson has "
sclajfert, a stroke on

the side of the head with the palm of

the hand."
14. slype, "lounger," Jamieson has

"
slyp, slype, a coarse fellow," Johnny

Gibbs's glossary
'

slype, a contempt-
ible fellow, a peculiarly opprobrious
epithet." insulted "domineered over,"
lit. overgone. hanger on, so Mr. Innes,
Mr. Gregor has "hype-, a big person
of a not very comely appearance ; used
sometimes by way of approval, and
sometimes as a mark of disrespect ; as,
'
she's nae an ill hype o' dehm aifter

a'
;

he's a cantakerous hype o' a
cheel.' Hyppal is the augmentative."

hip, "protection."
15. lean, undergrown like, Jamieson

has "
shargar, sharger, a lean person,

a scrag." punishment, lit. licks, "or
pandies," Jamieson has "

pawmie,
pandie, a stroke on the hand with the
ferule." meddle, Jamieson "to tig, to
touch lightly, to dally with

;
to trifle

with, to treat in a scornful and con-

temptuous manner." as, "not (az)."
legs,

" or lower extremities." Com-
pare lomos, hands, in Paety Toral, v.

22, in D 41.

16. pith, force, vigour, strength.
try yourself,

" do your worst."
17. drop it, "give it up."
18. big spring knife, Jamieson says

jockteleg, a folding knife, from Jacque
de Liege, the name of a celebrated
cutler."

19. " canker t, cankerrit, cross, ill-

conditioned," Jamieson. riglan, half
emasculated animal. grandmother,

Jamieson says, "luckie, lucky, a desig-
nation given to an elderly woman, a

grandmother, often luckie-minnie" and
"
minnie, mother, a fondling term."
20. just now (ii-nau-), "this word

has two accents like Amen."fudgy
or beaten one, so Mr. Innes translates

(myjgrym/kh), a word that I can find

nowhere. lowermost or nethermost,
Jamieson newmost, Ags. nrSemest
neoftemest.

21. activity, Jamieson says "beir
bere bir birr, force, impetuosity, often

as denoting the violence of the wind,
virvirr, Aberdeen." swinging throw,
Jamieson,

"
wallop, walop, to move

quickly, with much agitation of the

body or clothes." dash, Jamieson
'

dird, a stroke, Aberdeen '

; Gregor"
dird, to strike with a sharp blow, to

throw with violence." -piece of ice,

Jamieson "rone, a run of ice."

struck till it rebounded, Jamieson,
"yerk, yark, to beat, to strike smartly."
rough knob, this seems related to

Jamieson' s
"
gnarr, a hard knot in

wood." must have been pained to

quivering, this is a very free transla-

tion by Mr. Innes, literally
' be to be

tingling or thrilling,' according to

Jamieson' s
"

dirle to tingle or thrill,"

p. 735, v. 124. the aclionless fellow,
Jamieson "

gleyd, glijde, an old horse"
;

Gregor "a person of a disagreeable

temper, metaphorical of Jamieson' s

meaning." sour, woebegone, Jamieson
"

allagrugous, grim, ghastly."
22. ball-match, see toolye, par. 8,

note. weak, nerveless, Jamieson "fow-
sum, fousum, luscious, gross, nauseous,

English fulsome." tripe of a lad,

Gregor
"

siram, vb., to walk with
rude noisy step, sb. a big person, as

'he's a brow [rather pleasing in

manners] stram o' a cheel
'

; strammil
is the augmentative." thoroughly
beat, Jamieson ' '

skrim, to scud, to

move quickly ; scrym to skirmish."

23. between them, "as the cause of

quarrel."
24. arm, Jamieson cites "gardy,

the arm," from Douglas. deep re-

vengeful feeling, the nearest word to

grungy in Jamieson is "grunye, pro-

montory, mouth ludicrously, a grunt."
After this Mr. Innes adds, "The
narrative here enters on another

subject, and I believe you have had
more of it than can be of interest to

you. I shall therefore not follow it

further."
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ME. MELVILLE BELL'S SENTENCES

from his Visible Speech corrected as in D 33, p. 709?.

ORIGINAL. TRANSLATION.

1. w*> gaan t' dhy kwmtr* l - Wre SoinS to the country the -

dhy morn, morn = to-morrow.

2. my nudhyr)z vrit'n a1

letyr t
2< M7 mother has written a letter to

t'l yr gwid dakhtyr.
her good daughter = daughter-in-law.

3. dhy strupid ladi)z brokht 3 " T
^
e
f
u
,P
id lad has brought the

dhy vraq bjuk f dhy skwil. J^fjh^
^ the sch o1 = who 1S

4 a)l gi B a1

,
baabi gin tEl)z 4> T win give you a bawbee if you

iaajz ^Jnt J^. tells us who is owned you.
5. dhy pi'r aal bad/ goht fuu 5. The poor old body got drunk at

't :iki :fi'r last fi'rzd*', yn dit Icky Fair last Thursday, and died on

'n dhy waa' hEm. the Wa7 home -

6. far i i geen ? 6. Where are you going?
7. fat o diid i ? fat dit (diit) 7. What of died he ? What died

ioo? lie of?

NOTES AND PHRASES

furnished by Rev. W. Gregor, when the following cwl. was pal. from his dictation
14 Feb. 1878.

1. The palatal and guttural (kjh, kh) are used as in German,
dependent on preceding vowel.

2. (h) in the fishing villages is left out, but not by older people
elsewhere, the younger people are beginning to insert it.

3. Variable length of vowels. The vowels are quite short in

rapid speech, but otherwise lengthened to medial length,
and this is varied. The quality of the vowel is sometimes

changed for emphasis, as (skrindj skruundi).
4. Alphabet at Keith 100 years ago; Mr. G. learned it in 1836

from a woman between 60 and 70 : (mak'l a, le
l
tl a, be,

se, de, e, ef, dje, itj, i, djaai, ke, E!\ Em\ En\ oo, pe, kiu,
E.r [rather a hard rattle], es, te, u, ^v, u'lu, Eks, wai,
e^e^, epers;hanLd). An old woman of Pitsligo said

(persean-dre).
5. Counting : (e

l

n, twa, thri:, four [not fou^r], faiv, saks, s^v'n

[seev'n emphatic], akht, na\m, t^n, -eleeVn, twal, thertin,

fortin, faiftin, sakstin, seev'ntin, akhtin, na^intin, twanti

E

little glide from (wa) to (n) as in (want) for 'want'],
then say

" one and twenty," but not in enumerating, then
it is twenty-one], hanar [vowel lengthened for emphasis],
thoozun(z).

6. (fat)s dhi? meeter wi i kreeter?) what's the matter with the
creature ?
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Mr. Gregor's mother had heard (i) for (dhi)'as in Caithness,
thus (p^t <?'t e

ln te i hid o i pres), put it into the head of the

press, (gan t)e
l WE! for water) gone to the well for water.

She had also heard (tat, t^s, h^t) for 'that, this, it,' but
never heard (dat).

(ai)l di)t, mmi) I'll do it, man.

(ai, wal)e) aye, will-I, the (B) being used for the unaccented

pronoun.

(beth i B mmi gjan) both of you must go.

(len) loan with short n.

Biblical words : (pro-werbs, rdaawid, :izraa-l) Proverbs, David,
Israel,

(kno kno-ledj) know knowledge, with the k when the word
is used, (knok)

= Knock Head, near Banff.

girl is replaced by (lasi). (iz it v ladi or -B lasi?) is it a boy
or a girl ?

(wtf
1

! B wait, ai)l di)t, men, te pleez)ji3) well I wot [see p. 766,
under A:], I'll do)it, man, to please you.

(ji vratj, ,re)v vrat'n dhat aa vraq) you wretch, you've written
that all wrong. w=(vr) in all NL.

(fat)B i di o ? fat o ded)i di ? o fat d/d)i di ?) what)did he die

of ? What of did)he die ? Of what did)he die ?

(te shaav korn) to sow corn.

(dhe skn'lz)
=
slaughter houses, shambles?

Yerb substantive (ai waz, i waz, hi WGZ), even emphatic (wi
waz), thou never used, (dhi men waz, dhe wer), change
(wer) to (we

l

z) after a noun. Similarly (iz) after plural

nouns, but (aar) after pronouns,
(if ai biiz at hem) if I am at home, has been heard from

children in two or three instances, not commonly ;
more

regular (e
lv a)m ^t hem, ai)l di)t) if I)am at home, I)will

do)it.

(s^k E modiwert ^v)^ bern) such a mole of a child,

(dhat biuks iz main) those books are mine, (dh^s, dhat) are

used for both sg. and pi. all over Ab. and Ba.

(hi)z diii mi twa sh^lenz) he owes me two shillings,

(fol o i dd it} which of you did it ? has been heard, (fol) is a

strange alteration of Ws. Jiwylc.

(kam ^n)zh)i go bai) come in)as)you go by. The (zh) is here

developed from ('z)i). This is like fshuuet, shuu shuuster),
from suet, sew sew-ster= seamstress,

(hi weeted B laq fail, wet B wi feili) he waited a long while.
Wait a wee while -y.

(fadur, mid^r, braxter) occur close to the sea-side, (midh^r) is

used at Keith.

(farer, far^st uwa-) farther, farthest away.
(hi)z ne jaav ov dh^ beernz) he)has no awe, fear, of the

children, (ai gar)em stan in jaav o mi) I make them stand
in fear of me.

(skwil me'ster, taitpr) schoolmaster, teacher.
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33. (hsz) is not used for (us), as in Hawick.
34. (ni)l izili wan our te si i dh^ nekjht. hi wan our dh/! strim)

he'll easily get over to see you the (this) night. He got
over the stream.

35. (gr^n, gran) grind, ground.
36. (ji)l di dhat, tii) you'll do that too.

37. (:djon gjaa he^ twaa kjaaks te
l
l twaa lunz, and :sani gjaa h^z

twaa tii te
l
l twaa tii) John gave his two cakes to two hoys,

and Sandy gave his two too to two too. It is only in

received speech that in this case the last five words are

alike, at least in quality.
38. (gwid siith ai)l gar ji di)t w\_i 12 dant o rer r/^g^n) good sooth

I'll make you do it with a blow on your back.

39. fe
ln vz fan bliimz) when as whin blooms; whin or quhyn in

Scotland is ragstone or basalt, in England it is furze; the

phrase is probably purposely ambiguous^ and means * never.'

MID NORTH LOWLAND, cwl.

From the following sources.

Palaeotype unmarked. Keith, Ba., pal. by AJE. from diet, of Rev. "W.

Gregor, native, then resident at Pitsligo (.-pitslirge), (4 w-by-s.Fraserburgh,

Ab.), author of the Dialect of Banfishire (Trans. Philological Society, 1866,
Part II.), with variations for Pitsligo.

*
Buchan, numbered wl. by Dr. Findlater, while editor of Chambers's

Cyclopedia, native of the district between the Ython and Doveran, nw.Ab.,

pal. by AJE. from the author's indications, and compared with Mr. Gregor's

list, with which it was found almost identical, hence only the words in which
Dr. F. differed are given, marked * to be conspicuous.
M Dr. Murray's Bucban example, Euth, chap, i., p. 698, No. 3, finally

representing Mr. Melville Bell's appreciation of the sounds. When the sound

agrees with any of the others M. is subjoined.
Italics unmarked. Words extracted from Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk

(
= gusset

nook, a triangular piece of ground), preserving the original orthography which
the preceding pal. will generally sufficiently interpret. The spelling is very

good, but not quite free from ambiguity.
Italics with t prefixed. Words extracted from the preface to Rev. W.

Gregor's Banffshire Glossary, in his own spelling, where "eh has the sound of

eli in the German sehr," by which probably (ee) is meant.

Italics with J prefixed, from Sir J. Sinclair's Moray or Elgin words, see

p. 764a.
C Cromar. Words extracted from Mr. Innes's Cromar examples.
J Jane Morrison's pron. of these C. words.

B Words from Mr. A. Melville Bell's sentences in Visible Speech corrected

as in D 33, p. 709^.

i. WESSEX AND NORSE.

A- 3 bek, *biak, J beek. 4 tak, [with] M tak'n, C takiun t^n [taken,

taking, ta'en]. 5 mak [with] med, C maki^n [made, making]. 6 C ma'd,
J med. 7 seek. 8 M h^ 1

,
C hee \_hinna, J (ht)ne) haven't, have]. 9 bihee-v

*bihrv. 12 saa [but (shaav turner) saw timber]. 13 gmaav [obs. (g) pron.],
J gnaa. 14 draa [draught, see before 560]. 15 jaav. 16 daan. 17 laa, %la

[
=

(laa
l

)
I believe]. 19 tel C. 20 le^. 21 nem, M n^m. 22 tern. 23

sem. 24 shem. 27 kneev [obs. (k) pron.], C kqeev, J kneev. 28 heer. 30
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keer. gi^it, M gjVt [gate = road, pathway]. 31 let CJ. 32 baadh. 33

redher. 35 aal. 36 thou. 37 klaa.

A: 38 C as [obs. (s)
not (z)]. 39 kam MC. 40 kern \_kaimin combing].

41 thaqk. 43 han C. 44 Ian, M laan. san' [sand]. 46 kan'l. 47 wamjr.

48 saq. C ra^.
- C swa*q [swang]. 49 [pt. C (haq), hung], 50 tjaqz.

51 maX M man. 52 won. 54 want [the (a) runs on very lightly to the (n),

but the word when emphasised does not become (want) as is implied by] wunt,
fwint [and may have been pron. (wiHnt)], J went. C got [got].
A: or 0: 58 fe fae. 59 lamb. wyme [womb = belly] . 60 laq. 61

emo'n, C ymoo'. 62 stroq. 63 throq.
J vraq. 65 saq. 66 thoq, C faq.

64 vraq B, vrang, -\-vrang, C ra'q,

M see l

,~C sin . 74 twa, M twa#, twa, CJ twaa. 75 strok *strook, C streekj,
J streek. 76 ted J, *tod. 77 lord, M loord, laird [the last merely as landowner].
78 jaa, yaudits, B ejht [own, owns, owned]. 79 en *auen, M eel

n, nain

[(m)en) my own], J een [J does not know nain]. C hal) uiiv'n [hallowe'en].
81 len. 83 men *miin. 84 meer C, "f'mehr, M meel

r, mair. 85 seer, ^sehr,
M s^r, sair. 86 its *Ets, aits. 87 klez. 88 kled fpr. t. and p. t.]. 89 beth

*b^dh, M bas'dli, baith, CJ beedh. 90 bliaav. 91 mou. 92 kno [used in

reading only, otherwise (ken, M ksn, C kjen)]. 93 smaav sna, CJ snaa. 94
kra. 95 thro. 96 shaav [evidently through (siaav), compare No. 451]. 97
soul. 99 throu. 100 shaav' n.

A': 101 ok. 104 red, J rod %rod. 105 re'd *red J ['rid' for 'rode'].
106 bred. lave, C leev [the leaves, the remains]. 107 let' lof, lovz [loaves].
108 do, J doo. 109 lekh *liakh, J leekh. 110 ii. not, C nee J. Ill okht M.
112 he'l. 113 hel, M h^'l [halesome wholesome]. 114 mo'l, J mool. 115
h^m *heem, M h^m, hame, C hem h^m, J hem. 116 [(at, *t) used]. 117

in, tin, ain [one, the one, J (en) unacc.], [M lii'n, aleen [alone, solitary].
118 ben, bin [Ba.], -\behn [in m.Ba.], -\been [in n.Ba.], biin bane, C beX
J ben. 121 gen, gyaun. 122 i. nen, *niin, neen

;
ii. nae, C nee [no, adj.].

123 neHhiq *nothiq. 124 sten stin, *stiin, stane, -fstehn [m.Ba.], ^steen

[n.Ba.], J st^n. 125 onli. rehp [straw rope]. 126 oor [(eer) in the

fishing villages. M roort [roared = wept, reesie [uproar], J roor [roar].
127 herse. 128 [those, these, not used, but that and this for sg. and pi. as in

Johnny Gibb that marks, this three towmons']. 129 geest. 130 bo't. 131

go't. 132 het -\-hait. 133 vrat [obs. vr-]. M we'it [I wot, weel a wat
well I wot]. 134 oth [(eHh) is not so common]. 135 kloth [very short vowel],
J kleth. 137 ii. C nar'

-SI- 138 fedher J [with short vowel, is common along the sea-coast], *feedher,
C faadinr. M dhegidher [together]. [(C ga

!

d#rt gaa'dyryn, J gidhm-d
gedhisren) gathered gathering]. 140 heel, J he'l. 141 ne'l. 142 sne'l J.

143 te'l, C tel, J tel. 144 t?g^n, C ygjVn, M Bgje'n. 145 sle'n. 146 me'n.
147 bre'n. 148 feer C [adj.]. stap, J stap [step]. 149 bleez [about
Keith, but oftener (bliiz) in n.Ba.]. 150 lEst. 152 wate'r [approaching ( tt),
but J made no such approach]. 153 seterde. fuder [whether],
M: 154 M bak, book, J bak. 155 thek *thak. . - CJ blak. 157 reev'n.

158 efter, M rftr, aifter, C eftinr, J efter [(eftinrnyn) afternoon]. 160 Eg.
161 dee C, dei, M dee 1

J, [also] J dee 1

[final]. 163 lee. 164 me, C mee.
165 sed. 168 tab. 169 fan C, \fahn [when, interrogative only], C BH J,M fyn C [when relative]. aweers [awares]. 170 heerst C, M Iwrst,
hairst.

^

- J beer [bare]. 171 barli, M baarli. 172 gers, ^giss [s.Ba.],
girss. 173 wez J, M w^/z [J. was rather between (wiz) and (waz), that is with

(/) inclining to
(a)]. 174 eesh. 175 C lEst. cairt [cart]. 177 M et,

C nt. 178 gnat [obs. (g) pron.]. 179 fat MJ, fat tfat. 180 bath.
181 path.

-33'- 182 si. 183 [not used, replaced by learn]. taitrer [in schools].
184 led. 185 ri'd [pr. t.]. 186 brmlh. 187 leev [M (bft) pp.]. 188

[(neker) used]. 189 wai [(wait) weighed]. 190 kei. 191 heel. 192 min C.
193 klin. 194 oni, M oni, CJ one, [also] J oni. 195 moni, mony. 196 wer
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[very short]. 197 tjiiz. 199 blet. ^greet \_grat grutten, weep wept].
200 whait [an exceptional (wh), heard about Keith, in some places (f), but]
J fa'it. 201 heedh'n. 202 het.

M': 203 spitj. 204 did. \meedow [meadow]. 205 thrid. 206 rEd

[pt.]. 207 nid'l. 208 C yvyr, J ever [C (fyty-vyr) however]. 210 klee.

211 gree. 212 fai. 213 edher, M ^dher. 214 nedder [nedderin neither

one]. 215 takht. 216 deel. - M ddt [dealed].
- C mee :

l, -\mehl

[m.Ba], -\-meel [n.Ba]. 217 itj,
M elk*, C ylkji, J elki. 218 ship. 219 slip.

or [for eror earlier, rather, as in : or than no rather than not], J or. 221 feer

*fii'r [fernothing, a dreadnought coat]. 222 heer C. 223 dh^r, M dlw'r,
C dh ur, J dheer. 224 faar M, ffahr, faur, B far. 225 flEsh. 226 meest,
C mest, J mest. 227 wit [occ. (wat)]. 228 swait, J swaHt. 229 breth. 230
fat [fat, the same pron. as 179 what].
E- 231 C dhe [Mr. Gregor's mother had heard

(i)
as in Cs.], B dhy. 232

brack. - brakfin st [breakfast]. 233 spaik. 234 kn^d [obs. (k) pron.]
-

"fwidder [weather, fishing population]. 235 waiv. 236 fevur. 237 blen blan

[as in chillblain]. 238 h^dj. 239 s<seel. 241 re'n. 243 plee [older people
say (plai)], C plee [C (pleet) played]. 244 M wil weel, C ywiil, J wil. 246 ii.

kwain, quine qiiyne, J kwa'in [quean, with no offensive meaning]. 247 [(spiin)

used]. i. fbehr [to bear, m.Ba.], J b^r, ii. J bar [a bear]. C sh^ l

ryn,
J sheeren [shearing]. 248 meer [about Keith, but (miir) in n.Ba.] mear. 249
weer wiir. 250 sweer swiir. 251 me't [about Keith] maet. 252 ke't'l *kEt'l.

253 iwH'l. 254 leder [frequently]. 255 w^dlrer.
E: fesh, fuish up [fetch, brought up= educated] . C vratj, watch

[wretch]. 257 edj. 258 seg. 259 wedj. 260 lee. 261 sei [from old people],M see sed [said], C seez [says]. redd, C ra'dj/n [rid, ridding, clearing out].
262 wai, J wye, B waa\ 263 M awaa-, C waa' [(waa-gjaan) going away].
264 1. 265 straakt. 266 J wil [well, in a good manner]. C a'lbyk
[elbow]. feedle [field]. 267 ild. 268 [(al'st) oldest used]. twal,
towmons, C toomynz [twelve, twelve months, (toomanth) not known to J, who
said (twalvmanth)]. 269 C z'nmse-l jyrse-1 [himself, yourself], J jersE'l.

270 i. belts, ii. tali. - C wal J [a well]. 271 tsl. 272 Elm. 273
men. 274 bentj. 275 st^qk [stink used for stench], C styqkj. 276 th^qk. 277

drentj, C dryqkj.
- M bent [determined]. sen's [those sent as fore-

runners]. 280 Bleev'n. 281 lenth. 282 strenth. jerd [yard measure].
283 mari *miri. 284 thrash. 286 hare. 287 biiz'm. C nnst [rest].
288 lat C, t&rf fat latten [did let, and pp.], leet [let, allow]. C met [met].

C setinn [setting]. -\sattle, sattlet [settle, settled].
E'- 289 i. 290 hi, C hii. 292 mi, M mii. 293 wi, C wii, B wfjr [we're].- M sik [to seek]. 294 fid. -- nid [to need]. 296 biliiv. 297 folia. 298

[(f'n) find is used! for feel]. 299 griin. 300 kip. 301 hiir. 302 mit. 303
swit. 304 bit'l.

E': - C brikjs [breeks]. 305 hikjh [heicher higher]. 306 hekjht. 308
nid [sb.]. 309 spid [sb.]. 310 hil. 311 M ten. 312 hiir. 313 hark'n.
314 hard M [heard], J haard. 315 fit. 316 nakst *niist, neist, J nisht.

EA- --
deykn, J deek'n [deacon].

- shak J [shake]. 317 flee [flay].
319 geep [(gaap) when very emphatic]. 320 keer.

EA: cauf [chaff], J kaf. gjaa [gave]. chafts [jaws]. 321
M saa CJ. 322 lakh touch [latch laughed]. 323 fokht. 324 akht

"
J akhte), eighty]. 325 waak. 326 al [(alst) oldest], M aal CB, c

older]. 327 bal. 328 kal. 329 faal C. 330 had C \haud?
holden]. 331 saal [(selt) selled]. 332 taal taaV . 333 kaaf, J kaf '[same pron'.
as for chaff, before 321]. 334 haaf . 335 a, C aa, %al [

=
(a

1

!)], [J (uvaa-) ova, of

all, meaning at all]. shell [shall]. 336 fa. 337 wa. 338 M kaa [(kad)
pt.], co

1

.
- maut [malt]. saut [salt]. 340 jaard. 342 eerm, Irairm,

airm. hairmless [harmless]. 343 warm. 344 M be'rn, bairn. 345 daar.

346 gie^it, yett.
EA'- -- C tjikjs [cheeks]. 347 hid, held, C he'd. 348 i [(in J), een eyes,

only pi. form],

'

loup [lap luppen leap leapt], J la'up. \leht [m.Ba.],
fbeet [n.Ba.]. 349 Ran, ft/ou, J fia'u.

EA': ruck, J rak [a rick]. 350 de'd, deid, J did. 351 leM, J lid.
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352 re'd *rid. 353 breed *brid M, breid. 354 shef C. 355 def. 356 lef.

357 tho, CJ thoo. CJ Ia4 [a lea, or meadow]. 359 niprar J, neepottr,

neibourheid. 361 bin [(boon) at Pitsligo Ab.]. 363 tjep. C jiir J, M iir

[year]. 365 niir CM, naar. nowt [neat, cattle], 366 greet gryte. 367

thrEt. 368 deth, M deth, deeth. 369 slo. 370 ra. 371 stre.

El- 372 eei [(ai) emphatic], C a4. 373 dhe J. 374 neei. 375 rez

[C (reezt) raised]. 376 beet. El: 378 waik [wyknesses weaknesses]. 382

dher, EO- 383 sev'n seyven, J seev'n. 384 hev'n. 385 raeth. 386

jou. *387 niu.

EO: 388 me !lk *malk, J malk [but I could not properly catch J's sound, a

curious variation of (e)]. 390 sad SEd, M syd. 392 C Jon. 393 ejont [(t)

sometimes omitted]. 395 C jaq^r, J JoqOT. 396 wark. 397 suurd swerd.

398 steerv. 399 br^kyht. C barn [burn]. 400 eernest. 402 lern leern,

C leern l^rn. 403 faar. 404 star. hert [heart, CJ (herte) hearty]. 405
herth. 406 erth, C J^rd. M sester [sister], 407 fard'n.

EO'- 409 bii. 411 thrii. 412 shi [very short], M shii, C shin . 413
diiv'l *dev'l. 414 fa flee [(flekh) is a flea, Ws. flea fleo]. 415 li. --%yeel
[Yule, Christmas]. 416 diir daar. sheet [shoot]. 417 tjou *tjAA [probably
meant for (tjaa), as (AA) is said not to occur in the dialect], J tjaa. 418 bruu
bree [J (breth) broth, always treated as pi., and J (brii)]. 420 four. 421 forti.

EO': -- thif C [thief]. 423 thai. 424 rokh, rock, J rokh. 425 lekjht,

lichtet, C le'ukjht, J lekjht. 426 fekjht. yeel, C jil J [yule, Christmas

time]. 427 bi, C bii. 428 si [C (siin) seen]. 429 fin, fent, fient. 430 frin

freen. 431 biir. 432 foort foort [(fe'ft, s^l

kt, sev'nt, akht, naint, tent) fifth,

sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth]. 433 brist [(brisht) has been heard,

forebriest fore breast]. 434 bet [pr. t. (bit) pt.]. 435 M ji [(jir) ye, your].
436 truu. 437 trouth trowth. EY- 438 dii, M dii, diit J, B dit [die,

died]. EY: 439 trast.

I- 440 we*k *uk, ou/c, J uk [common word ? belongs to "Ws. wuce].
chucken [chicken]. M gin, C gjiryn, gjaa, J giv, gjaad [give, given,

giving, gave]. 441 selv. leevin [living]. 442 aivi [but (gra'ndee vi)

ground-ivy, J pron. (a
!

ivi) in both cases]. 443 fraide. 444 stail. 446
na!in [(noiri) at Pitsligo and Eosehearty, both 4 w.Fraserburg, Ab.].
shinnz [shins]. 447 C nr. 448 [not used]. bit. 449 get [C (got) got].
M sen [since, Ws. si>en]. M beterli [bitterly]. C bit [a bit=

portion]. wuddie [withy]. C pinth [pith]. 450 tezdi *ta'tzd^, J ta^zde.

451 shuu [formed from (siu) to sew, (shuuster) a sewster or seamstress].
I: 452 ai, M aai, aw [meant for (aa)], C aae. 454 watj, C wi ntj. 455

lai. C thyrd. C twaais [twice]. 457 m^kjht [M (almekhti) Almighty,
might, sb.]

-- mith [might, vb.]. 458 ne'kjht, M nekht, JC ni^kM. 459

re'kjht [oonrichteous, unrighteous]. 460 wEkjht wecht. 461 lichtit [alighted].
462 s^'kjht. 463 M tel, C t n l. 464 f^lk [but (fol o)i) which of you? J knew
the phrase], %futch, 465 s^k sic. 466 C

tjiil, J [chiel, child is replaced by
bairn]. 467 we l

l wiV
,
C wa^l, J wel. 469 %wull [will]. 470 M h^'m. 471

t^mOT. C styqkjyn [stinking]. C dr^/qkj, J driqk [drink]. 472 shr^qk.
473 ble'n. 475 we'n win, C wyn win'y [windy]. 476 b^n. C ytwiin

[atween]. 477 f^n, M fen. 478 gr^n. hin [hind]. 479 win. 481

fVqer [finger]. M bige-nen [begin]. fHw rin [run]. C winn

[win= arrive at, reach], J wen. 484 C dhins, J [used for sg. and pi.].
rashes [rushes]. 485 thras'l *thrt's'l. -\fmsel [whistle]. 487 Je'sfrerde, C
ji nstyrde, J jesterde, the streen [yestere'en, (dhestr)iin), (dh) for (j) as in

(dhond^r)].
_

488 jet. 489 M et. wut [wit]. wutness [witness].
B vrit'n [written]. C sintinn [sitting]. sax [six].

I'- 490 bai. 491 sekh. 492 C sa'id [C (biiz), J (hispid) besides]. 493
draiv. 494 teim [(toim) at PitsHgo, Ab.], C ta'im J. 496 fiir'n, [(6ir'n)

at

Pitsligo]. 497 CJ reezt [raised]. 498 vreit vrit, vreetin [writing, both (ei, i)

are used]. 499 bit'l.

_!':
500 leik, licJcly [Hkely], CJ le^j. 501 weid. 502 faiv J [(foiv) at

Pitsligo, J was not aware that she pron. (faiv kna'ivz) with different diphthong].
'

503 lE'if, %leif. 504 knaif [(k) pron.], %kneif. %streif [strife].
a'if. 506 oman J [the (a) quite distinct]

Joman. 507
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M wymen, J wimen. 508 meil [(moil) at Pitsligo]. 509 feil, M fa'il, five

[a little while], CJ fa 1
!!. 510 ii. M maai, C maae [emphatic], B my [unem-

phatic]. 511 wein. 512 [(spoir) at Pitsligo]. 513 weir weer. 514 eis.

515 weiz, J weis [with an (s)J. 516 wizd'em. fite [white].
0- 518 C bo^ J, B badi. 519 M a'ur [over]. 520 bou. 521 fol.

C drop [drop]. 522 op'n. 523 hop *houp, M ha'up. C yioo
1?

[before, forrit forward]. 524 word'l *ward'l, wardle [war'dly worldly]. C
hoo]z [hose].

0: kyeuk cook, J kek. M good, gweed, [God]. af'en, C aft

[often]. 526 kokh. 527 bookht M. 528 thokht C, J thokht. 529 brookht,
M brokht, brocht, B brokht. 530 vrokht. 531 dothwr, M dAAth^r [the (AA)
must be wrong, probably for (oo), which I used], dakhter, B dakhtyr. 532 kol

fquite. 533 dal. 534 hoi. 535 M fo'k CJ, fowk. 536 goud. 537 muuld.
538 wad. knowe-heid [knoll-head]. 539 boul. crap [crop]. 545

hop *hip.
- C stopiut [stopped]. 547 bmurd. 548 fiuurd. 550 ward, C

wyrd, J werd. 551 storm. 552 torn, C koorn, J koorn. 553 horn. C
mormnn, J moornen, B morn. --

%hoss [horse, r suppressed]. 554 kros.
- bree [broth, Ws. broS].

^

- boddom [bottom]. C a'us [ox, this pron.
not known to J, who pron. (oks)].

0'- 555 shi shee [(shiin), sheen shoes, sheein shoeing], J shi shin. 556 fre,

M ty. 557 tii, M tii', C tii. 558 liuk [M (luket) looked luikin, C (ljy,kyn)

looking]. 559 midhur [(mider), fmudder in the fishing villages], wither midher,
C m?/dinr, B midhyr. draudit [draught]. 560 -\squeel, B skwil J. 561
bliim. 562 miin, C min, \meen. 563 manimde. 564 siin. 565 nooz J,
*niz [nizzen, noseing = wigging] . 566 idher [M (amdher tidher) another,

t'other, fathers'], C innydyr [another]. 568 \breether \ee very long in m.Be.],
fbrither brudder [in fishing villages]. M gra'iiBn [grown].

0': 569 bmk J, *buk, B bjuk. 570 tuk M [(tiuk) Pitsligo and Rosehearty]
tyeuk. 571 gwid CMB, gweed. 572 blid CJ, ^bleed. 573 flad. reed

[rood = gibbet, cross]. 574 brid. 575 [un'ersteed, C (unerstid) understood].
- wudden [wood= mad], 576 WEd'nzdi. ^hive [hoof]. beheef

[behoof], reef tra?/[roof]. 577 bmkh [J did not know the word]. 578

pltu pliukh [(pliakh) Keith for both vb. and sb.] pleiving, pleuch, pleuchin,

ploo. 579 innr [enow, number], iniukh [enough, quantity], M f/mu-kh aneuch

[J knew the distinction of number and quantity]. 580 tlu kh. 581 sokht. 582
kwil ^queel [cool]. 583 til teel [(tilsem) toolsome, easily worked]. 584 stiil.

585 briim, breem. 586 di, de)ne [don't], M dii', dee \_dizna deester does not,
a do-er, J did not know deester]. 587 diin, deen. 588 [(foorniin) forenoon].
589 spiin \speen. 590 fliir [(nuur) has been heard, but it is not common].
591 rnmr *miir. 592 swiir. 593 [(mon) used]. 594 bit ^beet, beet. 595
IV t, -f-Jlt, fit, C ftnt [sg. the pi. is (fit) 315]. 596 rit, freet, reet. 597 sit

[(sat) about Eoseneath]. 598 siith [(gwid siith) good sooth]. f teeth

[tooth, sg.]
U- 599 tjbi-n. wuds, C wyd [wood, forest], J wed. 600 lov *lav. 601

fuul/oo?. 602 suu. bridegreem bridegroom, Ws. bry'd-guma]. 603 kam
CJ. 604 simmer [summer]. 605 se

ln *san, M s^'n. fcuss [curse, s.Ba.].
606 door 607 bater.

U: 608 agli, C y,gli. shooders, J shadherz [shoulders]. 609 fol fu,

*fuu M, -\-fill, J fal. 610 uu J. 612 sam. 613 draqk [(drak'n) not used].
droont drowned. 614 ban J. 615 pan. 616 gran C. 617 sun. 618 wun.

620 gran. 621 wan. 622 [(mie-th) replaces under]. 623 fan. 624 gran.
- won'er [wonder]. 625 taq [C ( nlltBqt) ill-tongued]. 626 haq^r. 627
C sandiu [Sunday]. 629 s^'n *san [sindoon, sundown], J sen. 630 won. 631

firzde, B fi'rzdi. 632 ap MCJ [C (inpo-n) upon], 633 kap. broeh [burg,

borough]. 634 throu [(throkh) has been heard] throu, C thra ]u. 635 warth.

J wardhi [worthy]. 636 {farther. 637 task. 638 bask. 639 dast, C
din st, J dest.

U'- 640 kuu. 641 [(fat wai) what way, replaces how, but we find] hoo

[hooever], C fuu J. 643 nuu M, noo no, [jfehnoo, eenoo, J enuu, the now, just

now]. 645 duu. 646 buu. 647 uulet. 648 uur C. 649 thuuzimd. 650 M
ubu-t, C inbut, J abut. 652 kad. 653 bat, M byt, but, C b ut, J bet.
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U': 654 shruud. 655 fuul C. 656 ruum. 657 bruun. 658 duun, doon.

659 M tun C, J tun, toon. 661 shuur, shooer. 662 [(as) is not (haz) as in

D 33, to us (te'l;z)]. 663 huus, M bus, hoose. 664 luus. 665 muus. 667

uut, M ut CJ, oot. 668 pruud. 670 toubith, bothi [toll-booth, tent, not known
to J]. 671 muu, mou, C muu. 672 smith, sooth.

Y- 673 mak'l M. 674 C dyd [(dyd)ny) didn't], J ded [emph.]. 675 drai'.

_ C inl [ill, evil], J el. 676 li. 677 drai, C dra'i. 678 de !n. -- C hi,,p,

j hep. M stiir [stir]. 679 kerk. 680 be'zi. 681 buzness, J beznes.

682 le't'l, B li n t'l, J let'l.

Y: C stamp. 683 me'dj *midpk. 684 bre'g. 685 r^g. 686 bai.

687 flekht. full [fill].
ba'ilz [boils, sores]. 689 bier building,

shelter]. eVyer, C a'iLryr [elder of a church]. M fola^an [following].
690 kjain. 691 main ^moind [(moin) at Pitsligo], C ma'in J. 693 sen,
J sen. 696 berth. birn [burden]. 697 biri [bury]. 698 marth *mirth.

699 vrekht, vricht. 700 war, waur. 701 ferst J, ^fisst [s.Ba.], C fi nrst,

"Ijist [meant for fust?, the same as the C with
(r) suppressed]. 702 C wii.

703 pa?t *p*t, %pet [rather than pit, the English (i) not being used].
Y'- 705 skai. 706 fu [(fat for) used gen.]. foifteen [fifteen]. C

fo'rtin J. 708 hair [(hoir) Pitsligo], J ha'ir.

Y' : f/A [filth]. 709 fair [(foir) Pitsligo], J fa'ir. 711 lais. 712
mais. wuss, C wius [wish], J wash [vowel something like

(i)].

n. ENGLISH.

A. Aiberdeen [Aberdeen]. 714 M kdiz [laddies]. 717 djaad, C dja'di,

jaud. 718 tred. 719 [(poult)
= poll-head, used].

- C kjel [kail]. baak

[balk, bawk]. C blem [blame]. CJ faq [a whang or slice]. thropple

tthrapple].

dauring [daring adj.]. C kqoorlink [gnarlock]. trag

trash]. 736 las. C taatez [potatoes]. cowshus cautious. 740 [waves
are usually called (djarz) of the sea].

- swye [sway].
E. 743 skreem. 744 marlz *imz'lz. herte [hearty]. 745 tjet.

Ipeht [m.Ba], ^peet [n.Ba]. 746 breedh. 747 ende-vsr. 749 M left.

750 bEg.
I. and Y. C ltnkjs [licks

= blows]. C ste'kjyt [stuck]. traH

[(traa'it), J (traait) try, tried]. C sla'i [sly]. C kqif [keen]. 753 te'k'l

[ticklish]. triffle [trifle]. [(big) for (bild) occ.], bieV [building shelter].
754 pe*g. slicht, C sla'i [slight, sly], ticht [tight]. preen [pin].
M sa'm [syne, since], J sa'in. C kqip [knip].

-
^fup, fup [whip],

wup [wipe or wrap round]. fushers, C hwinskinrz [whiskers].

fusky [whisky].
0. 761 led [as (e led B stre) a load of straw, vb. the same]. laft [loft].
C broogz [brogues, thick shoes].

- scaad [scold]. 769 modiwrart, J
ma'dimart. mon [must]. 773 [only (as) used]. 774 pouny. lowst,
C la'ust [loosed], J la'ust. -

quect, quiyte, coote [in Jamieson coot cute =
ankle]. 777 chop choppie [shop], J tjop. 778 afuu-rd, affoord. furms
[forms to sit on]. wordy woorthies [worthy worthies]. not [needidj.
781 badher *bad-er, bather. 783 paltri. bun 1

[boun, going].
-

roose,

rouse. 789 J ra'u [row, noise]. C soo^nz, J soo'enz [sowans, oatmeal

porridge]. 790 guun.
U. C sm/bz/t [snubbed]. Brees, C :bris [Bruce]. C stack

[stuck].
- M bigu-d [began]. C gruugji [grudge].

- be 1
! *bal, -\bill

[bull],
J bal. C fan [fun].

- M ent'l [unto]. 805 krudz. -
neeps

[turnips]. 806 fas. bttsses [bushes]. 807 pus. 808 pe't, tpit, pat,

pitten, put pat, pitten, C piut [put prt. and pt.]. C kh/kjyt [clutched].

m. ROMANCE.

A- M grant [grant]. spawcious [spacious, here aw represents (aa)].
saacred [sacred, here, aa represents (aa)]. wager [wager]. 821 dilei'.

822 mei. 823 beei. 824 tjiir [occ.]. 826 eeg'l
*

eg'l. 827 eegt?r. compleen

[complain]. chyne [chain]. saunt [saint]. claer [clear]. plesour

[pleasure]. 835 rez'n. 836 sez'n sizzon. 838 tret. C baa, J baal [foot-

ball], C bal [ball
= dance]. vailue [value]. -fmaister [master]. 839
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C baa [as a football], C bal [a dance]. mester [master], 840 tjaamer
chauni'r. M f^min. 841 tjaans. 842 pliaqk. 843 brentj brainch. 844

trentj [truncher trencher]. 845 anshmit. 848 tjaindj cheenge. 849 strunge

[so spelled in Gl. to Johnny Gribb, ? streenge, sour, surly]. arreengin

[arranging]. 8ol ant. cawpable [capable]. 852 aapren. pawrent
[parent]. C kjer [carry]. M meret [married]. pairis [parish].
856 M p<?rt, C peert \_pairty party].

- C rask ulz [rascals]. aisp [asp].

fattal [fatal]. moderawtor [moderator]. pawtrons [patrons]. 864

bika'z, C kas. 865 owthoreest [authorised]. 866 piir peer, B pi'r. fawvour,
weel faur't [favour = looks, well-looking]. J braali [bravely, right well].

E-- 867 tee, toe. 869 veel. 870 biaati *biyiti. eleckin [electing].
871 C griit [agreed].

- viable [probably (varek'l) vehicle]. 874 ram,
ryne. obaiclient [obedient]. 879 feemeel. blaspheemous [blasphemous].

seenit [senate]. C yma^nz [amends]. konvainient [convenient].
inainteen [maintain], enterteenment [entertainment]. obteen [obtain].
susteenance [sustenance]. C ynta^nyt [intended]. envious [envious,

but accent on second syllable]. jilein [gaoling, putting into gaol]. 885
J vere [very]. sairious [serious]. sair^t [served]. 889 sees. C
seshinn [session], mizzour [measure]. 890 ^behst [m.Ba.], ^beest [n.Ba.],
C b^st, F best. - reest [arrest]. 891 feest. B Istyr [letter]. 892 nefi?.

- C fa'il [foil, leaf].
- oor [hour]. 893 fluur. preef [proof]. 894

disee-v. 895 risee-v.

I- and Y-- f scrabble [scribble]. leeberty [liberty]. 898 nois [at

Pitsligo]. seecophant [sycophant]. 900 pree [(preerz) prayers]. C sin r

[sir]. diffeekivalty [accent on second syllable]. obleeg't [obliged],
C vinr [vigour], C di/za^nt [designed], fortigging [fatiguing],
seelence [silence], 901 C fa !

in, -ffoine [(foin) at Pitsligo]. prenciples

E

principles], 902 [(moin) at Pitsligo]. 903 [(doin) at Pitsligo]. opingan

probably (opq"en) opinion]. oonjustece [injustice], inquaries [inquiries,
accent first syllable], 904 vailet [violet], 908 [(advois) at Pitsligo]. %funcal

'fiscal], preceesely [precisely ? with (z)]. idoleest [idolised], practeese

'practise], adverteese [advertise], exerceese [exercise]. martyreesin

"martyrising], C saUz [size], veesitin [visiting]. 910 djist. seet

^site],
- inveetit [invited], teetle enteetled, %teetle [title, entitled]. .

C
striiv [strive]. ceevil [civil]. preevilege [privilege], 912 [(vois) at

Pitsligo].
() 913 kotj. 914 brotj. joukin [joking], 915 stof. 916 iqun.

drogs [drugs], 918 fib'l. 919 eintment. 920 peint. 921 ak^a-nt.

B fi'r [fair
= market], pushion't [poisoned], 924 tjeis. 925 veis. 926

speil, C spa'il. stamackie [little stomach]. C promist [promised].
soom [sum]. CJ grEm'l [grumble]. M ekuu-nt [account], coont, 928
ons *a:ns. run, roond [round]. expoondin [expounding] . coontin

[counting], 930 lein. croon [crown], ordeen [ordain], 934 banti.

935 kantri, M kwintre1 countra kwintra, B kwintri. 937 kok. J chock

[choke].
-- C pryvok [provoke]. 938 kornar. --

%post [post]. 939 kloos

%clos [e(klos) perhaps]. "fnot [note= (not) or (not) perhaps]. %rot

[rote], 940 kwiie. 941 fiil [feelish foolish]. fribbles troubles. 942 butjOT.
943 tatj.

- pooder [powder]. 944 almr. 945 vuu. 947 beil. 948 bul

[a ball, glass marble], 949 muuld. 950 sarp^r. 951 kap'l. tarn [turn].

puss [purse, r suppressed = (pas) ?], ^puss, [purse, s.Ba.]. 952 ii. coorse.

953 kaz'n. 954 kashen. stoot [stout]. 955 dut. pooers [powers].
956 kaver, courin [recovering]. dizzen [dozen]. 959 i. konvai.

U" 960 keei. - M we'it wyte [wytin, wait waiting], M dpudj
jeedge [judge], 963 k^e;et quate \_quaetness quietness], 954 shuut. 965 eil.

966 frit Ifreet. 967 sit [(sit B Ideez) suit of clothes]. 968 eister. M
ruu'lt rowle [ruled rule]. poopit [pulpit]. imiltiteed [multitude],

shoopreme [supreme].
- B stjupid [stupid]. 969 seerli, C shuur siir [(in siiT)

assure]. keerious [curious], feerious [furious] , exkeesable [excusable],
C is, ees eeseful, %eess [use useful, C (is)ty), J (ist tt?)

used to]. refeesin

refusing. eeswal [usual], %agmt [august, possibly meant for (aa
l
gsrat)].

970 *joost, C djy^t. breet [brute], constiteetion [constitution],

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2217 ]
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D 40. = n.]N"L. = northern North Lowland, = Dr.

Murray's Caithness.

Boundaries. On the w. the CB. or Celtic Border, elsewhere the sea-coast of Cs.

Area. The ne. part of Cs. This was of course originally Celtic,

as the rest of Cs. is. Then it became Norse, afterwards Celtic

again, and finally Lowland.

Authorities. Printed, Dr. Murray's brief note (DSS. p. 238) cited below,
under Characters. The Wick cs. pal. by AJE. from the diet, of three men of

Wr
ick, and given previously in the Introduction to L., No. 7, among the 8 cs

,

pp. 683, 684, 696. Notes obtained in a previous interview with .Rev. R.

Macbeth, Feb. 1874.

Characters. Dr. Murray (DSS. p. 238) says: "In Cs. in addition

to the consonantal peculiarities of the North-East [D 39], we find

(1) the use of sh for ch, shylder= children, and (2) the singular

dropping of initial ih in the demonstrative class of words, so that

the, they, them, there, that, appear as
(i, ee, 0m, ee?, ot). (3) The

pairs made maid, tale tail are distinguished as (me'id rn^d, teil

te^l), a very different distinction from that used in the South

[D 33, p. 710^]. (4) So the words one, home, bread, head, place,

way are eynn (em em), heyme, breyde, heyd, pleyce, wey. (5)

While, bide, wife are foyle or fhoyle, boyd, woyfe (wolwf)."
On this I observe (1) and (2) are confirmed; of (3) I could get

no confirmation; (4) the words are from very heterogeneous

sources, and I only heard (e) ; (5) I did not hear (6i) for (E') or

(It).

The following are the notes obtained from Rev. R. Macbeth,
see p. 683, No. 7.

1. ch initial becomes (sh) as (shaild, sluld^r, shaa

pel sheepvl)

child, children, chapel.
2. tli initial in the pronominal words the, this, that, they, them,

there is generally altogether omitted, the words appearing as (e
l

,

is, at, em, eer) as (e
l

man, e diit) the man, they died. See D 39,
Rev. "W. Gregor's notes, Nos. 6, 7, supra pp. 777, 778.

3. tr-, dr- are decidedly dental (tr-, dr-), as they were in-

dicated in D 38, p. 757, last line, and, I believe, found partly in

D 39, so that the dentality may have extended over all NL.
4. (k, g) are not labialised into (kw-, gw-) before an (i) which

replaces 0', hence (gid, skil) are said, and (kweit, kweil) coat,

cool are not used.

5. wr- initial does not become (vr-). I heard (wra'q, rwa ]

q)

distinctly, not (w'ra
l

q).
6. (i) for (wh) is used as in Ab., and I ascertained that it was

distinctly labio-dental, not a pure labial (ph), but I did not

examine for (fh).
7. For A' words the forms (bin, stin) were not used, but only

(been, steen) bone, stone.
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8. Instead of confusing both the son of a man and the sun in

the sky under one form (s^n), as in D 39, they use (sm) for the
man and (san) for the star.

9. I was not able to verify Dr. M.'s differences of made, tale

and maid, tail, as the last class of words do not occur in the cs.

But name, which belongs to the first class, I heard as (neem), and
I also heard his home as (heeni), but once was (eins), the other

words did not occur.

10. Wife I heard as (waif) not (wolwf), but I was told that

ipe was very common.
11. "No distinction was made between the verbal noun and the

participle.
12. The high (a

1

)
which I marked from Rev. R. Macbeth, I did

not afterwards notice in the dictation of the cs.

13. In other respects D 40 seems to resemble D 39.

Illustrations. The cs. already referred to.

A cwl. containing the words in the cs. and a few others heard
from Rev. R. Macbeth.

Cs., cwl..

containing the words in the Wick cs., No. 7, p. 684^ and others heard from
Kev. E. Macbeth.

i. "WESSEX AND NOESE.

A- 5 mak. 21 neem. 34 last. A: 49 haq. 51 man. 54 want.

56 wash. A: or 0: 58 fee. 64 r^aq wraq [not (w'raq)]. A'- 67

gid [went], gjaan [going]. 72 faa. 73 so. 74 twaa. 79 een. 82 eins.

84 meer. 87 kleez. 89 beeth. 92 [(ken) used]. 94 kraa. A': 102 aks.

104 rodi. 110 ii. noo no. Ill okht. 113 heel. 115 heem. 117 eu 118

been. 122 ii. nii. 124 steen. 125 onli. 137 ii. na [(r) dropped].
M- 138 feedht?rz. 144 ege-n. JE: 154 bak. 158 efter. 161 dee.

162 is foe [=this day]. 164 me. 169 fan. 173 wez. 177 at [(dh) dropped].
179 fat. JEt- 194 oni Eni. JE': 209 never. 213 edher. 214 nedhar.

223 eer [(dh) dropped. 224 faar. 227 wit.

E- 231 el

[(dh) dropped]. 233 speek. 244 wil. 252 ket'l. 25.6

s^retjt [stretched], 261 see [(s<g'n) saying, (sez) says]. 263 Bwaa. 265

streekt. 269 himsEl. 271 tisl. 273 men. 276 thiqk? 281 tenth. E'-

290 hii. 292 mi. 293 wi. 301 hiir. 312 hur. 314 hard.

EA- 320 kjee'rz. EA: 321 sa. 322 lakh. 330 had. 33,2 [(tislt)

used]. 335 aa. 338 kEE. 344 beerni. EA'- 348 [(in) eyes]. 349 fia'u.

EA': 357 thoo. 359 nibar. 366 greet. El- 373 E. El: 378 week.

380 am [(dh) dropped]. EO- 387 nmu. EO: 390 shed. 392 Jen

f(dhon) in Fi. and Ab.]. 395 jaq. 399 brekht. EO'- 411 thrii. 412

shii.

'

EO': 422 stk. 427 bi. 430 frin. 435 rii. 437 tra'uth. EY-
438 dii [(diit) died]. EY: 439

v
t

v
rast.

I- 440 wik. 446 nain. 447 her. I: 452 a)m [I am], dtd) [did I].

455 lai. 456 ge
lL 458 nekht. 465 sak. 466 shaild [shtldBr) children].

469 wal. 470 h^m. 477 [(fan) found, pt.]. 482 el

z)A [is it]. 484 dhes

rnot dropped, and is [with (dh) dropped]. 489 h^d. sin sein [since].

494 taim. 495 whein. -
poip [pipe, common]. I': 500 leik l^k.

505 waif. 506 gid waif. 509 fel [in the sense of until, unacc.]. 510

main.
0- 518 bodi. 519 6ur. 524 warl. 0: 531 dokh^r. 535 fouk.

538 wed. 544 i. dhen, ii. dhen. 546 fa. 550 ward. 0'- 556 tyy.
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560 skil. 0': 571 gid. 579 tmiokh. 586 di)na [don't]. 587 din. 588

nin. 592 swoor.

U- 603 kam. 604 semer. 605 s^n sin. 606 door. U: 612 sam.

616 gran. 625 taq. 629 san. 631 fiurzdee. 634 tlmm. U'- 641 fuu

him 643 mm. 651 widhuut. U': 658 duun. 663 huus. 667 mit.

Y- 673 mak'l. 674 did. 675 ^r&i. 682 [(piri) old word for little].

Y: 701 fersht. 702 wi. Y'- 706 whei.

n. ENGLISH.

A. sabith [Sabbath]. 732 hapen. 0. 765 :tpk. 781 bodber.

791 boi. U. 797 skwdibm. 798 kwiir. 804 draqk'n. hEri [hurry].

m. ROMANCE.

A- 815 faks. 835 reez'n. shaT
pel sh^el [chapel]. 857 kees.

reet [rate]. me1

tar [matter]. 862 seef. E-- 867 tii. 885 vera. 890

bEst. I- oM*Y 901 fain. 0-- 925 wais. 938 korner. 939 klooz.

941 fil. 947 b6il. 950 sapur. 955 duut. U-- 963 kweit. 969 shuur.

970 djest.

D 41 & 42 = IL. = Insular Lowland.

The languages of the two groups of islands at the ne. of Scotland

known as the Orkneys and Shetlands stand in a peculiar relation

to that of the mainland, but are nevertheless decidedly L. in

character. These islands were discovered and reduced by Agricola,
A.D. 89. In A.D. 396 the Saxons seem to have been established

in Or. In A.D. 682 the islands were laid waste by Brude, a Pictish

king, apparently a Christian. All these events were without
influence on present speech, the history of which commences with
the conquest and settlement by the Norse. Prom 872 to 1231
there were Norse Jarls in Or., but subsequently the islands were

governed by the Scotch Earls of Angus (1231-1321), Strathern

(1321-1379), and St. Clair (1379-1468), but owned allegiance to

Denmark. On 8 Sept. 1468, when the language of the people
was distinctly Norse, Margaret, daughter of Christian I., King of

Denmark, Sweden and Norway, married by contract James III.

of Scotland, and, by way of marriage dower, Or. was pledged
for 50,000 florins of the Rhine and Sd. for 8000. The pledge
was intended to be temporary, and the language, laws, and
customs of the island were strictly protected in the deed of

pledge. But the pledge was never redeemed; after 1611 the
Norse laws and customs were not respected, and the two groups
of islands now form an English borough with 7394 voters, re-

turning one member to parliament. The Norse language is

extinct. Thomas Plell, of Furso in Harray, Pomona, Or., who
died an old man in 1810, spoke Norse. In 1858 Prince L.-L.

Bonaparte met at Unst, Sd., s^id in Or. some decrepit old men,
who still recollected having heard "Norn," that is, Norse, spoken
by very old people about 1780. The present language is English,
taught by Lowlanders, chiefly from NL. to Norwegians. It is

therefore an acquired tongue, and has not lasted long enough to
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be a true dialect. It is however by no means a book English,
and the two groups of islands have points of difference. From
the islands lying between these groups, Foula and Pair Isle, which
are said to present some interesting varieties, I have been unable
to obtain information.

Leaving the particulars for my examination of D 41 and D 42

separately, the general and distinctive character of both groups
consists in the treatment of th, which is not quite the same in

each group. Five cases may be distinguished. The following
contains a list of all the words in each case which I have observed,

arranged alphabetically in each group. The ordinary spelling

precedes in Roman. The pal. refers to D 42 Sd. only. The
unmarked italic are in Mr. Dennison's orthography, and refer to

D 41, Or. only. The italic with f prefixed are in Mr. Stewart's

spelling, and are exclusively Sd.

blithe -[Hide Allied.

bother (bocbr).
brother (brider).
father (fEdt?r) \feader.
farther \farder.

gathered (gaderd).
mother (nud^r) imidder.
neither (n&ter, nE'drar).
other (ider) Bidder.
rather (rEdw).
that dat 'at (dat) -\dat.

the de (dt?) \da.
thee dee (dii, di).
them dem (dem) ^dem.
their der ^der.
then dan \den.
there dere der (deer),

they dei, they're (dar).
thine (da

1

in),
this dis (das) t<&s.

thou (du) fdoo.

thy dee di (da'i) 1%.
together (tege-der).
whether (whider).

worthy (wardi).

NOTE. The words the, them, their,

then, there, they, this, have also initial

(d) in D 9, p. 131, hut there is no
known connection between the two
cases. The (d) is going out in D 41.

II. th=(i}.

athwart athwart.

earth erf 'feert ^ert.

firth firf.
fourth (fort).

length lent
1

(Imt) -[lent.

mouth \mout.

north norf .

strength strenf .

thanked t'mtkit.

thanks ftanks.

thatch faik.

thick t'ick.

thief t'ief-ftief.

thigh fee.

think tink -\tink.

thinkst (tBqkst).
thirst first [sometimes].

thirty fretty.

though fo* (too).

thought fought (taukht) ftocht.

thread (trid) ^treed.

threat (trBt).
three free (tri).

thrashing freshen 'ftrashin.

thrift -ftrift.

thrive frive.

through frou 1

(tru tro) ftrow.

thropple ft-apple.
thumb foom -\toom.

unearthly ^uneartly.
worth wirf "\~wirt.

III. <A = (th).

beneath eneath.

both baith (bBBth) fbaith.
nothing naethin naithen (nE'then).
froth froth.
heathen (hEthen).
oath (ooth).

thing (thiq thEq), rarely (tiq).

thole thole.

thousand thoosan.

troth trath.

truth treuth.

without (ethuut).
wrath wraith.
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jy th - (ah). V. d or t = (dh) observed in Or. only.

both (bEELdhth), (dh) touched lightly. body bothy.

mother wither. bottom bodhom.

neither naither. lady lethy.

weather wather. shoulder shuther.

without (edhuut) fwithoot. steady stathy, ftft in Ws.

Ch initial becomes (sh) in Sd. only, and not in Or., although
the latter is much closer to Cs., where the change also occurs.

Th becomes (f) in Thursday (f<?rzdtf) in both Sd. and Or., but

some old Or. people use (t).

kn-, gn- have (k, g) pron. in both.

The intonation in both dialects is distinctly not L., but much
more like English, so far as I could judge by hearing Miss

Malcolmson of Sd. read. The intonation of Mr. Dennison of Or.

was not so like English.

D 41 = s.IL. = southern Insular Lowland.

Boundary and Area, those of the Or. Islands. On the principal

island, Pomona, and the islands to the s. of it, dialect is nearly

extinct, and fairly good book-English prevails. It is only in

the n. islands that the genuine dialect is yet heard. Hence,

properly speaking, perhaps these only should be included in

D41.
Authorities. My chief authority is Mr. "Walter Traill Dennison' s "The

Orcadian Sketch-Book, being Traits of old Orkney Life, written partly in the

Orkney Dialect," Kirkwall (Pomona, Or.), 1880. This is an excellent specimen
of a dialect book, well spelled, as may be seen by the cwl. below, though not

always quite free from ambiguity, but fortunately I was able to see the author

in August, 1884, and June, 1888, and, although both interviews were inevitably

hurried, I thus obtained the solution of nearly all my difficulties, and I was
enabled to correct two long specimens given below from his dictation. I have
also consulted Tudor's " The Orkneys and Shetlands," Stanford, London,
1883, kindly lent me by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, which contains an interesting
account of the physical features of these islands, but neglects the language
entirely.

Characters. The chief character of the whole group with respect
to fh has already been given, p. 789. The principal points in

which Or. differs from Sd. are the use of (he'd) for (*t), the treat-

ment of A- and A', and the absence of (sh-) for (tj-). Keferring
for particulars to the cwl. below, and using

* to point out usages
which are different in Sd.

A- generally *(ii, i, i) as (mid, til, nim) made, tale, name, but occasionally
(a, a) as (kwak, wad, sam) quake, wade, same.

A' generally (1) *(ii, i, i) ; (2) occ. (ee, e, ee
t e), but I do not use (ee e) forms,

being uncertain about this
; (3) rarely (aa, a). Thus, (1) (nii, miin) no, moan;

(2) (see, leekjht) so, low
; (3) (whaa, raaren) who, roaring.

M' generally (ee) as (leev, sweet) leave, sweat, but occ. shortened to (a), as

(stadhi) steady.
E' generally (ii, i, i) also, as

(fit) feet.

EA before L, when L is lost, is usually (aa), as (aa, aald) all, old.
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EA' is usually (ii, i, i),
as (did, lid) dead, lead (the metal), occ. (ee), as

(teerz) tears.

EO' is usually (ii, i, i),
as (tii) thigh, (trii) three, but occ. (99, 9] as (sh^,

399\] she, yule, so that the combinations A-, A', jE', E', EA', EO' are all

usually (ii, i, i).

I: is possibly (i^, but I have generally contented myself with writing (i).

Mr. D. seems to use i in the north L. manner, see p. 767, for example *(hid),
in Sd. (hit) once only, but in night and such words I: becomes (a

1

!),
as

(na^kjht) night.
0: generally (o), but occasionally varies as (tap, drip, ous'n) top, drop, oxen.
0' regularly (?<?, 9], which may be (yy l5 y,) ;

but look is exceptionally (lak),
and the sound is delabialised in (bridh-er, fit) broken, foot.

U: is regularly (a), and U' is (uu).

Among the consonants the principal usages have been explained, supra, p. 790.

Illustrations. The story of Paety ToraVs Travellye, from Mr.
Dennison' s book, my palaeotypic rendering of which was corrected

in a vv. interview. This little story is comparable in many
respects with Tarn 0' Shanter already given, but is superior as

an illustration, because it is throughout written in dialect without

any admixture of English, as in Burns' s poem, and furnishes an

insight into peasant life and superstitions, without any tincture

of real supernaturalism. After my first interview with Mr.
Dennison he translated John Gilpin into the Orkney of 50 years
ago, and at my second interview we went over the whole of it

carefully together and hence I add it here.

PAETY TORAL'S TRAVELLYE=PETER TORAL'S TUMBLE.

Written by Mr. Walter Traill Dennison, and published in his Orcadian Sketch -

Book (Kirkwall, Pomona, Orkney, 1880). It is here printed in pal. as corrected

from Mr. Dennisoii's dictation. There are so many dialectal words that the

original spelling is not given, but a literal translation is added in the right
hand column, and special difficulties are explained in notes at the end referring
to the number of the lines. In the title Paety (:peeti) is short for Peter.

Toral (:too-ral) is a common name. Travellye (trevEH) is a noisy tumble,

accompanied with much force
;
the tra, which may be through indistinctly pron.

(with t for th as usual, see v. 10), seems to be employed as an intensitive

prefix, for vellye occurs separately, v. 187, and is translated 'force' in Mr. D.'s

glossary, and may be related to Jamieson's "
Vele, veyl, a violent current or

whirlpool." In traboond, v. 85, we have the same tra prefixed to boond, see

note there.

Generally, Mr. D.'s (a'i, a'u) sounded like (a
!

i, a^u), and have been so written.

His short o, I appreciated as (o) rather than (o), but I cannot be certain. It

seemed to me that he used (ee) rather than (ee), and (e) rather than (E), but
I was unable to ascertain exactly, and my ear is very likely to have been
deceived. The (09) is also doubtful, and may be (yyi). The participle usually
ends in (-ran), written -an, and the verbal noun in (-in) written in?, compare
vv. 9, 11 (rnogsen, wirkin), but this distinction is not observed consistently.
The short i sounded to me (i } ),

between
(i, e), but I have left it (i) ; it was

not
(i). It was very often variable, like the n.L. i, see above, p. 767. The

separation of the vowels into long and short is rather uncertain. In my second

interview with Mr. Dennison it seemed to me that the vowels were generally of

medial length, as in SL = D 33, and I have therefore so marked many of them.
Much longer time and the hearing of genuine native peasants, instead of a

highly educated native gentleman, would have been necessary for me to arrive

at certainty. On the whole I fear that my transcriptions can only be considered

approximations in the points just mentioned.
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PALAEOTYPE.

1ml ffil on B dee, ii taVm laq sa

when bodhi on beest wi haqBr
pa'in

i dB jiir B dB laq snaa,

(mthi in deer biir

leed dat r<?lles jiir,

:gdd gee dem sliip,

Bn fee WBS kiip
sik seer gaan jiirz Bwaa

!)

Bt :peeti :tooral mogsBn heem
Btra'u de snaa, wi haqgri weem, 10

fe warkm on-ka wark,
WBZ geili glaft, Ten seerli stand. 1 2

dB snaa lee diip Bpo- dB grand,
dB lift WBZ aqkB dark, 14

B muur bed faan aa dB hiil dee,
an i dB fiis o B stei bree 1 6

sted :peetiz huus in dB lii,

Bn h/d WBZ feerli nmurd BuandBr, 1 8

see dBt tB fmd hid Bn nB wandBr
fu seerli paalt WBZ hii. 20

hi mogzd Bbut Bmaq dB snaa
wi loomBS kaald hiz hid wBd klaa,

dan wi damfanderd gla^Br
hi gand Brand h?m i B st/mis, 24
til hii WBZ feerli i B fimis,

Bn neerlmz kiived a^Br. 26

<(

:g^d i me foorwei bii !" ko hii,"
:g^d tak B siilfu grip o mii ! 28
"
:g^d piti mii Bn maVn.

u dB diil d^d neer B siner duus 30
"se sekBrli dBt hii hiz buns

u Bn aa itee)d sBd t^in ! 32

"hoi! idjinilass, oo! d^s du hiir ?
" oo ! ar du diid? aa

i niid nB spiir, 34
u dhB tokht o)t maks mi shak !

"Bn aa dB beernz ! p^r b/ts B

tiqz ! 36
"laH'k dB taq o B bsl mi hert nuu

diqz,
' ' Bn s^rli hid maan brak .

" 38

TRANSLATION.

It fell on a day, one time long since,
When man and beast with hunger

did pine
In the year of the long snow,

(Many in their bier

Laid that Christmasless year,
God give them sleep
And from us keep

Such sore going years away !)

That Peter Toral wading home
All-through the snow, with hungry

i vi O rf

belly,
From working job work,

Was much frightened, and sorely
astounded.

The snow lay deep upon the ground,
The sky was extremely dark,

A snow-cover had fallen all the whole

day,
And in the face of a steep hill

Stood Peter's house in the lee

(shelter),
And it was fairly snowed under,
So that to find it and no wonder

Full sorely posed was he.

He waded about among the snow
With hands cold his head would claw,
Then with dumbfounded glower,

He stared around him in a fix

Till he was fairly in a fuss

And nearly caved (toppled) over.

" God in my foreway be !

"
quoth he,

' ' God take a blessed grip of me !

" God pity me and mine.
" The devil did ne'er a sinner gore
' ' So severely that he his house
"And all into-it should lose.

' '

Hoy ! Jenny lass, oh ! dost thou
hear?

" Oh ! art thou dead ! I need not ask,
"The thought of it makes me

shake !

' ' And all the bairns ! poor bits of

things !

' ' Like the tongue of a bell my heart
now dings," And surely it must break."
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h/z een waH'f :d_jim, whm sh0 saa

Brand dt? huus de muuren snaa 40
a* haUkjh im haHkjh^r kara,

sh0 tokht det hii 'e waf wad sii, 42
en wipim hi3r buuto tee do see-trii,

sh0 reekt hd ap di3 lam, 44

en duun sh<? sat i de mark huus,
her beernz ^rund, no vero kruus, 46

her brat ^po* her iin.
"
whilst, beer'nz, whilst ! t)wad bi

13 shiim 48
' ' te eet d^ lempits or hii kamz hiim,
"de :bsst kEnz whar hii)z giin."

nuu rpeeta swrli tokht hi saa sanm,
hi t?k h'd farst for de laqz o 13

kanm, 52

bt wanen i d^ wand.
ran dan hi tokht it WBZ :djm$z

buuto, 54

on glaVerd im st?d, h*d i mak'l
duut o,

a pirn miim't stand, 56

en dan hi kra^'z on hiz rmeek^rz

niim,
de griit i hz kreeg, wha^'l sat

teerz fiim 58

se seer fe beeth h/z iin.
u
oo, :djmo, bado ! hiiv'nz l^k on

aa ! 60
a ^n ar du feerk' smuurd in de snaa ?

"vn diid di liiv^n liin ? 62

"gin du bi livmi, ruuz di, ruuz !

"what temped di te leev ch? huus, 64
' ' whai kam du hiir te dii ?

"aV)m feerd te tatj d^, gm dhu)r
diid. 66

''las, gm dhu)r liv^n, tarn dhe hiid,

"oo :djmo, speek te mii ! 68

"
:g^d bii wi mii, ^z aH* tqk laq."

wi dat hi gee 'B makil spaq, 70

"dhu)r s^rb' diid or dam."
dan wi B spret, glamd at di? trii, 72

whm duun hid giid, im duun giid hii,

travel! tra% d^ lam. 74

His own wife Jenny, when she saw
Around the house the covering snow

Ever high and higher come,
She thought that he a waving-signal

would see,
And wrapping her head-shawl to the

pail pole,
She thrust it up the chimney,

And down she sat in the dark house,
Her bairns around not very cheerful,
Her apron upon her eyes.

"Whisht, hairns, whisht! t-would
be a shame

"To eat the limpets ere he comes

home,
' ' The Best knows where he' s gone.'

'

Now Peter surely thought he saw

something,
He took it first for the ears of a coney,

Slightly fluttering in the wind.
And then he thought it was Jenny's

head-shawl,
And glowered and stood, it in much

doubt of,

A little minute astounded,

And then he cries on his Maker's

name,
The sob in his throat, while the salt

tears stream
So sore from both his eyes."
Oh, Jenno, birdie ! heavens look

on all !

"And art thou fairly smothered in

the snow ?

" And diedst thou wholly alone ?

" If thou be living, rouse thee, rouse !

"What tempted thee to leave the

house ?
' ' Why came thou here to die ?

"I'm afraid to touch thee, in case

thou'rt dead.
' '

Lass, if thou' rt living, turn thy head,
"

Jenno, speak to me !

" God be with me, as I think long."
With that he gave a great jump,

" Thou'rt surely dead or dumb."
Then with a spring, clutched at the

pole,
When down it went, and down

went he,
Tumble through the chimney.
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duun :peete kam we sek B rale,

hiz faam miid B mak'l spali, 76

hi kam laH'k B gan shot !

we* snaaun s*t miist laHk tB ware, 78

Bn ste'ke'd h'z hid, aa i hiz hare,

duun i dB lempit pot, 80

dhat we B eer B lEmpet bra?

for ke'tje'n we r^the brid tB d?<? 82

WBZ he'qsn e de kr?k,
he'z mak'l hid geed se'k 13 tjund 84

intee dB pot we V trsbund,
dB krekBl band hi br^k, 86

see in dB faH'r dB pot fel dun,
bat kam noo af o ipeete'z krun; 88

hi pat'Id i dB fa'er,

en farke'd i dB amBrz see 90
dat aa hiz fok bigan tB pree,

en t<?k him for dB ga/e'r. 92

94

BZ on he'z rj'ge'n hii fsl aJ

WBr,
hi elkB ne'st 'B fa'ir dgd sa^ur,

im lee flat az B fl>k.

he'z kleez w^r wiit im w^d noo la
1

^,
bet dhB hEt am-crz mEd hem ra1 ^

te'l hi wan i du wdk. 98

dB lEmpit hrw bigan tB r/n

Btwii-n h/z harn sark Bn he'z ske'n,

he'z hid ap in B skm,
atoo- he'd WBZ noo skaldBn hEt, 102
awiil a*e wat, he'd miid hem swfct,

for he'd WBZ breev Bn liu. 104

i dB bad piis hi tokht hemsEl,
he'z se'qgBn kleez miid sek B SIUE!,

dB hEt as glait hem meest,
hi tokht dhi trii had bin dB tra 1

^.

Bn fee he'z ja^wle'n wad no sta
1

^,
bet boog'ld la'ik B beest. 110

when :peete fEl we aa de's rale,
he'z beer'nz miid B fiirfu brale 112

Bn gre'ped iin Bne'dhBr,
Bn ran, de kEntno whar tB rm, 114
we lopBn hert, Bn kwak-en ske'n,

Bn skrikim,
" mam !

" Bn
116

Down Peter came with such a rush,
His falling made a great spoliation,
He came like a gun-shot !

With snow and soot most like to

choke,
And stuck his head, all in his hurry,
Down in the limpet pot,

That, with a taste of limpet broth,
For flavouring with mustard bread

to do,
Was hanging in the crook,

His big head gave such a jolt
Into the pot with a rebound,
The hook-chain he broke,

So in the fire the pot fell down,
But came not off of Peter's crown

;

He paddled in the fire,

And jerked in the embers so

That all his folk began to pray,
And took him for the devil.

And on his back he fell over,
He every spark of fire did scatter,
And lay flat as a flounder.

His clothes were wet and would not

flame,
But the hot embers made him roll

Till he got in the nook.

The limpet broth began to run
Between his harden shirt and his skin,

His head up in a skew,

Although it was not scalding hot,
Well I wot, it made him sweat,

For it was brave and lukewarm.

In the bad place he thought himself,
His singeing clothes made such a

smell,
The hot ash frightened him most.

He thought the pole had been the

devil,

And from his yowling would not cease,
But bellowed like a beast [ox].

When Peter fell with all this rush,
His bairns made a fearful uproar
And gripped one another,

And ran, they knew not where to run,
With leaping heart and quaking skin,
And shrieking,

"
Mammy!

" and
"Mother!"
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dee i E smlo lep laH'k

kaad a.
1war d kr/qloz en dh^

st^lz, 118
en gard aald gibi spand^r.

de kra^'d :

" de gaVr)z kam trou
di3 T9df

t

"
120

6n duun de fel feerl* i gr<?0f ,

der hidz dra bsd strEE and^r. 122

nuu :djm/ gloom^rd for de lamp,
too sh?0 kud bark' gaq 13 stamp 124

for as -epo-n dt? fk?0r.

-en dan te la^'kjht di3 lamp sh^

rokht, 126
shi? waz noo vero feerd sh^ tokht,
^n JEt shi? waz noo s^r, 128

te t^'qk on what kam tra!w d^ lam.
h^r hert me'sgeed h^r sam, 130

GZ on d^ kol sh^ bb0,
^n too twBz :peet'z taq sh# tokht 132
dat miid sik miin laH'k een uut-

134

miid sk mn
mokht
waz B liter

shd waz se skaard, sh0 d^d no hiist

im whm dT3 kol bigu-d te bliister, 136
sh^ waz wiil bars^n wi blaam,

sha laVkhted du lamp at de laq -en

de lent, 138
loit or sh^? tarnd te tak i? tent,

h^r bak lag niided klaa/n. 140

sh^ SEd ^n iir/sm fu luud,
Tm dan shi? tarnd h^r rand isbut 1 42
whaar hii m aavul lee.

dhe sa^'kjht h^r vero sa1
^! ddd. d'q,

for whidht?r h'd waz i3n ertb' t/q
nee bt E her kud see. 146

sh0 kent d^ r/vlmz hii hed on,
too swii^n la'i'k 13 gliid^n skon, 148

sh^ tokht lu'd waz hz lEg,
bt hor'nz on hz hid sh0 saa, 150
en fint 13 b?'t o fiis ^vaa',

d^t gee h^r s/k E nEg. 152

They in a huddle lapped like fools,

Drove over the straw seats and the

stools,

And made old gibcat gallop.

They cried :
' ' the gyre's come through

the roof,"
And down fell fairly face downwards,

Their heads the bedstraw under.

Now Jenny groped for the lamp,
Though she could barely go a step

For ash upon the floor.

And then to light the lamp she

wrought,
She was not very afraid she thought,
And yet she was not sure,

To think on what came through the

chimney.
Maybe her heart misgave her some-

what
As on the coal she blew,

And though 'twas Patey's tongue she

thought
That made such moan like one ex-

hausted,
She was a little afraid.

She was so scared, she did not hasten

herself,
And when the coal began to blaze

She was nearly bursten with

blowing,
She lighted the lamp at the long and

the length,
But ere she turned to take a look,
Her back ear needed clawing.

She said an orison full loud,

And then she turned herself round
about

"Where he in helplessness lay.
The sight her very soul did smite,
For whether it was an earthly thing,
No bit of her could say.

She knew the hide-shoes he had on,

Though scorching like a smouldering
cake,

She thought it was his leg,
But hornz on his head she saw,
And devil a bit of face at all,

That gave her such a fright.
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beeth s^t B snaa lee on his djuupBn,
dB riik fiimd uut fee aa hiz kruupBn,

dB buulz haq a jwr hz briist,

duun fee dB pot, tB hz wandjo, 156

d.pst la'ik dB djaa-stiiqz o B to*

haq laq mtee* dh.B riist. 158

160
hii pat'ld wi haz loomBZ laq,

en i dB pot hz r^fu saq
suunded see drol Bn ha 1

^.

dB teez o dB pot sted ap a%r aa, 162

troth :djm* tokht sh0 s00rU* saa

dB mak'l horned traH* ! 1 64

sit :d}m* tek hert whar

stand,
sh0 kloozd Irer iin, h.Br jak'lz grand,
Bn lokt hBr handz on her briist,

"gn Ji bi g?d, i :g#dz niim kam
on, 168

"en gin ji bi bad, i :g0dz niim

bigon!"
kod :djm wi V kriist. 170

u
whaa)z j

dan,

spak?" ko :peet

"hl)z :

-B p^r -en smfu man, 172

,
a sweer

"oo, tfil mi, :djmo, bado, tEl 174
"f di een :peeiU')z faan i IIE! !

u ^n aar du w h*m deer ?" 176

:dpm bigu-d te draa ^ fee,
^n dan sb? t^k te laakhm see, 178

shi whiild h^r on a sb^l.
'

ji witles bodhi, wil ji ruuz ? 180
u
du)r i di? n^k o di een huus,
"ji mak'l gaape's f99\ \ 182

"taqks for)d, du)r hiim Bn hiir,

bii)z wad,
"aatoo- du h^z no B hiil dad, 184

u
Bpo- di lEgz Bn kruupBn.

"what andBr dB san on Ert kud
tEl di 186

"tB kam trou dB lam w* s*k B

sed :djm* a^r htm stuupBn, 188

Both soot and snow lay on his loose

coat,
The smoke foamed out from all his

body,
The hooks hung over his breast

Down from the pot, to his misery,
Just like the jawstrings of a cap
Hung long into the smoking place.

He paddled with his hands long,
And in the pot his rueful song

Sounded so droll and hollow.

The toes of the pot stood up over all,

Truth Jenny thought she surely saw
The big horned devil !

Yet Jenny took heart where she did

sta'nd,

She closed her eyes, her teeth ground,
And locked her hands on her

breast.

"If ye be good, in God's name
come on,

"And if ye be bad, in God's name

begone,"
Quoth Jenny with a squeeze.

""Who's yon that spake?" quoth
Peter then,

"As I'm a poor and sinful man,
"It's Jenny, I can swear !

" Oh tell me, Jenno, birdie, tell
" If thy own Peter's fallen in hell !

"And art thou with him there ?"

Jenny began to draw a [conclusion]

from,
And then she took to laughing so

She seated herself on a stool.
' ' You witless body, will you rouse ?
" Thou'rt in the nook of thy own

house,
"You big uproarious fool !

"Thanks for it, thou'rt home and

here, be [it] as would,

"Although thou hast not a whole

dud,
"
Upon thy legs and body.

' ' "What under the sun on earth could

teU thee
' ' To come through the chimney with

such a force?"
Said Jenny o'er him stooping.
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"w*l du la 1
*' deer, t&l du bi

brant ?

"du)r riikun la^'k -B wiit kill

rant. 190
"what maks di la1

* se daf ?

"b*t ar du hart di, :peet*, gili ? 192
"az for mesEl, a 1

* mee bi sili,
tl a l

i)m got'n s*k v glaf." 194

:dpm w* aa her hert, g^d did,

wad pud d-B pot fe af h*z hid, 196
sh<? lacked :peet* WE!

;

b*t dan h'z fiis sh0 hed no

siin, 198

for aa sh0 kEnt, h*d maH'kjht he
biin

a plaqk* o di? diil. 200

sh0 weeted :peet*z fiis te sii,

az see anlaH'k h*msEl WT?Z hii, 202
se blak -en bluu -en tan*,

me bii de :tra
]u WEZ in d^ pot, 204

en ii h*'z kL?;?ks on her hi got,
h*d wad no bii so kam. 206

p00r :peeti harled tee him nuu,
too hii WBZ narlmz laH'k ti3 sp^, 208

w* s^^t -Bpo- hz stamo,
hi fand h*z biinz aa merterd seer

;

IB wlnes m hz hid and meer,
a thraa i h*'z ra^'kjht gamo. 212

twa)r)trii taq-ka^z Bfoo^er h*m

lee,

i dem hi daq h*z r*Vlm tee, 214
en miid B nw kirmash.

te pal hi gloom^rd for 13 stdol, 216
-en skwandren, la^'k iin fu i jeel,

duun giid hii w* 'B klash. 218

h*'z hid t^k Ep on dB bak stiin
;

dB bodhi3m o d^ pot ^t^iin 220
dt? bakstiin t?n h*z skal,

seevd :peet*'z hid, laH'k -B botfend^r.

hi daq h/dz bodh'Bm kliin * splendor,
en leed h*d aa * kral. 224

thou lie there, till thou be

burned ?
" Thou'rt smoking like a wet cabbage

stalk
" What makes thee lie so dull ?

"But hast thou hurt thee, Peter,

boy?
"As for myself, I may be silly,

"I've got such a fright."

Jenny with all her heart, good deed,
Would [have] pulled the pot from

off his head,
She liked Peter well ;

But then his face she had not seen,
For all she knew, it might have

been
A trick of the devil.

She waited Peter's face to see,

As so unlike himself was he
So black and blue and tawny,

May be the devil was in the pot,
And if his clutches on her he got,

It would not be so comfortable.

Poor Peter dragged to him now,
Though he was nearly like to spew,
With soot upon his stomach.

He found his bones all martyred sore,
A dizziness in his head and more,
A sprain in his right foot.

Two or three seeweed branches before

him lay,
In them he thrust the toe of his cow-

hide shoes,

And made a new disturbance.

To get-a-purchase, he groped for a

stool,

And staggering, like one drunk at

Christmas,
Down went he with a clash.

His head took up on the back stone
;

The bottom of the pot between

The back stone and his skull,

Saved Peter's head, like a boat

defender.

He struck its bottom clean in splinter,

And laid it all in pieces.
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dan :djnw saa h'z fiis w* glii,

ko due :
" oo :peet, mm h*d)z dii,

"oo :g*d bi taqkt du)r hiir !

"tm aa WOT glaf sal bii forgot. 228

"diil kon di taqks for braktn drc

pot!
"de l& lik o)d)z a'wsr diir !" 230

"oo rdjmo, las," koo hii t hEr,
" a 1

! nmk'l tokht hid -B bin wEr, 232

"whm a 1
*' w^r glaft see seer !

" dH* tiqk mi harnz wrar S99rli deezd,
"nuu djo* b taqkt ! -en :g0d bi

preezd,

"aH^m niim w dii iins meer !"

du)l ttqk m tiil)z tiin laq tu tEl,

aH')m iwen aMiur wi sliip misEl, 238

on meer a 1
* smo tEl di.

a1
* dut no wdiit mak'l straff, 240

242see Ended hiz travEH.

Then Jenny saw his face with glee,

Quoth she, "Oh! Peter, now it's

thee,
"Oh God be thanked thou'rt here.

"And all our fright shall he forgot.
' ' Devil give thee thanks for breaking

the pot !

"The like o' 't's over dear !"

"
Oh, Jenno, lass," quoth he to her,

' ' I much thought it had heen worse,
"When I was frightened so sore !

"I think my hrains were surely

dazed,
"Now joy he thanked! and God be

praised,
"I'm home with thee once more I

"

Thou'lt think my tale's taken long
to tell,

I'm rolling over with sleep myself,
And more I shall not tell thee.

I doubt not without much strife,

In bosoms Peter kissed his wife.

Thus ended his Tumble.

Notes to Paety ToraTs' Travellye.

The numbers refer to the lines. Gl. Mr. Dennison's Glossary, Edm. Edrnond-

son's, Jam. Jamieson's Dictionary.

1 . It, retaining the old aspirate ;
as

to
(i] throughout it may be rather (ij),

and was sometimes difficult to dis-

tinguish from (e) or (a) like the NL.
(tu ). One, this is sometimes

(ii)
and

sometimes (ee), but
(ii)

was the older

form.

2. Body, used for the human body,
or man.

3. the, Mr. D. used the much oftener

than de, but it seems that the is a
modern Scotticism, and de (de) is the

correct old form, and hence it is used

throughout. Similarly (du, deer) thou,

there, etc.

6. God is confounded with good,

compare 'the Best,' v. 50.

9. wading, Gl. "implies, I rather

think, the idea of wading through a
soft substance as mud or snow." home,
often pron. (hiim), but as wame (weem)
is never (wiim), the not uncommon
pron. (heem) is selected.

11. working, work, written wirkin,
wark, the vb. and sb. are frequently
so distinguished ;

there seems to be
a tendency to the Ab. "thick i."

Throughout, the verbal noun ends in

(-in) and the participle in (-'en), which
Mr. D. illustrates by this example:
' ' This is a muckle biggin, wur

Tammy's biggan at hid noo; he was
fishan lapsters i' the first of the

summer, but the fishing paid peurly
the year." This agrees with SL. =
D 33, p. 712, No. 6. job, that which he

is 'called on" to do, in distinction from
bowman wark, the bowman = plough-
man, being a constant, the on-ka 1

',
one

called in, an occasional servant.

14. sky, in German hift, is the air

generally, but it seems to be properly
the sky or heavens which are 'lifted

up.' extremely, properly 'un-couth,'

uuknownly.
15. snow cover, a moor is a heavy

and a dense cover of snow.

18. snowed under, or as we say over,

the house being below.

19. wonder, written winder, another

example of the NL. thick i, Avhich here,
as shewn by the rhyme, sounds (a) .

20. posed, Gl. "in difficulty, with-

out the possibility of extrication."
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22. hands, Edra. "loamicks, the

hands, a cant word," Sd. The final o

of the text is a termination which seems
to vary as (i, o, e), compare Jenno 60,

68, 174, 231, generally Jenny ; buddo
= birdie, 60, 174; gamo= foot 212,
stammo = stomach 209, vero = very 46,

127, 144, sinlo = confused heap 117,

cringles 118; booto 54 rhymes with
dubt o, which ought to imply an o

pron., I follow Mr. D.'s spelling.

head, spelled heed 67, 79, 84, 150,

196, which implies (hiid) long, hut held

101, 122, 211, 219, 222, which implies

(hid) short or (hid) medial.

24. stared, Gl. "
gan, to stare with

upturned face, eyes and mouth wide

open." Edm. "
gaan, to stare, gaze

vacantly," Sd. fix, Gl. "
stimmis,

that state of doubt and uncertainty
which brings a person into what we
call a fix." Edm. "

stumst, taken

aback, stupefied with astonishment,"
Sd.

25. fuss, Gl. "fimis, a state of

great excitement and irritation." Edrn.

"fimmish, a hurry, a perplexity," Sd.

26. toppled, fell into a faint, evidently
the slang "caved," or bent over.

27. foreway, the' way before me, it

is the prayer "prevent us," that is, go
before us.

28. blessed, Jam. "
seelfif seilfu\

pleasant, but "seile, seyle, sela, happi-
ness," German seliglceit.

30. gore, so in glossary, it is to butt

at with his head and horns, and hence

gore like a bull. Jam. "
douss, a blow

or stroke," comparing
"

doyce, a dull

heavy stroke, Angus ;
the flat sound

caused by the fall of a heavy body,

Angus."
31. severely, Gl. "sicker, severe,

harsh
;

not secure as in Scotch."

Jam. "
sickcrly, firmly; smartly re-

garding a stroke."

39. when, I think this is pron.

(whan), but I keep (whin) as in

original, which implied most probably
the " thick i," p. 767.

40. covering snow, see the note on

verse 15.

42. signal, something that waves as

a flag.
43. head-shawl, Gl. "booto, boota,

bootie, a square woollen cloth worn by
females, sometimes over the shoulders,
but more frequently over the head,"
called (buut-o, -i, -ek) in different

islands. Edm. writes " buitie buito."

pail pole, sae is a pail or bucket,

Fr. seau, and tree the pole by which
it was carried, a large pail by two

persons, but two small ones, one at

each end of the pole, by one person

passing the pole over one shoulder like

the water carriers of Venice.

44. thrust, Gl. "
rakid, to thrust

in." chimney, lum is the regular L.
word.

49. home, see v. 9.

53. wind, although (wind) was given
me, the rhyme, v. 56, requires (wand),
and that is the common L. form.

56. little, (pii-ri) is a common IL.

form, and is even found in NL.,
p. 788, No. 682.

58. the sob in his throat, that is,

I presume, the hysterical sob, and

though I find no authority for the sb.

(griit), the vb. meaning 'to weep' is

quite common. throat, Jam. "crag,
crage, craig, the neck, the throat.''

stream, Gl. "feeman, pouring, stream-

ing; applied to the flowing of blood,"
the pron. (fiim) shews that the word is

foam, ^Ns.fdm.
60. birdie, a common term of en-

dearment.

62. wholly alone, so Gl.
; Edm.

"
lief-on quite alone," in that case

(liiv-mi liin) seems to have a repetition
in (-en) and (liin) one and alone. The

phrase is obscure.

69. as I think long, Mr. D. trans-

lated to me "help, for my need is

great," possibly
" God help me, as for

ever." Mr. D. also put it as "in

proportion to the terrible fear which I

have." But after all, I don't under-
stand how the phrase comes to mean

anything of the kind.

72. spring, Or. spret, possibly re-

lated to spurt, sudden effort. clutch,

Jam. "
glamp, to grasp ineffectually,

to endeavour to lay hold of a thing

beyond one's reach."

74. tumble,
"

travellye, a cata-

strophe ;
a fall, accompanied with great

force and noise," see title.

75. rush, Gl. "
ruttye, a great rush."

76. spoliation, so GL, "spoil, illegal

meddling with moveable goods," Jam.

78. choke, GL "
^cirry, to choke."

Jam. "worry, to strangle, to choak,
be suffocated," also spelled wirry,

wery.
81. little, Jam. "air, hair, used for

a thing of no value." Edm. "air, a

peerie air, a mere tasting ; air, a very
small quantity ; air, to taste," both

Or. and Sd.
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82. tastiness, Jam. "kitchen, any-

thing eaten with bread." reathy breed,

Gl. "bread made from the seeds of

the wild mustard; it was often the

only bread in the houses of the poor ;

but was mixed, when possible, with

corn meal." to do, to add to mustard

bread to give it a flavour.

84. jolt, Gl. "jund (u as in June),
a heavy blow ;

a strong push ;
a heavy

fall
;
also a large piece of any sub-

stance. Mr. Dennison pronounced (tj)

not (dj).

85. rebound, GL "traboond, rebound;
but the word, as in the text, is also

applied to a blow that moves the object
struck out of its position."

86. hook chain, Gl. " creukal band
chain from which a cooking pot

hangs over the fire."

89. paddled, Gl. "
pattleio move

the hands backwards and forwards

through any yielding substance
;

the

motion of the fins of a fish is the best

illustration of the movement."
90. jerked, Gl. "ferkyto hitch

;
to

move the body in a jerking manner."
91. devil, Gl. "gyre a powerful

and malignant spirit" which may or

may not be different from " trow the

Trow, Satan," mentioned v. 164;
Jam. "gyre carling, Hecate or the

mother witch of the peasants, a hob-

goblin, a scarecrow."

93. back, Danish ryg, old Norse

hryggr, German rucken
; compare ridge,

often (rig) in the n.

94. spark, Gl. "nist a spark of

fire; a live coal; a very small fire."

scatter, so in Gl.

95. Jlounder, the old Ws.Jloc becomes

96. low is a flame.

98. till he got or arrived, ordinary
northern sense of to win, in the nook
or chimney corner.

100. harden, Gl. "
harn, rough

cloth made of the coarsest flax," see

pp. 736, 741, v. 171.

101. in a skew, GL " a twist
; being

turned from the proper position to one
side."

104. brave and lukewarm, fairly hot,

though not boiling.
105. place, printed piece, meaning

place or room, compare the French
"un apartement de cinq pieces."

106. singeing, Jam. "to sing to

singe."
107. frightened, Jam. " to gliff,

den> gluff, to be seized with sudden

fear; to affright," and as a sb. "sudden
fear"

;
the hot ashes made him fear he

was burning in hell.

109. cease, GL "stow to stay; to

stop speaking or eating." Compare the

English phrase "stow that'!" have
done ! cease ! Obs. the pron. different

from English (stoo'w), but agreeing
with the high German stauen.

111. rush, see v. 75.

112. uproar, Gl. "
brullye (u as in

skull], great confusion and turmoil; a
fall or fight, causing breakage or dis-

order in a house."
116. mam, child's word for mother,

contraction of mammy ;
for father they

say ded.

117. huddle, Gl. "
sinlo, a group of

two or more persons entangled together,
or huddled together, in very close

proximity." lap, Gl. "
lep, to lap

with the tongue," meaning here I

suppose that they kept putting their

tongues out like fools.

118. drove, that is, hurried; GL
"ca'in driving." Jam. "to call; co*

to move quickly, to go in or enter in

consequence of being driven." See

p. 732, v. 25, and notes to John

Gilpin, st. 55 below. straw seats, Gl.
"

cringlo, a low round stool, formed

by twisting straw into a very thick

rope, which being coiled in a circular

form, was sewn together with bent

cords ' bands.'
"

119. old gibcat, castrated cat, see

Shakspere, Henry IV. Part i. 1, 2, 83.

121. face downwards, GL "Vgreuf,
in a prostrate position, face down-
wards." Jam. "

grufe, groufe, on

groufe, flat, with the face towards
the earth." Icelandic grufa, same

meaning.
126. wrought, worked hard, by

blowing a live coal, see vv. 131, 136,
138.

133. exhausted, of power ;
GL "oot-

moucht, quite tired out, exhausted
;

out of breath." Compare German
Ohnmacht swoon, ohnmdchtig power-
less.

134. afraid, GL "
grue, afraid,

suspicious of danger"; Jam. "to

groue, growe, to shudder, to shiver, to

be filled with terror, to shrink back, to

feel horror; grousome, frightful."
139. to take a look, Jam. "tent,

care, attention
;

to tak tent, to be
attentive."

143. helplessness, GL "aval, (first

a as last a in papa, last a as Aber-
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donians sound [second] i in shilling'},

prostrate, in a helpless position."
Jam. ' '

availl, abasement, humilia-

tion."

144. ding, is freely used for all

manner of striking or piercing.
147. hide-shoes, Gl. "

rivlin, a

sandal or shoe made of raw hide."

Jam. "
rewelyngs, rowlyngis, rillings,

shoes of undressed hides with the hair

on them." "Ws. rifling, sandal.

148. scorching, Edm. " swee (to), to

singe, to scorch, Shetland, Danish

svide, Gothic svida." smouldering, Gl.
"
gleed, to burn slowly and without

flame." cake, cow-dung made into

cakes for burning.
151. devil, fiend. at all, literally

of all (BV aa).
152. fright, 'fleg' seems to be the

common ~L.fley,flee, to frighten.
153. loose coat, Gl. "joopan, a

coarse loose coat, approaching in shape
to the modern sack coat." Chaucer

says of his knight "of fustian he

wered a gipoun
' '

;
modern Fr. jupon,

a petticoat, said to come from the

Arabic.

154. body, Gl. "
croopan, the trunk

of the body of man or lower animal."
155. hooks, Gl. "boots, two bent

iron rods, hinged together at the upper
ends, having the lower ends hooked,
so as to fasten into ears of a cooking

pot ;
the pot was suspended on, and

lifted to and from, the crook by the

bools."

156. misery, Gl. "wanjoy, sorrow,
want of joy;" wan, Danish van, has

the effect of English un-, unjoy,

misery.
157. jawstrings of a cap, the strings

which fasten on a cap by passing under

the jaws ;
Gl. "toy, a woman's cap ;"

Jam. "
toy, a headdress of linen or

woollen, that hangs down over the

shoulders, worn by women of the lower

class." The word is used by Burns

"I wad na been surpris'd to spy
You on an auld wife's flainen toy."

Lines to a Louse, on seeing one on a

Lady's Bonnet at Church.

158. smoking place, Gl. "reest, place
where the fish, etc., are smoked."
Jam. "to reist, to dry by the heat of

the sun, or in a chimney;" Danish

rist, a gridiron.
159. paddled, see v. 89. hands, see

v. 22.

166. teeth, Gl. "yackel, v. to gnaw ;

n. a molar tooth." Edm. "
yackle, a

grinder, a double tooth."

170. squeeze, Gl. "
kreest, v. to

press, to squeeze ; n. pressure,
"

squeezing her words out like water
from a nearly dry sponge.

175. "draw a conclusion from,
have an idea of," GL, so that by
leaving out conclusion (fee) is made
into a substantive !

179. seated herself, GL "
wheeld, to

sit down, to rest; Danish hvile, to

rest;" Edm. "
wheelicreuse, a church-

yard ; Orkney, from Icelandic hvila,

bed, couch, and kroa, to enclose."

182. uproarious, GL "
gapas, one

who is light and uproarious in folly ;

"

Jam. "
gapus, a fool; also gilly-

fapus,
gilly-gaivpy, and gilly-gacus."

celandic "
gapi, homo futiKs, im-

modestus," Haldorsen. Compare gaby.
All from gaping.

183. be it as would, Gl. "
bees will,

be as it will, be as it may, anyhow,
however

; also spelled bees-wid." This
wid I take to be ' would.'

184. dud, Jam. "clothing especially
of an inferior quality."

187. force, see title.

190. stalk, Jam. "runt, trunk of a

tree, hardened stalk as a kail runt,
the stem of the colewort

;
the tail of

an animal
;
a contemptuous designation

for a female, generally applied to one
advanced in life, with auld prefixed."

191. dull, applied also to a blunt
knife.

192. hast thou hurt thee, lit. art

thou hurt thee, obs. the construction,
similar to the Fr. fes-tu blesse. boy,
Gl. "gillie, a familiar term of address
used to both males and females. It

is used by the humbler classes among
themselves as sir is used among the

higher classes, but implies no idea of

respect, and is used indiscriminately to

both sexes ; it is not considered proper
to use it when addressing a superior."

194. I've gotten. Obs. that Pm
gotten is used.

195. good deed, in very deed, in

reality. Mr. D. writes giddeed in one
word.

196. Obs. omission of 'have,' and

compare p. 733, v. 73.

200. trick, this is all that is said

aboutplunkie in Gl. and Edm. But Jam.
has "to plunk, to play the truant."

205. clutches, Gl. "cleuks, clutches;
sometimes applied to the hands."

Compare p. 737, v. 217.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2233 ] 142
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211. dizziness, Gl. "will, to lose

one's way ;
to wander not knowing

where ;
the state of having lost one's

way, hence to gae will, to lose one's

way. wilness, dizziness, from will"
Jam. "will, wyll, wil, wyl, lost in

error, uncertain how to proceed."
Icelandic vila, to lament, to doubt.

212. sprain, Jam. "
thraw, to

wreathe, to twist ;
to wrench, to

sprain." Mr. D. writes thr-, and I

am uncertain whether (thraa) or (traa)
is said.

213. seaweed branches, tang is large
seaweed used for fuel, Gl. "cow, a

branch or sprig of seaweed or heather."

216. get a purchase, Edm. "
paal,

a post or pillar, a fixture against which

the feet are planted so as to afford a

purchase in pulling horizontally."
219. took up on, struck against.
222. boat defender, possibly wood

placed on the sides of a boat to keep it

off the rocks, or the pad let down from
the pier or rock to prevent damage to

the wood of the boat.

223. splinter, Jam. "
splendris,

splinters."
224. in pieces, Gl. "i' crull, in a

crushed broken state."

238. rolling, Gl. "
reuan, nodding

through sleep." Jam. "to row, to

roll."

239. shall not, so Gl.

241. in bosoms, closely embraced,
bosom to bosom.

GILPIN,

translated into the oldest form of the Orkney dialect which Mr. W. Traill

Dennison had heard spoken, and pal. from his dictation 14th June, 1888,

by AJE. Mr. Dennison has prefixed the following remarks :

"The writer when a boy began to collect old words used by the Orkney
peasantry, and he has for well nigh half a century watched with interest the

change which, during this period, the dialect of Orkney has undergone. The

very old people with whom he was acquainted in his youth used many words

which, though understood, were not used by the younger people. And, now that

these younger people have become old, the young generation has dropped many
words used by their parents, and a more modern pronunciation is attempted.
There can be no doubt that during the last bygone half century the popular speech
of these islands has undergone, and is now undergoing, an ever-accelerating

change. Every improvement in popular education, every increase in trade, and

facility of intercourse with strangers, cheap literature, and the multitude of news-

papers, each of these has proved a wave before which much of the old language
has sunk into the sea of oblivion, and all the influences of progress and modern
civilization taken together, form a mighty current that will soon sweep away
every vestige of the old speech. Anxious to preserve from the Anglican deluge
the dialect of his native isles, the writer gives the following rendering of Cowper's
Gilpin :

" The writer thinks he can separate the Dialect spoken during the immediately
past fifty years into three distinct divisions.

First, that spoken by very old persons at the beginning of the period, which
he would call the Scoto-Norse form.

Second, that spoken during the middle of our period, which may be called

the Anglo-Scotch.

Third, the present dialect, a sort of Anglo-Provincial.

It is not pretended that there exist any hard and fast lines of demarcation

between these divisions. They dove-tail themselves into each other, but yet the

difference is noticeable to an observant eye. Examples of the three divisions are

given in the table below. [In this table the words of the third period are given

entirely in received spelling, which "by no means indicates that they are properly

pronounced," says Mr. Dennison. In the first two columns the orthography in

italics is Mr. Dennison' s, and the pal. when added gives his pron. when he

specially assigned it. The key prefixed to the cwl. on p. 812 will generally suffice.]
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Words illustrating the transition state of the Orkney dialect during the bygone
Afty years, sayfrom 1838.

FIRST PERIOD.
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(ee ee, e E, o o, a a), the various sounds of i (i,
i 1} e, a a), and especially to

determine the lengths of the vowels, and differences may probably be observed

between this rendering and that of Paety ToraL The method I adopted
was this : I first spent a whole day in writing out the version in approximate

pal. to the best of my ability, then Mr. D. repeated the words in his pron.,
and I endeavoured to seize them. There was no time for any revision, and as

Mr. D. returned to Or. the next morning, it was impossible for me to have
another interview. Of course I was unable to mark every word every time it

occurred, and hence I have had to assume analogies, where I am not certain that

they are quite correct. Still more unfortunately painful circumstances which arose

prevented me from making a fair copy till three months after the interview, so that

I had no fresh memories to guide me. Nevertheless my source of information

was so good, that making allowances for the difficult points just mentioned,
I believe that this translation into palaeotype furnishes a very fair notion of Or.

pron., and that greater accuracy has not yet been attained.

1. :djoom :g*lpin waz 13

sit/z'n, o kredhit nn rmuun,
B tren-band kapten let'kwez

waz hii, o f^raies rlanBn tuun.

2. :djoom :gtlptnz spuuz sed

tee hi3r diir: "too wade't wn
he bin, das twE^'s ten laqsam
riirz, jet wn nil helidt he sin.

3. "de morn s WOT wadtn

dee, wii)l mak 13 vest* dan, iste

dt :bEl at :edimmstiiiin, aa i V

t$eez Bn peer.

4. mt sister 'en mt Btstorz

beern, myself -en beernz trtV,

wtl ftl di3 t^eez, see duu man
raH'd on hors bak eftrar wt't."

5. lit ans^r mid,
" d 1

* d#9

admiir B wmrankaHnd bat in,
^n dun rar sh^^, mt diirest diir,

deerfor h^d sal be d^^n.

6.
"
aH' am B la^nth mertpnt

baald, ^z aa d^ waarld d^^z

kEn, "en mt g^d frind d^ kl<9<?th-

pres^r,

gjoq."

'1 lend htz hors

7. kooma:stris:glpm:
u
dat)s

wil sed, ^n saH'n dat waVn iz

diir, wii)l bii prova^'ded wt
w^r een, wht\lk ts b^eth bra^'t

'Bn kliir."

8. :djoont :gtlptn ktst htz
loovtn waH'f, a^rtjord WBZ hii

te fend dat too on plez^r
was set, sh^ had
maH'nd.

1 . John Gilpin was a citizen

Of credit and renown,
A train band captain eke was he

Of famous London town.

2. John Gilpin' s spouse said to her dear,
"
Though wedded we have been

These twice ten tedious years, yet we
No holiday have seen.

3.
" To-morrow is our wedding-day,
And we will then repair

TJnto the < Bell
'

at Edmonton,
All in a chaise and pair.

4. " My sister, and my sister's child,

Myself, and children three,
"Will fill the chaise

;
so you must ride

On horseback after we."

5. He soon replied :

" I do admire
Of womankind but one,

And you are she, my dearest dear,
Therefore it shall be done.

6.
" I am a linendraper bold,
As all the world doth know,

And my good friend the calender

Will lend his horse to go."

7. Quoth Mrs. Gilpin: "That's weU said

And for that wine is dear,
"We will be furnished with our own
Which is both bright and clear."

John Gilpin kissed his loving wife
;

O'erjoyed was he to find,

That though on pleasure she was bent,
She had a frugal mind.
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9. du morne'n kam, dra t$eez
waz brakht, brat jet WEZ noo
Bluird to harl ap tee di3 duur,
lest aa swd see dhat sh^ waz
pruud.

10. see trii doorz af di3 t^eez
waz steed, whar dee d00d aa get
in

;
saks preeshes saalz, im aa

ulaHV t<? derl tra 1^ te\k ran te^n.
1 1 . krak gid d^ whep, ruund

gid dra whiilz, fook nevrar WOT
se glEd; di3 stins d<?d rat'l andt?r-

nith, i3z gin itj^psa'e'd WOT
mad.

12. rdjoone :ge'lpen lot hez
horsez saVd, grap^d fest dra

n&wen meen, -en ap hi gid, in

hiist te raVd, brat sh^n kam
duun i3gen.

13. te sed'ltri hardle got'n
hed hii h'z vz\st* te bigm,
whim tornen ruund h'z hid, h*
saa trii kastem^rz ko in.

14. see duun hi kam, for los 13

taVm, atoo h^d vekst him seer,
jet los -B baabiiz, fu wiil hi kent,
wad trab'l h'm mak'l meer.

15. h^d w^z laq afoor d
kastem^rz war s00ted tee d-er

ma^'nd, whan :bet$' skriikt?n

kam dun steerz :
" d^ wa^n

16. "-eluu-r!" ko hii," jet

fetj h^d mu, me ledhren belt

leekw^z, i whelk a l
i beer me

traste swerd, when al
i gjeq

tee praktii'z."
17. nuu rmastres rgelpen,

(keerfu saal
!)

hEd twaa stiin

p*'gs fand, te haad de dre'qk,
dat she luud, 'en kiip he\d seef

^n suund.

18. e'lke stiin peg hEd a

karlim lag, tra !M whelk d^ bslt

he drzuu, ^n haq 'B peg on elk^

sa^e'd, to mak he'z baluns trhiu.

19. dan a'w^r aa, dat hii

maVkjht be'e, buune'd fe tap te

tee, he's laq riid klok, wil brEsht
mid nzt, he manfule d^d throo.

). The morning came, the chaise was
But yet was not allowed [brought,

To drive up to the door, lest all

Should say that she was proud.

10. So three doors off the chaise was stayed
Where they did all get in

;

Six precious souls, and all agog
To dash through thick and thin.

[wheels,
11. Smack went the whip, round went the

Were never folks so glad !

The stones did rattle underneath,
As if Cheapside were mad.

12. John Gilpin at his horse's side

Seized fast the flowing mane,
And up he got, in haste to ride,
But soon came down again.

13. For saddletree scarce reached had he,
His journey to begin,

When, turning round his head, he saw
Three customers come in.

14. So down he came, for loss of time,

Although it grieved him sore
;

Yet loss of pence, full well he knew,
Would trouble him much more.

15. 'Twas long before the customers
Were suited to their mind, [stairs,

When Betty screaming came down
"The wine is left behind!"

[it me,
16. Good lack !" quoth he, "yet bring

My leathern belt likewise,
In which I bear my trusty sword
When I do exercise."

17. Now Mistress Gilpin (careful soul
!)

Had two stone bottles found,
To hold the liquor that she loved,
And keep it safe and sound.

18. Each bottle had a curling ear,

Through which the belt he drew,
And hung a bottle on each side,

To make his balance true.

19. Then over all, that he might be

Equipped from top to toe, [neat,
His long red cloak, well brushed and
He manfully did throw.
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20. nuu sii him muunted ins

ragEn rap00* he'z tit gjaan bist,

fu slooli pikm a^wrar dra stinz,

we kaashran ran gad hid.

21. bat fendran sb?0n ra

sm0i?dhrar get, ranith hez wil

shod fit, dra snortran bist bigud
te trot, which te't'ld [tjEt'ld]
hem e hez seet.

22. see
" feer ran saftle"

rdfoone he kraVd, bat :djoone
hi kraVd e veen, dat trot bikam
a spandrar sh^^n e spa

j
e't ra ve'tra

ran ren.

23. See luutran duun raz hii

maan d&9, whaa ke^nra set

apraH'kjht, he graprad dra

we b00th he'z haT

ndz,
we aa his maH'kjht.

24. he'z hors wha
dat wee had hand'ld bin

rafoor, what teq hi)d got'n rapo*

hez bak, dwd farle meer ran

meer.

25. rawaa gid rge'lpen, has
rar nokht, rawaa gid hat ran

we'g, hi le't'l driimd whe\n hi

t^k wee, ra ranran sec a re'g.

26. dra we\nd d^d blaa, dra

klok dddd flii leek striimrar

laq an gee, te'l luup ran bat'n

f<9<9lran b00th rat last he\d nuu
rawaa!

27. dan ma^'kjht aa f6k wil

skra^'m, dra stiin pe'gz hi hEd

haqd, ra stiin peg swe'qran rat

elkra saH'd, raz hez bin sed rar

saq.

28. da taH'ks d*d bark, dra

beernz skr^kjht, ap fl^uu dra

wendraz aa, ran evrare saal kraHd
uut :

" wil d^n !

"
i& luud e>

hii kud kaa.

29. rawaa gid :gelpen, whaa
brat hii ? hez feem sh^n spred
rarund :

" hi beerz ra w^kjht !"
' ' hi ra^'dz ra r^s !

" "
he\d)z for

a thuuzen panel !"

[

20. Now see him mounted once again
Upon his nimble steed,

Full slowly pacing o'er the stones,
"With caution and good heed.

21. But finding soon a smoother road,
Beneath his well-shod feet,

The snorting beast began to trot,
Which galled him in his seat.

22. So "fair and softly" John he cried,
But John he cried in vain

;

The trot become a gallop soon,
In spite of curb and rein.

23. So stooping down, as needs he must
Who cannot sit upright, [hands,

He grasped the mane with both his

And eke with all his might.

24. His horse who never in that sort

Had handled been before,
What thing upon his back had got,
Did wonder more and more.

25. Away went Gilpin, neck or nought,
Away went hat and wig ;

He little dreamt, when he set out,
Of running such a rig.

26. The wind did blow, the cloak did fly
Like streamer long and gay,

Till loop and button failing both,
At last it flew away.

27. Then might all people well discern

The bottles he had slung ;

A bottle swinging at each side,
As has been said or sung.

[screamed,
28. The dogs did bark, the children

Up flew the windows all
; [done !

' '

And every soul cried out: "Well
As loud as he could bawl.

29. Away went Gilpin, who but he ?

His fame soon spread around
;

"He carries weight!" "he rides a

race !

' '

" 'Tis for a thousand pound !

"
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30. im stil i^L fest \z hii

kam niir, h^d WES farh'fu te

sz, huu i V hent, dra grmd-
kiipisrz, d^r grmdz waVd aap'n
thrzuu.

31. En nuu t\z hii gid buuim

dun, hiz rikBn hi)d fu btfkjh,
dB stiin pz'gz b<?<2th i3hent h'z

bak, wer speldi3rd at ^ tjund.
32. dun ran di3 waVn itee

d^ get, m<?<?st pitfu te hi sin,

whfl'lk mid hz horsez flaqks
te rik BZ de hsd flamed bin.

33. bat stil hi LaMl td beer

Wtfkjht wHedhrcn gerd'l bund,
for aa ma^'kjht sii du pg-neks
stfl'l d'qlim "Bt hfl'z mtd'l.

34. dEs aa tr&
lu mer* :t

tun d's preto'kenz hii

Btl hi kam Bt^* du :wesh 'B

ledm^ntun se ge.
35. en dscr hi thr?uu d^

:wesh Bbut on loeeth sa'e'dz B

d^ wee, tp'st le'k e,iee -B patl^n

map, ^r 13 wa'zld g^s i3t plee.
36. ^t :edmBntun h/z loovin.

wa'^'f f^^ d^ baHfl'zBn skraHmd
h^r tenderhazbBn,farh'^n mak'l

te sii whuu (fuu) hii kud ra^'d.

37. "
stop, stop, :djoom

:g'lp/n! hiir)z d^ huus!" dee

aa Bt ins d^d kra 1
*

;

"
d-B den^r

wets im WM*! ^r t^gd." sez

:gOpm,
lt

see "BTO. a 1^!"

38. bat jet hz hors was noo

^ bt fark^n te ste/Bn deer, for

wha1
^ ? hiz a^n^r hEd t? hus fu

tEn maH'lz af at :weer.

39. see le'k B ero tiit hi

fl?uu, shot bee 13 ba^mim straq,
s^ d^d hi flii, wh^lk taks mi
tee di3 m/d'l o mi saq.

40. -Bwaa gid :gi'lpih, uut 'B

breeth, ^n seer ^gm hiz wil, til

at h?'z frind dh^ kl^th pres-Brz,

h^'z hors 'Bt last st^d st'l.

41. d^ kl00th pres-Br f^m^'st

te sii hz niibBr * s'k tn'm, led

dun hiz pa4p, fl2uu tee dB jet,

vn das speek tB h/m.

30. And still as fast as he drew near,
'Twas wonderful to view,

How in a trice the turnpike-men
Their gates wide open threw.

31. And now, as he went bowing down
His reeking head full low,

The bottles twain behind his back
"Were shattered at a blow.

32. Down ran the wine into the road,
Most piteous to be seen, [smoke,

"Which made the horse's flanks to

As they had basted been.

33. But still he seemed to carry weight,
"With leathern girdle braced

;

For all might see the bottle necks

Still dangling at his waist.

34. Thus all through merry Islington
These gambols he did play,

Until he came unto the "Wash
Of Edmonton so gay.

35. And there he threw the "Wash about

On both sides of the way,
Just like unto a trundling mop,

Or a wild goose at play.

36. At Edmonton his loving wife

From the balcony spied
Her tender husband, wondering much

To see how he did ride.

37.
"

Stop, stop, John G-ilpin ! Here's

the house !"

They all at once did cry ;

"The dinner waits, and we are tired."

SaidGilpin,
" So am I."

38. But yet his horse was not a whit

Inclined to tarry there ;

For why ! his owner had a house

Full ten miles off at "Ware.

39. So like an arrow swift he flew,

Shot by an archer strong ;

So did he fly which brings me to

The middle of my song.

40. Away went Gilpin, out of breath,

And sore against his will,

Till at his friend the calender's,

His horse at last stood still.

41. The calender amazed to see

His neighbour in such trim,

Laid down his pipe, flew to the gate,

And thus accosted him.
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42. " what n&uuz, what
nXuuz ? Jt?r anktmz tEl ! tEl mi,
ji maan vn sal ! see whaV beer-

hided duu rcr kam, rar wha 1

*

duu kamz Bvaa?"
43. nuu :g'lpm had V pleezvnt

wit, im luud -B ta limli fan,
'

das i3t^' d-B kbtfth. presrar
men wei hi spak :

44. " ai kam bikaz JOT hors

wad kam, en gif a l
i wel bod,

m/ hat im wg wil sh^n bi

hiir, dei aar -epoo' de get."
45. de kl^th preser ra^'kjht

gld tB fmd hz frind i mer*

m^d, ritarnd hm noo B s'qg'l

ward, bat tu dhe huus gid in.

46. -en uut hi kam wi hat -en

wig, 13 wig dat fla^d eh^nt, e

hat noo mak'l de wars for weer,
btftfth koomli i der kaVnd.

47. hi had^'d dt?m ap, -Bn i

h/z tarn, das shaad hz red*

w^t: u m hid iz twaa taH'mz
^z })ig TBZ da :

m, de deerfor

niidz mast fit.

48. "b'Bt let mi skr^p d^
dart Bwaa, dat he'qz apoo

! di

fees, im baH'd -sn it, for wil du
mee bii

'

B haqr* k(9es."

49. sed :djom: "h^d iz mi
wadm dee, un aa d^ warld wad
gWwBr, g^f waH'f sud dajm -et

:edm^ntun, -Bn a 1
* sud da jm ut

:weer."

50. see toman tee hiz hors
hi sed: " a l

i am i hist te

da'm
; h\d waz for dn pleezvr

duu kam hiir, duu sal gjog
bak for maVn."

51. okh! lakles
spiitj ^n

fekles host ! for whetj hi p^d
fu diir; fer wha*l hi spak -B

br<?^j^n as, d0d seq m^st luud
Bn kliir.

52. wharat h/z hors d^d
snort, 'BZ hii had hard B la^'un

ruut, ^n spand^rd af wi aa
h/z mdU'kjht, ^z hii hEd d^'n
^foor !

42 .

' 'What news, what news ? your tidings
Tell me you must and shall ! [tell !

Say why bareheaded you are come,
Or why you come at all ?

"

43. Now Gilpin had a pleasant wit,
And loved a timely joke ;

And thus unto the calender
In merry guise he spoke :

[come :

44. "I came because your horse would
And if I well forbode,

My hat and wig will soon be here,

They are upon the road."

45. The calender, right glad to find

His friend in merry pin,
Eeturned him not a single word,
But to the house went in.

[wig,
46. Whence straight he came with hat and

A wig that flowed behind,
A hat not much the worse for wear,
Each comely in its kind.

47. He held them up, and in his turn
Thus showed his ready wit :

' ' My head is twice as big as yours,

They therefore needs must fit.

48. " But let me scrape the dirt away,
That hangs upon your face

;

And stop and eat, for well you may
Be in a hungry case."

49. Said John: "It is my wedding-day,
And all the world would stare,

If wife should dine at Edmonton,
And I should dine at Ware."

50. So turning to his horse, he said :

"I am in haste to dine
;

'Twas for your pleasure you came here,
You shall go back for mine."

51. Ah! luckless speech, and bootless
boast !

For which he paid full dear
;

For while he spake, a braying ass
Did sing most loud and clear.

52. Whereat his horse did snort, as he
Had heard a lion roar,

And galloped off with all his might,
As he had done before.
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53. -ewaa gid :gzlpm,
awaa gid :glpmz hat
hi t^nt di3m shdmvT or -yfoor,
for whaV ? dee war a^r b'g !

54. nuu :mastr/s rge'lpm whan
sh0 saa her g^dman posten dun
itee d^ kjantr faar -Bwaa, sh#

pud ut haf o 13 krun,
55. mi das vtee- di3 haaflm

sh& sEd, dat kaad dam iee dra

rbsl : "ds sal bi daH'n, wh^n
dim taks bak mi g? dman seef

ran will."

56. d^ haaflm red, ran sh^n
d0'd mit rdjoom koo'im bak

egen, whaa m B hent hi traVd
te ste*, b glamim at his

Teen.

57. but noo perfaHHtm what
hi maH'kjht, -en bla^'db' wad he

d?'n, d^ fleged bist hi fleged

meer, Bn meed, him fester ran.

58. -ewaa gid :g*lpn, ^n
awaa gid haflm at his hiilz,
dc haflmz hors ra^'kjht blaH'd

te mis d^ d*lderm o cte whiilz.

59. saks djent'lmen apoo d-e

get das sii-en :g*lpm flii w*
haflm skar^n at hz teel, dei

jydzd di3
" jhm T3n kra 1

*'."

60. "stop tif! stop tif! -B

rober man !

" noo in o dem
WBZ dam, im aa -en ilk^ in dat

past dat we* d^'d tjom i d^

pers^'t.

61. ^n nuu d^ get-grmdz
'Ggen flmu aap'n m -B gl'sk, d^

grmd men tiqkun ^z afoor dat

:gilpm reed B r<90s.

62. ^n see hi d0'd ^n wan
h^d iw, for hii kam ferst te

tuun, nor steid til whaar hi

ferst gid ap, hi d^d ^gen koo
dun.

63. nuu let WBZ siq laq Kv
d^ :kiq ! ^n :g/lpm laq b'v hii !

mi whan hi niist ddz raVd fee

hiim, mee a ]

i bi deer te sii !

53. Away went Gilpin, and away
Went Gilpin' s hat and wig ;

He lost them sooner than at first,

For why ? they were too big.

54. Now Mistress Gilpin, when she saw
Her husband posting down

Into the country, far away,
She pulled out half a crown

;

55. And thus unto the youth she said,
That drove them to the "

Bell,"
"This shall he yours when you bring

back

My husband safe and well."

56. The youth did ride, and soon did meet
John coming back amain

;

Whom in a trice he tried to stop
Ey catching at his rein.

57. But not performing what he meant,
And gladly would have done,

The frighted steed he frighted more,
And made him faster run.

58. Away went Gilpin, and away
Went postboy at his heels,

The postboy's horse right glad to miss
The lumbering of the wheels.

59. Six gentlemen upon the road
Then seeing Gilpin fly,

With postboy scampering in the rear,

They raised the hue and cry.

[man!"
60. "Stop thief! stop thief! a highway

Not one of them was mute
;

And all and each that passed that way
Did join in the pursuit.

61. And now the turnpike-gates again
Flew open in short space ;

The tollmen thinking, as before,
That Gilpin rode a race.

62. And so he did, and won it too,
For he got first to town ;

Nor stopped till where he had got up,
He did again get down.

63. Now let us sing, Long live the King
And Gilpin long live he !

And when he next doth ride abroad,

May I be there to see !
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Notes to John Gilpin, by Mr. Dennison, with remarks in [ ] by AJE.

1. John. The o in this name is

pron. long, approximating somewhat
to au. [This gives (oo) exactly.]

[train-band, of course this is not

an Or. word, and as there were no

train-bands even in London in my
time, the expression used to puzzle
me as a child. He would have been

a volunteer captain in these days, I

suppose.] eke, not in Or., and hence

likewise substituted.

2. tedious, the Danish langsam is

still in common use.

3. [our, (wer) common]. repair,
not in Or., hence make a vistie or short

journey, is used. then, given as (dan),
a Danishism. unto, reduced to (rate) .

4. my, both me and mae are used
for my, me being the most emphatic
[but Mr. D. pron. (mi) in both cases

;

similarly he wrote wae for the last

word in the stanza, but said distinctly

(wii) . Of course the construction after

we, which Cowper used for its ludicrous

effect, is not Or.].
5. one, now often pron. (en), but

(in) is oldest. [Observe the vowels
are generally medial as in L. usually ;

I have not always so marked them,
however. The i is the deep (i } ), and
often (a), as in (bat), written bit, like

the NL. sound, see p. 767, but I have

rerally

been satisfied with writing
In (hi id) it, with the old aspirate,

it is very marked.]
6. linen, i here has a sound which I

find it impossible to represent ;
the

tongue strikes the top of the mouth
further back than when pronouncing
linen in English. [It is the NL. i,

see p. 767, but it sounded to me like

(a), and was slightly nasalised, which
was probably an accident.] draper,
not in Or., and hence merchant substi-

tuted. doth, not in Or., hence does
used. calender, not in Or., and hence
translated. [The final (th) in (kl^th)
was curiously pron. almost ^tj), but (th)
was intended, and is hence written.]

7. furnished, not in Or. [hence pro-
vided is substituted.] both, there was
the same curious final (th) as heard in

6, cloth presser.
8. bent [could not be used in this

sense in Or.].- frugal, the very word
that an old Orcadian would have useoV.

9. [drive, to hurl, is used in the
sense of to wheel in Scotland.] proud,
the (d) was clear.

10. stayed. "I cannot represent
this ey sound in English." [It was
the common (ei).] agog, not in Or.

11. [whip, Mr. Dennison wrote

whup, but said (whip), which is un-
usual in L.] were never folks so glad.
The construction of this line is in-

admissible in Or.

12. flowing [observe the pron., Mr.
D. said ow as in how~\.

13. come, the form co"
1

is frequent.
14. [pence, the Scotch bawbees are

halfpence.]
16. good lack, (aluur-) means alas.

exercise, this word could not be used,
because in Or. it meant a religious

service, such as family worship, and
was pron. (eksBrsii-z).

17. stone bottles could not be used,
because in Or. bottle applies to glass
vessels only, and stone bottles or jars
are called pigs.

19. equipped. The word boonyed,
in complete order, from the word boon,
is pure Norse, and is also still used

here, or, I should rather say, was
used. throw, [the (th) was especially

dictated].
20. nimble steed, neither word exists

in Or. I give teet, which has the same

meaning as nimble. Beast [which
Mr. D. wrote baest, but pron. (bist)]
is used for horses as well as cows.

[Compare Tarn o' Shanter, p. 733,
v. 70, they say (ka

j
i bist, hors bist).]

pacing [here again Mr. D. wrote

(paekan), but pron. (pikn)].
21. road, (get) gate, but the gate of

a field, etc., is (jet). began, be good
is the oldest form. galled, [the word
tittled is explained in Mr. D.'s glossary
"tickled, amused; sometimes [as here]

slightly irritated
"
] .

22. gallop, [for which the Or. word
is spunder]. curb, curb being un-
known in Or., I have employed vitta,
a wooden bit used in old times.

23. as, cannot, have this same n.L.

vowel, see
(iu ), p. 767.

24. [What thing upon his back had

got, Mr. D. has made it, what thing

upon his back he'd got, which has

a different meaning, and is not so

ridiculous. wonder, farly. Compare" Me bifel a ferly," Piers PI. v. 16.]
25. neck,

(i hass (sometimes, and

properly, hars), the neck of the human

body"; Mr. D.'s Glossary; Norse;
German hals. [set out not being Or.
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is translated into take way. running
such a rig, the phrase is merely
reproduced, not translated in the Or.

version, running has the n.NL.
(i),

which here sounded (a) to me.]
30. {turnpike men, gates, as there

are no turnpike roads in Or., Mr. D.
has substituted keepers of the grinds or

gates to fields.]
31. bowing, (buuen) is used here as

(luuten) was before (st. 23) to shew
that both words were used in Or.

34. these gambols, here I have used
the singular this [instead of the plural

these"], because proper in Or., however

improper in English grammar. preti-

kins, besides meaning gambols, also

means tricks of leger-de-main, and
acrobatic feats.

36. balcony, not used in Or. [the
word balcony used always to have the

accent on the second syllable as here,
from the Italian balco-ne, a big beam
or balk]. spied, Or. skrimed. how,
both whoo and foo are said. [It is the

only wh so changed in IL. did, altered,

perhaps accidentally, to could.'}

37. [tired (tijgd), Mr. D. gives

"tigrsam, tedious, wearisome," in his

glossary.]
38. inclined, Or. furkin. Edmond-

stoue gives this as an Or. word with an

entirely erroneous meaning. It properly

signifies to be willing, inclined, or dis-

posed to. owner, ow as in how.
39. an arrow, the indef. article is

always a, never an, in Or. archer,

archery is unknown in Or.

41. gate means in Or. the outer gate
of a house, while grind (st. 30) is a field

gate.
42. \_tidings, the word uncans prob-

ably means things unkent, or unknown,
hence tidings.] at all, (^vaa) of all,

with the same meaning.
46. whence, each, neither word occurs

in Or.

47. is, as. These two words are

pronounced identically in Or. [Mr. D.
writes as as is, but to my ear the NL. i

had here two different sounds in is, as

(i)
or (ij) almost, in as it sounded to

me like (z). See p. 767.]
48. stop, bide is not given as its

correct rendering of stop, but because

it is the word that an Orcadian would
have used in the circumstances.

50. go (gjoq), some would write

geong as in the old word geo, meaning

a cave. [The g is simply palatal-

ised.]
52. snort, rhymes hurt [this would

give (snart), but I marked his pron.
as (snort). roar, translated (ruut).
Gloss, "root to roar loudly; often

applied, but not confined, to the cry
of a cow"].

53. than, (or) is the regular Or.

equivalent.
54. posting, pronounced something

like the au in clause. [I marked
(6|

the Italian o aperto medial length. I
had great difficulty in knowing when
Mr. D. used (oo) and when (oo). The
pal. will hence probably be found incon-

sistent.]
55. youth, in Or. halfling is applied

to a lad too young to do the work of

a full-grown man, and who was con-
sidered half man and half boy. drove,
in Or. (kaad). The word is used in

many senses in Or., such as to ca on,
to cry on [shout for], to make a call

on, to ca
1

to cry, to drive a flock of

sheep, cattle, or whales, hence 'cain

whale '

;
to drive horses, as he cas a

couple, he drives a pair of horses
;

to

strike with a hammer, as cain nails

driving notes. [See for the last Tarn
0' Shunter

y
v. 25, p. 732 above.]

husband, in Or. goodman is still used
as well as husband.

57. [performing, in Qtia. perfecting ,

in the older form perfitan, compare
Chaucer's parfit, taken direct from Fr.

par/ait; perfect is quite a modern
form. But the place of the accent

on the second syllable, and consequent

diphthongising of its sound, are note-

worthy.]
58. lumbering, dildering is only an

approximative rendering of the original,
because lumbering in this sense does

not occur in Or., for lumber in its

ordinary sense ramel is used, dilder

means to jolt, to shake by concussions.

59. rear, not in Or., hence tail used.

[hue and cry, the phrase and custom
is unknown in Or., hence there being
no corresponding phrase the English
words are simply retained.]

60. [thief, there is the same pecu-

liarity as in L., (thif) medial, sing,

(thiivz) long plural, on account of the

following consonants f, v. highway-
man, they had no Or. word for.]

61. [short space, or glisk, "a
glimpse, an instant," Dennison GL]
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ORKNEY cwl.

from Mr. Dennison's Orcadian Sketch-Book, retaining his orthography in italics.

In this orthography ae=ay in day. eeee in see. o =
(oo).

eu = 'eu in amateur, hauteur, "pretty nearly," -in, verbal noun, -an part. See

examples, p. 798, note to v. 11. The pal. and notes were from vv. in-

formation. I have also added many words from John Gilpin, giving both

Mr. D.'s orthography and my pal. transcription.

i. "WESSEX AIO> NORSE.

A- quack [quake]. 6 meed. wad [wade]. 15 a'fo
1

[awful]. ba'k

[balk]. 19 teel. 21 neem. 23 sam\ 24 sheem. 25 mane meen. -

get

g<?t [road, N. gata]. keel [kail]. A: 38 is vz [unaccented NL. it.

39 cam1 kam. 41 tank. 43 Han's [hands]. 49 king hiq. 55 ass. 56 wEsh

[name of a piece of water]. A: or 0: 58 f ae iee. 60 lang laq. 61 amang.
A'- 67 geng gcCn geen geed [go going went], geong gjoq [to go], gang gjeq.
70 toe iee. 72 wha [used for relative, both nom. and ace.]. 73 sae. 74 two,

twaa. 79 ain een. 80 heliday helidi. 82 eence ins. 83 meen mane. 84

mair meer. raran reeren [roaring], 85 sair seer. 86 aets. 89 baith

b^th. 90 blaw blaa. 95 throw throo [with (th)]. 97 sa'l saul saal.

A': 105 rade rM. letliy lEdhi [lady]. 109 laich l^kjh. 110 nokht.

feeman [foaming, streaming]. 115 heem hiim. 117 aen een, in, ee [last

common]. 118 been. 122 i. neen, ii. nee. 123 naethin nithin [last common],
124 steen stin. 126 airs (eerz). 130 boat [this should be (boot), but I heard

(baat)]. 132 haet (hi :t).

M- 138 faither. a'fegither [altogether]. 148 fair feer. stairs

steerz. saet seet [seat]. JE: 155 faik. spak' [spake]. 156 gled

glEd. 159 his. 169 whin whim [unaccented NL. i]. 173 wus. 175 fest f'Est.

177 dat 'at. wraith [wrath], stathy [steady]. M'- 187 lave.

195 tninny. JE': 209 niver niver. 214 naither nmlher. 221 fare.
223 dere air. 224 whar> whar. 226 maist m^st. wassel [wrestle]. 228
sicaet sweet. 229 braith br^th.
E- 231 de. 233 spaekan [speaking]. wather [weather]. neevs

[(niivz) fists]. 243 p\ee. 244 weel. 246 ii. quine kwaUn. - aet [which
should represent (eei], but Mr. D. said (H)]. 254 leatheran lEdren [leathern],
E: wab [web]. haeve [heave]. waddin [a wedding], 262 wey
wei. 263 awa nwaa. 265 strakht. 266 weel wil. 269 hidsel [itself].

dellan [delivery]. speil speel [spell]. 276 tink. twinty [twenty
(,)]. 281 lent*. 282 strent" . 284 fresh. he'rty [hearty]. afwart

[athwart]. wast [west], E': 305 hich heich (ha'ikjh). 306 hicht.

310 heel Ml. 314 Ward. 315 fit fit. 316 neest nist.

EA- eeV [ale]. shawed shaad [shewed]. EA: kaf [chaff].
321 sa saa. 323 foucht (faakht). 324 aucht (aakht). sail sal [shall].
326 auld aald. 327 bauld baald. 330 haud aad. 332 tcfd (taad). 333
callow [to calve]. 335 '

[sometimes (1)
is pron.]. ha> [hall]. 337 wa'.

ma't [malt]. 342 erm. hairm [harm], 346 yett jet. EA'- 347
heed hid. 348 e'e. EA': 350 deed deid. 351 leed. 352 reed riid. 353
breed. 354 shaev's [sheaves], 357 ?<? to too a 1

to [although], tare fa tear],
368 deeth. 371 stree.

El- 372 aye ei. 373 dey dei. 374 '. El: 380 efem. 382 <fer for.

EO- 383 seevan. 384 heevan. 386 yow. EO: 390 s'w^ sud.
jsiWer [silver]. 392 /w jen. 394 [never used]. 397 swerd sword sward

[NL. i]. EO'- 411 free trii. 412 sheu. 413 deil. 414 flee fleean, flii

fliren [fly flying]. 415 Z^. heud [held]. yewJ [yule, Christmas].
416 dear diir. sheet [shoot]. 420 fower. 421 foorty. EO': <'k/
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tif [thief]. 423 fee. 426 fecht. 429 fiend. 430 freend frind. 433 breest.

436 true tram. 437 treuth.

I- gaean
1

[giving], geen [given]. 441 siV. 448 dis dis [sg. used for

pi.]. I: fick ti
t
k [thick]. 457 micht ma'ikjht. 458 nicht (na^kjht).

459 apricht apr^ikjht. 460 weicht wekjht. 464 whilk whalk [NL. i]. 468
chielders. ahint rahent [behind, most probably NI. i]. 480 ting tiq.
rinnan ranen [running NL. i]. 484 dis. rs/t [a rush]. 489 A2 [(hi ; d)
almost (het)]. sax [six]. I'- 490 bae. 492 side sa^'d. *Yiw
[thrive]. tretty [thirty] . I': leek [a corpse in (lik waak) like-wake].
500 Ukewis leikwus [likewise NL. i in last syllable]. 508 maHl. 509 whill.

linen la^n^n [linen]. dee [thy].
0- 518 bothy. sheul [shovel]. 519 ower t^wer. 522 dpen aap'n.
drip [drop]. 523 hup. 524 warld waarld. 0: 525 ii. off. 528

fought. 529 braucht brakht. 531 doachter [(daakhter) almost (dakhter)].
534 hoV [how hollow]. 536 gowd. 538 wad wid wad. 544 dan. tap

tap [top].
- scor* [score]. norf [north]. botham (bodhem) [bottom].

owsen [(ous'n) oxen]. 0'- 556 tae atae tee [unto], Vtae [into]. 557
teu \9. 558 luck lak. 562 meun. 564 seun sheun sh^n sh^n. smoother

sm0o>dlver [smoother]. 566 ither. 568 brither. flow fla1^.

0': 569 beuk. 571 geud g^d [confused with God]. heud [hood].
572 bleud. sneud [snood]. 575 steud ste'd. gliv [glove]. soft
saft [soft]. reuf [roof]. 582 ceul k^l. pow (pou) [pool]. 586 deu

deuin's [doings]. 587 deun fom d^n. 589 speun. 590 flew. 592 sweur.

geus gs>

v

s [goose]. 593 maun maan. 595 jit.

U- - knock [knock, (k) pron.]. 600 loavin
1

loovin [this is an adj. not the

participle which would be loovim], loed luud. 603 co ko [frequent contraction].
605 sin. 606 door door. U: sh'uther [shoulder], poo'd pud
[pulled]. 612 sunnin [something], 615 pund pand. 616 grund. 617 soond

suund. 619 fund fand. windir [wonder (i^) or (a)]. 632 ap aj

p.

apoi
1

[upon]. brough (brokh) [borough]. 634 frou tra'w. 635 wirf .

U'- 640 coo. 641 hoo whuu fuu [both used]. 642 tWu [? du~\. 643 noo.

toom [thumb]. 648 wur, wer. 649 thoosan thuuzra. 650 aboot. 653
bit \)Tst

[unaccented, i.e. with the NL. *]. U': boosam [buxom]. book

(buuk) [bulk, distinct from 569]. 658 doon duun dun. 659 toon tuun [town].
663 hoose. 667 oot uut. 668 prood pruud. 671 mooth. 672 sooth.

Y- 673 muekle mak'l. 674 deud dwd d^d. steer [stir]. Y: 683

mudges [pi.]. 690 kind kaUnd. 691 mind maHnd. tin ti
t
n [thin], 700

waurwer. first [thirst]. 702 wfd [with it]. Y'- fifeteen (fa'iftin)

fifteen. Y': wiss [prob. (was) wish].

n. ENGLISH.

A. - -
trapple [thrapple thropple]. heest hiist [haste]. E. 743

skreek skrik. fraep freep [threep]. vetoed velvet. I. and Y. keik

[kick].
- week [wick, side of the mouth, used by Salesbury, see Part III.

p. 756*]. 753 fe tit'l tjEt'l.
- jww [pin], fir? [firth]. 0. 761

lod. scald [scold], scowlding [scolding]. cunnin [(a) coney, rabbit].
wint (wijnt) [wont]. coor'd [cowered]. ceut [coot=ankle, a very common

word]. truth [troth].
- seroon

1

[surround]. IT. dook [duck].
dook. 808 pit pet, pat [pt.], pitten [pp.].

m. EOMANCE.

A-- 810 fees. 811 piece piis. 820 gey gei. 833 pair peer. peaceable

[peaceable]. 834 chaise tyez. aisy [easy]. plaiser pl<?zCT [pleasure].

837 mistress mastris [Mrs.]. mesterfu
1

[masterful]. 839 ba
1

. 840 chamber.

deem [dame]. famis f^m^s [famous]. hench (haunch). chaepel

cheepel [chapel]. 857 case ke^s. -- natVrd [natured]. haakhty [(haakhtt)

haughty]. 865 fauler faahr [defaulter]. cashan kaashen [caution].

866 peur.
E-. praech [preach]. crethid kredhit [credit]. 874 rein rm. 885
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vero [occ. (vere) very in the various islands]. 890 baest beest bist. hour

(uur).
I .. andY" feurce [fierce].

vild [vile]. eemage image.
meenit [minute of time]. veelant [violent], admeer admiir [admire].
910 cectizen sitiz'n [citizen].

veeved [vivid, very common].
.. pooch [pouchej. 919 choin tjoin [join]. puishan pooshan

poison.
ooman [omen]. coont [count]. renoon rinuun [renown].

croon [crown]. bannet [bonnet]. eerison [orison]. 941 feul. 944

alooed. tjluu-d. coort [court]. 952 turn toorn [turn].
-

preev [prove].
955 doot. pooler [power]. 956 cower [to recover health]. dizzen

[dozen].
U-- 965 eulie. 967 seut swi. 969 seur. firry [fury]. yeus [use].

970 jeust tp'st [Mr. D. always pron. in Or. initial / as (tj)].

D 42 = nIL. = northern Insular Lowland.

Boundaries and Area. The whole group of the Shetland isles.

The separate islands of Foula and Fair Isle belong to this district,

and their languages are varieties, but I have failed in procuring

any information concerning them.

Authorities. 1. Mr. Arthur Laurenson of Leog, Lerwick, wrote

an article in Danish on Shetland and Orkney in Annaler for
Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie, 1860, pp. 190-201, to which
article there were additions by R. J. Lyngby, pp. 201-216. This

paper, lent to me by Prince L.-L. Bonaparte, led to a long

correspondence with Mr. Laurenson, who has been very obliging
in giving me all the assistance in his power, and especially
translated for me a Shetland letter, said to be from Unst, of which
Prince L.-L. Bonaparte lent me a copy, and subsequently it was
found to be partly printed in the Zetland Directory, 1861. It is

an excellent specimen, but I have not felt sure enough of the pron.
to give it here. Mr. Laurenson also revised for me his translation

of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, given in the above-mentioned
Danish paper, and it has been added below. He also gave me
a Iw. and numerous newspaper cuttings in the Shetland Dialect.

2. Mr. Robert Cogle of Cunningborough, Dunrossness, Mainland,

Sd., on a peninsula running s., gave me a cs. in his Dunrossness

pron., and sent me " Shetland Fireside Tales, or the Hermit of

Trosswickness, by G. S. L." (George Stewart of Leith), Edinburgh,
1877, pp. 239, because they gave such an excellent representation
of the s. form of the dialect.

3. Miss Annie B. Malcolmson, native of Lerwick, in Oct. 1878,
to whom I was introduced by Mr. Laurenson, kindly read to me
Mr. L.'s Parable of the Prodigal Son, and his Iw., and Mr. Cogle' s

cs., and from this dictation they are here reproduced.
4. Prince L.-L. Bonaparte procured Dr. L. Edmondstone's

Parable of the Sower, in Unst pron., given below. He also put at

my service notes made during a visit to Orkney in 1858
;
and lent

me the MS. of Dr. L. Edmondstone's pronouncing glossary of Unst,

which, being confined to unusual words, has not much assisted

me
;
also a specimen of Mr. "William Alexander Grant's glossary of
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" 2000 words peculiar to Shetland, and not in use in any part of

Scotland, chiefly old ]S"orse and kindred tongues," which necessarily
did not further my inquiries.

5. Dr. Thomas Edmondstone's "Etymological Glossary of the
Shetland and Orkney Dialect," published by the Philol. Society,
1866, has, for the same reason as the others, not helped me,
although interesting for other purposes, see notes to Paetie Toral,

pp. 798 to 802.

As far as actual pron. is concerned I have therefore but one

authority, Miss Malcolmson, to whose kindness I am so much
indebted.

Characters. The peculiar alterations of th, the main feature of

pron. of the district, have already been given, p. 789.

Initial ch, generally (tj), becomes (sh) in D 42, as in D 40, but
remains (tj) in D 41, which is nearer D 40, thus (shapter, shans,

shiild, shil, sheer, shiiz) chapter, chance, child, chiel, cheer,
cheese. But the initial (tj) is by no means impossible to a

Shetlander, who says (tjop) for shop, as in Ab. On the other

hand, final (tj) usually remains, except in (st^k, reek) stitch, reach,
and perhaps a few other words, where it does not become (sh)
but (k). And (dj) remains unaltered in Sd., though Mr. Dennison
used (tj) for it in Or.

Initial (wh) remains and does not become either (k#h) as in

SL. or (f) as in JS"L. On the contrary, (kw-) qu- initial frequently,
if not generally, becomes (wh).
R is distinctly trilled, wr- is (w'r- wer-) and is sometimes written

wir, meaning, I believe, the same thing, that is (w'ur), p. 767.

In kn-, gn- initial the (k, g) are heard.

The aspirate is strong, except in unaccented pronominal words.
The guttural varies as (kh, kjh) according to the preceding vowel,
as in German.
The vowels form a main difficulty, and many fine distinctions

may have escaped me or been wrongly appreciated.
The (a) certainly tends to (a

1

),
and in the diphthong (a

]

i) seems
to be exclusively used. In some cases Mr. Laurenson had marked

(as), which Miss Malcolmson sounded as (E).

The (E, EE) was a prominent feature, as (lEm, shEm, nEm) lame,

shame, name, as distinct from Or. use. It sometimes occurred

long as (hEEl, snEEl) hail, snail.

The (i) constantly occurs purely short or medial, as (trid, did)

thread, dead. Our short (i) may remain, but is much superseded

by (*i)> which I expect is frequently the thick JSX. i or (*u )
that

has caused so much trouble, see p. 767. At any rate my appre-
ciation varied as

(', e, a) as in NL.
The (o, oo) seemed pure, not (oo) nor (AA), neither of which

probably occurs, although I seemed at times to hear (oo). But

certainly (AA) is absent, as it is in all the NL., and is replaced

by (aa), which in TJnst Prince L.-L. Bonaparte hears as (aa).

The (u) seemed pure as in all L., and not to become (). It

generally stood for (uu), which however occasionally occurred.
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There were at least three of the (y) vowels (yx , 9, 03), and

I may have confused the two first as (dyy^ sh00) do, shoe, and

(gyid, ly^) good, love, but (spsm, m?n) and (roet, keep) root, cup.
Whether or no, three distinct vowels are really used and confined

to particular words, I am unable to say.

The diphthongs seem to be (a
1

!), but (au, 6u) and occ. (a'u, a'u)

perhaps. While (io, fu) occ. occur for 0' before a guttural, as

(tiokh) tough. We find also few of the Ab. (a
1

!) words (see

p. 766) as (kwa
a

in, whaH, taHzd*) quean, whey, Tuesday.

These correspond with "Ws. roughly thus :

A- is (E, aa), as (lEm, draa) lame, draw.

A' (ee, EE, E), as (see, SEE) so, (UEE) no, adj. (hem, bsn) home, bone.

JE' varies between (ee, e), apparently the normal sound, and
(i)

which looks

like a refinement, as (leev) leave, (klin) clean.

E is (e, E), as (spek, weev) speak, weave.

E' regularly (i, ii),
as (hii, dii, fit) he, thee, feet.

EAL usually (aa), and the L. occ. dropped, as (aa, aald) all, old.

EA' usually (i 1} E, e), as (gr^t, dEf) great, deaf, rarely (i),
as (did) dead.

EO' regularly (ii, i), as (bii) bee, exceptionally (99), as (sh^) she.

I' is regularly (a'i), without distinguishing a broader form
(ai).

0' becomes (y 1} 99, 9, 03, io, iu), all variants of the usual alteration of 0'.

U is regularly (a), but sometimes (03), as (san, cep) sun, up.
U' is regularly (u, uu), as (nuu, tun) now, town.

For particulars, refer to the cwl. below, p. 818.

Illustrations.

1. Dunrossness cs. by Mr. R. Cogle, the last of the 8 cs. in the

introduction to L., p. 684, as read by Miss Malcolmson, and hence

with Lerwick pron.
2. Lerwick, Parable of the Prodigal Son, as written by Mr.

Laurenson, and read by Miss Malcolmson.
3. Uhst, the Parable of the Sower as written by Dr. L.

Edmondstone, with a conjectural pal. version by AJE.
4. General cwl. from Mr. Laurenson' s Iw. as read by Miss

Malcolmson, together with words excerpted from Nos. 1, 2, 3.

THE PARABLE OF THE PEODIGAL SON, Luke xv. 11-32.

Translated into the Shetland dialect by Mr. Arthur Laurenson, of Leog, Lerwick,
Sd., originally published in the Annaler for Nordisk Oldkyndighed, 1860,

p. 198, corrected by himself for the present edition, and pal. by AJE. from
the dictation of Miss Annie B. Malcolmson, of Lerwick, 29 Oct. 1878.

11. a sarttm man hEd twa sanz.

12. -en di3 jaqest o d^m, sEd tel luz fEEd^r: fEEdrar, gii me d^

peert o di3 gyidz -et faaz te mii. im hi peerted kz liv^n ^twiin d^m.
13. im no moni deez E'fter di3 jaqest san gad^rd aa tEged'Br, im

tuk di? gEEt t*l 'B faar kjantr*, -en spEnt aa deer m bad liven.

14. 'en wh^n hi hsd spsnt aa, d^r kam -e gr^t fEmm tn dat

laand, en hi biguu'd te bii m want.
15. tin hi gd Bn fiid w* ^ man o dat kjantri, 'en hi paet h/m ut

te kip swa'in.
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16. Bn hi wid fEE'n he felt h'z l>Eli wi dB broks dB swa4n *t, Bn
nEE man gee oukht tel hm.

17. im wh/jn hi kam tBl hnnsEl hi sEd: hau mom fiid sarvBiits

o mi fEEderz hee brEd Bniokh Bn te speer im a'i faant wi haqBr.
18. 8,4)1 ra4z Bn gEq te mi fEEdBr Bn)'l SEE tel hem : fEEdBr a4

hee s/ind Bgsnst hiv'n Bn dii,

19. Bn a4)m HEE meer wardi tB bi kEEd (kaad) da4 san, mak mi
BZ iin o daj

i fiid sarvBnts.

20. en hi TEEZ Bn kam tBl h^z fEEdBr. b%t wh^n hi WBZ j\t
B gr\t wa4 af, h\z fEEdBr saa hem, -on E! ap-^n h\z nsk, i;n

kJEst h^m.
21. ^n d^ san SEd tel m : fEEd^r a4 hee s^nd 'BgEnst hiv'n ^n

m dai saikjht, i?n 'em nEE meer wardi te bi kEEd (kaad) da4 san.

22. bjt d-e fEEdur SEd tel h^z sarvents : br^q fort di3 bEst HEEZ
'en pat dism ap"Bn 'Bm; T?n pat "B raq on h^z haand mi sh^^n on

h^z fit,

23. im br^q hiir di3 fat'ed kaaf 'Bn kel ^m, im lat w^z Et ^n bi mare,
24. for das ma4 san w^z deed ^n ^s liv^n "BgEn; hi WBZ lost

Bn 'z fon, Bn dee biguird te bi mari.

25. mm di3 aaldest san WBZ i dB fiild -sn az hii WBZ kom^n hEEm
tel dt? hus hi heerd m<?zik -Bn dans-Bn.

26. ^n hi kEEd (kaad) iin o C!B sarv^nts, Bn akst what das waz.
27. Bn hi SEd tBl ^m : da j

i br^dBr iz kam; Bn da4 fEEdBr hBz
kelt dB fat'ed kaaf, bikaBz hi hez got'n h^m bak see'f Bn sund.

28. Bn hi WBZ tarn, Bn w\d nB gEq in : see kam h\z fEEdBr ut
Bn entrEted h^m,

29. Bn hi ansBrBn SEd tBl hz fEEdBr : nun das moni jurz d& a4
sErv di, nEdBr bruk a 1

! da j
i komaandz Bt om ta'im, Bn jit n^vBr

gEE du mii B kid, \t a !
i ma'ikjht mak mari wi ma4 frindz,

30. b^t az sh00n az das da 1
* san WBZ kam, Bt hEz divuu'd da4

HvBn w* hg>^rz, du hez kel'Bt fBr h^m dB fat'ed kaaf.

31. Bn SEd tul Bm : san du)z EVBr wi mi, Bn aa Bt a4 hEE iz daHn.
32. it WBZ raHkjht dat wi sud mak mari Bn bi glsd ;

fBr das da4

bre'jdBr WBZ dsd Bn iz HvBn BgEn ;
Bn WBZ lost Bn iz fon.

Notes to the above Parable.

15. hired, (fii) cattle, money, wages, wirr tirwirring, habitually growling."
(te fii) to hire for wages. Edm. "tirran, cross, ill-natured, en-

19. one (iin). raged; Danish tirre, ags. tyran,,
to ex -

28. angry (tarn), Jam. "to tirr, to asperate, irritate." Ettmiiller gives the

snarl
; tirrivee, fit of passion ;

tir- forms terian, tirian, tirigan, tyrwian.

PARABLE or THE SOWER, Matt. xiii. 3-9.

Translated into the dialect of Unst, the northernmost isle of Sd., hy Dr. L.

Edmondstone, 1859, for Prince L -L. Bonaparte, by whom it was presented
to the Philological Society 20 June, 1873. Here printed in tbe original

spelling, thus explained by the Prince : "The pronunciation of a long and

grave in pdtre, indicated by aa
;
that of cu in peu by o

;
that of [Fr.] tt

mixed with a slight shade of eu by it; that of German eh in nacht by x-"
This is printed in Italics, with an interlinear translation into pal. by AJE.

E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2249 ]
143
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Dr. Laurence Edmondstone d. 1874, aged 84. He was the younger brother

of Arthur Edmondstone, of Buness, TJnst, d. 1813, and uncle of Thomas

Edmondstone, who compiled the ' '

Etymological Glossary of the Shetland

and Orkney Dialect," printed in the Trans. Philolog. Soc. 1866, Part III.

3. behold, a saar gud furt ta saa;

bihoold T? mar gjjd furt te &aa;

4. an whin he saad, some seeds fell le da rod side, an da fools

on wh^n hi saad, sam sidz E! bi dra rod saHd, ran dB fuulz

cam an devoord dem up.

kam ^n diviorrd d^m ap.

5. some fell uppo stany places, whar dey hedna mucHe airt ;

sam IE! ap"e staani pleesez, wh#r dee hEd)nB mak'l eert
;

an at ance dey shot up lecaas dey hed nay deepness 0' airt;

^n i3t ans dee shot ap, bikaas dee hcd nee dipnes o eert
;

6. an whin da sun wis up, dey wir scooderd; an lecaas dey
-en wh^n di3 san w^z ap, dee wrar skuud^rd

;
'Bn bikaaz dee

had nay rot, dey widderd awaa.

hEd nee rost, dee w^d^rd

7. an some fell amung torns; an da torns shot up, an shockit dem.

'en sam E! imiaq tornz
;

-en d^ tornz shot ap, en shokit

8. lit udder fell intill gud grund an lro%t furt frot, some a

b^t ad^r fsl int^l gy^ grand, -en brokht furt froet, sam TJ

hunderfaald, some saxtyfaald, some tirtyfaald.

handi3rftf#ld, sam. sakstfld, sam

9. wJiaa Jies airs ta hear, let him hear.

hEz eerz tB hiir, let hem hiir.

NOTES. 6. scooderd, scorched. 7. shokit, choked.

SHETLAND cwl.

Composed of most of the words in

Mr. Cogle's Dunrossness cs.

Mr. Laurenson's Parahle of the Prodigal Son and wl.
Both pal. hy me from dictation of Miss Malcolmson.

Together with words from G. Stewart's Shetland Tales, in his own orthography,
and from Dr. L. Edmondstone' s Parable of the Sower, also in his own

orthography in italics preceded by f.

i. "WESSEX AKD NORSE.
A- 3 bEEk. 4 tsek. shack [shake]. 5 mask mak. 7 SEEk. 8 IIEE

[(hEd) had]. 14 draa. 17 laa. 20 IEUI. 21 nEm. 22 tEm. 23 saem.

24 shEm. gEEt [gate, road]. 33 rEdur. 35 aul. 37 klaa. A:
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gee
haa

[gave]. 38 TO. 39 kam kfem kE'm. 40 kern fcam. 41 tank. 43

aand, haand. 44 laand. 46 kaand'l. 47 waander. 49 liEq^n [hanging].
50 tsqz, tainges. 51 man. 52 WEU. 55 ash, ase. 56 wash. A: or 0:
58 f'EE, fae. 59 laem. 60 lasq. 61 emseq, amung. 62 stroq. 64 wra-q
w'raeq. 65 sseq. A'- 67 gEq gEE^n gaen gwd gdd ^giid gane [go, going,
gone, went]. 72 who wha, fwhaa. 73 see SEE. 74 twa. 79 ain EE'n. 82
ance \ance. 84 mair. 85 seer. 86 Ets. 87 HEEZ. 89 hEEdhth. 91 maa,
maw. 93 snaa. 94 kraa. 96 saa t* \_('\saar) sower]. A': 102 aks.
104 rod, fro^. 108 dookh. Ill oukht. 112 hEl. 113 heel whool. 115
hEra hEEm hame. 117 ii iin. 118 bEn. 122 i. nen nane, ii. no nee nEE,
fnay. 123 nE then naithen. 124 stEn stane, ^stany [stony]. 125 onli. 126
oor. 127 bars. 129 gost. 130 biit. 133 w'rot.

JE- 138 feeder fa&mfeader. -- gad^r [gathered]. tEgedur [together].
140 bEEl. 142 snEEl. 143 tEEl. 144 sgEn. 150 lEst. 153 setterday

JE: 154 bak. - spak [spake]. 156 glEd. 158 Efter E'- efter.
161 dee. 165 sEd. whaal [whale]. sma 1

[small]. 169 when whoen
whan whijn whin, "\~whin. 170 hairst. speer [spare]. 172 gars girs.

gles [glass]. 173 WBZ wijZ, fwis. *t ute [ate], 177 dat. 179 what fat.

M'- 182 sii. rake [reach]. 183 tiitj. reedi [ready]. 187 leev laev.

189 wa !
i. 190 kii. 192 min. 193 kliin. 194 oni. 195 moni. 196 t*r.

199 blit. 201 hEthen. IE': 204 did. 205 trid treed. -\seed. 206 rijd.

207 nid'l. 209 m,vi?r. 212 wha1
!. 214 nE'dur n<?d*?r. 216 deel. 218 ship [a

ship = (shep)]. 221 faer. 223 deer. 224 whaar whaar, ^whar. 226 mEst.

227 wit. 228 swEt. 230 fated [fatted].
E- 231 du da, \da. 232 braak \brakwast breakfast]. 233 spEk'spEkun

spaekn [speaking]. wadder [weather, ^ widdered withered], 235 weev.
236 fivCT. 244 wiil weel. 246 i k^in, ii k^ain. 247 ween. 248 meer.

249 weer. 250 sweer [(ansBren) answering]. Et [eat]. 251 meet. 252
ket'l. E: nEk [neck]. 256 s^retjt. 261 sez seeunjsays saying]. 262

wy w^i. 263 -ewaa awa, -fawaa. 265 streekjht. fiild [field]. 269 demsEl

[themselves]. twalmont [twelvemonth]. 270 bEli. 271 tsl. 273 niE'n

men. 276 tEqk. 281 Isnt. 283 man.
"

bEst [best]. E' 290 hii. 291
dii. 294 fid. 296 biliv. 298 fil. 299 grin. 300 kip. 301 ^hear. 302
mit. 303 swit. E': 308 nid. 309 spid. 310 hil. 312 hiir. 312 heerd

b.Erd. blissm blessing. 315 fit^. ticht tight. 316 niist neist.

EA- 320 keer. EA: 321 SEE saa. 322 laaf Ijaakh laakh. 326 aald

auld [(aaldest) oldest]. 328 cauld. 329 -\-faald. 330 hE'd [-fbehold]. 331

saald. 332 taald. 333 kaaf. 335 aa. 336 faa. 337 waa. 338 kaaz kEEz

[calls]. saut [salt]. sheer [share]. 340 jeerd. 342 eerm. 343 waarm.
344 beern. 345 dar. EA'- 347 hEEd. 348 een in. fair [ear], 349

fiu. EA': 350 deed deid. 353 bred. 355 dsf . 356 bsf . 357 too altoo- 359

neeghbour.
- draem dream. 363 shEp. jiir. 365 niir. 366 grE't grijt.

367 trEt. 368 dEth. 369 sloo. 370 raa. 371 straa. El- 373 f<%,
da)r [they are]. El: 380 dem. EO: 384 hiv'n. 386 jau. 387 n'm.

EO: 388 malk. 390 sud. yallow yellow. 392 jon. 395 jaq. 396

wark. 398 starv, ^sterve. 400 eernest. 402 leern. 403 faar. 404 starns.

- hert [heart]. 406 -\-eart. EO'- 409 bii. 411 trii tri. 412 sh* sh^
shu. -fshockit [choked]. 413 dev'l deevil. 415 lii. sheet [short]. 417
shau. 418 brim. EO': 422 sik. 423 la^kjht. 427 bii [(biin) being].
428 sii. 429 find. 430 frind [not (i)]. 432 fort. 433 brist breest. 435

Jim. 436 trim. 437 trarth. EY- 438 deiz [dies, pron. (diiz)]. EY:
439 trast.

I- 440 wiik ouJc. gii [give]. livun [living]. 446 n^in. 447 her.

449 got'n [pp. gotten], finjatten [forgotten]. 450 taHzdi. I: 452 a a'i.

455 la!i. 457 m^kjht micht. 459 rai L

kjht. 462 sa'ikjht. 463 t^l tel, -[intill.

465 SEk sic. 466 shiild. 467 wa'ild. 468 sheels. 475 wind. 477 find ./?'.

478 grind. hidm^st hmm^st [hindmost], 479 wind. 480 thEq
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wii'if. 506 wumtm. 507 w/men. 508 maHl. 509 whaUl. di

da^in [thine]. 510 maUn. swa'in [swine]. 513 weer. Hide [blithe].

scy [scythe]. -\tirtij [thirty].

0- 519 6w?r. 523 hoop hup. 524 warld war? . 0: 527 baukht. 528

taukht tocht. 529 braukht. 530 w'raut. 532 kol. 534 hoi. 535 fok. 537
nwld. 538 w^d. 546 fir. 547 boord. 550 ward. 551 storm. 553 horn.

-ftorns [thorns]. fort [forth]. 0'- 555 sb*m [pi. shoon]. 556 t?.

558 luik liuk, 559 mid^r midder. 560 schule. 562 m^n mun. 564 s^n
sh^n shune. 566 idder a'dur. 568 bri^r. 0': 569 biuk. huik [hook].
570 tuk tiuk. 571 gyid guid, ^giid. 572 bly t

d bluid. 573 fl*d. 575 sted.

579 imiukh -eniokh eneuch. 580 tiokh. 582 k^l cuil. 583 tiul. 584 st^l.

586 dii fea A3 duins [doings], do)m? doe)ni3 [don't], 587 d<m dyn dw }

e. 588
efternoon [afternoon]. 589 sp^n. 590 fl<?<?r. 591 nw^r. 592 sw^r. Iwr

[whore]. 594 boat. 596 riiit roet.

U- 599 hm. wid [wood]. 600 ly t
v. 601 fuul, f/ooZ. 602 suu. 603

kEm. 604 samer simmer. 605 san. 606 door. 607 bceter. U: 609 fu.

610 uu. 612 sam. 613 drak'n. 615 paund. 616 grand, \gmnd. 617 sund.

618 wimnd. 619 fon. 621 woend. 622 render. thunder. 626 haqw.
627 sande. 629 san, fsun. 631 ?rzd^. 632 cep, ~\up [(ap^), uppo upon].
633 keep. 634 tru tro. 635 wirt [(wardi) worthy]. 636 farder. 637 toesk.

638 boesk. 639 doest. U'- 640 coo. 641 fuu. 642 du. 643 nuu noo.

646 buu. 648 wir. 650 aboot. 651 sthmrt. 652 kud. 653 bijt bat bit

fbit. IT: 655 ful. 656 rum. toom [thumb]. 657 brun. 658 duun
dun doon. 659 tun. 662 WBZ. 663 huus bus hoose. 664 lus. 667 ut oot.

668 prud.
Y- 673 mak'l ^wuckle. 674 di,d did. 675 draH. 679 kirk. Y:

felt [filled]. 693 si^d [sinned]. 694 wark. - - wirm [worm]. 700 wars
waars. 701 farst. las^ [listen]. kjest [kissed]. kist [chest].
Y'- 705 skja'i. 706 whaH. Y': wiss [wish].

n. ENGLISH.

A. 713 bad. 717 jaad. 736 las. 737 mijt. shald [shawl]. I. and
Y. kel [kill]. 0. 761 lod. 768 nois. bruk [broke pt.].

pow [poll, the head].
-

biguu-d [begoud= began]. - lost [lost]. 781
bod^r. 783 puutri. 790 gun.

- -fscooder [scowder, skoldir = scorch] .

U. 798 whiir. 803 jump. 808 pit pat, pset, pitten [prt., pt., pp.].

m. EOMANCE.

A-- 810 fees. 811 ^place. 815 faks. 816 faad. 824 sheer sheir. 826

igl. 827 tftfger. saunted [sainted]. plase [please]. 835 ra?z'n. 838
trEEt [(entrEted) entreated].

- fEmin [famine]. 841 shans. 844 truncher

[trencher]. graand grand. 850 dans. 852 <?eprai. shapter chapter.
mairried [married]. 857 kEs. 859 shees. natur [nature]. 862 seef

sEEf . 864 biksez bika j
z. 865 faut. 266 p^r puir. ill faured [ill-

looking].
E-. 867 teetae. 869 veel. rael [real]. 872 sheef. 875 faant. 876

fEEnt. 885 veri. 888 sarten. sErv sair [serve]. 889 sees. 890 beest
bEst. 891 feest. oor [hour]. 893 fluur. 894 Saeev. 895 ris^v.

I-. anA^i" 897 delicht. 898 na'is. infeedel [infidel]. 901 f^in.
908 advaHs. meesery [misery]. veesably [visibly]. 912 raHs.

- 914 brootj. 920 point. fa'ir [a fair]. 925 vois. 926 sp6il.
-

soond [sound]. muntens [mountains]. 935 kjantri. \devoor [devour].
938 kornw koornCT. 940 kot. 941 fo?l fule. 944 almr. 945 vuu. 947
boil. 948 baul. 950 sap^r. 952 ii coorse. 953 koaz'n. 955 duuts.

poor [power]. 956 kiv^r.

U mbjek [subject]. 963 wha%t. 965 oil. 968 oister. 969
sure. use [use]. excuse excuse. nwzik.
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A PEW RESULTS.

The long investigation which is now closed still leaves much
to be desired, though the reader may deem that it already enters
into too many unnecessary particulars. But as the points to be

investigated were not only numerous, but transitional in their

character, great minuteness was required in recording the dis-

coveries made in the present phonetic examination of a large
district. Our object was to discover the traces of the past in the

present, and to account, if possible, for the great phonetic changes
which strike the most cursory observer. An endeavour has been
made in the great majority of cases to get information either

directly from the mouths of dialect speakers, or indirectly from the

mouths of those who were familiar with dialectal speech, and to

record the result in a uniform notation with the utmost attainable

accuracy, trusting as little as possible to written accounts, except
from the pens of informants whose phonetic knowledge and

manipulation of my written systems had been tested by myself in

personal interviews, such as TH., JGGr., OCR., Dr. Murray, Mr.

Elworthy, and Mr. Darlington. In the Prelimininary Matter,
"No. VIII.

,
I have endeavoured to describe my palaeotype, but

I am painfully conscious that without the living speech, all such

expositions are only approximative, and that even with the

advantage of actual audition, but few can imitate all the sounds

with facility and correctness. I hope, however, perhaps too

sanguinely, that the conclusions as to the sounds actually used and
heard will be sufficiently well appreciated to make their study
useful and effective towards the elaboration of a hitherto unwritten

chapter in the great science of language. Dr. Sweet's enlarged
and improved edition of his "History of British Sounds," p. 16*,
under the title of "A History of English Sounds from the Earliest

Period," did not reach me till May, 1888, when nearly 300 pages
of this treatise were already in type, and the first draft of the

first five Divisions, embracing all England, was already completed
in MS. Moreover, his work required more study than the

exigencies of passing this part through the press would allow.

I regret therefore that I am compelled to leave Dr. Sweet's

valuable work almost altogether unused.

The first result of the present examination of the existing

phonology of English dialects is that there are really a large

number of local varieties of speech, all related, while at the same

time in many respects strangely different (compare the five Ruth

versions, p. 698). But the relations are much more definite than

we had any reason to expect, considering the rude shocks to which

local habits have been subjected, and the present exterminating

[
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influence of school boards and railways. We have then in England

many local forms of speech, not merely 42, the number of districts

here formed by neglecting minor differences, but many hundreds,

(recognised by dialect speakers themselves, who will pick out the

village that owns the speech,) and these, we have seen, can be

further grouped again into six large divisions, which by joining
the W. and E. to the S., and the L. to the N., can be further

reduced to three, Northern, Midland, and Southern, which have
been recognised from the earliest times. But these three parcels
are not within the limits of each homophthongous, and to attempt
their exact filiation to the oldest local speeches is probably beyond
the reach of present investigation, and certainly beyond the limits

of the task here undertaken.

By a dialect we here only mean, first, a local difference of speech,
the existence of which has been here abundantly established, and,

secondly, an evident relation of all these forms of local speech to one

another. Now the earliest local speech with which we have complete
literary acquaintance is the Wessex or that spoken by the West
Saxons. We have many remains of the Northymbrian, but none,
of any consequence, of the Midland. Hence Wessex is the one
form of early speech with which we should compare all others.

But even at the times when the Wessex speech was cultivated, and

existing Ws. books were written, old Norse was inextricably mixed
up with it, and in the cwl. words from that language have been

frequently introduced as 18 cake, 25 mane, 54 want, etc. Hence
we have to supplement Ws. with N. (Norse).
Now the large collection of cwl. already given, in which the mode

of replacement of Ws. or N. sounds by local English is clearly
shewn so far as the vowels are concerned, in a number of words,
all or by far the most of which, allowing for such differences, are
common to all speakers of English, to my mind establishes a local

definite relation between the early form and the particular local

form, with great diversities as to what that particular local form

may be, and many differences in the effects produced on the vowels

by adjacent consonants. The exact determination of these relations
must be left to future scholars; I am myself too old even to

attempt it. It has been my work to furnish the materials as

faithfully as I could, without any preconceived theory, and I am
only too happy to have been enabled to deliver them in an orderly
form to future investigators, and must content myself with
drawing only a very few conclusions.

It is pertinent to inquire to what extent do our oldest documents
represent the sounds that their writers actually heard in speech ?

We cannot suppose that the oldest writers were supematurally
gifted with the power of perfectly appreciating sounds, and
registering them by means of a very imperfect instrument, the

medievally enlarged Latin alphabet, with two or three runes.
Nor do we know the exact sounds which these scribes gave to their
letters, or how many different sounds they attributed to each. I am
not now perfectly satisfied with the key to Ws. given in Part II.

[ 2254 ]
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p. 534. I do not feel quite sure of a, ea, ed, eo, eo, and even of

the exact sounds of
', e, a, o, u, y (where Dr. Sweet recognises

two sounds of
,
two of

<?,
and two of 0, and there may have been

two of i, a, u). The r was possibly (E), entailing (T, D, y, L),
while

]>,
> cannot be fixed as (th, dh) with certainty. As to the

shade of sound that y expressed we could not hope to determine it.

At what time g g were really distinguished, or g w became simply
used diphthongally, it would be difficult to say. This makes the

starting-point 'very doubtful. But I think that for the purposes
of the present comparison, it would be sufficient to assume the

following values :

Ws. a a a &' aw b c eg cw d > e e ea ea

pal. a aa ae aese aw b, k kj, g "kw D, dh th, E EE e# Qaa

Ws. eo e6 f g g h hi hn hr i i ie iu I m n ng o 6

pal. eo eoo, v f
, g J, h[ kh, Lh Nh. Kh * ii ie m L in N q o oo

Ws. p r s sc t ) u u w wl vr y y'.

pal. p E, z s, sk skj, T, th dh, u uu w ~LW nw yx yy!.

Here (v, z) initial and perhaps (f, s) final seem guaranteed by
existing usage in D 4, and similarly the series (T D L N R) seems
established first by the existing usages in D 4 (pp. 51 to 54), and
the descent of the general English coronal (t d 1 n r) from them as

opposed to the
( v

t d 1
v

n r) of the continent, of which ( 4

t cl r) are

occasionally found in M. and N., and perhaps, but not with certainty,
in NL and IL. The (ea eo) seem justified by the regular practice
of dialectal fractures, and the occasional lengthening of the second

element is a common feature of our diphthongs. I am still very
doubtful as to 4

ae,' but it is most probable that it was a simple

vowel, as the medieval Latin '93,' from which the sign was

borrowed, was, at that time at least, and for long before it, a

simple vowel (EE), whence (aeae, se) is a natural development.
If we merely examine dialectal vowels which replace the literary

Ws., the confusion at first appears immense, the maze is mighty,
and the plan unseen. The first approach to orderliness is made by
remembering that, except in a small part of the south-west of

England, say about D 4 and 5, the sounds cannot be considered as

engendered by the "Ws.
; they are relatives, not descendants.

Now the first thing that strikes us is, that although many of

the short vowels are occasionally considerably different from the

presumed Ws. in received speech, an artificial product, they are

(omitting EA, EO) all to be found in some one or other of the

dialect districts, in closed and stressed syllables, with what have

here been assumed as their original sounds (, E, 03, a, o, u).

The I is, very rarely, (i)
or (i

1

),
at least in the North, and sometimes falls to

(,) or even (e). But
(i) is its general sound. Indeed (i)

is in closed syllables

a difficult sound to most Englishmen, who are even apt to replace (ii) by (ii, i),

although in many districts a genuine short I becomes diphthongised, as in 444
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stile, 446 nine, 458 night, 477 find ; yet the short vowel, sometimes prolonged to

() but not diphthongised, is found in the first two words stile, nine, and with

its proper quantity in 477 find, while 458 night, appears as (nekjht) in L., the

vowel being only lowered, but then the speakers think they say (mkjht) and

write nicht.

The E in close syllables is almost invariably (E), except among educated

southrons, who do not count. Where it has been written (e), it was, I think,

generally a confusion, easily explained.

The E final of Middle English, replacing the various Ws. final vowels which,
as explained in I. 318-342, III. 646-648, certainly existed, at least in poetry,

so late as the time of Chaucer and Gower, has entirely disappeared in the dialects

as well as in received speech. No trace of it has been found. The High German
final E remains even in common conversation, the Dutch final E exists in a few

uses, the French final E has disappeared, except before two following consonants,

in prose and in speech, and even in declaimed verse, but exists metrically and in

verse set to music, being distinctly heard at the present day from French singers,

and even often provided with a long note. The English final E has absolutely
ceased to exist.

Generally E in an open syllable follows the fortune of E'.

The jE in close syllables is very seldom (se),
and generally follows the fortunes

of A.
The A in the south and east, when used in close syllables, is fine (a

1

)

approaching and in rec. sp. quite reaching (se), but in the M. and N. and L.

varies from (a) to (a). The A- in open syllables will be considered under A'.

The is, I believe, normally (o), but it is very frequently confused with (o)

by my authorities, and pronounced of course as (o) by rec. speakers, who have

generally a difficulty in distinguishing (o o). But where it really occurs, (o)

seems to be as much a modern invention as (AA) .

The U remains (u) over only a very small zone, comprising Li., To., Cu., and

We., and on the borders of this zone becomes (u )
in the s., and (cej) in the

north, sounds difficult to distinguish, and leading to the S. (a), and the probably
identical L. (a). The S. form is raised in rec. sp. to (a), which seems to be also

occasionally found dialectally, but this is liable to doubt. The difference between

(a, a), like that between (e, E), seems to be unimportant, and is seldom recog-
nised. Dialect writers also confuse the five sounds (a a u u O3j) under one sign u.

The Y is never distinguished from I, the dialectal sounds approaching (y 9 ce)

having arisen in a different manner. The confusion of the sounds of I, U, is

probably very old.

^The long vowels I', E', M', A', 0', TJ', Y' (the last confused
with I' as Y is with I), are seldom given pure, but are generally
fractured, that is, really form diphthongs of the old sort, or of

a peculiar kind, arising from beginning to pronounce the vowel
with a wrong position of the organs, and then gliding to the right
position.

The I' and Y'=I' remain in very few words of Teutonic origin,
but in many Romance words as pron. in L., see D 33, p. 7200. In
Part I. pp. 284-297, tabulated on Part I. p. 291, a number of

instances were collected for the purpose of shewing that "long f
"

was originally (n). The consequent dissertation (although it took
the form of the older or dialectal pron. of words which are in
rec. sp. diphthongised like the pronoun I) gave rise to the present
investigation. As the words collected in I. 291 are rarely to the

point of the pron. of I', it will be better to consider them
separately, and for convenience they will be taken in the alpha-
betical order of I. 291, and when they occur in the cwl. the
number will be prefixed, which will make reference to the various
cwl. easy.
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500 alike. Mr. Shelly gave me this as being (elrk) in Dv., but in his cwl.

p. 165, I find "
(la'ik), rarely (lek)." Now (lek) is heard in L., Part I. p. 288,

note 3, and p. 782, No. 500. It is not a case of I' retained, but of I' being
shortened to I, and then lowered to (e), a very different case.

briar, Ws. brer, and hence is only the common case of E' becoming (ii),
and is

not in point.
399 bright. If we take this for "Ws. beorht, it is not a case in point, Dr.

Sweet assumes a later form. brihht. This was given me as
(ii)

from Cu.,

Kendal, La., South Shields, and We. It is generally so assumed to be, but that
is only approximate, the usual form in Cu. and We. is (bn'jit), see p. 588,
second word, a delicacy seldom appreciated by writers, of which more presently.
It is, however, at most, a short vowel lengthened, and hence not in point.

490 by L., Dr. Murray gives p. 718 (bai) of place, (bei) of agency, so that the
form (bii) is not reached emphatically, (bi) unemphatic is common.

466 child, given as (tjtel) in Du., p. 163, but as the plural children shews
this is not a case of I', but of I lengthened under the influence of a following I,

heuce it is not in point.
438 die, often called (dii), is from N. deyja, and hence not in point.
675 and 677 dry, in North Shields (drcii), p. 674, No. 675, but this is only

a short vowel y in drygan, lengthened, and hence is not in point.

dyke, Miss C. Day gave me (diik) from Nf., p. 276a. It is a genuine instance,
but I did not get it elsewhere.

348. eye is very commonly (ii),
but as it is an EA' word it is not in point.

In eyesight, the sight has a short I and hence is not to the point.
414. fly, sb. fleoga, vb. fleogan, is evidently not in point.
886. friar, Fr. frere, is also not in point.

fright, Ws. fyrhto, -u, with a short y, is also evidently not in point.
445. to hie, Ws. higian, has again a short vowel and hence is not in point,

see I. 289, note 3.

305. high, Ws. heh heah, is in either case not in point.

hind, Ws. hindan, has a short vowel, prolonged.
Ide (2 sw.Exeter), called (iid) I was told, but I do not know whether St. Ida

had I or I'.

/' II, the pronoun is sometimes called
(i)

when unaccented and placed after the

verb, but as the word was ic with a short vowel, it is not a case in point.

kindly (kiinli) in s.Dv. (p. 165, after No. 689), but this is from Ws. cynde
with a short vo\vel, and hence is not in point.

kite, Ws. cy'ta, is said to be (kiit) in Yo. and would be a good case, and

certainly sky (skii) was found near Bradford, p. 393, No. 705.

liar, we find 415 to lie mentiri regularly (Hi) in L., but this is from Ws.
leogan, and hence not in point, and 676 a lie, Ws. lyge, had a short vowel.

425. light, Ws. leoht, is not in point, and lightning belongs to light.

712. mice, Ws. my's, like 711 lice ly's, is often called (miis, His) in various

districts, as in Danby Cleveland, p. 528, and Southwold Sf. p. 283, (miis) in

Faversham Ke. p. 140, and it is a case in point.
457 might, Ws. rniht, a short vowel.

510 my as a contraction of mine, Ws. min, often becomes (mi) unemphatic,
as (mi lAAd) my lord.

458 night, Ws. niht, a short vowel again.
311 next, called (nirest) in sw.Dv., p. 164, is not a long I', but was taken

to be nighest, and 307 nigh itself is in Ws. neh neah, and hence not in point.
459 right and 462 sight had short vowels and are not in point.

sly N slsegr was given me as (slii)
from many places, but it is not a case in

point.
444 stile, Ws. stigel, has a short vowel and hence is not in point, (stiil) is not

unfrequent, but often assumes the forms (st^il, stml), which would be taken

as (stiil) and lead on to the usual (sta'il) .

423 thigh, Ws. J?e6h, is often (thii), but is not a case in point.

thy, a contraction of 'Sin, occurs only unaccented and shortened as (dhi)

see my.
tie

(ti) is said in Part I. p. 2860 to be heard in Kendal, Cu., and La., but I
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have no other record of it ;
Prof. Skeat refers it to Ws. teag teah ty'ge, a rope,

and the last form would be a case in point.

706 tc/tv "NVs. hwy', was given me as (whii) from many places, but there

seems to have been some mistake, it is so seldom used, thus on pp. 367, 502,

563, 684, it is generally replaced by what for, and is used for argumentative

well on p. 580.

699 wright, Ws. wyrhta, has a short vowel, but becomes (riit), p. 393.

498 write, is given as (vreit vrit) in D 39, p. 782^, and is a genuine example.

Thus in the great majority of cases these were not instances of the

retention of long I', but were sometimes the prolongation of short

I, and at others the equivalents of E', EA', EO', none of which are

to the point. They shew, however, the simultaneous occurrence

of (ii, a'i)
in many words as replacers of the same Ws. vowel.

Long vowels are treated in two ways. They are either shortened

and then preserved in quality, or fractured and then greatly altered

in quality. Sometimes, apparently through the action of a follow-

ing consonant, the short vowel is lengthened, and sometimes both

long and short vowels occur in different derivatives of the same

word, thus in rec. sp. we find child children, wild wilder wilder-

ness, hinder hinder. In names of places we find frequently
a shortening, as Wid-cornbe,-ford, Wick-ham, -ford, Whit-combe,
-church, -by, Wig-more, -ton, -thorpe, Swm-burn, -dale, -combe, -don .

Similarly ten, next are preserved with short vowels, as ten, next,
and rum room shortened to (rwm) still very frequently heard, has

been again lengthened to (ruum) without falling into (ra'urn),

as has happened in Germany, and so on. But fracturing is the

principle almost universally in use.

There seems to have been an original tendency to fracture vowels

among the Saxon speakers. EA, EO, IE (the last so rare that I

have not considered it further) are called fractures (Brechungeri]

by J. Grimm, because they replace a short vowel by two short

vowels which remain short, forming a group. He considers EA,
EO to have been

(e'a, e'o),
and to have arisen from (la, 10), which are

often written IA, 10 in MSS. The EA arises from A chiefly
before L and E. EO arises from I, and is used more freely. In
our dialects these particular fractures do not occur, at least in this

way, but (IB, era) are constantly found replacing what was open
short A, as (nfem, neisrn) name, and even occasionally replacing A'.

But there is nothing like EO. The fractures EA', EO' are con-

sidered by Grimm as diphthongs. They are not treated as

diphthongs in the dialects, and they are very variously re-

placed. We will postpone the consideration of these fractures till

later.

The passage of I' from (ii} into (a'i) is given on p. 293 as

being strongly developed in M. districts. The process consists of

lowering the commencement of the vowel so that (ii) becomes

(ii, zii), sounds which an unaccustomed ear hears as (ii, ii).

I believe (ii) is what Dr. Sweet means by his ij in living speech.
The lowering of the commencing element then continues, and
we get (e'i, ei, E'i), but then the second element is often, or rather

generally (i) ;
it is however often lengthened as

(e'ii eii), and then
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the speaker is still not conscious of having departed from (ii).

It is his form of (ii), and the pure vowel sounds to him erroneous.

When the sound of (E'*) is reached, Southrons recognise a "thin "

pron. of their own
(a'*'). Generally in the North a thin (e'i) and

a thick (a'i) are distinguished, and are usually determined by the

following consonant where there is one. The diphthongisation
therefore proceeds to (&'i, a1

*, ai di) and rarely (A'*). But there

is another set of these diphthongs, of which the first element

is (a, a), or even (ao). These are common, especially in D 4.

Whether they were derived through a progression similar to the

former, or came from an original (a'ii) form of (ii) parallel to

(e'ii),
it is not easy to say. There is often great difficulty in de-

termining what is the first element of these diphthongs, and to

say whether we hear (a', di] or (A'*), great attention and much

practice is necessary. Ordinary hearers at most recognise two

diphthongs (ei, ai), which they identify with the English school

pron. of Greek ei, ai, generally (aV a*). There is however a still

further alteration of this diphthong, by taking the second element

less close than ('), thus (ae), and then omitting it entirely and

lengthening the first element to (aa), thus (laak) like, see pp. 525

and 528
;
this is very distinctive of D 30. Dr. Sweet also says

(his p. 276) that "before (1) it [the second element] is almost com-

pletely absorbed in Yulgar English, mile being confused with

marie," that is, both called (maal), which I have not observed.

Long TJ' is fractured, and then diphthongised after the same

fashion as I'. The first element is depressed as (mi) slightly in

the M. (which is possibly what Dr. Sweet means by his uiv in

living English), and more so in D 31, where it becomes (wxu),

which is difficult to separate from (6u, 6w). The last form of the

diphthong is common, and is not readily distinguishable from (a'w),

of which (a'w, a'w) are finer forms used in rec. sp., and (aw), the

German au, a coarser form. Now (aw) varies as (aa) as in D 27,

and this, with the second element rendered less definite, becomes

first (ae), and finally (aa), as in D 24, p. 399. So that we have

the strange phenomenon of I' and IT at the two extremities of the

vowel scale both sinking in different, but not far distant, places

(York and Leeds, both in the same county, and only twenty miles

apart), into the middle sound (aa). This (aa) for U' is still further

degraded in sw.La., when it becomes (seas), dialectally written eaw.

And the degradation of (aw) is not yet complete. Instead of

changing the second element into (B), and then omitting it, the ()
becomes

(*'),
and we thus get (a) to represent U' in D 25, as well

as generally I', though in D 25 the form (di) is used for I', and

kept distinct from (at). The form (&
l

u) has still finer varieties, as

(ffiX E'M), which are very common in different parts of England, as

in D 10 and D 19, while in D 9 and in London it is still further

refined to (ew).
The U' is heard as pure (uu) in D 30 and in L., but in D 31 it

is usually (w^), and even in some parts (euu), p. 625, and (u'uu,

a'uu), p. 636-7, aU of which are regarded by the speakers as pure
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(uu), and indeed are generally written oo in all dialect books. All

these sounds represent U'.

A' is seldom preserved unfractured, although the received

(brAAd), which is occ. (bKaad) in dialects, may be so taken
;
but

the custom is to fracture with a prefixed (u) or (0) in the south

and (i)
or (e) in the north. Thus Ws. an, one, which was (oon)

unfractured even in Shakspere's rec. sp. [Two Gent. ii. 1, 2, pun
on on and one], became normally in the sw. (uan, UBU), and from

these came (wa3n, wan), the last of which has been adopted in

rec. sp. But in the n. it became (ian fen Jim jan JEN), the Scotch

ane. This (UB) had often an alternative form (OB), whence

probably came the rec. (oo), as (toBd, tood) toad. But the (fe) led

at once to (ii),
and it is an old joke that an Ab. man falls on the

(stiinz) stones and breaks his (biinz) bones, p. 780, Nos. 118 and 124.

Thus as F, TJ' both become (aa) in some districts, A' may become

(ii),
and is, if not (uu), at least (oo) very generally. It is to be

observed that short open A- falls into
(era) or (fe) in the south,

of which (era) occupies the s. portion as Do., and (fe) the n. portion
as "WL, and that even in "Wl. in the towns, and still more in Gl.

and the town of Gloucester itself, the (B) falls away and
(ii) alone

remains (p. 54, JSTo. 3, and p. 64 note). It would have been

quite possible for the modern (ee) to have been derived from

A- through (CB) in the same way. In the east the A- having
fallen in (CB) is further altered to (6) by the very common and
in this case recent substitution of (i) for (B) (see p. 202, No. 852).
This (e*) form growing to (E', a 1

*')
has become very distinctive

of Es. (p. 221) and n.London (p. 226), but it is a mere form of

the very common (ee), as (at) for U' is a form of (&B), p. S26d.

The intermediate vowels E', 0' seem to have passed at a com-

paratively early time into (ii, uu). The link for the first may have
been either of the forms (fe, e'ii),

both of which are still found.

Of these the first becomes (ii)
on dropping the (B), the second

on swallowing the very short initial (e) ;
but both are conjectural.

The changes which occur are changes of (ii) into (ii, z
:i, ei, e'ii).

The sound (ee) seems reserved for more frequent use for E-, see

various cwl. under E-, Nos. 231 to 255.

The 0' has a singular fate. The fracture (UB), which still exists

for short 0-, probably made it turn into (uu). As (uu) it was
fractured both into (wju) and (iu), each of which forms occurs in the
same dialect (North Craven, p. 622, NW. Horn of To., p. 625).
Then (fe) may arise for (iu), but it is evidently the northern form
of fracture which replaces the southern (WB). In the M. counties,

however, the (uu) sound at times reached its fractured form through
speakers beginning it with the mouth too widely open, producing
(o/u), p. 292, much resembling (</u). This is a very unstable

compound, and would serve to generate (iu, a'u), or (0, yj, and
seems to be the source whence the latter forms, or the French eu
in yen and nearly French w, arose in D 10, D 11, D 19, D 33, and
other L. forms. The existence of a sound resembling French u or

(y) in all these districts is generally acknowledged, yet TH. did
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not find it in D 19 (p. 2600), "but on the contrary found (ce'u). In
D 24 the short seems to have developed into (6), as (ko^'l 6*1)
coal hole, while 0'- becomes (m), as (sum, mum) soon, moon,

p. 393
;
but these are only forms of

(613, UB), the (13) becoming

(*'),
as we have seen to be very common (pp. 827(7, 828c).

As regards JE' nothing very definite can be said. The re-

placing values are generally (ii, ee), and sometimes (E'), but the

rule for the distribution of the words among the signs has not

been made apparent. My cwl. are here rather deficient, for

although there were plenty of words in the original, my in-

formants gave but few of them, possibly because they found

nothing peculiar, that is, differing from rec. pron. in them.

Perhaps an exhaustive examination of the words might lead to

some general result, but I must leave this to others. The com-
bination JE'G- will be considered presently.
As respects EA, EO, which are merely fractures, they must

be referred first, if possible, to the vowels of which they are

fractures. Now EA is clearly a fracture of A or A', and EO
is possibly a fracture of E or E'.

EA is replaced very differently according to the following

consonant, but it seems to act rather as A' than as A. Thus
322 hleahhan laugh has mostly (aa), but sometimes very short (a) ;

323 feaht fought has usually some form of (a'u), and 324 eahta

eight some form of (a*, E', EE). The words in EALD have
sometimes (aa) or (00), diphthongising into (6u, a'w), but EAL,
followed by E or L, has (AA). In all these there seems to be

no trace of an original short A.
In the case of EO, we must separate GEO, CEO where GE,

CE may probably be merely the palatalisation of G, C, so that

geolca, geond, geong, yolk of eggs, yon, young, and sceolde should,

do not belong to the series. Also beorht seems to be an alteration

of brihht, as Dr. Sweet assumes (History of E. Sounds, p. 308,
No. 700). Omitting these my series of EO: words has chiefly

EOR, wnich seems to fare as ER, becoming (aar) when (r) is

pron. The word 388 meolc milk has sometimes a singular pron.
as (ma'lk), p. 154, but it has generally ('). Whoever listens

to the peripatetic vendors of milk may however readily appreciate
the original fracture.

Of EA' I have the same complaint to make as of JE'. Its

replacers vary as
(ii, IB, ee, e, E'*').

Much evidently depends on

the following consonant, but I have not been able to formulate the

rule.

EO' seems to follow the fortunes of E', and usually becomes (ii).

This also requires additional work.

Ws. diphthongs, as distinct from fractures, are usually expressed

by an added g, w, as MG, -E'G, EG, AW, EOW, EO'W, IW.
See Consonantal Index, p. 30*, under G and W. In the sw. of

England, especially in D 4, the first three become some form of

(a'i). This still exists very markedly, but is on the way to (ee, ee,

EE), which also frequently occur in D 4, and the forms (e*, B) are
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likewise found. The change of (ai) into some form of (ee) is

common to many languages (see Part I. p. 238), and we cannot be

surprised at the prevalence of the (ee) forms at the present day.

They render the descent from an original (a'i) form almost un-

doubted. But were JEG, JE'G-, EG, really distinct from each

other ? Most probably, at the time this orthography came into

use, but it seems to me that they were not distinguished in the

time of Chaucer, Part III. p. 637 fll. The present degradation of

A- and MCr into (ee) confuses two distinct set of words, as tale

tail, see Cooper, in Part I. p. 126. It is remarkable that in some

parts of Ch. both should have further changed to (ii), see p. 409.

That both tale tail should be changed would seem simple after they
had reached the (ee) stage, the process being similar to that by
which E' became (ii), but the remarkable point is that in other

parts of Ch. (ee) remains in tale, but becomes (ii)
in tail. In SL.

the reverse takes place, for the vowel in tale becomes (fo, '),
and

tail has (ee) (p. 710, No. 3, and DSS. p. 106).
The AW diphthong loses its W, that is, its (u), altogether. Even

in D 4 it becomes (aa), in D 33 or SL (aa), and elsewhere it is

mostly (AA), for which aw is the rec. spelling. Of course A'W
follows the fortunes of A', and is occ. (aa), but more usually

(oo, 00).

The EOW, EO'W, and IW forms are comparatively rare, but
see the different cwl. under 386 eowe a ewe, 387 neowe niwe new,
408 cneow. he knew, 417 ceowan to chew, 418 breowan to brew,
419 eower your, 420 feower four, 421 feowertig forty, 435 eow

you, 436 treow true, 437 treow^S truth. The sound varies as

(6u, s.'u, ia'w), while the action of the (r) in the last two words
sometimes produces curious but important changes, such as (uu,

The Consonants which have not been specially grouped in the

cwl., but are distributed among the vowel groups, are collected

and referred to the Ws. and Norse words containing them, with
their numbers in the cwl. on p. 30*, so that any medial and final

consonants with some of the initial may be studied throughout the

cwl., while the ordinary initial consonants are given in the English
index, p. 25*.

The letter E occasions the most trouble. In all the S. div. R
is more or less reverted, that is, the tip of the tongue points to
the throat and its underpart is turned to the hard palate; this

is written (E). The hollow thus caused at the back of the tongue
produces a very peculiar resonance, which makes the effect of (E),
when once heard and understood, immediately recognisable. The
effect is rendered milder by making only the outer margin of

the tip instead of its underpart approach the middle of the hard

palate, leaving a spoon-shaped hollow behind. This is JGG.'s
retracted r written (R). It is rendered still milder by advancing
the raised tip of the tongue nearer to, but not quite to reach, the

gums. This is the buzzed (r ) when not trilled or napped, the

tongue being still turned up, but the hollow at the back being
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almost obliterated. The true (E) is however discernible right

through the s. of England from Co. to Ke., and is conspicuous
in Wl. Sm. Do. and Dv. This (E) is probably the original Ws.
form of the consonant. Our language is derived from North or

Low German and Danish, and in Germany and Denmark at the

present day the r is very peculiar, the first commonly uvular (r)
and the second glottal (i).
The effect of this reversion upon a contiguous (t, d, 1, n) is

evidently to revert it also and produce (T, D, L, N), and it seems
to me most probable that this reverted form is the original (see pp.
51, 53). It is known as the cerebral series in Sanscrit (Part IV. p.

1096). These consonants seem to me to be the progenitors of the
common coronal English (t, d, 1, n). These are quite distinct from
the alveolar

Qt, vd, 1, n), where the tip of the tongue touches the

gums, producing the continental and Sanscrit " dental "
series.

The natural flapped (r) seems to be also coronal, so that (tr- dr-)
are proper combinations. In the North Midland and 1ST. districts,

however, an alveolar
( vt, vd) are heard, but only before r, which

obliges the position of the tongue for it to be also alveolar, as

( vtr-, vdr-), and this occurs even when an
(12) is interposed, as

(- vter, -cter), indeed the
( vt, vd) still remain when the

( r) is lost,

as (- vte,
-

xdra). The Indian alphabet has two forms of t, d, namely
(T t, D

kd), the English is perhaps the only language which has
three forms of each letter (T t

vt,
D d

4d).
But the forms of the English r are not exhausted. In the

M. counties TH. recognises a very mild, but still in his opinion,
trilled r, which I write (r). At the same time JGG. recognised a

northern r, which I write (r), and he considers (K r r) to form a

series, p. 294. Of course it is very difficult to recognise such fine

distinctions, except after long hearing and careful analysis of

native utterances. To a mere Southron's ear they sound like his

own gentle r, or as completely vocalised.

The southern (E) after passing to (r ) often becomes lost after

(aa, AA), or considered as a mere symbol of the change of a, o into

these sounds, and is identified in other cases with a vowel some-
what like (a, 13, GO, ah), but probably different from all of them, as

the tip of the tongue is certainly a little too much raised for any
real vowel to be uttered, see p. 222. This " vowel r," or

(13)
as it

may be written, prevails all along the east coast of England from
Ke. to Nb. as far as North Shields at any rate, when not before a

vowel. When preceding a vowel it is possibly generally (r ),
but

I think I say and hear generally ( Lr), a mild and real trill. All

over the E. div. and D 20 in the M. div. and the e. coast of Yo.
and Du. in the N. div. this vocalisation of r prevails. At North
Shields in Nb. before a vowel it seems to become (K), see top of

p. 665, really a trill or trembling of the lips, often confused

with (w).
The varieties of English r are, however, not even yet exhausted.

In D 14, comprising m.Sh., the trill of the tongue tip is always
distinct both before and after a vowel, almost like the Italian r,
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but not so forcible. It seems to be a remnant of Welsh r, see

p. 182. In several places in England, and especially in Sh., a

difficulty is felt with (shr-) initial, for which the un-English (sr-)

is used in better speech, the (r) being vulgarly entirely omitted,

p. 183. In Scotland the r is also distinctly trilled with the tongue

only, as I think, more conspicuously than in Italian, but I believe

not so strongly as in Ireland, where, I am told, the whole of the

tongue, and not merely the tip, participates in the flapping action

(Part IV. p. 12320). In Nb., on the contrary, the tongue does not

flap at all, but only the uvula, and the result is often complicated

by a partial closure of the lips, see p. 64 Ic.

In my opinion r is essentially an intermittent interruption of

the voice, imitated in Faber's speaking machine by rapidly re-

volving a disk with radiating perforations in the way of the

vocalised current of air. These interruptions in natural speech
are made most naturally by the flapping tongue in different

positions, sometimes by the uvula or the lips, and each mode of

interruption by modifying the resonant cavity of the mouth,

produces different effects in passing from interruption to free

passage of the voice. When, however, there is no intermittence,

when the tongue or lips remain in one position, with no more

trembling than the passage of the voice (that is, undulating breath)

naturally produces as in prolonged (z, zh, w), there is, as I con-

ceive, only a vocalisation, a buzz or rough voice, as all consonant

positions, being unfavourable to a clear passage of sound, naturally

produce. Mr. Melville Bell and Dr. Sweet, on the contrary,

separate the flapping from the position of the tongue or lips, and

it is necessary that this radical difference in our views should be

borne in mind.

In the S. div., especially in D 4 and D 11, initial s and /, as

a general rule, become in Ws. words (z, v), but are sounded as

(s, f) in Eomance words. See particulars on pp. 38 to 41. As
the initial (z) at least is common to all German dialects, high
as well as low, it must be considered the original, and (s) a

generated sound. The (v) seems to be also original, compare
Dutch, and compare the Welsh/, ff, for (v, f). We find also that

even (sh, th) occasionally become (zh, dh) when initial in the

sw. of England, p. 41. But here (sh, zh) were not original

sounds, and hence this development must have been recent. On
the contrary, (dh) was probably the original sound and (th)

derived, as Dr. Sweet supposed, see Part II. p. 541, note 2.

The use of (d) for (dh) in Ke. in this, thai, the, there, their, theirs,

them, then, these, those, thej (p. 131), is sufficiently remarkable,
and becomes more so when we remember that it is a temporary
modern pron. introduced subsequent to the time of Dan Michel
in the xrv th century, and, though still known in the present day,
is rapidly disappearing. That in Orkney and Shetland (d) is also

found for (dh), although fast dying out, is attributable possibly
to Norse influence. But this e.Ke. substitution is not.

In connection with (dh) we may observe the various forms of
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the definite article, (dim) in the S. div. and up to D 20 inclusive,

(th) mainly in w.M. as D 21, 22, 25, and even in part of Yo.

(p. 500, No. 6), but occasionally assimilated by a previous (n) to

(t
1

). But this suspended form, independently of any assimilation,
is prevalent over D 30 and D 31, though it again becomes (din?)
in D 32, and in Cs. D 40 drops to (e

l

), losing the initial consonant

altogether, while in Holderness even the (t') vanishes and no
definite article is left.

Ws. F seems to have been (v) and "W to have been (w). There

always has been a Teuton difficulty with these letters, which
Germans as a rule cannot pron., using their own w or (bh) for

both of them. Over a portion of the e. coast from Ke. to Nf.

at least extends the "land of Wee" or the territory of (w) to

the exclusion of (v), see p. 132, and 221 d. Although (v) for

(w) is commonly attributed to cockneys and Folkestone fishermen,
I have not been able to observe the first in serious use and the

second is at least doubtful (p. 143). I have seen the use of v for

w attributed to the advent of the Huguenots into England after the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, but I know no authority for

the statement, see pp. 2290, 2306?. The true (wh) is rare; it is

practically unknown in the S. W. E. and M. div., being replaced

by (w), a proceeding analogous to the S. use of initial (v) for

(f); thus to pron. wheel as weal is precisely similar phonetically
to pronouncing feel as veal. Those who strongly reprobate the

latter, mostly commit the former sin with calmness, and find

(whiil) uncouth. In D 39, or KL. on the contrary, the (wh)
initial falls consistently into (f), at least it is so generally received,

but quite possibly it may be (ph), without the action of the teeth,

which much more closely resembles (wh). Mr. Melville Bell

conjectures it to be (fh) or (f), with the back of the tongue raised

as for (u). The doubt is whether the teeth are used at all.

In Ws. W occurs before L and R. Of WL I find no trace,

unless a magnificent flunkey be a remnant of Ws. wlaBnc, wlanc,

wlenc, wlonc, splendid. But WR still exists in several places, see

wrong on p. 578 and p. 688, also p. 726, par. 3, and elsewhere in L.

The Ws. CIS" initial generally becomes simple (n), but is occ.

represented by (nh) or (tnh), see know, p. 566, and compare Cooper,
Part I. p. 208, and Lediard, Part IV. p. 10460'.

The Ws. H is generally very badly treated. In Ws. it had pre-

sumably the value (Hjh) or strongly jerked out flatus (Part IY. p.

1130, col. 2), and when doubled or final, was probably a guttural.

It is known to every one of education how very widely the absence

of (h) extends. I got the most contradictory accounts from different

regions. Glossary writers put in the h as a matter of habit, even

where they know that no dialect speaker uses it. For my own

part, I feel very uncertain of any (h) south of the Lowland line 10,

north of it (h) is omitted only, but not always, in (it) it, for (h)

remains there in D 39 to 41
;
and (h) is inserted only, but not

always, in (haz) us, and (hulet) owlet (p. 734, v. 88). In the M,

div. certainly (h) has no existence, and very little in the 1ST. div.,

'E.E. Pron. Part V. [ 2265 ]
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except in each case perhaps as a mark of emphasis even when
unhistorical. Its present home is in the L. div., and there also the

guttural prevails, in all the three forms (kh, kjh, kwh). The

guttural is, however, occ. met with further south, and has been

heard from old people even in La., p. 341, parts of Yo. (Part I.

. 289, note 4, and Part I. p. 311, note 1), Cu., and We. But in

. it is habitual. The general substitute for the guttural, when
not entirely ignored, is (f), which in some words, as laugh tough,

prevails in rec. sp., and in dwarf habitually, and draft recently, has

crept into rec. spelling.
The 10 transverse lines (described pp. 15 to 22) divide the whole

country into regions where certain pron. are prevalent. The six

great divisions, S., W., E., M., N.. L., give the .largest groups
that I have been able to form, and the distinctive characters are

succinctly stated at the beginning of each. Next, I have made a

number of minor groups, as Celtic Southern, p. 24
;
Mid Southern,

p. 36; the Border of Southern against Midland and Eastern, p. 110;
the East Southern, p. 130

;
the West Southern, p. 145

;
the South

Western, p. 175; and North Western, p. 181
;
the West Eastern,

p. 189
;
the Mid Eastern, p. 195

;
the South Eastern, p. 225

;
the

North Eastern, p. 248
;
and the East Eastern, p. 259

;
the Border

Midland, p. 296; the North Midland, p. 315; the Mid Midland,

p. 408; the East Midland, p. 447; the South Midland, p. 451;
the East Northern, p. 495

;
the West Northern, p. 537

;
the North

Northern, p. 637
;
the South Lowland, p. 709

;
the Mid Lowland,

p. 723; the North Lowland, p. 755; and the Insular Lowland,
p. 788

;
to each of which is prefixed a brief account of its cha-

racters. The last portion of each name shows the division to

which each group belongs, while the names of the groups them-
selves are placed as current headlines of the pages. Each of these

groups is, when feasible, subdivided into smaller districts, and each
is at the commencement properly characterised. The characters

there assigned, which it is not necessary to repeat here, form the

principal result, and were the most difficult part of this investiga-

tion, the difficulty being greatly increased by the necessity of

completing it in all its details before a page of the book could be

printed, or the maps drawn.

Among these characters a very few points of construction and

vocabulary were noticed (see p. 25*), for it was my purpose not
to enter upon matters which have occupied other investigators.
The most striking of these is the form of the verb substantive I be in the S.,

getting mixed with I are in Kent, and chiefly I are in the E., mixed with
I am which prevails over the M. But in D 30 and 31 J is is the usual form,
which may indeed sometimes be heard in Df., but is possibly imported; for in
D 32 and L. generally I am is the form always heard. Of course the vowels
are not heard after I except where there is much emphasis, as I heard an old
woman say to me, I are to wait (ai -aa te w^'jt), meaning that she had been
ordered to wait where I found her. Usually (ai)u, ai)z, A)m), etc., are heard.
In the S. also we am, you am may be found as we-m, you-m.

In D 4 and 10 the periphrastic form, as / do love, without any intention of

emphasis, is used for I love, and the past participle has the augment, as I have
a-loved. Also the nominative form is much used for the object, as I saw she.
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In the west M. as in D 21, 22, 25, 26, the verhal plural in -en is regularly
used in the present tense, as we love-n, you ha(ve}n. This dies out eastwards,
and is nearly extinct in Le. and Nt.

In the E. the plural verh is often used for the singular, as it do (pp. 197<?,

In High Furness La. and in parts of "We. at is at least occasionally used
instead of to before the infinitive (p. 550). In Ch. to is regularly omitted in

such cases, and for is used for for to (p. 410c).
In the Black Country, D 29, V ii, but not V iia, p. 461, occurs regularly a

peculiar form of the negative with auxiliary verbs, the not itself being omitted,
as I doli for I don't (instances collected, p. 461). It is, I believe, sparingly
found elsewhere.

Peculiar words, which have been the main objects of glossarists,
1 have not sought at all, but a few naturally occurred.

The use of en or (im) unaccented, representing the Ws. ace. hine, still exists in

the S., though received speech has confused it with the dative him (p. 43), it

must not be confounded with 'un = one.

The first personal pron. occurs as utch (atj) in a small district near Yeovil

(p. 84). It is the only remnant of the ich 'ch so common in writings of the
xvith century to represent clownishness.

The form of address to companions or fellow-workers varies much. As I have
introduced it into my dt., I have had a curious set of words given me. (1) Mates,
which was the word in the original (p. 8*), is found 43 times, but is always
suspicious, as it was thus suggested. (2) Lads occurs 25 times, only once in S.,
the rest in M. and N. (3) Chaps runs it hard with 21 occurrences, of which
2 were in the S., 1 in the E., and the rest M. or N. Other varieties are very
much more uncommon. (4) Boys occurs 5 times. (5) Marrows (the word

properly means matches, equals, pares, 4 times (once p. 61 Id', and three times

p. 656), all in N. (6) Butties is found three times (pp. \\ld, 255c, 4?2c) ;
and

the singular address, (7) Together, also occurs 3 times (pp. 250d, 263c, 2720, all

in E.) ;
the rest occur only once. (8) Comrades, p. 169<2. (9) Maties, p. 2505.

(10) o's, p. 278c. (11) Old Fellows, p. 285c. (12) Neighbours, p. 656. (13)

Gallants, p. 656, and I think in 4 cases the word was skipped altogether.
In connection with (10) bo

1

(bA), a Nf. word for young man, occurs mauther

(mAAdhis), young Avoman or young girl, then usually abridged to mau'er (mV^).
The word for girl is maid (maid) in the south, wench in no bad sense in M., and
lass generally in N.

; girl is rather an educated word; she is hoo (ce'\i, x'u) in

w. M., as La., Ch., Db., and shoo (shu, shoo, sire) in D 24, but (sh?) in D 41

and 42, and constantly (aa) assumed generally to be her, especially in M.

Here I stop. Time and space fail me, and my long task must
come to an end.

END OF PART V.
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